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Dear Future Business Leader,

By using this book toprepare for the GMAT® exam, you are taking avery important step toward
gaining admission toa high-quality business ormanagement program and achieving a rewarding
career in management. I applaud yourdecision.

The Graduate Management Admission Council® developed the GMAT exam more than 50years
ago to help leading graduate schools ofbusiness and management choose the applicants who best
suit their programs. Programs that use GMAT scores in selective admissions have helped establish
theMBAdegree as a hallmark ofexcellence worldwide and have raised the credibility ofother
graduate-level management and specialized programs. Today, the testisused bymore than 5,200
graduate programs andisgiven to test-takers daily in more than 110 countries around theworld.

This 13thedition of The Official GuideforGMAT® Review includes study material for the new
Integrated Reasoning section, which makes itsdebut inJune2012. Fournew question typeswill
incorporate advances in technology andmeasurement to testyour ability to integrate information
from multiple sources and in multiple formats to make reasoned conclusions. These skills were
identified by schools as important for incoming management students to have in an increasingly
data-driven world, and their inclusion on the test reflects GMAC s ongoing commitment to
evolving with the needsof managementprograms and students.

Why do GMAT scores matter so much? Other admissions factors—such aswork experience,
grades, admissions essays, and interviews—can saysomething about who you are and what you have
done in your career, but onlyyour GMAT scores can tell schools howyou are likelyto perform
academically in the coursesthat are fundamental to graduate management degrees.

Managementprograms that require youto take the GMAT exam really care about the qualityof
their student body. And excellent students meana stronger program, a more enrichinglearning
environment, and a more valuable degreeforyou to take into the professional world. Byenrolling in
a schoolthat uses the GMAT examforyourgraduate managementdegree,you will maximize the
value ofyour degree, and that value will payoffin manyways, throughoutyour career.

I wishyougreat success in preparing for this important nextstepin yourprofessional education,
and I wish you a veryrewardingmanagement career.

Sincerely,

Q^J) <\. U)^
David A. Wilson

President and CEO

Graduate Management Admission Council®
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1.0 What Is the GMAT0' Exam?

1.0 What Is the GMAT® Exam?

The Graduate Management Admission Test8 (GMAT*) exam is a standardized exam used in
admissions decisions bymore than 5,200 graduate management programs worldwide. It helps you
gauge, and demonstrate to schools, your academic potential for success ingraduate level
management studies.

The four-part exam measures your Analytical Writing, Verbal, Quantitative, and Integrated
Reasoning skills—higher-order reasoning skills that management faculty worldwide have identified
as important for incoming students to have. Unlike undergraduate grades and curricula, which vary
in their meaning across regions and institutions, yourGMAT scores provide a standardized,
statistically reliable measure ofhow you are likely to perform academically in the core curriculum of
a graduate management program. Tie GMAT exam's validity, appropriateness, and value in
admissions have been well-established through numerous academic studies.

The GMAT exam is delivered entirely in English and solely on computer. It is not a test of business
knowledge, subject matter mastery, English vocabulary, or advanced computational skills. The
GMAT exam also does not measure other factors related to success in graduate management study,
such asjob experience, leadership ability, motivation, and interpersonal skills. Your GMAT score is
intended to be used as one admissions criterion among other, more subjective, criteria, such as
admissions essays and interviews.

1.1 Why Take the GMAT® Exam?

Launched in 1954 by a group of nine business
schools to provide a uniform measure of the
academic skills needed to succeed in their

programs, the GMAT exam is now used by more
than 5,200 graduate managementprograms at
approximately 1,900 institutions worldwide.

Using GMAT scores helps institutions select the
most qualified applicants and ensure that the
applicants they admit are up to the academic rigors
of their programs. When you consider which
programs to apply to, you can look at a school's use
of the GMAT exam as one indicator of quality.
Schools that use the GMAT exam typically list
score ranges or average scores in their class profiles,
so you mayalso find these profiles helpful in
gauging the academic competitiveness of a program
you are considering and how well your performance
on the exam compares with that of the students
enrolled in the program.

Myth -vs- FACT
•M' - If I don't score in the 90th

percentile, I won't get into any
school I choose.

F - Very few people get very high
scores.

Fewer than 50 of the more than 200,000
people taking the GMAT exam each year get
a perfect score of 800. Thus, while you may
be exceptionally capable, the odds are
against your achieving a perfect score.
Also, the GMAT exam is just one piece of
your application packet. Admissions officers
use GMATscores in conjunction with
undergraduate records, application essays,
interviews, letters of recommendation, and
other information when deciding whom to
accept into their programs.

No matter how well you perform on the GMAT
exam,you should contact the schools that interest you to learn more about them and to ask how
they use GMATscores and other criteria (such as your undergraduate grades, essays, and letters of
recommendation) in their admissions processes. School admissions offices, web sites, and materials
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published by schools are the primary sources ofinformation when you are doing research about
where you mightwant to go to business school.

For more information on the GMAT exam, test registration, appropriate uses ofGMAT scores,
sending your scores to schools, and applying tobusiness school, please visit ourweb site at mba.com.

1.2 GMAT® Exam Format

The GMAT exam consists of four separately timed
sections (see the table on the next page). The test
startswith oneAnalytical Writing Assessment
(AWA) essay prompt, and youwill have 30
minutes to type your essayon a computer
keyboard. The AWA is followed immediately by
the 30-minuteIntegrated Reasoning section,
which features 12 question prompts in four
different questionformats. The test endswith two
75-minute, multiple-choice sections: the
Quantitative section, with 37 questions, and the
Verbal section, with 41.

The Verbal and Quantitative sections of the
GMAT exam are computer adaptive, which means
that the test drawsfrom a large bank of questions
to tailor itself to your ability level, and you won't
get many questions that are much too hard or too
easyfor you. The first questionwill be of medium
difficulty. As you answer each question, the
computer scores your answer and uses it—as well
asyour responses to any precedingquestions—to
select the next question.

Myth -vs- FACT
'M - Getting an easier question

means I answered the last one

wrong.

F - Getting an easier question
does not necessarily mean you
got the previous question
wrong.

To ensure that everyone receives the same
content, the test selects a specific number of
questions of each type. The test may call for
your next question to be a relatively difficult
problem-solving item involving arithmetic
operations. But, if there are no more
relatively difficult problem-solving items
involving arithmetic, you might be given an
easier item.

Most people are not skilled at estimating
item difficulty, so don't worry when taking
the test or waste valuable time trying to
determine the difficulty of the questions you
are answering.

Computer-adaptive tests become more difficult the
more questions you answercorrectly, but if you get a question that seems easier than the last one, it
does not necessarily mean you answered the last question incorrectly. The test has to cover a range
of content, both in the type of question asked and the subject matter presented.

Because the computer uses your answers to select your next questions, you may not skip questionsor
go back and change your answer to a previous question. If you don't know the answer to a question,
try to eliminate as many choices aspossible, then select the answer youthink is best. If you answer a
question incorrectly by mistake—orcorrectly by luckyguess—your answers to subsequentquestions
will leadyou back to questions that are at the appropriate skill level for you.

Though the individual questions aredifferent, thecontent mixture is the same for every GMAT
exam.Yourscore is determined by the difficulty and statistical characteristics of the questions you
answer aswell as the number of questions you answer correctly. By adapting to each test-taker, the
GMAT exam is able to accurately and efficiently gauge skill levels over a full range of abilities, from
very high to very low.
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1.3 What Is the GMAT® Exam? What Is the Content of the Test Like?

The test includes the types of questions found in this bookand in the online IntegratedReasoning
component, but the format and presentation of the questions are different on the computer. When
you take the test:

• Only one question or question prompt at a time is presented on the computerscreen.

• The answerchoices for the multiple-choice questions will be preceded by circles, rather than
by letters.

• Different question types appear in random order in the multiple-choice and Integrated
Reasoning sections of the test.

• Youmust selectyour answer using the computer.

• You must choose an answer and confirm your choice before moving on to the next question.

• You may not go back to previous screens to change answers to previous questions.

f \
Format of the GMAT® Exam

Questions Timing

Analytical Writing
Analysisof an Argument 1 30 min.

Integrated Reasoning
Multi-Source Reasoning
Table Analysis
Graphics Interpretation
Two-Part Analysis

12 30 min.

Optional break

Quantitative
Problem Solving
Data Sufficiency

37 75 min.

Optional break

Verbal

Reading Comprehension
Critical Reasoning
Sentence Correction

41 75 min.

V
Total Time: 210 min.

1.3 What Is the Content of the Test Like?

The GMAT exam measures higher-order analytical skills encompassing several types ofreasoning.
The Analytical Writing Assessment asks you to analyze the reasoning behind an argument and
respond inwriting; the Integrated Reasoning section asks you to interpret and synthesize
information from multiple sources and in different formats to make reasoned conclusions; the
Quantitative section asks you to reason quantitatively using basic arithmetic, algebra, and geometry;
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and the Verbal section asks you to read andcomprehend written material and to reason andevaluate
arguments.

Test questions may address avariety ofsubjects, but all ofthe information you need to answer the
questions will beincluded ontheexam, with no outside knowledge ofthesubject matter necessary.
The GMAT exam isnota test ofbusiness knowledge, English vocabulary, or advanced
computational skills. You will need to read and write in English and have basic math andEnglish
skills to perform well on the test, butits difficulty comes from the required analytical abilities,
which are developed overtime.

The questions in this book are organized byquestion typeandfrom easiest to most difficult, but
keep in mind that when you take the test, you may see different types of questions in any order
within each section.

1.4 Integrated Reasoning Section

The Integrated Reasoning section measures your ability to understand andevaluate multiple sources
and types of information—graphic, numeric, and verbal—as they relate to one another; useboth
quantitative and verbal reasoning to solve complex problems; and solve multiple problems in relation
to one another.

Four types of questions are used in the Integrated Reasoning section:

• Multi-Source Reasoning

• TableAnalysis

• Graphics Interpretation

• Two-Part Analysis

Integrated Reasoning questions may be quantitative, verbal,or a combination of both. Youwill have
to interpret graphics and sort tables to extract meaning from data, but advancedstatistical
knowledge and spreadsheet manipulation skills are not necessary. You will have access to an online
calculator with basicfunctions for the Integrated Reasoning section,but note that the calculator is
not available on the Quantitative section.

To review the Integrated Reasoning question types and test-taking tips, see chapter10.For practice
questions of eachformat, with full answer explanations, please visit the Integrated Reasoning online
component usingyour unique access code found in the backof this book.

1.5 Quantitative Section

The GMAT Quantitative section measures yourability to reason quantitatively, solve quantitative
problems, and interpret graphic data.

Two types of multiple-choice questions are used in the Quantitative section:

• Problem Solving

• Data Sufficiency
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1.6 What Is the GMAT® Exam? Verbal Section

Both are intermingled throughout the Quantitative section, and both require basic knowledge of
arithmetic, elementary algebra, and commonly known concepts of geometry.

To review the basic mathematical concepts that youwill need to answer Quantitative questions, see
the math review in chapter 4. Fortest-taking tips specific to the question types in the Quantitative
section, practice questions, and answer explanations, see chapters 5 and 6.

1.6 Verbal Section

The GMAT Verbal section measures your abilityto read and comprehendwritten material, and to
reason and evaluate arguments. Trie Verbal section includes readingsections from several different
contentareas. Although you may be generally familiar with some of the material, neither the
reading passages nor the questions assume detailed knowledge of the topics discussed.

Three types of multiple-choice questions are intermingled throughout the Verbal section:

• Reading Comprehension

• Critical Reasoning

• Sentence Correction

All three require basic knowledge of the English language, but the Verbal section is not a test of
advancedvocabulary.

For test-taking tips specificto each question type in the Verbalsection, practice questions, and
answer explanations, see chapters 7 through 9.

1.7 Analytical Writing Assessment

TheAnalytical Writing Assessment (AWA) consists of one30-minutewriting task: Analysis of an
Argument. TheAWA measures yourability to think critically, communicate yourideas, and
formulate an appropriate and constructive critique. You will typeyour essay on a computer keyboard.

For test-taking tips, sample essay responses, answer explanations, and sample Analysis of an
Argument topics, see chapter 11.

1.8 What Computer Skills Will I Need?

The GMAT exam requires only minimal computer skills. You will typeyour AWA essay on the
computer keyboard using standard word-processing keystrokes. In theIntegrated Reasoning and
multiple-choice sections, you select your responses using either your computer mouse or the
keyboard. TheIntegrated Reasoning section includes basic computer navigation and functions, such
as clicking on tabs and using drop-down menus to sort tables and selectanswers.

To learn more about the specific skills required to take the GMAT exam, download GMATPrep™
software, the free test-preparation software from mba.com/gmatprep.

11
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1.9 What Are the Test Centers Like?

The GMAT exam is administered under standardized conditions at test centers worldwide. Each
testcenter has a proctored testing room with individual computer workstations that allow you to sit
for the exam under quiet conditions and with some privacy. You will be able to take two optional
breaks—one after completing the Integrated Reasoning section and another between the
Quantitative and Verbal sections. You may not take notes or scratch paper with you into the testing
room, but an erasable notepad and marker willbe provided for you to use during the test.

1.10 How Are Scores Calculated?

Verbal and Quantitative sections are scored on a scale of 0 to 60, with scores below 6 or above 51
extremely rare. The Total GMAT score ranges from 200 to 800 and is based on your performance
in these two sections. Yourscore is determinedby:

• The number of questions you answer

• The number of questions you answer correctly or incorrectly

• The level of difficulty and other statistical characteristicsof each question

YourVerbal, Quantitative, and Total GMAT scores are determined by a complex mathematical
procedure that takes into account the difficulty of the questions that were presented to you and how
you answered them. When you answer the easierquestions correctly, you get a chance to answer
harder questions, making it possible to earn a higher score. After you havecompleted all the
questions on the test, or when your time is expired, the computerwill calculate your scores. Your
scores on the Verbal and Quantitative sections are combined to produceyour Total score.

The AnalyticalWriting Assessment consists of one writing task, Analysis of an Argument, and your
essay willbe scored two timesindependently. Essays areevaluated bycollege and university faculty
members from a variety of disciplines, includingmanagement education, who rate the overall quality
ofyour critical thinkingand writing. (For details on how readers are qualified, visit mba.com.) In
addition, yourresponse may be scored byan automated scoring program designed to reflect the
judgment of expert readers.

Your essay is scored on a scale of0 to 6, with6 being the highest score and0 the lowest. A score of
zero isgiven for responses that are off-topic, are in a foreign language, merely attempt to copy the
topic, consist only ofkeystroke characters, orare blank. Your AWA score is typically the average
oftwo independent ratings. If the independent scores vary bymore than a point, a third reader
adjudicates, but because of ongoing trainingand monitoring, discrepancies are rare.

Your Analytical Writing Assessment and Integrated Reasoning scores are computed and reported
separately from the other sections ofthe testand have no effect onyour Verbal, Quantitative, or
Total scores. The schools that you have designated to receive your scores may receive a copy ofyour
Analytical Writing Assessment essay with your score report. Your own copy ofyour score report
will not include your essay.

Like your AWA score, your Integrated Reasoning score will notcount toward your Total score.
A score scale for Integrated Reasoning willbe available byApril 2012on mba.com.
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1.11 What Is the GMAT® Exam? Test Development Process

Appendix A contains the 2011 percentile ranking tables that explain the distribution ofGMAT
scaled scores across all GMAT tests-takers during the period beginningJuly2008 and ending
June 2011. These ranking tables do not include Integrated Reasoning scores.

1.11 Test Development Process

The GMAT exam is developed by expertswho use standardized procedures to ensure high-quality,
widely appropriate test material. All questions are subjected to independent reviews and are revised
or discarded as necessary. Multiple-choice questions are tested during GMAT exam administrations.
AnalyticalWriting Assessment tasks are tested on mfea.com registrants and then assessed for their
fairness and reliability. For more information on test development, see mba.com.

13
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2.0 How to Prepare

2.0 How to Prepare

2.1 How Should I Prepare to Take the Test?

The GMAT exam was designed specifically to measure academic skills needed for management
education, and the testcontains several question formats unique to the GMAT exam. At a
minimum, you should be familiar with the test format and the question formats before you sitfor
the test. Because the GMAT exam is a timed exam, you should practice answering test questions
notonly to better understand thequestion formats and the skills they require, but also to help you
learn to pace yourselfsoyoucan finish each section whenyousit for the exam.

Because the exam measures reasoning rather than
subject matter knowledge, you most likelywill not
find it helpful to memorize facts. You do not need to
study advanced English vocabulary or mathematical
concepts, but youshould be sure your grasp of basic
arithmetic, algebra, and geometry is sound enough
that you can use these skills in quantitative problem-
solving. Likewise, you do not need to study
advanced vocabulary words, but you should have a
firm understanding of basic English vocabularyand
grammar for reading, writing, and reasoning.

This book and other study materials released by the
Graduate Management Admission Council contain
questions that have been retired from the GMAT
exam. All questions that appear or have appeared on
the GMAT exam arecopyrighted and owned by the ^ "^
GMAC, which does not license them to be reprinted
elsewhere. Accessing live Integrated Reasoning, Quantitative, or Verbal test questions in advance or
sharing test content during or after you take the test is a serious violation, which could cause your
scores to be canceled and schools to be notified. In casesof a serious violation, you may be banned
from future testing, and other legal remedies maybe pursued.

2.2 What About Practice Tests?

The Quantitative and Verbal sections of the GMAT exam are computer adaptive, and the Integrated
Reasoning section includes questions that require youto use the computer to sort tables and navigate
to different sources of information. GMATPrep* software will helpyouprepare for the test. The
software is available for download at no charge for those who have created an account on mba.com.
The software includes two full-length GMAT exams, including computer-adaptive Quantitative and
Verbal sections; plus additional practice questions; information about the test;and tutorials to helpyou
become familiar with howthe GMAT exam willappear on the computer screen at the testcenter.

Tomaximize your free practice exams, you should download thesoftware as you start toprepare for
the test. Take one practice testto familiarize yourselfwith the exam and to get an idea ofhow you
might score. As your testdate approaches, after you have studied using thisbook and other study
materials, take the second practice test to determine whether youneedto shiftyourfocus to other
areas you need to strengthen. Note that the practice tests may include questions that are also published
in this book.

Myth -vs- FACT
vi/ - You may need very advanced

math skills to get a high GMAT
score.

F - The math skills tested on the

GMAT exam are quite basic.

The GMAT exam only requires basic
quantitative analytic skills. You should review
the math skills (algebra, geometry, basic
arithmetic) presented in this book, but the
required skill level is low. The difficulty of
GMAT Quantitative questions stems from the
logic and analysis used to solve the problems
and not the underlying math skills.

15
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2.3 How Should I Use the Diagnostic Test?

This book contains a Diagnostic Test to help you determine the types ofQuantitative and Verbal
questions that you need to practice most. You should take the Diagnostic Testaround the same time
that you take the first GMATPrep sample test. The Diagnostic Test will give you a rating—below
average, average, above average, or excellent—ofyour skills in each typeof GMAT testquestion.
These ratings will help you identify areas tofocus on as you prepare for the GMATexam.

The Diagnostic Test does not include Integrated Reasoning orAnalysis ofanArgument questions.

Use the results of theDiagnostic Test to help you select the right chapter of this book to startwith.
Next, read the introductory material carefully, and answer thepractice questions in that chapter.
Remember, the questions in the chapters are organized by difficulty, from easiest to most difficult.
Make sure you follow the directions for each type ofquestion and try to work as quickly and as
efficiently aspossible. Thenreview the explanations for the correct answers, spending as muchtime
as necessary to familiarize yourselfwith the range ofquestions or problems presented.

2.4 Where Can I Get Additional Practice?

If you would like additional practice, The Official GuideforGMAT" Verbal Review and The Official
Guidefor GMAT" Quantitative Review include even more practice questions that are notpublished in
this book. For an on-the-go solution, you canpurchase The Official Guidefor GMAT" Review app,
available in both Apple and Android platforms. Please note that the Official GMAT mobile appis a
mobile version of The Official Guidefor GMAT" Review. Although it has interactive features not
available in the print edition, it uses the same questions published in the printed guide. The Official
GMAT mobile app and other books and study materials are available at mba.com/store.

2.5 General Test-Taking Suggestions

Specific test-taking strategies for individual questiontypes are presentedlater in this book. The
following are general suggestions to help you performyour best on the test.

1. Use your time wisely.
Although the GMAT examstresses accuracy morethan speed, it is important to use your time
wisely. On average, you will have about 1% minutes for each Verbal question, about 2 minutes for
each Quantitative question, and about 2Y% minutes for eachIntegrated Reasoningquestion, someof
which have multiple questions. Once you start the test, an onscreen clockwill show the time you
have left. You can hide this display if youwant, but it is a good idea to check the clockperiodically
to monitor yourprogress. Theclock will automatically alertyou when5 minutes remain for the
section you are working on.

2. Answer practice questions ahead of time.
Afteryou become generally familiar withallquestion types, use the practice questions in this book
and the onlineIntegrated Reasoning component to prepare for the actual test. It may be useful to
timeyourself as you answer the practice questions to get an idea ofhowlong you will have for each
question when you sit for the actual test, as well as to determine whether you areanswering quickly
enough to finish the test in the allotted time.
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7.

Read all test directions carefully.

The directions explainexactly what is required to
answereach question type. Ifyou read hastily, you
may miss important instructions and lower your
score. To review directions during the test, click on
the Help icon. But be aware that the time you
spend reviewing directions will count againstyour
time allotment for that section of the test.

Read each question carefully and thoroughly.
Before you answera question, determine exactly
what is being asked and then select the best choice.
Neverskim a question or the possible answers;
skimming may cause you to miss important
information or nuances.

Do not spend too much time on any one question.

Ifyou do not know the correct answer, or if the
question is too time-consuming, try to eliminate
choices you know are wrong, select the best of the
remaining answer choices, and move on to the next
question. Not completing sections and randomly
guessing answers to questions at the end of each
test section can significantly loweryour score.As
long as you have workedon each section, youwill
receive a score even if you do not finish one or
more section in the allotted time. But you will not
earn points for questionsyou never get to see.

Confirm your answers ONLY when you are ready
to move on.

On the Quantitative and Verbal sections, once you
have selected your answer to a multiple-choice
question, you will be asked to confirm it. Once you
confirm yourresponse, youcannotgo back and
change it. You may not skip questions. In the
Integrated Reasoningsection, there may be several
questions based on information provided in the
same question prompt. When there is more than
one response on a singlescreen, youcan change
your response to any of the questions on the screen
before moving on to the next screen. But you may "~~ ~~ —— • • • • -*
not navigate back to a previous screen to change
any responses.

Plan your essay answer before you begin to write.
The best way to approach the Analysis ofan Argument section is to read the directions carefully,
take a few minutes to think about the question, and plan a response before you begin writing. Take
care to organize your ideas and develop them fully, but leave time to reread your response and make
any revisions that you think would improve it.

2.5 How to Prepare General Test-Taking Suggestions

Myth -vs- FACT
•M - It is more important to respond

correctly to the test questions
than it is to finish the test.

F - There is a severe penalty for
not completing the GMAT
exam.

If you are stumped by a question, give it
your best guess and move on. If you guess
incorrectly, the computer program will likely
give you an easier question, which you are
likely to answer correctly, and the computer
will rapidly return to giving you questions
matched to your ability. If you don't finish
the test, your score will be reduced greatly.
Failing to answer five verbal questions, for
example, could reduce your score from the
91st percentile to the 77th percentile. Pacing
is important.

Myth -vs- FACT
'M - The first 10 questions are

critical and you should invest
the most time on those.

F - All questions count.

It is true that the computer-adaptive testing
algorithm uses the first 10 questions to
obtain an initial estimate of your ability;
however, that is only an initialestimate. As
you continue to answer questions, the
algorithm self-corrects by computing an
updated estimate on the basis of all the
questions you have answered, and then
administers items that are closely matched
to this new estimate of your ability. Your
final score is based on all your responses and
considers the difficulty of all the questions
you answered. Taking additional time on the
first 10 questions will not game the system
and can hurt your ability to finish the test.

17
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3.0 Diagnostic Test

3.0 Diagnostic Test

Like thepractice sections later in thebook, theDiagnostic Test uses questions from real GMAT®
exams. The purpose of the Diagnostic Testis to help you determine howskilled you arein
answering each of the five types ofquestions on the GMAT exam: problem solving, data
sufficiency, reading comprehension, critical reasoning, and sentence correction.

Scores on the Diagnostic Testare designed to help you answer the question, "If all the questions on
the GMAT examwerelike the questions in this section, howwellwould I do?" Yourscores are
classified asbeingexcellent, above average, average, or below average, relative to the scores of other test-
takers. You can use this information to focusyour test-preparation activities.

Instructions

1. Take your time answering these questions. The Diagnostic Test is not timed.

2. Ifyou are stumped by a question, you shouldguessand move on, just like you should
do on the real GMAT exam.

3. You can take one segment at a time, if youwant. It is better to finish an entire section
(Quantitative or Verbal) in one sitting, but this is not a requirement.

4. Youcan go back and change your answers in the Diagnostic Test.

5. After you take the test, checkyour answers using the answer key that follows the test.
The number of correct answers is your raw score.

6. Convert your raw score, using the tableprovided.

Note: TheDiagnostic Test is designed to give you guidance on howto prepare for the GMAT
exam; however, a strongscore on one type of question does not guarantee that youwill perform as
well on the realGMAT exam. Thestatistical reliability of scores on the Diagnostic Test ranges
from 0.75 to 0.89, and the subscale classification is about 85%-90% accurate, meaning that your
scores on the Diagnostic Test area good, but not perfect, measure of howyou are likely to perform
on the realtest. Use the tests on the free online software to obtain a good estimate ofyour expected
GMAT Verbal, Quantitative, and Total scores.

You should not compare the number ofquestions you got rightin each section. Instead, you should
compare how your responses are rated in each section.

19
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3.1 Quantitative Questions

Problem Solving

Solve the problem and indicate the best of the answer choices given.
Numbers: All numbers used are real numbers.

Figures: All figures accompanying problem solving questions are intended to provide information
useful in solving the problems. Figures are drawn as accurately as possible. Exceptions will be
clearly noted. Lines shown as straight are straight, and lines that appear jagged are also
straight. The positions of points, angles, regions, etc., exist in the order shown, and angle
measures are greater than zero. All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.

1. Last month a certain music club offered a discount to

preferred customers. After the first compact disc

purchased, preferred customers paid $3.99 for each
additional compact disc purchased. Ifa preferred
customer purchased a total of 6 compact discs and
paid $15.95 for the first compact disc, then the dollar
amount that the customer paid for the 6 compact
discs is equivalent to which of the following?

(A) 5(4.00)+ 15.90
(B) 5(4.00)+ 15.95
(0 5(4.00) + 16.00
(D) 5(4.00-0.01) +15.90
(E) 5(4.00-0.05)+15.95

2. The average (arithmetic mean) of the integers from
200 to 400, inclusive, is how much greater than the
average of the integers from 50 to 100, inclusive?

(A) 150

(B) 175

(C) 200

(D) 225

(E) 300

3. The sequence av a2, a3,...,an,... is such that

an = a"-1 +a"-2 for all n> 3. If a3 = 4 and

a5 = 20, what is the value of afi ?

20

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

12

16

20

24

28

4. Among a group of 2,500 people, 35 percent invest in
municipal bonds, 18 percent invest in oil stocks, and
7 percent invest in both municipal bonds and oil

stocks. If 1 person is to be randomly selected from
the 2,500 people, what is the probability that the
person selected will be one who invests in municipal

bonds but NOT in oil stocks?

_9_
50

1_
25

7
20

21
50

2Z
50

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

Aclosed cylindrical tank contains 36it cubic feet of
water and is filled to half its capacity. When the tank
is placed upright on its circular base on level ground,
the height of the water in the tank is 2 feet. When the
tank is placed on its side on level ground, what is the
height, in feet, of the surface of the water above the
ground?

(A) 2

(B) 3

(0 4

(D) 6

(E) 9
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7.

A marketing firm determined that, of 200 households
surveyed, 80 used neither Brand A nor Brand B soap,
60 used only Brand A soap, and for every household
that used both brands of soap, 3 used only Brand B
soap. How many of the 200 households surveyed used
both brands of soap?

(A) 15

(0 30

(D) 40

(E) 45

A certain club has 10 members, including Harry. One
of the 10 members is to be chosen at random to be

the president, one of the remaining 9 members is to
be chosen at random to be the secretary, and one of
the remaining 8 members is to be chosen at random
to be the treasurer. What is the probability that Harry
will be either the memberchosento be the secretary
or the member chosen to be the treasurer?

1
720

J_
80

_1_
10

I
9

1
5

(A) 720

(B) Jk

(0

(D)

(E)

8. If a certain toy store's revenue in November was

^ of its revenue in December and its revenue in
January was ^ of its revenue in November, then the
store's revenue in December was howmanytimes the
average (arithmetic mean) of its revenues in November
and January?

3.1 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Questions

(A) 1
4

(B)
1
2

(0 2
3

(D) 2

(E) 4

9. A researcher computed the mean, the median, and the
standard deviation for a set of performance scores.
If 5 were to be added to each score, which of these
three statistics would change?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

The mean only

The median only

The standard deviation only

The mean and the median

The mean and the standard deviation

10. In the figure shown, what is the value of
v+x+y+z+w?

(A) 45

(B) 90

(0 180

(D) 270

(E) 360

21
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11. Of the three-digit integers greater than 700, how many
have two digits that are equal to each other and the
remaining digit different from the other two?

(A) 90

(B) 82

(C) 80

(D) 45

(E) 36

12. Positive integer y is 50 percent of 50 percent of
positive integer x, and y percent of x equals 100.
What is the value of x ?

(A) 50

(B) 100

(0 200

(D) 1,000

(E) 2,000

13. If s and t are positive integers such that j = 64.12,
which of the following could be the remainder when
s is divided by t ?

(A) 2

(B) 4

(0 8

(D) 20

(E) 45

14. Of the 84 parents who attended a meeting at a
school, 35 volunteered to supervise children during
the school picnic and 11 volunteered both to supervise
children during the picnic and to bring refreshments to
the picnic. If the number of parents who volunteered
to bring refreshments was 1.5 times the number of
parents who neither volunteered to supervise children
during the picnic norvolunteered to bring
refreshments, how many of the parents volunteered
to bring refreshments?

(A) 25

(B) 36

(0 38

(D) 42

(E) 45

22

15.

16.

The product of all the prime numbers less than 20 is
closest to which of the following powers of 10 ?

(A) 109

(B) 108

(C) 107

(D) 106

(E) 105

If V3-2x =

(A) 1

(B) 4

(0 2-2x

(D) 4x-2

(E) 6x-l

17. If n=Ji|, what is the value of y/n ?
vol

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

18. If n is the product of the integers from 1 to 8,
inclusive, how many different prime factors greater
than 1 does n have?

(A) Four

(B) Five

(C) Six

(D) Seven

(E) Eight

19. If k is an integer and2 < k <7, for how many different
values of k is there a triangle with sides of lengths 2,
7, and k ?

(A) One

(B) Two

(C) Three

(D) Four

(E) Five
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20.

21.

A right circular cone is inscribed in a hemisphere so
that the base of the cone coincides with the base of

the hemisphere. What is the ratio of the height of the
cone to the radius of the hemisphere?

(A) ^:1

(B) 1:1

(0 ¥
(D) JZ:1

(E) 2:1

John deposited $10,000 to open a new savings
account that earned 4 percent annual interest,

compounded quarterly. If there were no other
transactions in the account, what was the amount of

money in John's account 6 months after the account
was opened?

(A) $10,100

(B) $10,101

(0 $10,200

(D) $10,201

(E) $10,400

22. A container in the shape of a rightcircular cylinder

isA full ofwater. If the volume ofwater in the

container is 36 cubic inches and the height of the
container is 9 inches, what is the diameter of the base
of the cylinder, in inches?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

li
9tc

_4_
yJlZ

12,

V7C

23.

24.

3.1 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Questions

If the positive integer x is a multiple of 4 and the
positive integer y is a multiple of 6, then xy must be a
multiple of which of the following?

1. 8

II. 12

III. 18

(A) II only

(B) 1and II only

(0 1and III only

(D) II and III only

(E) 1, II, and III

Aaron will jog from home at x miles per hour and then
walk back home by the same route at y miles per hour.
How many miles from home can Aaron jog so that he
spends a total of t hours jogging and walking?

(A) xt

y

(B) x + t
xy

(0
xyt

x + y

(D)
x + y + t

xy

(E) y+t t

23
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Data Sufficiency

Each data sufficiency problem consists of a question and two statements, labeled (1) and (2), which
contain certain data. Using these data and your knowledge of mathematics and everyday facts (such as
the number of days in July or the meaning of the word counterclockwise), decide whether the data
given are sufficient for answering the question and then indicate one of the following answer choices:

A Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient.
B Statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (1) alone is not sufficient.

C BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

D EACH statement ALONE is sufficient.

E Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are not sufficient.

Note: In data sufficiency problems that ask for the value of a quantity, the data given in the statements
are sufficient only when it is possible to determine exactly one numerical value for the quantity.

Example:

In APQR, what is the value of x ?

(1) PQ = PR

(2) y = 40

Explanation: According to statement (1)PQ = PR; therefore, APQR is isosceles and y = z. Since x + y + z =
180, it follows that x + 2y = 180. Since statement (1) does not give a value for y, you cannot answer the
question using statement (1) alone. According to statement (2), y = 40; therefore, x + z = 140. Since
statement (2) does not give a value for z, you cannot answer the question using statement (2) alone.
Using both statements together, since x + 2y = 180 and the value of y is given, you can find the value
of x. Therefore, BOTH statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are sufficient to answer the question, but

NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

Numbers: All numbers used are real numbers.

Figures:
• Figuresconform to the information given in the question, but will not necessarily conform to the

additional information given in statements (1) and (2).
• Lines shown as straight are straight, and lines that appear jagged are also straight.
• The positions of points, angles, regions, etc., exist in the order shown, and angle measures are

greater than zero.
• All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.

24
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25. Ifthe units digit of integer n is greater than 2, what is
the units digit of n ?

(1) The units digit of n is the same as the units digit
ofn2.

(2) The units digit of n is the same as the units digit
ofn3.

26. What is the value of the integer p ?

(1) Each of the integers 2, 3, and 5 is a factor of p.

(2) Each of the integers 2, 5, and 7 is a factor of p.

27. Ifthe length of Wanda's telephone call was rounded up

to the nearest whole minute by her telephone
company, then Wanda was charged for how many
minutes for her telephone call?

(1) The total charge for Wanda's telephone call was
$6.50.

(2) Wanda was charged $0.50 more for the first
minute ofthetelephone cali than for each
minute after the first.

28. What is the perimeter of isosceles triangle MNP ?

(1), MN = 16

(2) NP = 20

29. In a survey of retailers, what percent had purchased
computers for business purposes?

(1) 85 percent of the retailers surveyed who owned
their own store had purchased computers for
business purposes.

(2) 40 percent of the retailers surveyed owned their
own store.

30. The only gift certificates that a certain store sold
yesterday were worth either $100 each or $10 each. If
the store sold a total of 20 gift certificates yesterday,
how many gift certificates worth $10 each did the
store sell yesterday?

(1) The gift certificates sold by the store yesterday
were worth a total of between $1,650 and
$1,800.

(2) Yesterday the store soldmorethan 15 gift
certificates worth $100 each.

3.1 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Questions

31. Is the standard deviation of the set of measurements

Xj, x2, x3, x4 x20 less than 3 ?

(1) The variance for the set of measurements is 4.

(2) For each measurement, the difference between
the mean and.that measurement is 2.

32. Is the range of the integers 6, 3, y, 4, 5, and x greater
than 9 ?

(1) y>3x

(2) y>x>3

Ex+233. Is^-<1?

(1) 5X<1

(2) x<0

34. Of the companies surveyed about the skillsthey
required in prospective employees, 20 percent
required both computer skills and writing skills. What
percent of the companies surveyed required neither
computer skills nor writing skills?

(1) Of those companies surveyed that required
computer skills, half required writing skills.

(2) 45 percent of the companies surveyed required
writing skills but not computer skills.

35. What is the value of w + q?

(1) 3w=3-3q

(2) 5w + 5q = 5

36. If X and Vare points in a plane and X lies inside the
circle C with center O and radius 2, does V lie inside
circle C ?

(1) The length of line segment XYis 3.

(2) The length of line segment OY is 1.5.

37. Isx>y ?

(1) x = y + 2

(2) | =y-l
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38. If Paula drove the distance from her home to her

college at an average speed that was greater than

70 kilometers per hour, did it take her less than
3 hours to drive this distance?

(1) The distance that Paula drove from her home to

her college was greater than 200 kilometers.

(2) The distance that Paula drove from her home to

her college was less than 205 kilometers.

39. In the xy-plane, if line k has negative slope and passes
through the point (-5,r), is the x-intercept of line k
positive?

(1) The slope of line k is -5.

(2) r>0

40. If $5,000 invested for one year at p percent simple
annual interest yields $500, whatamount must be
invested at k percent simple annual interest for one
year to yield the same number of dollars?

(1) k = 0.8p

(2) k = 8

41. |f^±I>o,isx<0?
z

(1) x<y

(2) z<0

42. Does the integer k have at least three different
positive prime factors?

(1) A is an integer.

(2) -Ar is an integer.

43. In City Xlast April, was the average (arithmetic mean)
daily high temperature greater than the median daily
high temperature?

(1)

(2)

26

In City Xlast April, the sum of the 30 daily high
temperatures was 2,160°.

In City Xlast April, 60 percentof the daily high
temperatures were less than the average daily
high temperature.

44. If m and n are positive integers, is \Jm) an integer?

(1) Urn) isan integer.

(2) Un\ is an integer.

45. Of the 66 people in a certain auditorium, at most

6 people have their birthdays in any one given month.
Does at least one person in the auditorium have a
birthday in January?

(1) More of the people in the auditorium have their
birthday in February than in March.

(2) Five of the people in the auditorium have their

birthday in March.

46. Last year the average (arithmetic mean) salary of the
10 employees of Company Xwas $42,800. What is the
average salary of the same 10 employees this year?

(1) For 8 of the 10 employees, this year's salary is
15 percent greater than last year's salary.

(2) For 2 of the 10 employees, this year's salary is
the same as last year's salary.

47. In a certain classroom, there are 80 books, of which
24 are fiction and 23 are written in Spanish. How many

of the fiction books are written in Spanish?

(1) Of the fiction books, there are 6 more that are
not written in Spanish than are written in

Spanish.

(2) Ofthe books written in Spanish, there are 5
more nonfiction books than fiction books.

48. If p is the perimeter of rectangle Q, what is the value
ofp?

(1) Each diagonal of rectangle 0 has length 10.

(2) The area of rectangle Q is 48.
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3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

3.2 Verbal Questions

Reading Comprehension

Each of the reading comprehension questions is based on the content of a passage. After reading the
passage, answer all questions pertaining to it on the basis of what is stated or implied in the passage. For
each question, select the best answer of the choices given.

Line According to economic signaling theory,
consumers may perceive the frequency with
which an unfamiliar brand is advertised as a cue

that the brand is of high quality. The notion that
(5) highly advertised brands are associated with

high-quality products does have some empirical
support. Marquardt and McGann found that

heavily advertised products did indeed rank high
on certain measures of product quality. Because

(10) large advertising expenditures represent
a significant investment on the part of a
manufacturer, only companies that expect to
recoup these costs in the long run, through
consumers' repeat purchases of the product,

(15) can afford to spend such amounts.
However, two studies by Kirmani have found

that although consumers initially perceive expensive
advertising as a signal of high brand quality,
at some level of spending the manufacturer's

(20) advertising effort may be perceived as unreasonably
high, implying low manufacturer confidence in
product quality. Ifconsumers perceive excessive
advertising effort as a sign of a manufacturer's
desperation, the result may be less favorable

(25) brand perceptions. In addition, a third study by
Kirmani, of print advertisements, found that the
use of color affected consumer perception of
brand quality. Because consumers recognize that
color advertisements are more expensive than

(30) blackand white, the point at which repetition of an
advertisement is perceived as excessive comes
sooner for a color advertisement than for a black-

and-white advertisement.

Which of the following best describes the purpose of
the sentence in lines 10-15 ?

(A) To show that economic signalingtheory fails to
explain a finding

(B) To introduce a distinction not accounted for by
economic signaling theory

(C) To account for an exception to a generalization
suggested by Marquardt and McGann

(D) To explain why Marquardt and McGann's
research was conducted

(E) To offer an explanation for an observation

reported by Marquardt and McGann

The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) present findings that contradict one explanation
for the effects of a particular advertising
practice

(B) argue that theoretical explanations about the
effects of a particular advertising practice are
of limited value without empirical evidence

(C) discuss how and why particular advertising
practices may affect consumers' perceptions

(D) contrast the research methods used in two

different studies of a particularadvertising
practice

(E) explain why a finding about consumer responses
to a particular advertising practice was
unexpected
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3. Kirmani's research, as described in the passage,
suggests which of the following regarding consumers'
expectations about the quality of advertised products?

(A) Those expectations are likely to be highest if a
manufacturer runs both black-and-white and

color advertisements for the same product.

(B) Those expectations can be shaped by the
presence of color in an advertisement as well as
by the frequency with which an advertisement
appears.

(C) Those expectations are usually high for
frequently advertised new brands but not for
frequently advertised familiar brands.

(D) Those expectations are likely to be higher for
products whose black-and-white advertisements

are often repeated than for those whose color
advertisements are less often repeated.

(E) Those expectations are less definitively shaped
bythe manufacturer's advertisements than by
information that consumers gather from other
sources.

4. Kirmani's third study, as described in the passage,
suggests which of the following conclusions about a
black-and-white advertisement?

(A) It can be repeated more frequently than a
comparable color advertisement could before

consumers begin to suspect low manufacturer
confidence in the quality of the advertised
product.

(B) It will have the greatest impact on consumers'
perceptions of the quality of the advertised
product if it appears during periods when a color
version of the same advertisement is also being
used.

(C) It will attract more attention from readers of the

print publication in which it appears if it is used
only a few times.

(D) It may be perceived by some consumers as
more expensive than a comparable color

advertisement.

(E) It is likely to be perceived by consumers as a
sign of higher manufacturer confidence in the
quality of the advertised product than a
comparable color advertisement would be.

28

5. The passage suggests that Kirmani would be most
likely to agree with which of the following statements
about consumers' perceptions of the relationship
between the frequencywith which a product is
advertised and the product's quality?

(A) Consumers' perceptions about the frequency
with which an advertisement appears are their
primary consideration when evaluating an
advertisement's claims about productquality.

(B) Because most consumers do not notice the

frequency of advertisement, it has little impact
on most consumers' expectations regarding
product quality.

(0 Consumers perceive frequency of advertisement
as a signal about product quality only when the
advertisement is for a product that is newly on
the market.

(D) The frequency of advertisement is not always
perceived by consumers to indicate that

manufacturers are highly confident about their
products' quality.

(E) Consumers who try a new product that has been
frequently advertised are likely to perceive the
advertisement's frequency as having been an
accurate indicator of the product's quality.
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Line The idea of the brain as an information

processor—a machine manipulating blips of energy
according to fathomable rules—has come to
dominate neuroscience. However, one enemy of

(5) the brain-as-computer metaphor is John R. Searle,
a philosopher who argues that since computers
simply follow algorithms, they cannot deal with
important aspects of human thought such as
meaning and content. Computers are syntactic,

(10) rather than semantic, creatures. People, on the
other hand, understand meaning because they have
something Searle obscurely calls the causal powers
of the brain.

Yet how would a brain work if not by reducing
(15) what it learns about the world to information—some

kind of code that can be transmitted from neuron

to neuron?What else could meaning and content
be? Ifthe code can be cracked, a computer should
be able to simulate it, at least in principle. But

(20) even if a computer could simulate the workings
of the mind, Searle would claim that the machine
would not reallybe thinking; it would just be acting
as if it were. His argument proceeds thus: if a
computer were used to simulate a stomach, with

(25) the stomach's churnings faithfully reproduced on a
video screen, the machine would not be digesting
real food. Itwould just be blindly manipulating the
symbols that generate the visual display.

Suppose, though, that a stomach were simulated
(30) using plastic tubes, a motor to do the churning, a

supply of digestive juices, and a timing mechanism.
If food went in one end of the device, what came out
the other end would surely be digested food. Brains,
unlike stomachs, are information processors, and if

(35) one information processor were made to simulate
another information processor, it is hard to see
how one and not the other could be said to think.

Simulated thoughts and real thoughts are made of
the same element: information. The representations

(40) of the world that humans carry around in their heads
are already simulations. To accept Searle'sargument,
one would have to deny the most fundamental notion
in psychology and neuroscience: that brains work
by processing information.

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

6. The main purpose of the passage is to

(A) propose an experiment

(B) analyze a function

(C) refute an argument

(D) explain a contradiction

,(E) simulate a process

7. Which of the following is most consistent with Searle's
reasoning as presented in the passage?

(A) Meaning and content cannot be reduced to
algorithms.

(B) The process of digestion can be simulated
mechanically, but not on a computer.

(C) Simulatedthoughts and real thoughts are
essentially similar because they are composed
primarily of information.

(D) Acomputercan use "causal powers" similar to
those of the human brain when processing
information.

(E) Computer simulations of the world can achieve
the complexity of the brain's representations of
the world.

8. The author of the passage would be most likely to
agree withwhich of the following statements about the
simulation of organ functions?

(A) An artificial device that achieves the functions of

the stomach could be considered a valid model

of the stomach.

(B) Computer simulations of the brain are best used
to crack the brain's codes of meaning and
content.

(0 Computer simulations of the brain challenge
ideas that are fundamental to psychology and
neuroscience.

(D) Because the brain and the stomach both act as
processors, they can best be simulated by
mechanical devices.

(E) Thecomputer's limitations insimulating
digestion suggest equal limitations in computer-
simulated thinking.
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9. It can be inferred that the author of the passage
believes that Searle's argument is flawed by its
failure to

(A) distinguish between syntactic and semantic

operations

(B) explain adequately how people, unlike
computers, are able to understand meaning

(C) provide concrete examples illustrating its claims
about thinking

(D) understand how computers use algorithms to
process information

(E) decipher the code that is transmitted from
neuron to neuron in the brain

10. From the passage, it can be inferred that the author
would agree with Searle on which of the following
points?

(A) Computers operate by following algorithms.

(B) The human brain can never fully understand its
own functions.

(C) The comparison of the brain to a machine is
overly simplistic.

(D) The most accurate models of physical
processes are computer simulations.

(E) Human thought and computer-simulated thought
involve similar processes of representation.

11. Which of the following most accurately represents
Searle's criticism of the brain-as-computer metaphor,

as that criticism is described in the passage?

(A) The metaphor is not experimentallyverifiable.

(B) The metaphor does not take into account the
unique powers of the brain.

(C) The metaphor suggests that a brain's functions
can be simulated as easily as those of a
stomach.

(D) The metaphor suggests that a computer can
simulate the workings of the mind by using the
codes of neural transmission.

(E) The metaphor is unhelpful because both the
brain and the computer process information.
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Line Women's grassroots activism and their vision
of a new civic consciousness lay at the heart of

social reform in the United States throughout the
Progressive Era, the period between the depression

(5) of 1893 and America's entry into the Second

World War. Though largely disenfranchised except
for school elections, white middle-class women

reformers won a variety of victories, notably in
the improvement of working conditions, especially

(10) for women and children. Ironically, though,
child labor legislation pitted women of different
classes against one another. To the reformers,
child labor and industrial home work were equally
inhumane practices that should be outlawed, but,

(15) as a number of women historians have recently
observed, working-class mothers did not always
share this view. Given the precarious finances of
working-class families and the necessity of pooling
the wages of as many family members as possible,

(20) working-class families viewed the passage and
enforcement of stringent child labor statutes as a
personal economic disaster and made strenuous

efforts to circumvent child labor laws. Yet

reformers rarely understood this resistance in terms
(25) of the desperate economic situation of working-

class families, interpreting it instead as evidence
of poor parenting. This is not to dispute women
reformers' perception of child labor as a terribly
exploitative practice, but their understanding of

(30) child labor and their legislative solutions for ending
it failed to take account of the economic needs of

working-class families.

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

12. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) explain why women reformers of the Progressive
Era failed to achieve their goals

(B) discuss the origins of child labor laws in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

(C) compare the living conditions of working-class
and middle-class women in the Progressive Era

(D) discuss an oversight on the part of women
reformers of the Progressive Era

(E) revise a traditional view of the role played by
women reformers in enacting Progressive Era
reforms

13. The view mentioned in line 17 of the passage refers to
which of the following?

(A) Some working-class mothers' resistance to the
enforcement of child labor laws

(B) Reformers' belief that child labor and industrial

home work should be abolished

(C) Reformers' opinions about how working-class
families raised their children

(D) Certain women historians' observation that there

was a lack of consensus between women of

different classes on the issue of child labor and

industrial home work

(E) Working-class families' fears about the adverse
consequences that child labor laws would have

on their ability to earn an adequate living

14. The author of the passage mentions the observations
of women historians (lines 15-17) most probably in
order to

(A) provide support for an assertion made in the
preceding sentence (lines 10-12)

(B) raise a question that is answered in the last
sentence of the passage (lines 27-32)

(0 introduce an opinion that challenges a statement
made in the first sentence of the passage

(D) offer an alternative view to the one attributed in

the passage to working-class mothers

(E) point out a contradiction inherent in the

traditional view of child labor reform as it is

presented in the passage
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15. The passage suggests that which of the following was
a reason for the difference of opinion between
working-class mothers and women reformers on the
issue of child labor?

(A) Reformers' belief that industrial home work was
preferable to child labor outside the home

(B) Reformers' belief that child labor laws should
pertain to working conditions but not to pay

(C) Working-class mothers' resentment at reformers'
attempts to interfere with their parenting

(D) Working-class mothers' belief that child labor
was an inhumane practice

(E) Working-class families' need for every
employable member of their families to earn
money

16. The author of the passage asserts which of the
following about women reformers who tried to abolish
child labor?

(A) They alienated working-class mothers by
attempting to enlist them in agitating for
progressive causes.

(B) They underestimated the prevalence of child
labor among the working classes.

(C) Theywere correct in their conviction that child
labor was deplorable but shortsighted about the
impact of child labor legislation on working-class
families.

(D) Theywere aggressive in their attempts to
enforce child labor legislation, but were unable
to prevent working-class families from
circumventing them.

(E) They were prevented by their nearly total
disenfranchisementfrom making significant
progress in child labor reform.
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17. According to the passage, one of the most striking
achievements of white middle-class women reformers

during the Progressive Era was

(A) gaining the right to vote in school elections

(B) mobilizing working-class women in the fight

against child labor

(C) uniting women of different classes in grassroots
activism

(D) improving the economic conditions of working-

class families

(E) improving women's and children's working
conditions
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3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

Critical Reasoning

Each of the critical reasoning questions is based on a short argument, a set of statements,
or a plan of action. For each question, select the best answer of the choices given.

18. Vasquez-Morrell Assurance specializes in insuring
manufacturers. Whenever a policyholder makes a

claim, a claims adjuster determines the amount that

Vasquez-Morrell is obligated to pay. Vasquez-Morrell is
cutting its staff of claims adjusters by 15 percent. To
ensure that the company's ability to handle claims
promptly is affected as little as possible by the staff

cuts, consultants recommend that Vasquez-Morrell lay

off those adjusters who now take longest, on average,

to complete work on claims assigned to them.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously calls into
question the consultants' criterion for selecting the
staff to be laid off?

(A) If the time that Vasquez-Morrell takes to settle

claims increases significantly, it could lose
business to other insurers.

(B) Supervisors at Vasquez-Morrell tend to assign
the most complex claims to the most capable
adjusters.

(C) AtVasquez-Morrell, no insurance payments are
made until a claims adjuster has reached a final
determination on the claim.

(D) There are no positions at Vasquez-Morrell to
which staff currently employed as claims
adjusters could be reassigned.

(E) The premiums that Vasquez-Morrell currently
charges are no higher than those charged for
similar coverage by competitors.

19. Prolonged spells of hot, dry weather at the end of the
grape-growing season typically reduce a vineyard's
yield, because the grapes stay relatively small. In
years with such weather, wine producers can make
only a relatively small quantity of wine from a given
area of vineyards. Nonetheless, in regions where wine
producers generally grow their own grapes, analysts

typically expect a long, hot, dry spell late in the
growing season to result in increased revenues for
local wine producers.

Which of the following, if true, does most to justify the
analysts' expectation?

(A) The lower a vineyard's yield, the less labor is

required to harvest the grapes.

(B) Long, hot, dry spells at the beginning of the
grape-growing season are rare, but they can

have a devastating effect on a vineyard's yield.

(C) Grapes grown for wine production are typically
made into wine at or near the vineyard in which
they were grown.

(D) When hot, dry spells are followed by heavy rains,
the rains frequently destroy grape crops.

(E) Grapes that have matured in hot, dry weather
make significantly better wine than ordinary
grapes.

20. In the past, most children who went sledding in the
winter snow in Verland used wooden sleds with

runners and steering bars. Ten years ago, smooth
plastic sleds became popular; they go faster than
wooden sleds but are harder to steer and slow. The

concern that plastic sleds are more dangerous is
clearly borne out by the fact that the number of
children injured while sledding was much higher last
winter than it was 10 years ago.

Which of the following, if true in Verland, most
seriously undermines the force of the evidence cited?
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(A) A few children still use traditional wooden sleds.

(B) Very few children wear any kind of protective
gear, such as helmets, while sledding.

(C) Plastic sleds can be used in a much wider variety
of snow conditions than wooden sleds can.

(D) Most sledding injuries occur when a sled collides
with a tree, a rock, or another sled.

(E) Because the traditional wooden sleds can
carry more than one rider, an accident involving
a wooden sled can result in several children

being injured.

21. Metal rings recently excavated from seventh-century
settlements in the western part of Mexico were made

using the same metallurgical techniques as those used
by Ecuadorian artisans before and during that period.
These techniques are sufficiently complex to make
their independent development in both areas unlikely.
Since the people of these two areas were in cultural

contact, archaeologists hypothesize that the
metallurgical techniques used to make the rings found
in Mexico were learned by Mexican artisans from
Ecuadorian counterparts.

Which of the following would it be most useful to

establish in order to evaluate the archaeologists'
hypothesis?

(A) Whether metal objects were traded from
Ecuador to western Mexico during the seventh
century

(B) Whether travel between western Mexico and

Ecuador in the seventh century would have been
primarily by land or by sea

(C) Whether artisans from western Mexico could

have learned complex metallurgical techniques
from their Ecuadorian counterparts without
actually leaving western Mexico

(D) Whether metal tools were used in the seventh-

century settlements inwestern Mexico

(E) Whether any of the techniques used inthe
manufacture of the metal rings found in western
Mexico are still practiced among artisans in

Ecuador today
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22. Following several years of declining advertising
sales, the Greenv/7/e Times reorganized its
advertising sales force. Before reorganization, the
sales force was organized geographically, with some
sales representatives concentrating on city-center
businesses and others concentrating on different
outlying regions. The reorganization attempted to
increase the sales representatives' knowledge of
clients' businesses by having each sales
representative deal with only one type of industry or
of retailing. After the reorganization, revenue from
advertising sales increased.

In assessing whether the improvement in advertising
sales can properly be attributed to the reorganization,
it would be most helpful to find out which of the

following?

(A) What proportion of the total revenue of the

Greenville Times is generated by advertising
sales?

(B) Has the circulation of the Greenville Times

increased substantially in the last two years?

(C) Among all the types of industry and retailing that
use the Greenville Times as an advertising
vehicle, which type accounts for the largest
proportion of the newspaper's advertising sales?

(D) Do any clients of the sales representatives of
the Greenv/7/e Times have a standing order with
the Times for a fixed amount of advertising per

month?

(E) Among the advertisers inthe Greenville Times,
are there more types of retail business or more
types of industrial business?
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23. Motorists in a certain country frequently complain
that traffic congestion is much worse now than it was
20 years ago. No real measure of how much traffic
congestion there was 20 years ago exists, but the
motorists' complaints are almost certainly
unwarranted. The country's highway capacity has
tripled in the last twenty years, thanks to a vigorous
highway construction program, whereas the number
of automobiles registered in the country has
increased by only 75 percent.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument?

(A) Most automobile travel is local, and the

networks of roads and streets in the country's
settled areas have changed little over the last
20 years.

(B) Gasoline prices are high, and miles traveled per
car per year have not changed much over the
last 20 years.

(C) The country's urban centers have well-developed
public transit systems that carry most of the
people who commute into those centers.

(D) The average age of automobiles registered inthe
country is lower nowthan it was 20 years ago.

(E) Radio stations have long been broadcasting
regular traffic reports that inform motorists
about traffic congestion.

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

24. The percentage of households with an annual income
of more than $40,000 is higher in Merton County than
in any other county. However, the percentage of
households with an annual income of $60,000 or more
is higher in Sommer County.

If the statements above are true, which of the

following must also be true?

(A) The percentage of households with an annual
income of $80,000 is higher in Sommer County
than in Merton County.

(B) Merton County has the second highest
percentage of households with an annual income
of $60,000 or more.

(C) Some households in Merton County have an
annual income between $40,000 and $60,000.

(D) The number of households with an annual

income of morethan $40,000 is greater in
Merton County than in Sommer County.

(E) Average annual household income is higherin
Sommer Countythan in Merton County.
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25. Tiger beetles are such fast runners that they can
capture virtuallyany nonflying insect. However, when
runningtoward an insect, a tiger beetle will
intermittently stop and then, a moment later, resume
its attack. Perhaps the beetles cannot maintain their

pace and must pause for a moment's rest; but an

alternative hypothesis is that while running, tiger
beetles are unable to adequately process the resulting
rapidly changing visual information and so quickly go
blind and stop.

Which of the following, if discovered in experiments
using artificially moved prey insects, would support
one of the two hypotheses and undermine the other?

(A) When a prey insect is moved directly toward a
beetle that has been chasing it, the beetle
immediately stops and runs awaywithout its
usual intermittent stopping.

(B) In pursuing a swerving insect, a beetle alters its
course while running and its pauses become
more frequent as the chase progresses.

(C) In pursuing a moving insect, a beetle usually
responds immediately to changes in the insect's
direction, and it pauses equally frequently
whether the chase is up or down an incline.

(D) If, when a beetle pauses, it has not gained on
the insect it is pursuing, the beetle generally
ends its pursuit.

(E) The faster a beetle pursues an insect fleeing
directly away from it, the more frequently the
beetle stops.
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26. Guillemots are birds of Arctic regions. They feed on
fish that gather beneath thin sheets of floating ice, and
they nest on nearby land. Guillemots need 80
consecutive snow-free days in a year to raise their
chicks, so until average temperatures in the Arctic
began to rise recently, the guillemots' range was
limited to the southernmost Arctic coast. Therefore, if
the warming continues, the guillemots' range will
probably be enlarged by being extended northward
along the coast.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument?

(A) Even if the warming trend continues, there will
still be years in which guillemot chicks are killed
by an unusually early snow.

(B) Ifthe Arctic warming continues, guillemots'
current predators are likelyto succeed in
extending their own range farther north.

(C) Guillemots nest in coastal areas, where

temperatures are generally higher than in inland
areas.

(D) If the Arctic warming continues, much of the thin
ice in the southern Arctic will disappear.

(E) The fish that guillemots eat are currently preyed
on by a wider variety of predators inthe
southernmost Arctic regions than they are
farther north.

27. Some batches of polio vaccine used around 1960
were contaminated with SV40, a virus that in monkeys
causes various cancers. Some researchers now claim

that this contamination caused some cases of a

certain cancer in humans, mesothelioma. This claim is
not undercut by the fact that a very careful survey
made in the 1960s of people who had received the
contaminated vaccine found no elevated incidence of

any cancer, since .

(A) most cases of mesothelioma are caused by

exposure to asbestos

(B) in some countries, there was no contamination

of the vaccine

(C) SV40 is widelyused in laboratories to produce
cancers in animals

(D) mesotheliomas take several decades to develop

(E) mesothelioma was somewhat less common in
1960 than it is now
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28. Gortland has long been narrowly self-sufficient in both
grain and meat. However, as per capita income in

Gortland has risen toward the world average, per
capita consumption of meat has also risen toward the

world average, and it takes several pounds of grainto
produce one pound of meat. Therefore, since per
capita income continues to rise, whereas domestic

grain production will not increase, Gortland will soon
have to import either grain or meat or both.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the
argument depends?

(A) The total acreage devoted to grain production in
Gortland will soon decrease.

(B) Importingeither grain or meat will not result in a
significantly higher percentage of Gortlanders'
incomes being spent on food than is currently
the case.

(C) The per capita consumption of meat in Gortland
is increasing at roughly the same rate across all
income levels.

(D) The per capita income of meat producers in
Gortland is rising faster than the per capita
income of grain producers.

(E) People in Gortland who increase their

consumption of meat will not radically decrease
their consumption of grain.

29. The Hazelton coal-processing plant is a major
employer in the Hazelton area, but national
environmental regulations will force it to close if it
continues to use old, polluting processing methods.
However, to update the plant to use newer, cleaner
methods would be so expensive that the plant will
close unless it receives the tax break it has requested.
In order to prevent a major increase in local
unemployment, the Hazelton government is
considering granting the plant's request.

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

Which of the following would be most important for
the Hazelton government to determine before deciding
whether to grant the plant's request?

(A) Whether the company that owns the plant would
open a new plant ia another area if the present
plant were closed

(B) Whether the plant would employ far fewer
workers when updated than it does now

(C) Whether the level of pollutants presently being
emitted by the plant is high enough to constitute
a health hazard for local residents

(D) Whether the majority of the coal processed by
the plant is sold outside the Hazelton area

(E) Whether the plant would be able to process
more coal when updated than it does now

30. A physically active lifestyle has been shown to help
increase longevity. In the Wistar region of Bellaria, the
average age at death is considerably higher than in
any other part of the country. Wistar is the only
mountainous part of Bellaria. A mountainous terrain

makes even such basic activities as walking relatively
strenuous; it essentially imposes a physically active
lifestyle on people. Clearly, this circumstance explains
the long lives of people in Wistar.

Which of the following, if true, most seriouslyweakens
the argument?

(A) In Bellaria all medical expenses are paid by the
government, so that personal income does not
affect the quality of health care a person
receives.

(B) The Wistar region is one of Bellaria's least
populated regions.

(C) Many people who live in the Wistar region have
moved there in middle age or upon retirement.

(D) The many opportunities for hiking, skiing, and
other outdoor activities that Wistar's mountains

offer make it a favorite destination for

vacationing Bellarians.

(E) Per capita spending on recreational activities is
no higher in Wistarthan it is in other regions of
Bellaria.
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31. Cheever College offers several online courses via
remote computer connection, in addition to traditional

classroom-based courses. A study of student
performance at Cheever found that, overall, the

average student grade for online courses matched
that for classroom-based courses. In this calculation

of the average grade, course withdrawals were
weighted as equivalent to a course failure, and the
rate of withdrawal was much lower for students

enrolled in classroom-based courses than for students

enrolled in online courses.

If the statements above are true, which of the

following must also be true of Cheever College?

(A) Among students who did not withdraw, students
enrolled in online courses got higher grades, on
average, than students enrolled in classroom-
based courses.

(B) The number of students enrolled per course at

the start of the school term is much higher, on
average, for the online courses than for the
classroom-based courses.

(C) There are no students who take both an online

and a classroom-based course in the same

school term.

(D) Among Cheever College students with the best
grades, a significantmajority take online, rather
than classroom-based, courses.

(E) Courses offered online tend to deal with subject
matter that is less challengingthan that of
classroom-based courses.
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32. For years the beautiful Renaissance buildings in Palitito
have been damaged by exhaust from the many tour
buses that come to the city. There has been little
parking space, so most buses have idled at the curb
during each stop on their tour, and idling produces as
much exhaust as driving. The city has now provided
parkingthat accommodates a third of the tour buses,
so damage to Palitito's buildings from the buses'
exhaust will diminish significantly.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
the argument?

(A) The exhaust from Palitito's few automobiles is

not a significantthreat to Palitito's buildings.

(B) Palitito's Renaissance buildings are not
threatened by pollution other than engine
exhaust.

(C) Tour buses typically spend less than one-quarter
of the time they are in Palitito transporting
passengers from one site to another.

(D) More tourists come to Palitito by tour bus than
by any other single means of transportation.

(E) Some of the tour buses that are unable to find

parking drive around Palitito while their
passengers are visiting a site.
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33. During the 1980s and 1990s, the annual number of
people who visited the Sordellian Mountains increased
continually, and many new ski resorts were built. Over
the same period, however, the number of visitors to
ski resorts who were caught in avalanches decreased,
even though there was no reduction in the annual
number of avalanches in the Sordellian Mountains.

Which of the following, if true in the Sordellian
Mountains during the 1980s and 1990s, most helps to
explain the decrease?

(A) Avalanches were most likelyto happen when a
large new snowfall covered an older layer of
snow.

(B) Avalanches destroyed at least some buildingsin
the Sordellian Mountains in every year.

(C) People planning new ski slopes and other resort
facilities used increasingly accurate information
about which locations are likelyto be in the path
of avalanches.

(D) The average length of stay for people visiting
the Sordellian Mountains increased slightly.

(E) Construction of new ski resorts often led to the

clearing of wooded areas that had helped to
prevent avalanches.

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

34. A year ago, Dietz Foods launched a yearlong
advertising campaign for its canned tuna. Last year
Dietz sold 12 million cans of tuna compared to the 10

million sold during the previous year, an increase
directly attributable to new customers brought in by
the campaign. Profits from the additional sales,
however, were substantially less than the cost of the
advertising campaign. Clearly, therefore, the campaign
did nothing to further Dietz's economic interests.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument?

(A) Sales of canned tuna account for a relatively
small percentage of Dietz Foods' profits.

(B) Most of the people who bought Dietz's canned
tuna for the first time as a result of the

campaign were already loyal customers of other
Dietz products.

(C) A less expensive advertising campaign would
have brought in significantly fewer new
customers for Dietz's canned tuna than did the

campaign Dietz Foods launched last year.

(D) Dietz made money on sales of canned tuna last
year.

(E) In each of the past five years, there was a steep,
industry-wide decline in sales of canned tuna.
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Sentence Correction

Each of the sentence correction questions presents a sentence, part or all of which is underlined.
Beneath the sentence you will find five ways of phrasingthe underlined part. The first of these repeats
the original; the other four are different. Follow the requirements of standard written English to choose
your answer, paying attention to grammar, word choice, and sentence construction. Select the answer
that produces the most effective sentence; your answer should make the sentence clear, exact, and free
of grammatical error. It should also minimize awkwardness, ambiguity, and redundancy.

35. Unlike the buildings in Mesopotamian cities, which
were arranged haphazardly, the same basic plan was

followed for all cities of the Indus Valley: with houses

laid out on a north-south, east-west grid, and houses
and walls were built of standard-size bricks.

(A) the buildings in Mesopotamian cities, which were
arranged haphazardly, the same basic plan was
followed for all cities of the Indus Valley: with
houses

(B) the buildings in Mesopotamian cities, which were

haphazard in arrangement, the same basic plan
was used in all cities of the Indus Valley: houses

were

(C) the arrangement of buildings in Mesopotamian
cities, which were haphazard, the cities of the

Indus Valley all followed the same basic plan:
houses

(D) Mesopotamian cities, in which buildings were
arranged haphazardly, the cities of the Indus

Valley all followed the same basic plan: houses
were

(E) Mesopotamian cities, which had buildings that
were arranged haphazardly, the same basic plan
was used for all cities in the Indus Valley: houses

that were
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36. New data from United States Forest Service ecologists
show that for every dollar spent on controlled small-

scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of fire-

management personnel, it saves seven dollars that

would not be spent on having to extinguish big fires.

(A) that for every dollar spent on controlled small-
scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of
fire-management personnel, it saves seven
dollars that would not be spent on having to
extinguish

(B) that for every dollar spent on controlled small-
scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of

fire-management personnel, seven dollars are
saved that would have been spent on

extinguishing

(C) that for every dollar spent on controlled small-
scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of

fire-management personnel saves seven dollars
on not having to extinguish

(D) for every dollar spent on controlled small-scale
burning, forest thinning, and the training of fire-
management personnel, that it saves seven
dollars on not having to extinguish

(E) for every dollar spent on controlled small-scale
burning, forest thinning, and the training of fire-
management personnel, that seven dollars are
saved that would not have been spent on

extinguishing
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37. Like the grassy fields and old pastures that the upland
sandpiper needs for feeding and nesting when it

returns in May after wintering in the Argentine
Pampas, the sandpipers vanishing in the northeastern

United States is a result of residential and industrial

development and of changes in farming practices.

(A) the sandpipers vanishing in the northeastern
United States is a result of residential and

industrial development and of changes in

(B) the bird itself is vanishing in the northeastern
United States as a result of residential and

industrial development and of changes in

(C) that the birds themselves are vanishing in the
northeastern United States is due to residential

and industrial development and changes to

(D) in the northeastern United States, sandpipers'
vanishing due to residential and industrial
development and to changes in

(E) in the northeastern United States, the
sandpipers' vanishing, a result of residential and
industrial development and changing

38. The results of two recent unrelated studies support
the idea that dolphins may share certain cognitive
abilities with humans and great apes; the studies
indicate dolphins as capable of recognizing

themselves in mirrors—an ability that is often

considered a sign of self-awareness—and to grasp

spontaneously the mood or intention of humans.

39.

40.

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

(A) dolphins as capable of recognizing themselves
in mirrors—an ability that is often considered a
sign of self-awareness—and to grasp
spontaneously

(B) dolphins' abilityto recognize themselves in
mirrors—an ability that is often considered as a
sign of self-awareness—and of spontaneously
grasping

(C) dolphins to be capable of recognizing
themselves in mirrors—an ability that is often
considered a sign of self-awareness—and to
grasp spontaneously

(D) that dolphins have the ability of recognizing
themselves in mirrors—an abilitythat is often
considered as a sign of self-awareness—and
spontaneously grasping

(E) that dolphins are capable of recognizing
themselves in mirrors—an abilitythat is often
considered a sign of self-awareness—and of
spontaneously grasping

Accordingto scholars, the earliest writing was
probably not a direct rendering of speech, but was
more likelyto begin as a separate and distinct
symbolic system of communication, and only later
merged with spoken language.

(A) was more likely to begin as

(B) more than likely began as

(C) more than likely beginning from

(P) it was more than likely begun from

(E) it was more likely that it began

In 1995 Richard Stallman, a well-known critic of the
patent system, testified in Patent Office hearings
that, to test the system, a colleague of his had
managed to win a patent for one of Kirchhoff's laws,
an observation about electric current first made in

1845 and now included invirtually every textbook of
elementary physics.

(A) laws, an observation about electric current first
made in 1845 and

(B) laws, which was an observation about electric
current first made in 1845 and it is

(0 laws, namely, it was an observation about
electric current first made in 1845 and

(D) laws, an observation about electric current first
made in 1845, it is

(E) laws that was an observation about electric
current, first made in 1845, and is
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41. Excavators at the Indus Valley site of Harappa in
eastern Pakistan say the discovery of inscribed
shards dating to circa 2800-2600 B.C. indicate their
development of a Harappan writing system, the use

of inscribed seals impressed into clay for marking
ownership, and the standardization of weights for
trade or taxation occurred many decades, if not
centuries, earlier than was previously believed.

(A) indicate their development of a Harappan writing
system, the use of

(B) indicate that the development of a Harappan
writing system, using

(C) indicates that their development of a Harappan

writing system, using

(D) indicates the development of a Harappan writing
system, their use of

(E) indicates that the development of a Harappan

writing system, the use of

42. The Supreme Court has ruled that public universities
can collect student activity fees even with students'
objections to particular activities, so long as the

groups they give money to will be chosen without
regard to their views.

(A) with students' objections to particular activities,
so long as the groups they give money to will be

(B) if they have objections to particular activities
and the groups that are given the money are

(C) if they object to particular activities, but the
groups that the money is given to have to be

(D) from students who object to particular activities,
so long as the groups given money are

(E) though students have an objection to particular
activities, but the groups that are giventhe
money be

42

43. Despite the increasing number of women graduating
from law school and passing bar examinations, the
proportion of judges and partners at major law firms

who are women have not risen to a comparable

extent.

(A) the proportion of judges and partners at major
law firms who are women have not risen to a

comparable extent

(B) the proportion of women judges and partners at

major lawfirms have not risen comparably

(0 the proportion of judges and partners at major
law firms who are women has not risen

comparably

(D) yet the proportion of women judges and
partners at major law firms has not risen to a
comparable extent

(E) yet the proportion of judges and partners at
major lawfirms who are women has not risen
comparably

44. Seldom more than 40 feet wide and 12 feet deep,

but it ran 363 miles across the rugged wilderness

of upstate New York, the Erie Canal connected the
Hudson River at Albany to the Great Lakes at Buffalo,
providing the port of NewYork Citywith a direct water
link to the heartland of the North American continent.

(A) Seldom more than 40 feet wide and 12 feet

deep, but it ran 363 miles across the rugged
wilderness of upstate New York, the Erie Canal

connected

(B) Seldom more than 40 feet wide or 12 feet deep
but running 363 miles across the rugged
wilderness of upstate New York, the Erie Canal
connected

(C) It was seldom more than 40 feet wide and
12 feet deep, and ran 363 miles across the
rugged wilderness of upstate New York, but the
Erie Canal, connecting

(D) The Erie Canal was seldom more than 40 feet
wide or 12 feet deep and it ran 363 miles
across the rugged wilderness of upstate New
York, which connected

(E) The Erie Canal, seldom more than 40 feet wide
and 12 feet deep, but running 363 miles across
the rugged wilderness of upstate New York,
connecting
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45. In 1923, the Supreme Court declared a minimum wage

for women and children in the District of Columbia as

unconstitutional, and rulingthat it was a form of price-
fixing and, as such, an abridgment of the right of
contract.

(A) the Supreme Court declared a minimum wage
for women and children in the District of

Columbia as unconstitutional, and

(B) the Supreme Court declared as unconstitutional
a minimum wage for women and children in the
District of Columbia, and

(C) the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional a
minimum wage for women and children in the
District of Columbia,

(D) a minimum wage for women and children in the
District of Columbia was declared

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,

(E) when the Supreme Court declared a minimum

wage for women and children in the Districtof
Columbia as unconstitutional,

46. Researchers have found that individuals who have

been blind from birth, and who thus have never seen
anyone gesture, nevertheless make hand motions

when speaking just as frequently and in virtually the

same way as sighted people do, and that they will

gesture even when conversing with another blind
person.

(A) who thus have never seen anyonegesture,
nevertheless make hand motions when speaking
just as frequently and invirtually the same way
as sighted people do, and that they will gesture

(B) who thus never saw anyone gesturing,
nevertheless make hand motions when speaking
just as frequent and in virtually the same way as
sighted people did, and that they will gesture

(C) whothus have never seen anyone gesture,
nevertheless made hand motions when speaking
just as frequently and in virtually the same way
as sighted people do, as well as gesturing

3.2 Diagnostic Test Verbal Questions

(D) thus never having seen anyone gesture,
nevertheless made hand motions when speaking

just as frequent and in virtuallythe same way as
sighted people did, as well as gesturing

(E) thus never having seen anyone gesture,
nevertheless to make hand motions when

speaking just as frequently and in virtually the
same way as sighted people do, and to gesture

47. Like embryonic germ cells, which are cells that
develop early in the formation of the fetus and that
later generate eggs or sperm, embryonic stem cells
have the ability of developing themselves into different

kinds of body tissue.

(A) embryonic stem cells have the ability of
developing themselves into different kinds of
body tissue

(B) embryonic stem cells have the abilityto develop
into different kinds of body tissue

(C) in embryonic stem cells there is the ability to
develop into different kinds of body tissue

(D) the ability to develop themselves into different
kinds of body tissue characterizes embryonic
stem cells

(E) the ability of developing into different kinds of
body tissue characterizes embryonic stem cells

48. Critics contend that the new missile is a weapon
whose importance is largely symbolic, more a tool
for manipulating people's perceptions than to fulfill
a real military need.

(A) for manipulating people's perceptions than
to fulfill

(B) for manipulating people's perceptions than
for fulfilling

(0 to manipulate people's perceptions rather than
that it fulfills

(D) to manipulate people's perceptions ratherthan
fulfilling

(E) to manipulate people's perceptions than
for fulfilling
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49. As an actress and, more importantly, as a teacher of
acting, Stella Adler was one of the most influential
artists in the American theater, who trained several

generations of actors including Marlon Brando and

Robert De Niro.

(A) Stella Adler was one of the most influential

artists in the American theater, who trained

several generations of actors including

(B) Stella Adler, one of the most influential artists in

the American theater, trained several

generations of actors who include

(C) Stella Adler was one of the most influential

artists in the American theater, training several
generations of actors whose ranks included

(D) one of the most influential artists in the

American theater was Stella Adler, who trained

several generations of actors including

(E) one of the most influential artists in the

American theater, Stella Adler, trained several

generations of actors whose ranks included

50. By developing the Secure Digital Music Initiative, the
recording industry associations of North America,
Japan, and Europe hope to create a standardized way
of distributing songs and full-length recordings on the

Internet that will protect copyright holders and foil the

many audio pirates who copy and distribute digital
music illegally.

(A) of distributing songs and full-length recordings
on the Internet that will protect copyright holders
andfoil the manyaudio pirates who copy and
distribute

(B) of distributing songs and full-length recordings
on the Internet and to protect copyright holders
and foiling the many audio pirates copying and
distributing

(C) for distributing songs and full-length recordings
on the Internet while it protects copyright
holders and foils the many audio pirates who
copy and distribute

44

51.

52.

(D) to distribute songs and full-length recordings on
the Internet while they will protect copyright
holders and foil the many audio pirates copying
and distributing

(E) to distribute songs and full-length recordings on
the Internet and it will protect copyright holders
and foiling the many audio pirates who copy and
distribute

Whereas a ramjet generally cannot achieve high
speeds without the initial assistance of a rocket,
high speeds can be attained by scramjets, or

supersonic combustion ramjets, in that they reduce

airflow compression at the entrance of the engine

and letting air pass through at supersonic speeds.

(A) high speeds can be attained by scramjets, or
supersonic combustion ramjets, in that they

reduce

(B) that high speeds can be attained by scramjets,
or supersonic combustion ramjets, is a result of
their reducing

(C) the ability of scramjets, or supersonic
combustion ramjets, to achieve high speeds is
because they reduce

(D) scramjets, or supersonic combustion ramjets,
have the ability of attaining high speeds when
reducing

(E) scramjets, or supersoniccombustion ramjets,
can attain high speeds by reducing

Itwill not be possible to implicate melting sea ice in
the coastal flooding that many global warming models
have projected: just like a glass of waterthat will not
overflow due to melting ice cubes, so melting sea ice
does not increase oceanic volume.

(A) like a glass of water that will not overflow due to
melting ice cubes,

(B) like melting ice cubes that do not cause a glass
of water to overflow,

(C) a glass of waterwill notoverflow because of
melting ice cubes,

(D) as melting ice cubes that do not cause a glass
of water to overflow,

(E) as melting ice cubes do not cause a glass of
water to overflow,
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3.3 Diagnostic Test Quantitative and Verbal Answer Keys

3.3 Quantitative and Verbal Answer Keys

Quantitative

1. A 17. D 33. D

Verbal

1. E 19. E 37. B

2. D 18. A 34. C 2. C 20. C 38. E

3. E 19. A 35. D 3. B 21. A 39. B

4. B 20. B 36. B 4. A 22. B 40. A

5. B 21. D 37. A 5. D 23. A 41. E

6. A 22. E 38. B 6. C 24. C 42. D

7. E 23. B 39. E 7. A 25. B 43. C

8. E 24. C 40. D 8. A 26. D 44. B

9. D 25. E 41. C 9. B 27. D 45. C

10. C 26. E 42. C 10. A 28. E 46. A

11. c 27. E 43. B 11. B 29. B 47. B

12. C 28. E 44. A 12. D 30. C 48. B

13. E 29. E 45. D 13. B 31. A 49. C

14. B 30. A 46. E 14. A 32. C 50. A

15. C 31. D 47. D 15. E 33. C 51. E

16. E 32. C 48. C 16.

17.

18.

C

E

B

34.

35.

36.

E

D

B

52. E

3.4 Interpretive Guide

The following table provides a guide for interpretingyour score, on the basisof the number of questions
you got right.

r
Interpretive Guide

•\

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average

Problem Solving 19-24 16-18 10-15 0-9

Data Sufficiency 19-24 16-18 10-15 0-9

Reading Comprehension 16-17 14-15 9-13 0-8

Critical Reasoning 14-17 9-13 6-8 0-5

Sentence Correction 16-18 11-15 8-10 0-7
J

Remember, you should not compare the number ofquestions you gotright in each section. Instead, you
should compare howyour response rated in each section.
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3.5 Quantitative Answer Explanations

Problem Solving

The following discussion is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and effective approaches
to the kinds of problems common to problem solving questions. The particular questions in this chapter
are generally representative of the kinds of quantitative questions you will encounter on the GMAT
exam. Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific details of a
particular question.

46

Last month a certain music club offered a discount to

preferred customers. After the first compact disc
purchased, preferred customers paid $3.99 for each
additional compact disc purchased. If a preferred
customer purchased a total of 6 compact discs and
paid $15.95 for the first compact disc, then the dollar
amount that the customer paid for the 6 compact
discs is equivalent to which of the following?

(A) 5(4.00)+ 15.90
(B) 5(4.00) + 15.95
(C) 5(4.00)+ 16.00
(D) 5(4.00-0.01) +15.90
(E) 5(4.00-0.05) +15.95

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The cost of the 6 compact discs, with $15.95 for
the first one and $3.99 for the other 5 discs, can
be expressed as 5(3.99) +15.95. It is clear from
looking at the answer choices that some
regrouping of the values is neededbecause none
of the answer choices uses $3.99 in the

calculation.

If $4.00 is used instead of $3.99, each one of the
5 additional compactdiscs is calculated at $0.01
too much, and the total cost is5(0.01) = $0.05
too high. There is an overage of $0.05 that
must be subtracted from the $15.95, or thus
$15.95-$0.05 = $15.90. Therefore, the cost
can be expressed as 5(4.00) + 15.90.

The correct answer is A.

The average (arithmetic mean) of the integers from
200 to 400, inclusive, is how much greater than the
average of the integers from 50 to 100, inclusive?

(A) 150

(B) 175

(C) 200

(D) 225

(E) 300

Arithmetic Statistics

In the list of integers from 200 to 400 inclusive,
the middle value is 300. For every integer above
300, there exists an integer below 300 that is the
same distance awayfrom 300; thus the average of
the integers from 200 to 400, inclusive, will be
kept at 300. In the same manner, the average of
the integers from 50 to 100, inclusive, is 75.

The difference is 300-75 = 225.

The correct answer is D.

3. The sequence av a2, a3,...,an,... is such that

an = a"-i+a"-^ for all n>3. If a3 = 4and

a5 = 20, what is the value of a6 ?

(A) 12

(B) 16

(C) 20

(D) 24

(E) 28
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Algebra Applied problems

According to this formula, it is necessary to know
the two prior terms in the sequence to determine
the value of a term; that is, it is necessary
to know both an_x and an_2 to find an.
Therefore, to find ab, the values of a$ and a4
must be determined. To find a4, letan= a5,
which makes an_x = a4 and a„_2 = a3. Then, by
substituting the givenvalues into the formula

«»-! + an-2
a„ =

<2< =

20 =

2

aA + a3

2

aA+A
substitute known values

40 = «4 + 4 multiplyboth sides

36 = a4 subtract 4 from both sides

Then, letting a„ = ab, substitute the known values:

a, + aA
u6- 2

20 + 36a6= 2 substitute known values

-f simplify

a6 = 2S

The correct answer is E.

4. Among a group of 2,500 people, 35 percent invest in
municipal bonds, 18 percent invest in oil stocks, and
7 percent invest in both municipal bonds and oil
stocks. If 1 person is to be randomly selected from
the 2,500 people, what is the probability that the
person selected will be one who invests in municipal
bonds but NOT in oil stocks?

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

_9_
50

1_
25

7_
20

21
50

2Z
50

Arithmetic Probability

Since there are 2,500 people, 2,500(0.35) =
875 people invest in municipal bonds, and

2,500(0.07) =175 of those people invest in
both municipalbonds and oil stocks. Therefore,
there are 875 —175 = 700 people who invest in
municipal bonds but not in oil stocks. Probability
of an event =

Number of desired outcomes .
Total number ofoutcomes that can occur

Probability of investing in municipal bonds but

700not in oil stocks =
2,500

The correct answer is B.

7_
25'

5. A closed cylindrical tank contains 36-rc cubic feet of
water and is filled to half its capacity. When the tank is
placed upright on its circular base on level ground, the
height of the water in the tank is 2 feet. When the tank
is placed on its side on level ground, what is the
height, in feet, of the surface of the water above the
ground?

(A) 2

(B) 3

(0 4

(D) 6

(E) 9

Geometry Volume

Since the cylinder is half full, it will be filled to
half its height, whether it is upright or on its side.
When the cylinder is on its side, half its height is
equal to its radius.

47
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water level

radius = half the height

Using the information about the volume of water
in the upright cylinder, solve for this radius to
determine the height of the water when the
cylinder is on its side.

V = nr2h

36n = nr2h

36= r2(4)

9 = r2

3 = r

volume = (k) (radius2)(height)

known volume of water is 367T

substitute 4 for h; divide both
sides by n

solve for r

radius = height of the water
in the cylinder on its side

The correct answer is B.

6. A marketing firm determined that, of 200 households
surveyed, 80 used neither Brand A nor Brand B soap,
60 used only Brand Asoap, and for every household
that used both brands of soap, 3 used only Brand B
soap. How many of the 200 households surveyed used
both brands of soap?

(A) 15

(B) 20

(0 30

(D) 40

(E) 45

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Since it isgiven that 80 households use neither
Brand A nor Brand B, then 200 - 80 = 120 must
use Brand A, Brand B, or both. It is also given
that 60 households use only Brand A and that
three times as many households use Brand B
exclusively as use both brands. If x is the number
of households that use both Brand A and

Brand B, then 3x use Brand B alone. A Venn
diagram canbe helpful forvisualizing the logic
of the given information for this item:

48

Brand A Brand B

All the sections in the circles can be added up
and set equal to 120, and then the equation can
be solved for x:

60 + x + 3x = 120

60 + Ax = 120 combine like terms

Ax = 60 subtract 60 from both sides

x = 15 divide both sides by 4

The correct answer is A.

A certain club has 10 members, including Harry.
One of the 10 members is to be chosen at random

to be the president, one of the remaining 9 members
is to be chosen at random to be the secretary, and
one of the remaining 8 members is to be chosen at
random to be the treasurer. What is the probability

that Harry will be either the member chosen to be the
secretary or the member chosen to be the treasurer?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

1
720

±_
80

1
10

I
9

1

5
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Arithmetic Probability

Two probabilities must be calculated here: (1) the
probability of Harry's being chosen for secretary
and (2) the probability of Harry'sbeing chosen for
treasurer. For any probability, the probability of
an event's occurring =

number of desired outcomes
total number of outcomes that can occur

(1) If Harry is to be secretary, he first
CANNOT have been chosen forpresident, and
then he must be chosen for secretary. The
probability that he will be chosen for president

is jjt, so the probability ofhis NOT being

chosen for president is 1- j^- =j~. Then, the

probability ofhis being chosen for secretary is ^

Once he is chosen, the probability that he willbe
selected for treasurer is0, so the probability that
he will NOT be selected for treasurer is 1 - 0 = 1.

Thus, the probability that Harry will be chosen

for secretary is(^)(I)(l) =i.

(2) If Harry is to be treasurer, he needs to be
NOT chosen forpresident, then NOT chosen for
secretary, and then finally chosen for treasurer.

Theprobability that he will NOT be chosenfor

president is again l-jk =jk . The probability of
his NOT being chosen for secretary is 1—4 =-^ .
The probability of his being chosen for treasurer

is Tj-, so the probability that Harry will be chosen

for treasurer is (jUfeViUi.
10/9/8

(3) So, finally, the probability ofHarry's being
chosen as eithersecretary or treasurer is thus
i + J_-_2__I
10 10 10 5

The correct answer is E.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

8. Ifa certain toy store's revenue in November was
2
c of its revenue in December and its revenue in

January was \ of its revenue in November, then the
store's revenue in December was how many times the
average (arithmetic mean) of its revenues in November
and January?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E) 4

Arithmetic Statistics

Let n be the store's revenue in November, dbt the
store's revenue in December, andy be the store's
revenue in January. The information from the

2 1problem can be expressed as n=^d and j' = ~rn

Substituting -=d for n in the second equation

gives j =-AtA=Tq d. Then, the average of the
revenues in November andJanuarycan be found
by using these values in the formula

„,„„„„_ sum ofvalues r \\average = r T—-. , as follows:
° number or values

average = — ^-— = —— 1U = ^— =
2 Z 2,

2d\2rid
Solve for the store's revenue in December by
multiplying both sides of this equation by 4:

average = -rd

4(average) =d

Thus, the store's revenue in December was 4 times
itsaverage revenue in November andJanuary.

The correct answer is E.
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Aresearcher computed the mean, the median, and the
standard deviation for a set of performance scores. If
5 were to be added to each score, which of these
three statistics would change?

(A) The mean only

(B) The median only

(0 The standard deviation only

(D) The mean and the median

(E) The mean and the standard deviation

Arithmetic Statistics

If 5 were added to each score, the mean would go
up by 5, as would the median. However, the
spread of the values would remain the same,
simplycentered around a new value. So, the
standard deviation would NOT change.

The correct answer is D.

10. In the figure shown, what is the value of
v+x+y+z+w?

50

(A) 45

(B) 90

(0 180

(D) 270

(E) 360

Geometry Angles and their measure

In the following figure, the center section of the
star is a pentagon.

Tie sum of the interior angles ofany polygon is
180(/2-2), where n is the number of sides. Thus,
a+b+c+d+e=180(5 - 2) =180(3) = 540.

Eachof the interior angles of the pentagon
defines a triangle with two of the angles at the
points of the star. Thisgives the following five
equations:

a + x + z = lS0

b+ v + y = 180
c + x + w = lS0

d + v + z = 120
e+ y + w = lS0

Summing these 5 equationsgives:
a+ b+ c+ d + e+ 2v + 2x + 2y + 2z + 2w = 900.

Substituting540 for a+ b+ c+ d + e gives:
540+ 2v + 2x + 2y + 2z + 2w = 900.

From this:

2v + 2x + 2y + 2z + 2w = 360 subtract 540 from
both sides

2[v +x+y+z+w) =360

v + x + y + z + w = 180

The correct answer is C.

factor out 2 on the

left side

divide both sides

by 2

11. Of the three-digit integers greater than 700, how many
have two digits that are equal to each other and the

remaining digit different from the other two?

(A) 90

(B) 82

(C) 80

(D) 45

(E) 36
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

In three-digit integers, there are three pairs of
digits that can be the same while the other digit is
different: tens and ones, hundreds and tens, and
hundreds and ones. In each of these pairs, there
are 9 options for having the third digit be
different from the other two. The single exception
to this is in the 700-799 set, where the number
700 cannot be includedbecause the problem
calls for integers "greater than 700." So, in the
700-799 set, there are only 8 options for when
the tens and ones are the same. This is shown in

the table below.

[ Number of digits available for the third digit ]
when two given digits are the same

Same 701-799 800-899 900-999

tens and ones 8 9 9

hundreds and tens 9 9 9

.hundreds and ones 9 9 9 J

Thus, of the three-digit integers greater than 700,
there are 9(9) -1 = 80numbers that have two
digits that are equal to each other when the
remaining digit is different from these two.

The correct answer is C.

12. Positive integery is 50 percent of 50 percent of
positive integer x, and y percent of x equals 100.
What is the value of x ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

50

100

200

1,000

2,000

Arithmetic; Algebra Percents;
Simultaneous equations

Because y is a positive integer, y percent is

notated as -^—. According to the problem,
100"

y=0.50(0.50*) and [Jz
100

x = 100.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

The first equation simplifies to y = 0.2Sx, and
multiplying the second equation by 100 gives
xy= 10,000.

Substituting the simplified first equation into this
second equation gives:

x(0.25x) =10,000

0.25*2 = 10,000 simplify left side

x2 = 40,000 divide both sides by0.25

x = 200 solve for the value of x

The correct answer is C.

13. If s and tare positive integers such that j- =64.12,
which of the following could be the remainder when
s is divided by t?

(A) 2

(B) 4

(0 8

(D) 20

(E) 45

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

By using a long division model, it can be seen that
the remainder after dividing .r by / is s—64/:

64

*1 s

•6At

64/

Then, thegiven equation can be written as 64.12/ = s.
By splitting portions of/into its integer multiple
and its decimal multiple, this becomes
64/ + 0.12/ = s, or 0.12/ = s - 64/, which is the
remainder. So, 0.12/ = remainder. Test the answer
choices to find the situation in which / is an
integer.

A 0.12/ = 2 or/ = 16.67

B 0.12/ = A or/ = 33.33

C 0.12/= 8 or/= 66.67

D 0.12/= 20or/= 166.67 NOT an integer
E 0.12/ = 45 or/ = 375 INTEGER

The correct answer is E.

NOT an integer
NOT an integer
NOT an integer
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14. Of the 84 parents who attended a meeting at a
school, 35 volunteered to supervise children during
the school picnic and 11 volunteered both to supervise
children during the picnic and to bring refreshments to
the picnic. Ifthe number of parents who volunteered
to bring refreshments was 1.5 times the number of
parents who neither volunteered to supervise children

during the picnic nor volunteered to bring
refreshments, how many of the parents volunteered
to bring refreshments?

(A) 25

(B) 36

(C) 38

(D) 42

(E) 45

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Out of the 35 parents who agreed to supervise
children during the schoolpicnic, 11 parents
are alsobringing refreshments, so 35—11 =
24 parents are only supervising children. Let x
be the number of parents who volunteered to
bring refreshments, and lety be the number of
parents who declined to supervise or to bring
refreshments. The fact that the number of

parents who volunteered to bring refreshments
is 1.5 times the number who did not volunteer at

all can then be expressed as x = 1.5y. A Venn
diagram, such as the one below, can be helpful in
answering problems of this kind.
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Bring
ervise,_y Refreshments, x

Then, the sum of the sections can be set equal to
the total number of parents at the picnic, and the
equationcan be solved fory:

y + 2A + x =

y + x = 60

y = 60 —x

Then, substituting the value 60—x fory in the
equation x = 1.5ygives the following:

* =1.5(60 -x)

x = 90-1.5x distribute the 1.5

2.5a: = 90 add 1.5a: to both sides

x = 36 divide both sides by 2.5

The correct answer is B.

sum of sections - total

parents at picnic

subtract 24 from each side

subtract x from each side

15. The product of all the prime numbers less than 20 is
closest to which of the following powers of 10 ?

(A) 109

(B) 108

(C) 107

(D) 106

(E) 105

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The prime numbers less than 20 are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11,
13, 17, and 19. Their product is 9,699,690
(arrived at as follows:
2x3x5x7x11x13x17x19 = 9,699,690).
This is closest to 10,000,000 = 107
(10x10x10x10x10x10x10 =10,000,000).

The correct answer is C.

16. If V3^2x = J2x +1 then, 4x2=

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

1

4

2-2x

4x-2

6x-l
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Algebra Second-degree equations

Work with the equation to create 4a:2 on one side.

y/3 —2x = yf2x +1

3-2xJ =(V2a:+l

3 —2a: = 2a: + 2\j2x +1

2-Ax = 2J2x

\ —2x = -J2x

(l-2xf =[j2x~)2
l-4a- + 4ar2 =2a:

4a: = 6a: — 1

The correct answer is E.

square both sides

move all non-

square-root terms to

one side (i.e.,
subtract 2a:and 1)

divide both sides by 2

square both sides

isolate the 4a:2 (add
4a: and subtract 1

from both sides)

17. If ris= fl£, what is the value of Jn?
Vol

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

Arithmetic Operations on radical expressions

Work the problem.

Si„ce« =JS =i then^ =̂ |=|.
The correct answer is D.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

18. If n is the product of the integers from 1 to 8,
inclusive, how manydifferent prime factors greater
than 1 does n have?

(A) Four

(B) Five

(0 Six

(D) Seven

(E) Eight

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

If n is the product of the integers from 1 to8,
then itsprime factors will be the prime numbers
from 1 to 8.There arefour prime numbers
between 1 and 8: 2, 3, 5, and 7.

The correct answer is A.

19. If k is an integer and 2 < k< 7, for how many different
values of k is there a triangle with sides of lengths 2,
7, and k ?

(A) One

(B) Two

(0 Three

(D) Four

(E) Five

Geometry Triangles

In a triangle, the sum of the smaller two sides
mustbe largerthan the largestside.

For kvalues 3,4, 5, and 6, the only triangle
possible is 2, 7, andk= 6because only 2+6> 7.
For kvalues 3, 4, and 5, the sum of the smaller
two sides is not larger than the third side; thus,
6 is the only possible value of k that satisfies the
conditions.

The correct answer is A.
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20.

21.
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Aright circular cone is inscribed in a hemisphere so
that the base of the cone coincides with the base of

the hemisphere. What is the ratio of the height of the
cone to the radius of the hemisphere?

(A) ^3:1

(B) 1:1

(0 ¥
(D) sj2:l

(E) 2:1

Geometry Volume

As the diagram belowshows, the height of the
cone will be the radius of the hemisphere, so the
ratio is 1:1.

The correct answer is B.

John deposited $10,000 to open a new savings
account that earned 4 percent annual interest,

compounded quarterly. If there were no other

transactions in the account, what was the amount of
money in John's account 6 months after the account
was opened?

(A) $10,100

(B) $10,101

(C) $10,200

(D) $10,201

(E) $10,400

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Since John's account is compoundedquarterly,
he receives -j ofhis annual interest, or 1%,
every3 months. This is added to the amount
already in the account to accrue interest for the

next quarter. After 6 months, this process will
have occurred twice, so the amount in John's
account will then be

($10,000)(1.01)(1.01) =$10,000(1.01)2 =$10,201

The correct answer is D.

22. Acontainer in the shape of a right circular cylinder

is -i- full of water. If the volume of water in the

container is 36 cubic inches and the height of the
container is 9 inches, what is the diameter of the base

of the cylinder, in inches?

16
9k

(A) £

(0

(E)

_4_
•yjn

12.

1

4.12

Geometry Volume

Fora right cylinder, volume = k (radius)2(height).
Since the volume ofwater is 36 cubic inches and

since this represents •« the container, the water
1 . .isoccupying 4 the container's height, or

9(A) =4.5 inches. Let rbe the radius of the
cylinder.

36 = 7rr2(4.5)

= Kr'

n

\%

2yj2
}— = r

divide both sides by 4.5

divide both sides by n

take the square root of both
sides

simplify the *J8 toget the radius
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Then, since the diameter is twice the length of the
radius, the diameter equals

2f2^L4Vl=4/I.

The correct answer is E.

23. Ifthe positive integer x is a multiple of 4 and the
positive integer y is a multiple of 6, then xy must be a
multiple of which of the following?

II. 12

III. 18

(A) II only

(B) 1and II only

(0 1and III only

(D) II and III only

(E) 1, II, and III

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The product xy must be a multiple of4(6) = 24
and any of its factors. Test each alternative.

I. # =3

II. ff =2

III 21 =ll
18 x3

8 is a factor of24

MUST be a multiple of 8

12 is a factor of 24

MUST be a multiple of 12

18 is NOT a factor of 24

NEED NOT be a multiple of IS

The correct answer is B.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

24. Aaron will jog from home at x miles per hour and then
walk back home by the same route at y miles per hour.
How many miles from home can Aaron jog so that he
spends a total of t hours jogging and walking?

(A) M

(0

(D)

(E)

xy

xyt
x + y

x + y-\-t

xy

y + t t

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Lety be the number ofhours Aaron spends
jogging; then let / - j be the total number of
hours he spends walking. It can be stated that
Aaron jogs a distance of xj miles and walks a
distance ofy(t-j) miles. Because Aaron travels
the same route, the miles jogged must equal the
miles walked, and theycanbe set equal.

xj =y(t - j) set number ofmiles equal to
each other

xj= yt - jy distribute they

xj+ jy = yt addjy to both sides to get all
terms withy to one side

j(x+y) =yt factor out they

x + y
divide both sides byx+ y

So, the number ofhours Aaron spends jogging is

J x + y

The number ofmiles he can jog is xj or, by
xyt

x + y

The correct answer is C.

substitution of this value of/, x\ ——y' yx + y
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Data Sufficiency

The following section on data sufficiency is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and
effective approaches to the kinds of problems common to data sufficiency. The particular questions in
this chapter are generally representative of the kinds of data sufficiency questions you will encounter on
the GMAT exam. Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific
details of a particular question.

25. Ifthe units digit of integer n is greater than 2, what is
the units digit of n ?

(1) The units digit of n is the same as the units digit
ofn2.

(2) The units digit of n is the same as the units digit
ofn3.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

If the units digit of n is greater than 2, then it can
only be the digits 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.

(1) To solve this problem, it is necessary to
find a digit that is the same as the units digit of
its square. Forexample, both 43 squared (1,849)
and 303 squared (91,809) have a units digit of 9,
which is different from the units digit of 43 and
303. However, 25 squared (625) and 385 squared
(148,225) both have a units digit of 5, and 16 and
226 both have a units digit of 6 and their squares
(256 and 51,076, respectively) do, too. However,
there is no further information to choose

between 5 or 6; NOT sufficient.

(2) Once again, 5 and 6 are the only numbers
which, when cubed, will both have a 5 or 6
respectively in their units digits. However, the
information given does not distinguish between
them; NOT sufficient.

Since (1) and (2) together yield the same
information but with no direction as to which to

choose, there is not enough information to
determine the answer.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.

26. What is the value of the integer p ?

(1) Each of the integers 2, 3, and 5 is a factor of p.

(2) Each of the integers 2, 5, and 7 is a factor of p.

56

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Theseare factors ofp, but it is not clear that
they are the only factors ofp; NOT sufficient.

(2) These are factors ofp, but it is not clear that
they are the only factors ofp; NOT sufficient.

Taken together, (1) and (2) overlap, but again
there is no clear indication that these are the only
factors of^>.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.

27. Ifthe length of Wanda's telephone call was rounded up
to the nearest whole minute by her telephone

company, then Wanda was charged for how many
minutes for her telephone call?

(1) The total charge for Wanda's telephone call was
$6.50.

(2) Wanda was charged $0.50 more for the first
minute of the telephone call than for each
minute after the first.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

(1) This does not giveany information as to the
call's costper minute; NOT sufficient.

(2) From this, it can be determined only that the
callwaslonger than one minute and that the charge
for the first minute was $0.50 more than the charge
for eachsucceeding minute;NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, the number of
minutes cannot be determined as long as the
cost of each minute after the first is unknown.

Forexample, if the costof each minute after the
first minute were $0.40, then the cost of the first
minute would be $0.90. Then the total cost of the
other minutes would be $6.50 - $0.90 = $5.60,
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and $5.60+ $0.40would yield 14. In this case,
the time of the call would be 1 +14 = 15 minutes.

If, however, the cost of each minute after the first
minute were $0.15, then the cost of the first
minute would be $0.65. Then $6.50 - $0.65

would be $5.85, and this in turn, when divided
by $0.15,would yield 39 minutes, for a total call
length of 40 minutes. More information on the
cost of each minute after the first minute is still

needed.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

28. What is the perimeter of isosceles triangle MNP ?

(1) MN = 16

(2) NP = 20

Geometry Triangles

The perimeter of a triangle is the sum of all three
sides. In the caseof an isosceles triangle, two of
the sides are equal.To determine the perimeterof
this triangle, it is necessary to know both the
length of an equal side and the length of the base
of the triangle.

(1) Onlygives the length of one side; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Onlygives the length of one side; NOT
sufficient.

Since it is unclear whether MN or NP is one of

the equal sides, it is not possible to determine
the length of the third side or the perimeter
of the triangle. The perimeter could be either
((2)(16)) +20 =52 or ((2)(20)) +16 =56.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

29. In a survey of retailers, what percent had purchased
computers for business purposes?

(1) 85 percent of the retailers surveyed who owned
their own store had purchased computers for
business purposes.

(2) 40 percent of the retailers surveyed owned their
own store.

30.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Percents

(1) With only this, it cannot be known what
percent of the retailers not owning their own store
had purchased computers, and so it cannot be
known how many retailers purchased computers
overall; NOT sufficient.

(2) While this permits the percent of owners
and nonowners in the survey to be deduced, the
overall percent of retailers who had purchased
computers cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

Using the information from both (1) and (2), the
percent of surveyed owner-retailers who had
purchased computers can be deduced, and the
percent of nonowner-retailers can also be
deduced. However, the information that would
permit a determination of either the percent of
nonowner-retailers who had purchased computers
or the overall percent of all retailers (both owners
and nonowners) who had purchased computers is
still not provided.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

The only gift certificates that a certain store sold
yesterday were worth either $100 each or $10 each. If
the store sold a total of 20 gift certificates yesterday,
how many gift certificates worth $10 each did the
store sell yesterday?

(1) The gift certificates sold by the store yesterday
were worth a total of between $1,650 and
$1,800.

(2) Yesterday the store sold more than 15 gift
certificates worth $100 each.

Algebra Applied problems; Simultaneous
equations; Inequalities

Let x represent the number of $100 certificates
sold, and let jy represent the number of $10
certificates sold. Then the given information can
be expressed as x+ y = 20or thus y = 20- x. The
value of the $100 certificates sold is 100x, and
the value of the $10 certificates sold is 10_y.
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(1) From this, it is known that 100* +10y>
1,650. Since y = 20- x, this value can be
substituted fory, and the inequality can be solved
for x:

100*+10y> 1,650
100* +10(20 -x) >1,650 substitute for y
100* + 200 -10* > 1,650 distribute

90* +200 > 1,650

90* > 1,450

*>16.1

simplify

subtract 200 from

both sides

Thus, more than 16 of the $100 certificates were
sold. If 17 $100 certificates were sold, then it must
be that 3 $10 certificates were also sold for a total

of $1,730, which satisfies the condition ofbeing
between $1,650 and $1,800. If, however, 18 $100
certificates were sold, then it must be that 2 $10
certificates were sold, and this totals $1,820,
which is more than $1,800 and fails to satisfy the
condition. Therefore, 3 of the $10 certificates were
sold; SUFFICIENT.

(2) From this it can be known only that the
number of $10 certificates sold was 4 or fewer;
NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

31. Is the standard deviation of the set of measurements

xlf x2, x3, x4, ..., x20 less than 3 ?

(1) The variance for the set of measurements is 4.

(2) For each measurement, the difference between

the mean and that measurement is 2.

Arithmetic Statistics

In determining the standard deviation, the
difference between each measurement and the

mean is squared, and then the squared differences
are added and divided by the number of
measurements. The quotient is the variance and
the positive square root of the variance is the
standard deviation.

(1) If the variance is 4, then the standard
deviation = V4 = 2, which is less than 3;

SUFFICIENT.
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(2) For each measurement, the difference
between the mean and that measurement is 2.
Therefore, the square of each difference is 4, and
the sum of all the squares is 4 X20 = 80. The

/on /—
standard deviation is hr- = -JA = 2, which is

less than 3; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

32. Is the range of the integers 6, 3, y, 4, 5, and x greater
than 9 ?

(1) y>3x

(2) y>x>3

Arithmetic Statistics

The range of a set of integers is equal to the
difference between the largest integer and the
smallest integer. The range of the set of integers
3, 4, 5, and 6 is 3, which is derived from 6-3.

(1) Although it is known that y > 3x, the value
of* is unknown. If, for example,* = 1, then the
value ofy would be greater than 3. However, if
* = 2, then the value ofy would be greater than 6,
and, since 6 would no longer be the largest
integer, the range would be affected. Because the
actualvalues of * andy are unknown, the value of
the range is also unknown; NOT sufficient.

(2) If * > 3 and y > x, then * could be 4 and y
could be 5. Then the range of the 6 integers would
still be6 —3 or 3. However, if * were4 andy were
15, then the range of the 6 integerswould be
15-3, or 12. There is no means to establish the
values of* and_y, beyond the fact that they both
are greater than 3; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, it is known that
* > 3 and that y > 3*. Since the smallest integer
thatxcould be is thus 4, theny > 3(4) ory >12.
Therefore, the integery must be 13 or larger.
Whenjy is equal to 13, the range of the 6 integers
is13- 3 = 10, which is larger than 9. Asy increases
in value, the value of the range will also increase.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.
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25
33. Is

(1)

(2)

<1?

5*<1

x<0

Algebra Inequalities

Note that xr+s =(xr)(xs).
rx+2

(1) If 5* < 1, then ^r=- < 1 since
25

5: 5'v-52
25 " 25

-1 j »-'»-'* * iv/|Lji' •*••

(2) If* <0, then
* + 2<2 add 2 to both sides

5*+2<52 because a < b implies 5" < 5
CX+2

25 <X divide both sides by52 = 25;

SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

34. Of the companies surveyed about the skills they
required in prospective employees, 20 percent
required both computer skills and writing skills. What
percent of the companies surveyed required neither
computer skills nor writing skills?

(1) Of those companies surveyed that required
computer skills, half required writing skills.

(2) 45 percent of the companies surveyed required
writing skills but not computer skills.

Arithmetic Percents

The surveyed companies could be placed into one
of the following four categories:

1. Requiring computer skills and requiring writing
skills

2. Requiring computerskills but not requiring
writing skills

3. Not requiring computer skills but requiring
writing skills

4. Not requiring either computer skills or writing
skills

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

It is given that 20 percent of the surveyed
companies fell into category 1. It is necessary to
determine what percent of the surveyed
companies fell into category4.

(1) This helps identify the percentage in

category 2. Since -4 the companies that required

computer skills also requiredwriting skills

(i.e., those in category 1), then the other -=

of the companies that required computer skills
did not require writing skills (thus category 2 =
category 1). However, this information only
establishes that 20 percent required computer
skills, but not writing skills; NOT sufficient.

(2) While this establishes category3, that is,
that 45 percent required writing skills but not
computer skills, no further information is
available; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, the first three
categories add up to 85 percent (20 +20+45).
Therefore, category 4 would be equalto 100- 85=
15 percent of the surveyed companies required
neither computer skills nor writing skills.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

35. What is the value of w + q?

(1) 3w = 3-3q

(2) 5w + 5q = 5

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

(1) If3q is added to both sides of this equation, it
can be rewritten as 3w+ 3q= 3. When each term
is then divided by3, it yields w+ q= \;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) When each term in this equation is divided
by5, it becomes w + q= l; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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36.

37.
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If X and Yare points in a plane and X lies inside the

circle C with center 0 and radius 2, does Ylie inside

circle C?

(1) The length of line segment XY is 3.

(2) The length of line segment OY is 1.5.

Geometry Circles

(1) The maximum distance between two points
that lie on a circle is equal to the diameter, or
2 times the radius. Since the radius of circle

C is 2, the diameter in this case is 4. It cannot be
assumed, however, that X and Yare points on the
diameter; Xcan lie anywhere within the circle.
When the distance between X and Yis 3, it is
still possible either that Yis within the circle or
that Yis outside the circle; NOT sufficient.

(2) If the length of the line segment OYis 1.5
and the circle has a radius of 2, then the distance
from the center 0 to point Yis less than the
radius, and point Ymust therefore lie within the
circle; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

Is x > y ?

(1) x = y+ 2

(2) X

2~=y--1

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

(1) Since 2 has to be added toy in order to
make it equal to *, it can be reasoned that * > y;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Multiplying both sides of this equation by2
results in *=2(_y -1)or *=2y - 2. Ify were 0,
then * would be -2, andy would be greater than
*. Ify were a negative number like -2, then
x = 2(-2) - 2 = -6, and again y would be greater
than*. However, ify were a positive number such
as 4, then* = 2(4) - 2= 6, and* > y. Since there is
no other information concerning the value ofy, it
cannotbe determined ifx > j, NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

38. If Paula drove the distance from her home to her

college at an average speed that was greater than
70 kilometers per hour, did it take her less than

3 hours to drive this distance?

(1) The distance that Paula drove from her home to

her college was greater than 200 kilometers.

(2) The distance that Paula drove from her home to

her college was less than 205 kilometers.

Arithmetic Distance problem

A distanceproblem uses the formula distance=
rate X time. To find the time, the formula would

be rearranged as time = 1S ance. To solve this
6 rate

problem, it is necessary to know the rate (given
here as 70 kilometers per hour) and the distance.

(1) If D is the distance Paula drove then

D>200 and ^ >̂ =2^ so t>2^ and
/ may or may not be less than 3; NOT sufficient.

(2) If D is the distance Paula drove then

D<205 and ^ <̂ j- =2 |̂ so t<2±| <3;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

39. In the xy-plane, if line k has negative slope and
passes through the point (-5,r), is the x-intercept of
line k positive?

(1) The slope of line k is-5.

(2) r>0
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40.

Geometry Coordinate geometry

The *-intercept is the *-coordinate of the point in
which the line k crosses the *-axis and would

have the coordinates (*,0).

(1) Knowing the slope of the line does not help
in determining the *-intercept, since from point
(-5,r) the line k extends in both directions.
Without knowing the value of r, the *-intercept
could be -5 if r were 0, or it could be other
numbers, both positive and negative, depending
on the value of r; NOT sufficient.

(2) Knowing that r > 0 suggests that the
*-intercept is not-5; the point (-5,r), where r is a
positive number, does lie in quadrant II. It could,
however, be any point with an *-coordinate
of-5 in that quadrant and line kcould have any
negative slope, and so the line kwould varywith
the value of r. Therefore, the *-intercept of line k
cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

Using (1) and (2) together does not help in the
determination of the *-intercept, since the point
(-5,r) could have any positive jy-coordinate and
thus line k could cross the *-axis at many
different places.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

If $5,000 invested for one year at p percent simple
annual interest yields $500, what amount must be
invested at k percent simple annual interest for one
year to yield the same number of dollars?

(1) k = 0.8p

(2) k = 8

Arithmetic Interest problem

With simple annual interest, the formula to use
is interest = principal x rate Xtime. It is given

that S500 =$5,000 x^ x1(year), so
p = 10 percent interest.

(1) Ifp is 10percent, then k= 0.8/ is0.08. Using
the same formula, the time is again 1 year; the
interest is the same amount; and the rate is 0.08,
or 8 percent. Thus, S500= principalx 0.08 x 1, or
principal $6,250; SUFFICIENT.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

(2) If k= 8, then the rate is 8 percent, and the
same formula and procedure as above are
employed again; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

41. lf^^>0,isx<0?

(1) x<y

(2) z<0

Algebra Inequalities
x+y

If —> 0 , then either one of two cases holds
z

true. Either (* +y) >0and z>0, or (* +y) <0
and z < 0. In other words, in order for the term to
be greater than zero, it must be true that either
1) both the numerator and denominator are
greater than 0 or 2) both the numerator and
denominator are less than 0.

(1) Regardless of whether (* +y) is positive or
negative, the positive or negative value of z must
be in agreement with the sign of(* +yj in order

x+y
for —> 0. However, there is no information

z

about z here; NOT sufficient.

(2) Ifz<0, then (* +yj must be less than 0.
However, this statement gives no information
about (* +y\ NOT sufficient.

This can be solved using (1) and (2) together.
From (2), it is known that z < 0, and, going back
to the original analysis, for the term to be greater
than zero, (* +yj must also be less than 0. If
* + y < 0 then * < —y. But * < y from (1) so

* + * <—y + y

2*<0

*<0.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.
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42. Does the integer k have at least three different
positive prime factors?

(1) y5r is an integer.

(2) y^y is an integer.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) The prime factors of 15 are 3 and 5. So in
this case, k has at least 2 different positive prime
factors, but it is unknown if there are more
positive prime factors; NOT sufficient.

(2) The prime factors of 10 are 2 and 5,
showingthat k has at least these 2 different
positive prime factors, but k might or might not
have more; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, since k is divisible
by both 10 and 15, it must be divisible by their
different positive prime factors of 2, 3, and 5.
Thus k has at least 3 different positive prime
factors.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

43. In City Xlast April, was the average (arithmetic mean)
daily high temperature greater than the median daily
high temperature?

(1) In City Xlast April, the sum of the 30 daily high
temperatures was 2,160°.

(2) In City Xlast April, 60 percent of the daily high
temperatures were less than the average daily
high temperature.

Arithmetic Statistics

The formula for calculatingthe arithmetic mean,
or the average, is as follows:

Average = sum of v values
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(1) These data will produce an averageof

^ = 72° for last April in City X. However,

there is no information regarding the median for
comparison; NOT sufficient.

(2) The median is the middle temperature of
the data. As such, 50 percent of the daily high
temperatures will be at or above the median, and
50 percent will be at or below the median. If
60 percentof the dailyhigh temperatures were
less than the average dailyhigh temperature, then
the average of the dailyhighs must be greater
than the median; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

44. If m and n are positive integers, is Urn) an integer?

(1) Um\ is an integer.

(2) (y/n) is an integer.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) If Ufm) is an integer and n is a positive
integer, then UfmJ is an integer because an
integer raised to a positive integer is an integer;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) The information that \Jn) is an integer is
not helpful in answering the question. For
example, ifm=2 and n= 9, -J9 = 3, which is an
integer, but (>/2) =(l6V2), which is not an
integer. But ifm=4and n=9, then V9 = 3,
which is an integer, and (jA j =29 =512 is an
integer; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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45. Of the 66 people in a certain auditorium, at most
6 people have birthdays in any one given month. Does
at least one person in the auditorium have a birthday

in January?

(1) More of the people in the auditorium have

birthdays in February than in March.

(2) Five of the people in the auditorium have

birthdays in March.

Algebra Sets and functions

Because it is given that 6 is the greatest number
of individuals who can have birthdays in any
particular month, these 66 people could be
evenlydistributed across 11 of the 12 months of
the year. That is to say, it could be possible for the
distribution to be 11X6 = 66, and thus any given
month, such asJanuary,would not have a person
with a birthday. Assume that January has no
peoplewith birthdays, and see if this assumption
is disproved.

(1) The information that more people have
February birthdays than March birthdays
indicates that the distribution is not even.

Therefore, March is underrepresented and
must thus have fewer than 6 birthdays. Since
no month can have more than 6 people with
birthdays, and every month but January already
has as many people with birthdays as it can have,
January has to have at least 1 personwith a
birthday; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Again, March is underrepresented with
only 5 birthdays, and none of the other months
can have more than 6 birthdays. Therefore, the
extra birthday (from March) must occur in
January; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

46. Lastyear the average (arithmetic mean) salary of the
10 employees of Company Xwas $42,800. What is the
average salary of the same 10 employees this year?

(1) For 8 of the 10 employees, this year's salary is
15 percent greater than last year's salary.

(2) For 2 of the 10 employees, this year's salary is
the same as last year's salary.

47.

3.5 Diagnostic Test Quantitative Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Statistics

(1) Since all 10 employees did not receive the
same 15 percent increase, it cannot be assumed
that the mean this year is 15 percent higher than
last year. It remains unknown whether these 8
salaries were the top 8 salaries, the bottom 8
salaries, or somewhere in-between. Without this
type of information from last year, the mean for
this year cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

(2) If2 salaries remained the same as last year,
then 8 salaries changed. Without further
information about the changes, the mean for this
year cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

Even taking (1) and (2) together, it remains
impossible to tell the mean salary for this year
without additional data.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

In a certain classroom, there are 80 books, of which
24 are fiction and 23 are written in Spanish. How many
of the fiction books are written in Spanish?

(1) Of the fiction books, there are 6 more that are

not written in Spanish than are written in Spanish.

(2) Of the books written in Spanish, there are 5
more nonfiction books than fiction books.

Algebra Sets and functions

Let x represent the fiction books that are written
in Spanish. A table could be set up like the one
below, filling in the information that is known or
able to be known:

r Spanish Non-Spanish Total |

Fiction X 24

Nonfiction 56

Total 23 57 80

(1) If a; represents the fiction bookswritten in
Spanish, then x+ 6 can now be used to represent
the fiction books that are not written in Spanish.
From the table above, it can be seen then that
x + x + 6 = 24, or 2x = 18. Therefore, x, or the
number of fiction books written in Spanish, is 9;
SUFFICIENT.
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(2) If x represents the fiction bookswritten in
Spanish, then x + 5 can now be used to represent
the nonfiction books written in Spanish. From
the table, it can be said that x + x + 5 = 23, or
2x = 18. Therefore, x, or the number of fiction
bookswritten in Spanish, is 9; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

48. If p is the perimeter of rectangle Q, what is the
value of p ?

(1) Each diagonal of rectangle Qhas length 10.

(2) The area of rectangle Q is 48.

Geometry Rectangles; Perimeter; Area

The perimeterof a rectangle is equal to 2 times
the rectangle's length plus2 times the rectangle's
width, orp = 21+2w. The diagonals of a rectangle
are equal. In a rectangle, because a diagonal forms
a right triangle, the length of a diagonal is equal
to the square root of the length squared plus the

widthsquared, ord = v/2 +w2.
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(1) If adiagonal =10, then 10 = ~Jl2 +w2, or,
by squaring both sides, 100 = I2 +w2. Without
knowing the value or the relationship between
the other two sides of the right triangle, it is
impossible to solve for / or w, and thus for the
perimeter of the rectangle; NOT sufficient.

(2) If the area of the rectangle is 48, then it can
be stated that Iw = 48. However, without further
information, the perimetercannot be determined.
For example, / could be 6 and w could be 8,
and the perimeterwould then be 12+16 = 28.
However, it could also be that / is 4 and w is 12,
and in that casethe perimeterwould be 8+ 24 =
32; NOT sufficient.

Using (1) and (2) together, it is possible to solve
this problem. Since from (2) Iw= 48, then

w=-y-. Substituting this into 100 =I2 +w2 from
(1) the equation can be solved as follows:

100 = /2 + substitution

100/2 = I4 +2,304 multiply both sides by I2

lA -100/2 + 2,304 = 0 move all terms to one
side

(l2 - 64)(/2 - 36) =0 factor like aquadratic

/2=64,/2 = 36 solve for/2

Since /is a length, it must be positive, so /is
48either 8 or 6. When / = 8, w = -5- = 6, and when

481= 6, iu = -7- = 8, both ofwhich give the same

perimeter.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.
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3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

3.6 Verbal Answer Explanations

Reading Comprehension

The following discussion is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and effective approaches
to the kinds of problems common to reading comprehension. The particular questions in this chapter are
generally representative of the kinds of reading comprehension questions you will encounter on the
GMAT exam. Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific details
of a particular question.

Questions 1-5 refer to the passage on page 27.

1. Which of the following best describes the purpose of
the sentence in lines 10-15?

(A) To show that economic signaling theory fails to
explain a finding

(B) To introduce a distinction not accounted for by
economic signaling theory

(C) To account for an exception to a generalization
suggested by Marquardt and McGann

(D) To explain why Marquardt and McGann's
research was conducted

(E) To offer an explanation for an observation

reported by Marquardt and McGann

Logical structure

Marquardt and McGann found a correlation
between highly advertised products and high-
qualityproducts. The connection can be explained
by understanding that companies mayinvest
heavilyin such advertising, anticipating that
recurring purchases of high-quality productswill
eventually recover these advertising costs. The
consumers will continue to buy these products
over time because of loyalty to their high quality.
The statement in bold provides this explanation
for the correlation noted by Marquardt and
McGann.

A The sentence does not explain a failure of
the economic signaling theory.

B Economic signaling theory is about
perceptionsof quality,but this explanation
is about actual quality and its correlation
with advertising.

C No exception is mentioned in Marquardt
and McGann's work.

D The sentencedoes not examine why or how
the research was undertaken.

E Correct. This statement provides an
explanationof why highly advertised products
didindeed rank high on certain measures of
product quality.

The correct answer is E.

2. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) present findings that contradict one explanation
for the effects of a particular advertising
practice

(B) argue that theoretical explanations about the
effects of a particular advertising practice are of
limited value without empirical evidence

(C) discuss how and why particular advertising
practices may affect consumers' perceptions

(D) contrast the research methods used in two

different studies of a particular advertising
practice

(E) explain why a finding about consumer responses
to a particular advertising practice was
unexpected
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Main idea

The primarypurpose can be determined onlyby
evaluating the whole passage. The first paragraph
discusses consumers' perceptions of qualitybased
on frequency of advertising. Thesecond paragraph
discusses three studies that show how consumers

basetheir evaluations of products on the kinds
of advertising theysee. Therefore, the purpose of
the whole passage is to show howconsumers'
perceptions of products are shaped bycertain
advertisingpractices.

A The passage shows that expensive
advertising works to a certain point, but not
after it; this method examines a continuum,
not a contradiction.

B Most of the passage is devoted to empirical
evidence.

C Correct. Thepassage shows howthe
frequency and the kind of advertising
influence consumers' perceptions about the
quality of the products advertised.

D The passage reports the findings offour
studies but does not mention research

methods.

E The passage does notindicate that any ofthe
findings were unexpected.

The correct answer is C.

3. Kirmani's research, as described in the passage,
suggests which of the following regarding consumers'
expectations about the quality of advertised products?

(A) Those expectations are likely to be highest if a
manufacturer runs both black-and-white and

color advertisements for the same product.

(B) Those expectations can be shaped by the
presence of color in an advertisement as well as
by the frequency with which an advertisement
appears.

(C) Those expectations are usually highfor
frequently advertised new brands but not for
frequently advertised familiar brands.

(D) Those expectations are likely to be higher for
products whose black-and-white advertisements
are often repeated than for those whose color
advertisements are less often repeated.

(E) Those expectations are less definitively shaped
bythe manufacturer's advertisements than by
information that consumers gather from other

sources.

Inference

The question's use oftheword suggests means that
theanswer depends on making an inference. This
research is discussed in the secondparagraph.
Kirmani found that too much advertising tended
to make the consumers believe that manufacturers
were desperate. The use ofcolor was also found to
affect consumers' perceptions ofbrand quality.
Realizing that color advertising is more expensive
than black-and-white, consumers react more
quickly towhat they perceive to be itsoveruse
thanthey do to a repetition ofblack-and-white
advertisements.
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A This situation is not discussed in the

research, at least as it is reported in this
passage.

B Correct. It can be inferred that consumers'

perceptions of product quality are
influencedby the use of color in an
advertisement and by the frequency of the
advertisement's appearance.

C The research does not make a distinction

between new and familiar brands.

D The research indicates only that consumers
can tolerate black-and-white advertisements

for a longer time than color advertisements
before dismissing them as excessive.

E There is no discussion ofwhat consumers

learn from other sources.

The correct answer is B.

Kirmani's third study, as described in the passage,
suggests which of the following conclusions about a
black-and-white advertisement?

(A) It can be repeated more frequently than a
comparable color advertisement could before
consumers begin to suspect low manufacturer
confidence in the quality of the advertised
product.

(B) It will have the greatest impact on consumers'
perceptions of the quality of the advertised
product if it appears during periods when a color
version of the same advertisement is also being
used.

(C) It will attract more attention from readers of the

print publication in which it appears if it is used
only a few times.

(D) It may be perceived by some consumers as
more expensive than a comparable color
advertisement.

(E) It is likely to be perceived by consumers as a
sign of higher manufacturer confidence in the
quality of the advertised product than a
comparable color advertisement would be.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

Inference

Kirmani's third study is discussedin the final
two sentences.Consumers suspect expensive
advertisingresults from a manufacturer's lackof
confidence in the quality of the product.
Consumers reach the point at which they find
advertising excessive more quickly with color
advertisingthan with black-and-white
advertisingbecause they understand that the
addition of color increases advertising expenses.
It is reasonable to infer that the reverse is also

true and thus that consumers will tolerate

lengthier repetitions of black-and-white
advertising without becoming suspiciousof
product quality.

A Correct. Consumers find coloradvertising
excessive more quickly and thus can be
expected to find black-and-white
advertising excessive less quickly.

B

D

The study does not discuss concurrent
appearances ofcolor and black-and-white
advertisements for the same product.

Thesole conclusion aboutfrequency is that
consumers can tolerate a greater frequency
ofblack-and-white advertisements than

color advertisements.

It is stated that consumers understand that

coloradvertisements are more expensive.

E The research certainly does not report this
finding.

The correct answer is A.
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5. The passage suggests that Kirmani would be most
likely to agree with which of the following statements
about consumers' perceptions of the relationship
between the frequency with which a product is
advertised and the product's quality?

(A) Consumers' perceptions about the frequency
with which an advertisement appears are their
primary consideration when evaluating an
advertisement's claims about product quality.

(B) Because most consumers do not notice the

frequency of advertisement, it has little impact
on most consumers' expectations regarding

product quality.

(C) Consumers perceive frequency of advertisement
as a signal about product quality only when the

advertisement is for a product that is newlyon
the market.

(D) The frequency of advertisement is not always
perceived by consumers to indicate that
manufacturers are highly confident about their

products' quality.

(E) Consumers who try a new product that has been
frequently advertised are likely to perceive the

advertisement's frequency as having been an
accurate indicator of the product's quality.

Inference

The first sentence of the second paragraph
provides the answer to this question: at some level
ofspending the manufacturers advertising effort may
beperceived asunreasonably high, implying low
manufacturer confidence in product quality. Thus, it
is logical to assume that if a product is advertised
too frequently, consumers may believe that the
manufacturer is spending excessive amounts on
advertising because that manufacturer is not
confident of the product'squality.
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A Kirmani's research, as reported here, does
not support this claim.

B Kirmani's research examines how consumers

respond to the frequency of advertising; the
research does not indicate that consumers do

not notice frequency.

C Theresearch does not distinguish between
new and familiar products.

D Correct. Excessive advertising maylead
consumers to believe that the manufacturer

lacks confidence in the quality of the
product.

E Kirmani's research does not specifically
address new products.

The correct answer is D.

Questions 6-11 refer to the passage on
page 29.

6. The main purpose of the passage is to

(A) propose an experiment

(B) analyze a function

(0 refute an argument

(D) explain a contradiction

(E) simulate a process

Ma n idea

Determiningthe main purpose comes from
considering the passage as a whole. The first
paragraph begins by noting that the idea ofthe
brain asan information processor is generally
accepted by neuroscientists. The author then
presents Searle as an enemy of this position and
explains Searle's beliefthat human thought is
more than information processing. The second
paragraph questions Searle's position, and the
third asserts that the brain is an information

processor, refuting Searle's argument.
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A The author uses the idea of a mechanical

simulation of a stomach as a metaphor for a
computer'ssimulation of thought; this is not
a proposal for an experiment.

B The authoranalyzes Searle's position, but no
function is analyzed.

C Correct. The author explains Searle's
argument in order to refute it.

D The author points out a weakness in Searle's
thinking, but not a contradiction.

E Thesimulation of a process is included as a
metaphor, but it is not essential to the
passage.

The correct answer is C.

7. Which of the following is most consistent with Searle's
reasoning as presented in the passage?

(A) Meaning and content cannot be reduced to
algorithms.

(B) The process of digestion can be simulated
mechanically, but hot on a computer.

(0 Simulated thoughts and real thoughts are
essentiallysimilar because they are composed
primarily of information.

(D) Acomputer can use "causal powers" similar to
those of the human brain when processing
information.

(E) Computer simulations of the world can achieve
the complexity of the brain's representations of
the world.

Evaluation

Searle's position isstated in thefirst paragraph:
because computers merely follow algorithms,
they cannot deal with important aspects ofhuman
thought such asmeaning andcontent. Thus, Searle
believes that meaning and content cannotbe
reduced to algorithms.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

A Correct. Searle believes that meaning and
content cannot be reduced to algorithms.

B The author argues for the mechanical
simulation, but offers no evidence that
Searlewould agree.

C Thisstatementreflects the author's position,
but it is the opposite of Searle's.

D Searle asserts that onlypeople, not
computers, have the causalpowers ofthe brain.

E Thepassage doesnot discuss computer
simulations of the world.

The correct answer is A.

The author of the passage would be most likely to
agree with which of the following statements about the
simulation of organ functions?

(A) An artificial device that achieves the functions of

the stomach could be considered a valid model

of the stomach.

(B) Computer simulations of the brain are best used
to crack the brain's codes of meaning and
content.

(0 Computer simulations of the brain challenge
ideas that are fundamental to psychology and
neuroscience.

(D) Because the brain and the stomach both act as
processors, they can best be simulated by
mechanical devices.

(E) The computer's limitations in simulating
digestion suggest equal limitations in computer-
simulated thinking.

Application

To answer this question, think abouthowthe
authorwould respond to each statement.
Anticipating theauthor's response depends on
understanding the author's pointofview. In this
passage, the author is arguing against Searle's
view of the brain and in favor of the brain as
information processor. The author believes that
the computercan be a modelof the brain and uses
the example of the mechanical stomach to
support his position on simulations.
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A Correct. The first two sentences of the third

paragraph imply that a mechanical device is
a valid model.

B Theauthorbelieves a computer can simulate
the brain but does not comment on how

these simulations should be used. There is

no way to predict the author's reaction to
this statement.

C The authorwouldrejectthis statementsince
neuroscience and psychology do in fact see
the brain as an information processor.

D The author agrees that both the brain and
the stomach act as processors; believes that
the computer, a nonmechanical device, can
simulate the brain; and offers a way that a
mechanical device could simulate the

stomach. The author does not suggest that
mechanical devicesare the best way to
simulateboth their processes.

E This statement reflects Searle's viewpoint,
which the author rejects.

The correct answer is A.

It can be inferred that the author of the passage
believes that Searle's argument is flawed by its
failure to

(A) distinguish between syntactic and semantic
operations

(B) explain adequately how people, unlike
computers, are able to understand meaning

(C) provide concrete examples illustrating its claims
about thinking

(D) understand how computers use algorithms to
process information

(E) decipher the code that is transmitted from
neuron to neuron in the brain

Inference

Theauthor's attitude toward Searle's argument is
apparent in the first paragraph,which endswith
the author's summary of what Searle is saying.
Computers understand structures, Searle argues,
but only peopleunderstand meaning. How do
people understand meaning? The author notes
that Searle is not able to answerthis questionand
is able onlyto assertthat people have causalpowers
ofthe brain.

A The author makes it clear in the first

paragraph that Searle does distinguish
between the two. In Searle's view computers
are syntactic, interpreting structure or
arrangement, rather than semantic,
understanding meaning.

B Correct. The first paragraph endswith the
contrast between people and computers:
People, on the other hand, understand meaning
because they havesomething Searle obscurely
calls the causalpowers ofthe brain. Bycalling
Searle's explanation obscure, the author
implies that Searle has not adequately
clarifiedhow people understand meaning.

C Nothing in the passage criticizes Searle for
not providingconcrete examples. Indeed, in
the secondparagraph, the author anticipates
how Searle would react to one concrete

example, the computer simulation of the
stomach.

D In the first paragraph, the author says that
Searle argues that computers simplyfollow
algorithms', whetheror not Searle
understands how they use algorithms is
irrelevant.

E Since, as the author suggests in the first
paragraph, Searle does not believe
information could be a code transmitted

from neuron to neuron, he cannot be
expectedto decipher that code.

The correct answer is B.
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10. From the passage, it can be inferred that the author
would agree with Searle on which of the following
points?

(A) Computers operate by following algorithms.

(B) The human brain can never fully understand its
own functions.

(C) The comparison of the brain to a machine is
overly simplistic.

(D) The most accurate models of physical
processes are computer simulations.

(E) Human thought and computer-simulated thought
involve similar processes of representation.

Inference

An inference requires going beyond the material
explicitly stated in the passage to the author's
ideas that underlie that material. The author and

Searle take opposite points ofview on the brain
as information processor. Their area of agreement
is narrow. However, they do both agree that
computerswork by following algorithms.

A Correct. The first paragraph explains that
Searle dismissescomputers because they
simplyfollow algorithms', while the author
disagrees with Searleon virtually every
other point, no disagreement is voiced here.

B The first paragraph showsthis to be Searle's
position, but not the author's.

C The first paragraph showsthis to be Searle's
position, but not the author's.

D Thesecond paragraph explains Searle's
rejection of this position.

E The final paragraph establishes this as the
author's position, but not Searle's.

The correct answer is A.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

11. Which of the following most accurately represents
Searle's criticism of the brain-as-computer metaphor,
as that criticism is described in the passage?

(A) The metaphor is not experimentally verifiable.

(B) The metaphor does not take into account the
unique powers of the brain.

(C) The metaphor suggests that a brain's functions
can be simulated as easily as those of a
stomach.

(D) The metaphor suggests that a computer can
simulate the workings of the mind by using the
codes of neural transmission.

(E) The metaphor is unhelpful because both the
brain and the computer process information.

Inference

Searle's criticism of the brain-as-computer
metaphor is discussed in the first paragraph.
Computers are merelymachines; only people are
endowed with causalpowers ofthe brain that allow
them to understand meaning and content.

A Searle does not believe in the value of the

metaphor, so its verification is beside the
point.

B Correct. Searlebelieves that peoplehave
somethingcomputers do not, causalpowers of
the brain forunderstanding important aspects
ofhuman thought.

C Comparing the brain to a computer, the
metaphor does not make this suggestion.

D In the second paragraph, the author says,
buteven ifa computer couldsimulate the
workings ofthe mind, making it clear that
presently it cannot; this statement does not
reflect whySearle rejects the metaphor.

E This is not the basis of Searle's objection
since he does not accept the premise that the
brain is an informationprocessor.

The correct answer is B.
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Questions 12-17 refer to the passage on
page 31.

12. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) explain whywomen reformers of the Progressive
Era failed to achieve their goals

(B) discuss the origins of child labor laws in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

(C) compare the living conditions of working-class
and middle-class women in the Progressive Era

(D) discuss an oversight on the part of women
reformers of the Progressive Era

(E) revise a traditional view of the role played by
women reformers in enacting Progressive Era
reforms

Main idea

Understanding the author's purpose comes only
from reflecting on the passage as a whole. The
beginning of the passage notes the success of
middle-class women reformers in improving
working conditions for women and children.The
middle discusses the position of working-class
mothers, who were more concerned with the
economic survival of their families than with

laborreform and consequently tried to circumvent
the laws. The close of the passage observes that,
although middle-class reformerswere right to
point out exploitation of children, they failed to
understand the economic plight of working-class
families, who needed the income earned by every
possible member. Thepurpose of this passage is
to show the failure of middle-class reformers to

understand the economic position of working-
class families.
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A Lines 6-10 emphasize the victories of the
reformers.

B The passage discusses the effects, rather
than the origins, of child labor laws.

C Living conditions of middle-class and
working-class women are not compared.

D Correct. As is made clear, especially in the
final sentence of the passage, women
reformers failed to understand the economic

needs of working-class families.

E A traditional view is not compared with a
newer, revised view of the reformers.

The correct answer is D.

13. The view mentioned in line 17 of the passage refers to
which of the following?

(A) Some working-class mothers' resistance to the

enforcement of child labor laws

(B) Reformers' belief that child labor and industrial

home work should be abolished

(0 Reformers' opinions about how working-class
families raised their children

(D) Certain women historians' observation that there

was a lack of consensus between women of

different classes on the issue of child labor and

industrial home work

(E) Working-class families' fears about the adverse
consequences that child labor laws would have
on their ability to earn an adequate living

Inference

To find what this appearance of view refers to, it
is necessary to lookbackto the beginning of the
sentence. This view, not shared by working-class
mothers, refers to the reformers' conviction that
child labor and industrial home work were equally
inhumane practices that should be outlawed.
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A This view must refer back to a point already
stated; resistance to child labor laws is not
discusseduntil the following sentence.

B Correct. This view refers to the position
of reformers stated earlier in the same

sentence: that child labor and industrial home

work.. .should be outlawed.

C This view must refer back to a point already
stated; the reformers' belief that resistance to
child labor lawswas due to poor parenting is
discussed later in the passage.

D A number ofwomen historians have said

that working-class mothers did not always
share the view of middle-class women

reformers about child labor.

E This view must refer back to a point already
stated; the fears of working-class families
are examined in the following sentence.

The correct answer is B.

14. The author of the passage mentions the observations
of women historians (lines 15-17) most probably in
order to

(A) provide support for an assertion made in the
preceding sentence (lines 10-12)

(B) raise a question that is answered in the last
sentence of the passage (lines 27-32)

(C) introduce an opinion that challenges a statement
made in the first sentence of the passage

(D) offer an alternative view to the one attributed in

the passage to working-class mothers

(E) point out a contradiction inherent in the
traditional view of child labor reform as it is

presented in the passage

Evaluation

In lines 10-12, the author asserts that child labor
laws pitted women ofdifferent classes against one
another. The view of the middle-class women

reformers is stated, and then, to show that
working-class mothers did not hold the same
opinion, the author turns to the recent work of
women historians to support this statement.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

A Correct. The author uses the recent work of

women historians to support the statement
that women of different social classes were

pitted against one another.

B The women historians have recently observed;
the verb observed introduces a statement

rather than a question.

C The reference to women historians has to do

with working-class mothers; it does not
challengewomen's activism and role in
social reform.

D The passage supports what the women
historians sayabout working-class mothers.

E The author does not define or present the
traditional view of child labor reform, nor is
any inherent contradiction pointed out.

The correct answer is A.

15. The passage suggests that which of the following was
a reason for the difference of opinion between
working-class mothers and women reformers on the

issue of child labor?

(A) Reformers' belief that industrial home work was

preferable to child labor outside the home

(B) Reformers' belief that child labor laws should

pertain to working conditions but not to pay

(C) Working-class mothers' resentment at reformers'
attempts to interfere with their parenting

(D) Working-class mothers' belief that child labor
was an inhumane practice

(E) Working-class families' need for every
employable member of their families to earn
money
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Inference

The question's use of the word suggests means that
the answerdepends on making an inference.
Lines 12-23 examine the different views of

middle-class reformers and working-class
mothers on child labor laws. While the reformers

sawchild labor as an inhumane practice that
should be outlawed, working class mothers
understood the necessity ofpooling the wages ofas
manyfamily members aspossible and viewed child
labor legislation as apersonal economic disaster.

A Lines 12-14 showthat reformers regarded
both kinds ofwork as equally inhumane
practices that should be outlawed.

B Pay is not specifically discussed in the
passage.

C Lines 24-27 indicate that the reformers

believed working-class resistance to child
labor laws was a sign of poor parenting, but
nothing is said about the working-class
response to this view.

D Lines 12-17 say that the reformers held this
position, but working class mothers didnot
always share this view.

E Correct. Lines 17-23 explain that working-
class families needed the wages ofasmany

family members aspossible.

The correct answer is E.

16. The author of the passage asserts which of the
following about women reformers who tried to abolish
child labor?

(A) They alienated working-class mothers by
attempting to enlist them in agitating for
progressive causes.

(B) They underestimated the prevalence of child
labor among the working classes.

(C) They were correct in their conviction that child
labor was deplorable but shortsighted about the
impact of child labor legislation on working-class
families.

(D) They were aggressive in their attempts to
enforce child labor legislation, but were unable
to prevent working-class families from
circumventing them.

(E) They were prevented by their nearly total
disenfranchisementfrom making significant

progress in child labor reform.

Supporting ideas

This question is based on information explicitly
stated in the final sentence of the passage.
Women reformers viewed child labor asa terribly
exploitativepractice but theyfailed to take account of
the economic needs ofworking-classfamilies.

A The passage does not say that reformers
tried to enlist working-class mothers in
progressive causes.

B No evidence is offered to support such a
statement.

C Correct. The final sentence makes clear that

the reformers recognized child labor as
exploitative but did not understand the
economic needs ofworking-classfamilies.

D The reformers' activities involved promoting
legislation; there is no evidence in the
passage that the reformers themselves
attempted to enforce these laws.

E Lines 6-10 show that the reformers

improved working conditions for
women and children, despite their
disenfranchisement.

The correct answer is C.
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Critical Reasoning

The following discussion is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and effective approaches
to critical reasoning questions. The particular questions in this chapter are generally representative of
the kinds of critical reasoning questions you will encounter on the GMAT exam. Remember that it is the
problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific details of a particular question.

•'

18. Vasquez-Morrell Assurance specializes in insuring manufacturers. Whenever a policyholder makes a claim, a claims
adjusterdetermines the amountthat Vasquez-Morrell is obligated to pay. Vasquez-Morrell is cutting its staff of claims
adjusters by 15 percent. To ensure that the company'sability to handle claims promptly is affected as little as possible by
the staff cuts, consultants recommend that Vasquez-Morrell lay off those adjusters who nowtake longest, on average, to
complete work on claims assigned to them.
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Which of the following, if true, most seriously calls into question the consultants' criterion for selecting the staff to be
laid off?

(A) If the time that Vasquez-Morrell takes to settle claims increases significantly, it could lose business to other insurers.

(B) Supervisors at Vasquez-Morrell tend to assign the most complex claims to the most capable adjusters.

(C) AtVasquez-Morrell, no insurance payments are made until a claims adjuster has reached a final determination on
the claim.

(D) There are no positions at Vasquez-Morrell to which staff currently employed as claims adjusters could be reassigned.

(E) The premiums that Vasquez-Morrell currently charges are no higher than those charged for similar coverage by
competitors.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation An insurance company must reduce its staff of claimsadjusters. To ensure continuing
promptness in handling claims, consultants advise the company to lay off those adjusters who
take the longest to complete claims.

Reasoning Whatproblem could there be with the criterion? The consultants' criterion is the time an adjuster
takes to settle a claim. However, some claims are naturally more complicated and require more
time. If it is true that the company nowassigns these time-consuming cases to its most capable
adjusters, then these adjusters would be likely to be the oneswho take longest to complete their
cases. Laying off the adjusters who take the longestwould thus mean laying off the company's
most capable staff, which could verywelldecrease its ability to handle claimspromptly.

A The consultants' advice makes senseif increasedtime to handle claims causes the companyto losebusiness.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies the problem with the consultants' criterion.

C This statement merely describes the process ofhandling a claim; it does not provide any information about
the criterion for layoffs.

D The consultants make no recommendations for reassigning staff, so indicating that there are no positions
availabledoes not call their adviceinto question.

E The consultants do not recommend a change in premiums; notingthat they are similar to competitors'
premiums does not undermine the plan that theconsultants recommend.

The correct answer is B.
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17. According to the passage, one of the most striking
achievements of white middle-class women reformers

during the Progressive Era was

(A) gaining the right to vote in school elections

(B) mobilizing working-class women inthe fight
against child labor

(C) uniting women of differentclasses in grassroots
activism

(D) improving the economicconditions of working-
class families

(E) improving women's and children'sworking
conditions- '

Supporting ideas

The question s useof the phrase according to the
passage indicates that the answercan be found
through careful reading of the passage. This
question is based on information explicitly stated
in lines 7-10, which state that white middle-class
women reformers won a variety ofvictories, notably
in the improvement ofworking conditions, especially

for women andchildren.

A Lines 6-7 showthat womenalready had the
right to vote in school elections.

B Lines 20-24 showthat working-class
families tried to circumvent child labor laws.

C Lines 11-12 saythat one productof
grassroots activism, child labor legislation,
pittedwomen ofdifferent classes against one
another, i

D Lines 31-32say that the reformersfailed to
take account ofthe economic needs ofworking-
classfamilies.

E Correct. The passage states that reformers
improvedthe working conditions of women
and children.

The correct answer is E.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations
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19. Prolonged spells ofhot, dry weather at the end ofthegrape-growing season typically reduce a vineyard's yield, because
thegrapes stay relatively small. In years with such weather, wine producers can make only a relatively small quantity of
wine from a given area of vineyards. Nonetheless, in regions where wine producers generally grow their own grapes,
analysts typically expect a long, hot, dry spell late in the growing season to result in increased revenues for local wine
producers.

Which of the following, if true, does most to justifythe analysts' expectation?

(A) The lower a vineyard's yield, the less labor is required to harvest the grapes.

(B) Long, hot, dry spells at the beginning ofthe grape-growing season are rare, but they can have a devastating effect
on a vineyard's yield.

(C) Grapes grown for wine production are typically made into wine at or near the vineyard in which they were grown.

(D) When hot, dry spells are followed by heavy rains, the rains frequently destroy grape crops.

(E) Grapes that have matured in hot, dry weather make significantly better wine than ordinary grapes.

Argument Construction

Situation Hot, dry weather at the end of the grape-growingseason reduces yield, so winemakers can only
producea small quantity of wine. However, analysts expect that this weather will increase
winemakers' revenues.

Reasoning What additionalpiece ofinformation explains the analysts' expectations? The same conditions that
lead to low quantity also lead to something that increases revenues. What could this be? If these
weather conditions lead to higher-quality wine that will sell for higher prices, the analysts'
expectations for increased revenues are justified.

A Lower labor costs mean less expenditurefor the winemakers; this does not explain how revenues would
increase.

B This statement about lowyields does not explain an increase in revenues.

C The proximity of production to the vineyard is irrelevant to the question of how hot, dry weather can be
responsible for decreased yield and increased revenues.

D This statement gives anotherexample ofweather's effect on grape crops, but it does not explain how
revenues are increased.

E Correct. Thisstatement properly provides the explanation that the weather conditions will lead to better
wines. With better wines typically commanding higherprices, the winemakers will gain the increased
revenues that the analysts anticipate.

The correct answer is E.
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20. In the past, most children who went sledding in the winter snow in Verland used wooden sleds with runners and steering
bars. Ten years ago, smooth plastic sleds became popular; they go faster than wooden sleds but are harder to steer and
slow. The concern thatplastic sleds are more dangerous isclearly borne outby thefact thatthe number ofchildren injured
while sleddingwas much higher last winterthan it was 10 years ago.

Which of the following, iftrue in Verland, most seriously undermines the force of the evidence cited?

(A) A few children still use traditional wooden sleds.

(B) Very few children wear any kind of protective gear, such as helmets, while sledding.

(0 Plastic sleds can be used in a much wider variety of snow conditions than wooden sleds can.

(D) Most sledding injuries occur when a sled collides with a tree, a rock, or another sled.

(E) Because the traditional wooden sleds can carry more than one rider, an accident involving a wooden sled can
result in several children being injured.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Ten years ago, wooden sleds beganto be replaced byplastic sleds that go faster but are harder to
control. Plastic sleds are more dangerous than wooden sleds because more children suffered
injuries last year than they did 10 years ago.

Reasoning What weakens this argument? This argument depends on a comparison of two kinds of sleds.
Any evidence that would eitherstrengthen or weaken the argumentmust indicate a comparison.
Evidence that applies only to one kind of sled or to both kinds of sleds equally cannot weaken
this argument. Consider the implications of the evidence presented in the answer choices. If
plasticsleds can be used in a wider varietyof conditions than wooden sleds can, then plastic
sleds can be used more frequently. It is possible that more frequent use, rather than the sleds
themselves, has led to more accidents.

A The limited use of some wooden sleds does not weaken the argument.

B The absence of protective gear would affect accidents with both kinds of sleds.

C Correct. This statement weakens the argument byproviding an alternate explanation for the
increased accidents.

D This statement is true of accidents with both kinds of sleds.

E This explains why wooden sleds may be dangerous but does not weaken the argumentthat plastic sleds
are even more dangerous.

The correct answer is C.
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21. Metal rings recently excavated from seventh-century settlements in thewestern partofMexico were made using the same
metallurgical techniques as those used by Ecuadorian artisans before and during that period. These techniques are
sufficiently complex to make their independent development in both areas unlikely. Since the people ofthese two areas
were in cultural contact, archaeologists hypothesize that the metallurgical techniques usedto make the rings found in
Mexico were learned by Mexican artisans from Ecuadorian counterparts.

Which of the following would it be most useful to establish in order to evaluate the archaeologists' hypothesis?

(A) Whether metal objects weretraded from Ecuador to western Mexico during the seventh century

(B) Whether travel between western Mexico and Ecuador in the seventh century would have been primarily by land or
by sea

(C) Whether artisans from western Mexico could have learned complex metallurgical techniques from their Ecuadorian
counterparts without actually leaving western Mexico

(D) Whether metal tools were used in the seventh-century settlements in western Mexico

(E) Whether any of the techniques used in the manufacture of the metal ringsfound in western Mexico are still
practiced among artisans in Ecuador today

Argument Evaluation

Situation Metal rings excavated from seventh-century settlements in western Mexicowere made with the
same complex techniques used in Ecuador before and during a periodwhen the two cultures
were known to be in contact.Mexican artisans are thought to have learned the techniques from
Ecuadorian artisans.

Reasoning Whatpoint could best be applied in evaluating this hypothesis? Consider what specific information
would help to assess the archaeologists' theory. It is given that the two areas had some cultural
contact. If it were determined that metal objectswere traded from one culture to the other, it
could be possible that the metalworking techniques were passed along aswell. Such evidence
would be relevant to the hypothesis that Mexican artisans saw the work of their Ecuadorian
counterparts and, from this exchange, learned the techniques to make the metal rings.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies information that would be useful in the evaluation of the
archaeologists' hypothesis.

B The means of travel is irrelevant to the hypothesis about the source of the techniques.

C Thehypothesis is not about where Mexican artisans learned the techniques, but whethertheylearned them
from the Ecuadorians.

D The existence of metal tools provides no helpful information in establishing whether the Ecuadorians were
the source of the metallurgical techniques.

E Thecomparison to the present dayis irrelevant to the hypothesis.

The correct answer is A.
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22. Following several years of declining advertising sales, the Greenville Times reorganized its advertising sales force. Before
reorganization, the salesforce was organized geographically, with some sales representatives concentrating on city-
centerbusinesses and others concentrating on different outlying regions. The reorganization attempted to increase the
sales representatives' knowledge ofclients' businesses by having each sales representative deal with only one type of
industry or of retailing. After the reorganization, revenue from advertising sales increased.

In assessing whether the improvement in advertising sales can properly be attributed to the reorganization, itwould be
most helpful to find out which of the following?

(A) What proportion of the total revenue of the Greenville Times is generated byadvertising sales?

(B) Has the circulation of the Greenville Times increased substantially in the last two years?

(C) Among all the types of industry and retailing that use the Greenville Times as an advertising vehicle, which type
accounts for the largest proportion of the newspaper's advertising sales?

(D) Do anyclients of the sales representatives of the Greenville Times have a standing order with the Times for a fixed
amount of advertising per month?

(E) Among the advertisers in the Greenville Times, are there moretypes of retail businessor moretypes of industrial
business?

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation In the face of declining advertising sales, a newspaper reorganizes its sales force so that sales
representatives have a better understanding of businesses. Revenue from advertising sales
increased after the reorganization.

Reasoning What additional evidence would help determine the source ofthe increased revenue? In order to
attribute the increased revenue to the reorganization of the sales force, other possible causes
must be eliminated. Newspaper advertising rates are linked to circulation; when circulation
increases, higher rates can be charged and revenues will increase. An alternate explanation
might be a significant rise in circulation, so it would be particularly helpful to know if
circulation had increased.

A The question concerns onlyincreased revenue from advertising sales; the proportionof advertising revenue
to total revenue is outside the scope of the question.

B Correct. This statement provides another possible explanation for increased revenue of advertising sales,
and so the answer to this question would help to clarify the reason for the increased revenue.

C Knowing how the advertising sales break down bytype ofbusiness mightbe useful for otherpurposes, but
it does not help to show the cause of the increase.

D A fixed amount of advertising would not explain increased revenue, so the answer to this question would
be irrelevant.

E Distinguishing between the types of businesses will not contribute to determining whether the
reorganization was responsible for the increased revenue.

The correct answer is B.
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23. Motorists in a certain country frequently complain that traffic congestion is much worse now than it was 20 years ago. No
real measure of how much traffic congestion there was 20 years ago exists, but the motorists' complaints are almost
certainly unwarranted. The country's highway capacityhas tripled in the last twentyyears, thanks to a vigorous highway
construction program, whereas the number of automobiles registered in the country has increased by only 75 percent.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) Most automobile travel is local, and the networks of roads and streets in the country's settled areas have changed

little over the last twenty years.

(B) Gasoline prices are high, and miles traveled per car per year have not changed much over the last 20 years.

(C) The country's urban centers have well-developed public transit systems that carry most of the people who commute
into those centers.

(D) The average age of automobiles registered in the country is lower now than it was 20 years ago.

(E) Radio stations have long been broadcasting regular traffic reports that inform motorists about traffic congestion.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Motorists complain that traffic congestion in their country is much worse than it was twenty
years ago. But these complaints have no basis since the highway capacity in this country has
tripled in the same period, whereas the number of cars registered has risen by only 75 percent.

Reasoning Which pointmost undermines the argument that the complaints are unwarranted? Consider that the
response to the generalizedcomplaints about congestion discusses only the topic of highway
capacity. What if the congestion that motorists are complaining about is not on highways but on
local roads? Discovering that traveltends to be local in this country and that the local roads
have not been improved in the last twenty years would seriously weaken the argument.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies a weakness in the argument: the response to the broad
complaint addresses a different subject, highway capacity, not the issue of traffic congestion encountered by
most motorists.

B If highgasprices actually prevented motorists from driving, and if motorists' driving habits were the same
as theywere twenty years ago, then these points should strengthen the argument that there is no basis for
their complaints.

C The number ofcommuters who use public transit does not affect the argument that the motorists'
complaints have no basis.

D The age of registered cars is irrelevant to the argument.

E The radio broadcasts attest to the existence of traffic, but not to its increase, so theydo not affect the
argument.

The correct answer is A.
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24. The percentage ofhouseholds with an annual income ofmore than $40,000 is higher in Merton County than in any other
county. However, the percentageof households with an annual income of $60,000 or more is higher in Sommer County.

Ifthe statements above are true, which of the following must also be true?

(A) The percentage ofhouseholds with an annual income of$80,000 is higher in Sommer County than in Merton County.

(B) Merton County has the second highest percentage of households with an annual income of $60,000 or more.

(C) Some households in Merton County have an annual income between $40,000 and $60,000.

(D) The number of households with an annual income of morethan$40,000 is greater in Merton County than in Sommer
County.

(E) Average annual household income is higher in Sommer Countythan in MertonCounty.

Argument Construction

Situation The percentage of households with annual incomes of more than $40,000 is higher in Merton
County than in any other county; the percentage of households with annual incomes of $60,000
or more is higher in Sommer County.

Reasoning On the basis ofthis information, whatpoint must be true? The given information makes clear that
Merton County has some households that exceed $40,000 in annual income. Sommer County
has a higher percentage of householdswith annual incomes at or above $60,000. A higher
percentage of the Merton County households must in turn have annual incomes of $60,000 or
less. Thus, the annual income of some households in Merton County is between $40,000 and
$60,000.

A Since it is possible that there are no households with an annual incomeof $80,000 in SommerCounty,
this statement does not follow from the situation.

B It is not possible to make this determination on the basis of the available evidence; Merton County may
have no households at all with an income of more than $60,000.

C Correct. Thisstatementproperly identifies a conclusion that can be drawn from the given information: in
orderfor the percentage of $40,000-plus incomes to be higherin Merton countythan anyothercounty
while Sommer has the highestpercentage of $60,000-plus incomes, there mustbe some households in
Merton County that bring in between $40,000 and $60,000 annually.

D On thebasis of information about the. percentages ofhouseholds, it is notpossible to arrive at this conclusion
about the number of households.

E From the given information, it is not possible to determine where the average income is greater. It is
entirely possible that the number of$60,000-plus incomes in Sommer County is quite small and that the
number of $40,000-plus incomes in Merton County is substantial.

The correct answer is C.
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25. Tiger beetles are such fast runners that they can capture virtually any nonflying insect. However, when running toward an
insect, a tiger beetle will intermittently stop and then, a moment later, resume its attack. Perhaps the beetles cannot
maintain their pace and must pause for a moment's rest; butan alternative hypothesis is that while running, tiger beetles
are unable to adequately process the resulting rapidly changing visual information and so quickly go blind and stop.

Which of the following, ifdiscovered in experiments using artificially moved prey insects, would support one of the two
hypotheses and undermine the other?

(A) When a prey insect is moved directly toward a beetle that has been chasing it, the beetle immediately stops and runs
away without its usual intermittent stopping.

(B) In pursuing a swerving insect, a beetle alters its course while running and its pauses become morefrequent as the
chase progresses.

(C) In pursuing a moving insect, a beetle usually responds immediately to changes in the insect's direction, and it pauses
equally frequently whether the chase is up or down an incline.

(D) If, when a beetle pauses, it has not gained on the insect it is pursuing, the beetle generally ends its pursuit.

(E) The faster a beetle pursues an insect fleeing directly away from it, the more frequently the beetle stops.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Two hypotheses are offered to explain the sudden stop that tiger beetles make while pursuing
their prey: (1) theycannotmaintain the rapid pace and must rest, and (2) they run too quickly to
process visual information and so temporarily go blind.

Reasoning Whatpoint would strengthen one ofthe two hypotheses and weaken the other? Consider the
information provided in each answer choice, remembering that information that supports one
hypothesis must necessarily detract from the other. Any information that is not about pursuit or
that affects the two hypotheses equally maybe dismissed from consideration. If the frequency of
stopping increases when the beetle follows a swerving insect and must constantly change its
course, then the second hypothesis is strengthened; the beetle's pauses increase as the varietyof
visual information that it needs to deal with increases.

A The hypotheses concern ongoingpursuit; since this information is not about the beetle's continuingpursuit
of prey, it neither strengthens norweakens either hypothesis.

B Correct.This statement provides information that strengthens the second hypothesis: the swerving pursuit
and the resulting continual course adjustments appear to be forcing the beetle to stop with increasing
frequency to sort out the erratic visual information.

C In this experiment, since neither vision nor tiredness appears to be problematic, the beetle could be
stopping foreither reason; this information neither strengthens norweakens eitherhypothesis.

D This information is irrelevant since both the hypotheses are about mid-pursuit behaviors.

E Thecorrelation offrequency ofstops with speed affects both hypotheses equally; the pauses could be
equally due to an inability to maintain the pace or due to a need to process the visual information.

The correct answer is B.
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26. Guillemots are birds ofArctic regions. They feed on fish thatgather beneath thin sheets offloating ice, and they nest on
nearby land. Guillemots need 80 consecutive snow-free days in a year to raise their chicks, so until average temperatures
in the Arctic began to rise recently, the guillemots' range was limited to the southernmost Arctic coast. Therefore, ifthe
warming continues, the guillemots' range will probably be enlarged by being extended northward along the coast.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) Even if the warming trend continues, there will still be years in which guillemot chicks are killed by an unusually
early snow.

(B) If the Arctic warming continues, guillemots' current predators are likely to succeed in extending theirown range
farther north.

(C) Guillemots nest in coastal areas, where temperatures are generally higher than in inland areas.

(D) If the Arctic warmingcontinues, much of the thin ice inthe southern Arctic will disappear.

(E) The fish that guillemotseat are currently preyed on by a wider variety of predators in the southernmost Arctic
regions than they are farther north.

Argument Evaluation

Situation In the southern Arctic, guillemotsfind their preybeneath thin sheets of ice, nest nearby, and
require 80 snow-free days to raise their young. A warming trend means that their range maybe
enlarged by extending northward along the coast.

Reasoning Which pointweakens the argument about the enlargement ofthe guillemots' range? How could the
birds move northward and simultaneously not enlarge their range? Consider the assumption
impliedby the idea of enlargement. If the guillemots lost their southern habitat, then their
northward move would be a displacement rather than an enlargement. If their source of food
was no longer available to them in the southern Arctic, then they would abandon that area as
part of their range.

A An exceptional year is not an argument against an enlargedrange because an unusually early snow could
happen in the southern Arctic aswell.

B If their current predatorsalso migrate northward, then the guillemots' situation has not changed, so this
is not an argument against their enlarged range.

C The argument suggests that they will move not inland, but northward along the coast.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a factor that weakens the argument: the guillemots' move
northward would not enlarge their range if theylost their food source, fish found under thin ice, in the
southern Arctic.

E The possibility that they may find prey more easily in the north does not mean that theywould abandon
the southern Arctic, and so this point does not weaken the argument.

The correct answer is D.
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27. Some batches of polio vaccine used around 1960 were contaminated with SV40, a virus that in monkeys causes various
cancers. Some researchers now claim that this contamination caused some cases of a certain cancer in humans,

mesothelioma. This claim is not undercut by the fact that a very careful survey made in the 1960s of people who had
received the contaminated vaccine found no elevated incidence of any cancer, since .

(A) most cases of mesothelioma are caused by exposure to asbestos

(B) in some countries, there was no contamination of the vaccine

(C) SV40 is widely used in laboratories to produce cancers in animals

(D) mesotheliomas take several decades to develop

(E) mesothelioma was somewhat less common in 1960 than it is now

Argument Construction

Situation Researchers claim that contaminated polio vaccine administered in 1960 caused some casesof
mesothelioma, a type of cancer. Their claim is not undermined by the results of a 1960s survey
showing that those who received the contaminated vaccine had no elevated incidence of cancer.

Reasoning Why did the survey results not challenge the researchers' claim? The survey did not reveal a higher
incidence of mesothelioma. This question then requires completing a sentence that establishes
cause. What could be the reason that the people surveyed in the 1960sshowed no signs of the
disease? If the disease takes decades to develop, then those peoplesurveyed would not yet have
shown any signs of it; less than a decade had passed between their exposure to the vaccine and
the survey.

A Thecontaminated vaccine is said to have caused some cases, not most; the question remains whythe survey
results pose no obstacle to the researchers' claim.

B The claim is only about contaminated vaccine, not uncontaminated vaccine.

C That thevirus cancause cancers in laboratory animals hadalready been provided as a given; this additional
information is irrelevant to the surveyof people who received contaminated vaccine.

D Correct.This statement properly identifies the reason that thesurvey does notcall into question the
researchers' claim: the people surveyed in the 1960s showed no signs of disease because the cancer takes
decades to develop.

E The frequency of mesothelioma in the general population is not related to the claim that contaminated
vaccine causedthe disease in a specific population.

The correct answer is D.
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28. Gortland has long been narrowly self-sufficient in both grain and meat. However, as per capita income in Gortland has risen
toward the world average, per capita consumption of meat has also risen toward the world average, and it takes several
pounds of grain to produce one pound of meat. Therefore, since per capita income continues to rise, whereas domestic
grain production will not increase, Gortland will soon have to import either grain or meat or both.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argumentdepends?

(A) The total acreage devoted to grain production inGortland will soon decrease.

(B) Importing either grain or meatwill notresult in a significantly higher percentage ofGortlanders' incomes being spent
on food than is currently the case.

(C) The per capita consumption of meat in Gortland is increasing at roughly the same rate across all income levels.

(D) The per capita income of meat producers in Gortland is rising faster thanthe per capita income of grain producers.

(E) People in Gortland who increase their consumption of meat will not radically decrease their consumption of grain.

Argument Construction

Situation A countrypreviously self-sufficient in grainand meatwill soon have to import one or the other
or both. Consumption of meat has risen as per capitaincome has risen, and it takes several
pounds of grain to produce one pound of meat.

Reasoning What conditions must be truefor the conclusion to be true? Meat consumption is rising. What about
grain consumption? A sharp reduction in the amount of grain consumed could compensate for
increased meat consumption, making the conclusion false. If people did radically decrease their
grain consumption, it might not be necessary to importgrain or meator both. Since the argument
concludes that the imports are necessary, it assumesgrain consumption will not plunge.

A The argumentmakes no assumptions about the acreage devoted to grain; it assumes onlythat the demand
for grain will rise.

B The argument does not discuss the percentage of their income that Gortlanders spend on food, so an
assumption about this topic is not needed.

C The argument involves only meat consumption in general, not its distribution by income level.

D Since the argument does not refer to the incomes of meat producers and grain producers, it cannot depend
on an assumption about them.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies the assumption that therewill be no greatdecrease in grain
consumption.

The correct answer is E.
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29. The Hazelton coal-processing plant is a major employer in the Hazelton area, but national environmental regulations will
force it to close if it continues to use old, polluting processing methods. However, to update the plant to use newer,
cleaner methods would be so expensive that the plant will close unless it receives the tax break it has requested. In order
to prevent a major increase in local unemployment, the Hazelton government is considering granting the plant's request.

Which of the following would be most important for the Hazelton government to determine before deciding whether to
grant the plant's request?

(A) Whether the company that owns the plant would open a new plant in another area if the present plant were closed

(B) Whether the plant would employ far fewer workers when updated than it does now

(C) Whether the level of pollutants presently being emitted by the plant is high enough to constitute a health hazard for
local residents

(D) Whether the majority of the coal processed by the plant is sold outside the Hazelton area

(E) Whether the plant would be able to process more coal when updated than it does now

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Because of the expenses of mandatoryupdating, a plant that is a majoremployer in the local
area will close unless it receives the tax break it has requested from the localgovernment.

Reasoning Whatpointismost critical to the evaluation ofthe request? Consider the information provided in
the answerchoices. The plant is important to the localgovernmentprimarily because it is a
majoremployer of local residents. What if updating the plant significantly reduced the number
of employees needed? It is crucial for the localgovernment to determine whether the plant will
continue to employ the same number of people once it has updated.

A The local government is concerned only with the local area, so a new site outside that area is irrelevant.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies a factor that iscritical to the plant's argument and the local
government's decision.

C Updating is mandatoryunder national environmental regulations, whether the localresidents are affected
by the plant's pollutants or not.

D At issue is the plant's role as a major employer; where itsproduct is sold is irrelevant.

E The amount ofcoal processed by the updated plant is irrelevant to the critical issue ofthe number ofpeople
employed to process that coal.

The correct answer is B.
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30. Aphysically active lifestyle has been shown to help increase longevity. In the Wistar region of Bellaria, the average age
at death is considerably higher than in any other part of the country. Wistar is the only mountainous part of Bellaria. A
mountainous terrain makes even such basic activities as walking relatively strenuous; it essentially imposes a physically
active lifestyle on people. Clearly, this circumstance explains the long lives of people in Wistar.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) In Bellaria all medical expenses are paid bythe government, so that personal income does not affect the quality of
health care a person receives.

(B) The Wistar region is one of Bellaria's least populated regions.

(C) Many people who live in the Wistar region have moved there in middle age or upon retirement.

(D) The many opportunities for hiking, skiing, and other outdoor activities that Wistar's mountains offer make it a favorite
destination for vacationing Bellarians.

(E) Per capita spending on recreational activities is no higher inWistar than it is in other regions of Bellaria.

Argument Evaluation

Situation People in one region of a country live longer than people in other areas. The higher average age
at time of death is attributed to the healthylifestyle of the people in this region,where the
mountainous terrain demands a physically activelife.

Reasoning Whatpoint weakens the argument? Consider what assumption underlies the argumentthat the
physically active lifestyle required of living in Wistar is responsible for its residents' relative
longevity. The mountainousenvironment necessitates lifelong levels of rigorous physical activity
that build a more robust population. What if a significant portion of the population has not
been conditioned since childhood to the demands of the terrain? It is assumed here that the

healthy lifestyle imposed by the terrain has shapedresidents from birth and accounts for their
longer life span. If many residents only moved there later in life, the argumentis weakened.

A The argument is not about the quality of healthcare throughout the country, but the length of the
residents' lives in a particular region.

B The rate of populationdensity does not affect the argument.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies a point that weakens the argument.

D The area's popularity" as avacation destination does not affect the longevity of the local residents.

E The argument establishes that merely living in the region is strenuous; the spending onrecreational
activities is irrelevant.

The correct answer is C.
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31. Cheever College offers several online courses via remote computer connection, in addition to traditional classroom-based
courses. Astudy of student performance at Cheever found that, overall, the average student grade for online courses
matched that for classroom-based courses. In this calculation of the average grade, course withdrawals were weighted as
equivalent to a course failure, and the rate ofwithdrawal was much lower for students enrolled in classroom-based courses
than for students enrolled in online courses.

Ifthe statements above are true, which of the following must also be true of Cheever College?

(A) Among students who did notwithdraw, students enrolled in online courses got higher grades, onaverage, than
students enrolled in classroom-based courses.

(B) The number of students enrolled per course at the start of the school term is much higher, on average, for the online
courses than for the classroom-based courses.

IQ There are no students who take both an online and a classroom-based course in the same school term.

(D) Among Cheever College students with the best grades, a significant majority take online, rather than classroom-
based, courses.

(E) Courses offered online tend to deal with subject matter that is less challenging than that of classroom-based

courses.

Argument Construction

Situation A comparison of online and classroom courses showed similar average grades. In determining
average grades, a course withdrawal was weighted as a course failure. The rate of withdrawal
was higher from online than from classroom courses.

Reasoning What conclusion about the courses can be derivedfrom this comparison? Consider the ramifications of
the methodologyused to calculate the grade averages for the two types of courses. Because of
course withdrawals, the online courses experienced a higher rate of failure, but the average
grade for these courses still matched the average grade for classroom courses. From this it is
logical to conclude that, for the two averages to match, the students who remained in the online
courses must have had higher initial average grades than those in classroom courses.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies the logical conclusion that the higher percentage ofwithdrawals
from online classes requires highergrades, on average, to compensate for the higher rate of failure.

B A number of students cannot be derived from a discussion of average grades and rates of withdrawal.

C This conclusion cannot be determined on the basis of the information provided.

D The information is about average grades; the argument does notprovide any basis for a conclusion about
best grades.

E It is impossible to determine the difficulty of subject matter from this information.

The correct answer is A.
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32. For years the beautiful Renaissance buildings in Palitito have been damaged by exhaust from the many tour buses that
come tothe city. There has been little parking space, so most buses have idled at the curb during each stop on their tour,
and idling produces as much exhaust as driving. The city has now provided parking that accommodates a third ofthe tour
buses, so damage toPalitito's buildings from the buses'exhaust will diminish significantly.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the argument?

(A) The exhaust from Palitito's few automobiles is nota significant threatto Palitito's buildings.

(B) Palitito's Renaissance buildings are not threatened by pollution other than engine exhaust.

(C) Tour buses typically spend less than one-quarter ofthe time they are in Palitito transporting passengers from one
site to another.

(D) More tourists come to Palitito by tour bus than by any other single means of transportation.

(E) Some of the tour buses that are unable to find parking drive around Palitito while their passengers are visiting a site.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Tour buses havedamaged Renaissance buildingswith their exhaustfumes because lack of
parking has kept the busesidling at curbs.Providing new parking for a third of the buses should
significantly reduce the damagecaused by the exhaust.

Reasoning Whatpoint strengthens the argument? The argument for reduced damage relies on the reduction of
the vehicles' exhaust fumes. Any additionalevidence regarding the extent to which the
vehicular emissionsare likely to be reduced also supports the argument for the benefitsof the
newparking spaces. Learning that tour buses spend not just a few minutes but most of their
time idling at the curb strengthens the argument. The new parkingspaces will allow a third of
the tour buses to spend 75 percentof their time with their engines off, causingno damage at all.

A If automobile exhaust is not a threat, the argument is not affected.

B This statement does not address the question ofwhether the newparkingwill reduce the damage caused
by engine exhaust from the buses.

C Correct. Thisstatement properly cites a factor that supports the argument: since most of the buses' time
has been spent producing damaging exhaust, the new parking should reduce the damage significantly.

D Thisstatement about tourists' chosen means of transportation is irrelevant to the issue ofwhat the buses
do while in the city.

E It isgiven that the new parking will only provide space for a third of the buses, and thus some buses will
continue to idle and some to drive around, continuing to contribute equally to the building damage. This
statement does not strengthen the argument.

The correct answer is C.
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33. During the 1980s and 1990s, the annual number of people who visited the Sordellian Mountains increased continually, and
many new ski resorts were built. Over the same period, however, the number of visitors to ski resorts who were caught in
avalanches decreased, even though there was no reduction in the annual number of avalanches in the Sordellian
Mountains.

Which ofthe following, if true in the Sordellian Mountains during the 1980sand 1990s, mosthelps to explain the decrease?

(A) Avalanches were most likely to happen when a large new snowfall covered an older layer of snow.

(B) Avalanches destroyed at least some buildings in the Sordellian Mountains in every year.

(C) People planning new ski slopes and other resort facilities used increasingly accurate information about which
locations are likely to be in the path of avalanches.

(D) The average length of stay for people visiting the Sordellian Mountains increased slightly.

(E) Construction of new ski resorts often led to the clearing of wooded areas that had helped prevent avalanches.

Argument Construction

Situation Over a certain period, newski resorts accommodated an increasing number ofvisitors at the
same time that fewer visitors were caught in avalanches. Yet there were no fewer avalanches
than usual during this period.

Reasoning What explains the apparent contradiction ofincreased visitors butfewer visitors caught inavalanches?
More resort visitors would implymore avalanche-related accidents, but the average has shifted
so that fewervisitors are being caughtin the avalanches. It must be that fewer visitors are
exposed to this danger; consider the answer choices to identify a logicalreason for this
improvement in their exposure. If the likely paths of avalanches had becomebetter understood,
that information would have been applied to identify safer locations for new ski slopes and ski
resorts. The facilities would thus have been built well out of the wayof avalanches, resulting in
fewer visitors trapped in avalanches.

A This likelihood would remain true from year to year; it does not explain the decrease.

B Thispoint does not explain whyfewer visitors were caught in these avalanches.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies a factor that explains the decreased number of accidents.

D The greater length of staywould seem to expose visitors to greater danger.

E This information points to an expected increase, rather than decrease, in visitors who might be caught
by avalanches.

The correct answer is C.
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34. Ayear ago, Dietz Foods launched a yearlong advertising campaign for its cannedtuna. Last year Dietz sold 12 million
cans of tuna compared to the 10 million sold during the previous year, an increase directlyattributable to new
customers brought in bythe campaign. Profits from the additional sales, however, were substantially less than the cost
of the advertising campaign. Clearly, therefore, the campaign did nothing to further Dietz's economic interests.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) Sales of canned tuna account for a relatively small percentage of DietzFoods' profits.

(B) Most of the people who bought Dietz's canned tuna for the first time as a result of the campaign were already loyal
customers of other Dietz products.

(C) A less expensive advertising campaign would have brought in significantly fewer new customers for Dietz's canned
tuna than did the campaign Dietz Foods launched last year.

(D) Dietz made money on sales of canned tuna last year.

(E) In each of the past five years, there was a steep, industry-wide decline in sales of canned tuna.

Argument Evaluation

Situation An advertising campaignwas responsible for increased sales of canned tuna. Since the profits
from the increased sales were less than the costs of the campaign, the campaign did not
contribute to the company's economic interests.

Reasoning Which point weakens the argument? Consider the basis of the argument: if profits are lower than
costs, the campaign made no contribution to the company's financial well-being. In what case
might this be untrue? What if the advertising campaignreversed an industry-wide trend of
declining sales? If Dietz experienced increasing sales, whileother companies experienced
decreased sales, then the campaign did contribute to the economic interests of the company, and
the argument is considerably weakened.

A The issue is not the percentage of profits that canned tuna contributes, but the success of the advertising
campaign.

B If the customers bought the tuna because of the campaign, it is irrelevant to the argument that they also
bought other Dietz products.

C This information neither strengthens nor weakens the argument.

D The argument is not about profits only, but about whether the advertising campaign contributed to the
economic interests of the company.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies a factor thatweakens the argument: the campaign secured
the benefits of increased sales at a time when the entire industrywas experiencing a decline in sales.

The correct answer is E.
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Sentence Correction

The following discussion is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and effective approaches
to sentence correction questions. The particular questions in this chapter are generally representative of
the kinds of sentence correction questions you will encounter on the GMAT exam. Remember that it is
the problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific details of a particularquestion.

35. Unlike the buildings in Mesopotamian cities, which

were arranged haphazardly, the same basic plan was
followed for all cities of the Indus Valley: with houses

laid out on a north-south, east-west grid, and houses
and walls were built of standard-size bricks.

(A) the buildings in Mesopotamian cities, which were
arranged haphazardly, the same basic plan was
followed for all cities of the Indus Valley: with
houses

(B) the buildings in Mesopotamian cities, which

were haphazard in arrangement, the same basic
plan was used in all cities of the Indus Valley:
houses were

(C) the arrangement of buildings in Mesopotamian
cities, which were haphazard, the cities of the

Indus Valley all followed the same basic plan:
houses

(D) Mesopotamian cities, in which buildings were
arranged haphazardly, the cities of the Indus
Valley all followed the same basic plan: houses
were

(E) Mesopotamian cities, which had buildings that
were arranged haphazardly, the same basic plan

was used for all cities in the Indus Valley: houses
that were

Comparison-contrast; Modifying clause

The contrast introduced by unlike must be
logical and clear. Contrasting the buildings in
Mesopotamian cities with the same basicplan does
not make sense; Mesopotamian cities should be
contrasted with the cities ofthe Indus Valley. Also,
it needs to be clear that it was the buildings in the
cities that were arranged haphazardly rather than
the cities. The second halfof the sentence needs

houses were laidout to be parallel in structure to
and houses and walls were built.

A Illogically contrasts the buildings in
Mesopotamian cities with the same basicplan;
not clear whether which were arranged
haphazardly modifies cities or buildings; with
houses lacks parallelism and is confusing.

B Illogically contrasts the buildings in
Mesopotamian cities with the same basicplan;
does not clarifywhat which were haphazard
in arrangement modifies.

C Illogically contrasts the arrangement of
buildings with the cities ofthe Indus Valley;
not clearwhether which were haphazard
modifies buildings or cities; houses not
followed by a verb.

D Correct. In this sentence, Mesopotamian
cities are properlycontrasted with the cities
ofthe Indus Valley; in which buildings were
arranged haphazardly expresses the idea
clearly; and houses is followed by were as
required.

E Illogically contrasts Mesopotamian cities with
the same basicplan; houses that were lacks
parallelismand is confusing.

The correct answer is D.

36. New data from United States Forest Service ecologists
show that for every dollar spent on controlled small-

scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of fire-

management personnel, it saves seven dollars that

would not be spent on having to extinguish big fires.

(A) that for every dollar spent on controlled
small-scale burning, forest thinning, and the
training of fire-management personnel, it saves
seven dollars that would not be spent on having
to extinguish
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(B) that for every dollar spent on controlled small-
scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of
fire-management personnel, seven dollars are
saved that would have been spent on
extinguishing

(C) that for every dollar spent on controlled small-
scale burning, forest thinning, and the training of
fire-management personnel saves seven dollars
on not having to extinguish

(D) for every dollar spent on controlled small-scale
burning, forest thinning, and the training of fire-
management personnel, that it saves seven
dollars on not having to extinguish

(E) for every dollar spent on controlled small-scale
burning, forest thinning, and the training of fire-
management personnel, that seven dollars are
saved that would not have been spent on
extinguishing

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

The pronoun it {itsaves seven dollars) has no
referent. Making seven dollars the subjectof
the clause eliminates this problem, and it also
fulfills a reader's expectation that after the
phrase beginningyor every dollar another specific
amount will be given to balance it. This change
in structure also allows the awkward and wordy
clause that would not be spent on having to
extinguish to be rewritten so that spent balances
saved', seven dollars are saved that would have been

spent on extinguishing, and the unnecessary having
to is omitted.

A It has no referent; not be spent is awkward;
on having to extinguish is wordy.

B Correct. This sentence properlyuses seven
dollars as the subjectof the clause to balance
every dollar in the introductory phrase; the
phrasing is concise and parallel.

C Saves does not have a subject;construction is
not a complete sentence; nothaving to
extinguish iswordy and awkward.

D That introduces a subordinate rather than

main clause, making a sentence fragment;
// has no referent; nothaving toextinguish is
wordyand awkward.

E Introductory that makes a sentence
fragment; that would not have been spent on
extinguishing is awkwardand illogical.

The correct answer is B.

37. Like the grassy fields and old pastures that the upland
sandpiper needs for feeding and nesting when it
returns in May after wintering in the Argentine
Pampas, the sandpipers vanishing in the northeastern
United States is a result of residential and industrial

development and of changes in farming practices.

(A) the sandpipers vanishing in the northeastern
United States is a result of residential and

industrial development and of changes in

(B) the bird itself is vanishing in the northeastern
United States as a result of residential and

industrial development and of changes in

(0 that the birds themselves are vanishing in the
northeastern United States is due to residential

and industrial development and changes to

(D) in the northeastern United States, sandpipers'
vanishing due to residential and industrial
development and to changes in

(E) in the northeastern United States, the

sandpipers' vanishing, a result of residential and
industrial development and changing

Comparison; Sentence structure

Thecomparison introduced by like mustbe logical
and clear; the point of this comparison is that
both the habitat and the bird are disappearingfor
similar reasons. The comparisonmust use
comparable grammatical components; the bird
itselfis a nounphrase and matches the noun
phrases grassyfields and oldpastures.

A Illogically compares the sandpipers vanishing
to grassyfields andoldpastures; omits
apostrophe in sandpipers' vanishing; wordy.

B Correct. This sentenceproperlycompares
the bird itselftograssyfields andoldpastures; is
vanishing as the verb strengthens the
sentence by making the comparison clearer.
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C Does not finish the comparison begunwith
like but instead substitutes a clause {thatthe
birds themselves are vanishing).

D Illogically compares the sandpipers vanishing
to grassyfields andoldpastures; creates a
sentence fragment.

E Illogically compares the sandpipers vanishing
to grassyfields andoldpastures', creates a
sentence fragment.

The correct answer is B.

38. The results of two recent unrelated studies support
the idea that dolphins may share certain cognitive
abilities with humans and great apes; the studies
indicate dolphins as capable of recognizing

themselves in mirrors—an ability that is often

considered a sign of self-awareness—and to grasp
spontaneously the mood or intention of humans.

(A) dolphins as capable of recognizing themselves
in mirrors—an ability that is often considered a
sign of self-awareness—and to grasp
spontaneously

(B) dolphins' ability to recognize themselves in
mirrors—an ability that is often considered as a
sign of self-awareness—and of spontaneously
grasping

(0 dolphins to be capable of recognizing
themselves in mirrors—an ability that is often
considered a sign of self-awareness—and to
grasp spontaneously

(D) that dolphins have the ability of recognizing
themselves in mirrors—an ability that is often
considered as a sign of self-awareness—and
spontaneously grasping

(E) that dolphins are capable of recognizing
themselves in mirrors—an ability that is often
considered a sign of self-awareness—and of
spontaneously grasping

39.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

Grammatical construction; Parallelism

In the context of this sentence, thestudies indicate
must introduce a clause; the clause must begin
with that and have a subject, dolphins, and a verb,
are (the complete verb phrase would be are capable
of). The twocapabilities should beparallel: capable
ofrecognizing. ..andofspontaneously grasping.

A Context requires a clause, but this
constructionis not a clause; capable of
recognizing is not parallelto to grasp
spontaneously.

B Construction is not a clause, and a clause is
required; dolphins' ability to recognize is not
parallel to ofspontaneouslygrasping.

C A clause is required following the studies
indicate; to be capable ofrecognizing is not
parallel to to grasp spontaneously.

D Have the ability ofiswordy and unidiomatic;
ofrecognizing and spontaneously grasping are
not parallel.

E Correct. That introduces the subordinate
clause necessary to complete this sentence
properly; ofrecognizing and ofspontaneously
grasping are parallel.

The correct answer is E.

According to scholars, the earliest writing was
probablynot a direct rendering of speech, but was
more likely to begin as a separate and distinct
symbolic system of communication, and only later
merged with spoken language.

(A) was more likely to begin as

(B) more than likely began as

(0 more than likely beginning from

(D) it was more than likely begunfrom

(E) it was more likely that it began
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Idiom; Verb form

This sentence is a comparison inwhich probably
not x is balanced bybut more than likelyy. When
morels usedin the comparative form of an
adjective {more difficult) or adverb {more likely), it is
followed by than. The words used to show the
comparison between x andjy, but more than likely,
must also introduce the correct verb form,
allowingy to fit grammatically into the rest of the
sentence. The subject of the sentence has three
verbs, all ofwhich shouldbe parallel: the earliest
writing was...began...merged. Was.. .tobegin is not
parallel and results in a construction that is not
grammatically correct.

A In this context, more likely is not a complete
idiomatic expression; was...to begin is not
parallelto was and merged.

B Correct. In this sentence, more than likely is
the correct comparative construction; the
simple past tense began, parallel to was and
merged, fits grammaticallyinto the sentence.

C Subjectshould be followed by three verbs;
beginningfrom is not a verb.

D Use of the pronoun it makes this
construction a main clause, in which case
the comma after communication must be

omitted and began mustbe used to be
parallel to merged; was...begun is not the
correct tense.

E In this awkward,unclear, and wordy
construction, the first it must be followed by
is, not was, because the theory is current; the
second // acts as the subjectof the
subordinate clause, and this usage requires
the omission of the comma after

communication.

The correct answer is B.

In 1995 Richard Stallman, a well-known critic of the
patent system, testified in Patent Office hearings
that, to test the system, a colleague of his had
managed to win a patent for one of Kirchhoff's laws,
an observation about electric current first made in

1845 and now included in virtually every textbook of
elementary physics.

(A) laws, an observation about electric current first
made in 1845 and

(B) laws, which was an observation about electric

current first made in 1845 and it is

(C) laws, namely, it was an observation about
electric current first made in 1845 and

(D) laws, an observation about electric current first
made in 1845, it is

(E) laws that was an observation about electric

current, first made in 1845, and is

Logical predication; Parallelism

The function of the entire long phrase
{observation.. .physics) that follows one ofKirchhoff's
laws is to describe that law. It is a noun phrase in
apposition, which means that it has the same
syntacticrelation to all the other parts of the
sentence that the noun phrase one ofKirchhoff's
laws does.Within the long modifyingphrase,
parallelismis maintained by balancing an
observation.. first made with andnow included.

A Correct. In this sentence, the noun phrase
in apposition properly identifies and explains
the law, using parallel structure and concise
expression.

B Which is ambiguous becauseit could refer to
one or to laws; it isviolates the parallelism of

first made and now included.

C // is ambiguous; the introduction of it was
does not allow this construction to fit

grammatically into the sentence.

D The referent of it is unclear; // is creates a
run-on sentenceand violates the parallelism
offirstmade and now included.

E That appears to refer to laws rather than one,
but the verb is singular; setting off the
phrasefirst made in 1845 in commas distorts
meaning; isviolates parallelism.

The correct answer is A.
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41. Excavators at the Indus Valley site of Harappa in
eastern Pakistan say the discovery of inscribed
shards dating to circa 2800-2600 B.C. indicate their
development of a Harappan writing system, the use

of inscribed seals impressed into clay for marking
ownership, and the standardization of weights for
trade or taxation occurred many decades, if not
centuries, earlier than was previously believed.

(A) indicate their development of a Harappan writing
system, the use of

(B) indicate that the development of a Harappan
writing system, using

(C) indicates that their development of a Harappan
writing system, using

(D) indicates the development of a Harappan writing
system, their use of

(E) indicates that the development of a Harappan
writing system, the use of

Agreement; Idiom; Parallelism

In long sentences such as this one, the
relationship between parts of the sentencemaybe
difficult to see. Here, the main clause of the
sentence is excavators...say and the logical
sequence that follows is the discovery...indicates
that. The subjectof this first subordinateclause is
the singular noun discovery, which shouldbe
followed by the singular verb indicates rather than
by the plural indicate, as is done in the original
sentence. Their, usedwith either development or
use, has no clear or logical referent in any of the
alternatives. The subjectof the following
subordinate {that) clause, which has occurred as its
verb, is a series of three phrases,which must be
parallel, especially in a sentence of this length and
complexity: the development of.., the use of.., and
the standardization of...

A Indicate does not agree with discovery, the
pronoun their has no logical referent, and
their development is not parallel to the use and
the standardization.

B Indicate does not agree with discovery; using
is not parallelto the development and the
standardization.

C Their has no logical referent; the series of
three elementsshould be parallel, but here
all are different.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

D The pronoun their has no logical referent,
and their use is not parallel to the development
and the standardization; the preferred
sentence structure would have indicates
followed by that when introducinga clause.

E Correct. In this sentence, indicates agrees
with discovery and is followed by that to
introduce a clause; the three parallel phrases
beginwith an article {the), a noun, and the
preposition of.

The correct answer is E.

42. The Supreme Court has ruled that public universities
can collect student activity fees even with students'
objections to particular activities, so long as the

groups they give money to will be chosen without

regard to their views.

(A) with students' objections to particular activities,
so long as the groups they give money to will be

(B) if they have objections to particular activities
and the groups that are given the money are

(0 if they object to particular activities, but the
groups that the money is given to have to be

(D) from students who object to particular activities,
so long as the groups given money are

(E) though students have an objection to particular
activities, but the groups that are given the
money be

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

The underlinedportion of the sentence fails to
establish a clearrelationship among universities,
students, andgroups. To which of these three does
they refer? It would appear that the universities
mustgive the money, but they does not have a
referent. Furthermore, they is followed by their
views, and in this case their must refer togroups.
Wordyand awkward phrasing as well as an
unnecessaryshift in verb tense {willbe chosen)
compound the difficultyof understanding this
sentence in its original form.

A With students' objections.. .is awlcward and
dense; they does not have a referent; the
future willbe is incorrect since the Supreme
Court has already ruled.
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B Referent for they isstudent activityfees,
which cannot possiblyhave objections...; the
use of andis illogical.

C They refers to student activityfees rather than
students; but does not have the requisite
sense of with theprovision that; have to be is
wordy.

D Correct. In this sentence,from students who
object is clear and idiomatic; so long as is used
appropriately; groups given money eliminates
the problem of a pronounwithout a referent;
are is the proper tense.

E Havean objection is an unnecessarily wordy
way to say object; the verb be does not
complete the latter part of the sentence.

The correct answer is D.

43. Despite the increasing number of women graduating
from law school and passing bar examinations, the
proportion of judges and partners at major law firms

who are women have not risen to a comparable

extent.
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(A) the proportion of judges and partners at major
law firms who are women have not risen to a

comparable extent

(B) the proportion of women judges and partners at
major lawfirms have not risen comparably

(C) the proportion of judges and partners at major
law firms who are women has not risen

comparably

(D) yet the proportion of women judges and
partners at major law firms has not risen to a
comparable extent

(E) yet the proportion of judges and partners at
major lawfirms who are women has not risen
comparably

Agreement; Rhetorical construction

When a number of plural nouns appear in phrases
between a singular subject and the verb, it can be
easy to overlook the true subject of the verb. Here,
judges, partners,firms, and women all occur
between the singular subject, proportion, and the
verb, which should also be singular, has risen.
Conciseexpression is particularlyimportant in a
long construction; to a comparable extent maybe
more concisely expressed as comparably.

A Pluralverb, have risen, does not agree with
the singular subject, proportion.

B Haverisen does not agreewith proportion;
here, women applies only tojudges, not to
partners at major lawfirms.

C Correct. In this sentence, has risen agrees
with proportion, and comparably is more
concise than to a comparable extent. The
modifying clause who are women follows
{1) judges and (2) partners at major lawfirms
as closelyas is possiblegiven the content of
the sentence; this positioning has the virtue
of being clear in its meaning.

D The contrast has alreadybeen introducedby
despite, so the addition ofyet is illogical and
ungrammatical; to a comparable extent is
wordy.

E Despite introduces the contrast; addingj/<?/ is
illogical and results in an ungrammatical
construction.

The correct answer is C.

44. Seldom more than 40 feet wide and 12 feet deep,

but it ran 363 miles across the rugged wilderness

of upstate New York, the Erie Canal connected the
Hudson River at Albany to the Great Lakes at Buffalo,
providing the port of NewYork Citywith a direct water
link to the heartland of the North American continent.

(A) Seldom more than 40 feet wide and 12 feet
deep, but it ran 363 miles across the rugged
wilderness of upstate New York, the Erie Canal
connected

(B) Seldom more than 40 feet wide and 12 feet

deep but running 363 miles across the rugged
wilderness of upstate New York, the Erie Canal
connected
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(C) It was seldom more than 40 feet wide and 12
feet deep, and ran 363 miles across the rugged
wilderness of upstate NewYork, but the Erie
Canal, connecting

(D) The Erie Canal was seldom more than 40 feet
wide or 12 feet deep and it ran 363 miles
across the rugged wilderness of upstate New
York, which connected

(E) The Erie Canal, seldom more than 40 feet wide
and 12 feet deep, but running 363 miles across
the rugged wilderness of upstate NewYork,
connecting

Logical predication; Grammatical construction

The phrase seldom. ..deep is the first half of a
modifier that describes theErie Canal. However,
because a comma incorrectlyfollows deep, this
phrase appears to be the entire modifier, which
must agree with the noun or pronoun that
immediately follows it. This phrase cannot modify
the conjunction but, and // has no referent; but it
ran is not a logical or grammatical construction
following the modifying phrase. Substituting
running for it ran creates an adjective phrase
parallel to the first adjective phrase {seldom...deep).
To contrast the small size reported in the first
phrase with the great distance reported in the
second, the two phrases may be joined with but;
together they create a single modifier correctly
modifying the ErieCanal. The ErieCanal is then
the subjectof the sentence and requires the verb
connected to provide a logical statement.

A Butit ran cannot logically or grammatically
follow the modifying phrase.

B Correct. This sentence properly has the
single modifier consisting of two contrasting
parts.

C Neitherand nor but acts as a logical
connector; the useofconnecting results in a
sentence fragment.

D The paired concepts of width and depth
should be joined by and, not or; this
construction calls for two main clauses to be

separated bya comma after deep; which is
ambiguous.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

E The two halves of the modifier should not
be separated by a commaafter deep; the
subject is awkwardly and confusingly placed
at a great distance from the predicate; the
useof connecting rather than connected creates
a sentence fragment.

The correct answer is B.

45. In 1923, the Supreme Court declared a minimumwage
for women and children in the District of Columbia as

unconstitutional, and ruling that it was a form of price-
fixing and, as such, an abridgment of the right of
contract.

(A) the Supreme Court declared a minimum wage
for women and children in the District of

Columbia as unconstitutional, and

(B) the Supreme Court declared as unconstitutional

a minimum wage for women and children in the
District of Columbia, and

(C) the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional a
minimum wage for women and children in the
District of Columbia,

(D) a minimum wage for women and children in the
District of Columbia was declared

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,

(E) when the Supreme Court declared a minimum
wage for women and children in the District of
Columbia as unconstitutional,

Idiom; Grammatical construction

This sentence depends on the correct use of an
idiom: the court declares x unconstitutional. The

inverted form should be used here because of

the long phrases involved: the court declares
unconstitutional x. The Supreme Court is the subject
of the sentence; declared is the verb. Ruling...
contract acts a modifierdescribingthe action of
the main clause; because the modifier is
subordinate to the main clause, the conjunction
andmust be omitted.And is used to join two
independent clauses, not a clause and its modifier.

A Declared... as unconstitutional is not the

correct idiom; the use of and creates an
ungrammatical construction.

B Declared as unconstitutional is not the correct
idiom; the use ofand creates an
ungrammatical construction.
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C Correct. In this sentence, the correct idiom
is used, and the modifier is grammatically
and logicallyattached to the main clause.

D Passive voice construction is weak and

wordy; its use causes the modifier to be
misplaced and ambiguous.

E Declared... as unconstitutional is not the

correct idiom; when transforms the main
clause into a subordinate clause, resulting in
a sentence fragment.

The correct answer is C.

46. Researchers have found that individuals who have

been blind from birth, and who thus have never seen
anyone gesture, nevertheless make hand motions
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when speaking just as frequently and in virtually the

same way as sighted people do, and that they will

gesture even when conversing with another blind
person.

(A) who thus have never seen anyone gesture,

nevertheless make hand motions when speaking
just as frequently and in virtually the same way

as sighted people do, and that they will gesture

(B) who thus never saw anyone gesturing,

nevertheless make hand motions when speaking
just as frequent and in virtuallythe same way as
sighted people did, and that they will gesture

(C) who thus have never seen anyone gesture,
nevertheless made hand motions when speaking
just as frequently and invirtually the same way
as sighted people do, as well as gesturing

(D) thus never having seen anyone gesture,
nevertheless made hand motions when speaking
just as frequent and in virtuallythe same way as
sighted people did, as well as gesturing

(E) thus never having seen anyone gesture,

nevertheless to make hand motions when

speaking just as frequently and invirtuallythe
same way as sighted people do, and to gesture

Parallelism; Verb form; Diction

The researchers have found (1) that individuals...
make hand motions... as sightedpeople do and (2)
that they willgesture.. .with another blindperson. In
the original sentence, the two findings are
reported in two parallel subordinate clauses
introduced by that. Theverb tenses are logical and
parallel: whohavebeen blindand whohavenever
seen indicate a condition that began in the past
and continues in the present; make and do refer to
present actions. The verb make {hand motions) is
correctly modifiedby the adverbfrequently to
show how the action of the verb is carried out.

The emphatic future willgesture is properly used
here with even to emphasize the extreme or the
unexpected.

A Correct. Although the original sentence is
complicated, the parallelism of its structure
and phrasing allows its meaning to be clear
and its expression effective.

B Verbs saw and did indicate action completed
in the past; the simple past tense is not
appropriate in either case; the adjective

frequent cannot modify the verb; awkward
and muddy.

C Made indicates past action, but the
present tense is logically required; aswell as
gesturingv\o\t.tes the parallelism of the two
subordinate {that) clauses; choppyand
unclear.

D Having seen is not parallel to have been;
made and diddo not show ongoing action;

frequent incorrectly modifies theverb; as well
as gesturing destroys the parallelism of the
two subordinate {that) clauses; awkward and
unclear.

E Replacing the verb make with the infinitive
tomake results in an ungrammatical
construction that fails to complete the
sentence.

The correct answer is A.
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47. Like embryonic germ cells, which are cells that
develop early in the formation of the fetus and that
later generate eggs or sperm, embryonic stem cells
have the ability of developing themselves into different

kinds of body tissue.

(A) embryonic stem cells have the ability of
developing themselves into different kinds of
body tissue

(B) embryonic stem cells have the ability to develop
into different kinds of body tissue

(C) in embryonic stem cells there is the ability to
develop into different kinds of body tissue

(D) the ability to develop themselves into different
kinds of body tissue characterizes embryonic
stem cells

(E) the abilityof developing into different kinds of
body tissue characterizes embryonic stem cells

Idiom; Grammatical construction

Twoconstructions create problems in the original
sentence. The first is the unidiomatic construction

have the ability ofdeveloping; ability must be
followed byan infinitive, to develop, not a phrase.
Thesecond problematic construction is to develop
themselves into. In this biological context, the verb
develop means to progress from an earlier to a later
stage; it is used intransitively, which means that it
cannot take an object. The pronoun themselves acts
as an object, creating a construction that is not
grammatical or logical. Omitting the pronoun
removes the problem.

A Ability is incorrectly followed byof
developing; a pronoun cannot follow develop,
when it is used, as it is here, in its
intransitive sense.

B

D

Correct.Ability is properly followed by the
infinitive in this sentence, and the pronoun
themselves is omitted.

This awkward and wordy construction
violates the parallelism of like embryonic
germ cells.. .embryonic stem cells....

Thetwo parts of the comparison mustbe
parallel; like embryonicgerm cells mustbe
followed by embryonic stem cells, not the
ability todevelop.

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

E Ability is followed by the unidiomatic of
developing rather than to develop; the main
clausemust begin with embryonic stem cells to
balance and complete like embryonicgerm
cells.

The correct answer is B.

48. Critics contend that the new missile is a weapon
whose importance is largely symbolic, more a tool
for manipulating people's perceptions than to fulfill

a real military need.

(A) for manipulating people's perceptions than to
fulfill

(B) for manipulating people's perceptions than for
fulfilling

(C) to manipulate people's perceptions rather than
that it fulfills

(D) to manipulate people's perceptions rather than
fulfilling

(E) to manipulate people's perceptions than for
fulfilling

Parallelism

This sentence uses the comparative construction
more x thany wherex andy must be parallel.
Here, x is a toolfor manipulatingpeople's
perceptions, andj; is tofulfilla real military need.
A tool does not need to be repeated in the second
half of the comparison because it is understood,
but the wordingof the two phrases does needto
match. There are two acceptable solutions: {I)for
manipulating can be followed byforfulfilling or
(2) to manipulate canbe followed by tofulfill,

A For manipulating is notparallel to tofulfill.

B Correct. For manipulating zxidforfulfilling
are parallel in this sentence.

C To manipulate is notparallel to that itfulfills.

D To manipulate is not parallel tofulfilling.

E To manipulate isnot parallel toforfulfilling.

The correct answer is B.
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49. As an actress and, more importantly, as a teacher of
acting, Stella Adler was one of the most influential
artists in the American theater, who trained several

generations of actors including Marlon Brando and

Robert De Niro.

(A) Stella Adler was one of the most influential

artists in the American theater, who trained

several generations of actors including

(B) Stella Adler, one of the most influential artists in
the American theater, trained several
generations of actors who include

(C) Stella Adler was one of the most influential

artists in the American theater, training several
generations of actors whose ranks included

(D) one of the most influential artists in the

American theater was Stella Adler, who trained

several generations of actors including

(E) one of the most influential artists in the

American theater, Stella Adler, trained several
generations of actors whose ranks included

Logical predication

The original sentencecontains a number of
modifiers, but not all of them are correctly
expressed. The clause who trained... describes
StellaAdler, yet a relative clausesuch as this one
must be placedimmediatelyafter the noun or
pronoun it modifies, and this clause follows
theater rather than Adler. Replacing who trained
with training corrects the errorbecause the phrase
training... modifies the whole preceding clause
rather than the single preceding noun. Several
generations ofactors including shows the same error
in reverse; including modifies the whole phrase,
but the two actors named are not generations of
actors. The more limiting clause whose ranks
included (referring to actors) is appropriate here.

A Relative {who) clause follows theater rather
than. Adler, including refers to generations of
actors, when the reference should be to actors
only.

B This construction, in which the subject is
both preceded and followed by modifiers, is
awkward; the verbs should be consistently in
the past tense, but include is present tense.
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C Correct. In this sentence, substituting
training for who trained and whose ranks
included for including eliminates the
modification errors.

D Introductorymodifier must be immediately
followed by StellaAdler, not one...; including
refers to generations ofactors rather than to
actors only.

E Introductory modifiermust be immediately
followedby StellaAdler, not one.

The correct answer is C.

50. By developing the Secure Digital Music Initiative, the
recording industry associations of North America,
Japan, and Europe hope to create a standardized way
of distributing songs and full-length recordings on the

Internet that will protect copyright holders and foil the

many audio pirates who copy and distribute digital
music illegally.

(A) of distributing songs and full-length recordings
on the Internet that will protect copyright holders
and foil the many audio pirates who copy and
distribute

(B) of distributing songs and full-length recordings
on the Internet and to protect copyright holders
and foiling the many audio pirates copying and
distributing

(C) for distributing songs and full-length recordings
on the Internet while it protects copyright
holders and foils the many audio pirates who
copy and distribute

(D) to distribute songs and full-length recordings on
the Internet while they will protect copyright
holders and foil the many audio pirates copying
and distributing

(E) to distribute songs and full-length recordings on
the Internet and it will protect copyright holders
and foiling the many audio pirates who copy and
distribute
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51.

Parallelism

The original sentence depends on the parallelism
of its verbs to make its point clearlyand
effectively. A standardized way.. .willprotect and
{will understood)yoi/; pirates... copy anddistribute.
In the first pair of parallel verbs, will does not
need to be repeated becauseit is understood.

A Correct. Theverbs willprotect and {will)foil
are parallel in this sentence, as are the verbs
copy and distribute.

B Andto protect distorts meaning, suggesting
that protection comes in addition to the
standardized way;foiling is not parallel to
toprotect.

C Wayfor should insteadbe way of, the
pronoun reference in while itprotects is
ambiguous; construction suggests that
protection comes from something other
than the standardized way.

D Pronoun they has no referent; use of while
suggests that protection comes from
somethingother than the standardized way
of distribution.

E Andit willprotect distorts meaning,
suggesting that protection comes in addition
to the standardized way; willprotect and
foiling are not parallel.

The correct answer is A.

Whereas a ramjet generallycannot achieve high
speeds without the initial assistance of a rocket,
high speeds can be attained by scramjets, or

supersonic combustion ramjets, in that they reduce
airflow compression at the entrance of the engine
and letting air pass through at supersonic speeds.

(A) high speeds can be attained byscramjets, or
supersonic combustion ramjets, in that they
reduce

(B) that high speeds can be attained by scramjets,
or supersonic combustion ramjets, is a result of
their reducing

3.6 Diagnostic Test Verbal Answer Explanations

(C) the ability of scramjets, or supersonic
combustion ramjets, to achieve high speeds is
because they reduce

(D) scramjets, or supersonic combustion ramjets,
have the ability of attaining high speeds when
reducing

(E) scramjets, or supersonic combustion ramjets,
can attain high speeds by reducing

Rhetorical construction

The underlined portion of the original sentence is
wordyand ineffective. Transforming it from
passive {high speeds can be attained by scramjets) to
active voice {scramjets can attain high speeds)
eliminates much of the problem. As the subject of
the main clause, scramjets correctly parallels a
ramjet, the subject of the subordinate clause; the
contrast is thus clearlyand effectively drawn. In
that they reduce is wordy and awkward; it can be
replaced by the more concise phrase by reducing.

A Passive voice contributes to a wordy,
awkward, and ineffective construction; in
that they reduce is also wordy and awkward.

B Passive voice and subordinate {that) clause
constructions are wordy, awkward, and
ineffective.

C The ability... isbecause is not a grammatical
construction; scramjets, not the ability, should
be parallel to a ramjet.

D Have the ability ofattaining iswordy; when
does not indicate the cause-and-effect
relationship.

E Correct. Scramjets parallels a ramjet for an
effective contrast in this sentence; the active
voice is clear and concise; by reducing shows
howscramjets attain high speeds.

The correct answer is E.
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52. Itwill not be possibleto implicate melting sea ice in
the coastal flooding that many global warming models
have projected: just like a glass of water that will not
overflow due to melting ice cubes, so melting sea ice
does not increase oceanic volume.

(A) like a glass of water that will not overflow due to
melting ice cubes,

(B) like melting ice cubes that do not cause a glass
of water to overflow,

(0 a glass of water will not overflow because of
melting ice cubes,

(D) as melting ice cubes that do not cause a glass
of water to overflow,

(E) as melting ice cubes do not cause a glass of
water to overflow,

Diction; Parallelism

The preposition like introducesnouns and noun
phrases; the conjunction as introduces verbs or
clauses, so as is required here. The comparative
construction used here isjustasxsoy;x andy
mustbe parallel. They clause iswritten in
effective subject-verb-object order: melting sea
ice does not increase oceanic volume. Theoriginal
wordy, awkward x clause is not parallel. To make
it parallel, melting ice cubes should be the subject
of the clause, do not cause... tooverflow the verb
phrase, and aglass ofwater the object.

A Like is used in placeof as; the two elements
of comparison are not parallel.

B Like is used in placeof as; that violates
parallelism.

C As orjust as is needed to introduce the
clause; the two clauses are not parallel.

D That violates the parallelismof the two
clauses and creates an ungrammatical
construction.

E Correct. This sentence \ia.sjust asproperly
introducing the first clause, and the two
clauses are parallel.

The correct answer is E.
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4.0 Math Review

4.0 Math Review

Although this chapter provides a review ofsome of the mathematical concepts of arithmetic,
algebra, andgeometry, it is not intended to be a textbook. You should use this chapter to familiarize
yourselfwith the kinds of topics that are tested in the GMAT® exam. You maywish to consult an
arithmetic, algebra, or geometry bookfora more detailed discussion of some of the topics.

Section 4.1, "Arithmetic," includes the following topics:

1. Properties of Integers

2. Fractions

3. Decimals

4. Real Numbers

5. Ratio and Proportion

6. Percents

7. Powers and Roots of Numbers

8. Descriptive Statistics

9. Sets

10. Counting Methods

11. Discrete Probability

Section 4.2, "Algebra," does not extend beyondwhat is usuallycovered in a first-year high school
algebracourse. The topics includedare as follows:

1. Simplifying Algebraic Expressions 7.

2. Equations 8.

3. SolvingLinear Equations with One Unknown 9.

4. SolvingTwo Linear Equationswith 10.
Two Unknowns

5. SolvingEquations by Factoring
6. SolvingQuadratic Equations

Section 4.3,"Geometry," is limited primarily to measurement andintuitive geometry or spatial
visualization. Extensive knowledge of theorems and the ability to construct proofs, skills that are
usually developed in a formal geometry course, are not tested. The topics included in this section are
the following:

Exponents

Inequalities

Absolute Value

Functions

1. Lines

2. Intersecting Lines and Angles
3. Perpendicular Lines

4. Parallel Lines

5. Polygons (Convex)

6. Triangles

7. Quadrilaterals

8. Circles

9. Rectangular Solids and Cylinders
10. Coordinate Geometry

Section 4.4, "Word Problems," presents examples ofand solutions to the following types ofword
problems:

1. Rate Problems

2. Work Problems

3. Mixture Problems

4. Interest Problems

5. Discount

6. Profit

7. Sets

8. Geometry Problems
9. Measurement Problems

10. Data Interpretation
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4.1 Arithmetic

1. Properties of Integers

An integer is any number in the set{... -3, -2, -1, 0,1, 2, 3,...}. If x and y are integers and x * 0,
thenx is a divisor {factor) ofy provided thaty - xn for some integer n. In this case, y is also said to
be divisible by xor to be amultiple ofx. For example, 7is adivisor or factor of28 since 28 =WjM,
but 8 is not a divisor of 28 since there is no integer nsuch that 28 = $n.

If* andy are positive integers, there exist unique integers qand r, called the quotient and remainder,
respectively, such that y = xq +r and0zr<x. Forexample, when28 is divided by 8, the quotient
is 3and the remainder is 4since 28 =(8j(3j +4. Note thatyis divisible by xifand only ifthe
remainder r is 0; for example, 32 has a remainder of 0 when divided by 8 because 32 is divisible
by 8. Also, note that when a smaller integeris divided by a largerinteger, the quotient is 0 and the
remainder is the smaller integer. For example, 5 divided by 7 has the quotient0 and the remainder 5
since5 =(7)(o) +5.

Any integer that is divisible by2 is an even integer; the set of even integers is
{... -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,...}. Integers that are not divisible by2 are odd integers;
{... -3, -1,1, 3, 5,...} is the set of odd integers.

If at least one factor of a product of integers is even, then the product is even; otherwise the product
is odd. If two integersare both evenor both odd, then their sum and their difference are even.
Otherwise, their sum and their difference are odd.

Aprime number is a positive integer that has exactly twodifferent positive divisors, 1 and itself.
For example, 2, 3, 5, 7,11, and 13 are prime numbers, but 15 is not, since 15 hasfourdifferent
positive divisors, 1, 3, 5, and 15.Thenumber 1 is not a prime number since it hasonlyonepositive
divisor. Every integer greater than 1 eitherisprime or canbe uniquely expressed as a product of
prime factors. For example, 14 =(2)(7), 81 - (3)(3)(3)(3), and 484 =(2)(2)(ll)(ll).

The numbers -2, -1, 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are consecutive integers. Consecutive integers can be represented
by n, n +1, n +2, n +3,. .., where n is an integer. The numbers 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 are consecutive even
integers, and 1,3,5, 7, 9 are consecutive odd integers. Consecutive even integers can berepresented
by2n, 2n+2, 2n +4,..., andconsecutive oddintegers canbe represented by2n+1,2«+3,
2n+5,..., where n is an integer.

Properties ofthe integer 1. If n is any number, then 1•n=n, and for any number n* 0, n-—=1.

The number 1 canbe expressed in many ways; for example, —- 1for any number n* 0.

Multiplying ordividing anexpression by 1,in any form, does not change thevalue ofthat
expression.

Properties ofthe integer 0. The integer 0 is neither positive nor negative. If n is any number,
then n+ 0 = nand n -0 = 0. Division by 0 is not defined.
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2. Fractions

In a fraction —, n is the numerator and dis the denominator. The denominator of a fraction can never
d

be 0, because divisionby 0 is not defined.

8Two fractions are said to be equivalent if theyrepresent the same number. Forexample, — and

— are equivalent since they both represent the number —. In each case, the fraction is reduced to

lowest terms bydividing bothnumerator and denominator bytheirgreatest common divisor (gcd).

The gcd of 8 and 36 is 4 and the gcd of 14 and 63 is 7.

Addition and subtraction of fractions.

Two fractions with the same denominatorcan be added or subtracted by performing the required

operation with the numerators, leaving the denominators the same. For example, —+—= ——
7525-23 o -> ->

= —and —- —= -—- = —. If two fractions do not have the same denominator, express them as
57777

equivalent fractions with the same denominator. Forexample, to add —and —, multiply the

numerator and denominator of the first fraction by 7 and the numerator and denominator of the

second fraction by 5, obtaining — and ——, respectively; — + — = —.

For the newdenominator, choosing the least common multiple (1cm) of the denominators
2 1usuallylessens the work. For —+ —, the 1cm of 3 and 6 is 6 (not 3 x 6 = 18), so

1+1=2X2+1=4+I=5
3632666 6'

Multiplication and division of fractions.

To multiply two fractions,, simply multiply the two numerators and multiply the two denominators.

For example, | x4 =~~ =£.'
r 3 7 3x7 21

To divide bya fraction, invert the divisor (that is, find itsreciprocal) andmultiply. Forexample,
2^4 = 2X7 = 14 =Z
3 ' 7 3 4 12 6'

In the problem above, the reciprocal of —is—. In general, the reciprocal of a fraction —is —, where
7 4 d n

n and d are not zero.
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Mixed numbers.

2 .Anumber that consists ofawhole number and afraction, for example, 7^, is amixed number:
7— means 7 + —.

3 3

To change a mixed number into a fraction, multiply the whole number by the denominator of the
fraction and add this number to the numerator of the fraction; then put the result over the

2 (3x7) +2 23
denominator of the fraction. For example, 7— = -—— = —.

* 3 3 3

3. Decimals

In the decimal system, the position of the period or decimalpoint determines the place value of the
digits. For example, the digits in the number 7,654.321 have the following placevalues:

•8 •* I * 1G (J V-i (j C

I ^ 3 8 12 ^ 1O 5 C IS C -I o

£ £ £ 6 £ X £

Some examples of decimals follow.

0.321 =
10 100

1

1,000
321

1,000

1 ° i 3

100
+ 2

1,00
1 321

^io' 0 ' 10,000 10,000

1.56 = 1-4+
6

100

156

100

Sometimes decimals are expressed asthe product ofa number with only onedigit to the leftof the
decimal pointand a power of 10. This is called scientific notation. Forexample, 231 canbewritten as
2.31 x102 and 0.0231 canbe written as2.31 x10"2. When a number is expressed in scientific
notation, the exponent of the 10indicates the number ofplaces that the decimal pointis to be
moved in the number that is to be multiplied bya power of10in order to obtain the product. The
decimal point is moved to the right if the exponent is positive and to the leftif the exponent is
negative. For example, 2.013 x104 is equal to 20,130 and 1.91 x10-4 is equal to 0.000191.
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Addition and subtraction of decimals.

To add or subtract two decimals, the decimal points of both numbers should be lined up. Ifone of
the numbers has fewer digits to the rightof the decimal point than the other,zeros may be inserted
to the rightof the lastdigit. Forexample, to add 17.6512 and 653.27, set up the numbers in a
column and add:

17.6512

+ 653.2700

Likewise for 653.27 minus 17.6512:

670.9212

653.2700

- 17.6512

635.6188

Multiplication of decimals.

To multiply decimals, multiply the numbers as if theywerewhole numbers and then insert the
decimal point in the product so that the number of digits to the right of the decimal point is equal
to the sumof the numbers ofdigits to the rightof the decimal points in the numbers being
multiplied. For example:

2.09 (2 digits to the right)
x1.3 (l digit to the right)

627

2090

2.717 (2 +1=3digits to the right)

Division of decimals.

Todivide a number (the dividend) bya decimal (the divisor), move the decimal point of the divisor
to the rightuntil the divisor is a whole number. Then move the decimal pointof the dividend the
same number ofplaces to the right, and divide as you would byawhole number. The decimal point
in the quotient will bedirectly above thedecimal point in the new dividend. Forexample, to divide
698.12 by 12.4:

12.4)698.12

will be replaced by: 124)6981.2

and the division wouldproceed as follows:

56.3

124)6981.2
620

781

744

372

372

0
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4. Real Numbers

All real numbers correspond to points onthe number line and allpoints on the number line
correspond to real numbers. All real numbers except zero are either positive or negative.

_3
2 0.2 V2

«i i i i i'i ih1 i i i i i>
-6 -5 -4 -3-2-10123456

On a number line, numbers corresponding to points to the left of zero are negative and numbers
corresponding to points to the right of zero are positive. For any two numbers on the number line,
the number to the left is less than the number to the right; for example,

_4 <_3 <_1 <_it and 1<>/2 <2.

To saythat the number n is between 1 and 4 on the number line means that n >1 and n < 4, that is,
1 < n < 4. If n is "between 1 and 4, inclusive," then lsns4.

The distance between a number and zero on the number line is called the absolute value of the
number. Thus 3 and -3 have the same absolute value, 3, sincethey are both three units from zero.
The absolute value of3is denoted |3|. Examples of absolute values ofnumbers are

-5 = 5=5, -| =̂ ,and|o| =0.
2 2

Note that the absolute value of any nonzero number is positive.

Here aresome properties of realnumbers that areused frequently. Ifx,y, and z arerealnumbers, then

(1) x +y = y + x and xy= yx.
For example, 8+3=3+8=11, and (l7)(5) =(5)(l7) =85.

(2) (x +yj +z- x+(y +z) and (xy)z =xyyzj.
For example, (7 +5) +2=7+(5 +2) =7+(7) =14, and (5S)(S) =(5)(>/3 >/3) =(5)(3) =15.

(3) xy +xz =x(y +z).
For example, 718(36) +718(64) =718(36 +64) =718(l00) =71,800.

(4) If x andy are both positive, then x +y and xy are positive.

(5) Ifx andy are both negative, thenx+y is negative and xy is positive.

(6) If x is positive and y is negative, then xyis negative.

(7) If xy = 0, then x = 0 or y = 0. Forexample, 3y =0 implies y - 0.

(8) j* +j>| s |*| +\y\. For example, if* =10 and y=2, then |# +y\ =|l2| =12 =|*| +\y\,
and if* =10 and y=-2, then |* +y\ - |&j =8<12 =|*| +[y|.
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5. Ratio and Proportion

The ratio of the number a to the number b {b * 0) is -r .

A ratio may be expressed or represented in several ways. Forexample, the ratio of2 to 3 canbe

written as 2 to 3, 2:3, or —. The orderof the termsof a ratio is important. For example, the ratio of
/IT

the number of months with exactly 30 days to the numberwith exactly 31 days is —, not —.

2 8Aproportion is a statement that two ratios are equal; for example, —= — is a proportion. Oneway

to solve a proportion involving an unknown is to cross multiply, obtaininga newequality. For

in me proportion

sides by 3, to get n = 8.

6. Percents

Percent meansperhundred or number out of100.A percentcan be represented as a fractionwith a

denominator of 100, or as a decimal. For example:

37% =-^- =0.37.
100

To find a certain percentof a number, multiply the numberby the percentexpressed as a decimal or
fraction. For example:

20% of 90 = 0.2x90 = 18

or

20% of 90 =-20-x90 =^x90=18.
100 5

Percents greater than 100%.

Percents greater than 100% are represented bynumbers greater than 1.Forexample:

300% =300= 3
100

250% of 80 = 2.5x80 = 200.

Percents less than 1%.

The percent 0.5% means —of1 percent. For example, 0.5% of12is equal to0.005 x12= 0.06.

Percent change.

Often aproblem will ask for the percent increase or decrease from one quantity to another quantity.
For example, "Ifthe price ofanitem increases from $24 to $30, what is the percent increase in
price?" To find the percent increase, first find the amount of the increase; then divide this increase
by the original amount, and express this quotient as apercent. In the example above, the percent
increase would be found in the following way: the amount of the increase is (30 - 24) =6. Therefore,
the percent increase is — = 0.25 = 25%.

r 24

example, to solve for n in the proportion —= — , cross multiply, obtaining 24 = 3n; then divide both
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Likewise, to find the percent decrease (for example, theprice ofan item is reduced from $30 to $24),
first find theamount ofthedecrease; then divide this decrease bytheoriginal amount, and express
this quotient as apercent. In the example above, the amount ofdecrease is (30 - 24) =6.
Therefore, the percent decrease is — = 0.20 = 20%.

r 30

Note that the percent increase from 24 to 30 is not the same as the percent decrease from 30 to 24.

In the following example, the increase is greater than 100percent: If the costof a certainhouse in
1983 was 300 percentof its cost in 1970, bywhat percent did the cost increase?

If n is the costin 1970, then the percent increase is equal to = — = 2, or 200%.
n n

7. Powers and Roots of Numbers

When a numberk is to be used n times as a factor in a product, it can be expressed as k?, which
means the «th power of k. Forexample, 22 = 2 x 2 = 4 and23 = 2 x 2 x 2 =8arepowers of2.

Squaring a number that is greater than 1, or raisingit to a higher power, results in a larger number;
squaring a number between 0 and 1 results in a smallernumber. For example:

32=9 (9>3)

[y =9 V9 <3J
(o.i)2 =o.oi (0.01 <0.1)

A square root ofa number n is a number that,when squared, is equal to n. The square rootof a
negative number is not a real number. Everypositive number n has two square roots, one positive
and the other negative, but V« denotes the positive numberwhose squareis n. For example, v9
denotes 3. The two square roots of 9 are v9 = 3 and -v9 = -3.

Every real number rhas exactly one real cube root, which is the number s sUch thatj3 =r. The real
cube root ofris denoted by tfr. Since 23 =8, v8 =2. Similarly, v-8 =-2, because (-2) =-8.

8. Descriptive Statistics

A list of numbers, or numerical data, can be described byvarious statistical measures. One of the
most common ofthese measures is the average, or (arithmetic) mean, which locates a type of"center"
for the data. The average of nnumbers isdefined as the sum of the n numbers divided byn. For

example, the average of 6, 4, 7, 10,and 4 is = — = 6.2.

The median is another type ofcenter for a list ofnumbers. To calculate themedian ofnnumbers,
first order the numbers from least to greatest; if n isodd, the median is defined asthe middle
number, whereas if n is even, the median is defined as the average of the two middle numbers. In
the example above, the numbers, inorder, are 4, 4, 6, 7,10, and the median is 6, the middle number.
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6 + 8For the numbers4, 6, 6, 8, 9,12, the median is—-^ = 7. Note that the mean of these numbersis 7.5.

The medianof a set of data canbe less than, equalto, or greater than the mean. Note that fora large
setofdata (for example, the salaries of800company employees), it isoften true that about halfof
the data is less than the median and about half of the data is greater than the median; but this is not
always the case, as the following data show.

3, 5, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9,10,10

Here the median is 7,but only— of the data is less than the median.

The mode of a list of numbers is the number that occurs most frequently in the list. For example, the
mode of 1, 3, 6, 4, 3, 5 is 3. A list of numbersmayhave more than one mode. For example, the list
1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 5, 7,10,10,10, 20 has two modes, 3 and 10.

The degree to which numerical data arespread out or dispersed can be measured in manyways. The
simplest measure of dispersion is the range, which is defined as the greatest value in the numerical
data minus the leastvalue. For example, the range of 11, 10,5,13, 21 is 21- 5 = 16. Note how the
range depends on only two values in the data.

One of the most common measuresof dispersion is the standard deviation. Generally speaking,
the more the data are spread away from the mean, the greater the standard deviation. The standard
deviation of n numbers can be calculated as follows: (1) find the arithmetic mean, (2) find the
differences between the mean and each of the n numbers, (3) square each of the differences, (4) find
the average of the squareddifferences, and (5) take the nonnegative squareroot of this average.
Shown below is this calculation for the data 0, 7, 8,10,10, which have arithmetic mean 7.

X *-7 M5)
0 -7 49

7 0 0

8 1 1

10 3 9

10 3 9

V Total 68 J

Standard deviation. /—
5

3.7

Notice that the standard deviation depends on every datavalue, although it depends most on values
that are farthest from the mean. This iswhy a distribution with datagrouped closely around the
mean will have a smaller standard deviation than will dataspread far from the mean. To illustrate
this, compare the data 6, 6, 6.5, 7.5, 9,which alsohave mean 7. Note that the numbersin the second
set of data seem to be grouped more closely around the mean of 7 than the numbers in the first set.
This isreflected in thestandard deviation, which is less for thesecond set(approximately 1.1) than
for the first set (approximately 3.7).

There are many ways to display numerical data that show how the data are distributed. One simple
way iswith afrequency distribution, which is useful for data that have values occurring with varying
frequencies. For example, the 20 numbers

-4 0 0-3 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -4

-1 -5 0-2 0 -5 -2 0 0-1

are displayed onthe next page in a frequency distribution by listing each different value * and the
frequency/with which * occurs.
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' DataValue
*

Frequency

f
-5 2

-4 2

-3 1

-2 3

-1 5

0 7

V Total 20 J

From the frequency distribution, one canreadily compute descriptive statistics:

(-#)-(-^)-(-3)(^M(3)-(-^)+(0)(7) 16
20

Median: -1 (the average of the 10th and 11th numbers)
Mode:0 (the number that occurs mostfrequently)
Range: 0-(-5) =5

|(-5 +1.6)2(2) +(-4 +1.6)2(2)+...+(0 +1.6)2(7)
Standard deviation: *ft L±LA LU i LU. m1.7

V 20

9. Sets

In mathematics a set is a collection of numbers or other objects. The objects are called the elements
of the set. If S is a set having a finite number of elements, then the number of elements is denoted
by |SJ. Such aset is often defined by listing its elements; for example, S=j-5, 0, \\ is aset with 6] =3.
The order in which the elements are listed in aset does not matter; thus j-5, 0, l| =JO, 1, - S\.
If all the elementsof a set S are also elements of a set T, then S is a subset of T; for example,

S={-5, 0, l} is asubset ofT={-5, 0, 1, 4, lo}.

For any two setsA and B, the union ofA and B is the set of all elements that are in A orin B orin
both. The intersection ofA and B is the set of all elements that are both in A and in B. The union

is denoted by AUBand the intersection is denoted by AC\ B. As an example, ifA=J3, 4| and
B=J4, 5, 6J, then A\JB =|3, 4, 5, 6j and Af\B =U\. Two sets that have no elements in
common are said to be disjoint or mutually exclusive.

The relationship between sets isoften illustrated with a Venn diagram in which sets are represented
byregions in a plane. Fortwosets Sand T that are notdisjoint andneither is a subset of the other,
the intersectionSf) T is represented by the shadedregionof the diagram below.

S T

This diagram illustrates a fact about any twofinite sets Sand T: the number ofelements in their
union equals the sum oftheir individual numbers ofelements minus the number ofelements in their
intersection (because the latter are counted twice in the sum); more concisely,
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|SU7J-|s| +|7J-|snT|.
This counting method iscalled thegeneral addition rule for two sets. As a special case, if Sand T
are disjoint, then

lo-urUlol +trl

since |sri7j-o.

10. Counting Methods

There are some usefulmethods for countingobjects and sets of objects without actuallylisting the
elements to be counted. Thefollowing principle of multiplication is fundamental to these methods.

If an object is to be chosen from a set of mobjects and a second object is to be chosen from a
different set ofn objects, then there are mn ways of choosing both objects simultaneously.

As an example, supposethe objects are itemson a menu. If a meal consists of one entree and one
dessert and there are 5 entrees and 3 desserts on the menu, then there are 5 x 3 = 15 different meals
that can be ordered from the menu. As another example, each time a coin is flipped, there are two
possible outcomes, heads and tails. If an experiment consists of 8 consecutive coin flips, then the
experiment has 28 possible outcomes, where each of these outcomes is a list of heads and tails in
some order.

A symbol that is often usedwith the multiplication principle is thefactorial. If n is an integer
greater than 1, then n factorial, denoted by the symbol n\, is defined as the product of all the
integers from 1 to n. Therefore,

2!-(l)(2)-2,
3!-(l)(2)(3)-6,
4!-(l)(2)(3)(4)-24,etc

Also, by definition, 0! = 1!= 1.

The factorial isuseful forcounting the number ofways that a setof objects canbe ordered. If a
setof nobjects is to be ordered from 1st to nth, then there are nchoices for the 1stobject, n-1
choices for the 2nd object, n-2 choices for the 3rdobject, and soon, until there is only 1 choice for
the nth object. Thus, bythe multiplication principle, the number ofways of ordering the nobjects is

«(«-l)(«-2)---(3)(2)(l) =«!.
Forexample, the number ofways ofordering the letters A, B, and C is 3!,or 6:

ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, and CBA.

These orderings are called thepermutations of the letters A, B, and C.

A permutation can be thought ofas aselection process inwhich objects are selected one by one ina
certain order. If the order ofselection is notrelevant andonly kobjects are to be selected from a
larger setofnobjects, a different counting method isemployed.
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Specifically, consider a set ofnobjects from which acomplete selection ofkobjects is tobe made
without regard to order, where 0£ kss n. Then the number ofpossible complete selections ofk

objects is called the number of combinations ofnobjects taken kat atime and is denoted by |
(nV . , fn\ „,

| is given by f
k\(n-k)

Note that is the number of^-element subsets ofa setwith nelements. Forexample, if

n

,k

The value of

S=|A, B, C, D, Ej, then the number of2-element subsets of S, or the number ofcombinations of
5! _ 120(5\

5 letters taken 2 at a time, is 5! 120 =m

The subsets are{A, B}, [A, C], {A, D}, {A, E}, [B, C},{B,D}, {B, E},{C, D},{C, E}, and {D, E}.

Note that(3-»-0
d

In general,

because every2-element subset chosen from a set of 5 elements

corresponds to a unique 3-element subsetconsisting of the elements not chosen.
(n\

n-k

11. Discrete Probability

Many of the ideasdiscussed in the precedingthree topics are important to the study of discrete
probability. Discrete probability is concerned with experiments that have a finite numberof outcomes.
Given such an experiment, an event is a particular set of outcomes. For example, rolling a number
cubewith faces numbered 1 to 6 (similar to a 6-sided die) is an experiment with 6 possible
outcomes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. One event in this experiment is that the outcome is 4, denoted {4};
another event is that the outcome is an odd number: {1,3, 5}.

The probability that an eventE occurs, denoted byP{E), is a numberbetween0 and 1, inclusive.
IfEhas no outcomes, then E is impossible and P\Ej =0; ifE is the set ofall possible outcomes ofthe
experiment, then E is certain to occur and P(Ej -1. Otherwise, E is possible but uncertain, and
0<p(e) <1. IfFis asubset ofE, then p(f) ss p(e)- In the example above, if the probability
of eachof the 6 outcomes is the same, then the probability of each outcome is —, and the outcomes

6
are said to be equally likely. Forexperiments in which all the individual outcomes are equally likely,
the probabilityof an eventE is

P(E) The number ofoutcomes in E
The total number of possible outcomes'

In the example, the probability that the outcome is an odd number is

,({1)3)S})=̂ =H.
Given an experiment with events E andF, the following events aredefined:
"notE" is the set of outcomes that are not outcomes in E;
"E orF" is the set of outcomes in E or F or both, that is, E UF;
"E andF" is the set of outcomes in both E and F, that is, E f] F.
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The probability that Edoes not occur is p(not E) -1- P\E). The probability that "E or F" occurs is
P(E or f) =p(f)+p(f)- p(f and f), using the general addition rule at the end of section 4.1.9
("Sets"). For the number cube, if E is the event that the outcome is an odd number, {1, 3, 5}, and

Fis the event that the outcome is aprime number, [2, 3, 5}, then P\E and F)=P(J3, 5f\ =—=—
andsoP(£ orF) =P(£)+P(F)-P(E and/?) =| +|-|=| =-|

111 2 3 5llNote that the event "E or F" is EUF={l, 2, 3, 5}, and hence P(E or F) =|l ' ' ' J| =£=̂
6 3

If the event "E and F" is impossible (that is,E f\ F has no outcomes), then E and Fare said to
be mutually exclusive events, and P\E and F)=0. Then the general addition rule is reduced to
p(ForF) =p(F)+p(F).

This is the specialaddition rule for the probability of two mutually exclusive events.

Twoevents A and B are said to be independent if the occurrence of either event does not alter the
tie n

M

t does not ai

probability that the other event occurs. For one roll of the number cube, let A- |2, 4, 6J and let

B=J5, 6J. Then the probability thatAoccurs is P\Aj =~ - —=—, while, presuming Boccurs, the
probability that A occurs is

\APlB\ \{o}\ x

(\ 2 1Bj=—=^ =^ while, presumingAoccurs, the
probability that 5 occurs is

£H HI i

Thus, theoccurrence ofeither event does not affect theprobability that theother event occurs.
Therefore, A and B are independent.

The following multiplication rule holds for any independent events E and F:
P(E and f) =p(e)p(f).

For the independent events Aand 5above, p[a and J?) =p(a)p(b) - (-] (^] =(^V

Note that the event "A and 5" is ^f| 5={6}, and hence p(a and 5) =p({6}) =̂ . It follows from
thegeneral addition rule and the multiplication rule above thatifE and Fare independent, then

P(E or F) =p(e) +P(F) - p(e)p(f).
For a final example ofsome ofthese rules, consider anexperiment with events A, B, and Cfor which
P(A) =0.23, P[B) =0.40, and P[Cj - 0.85. Also, suppose that events ^ and Bare mutually exclusive
and events B and Care independent. Then
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P[A or B) =p(a) +p(b) (since Aor Bare mutually exclusive)
= 0.23 + 0.40

= 0.63

P(B or C) =P(B) +P(c) - p(b)p(c) (by independence)
=0.40 +0.85-(0.40)(0.85)
= 0.91

Note that P{Aor C) and P{Aand C) cannotbe determined usingthe information given. But it
can be determined that Aand Care not mutually exclusive since P\Aj +P(C) =1.08, which is
greater than 1, and therefore cannot equal P{Aor C); from this it follows that P\A and C) a0.08.
One can also deduce that P\A and CJ <> P\A) =0.23, since Af] Cis a subset ofA, and that
P(./tf or C) aPK?) =0.85 since Cis asubset ofA\JC. Thus, one can conclude that
0.85 <s P^tf or C) <; 1and 0.08 =s p(^ and c) s 0.23.

4.2 Algebra

Algebrais basedon the operations of arithmetic and on the concept of an unknown quantity, or
variable. Letters such as * or n are used to represent unknown quantities. For example, suppose
Pam has 5 morepencils than Fred. IfF represents the number of pencils that Fred has, then the
number of pencils that Pam has isF +5.As another example, ifJim's present salary S is increased
by 7%, then his newsalary is 1.07S. A combination of letters and arithmetic operations, such as

O 2

F + 5, _, and 19*2 - 6* + 3, is called an algebraic expression.
2*-5 ' 6 r

The expression 19*2 - 6*+3consists ofthe terms 19*2, -6*, and3,where 19is the coefficient of*2,
-6 is the coefficient of*1, and 3 is a constant term (or coefficient of*° = 1). Suchan expression is
called a second degree (or quadratic) polynomial in x since thehighest power of* is2. The expression
F +5 is afirst degree (or linear) polynomial in F since thehighest power ofF is 1.The expression

3*

120

2*-5
by coefficients.

1. Simplifying Algebraic Expressions

Oftenwhen working with algebraic expressions, it isnecessary to simplify them byfactoring
or combining like terms. For example, the expression 6* +5* is equivalent to (6 +5)*, or 11*.
In the expression 9* - 3y, 3 is afactor common to both terms: 9* - 3y =3(3* - y). Inthe expression
5*2 +6y, there areno like terms and no common factors.

If there arecommon factors in the numerator and denominator of an expression, theycanbe divided
out, provided that they are not equalto zero.

For example, if* * 3, then^—£is equal to 1; therefore,
*- 3

is not a polynomial because it is nota sum ofterms that are each powers of* multiplied
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3*y-9j;_3jy(*-3)
*-3 x—3

To multiply two algebraic expressions, each term ofone expression is multiplied byeach term of the
other expression. For example:

(3* - 4)(9;/ +*) - 3x(9y +*) - 4(9^ +*)

-(3«){9jr)+(^)(4+H(9>)+(^X*)
- 27xy +3*2 - 36y - 4*

An algebraic expression can be evaluated bysubstitutingvalues of the unknowns in the expression.
Forexample, if* - 3 andy - -2, then3*y - *2 +y canbeevaluated as

3(3)(-2) - (3)2 +(-2) - -18 - 9- 2- -29

2. Equations

A majorfocus of algebra is to solve equations involving algebraic expressions. Someexamples of
such equations are

5* - 2- 9- * (a linear equation with one unknown)
3* +1 =y- 2 (a linear equation with two unknowns)

5*2 +3* - 2• 7* (a quadratic equation with one unknown)
*(*-3)(*2+5) / x

*— - 0 (an equation that is factored on one side with 0 on the other)

The solutions of an equation withoneor more unknowns are those values that make the equation
true, or "satisfy the equation," when theyaresubstituted for the unknowns of the equation. An
equation mayhave no solution or one or more solutions. If two or more equations are to be solved
together, the solutions mustsatisfy all the equations simultaneously.

Two equations having the same solution(s) are equivalent equations. Forexample, the equations
2 + * = 3

4+ 2* = 6

each have the unique solution * =1. Note that the second equation is the first equation multiplied
by2. Similarly, the equations

3* - y - 6

6* - 2y = 12

have the same solutions, although in this case each equation has infinitely many solutions. If any
value is assigned to*, then 3* - 6is acorresponding value for^thatwill satisfy both equations; for
example, x-2 and y - 0 isa solution to bothequations, as is* = 5 and y = 9.
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3. Solving Linear Equations with One Unknown

To solve a linear equation with oneunknown (thatis, to find the value of the unknownthat satisfies
the equation), the unknown should be isolated on one side of the equation. This canbe done by
performing the same mathematical operations on bothsides of the equation. Remember that if the
same number is added to or subtracted from both sides of the equation, this does not change the
equality; likewise, multiplying or dividing both sides by the same nonzero numberdoes not change

the equality. For example, tosolve the equation x~ =4for *, the variable *can be isolated using
the following steps:

5*-6=12 (multiplying by 3)
5* =18 (adding 6)
x=— (dividing by 5)

18The solution,—, can be checked by substituting it for * in the original equation to determine

whether it satisfies that equation:

18Therefore, * = — is the solution.

18-6 _12_1if)
3

4. Solving Two Linear Equations with Two Unknowns

For two linearequations with two unknowns, if the equations areequivalent, then there are
infinitely many solutions to the equations, as illustrated at the endof section 4.2.2 ("Equations").
If the equations are notequivalent, then they have either a unique solution or nosolution. The latter
caseis illustrated by the two equations:

3* + 4y = 17

6* +8_y = 35

Note that3*+4y =17implies 6x+Sy=34, which contradicts the second equation. Thus, novalues
of* andy can simultaneously satisfy both equations.

There are several methods ofsolving twolinear equations with twounknowns. With any method,
if a contradiction is reached, then the equations have nosolution; if a trivial equation such as 0 • 0
isreached, then theequations are equivalent and have infinitely many solutions. Otherwise, a
uniquesolution can be found.

Oneway to solve for the two unknowns istoexpress one oftheunknowns in terms oftheother using
one ofthe equations, and then substitute the expression into the remaining equation toobtain an
equation with one unknown. This equation can be solved and the value ofthe unknown substituted
into either oftheoriginal equations tofind the value ofthe other unknown. For example, the
following two equations canbe solved for * andjy.
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(l)3* +2^ =ll
(2) *- y=2

In equation (2), * = 2 + y. Substitute 2 +y in equation (1) for*:

3(2 +j/) +2j/ =ll
6 + 3y + 2y = ll

6 +5j/ = ll

•S.y-5

If jy = 1, then * -1 = 2 and * = 2 +1 = 3.

There is anotherway to solve for* andy byeliminating oneof the unknowns. This can be done by
makingthe coefficients of one of the unknowns the same (disregarding the sign) in both equations
and either adding the equations or subtracting one equation from the other. For example, to solve
the equations

(1) 6* +5^ =29
(2) 4* -3y =-6

by this method, multiplyequation (1) by 3 and equation (2) by 5 to get

18*+15jy = 87

20* -15y = -30

3 3Adding the two equations eliminates y, yielding 38* =57, or *=—. Finally, substituting -^ for *
in one of the equations gives y = 4. These answers can be checked by substitutingboth values into
both of the original equations.

5. Solving Equations by Factoring

Some equations canbe solved byfactoring. Todo this, first addor subtract expressions to bring all
the expressions to oneside of the equation, with 0 on the other side. Then try to factor the nonzero
side into a product of expressions. If this is possible, then using property (7) in section 4.1.4 ("Real
Numbers") each ofthefactors can be setequal to 0,yielding several simpler equations that possibly
canbe solved. The solutions of the simpler equations will be solutions of the factored equation. As
an example, consider the equation *3 - 2*2 +*=-5(* -1):

*3-2*2+*+5(*-l)? =0
*(*2-2*+l) +5(*-l)2 =0

*(*-l)2 +5(*-l)2 =0
(* +5)(*-l)2 =0

*+5=0or(*-l)2 =0
* = -5 or * = 1.
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*(* - 3)(*2 +5)
For another example, consider —-— A —-=0. Afraction equals 0ifand only ifits numerator

* —4

equals 0. Thus, *(* - 3H*2 +5) • 0:
* = 0or*-3 = 0or*2 + 5-0

* = 0 or * = 3 or *2 + 5 = 0.

But *2 +5 =0 has no real solution because *2 +5>0for every real number. Thus, thesolutions
are 0 and 3.

The solutions ofan equation are also called the roots of the equation. These roots canbe checked by
substitutingthem into the originalequation to determine whether they satisfy the equation.

6. Solving Quadratic Equations

Thestandard form for a quadratic equation is

ax2 + bx+ c = 0,

where a, b, and care real numbers and a * 0; for example:

*2+6* + 5 = 0

3*2- 2* = 0, and

*2 + 4 = 0

Some quadratic equations can easilybe solved by factoring. For example:

(1) *2+6* + 5 = 0

(* +5)(* +l) =0
* + 5 = 0or* + l = 0

* = -5 or * = -1

(2) 3*2-3 = 8*

3*2-8*-3 = 0

(3* +l)(*-3) =0
3*+l = 0or*-3 = 0

* = — or* = 3
3

A quadratic equation has at most two real roots and may have justone oreven no real root. For
example, the equation *2 - 6* +9=0can be expressed as (* - 3) • 0, or (* - 3)(* - 3) =0; thus the
only rootis3.The equation *2 +4 - 0 has no real root; since the square of any real number isgreater
than or equal to zero, *2 +4 must begreater thanzero.

An expression ofthe form a2 - b2 can be factored as \a - bj[a +by

For example, thequadratic equation 9*2 - 25 =0 can be solved as follows.

(3*-5)(3* +5) =0
3* - 5 = 0 or 3* + 5 = 0

* = — or* = - —

3 3
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If a quadratic expression is not easily factored, then itsroots can always befound using the quadratic
formula-. Ifax2 +bx +c«0 (a *0), then the roots are

2a 2a

These are two distinct real numbers unless b2 - 4ac s 0. Ifb2 -4ac = 0, then these two expressions

for *are equal to ——, and the equation has only one root. Ifb2 - 4ac <0, then 4b1 - 4ac is not a
2a

real number and the equation has no real roots.

7. Exponents

A positive integer exponent of a number or a variable indicates a product, and the positive integeris
the number of times that the number or variable is a factor in the product. For example, x5 means
(*)(*)(*)(*)(*); that is, * is a factor in the product 5 times.

Some rules about exponentsfollow.

Let * and y be any positive numbers, and let r and s be any positive integers.

(1) (*r)(*') =*(r *'\ for example, (22)(23) =2(2 +3) =2s =32.

(2) 4 - *(r" S\ for example, 4 - 4s"2 =43 =64.
* 4

(3) (*r)(/) - (xyj; for example, (33)(43) =123 =1,728.
/ \r 3

{4)\y) s=/;forexamPle'(3) =3r=27-
(5) (*r)' =*" =(*')"; for example, (x3)' =*12 =(*4)3.
(6) x~r - —; for example, 3"2 = — =-.

(7) *° =1; for example, 6° = 1.

(8) *' =U) =(*r)' =<fxT; for example, 8' =U*\ =(82)3 =#"-^4=4
and9^=>/9 = 3.

It canbe shown that rules 1-6 also apply when r and s are not integers and are notpositive, that is,
when r and s are any real numbers.

8. Inequalities

An inequality is a statement that uses one of the following symbols:

* not equal to

> greater than

a greater than or equal to

< less than

s less than or equal to
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1 "\Some examples ofinequalities are 5* - 3<9,6* ^ y, and -^ <—. Solving alinear inequality
with oneunknown is similar to solving an equation; the unknown is isolated on oneside of the
inequality. As in solving an equation, the same number canbe addedto or subtracted from both
sides of the inequality, or both sides of an inequality canbe multiplied or divided bya positive
number without changing the truth of the inequality. However, multiplying or dividing an
inequality bya negative number reverses the orderof the inequality. For example, 6 > 2, but
(-l)(6)<(-l)(2).

To solve the inequality 3*- 2 >5 for *, isolate * byusing the following steps:
3* - 2 > 5

3* >7 (adding 2to both sides)

*>—(dividing both sides by 3)

To solve the inequality x~ <3for *, isolate *by using thefollowing steps:

5*-l o
-2

5* -1 >-6 (multiplying both sides by -2)
5* >-5 (adding 1to both sides)
*>-1 (dividing both sides by 5)

i

9. Absolute Value

The absolute value of*, denoted |*|, is defined to be *if*&0and -*if*<0. Note that yjx2 denotes
the nonnegative square root of*2, and so yjx2 - W.

10. Functions

An algebraic expression in one variable can beused to define afunction of thatvariable. A function
isdenoted bya letter such as/or g along with thevariable in the expression. Forexample, the
expression *3 - 5*2 +2 defines a function/that canbedenoted by

/(*) =*3-5*2 +2.
Or + 7Theexpression , defines a function g that canbe denoted by
v z +1 _

The symbols "/(*)"or"g{z)" do notrepresent products; each is merely thesymbol for anexpression,
and is read"/of*" or "g ofz."

Function notation provides a short way ofwriting the result ofsubstituting avalue for avariable.
If*=1is substituted in the first expression, the result can be written /(l) =-2, and /(l) is called
the "value of/at * =1." Similarly, ifz =0is substituted inthe second expression, then the value
of^atz =0is^(o) =7.
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Once afunction /(*) is defined, it is useful to think of the variable *as an input and f[x) as the
corresponding output. In any function there can be nomore than one output for any given input.
However, more than one input can give the same output; for example, ifh[x) =|* +3|, then
4(-4). 1-4-2).

The setofall allowable inputs for a function is called the domain of the function. For/and g defined
above, the domain off is the setofall real numbers and the domain ofg is the set of all numbers
greater than -1. The domain of any function canbe arbitrarily specified, as in the function defined
by "hlx\ =9* - 5for 0s *s 10." Without such arestriction, the domain is assumed to be all values
of* that result in a real number when substituted into the function.

The domain of a function can consistof only the positive integersand possibly 0. For example,

a(n) =n2+Zforn =0, 1, 2, 3,....

Such a function is called a sequence and a{n) isdenoted byan. The value of the sequence an at n= 3

is a3 - 32 +—=9.60. As another example, consider the sequence defined by bn =(-1) \nlj for

n= 1, 2, 3, .... A sequence like this is often indicated bylistingitsvalues in the order
bx, b2, b3,..., bn,... as follows:

-1,2, -6,..., (-1)"(«!),..., and (-1)"(«!) is called the nth term of the sequence.

4.3 Geometry

1. Lines

In geometry, the word"line" refers to a straightline that extends without end in both directions.

P Q* £

The line above can bereferred to as line PQ orline t The partof the line from P to Qiscalled a line
segment. P and Qare the endpoints ofthesegment. The notation PQ isused to denote line segment
PQand PQis used to denote the lengthof the segment.

2. Intersecting Lines and Angles

If two lines intersect, the opposite angles are called vertical angles and have the same measure.
In the figure

/-PRQ and LSRT are vertical angles and LQRS and LPRT are vertical angles. Also, *+y =180°
since PRS is a straight line.
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3. Perpendicular Lines

An angle that has a measure of90° is a right angle. If two lines intersect atright angles, the lines are
perpendicular. For example:

0 ti

lx and £2 above are perpendicular, denoted by ix1 lYA right angle symbol in an angle of
intersection indicates that the lines are perpendicular.

4. Parallel Lines

If twolines that are in the same plane dp notintersect, the twolines are parallel. In the figure

•ti

lines lx and l2 are parallel, denoted by tx | £2. Iftwo parallel lines are intersected by athird line, as
shown below, then the angle measures are related as indicated,where* + y = 180°.

5. Polygons (Convex)

Apolygon isa closed plane figure formed bythree or more line segments, called the sides ofthe
polygon. Each side intersects exactly two other sides at their endpoints. The points ofintersection of
the sides are vertices. Theterm "polygon" willbe used to mean a convex polygon, that is, a polygon
inwhich each interior angle has a measure ofless than 180°.

The following figures are polygons:

The following figures are not polygons:
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A polygon with three sides is a triangle; with four sides, a quadrilateral; withfive sides, a. pentagon;
and with six sides, a hexagon.

The sum ofthe interior angle measures ofa triangle is 180°. In general, the sum ofthe interior
angle measures ofapolygon with nsides is equal to \n - 2)l80°. For example, this sum for a
pentagon is (5 - 2)180° = (3)180° = 540°.

Note that a pentagon can be partitioned into three triangles.and therefore the sumof the angle
measures can be found by adding, the sum of the anglemeasures of three triangles.

Theperimeter of a polygon is the sumof the lengths of its sides.

The commonly used phrase"areaof a triangle" (oranyother plane figure) is used to mean the areaof
the region enclosed by that figure.

6. Triangles

There are severalspecial types of triangleswith important properties. But one property that all
triangles share is that the sum of the lengths of any two of the sides is greater than the length of the
third side, as illustrated below.

* +y >z, x +z >y, and/+ z >x

An equilateral triangle has all sides of equal length.All angles of an equilateral triangle have equal
measure. An isosceles triangle has at least two sides of the same length. If two sides ofa triangle
have the same length, then the two angles opposite those sides have the samemeasure. Conversely,
if two angles of a triangle have the same measure, then the sides Opposite thoseangles have the
samelength. In isosceles trianglePQR below, * = y since PQ = QR.
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A triangle that has a right angle is a right triangle. In a right triangle, the side opposite the right
angle is the hypotenuse, and the other twosides arethe legs. An important theorem concerning right
triangles is the Pythagorean theorem, which states: In a right triangle, the square of the length of the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the lengthsof the legs.

In the figure above, ARST is aright triangle, so (rs)2 +(rt)2 =(st)2. Here, RS =6and RT =8,
so ST =10, since 62 +82 =36 +64 -100 - (STf and ST - >/l00. Any triangle in which the lengths
of the sides are in the ratio 3:4:5 is a right triangle. In general, if a, b, and care the lengths of the
sides ofa triangle anda2 +b2 = c2, then the triangle isa right triangle.

In 45°- 45°-90° triangles, the lengths of the sides are in the ratio l:l:v2. Forexample, in AJKL,
ifJL =2, then JK =2and KL =2>/2. In 30°- 60°- 90° triangles, the lengths of the sides are in the
ratio l:>/3:2. For example, in AXYZ, ifXL =3, then XY =3V3 and YZ =6.

The altitude ofa triangle is the segment drawn from a vertex perpendicular to the side opposite that
vertex. Relative to that vertexand altitude, the opposite sideis calledthe base.

The areaof a triangle is equal to:

(the length ofthe altitude) x(the length of the base)
2

B

BD = 5

In AABC, BDis the altitude to base AC andAE is the altitude to base BC. The area ofAABC is
equal to

BDxAC 5x8 = 20.
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The area is also equal to JEjlMG.. IfAABC above is isosceles and AB =BC, then altitude BD
2

bisects the base; that is, AD - DC = 4. Similarly, anyaltitude of an equilateral triangle bisects the
side to which it is drawn.

In equilateral triangle DEF, ifDE =6, then DG - 3and EG =3>/3. The area ofADEF is equal
3y3 x6 mQ /T

to

7. Quadrilaterals

A polygon with four sides is a quadrilateral. A quadrilateral in which both pairs of opposite sides are
parallelis a, parallelogram. The opposite sides of a parallelogram alsohave equal length.

In parallelogramJKLM, JK LM and JK = LM; KL JM and KL = JM.

The diagonals of a parallelogram bisecteachother (that is, KN - NM and JN = NL).

The areaof a parallelogram is equalto

(the length ofthe altitude) x(the length of the base).

The area ofJKLMis equal to 4 x 6 = 24.

A parallelogram withright angles isa rectangle, and a rectangle withallsides ofequal length is
a square.

The perimeter ofWXYZ =2(3) +2(7) =20 and the area of WXYZ is equal to 3x7=21.
The diagonals ofarectangle are equal; therefore WY =XZ =\j9 +49 =>/58.
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12

16

Aquadrilateral with two sides thatare parallel, as shown above, is a trapezoid. The area oftrapezoid
PQRSmaybe calculatedas follows:

i(the sum of the lengths of the bases)(the height) =MqR +PS)($) =-(28 x8) =112.

8. Circles

A circle is a setofpoints in a plane that are alllocated the same distance from a fixed point(the
center of the circle).

A chord of acircle is a line segment that hasits endpoints on the circle. A chordthat passes through
the centerof the circle is a diameter of the circle. A radius of a circle is a segmentfrom the centerof
the circle to a point on the circle.The words"diameter"and "radius" are also used to refer to the
lengths of these segments.

The circumference of a circle is the distance around the circle. If r is the radius of the circle, then the
22circumference is equal to 2^r, wheren is approximately -*- or 3.14. The area of a circle of radius r is

equal to nr2.

In the circle above, O is the center of the circle and JK and PR are chords. Pi? is a diameter and OR

is aradius. IfOR =7, then the circumference ofthe circle is 27t\7) =\4nand the area ofthe circle is
jz{j)2 =49;r.
The number of degrees ofarc in a circle (or the number ofdegrees in a complete revolution) is 360.
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In the circle with center 0 above, the length ofarc RST is -f- ofthe circumference ofthe circle;
360

for example, if* - 60, then arc RSThas length —of the circumference of the circle.
6

A line that has exactly onepoint in common with a circle is saidto be tangent to the circle, and that
common pointis called thepoint oftangency. A radius or diameter with an endpoint at the point of
tangency is perpendicular to the tangent line,and, conversely, a line that is perpendicular to a radius
or diameterat one of its endpoints is tangent to the circle at that endpoint.

The line I above is tangent to the circle and radiusOT is perpendicular to l.

If each vertex of a polygonlies on a circle, then the polygonis inscribed in the circle and the circle
is circumscribed about the polygon. If each side of a polygonis tangent to a circle, then the polygonis
circumscribed about the circle and the circle is inscribed in the polygon.

In the figure above, quadrilateral PQRS is inscribed in a circle and hexagon ABCDEF is
circumscribed about a circle.

If a triangle is inscribed in a circle sothat one of its sides is a diameter of the circle, then the triangle
is a right triangle.
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In the circle above, XZ is a diameter and the measure ofLXYZ is 90°.

9. Rectangular Solids and Cylinders

A rectangular solid is a three-dimensional figure formed by6 rectangular surfaces, as shown below.
Each rectangular surface is a.face. Eachsolid or dottedlinesegment is an edge, and each point at
which the edges meet is a vertex. A rectangular solid has6 faces, 12 edges, and 8 vertices. Opposite
faces areparallel rectangles that have the same dimensions. A rectangular solid in which all edges
are of equal length is a cube.

The surface area of a rectangularsolid is equalto the sum of the areas of all the faces. The volume is
equal to

(length) x(width) x(height);
in other words, (area ofbase) x(height).

P 3

In the rectangularsolidabove, the dimensions are 3, 4, and 8. The surface area is equal to
2(3 x4) +2(3 x8) +2(4 x8) =136. The volume is equal to 3x4x8=96.

The figure above is a rightcircular cylinder. The twobases are circles of the same size with centers
Oand P, respectively, and altitude (height) OP is perpendicular to thebases. The surface area ofa
right circular cylinder with abase of radius rand height his equal to 2(;rr2) +2nrh (the sum of the
areas of the two bases plus the area of the curved surface).

The volume of a cylinderis equal to nr h, that is,

(area ofbase) x(height).
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o£^

In the cylinder above, the surface area isequal to

2(25;r)+2w(s)(8)- 130;r,
and the volume is equal to

25^(8) =200jt.

10. Coordinate Geometry

II

y

3--

2--

i --

H 1 1 r—r
-4 -3 -2 -1 °

-1 +

III -2

-3 +

H 1 h
1 2 3

IV

The figure above shows the (rectangular) coordinateplane. The horizontal line iscalled thex-axis
and the perpendicular vertical lineiscalled the y-axis. The point at which these two axes intersect,
designated O, iscalled the origin. The axes divide the plane intofour quadrants, I, II, III, and IV,
as shown.

Each pointin the plane has an x-coordinate anday-coordinate. A pointis identified byan ordered
pair {x,y) of numbers in which the *-coordinate is the first number and the^/-coordinate is the
second number.
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H 1 1 1 h
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 ° 1 2 3 4 5

I | -1

" I -2

Qi 3..
-4

-5--

In the graph above, the {x,y) coordinates of point P are (2,3) since P is 2 units to the right of
thej/-axis (that is,* = 2)and3 units above the*-axis (that is, y = 3). Similarly, the {x,y) coordinates
of point Q are (-4,-3). The origin 0 has coordinates (0,0).

One wayto find the distance between two points in the coordinate plane is to use the Pythagorean
theorem.

#P

H—I—I h

To find the distance between points R and Susing the Pythagorean theorem, drawthe triangle as
shown. Note that Z has {x,y) coordinates (-2,-3), RZ =7, andZS = 5.Therefore, the distance
between R and S is equal to

V72 +52=>/74.

For a line in the coordinate plane, the coordinates of each point on the line satisfy a linear equation
ofthe form y = mx +b(or the form * =a if theline isvertical). Forexample, each point on the line
onthenext page satisfies theequation y - -—x +1. One can verify this for thepoints (-2,2), (2,0),

and (0,1) bysubstituting the respective coordinates for * andy in the equation.
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In the equation y = mx +bof a line, the coefficient mis the slope of the line and the constantterm b
is the y-intercept of the line. Forany twopoints on the line, the slope is defined to be the ratio of the
difference in the^/-coordinates to the difference in the *-coordinates. Using (-2,2) and (2,0) above,
the slope is

The difference in the^/-coordinates 0-2 -2 1
The difference in the *-coordinates 2-(-2) 4 2'

The^-interceptis the^/-coordinate of the point at which the line intersects they-axis. For the line
above, the ^/-intercept is 1, and this is the resulting value ofy when * is set equal to 0 in the

equationy = -—* +1. The x-intercept is the *-coordinate of the point at which the line intersects

the *-axis.The *-interceptcan be foundby setting y • 0 and solving for *. For the line y - -—* +1,
this gives ;

-j-x +1
2

0

-* = -l

Thus, the *-intercept is 2.

Given any twopoints {xvyx) and {x2,y2) with*, * x2, the equation of the linepassing through
y — y

these points canbe found byapplying the definition of slope. Since the slope ism- - —,
*2 - *,

then using a pointknown to beon the line, say {xvyx\ any point{xy) on the linemust satisfy

- m, or y- yx - m\x - *,). (Using {x2,y2) as the known point would yield an equivalent
equation.) Forexample, consider the points (-2,4) and (3,-3) on the line below.

(3-3)
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0. A *7

The slope ofthis line is -—j—-y =—, so an equation ofthis line can be found using the point
(3,-3) as follows:

y-(-3)=-l(x-3)

y+3=-|*+^
J 5 5

Thejy-intercept is —. Thex-intercept canbe found asfollows:

0=-|*+|

5 5

7

Both of these intercepts can be seen on the graph.

If the slope of a line is negative, the line slants downward from left to right; if the slope is positive,
the line slants upward. If the slope is 0, the line is horizontal; the equation of sucha line is of the
form y-b since m= 0. Fora vertical line, slope is not defined, and the equation is of the form * = a,
where a is the *-intercept.

There is a connection between graphs of lines in the coordinate plane and solutions of two linear
equations with two unknowns. If two linear equations with unknowns * andy have a unique
solution, then the graphs of the equations are twolines that intersect in onepoint, which is the
solution. If the equations areequivalent, then theyrepresent the same linewith infinitely many
points or solutions. If the equations have nosolution, then they represent parallel lines, which
do not intersect.

There is also a connectionbetween functions (see section 4.2.10) and the coordinateplane. If a
function is graphed in thecoordinate plane, thefunction can beunderstood in different and useful
ways. Consider the function defined by

/to~i*+f-
If the value ofthe function,/(*), is equated with the variable;/, then the graph ofthe function in the
*y-coordinate plane is simply the graph ofthe equation

,--§.♦§

shown above. Similarly, any function/(*) can be graphed by equatingy with thevalue ofthe
function:

y-f(x).
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So for any * in the domain ofthefunction/ the point with coordinates (*,/(*)) is on thegraph off
and the graph consists entirelyof these points.

As another example, consider aquadratic polynomial function defined by /(*) • x2 -1. One can
plot several points (*,/(*)) on thegraph to understand theconnection between a function and its
graph:

f X /(*A
-2 3

-1 0

0 -1

1 0

V2 3J

,(-23) 3-

2-

1-

.(2,3)

(-1,0) (1,0)

2 -1 Q

-1'

-24-

1 2 x

(0,-1)

If all the pointsweregraphedfor-2 £ * s 2, then the graph would appear as follows.

The graph ofa quadratic function iscalled aparabola and always has the shape of the curve above,
although it may beupside down orhave agreater or lesser width. Note that the roots ofthe equation
/(*) =x2 -1 =0are *=1and *=-1; these coincide with the *-intercepts since *-intercepts are
found by setting y =0and solving for *. Also, the jy-intercept is f\0j =-1 because this is the value
ofy corresponding to* = 0. For any function/ the*-intercepts are thesolutions oftheequation
/(*) =0and the ^/-intercept is the value/(0).
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4.4 Word Problems

Many of the principles discussed in this chapter areused to solve wordproblems. Thefollowing
discussion of wordproblems illustrates some of the techniques and concepts used in solving such
problems.

1. Rate Problems

The distance that an object travels is equalto the productof the average speed at which it travels and
the amount of time it takes to travel that distance, that is,

Rate x Time • Distance.

Example 1:If a car travels at an average speed of70kilometers per hour for4 hours, howmany
kilometers does it travel?

Solution: Since ratex time= distance, simply multiply 70 km/hour x 4 hours. Thus, the car travels
280 kilometers in 4 hours.

To determine the average rate at which an object travels, divide the total distance traveled by the
total amount of traveling time.

Example 2: On a400-mile trip, CarX traveled halfthe distance at40miles per hour (mph) and the
other half at 50 mph. What was the average speed of Car X ?

Solution: First it is necessary to determine the amount of traveling time. Duringthe first 200 miles,

the car traveled at40 mph; therefore, it took^- =5hours to travel the first 200 miles.
40

During thesecond 200miles, thecar traveled at50mph; therefore, it took —— = 4 hours to travel

the second 200 miles. Thus, the average speed ofCar Xwas -^ - 44-^ mph. Note that the average
speed is no/40*50 =45.

Some rate problems can be solved byusing ratios.

Example 3: If5 shirts cost $44, then, at this rate, what is the cost of8 shirts?
r o

Solution: If c is the cost of the 8 shirts, then -7- = -. Cross multiplication results in the equation
44 c

Sc = 8x44 = 352

,= 3^2 =70.40

The 8 shirts cost $70.40.
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2. Work Problems

In a workproblem, the rates at whichcertainpersons or machines workalone are usually given, and
it is necessary to compute the rate at which theyworktogether(orvice versa).

IllThe basic formula for solving work problems is —+ —= —, where r and s are, for example, the
r s h

number of hours it takes Rae and Sam, respectively, to complete a job when working alone, and

h is the number of hours it takes Rae and Samto do the job when working together. The reasoning
11 1is that in 1 hour Rae does —of the job, Sam does - of the job, and Rae and Sam together do —of
r s h

the job.

Example 1:IfMachine X can produce 1,000 bolts in 4 hours and Machine Y can produce
1,000 bolts in 5 hours, in how many hours can Machines X and Y,working together at these
constant rates, produce 1,000 bolts?

Solution:

4 5b

20 20 h

20 h

9h = 20

h=^ =2*
9 9

Workingtogether, MachinesX andY canproduce 1,000bolts in 2— hours.

Example 2:If Art and Ritacando ajob in 4 hours when working together at their respective
constant rates andArt cando thejob alone in 6 hours, in howmany hours can Rita do the job
alone?

Solution:

R + 6 1

1+_L_,I
6 R 4

6R 4

4R + 24 = 6R

24 = 2/?

12 = R

Working alone, Rita can do the job in 12 hours.
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3. Mixture Problems

In mixtureproblems, substances with different characteristics are combined, and it is necessary to
determine the characteristics of the resulting mixture.

Example 1:If 6 pounds of nuts that cost $1.20per pound are mixedwith 2 pounds of nuts that cost
$1.60 per pound, what is the costper pound of the mixture?

Solution: The total cost of the 8 pounds of nuts is

6($1.20) +2($1.60) =$10.40.
The cost per pound is ^^0 =$1.30.

Example 2:Howmany liters ofa solution that is 15 percent saltmustbe added to 5 liters of a
solution that is 8 percent salt so that the resulting solutionis 10 percent salt?

Solution: Let n represent the number of liters of the 15% solution. The amountof salt in the 15%
solution [0.15w] plus the amountof saltin the 8% solution [(0.08)(5)] mustbe equal to the amountof
salt in the 10% mixture [0.10(« +5)1 Therefore,

0.15* +0.08(5) -0.10(» +5)
15w + 40«10h + 50

5« = 10

n = 2 liters

Two liters of the 15% salt solution must be added to the 8% solution to obtain the 10% solution.

4. Interest Problems

Interest can becomputed in twobasic ways. With simple annual interest, the interest is computed
on the principal only and is equal to (principal) x(interest rate) x(time). Ifinterest is compounded,
then interest is computed on the principal as well as on any interest already earned.

Example 1: If $8,000 is invested at6 percent simple annual interest, how much interest is earned
after 3 months?

Solution: Since the annual interest rate is 6%, the interest for 1 year is

(0.06)($8,000) =$480.
The interest earned in 3 months is tt($480) =$120.

12v '

Example 2: If $10,000 is invested at 10 percent annual interest, compounded semiannually, what is
the balance after 1 year?

Solution: The balance after the first 6 months would be

10,000 +(l0,000)(0.05) =$10,500.

The balance after one year would be 10,500 +(lO,500)(o.05) - $11,025.
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Note that the interest rate for each 6-month period is 5%, which is half of the 10% annual rate.
The balance after one year can alsobe expressed as

10,000(l +̂ ] dollars.

5. Discount

Ifaprice is discounted by npercent, then the price becomes (lOO - nj percent of the original price.

Example 1:A certaincustomer paid$24 for a dress. If that price represented a 25 percent discount
on the originalprice of the dress, whatwas the original price of the dress?

Solution: \fp is the original price of the dress, then0.75p is the discounted price and0.75^> =$24,
or/> = $32. The original priceof the dresswas $32.

Example 2:Theprice of an itemis discounted by20 percent and then this reduced price is discounted
by an additional30 percent. These two discounts are equal to an overall discount of what percent?

Solution: Ifp is the original price of the item, then O.Sp is the price after the first discount. Theprice
after the second discount is (0.7)(0.8/>) =0.56p. This represents an overall discount of44 percent
(l00%-56%).

6. Profit

Gross profit is equalto revenues minus expenses, or selling price minus cost.

Example: A certain appliance costs a merchant $30.At what price should the merchant sell the
appliance in order to makea gross profit of50 percent of the costof the appliance?

Solution: Ifs is the selling price of the appliance, then s- 30 - (0.5)(30), or s- $45. The merchant
should sell the appliancefor $45.

7. Sets

IfSis the set of numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, you can write S=|l, 2, 3, 4|. Sets can also be represented
byVenn diagrams. Thatis, the relationship among the members ofsets canberepresented bycircles.

Example 1:Each of 25 people is enrolled in history, mathematics, or both. If20 are enrolled in
history and 18 are enrolled in mathematics, how many are enrolled in bothhistory and
mathematics?

Solution: The 25 people can be divided into three sets: those who study history only, those who study
mathematics only, and those who study history and mathematics. Thus a Venn diagram may be
drawn as follows, where n is the number ofpeople enrolled in both courses, 20- n is the number
enrolled in history only, and 18 - n is the number enrolled in mathematics only.
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History Mathematics

Since there is atotal of25 people, (20-«) +«+(l8-«) =25, or n=13. Thirteen people are enrolled
in both history and mathematics. Note that 20 +18 -13 - 25, which is the general addition rule for
two sets (see section 4.1.9).

Example 2: In a certain production lot, 40 percentof the toys are red and the remainingtoys are
green.Half of the toys are small and half are large. If 10percentof the toys are red and small, and
40 toys are green and large, how many of the toys are red and large.

Solution: For this kind of problem, it is helpful to organize the information in a table:

r Red Green Total A

Small 10% 50%

Large 50%

Vjotal 40% 60% 100%J

The numbers in the table are the percentages given. The following percentages canbe computed on
the basisof what is given:

r Red Green Total ^

Small 10% 40% 50%

Large 30% 20% 50%

VJotal 40% 60% 100%J

Since 20% ofthenumber oftoys (») are green and large, 0.20« - 40 (40 toys are green and large), or
n=200. Therefore, 30% of the 200 toys, or (o.3)(200) =60, are red and large.

8. Geometry Problems

Thefollowing is an example of a word problem involving geometry.
Example:

CO

*->
<V

a- -

o
o

200 meters

The figure above shows an aerial view ofapiece ofland. Ifall angles shown are right angles, what is
the perimeter of the piece of land?
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Solution: For reference, label the figure as

Q, !<

s T

U

h

V

h wP

If all the angles areright angles, then QR +ST+UV = PW, and RS +TV+VW = PQ. Hence, the
perimeter of the land is 2PW + 2PQ = 2 x 200 + 2 x 200 = 800 meters.

9. Measurement Problems

Some questions on the GMAT involve metric units of measure, whereas others involve English
units of measure. However, except for units of time, if a question requires conversion from one unit
of measure to another, the relationship between those units will be given.

Example: A train travels at a constant rate of25 meters per second. How manykilometers does it
travel in 5 minutes? (l kilometer =1,000 meters)

Solution: In 1 minute the train travels 25 60 = 1,500 meters, so in 5 minutes it travels
, 7,500

7,500 meters. Since 1 kilometer = 1,000 meters, it follows that 7,500 meters equals . aaa* or

7.5 kilometers.

10. Data Interpretation

Occasionally a question or set of questions will be based on data provided in a table or graph. Some
examples of tables and graphs are given below.

Example 1:
f Population by Age Group ]

(in thousands)

Age Population

17 years and under 63,376

18-44 years 86,738

45-64 years 43,845

. 65 years and over 24,054 J

Plow many people are 44 years old or younger?

Solution: The figures in the table are given in thousands. The answer in thousands can be obtained
by adding 63,376 thousand and 86,738 thousand. The result is 150,114 thousand, which is
150,114,000.
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Example 2:

a 12| u
u v> 15 "'

1*1,10+
ID <U

HQ 5--

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AND

PRECIPITATION IN CITYX

20-

Precipitation
1,0 --(right-hand scale

25-

-Temperature
(left-hand scale)

-12

10 d

8 § I
6 .1 .1

-- 4 O 4J

") PL,

January April July October

What are the average temperature and precipitation in CityX during April?

Solution: Note that the scale on the left applies to the temperature line graph and the one on the
right applies to the precipitation line graph. According to thegraph, during April the average
temperature is approximately 14° Celsius and the average precipitation is approximately
8 centimeters.

Example 3:
DISTRIBUTION OF AL'S WEEKLYNET SALARY

Fuel and / Food

Insurance / n. 15%

for Automobile N^ / Rent and

/ 10% / Utilities
/ 30%

\ Savings
\ 25%

Other

20%

Al's weekly net salary is S350. To how many of the categories listed was at least
net salary allocated?

of Al's weekly

Solution: In the circle graph, the relative sizes of the sectors are proportional to their corresponding
80values and the sum of the percents given is 100%. Note that —— is approximately23%, so at least

$80 was allocated to each of 2 categories—Rent and Utilities, and Savings—since their allocations
are each greater than 23%.
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5.0 Problem Solving

The Quantitative section of the GMAT® exam uses problem solving and data sufficiency questions
togauge your skill level. This chapter focuses onproblem solving questions. Remember that
quantitative questions require knowledge of the following:

• Arithmetic

• Elementary algebra

• Commonly known concepts of geometry

Problem solving questions are designed to testyour basic mathematical skills and understanding of
elementary mathematical concepts, aswellasyour ability to reason quantitatively, solve quantitative
problems, and interpret graphic data. The mathematics knowledge required to answer the questions
is no more advanced than what isgenerally taught in secondary school (orhigh school) mathematics
classes.

In these questions, youare asked to solve each problem and select the best of the five answer
choices given. Begin by readingthe question thoroughly to determine exactly what informationis
given and to make sureyou understandwhat is being asked. Scan the answerchoices to understand
your options. If the problem seems simple, take a fewmoments to seewhether you can determine
the answer. Then checkyour answeragainst the choices provided.

Ifyou do not see your answer among the choices, or if the problem is complicated, take a closer
look at the answer choices and think again about what the problem is asking. See whether you can
eliminate someof the answerchoices and narrow down your options. Ifyou are still unable to
narrow the answer down to a singlechoice, reread the question. Keep in mind that the answerwill
be based solely on the information provided in the question—don't allowyour own experience and
assumptions to interferewith your ability to find the correct answer to the question.

Ifyou findyourselfstuck on a question or unable to select the single correctanswer, keep in mind
that you have about two minutes to answer eachquantitative question. You mayrun out of time if
you take too long to answer anyone question, soyou may simply need to pickthe answer that seems
to make the most sense. Although guessing is generally not the best wayto achieve a high GMAT
score, making an educatedguess is a good strategyfor answeringquestionsyou are unsure of. Even
if your answer to a particularquestion is incorrect, youranswers to other questions will allow the
test to accurately gaugeyour abilitylevel.

The following pages include test-taking strategies, directions that will apply to questions of this
type, sample questions, an answer key, andexplanations forall the problems. These explanations
present problem solving strategies that could be helpful in answering the questions.
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5.1 Test-Taking Strategies

1. Pace yourself.

Consult the on-screen timer periodically. Work as carefully as possible, butdonotspend
valuable time checking answers or pondering problems that you find difficult.

2. Use the erasable notepad provided.

Working a problem out may help you avoid errors in solving the problem. If diagrams or
figures are not presented, it may help if you drawyourown.

3. Read each question carefully to determine what is being asked.

Forword problems, takeonestepat a time, reading each sentence carefully and translating
the information into equations or otheruseful mathematical representations.

4. Scan the answer choices before attempting to answer a question.

Scanningthe answers can prevent youfrom putting answers in a form that is not given
(e.g., finding the answer in decimal form, such as 0.25, when the choices aregiven in fractional
form, such as —). Also, if the question requires approximations, a shortcut couldserve well

(e.g., youmay be able to approximate 48 percent of a number byusing half).

5. Don't waste time trying to solve a problem that is too difficult for you.

Make your best guess and move on to the next question.

5.2 The Directions

These directions are verysimilarto thoseyouwill see forproblem solving questions when you take
the GMAT exam. Ifyou read them carefully and understand them clearly before sitting for the
GMAT exam, youwill not need to spendtoo muchtime reviewing them oncethe test begins.

i

Solve the problemand indicate the best of the answer choices given.

Numbers: All numbers used are real numbers.

Figures: A figure accompanying a problem solving question is intended to provide information
useful in solving the problem. Figures are drawn asaccurately aspossible. Exceptions willbe clearly
noted. Lines shown as straight are straight, and lines that appear jagged are also straight. The
positions ofpoints, angles, regions, etc., exist in the order shown, and angle measures are greater
than zero. All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.
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5.3 Practice Questions

Solve the problem and indicate the best of the answer choices given.
Numbers: All numbers used are real numbers.

Figures: A figure accompanying a problem solving question is intended to provide information useful
in solving the problem. Figures are drawn as accurately as possible. Exceptions will be clearly
noted. Lines shown as straight are straight, and lines that appear jagged are also straight.
The positions of points, angles, regions, etc., exist in the order shown, and angle measures
are greater than zero. All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.
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A project scheduled to be carried out over a single
fiscal year has a budget of $12,600, divided into
12 equal monthly allocations. At the end of the fourth
month of that fiscal year, the total amount actually
spent on the project was $4,580. By how much was
the project over its budget?

(A) $ 380

(B) $ 540

(0 $1,050

(D) $1,380

(E) $1,430

For which of the following values of n is
NOT an integer?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

100+ n
n

Rectangular Floors Xand Yhave equal area. If Floor X
is 12 feet by 18 feet and Floor Yis 9 feet wide, what is
the length of Floor Y, in feet?

(A) ^
(B) 18

(0 18-|
4

(D) 21

(E) 24

A case contains c cartons. Each carton contains

b boxes, and each box contains 100 paper clips. How
many paper clips are contained in 2 cases?

(A) lOObc

(B) 100b

c

(0 200bc

(D)
200b

c

(E)
200

be

The sum of prime numbers that are greater than 60
but less than 70 is

(A) 67

(B) 128

(C) 191

(D) 197

(E) 260

A rainstorm increased the amount of water stored in

State J reservoirs from 124 billion gallons to
138 billion gallons. Ifthe storm increased the amount
of water in the reservoirs to 82 percent of total
capacity, approximately how many billion gallonsof
water were the reservoirs short of total capacity prior

to the storm?

(A) 9

(B) 14

(0 25

(D) 30

(E) 44
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8.

On the graph above, when x=^,y=2; and when
x = 1, y = 1. The graph is symmetric with respect to
the vertical line at x = 2. According to the graph,
when x = 3, y =

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

-1

_I
2

0

I
2

1

When jq percent of 5,000 is subtracted from tf of
5,000, the difference is

(A) 0

(B) 50

(0 450

(D) 495

(E) 500

9. Which ofthe following isthe value of^0.000064

(A) 0.004

(B) 0.008

(0 0.02

(D) 0.04

(E) 0.2

10.

11.

12.

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

Raffle tickets numbered consecutively from 101
through 350 are placed in a box. What is the
probabilitythat a ticket selected at random will
have a number with a hundreds digit of 2 ?

(A)

(B)

2

5

2

7

33

83

99_
250

100
249

(0 |£

(D) ocn

(E) o/io

When Leo imported a certain item, he paid a 7 percent
import tax on the portion of the total value of the item
in excess of $1,000. If the amount of the import tax
that Leo paid was $87.50, what was the total value of
the item?

(A) $1,600

(B) $1,850

(0 $2,250

(D) $2,400

(E) $2,750

The numbers of cars sold at a certain dealership on
six of the last seven business days were 4, 7, 2, 8, 3,
and 6, respectively. If the number of cars sold on the
seventh business day was either 2, 4, or 5, for which
of the three values does the average (arithmetic
mean) number of cars sold per business day for the
seven business days equal the median number of cars
sold per day for the seven days?

1. 2

II. 4

III. 5

(A) II only

(B) III only

(0 1and II only

(D) II and III only

(E) 1, II, and III
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13.

14.

A rectangular garden is to be twice as long as it is
wide. If 360 yards of fencing, including the gate, will
completely enclose the garden, what will be the length
of the garden, in yards?

(A) 120

(B) 140

(0 160

(D) 180

(E) 200

If

ofy?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

y_I
y 2 <y, which of the following could be avalue

-11

_11
2

11
2

11

22

15. At asupermarket, John spent Aof his money on fresh
i lfruits and vegetables, 4 on meat products, and jk on

bakery products. If he spent the remaining $6 on
candy, how much did John spend at the supermarket?

16.

154

(A) $60

(B). $80

(C) $90

(D) $120

(E) $180

On Monday, a person mailed 8 packages weighing an

average (arithmetic mean) of 12-| pounds, and on
o

Tuesday, 4 packages weighing an average of

lbj pounds. What was the average weight, in pounds,
of all the packages the person mailed on both days?

(A) 13i
(B) 13i
(0 H
(D) 15H
(E) 4

17. 0.1+(0.1)2+(0.1)3 =

18.

19.

(A) 0.1

(B) 0.111

(0 0.1211

(D) 0.2341

(E) 0.3

A carpenter constructed a rectangular sandbox with a
capacity of 10 cubic feet. If the carpenter were to
make a similar sandbox twice as long, twice as wide,
and twice as high as the first sandbox, what would be
the capacity, in cubic feet, of the second sandbox?

(A) 20

(B) 40

(0 60

(D) 80

(E) 100

A bakery opened yesterday with its daily supply of
40 dozen rolls. Half of the rolls were sold by noon, and
80 percent of the remaining rolls were sold between
noon and closing time. How many dozen rolls had not
been sold when the bakery closed yesterday?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

20. What is the 25th digit to the rightof the decimal point

21.

in the decimal form of

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 5

(D) 6

(E) 7

150 is what

(A) 5%

(B) 20%

(0 50%

(D) 200%

(E) 500%

tt'
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22.

23.

24.

25.

The ratio 2 to ± is equal to the ratio

(A) 6tol

(B) 5tol

(0 3 to 2

(D) 2 to 3

(E) lto6

Running at the same constant rate, 6 identical
machines can produce a total of 270 bottles per
minute. At this rate, how many bottles could 10 such
machines produce in 4 minutes?

(A) 648

(B) 1,800

(0 2,700

(D) 10,800

(E) 64,800

D EA B

\\ I II
-2 -1 0

Of the five coordinates associated with points A, B, C,
D, and Eon the number line above, which has the
greatest absolute value?

(A) A

(B) B

(0 C

(D) D

(E) £

Of the 50 researchers in a workgroup, 40 percent will
be assigned to Team A and the remaining 60 percent
to Team B. However, 70 percent of the researchers

prefer Team A and 30 percent prefer Team B. What is
the lowest possible number of researchers who will
NOT be assigned to the team they prefer?

(A) 15

(B) 17

(C) 20

(D) 25

(E) 30

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

26. If n is a prime number greater than 3, what is the
remainder when n2 is divided by 12 ?

27.

(A) 0

(B) 1

(0 2

(D) 3

(E) 5

1

1+ 1
3

1

(A) 1
"3

(B) 1
"6

(0 -

1
12

(D) 1
12

(E)
1
3

28. In the figure above, the coordinatesof point Vare

(A) (-7,5)

(B) (-5,7)

(0 (5,7)

(D) (7,5)

(E) (7,-5)
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29. A rope 40 feet long is cut into two pieces. If one piece
is 18 feet longerthan the other, what is the length, in
feet, of the shorter piece?

(A) 9

(B) 11

(0 18

(D) 22

(E) 29

30. A student's average (arithmetic mean) test score on
4 tests is 78. What must be the student's score on a

5th test for the student's average score on the 5 tests
to be 80 ?

(A) 80

(B) 82

(0 84

(D) 86

(E) 88

31. Lucy invested$10,000 in a new mutual fund account
exactlythree years ago.The value of the account
increased by 10 percent during the first year,
increased by 5 percent during the second year, and
decreased by 10 percent during the third year. What is
the value of the account today?

(A) $10,350

(B) $10,395

(C) $10,500

(D) $11,500

(E) $12,705

32. If the quotient | is positive, which of the following
must be true?

156

(A) a>0

(B) b>0

(0 ab>0

(D) a-b>0

(E) a + b>0

33.

34.

32"

s-§ ,„
it2s
H5 o
W 5,
•3 8 24H

fe J,

20;
XAA.

20 25

Weight
(hundreds of pounds)

30

The dots on the graph above indicate the weights and
fuel efficiency ratings for 20 cars. How manyof the
cars weigh more than 2,500 pounds and also get
more than 22 miles per gallon?

(A) 3

(B) 5

(0 8

(D) 10

(E) 11

How many minutes does ittake John to type y words if
hetypes at the rate of x words per minute?

(A) 4

(B)

(0 xy

(D)

(E)

60x

y

y
60x

35. ^16)(20)+(8)(32) =

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

4^0

24

25

4^0 +8>£

32
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36. If 0 is the center of the circle above, what fraction of

the circular region is shaded?

37.

(A)

(B)

(0

12

I
9

I
6

(D) i

(E) i

Which of the following equations is NOT equivalent to
10y2 = (x+2)(x-2)?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

30y2 = 3x2 - 12

20y2 = (2x-4)(x + 2)

10y2 + 4 = x2

5y2 = x2-2

x2-4
y2 = 10

38. If Juan takes 11 seconds to run y yards, how many
seconds will it take him to run x yards at the same
rate?

llx

y

iiy
x

X

lly

n
xy

xy

11

(A) 4*

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

39.

40.

41.

42.

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

John has 10 pairs of matched socks. If he loses
7 individual socks, what is the greatest number
of pairs of matched socks he can have left?

(A) 7

(B) 6

(0 5

(D) 4

(E) 3

What is the lowest positive integer that is divisible by
each of the integers 1 through 7, inclusive?

(A) 420

(B) 840

(0 1,260

(D) 2,520

(E) 5,040

1
0.75 -1"

(A) -4

(B) -0.25

(0 0.25

(D) 0.75

(E) 4

If ^ =5, then x

(A) -3.7

(B) 0.1

(0 0.3

(D) 0.5

(E) 2.8
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43. In the figure above, the point on segment PQ that is
twice as far from P as from Q is

(A) (3,1)

(B) (2,1)

(0 (2-1)

(D) (1.5,0.5)

(E) (1,0)

44. If n is an integer, which of the following must be even?

(A) n+1

(B) n + 2

(0 2n

(D) 2n -i-1

(E) n2

45. If4 is one solution of the equation x? + 3x + k = 10,
where k is a constant, what is the other solution?

(A) -7

(B) -4

(0 -3

(D) 1

(E) 6

46. The sum -J +-i is between
o y

(A) land |
(B) | and 1

(0 1 and 11

(D) llandll

(E) 11 and 2

158

47. Ifx = 1- 3t and y = 2t -1, then for what value of t
doesx = y ?

(A)

(C) f

(D)

(E) 0

48. 1-(1-|

(A) ¥

(B) i

(0

(D)

(E)

49. Car Xaverages 25.0 miles per gallon of gasoline and
Car Yaverages 11.9 miles per gallon. If each car is
driven 12,000 miles, approximately how many more
gallons of gasoline will CarYuse than Car X?

(A) 320

(B) 480

(C) 520

(D) 730

(E) 920

50. How many integers nare there such that
l<5n + 5<25?

(A) Five

(B) Four

(C) Three

(D) Two

(E) One
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51. If y is an integer, then the least possible value of
|23-5y|is

52.

(A) 1

(B) 2

(C) 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

M + ^25 =

(A) 9JS

(B) 20jb

fC) 4ljb

(D) V?05

(E) 100

53. The average (arithmetic mean) of 10, 30, and 50 is 5
more than the average of 20, 40, and

(A) 15

(B) 25

(C) 35

(D) 45

(E) 55

y = kx+ 3

54. In the equation above, k is a constant. Ify = 17 when
x = 2, what is the value of y when x = 4 ?

(A) 34

(B) 31

(0 14

(D) 11

(E) 7

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

^Number of Solid-Colored Marbles in Three Jars^

Jar

Number of

red marbles

Number of

green marbles

Total number

of red and

green marbles

P x y 80

Q y z 120

VR X z 160 J

55. In the table above, what is the number of green
marbles in Jar R ?

(A) 70

(B) 80

(0 90

(D) 100

(E) 110

56. Four staff members at a certain company worked on
a project. The amounts of time that the four staff
members worked on the project were in the ratio

2 to 3 to 5 to 6. If one of the four staff members

worked on the project for 30 hours, which of the
following CANNOT be the total number of hours that
the four staff members worked on the project?

(A) 80

(B) 96

(C) 160

(D) 192

(E) 240

57. Company P had 15 percent more employees in
December than it had in January. If Company P had
460 employees in December, how many employees
did it have in January?

(A) 391

(B) 400

(C) 410

(D) 423

(E) 445
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58. Aglass was filled with 10 ounces of water, and
0.01 ounce of the water evaporated each day during
a 20-day period. What percent of the original amount
of water evaporated during this period?

(A) 0.002%

(B) 0.02%

(0 0.2%

(D) 2%

(E) 20%

59. Aglucose solution contains 15 grams of glucose
per 100 cubic centimeters of solution. If 45 cubic
centimeters of the solution were poured into an
empty container, how many grams of glucose would
be in the container?

(A) 3.00

(B) 5.00

(0 5.50

(D) 6.50

(E) 6.75

60. On a certain day, orangeade was made by mixing a
certain amount of orange juice with an equal amount
of water. On the next day, orangeade was made by
mixing the same amount of orange juice with twice
the amount of water. On both days, all the orangeade
that was made was sold. Ifthe revenue from selling
the orangeade was the same for both days and if the
orangeade was sold at $0.60 per glass on the first
day, what was the price per glass on the second day?

(A) $0.15

(B) $0.20

(0 $0.30

(D) $0.40

(E) $0.45

160

61. In the xy-plane, what is the slope of the line with
equation 3x + 7y = 9 ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

62. In the figure above, if PQRS is a parallelogram,
then y-x =

(A) 30

(B) 35

(C) 40

(D) 70

(E) 100

63. If 1 kilometer is approximately 0.6 mile, which of the
following best approximates the number of kilometers
in 2 miles?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

10
3

3

6
5

1

3

_3_
10
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64. A certain fruit stand sold apples for $0.70 each and
bananas for $0.50 each. If a customer purchased
both apples and bananas from the stand for a total of

$6.30, what total number of apples and bananas did
the customer purchase?

(A) 10

(B) 11

(0 12

(D) 13

(E) 14

65. The average distance between the Sun and a certain

planet is approximately 2.3 x 1014 inches.Which of the
following is closest to the average distance between
the Sun and the planet, in kilometers? (1 kilometer is

approximately3.9x10* inches.)

(A) 7.1xl08

(B) 5.9xl09

(C) 1.6xl010

(D) 1.6x10"

(E) 5.9x10"

66. At a certain school, the ratio of the number of second
graders to the number of fourth graders is 8 to 5, and
the ratio of the number of first graders to the number
of second graders is 3 to 4. If the ratio of the number
of third graders to the number of fourth graders is
3 to 2, whatis the ratio of the number of first graders
to the number of third graders?

(A) 16 to 15

(B) 9 to 5

(0 5 to 16

(D) 5 to 4

(E) 4 to 5

67. If m is the average (arithmetic mean)of the first
10 positive multiples of 5 and if M is the median of
the first 10 positive multiples of 5, what is the value
ofM-m?

(A) -5

(B) 0

(0 5

(D) 25

(E) 27.5

68.

69.

70.

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

A = {2, 3, 4, 5}

B = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}

Two integers will be randomly selected from the sets
above, one integer from set A and one integer from
set B. What is the probabilitythat the sum of the two
integers will equal 9 ?

(A) 0.15

(B) 0.20

(0 0.25

(D) 0.30

(E) 0.33

In the coordinate plane, a circle has center (2,-3) and
passes through the point (5,0). What is the area of the
circle?

(A) 3*

(B) 3j2n

(C) 3>0TT

(D) 9*

(E) 18*

At a certain instant in time, the number of cars, N,
traveling on a portion of a certain highway can be
estimated by the formula

/u__20Ld_
600 + s2

where L is the number of lanes in the same direction,
d is the length of the portion of the highway, in feet,
and s is the average speed of the cars, in miles per
hour. Based on the formula, what is the estimated

number of cars traveling on ai-rnile portion of the
highwayif the highwayhas 2 lanes in the same
direction and the average speed of the cars is
40 miles per hour? (5,280 feet =1mile)

(A) 155

(B) 96

(0 80

(D) 48

(E) 24
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71.

72.

73.

162

Yesterday's closing prices of 2,420 different stocks
listed on a certain stock exchange were all different
from today's closing prices. The number of stocks

that closed at a higher price today than yesterday was
20 percent greater than the numberthat closed at a
lower price. How many of the stocks closed at a
higher price today than yesterday?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

484

726

1,100

1,320

1,694

|f yj 3X_5 j_yand y^ (j tnen x_

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

If x + 5 > 2 and x - 3 < 7, the value of x must be

between which of the following pairs of numbers?

(A) -3 and 10

(B) -3 and 4

(0 2 and 7

(D) 3 and 4

(E) 3 and 10

74.

75.

76.

A gym class can be divided into 8 teams with an equal
number of players on each team or into 12 teams with
an equal number of players on each team. What is the

lowest possible number of students in the class?

(A) 20

(B) 24

(C) 36

(D) 48

(E) 96

In the figure above, triangle ABC is equilateral, and
point P is equidistant from vertices A, B, and C. If
triangle ABC is rotated clockwise about point P, what
is the minimum number of degrees the triangle must
be rotated so that point B will be in the position where

point A is now?

(A) 60

(B) 120

•(C).. 180

(D) 240

(E) 270

At least i ofthe 40 members ofacommittee must
vote in favor of a resolution for it to pass. What is the

greatest number of members who couldvote against
the resolution and still have it pass?

(A) 19

(B) 17

(C) 16

(D) 14

(E) 13
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77.

78.

79.

If n = 20! + 17, then n is divisible by which of the
following?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

15

17

19

None

Ionly

II only

I and II

II and III

In the rectangular solid above, the three sides shown
have areas 12,15, and 20, respectively. What is the
volume of the solid?

(A) 60

(B) 120

(0 450

(D) 1,800

(E) 3,600

After driving to a riverfront parking lot, Bob plansto
run south along the river, turn around, and return to
the parking lot, running north along the same path.
After running 3.25 miles south, he decides to run for
only 50 minutes more. If Bob runs at a constant rate
of 8 minutes per mile, how many miles farther south
can he run and still be able to return to the parking lot
in 50 minutes?

(A) 1.5

(B) 2.25

(0 3.0

(D) 3.25

(E) 4.75

80.

81.

82.

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

Mis the sum of the reciprocals of the consecutive
integers from 201 to 300, inclusive. Which of the
following is true?

(A) 1<M<1

(B) £<M<3
(0 1<M<1

(D) ^<M<)
(E) £<M<i

Working simultaneously at their respective constant
rates, Machines A and B produce 800 nails in x hours.
Working alone at its constant rate, Machine A
produces 800 nails iny hours. In terms of x and y,
how many hours does it take Machine B, working
alone at its constant rate, to produce 800 nails?

(A) X

x+y

(B) y
x+y

(0
xy

x+y

(D)
xy

x-y

(F)
xy

y-x

In the Johnsons' monthly budget, the dollar amounts
allocated to household expenses, food, and
miscellaneous items are in the ratio 5:2:1,

respectively. Ifthe total amount allocated to these
three categories is $1,800, what is the amount
allocated to food? ,

(A) $900

(B) $720

(C) $675

(D) $450

(E) $225
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83.

84.

85.

86.

164

There are 4more women than men on Centerville's

board of education. If there are 10 members on the

board, how many are women?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 6

(D) 7

(E) 8

Leona bought a 1-year, $10,000 certificate of deposit
that paid interest at an annual rate of 8 percent
compounded semiannually. What was the total amount
of interest paid on this certificate at maturity?

(A) $10,464

(B) $ 864

(0 $ 816

(D) $ 800

(E) $ 480

(0.0036)(2.8)
(0.04)(0.1)(0.003)

(A) 840.0

(B) 84.0

(0 8.4

(D) 0.84

(E) 0.084

Machine A produces bolts at a uniform rate of 120
every 40 seconds, and Machine B produces bolts at a
uniform rate of 100 every 20 seconds. If the two
machines run simultaneously, how many seconds will
it take for them to produce a total of 200 bolts?

(A) 22

(B) 25

(0 28

(D) 32

(E) 56

87.

88.

89.

90.

If n is an integer greater than 6, which of the following
must be divisible by 3 ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

n(n+l)(n-4)

n(n +2)(n-l)

n(n +3)(n-5)
n(n +4)(n-2)
n(n +5)(n-6)

The total cost for Company X to produce a batch of
tools is $10,000 plus $3 pertool. Each tool sells for $8.
The gross profit earned from producing and selling
these tools is the total income from sales minus the total

production cost. If a batch of 20,000 tools is produced
and sold, then Company X's gross profit per tool is

(A) $3.00

(B) $3.75

(0 $4.50

(D) $5.00

(E) $5.50

A dealer originally bought 100 identical batteries at
a total cost of q dollars. If each battery was sold at
50 percent above the original cost per battery,
then, in terms of q, for how many dollars was each
battery sold?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

_3q_
200

3q
2

150q

110
q

(E) ^TT

In an increasing sequence of 10 consecutive integers,
the sum of the first 5 integers is 560. What is the sum
of the last 5 integers in the sequence?

(A) 585

(B) 580

(0 575

(D) 570

(E) 565
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91.

92.

93.

94.

If Q is an odd number and the median of Q
consecutive integers is 120, what is the largest of
these integers?

(A) Q-l + 120

(B) 2 +119

(0

(D)

(E)

f+120

Q+119
2

Q+120
2

A ladder of a fire truck is elevated to an angle of 60°
and extended to a length of 70 feet. If the base of the
ladder is 7 feet above the ground, how many feet
above the ground does the ladder reach?

(A) 35

(B) 42

(C) 35>/5

(D) 7+ 35>£

(E) 7+42^

If Jake loses 8 pounds, he will weigh twice as much as
his sister. Together they nowweigh 278 pounds. What
is Jake's present weight, in pounds?

(A) 131

(B) 135

(0 139

(D) 147

(E) 188

A store reported total sales of $385 million for
February of this year. If the total sales for the same
month last year was $320 million, approximately what
was the percent increase in sales?

(A) 2%

(B) 17%

(0 20%

(D) 65%

(E) 83%

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

95. When positive integer x is divided by positive integery,

the remainder is 9. If •*• =96.12, what isthe value ofy?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

96

75

48

25

12

96. In a certain city, 60 percent of the registered voters
are Democrats and the rest are Republicans. In a
mayoral race, if 75 percent of the registered voters
who are Democrats and 20 percent of the registered
voters who are Republicans are expected to vote for
Candidate A,' what percent ofthe registered voters are
expected to vote for Candidate A ?

(A) 50%

(B) 53%

(0 54%

(D) 55%

(E) 57%

97. 1+|H)H
(A) 29

16

(B)
19
16

(0
15

(D)
9
13

9

(E) 0

98. Water consists of hydrogen and oxygen, and the
approximate ratio, bymass, of hydrogen to oxygen is
2:16. Approximately how many grams of oxygen are
there in 144 grams of water?

(A) 16

(B) 72

(0 112

(D) 128

(E) 142
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99. .lfx(2x+l) =0and(x+i)(2x-3)=0,
thenx= l '

(A) -3

(B)
1
2

(0 0

(D)
1
2

(E) 3
2

100. On a scale that measures the intensity of a certain
phenomenon, a reading of n+1 corresponds to an
intensity that is 10 times the intensity corresponding
to a reading of n. On that scale, the intensity
corresponding to a reading of 8 is how many times
as great as the intensity corresponding to a reading
of 3?

(A) 5

(B) 50

(0 105

(D) 510

(E) 810-310

101. For the positive numbers, n, n+1, n+2, n+ 4, and
n+ 8, the mean is how much greater than the median?

(A) 0

(B) 1

(0 n + 1

(D) n + 2

(E) n + 3

102.

166

If T=|(K- 32), and if T=290, then K=

(A)
9

(B) 322

(0 490

(D) 554

(E)
2,898

103. The water from one outlet, flowing at a constant rate,
can fill a swimming pool in 9 hours. The water from a
second outlet, flowing at a constant rate, can fill the
same pool in 5 hours. If both outlets are used at the

same time, approximately what is the number of hours
required to fill the pool?

(A) 0.22

(B) 0.31

(0 2.50

(D) 3.21

(E) 4.56

104. If a square mirror has a 20-inch diagonal, what is the
approximate perimeter of the mirror, in inches?

(A) 40

(B) 60

(C) 80

(D) 100

(E) 120

105. The present ratio of students to teachers at a certain
school is 30 to 1. If the student enrollment were to

increase by 50 students and the number of teachers
were to increase by 5, the ratio of students to
teachers would then be 25 to 1. What is the present

number of teachers?

(A) 5

(B) 8

(0 10

(D) 12

(E) 15

106. What is the smallest integer n for which 25" > 512 ?

(A) 6

(B) 7

(0 8

(D) 9

(E) 10
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107. Sixty percent of the members of a study group are
women, and 45 percent of those women are lawyers.
Ifone member of the study group is to be selected at
random, what is the probability that the member
selected is a woman lawyer?

(A) 0.10

(B) 0.15

(C) 0.27

(D) 0.33

(E) 0.45

108. Each year for 4 years, a farmer increased the number

of trees in a certain orchard by J- of the number of
trees in the orchard the preceding year. Ifall of the
trees thrived and there were 6,250 trees in the

orchard at the end of the 4-year period, how many
trees were in the orchard at the beginning of the
4-year period?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

1,250

1,563

2,250

2,560

2,752

NUMBER OF SHIPMENTS OF MANUFACTURED HOMES

IN THE UNITED STATES, 1990-2000

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

1990 1992 1994 1996

year

1998 2000

109. According to the chart shown, which of the following
is closest to the median annual number of shipments
of manufactured homes in the United States for the

years from 1990 to 2000, inclusive?

(A) 250,000

(B) 280,000

(0 310,000

(D) 325,000

(E) 340,000

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

110. For the positive integers a, b, and k, ak \\ b means that
ak is a divisor of b, but ak+' is not a divisor of b. If k is

a positive integer and ¥ ||72, then k is equal to

(A) 2

(B) 3

(0 4

(D) 8

(E) 18

if t- 1111. If t = -9 x 3 isexpressed as a terminating decimal,
Cm X \J

how many zeros will t have between the decimal point
and the first nonzero digit to the right of the decimal
point?

(A) Three

(B) Four

(C) Five

(D) Six

(E) Nine

112. A certain characteristic in a large population has a

distribution that is symmetric about the mean m. If
68 percent of the distribution lies within one standard

deviation d of the mean, what percent of the
distribution is less than m + d ?

(A) 16%

(B) 32%

(0 48%

(D) 84%

(E) 92%

113. In a certain district, the ratio of the number of

registered Republicans to the number of registered

Democrats was 3. After 600 additional Republicans
and 500 additional Democrats registered, the ratio

was i. After these registrations, there were how
many more voters in the district registered as
Democrats than as Republicans?

(A) 100

(B) 300

(0 400

(D) 1,000

(E) 2,500
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114. In CountryC, the unemployment rate among
construction workers dropped from 16 percent on
September 1,1992, to 9 percent on September 1,
1996. If the number of construction workers was

20 percent greater on September 1,1996, than on
September 1,1992, what was the approximate
percent change in the number of unemployed
construction workers over this period?

(A) 50% decrease

(B) 30% decrease

(C) 15% decrease

(D) 30% increase

(E) 55% increase

115. A pharmaceutical company received $3 million in
royalties on the first $20 million in sales of the generic
equivalent of one of its products and then $9 million
in royalties on the next $108 million in sales. By
approximately what percent did the ratio of royalties
to sales decrease from the first $20 million in sales to
the next $108 million in sales?

(A) 8%

(B) 15%

(0 45%

(D) 52%

(E) 56%

116. If p is the product of the integers from 1 to 30,
inclusive, what is the greatest integer k for which 3k is
a factor of p ?

(A) 10

(B) 12

(0 14

(D) 16

(E) 18

117. If n = 38- 28, which of the following is NOT a factor
ofn?

(A) 97

(B) 65

(0 35

(D) 13

(E) 5

168

118. Club X has more than 10 but fewer than 40 members.

Sometimes the members sit.at tables with 3 members

at one table and 4 members at each of the other

tables, and sometimes they sit at tables with 3 members
at one table and 5 members at each of the other

tables. If they sit at tables with 6 members at each
table except one and fewer than 6 members at that

one table, how many members will be at the table that
has fewer than 6 members?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

. (D) 4

(E) 5

119. In order to complete a reading assignment on time,
Terry planned to read 90 pages per day. However, she
read only 75 pages per day at first, leaving 690 pages
to be read during the last 6 days before the assignment
was to be completed. How many days in all did Terry
have to complete the assignment on time?

£-*

(A) 15

(B) 16

(0 25

(D) 40

(E) 46

. lfs>0and,

(A)
1
s

(B) £

(0 Sy/S

(D) s3

(E) s2-s

what is r in terms of s ?
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121. The front of a 6-foot-by-8-foot rectangular door has
brass rectangular trim, as indicated by the shading in
the figure above. If the trim is uniformly 1 foot wide,
what fraction of the door's front surface is covered by
the trim?

13
48(A) m

5_
12(B) To

(0

(D)

I
2

7
12

(E) f

122. Ifa = -0.3, which of the following is true?

(A) a<a2 <a3

(B) a<a3 <a2

(0 a2 <a<a3

(D) a2 <a3 <a

(E) a3 <a<a2

123. Mary's income is 60 percent more than Tim's income,
and Tim's income is 40 percent less than Juan's
income. What percent of Juan's income is Mary's
income?

(A) 124%

(B) 120%

(0 96%

(D) 80%

(E) 64%

City A

City B

CityC

City D

CityE

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

CityA City B CityC City D CityE

• • • •

• • •

• •

•

124. Each • in the mileage table above represents an entry

indicating the distance between a pair of the five
cities. If the table were extended to represent the
distances between all pairs of 30 cities and each
distance were to be represented by only one entry,
how many entries would the table then have?

(A) 60

(B) 435

(C) 450

(D) 465

(E) 900

125. The ratio of the length to the width of a rectangular

advertising display is approximately 3.3 to 2. If the
width of the display is 8 meters, what is the
approximate length of the display, in meters?

(A) 7

(B) 11

(0 13

(D) 16

(E) 26

169
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P, r, s, t, u

126. An arithmetic sequence is a sequence inwhich each
term after the first is equal to the sum of the1
preceding term and a constant. If the list of letters
shown above is an arithmetic sequence, which of the
following must also be an arithmetic sequence?

1. 2p, 2r, 2s, 2t, 2u

II. p-3, r-3,s-3, t-3,u-3

III. p2, r2, s2, t2, u2

(A) 1only

(B) II only

(0 III only

(D) 1and II

(E) II and III

127. If 3 <x < 100, for how many values of x is i the
square of aprime number? *

(A) Two

(B) Three

(C) Four

(D) Five

(E) Nine

128. A researcher plans to identify each participant in a
certain medical experiment with a code consisting of
either a single letter or a pairof distinct letters written
in alphabetical order. What is the least number of
letters that can be used if there are 12 participants,
and each participant is to receive a different code?

(A) 4

(B) 5

(0 6

(D) 7

(E) 8

170

129. Anobject thrown directly upward is at a heightof
hfeet after tseconds, where h.= -16(f- 3)2+ 150.
At what height", in feet, is the object 2 seconds after
it reaches its maximum height?

(A) 6 /"'
(B) 86 . ' „ .. .

(C) 134 , • '•'

(D) 150 • i -"

(E) 166 j \

130. Which of the following is equivalent to the pair of
inequalities x + 6>10andx-3<5?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

2<x<16

2 < x < 4

2<x<8

4<x<8

4<x<16

131. David has d books, which is 3 times as many as Jeff

and Aas many as Paula. How many books do the
three of them have altogether, in terms of d ?

(A) 1"
(B) i«
(0 f"
(D) V
(E) !d

List 1: 3, 6, 8, 19

List II: x, 3, 6, 8, 19

132. If the median of the numbers in list I above is equal to

the median of the numbers in list II above, what is the

value of x?

(A) 6

(B) 7

(0 8

(D) 9

(E) 10
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133. There are 8 teams in a certain league and each team
plays each of the other teams exactly once. If each
game is played by 2 teams, what is the total number
of games played?

(A) 15

(B) 16

(C) 28

(D) 56

(E) 64

134. An operation 0 is defined by the equation

a-b
a o i

'" a+b'
a* -b.Wa*

(A) -a

(B) _1
a

(0 0

(D) 1
a

(E) a

, for all numbers a and b such that

135. The price of lunch for 15 people was $207.00,
including a 15 percent gratuity for service. What was
the average price per person, EXCLUDING the
gratuity?

(A) $11.73

(B) $12.00

(0 $13.80

(D) $14.00

(E) $15.87

136. In Town X, 64 percent of the population are employed,
and48 percentof the population are employed males.
What percent of the employed people in Town X are
females?

(A) 16%

(B) 25%

(0 32%

(D) 40%

(E) 52%

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

137. At his regular hourly rate, Don had estimated the labor
cost of a repair job as $336 and he was paid that
amount. However, the job took 4 hours longer than he
had estimated and, consequently, he earned $2 per
hour less than his regular hourly rate, What was the
time Don had estimated for the job, in hours?

(A) 28 . .

(B) -24

(0 16

(D) 14

(E) 12

138. If £ <1, and pand q are positive integers, which of

the following must be greater than 1 ?

139.

(A)

(B)1' •%

2q(0

(D) f
Q

P
(E) *

It would take one machine 4 hours to complete a
large production order and another machine 3 hours
to complete the same order. How many hours would it
take both machines, working simultaneously at their
respective constant rates, to complete the order?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

_7_
12

4

3±°2

171
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140. To mail a package, the rate is x cents for the first
pound and y cents for each additional pound, where
x > y. Two packages weighing 3 pounds and 5 pounds,
respectively, can be mailed separately orcombined
as one package. Which method is cheaper, and how
much money is saved?

(A) Combined, with a savings of x - y cents

(B) Combined, with a savings of y - x cents

(0 Combined, with a savings of x cents

(D) Separately, with a savings of x - y cents

(E) Separately, with a savings of y cents

141. If money is invested at r percent interest, compounded
annually, the amount of the investment will double

in approximately ^ years. If Pat's parents invested
$5,000 in a long-term bond that pays 8 percent
interest, compounded annually, whatwill be the
approximate total amount of the investment 18 years
later, when Pat is ready for college?

(A) $20,000

(B) $15,000

(0 $12,000

(D) $10,000

(E) $ 9,000

142. On a recent trip, Cindy drove her car 290 miles,
rounded to the nearest 10 miles, and used 12 gallons
of gasoline, rounded to the nearest gallon. The actual
numberof miles per gallon that Cindy's car got on this
trip must have been between

172

(A)
290 . 290
12.5 and TT3

(B)
295 anH 285
12 andTT3

(0
285 . 295
TTandTT

(D)
285 nnrl 295
12.5 and 11.5

(E)
295 _n . 285
16 c and 11ft

II II
-5 -4-3-2-1012345

143. Which of the following inequalities is an algebraic
expression for the shaded part of the number line
above?

(A) |x|<3

(B) |x|<5

(0 |x-2|<3

(D) |x-l|<4

(E) |x+lj<4

144. A factory has 500 workers, 15 percent of whom are
women. If 50 additional workers are to be hired and

all of the presentworkers remain, howmany of the
additional workers must be women in order to raise

the percent of women employees to 20 percent?

(A) 3

(B) 10

(0 25

(D) 30

(E) 35

145. In a small snack shop, the average(arithmetic mean)
revenue was $400 perday over a 10-day period.
During this period, if the average daily revenue was
$360 for the first 6 days, what was the average daily
revenue for the last 4 days?

(A) $420

(B) $440

(0 $450

(D) $460

.(E) $480

146. A certain country had a total annual expenditure of
$1.2 xlO12 last year. If the population of the country
was 240 million last year, what was the per capita
expenditure?

(A) $ 500

(B) $1,000

(0 $2,000

(D) $3,000

(E) $5,000

I I I < I
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147. A certain rectangular window is twice as long as it is
wide. If its perimeter is 10 feet, then its dimensions in
feet are

148.

(A) fby|

(B) l*li
(0 2 by 4

(D) 3 by 6

(E) f*?

The diagram above shows the various paths along

which a mouse can travel from point X, where it is
released, to point V, where it is rewarded with a food

pellet. How many different paths from X to V can the
mouse take if it goes directly from X to V without
retracing any point along a path?

(A) 6

(B) 7

(0 12

(D) 14

(E) 17

149. If the operation O is defined by xo y =^xy for all
positive numbers x and y, then (5 o 45) o 60=

(A) 30

(B) 60

(C) 90

(D) 30VT5

(E) 60VT5

150. A bar over a sequence of digits in a decimal indicates
that the sequence repeats indefinitely.

What is the value of (104 -102)(0.0012) ?
(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

0_
0.12

1.2

10

12

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

151. At a loading dock, each worker on the nightcrew

loaded i as many boxes as each worker on the day
crew. If the night crew has 4 as many workers as the
day crew, what fraction of all the boxes loaded by the
two crews did the day crew load?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

152. A restaurant meal cost $35.50 and there was no tax.
If the tip was more than 10 percent but less than
15 percent of the cost of the meal, then the total

amount paid must have been between

(A) $40 and $42

(B) $39 and $41

(C) $38 and $40

(D) $37 and $39

(E) $36 and $37

153. In a weight-lifting competition,.the total weight of
Joe's two lifts was 750 pounds. If twice theweight of
his first lift was 300 pounds more than the weight of
his second lift, what was the weight, in pounds, of his
first lift?

(A) 225

(B) 275

(0 325

(D) 350

(E) 400

154. A club collected exactly $599 from its members. If
each member contributed at least $12, what is the
greatest number of members the club could have?

(A) 43

(B) 44

(0 49

(D) 50

(E) 51

173
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155. If y is the smallest positive integer such that 3,150
multiplied by y is the square of an integer, then y
must be

(A) 2

(B) 5

(0 6

(D) 7

(E) 14

156. If [x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x,
what is the value of [-1.6]+[3.4]+[2.7] ?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 5

(D) 6

(E) 7

If 4-*=
2+ x

(A) -4

(B) -1

(0 0

(D) 1

(E) 2

157. |f4—x _ X( wnat js tne va|ue 0f xz +3x ^ 4?

158. In the first week of the year, Nancy saved $1. In each
of the next 51 weeks, she saved §1 more than she
had saved inthe previous week. Whatwas the total
amount that Nancy saved during the 52 weeks?

174

(A) $1,326

(B) $1,352

(0 $1,378

(D) $2,652

(E) $2,756

159. The trapezoid shown in the figure above represents a
cross section of the rudder of a ship. If the distance
from A to B is 13 feet, what is the area of the cross
section of the rudder in square feet?

(A) 39

(B) 40

(0 42

(D) 45

(E) 46.5

160. In a certain sequence, the term xn is given by the

formula xn =2xn_! - A(xn_2) for all n>2. If x0 =3and
x, = 2, what is the value of x, ?

(A) 2.5

(B) 3.125

(0 4

(D) 5

(E) 6.75
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^-V.

5 ft.

_L n
R

10 ft.

161. In the figure above, V represents ah observation point
at one end of a pool. From V, an object that is.actually
located on the bottom of the pool at point R appears
to be at point S. IfVR = 10 feet, what is the distance
RS, in feet, between the actual position and the
perceived position of the object?

(A) \0-bj3

(B) \0-byj2

(0 2

(D) 2ld2
(E) 4

162. During a trip, Fraricine traveled x percent of the total
distance at an average speed of 40 miles per hour
and the rest of the distance at an average speed of
60 miles per hour. In terms of x, what was Francine's
average speed for the entire trip?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

180

x + 60
~T~

300-x

600
115-x

12,000

163. If n = (33)43 + (43)33, what is the units digit of n ?

(A) 0

(B) 2

(0 4

(D) 6

(E) 8

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

164. lfx=-l,then.>L4-x3±xi

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

x-1

h— yyd H

165. The shaded portion of the rectangular lot shown
above represents a flower bed. If the area of the bed
is 24 square yards and x = y + 2, then z equals

(A) 43

(B) 2>/T3

(0 6

(D) 8

(E) 10

166. A border of uniform width is placed around a
rectangular photograph that measures 8 inches by
10 inches. If the area of the border is 144 square
ihches;rwhat is the width of the border, in inches?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 6

(D) 8

(E) 9

175
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167. Jack is now 14 years olderthan Bill. If in 10 years
Jack will be twice as old as Bill, how old will Jack be
in 5 years?

(A) 9

(B) 19

(0 21

(D) 23

(E) 33

168. An empty pool being filled with water at a constant

rate takes 8 hours to fill to 5 of its capacity. How
much more time will it take to finish filling the pool?

(A) 5 hr 30 min

(B) 5 hr 20 min

(0 4 hr 48 min

(D) 3 hr 12 min

(E) 2 hr 40 min

169. A positive number x is multiplied by 2, and this
product is then divided by 3. If the positive square
root of the result of these two operations equals x,
what is the value of x ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

170. If d=-«r^7-is expressed'as aterminating decimal,
how many nonzero digits will d have?

(A) One

(B) Two

(C) Three

(D) Seven

(E) Ten

176

171. A tank contains 10,000 gallons of a solution that is
5 percent sodium chloride by volume. If 2,500 gallons
of water evaporate from the tank, the remaining
solution will be approximately what percent sodium
chloride?

(A) 1.25%

(B) 3.75%

(0 6.25%

(D) 6.67%

(E) 11.7%

172, For any positive integer n, the sum of the first

n positive integers equals \ /••• What is the sum

of all the even integers between 99 and 301 ?

(A) 10,100

(B) 20,200

(C) 22,650

(D) 40,200

(E) 45,150

173. A committee is composed of w women and m men. If
3 women and 2 men are added to the committee, and

if one person is selected at random from the enlarged
committee, then the probabilitythat a woman is
selected can be represented by

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

m

w

w+m

w + 3
m + 2

w + 3
w + m + 3

w + 3
w + m + 5

174. How many prime numbers between 1 and 100 are
factors of 7,150 ?

(A) One

(B) Two

(C) Three

(D) Four

(E) Five
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175. The figure above shows a circular flower bed, with its
center at 0, surrounded by a circular path that is
3 feet wide. What is the area of the path, in square feet?

(A) 25ti

(B) 38ti

(C) 55k

(D) 57*

(E) 64ti

176. The positive integer n is divisible by 25. If «s/n is
greater than 25, which of the following could be the

177.

value of
25

(A) 22

(B) 23

(C) 24

(D) 25

(E) 26

Last year the price per share of Stock X increased by
k percent and the earnings per share of Stock X
increased by m percent, where k is greater than m.
By what percent did the ratio of price per share to
earnings per share increase, in terms of k and m ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

m

(k-m)%

100(k-m)
100+k

%

lOOfk-m)
100+m /0

lOO(k-m)
100+k+m

%

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

178. Of the 300 subjects who participated in an experiment
using virtual-reality therapy to reduce their fear of
heights, 40 percent experienced sweaty palms,
30 percent experienced vomiting, and 75 percent
experienced dizziness. If all of the subjects
experienced at least one of these effects and
35 percent of the subjects experienced exactly two of
these effects, how many of the subjects experienced
only one of these effects?

179.

(A) 105

(B) 125

(0 130

(D) 180

(E) 195

A fruit-salad mixture consists of apples, peaches,
and grapes inthe ratio 6:5:2, respectively, by weight. If
39 pounds of the mixture is prepared, the mixture
includes how many more pounds of apples than grapes?

(A) 15

(B) 12

(0 9

(D) 6

(E) 4

180. If m_1 =—^, then nr2 is equal to
(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

-9

-3

_I
9

I
9

9

181. If m >0 and x is m percentof y, then, in terms of m, y
is what percent of x ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

100m

1
100m

J,
m

10
m

10,000
m

177
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182. A photography dealer ordered 60 Model X cameras to
be sold for $250 each, which represents a 20 percent
markup over the dealer's initial cost for each camera.

Of the cameras ordered, 6 were never sold and

were returned to the manufacturer for a refund of

50 percent of the dealer's initial cost. What was the
dealer's approximate profit or loss as a percent of the

dealer's initial cost for the 60 cameras?

(A) 7% loss

(B) 13% loss

(0 7% profit

(D) 13% profit

(E) 15% profit

183. Seven pieces of rope have an average (arithmetic
mean) length of 68 centimeters and a median length
of 84 centimeters. Ifthe length of the longest piece of
rope is 14 centimeters more than 4 times the length
of the shortest piece of rope, what is the maximum
possible length, in centimeters, of the longest piece
of rope?

(A) 82

(B) 118

(0 120

(D) 134

(E) 152

184. Lois has x dollars more than Jim has, and together
they have a total of y dollars. Which of the following
represents the number of dollars that Jim has?

178

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

y-x

2

y_A
y 2

2 X
2y-x

y-2x

185. During a certain s.eason.'a.team won 80 percent of
its first 100 games and 50 percent of its remaining
games. If the team won 70 percent of its games for
the entire season, what was the total number of

games that the team played?

(A) 180

(B) 170

(0 156

(D) 150

(E) 105

186. Of 30 applicants for a job, 14 had at least 4 years'
experience, 18 had degrees, and 3 had less than
4 years' experience and did not have a degree.
How many of the applicants had at least 4 years'
experience and a degree?

(A) 14

(B) 13

(0 9

(D) 7

(E) 5

187. If 1-4- I =2-^,thenx =
X X

(A) -1

(B)
1

3

(0
2

3

(D)
2

(E) 3

188. Lastyear, for, every 100 million vehicles that traveled
on a certain highway, 96 vehicles were involved in
accidents. If 3 billion vehicles traveled on the highway
last year, how many of those vehicles were involved in
accidents? (l billion =1,000,000,000)
(A) 288

(B) 320

(0 2,880

(D) 3,200

(E) 28,800
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189. Thirty percent of the members of a swim club have
passed the lifesaving test. Among the members
who have not passed the test, 12 have taken the
preparatory course and 30 have not taken the course.
How many members are there in the swim club?

(A) 60

(B) 80

(C) 100

(D) 120

(E) 140

190. What is the difference between the sixth and the fifth

terms of the sequence 2, 4, 7,... whose nth term is

n + 2""1?

(A) 2 '
(B) 3

(0 6

(D) 16

(E) 17

191. If (x -1)2 =400, which of the following could be the
value of x-5?

(A) 15

(B) 14

(0 -24

(D) -25

(E) -26

192. Which of the following describes all values of x for
which l-x2>0?

(A) X>1

(B) x<-l

(0 0<x<l

(D) x<-lorx>l

(E) -1<x<1

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

193. The probability is-A that acertain coin will turn up
heads on any giventoss. If the coin is to be tossed
three times, what is the probability that on at least
one of the tosses the coin will turn up tails?

I
8

1
2

3
J

7
8

15
16

(A) -t

(B) £

(0

(D)

(E) a

194. Of the final grades received by the students in a

certain math course, Aare A's, A are B's, Aare C's,
5 4 2

and the remaining 10 grades are D's.What is the
number of students in the course?

(A) 80

(B) 110

(0 160

(D) 200

(E) : 400

195. As x increases from 165 to 166) which of the
following must increase?

I. 2x-5

II. 1-1

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

x -x

Ionly

III only

I and II

I and III

II and III

179
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196.

197.

198.

From the consecutive integers -10 to 10| inclusive,
20 integers are randomly chosen with repetitions
allowed. What is the least possible value of the
product of the 20 integers?

(A) (-10)20

(B) (-10)10

(0 0

(D) -(10P

(E) -(10P

A rectangular box is 10 inches wide, 10 inches long,
and 5 inches high. What is the greatest possible
(straight-line) distance, in inches, between any two
points on the box?

(A) 15

(B) 20

(0 25

(D) 10^

(E) 10>£

Last Sunday a certain store sold copies of Newspaper A
for $1.00 each and copies of Newspaper B for $1.25
each, and the store sold no other newspapers that

day. If r percent of the store's revenue from
newspaper sales was from Newspaper A and if
p percent of the newspapers that the store sold were
copies of Newspaper A, which of the following
expresses r in terms of p ?

(A) 1QQPlA) T25^p

,B> S

400p(D)

(E)

500-p

500p
625-p

199i 0.99999999 0.99999991 _
1.0001 1.0003

180

(A) io-8

(B) 3U0-8)

(0 3(10-4)

(D) 2(10-4)

(E) io-4

200. The ratio, by volume, of soap to alcohol to water in
a certain solution is 2:50:100/The solution will be

altered so that the ratio of soap to alcohol is doubled

while the ratio of soap to water is halved. Ifthe
altered solution will contain 100 cubic centimeters of

alcohol, how many cubic centimeters of water will it
contain?

(A) 50

(B) 200

(C) 400

(D) 625

(E) 800

201.

202.

If 75 percent of a class answered the first question
on a certain test correctly, 55 percent answered the
second question on the test correctly, and 20 percent
answered neither of the questions correctly, what
percent answered both correctly?

(A) 10%

(B) 20%

(C) 30%

(D) 50%

(E) 65%

In the rectangular coordinate system above, the line
y = x is the perpendicular bisector of segment AB
(not shown), and the x-axis is the perpendicular
bisector of segment BC (not shown). If the
coordinates of pointA are (2,3), what are the
coordinates of point C ?

(A) (-3,-2)

(B) (-3,2)

(0 (2,-3)

(D) (3,-2)

(E) (2,3)
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203. A store currently charges the same price for each
towel that it sells. If the current price of each towel
were to be increased by $1,10 fewer of the towels
could be bought for $120, excluding sales tax. What
is the current price of each towel?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

$ 1

$ 2

$ 3

$ 4

$12

204. If n= 4p, where p is a prime numbergreaterthan 2,
how many different positiveeven divisors does n
have, including n ?

(A) Two

(B) Three

(C) Four

(D) Six

(E) Eight

205. John and Mary were each paid x dollars in advance to
do a certain job together. John worked on the job for
10 hours and Mary worked 2 hours less than John. If
Mary gave John y dollars of her payment so that they
would have received the same hourly wage, what was
the dollar amount, in terms of y, that John was paid in
advance?

(A) 4y

(B) 5y

(0 6y

(D) 8y

(E) 9y

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

O P(4,0)

206. In the rectangular coordinate system above, if point R
(not shown) lies on the positive y-axis and the area of
triangle ORP is 12, whatis the y-coordinate of point R?

(A) 3

(B) 6

(0 9

(D) 12

(E) 24

207. Car A is 20 miles behind Car B, which is traveling in

the same direction along the same route as Car A.
Car A is traveling at a constant speed of 58 miles
per hour and Car B is traveling at a constant speed
of 50 miles per hour. How many'hours will it take for
Car A to overtake and drive 8 miles ahead of Car B ?

(A) 1.5

(B) 2.0

(0 2.5

(D) 3.0

(E) 3.5

208. For the past n days, the average (arithmetic mean)
daily production at a company was 50 units. If today's
production of 90 units raises the average to 55 units
per day, what is the value of n ?

(A) 30

(B) 18

(0 10

(D) 9

(E) 7
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(2ff
1209. If x*= 0and x* 1, and if xis replaced by j- everywhere

in the expression above, then the resulting expression
is equivalent to

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

±1\2
:-l)

x-1
x + 1

x2 + l
1-x2

x2-l
x2 + l

x-1
x+1

210. In the figure above, if z = 50, then x + y =

(A) 230

(B) 250

(C) 260

(D) 270

(E) 290

182

211. In the coordinate system above, which of the following
is the equation of line I ?

(A) 2x-3y = 6

(B) 2x+3y = 6

(0 3x + 2y = 6

(D) 2x-3y = -6

(E) 3x-2y = -6

212. If a two-digit positive integer has its digits reversed,
the resulting integer differs from the original by 27.
By how much do the two digits differ?

(A) 3

(B) 4

' (Q) 5
(P) .6
(E) 7

213. The circle with center C shown above is tangent to

both axes. If the distance from 0 to C is equal to k,

what is the radius of the circle, in terms of k ?

(A)

(B)

(0 -$r

(D)

(E)

k

_k_
J2

k
2

k
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214. In an electric circuit, two resistors with resistances x

and y are connected in parallel. In this case, if r is the
combined resistance of these two resistors, then the

reciprocal of r is equal to the sum of the reciprocals
of x and y. What is r in terms of x and y ?

215.

(A) xy

(B) x + y

(0 1
x + y

(D) xy

x + y

(E) x + y

xy

Xavier, Yvonne, and Zelda each try independently to
solve a problem. If their individual probabilities for

115
success are 4, •£, and -£, respectively, what is the

probability that Xavier and Yvonne, but not Zelda, will
solve the problem?

(A) 11
8

(B)
7
8

(0 9
64

(D) 5
64

(E) 3
64

•f
1 _ 1

x+1 x+4

(A) 0

(B) -1

(0 -2

(D) -3

(E) -4

218.

217. If/1

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

4j \16

r

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

List T consists of 30 positive decimals, none of which
is an integer, and the sum of the 30 decimals is S.
The estimated sum of the 30 decimals, E, is defined

as follows. Each decimal in T whose tenths digit is
even is rounded up to the nearest integer, and each
decimal in 7 whose tenths digit is odd is rounded
down to the nearest integer; E is the sum of the

resulting integers. If Aof the decimals in 7have a
tenths digit that is even, which of the following is a
possible value of E - S ?

1. -16

II. 6 '•"

III. 10

(A) 1only

(B) 1and II only

(0 1and III only

(D) II and III only

(E) 1, II, and III

219. In a certain game, a large container is filled with red,
yellow, green, and blue beads worth, respectively,
7, 5, 3, and 2 points each. A number of beads are

then removed from the container. If the product of
the point values of the removed beads is 147,000,
how many red beads were removed?

(A) 5

(B) 4

(0 3

(D) 2

(E) 0
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220. If

1+
y =l, theny =

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

y

-2

_I
2

I
2

2

3

221. If a, b, and c are consecutive positive integers and
a < b < c, which of the following must be true?

1. c-a = 2

II. abc is an even integer.

III. a 3+C is an integer.

(A) 1only

(B) II only

(0 1and II only

(D) II and III only

(E) 1,11, and III

222. Of the 200 students at College T majoring in one or
more of the sciences, 130 are majoring in chemistry
and 150 are majoring in biology. Ifat least 30 of the
students are not majoring in either chemistry or
biology, then the number of students majoring in both
chemistry and biology could be any number from

(A) 20 to 50

(B) 40 to 70

(C) 50 to 130

(D) 110 to 130

(E) 110 to 150

223. If 5 - - = x, then x has how many possible values?

(A) None

(B) One

(C) Two

(D) A finite number greater than two

(E) An infinite number

184

224. Seed mixture X is 40 percent ryegrass and 60 percent
bluegrass by weight; seed mixture Yis 25 percent
ryegrass and 75.percent fescue. If a mixture of X and
Y contains 30 percent ryegrass, what percent of the
weight of the mixture is X ?

(A) 10%

(B) 33±%

(C) 40%

(D) 50%

(E) 66|%

225. If nis a positive integer, then n(n +l)(n+2) is

(A) even only when n is even

(B) even only when n is odd

(C) odd whenever n is odd

(D) divisible by 3 only when n is odd

(E) divisible by 4 whenever n is even

226. A straight pipe 1 yard in length was marked off in
fourths and also in thirds. If the pipe was then cut into
separate pieces at each of these markings, which of
the following gives all the different lengths of the
pieces, in fractions of a yard?

(A) A and A only

(B) A and Aonly

(0 1 1 and 1-g, 4, and 3

(D) _L -I and -1-
12' 6' ana 4

(E) -±- 1 and ±12' 6* ana 3
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227. lf°^5>;r=5X10',thenm-« =
0.03x10

(A) 9

(B) 8

(0 7

(D) 6

(E) 5

228. Right triangle PQR is to be constructed in the xy-plane
so that the right angle is at P and PR is parallel to the
x-axis. The x- and y-coordinates of P, Q, and Rare to
be integers that satisfy the inequalities -4 < x <5 and
6 <y <16. How many different triangles with these
properties could be constructed?

(A) 110

(B) 1,100

(0 9,900

(D) 10,000

(E) 12,100

5.3 Problem Solving Practice Questions

229. How many ofthe integers that satisfy the inequality
(x+2)(x +3)

x-2

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

230. The value of

> 0 are less than 5 ?

2-u + 2-15 + 2-16 + 2-17

times the value of 2-17 ?

(A) 3
2

(B)
5
2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

is how many
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5.4 Answer Key

1. A

2. C

3. E

4. C

5. B

6. E

7. E

8. D

9. E

10. A

11. C

12. B

13. A

14. C

15. C

16. A

17. B

18. D

19. D

20. C

21. E

22. A

23. B

24. A

25. A

26. B

27. D

28. E

29. B

30. E

186

31. B

32. C

33. B

34. B

35. B

36. C

37. D

38. A

39. B

40. A

41. A

42. B

43. B

44. C

45. A

46. B

47. D

48. B

49. C

50. B

51. B

52. A

53. A

54. B

55. D

56. D

57. B

58. D

59. E

60. D

61. B

62. A

63. A

64. B

65. B

66. E

67. B

68. B

69. E

70. D

71. D

72. C

73. A

74. B

75. D

76. E

77. C

78. A

79. A

80. A

81. E

82. D

83. D

84. C

85. A

86. B

87. A

88. C

89. A

90. A

91. A

92. D

93. E

94. C

95. B

96. B

97. E

98. D

99. B

100. C

101. B

102. D

103. D

104. B

105. E

106. B

107. C

108. D

109. C

110. B

111. B

112. D

113. B

114. B

115. C

116. C

117. C

118. E

119. B

120. D
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121. D

122. B

123. C

124. B

125. C

126. D

127. B

128. B

129. B

130. D

131. C

132. B

133. C

134. E

135. B

136. B

137. B

138. E

139. C

140. A

141. A

142. D

143. E

144. E

145. D

146. E

147. B

148. C

149. A

150. E

151. E

152. B

153. D

154. C

155. E

156. A

157. C

158. C

159. C

160. C

161. A

162. E

163. A

164. A

165. E

166. A

167. D

168. B

169. D

170. B

171. D

172. B

173. E

174. D

175. D

176. E

177. D

178. D

179. B

180. D

181. E

182. D

183. D

184. A

185. D

186. E

187. E

188. C

189. A

190. E

191. C

192. E

193. D

194. D

195. C

196. E

197. A

198. D

199. D

200. E

201. D

202. D

203. C

204. C

205. E

206. B

207. E

208. E

209. A

210. D

5.4 Problem Solving Answer Key

211. B

212. A

213. B

214. D

215. E

216. C

217. B

218. B

219. D

220. D

221. E

222. D

223. C

224. B

225. E

226. D

227. A

228. C

229. D

230.
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5.5 Answer Explanations

The following discussion is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and effective approaches
to the kinds of problems common to problem solving questions. The particular questions in this
chapter are generally representative of the kinds of problem solving questions you will encounter on
the GMAT exam. Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific
details of a particular question.

A project scheduled to be carried out over a single
fiscal year has a budget of $12,600, divided into
12 equal monthly allocations. At the end of the fourth

month of that fiscal year, the total amount actually
spent on the project was $4,580. By how muchwas
the project over its budget?

(A) $ 380

(B) $ 540

(0 $1,050

(D) $1,380

(E) $1,430

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

The budget for four months is

$12,600

12

1,580- $4,200 =

x 4 = $4,200. Thus, the project was

over budget for the first
four months.

The correct answer is A.

2. For which of the following values of n is —
NOT an integer?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

188

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Substitute the valuefor n givenin each answer
choice into the expression, and then simplify to
determine whether or not that value results in an

integer.

A

c

D

E

100 + 1 101

1

100 + 2

2

100 + 3

3

100 + 4

4

100 + 5

1

102

2

103

3

104

4

105

5

= 101

= 51

= 26

21

Integer

Integer

= 34.333... NOT an integer

Integer

Integer

Another method is to rewrite the given
. 100 + n 100 ,n _ 100

expression, , as r — —
n n n n

This shows that the given expression is an integer

exactlywhen is an integer. Since 100 is not
n

divisible by3, but 100isdivisible by1,2, 4, and5,
it follows that n = 3.

1.

The correct answer is C.
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Rectangular Floors Xand Yhave equal area. If Floor X
is 12 feet by 18 feet and Floor Yis 9 feet wide, what is
the length of FloorY, in feet?

(A) ^
(B) 18

(0 18-1
4

(D) 21

(E) 24

Geometry Area

Since Floor X is a rectangle, its area is
(width)(length) =(l2)(l8). It is given that this
is also the area of Floor Y, so if L is the length
of Floor Y, it follows that 9L = (12)(18), or

2)
-^ = (121(21 = 24.

_ (12)(18) _(12
L~ 9 ~ ~0

The correct answer is E.

A case contains c cartons. Each carton contains

b boxes, and each box contains 100 paper clips. How
many paper clips are contained in 2 cases?

(A) lOObc

(B)
100b

c

(0 200bc

(D) 200b
c

(E)
200

be

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Each case has beboxes, each ofwhich has
100 paper clips. The total number of paper clips
in 2cases is thus 2(&)(l00) =200k.

The correct answer is C.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

5. The sum of prime numbers that are greater than 60
but less than 70 is

(A) 67

(B) 128

(0 191

(D) 197

(E) 260

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

A prime number is a positive integer divisible
by exactly two different positive divisors, 1 and
itself. Note that 62, 64, 66, and 68 are also
divisible by 2; 63, 66, and 69 are also divisible by
3; and 65 is also divisible by 5. The only prime
numbers between 60 and 70 are 61 and 67, and
61 + 67 = 128.

The correct answer is B.

6. A rainstorm increased the amount of water stored

in State J reservoirs from 124 billion gallons to

138 billion gallons. If the storm increased the amount
of water in the reservoirs to 82 percent of total
capacity, approximately how many billion gallons of
water were the reservoirs short of total capacity prior
to the storm?

(A) 9

(B) 14

(0 25

(D) 30

(E) 44

Algebra Applied problems

Let /be the total capacity of the reservoirs in
billionsof gallons. The information that the post-
storm water amount of 138 billion gallons
represented 82 percent of total capacity can be
expressed as 0.82/ = 138. Solvefor / and then

138 w140 = 1,400 =
'"* 0.8 8

estimate the value of t: t =
0.82

175billion gallons. Thus, the amount the
reservoirs were short of total capacity prior to the
storm, in billions of gallons, was approximately
175 -124 = 51, so E is the best choice. A more
accurate calculation gives 168.3 -124 = 44.3.

The correct answer is E.

189
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On the graph above, when x=^, y=2; and when
x = 1, y = 1. The graph is symmetric with respect to
the vertical line at x = 2. According to the graph,
when x = 3, y =

190

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

-1

_1
2

0

I
2

1

Arithmetic; Algebra Interpretation of graphs;
Second-degree equations

Since the graph is symmetric with respect to
x = 2, the y value when x = 3will be the same as
the v value when x = l, which is 1.

The correct answer is E.

When tq percent of 5,000 is subtracted from j^ of
5,000, the difference is

(A) 0

(B) 50

(C) 450

(D) 495

(E) 500

Arithmetic Percents

Since — percent is —-—, the difference asked
10 y 1,000

foti8(i)(5(000)-(I^)(5)000)=
500-5 = 495.

The correct answer is D.

9. Which of the following is the value of #).000064 ?

10.

(A) 0.004

(B) 0.008

(0 0.02

(D) 0.04

(E) 0.2

Arithmetic Operations on radical expressions

Thesquare root and cube root evaluations are
more easily carried out when 0.000064 is
rewritten as64x IO"6. Using this rewritten form,
the value asked for is

0.000064 = V^/64 x 10

=V^TxW

= V4xl0

=>/4x7l0^

= 2x10"'

= 0.2

The correct answer is E.

Raffle tickets numbered consecutively from 101
through 350 are placed in a box. What is the
probability that a ticket selected at random will
have a number with a hundreds digit of 2 ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

2

5

2
7

33
83

99

250

100
249

Arithmetic Probability

There are 250 integers from 101 to 350 inclusive,
100ofwhich (that is, 200 through 299) have a
hundreds digit of2. Therefore, the probability
that a ticket selected from the box at random
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11.

12.

will have a hundreds digit of 2 can be expressed
QC 100 _ 2
" 250~5-

The correct answer is A.

When Leo imported a certain item, he paid a 7 percent
import tax on the portion of the total value of the item
in excess of $1,000. If the amount of the import tax
that Leo paid was $87.50, what was the total value of
the item?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

$1,600

$1,850
$2,250

$2,400

$2,750

Algebra First-degree equations

Letting x represent the total value of the item,
convert the words to symbols and solve the
equation.

7% ofvalue in excess of$1,000 = 87.50

0.07(^-1,000) =87.50
x-l,000 = 1,250

x = 2,250

The correct answer is C.

The numbers of cars sold at a certain dealership on
six of the last seven business days were 4, 7, 2, 8, 3,
and 6, respectively. Ifthe number of cars sold on the
seventh business day was either 2, 4, or 5, for which
ofthe three values does the average (arithmetic
mean) number of cars sold per business day for the
seven business days equal the median number of cars
sold per day for the seven days?

1. 2

II. 4

III. 5

(A) II only

(B) III only

(0 1and II only

(D) II and III only

(E) 1,11, and III

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Statistics

Listed in numerical order, the given numbers are
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8. If the seventh number were 2
or 4, then the numbers in numerical order would

be 2, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 or 2, 3, 4, 4, 6, 7, and 8.
In either case the median would be 4 and the

average would be 2+2+3+4+6+7+8 32
or

2+3+4+4+6+7+

7

7 7

=4p neither ofwhich

equals 4. So, for neither of the values in I or II
does the average equal the median. If the seventh
number were 5, then the numbers in numerical
order would be 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The median
would be 5 and the average would be

2+3+4+5+6+7+8 35 c ™ f Ay = -j- = d. thus, tor the

value in III, the average equals the median.

The correct answer is B.

13. Arectangular garden is to be twice as long as it is
wide. If 360 yards of fencing, including the gate, will
completelyenclose the garden, what will be the length
of the garden, in yards?

(A) 120

(B) 140

(0 160

(D) 180

(E) 200

Geometry Quadrilaterals; Perimeter

Let the width of the rectangle bex. Then the
length is2x. Since the perimeter ofa rectangle is
twice the sum of the length and width, it follows
that

360 = 2(x+ 2x)
360 = ox

120 = 2x

So, the length is 120.

The correct answer is A.

191
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14. If

ofy?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

y-1y 2 <U, which of the following could be avalue

-11

11
2

11
2

11

22

Algebra Inequalities; Absolute value

Since y < -=- is equivalent to

-y<.y-^<y> or-y<.y <y>select the
value that lies between —^ =-5 and ^ =6.
That value is 4^-

2

The correct answer is C.

15. At a supermarket, John spent Aof his money on fresh

fruits and vegetables, i on meat products, and X on
bakery products. If he spent the remaining $6 on
candy, how much did John spend at the supermarket?

(A) $60

(B) $80

(0 $90

(D) $120

(E) $180

Arithmetic Fractions

The amount spent was

I+I+_L=15.10H.J_-28-11 ofthe total2 + 3+ 10 30 + 30 + 30 " 30 " 15 '
so the $6 left was j- ofthe total. It follows that
the total is (15)(S6) = S90.

The correct answer is C.

192

16. On Monday, a person mailed 8 packages weighing an
average (arithmetic mean) of 12-| pounds, and on

o

Tuesday, 4 packages weighing an average of

15- pounds. What was theaverage weight, in pounds,

of all the packages the person mailed on both days?

(A) 13i

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

3

U
16

1

2

13l§

15i

15 15
16

16i

Arithmetic Statistics

sum of valuesSince average =
number ofvalues

the information about the two shipments of
packages can be expressed as

12 12
average =

99 + 61 160.131
12 12 "3

The correct answer is A.

17. 0.1- -(0.1)2+(0.1)3 =
(A) 0.1

(B) 0.111

(0 0.1211

(D) 0.2341

(E) 0.3

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Calculate the squared and the cubed term, and
then add the three terms.

0.1 +(0.l)2+(0.l)'=0.1 +0.01 +0.001 =0.111

The correct answer is B.
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18.

19.

Acarpenter constructed a rectangular sandbox with a
capacity of 10 cubic feet. Ifthe carpenter were to
make a similar sandbox twice as long, twice as wide,
and twice as high as the first sandbox, what would be
the capacity, in cubic feet, of the second sandbox?

(A) 20

(B) 40

(CI 60

(D) 80

(E) 100

Geometry Volume

When all the dimensions of a three-dimensional

object are changed by a factor of 2, the capacity,
or volume, changes by afactor of12)(2)(2J =23 =8.
Thus the capacity of the second sandbox is
10(8) =80 cubic feet.

The correct answer is D.

A bakery opened yesterday with its daily supply of
40 dozen rolls. Halfof the rolls were sold by noon, and
80 percent of the remaining rolls were sold between
noon and closing time. How many dozen rolls had not
been sold when the bakery closed yesterday?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers;
Percents

Since half of the 40 dozen rollswere sold by

noon, then —(40J =20 dozen rolls were left to be
sold after noon. Because 80 percent of those 20
were sold, 100- 80 = 20 percent of them or
20(0.20] = 4 dozen rolls had not been sold when
the bakery closed.

The correct answer is D.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

20. What is the 25th digit to the right of the decimal point

in the decimal form of -^ ?
(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 5

(D) 6

(E) 7

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The fraction in its decimal form is

:pr = 0.545454.... Every odd-numbered digit to

the right of the decimal point is 5, so the 25th
digit must be 5.

The correct answer is C.

21. 150 is what percent of 30 ?

(A) 5%

(B) 20%

(0 50%

(D) 200%

(E) 500%

Arithmetic Percents

Let x be the desired percentin the problem.
The given information can be expressed by the
following equation,which can then be solved for

150 = 30*

15)(l0)
3(1.0

= x

5 = x

Then, 5 expressed as a percent is 500%.

The correct answer is E.

22. The ratio 2 to -k is equal to the ratio

(A) 6tol

(B) 5tol

(0 3 to 2

(D) 2 to 3

(E) lto6
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Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The ratio 2 to —is the same as — = 2 — = 6,

3
which is the same as a ratio of 6 to 1.

The correct answer is A.

23. Running at the same constant rate, 6 identical
machines can produce a total of 270 bottles per
minute. At this rate, how many bottles could 10 such
machines produce in 4 minutes?

(A) 648

(B) 1,800

(0 2,700

(D) 10,800

(E) 64,800

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Since there are 6 machines, each machine does

4 ofthe work. Each machine can produce
6

270(4] =45 bottles per minute, so 10 machines

can produce 45(10) = 450 bottles per minute.
Therefore, the 10 machines can produce 450(4):
1,800 bottles in 4 minutes.

The correct answer is B.

A B C D E

-2 -1 0 1

24. Of the five coordinates associated with points A, 8, C,
D, and £ on the number line above, which has the
greatest absolute value?

(A) A

(B) B

(0 C

(D) D

(E) E
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The absolute value of a number x is the distance

between x and 0 on the number line. Points is

farthest from 0 and thus its coordinate has the

greatest absolute value.

The correct answer is A.

25. Of the 50 researchers in a workgroup, 40 percent will
be assigned to Team Aand the remaining 60 percent
to Team B. However, 70 percent of the researchers

prefer Team A and 30 percent prefer Team B. What is
the lowest possible number of researchers who will
NOT be assigned to the team they prefer?

(A) 15

(B) 17

(0 20

(D) 25

(E) 30

Arithmetic Percents

The number of researchers assigned to Team A
will be (0.40)(50) = 20, and so 30 will be assigned
to Team B. The number of researcherswho prefer
Team A is (0.70)(50) = 35, and the rest, 15, prefer
Team B.

If all 15who prefer Team B are assigned to
Team B, which is to have 30 researchers, then
15who prefer Team A will need to beassigned
toTeam B. Alternatively, since there are only
20spots on Team A,35 - 20=15who prefer
Team A but will have to go to TeamB instead.

The correct answer is A.

26. If n is a prime number greater than 3, what is the
remainder when n2 is divided by 12 ?

(A) 0

(B) 1

(0 2

(D) 3

(E) 5
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27.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The simplest way to solve this problem is to
choose a prime number greater than 3 and divide
its square by 12 to see what the remainder is. For
example, if n= 5, then n2 =25, and the remainder
is 1 when 25 is divided by 12. A second prime
number can be used to check the result. For

example, ifn = 7, then n2 =49, and the remainder
is 1 when 49 is divided by 12. Because only one
of the answer choices can be correct, the
remainder must be 1.

For the more mathematically inclined, consider
the remainder when each prime number n greater
than 3 is divided by 6. The remainder cannot be 0
because that would imply that n is divisible by 6,
which is impossible since n is a prime number.
The remainder cannot be 2 or 4 because that

would imply that n is even, which is impossible
since n is a prime number greater than 3. The
remainder cannot be 3 because that would imply
that n is divisible by 3, which is impossible since
n is a prime number greater than 3. Therefore,
the only possible remainders when a prime
number n greater than 3 is divided by 6 are 1
and 5.Thus, n has the form 6q + l or 6q + 5,
where q is an integer, and, therefore, n2 has the
form 36q2 +12q +1 =12(3q2 +q) +1 or
36q2+60q +25 =12(3q2+5q +2) +l. In either
case, n2 has a remainder of 1 when divided by12.

The correct answer is B.

1+I 1+1

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

I
"3

1
"6

±
12

12

1
3

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Perform the arithmetic calculations as follows:

1 1 1

1+3 1+i
4 3
3 2

3 2

4 3

9 8

12 12

9-8

12

1

12

The correct answer is D.

y

5-

28. In the figure above, the coordinates of point Vare

(A) (-7,5)

(B) (-5,7)

(0 (5,7)

(D) (7,5)

(E) (7,-5)

Geometry Coordinate geometry

The ^-coordinate of Fis 7, and the j-coordinate
of Fis -5. Thus, the coordinates, {x,y), of Fare
(7-5).

The correct answer is E.
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29. A rope 40 feet long is cut into two pieces. If one piece
is 18 feet longer than the other, what is the length, in
feet, of the shorter piece?

(A) 9

(B) 11

(0 18

(D) 22

(E) 29

Algebra First-degree equations

Build an equation to express the given
information and solve for the answer.

Let x = length of the shorter piece of rope in feet.

Thenx +18 = length of the longerpiece of rope
in feet.

Thus x+ {x +18)= 40is the entire length of the
rope in feet.

2x +18 = 40 combine like terms

2x = 22 subtract 18 from both sides

x = 11 divide both sides by 2

The correct answer is B.

30. A student's average (arithmetic mean) test score on
4 tests is 78. What must be the student's score on a

5th test for the student's average score on the 5 tests

to be 80 ?

(A) 80

(B) 82

(0 84

(D) 86

(E) 88

Arithmetic Statistics

The average of the student's first 4 test scores is
78, sothe sum of the first 4 test scores is 4(78) =
312. If x represents the fifth test score, then the
sum of all 5 test scores is 312 + x and the average

ofall 5 test scores is **. ^ut tne average of
all 5 test scores is 80 so

196

31.

312 +x

5
= 80

312 + * = 400

x =

The correct answer is E.

Lucy invested $10,000 in a new mutual fund account
exactly three years ago. The value of the account
increased by 10 percent during the first year,
increased by 5 percent during the second year, and

decreased by 10 percent duringthe third year. Whatis
the value of the account today?

(A) $10,350

(B) $10,395
(C) $10,500

(D) $11,500
(E) $12,705

Arithmetic Percents

The first year's increase of 10 percent can be
expressed as 1.10; the second year's increase of
5 percentcan be expressed as 1.05; and the third
year's decrease of 10 percent can be expressed as
0.90. Multiply the original value of the account
by each of these yearly changes.

10,000(1.10)(1.05)(0.90) =10,395

The correct answer is B.

32. If the quotient -| is positive, which of the following
must be true?

(A) a>0

(B) b>0

(0 ab>0

(D) a-b>0

(E) a + 6>0
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

If the quotient ~ is positive, then either a andb

are both positive, or a and b are both negative.

A

B

a = -1 and b = -1 show it NEED NOT BE

TRUE that a > 0.

a = -l and b = -l show it NEED NOT BE

TRUE that b > 0.

C The condition that ab is positive is exactly
the same condition that j is positive. Thus,
it MUST BE TRUE that ab > 0.

D a = 1 and b = 2 show it NEED NOT BE

TRUE that a-b>0.

E a = -1 and b = -1 show it NEED NOT BE

TRUE that a + b > 0.

The correct answer is C.

&*

£

20,

P//1-
25

Weight
(hundreds of pounds)

30

33. The dots on the graph above indicate the weights and

fuel efficiency ratings for 20 cars. How many of the
cars weigh more than 2,500 pounds and also get
more than 22 miles per gallon?

(A) 3

(B) 5

(C) 8

(D) 10

(E) 11

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Interpretation of graphs and tables

>•* 5
- t3

*fi
w

t </>

u
. —

Uh J-

32

28

24- I. J

20;
H/1-

25

Weight
(hundreds of pounds)

30

The only dots on the graph that meet the
conditions of the problem are those to the right
of 25 (that is, the car has a weight in excess of
2,500 pounds) and above 22 (that is, the car has a
fuel efficiency over22 miles per gallon) as shown.

The correct answer is B.

34. How many minutes does it take John to type y words if
he types at the rate of x words per minute?

(A)

(B)

(D)

(E)

x,

y

y
X

(0 xy

60x

y

y
60x

Algebra First-degree equations

Let m represent the number of minutes it takes
John to type j; words. In this rate problem, the
number of words typed = (typing rate)(time).

Thus, y = xm, or m = —.
* x

The correct answer is B.
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35. V(16)(20) +(8)(32) =

(A) 4^50

(B) 24

(0 25

(D) 4V^0 K8W2

(E) 32

Arithmetic Operations on radical expressions

Perform the indicated calculation. The following
is one way to lessen the amount of arithmetic
computation.

>/(16)(20) +(8)(32) =>/(16)(20) +(16)(16)

=V(16)(20 +16)

= Vl6V20 + 16

= 4^

=(4)(6)

= 24

The correct answer is B.

36. If 0 is the center of the circle above, what fraction of

the circular region is shaded?

(A)
12

(B) i

(0 *

(D) t

(E) -k
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37.

38.

Geometry Circles and area

Vertical angles are congruent, so 150°+150° =
300° of the circle is not shaded. Since there are

360° in a circle, this makes 360° - 300° = 60° of
the circle shaded. The fraction of the circular

region that is shaded is thus =-^7: =4.

The correct answer is C.

Which of the following equations is NOT equivalent to
10y2 = (x + 2)(x- 2) ?

(A) 30y2 = 3x2 - 12

(B) 20y2 = (2x - 4)(x + 2)

(0 10y2 + 4 = x2

(D)

(E)

5y2 = x2 - 2

y ~ 10

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

When x • 2 or x • -2, the equationbecomes
10y2 =0, or v=0. Since, in the equation given
in (D), y does not become 0 when x =2, it follows
that the equation given in (D) is not equivalent to
thegiven equation. Alternatively, when each of
the equations given in (A) through (E) is solved
for 10y2 in terms of x, only the resulting equation
in (D) fails to give an expression in terms of x
that is equivalent to {x +2){x - 2) =x2 - 4.

The correct answer is D.

IfJuan takes 11 seconds to run y yards, how many
seconds will it take him to run x yards at the same

rate?

(A)

(B)

(0

llx

y

Uy
x

x

lly

(D) «n
xy

(E)
xy

IT
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Algebra Applied problems

Juan's running rate can be expressed as tpr yards
per second. Usethis value in the formula
distance = (rate)(time), lettingt equal the time in
seconds that it will take Juan to run the distance
of x yards:

yx=^t
11*

y
= t

distance = (rate)(time)

solve for t by multiplying both sides

byli
y

The correct answer is A.

39. John has 10 pairs of matched socks. If he loses

7 individual socks, what is the greatest number
of pairs of matched socks he can have left?

(A) 7

(B) 6

(C) 5

(D) 4

(E) 3

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Determine first the lowest number of pairs of
matched socks that can be made from the 7

individual socks. The lowest number of pairs that
7 individualsockscan comefrom is 3 full pairs
plus one sock from a fourth pair. The greatest
number of pairs of matched socks John can have
left is therefore 10- 4 = 6 fully matched pairs.

The correct answer is B.

40. What is the lowest positive integer that is divisible by
each of the integers 1 through 7, inclusive?

(A) 420

(B) 840

(C) 1,260

(D) 2,520

(E) 5,040

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

A number that is divisible bythe integers from 1
through 7 inclusive must have 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

41.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

as factors. Thelowest positive integer will have
no duplication of factors. The lowest common
multiple of 2, 3, 4, and 6 is 12, and 5 and 7 are
prime, so the lowestpositive integer that is
divisible by each of the integers 1 through 7
inclusive is 12(5)(7) = 420.

The correct answer is A.

1
0.75--1

(A) -4

(B) -0.25

(0 0.25

(D) 0.75

(E) 4

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Perform the arithmetic calculations as follows:

1 _ 1
0.75-1 3_1

4

1

_I
4

= -4

The correct answer is A.

42. If I-5 =5,thenx =
0.2+ x

(A) -3.7

(B) 0.1

(0 0.3

(D) 0.5

(E) 2.8

Algebra First-degree equations

Work the problem to solve for x.

1.5
0.2 + x

1.5 = 1+ 5* multiply both sides by0.2 + x

0.5 = 5x subtract 1 from both sides

0.1 = x divide both sides by 5

The correct answer is B.

= 5
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0(3,2)

43. In the figure above, the point on segment PQ that is
twice as far from P as from Q is

(A) (3,1)

(B) (2,1)

(0 (2,-1)

(D) (1.5,0.5)

(E) (1,0)

Geometry Coordinate geometry

On a segment, a point that is twice as far from one

end as the other is -= the distance from one end. The

points (0,-1), (1,0), (2,1), and (3,2) are on segment
PQ, and they dividethe segment into three intervals
of equal length as shown in the figure below.

-1 o

-1

(2,1)/

d,o) ,/j
-+

/\ 2 3 x
'P(O-l)

6(3,2)

Note that the point (2,1) is twice as far from

P(0,-1) as from Q{3,2) and also that it is -|the
distance from Q.

The correct answer is B.

44. Ifn is an integer, which of the following must be even?

200

(A) n + 1

(B) n + 2

(0 2n

(D) 2n + l

(E) n2

Arithmetic Properties of integers

A quick look at the answer choices reveals the
expression 2n in answerchoice C. 2n is a multiple
of 2 and hence must be even.

Since only one answerchoice can be correct, the
other answer choices need not be checked.

However, for completeness:

A n +1 is odd if n is even and even if n is odd.

Therefore, it is not true that n + 1 must be
even.

B n + 2 is even if n is even and odd if n is odd.

Therefore, it is not true that n + 2 must be
even.

D 2n +1 is odd whether n is even or odd.

Therefore, it is not true that 2n +1 must be
even.

E n2 is even if n is even and odd if n is odd.

Therefore, it is not true that n2 must be even.

The correct answer is C.

45. If4 is one solution of the equation x2+ 3x + k = 10,
where k is a constant, what is the other solution?

(A) -7

(B) -4

(0 -3

(D) 1

(E) 6

Algebra Second-degree equations

If 4 is one solution of the equation, then
substitute 4 for x and solve for k.

x2+3a; + ^ = 10

(4)2 +3(4) +£=10

16 + 12 + ^ = 10

28 + /£ = 10

£ = -18
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Then, substitute -18 for k and solve for x.

*2 + 3*-18 = 10

x2 + 3x-28 = 0

(x+7)(x- 4) = 0

x = -7, x = 4

The correct answer is A.

46. The sumX+ -4is between

(A) Aand |
(B) | and 1
(0 landll

(D) llandli

(E) 1±and 2

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

1 17 1 7 1Since g<o>o:+9<'cr+Q" =l> anc* answer
choices C, D, and E can be eliminated. Since

-4 > lr = 4. -C + -k> —?and answerchoice A
8 8 4' 8 9 4

3 7 1can be eliminated. Thus, 4 < tt + tt < 1•
'489

The correct answer is B.

47. If x = 1- 3f and y = 2t -1, then for what value of t
does x = y ?

(A)
5

2

(B) 3
2

(C)
2

3

(D)
2
5"

(E) 0

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Algebra Simultaneous equations

Since it is given that x = y, set the expressions for
x and y equal to each other and solve for /.

l-3t = 2t-l

2 = St add 3/ and 1 to both sides, then

~c = t divide both sides by 5

The correct answer is D.

48.
1-

1 2
2 3

•

(A)
6
5

(B)
7
6

(0
6
7

(D) 5
6

(E) 0

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Perform the arithmetic calculations as follows:

'-•Hl-HH

=-4
=i-4

= 7
6

The correct answer is B.

49. Car Xaverages 25.0 miles per gallon ofgasoline and
CarYaverages 11.9 miles per gallon. If each car is
driven 12,000 miles, approximately how many more
gallons of gasoline will Car Y use than Car X?

(A) 320

(B) 480

(0 520

(D) 730

(E) 920
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Arithmetic Applied problems

Car X uses 1 gallon of gasoline for every 25 miles

it is driven, so CarX uses ^f ofa gallon for every

1 mile it is driven. Therefore Car X will use

(12,000)1 A] =480 gallons ofgasoline when it is
driven 12,000 miles. Car Y uses 1 gallon of

119
gasoline for every 11.9 or ~ttt miles it is driven,

so Car Y uses ttq of a gallon for every 1 mile it

is driven. Therefore Car Y will use

(12,000)(^) - (12,000)(^U =1,000 gallons of
,119/ v '—'U20V

gasoline when it is driven 12,000 miles. Thus,
Car Y will use approximately 1,000 - 480 = 520
more gallons of gasoline than Car X.

The correct answer is C.

50. How many integers n are there such that

l<5n + 5<25?

(A) Five

(B) Four

(C) Three

202

(E)

Two

One

Algebra Inequalities

Isolate the variable in the inequalities to
determine the range within which n lies.

l<5rc + 5<25

-4 < Sn < 20 subtract 5 from all three values

-4<w<4 divide all three values by 5

Tliere are four integers between —-= and 4, namely
0, 1, 2, and 3.

The correct answer is B.

51. Ify is an integer, then the least possible value of
|23 —5y| is

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

Arithmetic Absolute value; Operations with
integers

Since y is an integer, 23—Sy is also an integer.
The task is to find the integery for which
|23 - 5j/| is the least. Ifyt. 0, -Sy <0, and
23- Sy < 23. On the other hand, if y < 0, -Sy > 0,
and 23- Sy > 23.Therefore, the least possible
value of|23 - Sy\ occurs at anonnegative value of
y. From the chart below, it is clearthat the least
possible integer value of[23 - Sy\ is 2,which
occurs when y = 5.

y |23-5_y
0 23

i 18

2 13

3 8

4 3

5 2

6 7

7 12

Alternatively, since |23 - Sy\ >0, the minimum
possible real value of[23 - Sy\ is 0. The integer
value ofy for which |23 - Sy\ is least is the integer
closest to the solution of the equation 23- 5y = 0.

Thesolution is y = =£• = 4.6and the integer
closest to 4.6 is 5.

The correct answer is B.

52. ^0+425 =

(A) 9^

(B) 20VB"

(C) 4W5"

(D) ^/205

(E) 100
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Arithmetic Operations with radical
expressions

Rewrite each radicalin the form ayfb, where a
and bare positive integers and b is as small as
possible, and then add.

§0 +7125 =Vl6(5) +J25(5)

=(7T6)(V5) +(V25)(V5)

= 9jS

The correct answer is A.

53. The average (arithmetic mean)of 10, 30, and 50 is 5
more than the average of 20, 40, and

(A) 15

(B) 25

(0 35

(D) 45

(E) 55

Arithmetic Statistics

Using the formula sum of*values =average,
the given information about the first set of
numbers canbe expressed in the equation

~ = 30. From the given information

then, the average of the second set of numbers
is 30 —5=25. Letting x represent the missing
number, set up the equation for calculating the
average for the second set of numbers, and solve
for x.

20 + 40 + x
= 25

60 +* _ 25 simplify

60+x = IS multiply bothsides by 3

x = 15 subtract 60 from both sides

The correct answer is A.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

y = kx + 3

54. In the equation above, k is a constant. Ify = 17 when
x = 2, what is the value of y when x = 4 ?

(A) 34

(B) 31

(0 14

(D) 11

(E) 7

Algebra First-degree equations

If y = he+ 3 and y = 17 when x = 2, then

17 = 2k + 3

\4 = 2k

7 = k

Therefore, y = 7x+ 3. When x = 4,
j/= 7(4) + 3= 31.

The correct answer is B.

C Number of Solid-Colored Marbles in Three Jars^\

Jar

Number of

red marbles

Number of

green marbles

Total number

of red and

green marbles

P X y 80

Q y z 120

V^_ X z 160 J

55. In the table above, what is the number of green
marbles in Jar R ?

(A) 70

(B) 80

(0 90

(D) 100

(E) 110
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Arithmetic; Algebra Interpretation of tables;
Applied problems

First, set up an equation to find the total number
of marbles in the three jars as follows:

x + y + y + z + x + z = 80 +120 +160

2x + 2y + 2z = 360 combine the like terms

x + y + z = lS0 divide both sides by 2

Then, since it can be seen from the table that
the number of green marbles in Jar R is z, solve
for z to answer the problem. To do this most
efficiently, use the information from the table for
Jar P, which is that x + y = 80.

x + y + z = l$0

+ z = 180

z = 100

substitute 80 forx + y

The correct answer is D.

56. Four staff members at a certain company worked on
a project. The amounts of time that the four staff
members worked on the project were in the ratio

2 to 3 to 5 to 6. If one of the four staff members

worked on the project for 30 hours, which of the
following CANNOT be the total number of hours that

the four staff members worked on the project?

(A) 80

(B) 96

(0 160

(D) 192

(E) 240

Arithmetic Ratio and proportion

For a certain value of x, the numbers of hours
worked on the projectby the four staff members
are 2x, 3x, 5x, and 6x, for a total of 16#. It is
given that one of these four numbers is equal to
30. If2x = 30, then x = 15 and 16x = 16(15) =
240, which is (E). If 3x = 30, then x = 10 and
16a- = 16(10) = 160, which is (C). If 5x = 30, then
x = 6 and 16* = 16(6) = 96, which is (B). If
6x = 30, then x = 5 and 16* = 16(5) = 80, which
is (A).

The correct answer is D.

204

57. Company P had 15 percent more employees in
December than it had in January. If Company P had
460 employees in December, how many employees
did it have in January?

(A) 391

(B) 400

(0 410

(D) 423

(E) 445

Arithmetic Percents

It is given that 460 is 115% of the number of
employees in January. Therefore, the number of
employees in January was

1.15 1.15U00/ \115

The correct answer is B.

58. A glass was filled with 10 ounces of water, and

0.01 ounce of the water evaporated each day during
a 20-day period. What percent of the original amount
of water evaporated during this period?

(A) 0.002%

(B) 0.02%

(C) 0.2%

(D) 2%

(E) 20%

Arithmetic Percents

Since 0.01 ounce of water evaporated each day
for 20 days, atotal of20(0.01) = 0.2 ounce
evaporated. Then, to find the percent of the
original amount ofwater that evaporated, divide
the amount that evaporated by the original
amount and multiply by 100 to convert the

0 2decimal to a percent. Thus, -rhr x 100 =
0.02x100 or2%. '

The correct answer is D.

59. Aglucose solution contains 15 grams of glucose
per 100 cubic centimeters of solution. If45 cubic
centimeters of the solution were poured into an

empty container, how manygrams of glucose would
be in the container?
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(A) 3.00

(B) 5.00

(0 5.50

(D) 6.50

(E) 6.75

Algebra Applied problems

Let x be the number of grams of glucose in the
45 cubic centimeters of solution. The proportion
comparing the glucose in the 45 cubic centimeters
to the given information about the 15 grams of
glucose in the entire 100 cubic centimeters of

solution can be expressed as -jf = t™? and thus

100* = 675 or x = 6.75.

The correct answer is E.

60. On a certain day, orangeade was made by mixing a
certain amount of orange juice with an equal amount

of water. On the next day, orangeade was made by
mixing the same amount of orange juice with twice
the amount of water. On both days, all the orangeade
that was made was sold. If the revenue from selling
the orangeade was the same for both days and if the
orangeade was sold at $0.60 per glass on the first
day, what was the price per glass on the second day?

(A) $0.15

(B) $0.20

(0 $0.30

(D) $0.40

(E) $0.45

Arithmetic Applied problems

The ratio of the amount of orangeade made and
sold on the first day to amount of orangeade
made and sold on the second day is 2:3, because
the orangeade on the first day was 1 part orange
juice and 1 part water, while on the second day it
was 1 part orange juice and 2 parts water. Thus,
the ratio of the number of glasses of orangeade
made and sold on the first day to the number of
glasses of orangeade made and sold on the second
day is 2:3. Since the revenues for each day were
equaland 2 glasses were sold on the first day for
every 3 glasses that were sold on the second day,

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

2(10.60) =3p, wherep represents the price per
glass atwhich the orangeade was sold on the

second day. Therefore, p=f|)(«0.60) =$0.4.0.
The correct answer is D.

61. In the xy-plane, what is the slope of the line with
equation 3x + 7y = 9 ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

7
3

3
7

3
7

3

7

Algebra Coordinate geometry

Since the given equation of the line is equivalent

to 7y =-3x +9, ory = —^x + -=-, the slope ofthe

line is -^-. Alternatively, choose 2 points lying

on the line and then use the slope formula for
these 2 points. For example, substitute x = 0 in

7y • -3x +9and solve fory to get (O,•= ,substitute
y • 0 in 7y = -3x +9 and solve for x to get (3,0),

i-o *
7 7 3then usethe slope formula to get -4—=- = -!— = -—.

The correct answer is B.

62. In the figure above, if PQRS is a parallelogram,
then y-x =

(A) 30

(B) 35

(0 40

(D) 70

(E) 100
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Geometry Polygons

Since PQRS is a parallelogram, the following
must be true:

140 = 2y corresponding angles
are congruent

2y +x = 180 consecutive angles are
supplementary (sum = 180°)

Solving the first equation for y gives y = 70.
Substituting this into the second equation gives

2(70) +* = 180

140 + x = 180

x = 40

Thus,j/-* = 70-40 = 30.

The correct answer is A.

63. If 1 kilometer is approximately 0.6 mile, which of the
following best approximates the number of kilometers
in 2 miles?

206

,A, U

(B)

(0

(D) ~

(E)

3

6
5

I
3

3
10

Arithmetic Applied problems

Since 1 km ~ 0.6 mi = -pmi, divide to find that

1^-p-Jkm ~1mi, or-^-km =1mi. Therefore,

2I-7T km = 2 mi, or-^-km ~ 2 mi.

The correct answer is A.

64. Acertain fruit stand sold apples for $0.70 each and
bananasfor $0.50 each. If a customer purchased
both apples and bananas from the stand for a total of
$6.30, whattotal number of apples and bananas did
the customer purchase?

(A) 10

(B) 11

(0 12

(D) 13

(E) 14

Algebra First-degree equations; Operations
with integers

If each apple sold for $0.70, each banana sold for
$0.50, and the total purchase price was $6.30,
then 0.70* +0.50y =6.30, where xandy are
positive integers representing the number of
apples and bananas, respectively, the customer
purchased.

0.70*+ 0.50y = 6.30

0.50^ = 6.30-0.70*

0.50^ = 0.70(9-*)

y=l(9-x)
Sincey must be an integer, 9-x must be divisible
by5. Furthermore, both * andy must be positive
integers. For * = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, the
corresponding values of 9 - * are 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,
2, and 1. Only one of these, 5, is divisible by 5.

n

Therefore, x = 4 and y = -=-(9 - 4)= 7 and the

total number of apples and bananas the customer
purchased is 4 + 7 = 11.

The correct answer is B.
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65.

66.

The average distance between the Sun and a certain

planet is approximately 2.3 x 1014 inches. Which of the
following is closest to the average distance between
the Sun and the planet, in kilometers? (1 kilometer is

approximately 3.9x10" inches.)

(A) 7.1xl08

(B) 5.9xl09

(C) 1.6x10'°

(D) 1.6x10"

(E) 5.9x10"

Arithmetic Measurement conversion

Convert to kilometers and then estimate,

lkm 2-3><ioi;km(2.3xl0M in)
3.9xl04in/ 3.9x10

=|̂ xl01"-4km
=|xl010

4

= 0.5xl010

= 5xl09

The correct answer is B.

At a certain school, the ratio of the number of second

graders to the number of fourth graders is 8 to 5, and
the ratio of the number of first graders to the number
of second graders is 3 to 4. Ifthe ratio of the number
of third graders to the number of fourth graders is
3 to 2, what is the ratio of the number of first graders
to the number of third graders?

(A) 16 to 15

(B) 9 to 5

(0 5 to 16

(D) 5 to 4

(E) 4 to 5

Arithmetic Ratio and proportion

If F, S, T, and R represent the number of first,

second, third, and fourth graders, respectively,

then the given ratios are: (i) -£- = •§•, (ii)^ = 4,
K d o 4

T 3and (iii) —= 4- The desired ratio is ±=. From
K 2 I

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

O "3

(i), S = %R, and from (ii), F = -rS. Combining

these results, F=|o*=1ifR\=4& From (iii),

uT=4& Then •£ =-!—= 44 =4-So, the
2 T 3R 5 3 5"

2

ratio of the number of first graders to the number
of third graders is 4 to 5.

The correct answer is E.

67. If m is the average (arithmetic mean) of the first
10 positive multiples of 5 and if M is the median of
the first 10 positive multiples of 5, what is the value

of M - m ?

(A) -5

(B) 0

(0 5

(D) 25

(E) 27.5

Arithmetic Statistics

The first 10 positive multiples of 5 are 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50. From this, the
average (arithmetic mean) of the 10 multiples,

that is, sum ofvalues can be calculated:
number or values

_ 5+ 10+ 15+ 20 + 25 + 30 + 35+ 40+ 45+ 50
m =

275

10
= 27.5.

10

Since there is an even number of multiples, the
median, M, is the averageof the middle two
numbers, 25 and 30:

M=25 +3Q=27.5.

Therefore, the median minus the average is:

M-™ = 27.5-27.5 = 0.

This problem can also be solved as follows. Since
the values can be grouped in pairs (i.e., 5 and 50,
10 and 45, 15 and 40, etc.), each ofwhich is
symmetric with respect to the median, it follows
that the average and median are equal.

The correct answer is B.
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69.
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A= {2, 3, 4, 5}
B= {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}

Two integers will be randomly selected from the sets
above, one integer from set Aand one integer from
set B. What is the probability that the sum of the two
integers will equal 9 ?

(A) 0.15

(B) 0.20

(0 0.25

(D) 0.30

(E) 0.33

Arithmetic; Algebra Probability;
Concepts of sets

The total number of different pairs of numbers,
one from setA andone from setB is(4)(5) = 20.
Of these 20 pairs of numbers, there are 4 possible
pairs that sum to 9: 2 and 7,3 and 6, 4 and 5, and
5 and 4. Thus, the probability that the sum of the

two integers will be 9 is equal to -ztt = 0.20.

The correct answer is B.

In the coordinate plane, a circle has center (2,-3) and
passes through the point (5,0). What is the area of the
circle?

(A) 3*

(B) 3^TT

(C) 3^-rc

(D) 9tt

(E) 18-k

Geometry Coordinate geometry; Circles; Area

The area of a circle is given bynr2y where r is the
radius of the circle. The value of r2 is the square
of the distancefrom the center to a point of the
circle. Using the distance formula, r2 = (2 - 5)2 +
(-3 - 0)2 = 9 + 9 = 18. Therefore, the area of the
circle is 187T.

The correct answer is E.

70. At a certain instant in time, the number of cars, N,
traveling on a portion of a certain highway can be
estimated by the formula

N= 20Ld
600+ s2

where L is the number of lanes in the same direction,
d is the length of the portion of the highway, in feet,
and s is the average speed of the cars, in miles per
hour. Based on the formula, what is the estimated

number of cars traveling on aA-mile portion of the
highway if the highway has 2 lanes in the same

direction and the average speed of the cars is
40 miles per hour? (5,280 feet = 1mile)

(A) 155

(B) 96

(C) 80

(D) 48

(E) 24

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Substitute L=2,d =4(5,280), and s=40 into the
given formula and calculate the value forN.

20(2)(4 (5,280)
N =

600 +40:

20(5,280)
"600 + 1,600

_ 20(5,280)
2,200

_ 2(528)
22

_528
11

= 48

The correct answer is D.
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71. Yesterday's closing prices of 2,420 different stocks
listed on a certain stock exchange were all different
from today's closing prices. The number of stocks
that closed at a higher price today than yesterday was
20 percent greater than the number that closed at a
lower price. How many of the stocks closed at a
higher price today than yesterday?

(A) 484

(B) 726

(0 1,100

(D) 1,320

(E) 1,694

Arithmetic Percents

Let n be the number of stocks that closed at a

lower price today than yesterday. Then 1.2« is the
number of stocks that closed at a higher price
today than yesterday, and 1.272 is the value asked
for. Because the total number of stocks is 2,420,
it follows that n + 1.2a = 2,420, or 2.2n = 2,420.

Therefore, n = \ ~ = 1,100, and hence

1.2« = (1.2)(1,100) = 1,320.

The correct answer is D.

72. If y(^J>) =yand y*0, thenx =

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

Algebra First-degree equations

Since y &0, it is possible to simplify this equation
and solve for x as follows:

y
3x — 5

2

3*-5
2

= y

= 1 divide both sides byy

73.

74.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

3*-5 = 2

3x = 7

x 3

multiplyboth sides by 2

solve for x

The correct answer is C.

Ifx + 5 > 2 and x - 3 < 7, the value of x must be
between which of the following pairs of numbers?

(A) -3 and 10

(B) -3 and 4

(0 2 and 7

(D) 3 and 4

(E) 3 and 10

Algebra Inequalities

Isolate x in each given inequality. Since x + 5 > 2,
then x > -3. Since x - 3 < 7, then x < 10. Thus,
-3 < x < 10, which means the value of x must be
between -3 and 10.

The correct answer is A.

A gym class can be divided into 8 teams with an equal

number of players on each team or into 12 teams with

an equal number of players on each team. What is the
lowest possible number of students in the class?

(A) 20

(B) 24

(C) 36

(D) 48

(E) 96

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The lowest value that can be divided evenly by
8 and 12 is their leastcommon multiple (LCM).
Since 8= 23and 12= 22 (3), the LCM is
23(3) = 24.

The correct answer is B.
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75.

210

In the figure above, triangle ABC is equilateral, and
point P is equidistant from vertices A, B, and C. If

triangle ABC is rotated clockwise about point P, what
is the minimum number of degrees the triangle must
be rotated so that point B will be in the position where
point A is now?

(A) 60

(B) 120

(0 180

(D) 240

(E) 270

Geometry Angles

Since AABC is equilateral, the measure of
AACB is 60°. Therefore, the measure of /.BCD is
180°- 60° • 120°. Rotating the figure clockwise
about point P through an angleof 120°will
produce the figure shown below.

Then rotating this figure clockwise about point P
through an angle of 120° will produce the figure
shown below.

In this figure, point B is in the position where
points was in the original figure. The triangle
was rotated clockwise about point P through
120° + 120° = 240°.

The correct answer is D.

76. At least 4 of the 40 members of a committee must

vote in favor of a resolution for it to pass. What is the
greatest number of members who could vote against

the resolution and still have it pass?

(A) 19

(B) 17

(0 16

(D) 14

(E) 13

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

If at least 4 of the members must vote in favor of
•* i

a resolution, then no more than -~ of the members

can be voting against it. On this 40-member

committee, -~ (40) =13^,which means that
no more than 13 members can vote against the
resolution and still have it pass.

The correct answer is E.
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77. If n = 20! + 17, then n is divisible by which of the
following?

I. 15

II. 17

III. 19

(A) None

(B) I only

(C) II only

(D) I and II

(E) II and III

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Because 20! is the product of all integers from 1
through 20, it follows that 20! is divisible byeach
integer from 1 through 20. In particular, 20! is
divisible byeachof the integers 15, 17, and 19.
Since 20! and 17 are both divisibleby 17, their
sum is divisible by 17, and hence the correct
answer will include II. If n were divisible by 15,
then n - 20! would be divisible by 15. But,
n - 20! = 17 and 17 is not divisible by 15.
Therefore, the correct answer does not include I.
If n were divisible by 19, then n - 20! would be
divisible by 19. But, n - 20! = 17 and 17 is not
divisible by 19.Therefore, the correct answer does
not include III.

The correct answer is C.

78. In the rectangular solid above, the three sides shown
have areas 12, 15, and 20, respectively. What is the

volume of the solid?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

60

120

450

1,800

3,600

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Geometry Volume

In the figure above, the areas of the three sides are
given byHW, HL, and LW. Assuming HW= 12 =
(3)(4), HL = 1S = (3)(5), and LW= 20 = (5)(4), it is
clear that possible choices for the edge lengths are
H= 3, W= 4, and L = S. Therefore, the volumeof
the rectangular solid is (3)(4)(5) • 60.

Alternatively, the product of the given areas, in
some order, is (HW)(HL){LW) = (12)(15)(20).
Then,

(HWL)2=(22-3)(3-5)(22-5)

{HWL)2=(22-3-5)2
HWL = 22-3-5

volume = 60

The correct answer is A.

79. After driving to a riverfront parking lot, Bob plans to
run south along the river, turn around, and return to
the parking lot, running north along the same path.
After running 3.25 miles south, he decides to run for
only 50 minutes more. If Bob runs at a constant rate
of 8 minutes per mile, how many miles farther south
can he run and still be able to return to the parking lot

in 50 minutes?

(A) 1.5

(B) 2.25

(0 3.0

(D) 3.25

(E) 4.75

Algebra Applied problems

After running 3.25 miles south, Bob has been

running for (3.25 miles)fe m^es) =26 minutes.
Thus, if / is the number of additional minutes
that Bob can run south before turning around,
then the number of minutes that Bob will run
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north, after turning around, will be t +26. Since
Bob will be running a total of 50 minutes after
the initial 26 minutes of running, it follows that
/ + (/ + 26) = 50, or / = 12. Therefore, Bob can run

12 minutes
south an additional

minutes

mile

= 1.5 miles

before turning around.

The correct answer is A.

80. Mis the sum of the reciprocals of the consecutive
integers from 201 to 300, inclusive. Which of the
following is true?

212

(A) 1<M<1

(B) A<m<Ao 3

(0 1<M<1

(D) I<M<i

(E) l^<M<i
Arithmetic Estimation

Because -^r- is less than each ofthe 99 numbers

1 ] * .-, it follows that
201' 202' •"'299'

300 300 300

values) is less than -y^r +-^r^

Therefore, adding -^-r to both sides ofthis last
1

(the sum of 99 identical

+ ••• +
1

299'

inequality, it follows that -^r +-^r +—h

(the sum of 100 identical values) is less than

201 +2fe+- +i9 +300 =M-HenCe'
(lOOjUjQ I<Mor1<M. Also, because ^ i
greater than each of the 100 numbers -^r,

1 L , it follows that 1 +A+

300

is

1

202' •"' 300' " ~~~ 200 200 200

(the sum of 100 identical values) is greater than

1 +0.+ + • 1 Hence, (100)(^)>M or
200201 202 300

\>M. From \ <Mand \ >M, it follows that

\<M<\.
The correct answer is A.

81.

82.

Working simultaneously at their respective constant
rates, Machines A and B produce 800 nails in x hours.

Working alone at its constant rate, Machine A

produces 800 nails in y hours. In terms of x and y,
how many hours does it take Machine B, working
alone at its constant rate, to produce 800 nails?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

x

x+y

y
x+y

_xy_
x+y

xy
x-y

xy
y x

Algebra Applied problems

Let RA and R be the constant rates, in nails per
hour, at which Machines A and B work,
respectively. Then it follows from the given

information that R. +RB =^- and R. =SQQ,
x y

tt 800 , r, 800
Hence, VRB = , or' y x

Re"
800 MO-WOli-1x y \x y

Tlierefore, the time, in hours, it would take
Machine B to produce 800 nails is given by

800 xy

y —x'
800 y-*

xy

xy
= 800

The correct answer is E.

In the Johnsons' monthly budget, the dollar amounts

allocated to household expenses, food, and
miscellaneous items are in the ratio 5:2:1,

respectively. If the total amount allocated to these
three categories is $1,800, what is the amount
allocated to food?

(A) $900

(B) $720

(C) $675

(D) $450

(E) $225
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Algebra Applied problems

Since the ratio is 5:2:1, let Sx be the money
allocated to household expenses, 2x be the money
allocated to food, and lx be the money allocated
to miscellaneous items. The given information
can then be expressed in the following equation
and solved for x.

5x + 2x + lx = $1,800

8* = $1,800

x = $225

combine like terms

divide both sides by 8

The money allocated to food is
2x= 2($225) = $450.

The correct answer is D.

83. There are 4 more women than men on Centerville's

board of education. If there are 10 members on the

board, how many are women?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 6

(D) 7

(E) 8

Algebra Simultaneous equations;
Applied problems

Let m be the number of men on the board and

w bethenumber ofwomen on theboard. According
to the problem,

w = m + 4 because there are 4 more women

than men and

w + m = 10 because the board has a total of

10 members.

Substituting m+4 for w in the second equation
gives:

ffz+ w + 4 = 10

2m + 4 = 10

2m = 6

m = 3

combine like terms

subtract 4 from both sides

divideboth sides by 2

84.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Using the first equation, w = w+ 4 = 3+ 4 = 7
women on the board.

This problem can also be solved without algebra
by listing the (m,iu) possibilities for w = m+ 4.
These possibilities are (0,4), (1,5), (2,6), (3,7), etc.,
and hence the pair in which m+ w = 10 is (3,7).

The correct answer is D.

Leona bought a 1-year, $10,000 certificate of deposit
that paid interest at an annual rate of 8 percent
compounded semiannually. What was the total amount

of interest paid on this certificate at maturity?

(A) $10,464

(B) $ 864

(0 $ 816

(D) $ 800

(E) $ 480

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Using the formula A=P 1+—J , where Ais

the amount of moneyafter / (1 year), P is the
principal amount invested ($10,000), r is the
annual interest rate (0.08), and n is the number
of times compounding occurs annually (2), the
given information can be expressed as follows
and solved fox A:

(2X1)^=(io,ooo)(i+^p)
^ =(10,000)(1.04)2

^ =(10,000)(1.0816)

^ = 10,816

Thus, since A is the final value of the certificate,
the amount of interest paid at maturity is
$10,816-$10,000 = $816.

The correct answer is C.
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85.

86.
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(0.0036)(2.8)
(0.04) (0.1) (0.003) ~

(A) 840.0

(B) 84.0

(C) 8.4

(D) 0.84

(E) 0.084

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

To make the calculations less tedious, convert the
decimals to whole numbers times powers of 10 as
follows:

(0.0036)(2.8)
(0.04)(0.1)(0.003)"

36xl0-4)(28xl0"1)
4xl0-2)(lxl0_1)(3xl0-3)

xl0(
(36)(28) w H_lW_2_1_3)
(4)(1)(3)

(4)W(3)

(36)(28)
(4)W(3)

xlO"

xlO'

=(t)('̂ )x10"5+6
= (12)(7)x10'

= 84x10

= 840

The correct answer is A.

Machine A produces bolts at a uniform rate of 120
every 40 seconds, and Machine B produces bolts at
a uniform rate of 100 every 20 seconds. If the two
machines run simultaneously, how many seconds will
it take for them to produce a total of 200 bolts?

(A) 22

(B) 25

(C) 28

(D) 32

(E) 56

Algebra Applied problems

Determine the production rates for each machine
separately, and then calculate their production
rate together.

Rate ofMachine A=*j^- =3bolts per second

Rate of Machine B= -~~- = 5 boltsper second

Combined rate = 3+ 5 = 8 bolts per second

Build an equationwith s = the number of seconds
it takes to produce 200 bolts.

Ss = 200

s = 25

The correct answer is B.

(rate)(time) = amount produced

solve for s

87. If n is an integer greater than 6, which of the following
must be divisible by 3 ?

(A) n(n + l)(n-4)

(B) n(n + 2)(n-l)

(C) n(n + 3)(n-5)
(D) n(n + 4)(n-2)

(E) n(n + 5)(n-6)

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The easiest and quickestway to do this problem
is to choose an integer greater than 6, such as 7,
and eliminate answer choices in which the value

of the expression is not divisible by 3:

A

B

C

7(7+1)(7- 4) = (7)(8)(3), which is divisible
by 3, so A cannot be eliminated.

7(7 + 2)(7 -1) =(7)(9)(6), which is divisible
by 3, so B cannotbe eliminated.

7(7+ 3)(7 - 5)= (7)(10)(2), which is not
divisible by 3, so C can be eliminated.
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D 7(7 +4)(7 - 2) = (7)(11)(5), which is not
divisible by 3, so D can be eliminated.

E 7(7 +5)(7 - 6) = (7)(12)(1), which is divisible
by 3, so E cannot be eliminated.

Choose another integer greater than 6, such as 8,
and test the remaining answer choices:

A 8(8 +1)(8 - 4)= (8)(9)(4), which is divisible
by 3, so A cannot be eliminated.

B 8(8 + 2)(8 -1) = (8)(10)(7), which is not
divisible by 3, so B can be eliminated.

E 8(8 +5)(8 - 6) = (8)(13)(2), which is not
divisible by 3, so E can be eliminated.

Thus, A is the only answer choice that has not
been eliminated.

For the more mathematically inclined, if n is
divisible by 3, then the expression in each answer
choice is divisibleby 3. Assume, then, that n is
not divisibleby 3. If the remainder when n is
divided by 3 is 1, then n = 3q+1 for some integer
q. All of the expressions n—4, n—1, n+2, and
n+ 5 are divisible by 3 [i.e., n-4 = 3q—3 =

3(y-l),w-l =3y,H +2=3y +3=3(y +l),
«+5=3<7+ 6=3(q +2)], and none of the
expressions n—6,n —5,n —2,n + ],n + 3, and n+ 4
is divisible by 3. Therefore, if the remainder when
n is divided by 3 is 1, only the expressions in
answer choicesA, B, and E are divisible by 3. On
the other hand, if the remainder when n is
divided by 3 is 2, then n = 3q+ 2 for some integer
q. All of the expressions n—5,n—2, n+1, and
w+ 4 are divisible by 3 [i.e., «-5 = 3^-3 =

3(y-l),n-2 =3q, n+1=3q +3=3(q +l),
n+4=3q +6=3(q +2)], and none ofthe
expressions n—6, n—4, n—1, n+ 2, n+ 3, and
n+ 5 is divisible by 3. Therefore, if the remainder
when n is divided by 3 is 2, only the expressions
in answerchoices A, C, and D are divisible by3.
Only the expression in answer choice A is
divisible by 3 regardless of whether n is divisible
by 3, has a remainder of 1 when divided by 3, or
has a remainder of 2 when divided by 3.

The correct answer is A.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

The total cost for Company Xto producea batch of
tools is $10,000 plus $3 pertool. Each tool sells for $8.
The gross profit earned from producing and selling
these tools is the total income from sales minus the total

production cost. If a batch of 20,000 tools is produced
and sold, then Company X's gross profit per tool is

(A) $3.00

(B) $3.75

(0 $4.50

(D) $5.00

(E) $5.50

Arithmetic Applied problems

The total cost to produce 20,000 tools is
110,000 +13(20,000) = $70,000. The revenue
resulting from the sale of 20,000 tools is
$8(20,000) = $160,000. The gross profit is
$160,000-$70,000 = $90,000, and the gross

.. $90,000
profit per tool is

20,000

The correct answer is C.

= $4.50.

Adealer originally bought 100 identical batteries at
a total cost of q dollars. If each battery was sold at
50 percent above the original cost per battery,
then, in terms of q, for how many dollars was each
battery sold?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

_3q_
200

3q
2

150q

IU0+50
150

a

Algebra Factoring and Simplifying algebraic
expressions

Since 100 batteries cost q dollars, division by 100

shows that 1battery costs -^-r- dollars. Then, since
the selling price is 50 percent above the original
cost per battery, the selling price of each battery

can be expressed as ^(1.50) =j^g)=iL
The correct answer is A.
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90. In an increasing sequence of 10 consecutive integers,
the sum of the first 5 integers is 560. What is the sum
of the last 5 integers in the sequence?

(A) 585

(B) 580

(0 575

(D) 570

(E) 565

Algebra First-degree equations

Let the first 5 consecutive integers be represented
byx, x +1, x + 2, x + 3, and x + 4. Then,
since the sum of the integers is 560,
x+(x+l) +(x+2)+(x+ 3) +(x+ 4)= 560. Thus,

216

5*+ 10 = 560

5* = 550

* = 110

solve for x

The first integerin the sequence is 110, so the next
integers are 111, 112, 113, and 114. From this, the
last5 integers in the sequence, and thus their sum,
can be determined. The sum of the 6th, 7th, 8th,
9th, and 10th integers is
115 + 116 + 117 + 118 + 119 = 585.

This problem can also be solved without algebra:
The sum of the last 5 integers exceeds the sum
of the first 5 integers by1+3+ 5+ 7 +9 = 25
because the 6th integerexceeds the 5th integer by
1, the 7th integer exceeds the 4th integerby 3, etc.

The correct answer is A.

91.

92.

If Q is an odd number and the median of 0
consecutive integers is 120, what is the largest of
these integers?

(A) Ayl+120
(B) f+119
(0 ^+120

(D)
Q+ 119

2

(E)
0 + 120

9

Arithmetic Statistics

For an odd number of data values, the median is
the middle number. Thus, 120 is the middle
number, and so half of the Q - 1 remaining
values are at most 120 and the other half of the

Q- 1 remaining values are at least 120. In

particular, -^r— data values lie to the right of120
when the data values are listed in increasing order
from left to right, and so the largest data value is

120 + 0 . Alternatively, it is immediate that

(B), (C), or (E) cannot be correct since these
expressions do not have an integer value when Q
is odd. For the list consisting of the single
number 120 (i.e., if Q = 1), (D) fails because
£+119 =1+|19 =6Q ^12Q and (A) does nQt

fail because Szi+12fj =±^= +120 =120.
The correct answer is A.

Aladder of a fire truck is elevated to an angle of 60°
and extended to a length of 70 feet. If the base of the
ladder is 7 feet above the ground, how many feet
above the ground does the ladder reach?

(A) 35

(B) 42

(0 35>/3

(D) 7+ 35>/5

(E) 7 + 42>£
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Geometry Triangles

70 feet

Given the figure above, determine BC. Then add
7 to determine how far above the ground the
ladder reaches.

Triangle AABC is a 30°-60°-90° triangle with
hypotenuse AC of length 70 feet. Since the lengths
of the sides of a 30°-60°-90° triangle are in the

ratio 1:2:V3, 41=Aand so AB =\AC =35,
AC 2

4- and so BC =AB^3 =35^3.and
AB
BC

Therefore, the ladder reaches 7 + 35-73 feet above
the ground.

The correct answer is D.

93. If Jake loses 8 pounds, he will weigh twice as much as
his sister. Together they now weigh 278 pounds. What
is Jake's present weight, in pounds?

(A) 131

(B) 135

(0 139

(D) 147

(E) 188

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Algebra Systems of equations

Let/represent Jake's weight and S represent his
sister's weight. Then J-% = 2S and J + S = 278.
Solve the second equation for S and get
S = 278—/. Substituting the expression for
S into the first equation gives

7-8 = 2(278-/)

7-8 = 556-2/

/ + 2/ = 556 + 8

3/= 564

7 = 188

The correct answer is E.

94. Astore reported total sales of $385 million for
February of this year. If the total sales for the same

month last year was $320 million, approximately what
was the percent increase in sales?

(A) 2%

(B) 17%

(0 20%

(D) 65%

(E) 83%

Arithmetic Percents

The percent increase in sales from last year to this
year is 100 times the quotient of the difference in
sales for the two years divided by the sales last
year. Thus, the percent increase is

385 '20xl00 =^-xl00
320 320

=^-xl00
64

-IfxlOO

=|-xl00
= 20%

The correct answer is C.
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95. When positive integer x is divided bypositive integer y,

the remainder is 9. If -*- = 96.12, what is the value of y?

(A) 96

96.

218

(B) 75

(C) 48

(D) 25

(E) 12

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The remainder is 9when x isdivided byy, so
x = yq+9 for some positive integer q. Dividing

both sides byy gives —= qH—. But,

- = 96.12 = 96 + 0.12. Equating the two
y x 9
expressions for —givesqH— = 96 + 0.12.

Thus, q = 96 and - = 0.12
y

9 = 0.12;/

9

y=0A2
y = 75

The correct answer is B.

In a certain city, 60 percent of the registered voters
are Democrats and the rest are Republicans. In a

mayoral race, if 75 percent of the registered voters

who are Democrats and 20 percent of the registered
voters who are Republicans are expected to vote for
Candidate A, what percent of the registered voters
are expected to vote for Candidate A ?

(A) 50%

(B) 53%

(0 54%

(D) 55%

(E) 57%

Arithmetic; Algebra Percents;
Applied problems

Letting v be the number of registeredvoters in
the city, then the information that 60%of the
registered voters are Democrats can be expressed
as 0.60i>. From this, it can be stated that
LOOv - 0.60*/ = 0.40*/ are Republicans. The

percentage of Democrats and the percentage
of Republicans who are expected to vote
for Candidate A can then be expressed as
(0.75)(0.60i/) +(0.20)(0.40*/). Simplify the
expression to determine the total percentage
of voters expected to vote for Candidate A.

(0.75)(0.60*/) +(0.20)(0.40*/)

= 0.45*;+ 0.08*/

= 0.53*/

The correct answer is B.

97. ^ + H1- [
29
16

(A) a

19
16(B) «

16(o a

(D)

(E)

_9_
13

_9_
16

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Perform the operationsin the correct order, using
least common denominators when adding or
subtracting fractions:

b |xlk4 -^-=1 +
16 2

¥

h *4

\^

2 16 16

JL, J__JL
16 16 16

1+ 1-9

16

_0_
16

= 0

The correct answer is E.

-s-4

9_
16

_9_
16
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Water consists of hydrogen and oxygen, and the
approximate ratio, by mass, of hydrogen to oxygen is
2:16. Approximately how many grams of oxygen are
there in 144 grams of water?

(A) 16

(B) 72

(0 112

(D) 128

(E) 142

Algebra Applied problems

The mass ratio of oxygen to water is
^MER =^=- = i Therefore if

oxygen+ hydrogen 16 + 2 9

x is the number of grams of oxygen in 144grams

ofwater, it follows that zrrr =-|. Now solve
c 144 9
for x:

x=|.^j8)(y)(4)=(8)(4)(4)=i28
The correct answer is D.

99. Ifx(2x +l) =0and (x +±(2x-3) =0,
thenx= ^ '

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

-3

_1
2

Algebra Second-degree equations;
Simultaneous equations

Setting each factor equal to 0, it can be seen that

the solution set to the first equation is JO,- -=r\
and the solution set to the second equation is

j—2>"op Therefore, -^ is the solution to both
equations.

The correct answer is B.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

100. On a scale that measures the intensity of a certain
phenomenon, a reading of n+1 corresponds to an
intensity that is 10 times the intensity corresponding

to a reading of n. On that scale, the intensity
corresponding to a reading of 8 is how many times
as great as the intensity corresponding to a reading
of 3?

(A) 5

(B) 50

(C) 105

(D) 510

(E) 810-310

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Since 8 can be obtained from 3 by "adding 1" five
times, the intensity reading is greater by a factor
of(l0)(l0)(l0)(l0)(l0) = 105.

The correct answer is C.

101. For the positive numbers, n, n + 1, n+ 2, n + 4, and
n + 8, the mean is how much greater than the median?

(A) 0

(B) 1

(0 n + 1

(D) n + 2

(E) n + 3

Algebra Statistics

Since the five positive numbers n, n+ 1, n+ 2,
n+ 4, andn+8 are in ascending order, the
median is the third number, which is n+ 2. The
mean of the five numbers is

n+(n +l)+(n + 2) +(n +4) +(n +S)
5

= 5n+ 15
5

= n + 3

Since (n +3) - (n +2) = 1, the mean is 1greater
than the median.

The correct answer is B.
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102. If T=|(K- 32), and if 7=290, then K=

(A) iM

(B) 322

(0 490

(D) 554

(E) 2^8

Algebra First-degree equations

Substitute290 for Tin the equation, and solve
for AT.

T=±(K-32)

290 =̂ (K-32)

2f-l =K-32

^m.j--K-32
522 = K-32

554 = K

The correct answer is D.

103. The water from one outlet, flowing at a constant rate,
can fill a swimming pool in 9 hours. The water from a
second outlet, flowing at a constant rate, can fill the
same pool in 5 hours. Ifboth outlets are used at the
same time, approximately what is the number of hours
required to fill the pool?

(A) 0.22

(B) 0.31

(C) 2.50

(D) 3.21

(E) 4.56

220

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The first outlet can fill the pool at arate of ^
of the pool per hour, and the second can fill

the pool at a rate of —of the pool per hour.

Together, they can fill the pool at a rate of

7T +i = -7? +-tp =^J °ftne P°°l Per nour-
9 5 45 45 45

Thus, when both outlets are used at the same

time, they fill the pool inyj = 3.21 hours.

The correct answer is D.

104. Ifa square mirror has a 20-inch diagonal, what is the
approximate perimeter of the mirror, in inches?

(A) 40

(B) 60

(0 80

(D) 100

(E) 120

Geometry Perimeter; Pythagorean theorem

Let x be the length of one of the sides of the
square mirror.

The triangles created by the diagonal are isosceles
right triangles for which the Pythagorean
theorem yields the following equation that can
be solved for x.

•2+x2=202

2x2 = 400

x2 = 200

X= y/200
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Therefore, the perimeter is 4x = 4v200. To avoid

estimating a value for 4V200, note that

(4V200)2 =(16)(200) =3,200, (40)2 =1,600,
(60)2 =3,600, and (80)2 =6,400. The perimeter is
closest to 60 because 3,200 is closer to 3,600
than it is to 1,600 or 6,400.

The correct answer is B.

105. The present ratio of students to teachers at a certain
school is 30 to 1. If the student enrollment were to

increase by 50 students and the number of teachers
were to increase by 5, the ratio of students to
teachers would then be 25 to 1. What is the present

number of teachers?

(A) 5

(B) 8

(0 10

(D) 12

(E) 15

Algebra Applied problems

Let s be the present number of students, and let /
be the present number of teachers. According to
the problem, the following two equations apply:

30=1
1 /

Current student to teacher ratio

i+50_25 r , .
77 c ~ ~T~ r uture student to teacher ratio

Solving the first equation for s gives s = 30/.
Substitute this value of s into the second

equation, and solve for /.

30/ + 50_25
t + S 1

30/ + 50 = 25/ +125 multiply both sides by/ +5

5/ = 75 simplifyby subtraction

/ = 15

The correct answer is E.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

106. What is the smallest integer n for which 25" > 512 ?

(A) 6

(B) 7

(0 8

(D) 9

(E) 10

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Because 52 = 25, a common base is 5. Rewrite the
left side with 5as abase: 25" =(S2)" =S2n. It
follows that the desired integer is the least integer
n forwhich S2n > 512. Thiswill be the least integer
n for which 2n > 12, or the least integer n for
which n > 6, which is 7.

107.

The correct answer is B.

Sixty percent of the members of a study group are
women, and 45 percent of those women are lawyers.

Ifone member of the study group is to be selected at
random, what is the probability that the member
selected is a woman lawyer?

(A) 0.10

(B) 0.15

(0 0.27

(D) 0.33

(E) 0.45

Arithmetic Probability

For simplicity, suppose there are 100 members in
the study group. Since 60 percent of the members
are women, there are 60 women in the group.
Also, 45 percent of the women are lawyers so
there are0.45(60) = 27 women lawyers in the
studygroup. Therefore the probability of selecting

27awoman lawyer is tt^t = 0.27.

The correct answer is C.

108. Each year for 4 years, a farmer increased the number

of trees in a certain orchard by 4 of the number of
trees in the orchard the preceding year. If all of the
trees thrived and there were 6,250 trees in the

orchard at the end of the 4-year period, how many
trees were in the orchard at the beginning of the
4-year period?
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(A) 1,250

(B) 1,563

(0 2,250

(D) 2,560

(E) 2,752

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Increasing the number oftrees each year by -j of

the number of trees in the orchard the preceding
year is equivalent to making the number of trees
increase 25% per year, compounded yearly. If
there were n trees at the beginning of the 4-year
period, then therewill be 1.25/2 trees at the end
of the first year, 1.2S(1.2Sn) = (1.2S)2n trees at
the end of the second year, 1.25[(1.25)2«] =
(1.25)3k trees at the end of the third year, and
1.25[(1.25)3«] = (1.25)4« trees at the end of the
fourth year. Hence, 6,250 = (1.25)4« and

n = -1—-7 . The arithmetic can be greatly
1.254 * y

(S\ 5Asimplified by rewriting (1.25)4 as l-j = —= —r and

6,250 as (625)(10) = (54)(10). Then

g^=(54)(l0)(|r)-(l0)(4> 2,560.
The correct answer is D.

NUMBER OF SHIPMENTS OF MANUFACTURED HOMES
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1990-2000

„ 400,000

I 300,000
0 200,000

1 100,000
c

0
1990 1992 1994 1996

year

1998 2000
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109. According to the chart shown, which of the following
is closest to the median annual number of shipments

of manufactured homes in the United States for the

years from 1990 to 2000, inclusive?

(A) 250,000

(B) 280,000

(C) 310,000

(D) 325,000

(E) 340,000

Arithmetic Interpretation of graphs and
tables; Statistics

From the chart, the approximate numbers of
shipments are as follows:

C Year Number of shipments

1990 190,000

1991 180,000

1992 210,000

1993 270,000

1994 310,000

1995 350,000

1996 380,000

1997 370,000

1998 390,000

1999 360,000

V 2000 270,000 J

Since there are 11 entries in the table and 11 is
an odd number, the median of the numbers of
shipments is the 6th entrywhen the numbers of
shipments are arranged in order from least to
greatest. In order, from least to greatest, the first
6 entries are:

Number of shipments

180,000

190,000

210,000

270,000

270,000

310,000

The 6th entry is 310,000.

The correct answer is C.
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110. For the positive integers a, b, and k, a* ||b means that
ak is a divisor of b, but ak+' is not a divisor of b. If k is
a positive integer and 2k || 72, then k is equal to

(A) 2

(B) 3

(0 4

(D) 8

(E) 18

Arithmetic Property of numbers

Since 72 = (23)(32), it follows that 23 is a divisor of
72 and 24 is not a divisor of 72. Therefore, 231| 72,
and hence k = 3.

The correct answer is B.

111. If t = 9- 3 is expressed as a terminating decimal,
^ X J

how many zeros will t have between the decimal point
and the first nonzero digit to the right of the decimal
point?

(A) Three

(B) Four

(C) Five

(D) Six

(E) Nine

Arithmetic Exponents; Operations with
rational numbers

Use properties ofpositive integer exponents to get

1 1

29 x5 26 +3x53

1

(26x2> 53

1

26x(23x 53)
1

26xl03

2" 103

^xlO-3

=̂ *io-3
So / = oW'

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Since t^tXIO"3 <^-xW <t^xIO-3 , then
100 64 10

o.ooooi <^-xio-3< 0.0001,
64

so 0.00001 < / < 0.0001 and / has four zeros

between the decimal point and the first nonzero
digit to the right of the decimal point.

The correct answer is B.

112. Acertain characteristic in a large population has a
distribution that is symmetric about the mean m. If
68 percent of the distribution lies within one standard

deviation d of the mean, what percent of the
distribution is less than m + d?

(A) 16%

(B) 32%

(0 48%

(D) 84%

(E) 92%

Arithmetic Statistics

Since 68% lies between m- d and m + d, a total
of (100 - 68)% = 32% lies to the left of m - d and
to the right of m + d. Because the distribution is
symmetric about m, half of the 32% lies to the
rightofm +d. Therefore, 16% lies to the right of
m + d, and hence (100 - 16)% = 84% lies to the
left of m + d.

The correct answer is D.

113. In a certain district, the ratio of the number of
registered Republicans to the number of registered

Democrats was |. After 600 additional Republicans
and 500 additional Democrats registered, the ratio

was -g. After these registrations, there were how
manymore voters in the district registered as
Democrats than as Republicans?

(A) 100

(B) 300

(0 400

(D) 1,000

(E) 2,500
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Algebra Applied problems

Let Rand D be the numbers ofregistered
Republicans and registered Democrats,
respectively, before the additional registrations.

R 3Then, it is given that -=, =j or 5R =3D. Also,
# + 600

D + 500_5

5(/? +600) = 4(D+500)
5R + 3,000 = 4D + 2,000

3D + 3,000 = 4D + 2,000

1,000 = D

since 5R = 3D
from above

SinceD = 1,000 and 5R = 3D, it follows that
R = 600. Finally, after the additional
registrations, the number of Democrats was
1,000 + 500 = 1,500 and the number of
Republicans was 600 + 600 = 1,200. The
difference is 1,500 - 1,200 = 300.

The correct answer is B.

114. In Country C, the unemployment rate among
construction workers dropped from 16 percent on
September 1, 1992, to 9 percent on September 1,
1996. If the number of construction workers was

20 percent greater on September 1, 1996, than on
September 1, 1992, what was the approximate
percent change in the number of unemployed
construction workers over this period?

(A) 50% decrease

(B) 30% decrease

(0 15% decrease

(D) 30% increase

(E) 55% increase

Arithmetic Percents

Let Ux and U2 be the numbers of unemployed
construction workers on September 1, 1992, and
September 1, 1996, respectively, and let iVbe the
number of construction workers on September 1,
1992. Then, from the given information, 1.2JVis
the number of construction workers on

September 1, 1996, Ux =0.16AT, and U2 =
0.09(1.2A0- Therefore, the percent change from

224

September 1, 1992, to September 1, 1996, of
unemployed construction workers isgiven by

X100 %

_(0.09(12N)-0.16N
xlOO

0.16N

0.108-0.16
0.16

xlOO %

^ioy^oo).

-^xl00l%

"I X10°

=(-|xlOo)%
- -30%

The correct answer is B.

115. A pharmaceutical company received $3 million in
royalties on the first $20 million in sales of the generic
equivalent of one of its products and then $9 million
in royalties on the next $108 million in sales. By
approximately what percent did the ratio of royalties
to sales decrease from the first $20 million in sales to
the next $108 million in sales?

(A) 8%

(B) 15%

(0 45%

(D) 52%

(E) 56%

Arithmetic Percents

The ratio of royalties to sales for the first

$20 million in sales is ~~, and the ratio of

royalties to sales for the next $108 million in sales
9 1is r-rrT = T7T- The percent decrease in the royalties

lOo 12

to sales ratios is 100 times the quotient of the
difference in the ratios divided by the ratio of
royalties to sales for the first $20 million in sales or
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JL_J_
12 2Q x100 =\X -Mx̂ x100

J3_
20

-lAxf-11x100

=^-ljxl00

=-|xl00
--0.44x100

= 45% decrease

The correct answer is C.

116. If p is the product of the integers from 1 to 30,
inclusive, what is the greatest integer k for which 3k is
a factor of p ?

(A) 10

(B) 12

(0 14

(D) 16

(E) 18

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The table below shows the numbers from 1 to 30,
inclusive, that have at least one factor of 3 and
how many factors of 3 each has.

f Multiples of3
between 1 and 30

Number of factors of 3

3 1

6 = 2x3 1

9 = 3x3 2

12 = 2x2x3 1

15 = 3x5 1

18 = 2x3x3 2

21 = 3x7 1

24 = 2x2x2x3 1

27=3x3x3 3

V30 = 2 x 3 x 5 1 J

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

The sum of the numbers in the right column is
14. Therefore, 314 is the greatest power of 3 that is
a factor of the product of the first 30 positive
integers.

The correct answer is C.

117. If n = 38- 28, which of the following is NOT a factor
ofn?

(A) 97

(B) 65

(C) 35

(D) 13

(E) 5

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Since 38 - 2s is the difference of the perfect squares
(34)2 and (24)2, then 38- 28 = (34 + 24)(34 - 24). But
34 - 24 is also the difference of the perfect squares
(32)2 and (22)2 so 34- 24 = (32 + 22)(32 - 22) and
therefore 38 - 28 = (34 + 24)(32 + 22)(32 - 22). It
follows that 38 - 28 can be factored as

(81 + 16)(9 + 4)(9 - 4) = (97)(13)(5). Therefore,
7 is not a factor of38- 28, and hence 35 = 5 x 7
is not a factor of 38 - 28. It is easy to see that
each of 97, 13, and 5 is a factor of 38- 28, and so
is 65, since 65 = 5 x 13, although this additional
analysis is not needed to arrive at the correct
answer.

The correct answer is C.

118. Club X has more than 10 but fewer than 40 members.

Sometimes the members sit at tables with 3 members

at one table and 4 members at each of the other

tables, and sometimes they sit at tables with 3 members
at one table and 5 members at each of the other

tables. Ifthey sit at tables with 6 members at each
table except one and fewer than 6 members at that

one table, how many members will be at the table that
has fewer than 6 members?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Let n be the number of members that Club X has.
Since the members can be equally divided into
groups of 4 eachwith 3 left over, and the members
can be equally divided into groups of 5 eachwith 3
leftover, it follows that n- 3 isdivisible byboth4
and 5.Therefore, n- 3 mustbe a multiple of
(4)(5) =20. Also, because theonly multiple of20
that isgreaterthan 10and less than 40 is20, it
follows that n- 3 =20, or n =23. Finally, when
these23 members are divided into the greatest
numberofgroupsof 6 each, there will be 5
members left over, since 23 = (3)(6) + 5.

The correct answer is E.

119. In order to complete a reading assignment on time,
Terry planned to read 90 pages per day. However, she
read only 75 pages per day at first, leaving 690 pages
to be read during the last 6 days before the assignment
was to be completed. How many days in all did Terry
have to complete the assignment on time?

(A) 15

(B) 16

(0 25

(D) 40

(E) 46

Algebra Applied problems

Let n be the number of days that Terry read at the
slower rateof 75 pages per day. Then 7Sn is the
number ofpages Terry read at this slower rate, and
75n + 690 is the total number of pagesTerry needs
to read. Also, n + 6 is the total number of days that
Terrywill spendon the reading assignment. The
requirement that Terry average 90 pages per dayis

equivalent to 75^90 =90. Then
(+ 6
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75« + 690
n + 6

75^ + 690 = 90^ + 540

150 = 15;?

10 = n

Therefore, the total number of days that Terry
has to complete the assignment on time is
n + 6 = 10 + 6 = 16.

The correct answer is B.

= 90

120. If s >0 and J- = s, what is r in terms of s ?

(A)
1

(B) ^

(0 sjs

(D) s3

(E) s2-s

Algebra Equations

Solve the equation for r as follows:

^=s

—= s2 square both sides of the equation

r = s multiply both sides by j

The correct answer is D.

6 ft. 1

8 ft.

121. The front of a 6-foot-by-8-foot rectangular door has
brass rectangular trim, as indicated by the shading in
the figure above. If the trim is uniformly 1 foot wide,
what fraction of the door's front surface is covered by

the trim?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

13
48

_5_
12

I
2

1_
12

(E) i
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Geometry Area

To determine the area of the trim, find the area
of the unshaded portions of the door and subtract
this from the door's total area. The width of each

unshaded rectangle is the width of the door
minus two trim strips, or 6 —2 = 4 feet. The
amount of height available for both unshaded
rectangles is the height of the door minus three
trim strips, or 8 - 3 = 5 feet. Thus, the area of the
unshaded portions is 4 x 5 = 20 square feet. The
area of the entire door is 6 X8 = 48 square feet, so
the area of the trim is 48- 20 = 28 square feet.
Therefore, the fraction of the door's front surface

7R 7that is covered by the trim is ^ = -^r.
4o 12

The correct answer is D.

122. If a = -0.3, which of the following is true?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

[EJ

a<a <a

a<a3 <a2

a2 <a<a3

a2 <a3 <a

a3 <a<a2

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

First, determine the relative values of a, a2, and a3,
remembering that (negative)(negative) =positive.
Ifa=-0.3 then a2 =(-0.3)2 =(-0.3)(-0.3) =0.09,
and a3 =(-0.3)3 =(-0.3)(-0.3)(-0.3) =-0.027.
Since -0.3 < -0.027 < 0.09, then a < a3 < a2.

The correct answer is B.

123. Mary's income is 60 percent more than Tim's income,
and Tim's income is 40 percent less than Juan's
income. What percent of Juan's income is Mary's
income?

(A) 124%

(B) 120%

(0 96%

(D) 80%

(E) 64%

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Algebra; Arithmetic Applied problems; Percents

Let Mbe Mary's income, The Tim's income, and
/be Juan's income. Mary's income is 60 percent
more than Tim's, so M = T + 0.60T = 1.60T.
Since Tim's income is 40 percent less than Juan's
income, Tim's income equals 100 —40 = 60
percent of Juan's income, or T = 0.6/.
Substituting 0.6/for Tin the first equation gives
M =1.6(0.6/)orM = 0.96/. Thus Mary's
income is 96% of Juan's income.

The correct answer is C.

City A

City B

CityC

City D

City E

City A City B City C City D City E

• • • •

• • •

124. Each • in the mileage table above represents an entry
indicating the distance between a pair of the five
cities. If the table were extended to represent the
distances between all pairs of 30 cities and each

distance were to be represented by only one entry,
how many entries would the table then have?

(A) 60

(B) 435

(0 450

(D) 465

(E) 900

Arithmetic Interpretation of tables

In a table with30 cities, there are30(30) = 900
boxes for entries. However, since a citydoes not
need to have any entry for a distance to and from
itself, 30 entries arenot needed on the diagonal
through the table. Thus, the necessary number of
entries is reduced to 900 - 30 = 870 entries. Then,
it is given that eachpair of cities only needs one
table entry, not two as the table allows; therefore,

the table only needs to have sZQ - 435 entries.

The correct answer is B.
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125. The ratio of the length to the width of a rectangular
advertising display is approximately 3.3 to 2. If the
width of the display is 8 meters, what is the
approximate length of the display, in meters?

(A) 7

(B) 11

(0 13

(D) 16

(E) 26

Algebra Applied problems

Letting / be the length ofthe advertising display,
the proportion for the ratio ofthe length to the
width can be expressed in the following equation,
which can be solved for /:

M
2

/

13.2 = / multiply both sides by 8

The correct answer is C.

P, r, s, t, u

126. An arithmetic sequence is a sequence in which each
term after the first is equal to the sum of the
preceding term and a constant. If the list of letters
shown above is an arithmetic sequence, which of the
following must also be an arithmetic sequence?

I. 2p, 2r, 2s, 2% 2u

II. P-3, r-3, s-3, t-3, u-3

III. p2, r2, s2, t2, u2
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(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

I only

II only

III only

I and II

II and III

Algebra Concepts of sets; Functions

It follows from the definition of arithmetic

sequence given in the first sentence that there is a
constant csuch that r-p = s-r = t-s = u-t = c.

To test a sequence to determine whether it is
arithmetic, calculate the difference of each pair
of consecutive terms in that sequence to see if a
constant difference is found.

I. 2r-2p=2(r-p) =2c
2s-2r = 2(s-r) = 2c
2t-2s = 2(t-s) = 2c
2u-2t = 2(u-t) = 2c

II.

MUST be

arithmetic

(r-3)-(p-3) =r-p =c MUST be
arithmetic

Since all values arejust three less than the
original, the same common difference applies.

III. r2-p2=(r-p)(r +p) =c(r +p)
s2-r2=(s-r)(s +r) =c(s +r) NEED NOT

be arithmetic

Since p, /; s, t, and uare an arithmetic sequence,
r+ p-£ s+ r, because p^s unless c= 0.

The correct answer is D.

127. If 3 <x< 100, for how many values of x is 4 the
square of a prime number?

(A) Two

(B) Three

(0 Four

(D) Five

(E) Nine

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

If -= is the square ofa prime number, then possible

values of -~ are 22, 32, 52, 72,.... Therefore, possible

values of x are 3 x 22 = 12, 3 x 32 = 27, 3 x 52 = 75,
3 x 72 = 147, .... Since onlythree of thesevalues,
namely 12, 27, and 75, are between 3 and 100,
there are three values of x such that =- is the square
of a prime number.

The correct answer is B.

128. Aresearcher plans to identify each participant in a
certain medical experiment with a code consisting of
either a single letter or a pair of distinct letters written
in alphabetical order. What is the least number of

letters that can be used if there are 12 participants,

and each participant is to receive a different code?
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(A) 4

(B) 5

(0 6

(D) 7

(E) 8

Arithmetic Elementary combinatorics

None of the essential aspects of the problem is
affected if the letters are restricted to be the first
n letters of the alphabet, for various positive
integers n. With the 3 letters a, b, and c, there are
6 codes: a, b, c, ab, ac, and be. With the 4 letters a,
b, c, and d, there are 10 codes: a, b, c, d, ab, ac, ad,
be, bd, and cd. Clearly, more than 12 codes are
possible with 5 or more letters, so the least
number of letters that can be used is 5.

The correct answer is B.

129. An object thrown directly upward is at a heightof
h feet after t seconds, where h = —16(t— 3)2 + 150.
Atwhat height, in feet, is the object 2 seconds after
it reaches its maximum height?

(A) 6

(B) 86

(C) 134

(D) 150

(E) 166

Algebra Applied problems

Since (/ - 3)2 is positivewhen / i=- 3 and zero when
t = 3, it follows that the minimum value of (/ - 3)2
occurs when t =3. Therefore, the maximum value
of-16(/- 3)2, and also the maximum value of
-16(/- 3)2 + 150, occurs when / = 3. Hence, the
height 2 seconds after the maximum height is the
value of h when / = 5, or -16(5 - 3)2 + 150 = 86.

The correct answer is B.

130. Which of the following is equivalent to the pair of
inequalities x + 6> 10 and x-3<5?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

2<x<16

2<x<4

2<x<8

4<x<8

4<x<16

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Algebra Inequalities

Solve the inequalities separately and combine the
results.

* + 6>10

x>4

x-3<S

x<%

Since x > 4, then 4 < x. Combining 4 < x and
x < 8 gives 4 < x < 8.

The correct answer is D.

131. David has d books, which is 3 times as many as Jeff

and Aas many as Paula. How many books do the
three of them have altogether, in terms of d ?

(A)

(B) id

(0

(D)

(E)

fd

Algebra Applied problems; Simultaneous
equations

Let/be the number ofbooks that Jeffhas, and
let P be the number ofbooks Paula has. Then, the
given information about David's books can be

1 oexpressed as d = 3] and d = -~P. Solving these

two equations for/ and P gives -=- = / and 2d = P.

Thus,d+J+P=d+̂ +2d =3^d =̂ -d.

The correct answer is C.
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List I: 3, 6, 8, 19

List II: x, 3, 6, 8, 19

132. If the median of the numbers in list Iabove is equal to
the median ofthe numbers in list II above, what is the
value of x?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

6

7

8

9

10

Arithmetic Statistics

Since list I has an even number ofnumbers, the
median of list I is the average of the middle two
numbers, so —±— =7 is the median oflistI.

Since list II has an odd number of numbers,
the median of list II will be the middle number
when the five numbers are put inascending order.
Since the median of list II mustbe 7 (the median
of list I) and since 7 is not in list II, then x = 7.

The correct answer is B.

133. There are 8 teams in a certain league and each team
plays each of the other teams exactly once. If each
game is played by 2 teams, what is the total number
of games played?

(A) 15

(B) 16

(0 28

(D) 56

(E) 64

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Since no team needs to play itself, each team
needs to play 7 other teams. In addition, each
game needs to be counted only once, rather than
once for each team that plays that game. Since

two teams play each game, •* ' = 28games
are needed.

The correct answer is C.
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134. An operation 0isdefined by the equation

3Bb=1^5"'for a" numbers aand bsuch that
a ^ -b. If a ^ -c and a 0 c = 0, then c =

(A) -a

(B)
a

(0 0

(D) 1
a

(E) a

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Substitute cfor band 0 for a 6cm the given
equation, and solve for c.

0 =
a- c

a + c

0 = a-c

c = a

The correct answer is E.

135. The price of lunch for 15 people was $207.00,
including a 15 percent gratuity for service. Whatwas
the average price per person, EXCLUDING the
gratuity?

(A) $11.73

(B) $12.00

(0 $13.80

(D) $14.00

(E) $15.87

Arithmetic; Algebra Statistics; Applied
problems

Let cbe the total price of lunch for everyone
excluding the gratuity. Since $207.00 isgiven as
the total price including the 15% gratuity, the
total price for the group lunch excluding the
gratuity can be expressed as $207 = 1.15c,

or _ = $180 = c. The average price per

sum of v values ,person, or = average, was thus

multiply both sides bya+ c

add c to both sides

$180
15

= $12.00 for each of the 15 individuals.

The correct answer is B.
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136. In Town X, 64 percent of the population are employed,
and 48 percent of the population are employed males.
What percent of the employed people in Town Xare

females?

(A) 16%

(B) 25%

(0 32%

(D) 40%

(E) 52%

Arithmetic Percents

For simplicity, suppose that the population of
Town X is 100. If 64%of the population are
employed, then 64 people are employed. If 48%of
the population are employed males, then 48 of the
town's people are employedmales. Then, there are
64 - 48 = 16 employed females in Town X. The
percent of the employed people who are females

is then If xlOO =25%.
64

The correct answer is B.

137. At his regular hourly rate, Don had estimated the labor
cost of a repair job as $336 and he was paid that
amount. However, the job took 4 hours longer than he
had estimated and, consequently, he earned $2 per
hour less than his regular hourly rate. What was the
time Don had estimated for the job, in hours?

(A) 28

(B) 24

(0 16

(D) 14

(E) 12

Algebra Second-degree equations

Let rbe Don'sregularhourly rate and t be the
number of hours he estimated the repair job to
take. Then rt = 336 is Don's estimated labor cost.
Since Don waspaid $336 fordoing / + 4 hours of
work at an hourly rate of r- 2, it also follows that
(r-2)(/ + 4) = 336.Then

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

(r-2)(* +4)= 336
r/-2/ + 4r-8 = 336

-2/ + 4r-8 = 0

-2^2+4r/-8/ = 0

-2t2+ 4(336) -8^ = 0

/2+4/-672 = 0

(/-24)(/+28)=0

Alternatively, from the third line above,

-2t + 4r - 8 = 0

-2/ +4(^)-8 =0

-2t2 +4(336)- 8/ = 0

/2 + 4;-672 = 0

(/-24)(/ +28) = 0

since rt = 336 from above

multiplyboth sidesby t

since rt = 336

divide both sidesby - 2

factor

since rt = 336 from above

336
gives r =

multiply both sides by /

divide both sidesby - 2

factor

So, t - 24 = 0, which means t = 24, or t + 28 = 0,
which means t = -28. Since an estimated time

cannot be negative, / = 24.

The correct answer is B.

138. If £ <1, and p and qare positive integers, which of

the following must be greater than 1 ?

(A) M
(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

_P_
2q

_Q_
P2

Q
P
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

PSince p and qare positive integers,0 < —< 1.

PA Since—< 1, then q> p. Taking the

square root of both sides of the inequality

gives Jq >Jp. Then, \±- - ^L, so here

the denominator will still be larger than the
numerator. CANNOT be greater than 1

B Squaring the denominator increases the
denominator, which decreases the value of
the fraction. CANNOT be greater than 1

C Multiplying the denominatorby2 increases
the denominator, which decreases the value
of the fraction. CANNOT be greater than 1

D Since —< 1, thenq> p. When p2 < q, this

expression will be greater than 1,but

p2 need not be less than q. Forexample,
ifp=2and q=100, £• =^ and

1 q 100

q _ioo_io0-oc^ip2~ 22 " 4 -*»*-
P 3However, if p = 3 and q= 4, then —= -r and

-^ =-^ =| <1. NEED NOT be greater
than 1

PE Again, since—< 1, then q > p. Thus, the

reciprocal, —, always has a value greater

than 1 because the numerator will always
be a larger positive integer than the
denominator. MUST be greater than 1

The correct answer is E.

139. It would take one machine 4 hours to complete a
large production order and another machine 3 hours

to complete the same order. How many hours would it
take both machines, working simultaneously at their
respective constant rates, to complete the order?

(A) 7
12

(B) 4
(0 >!
(D) 4
(E) 7

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The first machine can complete 4 ofthe

productionorder in one hour, and the second

machine can complete -^ ofthe same order in

one hour. Thus, working together they can

complete i +̂ =^ +•£- =-L- Gf the order i
12 5one hour. Therefore, it will take -=- = l-= hours

for the two machines working simultaneously to
complete the productionorder.

The correct answer is C.

in.

140. To mail a package, the rate is x cents for the first
pound and y cents for each additional pound, where
x > y. Two packages weighing 3 pounds and 5 pounds,
respectively, can be mailed separately or combined
as one package. Which method is cheaper, and how
much money is saved?

(A) Combined, with a savings of x - y cents

(B) Combined, with a savings of y - x cents

(C) Combined, with a savings of x cents

(D) Separately, with a savings of x - y cents

(E) Separately, with a savings of y cents
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Algebra Applied problems

Shipping the two packages separately would cost
lx + 2y for the 3-pound package and Ix + 4y for
the 5-pound package. Shipping them together
(as a single 8-pound package) would cost lx + 7y.
By calculating the sum of the costs for shipping
the two packages separately minus the cost for
shipping the one combined package, it is possible
to determine the difference in cost, as shown.

((lx +2y) +(lx +4yjj - (lx +7y) (cost for 3lb.
+ cost for 5 lb.)
- cost for 8 lb.

=(2x +6y) —(lx +7yj

= 2x + 6y-lx-7y

= x — y

combine like

terms

distribute the

negative

combine like

terms

Since x > y, this value is positive, which means it
costs more to ship two packages separately. Thus
it is cheaper to mail one combined package at a
cost savings ofx —y cents.

The correct answer is A.

141. Ifmoney is invested at r percent interest, compounded
annually, the amount of the investment will double

in approximately -^years. If Pat's parents invested
$5,000 in a long-term bond that pays 8 percent
interest, compounded annually, what will be the
approximate total amount of the investment 18 years
later, when Pat is ready for college?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

$20,000

$15,000

$12,000

$10,000
$ 9,000

Algebra Applied problems

Since the investment will double in — = ~ =
r 8

8.75~ 9 years, the valueof the investmentover
18years can be approximated by doubling its
initialvalue twice. Therefore, the approximate
value will be($5,000)(2)(2) = $20,000.

The correct answer is A.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

142. On a recent trip, Cindy drove her car 290 miles,
rounded to the nearest 10 miles, and used 12 gallons
of gasoline, rounded to the nearest gallon. The actual
number of miles per gallon that Cindy's car got on this
trip must have been between

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

290 290
12.5 ana 11.5

^f and 285
11.5

^f and 295
12

285 QnH
12.5 and

295
11.5

295 nnH 285
12.5 11.5

Arithmetic Estimation

The lowestnumber of milesper gallon can be
calculated using the lowestpossible miles and the
highest amount of gasoline. Also, the highest
number of miles per gallon can be calculated
using the highest possible miles and the lowest
amount ofgasoline.

Since the miles are rounded to the nearest

10 miles, the number of miles is between 285 and
295. Since the gallons are rounded to the nearest
gallon, the number of gallons is between 11.5
and 12.5. Therefore, the lowest number of miles
per gallon is lowest miles =^5 and th
r 6 highest gallons 12.5
highest number of milesper gallon is
highest miles _ 295
lowestgallons 11.5"

The correct answer is D.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 x

143. Which of the following inequalities is an algebraic
expression for the shaded part of the number line
above?

(A) |x|<3

(B) |x|<5

(0 |x-2|<3

(D) |x-l|<4

(E) |x+l|<4
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Algebra Inequalities

The number line above shows -5 < x < 3. To turn
this into absolute value notation, as all the
choices are written, the numbers need to be
opposite signs of the same value.

Since the distance between -5 and 3 is 8

(3 - (-5) =8J, that distance needs to be split in
halfwith -4 to one side and 4 to the other. Each
of these two values is 1 more than the values in
the inequality above, so adding 1 to all terms in
the inequalitygives -4 < x +1 < 4, which is the
same as|#+l | < 4.

The correct answer is E.

144. Afactory has 500 workers, 15 percent of whom are
women. If 50 additional workers are to be hired and

all of the present workers remain, how many of the
additional workers must be women in order to raise

the percent of women employees to 20 percent?

(A) 3

(B) 10

(0 25

(D) 30

(E) 35

Arithmetic; Algebra Percents;
Applied problems

Let w be the number of additional workers who

must be women to satisfy the problem. It can
be stated that, initially, 500 (0.15) = 75 ofthe
workers were women. Since 50 more workers are

to be hired, the total workforce will increase to
500+ 50 = 550 employees. The information that
the percentage of women employees will be
20 percentafter this increase can be expressed in
the following equation and solved for w.

= 0.20

234

550

75+ w = 110 multiply both sides by 550

w = 35 subtract 75 from both sides

The correct answer is E.

145. In a small snack shop, the average (arithmetic mean)
revenue was $400 per dayover a 10-day period.
During this period, ifthe average daily revenue was
$360 for the first 6 days, what was the average daily
revenue for the last 4 days?

(A) $420

(B) $440

(0 $450

(D) $460

(E) $480

Arithmetic; Algebra Statistics;
Applied problems

Let x be the average dailyrevenue for
the last 4 days. Using the formula
„_, a sum ofvalues fc« . raverage = r 7—-. , the information

0 number of values

regarding the average revenues for the 10-day
and 6-day periods can be expressed as follows
and solved for x:

S400=6(S360) +4*

$4,000 = $2,160 + 4x multiply both sides by 10

$1,840 = 4x subtract $2,160 from
both sides

= x divide both sides by 4

The correct answer is D.

146. Acertain country had a total annual expenditure of
$1.2x10" last year. If the population of the country
was 240 million last year, what was the per capita
expenditure?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

$ 500

$1,000

$2,000

$3,000

$5,000
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Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The per capita expenditure can be calculated as
follows:

$1.2x10' $12x10'
240 million 24xl07

f12x10"
~S24X107
=$^xl0"-7

44

= $0.5 xlO4

= $5,000

The correct answer is E.

147. Acertain rectangular window is twice as long as it is
wide. If its perimeter is 10 feet, then its dimensions in
feet are

(A) f»i
(B) |byf
(0 2 by 4

(D) 3 by 6

(E) ¥>vf

Geometry Perimeter

Let / and w be the length and width in feet,
respectively, of the window. Thenthe information
in the problem can be expressed in the following
two equations: / = 2w since the length is twice the
width and 2/ + 2w = 10 since the perimeter is 10.
Substitute /for 2w in the second equation to get

10

3'
21+ 1= 10. Therefore, 3/ = 10, or / =
m 10 o 5
lhen =j*~ = 2w so w = -tt.

The correct answer is B.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

148. The diagram above shows the various paths along
which a mouse can travel from point X, where it is
released, to point Y, where it is rewarded with a food
pellet. How many different paths from Xto Vcan the
mouse take if it goes directly from Xto Ywithout
retracing any point along a path?

(A) 6

(B) 7

(0 12

(D) 14

(E) 17

Arithmetic Elementary combinatorics

The total number of different pathscanbe found
by multiplying the number ofpossible routes that
can be taken from each intersection point of the
paths to their next point ofintersection. Refer to
the figure below.

The total number of ways to get from X toA is2,
since there are only 2 paths to choose from. There
are also only2 ways to get from A to B. To get
from B to Y, there are 3 possible choices. Thus, the
total number of different paths is(2)(2)(3) = 12.

The correct answer is C.

149. If the operation O is defined by xo y = ^xy for all
positive numbers xand y, then (5 o 45) o 60=

(A) 30

(B) 60

(C) 90

(D) 30VT5

(E) 60^5
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Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Substitute thevalues intothe formula andsimplify:

(5 045)0 60 =7(5)(45)0 60

=#)(5J(9)O60

• @)(3)06O

= 15060

=7(l5)P)

=7(15)(15)(4)

=(15)(2)

= 30

The correct answer is A.

150. A bar over a sequence of digits in a decimal indicates
that the sequence repeats indefinitely.

What is the value of (104 - 102)(o.0012) ?
(A) 0_
(B) 0.12

(0 1.2

(D) 10

(E) 12

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Distribute and simplify.

(104-102)(0.0012)

= 104(0.0012 -102 0.0012

= 10,000 0.0012 -100 0.0012

= 12.12-0.12

= 12

The correct answer is E.
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distribute the

0.0012)

104= 10,000 and
102=100

multiply by
multiples of 10
to move the

decimals

151. At a loading dock, each worker on the night crew

loaded -|as many boxes as each worker on the day
crew. If the night crew has 4 as many workers as the
day crew, what fraction of all the boxes loaded by the
two crews did the day crew load?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

From this, the workers on the night crew will

load -j-l-p- = •=: as many boxes as theday crew.

The total loaded by both the day and night crews
3 5 3 8is thus l + -=--"F + "F = "F°lrthe day crew'swork.

Therefore, the fraction of all the boxes loaded by
the two crews that was done by the day crew was

The correct answer is E.

152. A restaurant meal cost $35.50 and there was no tax.
Ifthe tip was more than 10 percent but less than
15 percent of the cost of the meal, then the total
amount paid must have been between

(A) $40 and $42

(B) $39 and $41

(0 $38 and $40

(D) $37 and $39

(E) $36 and $37

Arithmetic Estimation and percent

First calculate the actual total amount for the
meal with a 10percent tip and a 15percent tip.
To calculate each, multiplythe cost of the meal
by (1 + the percent as a decimal).
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10 percent tip:

$35.50(1.10)

$39.05

15 percent tip:

$35.50(1.15)

$40,825

The only answer choice that includes all values
between $39.05 and $40.83 is B.

The correct answer is B.

153. In a weight-lifting competition, the total weight of
Joe's two lifts was 750 pounds. If twice the weight of
his first lift was 300 pounds more than the weight of
his second lift, what was the weight, in pounds, of his
first lift?

(A) 225

(B) 275

(C) 325

(D) 350

(E) 400

Algebra Applied problems

Let Fand 5 be the weights, in pounds, ofJoe's
first and second lifts, respectively. Use these
variables to set up two equations and then solve
them.

F + S = 750 weight of two lifts was
750 pounds

2F = 5 + 300 twice the weight of first
lift was 300 pounds more
than the weight of second

F = 750- 6" Solve the first equation
forF

2(750 - 5)=5+300 substitute 750 - 5 for F
in the second equation

1,500-25 = 5 + 300

1,200 = 35

400 = 5

solve for 5

Substituting this value of 5 back into the first
equation gives F + 400 = 750, or F = 350.

The correct answer is D.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

154. Aclub collected exactly $599 from its members. If
each member contributed at least $12, what is the
greatest number of members the club could have?

(A) 43

(B) 44

(0 49

(D) 50

(E) 51

Algebra Applied problems

To determine the greatest possible number of
members, first recognize that each member had
to contribute the lowest amount given. Write an
inequality for the individual contributions and
the total amount collected, with n representing
the number of members in the club. Then solve

for n.

12n<599

n<49%
Since n represents individualpeople, it must be a
whole number; the greatest possible value of n is
thus 49.

This problem can also be solved as follows: The
inequality12n< 599,where n is restricted to the
set of positive integers, is equivalent to 12n< 600.

(12)(5)(10)
Therefore, n <

(least contribution) (number of
members) < total collected

solve for n

600

12 12

and the greatest such value that is an integer is 49.

The correct answer is C.

=(5X10) = 50,

155. If y is the smallest positive integer such that 3,150
multiplied by y is the square of an integer, then y
must be

(A) 2

(B) 5

(0 6

(D) 7

(E) 14
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

To find the smallest positive integery such that
3,150y is thesquare of an integer, first find the
prime factorization of 3,150 by a method similar
to the following:

3,150 = 10x315

=(2x5)x(3xl05)

= 2x5x3x(5x2l)

= 2x5x3x5x(3x7)

= 2x32x52x7

To be a perfect square, 3,150y must have an
even number of each of its prime factors. At a
minimum, y must have one factor of 2 and one
factor of 7 so that 3,150y has two factors of each
ofthe primes 2, 3, 5, and 7. The smallest positive
integer value ofy is then (2)(7) =14.

The correct answer is E.

156. If [x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x,
what is the value of [-1.6]+[3.4]+[2.7] ?
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(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 5

(D) 6

(E) 7

Arithmetic Computation with integers

The greatest integer thatis less than or equal to
-1.6 is-2. It cannotbe-1 because -1 isgreater
than -1.6. The greatest integer that is less than
or equal to 3.4 is 3. It cannot be 4 because 4 is
greater than 3.4. The greatest integer that is less
than or equal to 2.7 is 2. It cannot be 3 because 3
is greater than 2.7. Therefore, [-1.6] +[3.4] +[2.7]
= -2 + 3 + 2 = 3.

The correct answer is A.

157. If 4-x
"2 + x

(A) -4

(B) -1

(C) 0

(D) 1

(E) 2

= x, what is the value of x2 + 3x - 4 ?

Algebra Second-degree equations

Work the problem.

4-x _
2 + x X

4—x = x(2+x)

4 —x = 2x + x2

0 = x2 +3x-4

multiply both sides by (2+ x)

distribute the x

move all terms to right side

The correct answer is C.

158. In the first week of the year, Nancy saved $1. In each
of the next 51 weeks, she saved $1 more than she

had saved in the previous week. What was the total
amount that Nancy saved during the 52 weeks?

(A) $1,326

(B) $1,352

(0 $1,378

(D) $2,652

(E) $2,756

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

In dollars, the total amount saved is the sum of 1,
(1 + 1), (1 +1 + 1), and soon, up to and including
the amount saved in the 52nd week, which was
$52. Therefore, the total amount saved in dollars
was 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + 50 + 51 + 52. This sum can be

easilyevaluated by grouping the terms as (1 + 52)
+ (2 + 51) + (3 + 50) + ... + (26 + 27), which
results in the number 53 added to itself26 times.

Therefore, the sum is (26)(53) = 1,378.

Alternatively, the formula for the sum of the
r ... . n(n+ l) „ _
first n positive integers is —*-=—-. lherefore,

the sum of the first 52 positive integers is

^^=26(53) =1,378.
The correct answer is C.
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159. The trapezoid shown in the figure above represents a
cross section of the rudder of a ship. If the distance
from A to B is 13 feet, what is the area of the cross

section of the rudder in square feet?

(A) 39

(B) 40

(C) 42

(D) 45

(E) 46.5

Geometry Triangles and the Pythagorean
theorem

The formula for calculating the area of a
trapezoid is

1Area =-y(base 1+base 2)(height).

The bases of the trapezoid are given as 2 feet and
5 feet, so only the height (AQ) needs to be found.
Since the dashed line AB = 13feet, and triangle
BQA is a right triangle, use the Pythagorean
theorem to calculateAQ.Thus,

AQ = Vl32-52 = VI44, oiAQ = 12 feet.
Substituting the values into the formula for
calculatingthe area of a trapezoid:

Area =|(2+5)(12)
Area= 42 square feet.

The correct answer is C.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

160. In a certain sequence, the term xn is given by the

formula x„ =2x„_, -i(x„_2)for all n>2. If x0 =3and
x, = 2, what is the value of x3 ?

(A) 2.5

(B) 3.125

(0 4

(D) 5

(E) 6.75

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Given the formula x„ = 2xn_l ~^xn_2 with x0=3
and xx = 2, then

-9 -I

=2(2) -1(3)
= 5_

2

-9 _iv

=2(§K(2)
= 5-1

= 4

The correct answer is C.

V

5 ft.

R

10 ft.

161. In the figure above, Vrepresents an observation point
at one end of a pool. From V, an object that is actually
located on the bottom of the pool at point Rappears
to be at point S. IfVR = 10 feet, what is the distance
RS, in feet, between the actual position and the
perceived position of the object?
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(A) 10-5^3

(B) 10-5^
(0 2

(D) 2i
2

(E) 4

Geometry Pythagorean theorem

Let P be the point 5 feet directlybelow V. AVPR
is thus a right triangle.

VP +PR =VR2 Pythagorean theorem applied
to AVPR.

5 +PR =102 substitute known quantities

25 +Pi?2 =100 solve for PR

PR2 = 75

PR = 5^3

Note thatV75 = ^/25^3 = 725V3 =5^;
thus, RS= PS- PR= 10- 573.

The correct answer is A.

162. During a trip, Francine traveled x percent of the total
distance at an average speed of 40 miles per hour
and the rest of the distance at an average speed of
60 miles per hour. In terms of x, what was Francine's

average speed for the entire trip?
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(A) 180-x

(B) A+60

(C) 300-x

(D)

(E)

5

600
115-x

12,000
x + 200

Algebra Applied problems

Assumefor simplicity that the total distanceof
Francine's trip is 100 miles. Then the table below
gives all of the pertinent information.

Distance Rate

40

100- 60

Time = Distance
Rate

x

40

100
60

The total time for Francine's trip is

x , 100-a? = 3x 2(100-ac)
40 60 120 120

_ 3*+ 2(100-*)
" 120

= 3* +200-2*
120

_ x + 200
120

Francine's average speed over the entire trip is
total distance , 100 , 12,000

total time x + 200 x + 200'
120

The correct answer is E.

163. Ifn = (33)43 + (43)33, what is the units digit of n ?

(A) 0

(B) 2

(0 4

(D) 6

(E) 8

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

If the units digit of an integer n is 3, then the
units digits of w1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7, and n8 are,
respectively, 3, 9, 7, 1, 3, 9, 7 and 1.Thus, the units
digit of the powers of n form the sequence in
which the digits 3, 9, 7, and 1 repeat indefinitely in
that order. Since 43 = (10)(4) + 3, the 43rd number
in this sequence is 7, and therefore, the units digit
(33)43 is 7. Since 33 = (8)(4) + 1, the 33rd number
in this sequence is 3, and therefore, the units digit
of (43)33 is 3. Thus, the units digit of (33)43 + (43)33
is the units digit of 7 + 3, which is 0.

The correct answer is A.
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164. If x = —1, then

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

x4-x3 + x;
x-1

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Substituting the value of -1 for * in the
expression results in

(-1)' -(-!)' +(-!)' ,.1 -(-!) +!_ 3
(-l)-l

The correct answer is A.

-2

165. The shaded portion of the rectangular lot shown
above represents a flower bed. If the area of the bed
is 24 square yards and x = y + 2, then z equals

(A) VT3

(B) 2vT3

(C) 6

(D) 8

(E) 10

Geometry Area and the Pythagorean theorem

Using the known area of the triangular flower
bed and the known length of side * of the
triangle, determine the length of side z of the
triangle by applying the formula for calculating
the area of a triangle:

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Area ofatriangle = (̂base)(height)
A-\xy

24 =\(y +2)(y

4% = y2 + 2y

0 = /+2j/-48

0=(y +S)(y-6)
y +S= 0 y-6 = 0

y = -S y = 6

*=6+2=8

substitute 24 for area and

y + 2 for *

solvefor;/

eliminate y = -8 since it has
to be a positive length

Since the legs y and * ofthe right triangle are 6
and 8 yards long, respectively, the hypotenuse, z,
must be 10 yards because 6-8-10 is a Pythagorean
triple. Alternatively, the Pythagorean theorem
can also be usedto solve for z, where x2 + y2 = z .
Thus, 82 +62 =64 +36 =100 = z2 and JM =10.

The correct answer is E.

166. A border of uniform width is placed around a
rectangular photograph that measures 8 inches by
10 inches. If the area of the border is 144 square

inches, what is the width of the border, in inches?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 6

(D) 8

(E) 9

Algebra Second-degree equations

8+2*

10 + 2*

Let * be the width, in inches, of the border.
Thephotograph with the border hasdimensions
(10 + 2*) inches and (8 + 2*) inches with an area
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of (10 +2*)(8 +2*) = (80 +36*+ 4*2) square
inches. The photographwithout the borderhas
dimensions 10 inches and 8 inches with an area

of (10)(8) = 80 square inches. The area of the
border is then the difference between the areas

of the photograph with and without the border or
(80 +36* + 4*2) - 80 =36*+ 4*2 square inches.
It is given that the area of the border is 144
square inches so,

36* + 4*2=144

4*2 +36*-144 = 0

*2+9*-36 = 0

(*-3)(* + 12) = 0

So, * - 3 = 0, which means * = 3 or * + 12 = 0,
which means * = -12.

Thus, after discarding * = -12 since the width of
the border must be positive, * = 3.

The correct answer is A.

167. Jack is now 14 years older than Bill. If in 10 years
Jack will be twice as old as Bill, how old will Jack be

in 5 years?

(A) 9

(B) 19

(0 21

(D) 23

(E) 33

Algebra Applied problems

Let/and B be Jack's and Bill's current ages.Then
the information from the problem can be
expressed in the following two equations:

/ = B+14, or equivalently B = J -14 and
7 +10= 2(5 +10).

Since Jack's age is to be determined, replace B in
the second equation with / —14 to get an
equation that can be solved for/:
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/ +10 = 2(/-14 +10)

7 + 10 = 2/-8

18 = 7

Therefore, Jack's current age is 18, and hence
Jack's age in 5 years will be 18+ 5 = 23.

The correct answer is D.

168. An empty pool being filled with water at a constant

rate takes 8 hours to fill to -2 of its capacity. How
much more time will it take to finish filling the pool?

(A) 5 hr 30 min

(B) 5 hr 20 min

(0 4 hr 48 min

(D) 3 hr 12 min

(E) 2 hr 40 min

Algebra Applied problems

Build an equation to express the given
information and solve for the answer.

Let / = the total time needed to fill the pool.

Since it is given that it takes 8 hours to fill •£ of

the pool:

|/ =8

t =^-
3

t = 13-

solve for t

Thus, to calculate the time it will take to finish
filling the pool:

1 113-=—8 = 5-= hours, or 5 hours 20 minutes.

The correct answer is B.
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169. Apositive number x is multiplied by 2, and this
product is then divided by 3. If the positive square
root of the result of these two operations equals x,
what is the value of x ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

Algebra Second-degree equations

Set up an equation accordingto the given
information, and then solve for *.

First, multiply * by 2, divide that by 3, and set
the square root of that equal to *:

= *

To solve this equation:

2* 2 square both sides

J-/ iA ~~ iJi/v

0 = 3* —2* solve for possible\

0= x(3x —2)

* = 0, 3* —2 -= 0

Since * > 0, use 3*-- 2 = 0 to solve for *:

3*-2 = 0

3* = 2

*=3

The correct answer is D.

170. Ifd = 931-j is expressed as a terminating decimal,

how many nonzero digits will d have?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

One

Two

Three

Seven

Ten

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

It willbe helpful to use the fact that a factor that is
an integer power of10has noeffect on the number
of nonzero digits a terminating decimal has.

1 1

2'x57 23x53

1

5'

2x5} XU

-}
=10-3x(0J2)4

= 10-3x(0.0016)

= 0.0000016

The correct answer is B.

171. Atank contains 10,000 gallons of a solution that is
5 percent sodium chloride by volume. If 2,500gallons
of water evaporate from the tank, the remaining
solution will be approximately what percent sodium

chloride?

(A) 1.25%

(B) 3.75%

(0 6.25%

(D) 6.67%

(E) 11.7%

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers;
Percents

Before the evaporation occurs, the tank contains
10,000(0.05) = 500 gallons ofsodium chloride.
After the evaporation occurs, the tank contains
10,000-2,500 = 7,500 gallons of solution, of
which 500 gallons are known to be sodium
chloride. Calculate the percentage based on these
postevaporation amounts:

500

7,500
= 0.0667 = 6.67%

The correct answer is D.
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172. For any positive integer n, the sum of the first

npositive integers equals nln +1), what is the sum
2

of all the even integers between 99 and 301 ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

10,100

20,200

22,650

40,200

45,150

Algebra Simplifying expressions; Arithmetic
Computation with integers

The given formula translates into 1+ 2 + ... + n =
A n(n +l)
/_lk= —-—. The sum of the even integers
*=i 2

between 99 and 301 is the sum of the even

integers from 100 through 300, or the sum of the
50th even integer through the 150theven integer.
To get this sum, find the sum of the first 150 even
integers and subtract the sum of the first 49 even
integers. In symbols,
150 49 150 49

£2,*-£2* =2£*-2|>
*=i *=i

r.

k=\

= 2
150 150 + 1

-2

=150(l5l)-49(50

=50[3(l5l)-49]
= 50f453-49

= 50(404

= 20,200

The correct answer is B.

49(49 +1

173. A committee is composed of w women and m men. If
3 women and 2 men are added to the committee, and

if one person is selected at random from the enlarged
committee, then the probability that a woman is

selected can be represented by

244

(A)
w_

m

(B)
w

w + m

(C)
w + 3
m + 2

(D)
w + 3

w + m + 3

(E)
w + 3

Arithmetic Probability

Setup an equation according to the given
informationregarding the values of w and m.
The total number of women on the enlarged
committee can be expressed as w + 3.The total
number of members on the enlarged committee
can be expressed asu> + #z + 3+ 2or thus
w + m+ 5. Then, the probability that the one
person selected at random from the enlarged
committee is a woman is equal to

the number of women ™ + 3

the total number of members w + m + 5

The correct answer is E.

174. How many prime numbers between 1 and 100 are
factors of 7,150 ?

(A) One

(B) Two

(C) Three

(D) Four

(E) Five

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

To find the number of prime numbers between 1
and 100 that are factors of 7,150, find the prime
factorization of 7,150 using a method similar to
the following:

7,150 = 10x715

= (2x5)x(5xl43

= 2x5x5x 11x13

Thus, 7,150 has four prime factors: 2, 5, 11,and 13.

The correct answer is D.
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175. The figure above shows a circular flower bed, with its
center at 0, surrounded by a circular path that is
3 feet wide. What is the area of the path, in square feet?

(A) 25tt

(B) 38tc

(C) 55k

(D) 57tt

(E) 64ti

Geometry Area (Circles)

The flowerbed and the path form two concentric
circles. Since the path is 3 feet wide, the radius
of the outer circle is 8 feet + 3 feet = 11 feet.

The area of a circle can be determined using the
formula: area = 7r(radius) .

The area of the path can thus be found by
subtracting the area of the inner circle,A,
from the area of the outer circle, Ar

A2-A:= k(h)2 - n(s)2 =121n - 64tt =57n
The correct answer is D.

176. The positive integer n is divisible by 25. If -Jn is
greater than 25, which of the following could be the

value of «f ?
20

(A) 22

(B) 23

(0 24

(D) 25

(E) 26

Arithmetic Operations on radical expressions

IfJn >25, then n>252. Therefore, ~ >̂ =
25 and the onlyanswer choice that isgreater than
25 is 26.

The correct answer is E.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

177. Last year the price per share of Stock Xincreased by
k percent and the earnings per share of Stock X
increased by m percent, where k is greater than m.
Bywhat percent did the ratio of price per share to
earnings per share increase, in terms of kand m ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

m

(k-m)%

100(k-m)0(
100 + k

100(k-m)
100 + m

lOO(k-m)
100 + k + m

%

Algebra Percents

If P and E are the price and earnings per share

before the increase, then 1+ T==lP and

11 +ttjttI-E are the price and earnings per share
after the increase. Therefore, the percent increase
in. the ratio of price per share to earnings per
share can be expressed as follows:

(ratio after increases) - (ratio before increases)
(ratio before increases)

(ratio after increases)
(ratio before increases)

-1 xlOO

' '1+m)p

_\

hm)E 1
xlOO %

1+ioo; />

1+100/
p
E

-1 xlOO %

•xlOO %

%
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1+im)

-1 xlOO

100

1 + -^-
100

-1 xlOO %

1 +

1 +

100 100
m 100

100

100+ £

100 + m

(100 +^)-(100 +w)

-1

-1 xlOO

100 + m

k —m
100 + m

lW(k-m)
100 + m

xlOO

xlOO

xlOO

The correct answer is D.

178. Of the 300 subjects who participated in an experiment

using virtual-reality therapy to reduce their fear of
heights, 40 percent experienced sweaty palms,
30 percent experienced vomiting, and 75 percent

experienced dizziness. Ifall of the subjects
experienced at least one of these effects and
35 percent of the subjects experienced exactly two of
these effects, how many of the subjects experienced
only one of these effects?

(A) 105

(B) 125

(C) 130

(D) 180

(E) 195

Arithmetic Applied problems

Let a be the number who experienced only one of
the effects, b be the number who experienced
exactly two of the effects, and cbe the number
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who experienced all three of the effects.Then
a +b +c=300, since each of the 300 participants
experienced at least one of the effects. From the
given information, b • 105 (35% of 300), which
gives a + 105 + c= 300, or a + c= 195 (Eq. 1).
Also, if the number who experienced sweaty
palms (40% of 300, or 120) is added to the
numberwho experienced vomiting (30% of 300,
or 90), and this sum is added to the number who
experienced dizziness (75% of 300, or 225), then
eachparticipant who experienced only one of the
effects is counted exactly once, each participant
who experienced exactly two of the effects is
counted exactly twice, and each participant who
experienced all three of the effects is counted
exactly3 times. Therefore, a +2b + 3c=
120 + 90 + 225 = 435. Using b = 105, it follows
that a + 2(105) + 3c=435, or a + 3c=225 (Eq. 2).
Then solving the system definedby Eq. 1
and Eq. 2,

a + c = 195

i + 3c = 22S
multiply1st equation by —3

-3a-3c = -5S5

j a+3c =225 adde1uations
-2a = -360, or a = 180

The correct answer is D.

179. Afruit-salad mixture consists of apples, peaches,

and grapes in the ratio6:5:2, respectively, byweight. If
39 pounds of the mixture is prepared, the mixture
includes how many more pounds of apples than grapes?

(A) 15

(B) 12

(0 9

(D) 6

(E) 4

Algebra Applied problems

Using the givenratios, the information about
the fruits in the mixture can be expressed as
&x + 5x + 2x = 39, or 13* = 39 and thus x = 3.
There are 6x or 6(3) =18 pounds ofapples and
2x or 2(3) =6pounds of grapes. Therefore, there
are 18- 6 = 12 more pounds of apples than
pounds ofgrapes in 39 pounds of the mixture.

The correct answer is B.
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180. Ifm_l = ~, then nr2 is equal to

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

-9

-3

_1
9

I
9

9

Arithmetic Negative exponents

Using rules ofexponents, m~2 = m'1'2 = (m'1) ,

a • -i 1 -a I iV 1and since m =--r,m -l-o" = q-

The correct answer is D.

181. Ifm > 0 and x is m percent of y, then, in terms of m, y
is what percent of x ?

(A) 100m

(B) 1
100m

(0 1_
m

(D) 10
m

(E) 10,000
m

Arithmetic Percents

The information that x is m percentof vcan be

expressed as x=j^-y and solved for vas follows:
100

m
X - TWT^y

100

100

m
•x —

Then, to convert the fraction 1QQ to an equivalent
percent, multiply by 100, thus obtaining the value
10,000

m

The correct answer is E.

182. A photography dealer ordered 60 Model Xcameras to
be sold for $250 each, which represents a 20 percent
markup over the dealer's initial cost for each camera.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Of the cameras ordered, 6 were never sold and
were returned to the manufacturer for a refund of

50 percent of the dealer's initial cost. What was the
dealer's approximate profit or loss as a percent of the
dealer's initial cost for the 60 cameras?

(A) 7% loss

(B) 13% loss

(C) 7% profit

(D) 13% profit

(E) 15% profit

Arithmetic Percents

Given that $250 is 20% greater than a camera's
initial cost, it follows that the initial cost for each

camera was
250 \
1.2

. Therefore, the initial cost for

the 60cameras was 60l$-py- . The total revenue
is the sum of the amount obtained from selling
60 - 6 = 54 cameras for $250 each and the

y $yy refund for each of6cameras, or

(54)($250)+(6)f|V$^l The total profit,
as a percent of the total initial cost, is

(total revenue) —(total initial cost)
(total initial cost)

(total revenue) „ | .„ |„, „_
r .. . . , J-x -1 X100 %. Using the(total initial cost) J J b

numerical expressionsobtained above,

(total revenue)
(total initial cost)

l\/250

XlOO % =

(54)(250) +6(^
-1 by substitution

54 + 3 JL
1.2

(60)W(12

54(1.2) + 3
60

67.8
60

1.13-1

0.13

-1

-1

-1

bycancelling 250s

by multiplying

top and bottom by 1.2
and then cancelling 1.2
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Finally, (0.13 x 100)% = 13%, which represents a
profit since it is positive.

The correct answer is D.

183. Seven pieces of rope have an average (arithmetic
mean) length of 68 centimeters and a median length
of 84 centimeters. Ifthe length of the longest piece of
rope is 14 centimeters more than 4 times the length
of the shortest piece of rope, what is the maximum
possible length, incentimeters, of the longest piece
of rope?

(A) 82

(B) 118

(C) 120

(D) 134

(E) 152

Algebra Statistics

Let a, b, c, d, e,f, andg be the lengths, in
centimeters, of the pieces of rope, listed from
least to greatest. From the given information it
follows that d =84 andg =4a + 14. Therefore,
listed from least to greatest, the lengths are a, b,
c, 84, e,f, and 4a +14.The maximum value of
4a + 14 will occur when the maximum value of a

is used, and this will be the caseonly if the shortest
3 pieces all have the same length. Therefore,
listed from least to greatest, the lengths are a, a,
a, 84, e,f, and 4a + 14. The maximum value for
4a + 14will occurwhen eandy^are as small as
possible. Since eand^are to the right of the
median, they must be at least 84 and so 84
is the least possible value for each off and/"
Therefore, listed from least to greatest, the
lengths area, a, a, 84, 84, 84, and 4a + 14.
Since the average length is 68, it follows that
a+ a+a+ %4 + %4 + %4 +(4a+14) ,Q on

= » = 68, or a = 30.

Hence, the maximum length of the longest piece
is (4a + 14) = [4(30) + 14] = 134 centimeters.

The correct answer is D.
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184. Lois has x dollars more than Jim has, and together
they have a total of y dollars. Which of the following
represents the number of dollars that Jim has?

(A)
2

(B) y_*
y 2

(C) 2 X
(D) 2y-x

(E) y-2x

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Let/ be the number of dollars that Jim has.
Then, the amount that Lois has can be expressed
as / + x dollars. If Lois and Jim together have a
total of v dollars, then:

y=J+(j +x) total dollars =
Jim's dollars + Lois's dollars

Solve this for J to determine the number of
dollars that Jim has:

y = 2] + x

y-x=2J

y — X

= J

The correct answer is A.

185. During a certain season, a team won 80 percent of
its first 100 games and 50 percent of its remaining
games. If the team won 70 percent of its games for
the entire season, what was the total number of

games that the team played?

(A) 180

(B) 170

(C) 156

(D) 150

(E) 105

Arithmetic; Algebra Percents; Applied problems

Let Gequal the number ofgames played by the
team this season. The giveninformation can be
expressed as (0.80)(l00) +0.50(G - lOO) =0.70G,
that is, 80 percent of the first 100games plus
50percent of the remaining games equals
70 percent of the total number ofgames played.
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This equation can be solved for Gto determine
the answer to the problem:

0.80)(100) +0.50(G -100)=0.70G

80+ 0.50G - 50 = 0.70G simplify and distribute

30 = 0.20G simplify and subtract
0.05G from both sides

150 = G multiply by 5

The correct answer is D.

186. Of 30 applicants for a job, 14 had at least 4 years'
experience, 18 had degrees, and 3 had less than

4 years' experience and did not have a degree.
How many of the applicants had at least 4 years'
experience and a degree?

(A) 14

(B) 13

(0 9

(D) 7

(E) 5

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The problem classified the job applicants into two
categories: whether they had more or less than
4 years' experience, and whether they had a
degree. The given information can be summarized
in the following table:

f At least 4 years'
experience

Less than 4 years'
experience Total

Degree 18

No degree 3

\Total 14 30J
Thus, according to the giveninformation,
30 -14 = 16 applicants had less than 4 years'
experience. Then, of those applicants with
less than 4 years' experience, it is given that
3 applicants did not have a degree, so16- 3 =
13 applicants had less than 4 years' experience
and had a degree. Therefore, out of the given 18
applicants that had degrees, 13 applicants had less
than 4 years' experience, so18-13 = 5 applicants
had at least 4 years' experience with a degree.
These results are shownin the following table.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

r At least 4 years'
experience

Less than 4 years'
experience

\

Total

Degree 5 13 18

No degree 3

\Total 14 16 30J
The correct answer is E.

187. If 1+1 = 2—£ then x=

(A) -1

(B)
1
3

(0
2

3

(D) 2

(E) 3

Algebra First-degree equations

Work the problem to solve the equation forx.

# + 1 = 2# —2

3 = x

multiply through by x

solvefor x by adding 2 to
and subtracting x from
both sides

The correct answer is E.

188. Last year, for every 100 million vehicles that traveled
on a certain highway, 96 vehicles were involved in
accidents. If 3 billion vehicles traveled on the highway
last year, how many of those vehicles were involved in
accidents? (1 billion =1,000,000,000)

(A) 288

(B) 320

(0 2,880

(D) 3,200

(E) 28,800

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

According to the given information, 96 out of
every 100 million vehicles were in an accident
last year. Thus, of the 3 billion vehicles on the
highway last year, the number ofvehicles
involved in accidents was:
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96

100,000,000

96

x 3,000,000,000

i x3,000 =96 x30 =2,880 vehicles

The correct answer is C.

189. Thirty percent of the members of a swim club have
passed the lifesaving test. Among the members
who have not passed the test, 12 have taken the

preparatory course and 30 have not taken the course.
How many members are there in the swim club?

(A) 60

(B) 80

(C) 100

(D) 120

(E) 140

Algebra Applied problems

If 30 percent of the club members have passed
the test, then 70 percent have not. Among the
members who have not passed the test, 12 have
taken the course and 30 have not, for a total of
12+ 30 = 42 memberswho have not passed the
test. Letting x represent the total number of
members in the swim club, this information can
be expressed as 0.70x = 42, and so x = 60.

The correct answer is A.

190. What is the difference between the sixth and the fifth

terms of the sequence 2, 4, 7, ... whose nth term is

n + 2"-1?

(A) 2

(B) 3

(0 6

(D) 16

(E) 17

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

According to the given formula, the sixth term
ofthe sequence is 6+26"1 = 6+25 and the fifth
termis5 + 25-1=5 + 24.Then,

250

6+25)-(5 +2')=(6-5)+(25-2'

= l + 24(2-l)

= l + 24

= 1 + 16

= 17

The correct answer is E.

191. If(x-l) = 400, which ofthe following could be the
value of x-5?

(A) 15

(B) 14

(0 -24

(D) -25

(E) -26

Algebra Second-degree equations

Work the problemby taking the square root of
both sides and solving for x.

(*-l)2 =400
*-l = ±20

x —1 = -20, or x -1 = 20

x = -19, or x = 21

Thus, x - 5 = -24 or 16.

The correct answer is C.

192. Which of the following describes all values of x for
whichl-x2>0?

(A) x > 1

(B) x<-l

(C) 0 < x < 1

(D) x<-lorx>l

(E) -1<x<1

Algebra Inequalities

The expression 1—x2 can be factored as
(1 -x)(l + x). The product is positive or zerowhen
both factors are positive or zero (this happens if
1> x and x > —1, or equivalently if —1< x <1)or
both factors are negative or zero (this happens if
1 < x and x < 1, which cannot happen), and
therefore the solution is -1 < x < 1.

The correct answer is E.
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(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

I
8

I
2

3
4

7
8

15
16

193. The probability is -k that a certain coin1 turn up

heads on any given toss. If the coin is to be tossed
three times, what is the probability that on at least
one of the tosses the coin will turn up tails?

Arithmetic Probability

Another way of stating that a coin toss will turn
up tails at least once is to say that it will not turn
up heads everytime. The probability that on at
least one of the tosses the coin will not turn up
heads is 1 minus the probability that the coin
will turn up heads on all three tosses. Each toss
is an independent event, and so the probability

/l\3 1ofgetting heads all three times is l-r-j = 4l

Thus, the probability of not getting heads all
three times (that is, getting tails at least once) is

i-i=i

The correct answer is D.

194. Ofthe final grades received by the students in a

certain math course, i- are A's, \ are B's, \ are C's,
5 4 2

and the remaining 10 grades are D's. What is the
number of students in the course?

(A)

(B) 110

(C) 160

(D) 200

(E) 400

Algebra Applied problems

Let x be the number of students in the course.

4Then I1+ ~+ .', \x (}]'\-jr\ + 90 + 9nP C1 ' ^ |A"I +I+l
5 4 + 2

5 ^10^ /19\

of the students received grades of A, B, or C.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

This means the 10 remaining grades represent

-^r ofthe students in the course.

Thus, -^rx =10, and x = 200.

The correct answer is D.

195. As x increases from 165 to 166, which of the
following must increase?

I. 2x-5

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

1 1

X -X

only

II only

and II

and III

I and III

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Investigate each of the functions to determine if
they increase from x = 165 to x = 166.

I. Graphically, this represents a line with
positive slope. Therefore, the function
increases between any two values of x.
A direct computation can also be used:
[2(166)-5]-[2(165)-5] =2(166-165) =
2, which is positive, and thus the function
increases from x = 165 to x = 166.

II. Between any two positive values of x, —
x

decreases, and hence both — and 1

increase. A direct computation can alsobe
used:

1
1

166
1

165

1 166-165 1

165 166 (165)(166) (165)(166)
which is positive, and thus the function
increases from x = 165 to x = 166.
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III. For x = 165, the denominator is 1652 -165 =

(165)(165 -1) =(165)(164), and for
x = 166, the denominator is 1662 -166 =

(166)(166 -1) = (166)(165). Therefore,

1662 -166 > 1652 -165, and hence
1 . 1

1662-166 1652-165'

which shows that 1 decreases from

# = 165 to x = 166.

The correct answer is C.

196. From the consecutive integers -10 to 10, inclusive,
20 integers are randomly chosen with repetitions
allowed. What is the least possible value of the

product of the 20 integers?

(A) HOP

(B) (-10)10

(0 0

(D) -Q0)19

(E) -UO)20

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

If-10 is chosen an odd number of times and 10 is

chosen the remaining number of times (for
example, choose -10 once and choose 10 nineteen
times, or choose -10 three times and choose 10
seventeen times), then the product of the 20
chosen numbers will be -(10)20. Note that -(10)20
is less than -(10)19, the only other negative value
among the answer choices.

The correct answer is E.

197. A rectangular box is 10 inches wide, 10 inches long,
and 5 inches high. What is the greatest possible
(straight-line) distance, in inches, between any two
points on the box?

(A) 15

(B) 20

(0 25

(D) 10V£
(E) 10V3

252

Geometry Pythagorean theorem

The greatest possible distance between anytwo
points in a rectangular solid is the space diagonal

AD) of the rectangular solidas shown below.

To compute the length of AD, the Pythagorean
theorem must be used twice as follows:

For AABC:

AC2 = AB2 + BC2

AC2 =102+102

AC2 = 200

^C = ^/200

Fox MCD:

AD2 = AC2 + CD2

^D2=(v/200)2 +52
AD2 = 200+ 25

AD2 = 225

^D = 15

The correct answer is A.

198. Last Sundaya certain store sold copies of Newspaper A
for $1.00 each and copies of Newspaper Bfor $1.25
each, and the store sold no other newspapers that
day. If r percent of the store's revenue from
newspaper sales was from Newspaper Aand if
p percent of the newspapers that the store sold were
copies of Newspaper A, which of the following
expresses r in terms of p ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

lOOp
125-p

150p
250-p

300p
375-p

400p
500-p

500p
625-p
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Algebra Simultaneous equations

Let Nbe the total number of newspapers that
the store sold. Then, the number of copiesof

Newspaper Athe store sold was/% ofAf = j~~ \N

and the revenue from those copies of Newspaper A,

in dollars, was (1.00) __•
100 1100

TV. The

number of copies of Newspaper B the storesoldwas

(100-p)%ofN =(^^- N and the revenue

from those copies of NewspaperA, in dollars, was

\N. The store's

total revenue from newspaper sales, in dollars,

was

w^V-M^

^W4)^^lMandthc fraction100/' ' \4/^ 100
of that revenue from the sale of NewspaperA was

P
100

N

100i 4
100-/

100
N

100

4p (500-5p
400

J_
100

400

4p + 500-5p
400

J_
100

500-/
400

-fJL
100

400

500- p

4p
500- p

; new

revenue was from Newspaper A,

Since r percent of the store's newspaper sales
41>

,„„„ 100 =500^7
and so r = -,..,500-/

The correct answer is D.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

iqq 0.99999999 0.99999991 _
L**' 1.0001 1.0003

(A) 10-8

(B) 3(10-8)

(C) 3Q0-4)

(D) 2(10-4)

(E) 10~4

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Calculations with lengthy decimals can be
avoided by writing 0.99999999 as 1 - 10"8,
0.99999991 as 1 - 9(10~8), 1.0001 as 1 + 10~4, and
1.0003 as 1 + 3(10"4). Doing this gives

1-10- 1-9(10-8)
1+10"4 1+3(10"4)

_[1 +1Q-4][1-1Q-"] 1-9(1Q-8)
= 1+W 1+3(10-4)

=!_!()-' 1-9(10-8)
1 1+3(10-")

_[l-10-4][l +3(l0-")]-[l-9(l0-s)]
l +SflO"4)

_ 1+3(10^)-10~4 - 3(l0'8)-1 +9(l0"8)
_____

_2(l0-4) +6(l0"8)
l+3p^)

[2(l0-')][l +3(l0^
l + SflO"4

=2(10-")

The correct answer is D.

200. The ratio, by volume, of soap to alcohol to water in
a certain solution is 2:50:100. The solution will be

altered so that the ratio of soap to alcohol is doubled
while the ratio of soap to water is halved. If the altered
solution will contain 100 cubic centimeters of alcohol,
how many cubic centimeters of water will it contain?

(A) 50

(B) 200

(0 400

(D) 625

(E) 800
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Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

From
SOaPoriginal

alcohol 50 we get

SOaPoriginal

original

/

SOaP altered =2
alcohol

altered
alcohol original "250"25'

, - SOaP original 2
and from = -r^ we get

water . . , 100 °original

SOaP altered _ 1
water

altered

SOaPoriginal

Wateroriginal
=I(__L__

2 100 100'

Therefore, the amount of soap in the altered

solution can be found by solving —j (^ered =^F,

which gives soap.iltcrcd =-^= •-r- - 8, and now
the amount ofwater in the altered solution can be

8 _ 1found by solving
Wateraltered 100

, which gives

watery =800.

The correct answer is E.

201. If 75 percent of a class answered the first question
on a certain test correctly, 55 percent answered the
second question on the test correctly, and 20 percent
answered neither of the questions correctly, what
percent answered both correctly?

254

(A) 10%

(B) 20%

(0 30%

(D) 50%

(E) 65%

Arithmetic Percents

Forquestions of this type, it is convenient to
draw a Venn diagram to represent the conditions
in the problem. Forexample, the given
information can be depicted:

Ql Q2
-75%^ ^-55%-

20%

In the diagram it can be seen that the 80% of the
class answering a question correctly is represented
bythe two circles. Let x represent the percent of
the class that answered both questions correctly,
that is, the shaded region above. Since the sum
of the circles minus their overlap equals 80% of
the class, the information given in the problem
can then be expressed as 75% + 55% -x = 80%.
This equation can be solved for x as follows:

75% + 55% -x = 80%

130%-^ = 80%

-x = -50%

x = 50%

The correct answer is D.

• *

202. In the rectangular coordinate system above, the line
y = x is the perpendicular bisector of segment AB
(not shown), and the x-axis is the perpendicular
bisector of segment BC (not shown). If the
coordinates of pointAare (2,3), what are the
coordinates of point C ?

(A) (-3,-2)

(B) (-3,2)

(0 (2,-3)

(D) (3,-2)

(E) (2,3)

Geometry Simple coordinate geometry

Since the line y = x is the perpendicular bisector
ofAB, B is the reflection ofA through this line.
In any reflection through the line y =x, the
^-coordinate and the v-coordinate of a point
become interchanged. Thus, if the coordinates of
A are (2,3), the coordinates of B are (3,2).
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Since the #-axis is the perpendicularbisector of

BC, C is the reflection of B through the x-axis. In
any reflection through the x-axis, the ^-coordinate
remains the same, and the sign of the v-coordinate
changes.

Since the coordinates of B are (3,2), the
coordinates of Care therefore (3,-2).

The correct answer is D.

203. A store currently charges the same price for each
towel that it sells. Ifthe current price of each towel
were to be increased by $1, 10 fewer of the towels
could be boughtfor $120, excluding sales tax. What
is the current price of each towel?

(A) $ 1

(B) $ 2

(0 $ 3

(D) $ 4

(E) $12

Algebra Applied problems

Letp be the current price per towel, and let n be
the number of towels that can be bought for
$120. Then the information in the problem can
be expressed in the following equations:

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

(i) pn = 120

(ii) (p +l)(n-10) =120 or equivalently

(iii) pn + n-10p-10 = 120.

Then replace pn in (iii) with 120 to get:

120+ «-10/-10 = 120

n-10p-10 = 0

n-10(p +\)=0

n=10(p +^)

np =10p(p +l)
120 =10/>(/> +l)

12 =^ +1)
0 = p2+p-12

0=(p +4)(p-3)
p = 3

The correct answer is C.

204. Ifn = 4p, where p is a prime number greater than 2,
how many different positive even divisors does n
have, including n?

(A) Two

(B) Three

(0 Four

(D) Six

(E) Eight

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Sincep is a prime greater than 2,p must beodd.
Therefore, thepossible even divisors ofn= 4p are
2, 4, 2p, and 4p. Alternatively, choose such a prime,
for example p = 3, and determine the number of
positive even divisors that n= 4p = 12has.

The correct answer is C.
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205. John and Mary were each paid x dollars in advance to
do a certain job together. John worked on the job for
10 hours and Mary worked 2 hours less than John. If
Mary gave John y dollars of her payment so that they
would have received the same hourly wage, what was
the dollar amount, in terms of y, that John was paid in
advance?

(A) 4y

(B) 5y

(0 6y

(D) 8y

(E) 9y

Algebra Applied problems

Let w be the amount of Mary and John's same
hourlywage. To set their hourlypayequal,John,
who worked 10 hours, needs to be paid 10io, and
Mary, who worked 8 hours, needs to be paid 8m
Since Mary gave John y dollars, Mary nowhas
x —y dollars and John now has x + y dollars.
Their pay can thus be expressed as follows:

256

x—y=ow

x + y = IOvj

Mary's pay

John's pay

Subtract the first equation from the second and
solve for id.

2 v = 2w

y = w

Substitutev for w in the second equation, and
solve for x, the amount each was paid in advance.

x + y = 10y

x = 9y

The correct answer is E.

y

o P(4,0)

206. In the rectangular coordinate system above, if point R
(not shown) lies on the positive y-axis and the area of
triangle ORP is 12, what is the y-coordinate of point R?

(A) 3

(B) 6

(0 9

(D) 12

(E) 24

Geometry Simple coordinate geometry; Area

Since Oand P of triangle ORPare alreadydrawn
and R has to be on the positive v-axis, the triangle
is a right triangle with its base length the distance
from the origin O (0,0) to P (4,0), which is 4.

(base)(height)
Since the area of a triangle =

2

the information about the area and base can be

expressed as follows and solved for the height of
triangle OPR:

12 =
(4) (height

12 =2(height)
6 = height

simplify the right side

solve for the height

On the v-axis, the x-coordinate is 0 and the
v-coordinate is the distance above the axis that

the point is located. In this case, the v-coordinate
is the height of the triangle.

The correct answer is B.
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207. Car A is 20 miles behind Car B, which is traveling in
the same direction along the same route as Car A.
Car Ais traveling at a constant speed of 58 miles
per hour and Car B is traveling at a constant speed
of 50 miles per hour. How many hours will it take for
Car A to overtake and drive 8 miles ahead of Car B ?

(A) 1.5

(B) 2.0

(C) 2.5

(D) 3.0

(E) 3.5

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Understand that Car A first has to travel 20 miles

to catch up to Car B and then has to travelan
additional 8 miles ahead of Car B, for a total of
28 extra miles to travel relative to Car B. It can

be stated that Car A is traveling 58 - 50 = 8 miles
per hour faster than Car B. Solving the

distance = (rate)(time) formula for time yields
distance

rate
time.

By substitution into this formula, it will take

28 miles
Car A

8 miles per hour

and drive 8 miles ahead of Car B.

The correct answer is E.

= 3.5 hours to overtake

208. For the past n days, the average (arithmetic mean)

daily production at a company was 50 units. If today's
production of 90 units raises the average to 55 units
per day, what is the value of n ?

(A) 30

(B) 18

(0 10

(D) 9

(E) 7

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic; Algebra Statistics; Applied
problems; Simultaneous equations

Let x be the total production of the past it days.

t T . tv r i sum ofvalues
Using the formula average = <- 7—\ ,

0 ° number 01 values

the information in the problem can be expressed
in the following two equations:

50 = -^
n

55 =
* + 90

n + 1

daily average of 50 units
over the past n days

increased daily average
when including today's
90 units

Solving the first equation for x gives x = 50n.
Then substituting 50n for x in the second
equation gives the following that can be solved
for n:

55 = 50k+ 90
n + 1

55(rc +1) = 50w +90 multiply both sides
by (n +1)

55t7 + 55 = 50« + 90

5n = 35

n = 7

distribute the 55

subtract 50?z and 55 from

both sides

divide both sides by 5

The correct answer is E.

x + 1
x-1

1209. If x ^ 0 and x ^ 1, and if x is replaced by —everywhere
A

in the expression above, then the resulting expression
is equivalent to

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(x +l\2
ix-lj
fx-n2
U+iJ
x2 + l
1-x2

x2-l
x2 + l

/x-1
,x + l

257
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Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Substitute —for x in the expression and simplify.

x

*-l
\x

Multiplythe numerator and denominator inside
the parentheses byx to eliminate the compound
fractions.

/ /- \V
x[± + l

x

\2

PC i j

Distribute the x%.

1 + x

1-x

Since this is not one of the answer choices,
it is necessary to simplify further. With the
knowledge that 1+x=x+1 and l-x =-(x-l),
it can be stated that

1 + x
1-x

x + 1 x + 1

-(*-l), I (*"!)
x + 1

x —1

because the negative, when squared, is positive.

The correct answer is A.

210. In the figure above, ifz = 50, then x+ y

(A) 230

(B) 250

(C) 260

(D) 270

(E) 290

258

Geometry Angles; Measures of angles

Refer to the figure below.

A

Triangle ABC is a right triangle, and segment
AB is parallel to segment ED since theyare
both perpendicular to the same segment (BC).
Therefore, mZDEC = mZBAC = z° = 50°. So,
sinceZDEC and ZAED form a straight line
at£, v + 50 = 180, or v = 130.

The measure of an exteriorangleof a triangle is
the sum of the measures of the nonadjacent
interior angles. Thus,

mZx = mZz + 90°, or

mZx = 50° + 90o = 140°

Thus,x + y = 140+ 130 = 270.

The correct answer is D.

211. In the coordinate system above, which of the following
is the equation of line tl

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

2x-3y = 6

2x+ 3y= 6

3x+ 2y= 6

2x-3y = -6

3x-2y = -6
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Geometry Simple coordinate geometry

Theline is shown going through the points (0,2)
and (3,0). The slopeof the line can be found with

change in v y2~y\
the formula slope = —. ; =

r change in x x2—xl
for two points (x%iy^ and (#2,j2)- Thus, the slope

ofthis line equals ^—4 =~f•Using the formula

fora line ofy = mx + b, where mis the slope and
bis thej/-intercept (in this case, 2), an equation for

2this line is y = —-~x+ 2. Since this equation must

be compared to the available answerchoices, the
following further steps should be taken:

y = —-~x+ 2

3v= —2x + 6 multiplyboth sides by 3

2x + 3y = 6 add 2x to both sides

This problem can alsobe solved as follows. From
the graph, when x = 0,y is positive;when y = 0,
x is positive. This eliminates all but B and C. Of
these, B is the only line containing (0,2). Still
another way is to use (0,2) to eliminate A, C, and
E, and then use (3,0) to eliminate D.

The correct answer is B.

212. If a two-digit positive integer has its digits reversed,
the resulting integer differs from the original by 27.
By how much do the two digits differ?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(0 5

(D) 6

(E) 7

Algebra Applied problems

Let the one two-digit integer be represented by
lOt+ s,where s and t are digits, and let the other
integer with the reverseddigits be represented
by 10*+ /. The information that the difference
between the integersis 27 can be expressed in
the following equation, which can be solved for
the answer.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

(I0s +t)-(l0t + s) = 27

10s +1 -10/ - s = 27 distribute the negative

9s —9t = 27 combine like terms

s-1 = 3 divide both sides by 9

Thus, it is seen that the two digits s and t differ
by 3.

The correct answer is A.

t*-x

213. The circle with center C shown above is tangent to
both axes. If the distance from 0 to C is equal to k,
what is the radius of the circle, in terms of k ?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E) o

k

A_
J2
_k_
J3

k

2

k
3

Geometry Circles; Simple coordinate geometry

In a circle, all distances from the circle to the
center are the same and called the radius, r.

Since the horizontal distance from C?to thej/-axis
is alsoa radius, the baseof the triangle drawn will
be raswell. This creates a right triangle, andso
the Pythagorean theorem (or a2 + b2 = c2) applies.
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r2+r2=k:

2r2 = k

2
r =

k2

r =

r =
k

(A) xy

(B) x + y

(C) 1
x + y

(D)
xy

x + y

(E) x + y

xy

substitute values into

Pythagorean theorem;

combine like terms

divide both sides by2

take the square root of
both sides

I~ simplify the square root

The correct answer is B.

214. In an electric circuit, two resistors with resistances x

and y are connected in parallel. In this case, if r is the
combined resistance of these two resistors, then the
reciprocal of r is equal to the sum of the reciprocals
of x and y. What is r in terms of x and y ?

Algebra Applied problems

Note that two numbers are reciprocals of each
other if and only if their product is 1. Thus the

reciprocals of r, x, andy are —, —, and —,

respectively. So, according to the problem,

—= —H—.To solve this equation for r, begin by

creating a common denominator on the right side
yby multiplying the first fraction by —and the

second fraction by —:

1 =1 +1
r x y

r xy xy

l x + y
r xy

xy
r =

x + y

The correct answer is D.

combine the fractions on the

right side

invert the fractions on both sides

215. Xavier, Yvonne, and Zelda each try independently to
solve a problem. Iftheir individual probabilities for

1 1 5success are -j, 4 and 4, respectively, what is the

probability that Xavier and Yvonne, but not Zelda, will
solve the problem?

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

11
8

7
8

_9_
64

_5_
64

J_
64

Arithmetic Probability

Since the individuals' probabilities are independent,
theycan be multiplied to figure out the combined
probability. The probability ofXavier's success is

given as -1, and the probability of Yvonne's success

is given as -1. Since the probability ofZelda's

success is given as A, then the probability of
8 5 3

her NOT solving the problem is1—4 = -~.

Thus, the combined probability is

W3
_3_
64'

The correct answer is E.

1 1
216. If11 X x + 1

(A) 0

(B) -1

(0 -2

(D) -3

(E) -4

x + 4 then x could be
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Algebra Second-degree equations

Solve the equation for x. Begin by multiplying all
the terms byx(x+ l)(x+ 4) to eliminate the
denominators.

1 1

x x+1 x+4

(x+l)(x+4) - x(x+4)= x(x+1)

(x +4)(x +1- x) =x(x +1) factor the (x +4) out
front on the left side

(x +4)(l)= x(x+l) simplify

x + 4 = x + x distribute the x on

the right side

4 = x2 subtract x from both

sides

+2 = x take the square root
ofboth sides

Both-2 and 2 are square roots of4 since (-2) = 4
and (2) = 4. Thus, x could be -2.

This problem can also be solved as follows.

Rewrite the left side as —

-• mmr-
(A) *

(0

(D)

(E)

"\x + x) x(x+l)
then set equal to the right side to get

-rj^TYj =^4•Next' cross ™*ltiply:
(l)(x +4)= x(x+1)(1). Therefore, x+4 = x2 +x,

or x2 = 4, so x = ± 2.

The correct answer is C.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

It is clear from the answer choices that all three

factors need to be written with a common

denominator, and they thus become

\-j

irvr-
So,I 7) 14 161 =

iriiriix^jv*

The correct answer is B.

218. List Tconsists of 30 positive decimals, none of which
is an integer, and the sum of the 30 decimals is S.
The estimated sum of the 30 decimals, E, is defined

as follows. Each decimal in T whose tenths digit is

even is rounded up to the nearest integer, and each
decimal in Twhose tenths digit is odd is rounded
down to the nearest integer; E is the sum of the

resulting integers. If -Iof the decimals in Thave a
tenths digit that is even, which of the following is a
possible value of E- S?

I. -16

II. 6

III. 10

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

I only

I and II only

I and III only

II and III only

I, II, and III

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Since -x of the 30 decimals in T have an even

tenths digit, it follows that -q(30) =10 decimals
in Thave an even tenths digit. Let T£ represent
the list of these 10decimals, let S£ represent the
sum ofall10decimals in T£, andletEE represent

261
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the estimated sum of all 10 decimals in T„ after
rounding. The remaining 20 decimals in Thave
an odd tenths digit. Let TQ represent the listof
these 20 remaining decimals, let SQ represent the
sum of all20 decimals in TQ, and let EQ represent
the estimated sum of all20 decimals in TQ after
rounding. Note that E =E£ +EQ and S= S£+ S0
and hence E- S =(EE +E^) - (SE +£0) =
(EE-SE) +(E0-Sf):
The least values ofEE - SE occur at the extreme
where each decimal in TL has tenths digit 8.
Here, the difference between the rounded integer
and the original decimal is greater than 0.1. (For
example, the difference between the integer 15
and 14.899 that has been rounded to 15 is 0.101.)
Hence, E£- Sf >10(0.1) =1.The greatest values
ofE —S£ occur at the otherextreme, where each
decimal in TE has tenths digit 0. Here, the
difference between the rounded integer and the
original decimal is less than 1. (For example, the
difference between the integer 15 and 14.001
that has been rounded to 15 is 0.999.) Hence,
E£ - S£ <10(1) =10. Thus, 1 <EE - SE <10.

Similarly, the least values ofEQ - SQ occur at the
extreme where each decimal in TQ has tenths
digit 9. Here, the difference between the rounded
integer and the original decimal is greater than
-1. (For example, the differencebetween the
integer 14 and 14.999 that has been rounded to
14 is -0.999.) Hence EQ-SQ> 20(-l) =-20. The
greatest values ofEQ - SQ occur at the other
extreme where each decimal in TQ has tenths
digit 1. Here, the difference between the rounded
integerand the original decimal is less than or
equal to -0.1. (For example, the difference
between the integer 14 and 14.1 that has been
rounded to 14 is-0.1.) Hence, EQ- SQ< 20(-0.1)
=-2. Thus, -20 <E0-S0<-2.

Adding the inequalities 1 <E£- Sf, <10 and
-20 <E0 - SQ <-2 gives -19 <(£,.- S£) +
(E0 - S0) <8. Therefore, -19 <(E£ +E0) -
(S£ +S0) <8 and -19 <E- S<8. Thus, ofthe
values -16, 6, and 10 forE - S, only-16 and 6
are possible.

Note that if T contains 10 repetitions of the
decimal 1.8 and 20 repetitions of the decimal 1.9,
S = 10(1.8) + 20(1.9) = 18 + 38 = 56, E = 10(2) +
20(1) = 40, and E - S = 40 - 56 = -16. Also, if T
contains 10 repetitions of the decimal 1.2 and 20
repetitions of the decimal 1.1, S = 10(1.2) +
20(1.1) = 12 + 22 = 34, E = 10(2) + 20(1) = 40,
and E-S = 40 -34 = 6.

The correct answer is B.

219. In a certain game, a large container is filled with red,
yellow, green, and blue beads worth, respectively,
7, 5, 3, and 2 points each. A number of beads are
then removed from the container. If the product of
the point values of the removed beads is 147,000,
how many red beads were removed?

(A) 5

(B) 4

(0 3

(D) 2

(E) 0

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

From this, the red beads representfactors of 7 in
the total pointvalue of 147,000. Since 147,000 =
147(1,000), and1,000= 103, then 147 is all that
needs to be factored to determine the factors of 7.

Factoring 147 yields 147 =(3)(49) =(3)(72). This
means there are 2 factors of 7, or 2 red beads.

The correct answer is D.

220. If
1

-=y = 1, then y=

+ y
(A) -2

(B)
1
2

(C)
1
2

(D) 2

(E) 3
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Algebra First-degree equations

Solve fory.
2

1 +1
y

1 + 2:
y

= 2

2 =
--1

multiplyboth sides by1+ —

y
subtract 1 from each side

y = 2 solve fory

The correct answer is D.

221. If a, b, and c are consecutive positive integers and
a<b<c, which of the following must be true?

I. c-a = 2

II. abc is an even integer,

in a + b + c

(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

is an integer.

only

only

and II only

Iand III only

, II, and III

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Sincea, b, and care consecutive positive integers
and a < b < c, then b = a +1 and c = a + 2.

I. c-a = (a+ 2)-a = 2 MUST betrue

II. (odd)(even)(odd) = even MUST be true

(even)(odd)(even) = even MUST be true

III.
+ b+ c _a +(a+ l) + (a + 2)

3
3a+ 3

3
=a+l=b

b is an integer

The correct answer is E.

MUST be true

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

222. Of the 200 students at College T majoring in one or
more of the sciences, 130 are majoring in chemistry
and 150 are majoring in biology. If at least 30 of the
students are not majoring in either chemistry or
biology, then the number of students majoring in both
chemistry and biology could be any number from

(A) 20 to 50

(B) 40 to 70

(C) 50 to 130

(D) 110 to 130

(E) 110 to 150

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

A Venndiagram will help with this problem.
There are two extremes that need to be

considered: (1) having the least number of
students majoringin both chemistry and biology
and (2) having the greatest number of students
majoringin both chemistry and biology.

(1) If at least 30 science majors are not majoring
in either chemistry or biology, then at most
200 - 30 = 170 students can be majoring in
either or both. Since there are 130 + 150 =

280 biology and chemistry majors (some of
whom are individual students majoring in both
areas), then there are at least 280 -170 = 110
majoring in both. The diagram following shows
this relationship.

170 TOTAL STUDENTS

FOR CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY MAJORS

Chemistry Biology
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(2) The maximum number of students who can
be majoring inboth chemistry and biology is 130,
since 130 is the number given asmajoring in
chemistry, thesmaller ofthe two subject areas.
Logically, there cannot be more double majors
than there are majors in the smaller field. The
diagram below shows this relationship in terms of
the given numbers of majors in each subject area.

Chemistry Biology

Additionally, from this diagram it can be seen
that the total number of students who are

majoring in chemistry, or in biology, or in both
is 130 + 20 = 150. Thus, there are 200 -150 =
50 students who are neither chemistry nor
biologymajors. This number is not in conflict
with the condition that 30 is the minimum

number of nonchemistry and nonbiology majors.

Thus, the number of students majoring in both
chemistry and biology could be anynumber from
a minimum of 110 to a maximum of 130.

The correct answer is D.

223. If5- —= x, then x has how many possible values?

(A) None

(B) One

(C) Two

(D) Afinite number greater than two

(E) An infinite number

Algebra Second-degree equations

Solve the equation to determine how manyvalues
are possible for x.

264

5-± = x
x

5x-6 = x'

0 = x2-5x + 6

0=(x-3)(x-2)

x = 3 or 2

The correct answer is C.

224. Seed mixture Xis 40 percent ryegrass and 60 percent
bluegrass by weight; seed mixture Yis 25 percent
ryegrass and 75 percent fescue. If a mixture of X and

Vcontains 30 percent ryegrass, what percent of the
weight of the mixture is X?

(A) 10%

(B) 33^%
(0 40%

(D) 50%

(E) 66-|%

Algebra Applied problems

Let X be the amount of seed mixture Xin the
final mixture, and let 7be the amount of seed
mixture Yin the final mixture. The final
mixture ofXand Yneeds to contain 30 percent
ryegrass seed, so anyother kinds ofgrass seed are
irrelevant to the solution to this problem. The
information about the ryegrass percentages for X,
Y, and the final mixture canbe expressed in the
following equationand solved for X.

0.40X +0.257 = 0.30(X+7)

0.40X + 0.25Y 0.30^ + 0.307 distribute the

0.30 on the

0.10^ = 0.057

X = 0.5Y

right side

subtract 0.30X

and 0.257from

both sides

divide both

sides by 0.10

Using this, the percent of the weight of the
combined mixture (X + 7) that isXis

X 0.57 0.57
X + Y 0.57 + 7 1.57

The correct answer is B.

Qjr =0.333 =33-^%
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225. If nis a positive integer, then n(n + l)(n + 2) is

(A) even only when n is even

(B) even only when n is odd

(C) odd whenever n is odd

(D) divisible by 3 only when n is odd

(E) divisible by 4 whenever n is even

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

The numbers n, n + 1, and n + 2 are consecutive
integers. Therefore, either their product is
(odd)(even)(odd) = even, or their product is
(even)(odd)(even) = even. In either case, the
product ofn(n +l)(n+2) is even. Thus, each
of answer choices A, B, and C is false.

A statement is false if a counterexample can be
shown. Test the statement using an even multiple
of 3 as the value of n in the equation. When
n= 6, n(n +l)(n+ 2)= 6(7)(8) = 336. Since in this
counterexample n is even but 336 is still divisible
by 3, answer choice D is shown to be false.

When n is even (meaningdivisible by2), n+ 2
is also even (and also divisible by 2). So
n(n +l)(n+2)is always divisible by 4.

The correct answer is E.

226. A straight pipe 1 yard in length was marked off in
fourths and also in thirds. Ifthe pipe was then cut into
separate pieces at each of these markings, which of
the following gives all the different lengths of the
pieces, in fractions of a yard?

(A) ^ and -|- only

(B) •4 and -o only

(0 hhan6i
(D) 12' 6' and 4

(E) h iand i

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

A B C D E F
I 1 1 1 1 1

I 1
4 3

2 3

3 4

The number line above illustrates the markings
on the pipe. Since the pipe is cut at the five
markings, six pieces of pipe are produced.
The length of each piece, as a fraction of a yard,
is given in the following table.

( Pipe piece Length ^

A 4 4

B
1 1 1

3 4 12

C
1 1 1

2 3 6

D
2 1 1

3 2 6

E
3 2_ 1
4 3 12

F

V

i-i=4
4 4

J

The correct answer is D.

oo7 ,f 0.0015xlOf
0.03x10'

(A) 9

(B) 8

(0 7

(D) 6

(E) 5

= 5xl07, thenm-k =

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

The left side is easier to work with when the

expressions are rewritten so that integers are
involved:

265
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= 5x10'
0.03x10'

15 xlO"-4
3 xlO*""2

15 y 10m-4
3 X10'"2

= 5xl07

= 5xl07

5x^4 =5xl07
10'-2

10'

m

io'-2

iom-4-('-2) = io7

-4-(A-2)=7

m-k-2=7

m-k = 9

The correct answer is A.

228. Right triangle PQR is to be constructed in the xy-plane
so that the right angle is at P and PR is parallel to the

x-axis. The x-and y-coordinates of P, Q, and Rare to
be integers that satisfy the inequalities -4 < x < 5 and
6 < y < 16. How many different triangles with these
properties could be constructed?

(A) 110

(B) 1,100

(0 9,900

(D) 10,000

(E) 12,100

= 107

Geometry; Arithmetic Simple coordinate
geometry; Elementary combinatorics

In the xy-plane, right triangle PQR is located in
the rectangular region determined by —4 <x <5
and 6 < v< 16 (see following illustration).

• i>

J
16

P
•

•6
i

-A c

•X

Since the coordinates of points P, Q, and R are
integers, there are 10 possible x values and 11
possible y values, so point P can be any one of
10(11) =110points in the rectangular area.

Since PR has to be horizontal, R has the same
v value as P and can have 9 other x values. PQ
has to be vertical, so Q has the same x value as
P and can have 10 othery values. This gives
110(9)(10) = 9,900 possible triangles.

The correct answer is C.

229. How many of the integers that satisfy the inequality

(x+2)(x+3) „ . ,, K7
—'- > 0 are less than 5 ?

>c-2

(A) 1

(B) 2

(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

Algebra Inequalities

0 + -- + + + + + + + + + + + + + x + 3

-() + + + + + + + + -• + + + + x + 2

0 + + + + x-2

-3 -2 x

Pictorially, the number line above shows the
algebraic signs ofthe expressions (x +3), (x +2), and
(x- 2). Forexample, x +3 is0 whenx =-3, x +3 is
negative when x <-3, and x+3ispositive when

. (x +2)(x +3)_:]
x >-3. Ihe expression

x—2
11bewi

positive in the intervals of the number linewhere
the number of minus signs is even. Therefore

&-= is positive for values ofx such that
X Zt

-3 < x < -2 and for values of x such that x > 2.
The only integer values ofx in these intervals
that are also less than 5 are 3 and 4. Also,

(x+2)(x+ 3) .- , , .f
'-^ will be zero if and only if

x-2
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(x + 2)(x + 3) = 0, which has two integer solutions
less than5, namely, x =-2 and x =-3. Therefore,
there are four integers less than 5 that satisfy
(*+2)(* +3)._ , , o . o

-^z > 0 and those integers are -3, -2, 3,
x-2 °

and 4.

. , (x+2)(x + 3)
Alternatively, - '-hi

jQ Zj

will be zero if and

only if (x + 2)(x + 3) = 0, which has two integer
solutions less than 5, namely, x =-2 and x =-3.

(x+ 2)(x+ 3)
Also,

x-2
willbe positive if (x+2)(x +3)

and x - 2 are both positive or both negative,
and for no other values of x. On the one hand,
(x + 2)(x + 3) will be positive when x + 2 and
x + 3 are both positive, which will be the case
when x > -2 and ^ > —3 and thus when x > -2.

On the other hand, (x + 2)(x + 3) will be positive
when x + 2 and x + 3 are both negative, which
will be the case when x < -2 and x < -3 and thus

when x <-3. So, (x + 2){x + 3) will be positive
when x < -3 or x > -2. (This result can also be
deduced from the fact that the graph of
y - (x+2)(x+3) is a parabola with ^-intercepts
(-2,0) and (-3,0) that opensupward.) Since x-2
will be positive when x >2, it follows that
(x +2)(x+ 3) and x - 2 are both positive when
x >2, which includes exactly two integer values
less than 5, namely, x = 3 and x = 4. There are no
integervalues of x such that (x +2)(x +3) and
x - 2 are both negative, since (x +2)(x+ 3) is
negative if and only if x lies between -3 and -2
and there are no integers between -3 and -2.
Therefore, there are exactly 4 integervalues of

x less than 5 such that -^-= > 0. Two of
x — Z

the values, x = —2 and x = —3, arise from solutions

(*+ 2)(x +3)_
to

x-2
= 0, and two of the values, x = 3

and x- 4, arise from solutions to
(x+2)(x +3)

x — 2
>0.

The correct answer is D.

5.5 Problem Solving Answer Explanations

230. The value of
2-14 + 215 + 2'6 + 2 17

is how many

times the value of 2'17 ?

(A) |

(B) |
(0 3

(D) 4

(E) 5

Arithmetic Negative exponents

If the value ofZ +Z +Z +Z is x times

the value of 2~17, then

2-14 + 215 + 2-16 + 2-'7
<n-

X =

5

2" 14+ 2"
.5+2-16

+ 2"
17

5
2"'7

2" 14 + 2^ s+2-16 + 2"
17

x?17
5

(2 -14+2 ,5+2-16 + 2 -17)x217
5

2"
14 + 17 , 2-lS +17

+ 2"
16 + 17 , <-)-17 + 17

23 + 22 + 2'+2°

+4+2+1

= 3

The correct answer is C.
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6.0 Data Sufficiency

6.0 Data Sufficiency

Datasufficiency questions appear in the Quantitative section of the GMAT® exam. Multiple-
choice data sufficiency questions are intermingled withproblem solving questions throughout the
section. You will have 75 minutes to-complete the Quantitative section of the GMAT exam, or
about 2 minutes to answer each question. These questions require knowledge of the following topics:

• Arithmetic

• Elementary algebra

• Commonly known conceptsof geometry

Data sufficiency questions are designed to measure your abilityto analyze a quantitative problem,
recognize which giveninformation is relevant, and determineat what point there is sufficient
informationto solve a problem. In these questions, you are to classify each problem according to
the five fixed answer choices, rather than find a solution to the problem.

Each data sufficiency question consists of a question, often accompanied by some initial
information, and two statements, labeled (1) and (2), which contain additional information. You
must decide whether the information in each statement is sufficient to answer the question or—
if neither statement providesenough information—whether the information in the two statements
together is sufficient. It is alsopossible that the statements in combination do not giveenough
information to answer the question.

Beginby reading the initial informationand the questioncarefully. Next, considerthe first statement.
Does the information provided by the firststatement enable youto answer the question? Go on to
the second statement. Try to ignore the information given in the first statement whenyouconsider
whether the second statement provides information that, byitself, allows youto answer the question.
Nowyou shouldbe able to say, foreachstatement, whether it is sufficient to determine the answer.

Next, consider the two statements in tandem. Do they, together, enable you to answer the question?

Lookagainat youranswer choices. Select the one that mostaccurately reflects whether the
statements provide the information required to answer the question.
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6.1 Test-Taking Strategies

1. Do not waste valuable time solving a problem.

You onlyneedto determine whethersufficient information is given to solve it.

2. Consider each statement separately.

First, decide whether each statement alone gives sufficient information to solve the problem. Be
sure to disregard the information given in statement (1) whenyou evaluate the information given
in statement (2). If either, or both, of the statements give(s) sufficient information to solve the
problem, select the answer corresponding to the description ofwhich statement(s) give(s)
sufficient information to solve the problem.

3. Judge the statements in tandem if neither statement is sufficient by itself.

It is possible that the two statements together do not provide sufficient information. Once you
decide, select the answer corresponding to the descriptionof whether the statements together give
sufficientinformation to solve the problem.

4. Answer the question asked.

For example, if the question asks, "What is the value ofy ?" for an answer statement to be
sufficient, you must be able to find one and onlyonevalue foxy. Beingable to determine
minimum or maximumvalues for an answer(e.g., y = x + 2) is not sufficient, because such
answers constitute a range of values rather than the specific valueofy.

5. Be very careful not to make unwarranted assumptions based on the
images represented.

Figures are not necessarily drawn to scale; theyare generalized figures showing little more than
intersecting linesegments andthe relationships ofpoints, angles, andregions. So, for example, if a
figure described as a rectangle looks like a square, do not conclude that it is, in fact, a square justby
looking at the figure.
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6.1 Data Sufficiency Test-Taking Strategies

If statement 1 is sufficient, then the answer must be A or D.

If statement 2 is not sufficient, then the answer must be A.

If statement 2 is sufficient, then the answer must be D.

If statement 1 is not sufficient, then the answer must be B, C, or E.

If statement 2 is sufficient, then the answer must be B.

If statement 2 is not sufficient, then the answer must be C or E.

Ifboth statements together aresufficient, then the answer must be C.

Ifboth statements together arestill not sufficient, then the answer must be E.

Is Statement 1 Sufficient Alone?

Is Statement 2 Sufficient Alone? Is Statement 2 Sufficient Alone?

Correct

Answer

Is A

Correct
Answer

IsB

Are Statements 1 & 2

Sufficient Together?
M . >

^

V
z \ ^

Correct
Answer

IsC

Correct
Answer

IsE
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6.2 The Directions

These directions are similar to those you will see for data sufficiency questions when you take the
GMAT exam. If you read the directions carefully and understand them clearly before going tosit
for the test, you will notneed to spend much time reviewing them when you take the GMATexam.

Eachdata sufficiency problem consists ofa question and two statements, labeled (1) and (2), that
give data. You have to decide whether thedata given in the statements are sufficient fot answering
the question. Using the datagiven in the statements plus your knowledge ofmathematics and
everyday facts (such as the number ofdays inJuly or the meaning ofcounterclockwise), you must
indicate whether the datagiven in the statements are sufficient for answering the questions andthen
indicate one of the following answer choices:

(A) Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient to answer
the question asked;

(B) Statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (1) alone is not sufficient to answer
the question asked;

(C) BOTH statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are sufficient to answer the question
asked, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient;

(D) EACH statementALONE is sufficient to answer the questionasked;

(E) Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are NOT sufficient to answer the question
asked, and additional data are needed.

NOTE: In data sufficiency problems that askfor the value of a quantity, the data given in the
statements are sufficient onlywhen it is possible to determine exactly one numericalvaluefor
the quantity.

Numbers: All numbers used are real numbers.

Figures: A figure accompanying a data sufficiency problem will conform to the information given
in the question but will not necessarily conform to the additional information given in statements
(1) and (2).

Lines shown asstraight canbe assumed to be straight andlines that appear jagged canalso be
assumed to be straight.

You may assume that the positions ofpoints, angles, regions, and so forth exist in the order shown
and that angle measures aregreater than zerodegrees.

All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.
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Each data sufficiency problem consists of a question and two statements, labeled (1) and (2), which
contain certain data. Using these data and your knowledge of mathematics and everyday facts (such as
the number of days in July or the meaning of the word counterclockwise), decide whether the data
given are sufficient for answering the question and then indicate one of the following answer choices:

A Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient.
B Statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (1) alone is not sufficient.
C BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

D EACH statement ALONE is sufficient.

E Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are not sufficient.

Note: In data sufficiency problems that ask for the value of a quantity, the data given in the statements
are sufficient only when it is possible to determine exactly one numerical value for quantity.

Example:

In APQR, what is the value of x ?

(1) PQ = PR

(2) y = 40

Explanation: According to statement (1) PQ = PR; therefore, APQR is isosceles and y = z. Since x + y + z =
180, it follows that x + 2y = 180. Since statement (1) does not give a value for y, you cannot answer the
question using statement (1) alone. According to statement (2), y = 40; therefore, x + z = 140. Since
statement (2) does not give a value for z, you cannot answer the question using statement (2) alone.
Using both statements together, since x+2y = 180 and the value of y is given, you can find the value
of x. Therefore, BOTH statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are sufficient to answer the questions, but
NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

Numbers: All numbers used are real numbers.

Figures:
• Figures conform to the information given in the question, but will not necessarily conform to the

additional information given in statements (1) and (2).
• Lines shown as straight are straight, and lines that appear jagged are also straight.
• The positions of points, angles, regions, etc., exist in the order shown, and angle measures are

greater than zero.
• All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.
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1. What is the value of|x| ?

(1) x=-|x|
(2) x2 = 4

2. What percent of a group of people are women with
red hair?

(1) Of the women in the group, 5 percent have
red hair.

(2) Of the men in the group, 10 percent have
red hair.

3. In a certain class, one student is to be selected at
random to read. What is the probability that a boy
will read?

(1) Two-thirds of the students inthe class are boys.
(2) Ten of the students inthe class are girls.

4. If the two floors in a certain building are 9 feet apart,
how many steps are there in a set of stairs that
extends from the first floor to the second floor of

the building?

(1) Each step is 4 foot high.

(2) Each step is 1 foot wide.

5. In College X the number of students enrolled in both a
chemistry course and a biologycourse is how much
less than the number of students enrolled in neither?

(1) In College X there are 60 students enrolled in a
chemistry course.

(2) In College X there are 85 students enrolled in a
biology course.

6. A certain expressway has Exits J, K, L, and M, in that
order. What is the road distance from Exit K to Exit L ?

(1) The road distance from Exit J to Exit L is
21 kilometers.

(2) The road distance from Exit K to Exit M is
26 kilometers.

7. If n is an integer, is n+1 odd ?

(1) n+ 2 is an even integer.

(2) n-1 is an odd integer.

8.

10.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

For which type of investment, J or K, is the annual
rate of return greater?

(1) Type J returns $115 per $1,000 invested for any
one-year period andtype Kreturns $300 per
$2,500 invested for anyone-year period.

(2) The annual rate of return for an investment of
type K is 12 percent.

A citrus fruit grower receives $15 for each crate of
oranges shipped and $18 for each crate of grapefruit
shipped. How many crates of oranges did the grower
ship last week?

(1) Last week the number of crates of oranges that
the grower shipped was 20 more than twice the
number of crates of grapefruit shipped.

(2) Last week the grower received a total of
$38,700 from the crates of oranges and
grapefruit shipped.

If Pat saved $600 of his earnings last month, how
much did Pat earn last month?

(1) Pat spent Aof his earnings last month for living
^ 1

expenses and saved 4 of the remainder.

(2) Of his earnings last month, Pat paid twice as
much in taxes as he saved.

+ x

11. In the xy-plane above, is angle QPR a right angle?

(1) Points P and Q have the same x-coordinate.

(2) Points Pand Rhave the same y-coordinate.
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12. Water is pumped into a partially filled tank at a
constant rate through an inlet pipe. At the same time,
water is pumped out of the tank at a constant rate
through an outlet pipe. At what rate, in gallons per
minute, is the amount of water in the tank increasing?

(1) The amount of water initially in the tank is
200 gallons.

(2) Water is pumped into the tank at a rate of
10 gallons per minute and out of the tank at a

rate of 10 gallons every 2-1 minutes.

13. Is x a negative number?

(1) 9x>10x

(2) x + 3 is positive.

14. If / and; are integers, is»'+j an even integer?

(1) /<10

(2) i = j

15. What is the cube root of w ?

(1) (. The 5th root of w is 64.

(2) The 15th root of w is 4.

16. If Car X followed CarY across a certain bridge that is

Amile long, how many seconds did it take Car Xto
travel across the bridge?

(1) Car X drove onto the bridge exactly 3 seconds
after CarY drove onto the bridge and drove off
the bridge exactly 2 seconds after CarY drove
off the bridge.

(2) Car Y traveled across the bridge at a constant
speed of 30 miles per hour.

17. If n + k = m, what is the value of k ?

(1) n = 10

(2) m + 10 = n

18. The number of seats in the first row of an auditorium

is 18 and the number of seats in each row thereafter

is 2 more than in the previous row. What is the total
number of seats in the rows of the auditorium?

(1) The number of rows of seats in the auditorium
is 27.

(2) The number of seats in the last row is 70.
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19. In APQR, if PQ = x, QR = x+2, and P/? = y, which of
the three angles of APQR has the greatest degree
measure?

(1) y = x+3

(2) x = 2

n, 15, 12, 9, 20

20. What is the value of n in the list above?

(1) n>12

(2) The median of the numbers in the list is 13.

21. What percent of the drama club members enrolled at

a certain school are female students?

(1) Of the female students enrolled at the school,
40 percent are members of the drama club.

(2) Of the male students enrolled at the school,
25 percent are members of the drama club.

22. On a recent trip, Mary drove 50 miles. What was the
average speed at which she drove the 50 miles?

(1) She drove 30 miles at an average speed of
60 miles per hour and then drove the remaining
20 miles at an average speed of 50 miles
per hour.

(2) She drove a total of 54 minutes.

23. In Mr. Smith's class, what is the ratio of the number of

boys to the number of girls?

(1) There are 3 times as many girls as boys in
Mr. Smith's class.

(2) The number of boys is jr of the total number of
boys and girls in Mr. Smith's class.

24. If the sequence S has 300 terms, what is the 293rd
term of S ?

(1) The 298th term of S is -616, and each term of S
after the first is 2 less than the preceding term.

(2) The first term of S is -22.
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25. On a certain date, Hannah invested $5,000 at
x percent simple annual interest and a different
amount at y percent simple annual interest. What
amount did Hannah invest at y percent simple annual
interest?

(1) The total amount of interest earned by Hannah's
two investments in one year was $900.

(2) Hannah invested the $5,000 at 6 percent simple
annual interest.

26. The profit from the sale of a certain appliance
increases, though not proportionally, with the number
of units sold. Did the profit exceed $4 million on sales
of 380,000 units?

(1) The profit exceeded $2 million on sales of
200,000 units.

(2) The profit exceeded $5 million on sales of
350,000 units.

27. If n is an integer, is n even?

(1) n2 -1 is an odd integer.

(2) 3n + 4 is an even integer.

28. Carmen currently works 30 hours per week at her
part-time job. If her gross hourly wage were to
increase by $1.50, how many fewer hours could she
work per week and still earn the same gross weekly
pay as before the increase?

(1) Her gross weekly payis currently $225.00.
(2) An increase of $1.50 would represent an increase

of 20 percent of her current gross hourly wage.

29. If 90 students auditioned for the school musical, how
many were accepted?

p i
(1) 4 of the boys and 4 of the girls who auditioned

were accepted.

(2) 26 of the boys who auditioned were accepted.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

x meters

30. A circular tub has a band painted around its
circumference, as shown above. What is the surface
area of this painted band?

(1) x = 0.5

(2) The height of the tub is 1 meter.

d = 0.43r7

31. If t denotes the thousandths digit in the decimal
representation of d above, what digit is r?

(1) If d were rounded to the nearest hundredth,
the result would be 0.44.

(2) If d were rounded to the nearest thousandth,
the result would be 0.436.

32. If A and 8 are positive integers, is the product AB even?

(1) The sum A + B is odd.

(2) A is even.

33.

34.

The weights of all dishes of type X are exactly the
same, and the weights of all dishes of type Y are
exactly the same. Is the weight of 1 dish of type X
less than the weight of 1 dish of type Y ?

(1)

(2)

The total weight of 3 dishes of type X and
2 dishes of type Y is less than the total weight of
2 dishes of type X and 4 dishes of type Y.

The total weight of 4 dishes of type X and
3 dishes of type Y is less than the total weight of
3 dishes of type X and 4 dishes of type Y.

A certain high school with a total enrollment of
900 students held a science fair for three days last
week. How many of the students enrolled in the high
school attended the science fair on all three days?

(1) Of the students enrolled in the school,
30 percent attended the science fair on two
or more days.

(2) Of the students enrolled in the school,
10 percent of those that attended the science
fair on at least one day attended on all three
days.
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35. The inside of a rectangular carton is 48 centimeters
long, 32 centimeters wide, and 15 centimeters high.
The carton is filled to capacity with k identical
cylindrical cans of fruit that stand uprightin rows and
columns, as indicated in the figure above. If the cans
are 15 centimeters high, what is the value of k ?

(1) Each of the cans has a radius of 4 centimeters.

(2) Six of the cans fit exactly alongthe length of
the carton.

x-4 = z

y-x = 8

8-z = t

36. For the system of equations given, what is the value
ofz?

37.

38.

278

(1)

(2)

x = 7

t = 5

The average (arithmetic mean) price of the 3 items
that Kate purchased from a clothing store was $50. If
there was no sales tax on any item that had a price of
less than $80 and 6 percent sales tax on all other
items, what was the total sales tax on the 3 items that

Kate purchased?

(1) The price of the most expensive item that Kate

purchased from the store was $100.

(2) The price of the least expensive item that Kate
purchased from the store was $10.

A scientist recorded the number of eggs in each of
10 birds' nests. What was the standard deviation of

the numbers of eggs in the 10 nests?

(1) The average (arithmetic mean) number of eggs
for the 10 nests was 4.

(2) Each of the 10 nests contained the same

number of eggs.

39.

40.

Terry holds 12 cards, each of which is red, white,
green, or blue. If a person is to select a card
randomly from the cards Terry is holding, is the
probability less than ^ that the card selected will be
either red or white?

(1) The probability that the person will select a blue

card is A.

(2) The probability that the person will select a red

card is 1

The selling price of an article is equal to the cost of
the article plus the markup. The markup on a certain
television set is what percent of the selling price?

(1) The markup on the television set is 25 percent
of the cost.

(2) The selling price of the television set is $250.

41. \s4*+y = 8w?

(1) x-y=9

(2) ^ =±

42. Can a certain rectangular sheet of glass be positioned
on a rectangular tabletop so that it covers the entire
tabletop and its edges are parallel to the edges of the
tabletop?

(1) The tabletop is 36 inches wide by 60 inches
long.

(2) The area of one side of the sheet of glass is
2,400 square inches.

43. If Pj and p2 are the populations and rx and r2 are the
numbers of representatives of District 1 and District 2,
respectively, the ratio of the population to the number of
representatives is greater forwhich of the two districts?

(1) Pi>P2

(2) r2>r,

44. In a random sample of 80 adults, how many are

college graduates?

(1) In the sample, the number of adults who are not
college graduates is 3 times the number who
are college graduates.

(2) In the sample, the number of adults who are not
college graduates is 40 more than the number
who are college graduates.
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R S T U

R 0 y X 62

S y 0 56 75

T x 56 0 69

U 62 75 69 0

45. The table above shows the distance, in kilometers,

by the most direct route, between any two of the
four cities, R, S, T, and U. For example, the distance
between City R and City Uis 62 kilometers. What is
the value of x ?

(1) By the most direct route, the distance between
S and T is twice the distance between S and R.

(2) By the most direct route, the distance between
T and U is 1.5 times the distance between

R and T.

46. What is the tenths digit in the decimal representation
of a certain number?

1(1) The number is less than -^.
6 1

(2) The number is greater than 4.

47. Robots X, Y, and Z each assemble components at
their respective constant rates. If rx is the ratio of

Robot X's constant rate to Robot Z's constant rate and

ry is the ratio of Robot Y's constant rate to Robot Z's
constant rate, is Robot Z's constant rate the greatest
of the three?

(1) rx<ry

(2) ry<l

48. Ifa < x < b and c < y < d, is x < y ?

(1) a<c

(2) b<c

49. How many people are directors of both Company K
and Company R?

(1) There were 17 directors present at a joint
meeting of the directors of Company K and
Company R, and no directors were absent.

(2) Company Khas 12 directors and Company R
has 8 directors.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

50. If x and y are positive, is - greaterthan 1?

(1) xy>l

(2) x-y>0

51. A clothing store acquired an item at a cost of x dollars
and sold the item for y dollars. The store's gross
profit from the item was what percent of its cost for

• the item?

(1) y-x = 20

(2) y_5
x"4

52. If x and y are positive, is x < 10 < y ?

(1) x < y and xy = 100

(2) x2 < 100 < y2

53. If x is an integer, is 9X + 9~x = b ?

(1) 3x + 3-x = VrJ+2

(2) x>0

54. A taxi company charges f cents for the first mile of
the taxi ride and m cents for each additional mile. How

much does the company charge for a 10-mile taxi ride?

(1) The company charges $0.90 for a 2-mile ride.

(2) The company charges $1.20 for a 4-mile ride.

55. Guy's net income equals his gross income minus his
deductions. By what percent did Guy's net income
change on January 1,1989, when both his gross
income and his deductions increased?

(1) Guy's gross income increased by 4 percent on
January 1,1989.

(2) Guy's deductions increased by 15 percent on
January 1, 1989.

56. What is the value of z in the triangle above?

(1) x + y = 139

(2) y + z = 108
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57. Each gift certificate sold yesterday by a certain
bookstore cost either $10 or $50. If yesterday the
bookstore sold more than 5 gift certificates that cost
$50 each, what wasthe total number of gift
certificates sold yesterday by the bookstore?

(1) Yesterday the bookstore sold fewer than 10 gift
certificates that cost $10 each.

(2) The total cost of gift certificates sold yesterday
by the bookstore was $460.

58. What is the tens digit of positive integer x ?

(1) x divided by 100 has a remainder of 30.

(2) x divided by 110 has a remainder of 30.

59. Max has $125 consisting of bills each wortheither $5
or $20. How many bills worth $5 does Max have?

(1) Max has fewer than 5 bills worth $5 each.

(2) Max has more than 5 billsworth $20 each.

60. What is the value of n in the equation -25 +19 + n = s ?

(1) s = 2

(2) ^=4

61. At a certain picnic, each of the guests was served
either a single scoop or a double scoop of ice cream.
How many of the guests were served a double scoop
of ice cream?

(1) At the picnic, 60 percent of the guests were
served a double scoop of ice cream.

(2) A total of 120 scoops of ice cream were served
to all the guests at the picnic.

62. Stores L and M each sell a certain product at a

different regular price. If both stores discount their
regular price of the product, is the discount price at
Store M less than the discount price at Store L ?

(1) At Store L the discount price is 10 percent less
than the regular price; at Store Mthe discount
price is 15 percent less than the regular price.

(2) At Store Lthe discount price is $5 less than the
regular store price; at Store Mthe discount
price is $6 less than the regular price.
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63. If d denotes a decimal, is d > 0.5 ?

(1) When d is rounded to the nearest tenth, the
result is 0.5.

(2) When d is roundedto the nearest integer,
the result is 1.

64. How many integers are there between, but not
including, integers r and s ?

(1) s-r =..10

(2) There are 9 integers between, but not including,
r+lands+1.

65. What is the total number of coins that Bert and Claire

have?

(1) Bert has 50 percent more coins than Claire.

(2) The total number of coins that Bert and Claire

have is between 21 and 28.

66. In a survey of 200 college graduates, 30 percent said
they had received student loans during their college
careers, and 40 percent said they had received
scholarships. What percent of those surveyed said
that they had received neither student loans nor
scholarships during their college careers?

(1) 25 percent of those surveyed said that they had
received scholarships but no loans.

(2) 50 percent of those surveyed who said that they
had received loans also said that they had
received scholarships.

67. What is the value of integer n ?

(1) n(n +l)=6
(2) 22n = 16

68. Three machines, K, M, and P, working simultaneously
and independently at their respective constant rates,
can complete a certain task in 24 minutes. How long
does it take Machine K, working alone at its constant
rate, to complete the task?

(1) Machines M and P, working simultaneously and
independently at their respective constant rates,
can complete the task in 36 minutes.

(2) Machines K and P, working simultaneously and
independently at their respective constant rates,
can complete the task in 48 minutes.
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69. Of the four numbers represented on the number line
above, is r closest to zero?

(1) q = -s

(2) -t<q

70. At a certain company, a test was given to a group of
men and women seeking promotions. If the average
(arithmetic mean) score for the group was 80, was
the average score for the women greater than 85 ?

(1) The average score for the men was less
than 75.

(2) The group consisted of more men than women.

71. Mary persuaded n friends to donate $500 each to her
election campaign, and then each of these n friends
persuaded n more people to donate $500 each to
Mary's campaign. If no one donated more than once
and if there were no other donations, what was the

value of n ?

(1) The first npeople donated jg of the total
amount donated.

(2) The total amount donated was $120,000.

72. If m is an integer, is m odd?

m(1) y is not an even integer.

(2) m-3 is an even integer.

73. What is the area of triangular region ABC above?

(1) The product of BDand AC is 20.

(2) x = 45

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

74. In the xy-coordinate plane, is point Requidistant from
points (-3,-3) and (1,-3) ?

(1) The x-coordinate of point R is -1.

(2) Point R lies on the line y = -3.

75. Is the positive two-digit integer N less than 40 ?

(1) The units digit of N is 6 more than the tens digit.

(2) N is 4 less than 4 times the units digit.

76.

77.

78.

Each week a certain salesman is paid a fixed amount
equal to $300, plus a commission equal to 5 percent
of the amount of his sales that week over $1,000.
What is the total amount the salesman was paid last

week?

(1) The total amount the salesman was paid last
week is equal to 10 percent of the amount of his

sales last week.

(2) The salesman's sales last week totaled $5,000.

A total of $60,000 was invested for one year. Part of
this amount earned simple annual interest at the rate

of x percent per year, and the rest earned simple
annual interest at the rate of y percent per year. If the
total interest earned by the $60,000 for that yearwas
$4,080, what is the value of x ?

(1)

(2)

x 4
The ratio of the amount that earned interest at

the rate of x percent per year to the amount that
earned interest at the rate of y percent per year
was 3 to 2.

At a bakery, all donuts are priced equally and all
bagels are priced equally. What is the total price of
5 donuts and 3 bagels at the bakery?

(1) At the bakery, the total price of 10 donuts and
6 bagels is $12.90.

(2) At the bakery, the price of a donut is $0.15 less
than the price of a bagel.
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79. In the figure above, is the area of triangular region
ABC equal to the area of triangular region DBA ?

(1) {ACf = 2(AD)2

(2) AABC is isosceles.

80. If rand sare positive integers, can the fraction £ be
expressed as a decimal with only a finite number of
nonzero digits?

(1) s is a factor of 100.

(2) r is a factor of 100.

81. If the ratio of the number of teachers to the number of

students is the same in School District M and School

District P, what is the ratio of the number of students
in School District M to the number of students in

School District P ?

(1) There are 10,000 more students in School
District M than there are in School District P.

(2) The ratio of the number of teachers to the
.numberof students in School District Mis
1 to 20.

82. If r>0and s>0, is ^<-p ?
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(1)

(2) s = r + 4

JL-1
3s"" 4

83. If k is an integer such that 56 < k < 66, what is the
value of k ?

,(1) If k were divided by 2, the remainder would be 1.

(2) If k + 1 were divided by 3, the remainder would
beO.

k, n, 12, 6,17

84. What is the value of n in the list above?

(1) k<n

(2) The median of the numbers in the list is 10.

85. If x and y are integers, what is the value of x + y ?

(1) 3<^<4
(2) ' 2 <x <y'<

86. What is the value of b+cl

(1) ab+cd+ac+bd = 6

(2) a+d = 4

87. What is the average (arithmetic mean)of j and k?

(1) The average (arithmetic mean) of j+2 and k+ 4
is 11.

(2) The average (arithmetic mean)of j, k, and 14
is 10.

88. Paula and Sandy were amongthose, people who sold
raffletickets to raise money for Club X. If Paula and
Sandy sold a total of 100of the tickets, how many of
the tickets did Paula sell?

o

(1) Sandy sold | as many of the raffle tickets

as Paula did.

(2) Sandy sold 8 percent of all the raffle tickets sold
for Club X.

89. A numberof people each wrote down one of the first
30 positive integers. Were any of the integers written
down by more than one of the people?

(1) The number of people who wrote down an
integer was greater than 40.

(2) The number of people who wrote down an
integerwas less than 70.
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90. Is the number of secondsrequired to travel d, feet at rx
feet per second greater than the number of seconds
required to travel d2 feet at r2 feet per second?

(1) dj is 30 greater than d2.

(2) rt is 30 greater than r2.

91. Lastyear, if Arturo spent a total of $12,000 on his
mortgage payments, real estate taxes, and home
insurance, how much did he spend on his real estate

taxes?

(1) Last year, the total amount that Arturo spent on
his real estate taxes and home insurance was

33A percent ofthe amount that he spent on his
mortgage payments.

(2) Last year, the amount that Arturo spent on his
real estate taxes was 20 percent of the total
amount he spent on his mortgage payments and

home insurance.

92. If a, b, c, and dare positive numbers, is %<%?

<» °<§e§

<2> (#<&
93. Is the number of members of Club X greater than the

number of members of Club Y ?

(1) Of the members of Club X, 20 percent are also

members of ClubY. .... •

(2) Of the members of Club Y, 30 percent are also
members of Club X.

94. In a certain office, 50 percent of the employees are
college graduates and 60 percent of the employees
are over 40 years old. If 30 percent of those over 40
have master's degrees, how many of the employees
over 40 have master's degrees?

(1) Exactly 100 of the employees are college
graduates.

(2) Of the employees 40 years old or less,
25 percent have master's degrees.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

<—\ 1 1 h
t

95. On the number line above, p, q, r, s, and t are five
consecutive even integers in increasing order.What is
the average (arithmetic mean) of these five integers?

(1) q + s = 24

(2) The average (arithmetic mean) of q and r is 11.

96. If [x] denotes the least integer greater than or equal to
x, is [x] =0 ?

(1) -1 < x < 1

(2) x < 0

97. Ifx and y are integers, is x > y ?

(1) x + y>0

(2) yx < 0

98. Is ret = 17

(1) rs = l

(2) st = l

99. If r and s are the roots of the equation x2 + bx + c = 0,
where b and c are constants, is rs < 0 ?

(1) b<0

(2) c < 0

TOTAL EXPENSES FOR THE

FIVE DIVISIONS OF COMPANY H

100. The figure above represents a circle graph of
Company H's total expenses broken down by the
expenses for each of its five divisions. If O is the

center of the circle and if Company H's total expenses
are $5,400,000, what are the expenses for Division R?

(1) x = 94

(2) The total expenses for Divisions S and T are

twice as much as the expenses for Division R.
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101. If x is negative, is x <-3 ?

(1) x2>9

(2) x3<-9

102. What is the number of cans that can be packed in a
certain carton?

(1) The interior volume of this carton is 2,304 cubic
inches.

(2) The exterior of each can is6 inches high and
has a diameter of 4 inches.

r s t

u V w

X y z

103. Each of the letters in the table above represents one
of the numbers 1, 2, or 3, and each of these numbers
occurs exactlyonce in each rowand exactlyonce in
each column. What is the value of r ?

(1) v + z = 6

(2) s+t + u + x = 6

104. If [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal
to x, is [x] =0 ?

(1) 5x+l = 3+2x

(2) 0<x<l

105. Material Acosts $3 perkilogram, and Material B
costs $5 per kilogram. If 10 kilograms of Material K
consists of x kilograms of Material A and y kilograms
of Material B, is x > y ?

(1) y>4

(2) The cost of the 10 kilograms of Material Kis less
than $40.

106. While on a straight road, Car X and Car Y are traveling
at different constant rates. If Car X is how 1 mile

ahead of CarY, how many minutes from now will
Car X be 2 miles ahead of Car Y ?

(1) Car X is traveling at 50 miles per hour and Car Y
is traveling at 40 miles per hour.

(2) Three minutes ago Car Xwas Amile ahead of
Car Y.
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107. If a certain animated cartoon consists of a total of
17,280 frames on film, how many minutes will it take
to run the cartoon?

(1) The cartoon runs without interruption at the rate
of 24 frames per second.

(2) It takes 6 times as long to run the cartoon as it
takes to rewind the film, and it takes a total of
14 minutes to do both.

108. Atwhat speedwas a train traveling on a trip when it
had completed half of the total distance of the trip?

(1) The trip was 460 miles long and took 4 hours to
complete.

(2) The train traveled at anaverage rate of
115 miles per( hour on the trip.

4, 6, 8f 10,12, 14, 16,18, 20, 22

109. List M(not shown) consists of 8 different integers,
each of which is in the list shown. What is the

standard deviation of the numbers in list M ?

(1) The average (arithmetic mean) of the numbers in
list Mis equal to the average of the numbers in
the list shown.

,(2) List M does not contain 22.

110. Tom, Jane, and Sue each purchased a new house. The
average (arithmetic mean) price of the three houses
was $120,000. What was the median price of the
three houses?

(1) The price of Tom's house was $110,000.

(2) The priceof Jane'shouse was $120,000.

111. Ifx and y are integers, is xy even?

(1) x = y + l

(2) —is an even integer.
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112. If the successive tick marks shown on the number
line above are equally spaced and if x and y arethe
numbers designating the end points of intervals as
shown, what is the value"of y ?

113.

114.

115.

(1)

(2)

x =
1

2

In triangle ABC, point Xis the midpoint of side AC and
point Y is the midpoint of side BC. If point Ris the
midpoint of line segment XC and if point S is the
midpoint of line segment YC, what is the areaof
triangular region RCS1

(1) The area of triangular region ABX is 32.

(2) The length of one of the altitudes of triangle ABC
is 8.

A department managerdistributed a number of pens,
pencils, and pads among the staff in the department,
with each staff member receiving x pens, y pencils,
and z pads. How many staff members were in the
department?

(1) The numbers of pens, pencils, and pads that
each staff member received were in the ratio

2:3:4, respectively.

(2) The manager distributed a total of 18 pens,
27 pencils, and 36 pads.

Machines X and Y produced identical bottles at
different constant rates. Machine X, operating alone for
4 hours, filled part of a production lot; then Machine Y,
operating alone for 3 hours, filled the restofthis lot.
How many hours would it have taken Machine X
operatingalone to fill the entire production lot?

(1) Machine X produced 30 bottles per minute.

(2) Machine X produced twice as many bottles in
4 hours as Machine Y produced in 3 hours.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

116. On acompany-sponsored cruise, ^ of the
passengers were company employees and the

remaining passengers were their guests. If -| of the
company-employee passengers were managers, what
was the number of company-employee passengers
who were NOT managers?

(1) There were 690 passengers on the cruise.

(2) 'Therewere 230 passengers who were guests of
the company employees.

117. The length of the edging that surrounds circular

garden Kis I the length of the edging that surrounds
circular garden G. What is the area of garden K?
(Assume that the edging has negligible width.)

(1) The area of G is 25/r. square meters.

(2) The edging around Gis 10* meters long.

118. For any integers x and y, min(x, y) and max(x, y) denote
the minimum and the maximum of x and y, respectively.

For example, min(5, 2) =2and max(5, 2) =5. For the
integer w, whatis the value of min(10, w) 1

(1) w=max(20, z) for some integer z.
(2) w=max(10, w)

119. If arc PQRjabove is a semicircle, what is the length of
diameter PR ?

(1)

(2)

a = 4

b = l

120. A certain bookcase has 2 shelves of books. On the

upper shelf, the book with the greatest number of
pages has 400 pages. On the lower shelf, the book
with the least number of pages has 475 pages. What
is the median number of pages for all of the books on
the 2 shelves?

(1) There are 25 books on the upper shelf.

(2) There are 24 books on the lower shelf.
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121. During a 6-day local trade show, the least number
of people registered in a single day was 80. Was
the average (arithmetic mean) number of people
registered per day for the 6 days greater than 90 ?

(1)

(2)

For the 4 days with the greatest number of
people registered, the average (arithmetic mean)
number registered per day was 100.

For the 3 days with the smallest number of
people registered, the average (arithmetic mean)
number registered per day was 85.

122. In the figure above, points A, B, C, D, and E lie on a
line. A is on both circles, B is the center of the smaller

circle, C is the center of the larger circle, D is on the
smaller circle, and E is on the larger circle. What is
the area of the region inside the larger circle and
outside the smaller circle?

(1) Afi = 3andBC = 2

(2) CD = landDE = 4

123. The range of the numbers in set S is x, and the range
of the numbers in set T is y. If all of the numbers in
set T are also in set S, is x greater than y ?

(1) Set S consists of 7 numbers.

(2) Set T consists of 6 numbers.

124. An employee is paid .1.5 times the regular hourly rate
for each hour worked in excess of 40, hours per week,

excluding Sunday, and 2 times the regular hourlyrate
for each hour worked on Sunday. How much was the
employee paid last week?

(1) The employee's regular hourly rate is $10.

(2) Last week the employee worked a total of
54 hours but did not work more than 8 hours

on any day.
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125. A box contains only red chips, white chips, and blue
chips. If a chip is randomly selected from the box,
what is the probabilitythat the chip will be either
white or blue?

(1) The probability that the chip will be blue is 4-.
o

(2) The probability that the chip will be red is -J--

126. What was the revenue that a theater received from

the sale of 400 tickets, some of which were sold at

the full price and the remainder of which were sold at

a reduced price?

(1) The number of tickets sold at the full price

wasX of the total number of tickets sold.
4

(2) The full priceof a ticket was $25.

127. The annual rent collected by a corporation from a
certain buildingwas x percent more in 1998 than in
1997 and y percent less in 1999 than in 1998. Was
the annual rent collected by the corporation from the
building more in 1999 than in 1997 ?

(1)

(2)

x>y

xy

100
<x-y

128. The hypotenuse of a righttriangle is 10 cm. What is
the perimeter, in centimeters, of the triangle?

(1) The area of the triangle is 25 square
centimeters.

(2) The 2 legs of the triangle are of equal length.

129. In the xy-plane, region R consists of all the points (x,y)
such that 2x + 3y < 6. Is the point(r,s) in region R?

(1) 3r + 2s = 6

(2) r<3ands<2 ,

130. What is the volume of a certain rectangular solid?

(1) Two adjacent faces of the solid have areas
15 and 24, respectively.

(2) Each of two opposite faces of the solid has
area 40.
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Shipment SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6>|
Fraction of the
Total Value of the

^Six Shipments
1
4

1
5

1
6

3
20

2
15

1

10
J

131. Six shipments of machine parts were shipped from a
factory on two trucks, with each shipment entirely on
one of the trucks. Each shipment was labeled either

SI, S2, S3, S4, S5, or S6. The table shows the value
of each shipment as a fraction of the total value of the
six shipments. If the shipments on the first truck had

avalue greater than \ of the total value of the six
shipments, was S3 shipped on the first truck?

(1) S2 and S4 were shipped on the first truck.

(2) SI and S6 were shipped on the second truck.

132. Joanna bought only $0.15 stamps and $0.29 stamps.
How many $0.15 stamps did she buy?

(1) She bought$4.40 worth of stamps.

(2) She boughtan equal numberof $0.15 stamps
and $0.29 stamps.

133. If x, y, and z are three-digit positive integers and if
x = y + z, is the hundreds digit of x equal to the sum
of the hundreds digits of y and z ?

(1) The tens digit of x is equal to the sum of the tens
digits of y and z.

(2) The units digit of x is equal to the sum of the
units digits of y and z.

r Favorable Unfavorable Not SureA
Candidate M 40 20 40

^Candidate N 30 35 35 J

134. The table above shows the results of a survey of
100 voters who each responded "Favorable" or
"Unfavorable" or "Not Sure" when asked about their

impressions of Candidate M and of Candidate N. What
was the number of voters who responded "Favorable"
for both candidates?

(1) The number of voters who did not respond
"Favorable" for either candidate was 40.

(2) The number of voters who responded
"Unfavorable" for both candidates was 10.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

135. A school administrator will assign each student in
a group of n students to one of m classrooms. If
3<m<13<n, is it possible to assign each of the
n students to one of the m classrooms so that each

classroom has the same number of students assigned

to it?

(1) It is possible to assign each of 3n students to
one of m classrooms so that each classroom

has the same number of students assigned to it.

(2) It is possible to assign each of 13n students to
one of m classrooms so that each classroom

has the same number of students assigned to it.

136. If° represents one of the operations +,•-, and x, is

k °(£ +m) =(k ° £) +(k ° m)for all numbers k,£,
andm?

(1) k ° 1 is not equal to 1 ° k for some numbers k.

(2) ° represents subtraction.

137. How many of the 60 cars sold last month by a certain
dealer had neither power windows nor a stereo?

(1) Of the 60 cars sold, 20 had a stereo but not

power windows.

(2) Of the 60 cars sold, 30 had both power windows
and a stereo.

138. In Jefferson School, 300 students study French or
Spanish or both. If 100 of these students do not study
French, how many of these students study both
French and Spanish?

(1) Of the 300 students, 60 do not study Spanish.

(2) A total of 240 of the students study Spanish.

139. What is the median number of employees assigned
per project for the projects at Company Z ?

(1) 25 percent of the projects at Company Z have4
or more employees assigned to each project.

(2) 35 percent of the projects atCompany Z have 2
or fewer employees assigned to each project.

140. IfJuan had a doctor's appointment on a certain day,
was the appointment on a Wednesday?

(1) Exactly 60 hours before the appointment,
it was Monday.

(2) The appointment was between 1:00 p.m.
and 9:00 p.m.
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141. Lastyear, a certain company began manufacturing
product X and sold every unit of product X that it
produced. Last year the company's total expenses for
manufacturing productXwere equal to $100,000 plus
5 percent of the company's total revenue from all
unitsof product X sold. If the company made a profit
on product X last year, did the company sell more
than 21,000 units of product X last year?

(1) The company's total revenue from the sale of
productX last yearwas greaterthan $110,000.

(2) For each unitof productX sold last year, the
company's revenue was $5.

142. When a player in a certain game tossed a coin a
number of times, 4 more heads than tails resulted.

Heads or tails resulted each time the playertossed
the coin. How many times did heads result?

(1) The player tossed the. coin 24 times.

(2) The player received 3 points each time heads
resulted and 1 point each time tails resulted, for
a total of 52 points.

143. Beginning in January of last year, Carl made deposits
of $120 into his account on the 15th of each month

for several consecutive months and then made

withdrawals of $50 from the account on the 15th of
each of the remaining months of last year. There were
no other transactions in the account last year. Ifthe
closing balance of Carl's account for May of last year
was $2,600, what was the range of the monthly
closing balances of Carl's account last year?

(1) Last year the closing balance of Carl's account
for April was less than $2,625.

(2) Last year the closing balance of Carl's account
for June was less than $2,675.

144. Are all of the numbers in a certain list of 15 numbers

equal?

(1) The sum of allthe numbers in the list is 60.

(2) The sum of any 3 numbers inthe list is 12.
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45 m

60 m

145. Quadrilateral RSTU shown above is a site plan for a
parking lot in which side RUis parallel to side ST
and RU is longer than ST. What is the area of the
parking lot?

(1) RU= 80 meters

(2) TU = 20>A0 meters

146. Ifthe average (arithmetic mean) of six numbers is 75,
how many of the numbers are equal to 75 ?

(1) None of the six numbers is less than 75.

(2) None of the six numbers is greaterthan 75.

147. What was the total amount of revenue that a theater

received from the sale of 400 tickets, some of which

were sold at x percent of full price and the rest of
which were sold at full price?

(1) x = 50

(2) Full-price tickets sold for $20 each.

148. Any decimal that has only a finite number of nonzero
digits is a terminating decimal. For example, 24, 0.82,
and 5.096 are three terminating decimals. If rand s

are positive integers and the ratio -| is expressed
as adecimal, is •£ aterminating decimal?

(1) 90<r<100

(2) s = 4
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149. In the figure above, what is the value of x+y ?

(1) x = 70

(2) AABC and AADC are both isosceles triangles.

150. What amount did Jean earn from the commission on

her sales in the first half of 1988 ?.

(1) In 1988 Jean's commission was 5 percent of the

total amount of her sales.

(2) The amount of Jean's sales in the second half of

1988 averaged $10,000 per month more than in
the first half.

151. The price per share of Stock X increased by
10 percent over the same time period that the
price per share of Stock Y decreased by 10 percent.
The reduced price per share of Stock Y was what
percent of the original price per share of Stock X ?

(1) The increased price per share of Stock X was

equal to the original price per share of Stock Y.

(2) The increase in the price per share of Stock X

was tf the decrease in the price per share of
Stock Y.

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

A

/ r

B

C

152. In the figure above, if the area of triangular region Dis
4, what is the length of a side of square region A ?

(1) The area of square region B is 9.

(2) The area of square region Cis ^f.

153. If Sara's age is exactly twice Bill's age, what is
Sara's age?

(1) Four years ago, Sara's age was exactly 3 times
Bill's age.

(2) Eight years from now, Sara's age will be exactly
1.5 times Bill's age.

154. A report consisting of 2,600 words is divided into
23 paragraphs. A 2-paragraph preface is then added
to the report. Is the average (arithmetic mean)
number of words per paragraph for all 25 paragraphs
less than 120 ?

(1) Each paragraph of the preface has more than
100 words.

(2) Each paragraph of the preface has fewer than
150 words.
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155. In the rectangular coordinate system above, if
OP < PQ, is the area of region OPQ greaterthan 48 ?

(1) The coordinates of point P are (6,8).

(2) The coordinates of point Qare (13,0).

2

S = ^-Q
±+-2-x + 3x

156. In the expression above, if xn =* 0, what is the value
ofS?

(1) x = 2n

(2) n= ±

157. If n is a positive integer and k = 5.1x 10", what is the
value of k ?

(1) 6,000 <k< 500,000

(2) k2 = 2.601xl09

158. If Carmen had 12 more tapes, she would have twice
as many tapes as Rafael. Does Carmen have fewer
tapes than Rafael?

(1) Rafael has more than 5 tapes.

(2) Carmen has fewer than 12 tapes.

159. If x is an integer, is x|x| <2X ?

(1) x<0

(2) x = -10

160. If n is a positive integer, is the value of b - a at least
twice the value of 3" - 2" ?

(1) a = 2n+1andb = 3n+1

(2) n = 3
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161. The inflation index for the year 1989 relative totheyear
1970 was3.56, indicating that, onthe average, for
each dollar spent in 1970 for goods, $3.56 hadto be
spent for the same goods in 1989. If the price of a
Model Kmixer increased precisely according to the
inflation index, whatwas the price of the mixerin 1970?

(1) The price of the Model K mixer was $102.40
more in 1989 than in 1970.

(2) The price'of the Model Kmixer was $142.40 in
1989.

162. Is 5*less than 1,000?

(1)

(2)

5k+1> 3,000

s^^'-soo

163. Everymember of a certain club volunteers to
contribute equally to the purchase of a $60 gift
certificate. How many members does the club have?

(1) Each member's contribution is to be $4.

(2) If 5 club members fail to contribute, the share of
each contributing member will increase by $2.

164. lfx<0, is y > 0 ?

(1) j<0
(2) y-x>0

165. What is the circumference of the circle above with

center O ?

(1) The perimeter of AOXZ is 20+10>£.

(2) The length of arc XYZ is 5n.
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166. What is the value of x + y in the figure above?

(1) w = 95

(2) z = 125

167. If nand k are positive integers, is yjn + k >2>/h~ ?

(1) k>3n

(2) n + k>3n

168. In a certain business, production index p is directly
proportional to efficiency index e, which is in turn
directly proportional to investment index /'. What is p if
»= 70?

(1) e = 0.5 whenever / = 60.

(2) p = 2.0 whenever/= 50.

169. If nis apositive integer, is LL) <0.01 ?
(1) n>2

(2) <0.1

170. If n is a positive integer, what is the tens digit of n ?

(1) The hundreds digit of lOn is 6.

(2) The tens digit of n +1 is 7.

171. What is the value of 2* +t~x?
t-x

(1)
2t

t-x

(2) t-x = 5

172. Is n an integer?

(1) n2 is an integer.

(2) Jn is an integer.

= 3

6.3 Data Sufficiency Practice Questions

173. If x, y, and z are positive integers, is x - y odd?

(1) x = z2

(2) y=(z-l)2

174. Marcia's bucket can hold a maximum of how many

liters of water?

(1) The bucket currently contains 9 liters of water.

(2) If 3 liters of water are added to the bucket when

it is half full of water, the amount of water in the

bucket will increase by 4.
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6.4 Answer Key

1. B 36. D 71. D 106. D 141. B

2. E 37. A 72. B 107. D 142. D

3. A 38. B 73. A 108. E 143. C

4. A 39. E 74. A 109. C 144. B

5. E 40. A 75. D 110. B 145. D

6. E 41. C 76. D 111. D 146. D

7. D 42. E 77. C 112. D 147. E

8. A 43. C 78. A 113. A 148. B

9. C 44. D 79. C 114. E 149. E

10. A 45. B 80. A 115. B 150. E

11. C 46. E 81. E 116. D 151. D

12. B 47. C 82. D 117. D 152. D

13. A 48. B 83. E 118. D 153. D

14. B 49. C 84. C 119. D 154. B

15. D 50. B 85. D 120. C 155. A

16. C 51. B 86. C 121. A 156. A

17. B 52. D 87. D 122. D 157. D

18. D 53. A 88. A 123. E 158. B

19. A 54. C 89. A 124. E 159. D

20. B 55. E 90. E 125. B 160; A

21. E 56. A 91. B 126. E 161. D

22. D 57. E 92. B 127. B 162. B

23. D 58. A 93. C 128. D 163. D

24. A 59. D 94. A 129. E 164. A

25. E 60. D 95. D 130. C 165. D

26. B 61. C 96. C 131. B 166. C

27. D 62. C 97. C 132. A 167. A

28. D 63. B 98. E 133. A 168. B

29. C 64. D 99. B 134. A 169. D

30. E 65. C 100. A 135. B 170. A

31. B 66. D 101. A 136. D 171. A

32. D 67. B 102. E 137. E 172. B

33. B 68. A 103. D 138. D 173. C

34. E 69. A 104. D 139. C 174. B

35. D 70. C 105. B 140. C
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6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

6.5 Answer Explanations

The following discussion of data sufficiency is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and
effective approaches to the kinds of problems common to data sufficiency. The particular questions in
this chapter are generally representative of the kinds of data sufficiency questions you will encounter
on the GMAT exam. Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is important, not the
specific details of a particular question.

1. What is the value of |x|?

(1)

(2)

x = -x

x2 = 4

Arithmetic Absolute value

(1) The absolute value ofx, \x\, is always
positive or 0, so this only determines that x
is negative or 0; NOT sufficient.

(2) Exactly twovalues ofx (x= ±2) are
possible, each ofwhich gives the value 2 for
14 SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

What percent of a group of people are women with
red hair?

(1) Ofthe women in the group, 5 percent have
red hair.

(2) Ofthe men in the group, 10 percent have
red hair.

Arithmetic Percents

In orderto solve this problem, it is necessary to
know the total number ofpeople in the group and
the number ofwomen with red hair.

(1) This indicates that 5 percent of the women
have red hair, but neither the total number
of women nor the total numberof people in
the group is known. Therefore, further
information is needed; NOT sufficient.

(2) This indicates the percent of men who have
red hair, a fact that is irrelevant. It does not
give information as to the total number in
the group or the number ofwomen with red
hair; NOT sufficient.

3.

With (1) and (2) taken together, the percent of
men with red hair is known and the percent of
the women with red hair is known, but not the
percent of the group who are women with red
hair. For example: if there are 100 women,
including 5 red-haired women, and 100 men,

including 10 red-haired men, then -~7»7y = 2.5
percentof the group are womenwith red hair. On
the other hand, if there are 300 women, including
15 red-haired women and 100 men, including 10

red-haired men, then -j^r =3.75 percent ofthe
group are women with red hair.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

In a certain class, one student is to be selected at
random to read. What is the probability that a boy
will read?

(1) Two-thirds of the students in the class are boys.

(2) Tenof the students in the class are girls.

Arithmetic Probability

(1) Since 7T of the students in the class are

boys, the probability that one student
2

3:
selected at random will be a boy is -^;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) The desired probability is different fora class
with 10 girls and 20 boys than it is for a
class with 10 girls and 10 boys; NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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4. Ifthe two floors in a certain building are 9 feet apart,
how many steps are there in a set of stairs that
extends from the first floor to the second floor of

the building?

(1) Each step is f foot high.

(2) Each step is 1 foot wide.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

(1) If each step in the set of stairs is -rfoot high

and the set of stairs rises 9 feet from the

first floor to the second, the number of steps

mustbe9-|, or|x| =̂ =12;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) This provides no information regarding the
height of the steps, and so the question
cannot be answered; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

5. In College Xthe number of students enrolled in both a
chemistry course and a biology course is how much
less than the number of students enrolled in neither?

(1) In College Xthere are 60 students enrolled in a
chemistry course.

(2) In College Xthere are 85 students enrolled in a
biology course.

294

Arithmetic Sets (Venn diagrams)

Chemistry Biology

( x \y I z

w

Consider the Venn diagram above, in which x
represents the number of students in chemistry
only, y represents the number ofstudents in both
chemistryand biology, z represents the number
of students in biology only, and w represents the
number of students in neither chemistry nor
biology. Find the value for w - y.

(1) Since there are 60 students enrolled in
chemistry, x + y = 60, but there is no way
to determine the value ofy. Also, no
information is given for determining w.
Forexample, if x = y = 30and w = 30,
thenw- y = 0. However, ifx = y = 30 and
w = 40, then w - y = 10; NOT sufficient.

(2) Since there are 85 students enrolled in
biology, y + z = 85, but there is no way
to determine the value ofy. Also, no
information is given for determining w. For
example, if x = y = 30, z = 55, and w = 30,
then w - y = 0. However, if x = y = 30,
z = 55, and w = 40, then w - y = 10;
NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together and subtracting the
equation in (1) from the equation in (2) gives
z - x = 25. Then, adding the equations gives
x+2y+z=145, but neither gives information for
finding the value ofw. For example, ifx= y = 30,
z = 55, and w = 30, then w - y = 0. However, if
x =y=30, z= 55, and w= 40, then w- y =10.

The correct answer is E;
both statements togetherare still not sufficient.
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6. Acertain expressway has Exits J, K, L, and M, in that
order. What is the road distance from Exit K to Exit L ?

(1) The road distance from Exit J to Exit L is
21 kilometers.

(2) The road distance from Exit Kto Exit M is
26 kilometers.

Geometry Lines

Let JK, KL, and LMbe the distances between
adjacent exits.

(1) It can only be determined that
KL = 21 - JK; NOT sufficient.

(2) It can only be determined that
KL = 26- LM; NOT sufficient.

Statements (1) and (2) taken together do not
provide anyof the distances JK, LM, orJM,
which would give the needed information to find
KL. For example, KL = 1 if JK = 20 and
LM = 25, while KL= 2ifJK = 19 and LM = 24.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

7. Ifn is an integer, is n + 1 odd ?

(1) n+ 2 is an even integer.

(2) n-1 is an odd integer.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Sincen+ 2 is even, n is an even integer, and
thereforen+ 1would be an odd integer;
SUFFICIENT

(2) Since n-1 is an odd integer, n is an even
integer. Thereforen+ 1would be an odd
integer; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

For which type of investment, J or K, is the annual
rate of return greater?

(1) Type J returns $115 per $1,000 invested for any
one-year period and type K returns $300 per
$2,500 invested for any one-year period.

(2) The annual rate of return for an investment of

type K is 12 percent.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Percents

Compare the annual rates of return for
Investments J and K.

(1) For Investment J, the annual rate of return
is $115 per $1,000 for any one-yearperiod,
which can be converted to a percent. For
Investment K, the annual rate of return is
$300 per $2,500 for any one-year period,
which can also be converted to a percent.
These two percents can be compared to
determine which is larger; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Investment K has an annual rate of return
of 12 percent, but no information is given
about the annual rate of return for

Investment J; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

9. Acitrus fruit grower receives $15 for each crate of
oranges shipped and $18 for each crate of grapefruit
shipped. How many crates of oranges did the grower
ship last week?

(1) Last week the number of crates of oranges that

the grower shipped was 20 more than twice the
number of crates of grapefruit shipped.

(2) Last week the grower received a total of
$38,700 from the crates of oranges and
grapefruit shipped.

Algebra Simultaneous equations

If x represents the number of crates of oranges
and y represents the number of crates of
grapefruit, find a unique value for x.

(1) Translating from words into symbols gives
x = 2y + 20, but there is no information
abouty and noway to find a unique value
forx from this equation. For example, if
y = 10, then x = 40, but if y = 100, then
x = 220; NOT sufficient.

(2) Translating from words to symbols gives
15,* + lSy = 38,700, but there is no wayto
find a unique value for x from this equation.
For example, if y = 2,150, then x = 0 and if
y = 0, then x = 2,580; NOT sufficient.
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Taking (1) and (2) together gives a system of two
equations in two unknowns. Substituting the
equation from (1) into the equation from (2) gives
a single equation in the variable y. This equation
can be solved for a unique value ofy from which
a unique value of x can be determined.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.

10. If Pat saved $600 of his earnings last month, how
much did Pat earn last month?

(1) Pat spent \ of his earnings last month for living

296

(2)

expenses and saved -^ of the remainder.

Of his earnings last month, Pat paid twice as
much in taxes as he saved.

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Let E be Pat's earnings last month. Find a
uniquevalue for E.

(1) Pat spent -^E for living expenses and so

11 1E - -~E = -^E remained. Patsaved -x ofwhat

remained, so Pat saved -A-~E\ = -yE.

But Pat saved $600, so 600 =Ie
and this gives a uniquevaluefor E;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Pat saved $600last month and paid2($600)
in taxes, but there is no way to determine
Pat's earnings last month; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

O
+ x

11. In the xy-plane above, is angle QPR a right angle?

(1) Points P and Q have the same x-coordinate.

(2) Points P and R have the same y-coordinate.

Geometry Simple coordinate geometry

(1) Because points P and Q have the same
^-coordinate, it follows that side PQ is
vertical (i.e., parallel to the_y-axis).
Therefore, angle QPRwill be a right angle

if and onlyif sidePR is horizontal (i.e.,
parallel to the x-axis). However, depending
on the location of point R in relation to
point P, side PR mayor may not be
horizontal; NOT sufficient.

(2) Because points P and R have the same
jy-coordinate, it follows that side PR is
horizontal. Therefore, angle QPR will be a
right angle if and only if sidePQ is vertical.
However, depending on the location of
point Q in relation to point P, sidePQmay
or may not be vertical; NOT sufficient.

Given (1) and (2), it follows that PQ is vertical

and PR is horizontal. Therefore, angle QPR is a
right angle.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.
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12. Water is pumped into a partially filled tank at a
constant rate through an inlet pipe. At the same time,
water is pumped out of the tank at a constant rate
through an outlet pipe. At what rate, in gallons per
minute, is the amount of water in the tank increasing?

(1) The amount of water initially in the tank is

200 gallons.

(2) Water is pumped into the tank at a rate of
10 gallons per minute and out of the tank at a

rate of 10 gallons every 2-i- minutes.

Arithmetic Work Problem

If both the rate of the water being pumped into
the tank and the rate of the water being pumped
out of the tank are known, then the rate at which
the total amount of water in the tank is changing
can be determined, but not if only one of these
quantities is known.

(1) This only gives the amount of water in the
tank initially; NOT sufficient.

(2) This information provides both the needed
rates. Since the water is being pumped out
ofthe tank atthe rate of10 gallons every 2^-

minutes, that is, 4 gallons everyminute, and
since 10 gallons are pumped into the tank
every minute, the rate at which the water is
increasing in the tank is 10- 4 = 6 gallons
per minute; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

13. Is x a negative number?

(1) 9x>10x

(2) x + 3 is positive.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Subtracting 9x from both sidesof 9x > lOx
gives 0 > x, which expresses the condition
that x is negative; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Subtracting 3 from both sides of x + 3 > 0
gives x > -3, and x > -3 is true for some
negative numbers (such as -2 and -1) and
for some numbers that aren't negative (such
as 0 and 1); NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

14. If /' and j are integers, is i+ j an even integer?

(1) /<10

(2) i = j

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Although i < 10, i could be an even integer
or an odd integer less than 10.Tliere is no
information aboutj, soy could be an even
integer or an odd integer. If i andy are both
even integers, then i + j is an even integer,
and if i andy are both odd integers, then
i + j is an even integer. If, however, either i
oxj is an even integer and the other is an
odd integer, then i + j is an odd integer;
NOT sufficient.

(2) If i = j, then i + j can also be represented
as i + i when i is substituted fory in the
expression.This can be simplified as 2z,
and since2 times any integer produces an
even integer, then i + j must be an even
integer; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

15. What is the cube root of w ?

(1) The 5th root of w is 64.

(2) The 15th root of w is 4.

Arithmetic Operations with radical
expressions

Determine the cube root of w, or determine the
i

value of w3.

i

(1) Given the 5th root of w is 64, then w5 = 64

and hu~5Y =641 Since (w*\ =w®® =-w

thenw5= 643 = 64M =45;

SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given the 15th root of w is 4, then w15 = 4

and(w^) =4s. Since (w" w = w

then w1 = 45; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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16. If Car Xfollowed Car Yacross a certain bridge that is

-^ mile long, how many seconds did it take Car Xto
travel across the bridge?

(1) Car Xdrove onto the bridge exactly 3 seconds
after Car Ydrove onto the bridge and drove off
the bridge exactly 2 seconds after Car Ydrove
off the bridge.

(2) Car Ytraveled across the bridge at a constant
speed of 30 miles per hour.

Arithmetic Rate problem

Find the number of seconds that it took Car X to

cross the -y-mile bridge.

(1) If Car X drove onto the bridge 3 seconds
after Car Y and drove off the bridge
2 seconds after Car Y, then Car X took
1 second less to cross the bridge than Car Y.
Since there is no information on how long
Car Y took to cross the bridge, there is no
way to determine how long Car X took to
cross the bridge; NOT sufficient.

(2) If the speed of Car Y was 30 miles per hour,

it took Car Y 777 hour = 1 minute =
oU

60 seconds to cross the bridge. However,
there is no information on how long Car X
took to cross the bridge; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, Car X took 1 second
less than Car Y to cross the bridge and Car Y
took 60 seconds to cross the bridge, so Car X
took 60 -1 = 59 seconds to cross the bridge.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

17. |f n+ k = m, what is the value of k?

(1) n = 10

(2) m + 10 = n

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

It isgiven that n+ k= m, sok= m—n. Thus, the
question canbe rephrased as: What is the value
of m —n ?

(1) Ifn = 10, then m-n = m-10, and the value
of m-10 can vary. For example, m-10 = 0
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if m= 10 and m-10 = 1 ifm = 11; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Subtracting both n and 10 from each sideof
m+ 10 = n gives m—n = —10, and hence the
value ofm—n can be determined;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

18. The number of seats in the first row of an auditorium

is 18 and the number of seats in each row thereafter

is 2 more than in the previous row. What is the total

number of seats in the rows of the auditorium?

(1) The number of rows of seats in the auditorium

is 27.

(2) The number of seats in the last row is 70.

Arithmetic Sequences and series

Determine the number of seats in the

auditorium.

It is given that the first row has 18 seats, and
since each row after the first row has 2 more seats

than the previous row, the second row has 20
seats, the third row has 22 seats, and so on. The
total number of seats in the auditorium can be

determined if and only if the number of rows in
the auditorium can be determined.

(1) The number of rows is given to be 27, so the
total number of seats can be determined;
SUFFICIENT

(2) The last row has 70 seats. Let n be the
number of rows in the auditorium. Since

the first row has 18 seats, the second row
has 18 + 2 = 20 seats, and the third row has
20 + 2 = 18 + 2(2) - 22 seats, it follows that
the nth. row has 18 + (n - 1)(2) seats. Then

18 +(w-l)(2) = 70
18 + 2«-2 = 70

2n = 54

n = 27

Thus the number of rows can be

determined; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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19. In APQR, if PQ = x, QR = x + 2, and PR = y, which of
the three angles of APQR has the greatest degree
measure?

(1)

(2)

y = x + 3

x = 2

Geometry Triangles

In any triangle, the largest angle is opposite the
longest side.

(1) Since x + 2 > x, the longest side is either
x + 2 ory; therefore, it is sufficient to
determine whether y > x + 2. If y = x + 3
and since # -t- 3 > # + 2, it follows by
substitution that y > x + 2; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Substituting 2 for x yields that PQ = 2 and
QR = 4, but no information is given as to
the relationship of these sides with the value
ofy given for side PR; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

n, 15, 12, 9, 20

20. What is the value of n in the list above?

(1) n>12

(2) The median of the numbers in the list is 13.

Arithmetic Statistics

Determine the value of n in the list n, 15, 12,
9,20.

(1) Given that n >12, then n can have any of
the infinitely many values greater than 12;
NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that there are 5 numbers in the list

and 5 is odd, the median of the list must be
one of the numbers in the list—the middle

number. Therefore, since none of the other
numbers in the list is 13, n = 13;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

21. What percent of the drama club members enrolled at
a certain school are female students?

(1) Of the female students enrolled at the school,
40 percent are members of the drama club.

(2) Of the male students enrolled at the school,
25 percent are members of the drama club.

Arithmetic Percents

Determine what percent of drama club members
are female.

(1) Knowing that 40 percent of the females
enrolled at the school are in the drama club

provides no information about the male/
female breakdown of the drama club; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Knowing that 25 percent of the males
enrolled at the school are in the drama club

provides no information about the male/
female breakdown of the drama club; NOT
sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together does not give enough
information to determine what percent of drama
club members are female. For example, if the
school has 100 female students and 100 male

students, then the drama club would have
0.40(100) + 0.25(100) = 40+25= 65members,

-tf ~ 62 percent ofwhom are female. On the

other hand, if the school had 40 female students
and 160 male students, the drama club would

have 0.40(40) + 0.25(160) = 16+ 40=

56 members, -py ~ 29 percentof whom are female.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

22. On a recent trip, Mary drove 50 miles. What was the
average speed at which she drove the 50 miles?

(1) She drove 30 miles at an average speed of
60 miles per hour and then drove the remaining
20 miles at an average speed of 50 miles
per hour.

(2) She drove a total of 54 minutes.
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Arithmetic Rate problem

Mary drove50 miles. Determine the average
speed at which she drove the 50 miles.

If the time it took Mary to drive the 50 miles can
be determined, then her average speed can be
determined: distance = speed x time, or
distance

speec
= time.

(1) It is given that she drove the first 30 miles
at an average speed of 60 miles per hour, so

30 _ 1
she drove the first 30 miles in tk —"?> hour.

It is also given that she drove the remaining
20 miles at an average speed of 50 miles per
hour, so she drove the remaining 20 miles

20 _ 2
in "Fn —~F hours. Thus, she drove the

1 2 _ 950 miles in a total of 2+"F = Tq hours, and
thus her average speed for the 50 miles can
be determined; SUFFICIENT

(2) It is given that she drove a total of
54 minutes, and thus her average speed
for the 50 miles can be determined;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

23. In Mr. Smith's class, what is the ratio of the number of
boys to the number of girls?

(1) There are 3 times as manygirls as boys in
Mr. Smith's class.

(2) The number of boys is \ of the total number of
boys and girls in Mr. Smith's class.

Algebra Ratio and proportion

Letting B be the number ofboys and Gbe the

number of girls, determine the valueof 77.
1 R

(1) It is given that G=3B, so "3 = ~q;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) It is given that B=^(B +G). Therefore,

4B =B + G, or 3B = G, or g =j,

SUFFICIENT.
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24.

25.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

If the sequence S has 300 terms, what is the 293rd
term of S ?

(1) The 298th term of S is -616, and each term of S
after the first is 2 less than the preceding term.

(2) The first term of S is -22.

Arithmetic Sequences and series

Determine the 293rd term of the sequence S,
or£.

(1)

293*

It is given that the 298th term of S is -616,
and each term of S after the first term is 2

less than the preceding term. Therefore,
Sm=-616 = S297 - 2, andso
S297 =-616 +2 =-614. Similarly,
S296, S295, S294, and S2g3 canbe determined,
each from the term preceding it;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) It is given that & =-22, but there is no
information on how subsequent terms are
related to S. and therefore no way to
determine S293; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

On a certain date, Hannah invested $5,000 at
x percent simple annual interest and a different
amount at y percent simple annual interest. What
amount did Hannah invest at y percent simple annual
interest?

(1) The total amount of interest earned by Hannah's
two investments in one year was $900.

(2) Hannah invested the $5,000 at 6 percent simple
annual interest.

Algebra Applied problems

Let %A be the amount that Hannah invested at
y percent. Determine the value ofA.

(1) Given that the sum of t^j ($5,000) and

•^($A) is $900, or 50* +̂ =900, it is
clear that more than one value ofA is
possible; NOT sufficient.
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(2) Given that x = 6, it is clear that more than
one valueofA is possible; NOT sufficient.

(1) and (2) together are not sufficientbecause
more than one value ofA is possible such that

50(6)+ ^ =900, or4; =60,000. For example,
A = 10,000 and y = 6 is possible, andA = 20,000
andj/ =3 is also possible.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

26. The profit from the sale of a certain appliance
increases, though not proportionally, with the number
of units sold. Did the profit exceed $4 million on sales
of 380,000 units?

(1) The profit exceeded $2 million on sales of
200,000 units.

(2) The profit exceeded $5 million on sales of
350,000 units.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations; Proportions

(1) If the profits did increase proportionally,
it might be reasonable to expect a profit
of $4 million on sales of 400,000 units.
However, it is given that the profits do not
increase proportionally. Without knowing
how the profits increase, it is impossible to
tell the profits on sales of 380,000 units;
NOT sufficient.

(2) It is given that the profits do increasewith
the number ofunits sold. Therefore, since
the profit on salesof just 350,000 units
well exceeded $4 million, then sales of
350,000 + 30,000 = 380,000 units would
also have a profit exceeding $4 million;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

27. Ifn is an integer, is n even?

(1) n2 - lis an odd integer.

(2) 3n + 4 is an even integer.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Determine if the integer n is even.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

(1) Since n2 —1 is odd, n2 is even and so n is
even; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Since 3n+ 4 is even, 3n is even and so n is
even; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

28. Carmen currently works 30 hours per week at her
part-time job. If her gross hourly wage were to
increase by $1.50, how manyfewer hours could she
work per week and still earn the same gross weekly
pay as before the increase?

(1) Her gross weekly pay is currently $225.00.

(2) An increase of $1.50 would represent an increase
of 20 percent of her current gross hourly wage.

Arithmetic Operations with rational numbers

Let w be Carmen's gross hourly wage and let n
be the number of hours fewer Carmen will need

to work. Find a unique value for n such that
30*0 =(30-«)(*u+1:50).

(1) Since Carmen's gross weekly pay is currently
$225.00, then 30w = 225 and w = 7.50.
Substituting 7.50 for w gives 30(7.50) =
(30 - n)(7.50 +1.50), which can be solved
for a unique value of n; SUFFICIENT

(2) Since 1.50 is 20 percent of Carmen's current
gross hourlypay, 1.50 = 0.20u> and w = 7.50.
This is the same information that was

gained from statement (1) and will lead to
the same result; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

29. If90 students auditioned for the school musical, how
many were accepted?

2 i
(1) -j of the boys and -kr of the girls who auditioned

were accepted.

(2) 26 of the boys who auditioned were accepted.

Arithmetic Ratio and proportion

Determine how many of the 90 students who
auditioned for the school musical were accepted.
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9 1(1) It is given that # of the boys and £ of the

girls who auditioned were accepted, but
there is no information on how manyof the
90 students were boys and how many were
girls. If there were 60 boys and 30 girls, for

example, then -|(60) +-|(30) =40 +10 =50
students were accepted. On the other hand,
if there were 45 boys and 45 girls, then

|(45)+1(45) =30 +15 =45 students were
accepted; NOT sufficient.

(2) It is given that 26 of the boyswho
auditioned were accepted, but there is no
information on how many girls were
accepted. For example, if 50 girls were
accepted, then 26 + 50 = 76 students were
accepted. On the other hand, if 20 girls
were accepted, then 26 +20 = 46 students
were accepted; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together and letting B be the
number of boyswho auditioned and G be the
numberof girlswho auditioned, it follows from

(2) that 26 =|#, so B=|(26)=39 and
G = 90 - 39 = 51. Then, from (1), the number of

students accepted is |(39) +̂ (51) =26 +17 =43.
The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

}x meters

30. A circular tub has a band painted around its
circumference, as shown above. What is the surface
area of this painted band?

(1) x = 0.5

(2) The height of the tub is 1 meter.
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Geometry Surface area

The surface area of the band is the product of the
circumference of the band and the width of the

band. If both factors are known, then the area can
be determined, but not if only one of these factors
is known.

(1) Only one factor, the width of the band, is
known; NOT sufficient.

(2) The circumference or the means to find the
circumference is not known; NOT sufficient.

With (1) and (2) taken together, there still is no
information about the circumference of the tub.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

d = 0.43t7

31. If t denotes the thousandths digit in the decimal
representation of d above, what digit is t?

(1) If d were rounded to the nearest hundredth,
the result would be 0.44.

(2) If d were rounded to the nearest thousandth,
the result would be 0.436.

Arithmetic Place value; Rounding

Determine r, the thousandths digit of d = 0.43t7.

(1) Since d rounded to the nearest hundredth is
0.44, / can be 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 because each of
0.4357, 0.4367, 0.4377, 0.4387, and 0.4397
rounded to the nearest hundredth is 0.44;
NOT sufficient.

(2) Since d rounded to the nearest thousandth
is 0.436 and the digit in ten-thousandths
place ofd is 7, the digit in thousandths
place gets increased by1 in the rounding
process. Thus, / +1 = 6and/ = 5;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

32. If Aand Bare positive integers, is the product AB even?

(1) The sum A + B is odd.

(2) A is even.
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Arithmetic Properties of integers

Determine if the product of the positive integers
A and B is even. This will be the case if at least

one ofA and B is even.

(1) Given that A + B is odd, A and B cannot
both be odd since the sum of two odd
integers is even. Thus, at leastone of
A and B is even; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that A is even, at least one of A and B
is even. The product of two even numbers is
even, and the product of an even number
and an odd number is even; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

33. The weights of all dishes of type Xare exactly the
same, and the weights of all dishes of type Yare
exactly the same. Is the weight of 1 dish of type X
less than the weight of 1 dish of type Y?

(1) The total weight of 3 dishes of type Xand
2 dishes of type Yis less than the total weight of
2 dishes of type Xand 4 dishes of type Y.

(2) The total weight of 4 dishes of type Xand
3 dishes of type Y is less than the total weight of
3 dishes of type Xand 4 dishes of type Y.

Algebra Inequalities

Let x be the weight of a type X dish and y be the
weight of a type Y dish. Determine whether
x < y.

(1) Given that 3x +2y <2x + 4y, or x <2y, it is
possible that x <y is true (for example, if
x =2 andy = 3) and it is possible that
x <y is false (for example, if x = 3 and_y =2);
NOT sufficient.

(2) Giventhat 4x + 3y<3x + 4y, it follows that
x<y; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

34. Acertain high schoolwith a total enrollment of
900 students held a science fair for three days last
week. How many of the students enrolled in the high
school attended the science fair on all three days?

(1) Of the students enrolled in the school,
30 percent attended the science fair on two
or more days.

(2) Of the students enrolled in the school,
10 percent of those that attended the science
fair on at least one day attended on all three
days.

Algebra Simultaneous equations

Let a, b, and cbe the numbers of students who
attended on exactly one day, exactlytwo days,
and exactly three days, respectively, and let n
be the number of students who did not attend

on any of the three days. Given that
a + b + c + n = 900, determine the value of c.

(1) Given that (30%)(900) = b +c, or b + c = 270,
more than one positive integer value for c is
possible; NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that (10%)(a + b + c) = c, or
a + b + c = 10c, or a + b = 9c, more than one
positive integer valuefor c is possible; NOT
sufficient.

(1) and (2) together are not sufficient because
more than one positive integer value for cis
possible. Although there are 4 variables and only
3 linear equations involving these 4 variables,
which impliesthere exist infinitelymany real
number solutions, the variables in the present
problemare further restricted to bepositive
integers. However, specific values of ccan be
obtained using the equations:

I. a + b + c+n = 900 (from the information in
the question)

II. b + c = 270 (from statement (1))

III. a + b = 9c (from statement (2))

IV. 10c+ n = 900 (from combining I and III)

For example, if n = 600, then c = 30 from IV,
b = 240 from II, and a = 30 from III. On the
other hand, if n * 500, then c = 40 from IV,
b = 230 from II, and a = 130 from III.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.
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35. The inside of a rectangular carton is 48 centimeters
long, 32 centimeters wide, and 15 centimeters high.
The carton is filled to capacity with k identical

cylindrical cans of fruit that stand upright in rows and
columns, as indicated in the figure above. Ifthe cans
are 15 centimeters high, what is the value of k?

(1) Each of the cans has a radius of 4 centimeters.

(2) Sixof the cans fit exactly along the length of
the carton.

Geometry Circles

(1) If the radius of each can is 4 centimeters,
the diameter of each can is 8 centimeters.

Along the 48-centimeter length of the
carton, 6 cans (48 +8)canbe placed; along
the 32-centimeter width of the carton,

4 cans (32 + 8) canbeplaced. Hence,
k= 6 x 4 = 24; SUFFICIENT.

(2) If 6 cans fit along the 48-centimeter length
of the carton, this implies that the diameter
ofeach canis8 centimeters (48 •*• 6). Along
the 32-centimeter width, 4 cans can be
placed, andagain k= 6X4 = 24;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

x-4 = z

y-x = 8

8-z = t

36. For the system of equations given, what is the value
ofz?
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(1)

(2)

x = 7

t = 5

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

(1) Since x = 7, then 7 can be substituted for x
in the equation x —4 = z, yielding z = 3;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) If / = 5, then the equation S-z = t can be
used to solve this question:

8 - z = 5 substitute for t

3 - z = 0 subtract 5 from both sides

3 = z add z to both sides;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

37. The average (arithmetic mean) price of the 3 items
that Kate purchased from a clothing store was $50. If
there was no sales tax on any item that had a price of
less than $80 and 6 percent sales tax on all other
items, what was the total sales tax on the 3 items that
Kate purchased?

(1) The price of the most expensive item that Kate
purchased from the store was $100.

(2) The price of the least expensive item that Kate
purchased from the store was $10.

Arithmetic Applied problems; Percents

Kate purchased 3 items, the average price of
which was $50, and paid 6% sales tax on each
item priced over $80. Determine the total sales
tax that Kate paid.

Given that the average of the 3 prices is $50, it
follows that the sum of the 3 prices is
(3)($50) = $150.

(1) One of the prices is $100. Therefore,
the sum of the 2 remaining prices is
$150 - $100 = $50. Hence, each of the
remaining items has a price that is less
than $80 and thus is not taxed. It follows
that the total sales tax on the 3 items is the
sales tax on the $100 item, which equals
(6%)($100) = $6; SUFFICIENT.

(2) One of the prices is $10. Therefore, the
sum of the 2 remaining prices is
$150 - $10 = $140. If the 2 remaining prices
are $70 and $70, then none of the items has
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a price greater than $80, and hence the total
sales tax on the 3 items is $0. If the 2

remaining prices are $40 and $100, then
the total sales tax on the 3 items is

(6%)($100) = $6; NOT sufficient.

This solution assumes tax is not included in the

quoted prices. If tax were included in the quoted
prices, then some minoradjustments in the
numerical examples would be needed. However,
the sufficiency of (1) and insufficiency of (2)
would not be affected.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

38. A scientist recorded the number of eggs in each of
10 birds' nests. What was the standard deviation of

the numbers of eggs in the 10 nests?

(1) The average (arithmetic mean) number of eggs
for the 10 nests was 4.

(2) Each of the 10 nests contained the same

number of eggs.

Arithmetic Statistics

Note that if all the values in a data set are equal
to the same number, say x, then the average of
the data set is x, the difference between each data
value and the average is x - x = 0, the sum of the
squares of these differences is 0, and so the
standard deviation is 0. On the other hand, if the
values in a data set are not all equal to the same
number, then the standard deviation will be
positive.

(1) If eachof the 10 nests had 4 eggs, then the
average would be 4 and the standard
deviation would be 0. If 8 nests had 4 eggs,
1 nest had 3 eggs, and 1 nest had 5 eggs,
then the average would be 4 and the
standard deviationwould be positive; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Since all of the data values are equal to the
same number, the standard deviation is 0;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

39. Terry holds 12 cards, each of which is red, white,
green, or blue. If a person is to select a card
randomly from the cards Terry is holding, is the

probability less than -n that the card selected will be
either red or white?

(1) The probability that the person will select a blue

card is -g.
(2) The probability that the person will select a red

card is g.

Arithmetic Probability

Determine if the probability is less than •= that a

card selected at random from 12 cards, each of
which is red, white, green, or blue, will be either
red or white. That is, determine whether the
number of cards that are red or white is less than

1(12)=6.
2

(1)

(2)

It is given that the probability is -~ that the

selected card will be blue. This means that
•i

-^ (12) = 4 of the cards areblue. However,
there is no information about how many of
the 8 remaining cards are red, how many
are white, or how many are green. If, for
example, there are 2 red cards, 2 white
cards, and 4 green cards, then the number
of cards that are red or white is 2 + 2 = 4,
which is less than 6. On the other hand, if
there are 3 red cards, 4 white cards, and 1
green card, then the number of cards that
are red or white is 3 + 4 = 7, which is not
less than 6; NOT sufficient.

It is given that the probabilityis -r that the
selected card will be red. This means that

-7-(l2) = 2 of the cards are red. However,

there is no information abouthowmanyof
the 10 remaining cards are white, how
many are blue, or how many are green. If,
for example, there are 3 white cards, 5 blue
cards, and 2 green cards, then the number
of cards that are red or white is 2 + 3 = 5,
which is less than 6. On the other hand, if
there are 7 white cards, 1 blue card, and
2 green cards, then the number ofcards
that are red or white is 2 + 7 = 9, which is
not less than 6; NOT sufficient.
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Taking (1) and (2) together, there are 4 blue cards
and 2 red cards. However, there is no information
abouthowmanyof the 6 remaining cards are
white or howmanyare green. If, forexample,
there are 3 white cards and 3 green cards, then
the number of cards that are red or white is

2 + 3 = 5, which is less than 6. On the other hand,
if there are 5 white cards and 1 green card, then
the number of cards that are red or white is

2 + 5 = 7, which is not less than 6; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.

40. The selling price of an article is equal to the cost of
the article plus the markup. The markup on a certain
television set is what percent of the selling price?

(1) The markup on the television set is 25 percent
of the cost.

(2) The selling price of the television set is $250.

Algebra Percents

Let S be the sellingpriceof the television; C, the
cost; and M, the markup, all in dollars. Then,

S = C+ M. Find the value of -5- as a percent.

(1) Since the markup on the television is 25
percentof the cost, M = 0.25C. Then,

5' =C+0.25C =1.25Cand#=̂ ||S =
0.20, which, as a percent is 20 percent;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) The selling price of the television is $250, so
250 = S = C + M. However, there is no
information as to the values of either C or

M. Therefore, it is impossible to determine

the value of-s-. For example, if C = 200

and M=50, then ^ =0.20 or 20 percent,
but ifC = 150 and M = 100, then

^f=0.40 or 40 percent; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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41. Is4x +y = 810?

(1) x-y=9

(2) ^=4{£i x 4

Algebra Properties of numbers

The question is equivalent to determining
whether (22)x+y = (23)10, which in turn is
equivalent to determining whether 22(*+-v) = 230,
which in turn is equivalent to determining
whether2(x+y) =30, or x +y = 15.

(1) Given thatx—y =9,it ispossible that
x +y =15 (for example, x =12 andy =3)
and it is possible that x +y * 15 (for
example, x = 10 and y = 1); NOT sufficient.

V 1(2) Given that —= -r, or x = 4y, it is possible

that x +y = 15 (forexample, x = 12 and
y - 3) and it is possible that x +y *• 15 (for
example, x =4 andy = 1); NOT sufficient.

Given (1) and (2) together, x - y =9 and x =4y,
it follows that 4y—y = 9, ory = 3, and x = 4y =
4(3) = 12. Therefore, x +j; = 12 +3 = 15.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

42. Can a certain rectangular sheet of glass be positioned

on a rectangular tabletop so that it covers the entire
tabletop and its edges are parallel to the edges of the
tabletop?

(1) The tabletop is 36 inches wide by 60 inches
long.

(2) The area of one side of the sheet of glass is

2,400 square inches.

Geometry Area

Determine whether the length and width of the
sheet of glass are greater than or equal to the
length and width of the tabletop.

(1) The length and width of the tabletop are
given, but nothing can be determined about
the dimensions of the sheet of glass; NOT
sufficient.
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(2) The area of the sheet of glass is given, but
nothing can be determined about the
dimensions of the tabletop; NOT sufficient.

(1) and (2) together are not sufficientbecause the
information given does not specify the length
and width of the sheet of glass. For example, the
length and width of the sheet of glass could be
40 inches and 60 inches and, since 40 > 36 and
60 > 60, the answer to the question would be
"Yes." On the other hand, the length and width
of the sheet ofglass could be 100 inches and
24 inches, and in this case the answer to the
questionwould be "No" because 24 is not greater
than or equal to 36 or 60.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

43. If Pj and p2 are the populations and rx and r2 are the
numbers of representatives of District 1 and District 2,
respectively, the ratioof the population to the numberof
representatives is greater for which of the two districts?

(1) Pl>P2

(2) r2 > r,

Algebra Ratios

A ADetermine which ratio, ~ or ~, isgreater.

(1) Even if />, > p2, which ratio, A A

(2)

greater depends on the values of r and r_.
Forexample, if/>, =1,000, p2 = 500, then

pt > p2. If r, = 5 and r2 = 2, — = -+-=— =
r. j

A _ 500 A .A200and^ = ^ = 250,so^->Alfri 2 r2 rx

however, rx =2and r2 =5,^ =±4^=
r, a

500 and ^=50o =ioo, sqa>A
r, 5 ft r.

NOT sufficient.

Even \fr2 > r, which ratio, — or —, is
ft. r2

greater depends on the values ofp and/>2.
For example, if r, = 2, r2 = 5, then r2 > rv If

A=1,000 and p2 =500, A=1^0 =500
andA =i9a=100,SoA>AIf)

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

however, />, = 100and p2 = 1,000,

h 2 r2 5

so £± >£-; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, —< —because
r2 r,

r2 > r„ and because populations can be assumedto
P P

be positive, — < —. Then, it follows that

p p pp.,
*—<±— because p2 < pv Combining — <^-

A. A A ^ Aand ^<^-gives ^•</

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

44. In a random sample of 80 adults, how many are
college graduates?

(1) In the sample, the number of adults who are not
college graduates is 3 times the number who
are college graduates.

(2) In the sample, the number of adults who are not
college graduates is 40 more than the number
who are college graduates.

Algebra First-degree equations

Let Cbe the number of college graduates and let
iVbe the number who are not college graduates.
Then, C + N = 80. Find the value of C.

(1) Since the number who are notcollege
graduates is 3 times the number who are,
N = 3C. Then C+ 3C = 80, 4C = 80, and
C = 20; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Since the number who are not college
graduates is 40 more than the number who
arecollegegraduates, N = C+ 40. Then
C+(C+40) =80, 2C+40= 80, 2C = 40,
and C = 20; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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R S T U

R 0 y X 62

S y 0 56 75

T x 56 0 69

U 62 75 69 0

45. The table above shows the distance, in kilometers,
by the most direct route, between any two of the
four cities, R, S, T, and U. For example, the distance
between City R and City U is 62 kilometers. What is
the value of x ?

(1) Bythe most direct route, the distance between
S and T is twice the distance between S and R.

(2) Bythe most direct route, the distance between
T and U is 1.5 times the distance between

R and T

Arithmetic; Algebra Tables; First-degree
equations

Thevalue of x is the distance between City R and
City T; the value ofy is the distance between
City R and City S.

(1) From this, it can be determined onlythat
56 = 2y. No information is givenabout x;
NOT sufficient.

(2) This statement yields the equation 1.5x= 69,
which can be solved for x; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

46. What is the tenths digit in the decimal representation

of a certain number?

(1) The number is less than 4.
6 i

(2) The number is greater than 4.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Since the number is less than -w, the tenths

digit can be 0, 1, 2, or 3; NOT sufficient.

(2) Since the number is greater than -j, the

tenths digit can be 2, 3,4, ..., 9; NOT
sufficient.
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47.

From (1) and (2) taken together, the number, n, is
1 1greater than 4 but less than •=-, The tenths digit

can be 2 or 3.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.

Robots X, Y, and Z each assemble components at
their respective constant rates. If rx is the ratio of
Robot X's constant rate to Robot Z's constant rate and

xy is the ratio of Robot Y's constant rate to Robot Z's

constant rate, is Robot Z's constant rate the greatest
of the three?

(1)

(2)

rx<ry

r„<l

Algebra Ratios

Let X, Y, and Z represent the constant rates of

v

Robots X, Y, and Z, respectively. Then rx = -=-

and ry = -=-. Determine if Z is the greatest of X,

Y, and Z.

(1)
X YSince rx < ry, then y- <y and X <Y.

However, no information is given about the
value of Z in relation to the values ofX and

Y; NOT sufficient.

(2) Since ry <1, then y <1and Y<Z.
However, no information is given about the
value ofX'm relation to the values of Y and

Z; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, X < Y from (1) and
Y <Z from (2), so X < Z. Thus, Zis greater than
both X and Yand is the greatestof the three.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

Ifa < x < b and c < y < d, is x < y ?

(1) a<c

(2) b<c
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Algebra Inequalities

Givena<x<b and c< y <d, determine if x < y.

(1) Even though a<c, there is no information
on the relative size of x and c. For example,
ifa = 3,x = 10,b= 12,c= 4, y = 6, and d = 7,
a<c because 3 < 4 and x > y, since 10 >6. If,
on the other hand, a = 3, x = 4, b = 12, c = 4,
y = 6, and d = 7, a < cbecause 3< 4 and x <y,
since 4 < 6. NOT sufficient.

(2) Ifb< c, thena< x< b <c < y <d andsox < y,
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

49. How many people are directors of both Company K
and Company R ?

(1) There were 17 directors present at a joint
meeting of the directors of Company Kand
Company R, and no directors were absent.

(2) Company K has 12 directors and Company R

has 8 directors.

Algebra Sets

(1) This clarifies that Company K and
Company R together have 17 individuals
serving as directors. However, there is no
information as to the distribution of the

Company K directors, the Company R
directors, and the joint directors; NOT
sufficient.

(2) This gives the number of directors in each
company but no information as to the
number of joint directors; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, it is known from (2)
that there are 20 directorships in all. If at a joint
meeting, there are only 17 people present, then
20 -17 = 3 people must be joint directors.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

50. Ifx and y are positive, is —greater than 1 ?

(1) xy>l

(2) x-y>0

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Algebra Inequalities

Since, being positive, y >0, it follows that —• >1
if and only ifa: > y.

(1) There are innumerablepairs of different
numbers x and y whose product xy is greater
than 1. The larger number in each pair can
be either x ory; NOT sufficient.

(2) x —y > 0 isequivalent to x > y;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

51. Aclothing store acquired an item at a cost of x dollars
and sold the item for y dollars. The store's gross
profit from the item was what percent of its cost for
the item?

(1) y-x = 20

<2> H
Algebra Applied problems

If the cost of an item of clothing is x and the
selling price of the item isy, determine the value

ofi-^

(1)

— as a percent.

Although y —x = 20, there is no information
to determine the value of x and therefore no

y — X

wayto determine the value of ; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Since —= -j, y = -rx and so
4'

= = -j, which is 25 percent;

SUFFICIENT

y — X

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

52. Ifx and y are positive, is x < 10 < y ?

(1) x < yand xy = 100

(2) x2 < 100 < y2

Algebra Inequalities

(1) Given that x <y, multiply both sides byx,
which is positive, to get x2 <xy. Then, since
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(2)

xy= 100, it follows that x2 < 100. Similarly,
multiply both sides of x <y byy, which is
positive, to getxy <y2. Again, since xy =100,
it follows that 100 <y2. Combining x2 <100
and 100 <y2 gives x2 < 100 <y2, from which
it follows that ^/? <Vl00 <Jy1 and,
therefore, x <10 <y, since x andy areboth
positive; SUFFICIENT.

Given that x2 <100 <y2, it follows that
x <10 <y as shown in (1) above;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

53. Ifx is an integer, is 9X + 9_x = b ?

(1) 3x + 3-x=Jb + 2

(2) x > 0

Algebra Exponents

When solving this problem it is helpful to note
that (*r)(*-*) =xr -s and that (xr)2 =x2r. Note
also that x° =1.
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(1) From this, 3*+ 3~x = Jb + 2. Squaring both
sidesgives:

[3* + 3_AJ =b + 2

32x +2(3xx3-x) +3~2x =b+2
9x +2(3°) +9~x =b+2 property of

exponents

9x+ 2+ 9'x=b + 2 property of
exponents

9* + 9-* = b subtract 2 from

both sides;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) This gives no information about the
relationship between x and b; NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

54. Ataxi company charges f cents for the first mile of
the taxi ride and m cents for each additional mile. How

much does the company charge for a 10-mile taxi ride?

(1) The company charges $0.90 for a 2-mile ride.

(2) The company charges $1.20 for a 4-mile ride.

55.

Arithmetic Applied problems

If a taxi company charges/cents for the first mile
and m cents for each additional mile, determine
the charge for a 10-mile taxi ride, which can be
expressed as f + 9m.

(1) Since the charge for a 2-mile ride is $0.90,
f + m= 0.90,and so/ + 9m = 0.90 + Sm, but
the value of m is unknown; NOT sufficient.

(2) Since the charge for a 4-mile ride is $1.20,
f + 3m = 1.20,andso/ + 9m = 1.20+ 6m, but
the value of m is unknown; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together and subtracting
the equation in (1) from the equation in (2) gives
2m = 0.30 from which m = 0.15. Then from (1),
/+ 0.15 =0.90 and/= 0.75. Therefore, the charge
for a 10-mile taxi ride is $0.75 + 9(10.15) = $2.10.

Alternatively, the graphs of f + m= 0.90 and
f + 3m = 1.20in the (f,m) coordinate plane are
lines that intersect at exactlyone point, and
therefore values of/and m can be determined,
from which f + 9m can then be determined.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

Guy's net income equals his gross income minus his
deductions. By what percent did Guy's net income
change on January 1, 1989, when both his gross
income and his deductions increased?

(1) Guy's gross income increased by 4 percent on
January 1, 1989.

(2) Guy's deductions increased by 15 percent on
January 1, 1989.

Arithmetic Percents

Letg. represent Guy's gross income and db Guy's
deductions before January1, 1989. Letga
representGuy's gross incomeand da Guy's
deductions after January 1, 1989. Determine by
what percent Guy's net income(gross income
minus deductions) changed on January 1, 1989,
when both his gross income and his deductions

(g»-d)-(gh-db
gb-d„increased, or find

percent.

as a
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(1) Guy's gross income increased by 4 percent
on January 1, 1989, so ga = 1.04gb. Then,

(g.-d,)-(gb-db) Jl.04gb-d„)-(gb-db)
gi ~db gk-dt,

However, no information is given about
the values ofgb, da, or d., and so

(g»-d,)-(gb-db)
gb~db

NOT sufficient.

cannot be determined;

(2) Guy's deductions increased by 15 percent
onJanuary1, 1989, so da = 1.15db.

» [g>-d)-(gb-db)_
^ J^db
(g„-^5db)-(gb-db)

gb~db

information isgiven about the values ofga,

. , (*.-'.)-(*.-4)
p\, or d„ and so j&p p gi-db
cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together gives

{l.04gb-1.15db)-(gb-db) _Q.Q4gb-0.15db

. However, no

-d. U~ d„
which cannot be determined since the values ofg.
and d, are unknown.

b

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

56. What is the value of z in the triangle above?

(1) x + y = 139
(2) y + z = 108

Geometry Triangles

In any triangle the sum of the interior angles is
180°; here, x+y + z = 180.

(1) Since the sum of x + y is known, the value
of z can be determined bysubstituting 139
for x + y in x + y + z = 180; SUFFICIENT.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

(2) Since the sumof y + z is known, the value
of x can be determined by substitution, but
there is no wayto determine the value of z
in the sum y + z; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

57. Each gift certificate sold yesterday by a certain
bookstore cost either $10 or $50. If yesterday the
bookstore sold more than 5 gift certificates that cost
$50 each, what was the total number of gift
certificates sold yesterday by the bookstore?

(1) Yesterday the bookstore sold fewer than 10 gift
certificates that cost $10 each.

(2) The total cost of gift certificates sold yesterday

bythe bookstore was $460.

Arithmetic Computation with integers

Let x be the number of $10 gift certificates sold
yesterday and let jy be the number of $50 gift
certificates sold yesterday. It is given that y >5.
Determine the value ofx +y.

(1) It is given that x < 10, so x could be 0, 1, 2,
3, ..., 9. Since y >5,y could be 6, 7, 8, ...,
and then x +y could be, for example,
0 + 6 = 6 or 2 + 8 = 10; NOT sufficient.

(2) It is given that 10* + 50y = 460. Several
values of x and y with y >5 will satisfythis
equation and givedifferent values for x+y,
as shown below; NOT sufficient.

x y 10* +50y x+y |

16 6 460 22

11 7 460 18

6 8 460 14

I1 9 460 10 J

Taking (1) and (2) together, it can be seen from the
table that all the requirements are satisfiedby x =6
andy = 8 and also byx = 1 andy = 9, but the value
of x +y is not uniquely determined; NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.
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58. What is the tens digit of positive integer x ?

(1) x divided by 100 has a remainder of 30.

(2) x divided by 110 has a remainder of 30.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Having a remainder of 30 when x is divided
by100can onlyhappen if x has a tens digit
of 3 and a ones digit of 0, as in 130, 230,
630, and so forth; SUFFICIENT.

(2) When 140 is divided by110, the quotient is
1 R30. However, 250 dividedby 110 yields
a quotient of 2 R30, and 360 divided by
110gives a quotient of 3 R30. Since there
is no consistency in the tens digit, more
information is needed; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

59. Max has $125 consisting of bills each worth either $5
or $20. How many bills worth $5 does Max have?

(1) Max has fewer than 5 bills worth $5 each.

(2) Max has more than 5 bills worth $20 each.

Arithmetic Operations with integers

Let the integer x be the number of bills worth $5
each and let the integer _y be the number of bills
worth $20 each. Then 5x + 20y = 125. Determine
the value ofx.

(1) Given that x < 5, then x = 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. If
x is even, then 5x + 20y is even and therefore
cannot equal 125. If x = 3, then 15+ 20y =
125, from which it follows that 20y = 110.

But, -=ft- is not an integer and x i=- 3.

Thus, x = l; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that y > 5, then y > 6. If y > 7, then
20y > 140 and so 5* + 20y * 125.Therefore,
y = 6 and 5x+ 20(6) =125, sox = 1;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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60. What is the value of n inthe equation -25 +19 + n = s ?

(1) s = 2

(2) ^=4

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

(1) If s = 2, then the equationbecomes
-25 + 19+ n = 2or -6 + n = 2orn = S;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) If- = 4, then n= 4s. Bysubstituting this

value of n in the givenequation and
simplifying, the equation becomes:
-25 + 19 + 4s = sor-6 + 3s = 0ors = 2.

Once s is found to be 2, the original
equation can be solved as above;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

61. At a certain picnic, each of the guests was served
either a single scoop or a double scoop of ice cream.
How many of the guests were served a double scoop

of ice cream?

(1) At the picnic, 60 percent of the guests were
served a double scoop of ice cream.

(2) A total of 120 scoops of ice cream were served

to all the guests at the picnic.

Arithmetic Percents

(1) The total number of guests is unknown,
and thus 60% of the total is also unknown;
NOT sufficient.

(2) The total number of scoops servedis known,
but the ratio between single scoops and
double scoops is unknown; NOT sufficient.

Using both statements, the ratio of the number
of single scoops served to the number of double
scoops served can be determined (1) and used
with the total number of scoops served (2) to
determine the total number ofguests who were
served a double scoop.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.
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62. Stores L and M each sell a certain product at a

different regular price. If both stores discount their
regular price of the product, is the discount price at
Store M less than the discount price at Store L ?

(1) At Store L the discount price is 10 percent less
than the regular price; at Store Mthe discount
price is 15 percent less than the regular price.

(2) At Store Lthe discount price is $5 less than the
regular store price; at Store Mthe discount
price is $6 less than the regular price.

Arithmetic Percents

Let Lr and Ld be the regularand discounted
prices, respectively, at Store L, and let Mr and Af,
be the regular and discounted prices, respectively,
at Store M. Determine ifMd < Ld.

(1) Knowing that Ld =(l-0.10)Lr = 0.90Lr
and that Md = (1 - 0.15)Mr = 0.85Mr gives
no information for comparing M' and L ;
NOT sufficient.

(2) Knowing that Ld = Lr-5 and that
Md = Mr - 6 gives no information for
comparing Md and Lt; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together gives 0.90Lr = Lr-5
and 0.85Mr = MT - 6, from which it follows that
0.10L, =5orLr =50and0.15Mr =6orMr =40.
Then Ld = 50-5 = 45 and Md = 40-6 = 34.
Therefore, Md < Ld.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

63. If d denotes a decimal, is d> 0.5?

(1) When d is rounded to the nearest tenth, the
result is 0.5.

(2) When d is rounded to the nearest integer,
the result is 1.

Arithmetic Rounding; Estimating

(1) In this case, for example, the value of d
could range from the decimal 0.45 to 0.54.
Some of these, such as 0.51 or 0.52, are
greater than or equal to 0.5, and others,
such as 0.47 or 0.48, are less than 0.5;
NOT sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

(2) When the result of rounding d to the
nearest integer is 1, d could range in value
from the decimal 0.50 to 1.49, which are
greater than or equal to 0.5; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

64. How many integers are there between, but not
including, integers r and s ?

(1) s-r = 10

(2) There are 9 integers between, but not including,
r + lands + 1.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Although the difference between s and r is
10, there are not 10 integers between them.
For example, if s is 24 and r is 14, their
difference is 10, but there are only 9 integers
between them: 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
and 23. This holds true for any two integers
whose difference is 10; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Since rand s are the same distance apart as
r+ 1and s+ 1, there would still be 9 integers
between r and s in this case, although the
integers themselves would change;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

65. What is the total number of coins that Bert and Claire

have?

(1) Bert has 50 percent more coins than Claire.

(2) The total number of coins that Bert and Claire
have is between 21 and 28.

Arithmetic Computation with integers

Determine the total number of coins Bert and

Claire have. If B represents the number of coins
that Bert has and C represents the number of
coins that Claire has, determine B + C.

(1) Bert has 50% more coins than Claire, so
B = 1.5C, and B + C = 1.5C + C = 2.5C, but
the value of Ccan vary; NOT sufficient.
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66.
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(2) The total number of coins Bert and Claire
have is between 21 and 28, so
21 < B + C < 28 and, therefore, B+C could
be 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, or 27; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, 21 < 2.5C < 28 and

then-|̂ <C<||or8.4<C<11.2.IfC=9,
then B = (1.5)(9) = 13.5; if C = 10, then
B = (1.5)(10) = 15; and if C = 11, then
B = (1.5)(11) = 16.5. Since B represents a
number of coins, B is an integer. Therefore,
B=15, C=10,and£+ C = 25.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

In a survey of 200 college graduates, 30 percent said
they had received student loans during their college

careers, and 40 percent said they had received
scholarships. What percent of those surveyed said
that they had received neither student loans nor
scholarships during their college careers?

(1) 25 percent of those surveyed said that they had
received scholarships but no loans.

(2) 50 percent of those surveyed who said that they
had received loans also said that they had
received scholarships.

Arithmetic Sets

Loans Scholarships

( X i y ] z j

w

Using the variables shown on the Venn diagram
above, determine the value of w. According to
the information given, 30 percent had received
student loans, so x+y = 0.3(200) = 60and
^c = 60—jy. Also, 40 percent hadreceived
scholarships, so y+z = 0.4(200) =80 and
z =S0-y. Then, since x+y +z+w= 200,
w=200-x- y-z =200-(60-y)- y-(S0- y

60+ y. Thus, if the value ofy can be determined,
then the value of w can be determined.

(1) Since 25 percent received scholarships but
no loans, z =80- y = 0.25(200) = 50 and
y = 30; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Since 50 percent of those who had received
loanshad also received scholarships,
0.5(x +y) =yand so 0.5(60) =30 =y;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

67. What is the value of integer n ?

(1) n(n + l)= 6
(2) 22"= 16

Arithmetic; Algebra Arithmetic operations;
First- and second-degree equations

(1) If (n +1) is multiplied byn, the result is
n2 + n = 6. If 6 is subtracted from both sides,
the equation becomes n +n—6= 0. This in
turn canbe factored as (n + 3)(n-2) = 0.
Therefore, n could be either -3 or 2, but
there is no further information for deciding
between these two values; NOT sufficient.

(2) From22n = 16, 22" must equal 24 (since
2x2x2x2 = 16). Therefore, 2n = 4 and
n = 2; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

Three machines, K, M, and P, working simultaneously
and independently at their respective constant rates,
can complete a certain task in 24 minutes. How long
does it take Machine K, working alone at its constant

rate, to complete the task?

(1) Machines Mand P, working simultaneously and
independently at their respective constant rates,
can complete the task in 36 minutes.

(2) Machines Kand P, working simultaneously and
independently at their respective constant rates,
can complete the task in 48 minutes.
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Algebra Applied problems

Let k, m, and^> be the numbers of minutes
machines K, M, and P take, respectively, to
complete the task. Then, Machine K can do -r
of the task in 1 minute, Machine M can do

— of the task in 1 minute, and Machine P can
m

do 1 of the task in 1 minute. If all three
P

machines working together can do the task

in 24 minutes, then they can do =~r of the

task in 1 minute. So, yH \- — = -=j andk m p 24

i=^"[^+^)Determine^
(1) Since M and P together can do the task in

36 minutes, they can do -^y in 1 minute,
, 1,1 1 u 1 1 1

and so —r- — —-^7. lhen -7 = =-r ~ wy,m p 36 k 24 36
which can be solvedfor a unique value of k;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Since K and P together can do the task in

48 minutes, they can do -rx in 1 minute,
111and so -7+ —= -Tq. From this information,

1there is no way to uniquely determine -r

and therefore no wayto uniquely determine

k. For example, ifp = 96, then •? + —=
111
-7+ 37- - To and k = 96. On the other

hand, ifp=60, then \ +—=-j
and k = 240. So, 96 and 240 are both
possible values for k; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

H 1 h
q r s t

60 48

69. Of the four numbers represented on the number line
above, is r closest to zero?

(1) q = -s

(2) -t<q

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Algebra Order

q r s t

Referring to the figure above, in which it maybe
assumed that q, r, s,and t are different numbers,
determine if r is closest to 0.

(1)

(2)

Since q= —s, one of q and s is positive and
the other is negative. Since s is to the right
of q, then s is positive and q is negative.
Also, 0 is halfwaybetween qand s, so q and
s are the same distance from 0. Ifr = 0, then,
of q, r, s, and t, r is closest to 0 because it IS
0. If r * 0, then either (1) q< 0 < r < s < t or
(ii) q<r<0<s<t.

q r s t

(i) Ifq < 0 < r < s < t, as shown above, r is
closer to 0 than s is because r is between 0

and s, and r is clearly closerto 0 than / is
because / is farther awayfrom 0 than s is.
Also, since qand s are the same distance from
0 and r is closer to 0 than s is, then r is closer
to 0 than qis.Therefore, r is closest to 0.

0

< 1 hi 1 1 >
q r s t

(ii) Ifq < r < 0 < s < t, as shown above, r is
closerto 0 than q is because r is between 0
and q. Also, r is closerto 0 than s is because
r is closer to 0 than qis and qand s are the
same distance from 0. Moreover, r is closer
to 0 than t is because t is farther away from
0 than s is. Therefore, r is closest to 0.

In each case, r is closest to 0; SUFFICIENT.

\f-t < q, then-/ is to the left of q. lit = 5,
s = 4,r = 3, and q = -2, then -5 < -2, so (2)
is satisfied. In this case, q is closest to 0. On
the other hand, if t = 5, s = 4, r = -1, and
q = —2, then —5 < -2, so (2) is satisfied, but
r is closest to 0; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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70. At a certain company, a test was given to a group of
men and women seeking promotions. If the average

(arithmetic mean) score for the group was 80, was
the average score for the women greater than 85 ?

(1) The average score for the men was less
than 75.

(2) The group consisted of more men than women.

Arithmetic Statistics

The average score for a group of men and women
was 80. Letting x be the average score for the
women, determine whether the value ofx is
greater than 85.

(1) The average score for the men was less
than 75.

Let the average score for the men be 74.
(Note that 74 < 75.)

If there were 10 men and 10 women, then

10(74) +10* _
10+10 -80

740+ 10* = 1,600

10* = 860

* = 86

and hence the value of * would be greater
than 85.

On the other hand, if there were 10 men
and 20 women, then

10(74)+20* _
10 +20 "80

740+20* = 2,400

20* = 1,660

* = 83

and hence the value of * would not be

greater than 85; NOT sufficient.

(2) Therewere more men than women in the
group.

Let there be 20 men and 10 women. (Note
that 20 > 10.)
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If the average score for the men was 74,
then

20(74)+ 10*
20 +10 ~m

1,480+ 10* = 2,400

10* = 920

* = 92

and hence the value of * would be greater
than 85.

On the other hand, if the average score for
the men was 94, then

20(94) +10*
20 +10 ~80

1,880+ 10* = 2,400

10* = 520

* = 52

and hence the value of * would not be

greater than 85; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, let M be the sumof
the m men's scores and let Wbt the sum of the

w women's scores. Note that — is the
m

average

W ...score for the men and — is the average score

for the women. From = 80 it follows that
m + w

M+W= %0(m + w) = SQm + 80w. From (1) it

follows that — < 75, or 75m > M. Finally, from
m

(2) it follows that m> w, or 5m > Sw. Combining
these results,

M + W = S0m + S0w

75m + W>80m + $0zu since 75m >M

W >5m + 80™ subtract 75m from both sides

J^ > 5iu + 80ii> since 5m>5w

W >S5w combine like terms

£>85
IV

divide by w

Hence, the average score for the women is greater
than 85.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.
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71. Mary persuaded nfriends to donate $500 each to her
election campaign, and then each of these n friends
persuaded n more peopleto donate $500 each to
Mary's campaign. If no one donated more than once
and if there were no other donations, what was the

value of n ?

(1) The first npeople donated j^ of the total
amount donated.

(2) The total amount donated was $120,000.

Algebra Simultaneous equations

If n is the number of friends who each

contributed $500 to Mary's campaign and each
persuaded n more people to contribute $500 each
to the campaign, then the amount contributed to
the campaign was $500(n2 +n). Assuming n>0,
determine the value of n.

(1) If the first n people contributed xt of the
total amount, then

500n =̂ y(500)(n2 +n)
500» =A(500X»)(»+1)

16 = 8+1

15 = n; SUFFICIENT

(2) If the total amount contributed was
$120,000, then

500(n2 +n) =120,000
n2 +n = 240

n+n- 240 = 0

(n +16)(n-15)= 0

n = 15; SUFFICIENT.

Note that n2 + n= 240canbe solved by
inspection since n2 +n= n(n +l) and the only
consecutivepositive integers whose product is
240 are 15 and 16, son = 15.

Although it is not necessary to actuallysolve the
quadratic equations in (1) and (2), it is necessary
to analyze the nature of the solutions to make
sure that there aren't two possible values for n.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

72. If m is an integer, is m odd?

(1) y is not an even integer.

(2) m - 3 is an even integer.

Algebra Properties of numbers

(1) Since m could be either the odd integer 3
or the even integer 10 and still satisfythis
condition, there is no information to show
definitively whether mis odd or even; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Ifm- 3 is an even integer, then m-3 = 2k
for some integer k and m= 2k+ 3 =
2(k + \) + l, which is odd; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

73. What is the area of triangular region ABC above?

(1) The product of BD and AC is 20.

(2) x = 45

Geometry Triangles; Area

Tie area ofAABC =BD^AC .
(1) The product of BD and AC is given as 20,

so the area ofAABC is ^y or 10;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) With the measurement of* being 45, it is
concluded that M.BD is a 45-45-90 right
triangle, where the length of side BD is
equal to the length of side AD. However,
with no lengths of any side known, there is
not enough information to calculate the
area; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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74. In the xy-coordinate plane, is point R equidistant from
points (-3,-3) and (1,-3) ?

(1) The x-coordinate of point R is -1.

(2) Point R lies on the line y = -3.

Algebra Coordinate geometry

Determine if point R is equidistant from (-3,-3)
and (1,-3). Letting R = (x,y), then R will be
equidistant from (-3,-3) and (1,-3) if and onlyif
R lies on the perpendicular bisector of the line
segment with endpoints (-3,-3) and (1,-3), or
equivalently, if and onlyif R lies on the vertical
line that consists of all points with *-coordinate

equal to —~— = —1. Therefore, determine if * =-1.

(1) Given that * = -1, then R will be
equidistant from (-3,-3) and (1,-3);
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given thaty =-3, then both * =-1 and
* * -1 are possible; NOT sufficient.

Alternatively, letting R = (x,y), then R will be
equidistant from (-3,-3) and (1,-3) if and onlyif
the distancebetween (x,y) and (-3,-3) is the same
as the distance between (x,y) and (1,-3), or if and

only if^(x +3)2+(y +3)2 =̂ (x-lf +(y +3)2,
or if and onlyif (* + 3)2 + (y + 3)2 = (x- l)2 +
(y +3)2, or if andonly if (* +3)2 = (* - l)2.

(1) Given that * = -1, then (-1 + 3)2 = 4 and
(-1 - l)2 = 4; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given thatjy =-3, then it is impossible to
determine if (* + 3)2 = (* - l)2; NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

75. Is the positive two-digit integer N less than 40 ?

(1) The units digit of N is 6 more than the tens digit.

(2) N is 4 less than 4 times the units digit.

Arithmetic Place value

Determine if the two-digit integer N is less than
40. Letting the tens digit be / and the units digit
be u, then 7V= 10/ + u. Determine if 10/ + u< 40.
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(1) Given that u = t+ 6, then N = 10/ + (/ + 6) =
11/ +6. Since u is a digit, u = t + 6 < 9, so
/ < 3. Therefore, N = 11/ + 6 < 11(3) + 6 = 39;
SUFFICIENT

(2) Given that N = 4u - 4, then since u is a
digit and u < 9, it follows that
N = 4u - 4 < 4(9) - 4 = 32; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

76. Each week a certain salesman is paid a fixed amount

equal to $300, plus a commission equal to 5 percent
of the amount of his sales that week over $1,000.
What is the total amount the salesman was paid last

week?

(1) The total amount the salesman was paid last
week is equal to 10 percent of the amount of his
sales last week.

(2) The salesman's sales last week totaled $5,000.

Algebra Applied problems

Let P be the salesman'spay for last week and let
5 be the amount of his sales last week. Tien

P = 300 + 0.05(5 -1,000). Determine the value
of P.

(1) Given P = 0.105, then 0.105 = 300 +
0.05(5-1,000). This equation can be
solvedfor a unique value of 5, from which
the value of P can be determined;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given 5 = 5,000, then P = 300 +
0.05(5,000-1,000); SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

77. Atotal of $60,000 was invested for one year. Part of
this amount earned simple annual interest at the rate
of x percent per year, and the rest earned simple
annual interest at the rate of y percent per year. Ifthe
total interest earned by the $60,000 for that year was
$4,080, what is the value of x ?

(1)

(2)

3y
x = -f-

The ratio of the amount that earned interest at

the rate of x percent per year to the amount that
earned interest at the rate of y percent per year

was 3 to 2.
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Algebra Applied problems

Let X be the amount invested at * percent and let
Ybe the amount invested at y percent, where

X+Y=60,000. If|^X+^y=4,080,
determine the value of *.

(1)

X + Y = 60,000, then Y = 60,000-X. By

substitution, y^X +-r^rY =4,080
-4*

becomes ^X+̂ -(60,000 -X) =4,080.
However, because the value ofXis
unknown, it is impossible to determine a
uniquevaluefor *; NOT sufficient.

Given that y- = -s-, thenY= ^-JT and

Y=|(60,000 - Y), from which the values
(2)

3 4Given that * = 4 y, then _y = -xx. Since

of Yand, in turn, Xcan be determined.
However, since the value ofy in the

equation t^TT-^ =tt^Y =4>080 is still
unknown, it is impossible to determine a
unique value for *; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together,

Too ^ = Ton ^ = 4>080 from the stem becomes

3X-ir)o'- ~ Too ^ = 4,080, using the information

from (1). Then, using the values of X and Y
obtained from the information in (2) leaves an
equationwith * as the only unknown. This
equation can be solvedfor a unique value of *.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.

•X =

78. At a bakery, all donuts are priced equallyand all
bagels are priced equally. What is the total price of
5 donuts and 3 bagels at the bakery?

(1) At the bakery, the total price of 10 donuts and
6 bagels is $12.90.

(2) At the bakery, the price of a donut is $0.15 less
than the price of a bagel.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Algebra Simultaneous equations

Let * be the price, in dollars, of each donutand
letjy be the price, in dollars, of each bagel. Find
the value of 5* + 3y.

(1)

(2)

Given that 10* + 6y = 12.90, then

5* +3y =-y(l0* +6y), it follows that

5*+ 3y = ±(12.90); SUFFICIENT.

Given that x = y —0.15, then 5* + 3y =
5(y —0.15) +3y =Sy —0.75, which varies as
y varies; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

79. In the figure above, is the area of triangular region
ABC equal to the area of triangular region DBA ?

(1) (AC)2 = 2(AD)2

(2) AABC is isosceles.

Geometry Triangles; Area

Determine whether ^(AC)(CB) =UaD)(AB)
or, equivalently, whether (AC)(CB) = (AD)(AB).

(1) Giventhat (AC)2 = 2(AD)2, then y/2 and 1
could be the values ofAC and AD,
respectively. If, for example, CB = V2, then

AB =yj(y/2) +(s/2) =2 by the
Pythagorean theorem applied to AABC.
Hence, (AC)(CB) =(-J2)(j2) and
(AD)(AB) = (1)(2), from which it follows
that (AC){CB) = (AD)(4B). On the other

hand, if CB =1, then AB =J-s/I) +12 =V3
by the Pythagorean theorem applied to
AABC. Hence, (AC)(CB) =(42)(l) and
(AD)(AB) =(1)(V3), from which it follows
that (AC)(CB) * (AD)(AB); NOT sufficient.
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(2) Given that AABC is isosceles then, by
varying the value of AD, the area of AABC
mayor may not be equal to the areaof
ADBA. For example, ifAC = CB = 1, then
(AC)(CB) = (1)(1) =1 and AB =72 by the
Pythagorean theorem applied to AABC. If

AD =-jL, then(AD)(AB)=(-j^)(j2) =
and (AC)(CB) = (AD)(AB). On the other

hand, ifAD =1, (AD)(AB)=(l)(>/5) =72
and (AQ(CB) * (AD)(AB); NOT sufficient.

Given (1) and (2) together, letAC= CB =x be the
length of the legs of the isosceles triangle ABC.
Then, from (AC)2 = 2(AD)2, it follows that

x2 =2(AD)2, and hence AD = -%=. Also, by the

Pythagorean theorem applied to AABC, it
follows that AB = -jx2 +x2 = X-J2. Therefore, it
follows that (AC)(CB) = (*)(*) = x2 and

(AD)(AB) =[£jx^)
(AC)(CB) = (AD)(AB).

= x2, and so

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

= 1

80. If rand s are positive integers, can the fraction -j be
expressed as a decimal with only a finite number of

nonzero digits?

(1) s is a factor of 100.

(2) r is a factor of 100.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Determine if-, where r and s are positive

integers, can be expressed as a decimalwith a
finite number of nonzero decimal digits.

(1) It is given that s is a factorof 100 and so
s=l,2,4,5,10,20,25, 50, or 100.This means
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r rthat- must be one ofthe quotients j, 2, 4>

5' TO' io> 25' 50' or 100• Tllus' Ls must be
one of the products r(l), r(0.5), r(0.25),
r(0.20), r(0.1), r(0.05) r(0.04), r(0.02), or
r(0.01). In each case, —is the product of an
integer and a decimalwith a finite number
of nonzero digits, and hence, —can be

expressed as a decimal with a finite number
of nonzerodigits. In fact, it suffices to note

this is true for j^r, since each ofthe other
possibilities isa positive integer times -ttjtt

20

SUFFICIENT.

(for example, -^ is 5 times ttjtt);

(2) It is given that r is a factor of 100. If r = 4

and s = 5, then —= 0.8, which is a decimal

with a finite number of nonzero digits. On
the other hand, if r = 4 and s = 7, then

—= 0.571428, which is not a decimal with a
s

finite number of nonzero digits; NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

81. If the ratio of the number of teachers to the number of

students is the same in School District M and School

District P, what is the ratio of the number of students
in School District M to the number of students in

School District P ?

(1) There are 10,000 more students in School
District M than there are in School District P.

(2) The ratio of the number of teachers to the

number of students in School District M is

1 to 20.

Algebra Ratios
T TPGiven that -rr1 = -?r-, where TM and SM are the
Om Op

numbers of teachers and students, respectively, in
District M, and T and Sp are the numbers of
teachers and students, respectively, in District P,

S
find the value of -^L.

Op

(1) Given that SM =Sp +10,000, then ^ =
Sp +10,000

(2)

S,
-, but the value of Sp is

unknown; NOT sufficient.

Given that -a®" —~~k a
T T

1d4^-= 4^, then
°M Up

-7T- = «7T. Therefore, SP = 20TP and

'' ? ?0TSM =20TM. It follows that ^f- =j^f-, but
the values of TM and Tp areunknown;
NOT sufficient.
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Taking (1) and (2) together, if SP = 1,000,

SM =1,000 +10,000 =11,000, Tp =i^p =50,
and TM =—==:— =550, then -*r- =-y. However,

IfSp = 5,000, SM = 5,000 + 10,000 = 15,000,

_ 5,000 --n ,T 15,000 -ftTP =—2Q- =250, and TM = 2Q =750,
Co V

then -#• = •=-. Therefore, the value of -tt1

cannot be determined.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

82. If r>0ands>0, is-|<f ?

(1)

(2) s r 4

r -I
3s ~ 4

Algebra Ratios

Given nonnegative numbers r and s, determine if

5 r

^ If37 =4'then* =4' r= 3"'andso
r- <L, since | <|; SUFFICIENT.
s r 4 3

(2) Ifs = r+ 4, then - = -f-r andL=
1 s r+4 r

Since r + 4 > r, r <land^

r + 4

r

>1,r + 4

soL<^-; SUFFICIENT.
s r

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

83. Ifk is an integer such that 56 < k < 66, what is the
value of k ?

(1) Ifk were divided by 2, the remainder would be 1.

(2) If k + 1 were divided by 3, the remainder would
beO.

Arithmetic Properties of integers

Determine the value of the integer k, where
56<k< 66.

(1) It is given that the remainder is 1 when k is
dividedby 2, which implies that k is odd.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Therefore, the value of k can be 57, 59, 61,
63, or 65; NOT sufficient.

(2) It isgiven that the remainder is 0 when
k + 1 is divided by 3, which implies that
k + 1 is divisible by 3. Since 56 <k <66
(equivalently, 57 <k+ 1 <67), the value of
k + 1 can be 60, 63, or 66 so the value of k
can be 59, 62 or 65; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, 59 and 65 appear in
both lists of possible values for k; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

k, n, 12, 6, 17

84. What is the value of n in the list above?

(1) k<n

(2) The median of the numbers in the list is 10.

Arithmetic Statistics

Given the list k, n, 12, 6, 17, determine the value
ofn,

(1) Although k < n, no information is given
about the value of k or n; NOT sufficient.

(2) Since the median of the numbers in the list
is 10 and there are 5 numbers in the list, 10
is one of those 5 numbers. Therefore, n = 10
or k = 10. If n = 10, then the value of n has
been determined. However, ifk = 10, then
n can be any number that is 10 or less, so
the value of n cannot be determined; NOT
sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, ifk < n and the
median of the list is 10, then 12 and 17 are to the
right of the median and the list in ascending
order is either 6, k, n, 12, 17 or k, 6, n, 12, 17. In
either case, n is the middle number, and since the
median is 10, n = 10.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.

85. If x and y are integers, what is the value of x + y ?

(1) 3<^<4
(2) 2<x<y<5
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Arithmetic Computation with integers

Determine the value of* +y for integers * andy.

(1) Given that 3< * <4, then 6<*+y <8.
Since* +y is an integer and 7 is the only
integer greater than 6 and less than 8, it
follows that thevalue of* +y is 7;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that 2 < * < y < 5, then 2 < * < 5, and
hence* = 3 or * =4. Likewise, 2 < y < 5,
and hence y =3 ory =4. With the
additional restriction that * < y, it follows
that * = 3 andy =4, and thus x +y = 7;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

86. What is the value of b + c?

(1) ab + cd + ac + bd = 6

(2) a + d = 4

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

(1) The equationab + cd+ ac + bd= 6 can be
simplified to isolate b+ c byregrouping and
then factoring as follows:

(ab + bd) +(ac +cd) = 6

b(a +d)+c(a +d)= 6

(a +d)(b +c) = 6

The value of b+ c, however, cannot be
determined unless the value ofa + d is

known; NOT sufficient.

(2) This provides no information about b and c;
NOT sufficient.

Since (2) provides the missinginformation about
the needed value ofa + d in (1), the value ofb+ c
can be found when both (1) and (2) are used to
complete the equation.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.
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87. What is the average (arithmetic mean) of j and k ?

(1) The average (arithmetic mean) of j+ 2 and k+ 4
is 11.

(2) The average (arithmetic mean) of j, k, and 14
is 10.

Arithmetic Statistics

j + k
The average of/ and k is —~—, and this value

can be determined if the value of j + k can be
determined.

(j + 2)+ (k +4)(1) It is given that **• *_i 1=11.

Therefore, ~ = 11, j + k+ 6 = 22;

j+k = 16; SUFFICIENT.

j + k + 14
(2) It is given that s = 10.Therefore,

j + k+ 14 = 30,j + k = 16; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

Paula and Sandy were among those people who sold
raffle tickets to raise money for Club X. IfPaula and
Sandy sold a total of 100 of the tickets, how many of
the tickets did Paula sell?

p
(1) Sandy sold -q as many of the raffle tickets

as Paula did.

(2) Sandy sold 8 percent of all the raffle tickets sold
for Club X.

Algebra Simultaneous equations

If Paula sold^> tickets and Sandy sold s tickets,
then p + s = 100.

2
(1) Since Sandy sold •*• as many tickets as Paula,

2s= ~zp. Thevalue ofp can be determined

by solving the two equations
simultaneously; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Since the total number of the raffle tickets
sold is unknown, the number of tickets that
Sandy or Paula sold cannotbe determined;
NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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Anumber of people each wrote down one of the first
30 positive integers. Were any of the integers written
down by more than one of the people?

(1) The number of people who wrote down an
integer was greater than 40.

(2) The number of people who wrote down an
integer was less than 70.

Algebra Sets and functions

If the number of integers to be chosen from is
smaller than the number of people making the
choice, then at least one of the integers has to be
chosen and written down by more than one person.
If the number of integers to be chosen from is the
same as or greater than the number of people
making the choice, it is possible that no integerwill
be chosen and written down more than once.

(1) Because the number of people was greater
than 30, at least one integer had to be written
down by more than one person;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) It is not helpful just to know that the number
of people was less than 70. If, for instance, the
number of people was 35, then at least one of
the 30 integers had to be written down by
more than one person. If the number of
people was 25 instead, it is possible that no
two people wrote down the same integer;
NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

90. Is the number ofseconds required to travel d, feet at
rx feet per second greater than the number of seconds
required to travel d2 feet at r2 feet per second?

(1) dj is 30 greater than d2.

(2) r{ is 30 greater than r2.

Algebra Applied problems

Determine if —- is greater than —-.

(1) Although it is given that dl=d2+ 30, without
information about r. and r. it is

impossible to determine if — is greater

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

than —-. For example, if d1 = 60, d2 = 30,

r, = 90, and r2 = 60, then dx=d2 + 30, but

ii _-2 __j d2 _ 1 _ d1 .
n

^ 2 i d2 1 d, . .
—= -~ and — = =-, so — is greater than
r\ •-> r2 z rx

-. On the other hand, ifdx = 90, d2 = 60,
'2

rx = 60, and r2 = 30, then dx=d2 + 30, but

d, 3 ^d2 o d\ .
—- = •= and — = 2, so — is not greater
rx 2 r2 ri

than —; NOT sufficient.
r2

(2) Although it is given that rx = r2 + 30,
without information about dx and d. it is

impossible to determine if — is greater
d ^

than —~. For example, if dx = 60, d2 =30,

r, = 90, and r2 = 60, then rx = r2 +30,
d, 2 j d2 1 d, .

but — = -~ and — = -~, so — is greater
rx j r2 z rx

than —. On the other hand, if dx = 90,
T2

d2 = 60, rx = 60, and r2 = 30, then r, =

r2 +30, but ^ =4and ^ =2, so ^
2 ' n 2 r2 rx

is not greater than —; NOT sufficient.
r2

Taking(1) and (2) together is of no more help
than either (1) or (2) taken separately because the
sameexamples used to show that (1) is not
sufficient also show that (2) is not sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

91. Last year, if Arturo spent a total of $12,000 on his
mortgage payments, real estate taxes, and home

insurance, how much did he spend on his real estate
taxes?

(1) Last year, the total amount that Arturo spent on
his real estate taxes and home insurance was

33-ipercent of the amount that he spent on his
mortgage payments.

(2) Last year, the amount that Arturo spent on his
real estate taxes was 20 percent of the total
amount he spent on his mortgage payments and
home insurance.
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Arithmetic Applied problems

Let M, R, and Hbt the amounts that Arturo
spent last year on mortgage payments, real estate
taxes, and home insurance, respectively. Given
that M + R + H = 12,000, determine the value
off*.

(1) Given that R+H=̂ M and M+R+H =
12,000, then M+̂ M =12,000, or
M = 9,000. However, the value of R cannot
be determined, since it is possible that
R = 2,000 (useM = 9,000 and H = 1,000)
and it is possible that R = 1,000 (use
M = 9,000 and H = 2,000); NOT
sufficient.

(2) Given that R=i(Af+H), or 5R =M+H
and M + R + H = 12,000, which can be
rewritten as (M+H)+R=12,000, then
5R +R = 12,000, or R = 2,000;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

-3 f

92. If a, b, c, and d are positive numbers, is -r< -j ?

324

(1)

(2) lbcl " be
Algebra Inequalities

Determine whether j <-j,where a, b, c, and d
are positive numbers.

(1) Given that 0<-j^t, then a=2, £=3, c=6,
and ^ = 8 are possible values for «, £, £, and

c — a

0< c-a

d-b

ad\ < ad

d-b
a

dbecause —,—*f = r,_ o = -? and -=• > 0. For
9 f\

these values, 4r<4r is true because "= < "o-

On the other hand, a = 4, b = 6, c = 2, and
^ =3 are also possible values of <z, b, c, and ^

because ^r=^Ft =# and f >0. For
d—b 3-6 3 3

these values, -j <-r is false because T =Ti

NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that f^)2<^, then
ad_
be

ad

<1

<c

dividing both sides by the

positive number j—

multiplying both sides by

the positive number c

dividingboth sidesby the

positive number d; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

93. Is the number of members of Club Xgreater than the
number of members of Club Y ?

(1) Of the members of Club X, 20 percent are also

members of Club Y.

(2) Of the members of Club Y, 30 percent are also
members of Club X.

Arithmetic Sets

Let a be the number of members in Club X that

do not belong to Club Y, let bbe the number of
members in Club Y that do not belong to Club
X, and let cbe the number of members that
belong to both Club X and to Club Y. Determine
whether a + c> b+ c, or equivalently, whether
a> b.

(1) Ifa = 80, b = 79, and c = 20, then 20 percent
of the members of Club X are also members

of Club Y (because c= 20 is 20 percent of
a + c = 100) and a > b is true. However, if
a = 80, b= 80, and c = 20, then 20 percent
of the members of Club X are also members

of Club Y (because c= 20 is 20 percent of
a + c = 100) and a > b is false. Therefore,
it cannot be determined whether a > b;
NOT sufficient.

(2) Ifa = 71, b = 70, and c = 30, then 30 percent
of the members of Club Y are also members

of Club X (because c= 30 is 30 percent of
b+ c = 100) and a > b is true. However, if
a = 70, b = 70, and c= 30, then 30 percent
of the members of Club Y are also members

of Club X (because c= 30 is 30 percent of
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b+ c = 100) and a > b is false. Therefore, it
cannot be determined whether a > b; NOT
sufficient.

Now assume both (1) and (2). From (1) it follows

that
a + c

1= 0.20 = -p, or 5c = a + c, and so a = 4c.

From (2) it follows that j— - 0.30 =̂ r, or
7

10c = 3b + 3c, and so 7c = 3b and b = -~c. Since
n

4c > 77 c (from the statements it can be deduced

that £> 0), it follows that a > b. Therefore, (1) and
(2) together are sufficient.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

94. In a certain office, 50 percent of the employees are
college graduates and 60 percent of the employees
are over 40 years old. If 30 percent of those over 40
have master's degrees, how many of the employees
over 40 have master's degrees?

(1) Exactly 100 of the employees are college
graduates.

(2) Of the employees 40 years old or less,

25 percent have master's degrees.

Arithmetic Percents

(1) It is given that 50 percent of the employees
are collegegraduates. Here, it is now
known that exactly 100 of the employees
are collegegraduates. Thus, the total
number of employees in the companyis
200. It is also given that 60 percent of the
employees are over 40 years old, which
would be (0.60)(200), or 120 employees.
Sinceit is given that 30 percent of those
over 40 have master's degrees, then
(0.30)(120), or 36 employees are over40
and have master's degrees; SUFFICIENT.

(2) There is no information regarding bow many
employees fall into any of the categories,
and it thus cannot be determined how many
employees there are in any category; NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

95.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

On the number line above, p, q, r, s, and tare five
consecutive even integers in increasing order. What is
the average (arithmetic mean) of these five integers?

(1) q + s = 24

(2) The average (arithmetic mean) of q and r is 11.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Since p, q, r, s,and t areconsecutive even integers
listed in numericalorder, the 5 integers can alsobe
given as/>, p + 2,p + 4,p + 6, and p + 8. Determine
the average of these 5 integers, which is the value
pf p+(p +2) +(p +4) +(p +6) +(p +S) _
5p + 20-J^— =p+4.
(1) Given thatq+s=24, then (p +2) +(p +6) =24.

Therefore, 2p +8 = 24, or p = 8, and hence
^ + 4 = 12; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that ^ =11, then ?+r=(2)(ll) =
22, or (p +2) +(p +4) =22. Therefore,
2p +6 = 22, or p = 8, and hence p + 4 = 12;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

96. If [x] denotes the least integer greater than or equal to x,
is[x| = .0?

(1) -1 < x < 1

(2) x < 0

Algebra Functions

Determine iffx \, the least integer greater thanor
equal to x, is equal to 0, which is the same as
determining if x satisfies -1 < x < 0.

(1) Given that -1 <x <1, then it is possible that
[x~\ = 0 (for example, if x =0, then|V| = 0)
and it is possible that [x~\ i=- 0 (for example,
ifx=i then [x\=1*0); NOT sufficient.
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(2) Given that x <0, then it is possible that
[x]=0(for example, ifx=~, then |Y|=0)
and it is possible that [x~\ ^0 (for example,
ifx =-5, then [Y] =-5 * 0); NOT
sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together gives -1 <x <0,
which implies that \x~\ = 0.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

97. If xandy are integers, is x > y?

(1) x + y>0

(2) r < 0

Arithmetic Properties of integers

Determine if the integer x is greater than the
integery.

(1) It is given thatx +y >0, and so-x <y.
If, for example, x =-3 andy =4, then
x+y =-3 +4=l>0 and x <y. On the
other hand, ifx = 4 andy =-3, then
x+ y= 4-3 = 1 >0 and x >y; NOT
sufficient.

(2) It is given thaty* <0, soy <0. If, for
example, x = 3 andy = -2, then
(-2)3 =-8 <0 and x >y. On the other hand,
ifx=-3 andy =-2, then (-2)~3 =~ <0
and x <y; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, from (2) y is negative
and from (1) —x is less thany. Tierefore, —x is
negative, and hence x is positive. Sincex is
positive andy is negative, it follows that x >y.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.
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Is rst = 1 ?

(1) rs = =1

(2) st ==1

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) This establishes that rs = 1, but since the
value of / is unavailable, it is unknown if
rst = 1; NOT sufficient.

(2) Similarly, this establishes the value of stbut
the value of r is unknown; NOT sufficient.

Both (1) and (2) taken together are still not
sufficient to determine whether or not rst = 1.
For example, \fr = s = t = l, then rs = l,st = 1,
and rst = 1. However, ifr=t = 5, and s=i,
then rs = l,st = 1, but rst = 5.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

99. If r and s are the roots of the equation x2 + bx + c = 0,
where b and c are constants, is rs < 0 ?

(1)

(2)

b<0

c<0

Algebra Second-degree equations

Determine whether the product of the roots to
x2 + bx + c = 0, where b and care constants, is
negative.

If rand s are the roots of the givenequation,
then (x- r)(x - s) = x2 + bx + c. This implies that
x2- (r + s)x + rs = x2 + bx + c, and so rs = c.
Therefore, rs is negative if and only ifc is
negative.

(1) Given that b <0, then ccould be negative or
positive. For example, if b = -1 and c= -6,
then the given equationwould be x2 —x - 6 =
(x- 3)(x +2) = 0, and the product of its
roots would be (3)(-2), which is negative.
On the other hand, if b = -6 and c = 5, then
the given equation would be x2 - 6x + 5 =
(x - 5)(x - 1) = 0, and the product of its
roots would be (5)(1), which is positive;
NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that c < 0, it follows from the
explanation above that rs <0;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.
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TOTAL EXPENSES FOR THE

FIVE DIVISIONS OF COMPANY H

100. The figure above represents a circle graph of

Company H's total expenses broken down by the
expenses for each of its five divisions. If 0 is the
center of the circle and if Company H's total expenses
are $5,400,000, what are the expenses for Division R?

(1) x = 94

(2) The total expenses for Divisions S and T are
twice as much as the expenses for Division R.

Geometry Circles

In this circle graph, the expenses of Division R

are equal to the value of —^— multiplied by

$5,400,000, or $15,000*. Therefore, it is
necessary to know the value of* in order to
determine the expenses for Division R.

(1) Thevalue of x is given as 94, so the
expenses of Division R can be determined;
SUFFICIENT

(2) This gives a comparisonamong the
expenses of some of the divisions of
Company H, but no information is given
about the value of x; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

101. Ifx is negative, is x <-3 ?

(1) x2>9

(2) x3<-9

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Given that x2 > 9, it follows that x < -3 or
x > 3, a result that can be obtained in a
variety of ways. For example, considerthe
equivalent equation (\x\) >9that reduces to
|*| > 3,or consider when the two factors of
x2 —9 are both positive and when the two
factors of x2 —9 are both negative, or
considerwhere the graph of the parabola
y = x2 - 9 is above the *-axis, etc. Since it is
alsogiven that * is negative, it follows that
x< -3; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that x3 < -9, if * = -4, then x3 = -64,
and so x3 <-9 and it is true that * < -3.
However, if* = —3, then * = —27, and so
x3 < —9, but it is not true that * < —3;
NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

102. What is the number of cans that can be packed in a
certain carton?

(1) The interior volume of this carton is 2,304 cubic
inches.

(2) The exterior of each can is 6 inches high and
has a diameter of 4 inches.

Geometry Rectangular solids and cylinders

(1) No information about the size of the cans is
given; NOT sufficient.

(2) No information about the size of the carton
is given; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, there is still not
enough information to answer the question. If
the carton is a rectangular solid that is 1 inch by
1 inch by 2,304 inches and the cans are
cylindrical with the given dimensions, then 0
cans can be packed into the carton. However, if
the carton is a rectangular solid that is 16 inches
by 12 inches by 12 inches and the cans are
cylindrical with the given dimensions, then 1 or
more cans can be packed into the carton.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.
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r s t

u V w

X y 1

103. Each of the letters in the table above represents one
of the numbers 1, 2, or 3, and each of these numbers
occurs exactly once in each row and exactly once in
each column. What is the value of r ?

(1) v + z = 6

(2) s + t + u + x = 6

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

In the following discussion, "row/column
convention" means that each of the numbers 1, 2,
and 3 appears exactly once in anygivenrow and
exactlyonce in any given column.

(1) Given that v + z = 6, then both v and z
are equal to 3, since no other sum of the
possible values is equal to 6. Applying the
row/column convention to row 2, and then
to row 3, it follows that neither u nor x can
be 3. Since neither /./ nor x can be 3, the
row/column convention applied to column 1
forces r to be 3; SUFFICIENT.

(2) lfu = 3, then s + t + x = 3. Hence, s = t =
x = l, since the values these variables can
have does not permit another possibility.
However, this assignment of valueswould
violate the row/column convention for row

1, and thus u cannot be 3. Ifx = 3, then
s +1 + u = 3. Hence, s = t = u = l, since the
values these variables can have does not

permit another possibility. However, this
assignment ofvalues would violate the row/
column convention for row 1, and thus x
cannot be 3. Since neither u nor x can be 3,
the row/column convention applied to
column 1 forces r to be 3; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

104. If [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal

to x, is [x] = 0?

(1) 5x + l = 3 + 2x

(2) 0<x<l
328

Algebra Inequalities

It will be useful to observe that the condition

[x] = 0 is equivalent to 0 <x <1.

(1) Tie solution to 5x+1 = 3+2x isx = 4,

which satisfies 0 < x < 1; SUFFICIENT.

(2) If 0 < x < 1, then it follows that 0 < x < 1;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

105. Material Acosts $3 per kilogram, and Material B
costs $5 per kilogram. If 10 kilograms of Material K
consists of x kilograms of Material Aand y kilograms
of Material B, isx>y ?

(1) y>4

(2) The cost of the 10 kilograms of Material K is less
than $40.

Algebra Inequalities

Since x + y = 10, the relationx >y is equivalent to
x > 10 —x, or x > 5.

(1) The giveninformation is consistent with
x = 5.5and y = 4.5, and the given
information is also consistentwith x = y = 5.
Tierefore, it is possible for x > y to be true
and it is possible forx > y to be false; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Given that 3x + 5y< 40, or
3x+5(10 -x)< 40, then3x- 5x< 40- 50.
It follows that —2x < -10, or x > 5;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

106. While on a straight road, Car Xand Car Yare traveling
at different constant rates. If Car X is now 1 mile

ahead of Car Y, how many minutes from now will
Car X be 2 miles ahead of Car Y ?

(1) Car Xis traveling at 50 miles per hour and Car Y
is traveling at 40 miles per hour.

(2) Three minutes ago Car Xwas j mile ahead of
Car Y.
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Arithmetic Rate problem

Simplystated, the question is how long will it
take Car X to get one mile further ahead of
Car Y than it is now.

(1) At their constant rates, Car X would
increase its distance from Car Y by 10 miles
every hour or, equivalently, 1 mile every
6 minutes; SUFFICIENT

(2) This states that Car X increases its distance
from Car Y by 0.5 mile every 3 minutes,
or equivalently 1 mile every 6 minutes;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

107. If a certain animated cartoon consists of a total of

17,280 frames on film, how many minutes will it take
to run the cartoon?

(1) The cartoon runs without interruption at the rate
of 24 frames per second.

(2) It takes 6 times as long to run the cartoon as it
takes to rewind the film, and it takes a total of
14 minutes to do both.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

(1) Given the frames-per-second speed, it can
17 2R0

be determined that it takes ' minutes
24x60

to run the cartoon; SUFFICIENT

(2) It is givenboth that it takes 14 minutes to
run the cartoon and rewind the film and
that, with the ratio 6:1 expressed as a

fraction, the cartoon runs -2. of the total

time. Thus, it can be determined that

running the cartoon takes H of the

14 minutes; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

108. At what speed was a train traveling on a trip when it
had completed half of the total distance of the trip?

(1) The trip was 460 miles long and took 4 hours to
complete.

(2) The train traveled at an average rate of
115 miles per hour on the trip.

Arithmetic Applied problems

Determine the speed of the train when it had
completed half the total distance of the trip.

(1) Given that the train traveled 460 miles in
4 hours, the train could have traveled at the
constant rate of 115 miles per hour for
4 hours, and thus it could have been
traveling 115 miles per hour when it had
completed half the total distance of the trip.
However, the train could have traveled
150 milesper hour for the first 2 hours
(adistance of 300 miles) and 80 miles per
hour for the last 2 hours (a distance of
160 miles), and thus it could have been
traveling 150 miles per hour when it had
completed half the total distanceof the trip;
NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that the train traveled at an average
rate of 115 miles per hour, each of the
possibilities given in the explanationfor (1)
could occur, since 460 miles in 4 hours gives
an average speed of—-j— = 115 miles per
hour; NOT sufficient.

Assuming (1) and (2), eachof the possibilities
given in the explanation for (1) could occur.
Therefore, (1) and (2) together are not sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22

109. List M(not shown) consists of 8 different integers,
each of which is in the list shown. What is the

standard deviation of the numbers in list M ?

(1) The average (arithmetic mean) of the numbers in
list Mis equal to the average of the numbers in
the list shown.

(2) List M does not contain 22.
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Arithmetic Statistics

If each of the 8 different numbers in list M is in

the set [4, 6, 8,10,12, 14,16,18, 20, 22}, then
list M can be obtained by removing 2 numbers
from the given list. If sM denotes the standard
deviation of the numbers in list M, determine the
value of sM.

The average of the numbers in the given list is
4 + 6 + 8 + --- + 22

10
= 13, which can also be

determined by observing that the numbers in the
list are symmetric about 13. Ifs denotes the
standard deviation of the given list, then

2_(4-13)2+(6-13)2+(8-13)2+--- +(20-13)2+(22-13)2
10

and

10s2 =(4 -13)2 +(6 -13)2 +(8 -13)2 +•••+(20 -13)2 +(22 -13)2.

(1) It is given that the average of the numbers
in list M is the same as the average of the
numbers in the givenlist, so the average of
the numbers in list M is 13 and, therefore,
the sum of the numbers in list Mis

8(13) = 104. Since the sum of the numbers
in the given list is 10(13) = 130, the sum of
the 2 numbers removedfrom the given list
to create list M must be 130 - 104 = 26.

Thus, the 2 numbers could be the 2 middle
values, 12 and 14, or the 2 numbers at the
extremes, 4 and 22. If the numbers removed
are 12 and 14, then using the reasoning
shown above, SsM2 =10*2 - (12 - 13)2 -
(14 - 13)2 = 10s2 - 2. On the other hand, if
4 and 22 are the numbers removed, then
8;M2 = 10s2 - (4 - 13)2 - (22 - 13)2 =
10*2 - 162. Since 10.?2 - 2 * 10s2 - 162, 8*M2
canvary, and hence sM canvary; NOT
sufficient.

(2) It is given that list M does not contain 22.
Since no information is given about the
other number that is to be removed from

the given list to createlist M, it is not
possible to determine the average of the
numbers in list M. For example, if the other
number removed is 20, then the average is
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4+6+8+...+l8=lland
O

8^2=(4-ll)2 +(6-ll)2 +(8-ll)2+--- +(l8-ll)2 =176.

But if the other number removed is 12, then the
. 4 + 6 + 8 + 10 + 14 + 16 + 18 + 20 «„ .

average is ~ = 12 and
o

SsM2= (4-12)2 +•••+(10 -12)2 +(14 -12)2 +•••+(20 -12)2 =240.

Because SsM2 varies, sodoes sM; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, the sum of the 2
numbers removed from the given list to create list
Mmust be 26 and one of those numbers is 22.

Tierefore, the other number is 4, and so list M
consists of the numbers, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
20. Since the numbers in list M are known, sM
can be determined.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.

110. Tom, Jane, and Sue each purchased a new house. The
average (arithmetic mean) price of the three houses
was $120,000. Whatwas the median price of the
three houses?

(1) The price of Tom's house was $110,000.

(2) The price ofJane's house was $120,000.

Arithmetic Statistics

Let T,J, and S be the purchase prices forTom's,
Jane's, and Sue's new houses. Given that the
average purchase price is 120,000, or
T + J + S = (3)(120,000), determine the
median purchase price.

(1) Given T = 110,000, the median could be
120,000 (if/ = 120,000 and S = 130,000) or
125,000 (if/ = 125,000 and S = 125,000);
NOT sufficient.

(2) Given / = 120,000, the following two
cases include every possibility consistent
withT + J + S= (3)(120,000), or
T + 5 = (2)(120,000).
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(i)r = 5 = 120,000

(ii) One of Tor S is less than 120,000 and
the other is greater than 120,000.

In each case, the median is clearly 120,000;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

111. Ifx and y are integers, is xy even?

(1) x = y + l

(2) —is an even integer.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Determine if xy is even.

(1) Since x and y are consecutive integers, one
of these two numbers is even, and hence
their product is even. For example, if x is
even, then x = 2m for some integer m, and
thus xy =(2m)y =(my)(2), which is an
integer multiple of 2, so xy is even;
SUFFICIENT

(2) If—is even, then —= 2n for some integer n,

and thus x = 2ny. From this it follows that

xy =(2ny)(y) =my2)(2), which is an integer
multiple of 2, so xy is even; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

x y

o

112. If the successive tick marks shown on the number

line above are equally spaced and if x and y are the
numbers designating the end points of intervals as
shown, what is the value of y ?

(1)

(2)

x-1x-2

y-x =|

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) If 3 tick marks represent a value of ±-, then

6 tick marks would representa value of 1.
From this it can be established that each

subdivision ofthe line represents i, so the

value ofy is 1; SUFFICIENT.
6

(2) From this, the four equal subdivisions
between y and x represent a total distance

of—. This implies that each subdivision of
3 i/2\ i

the number line has the length -tItt = -r,

enabling the value ofy to be found;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

113. In triangle ABC, point X is the midpoint of side AC and
point Yis the midpoint of side BC. Ifpoint R is the
midpoint of line segment XC and if point S is the
midpoint of line segment YC, what is the area of
triangular region RCS?

(1) The area of triangular region ABX is 32.

(2) The length of one of the altitudes of triangle ABC

Geometry Triangles; Area

As shown in the figure above, .ATand Fare the

midpoints of AC and BC, respectively, of

AABC, and R and S are the midpointsof XC and

YC, respectively. Thus, letting AC= b, it follows

that AX =XC =\b and RC =\b. Also, if
2 4 '
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BF, YG, and SH are perpendicular to AC as
shown, then ABFC, AYGC, and ASHC are similar
triangles, since theircorresponding interior angles
have the same measure. Tius, letting BF = h, it
follows that YG =̂ h and SH =jh. The area of

ARCS, which is |(^)(^) =̂ M, can be
determined exactlywhen the value of bh can be
determined.

(1) Given that the area ofAABX, which is

\(AX)(BF), or U±b)(h), is 32, then
bh = (4)(32); SUFFICIENT.

(2) Without knowing the length of the side to
which the altitude is drawn, the area of
AABC, and hence the value of bh, cannot be
determined; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

114. A department manager distributed a number of pens,
pencils, and pads among the staff in the department,

with each staff member receiving x pens, y pencils,
and z pads. How many staff members were in the
department?

(1) The numbers of pens, pencils, and pads that
each staff member received were in the ratio

2:3:4, respectively.

(2) The manager distributed a total of 18 pens,

27 pencils, and 36 pads.

Arithmetic Ratio and proportion

(1) Each of 10 staff members could have
received 2 pens, 3 pencils, and 4 pads, or
each of 20 staff members could have

received 2 pens, 3 pencils, and 4 pads;
NOT sufficient.

(2) There could have been 1 staff member who
received 18 pens, 27 pencils, and 36 pads,
or 3 staff members each of whom received

6 pens, 9 pencils, and 12 pads; NOT
sufficient.

Assuming both (1) and (2), use the fact that
18:27:36 is equivalent to both 6:9:12 and 2:3:4 to
obtain different possibilities for the number of
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staff. Each of 3 staff members could have

received 6 pens, 9 pencils, and 12 pads, or each
of9 staffmembers could have received 2 pens,
3 pencils, and 4 pads. Therefore, (1) and (2)
together are not sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

115. Machines Xand Y produced identical bottles at
differentconstant rates. Machine X, operating alone for
4 hours, filled part of a production lot; then MachineY,
operating alone for 3 hours, filled the rest of this lot.
How many hours would it have taken Machine X
operating alone to fill the entire production lot?

(1) Machine X produced 30 bottles per minute.

(2) Machine X produced twice as many bottles in
4 hours as Machine Y produced in 3 hours.

Algebra Rate problem

Let rxand ry be the rates, in numbers ofbottles
produced per hour, of Machine X and Machine Y.
In 4 hours Machine X produces 4r bottles
working alone and in 3 hours Machine Y produces
3ry bottles working alone. Thus, 4rx + 3rybottles
are producedwhen Machine X operatesalone for
4 hours followed byMachine Y operating alone
for 3 hours. If / is the number of hours for

Machine X to produce the same number of
bottles, then 4rx +3ry =(rx)t-

(1)

(2)

Given that Machine X produces 30 bottles

per minute, then rx =(30)(60) = 1,800. Tiis

does not determine a unique value for /,
since more than one positivevalue of /
satisfies (4)(l,800) +3rY = (1,800)/ when ry
is allowed to vary overpositive real numbers.
For example, if ry = 600, thent = 5, and if
rY = 1,200, then t = 6; NOT sufficient.

Given that 4rx =2(3ry SOrx = 2rv
Therefore, from 4rx +3ry =(rx)/, it follows
that 6?y + 3rY = -yTyt, or6 +3= -Tyt, or

t = 6; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.
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116. On acompany-sponsored cruise, i of the
passengers were company employees and the

remaining passengers were their guests. If 3 of the
company-employee passengerswere managers, what
was the number of company-employee passengers

who were NOT managers?

(1) There were 690 passengers on the cruise.

(2) Therewere 230 passengers who were guests of
the company employees.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

(1) From this, since -|of the passengers were
2company employees, then •«• X690= 460

passengers were company employees. Then,

since ^- ofthe company employees were
3 1managers, so1- 4 = -j of the company-

employee passengers were not managers.

Therefore j x 460 =115 company employees

were not managers; SUFFICIENT.

(2) If 230 of the passengers were guests,
2 1then this represents 1- -= = •= of the

cruise passengers. Therefore, there were
230 x 3 = 690 passengers altogether,
690 - 230 = 460 ofwhom were company

3 1employees. Since 1- -j = -j of the company

employees were not managers, -j x 460= 115
of the passengers who were company
employees were not managers;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

117. The length of the edging that surrounds circular

garden Kis i the length of the edging that surrounds

circular garden G. What is the area of garden K?
(Assume that the edging has negligible width.)

(1) The area of G is 25n square meters.

(2) The edging around G is 107r meters long.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Geometry Circles; Area

Note that the length of the edging around a
circular garden is equal to thecircumference of
the circle. The formula for the circumference of a
circle, where C is the circumference and dis the
diameter, is C= ltd.The formula for the area of a
circle, where A is the area and r is the radius, is

A = Kr2. In any circle, r is equal to -~d. If the

length ofthe edging around Kis equal to A
the lengthof the edging around G, then

the circumference ofAT is equal toAthe
circumference of G.

(1) Since the area of G is 25k square meters,
257T = nr2 or 25 = r2 and 5 = r. So, if the
radius of G is 5, the diameter is 10, and the
circumference of Gis equal to 107T. Since

the circumference of K is -4 that of G, then

the circumference of Kis 5n, making the
diameter of Kequalto 5. If the diameter of
K is 5, the radius of AT is 2.5, and the area of
ATis tt(2.5)2 or 6.25/r; SUFFICIENT.

(2) If the edgingaround Gis lOn meters long,
then the circumference of G is 107T. Tie
area of AT can then by found by proceeding
as in (1); SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

118. For any integers x and y, min(x, y) and max(x, y) denote
the minimum and the maximum of x and y, respectively.

For example, min(5, 2) = 2and max(5, 2) = 5. For the
integer w, what is the value of min(10, w) ?

(1) vv = max(20, z) for some integer z.

(2) w= max(10, w)

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

If w > 10, then min(10, w)= 10, and ifw < 10,
then min(10, w)= w. Therefore, the value of
min(10, w) can be determined if the value of w
can be determined.

(1) Given that w = max(20, z), thenw >20.
Hence, w > 10,and so min(10, w)= 10;
SUFFICIENT
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(2) Given that w = max(l0, w), thenw >10,
and so min(l0, w) =10; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

119. If arc PQR above is a semicircle, what is the length of
diameter PR ?

(1) a = 4

(2) b = l

Geometry Circles

Since angle PQR is inscribed in a semicircle,
it is a right angle, and APQR is a right triangle.
APQR is divided into two right triangles by the
vertical line from Q to side PR. Let x = PQ and
y = QR. The larger right triangle has hypotenuse
x, sox2 = 4+ a2; the smaller right triangle has
hypotenuse^, soy2 = 4+b2. From APQR,
(a + b) = x2 + y2, soby substitution, (a + b) =
(4 +a2) +(4 +b2), and by simplification,
a2 + 2ab + b2 = 8 + a2 + b2or 2ab = 8 or ab = 4.

(1) Ifa = 4 is substituted in ab= 4, then b must
be 1 and diameter PR is 5; SUFFICIENT.

(2) If b= 1 is substituted in ab = 4, then a must
be 4 and diameter PR is 5; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

120. A certain bookcase has 2 shelves of books. On the
upper shelf, the book with the greatest numberof
pages has 400 pages. On the lower shelf, the book
with the least number of pages has 475 pages. What
is the median number of pages for all of the books on
the 2 shelves?

(1) There are 25 books on the upper shelf.

(2) There are 24 books on the lower shelf.
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Arithmetic Statistics

(1) The information given says nothing about
the number of books on the lower shelf. If

there are fewer than 25 books on the lower

shelf, then the median number of pages will
be the number of pages in one of the books
on the upper shelf or the average number of
pages in two books on the upper shelf.
Hence, the median will be at most 400. If
there are more than 25 books on the lower

shelf, then the median number of pages will
be the number of pages in one of the books
on the lower shelf or the average number of
pages in two books on the lower shelf.
Hence, the median will be at least 475;
NOT sufficient.

(2) An analysis verysimilar to that used in (1)
shows the information given is not sufficient
to determine the median; NOT sufficient.

Given both (1) and (2), it follows that there is a
total of49 books. Tierefore, the median will be
the 25th book when the books are ordered by
number of pages. Since the 25th book in this
ordering is the book on the upper shelfwith the
greatest number of pages, the median is 400.
Therefore, (1) and (2) together are sufficient.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

121. During a 6-day local trade show, the least number
of people registered in a single day was 80. Was
the average (arithmetic mean) number of people
registered per day for the 6 days greater than 90 ?

(1) Forthe 4 days with the greatest number of
people registered, the average (arithmetic mean)
number registered per day was 100.

(2) For the 3 days with the smallest numberof
people registered, the average (arithmetic mean)
number registered per day was 85.

Arithmetic Statistics

Let a, b, c, d, and e be the numbers of people
registered for theother5 days, listed in increasing

, .p. . . . -r SO + a + b + c+ d + e
order. Determining it 7

isequivalent to determining if
(80 +a+b+c+d+e)>(6)(90) =540, or if
a + b + c + d + e> 460.

>90
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(1) Given that ^+f+^+g =100, then
b + c + d + e = 400. Therefore, since a > 80
(because 80 is the least of the 6 daily
registration numbers), it follows that
a + b + c + d + e>%0 + 400 = 4%0, and hence
a + b + c + d + e>460; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that S0+^ +̂ =85, then 80 +a+b=
(3)(85), or a + b = 175. Note that this is
possible with each of a and bbeing an
integer that is at least80, such asa = 87 and
b = 88. From a + b = 175, the condition
a + b+ c+ d + e> 460 is equivalent to
175 + c+ d + e > 460, or c+ d + e > 285.
However, using 3 integers that are each at
least 88 (recall that the values of c, d, and
e must be at least the value of b), it is
possible forc+ d + e> 285 to hold (for
example,c= d = e = 100) and it is possible
for c+ d + e> 285 not to hold (for example,
c = d = e = 90); NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

122. In the figure above, points A, B, C, D, and E lie on a
line. A is on both circles, 8 is the center of the smaller

circle, C is the center of the larger circle, D is on the
smaller circle, and £ is on the larger circle. What is
the area of the region inside the larger circle and
outside the smaller circle?

(1) AB = 3andBC = 2

(2) CD = landD£ = 4

Geometry Circles

IfR is the radius of the larger circle and r is the
radius of the smaller circle, then the desired area
is TlR2 -7lr2. Tuis, if both the values of R and r
can be determined, then the desired area can be
determined.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

(1) Given that AB = r = 3 and BC = 2, then
AB + BC = R = 3 + 2 = 5; SUFFICIENT

(2) Given that CD = 1 and DE = 4, then

CD + DE = R = l + 4 = 5. Since ^ is a
diameter of the larger circle, then
AD + DE = 2R. Also, since AD is a diameter
of the smaller circle, then AD = 2r. Thus,
2r + DE = 2R, or 2r+ 4 = 10, and so r = 3;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

123. The range of the numbers in set S is x, and the range
of the numbers in set T is y. If all of the numbers in
set T are also in set S, is x greater than y ?

(1) Set S consists of 7 numbers.

(2) Set T consists of 6 numbers.

Arithmetic Statistics

Set Shas a range of x, set Trias a rangeofy, and T
is a subsetof S. Determine if x is greater than y.

(1) It is given that S contains exactly7
numbers, but nothing additional is known
about T.Thus, if S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and
T= [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, then x = 7 -1 - 6,
y = 6 - 1 = 5, and x is greater than y. On the
other hand, if S = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and
T= [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, then *~ 7-1 - 6,
y = 7 - 1 = 6, and x is not greater thanjy;
NOT sufficient.

(2) It is given that T contains exactly 6
numbers, but nothing additional is known
about T. Since the same examples given in
(1) can also be used in (2), it cannot be
determined if x is greater than y;
NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, the examples used in
(1) can be used to show that it cannot be
determined if x is greater thany.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.
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124. An employee is paid 1.5 times the regular hourly rate

for each hour worked in excess of 40 hours per week,

excluding Sunday, and 2 times the regular hourly rate
for each hour worked on Sunday. How much was the

employee paid last week?

(1) The employee's regular hourly rate is $10.

(2) Last week the employee worked a total of
54 hours but did not work more than 8 hours

on any day.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

The employee's payconsists of at most 40 hours
at the regular hourly rate, plus any overtime pay
at either 1.5 or 2 times the regular hourly rate.

(1) From this, the employee's regular pay for a
40-hour week is $400. However, there is
no information about overtime, and so the
employee's total paycannot be calculated;
NOT sufficient.

(2) From this, the employee worked a total of
54- 40 = 14 hours. However, there is no
indication of how many hours wereworked
on Sunday(at 2 times the regular hourly
rate) or another day (at 1.5 times the regular
hourly rate); NOT sufficient.

With (1) and (2) taken together, there is still no
way to calculate the amount of overtime pay.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

125. Abox contains only red chips, white chips, and blue
chips. If a chip is randomly selected from the box,
what is the probability that the chip will be either
white or blue?

(1) The probability that the chip will be blue is i.

(2) The probability that the chip will be red is -i-

Arithmetic Probability

(1) Since the probability of drawing a blue
chip is known, the probability ofdrawing
a chip that is not blue (in otherwords, a red
or white chip) can also be found. However,
the probability of drawing a white or blue
chip cannot be determined from this
information; NOT sufficient.
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(2) The probability that the chip will be either
white or blue is the same as the probability
that it will NOT be red. Thus, the

probability is 1-1=|; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

126. What was the revenue that a theater received from

the sale of 400 tickets, some of which were sold at
the full price and the remainder of which were sold at
a reduced price?

(1) The number of tickets sold at the full price

was 1 of the total numberof tickets sold.
4

(2) The full price of a ticket was $25.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

(1) SinceA of the tickets were sold at full price,
o

4 x 400 = 300 tickets were sold at a reduced
4

price. However, the revenue cannotbe
determined from this information; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Although a full-priced ticket cost$25, the
revenue cannot be determined without

additional information; NOT sufficient.

When both (1) and (2) are taken together, the
revenue from full-priced tickets was 100 X$25 =
$2,500, but the cost of a reduced-priced ticket is
still unknown, and the theater's revenues cannot
be calculated.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

127. The annual rent collected by a corporation from a
certain building was x percent more in 1998 than in
1997 and y percent less in 1999 than in 1998. Was
the annual rent collected by the corporation from the
building more in 1999 than in 1997 ?

(1)

(2)

x>y

xy

100
<x-y
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Algebra Percents

Let A be the annual rent collected in 1997. Then

the annual rent collected in 1998 is 1 + -rww\A
100

and the annual rent collected in 1999 is

y l1-j™ \zi. Determine if

Av+loo)1" loo ]> A*°* e(iuivalently'if

1 100 [ 100
>1.

(1) Given that x>y,\l+ 1QQ „. 10Q .

is possible bychoosing ^ = 100and y = 10,

since(1+lSfi)(1_^)=(2)(0.9) =l.8)

and 1+Tfjn ^_T7jo - *1S possible

by choosingx = 100 and y = 90, since

NOT sufficient.

(2) As shown below, the given inequality

tfi.JL >1

xy

100

inequality, (i +tJo) 1_
can be justified by the following steps,
where each step's inequality is equivalent to
the previous step's inequality.

< x - y is equivalent to the desired

Too)>1>which

xy x y

10,000 v 100"100

y xy
0<

100 100 10,000

1<1 +
y xy

^mP-m

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

divide both

sides by 100

subtractj^
from both sides

add 1 to both
100 100 10,000 -,

' sides

factor the

right side;
SUFFICIENT

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

128. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 10 cm. What is
the perimeter, in centimeters, of the triangle?

(1) The area of the triangle is 25 square
centimeters.

(2) The 2 legs of the triangle are of equal length.

Geometry Triangles

If x andj)/ are the lengths of the legs of the
triangle, then it is given that x2 + y2 = 100. To
determine the value of x + y +100, the perimeter
of the triangle, is equivalent to determining the
value of x + y.

(1) Given that the area is 25, then -~xy = 25,or

xy =50. Since (x +y) =x2 +y2 +2xy, it
follows that (x +y)2 =100 +2(50), or
x+y = V200; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that x = y, since x2 + y2 = 100,it
follows that 2x2 = 100, or x = V50. Hence,
x+y =x+x=2x =2V50; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

129. In the xy-plane, region R consists of all the points (x,y)
such that 2x + 3y < 6. Is the point ir,s) in region R?

(1) 3r + 2s = 6

(2) r<3ands<2

Algebra Coordinate geometry

(1) Both (r,s) = (2,0) and(r,s) = (0,3) satisfy the
equation 3r+ 2s= 6, since 3(2) + 2(0) = 6
and3(0) + 2(3) = 6. However, 2(2) + 3(0) = 4,

so (2,0) is in region R,while 2(0) +3(3) = 9,
so (0,3) is not in regionR; NOT sufficient.

(2) Both (r,s) = (0,0) and (r,s) = (3,2) satisfy
the inequalities r < 3 and s < 2. However,

2(0) + 3(0) = 0, so (0,0) is in region R, while

2(3) +3(2) = 12, so (3,2) is not in region R;
NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, it can be seen that

both (r,s) = (2,0) and (r,s) = (1,1.5) satisfy
3r + 2s = 6,r<3 and s < 2. However,
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2(2) +3(0) = 4, so (2,0) is in region R, while

2(1) +3(1.5) =6.5, so (1,1.5) is not in region R.
Therefore, (1) and (2) togetherare not sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.

130. What is the volume of a certain rectangular solid?

(1) Two adjacent faces of the solid have areas
15 and 24, respectively.

(2) Each of two opposite faces of the solid has
area 40.

Geometry Rectangular solids and cylinders
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(1)

(2)

If the edge lengths of the rectangular solid
are 3, 5, and 8, then two adjacent faces will

have areas (3)(5) =15 and (3)(8) = 24and
the volume of the rectangular solid will be

(3)(5)(8) =120. If the edge lengths ofthe
rectangular solid are 1, 15, 24, then two

adjacent faces will have areas (l)(l5) =15
and(1)(24) = 24and the volume of the
rectangular solid will be (l)(l5)(24) = 360;
NOT sufficient.

If the edge lengths of the rectangular solid
are 5, 8, and x, where x is a positive real
number, then the rectangular solidwill
have a pair of opposite faces of area 40,
namely the two faces that are 5 by 8.
However, the volume is (5)(S)(x), which will
varyas x varies; NOT sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, if the edge lengths
are denoted by x, y, and z, then xy = 15,xz = 24,

and yz =40, and so (xy)(xz)(yz) =(15)(24)(40),
or (xyz) =(15)(24)(40). Thus, the volume of the
rectangular solid is xyz =y(l5)(24)(40).
Therefore, (1) and (2) together are sufficient.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

Shipment SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6^
Fraction of the
Total Value of the
Six Shipments

1
4

1
5

1

6
3

20
2

15
1

10
J

131. Six shipments of machine parts were shipped from a
factory on two trucks, with each shipment entirely on
one of the trucks. Each shipment was labeled either
SI, S2, S3, S4, S5, or S6. The table shows the value

of each shipment as a fraction of the total value of the

six shipments. If the shipments on the first truck had

avalue greater than ^of the total value of the six
shipments, was S3 shipped on the first truck?

(1) S2 and S4 were shipped on the first truck.

(2) SI and S6 were shipped on the second truck.

Arithmetic Operations on rational numbers

Given that the shipments on the first truck had

avalue greater than -^ ofthe total value ofthe
6 shipments, determine if S3 was shipped on the
first truck.

To avoid dealing with fractions, it will be
convenient to create scaled values of the

shipments by multiplying each fractional value by
60, which is the least common denominator of
the fractions. Thus, the scaled values associated
with SI, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6 are 15, 12, 10, 9,
8, and 6, respectively. The given information is
that the scaled value of the shipments on the first

truck is greater than 1^- (60) =30.

(1) Given that the first truck includes
shipments with scaled values 12 and 9, it
mayor may not be the case that S3 (the
shipment with scaled value 10)is on the
first truck. For example, the first truck
could contain only S2, S3, and S4, for a
total scaled value 12 + 10 + 9 = 31 > 30.

Or, the first truck could contain only SI,
S2, and S4, for a total scaled value
15 + 12 + 9 = 36 > 30; NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that the second truck includes
shipments with scaled values 15 and 6, the
second truck cannot contain S3. Otherwise,
the second truck would contain shipments
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with scaled values 15, 6, and 10, for a total
scaled value 15 + 6 +10 = 31, leaving at
most a total scaled value 29 (which is not
greater than 30) for the first truck;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

132. Joanna bought only $0.15 stamps and $0.29 stamps.
How many $0.15 stamps did she buy?

(1) She bought $4.40 worth of stamps.

(2) She bought an equal number of $0.15 stamps
and $0.29 stamps.

Algebra Simultaneous equations

Determine the value of x if x is the number of

SO.15 stamps andy is the number of $0.29 stamps.

(1) Given that 15*+ 29y = 440, then
29y = 440-15*. Because x is an integer,
440-15* = 5(88 - 3*) is a multiple of5.
Therefore, 29y mustbe a multiple of 5, from
which it follows that y must be a multiple of
5. Hence, the value ofy must be among the
numbers 0, 5, 10,15, etc.To moreefficiently
test these values ofy, note that
15* = 440 - 29;/, and hence 440 - 29y
must be a multiple of 15, or equivalently,
440 - 29y must be a multiple of both 3 and
5. Bycomputation, the values of 440 - 29y
fory equal to 0, 5, 10, and 15 are 440, 295,
150, and 5. Of these, only 150, which
corresponds to y = 10, is divisible by 3.
From15* = 440- 29y it follows that * = 10
when y = 10. Therefore, * = 10 and y = 10;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Although x = y,it is impossible to determine
the value of* because there is no information

on the total worth of the stampsJoanna
bought. For example, if the total worth, in
dollars, was 0.15 + 0.29, then * = 1, but if

the total worth was 2(0.15) +2(0.29), then
* = 2; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

133. If x, y, and z are three-digit positive integers and if
x = y + z, is the hundreds digit of x equal to the sum

of the hundreds digits of y and z ?

(1) The tens digit of x is equal to the sum of the tens
digits of y and z.

(2) The units digit of x is equal to the sum of the
units digits of y and z.

Arithmetic Place value

Letting * = 100a + 10b + c, y = lOOp + lOq + r,
and z = 100/ + 10a + v, where a, b, c,p, q, r, t, u,
and v are digits, determine if a =p + t.

(1) It is given that b = q + u (which implies that
c + v < 9 because if c + v > 9, then in the
addition process a ten would need to be
carried over to the tens column and b would

be q + u + 1). Since b is a digit, 0 < b < 9.
Hence, 0 <q+u<9, andso0 < 10(q +u) <90.
Therefore, in the addition process, there are
no hundreds to carry over from the tens
column to the hundreds column, so a =p + t;
SUFFICIENT

(2) It isgiven that c=r+ v. If * = 687, y - 231,
and z =456, then,y +2; =231 +456 =687 =*,
r+v = l + 6 = 7 = c, andp + t = 2 +4 = 6 = a.
On the other hand, if * = 637, y =392, and
z =245, theny + z = 392 +245 = 637 =*,
r+v =2 +5 = 7 = c, andp +t =3 +2 =5*
6 = a; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

f Favorable Unfavorable Not Sure^\
Candidate M 40 20 40

^Candidate N 30 35 35 J
134. The table above shows the results of a survey of

100 voters who each responded "Favorable" or
"Unfavorable" or "Not Sure" when asked about their

impressions of Candidate M and of Candidate N. What
was the number of voters who responded "Favorable"
for both candidates?

(1) The number of voters who did not respond
"Favorable" for either candidate was 40.

(2) The number of voters who responded
"Unfavorable" for both candidates was 10.
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Arithmetic Sets

If* is the number ofvoters who responded
"Favorable" for both candidates, then it follows
from the table that the number ofvoters who
responded "Favorable" to at least one candidate is
40 + 30 - * = 70 - *. This is because 40 + 30
represents the number ofvoters who responded
"Favorable" for Candidate M added to the
number ofvoters whoresponded "Favorable" for
Candidate N, a calculation that counts twice
each of the * voters who responded "Favorable"
for both candidates.

(1) Given that there were 40 voters who did not
respond "Favorable" for either candidate and
there were 100 voters surveyed, the number
of voters who responded "Favorable" to at
least one candidate is 100 - 40 = 60.

Tierefore, from the comments above, it
follows that 70 - * = 60, and hence * = 10;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) The information given affects only the
numbersof voters in the categories
"Unfavorable" for Candidate M only,
"Unfavorable" for Candidate N only, and
"Unfavorable" for both candidates. Thus,
the numbers of voters in the categories
"Favorable" for Candidate M only,
"Favorable" for Candidate N only, and
"Favorable" for both candidates are not

affected. Since these latter categories are
only constrained to have certain integer
values that have a total sum of70 - *, more
than one possibility exists for the valueof*.
For example, the numbers of voters in the
categories"Favorable" for Candidate M
only, "Favorable" for Candidate N only,
and "Favorable" for both candidates could

be 25, 15, and 15, respectively, which gives
70 - * = 25 +15 +15, or * = 15. However,
the numbers of voters in the categories
"Favorable" for Candidate M only,
"Favorable" for Candidate N only, and
"Favorable" for both candidates could be

30, 20, and 10, respectively, which gives
70-* = 30 + 20 + 10,or* = 10;NOT
sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

135. Aschool administrator will assign each student in
a group of n students to one of m classrooms. If
3 < m < 13 < n, is it possible to assign each of the
n students to one of the m classrooms so that each

classroom has the same number of students assigned
to it?

(1) It is possible to assign each of 3n students to
one of m classrooms so that each classroom
has the same numberof students assigned to it.

(2) It is possible to assign each of 13n students to
one of m classrooms so that each classroom
has the same number of students assigned to it.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Determine if n is divisible by m.

(1) Given that 3n is divisible by m, then n is
divisible by m if m = 9 and n = 27 (note that
3 < m < 13 < n, 3n = 81, and m = 9, so 3n is
divisible by m) and n is not divisible by mif
m = 9 and n = 30 (note that 3 < m < 13 < n,
3n =90, and m= 9, so 3n is divisible by m);
NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that 13n is divisible by m, then
13n = qm, or —= -±-, for some integer q.

Since 13 is a primenumber that divides qm
(because 13n = qm) and 13 does not divide m
(because m< 13), it follows that 13 divides q.
Therefore, ~±- is an integer, and since

—= -¥-, then z\ is an integer. Thus, n is
m 13 m

divisibleby m; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

136. If ° represents one of the operations +, -, and x, is

k°(e +m) = (k ° i)+(k ° m) for all numbers k, £,
and m?

(1) k ° 1 is not equal to 1 ° k for some numbers k.

(2) ° represents subtraction.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) For operations + andX, k ° 1is equal to
1 ° k since £ + l = l + /£and>£xl = lx/i

Therefore, the operation represented
must be subtraction. From this, it
is possible to determine whether
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k-(£ + m) = (k-£) +(k-m) holds for all
numbers k, £, and m; SUFFICIENT.

(2) The information is given directly that
the operation represented is subtraction.
Once again, it can be determined whether
k-(t +m) = (k-e) +(k-m) holds for all
numbers k, £, and m; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

137. How many of the 60 cars sold last month by a certain
dealer had neither power windows nor a stereo?

(1) Of the 60 cars sold, 20 had a stereo but not
power windows.

(2) Of the 60 cars sold, 30 had both power windows
and a stereo.

Algebra Sets

(1) With this information, there are three other
categories of cars that are unknown: those
equipped with both a stereo and power
windows, with powerwindows but with
no stereo, and with neither powerwindows
nor a stereo; NOT sufficient.

(2) Again there are three other categories that
are unknown: those with a stereo but no

power windows, with power windows with
no stereo, and with neither powerwindows
nor a stereo; NOT sufficient.

From (1) and (2) together, it can be deduced that
there were 60 - 50 = 10 cars sold that did not
have a stereo. However, it is unknown and
cannot be concluded from this information how
many of these cars did not have a stereo but did
have power windows or did not have either a
stereo or power windows.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

138. In Jefferson School, 300 students studyFrench or
Spanish or both. If 100 of these students do not study
French, how many ofthese students study both
French and Spanish?

(1) Of the 300 students, 60 do not study Spanish.

(2) Atotal of 240 of the students study Spanish.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Algebra Sets (Venn diagrams)

One way to solvea problem of this kind is to
represent the data regarding the 300 students by
a Venn diagram. Let * be the number of students
who studyboth Frenchand Spanish, and lety be
the number who do not study Spanish (i.e., those
who study only French). It is given that there are
100 students who do not study French (i.e., those
who study only Spanish). This information can be
represented by the Venn diagram below, where
300 = * + y + 100:

French Spanish

(1) This provides the value ofy in the equation
300 = * + y +100, and the value of* (the
number who study both languages) can thus
be determined; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Referring to the Venn diagram above, this
provides the information that 240 is the
sum of* + 100, the number of students who
study Spanish. That is, 240 is equal to the
number who study both French and Spanish
(*) plus the number who study only Spanish
(100). Since240 = * +100, the value of* and
thus the number who study both languages
can be determined; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

139. What is the median number of employees assigned
per project for the projects at Company Z ?

(1) 25 percent of the projects at Company Zhave 4
or more employees assigned to each project.

(2) 35 percent of the projects at Company Zhave 2
or fewer employees assigned to each project.

Arithmetic Statistics

(1) Although 25 percent ofthe projects have 4
or more employees, there is essentially no
information about the middle values of the
numbers of employees per project. For
example, if there were a totalof 100 projects,
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then the median could be 2 (75 projects
that have exactly 2 employees each and
25 projects that have exactly 4 employees
each) or the median could be 3 (75 projects
that have exactly 3 employees each and
25 projects that have exactly 4 employees
each); NOT sufficient.

(2) Although 35 percent of the projects have 2
or fewer employees, there is essentially no
information about the middle values of the

numbers of employees per project. For
example, if there werea total of 100 projects,
then the median could be 3 (35 projects
that haveexactly 2 employees each and
65 projects that have exactly 3 employees
each) or the median could be 4 (35 projects
that have exactly 2 employees each and
65 projects that have exactly4 employees
each); NOT sufficient.

Given both (1) and (2), 100 - (25 +35) percent =
40 percentof the projects haveexactly
3 employees. Therefore, when the numbers of
employees per project are listed from least to
greatest, 35 percent of the numbers are 2 or less
and (35 +40) percent = 75 percent are 3 orless,
and hence the median is 3.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

140. IfJuan had a doctor's appointment on a certain day,

was the appointment on a Wednesday?

(1) Exactly 60 hours before the appointment,
it was Monday.

(2) The appointment was between 1:00 p.m.
and 9:00 p.m.

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

(1) From this, it is not known at what point
on Monday it was 60 hours beforethe
appointment, and the dayof the appointment
cannot be known. If, for example, the
specific point on Mondaywas 9:00 a.m.,
60 hours later it would be 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday, and the appointmentwould thus
be on aWednesday. If the specific point on
Mondaywas instead 9:00 p.m.,60 hours
later it would be 9:00 a.m. Thursday, and
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the appointment would instead fall on a
Thursday rather thanWednesday; NOT
sufficient.

(2) No information isgiven about the day of
the appointment; NOT sufficient.

Using (1) and (2) together, it can be determined
that the point 60 hours before any time from
1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on any particular day, as
given in (2), is a time between 1:00 a.m. and
9:00 a.m. two days earlier. If 60 hours before an
appointment in this 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. time
frame it was Monday as givenin (1), then the
appointment had to be on a Wednesday.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

141. Last year, a certain company began manufacturing
product Xand sold every unit of product Xthat it
produced. Last year the company's total expenses for

manufacturing product Xwere equal to $100,000 plus
5 percent of the company's total revenue from all
units of product Xsold. Ifthe company made a profit
on product X last year, did the company sell more

than 21,000 units of product X last year?

(1) The company's total revenue from the sale of
product Xlast year was greater than $110,000.

(2) For each unit of product Xsold last year, the
company's revenue was $5.

Algebra Applied problems

For a company that made a profit last year from
sellingproduct X and had total expenses for
productX of $100,000 +0.05R, where R is the
total revenuefor selling product X, determine
whether the company sold more than 21,000
units of productX last year.

Note that since the company made a profit,
revenue- cost, which is given by R - ($100,000 +
0.05R) = 0.95R - $100,000, must be positive.

(1) It isgiven that R >$110,000. It is possible
to vary the unit price and the number of
units sold so that R > $110,000 and more
than21,000 units were sold, and also so
that R > $110,000 and less than 21,000 units
were sold. For example, if 25,000 units were
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sold for $10 perunit, thenR =25,000($10)
= $250,000 > $110,000 and 25,000 >
21,000. On the other hand, if 20,000 units
were sold for $10 per unit, then
R = 20,000($10) = $200,000 > $110,000
and 20,000 < 21,000; NOT sufficient.

(2) It is given that the company's revenue for
eachunit of productX was $5. If the
company manufactured and sold x units of
product X, then its revenue was $5a\
Because the company made a profit,
0.95($5#) - $100,000 > 0, and so

0.95($5x)-$100,000>0
$4.75-$100,000 >0

$4.75* > $100,000

x>21,052; SUFFICIENT

To avoidlong division in the last step, note
that 4.75(21,000) = 99,750, and thus from
4.75* > 100,000 it follows that x > 21,000.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

142. When a player in a certain game tossed a coin a
number of times, 4 more heads than tails resulted.
Heads or tails resulted each time the player tossed
the coin. How many times did heads result?

(1) The player tossed the coin 24 times.

(2) The player received 3 points each time heads
resulted and 1 point each time tails resulted, for
a total of 52 points.

Arithmetic; Algebra Probability; Applied
problems; Simultaneous equations

Let h represent the number of heads that resulted
and / represent the number of tails obtained by
the player. Then the information given can be
expressed as h = t + 4.

(1) Tie additional information can be expressed
as h+1 = 24. When this equation is paired
with the given information, h = t + 4, there
are two linear equations in two unknowns.
One way to conclude that we can determine
the number of heads is to solve the equations
simultaneously, thereby obtaining the
number of heads and the number of tails:

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

Solvingh = t + 4for t, which gives t = h-4,
andsubstituting the result in h+1 = 24gives
h+(h-4) = 24, which clearly can be solved
for h.Another way to conclude that we can
determine the number of heads is to note

that the pair of equations represents two
non-parallel lines in the coordinate plane;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) The additional information provided can
be expressed as 3h +1 = 52. The same
comments in (1) applyhere as well. For
example, solving h= t + 4 for /, which gives
t = h-4, and substituting the result in
3h +1 = 52gives 3h +(h - 4)= 52, which
clearly can be solved for h; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

143. Beginning in January of last year, Carl made deposits
of $120 into his account on the 15th of each month
for several consecutive months and then made

withdrawals of $50 from the account on the 15th of

each of the remaining months of last year. There were
no other transactions in the account last year. Ifthe
closing balance of Carl's account for May of last year
was $2,600, what was the range of the monthly
closing balances of Carl's account last year?

(1) Last year the closing balance of Carl's account
for April was less than $2,625.

(2) Last year the closing balance of Carl's account
for June was less than $2,675.

Arithmetic Statistics

(1) If Carl began making $50 withdrawalson
or before May 15, his account balance on
April 16 would be at least $50 greater than it
was on the last day of May. Thus, his account
balance on April 16 would be at least
$2,600 + $50 = $2,650, which is contrary to
the information given in (1). Therefore, Carl
did not begin making $50 withdrawals until
June 15 or later. Tiese observations can be
used to give at least two possible ranges.
Carl could have had an account balance of

$2,000 on January 1, made $120 deposits in
each of the first 11 months of the year, and
then made a $50 withdrawal on December

15, which gives a range of monthly closing
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balances of (120)(10). Also, Carl could have
had an account balance of $2,000 on
January1, made $120 deposits in each of the
first 10 months of the year, and then made
$50 withdrawals on November 15 and on

December 15, which gives a range of
monthly closingbalances of (120)(9); NOT
sufficient.

(2) On June 1, Carl's account balance was the
same as its closing balance was for May,
namely $2,600. Depending on whether Carl
made a $120 deposit or a $50 withdrawal on
June 15, Carl's account balance on June 16
was either $2,720 or $2,550. It follows from
the informationgiven in (2) that Carl's
balance on June 16 was $2,550. Therefore,
Carl began making $50withdrawals on or
before June 15. These observations can be
used to give at least two possible ranges.
Carl could have had an account balance of

$2,680 on January 1, made one $120 deposit
on January 15, and then made a $50
withdrawal in each of the remaining
11 months of the year (thisgives a closing
balanceof $2,600 for May), which gives
a range of monthly closingbalances of
(50)(11). Also, Carl could have had an account
balance of $2,510 onJanuary1, made$120
depositson January 15 and on February 15,
and then made a $50 withdrawal in each of

the remaining 10months of the year (this
gives a closing balance of $2,600 for May),
which gives a range of monthly closing
balances of (50)(10); NOT sufficient.

Given both (1) and (2), it follows from the
remarks above that Carl began making $50
withdrawals on June 15.Therefore, the changes to
Carl's account balance for each month of last year
are known. Since the closing balance for May is
given, it follows that the closingbalances for each
month of last year are known, and hence the
range of these 12 knownvalues can be determined.
Therefore, (1) and (2) together are sufficient.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

144. Are all of the numbers in a certain list of 15 numbers

equal?

(1) The sum of all the numbers in the list is 60.

(2) The sum of any 3 numbers in the list is 12.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) If there are 15 occurrences of the number 4
in the list, then the sum of the numbers in
the list is 60 and all the numbers in the list

are equal. If there are 13 occurrences of the
number 4 in the list, 1 occurrence of the
number 3 in the list, and 1 occurrence of
the number 5 in the list, then the sum of
the numbers in the list is 60 and not all the

numbers in the list are equal; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Given that the sum of any 3 numbers in the
list is 12, arrange the numbers in the list in
numerical order, from least to greatest:
al < a2 < a3 < ... < <z,5.

If ax < 4, then ax + a2+ a3 < 4 + a2 + a3.
Therefore, from (2),12<4 + a2 + a3, or
8 < a2 + a3, and so at least one of the values
a and a^ mustbe greater than 4. Because
a2 < a3, it follows that a3 > 4. Since the
numbers are arranged from least to greatest,
it follows that a4 > 4 and a5 > 4. But then
a3 + aA + a5 > 4 + 4 + 4 = 12, contrary to (2),
and so ax < 4 is not true. Therefore, ax > 4.
Since ax is the least of the 15 numbers,
a„ > 4 for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 15.

Ifais > 4, then a13 + au + axs > a13 + al4 + 4.
Therefore, from (2), 12 > al3 + au + 4, or
8 > a13 + au, and so at least one of the values
a„ and a,. must be less than 4. Because

13 14

aX3 < aXAi it follows that axi < 4. Since the
numbers are arranged from least to greatest,
it follows that an < 4 and au < 4. But then
au +al2+au<4 + 4 + 4 = 12, contrary
to (2). Therefore, aiS < 4. Since a15 is the
greatest of the 15 numbers, a„ < 4 for n= 1,
2, 3, ...,15.

It has been shown that, for n = 1, 2, 3, ...,
15, each ofa„ > 4 and an < 4 is true.
Therefore, an = 4 for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 15;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.
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145. Quadrilateral RSTU shown above is a site plan for a
parking lot inwhich side RU is parallel to side ST
and RU is longer than ST. What is the area of the
parking lot?

(1) RU = 80 meters

(2) TU = 20^0 meters

Geometry Area

The area of a quadrilateral region that has parallel

sides oflengths aand band altitude hisj(a+b)h.
Therefore, it is sufficient to know the lengths of
the two parallel sides and the altitude in order to
find the area. The altitude is shown to be 60 m

and the length of one of the parallel sides is 45 m.

(1) The length of the base of the quadrilateral,
that is, the length of the second parallel
side, is given. Thus, the area of the
quadrilateral region, in square meters,

is (45^8°)(60); SUFFICIENT.
Alternatively, if the formula is unfamiliar,
drawing the altitude from T, as shown in
the figure below, can be helpful.

r 115 mh

Since ST = WX or 45 m, it can be seen that,
in meters, RU = 15 + 45 + XU. Since
RU = 80, then 80 = 15 + 45 + XU, or

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

XU = 20. The area ofRSTU is the sum

of the areas \-=bh\ of the two triangles
{ASRW = 450m2 and ATUX = 600m2) and
the area (/ Xw) of the rectangle STWX
(2,700 m2). Thus, the same conclusion can
be drawn.

(2) Continue to refer to the supplemental figure
showing the altitude drawn from T.
Although the length of the base of the
quadrilateralis not fullyknown, parts of the
base (RWzs well as WX = ST) are known.
The only missing information is the length
of XU. This can be found using the
Pythagorean theorem with ATUX. Since
ST and RU are parallel, TX = SW = 60m.
It is given that TU = 20v±0 m. Using the
Pythagorean theorem, where a2 + b2 = c2,
yields 602 +XU2 =TU2 =(20VlO)2 and by
simplification, 3,600+ XU2 = 4,000, and
thus XU2^400 and XU =20. Then, the
length of RU, in meters, is 15+ 45+ 20 =
80. Since this is the information given in (1),
it can similarly be used to find the area of
RSTU; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

146. Ifthe average (arithmetic mean) of six numbers is 75,
how many of the numbers are equal to 75 ?

(1) None of the six numbers is less than 75.

(2) None of the six numbers is greater than 75.

Arithmetic Statistics

If the average of six numbers is 75, then
•y of the sum of the numbers is 75. Tierefore,
6

the sum of the numbers is (6)(75).

(1) If one of the numbers is greater than 75,
then we can write that number as 75 + x for

some positive number x. Consequently, the
sum of the 6 numbers must be at least

(5)(75) +(75 +x) = (6)(75) +x, which is
greater than (6)(75), contrary to the fact that
the sum is equal to (6)(75). Hence, none of
the numbers can be greater than 75. Since
none of the numbers can be less than 75
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(given information) and none of the numbers
can be greater than 75, it follows that each of
the numbers is equal to 75; SUFFICIENT.

(2) If one of the numbers is less than 75, then
we can write that number as 75 - x for some

positive numberx. Consequently, the sum
of the 6 numbers must be at most

(5)(75) +(75 -x) =(6)(75) - x, which is less
than (6)(75), contrary to the fact that the
sum is equal to (6)(75). Hence, none of the
numbers can be less than 75. Since none of

the numbers can be less than 75 and none

of the numbers can be greater than 75
(given information), it follows that each of
the numbers is equal to 75; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

147. What was the total amount of revenue that a theater

received from the sale of 400 tickets, some of which
were sold at x percent of full price and the rest of

which were sold at full price?

(1) x = 50

(2) Full-price tickets sold for $20 each.

Arithmetic Percents

(1) While this reveals that some of the
400 ticketsweresold at 50 percentof full
price and some weresoldat full price, there is
no information as to the amounts in either

category, nor is there any information as
to the cost of a full-price ticket; NOT
sufficient.

(2) Although this specifies the priceof the
full-price tickets, it is still unknown how
many ticketsweresoldat full priceor at a
discount. Moreover, the percent of the
discount is not disclosed; NOT sufficient.

While (1) and (2) together showthat full-price
tickets were $20 and discount tickets were

50 percent of that or $10, the number or
percentage of tickets sold at either price, and
thus the theater's revenue, cannot be determined.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together arestill not sufficient.
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148. Any decimal that has only a finite number of nonzero
digits is a terminating decimal. For example, 24, 0.82,
and 5.096 are three terminating decimals. If rand s

are positive integers and the ratio - is expressed

as a decimal, is —a terminating decimal?

(1) 90<r<100

(2) s = 4

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) This provides no information about the
92value of s. For example, -=- = 18.4, which

92terminates, but -~- = 30.666 . . . , which

does not terminate; NOT sufficient.

(2) Division by the number 4 must terminate:
the remainder when dividing by 4 must be
0, 1, 2, or 3, so the quotient must end with
.0, .25, .5, or .75, respectively;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

149. In the figure above, what is the value of x + y ?

(1) x = 70

(2) AABC and AADCare both isosceles triangles.

Geometry Triangles

(1) Even ifx= 70, the location of point D can
vary. As the location of D varies, the value
ofy willvary, and hence the value ofx + y
will vary. Therefore, the value ofx + y
cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

(2) If AABC and AADC are isosceles triangles,
then ZBAC and ZBCA have the same
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measure, and ZDAC and ZDCA have the
same measure. However, since no values are
given for any of the angles, there is no way
to evaluate x + y; NOT sufficient.

Talcing (1) and (2) together, x = 70 and ZBAC
and ZBCA have the same measure. Since the

sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is
180°, both ZBACand ZBCA have measure 55°
(70 +55 +55 =180), but there is still no
information about the value ofy. Therefore, the
value of x + y cannot be determined.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

150. What amount did Jean earn from the commission on

her sales in the first half of 1988 ?

(1) In 1988 Jean's commission was 5 percent of the
total amount of her sales.

(2) The amount of Jean's sales in the second half of
1988 averaged $10,000 per month more than in
the first half.

Arithmetic Applied problems

Let A be the amount ofJean's sales in the first
half of 1988. Determine the value ofA.

(1) If the amount ofJean's sales in the first half
of 1988 was $10,000, then her commission
in the first half of 1988 would have been

(5%)($10,000) = $500. On the other hand, if
the amount ofJean's sales in the first half of
1988 was $100,000, then her commission
in the first half of 1988 would have been

(5%) ($100,000) = $5,000; NOT sufficient.

(2) No information is given that relates the
amount ofJean's sales to the amount of
Jean's commission; NOT sufficient.

Given (1) and (2), from (1) the amount ofJean's
commission in the first half of 1988 is (5%)A.
From (2) the amount ofJean's sales in the second
half of 1988 is ^ + $60,000. Both statements
together do not give information to determine
the value ofA.Therefore, (1) and (2) together are
not sufficient.

The correct answer is E;
both statements together are still not sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

151. The price per share of Stock Xincreased by
10 percent over the same time period that the
price per share of Stock Ydecreased by 10 percent.
The reduced price per share of Stock Ywas what
percent of the original price per share of Stock X?

(1) The increased price per share of Stock Xwas
equal to the original price per share of Stock Y.

(2) The increase in the price per share of Stock X

was |y the decrease in the price per share of
Stock Y.

Arithmetic; Algebra Percents; Applied
problems; Equations

Let x represent the original price per share of
Stock X. The amount that Stock X increased per
share can then be represented by 0.1.x: and the
increased price per share of StockX by 1.1a:. Let
y represent the original price per share of Stock
Y. The amount that StockY decreased per share
can then be represented by O.lyand the decreased
price per share of StockY by 0.9y. Tie reduced
price per share of StockY as a percent of the
original price per share of Stock X is

^^Xl00|% =(0.9xl00)%x[^

Therefore, the question can be answered exactly

when the value of2- can be determined.
x

(1) Tie increasedprice per share of StockX is
1.1a:, and this is given as equal toy. Thus,
1.1a: = y, from which the value of zL can be
determined; SUFFICIENT. x

(2) The statement can be written as

0.1a: = jj XO.ly, from which the value

of1 can be determined; SUFFICIENT.
x

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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152. In the figure above, ifthe area of triangular region Dis
4, what is the length of a side of square region A1

(1) The area of square region 8 is 9.

(2) The area of square region Cis ^§-.

Geometry Area

The area of the triangular region D can be

represented by -~bh, where bis the base ofthe
triangle (and is equal to the length ofaside of
the square region C) and his the height ofthe
triangle (and is equal to the length ofa side of
the square region B). Tie area ofany square is
equal to the length ofa side squared. The
Pythagorean theorem is used to find the length
ofa side ofa right triangle, when the length of
the other 2 sides of the triangle are known and is
represented by a2 +b2 =c2, where aand bare the
lengths ofthe 2 perpendicular sides ofthe
triangle and cis the length of the hypotenuse.

Although completed calculations are provided in
what follows, keep in mind that completed
calculations are not needed to solve this problem.

(1) If the area ofBis9, then the length ofeach
side is 3. Therefore, h = 3. Then, b can be
determined, since the area of the triangle is,

1 8by substitution, 4=^(3b) or 8=3b or ^=b.
Once b is known, the Pythagorean theorem

+32=c2or^+9=r2
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can be used: \-x

145or ^ =c2. Tie length of aside ofA
is thus jEi. SUFFICIENT

(2) If the area ofCis M, then the length of
Q Q

each side is —. Therefore, b = •«. The area

of the triangle is A=-~bh so 4="yl '̂H
8= i^h, and 3= h. Once his known, the

Pythagorean theorem canbe used as above;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

153. If Sara's age is exactlytwice Bill's age, what is
Sara's age?

(1) Four years ago, Sara's age was exactly 3 times
Bill's age.

(2) Eight years from now, Sara's age will be exactly
1.5 times Bill's age.

Algebra Applied problems

If s andbrepresent Sara's andBill's ages in years,
then s = 2b.

(1) The additional information can be expressed
•as 5-4 = 3(b-4), or s= 3b-8. When
this equation is paired with the given
information, s = 2b, there are two linear
equations in two unknowns. Oneway to
conclude that we can determine the value of
s is to solve the equations simultaneously.
Setting the two expressions for s equal to
each other gives 3b - 8= 2b, orb= 8. Hence,
s= 2b = (2) (8) = 16. Another way to conclude
that we can determine the value of s is to
note that the pair of equations represents
two non-parallel lines in the coordinate
plane; SUFFICIENT

(2) Tie additional information provided canbe
expressed as s+8=1.5(b +8). The same
comments in (1) apply here aswell. For
example, multiplying both sides ofs+8=
1.5(b +8) by 2gives 2s +16 =3b +24 or,
using s= 2b, 2(2b) +16 = 3b +24.
Therefore, 4b- 3b= 24 -16, or b= 8.
Hence, s= 2b = (2)(8) = 16; SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.
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154. A report consisting of 2,600 words is divided into
23 paragraphs. A 2-paragraph preface is then added
to the report. Is the average (arithmetic mean)
number of words per paragraph for all 25 paragraphs
less than 120?

(1) Each paragraph of the preface has more than
100 words.

(2) Each paragraph of the preface has fewer than
150 words.

Arithmetic Statistics

Determining if the average number of words for
25 paragraphs is less than 120 is equivalent to
determining if the total number ofwords for the
25 paragraphs is less than (25)(120) =(25)(4)(30)
= (100)(30) = 3,000. Since there are2,600 words
in the original 23 paragraphs, this is equivalent to
determining if the total number of words in the 2
added paragraphs is less than 3,000 - 2,600 = 400.

(1) The information provided implies only that
the total number ofwords in the 2 added

paragraphs is more than (2)(l00)= 200.
Therefore, the number ofwords could be
201, in which case the total number of
added words is less than 400, or the number
ofwords could be 400, in which case the
number of added words is not less than 400;
NOT sufficient.

(2) The information provided implies that the
total number ofwords in the 2 added

paragraphs is less than (2)(l50) = 300,
which in turn is less than 400;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

155. In the rectangular coordinate system above, if
OP < PQ, is the area of region OPQ greater than 48 ?

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

(1) The coordinates of point P are (6,8).

(2) The coordinates of point Qare (13,0).

Geometry Coordinate Geometry; Triangles

The area of a triangle with base band altitude h

can be determined through the formula -zbh. The

altitude of a triangle is the line segment drawn
from a vertex perpendicular to the side opposite
that vertex. In a right triangle (formed here since
it is given that the altitude is perpendicular to the
side), the Pythagorean theorem states that the
square of the length of the hypotenuse is equal to
the sum of the squares of the lengths of the legs
of the triangle.

(1)

(2)

Tie given information fixes the side lengths
ofAORP as 6, 8, 10 (twicea 3-4-5 triangle),
and the farther Q is from R (i.e., the greater
the valueof PQ), the greater the area of
APRQ, and hence the greater the area of
AOPQ. IfPQ = 10, then the area of AOPQ
would be 48. Since it is known that PQ >10
(because 10 = OP< PQ), it follows that the
area of AOPQ is greater than 48;
SUFFICIENT.

Thegiven information implies that OQ = 13.
However, no information is given about the
height of P above the x-axis. Since the area

ofAORP is y the product ofOQ and the
height of P above the #-axis, it cannot be
determined whether the area ofAORP is

greater than 48. For example, if this height

were 2, then the area wouldbe ~-(2)(l3) =

13, and if this height were 8, then the area

would be ^(8)(13) =52; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.
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S =

x^3x

156. In the expression above, if xn # 0, what is the value
ofS?

(1) x = 2n

(2) n =
1

Algebra First- and second-degree equations

It may be helpful to rewrite the given expression
for S by multiplying its numeratorand
denominator by a common denominator of
the secondary fractions (i.e., a common multiple
of n, x, and 3x):

u3x
Therefore, the value of the expressioncan be

determined exactly when the value of— can be
i • j n

determined.

(1) From x = 2n it follows that —= 2;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) From n=\ itfollows that - =4- =2x,
v ' 2 n 1

2

which can vary; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

.. 3nx
2 3nx

6x _ 6#
3n + 2n 5n m

157. If n is a positive integer and k= 5.1x10", what is the
value of k ?

(1) 6,000<k< 500,000

(2) k2 = 2.601xl09

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Given that k = 5.1X10", where n is a positive
integer, then the value of kmust follow the
patternshown in the following table:
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n k

1 51

2 510

3 5,100
4 51,000
5 510,000
6 5,100,000

(1) Given that 6,000 < k < 500,000, then k must
have the value 51,000, and so n = 4;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that k2 = 2.601 x 10", then

k=V2.601 x109 =V2,601 x106 =^2,601 xyJW
= 51 x 103 = 51,000, and so n = 4;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

158. If Carmen had 12 more tapes, she would have twice
as many tapes as Rafael. Does Carmen have fewer
tapes than Rafael?

(1) Rafael has more than 5 tapes.

(2) Carmen has fewer than 12 tapes.

Algebra Inequalities

If Cand R are the numbers of tapes that Carmen
and Rafaelhave, respectively, then C+12 = 2R,
orC = 2R-12. To determine ifC < R, it is
equivalent to determining if 2R -12 < R, or
equivalently, if R < 12.

(1) Given that R > 5, it is possible that R < 12
(for example, if R = 8 and C= 4) and it is
possible that R >12(for example, if R =12
and C = 12); NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that C < 12, it follows that
2R -12 < 12, or R < 12; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

159. If xis an integer, isx|x|<2x?

(1) x<0

(2) x = -10
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Arithmetic Properties of numbers

Note that #"1s equivalent to -\; for example,
x

z 22 4"
(1) Since \x\ > 0 when x ^ 0, it follows from

x < 0 that *|*| is the product of a negative
number and a positive number, and hence
x\x\ is negative. On the otherhand, 2* is
positive for any number x. Since each
negative number is less than each positive
number, it follows that x\x\ <2X;
SUFFICIENT

(2) The fact that x = -10 is a specific case of the
argument in (1); SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

160. Ifn is a positive integer, is the value of b- a at least
twice the value of 3n-2"?

(1) a = 2n +1andb = 3nM

(2) n = 3

Algebra Exponents

If r, s, and x are real numbers with x > 0, then
xr+s= (xr)(xs).Tierefore,2" '' =(2")(2') =(2")(2)
and3B +1=(3n)(31)=(3")(3).

(1) From this, applying the properties of
exponents:

b - a = 3""1 - 2"'1 = 3(3") - 2(2")

Twice the value of the givenexpression
3" - 2" is equal to 2(3" - 2") or 2(3")- 2(2").
It is known that b-a =3(3")-2(2"), which
is greater than 2(3") - 2(2"). Tius, b- ais at
least twice the value of3" - 2";
SUFFICIENT.

(2) This statement gives no information about
b —a; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

161. The inflation index for the year 1989 relative to the year
1970 was 3.56, indicating that, on the average, for
each dollar spent in 1970for goods, $3.56 had to be
spent for the same goods in 1989. If the price of a
Model Kmixer increased precisely according to the
inflation index, what was the price of the mixer in 1970 ?

(1) The price of the Model Kmixer was $102.40
more in 1989 than in 1970.

(2) The price of the Model Kmixer was $142.40 in
1989.

Arithmetic Proportions

The ratio of 1970goods to 1989goods is 1:3.56 or

a g>.This ratio can be used to set up a proportion

between 1970goods and 1989goods. Let x
represent the 1970 price of the mixer. Although
the 1970price of the mixer is calculated in what
follows, keep in mind that the objectof this data
sufficiency question is to determinewhether the
pricecan be calculatedfrom the information given,
not necessarily to actuallycalculate the price.

(1) From this, the 1989 price of the mixercan
be expressed as # + $102.40. Therefore a
proportion can be set up and solvedfor x:

1 x
3.56"* +$102.40

x + $102.40= 3.56* crossmultiply

$102.40 = 2.56* subtract * from

both sides

= * divide both sides

by 2.56

The price of the mixer in 1970 was
SUFFICIENT

(2) The following proportion canbe setup
using the information that the 1989priceof
the mixer was $142.40:

1 x
3.56 $142.40

3.56* = $142.40 cross multiply

divide both sides

by 3.56

The price of the mixer in 1970 was
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient. 351
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162. Is 5" less than 1,000?

(1)

(2)

5k+1> 3,000
5k-l = 5k-500

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations

If* is any positive number and r and s are any

positive integers, then *~' =—and xr+s= (xr)(xSJ.

Therefore, 5k +1=5k (51). When both sides of this
equation are divided by51 (which equals 5),

the resulting equation is -

352

5 =5\

(1) If both sides of this given inequality are
ck *i 3 000

dividedby 5, it yields J > -*-=—or

5* >600. Although it is known that
5* > 600, it is unknown if 5* is less than
1,000; NOT sufficient.

(2) It is given that 5k"l =5k - 500, thus:
5k-5k~i=500

Sk -5k(5^ =500

i

5*(l-iW5oo

5*-5*(il =500

subtract 5* from both

sides; divide all terms
by-1

propertyof exponents

substitute for 5_1

factor out 5*

Sk (!]=500 simplify

5* =500(4) multiply both sides

5* = 625, which is less than 1,000;
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

163. Every member of a certain club volunteers to
contribute equally to the purchase of a $60 gift
certificate. How many members does the club have?

(1) Each member's contribution is to be $4.

(2) If 5 club members fail to contribute, the share of
each contributing member will increase by $2.

Arithmetic; Algebra Arithmetic operations;
Simultaneous equations

(1) If each member's contribution is to be $4
and the total amount to be collected is $60,
then 60 + 4 = 15 members in the club;

SUFFICIENT.

(2) Let crepresenteach person's contribution,
and let * represent the number of members
in the club. From the given information,

it is known that — = c. From this, it is also
•vt

known that
60

= c + 2.

Tiese two equations can be solved
simultaneouslyfor *:

60

*-5

=60
*

+ 2

60 60 + 2*

*-5

60* =(*-5)(60+2*)

60* = 2*2-10* + 60*-300 multiply

0 = 2*2-10*-300

substitute

for c

add fraction and

whole number

cross multiply

subtract 60*

from both sides

0= 2(*-l5)(* +10) factor

Tierefore, * could be 15 or -10. Since there
cannot be -10 members, * must be 15;
so there are 15 members in the club;

SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

164. If x < 0, is y > 0 ?

(1) ^-<0

(2) y-x>0
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Algebra Inequalities

(1) In order for * < 0 and —< 0 to be true,

yy must begreater than 0. Ify = 0, then^-

would be undefined. Ify < 0, then —would
y

be a positive number; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Here, if* < 0, theny could be 0. Forexample,
ify was 0 and *was -3, then y - x > 0would
be0- (-3) > 0or3> 0. The statement would
also be true ify were less than 0 butgreater
than *. For example, if y = —2 and* = -7,
then-2 - (-7) > 0 or5 > 0. Finally, this
statement would also be true if y > 0. Without
any further information, it is impossible to
tell whether y > 0; NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

165. What is the circumference of the circle above with

center 0?

(1) The perimeter ofAOXZ is 20+ 10v£.
(2) The length of arc XYZ is 5m

Geometry Circles

The circumference of the circle can be found if

the radius r is known. AOXZ is a right triangle
with OX = OZ = r (since O is the center). The
perimeter ofAOXZ is the sum ofOX(orr)+ OZ
(or r) +XZ, or theperimeter = 2r + XZ. From the
Pythagorean theorem,

XZ2=OX2+OZ2

XZ2 = r2+r2

XZ = 4r2+r2

XZ = s[2rT

XZ = r-j2

The perimeter ofAOXZ is then 2r + r*j2.

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

(1) The perimeter ofAOXZ is 20 +10^2. Thus,
2r +r42 = 20 +10^2 = 2(10) +10^2, and
r = 10. Since r is known, the circumference
can be found; SUFFICIENT.

(2) The length of arc XYZ is the measurement
of angleXOZdivided by 360 and multiplied
by the circumference. Since angle XOZ
equals 90, the lengthof arc XYZ is thus

-^Hr = -=- of the circumference. Since 4 of
360 4 4

the circumference is given as equal to 5n,
the circumference can be determined;
SUFFICIENT

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

166. What is the value of x + y in the figure above?

(1) w = 95

(2) z = 125

Geometry Angles

In the figure above, a, b, c, and d are the degree
measures of the interior angles of the quadrilateral
formed by the four lines and a + b+ c+ d = 360.
Then

w + x + y + z

=(180-tf) +(l80-</)+(180-c)+(180-£)

= 720 -(a + b+ c+d)

= 720-360

= 360.
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Determine the value ofx + y.

(1) Given that w = 95, then 95 +* + y +z = 360
and* + y + z = 265. If z = 65, for example,
then * + y = 200. On the other hand, if
z = 100, then * + y = 165; NOT sufficient.

(2) Given that z = 125, thenw +x+ y +125=
360 and w + x + y = 235. Ifw = 35, for
example, then * + y = 200. On the other
hand, if w = 100, then* +y = 135; NOT
sufficient.

Taking (1) and (2) together, 95+ *+ y +125 =
360, and so * + y = 140. Therefore, (1) and (2)
together are sufficient.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together are sufficient.

167. If n and k are positive integers, is jn + k > 2jn ?

(1) k>3n

(2) n + k>3n

Algebra Inequalities

Determine ifjn + k > 2-Jn. Since each side is
positive, squaring each side preserves the
inequality, soy/n +k > 2-Jn isequivalent to
(Jn +kj(sjn +k) >(2-Jn)(2jn), which in turn
is equivalent to n+ k> 4n, or to k > 3n.

(1) Given that k > 3n, then -Jn + k > 2-Jn;
SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that n + k > 3n, then k > 2n. However,
it is possible for k> 2n to be true and k>3n
to be false (forexample, k= 3 and n= 1) and
it is possible for k > 2n to be true and k>3n
to be true (forexample, k= 4 and n= 1);
NOT sufficient.

Hie correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

168. In a certain business, production index p is directly
proportional to efficiency index e, which is in turn
directly proportional to investment index /'. What is p if
»= 70 ?

(1) e = 0.5 whenever/ = 60.

(2) p = 2.0 whenever / = 50.

354

Arithmetic Proportions

(1) This gives only values for e and i, and, while
p is directlyproportional to e, the nature of
this proportion is unknown. Tierefore, />
cannot be determined; NOT sufficient.

(2) Sincep isdirectly proportional to e, which is
directly proportional to /, then^» isdirectly
proportional to i. Therefore, the following

proportion can be set up: +- = =$-. Ifi = 70,

then -^- =-^-.Through cross multiplying,
this equationyields 50^ = 140, orp = 2.8;
SUFFICIENT.

The precedingapproach is one method that can
be used. Another approach is as follows: It is
given that/; = Ke = K(Li) = (KL)i, where 7<Tand L
are the proportionality constants, and the value of
70KL is to be determined. Statement (1) allows us
to determine the value of L, but gives nothing
about K, and thus (1) is not sufficient. Statement
(2) allows us to determine the value of KL, and
thus (2) is sufficient.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

169. If nis apositive integer, is ijk\ <0.01 ?

(1) n>2

(2) (^p<0.1
Arithmetic; Algebra Properties of numbers;
Inequalities

(1) n>2

-n < -2

10-"<10"2

(io-')"<io-2

A)"<10"

it) <°-01

SUFFICIENT
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(2) <0.1

ITJ) <10"1
io-1)K"1<io-1

(lop'^io-1
(io)'"+1<io-1

-«+l<-l

-n<-2

n>2

But, this is the inequality given in (1),
which was sufficient; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is D;
each statement alone is sufficient.

170. If n is a positive integer, what is the tens digit of n ?

(1) The hundreds digit of lOn is 6.

(2) The tens digit of n + 1 is 7.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Given that the hundreds digit of 10n is 6,
the tens digit of n is 6, since the hundreds
digit of lOn is always equal to the tens digit
of n; SUFFICIENT.

(2) Given that the tens digit ofn+1 is 7, it is
possible that the tens digit of n is 7 (for
example, n= 70) and it is possible that the
tens digit of n is 6 (for example, n= 69);
NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

171. What is the value of 2t.+ t~x?
t-x

(1)

(2)

^ =3
t-x

t-x = 5

Algebra Simplifying algebraic expressions

Determine the value of =-^.
t — x

(1) Since = 3 and
t — x

6.5 Data Sufficiency Answer Explanations

2t + t-x 2/ , p —x 2t
t-x ' t-x t-x

2t + t-x

+ 1,
t — X

it follows that
t — X

SUFFICIENT.

= 3 + 1;

(2) Given that t - x = 5, it follows that
2t+l^x = 2/+5 = 2 x whkhcan

t-x 5 5

vary when the value of/varies. For example,

^rt+1= 3 if t = 5 (choose * = 0 to have

t-x=5) and \t+1=5ift=10 (choose
* = 5 to have t- x = 5); NOT sufficient.

The correct answer is A;
statement 1 alone is sufficient.

172. Is n an integer?

(1) n2 is an integer.

(2) Jn is an integer.

Arithmetic Properties of numbers

(1) Since l2 is an integer and (v2j is an
integer, the square of an integer can be an
integer and the square of a non-integercan
be an integer; NOT sufficient.

(2) If -Jn = k, where k is an integer, then
\Jn) =k2,orn =k2. Therefore, nis the
square of an integer, which in turn is an
integer; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.

173. If x, y, and z are positive integers, is x - y odd?

(1) x = z2

(2) y= (z-l)2

Arithmetic Arithmetic operations; Properties
of numbers

(1) Tiis reveals the relationship between two
of the variables but does not mention the

relationship either has with y. Therefore
the question cannot be answered; NOT
sufficient.
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(2) If (z-1) is expanded, the result is
z2 -2z +1. Since y = z2 - 2z+1, a
substitution fory can be made in the
expression *- y. Itbecomes x-(z2 -2z +1).
However, without further information, it
cannot be determined if * - y is odd; NOT
sufficient.

When (1) and (2) are taken together, z2,
from (1), canbe substituted for * in the expression
*- (z2 - 2z +1) from (2). It then yields
z2 - z2 +2z-1, orsimply 2% -1, which is always
an odd numberregardless of the value of z.
Sox—y isodd.

The correct answer is C;
both statements together aresufficient.

174. Marcia's bucket can hold a maximum of how many
liters of water?

356

(1)

(2)

The bucket currently contains 9 liters of water.

If 3 liters of water are added to the bucket when

it is half full of water, the amount of water in the

bucket will increase by 1

3"

Geometry Volume

(1) This statement only implies that the bucket
will hold at least 9 liters, but the maximum
capacity is still unknown; NOT sufficient.

(2) Letting crepresent the maximum capacity
of Marcia's bucket, the volume ofwater in
the bucket when at half capacitycan be

expressed as -xc, and if 3 liters are then

added, the present volume of water in the

bucket can be expressed as 4 c+3. It is
given that, when the 3 liters are added, the

volume of water will increase by -x, which is

equivalent to multiplying the present volume

by -x. Tiis becomes the expression -x[-xc .

Therefore, it is known that-xc +3= -^y^c •

This equation can be solved for c, through

1 o

simplifying to-~<: +3=^-c then subtracting
1 2 1-xc from each side for 3= ^rc —-yc, and

then simplifying to3= heor 18 = c.

Tius the equation can be solved to
determine the maximum capacity of the
bucket; SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is B;
statement 2 alone is sufficient.
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7.0 Reading Comprehension

7.0 Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension questions appear in the Verbal section ofthe GMAT® exam. The Verbal
section uses multiple-choice questions to measure your ability to read andcomprehend written
material, to reason andevaluate arguments, and to correct written material to conform to standard
written English. Because theVerbal section includes content from avariety oftopics, you may be
generally familiar with some ofthe material; however, neither thepassages nor the questions assume
knowledge of the topics discussed. Reading comprehension questions are intermingled with critical
reasoning andsentence correction questions throughout the Verbal section of the test.

You willhave 75 minutes to complete the Verbal section, or an ayerage of about 1% minutes to
answer each question. Keep in mind, however, that you will need time to read thewritten
passages—and that time is not factored intothe 13A minute average. You should therefore plan to
proceed more quickly through the reading comprehension questions in order to give yourself enough
time to read the passages thoroughly.

Reading comprehension questions begin withwritten passages up to 350 words long. The passages
discuss topics from the social sciences, humanities, the physical or biological sciences, and such
business-related fields as marketing, economics, and human resource management. The passages
are accompanied byquestions that will askyouto interpret the passage, apply the information you
gather from the reading, and make inferences (orinformed assumptions) based on the reading. For
these questions, youwill seea splitcomputer screen. Thewritten passage will remainvisible on the
left sideas each question associated with that passage appears in turn on the right side. You will
seeonlyone question at a time, however. The numberof questions associated with each passage
may vary.

As you move through the reading comprehension sample questions, try to determine a process
that works best for you. Youmight begin by reading a passage carefullyand thoroughly, though
some test-takers prefer to skim the passages the first time through, or even to read the first question
before reading the passage. Youmaywant to reread any sentences that present complicated ideas or
introduce terms that are new to yon. Read each question and seriesof answers carefully. Make sure
you understand exactlywhat the question is asking and what the answer choicesare.

Ifyou need to, you maygo back to the passage and read any parts that are relevant to answeringthe
question.Specific portions of the passages maybe highlightedin the relatedquestions.

The following pages describe what readingcomprehension questions are designed to measure,
present the directions that will precede questions of this type, and describe the various question
types. This chapter also provides test-taking strategies, sample questions, and detailed explanations
of all the questions. Theexplanations further illustrate the ways in whichreading comprehension
questions evaluatebasic reading skills.
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7.1 What Is Measured

Reading comprehension questions measure your ability tounderstand, analyze, and apply information
andconcepts presented inwritten form. Allquestions are to beanswered on the basis ofwhatis stated
or implied in the reading material, and nospecific prior knowledge ofthematerial isrequired.

The GMAT reading comprehension questions evaluate your ability to do the following:

• Understand words and statements.

Although the questions do not testyour vocabulary (they will not askyou to define terms),
theydo testyour ability to interpret special meanings of terms as theyareused in the reading
passages. The questions will also testyour understanding of the English language. These
questions mayaskaboutthe overall meaning of a passage.

• Understand logical relationships between points and concepts.
This typeofquestion may askyou to determine the strong andweak points ofan argument or
evaluate the relative importance of arguments and ideas in a passage.

• Draw inferences from facts and statements.

The inference questions will askyouto consider factual statements or information presented in
a reading passage and, on the basis of that information, reach conclusions.

• Understand and follow the development of quantitative concepts as they are presented in
written material.

This mayinvolve the interpretation of numerical data or the use of simplearithmetic to reach
conclusions about material in a passage.

There are sixkinds of readingcomprehension questions, eachof which tests a different skill.The
reading comprehension questions ask about the following areas:

Main idea

Each passage is a unified whole-—that is, the individual sentences and paragraphs supportand
develop one main ideaor centralpoint. Sometimes youwill be told the centralpoint in the passage
itself, and sometimes it will be necessary foryouto determine the centralpoint from the overall
organization or development of the passage. You may be asked in this kind of question to

• recognize a correctrestatement, or paraphrasing, of the main ideaof a passage

• identify the author's primarypurpose or objective in writing the passage

• assign a title that summarizes, briefly andpointedly, the main idea developed in the passage

Supporting ideas

These questions measure your ability to comprehend the supporting ideas in a passage and
differentiate themfrom the main idea. The questions also measure your ability to differentiate ideas
that are explicitly stated'in a passage from ideas thatare implied'by theauthor butthatare not
explicitly stated.You maybe asked about

• facts cited in a passage

• the specific content ofarguments presented bytheauthor in support ofhis orherviews

• descriptive details usedto supportor elaborate on the main idea
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7.1 Reading Comprehension What Is Measured

Whereas questions about the main idea askyou to determine the meaning of a passage as a whole,
questions about supporting ideas askyou to determine the meanings of individual sentences and
paragraphs that contribute to the meaning of the passage as a whole. In otherwords, thesequestions
ask for the main point of one smallpartof the passage.

Inferences

These questions askabout ideas that are not explicitly statedin a passage but are implied bythe
author. Unlike questions about supporting details,which ask about information that is directly
stated in a passage, inferencequestions ask about ideas or meanings that must be inferred from
information that is directly stated. Authors can make their points in indirect ways, suggesting ideas
without actuallystating them. Inference questions measure your ability to understand an author's
intended meaning in parts of a passage where the meaning is only suggested. These questionsdo not
ask about meanings or implications that are remote from the passage; rather, they ask about
meanings that are developed indirectly or implications that are specifically suggested by the author.

To answer these questions,you mayhave to

• logically take statements made by the author one step beyond their literal meanings

• recognize an alternative interpretation of a statement made by the author

• identify the intended meaningof a wordusedfiguratively in a passage

If a passage explicitly states an effect, for example, you maybe asked to infer its cause. If the author
compares two phenomena, you may be asked to infer the basis for the comparison. You may be
asked to infer the characteristics of an oldpolicy from an explicit description of a newone.When
youread a passage, therefore, youshould concentrate not onlyon the explicit meaningof the
author's words, but alsoon the more subtle meaningimplied by those words.

Applying information to a context outside the passage itself

These questions measure your ability to discern the relationships between situations or ideas
presented bythe author and other situations or ideas that might parallel those in the passage. In
this kind of question, you maybe askedto

• identify ahypothetical situation thatiscomparable to a situation presented in thepassage

• select an example that issimilar to an example provided in the passage

• apply ideas given in the passage to a situation not mentioned by the author

• recognize ideas that the author would probably agree or disagree with on the basis of
statements made in the passage

Unlike inference questions, application questions use ideas orsituations not taken from the passage.
Ideas and situations given in a question are like those given in thepassage, and they parallel ideas
and situations in thepassage; therefore, to answer thequestion, you must do more thanrecall what
you read. You must recognize the essential attributes ofideas and situations presented inthe passage
when they appear in different words and in anentirely new context.
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Logical structure

These questions require you to analyze and evaluate theorganization and logic ofa passage. They
may ask you

• how a passage isconstructed—for instance, does it define, compare or contrast, present a new
idea, or refute an idea?

• howthe author persuades readers to accept his or her assertions

• the reason behind the author's use of any particular supporting detail

• to identify assumptions that the author is making

• to assess the strengthsand weaknesses of the author's arguments

• to recognize appropriate counterarguments

These questions measure yourability not onlyto comprehend a passage but also to evaluate it
critically. However, it is important for you to realize that logical structure questions do not relyon
any kind of formal logic, nor do they requireyou to be familiarwith specific terms of logicor
argumentation. Youcan answer these questions using only the information in the passage and
careful reasoning.

About the style and tone

Styleand tone questions ask about the expression of a passage and about the ideas in a passage that
maybe expressed through its diction-—the author's choice of words. You maybe asked to deduce the
author's attitude to an idea, a fact, or a situation from the words that he or she uses to describe it.
You mayalsobe asked to select a word that accurately describes the tone of a passage—for instance,
"critical," "questioning," "objective," or "enthusiastic."

To answer this type of question, youwill have to consider the language of the passage as a whole.
It takes more than one pointed, critical word to makethe toneof an entire passage "critical."
Sometimes, style and tone questions askwhataudience the passage wasprobably intended foror
whattypeofpublication it probably appeared in. Style and tone questions may apply to onesmall
part of the passage or to the passage asa whole. To answer them, you must askyourselfwhat
meanings arecontained in the words of a passage beyond the literal meanings. Did the author use
certainwords because of their emotional content, or because a particular audience wouldexpectto
hear them? Remember, these questions measure your ability to discern meaning expressed by the
author through his or her choice of words.

7.2 Test-Taking Strategies

1. Do not expect to be completely familiar with any of the material presented in reading
comprehension passages.
You may find some passages easier tounderstand than others, butall passages are designed to
present a challenge. If you have some familiarity with the material presented in a passage, do
notlet thisknowledge influence your choice ofanswers to thequestions. Answer allquestions
on the basis ofwhatis stated or implied'in the passage itself.
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7.3 Reading Comprehension The Directions

2. Analyze each passage carefully, because the questions require you to have a specific and
detailed understanding of the material.
You mayfind it easier to do the analysis first, before moving to the questions. Or, you may find
that you preferto skim the passage the first time and read more carefully onceyou understand
what a questionasks. You mayeven want to read the questionbefore reading the passage. You
should choose the method most suitable for you.

3. Focus on key words and phrases, and make every effort to avoid losing the sense of what is
discussed in the passage.
Keep the following in mind:

• Note how each fact relates to an idea or an argument.

• Note where the passage moves from one idea to the next.

• Separate main ideasfrom supporting ideas.

• Determine what conclusions are reachedand why.

4. Read the questions carefully, making certain that you understand what is asked.
An answer choice that accurately restates information in the passage maybe incorrect if it does
not answer the question. Ifyou need to, referbackto the passage for clarification.

5. Read all the choices carefully.
Never assume that you have selected the best answer withoutfirst reading all the choices.

6. Select the choice that answers the question best in terms of the information given in
the passage.

Do not rely on outside knowledge of the material to help you answer the questions.

7. Remember that comprehension—not speed—is the critical success factor when it comes to
reading comprehension questions.

7.3 The Directions

These are the directions that you will see for reading comprehension questions when you take
the GMATexam. If you read them carefully and understand them clearly before going to sit
for the test, you will not need tospend too much time reviewing them once you are at the test
centerand the test is under way.

The questions in this group are based on the content ofapassage. After reading the passage,
choose the best answer to each question. Answer all questions following thepassage onthe
basis ofwhat isstated or implied in thepassage.
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7.4 Practice Questions

Each of the reading comprehension questions is based on the content of a passage. After reading the
passage answer all questions pertaining to it on the basis of what is stated or implied in the passage.
For each question, select the best answer of the choices given.

Line Biologists have advanced two theories to explain
why schooling of fish occurs in so many fish species.
Because schooling is particularly widespread among

species of small fish, both theories assume that
(5) schooling offers the advantage of some protection

from predators.

Proponents of theory A dispute the assumption that

a school of thousands of fish is highly visible.
Experiments have shown that any fish can be seen,

(10) even in very clear water, only within a sphere of 200
meters in diameter. When fish are in a compact group,

the spheres of visibility overlap. Thus the chance of a
predator finding the school is only slightly greater
than the chance of the predator finding a single fish

(15) swimming alone. Schooling is advantageous to the
individual fish because a predator's chance of finding
any particular fish swimming in the school is much
smaller than its chance of finding at least one of the
same group of fish if the fish were dispersed

(20) throughout an area.
However, critics of theory A point out that some

fish form schools even in areas where predators are

abundant and thus little possibility of escaping
detection exists. They argue that the school continues

(25) to be of value to its members even after detection.
They advocate theory B, the "confusion effect," which
can be explained in two different ways.

Sometimes, proponents argue, predators simply
cannot decide which fish to attack. This indecision

(30) supposedly results from a predator's preference for
striking prey that is distinct from the rest of the
school in appearance. In many schools the fish are
almost identical in appearance, making it difficultfor a
predator to select one. The second explanationfor

(35) the "confusion effect" has to do with the sensory
confusion caused by a large number of prey moving
around the predator. Even if the predator
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makes the decision to attack a particular fish,

the movement of other prey in the school can
(40) be distracting. The predator's difficulty can be

compared to that of a tennis player trying to

hit a tennis ball when two are approaching
simultaneously.
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Questions 1-4 refer to the passage above.

According to the passage, theory B states that which
of the following is a factor that enables a schooling
fish to escape predators?

(A) The tendency of fish to form compact groups

(B) The movement of other fish within the school

(C) The inabilityof predators to detect schools

(D) The ability of fish to hide behind one another in
a school

(E) The great speed with which a school can

disperse

According to the passage, both theory Aand theory B
have been developed to explain how

(A) fish hide from predators by forming schools

(B) forming schools functions to protect fish from
predators

(C) schooling among fish differs from other
protective behaviors

(D) small fish are able to make rapid decisions

(E) small fish are able to survive in an environment

densely populated by large predators

According to one explanation of the "confusion

effect," a fish that swims in a school will have greater
advantages for survival if it

(A) tends to be visible for no more than 200 meters

(B) stays near either the front or the rear of a
school

(0 is part of a small school rather than a large
school

(D) is very similar in appearance to the other fish in
the school

(E) is medium-sized

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

4. The author is primarily concerned with

(A) discussing different theories

(B) analyzing different techniques

(C) defending two hypotheses

(D) refuting established beliefs

(E) revealing new evidence
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Line

(5)

(10)

(15)

(20)

(25)

(30)
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Ecoefficiency (measures to minimize environmental
impact through the reduction or elimination of waste
from production processes) has become a goal for
companies worldwide, with many realizing significant
cost savings from such innovations. Peter Senge and
Goran Carstedt see this development as laudable but

suggest that simply adopting ecoefficiency
innovations could actually worsen environmental

stresses in the future. Such innovations reduce

production waste but do not alter the number of

products manufactured nor the waste generated
from their use and discard; indeed, most companies
invest in ecoefficiency improvements in order to
increase profits and growth. Moreover, there is no
guarantee that increased economic growth from
ecoefficiency will come in similarly ecoefficient ways,

since in today's global markets, greater profits may
be turned into investment capital that could easily be

reinvested in old-style eco-inefficient industries. Even
a vastly more ecoefficient industrial system could,
were it to grow much larger, generate more total
waste and destroy more habitat and species than
would a smaller, less ecoefficient economy. Senge
and Carstedt argue that to preserve the global
environment and sustain economic growth,
businesses must develop a new systemic approach

that reduces total material use and total accumulated

waste. Focusing exclusively on ecoefficiency, which
offers a compelling business case according to
established thinking, may distract companies from
pursuing radically different products and business
models.

Questions 5-7 refer to the passage above.

5. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) explain why a particular business strategy has
been less successful than was once anticipated

(B) propose an alternative to a particular business

strategy that has inadvertently caused

ecological damage

(C) present a concern about the possible
consequences of pursuing a particular business
strategy

(D) make a case for applying a particular business
strategy on a larger scale than is currently
practiced

(E) suggest several possible outcomes of
companies' failure to understand the economic
impact of a particular business strategy

6. The passage mentions which of the following as a
possible consequence of companies' realization of
greater profits through ecoefficiency?

(A) The companies may be able to sell a greater
number of products by lowering prices.

(B) The companies may be better able to attract

investment capital in the global market.

(C) The profits may be reinvested to increase
economic growth through ecoefficiency.

(D) The profits may be used as investment capital
for industries that are not ecoefficient.

(E) The profits may encourage companies to make
further innovations in reducing production
waste.
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The passage implies that which of the following is a
possible consequence of a company's adoption of
innovations that increase its ecoefficiency?

(A) Company profits resulting from such innovations
may be reinvested inthat company with no
guarantee that the company will continue to
make further improvements in ecoefficiency.

(B) Company growth fostered by cost savings from
such innovations may allow that company to
manufacture a greater number of products that
will be used and discarded, thus worsening
environmental stress.

(C) A company that fails to realize significant cost
savings from such innovations may have little
incentive to continue to minimize the

environmental impact of its production

processes.

(D) A company that comes to depend on such
innovations to increase its profits and growth
may be vulnerable in the global market to
competition from old-style eco-inefficient
industries.

(E) A company that meets its ecoefficiency goals is
unlikely to invest its increased profits in the
development of new and innovative ecoefficiency
measures.

7.4 Reading Comprehension PracticeQuestions
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Line Archaeology as a profession faces two major
problems. First, it is the poorest of the poor.
Only paltry sums are available for excavating and
even less is available for publishing the results

(5) and preserving the sites once excavated. Yet
archaeologists deal with priceless objects every day.
Second, there is the problem of illegal excavation,
resulting in museum-quality pieces being sold to the
highest bidder.

(10) Iwould like to make an outrageous
suggestion that would at one stroke provide

funds for archaeology and reduce the amount
of illegal digging. Iwould propose that scientific
archaeological expeditions and governmental

(15) authorities sell excavated artifacts on the open

market. Such sales would provide substantial
funds for the excavation and preservation of
archaeological sites and the publication of results.
At the same time, they would break the illegal

(20) excavator's grip on the market, thereby decreasing

the inducement to engage in illegal activities.
You might object that professionals excavate to

acquire knowledge, not money. Moreover, ancient
artifacts are part of our global cultural heritage,

(25) which should be available for all to appreciate, not
sold to the highest bidder. Iagree. Sell nothing that
has unique artistic merit or scientific value. But,
you might reply, everything that comes out of the
ground has scientific value. Here we part company.

(30) Theoretically, you may be correct in claiming
that every artifact has potential scientific value.
Practically, you are wrong.

I refer to the thousands of pottery vessels and
ancient lamps that are essentially duplicates of

(35) one another. In one small excavation in Cyprus,
archaeologists recently uncovered 2,000 virtually
indistinguishable small jugs in a single courtyard.
Even precious royal seal impressions known as
I'melekh handles have been found in abundance

(40) —more than 4,000 examples so far.
The basements of museums are simply not

large enough to store the artifacts that are likely
to be discovered in the future. There is not enough
money even to catalog the finds; as a result, they
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(45) cannot be found again and become as inaccessible
as if they had never been discovered. Indeed, with
the help of a computer, sold artifacts could be more

accessible than are the pieces stored in bulging
museum basements. Prior to sale, each could be

(50) photographed and the list of the purchasers could
be maintained on the computer. A purchaser could

even be required to agree to return the piece if it
should become needed for scientific purposes.

It would be unrealistic to suggest that illegal
(55) digging would stop if artifacts were sold on the

open market. But the demand for the clandestine

product would be substantially reduced. Who would
want an unmarked pot when another was available
whose provenance was known, and that was dated

(60) stratigraphically by the professional archaeologist
who excavated it?

\
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Questions 8-10 refer to the passage above.

8. The primary purpose of the passage is to propose

(A) an alternative to museum display of artifacts

(B) a way to curb illegal digging while benefiting the
archaeological profession

(C) a wayto distinguish artifacts with scientific value
from those that have no such value

(D) the governmental regulation of archaeological
sites

(E) a new system for cataloging duplicate artifacts

9.

10.

The author implies that all of the following statements
about duplicate artifacts are true EXCEPT

(A) a market for such artifacts already exists

(B) such artifacts seldom have scientific value

(C) there is likely to be a continuing supply of such
artifacts

(D) museums are well supplied with examples of

such artifacts

(E) such artifacts frequently exceed in quality those
already cataloged in museum collections

Which of the following is mentioned in the passage as
a disadvantage of storing artifacts in museum
basements?

(A) Museum officials rarely allow scholars access to
such artifacts.

(B) Space that could be better used for display is
taken up for storage.

(C) Artifacts discovered in one excavation often

become separated from each other.

(D) Such artifacts are often damaged by variations
in temperature and humidity.

(E) Such artifacts often remain uncataloged and
thus cannot be located once they are put in
storage.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line lo and Europa, the innertwo of Jupiter's four
largest moons, are about the size of Earth's moon
and are composed mostly or entirely of rock and
metal. Ganymede and Callisto are larger and roughly

(5) half ice. Thus, these four moons are somewhat

analogous to the planets of the solar system, inwhich
the rock- and metal-rich inner planets are distinct from
the much larger gas- and ice-rich outer planets.
Jupiter's moons are, however, more "systematic":

(10) many of their properties vary continuously with
distance from Jupiter. For example, lo is ice-free,
Europa has a surface shell of ice, and while
Ganymede and Callisto are both ice-rich, outermost
Callisto has more.

(15) This compositional gradient has geological
parallels, lo is extremely geologically active, Europa
seems to be active on a more modest scale, and
Ganymede has undergone bouts of activity in its
geological past. Only Callisto reveals no geological

(20) activity. In similar fashion, Callisto's surface is very
heavily cratered from the impact of comets and
asteroids; Ganymede, like Earth's moon, is heavily
cratered in parts; Europa is very lightly cratered; and
no craters have been detected on lo, even though

(25) Jupiter's gravity attracts comets and asteroids
passing near it, substantially increasing the

bombardment rate of the inner moons compared to
that of the outer ones. But because of lo's high
degree of geological activity, its surface undergoes

(30) more-or-less continuous volcanic resurfacing.
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11.

12.

Questions 11-13 refer to the passage above.

According to the passage, the difference in the
amount of cratering on Callisto's and lo's respective
surfaces can probably be explained by the difference
between these two moons with respect to which of
the following factors?

(A) Size

(B) Ice content

(0 The rate of bombardment by comets and
asteroids

(D) The influence of Jupiter's other moons

(E) The level of geological activity

Which of the following best describes the purpose of
the second paragraph of the passage?

(A) To provide further evidence of the systematic

variation in the characteristics of Jupiter's four
largest moons

(B) To present a comprehensive theory to explain
the systematic variation in the characteristics of

Jupiter's four largest moons

(C) To explain the significance of the systematic
variation in the characteristics of Jupiter's four
largest moons

(D) To introduce facts that contradict conventional

assumptions about Jupiter's four largest moons

(E) To contrast the characteristics of Jupiter's four

largest moons with the characteristics of the

planets of the solar system
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13. The author's reference to Jupiter's gravity in line 25
serves primarily to

(A) indicatewhy the absence of craters on lo's
surface is surprising

(B) explain the presence of craters on the surface
of Jupiter's four largest moons

(C) provide an explanation for the lack of geological
activity on Callisto

(D) contrast Jupiter's characteristics with the
characteristics of its four largest moons

(E) illustrate the similarity between Jupiter's four
largest moons and the planets of the solar
system

7.4 Reading Comprehension PracticeQuestions
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Line When Jamaican-born social activist Marcus

Garvey came to the United States in 1916, he
arrived at precisely the right historical moment.
What made the moment right was the return of

(5) African American soldiers from the First World War

in 1918, which created an ideal constituencyfor
someone with Garvey's message of unity, pride,
and improved conditions for African American

communities.

(10) Hoping to participate in the traditional American
ethos of individual success, many African American
people entered the armed forces with enthusiasm,
only to find themselves segregated from white
troops and subjected to numerous indignities. They

(15) returned to a United States that was as segregated
as it had been before the war. Considering similar
experiences, anthropologist Anthony F. C. Wallace

has argued that when a perceptible gap arises
between a culture's expectations and the reality of

(20) that culture, the resulting tension can inspire a
revitalization movement: an organized, conscious

effort to construct a culture that fulfills long
standing expectations.

Some scholars have argued that Garvey created
(25) the consciousness from which he built, in the

1920s, the largest revitalization movement in
African American history. But such an argument

only tends to obscure the consciousness of
identity, strength, and sense of history that already

(30) existed in the African American community. Garvey
did not create this consciousness; rather, he gave

this consciousness its political expression.
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Questions 14-17 refer to the passage above.

14. According to the passage, which of the following
contributed to Marcus Garvey's success?

(A) He introduced cultural and historical

consciousness to the African American

community.

(B) He believed enthusiastically in the traditional
American success ethos.

(C) His audience had already formed a
consciousness that made it receptive to his
message.

(D) His message appealed to critics of African
American support for United States military
involvement in the First World War.

(E) He supported the movement to protest
segregation that had emerged prior to his
arrival in the United States.

15. The passage suggests that many African American
people responded to their experiences in the armed

forces in which of the following ways?

(A) They maintained as civilians their enthusiastic
allegiance to the armed forces.

(B) They questioned United States involvement in

the First World War.

(C) They joined political organizations to protest the
segregation of African American troops and the
indignities they suffered in the military.

(D) They became aware of the gap between their
expectations and the realities of American

culture.

(E) They repudiated Garvey's message of pride and
unity.
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16. It can be inferred from the passage that the "scholars"
mentioned in line 24 believe which of the following to

be true?

(A) Revitalization resulted from the political activism
of returning African American soldiers following
the First World War.

(B) Marcus Garvey had to change a number of
prevailing attitudes in order for his mass
movement to find a foothold in the United

States.

(C) The prevailing sensibility of the African
American community provided the foundation of
Marcus Garvey's political appeal.

(D) Marcus Garvey hoped to revitalize
consciousness of cultural and historical identity
in the African American community.

(E) The goal of the mass movement that Marcus
Garvey helped bring into being was to build on
the pride and unity among African Americans.

17. According to the passage, many African American
people joined the armed forces during the First World
War for which of the following reasons?

(A) They wished to escape worsening economic
conditions in African American communities.

(B) They expected to fulfill ideals of personal
attainment.

(C) They sought to express their loyaltyto the
United States.

(D) They hoped that joining the militarywould help
advance the cause of desegregation.

(E) They saw military service as an opportunity to
fulfill Marcus Garvey's political vision.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line

(5)

(10)

(15)

(20)

(25)

(30)

374

In terrestrial environments, gravity places
special demands on the cardiovascular systems of
animals. Gravitational pressure can cause blood to

pool in the lower regions of the body, making it
difficult to circulate blood to critical organs such as
the brain. Terrestrial snakes, in particular, exhibit
adaptations that aid in circulating blood against the
force of gravity.

The problem confronting terrestrial snakes is best
illustrated by what happens to sea snakes when
removed from their supportive medium. Because the
vertical pressure gradients within the blood vessels

are counteracted by similar pressure gradients in the
surrounding water, the distribution of blood
throughout the body of sea snakes remains about
the same regardless of their orientation in space,
provided they remain in the ocean. When removed
from the water and tilted at various angles with the
head up, however, blood pressure at their midpoint
drops significantly, and at brain level falls to zero.
That many terrestrial snakes in similar spatial
orientations do not experience this kind of circulatory
failure suggests that certain adaptations enable them
to regulate blood pressure more effectively inthose
orientations.

One such adaptation is the closer proximity of the
terrestrial snake's heart to its head, which helps to

ensure circulation to the brain, regardless of the
snake's orientation in space. The heart of sea snakes
can be located near the middle of the body, a
positionthat minimizes the work entailed in
circulating blood to both extremities. In arboreal
snakes, however, which dwell in trees and often
assume a vertical posture, the average distance

(35) from the heart to the head can be as little as 15

percent of overall body length. Such a location
requires that blood circulated to the tail of the
snake travel a greater distance back to the heart,
a problem solved by another adaptation. When

(40) climbing, arboreal snakes often pause
momentarily to wiggle their bodies, causing waves
of muscle contraction that advance from the lower

torso to the head. By compressing the veins and
forcing blood forward, these contractions

(45) apparently improve the flow of venous blood
returning to the heart.
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Questions 18-25 refer to the passage above.

18. The passage provides information in support of which
of the following assertions?

(A) The disadvantages of an adaptation to a

particular feature of an environment often

outweigh the advantages of such an adaptation.

(B) An organism's reaction to being placed in an
environment to which it is not well adapted can
sometimes illustrate the problems that have
been solved by the adaptations of organisms
indigenous to that environment.

(C) The effectiveness of an organism's adaptation to
a particular feature of its environment can only
be evaluated by examining the effectiveness
with which organisms of other species have
adapted to a similar feature of a different

environment.

(D) Organisms of the same species that inhabit
strikingly different environments will often adapt
in remarkably similar ways to the few features of
those environments that are common.

(E) Different species of organisms living in the same
environment will seldom adapt to features of
that environment in the same way.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

19. According to the passage, one reason that the
distribution of blood in the sea snake changes little
while the creature remains in the ocean is that

(A) the heart of the sea snake tends to be located

near the center of its body

(B) pressure gradients in the water surrounding the
sea snake counter the effects of vertical

pressure gradients within its blood vessels

(C) the sea snake assumes a vertical posture less
frequently than do the terrestrial and the
arboreal snake

(D) the sea snake often relies on waves of muscle

contractions to help move blood from the torso
to the head

(E) the force of pressure gradients in the water
surrounding the sea snake exceeds that of

vertical pressure gradients within its circulatory
system

20. Itcan be inferred from the passage that which of the
following is true of species of terrestrial snakes that
often need to assume a vertical posture?

(A) They are more likely to be susceptible to
circulatory failure in vertical postures than are
sea snakes.

(B) Their hearts are less likely to be located at the
midpoint of their bodies than is the case with

sea snakes.

(0 They cannot counteract the pooling of blood in
lower regions of their bodies as effectively as
sea snakes can.

(D) The blood pressure at their midpoint decreases
significantly when they are tilted with their
heads up.

(E) They are unable to relyon muscle contractions
to move venous blood from the lower torso to

the head.
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21. The author describes the behavior of the circulatory
system of sea snakes when they are removed from
the ocean (see lines 17-20) primarilyin order to

(A) illustrate what would occur in the circulatory
system of terrestrial snakes without adaptations
that enable them to regulate their blood
pressure in vertical orientations

(B) explain why arboreal snakes in vertical
orientations must rely on muscle contractions to
restore blood pressure to the brain

(C) illustrate the effects of circulatory failure on the
behavior of arboreal snakes

(D) illustrate the superiority of the circulatory
system of the terrestrial snake to that of the sea
snake

(E) explain how changes in spatial orientation can
adversely affect the circulatory system of
snakes with hearts located in relatively close
proximity to their heads

22. It can be inferred from the passage that which of the
following is a true statement aboutsea snakes?

(A) They frequently relyon waves of muscle
contractions from the lower torso to the head to

supplement the work of the heart.

(B) Theycannoteffectivelyregulate theirblood
pressurewhen placed in seawaterandtilted at
an angle with the head pointed downward.

(C) They are more likely to have a heart located in
close proximity to their heads than are arboreal
snakes.

(D) They become acutely vulnerable to the effects
of gravitational pressure ontheir circulatory
system when they are placed in a terrestrial
environment.

(E) Their cardiovascular system is not as
complicated as that of arboreal snakes.
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23. The author suggests that which of the following is a
disadvantage that results from the location of a
snake's heart in close proximity to its head?

(A) A decrease in the efficiency with which the snake
regulates the flow of blood to the brain

(B) A decrease in the number of orientations in

space that a snake can assume without loss of
blood flow to the brain

(C) A decrease in blood pressure at the snake's
midpointwhen it is tilted at various angles with
its head up

(D) An increase in the tendency of blood to pool at
the snake's head when the snake is tilted at

various angles with its head down

(E) An increase in the amount of effort required to
distribute blood to and from the snake's tail

24. The primary purposeof the third paragraph is to

(A) introduce a topic that is not discussed earlier in
the passage

(B) describe a more efficient method of achieving
an effect discussed in the previous paragraph

(C) draw a conclusion based on information
elaborated in the previous paragraph

(D) discuss two specific examples of phenomena
mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph

(E) introduce evidence that undermines a view
reported earlierin the passage
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25. In the passage, the author is primarily concerned with
doing which of the following?

(A) Explaining adaptations that enable the terrestrial
snake to cope with the effects of gravitational
pressure on its circulatory system

(B) Comparing the circulatory system of the sea
snake with that of the terrestrial snake

(C) Explaining why the circulatory system of the
terrestrial snake is different from that of the sea

snake

(D) Pointing out features of the terrestrial snake's
cardiovascular system that make it superiorto
that of the sea snake

(E) Explaining how the sea snake is able to
neutralize the effects of gravitational pressure
on its circulatory system

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line In 1988 services moved ahead of

manufacturing as the main product of the United
States economy. Butwhat is meant by"services"?
Some economists define a service as something

(5) that is produced and consumed simultaneously, for
example, a haircut. The broader, classical definition

is that a service is an intangible something that
cannot be touched or stored. Yet electric utilities

can store energy, and computer programmers
(10) save information electronically. Thus, the classical

definition is hard to sustain.

The United States government's definition is
more practical: services are the residual category
that includes everything that is not agriculture or

(15) industry. Under this definition, services includes
activities as diverse as engineering and driving a
bus. However, besides lacking a strong conceptual
framework, this definition fails to recognize the
distinction between service industries and service

(20) occupations. It categorizes workers based on their
company's final product rather than on the actual
work the employees perform. Thus, the many
service workers employed by manufacturers-

bookkeepers or janitors, for example—would
(25) fall under the industrial rather than the services

category. Such ambiguities reveal the arbitrariness
of this definition and suggest that, although
practical for government purposes, it does not
accurately reflect the composition of the current

(30) United States economy.
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Questions 26-30 refer to the passage above.

26. The author of the passage is primarily concerned with

(A) discussing research data underlying several
definitions

(B) arguing for the adoption of a particular definition

(C) exploring definitions of a concept

(D) comparing the advantages of several definitions

(E) clarifying some ambiguous definitions

27. In comparing the United States government's definition
of services with the classical definition, the author
suggests that the classical definition is

(A) more pragmatic

(B) more difficult to apply

(C) less ambiguous

(D) more widely used

(E) more arbitrary

28. The passage suggests which of the following about
service workers in the United States?

(A) The number of service workers may be

underestimated by the definition of services
used by the government.

(B) There were fewer service workers than

agricultural workers before 1988.

(C) The number of service workers was almost

equal to the number of workers employed in
manufacturing until 1988.

(D) Most service workers are employed in service
occupations rather than in service industries.

(E) Most service workers are employed in
occupations where they provide services that do
not fall under the classical definition of services.
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29. The author of the passage mentions which of the
following as one disadvantage of the United States
government's definition of services?

(A) It is less useful than the other definitions

mentioned in the passage.

(B) It is narrower in scope than the other definitions
mentioned in the passage.

(0 It is based on the final product produced rather
than on the type of work performed.

(D) It does not recognize the diversity of
occupations within the service industries.

(E) It misclassifies many workers who are employed
in service industries.

30. The author refers to "service workers employed by

manufacturers" (line 23) primarily in order to point out

(A) a type of worker not covered by the United
States government's system of classifying
occupations

(B) a flaw in the United States government's
definition of services

(C) a factor that has influenced the growth of the
service economy in the United States

(D) a type of worker who is classified on the basis of

work performed rather than on the basis of the
company's final product

(E) the diversity of the workers who are referred to
as service workers

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line Currentfeminist theory, in validating women's own
stories of their experience, has encouraged scholars
of women's history to view the use of women's oral
narratives as the methodology, next to the use of

(5) women's written autobiography, that brings historians
closest to the "reality" of women's lives. Such
narratives, unlike most standard histories, represent
experience from the perspective of women, affirm

the importance of women's contributions, and furnish
(10) present-day women with historical continuity that is

essential to their identity, individually and collectively.
Scholars of women's history should, however, be

as cautious about accepting oral narratives at face
value as they already are about written memories.

(15) Oral narratives are no more likely than are written
narratives to provide a disinterested commentary on
events or people. Moreover, the stories people tell to

explain themselves are shaped by narrative devices
and storytelling conventions, as well as by other

(20) cultural and historical factors, in ways that the

storytellers may be unaware of. The political rhetoric
of a particular era, for example, may influence
women's interpretations of the significance of their
experience. Thus a woman who views the Second

(25) World War as pivotal in increasing the social

acceptance of women's paid work outside the home
may reach that conclusion partly and unwittingly
because of wartime rhetoric encouraging a positive
view of women's participation in such work.
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Questions 31-36 refer to the passage above.

31. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) contrasting the benefits of one methodology
with the benefits of another

(B) describing the historical origins and inherent
drawbacks of a particular methodology

(C) discussing the appeal of a particular
methodology and some concerns about its use

(D) showing that some historians' adoption of a
particular methodology has led to criticism of
recent historical scholarship

(E) analyzing the influence of current feminist views
on women's interpretations of their experience

32. According to the passage, which of the following
shapes the oral narratives of women storytellers?

(A) The conventions for standard histories in the

culture in which a woman storyteller lives

(B) The conventions of storytelling in the culture in
which a woman storyteller lives

(C) A woman storyteller's experience with distinctive
traditions of storytelling developed by the
women in her family of origin

(D) The cultural expectations and experiences of
those who listen to oral narratives

(E) A woman storyteller's familiarity with the stories
that members of other groups in her culture tell
to explain themselves
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33. The author of the passage would be most likely to
make which of the following recommendations to
scholars of women's history?

(A) They should take into accounttheirownlife
experiences when interpreting the oral accounts
of women's historical experiences.

(B) They should assume that the observations made
in women's oral narratives are believed by the

intended audience of the story.

(C) They should treat skeptically observations
reported in oral narratives unless the
observations can be confirmed in standard

histories.

(D) They should consider the cultural and historical
context in which an oral narrative was created

before arriving at an interpretation of such a
narrative.

(E) They should rely on information gathered from
oral narrativesonly when equivalent information
is not available in standard histories.

34. Which of the following best describes the function of
the last sentence of the passage?

(A) It describes an event that historians view as

crucial in recent women's history.

(B) It provides an example of how political rhetoric
may influence the interpretations of experience
reported in women's oral narratives.

(C) It provides an example of an oral narrative that
inaccurately describes women's experience
during a particular historical period.

(D) It illustrates the point that some women are

more aware than others of the social forces that

shape their oral narratives.

(E) It identifies the historical conditions that led to

the social acceptance of women's paid work

outside the home.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

35. According to the passage, scholars of women's history
should refrain from doing which of the following?

(A) Relying on traditional historical sources when
women's oral narratives are unavailable

(B) Focusing on the influence of political rhetoric on
women's perceptions to the exclusion of other
equally important factors

(C) Attempting to discover the cultural and historical
factors that influence the stories women tell

(D) Assuming that the conventions of women's
written autobiographies are similar to the
conventions of women's oral narratives

(E) Acceptingwomen's oral narratives less critically
than they accept women's written histories

36. According to the passage, each of the following is a
difference between women's oral narratives and most

standard histories EXCEPT:

(A) Women's oral histories validate the significance
of women's achievements.

(B) Women's oral histories depict experience from
the point of view of women.

(C) Women's oral histories acknowledge the

influence of well-known women.

(D) Women's oral histories present today's women
with a sense of their historical relationship to

women of the past.

(E) Women's oral histories are crucial to the

collective identity of today's women.
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Line Manufacturers haveto do more than build large
manufacturing plants to realize economies of scale.
It is true that as the capacity of a manufacturing
operation rises, costs per unit of output fall as plant

(5) size approaches "minimum efficient scale," where the
cost per unit of output reaches a minimum,
determined roughly by the state of existing technology
and size of the potential market. However, minimum

efficient scale cannot be fully realized unless a steady
(10) "throughput" (the flow of materials through a plant) is

attained. The throughput needed to maintain the
optimal scale of production requires careful
coordination not only of the flow of goods through the
production process, but also of the flow of input from

(15) suppliers and the flow of output to wholesalers and

final consumers. If throughput falls below a critical
point, unit costs rise sharply and profits disappear. A

manufacturer's fixed costs and "sunk costs" (original
capital investment in the physical plant) do not

(20) decrease when production declines due to inadequate

supplies of raw materials, problems on the factory
floor, or inefficient sales networks. Consequently,
potential economies of scale are based on the
physical and engineering characteristics of the

(25) production facilities—that is, on tangible capital—but
realized economies of scale are operational and

organizational, and depend on knowledge, skills,
experience, and teamwork—that is, on organized

human capabilities, or intangible capital.
(30) The importance of investing in intangible capital

becomes obvious when one looks at what happens in

new capital-intensive manufacturing industries. Such
industries are quickly dominated, not by the first firms
to acquire technologically sophisticated plants of

(35) theoretically optimal size, but rather by the first to
exploit the full potential of such plants. Once some
firms achieve this, a market becomes extremely hard
to enter. Challengers must construct comparable
plants and do so after the first movers have already

(40) worked out problems with suppliers or with new
production processes. Challengers must create
distribution networks and marketing systems in
markets where first movers have all the contacts and

know-how. And challengers must recruit management
(45) teams to compete with those that have already

mastered these functional and strategic activities.
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Questions 37-41 refer to the passage above.

37. The passage suggests that in order for a
manufacturer in a capital-intensive industry to have a
decisive advantage over competitors making similar
products, the manufacturer must

(A) be the first in the industry to build production
facilities of theoretically optimal size

(B) make every effort to keep fixed and sunk costs
as low as possible

(C) be one of the first to operate its manufacturing
plants at minimum efficient scale

(D) produce goods of higher quality than those
produced by direct competitors

(E) stockpile raw materials at production sites in
order to ensure a steady flow of such materials

38. The passage suggests that which of the following is
true of a manufacturer's fixed and sunk costs?

(A) The extent to which they are determined by
market conditions for the goods being
manufactured is frequently underestimated.

(B) Ifthey are kept as low as possible, the
manufacturer is very likely to realize significant
profits.

(C) They are the primary factor that determines
whether a manufacturer will realize economies

of scale.

(D) They should be on a par with the fixed and sunk
costs of the manufacturer's competitors.

(E) They are not affected by fluctuations in a
manufacturing plant's throughput.

39. In the context of the passage as a whole, the second
paragraph serves primarily to

(A) provide an example to support the argument
presented in the first paragraph

(B) evaluate various strategies discussed in the first
paragraph

(C) introduce evidence that undermines the

argument presented in the first paragraph

(D) anticipate possible objections to the argument
presented in the first paragraph

(E) demonstrate the potential dangers of a
commonly used strategy
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40. The passage LEAST supports the inference that a
manufacturer's throughput could be adversely
affected by

(A) a mistake in judgment regarding the selection of
a wholesaler

(B) a breakdown in the factory's machinery

(C) a labor dispute on the factory floor

(D) an increase in the cost per unit of output

(E) a drop in the efficiency of the sales network

41. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) point out the importance of intangible capital
for realizing economies of scale in
manufacturing

(B) show that manufacturers frequently gain a
competitive advantage from investment in large
manufacturing facilities

(C) argue that large manufacturing facilities often
fail because of inadequate investment in both

tangible and intangible capital

(D) suggest that most new industries are likelyto
be dominated by firms that build large

manufacturing plants early

(E) explain why large manufacturing plants usually
do not help manufacturers achieve economies

of scale

7.4 Reading Comprehension PracticeQuestions
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Line In the seventeenth-century Florentine textile
industry, women were employed primarily in low-
paying, low-skill jobs. To explain this segregation
of labor by gender, economists have relied on

(5) the useful theory of human capital. According
to this theory, investment in human capital—the
acquisition of difficult job-related skills—generally
benefits individuals by making them eligible to
engage in well-paid occupations. Women's role as

(10) child bearers, however, results in interruptions in
their participation in the job market (as compared
with men's) and thus reduces their opportunities
to acquire training for highly skilled work. In
addition, the human capital theory explains why

(15) there was a high concentration of women workers
incertain low-skill jobs, such as weaving, but not
in others, such as combing or carding, by positing
that because of their primary responsibility in child
rearing women took occupations that could be

(20) carried out in the home.

There were, however, differences in pay scales
that cannot be explained by the human capital

theory. For example, male construction workers
were paid significantly higher wages than female

(25) taffeta weavers. The wage difference between
these two low-skill occupations stems from the
segregation of labor by gender: because a limited

number of occupations were open to women, there
was a large supply of workers in their fields, and

(30) this "overcrowding" resulted in women receiving
lower wages and men receiving higher wages.
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Questions 42-44 refer to the passage above.

42. The passage suggests that combing and carding differ
from weaving in that combing and carding were

43.

(A)

(0

(D)

(E)

low-skill jobs performed primarily by women
employees

low-skill jobs that were not performed in the
home

low-skill jobs performed by both male and
female employees

high-skill jobs performed outside the home

high-skill jobs performed by both male and
female employees

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the
explanation provided by the human capital theory for
women's concentration in certain occupations in

seventeenth-century Florence?

(A) Women were unlikely to work outside the home

even in occupations whose hours were flexible
enough to allow women to accommodate
domestic tasks as well as paid labor.

(B) Parents were less likely to teach occupational

skills to their daughters than they were to their
sons.

(C) Women's participation in the Florentine paid

labor force grew steadily throughout the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

(D) The vast majority of female weavers in the
Florentine wool industry had children.

(E) Few women worked as weavers in the Florentine

silk industry, which was devoted to making

cloths that required a high degree of skill to
produce.
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44. The author of the passage would be most likely to
describe the explanation provided by the human
capital theory for the high concentration of women in
certain occupations in the seventeenth-century
Florentine textile industry as

(A) well founded though incomplete

(B) difficult to articulate

(C) plausible but poorly substantiated

(D) seriously flawed.

(E) contrary to recent research

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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(This passage was adapted from an article written
in 1992.)

Line Some observers have attributed the dramatic

growth in temporary employment that occurred in
the United States during the 1980s to increased
participation in the workforce by certain groups,

(5) such as first-time or reentering workers, who
supposedly prefer such arrangements. However,
statistical analyses reveal that demographic
changes in the workforce did not correlate with
variations in the total number of temporary

(10) workers. Instead, these analyses suggest that
factors affecting employers account for the rise
in temporary employment. One factor is product
demand: temporary employment is favored by
employers who are adapting to fluctuating demand

(15) for products while at the same time seeking
to reduce overall labor costs. Another factor

is labor's reduced bargaining strength, which
allows employers more control over the terms of
employment. Given the analyses, which reveal that

(20) growth in temporary employment now far exceeds
the level explainable by recent workforce entry
rates of groups said to prefer temporary jobs, firms
should be discouraged from creating excessive

numbers of temporary positions. Government
(25) policymakers should consider mandating benefit

coverage for temporary employees, promoting pay
equity between temporary and permanent workers,
assisting labor unions in organizing temporary

workers, and encouraging firms to assign temporary
(30) jobs primarilyto employees who explicitly indicate

that preference.
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Questions 45-51 refer to the passage above.

45. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) present the results of statistical analyses and
propose further studies

(B) explain a recent development and predict its
eventual consequences

(0 identify the reasons for a trend and recommend
measures to address it

(D) outline several theories about a phenomenon
and advocate one of them

(E) describe the potential consequences of
implementing a new policy and argue in favor of
that policy

46. According to the passage, which of the following is
true of the "factors affecting employers" that are
mentioned in lines 10-19?

(A) Most experts cite them as having initiated the
growth in temporary employment that occurred
during the 1980s.

(B) They may account for the increase in the total
number of temporary workers during the 1980s.

(C) They were less important than demographic
change in accounting for the increase of

temporary employment during the 1980s.

(D) They included a sharp increase in the cost of
labor during the 1980s.

(E) They are more difficultto account for than are
other factors involved in the growth of
temporary employment during the 1980s.
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47. The passage suggests which of the following about
the use of temporary employment by firms during
the 1980s?

(A) It enabled firms to deal with fluctuating product
demand far more efficiently than they did before
the 1980s.

(B) It increased as a result of increased participation
inthe workforce by certain demographic groups.

(C) Itwas discouraged by government-mandated
policies.

(D) Itwas a response to preferences indicated by
certain employees for more flexible working
arrangements.

(E) It increased partly as a result of workers' reduced
ability to control the terms of their employment.

48. The passage suggests which of the following aboutthe
workers who took temporary jobs during the 1980s?

(A) Their jobs frequently led to permanent positions
within firms.

(B) They constituted a less demographically diverse
group than has been suggested.

(C) They were occasionallyinvolved in actions
organized by labor unions.

(D) Their pay declined during the decade in
comparison with the pay of permanent
employees.

(E) They did not necessarily prefer temporary
employment to permanent employment.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

49. The first sentence in the passage suggests that the
"observers" mentioned in line 1 would be most likely to
predict which of the following?

(A) That the number of new temporary positions
would decline as fewer workers who preferred
temporary employment entered the workforce

(B) That the total number of temporary positions
would increase as fewer workers were able to

find permanent positions

(0 That employers would have less control over the
terms of workers' employment as workers
increased their bargaining strength

(D) That more workers would be hired for temporary
positions as product demand increased

(E) That the number of workers taking temporary
positions would increase as more workers in any
given demographic group entered the workforce

50. In the context of the passage, the word"excessive"
(line 23) most closely corresponds to which of the
following phrases?

(A) Far more than can be justified by worker
preferences

(B) Far more than can be explained by fluctuations
in product demand

(C) Far more than can be beneficial to the success

of the firms themselves

(D) Far morethan can be accounted for by an
expanding national economy

(E) Far more than can be attributed to increases in

the total number of people in the workforce

51. The passage mentions eachof the following as an
appropriate kind of governmental action EXCEPT

(A) getting firms to offertemporary employment
primarily to a certain groupof people

(B) encouraging equitable pay for temporary and
permanent employees

(0 facilitating the organization of temporary
workers by labor unions

(D) establishing guidelines on the proportion of
temporary workers that firms should employ

(E) ensuring that temporary workers obtain benefits
from their employers
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Line

(5)

(10)

(15)

(20)

(25)

(30)

388

Among the myths taken as fact bythe
environmental managers of most corporations is
the belief that environmental regulations affect all
competitors in a given industry uniformly. In reality,
regulatory costs—and therefore compliance—fall
unevenly, economically disadvantaging some
companies and benefitingothers. For example,
a plant situated near a number of larger
noncompliant competitors is less likely to attract
the attention of local regulators than is an isolated
plant, and less attention means lower costs.

Additionally, large plants can spread compliance
costs such as waste treatment across a larger
revenue base; on the other hand, some smaller
plants may not even be subject to certain
provisions such as permit or reporting

requirements by virtue of their size. Finally, older
production technologies often continue to generate
toxic wastes that were not regulated when the
technology was first adopted. New regulations
have imposed extensive compliance costs on

companies still using older industrial coal-fired
burners that generate high sulfur dioxide and

nitrogen oxide outputs, for example, whereas new
facilities generally avoid processes that would
create such waste products. By realizing that they
have discretion and that not all industries are

affected equally by environmental regulation,
environmental managers can help their companies
to achieve a competitive edge by anticipating

regulatory pressure and exploring all possibilities
for addressing how changing regulations will affect
their companies specifically.

Questions 52-55 refer to the passage above.

52. Itcan be inferred from the passage that a large plant
might have to spend more than a similar but smaller
plant on environmental compliance because the larger
plant is

(A) more likely to attract attention from local
regulators

(B) less likely to be exempt from permit and
reporting requirements

(C) less likely to have regulatory costs passed on to
it by companies that supply its raw materials

(D) more likely to employ older production
technologies

(E) more likely to generate wastes that are more
environmentally damaging than those generated
by smaller plants

53. According to the passage, which of the following
statements about sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
outputs is true?

(A) Older production technologies cannot be
adapted so as to reduce production of these
outputs as waste products.

(B) Under the most recent environmental

regulations, industrial plants are no longer
permitted to produce these outputs.

(C) Although these outputs are environmentally
hazardous, some plants still generate them as

waste products despite the high compliance
costs they impose.

(D) Many older plants have developed innovative
technological processes that reduce the
amounts of these outputs generated as waste

products.

(E) Since the production processes that generate
these outputs are less costly than alternative

processes, these less expensive processes are
sometimes adopted despite their acknowledged
environmental hazards.
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54. Which of the following best describes the relationship
of the statement about large plants (lines 12-17) to
the passage as a whole?

(A) It presents a hypothesis that is disproved later
in the passage.

(B) It highlights an opposition between two ideas

mentioned in the passage.

(C) It provides examples to support a claim made
earlier in the passage.

(D) It exemplifies a misconception mentioned earlier
in the passage.

(E) It draws an analogy between two situations
described in the passage.

55. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) address a widespread environmental
management problem and suggest possible
solutions

(B) illustrate varying levels of compliance with
environmental regulation among different
corporations

(0 describe the various alternatives to traditional

methods of environmental management

(D) advocate increased corporate compliance with
environmental regulation

(E) correct a common misconception about the
impact of environmental regulations

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line In Winters v. United States (1908), the Supreme
Court held that the right to use waters flowing through
or adjacent to the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation
was reserved to American Indians by the treaty

(5) establishing the reservation. Although this treaty did
not mention water rights, the Court ruled that the
federal government, when it created the reservation,
intended to deal fairly with American Indians by
reserving for them the waters without which their

(10) lands would have been useless. Later decisions, citing
Winters, established that courts can find federal rights
to reserve water for particular purposes if (1) the land
in question lies within an enclave under exclusive

federal jurisdiction, (2) the land has been formally
(15) withdrawn from federal public lands—i.e., withdrawn

from the stock of federal lands available for private
use under federal land use laws—and set aside or

reserved, and (3) the circumstances reveal the

government intended to reserve water as well as land
(20) when establishing the reservation.

Some American Indian tribes have also established

water rights through the courts based on their
traditional diversion and use of certain waters prior to

the United States' acquisition of sovereignty. For
(25) example, the Rio Grande pueblos already existed when

the United States acquired sovereignty over New
Mexico in 1848. Although they at that time became
part of the United States, the pueblo lands never
formally constituted a part of federal public lands; in

(30) any event, no treaty, statute, or executive order has

ever designated or withdrawn the pueblos from public
lands as American Indian reservations. This fact,

however, has not barred application of the Winters
doctrine. What constitutes an American Indian

(35) reservation is a question of practice, not of legal
definition, and the pueblos have always been treated
as reservations by the United States. This pragmatic
approach is buttressed by Arizona v. California (1963),
wherein the Supreme Court indicated that the manner

(40) in which any type of federal reservation is created
does not affect the application to it of the Winters
doctrine. Therefore, the reserved water rights of
Pueblo Indians have priority over other citizens' water
rights as of 1848, the year in which pueblos must be

(45) considered to have become reservations.
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Questions 56-62 refer to the passage above.

56. According to the passage, which of the following was
true of the treaty establishing the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation?

(A) It was challenged in the Supreme Court a
number of times.

(B) It was rescinded by the federal government, an
action that gave rise to the Winters case.

(C) It cited American Indians' traditional use of the

land's resources.

(D) It failed to mention water rights to be enjoyed by
the reservation's inhabitants.

(E) It was modified by the Supreme Court in
Arizona v. California.

57. The passage suggests that, if the criteria discussed in
lines 10-20 were the only criteria for establishing a
reservation's water rights, which of the following would
be true?

(A) The water rights of the inhabitants of the Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation would not take

precedence over those of other citizens.

(B) Reservations established before 1848 would be

judged to have no water rights.

(C) There would be no legal basis for the water
rights of the Rio Grande pueblos.

(D) Reservations other than American Indian

reservations could not be created with reserved

water rights.

(E) Treaties establishing reservations would have to
mention water rights explicitly in order to
reserve water for a particular purpose.
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58. Which of the following most accurately summarizes
the relationship between Arizona v. California in lines
38-42, and the criteria citing the Winters doctrine in
lines 10-20?

(A) Arizona v. California abolishes these criteria and

establishes a competing set of criteria for
applying the Winters doctrine.

(B) Arizona v. California establishes that the Winters

doctrine applies to a broader range of situations
than those defined by these criteria.

(C) Arizona v. California represents the sole example

of an exception to the criteria as they were set
forth in the Winters doctrine.

(D) Arizona v. California does not refer to the Winters

doctrine to justify water rights, whereas these
criteria do rely on the Winters doctrine.

(E) Arizona v. California applies the criteria derived
from the Winters doctrine only to federal lands
other than American Indian reservations.

59. The "pragmatic approach" mentioned in lines 37-38
of the passage is best defined as one that

(A) grants recognition to reservations that were
never formally established but that have
traditionally been treated as such

(B) determines the water rights of all citizens in a
particular region by examining the actual history
of water usage in that region

(C) gives federal courts the right to reserve water
along with land even when it is clear that the

government originally intended to reserve only
the land

(D) bases the decision to recognize the legal rights
of a group on the practical effect such a
recognition is likely to have on other citizens

(E) dictates that courts ignore precedents set by
such cases as Winters v. United States in

deciding what water rights belong to reserved
land

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

60. The author cites the fact that the Rio Grande pueblos
were never formally withdrawn from public lands
primarily in order to do which of the following?

(A) Suggest why it might have been argued that the
Winters doctrine ought not to apply to pueblo
lands

(B) Imply that the United States never really
acquired sovereignty over pueblo lands

(C) Argue that the pueblo lands ought still to be
considered part of federal public lands

(D) Support the argument that the water rights of
citizens other than American Indians are limited

by the Winters doctrine

(E) Suggest that federal courts cannot claim
jurisdiction over cases disputing the traditional
diversion and use of water by Pueblo Indians

61. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) trace the development of laws establishing
American Indian reservations

(B) explain the legal basis for the water rights of
American Indian tribes

(C) question the legal criteria often used to
determine the water rights of American Indian
tribes

(D) discuss evidence establishing the earliest date
at which the federal government recognized the
water rights of American Indians

(E) point out a legal distinction between different
types of American Indian reservations

62. The passage suggests that the legal rights of citizens
other than American Indians to the use of water

flowing into the Rio Grande pueblos are

(A) guaranteed by the precedent set in Arizona v.
California

(B) abolished by the Winters doctrine

(0 deferred to the Pueblo Indians whenever treaties

explicitly require this

(D) guaranteed by federal land-use laws

(E) limited by the prior claims of the Pueblo Indians
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Line Milankovitch proposed in the early twentieth
century that the ice ages were caused by variations
in the Earth's orbit around the Sun. For some

time this theory was considered untestable,
(5) largelybecause there was no sufficiently precise

chronology of the ice ages with which the orbital
variations could be matched.

To establish such a chronology it is necessary
to determine the relative amounts of land ice that

(10) existed at various times in the Earth's past. A recent
discovery makes such a determination possible:

relative land-ice volume for a given period can be
deduced from the ratio of two oxygen isotopes,
16 and 18, found in ocean sediments. Almost

(15) all the oxygen in water is oxygen 16, but a few
molecules out of every thousand incorporate the
heavier isotope 18. When an ice age begins, the
continental ice sheets grow, steadily reducing the
amount of water evaporated from the ocean that

(20) will eventually return to it. Because heavier isotopes
tend to be left behind when water evaporates

from the ocean surfaces, the remaining ocean

water becomes progressively enriched in oxygen

18. The degree of enrichment can be determined
(25) by analyzing ocean sediments of the period,

because these sediments are composed of calcium

carbonate shells of marine organisms, shells that
were constructed with oxygen atoms drawn from
the surrounding ocean. The higher the ratio of

(30) oxygen 18 to oxygen 16 in a sedimentary specimen,
the more land ice there was when the sediment

was laid down.

As an indicator of shifts in the Earth's climate,

the isotope record has two advantages. First, it is

(35) a global record: there is remarkably little variation
in isotope ratios in sedimentary specimens taken
from different continental locations. Second, it is
a more continuous record than that taken from

rocks on land. Because of these advantages,
(40) sedimentary evidence can be dated with sufficient

accuracy by radiometric methods to establish a
precise chronology of the ice ages. The dated
isotope record shows that the fluctuations in
global ice volume over the past several hundred
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(45) thousand years have a pattern: an ice age occurs
roughly once every 100,000 years. These data have
established a strong connection between variations
in the Earth's orbit and the periodicity of the ice
ages.

(50) However, it is important to note that other
factors, such as volcanic particulates or variations
in the amount of sunlight received by the Earth,
could potentially have affected the climate. The
advantage of the Milankovitch theory is that it

(55) is testable; changes in the Earth's orbit can be

calculated and dated by applying Newton's laws
of gravity to progressively earlier configurations
of the bodies in the solar system. Yet the lack of
information about other possible factors affecting

(60) global climate does not make them unimportant.

Questions 63-68 refer to the passage above.

63. In the passage, the author is primarily interested in

(A) suggesting an alternative to an outdated
research method

(B) introducing a new research method that calls an
accepted theory into question

(C) emphasizing the instability of data gathered
from the application of a new scientific method

(D) presenting a theory and describing a new
method to test that theory

(E) initiating a debate about a widely accepted
theory

64. The author of the passage would be most likely to
agree with which of the following statements about the
Milankovitch theory?

(A) It is the only possible explanation for the ice
ages.

(B) It is too limited to provide a plausible explanation
for the ice ages, despite recent research
findings.

(C) It cannot be tested and confirmed until further
research on volcanic activity is done.

(D) It is one plausible explanation, though not the
only one, for the ice ages.

(E) It is not a plausible explanation for the ice ages,
although it has opened up promising possibilities
for future research.
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65. It can be inferred from the passage that the isotope
record taken from ocean sediments would be less

useful to researchers if which of the following were true?

(A) It indicated that lighter isotopes of oxygen

predominated at certain times.

(B) It had far more gaps in its sequence than the
record taken from rocks on land.

(C) It indicated that climate shifts did not occur

every 100,000 years.

(D) It indicated that the ratios of oxygen 16 and
oxygen 18 in ocean water were not consistent
with those found in fresh water.

(E) It stretched back for only a million years.

66. According to the passage, which of the following is
true of the ratios of oxygen isotopes in ocean
sediments?

(A) They indicate that sediments found during an ice
age contain more calcium carbonate than

sediments formed at other times.

(B) They are less reliablethan the evidence from
rocks on land in determining the volume of
land ice.

(0 They can be used to deduce the relative volume
of land ice that was present when the sediment
was laid down.

(D) They are more unpredictable during an ice age
than in other climatic conditions.

(E) They can be used to determine atmospheric
conditions at various times in the past.

67.

68.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

It can be inferred from the passage that precipitation
formed from evaporated ocean water has

(A) the same isotopic ratio as ocean water

(B) less oxygen 18 than does ocean water

(C) less oxygen 18 than has the ice contained in
continental ice sheets

(D) a different isotopic composition than has
precipitation formed from water on land

(E) more oxygen 16 than has precipitation formed
from fresh water

It can be inferred from the passage that calcium
carbonate shells

(A) are not as susceptible to deterioration as rocks

(B) are less common in sediments formed during an
ice age

(C) are found only in areas that were once covered
by land ice

(D) contain radioactive material that can be used to

determine a sediment's isotopic composition

(E) reflect the isotopic composition of the water at
the time the shells were formed
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Line Two works published in 1984 demonstrate
contrasting approaches to writing the history of
United States women. Buel and Buel's biography of

Mary Fish (1736-1818) makes little effort to place
(5) her story in the context of recent historiography on

women. Lebsock, meanwhile, attempts not only to
write the history of women in one southern

community, but also to redirect two decades of
historiographical debate as to whether women

(10) gained or lost status in the nineteenth century as
compared with the eighteenth century. Although

both books offer the reader the opportunity to
assess this controversy regarding women's status,
only Lebsock's deals with it directly. She examines

(15) several different aspects of women's status, helping
to refine and resolve the issues. She concludes that

while women gained autonomy in some areas,
especially in the private sphere, they lost it in many
aspects of the economic sphere. More importantly,

(20) she shows that the debate itself depends on frame
of reference: in many respects, women lost power
in relation to men, for example, as certain jobs
(delivering babies, supervising schools) were taken
over by men. Yet women also gained power in

(25) comparison with their previous status, owning a
higher proportion of real estate, for example. In
contrast, Buel and Buel's biography provides ample
raw material for questioning the myth, fostered by
some historians, of a colonial golden age in the

(30) eighteenth century but does not give the reader
much guidance in analyzing the controversy over
women's status.
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Questions 69-74 refer to the passage above.

69. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) examine two sides of a historiographical debate

(B) call into question an author's approach to a

historiographical debate

(C) examine one author's approach to a
historiographical debate

(D) discuss two authors' works in relationship to a
historiographical debate

(E) explain the prevalent perspective on a
historiographical debate

70. The author of the passage mentions the supervision of
schools primarily in order to

(A) remind readers of the role education played in
the cultural changes of the nineteenth century in
the United States

(B) suggest an area in which nineteenth-century
American women were relatively free to exercise
power

(C) provide an example of an occupation for which
accurate data about women's participation are

difficult to obtain

(D) speculate about which occupations were
considered suitable for United States women of

the nineteenth century

(E) illustrate how the answers to questions about
women's status depend on particular contexts
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71. With which of the following characterizations of
Lebsock's contribution to the controversy concerning
women's status in the nineteenth-century United
States would the author of the passage be most likely
to agree?

(A) Lebsock has studied women from a formerly

neglected region and time period.

(B) Lebsock has demonstrated the importance of
frame of reference in answering questions about
women's status.

(C) Lebsock has addressed the controversy by

using women's current status as a frame of
reference.

(D) Lebsock has analyzed statistics about
occupations and property that were previously

ignored.

(E) Lebsock has applied recent historiographical
methods to the biography of a nineteenth-
century woman.

72. According to the passage, Lebsock's work differs from
Buel and Buel's work in that Lebsock's work

(A) uses a large number of primary sources

(B) ignores issues of women's legal status

(C) refuses to take a position on women's status in
the eighteenth century

(D) addresses larger historiographical issues

(E) fails to provide sufficient material to support its
claims

73.

74.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

The passage suggests that Lebsock believes that
compared to nineteenth-century American women,
eighteenth-century American women were

(A) in many respects less powerful in relation to
men

(B) more likely to own real estate

(C) generally more economically independent

(D) more independent in conducting their private

lives

(E) less likelyto work as school superintendents

The passage suggests that Buel and Buel's biography
of Mary Fish provides evidence for which of the
following views of women's history?

(A) Women have lost power in relation to men since
the colonial era.

(B) Women of the colonial era were not as likelyto
be concerned with their status as were women

in the nineteenth century.

(C) The colonial era was not as favorable for women

as some historians have believed.

(D) Women had more economic autonomy in the
colonial era than in the nineteenth century.

(E) Women's occupations were generally more
respected in the colonial era than in the

nineteenth century.
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Line It was once believed that the brain was

independent of metabolic processes occurring

elsewhere in the body. In recent studies, however,
we have discovered that the production and release

(5) in brain neurons of the neurotransmitter serotonin

(neurotransmitters are compounds that neurons use

to transmit signals to other cells) depend directly on
the food that the body processes.

Our first studies sought to determine whether

(10) the increase in serotonin observed in rats given
a large injection of the amino acid tryptophan
might also occur after rats ate meals that change
tryptophan levels in the blood. We found that,
immediately after the rats began to eat, parallel

(15) elevations occurred in blood tryptophan, brain
tryptophan, and brain serotonin levels. These
findings suggested that the production and release
of serotonin in brain neurons were normally coupled
with biood-tryptophan increases. In later studies we

(20) found that injecting insulin into a rat's bloodstream
also caused parallel elevations in blood and brain
tryptophan levels and in serotonin levels. We then
decided to see whether the secretion of the animal's

own insulin similarly affected serotonin production.
(25) We gave the rats a carbohydrate-containing meal

that we knew would elicit insulin secretion. As we

had hypothesized, the blood tryptophan level and
the concentrations of tryptophan and of serotonin
in the brain increased after the meal.

(30) Surprisingly, however, when we added a large
amount of protein to the meal, brain tryptophan
and serotonin levels fell. Since protein contains

tryptophan, whyshould it depress brain tryptophan
levels? The answer lies in the mechanism that

(35) provides blood tryptophan to the brain cells. This
same mechanism also provides the brain cells with
other amino acids found in protein, such as tyrosine
and leucine. The consumption of protein increases

blood concentration of the other amino acids much

(40) more, proportionately, than it does that of tryptophan.
The more protein is in a meal, the lower is the ratio
of the resulting blood-tryptophan concentration to
the concentration of competing amino acids, and
the more slowly is tryptophan provided to the brain.

(45) Thus the more protein in a meal, the less serotonin
subsequently produced and released.
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Questions 75-83 refer to the passage above.

75. Which of the following titles best summarizes the
contents of the passage?

(A) Neurotransmitters: Their Crucial Function in

Cellular Communication

(B) Diet and Survival: An Old Relationship

Reexamined

(C) The Blood Supply and the Brain: A Reciprocal
Dependence

(D) Amino Acids and Neurotransmitters: The

Connection between Serotonin Levels and

Tyrosine

(E) The Effects of Food Intake on the Production

and Release of Serotonin: Some Recent Findings

76. According to the passage, the speed with which
tryptophan is provided to the brain cells of a rat varies
with the

(A) amount of protein present in a meal

(B) concentration of serotonin in the brain before

a meal

(C) concentration of leucine in the blood rather than
with the concentration of tyrosine in the blood

after a meal

(D) concentration of tryptophan in the brain before
a meal

(E) number of serotonin-containing neurons

77. According to the passage, when the authors began
their first studies, they were aware that

(A) they would eventually need to design
experiments that involved feeding rats high
concentrations of protein

(B) tryptophan levels in the blood were difficult to
monitor with accuracy

(C) serotonin levels increased after rats were fed
meals rich in tryptophan

(D) there were many neurotransmitters whose
production was dependent on metabolic
processes elsewhere in the body

(E) serotonin levels increased after rats were
injected with a large amount oftryptophan
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78. According to the passage, one reason that the authors
gave rats carbohydrates was to

(A) depress the rats' tryptophan levels

(B) prevent the rats from contracting diseases

(C) cause the rats to produce insulin >

(D) demonstrate that insulin is the most important

substance secreted by the body

(E) compare the effect of carbohydrates with the
effect of proteins

79.

80.

Accordingto the passage, the more protein a rat
consumes, the lower will be the

(A) ratio of the rat's blood-tryptophan concentration
to the amount of serotonin produced and

released in the rat's brain

(B) ratio of the rat's blood-tryptophan concentration
to the concentration in its blood of the other

amino acids contained in the protein

(C) ratio of the rat's blood-tyrosine concentration to
its blood-leucine concentration

(D) number of neurotransmitters of any kindthat the
rat will produce and release

(E) number of amino acids the rat's blood will

contain

The authors' discussion of the "mechanism that

provides blood tryptophan to the brain cells" (lines
34-35) is meant to

(A) stimulate further research studies

(B) summarize an area of scientific investigation

(0 help explain why a particular research finding
was obtained

(D) provide supporting evidence for a controversial
scientific theory

(E) refutethe conclusions of a previously mentioned
research study

81.

82.

83.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

According to the passage, an injection of insulin was
most similar in its effect on rats to an injection of

(A) tyrosine

(B) leucine

(C) blood

(D) tryptophan

(E) protein

It can be inferred from the passage that which of the
following would be LEAST likelyto be a potential
source of aid to a patient who was not adequately
producing and releasing serotonin?

(A) Meals consisting almost exclusively of protein

(B) Meals consisting almost exclusively of
carbohydrates

(0 Meals that would elicit insulin secretion

(D) ,Meals that had very low concentrations of
tyrosine

(E) Meals that had very low concentrations of
leucine

It can be inferred from the passage that the authors
initially held which of the following hypotheses about
what would happen when they fed large amounts of
protein to rats?

(A) The rats' brain serotonin levels would not

decrease.

(B) The rats' brain tryptophan levels would
decrease.

(C) The rats' tyrosine levels would increase less
quickly than would their leucine levels.

(D) The rats would produce more insulin.

(E) The rats would produce neurotransmitters other
than serotonin.
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Line Acting on the recommendation of a British
government committee investigating the high
incidence in white lead factories of illness among

employees, most of whom were women, the Home
(5) Secretary proposed in 1895 that Parliament enact

legislation that would prohibit women from holding
most jobs inwhite lead factories. Although the
Women's Industrial Defence Committee (WIDC),

formed in 1892 in response to earlier legislative
(10) attempts to restrict women's labor, did not discount

the white lead trade's potential health dangers, it
opposed the proposal, viewing it as yet another
instance of limiting women's work opportunities.
Also opposing the proposal was the Society for

(15) Promoting the Employment of Women (SPEW),
which attempted to challenge it by investigating the
causes of illness in white lead factories. SPEW

contended, and WIDC concurred, that controllable
conditions in such factories were responsible for the

(20) development of lead poisoning. SPEW provided
convincing evidence that lead poisoning could be
avoided if workers were careful and clean and if

alreadyextant workplace safety regulations were
stringently enforced. However, the Women's Trade

(25) Union League (WTUL), which had ceased in the late
1880s to oppose restrictions on women's labor,
supported the eventually enacted proposal, in part
because safety regulations were generally not being
enforced in white lead factories, where there were

(30) no unions (and little prospect of any) to pressure
employers to comply with safety regulations.
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Questions 84-86 refer to the passage above.

84. The passage suggests that WIDC differed from WTUL
in which of the following ways?

(A) WIDC believed that the existing safety
regulations were adequate to protect women's
health, whereas WTUL believed that such

regulations needed to be strengthened.

(B) WIDC believed that unions could not succeed in
pressuring employers to comply with such
regulations, whereas WTUL believed that unions
could succeed in doing so.

(C) WIDC believed that lead poisoning in white lead
factories could be avoided by controlling

conditions there, whereas WTUL believed that
lead poisoning in such factories could not be
avoided no matter how stringently safety
regulations were enforced.

(D) At the time that the legislation concerning white
lead factories was proposed, WIDC was
primarily concerned with addressing health
conditions in white lead factories, whereas

WTUL was concerned with improving working
conditions in all types of factories.

(E) At the time that WIDC was opposing legislative
attempts to restrict women's labor, WTUL had
already ceased to do so.
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85. Which of the following, if true, would most clearly
support the contention attributed to SPEW in
lines 17-20?

(A) Those white lead factories that most strongly
enforced regulations concerning worker safety
and hygiene had the lowest incidences of lead
poisoning among employees.

(B) The incidence of lead poisoning was much
higher among women who worked in white lead
factories than among women who worked in

other types of factories.

(C) There were many household sources of lead
that could have contributed to the incidence of

lead poisoning among women who also worked
outside the home in the late nineteenth century.

(D) White lead factories were more stringentthan
were certain other types of factories in their
enforcement of workplace safety regulations.

(E) Even brief exposure to the conditions typically
found in white lead factories could cause lead

poisoning among factory workers.

86. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) presenting various groups' views of the motives
of those proposing certain legislation

(B) contrasting the reasoning of various groups
concerning their positions on certain proposed
legislation

(C) tracing the process whereby certain proposed
legislation was eventually enacted

(D) assessing the success of tactics adopted by
various groups with respect to certain proposed
legislation

(E) evaluating the arguments of various groups
concerning certain proposed legislation

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line In 1955 Maurice Duverger published The
Political Role of Women, the first behavioralist,
multinational comparison of women's electoral
participation ever to use election data and survey

(5) data together. His study analyzed women's patterns
of voting, political candidacy, and political activism
in four European countries during the first half of
the twentieth century. Duverger's research findings
were that women voted somewhat less frequently

(10) than men (the difference narrowing the longer
women had the vote) and were slightly more
conservative.

Duverger's work set an early standard for the
sensitive analysis of women's electoral activities.

(15) Moreover, to Duverger's credit, he placed his
findings in the context of many of the historical
processes that had shaped these activities.

However, since these contexts have changed
over time, Duverger's approach has proved more

(20) durable than his actual findings. In addition,

Duverger's discussion of his findings was hampered
by his failure to consider certain specific factors
important to women's electoral participation

at the time he collected his data: the influence

(25) of political regimes, the effects of economic
factors, and the ramifications of political and

social relations between women and men. Given

this failure, Duverger's study foreshadowed the
enduring limitations of the behavioralist approach

(30) to the multinational study of women's political
participation.
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Questions 87-92 refer to the passage above.

87. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) evaluate a research study

(B) summarize the history of a research area

(C) report new research findings

(D) reinterpret old research findings

(E) reconcile conflicting research findings

88. According to the passage, Duverger's study was

unique in 1955 in that it

(A) included both election data and survey data

(B) gathered data from sources never before used
in political studies

(C) included an analysis of historical processes

(D) examined the influence on voting behavior of the
relationships between women and men

(E) analyzed not onlyvoting and political candidacy
but also other political activities

89. Which of the following characteristics of a country is
most clearly an example of a factor that Duverger, as
described in the passage, failed to consider in his
study?

(A) A large population

(B) A predominantly Protestant population

(C) A predominantly urban population

(D) A one-party government

(E) Location in the heart of Europe
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90. The author implies that Duverger's actual findings are

(A) limited because they focus on only four
countries

(B) inaccurate in their description of the four
countries in the early 1950s

(C) out-of-date in that they are inapplicable in the
four countries today

(D) flawed because they are based on unsound data

(E) biased by Duverger's political beliefs

91.

92.

The passage implies that, in comparing four European
countries, Duverger found that the voting rates of
women and men were most different in the country in
which women

(A) were most politically active

(B) ran for office most often

(C) held the most conservative political views

(D) had the most egalitarian relations with men

(E) had possessed the right to vote for the
shortest time

The author implies that some behavioralist research
involving the multinational study of women's political
participation that followed Duverger's study did which
of the following?

(A) Ignored Duverger's approach

(B) Suffered from faults similar to those in

Duverger's study

(0 Focused on political activism

(D) Focused on the influences of political regimes

(E) Focused on the political and social relations
between women and men

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line The majority of successful senior managers do
not closely follow the classical rational model of first
clarifying goals, assessing the problem, formulating
options, estimating likelihoodsof success, making a

(5) decision, and only then taking action to implement
the decision. Rather, in their day-by-day tactical

maneuvers, these senior executives rely on what is
vaguely termed "intuition" to manage a network of
interrelated problems that require them to deal with

(10) ambiguity, inconsistency, novelty, and surprise; and
to integrate action into the process of thinking.

Generations of writers on management have
recognized that some practicing managers rely
heavily on intuition. In general, however, such

(15) writers display a poor grasp of what intuition is.
Some see it as the opposite of rationality; others
view it as an excuse for capriciousness.

Isenberg's recent research on the cognitive
processes of senior managers reveals that

(20) managers' intuition is neither of these. Rather,
senior managers use intuition in at least five distinct
ways. First, they intuitively sense when a problem
exists. Second, managers rely on intuition to

perform well-learned behavior patterns rapidly. This
(25) intuition is not arbitrary or irrational, but is based

on years of painstaking practice and hands-on
experience that build skills. A third function of
intuition is to synthesize isolated bits of data and
practice into an integrated picture, often in

(30) an "Aha!" experience. Fourth, some managers use
intuition as a check on the results of more rational

analysis. Most senior executives are familiar with
the formal decision analysis models and tools,
and those who use such systematic methods

(35) for reaching decisions are occasionally leery of
solutions suggested by these methods which run
counter to their sense of the correct course of

action. Finally, managers can use intuition to bypass
in-depth analysis and move rapidly to engender a

(40) plausible solution. Used in this way, intuition is an
almost instantaneous cognitive process inwhich a
manager recognizes familiar patterns.

One of the implications of the intuitive style
of executive management is that "thinking" is

(45) inseparable from acting. Since managersoften"know"
what is right before they can analyze and explain it,
they frequently act first and explain later. Analysis is
inextricably tied to action in thinking/acting cycles,
in which managers develop thoughts about their
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(50) companies and organizations not by analyzing a
problematic situation and then acting, but by acting
and analyzing in close concert. Given the great

uncertainty of many of the management issues that
they face, senior managers often instigate a course

(55) of action simply to learn more about an issue.
They then use the results of the action to develop
a more complete understanding of the issue. One

implication of thinking/acting cycles is that action
is often part of defining the problem, not just of

(60) implementing the solution.

Questions 93-98 refer to the passage above.

93. According to the passage, senior managers use
intuition in all of the following ways EXCEPT to

(A) speed up the creation of a solution to a problem

(B) identify a problem

(C) bring together disparate facts

(D) stipulate clear goals

(E) evaluate possible solutions to a problem

94. The passage suggests which of the following about
the "writers on management" mentioned in line 12?

(A) They have criticized managers for not following
the classical rational model of decision analysis.

(B) They have not based their analyses on a
sufficiently large sample of actual managers.

(C) They have relied in drawing their conclusions on
what managers say rather than on what
managers do.

(D) They have misunderstood how managers use
intuition in making business decisions.

(E) They have not acknowledged the role of intuition
in managerial practice.
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95. Which of the following best exemplifies "an 'Aha!'
experience" (line 30) as it is presented in the passage?

(A) A manager risks taking an action whose
outcome is unpredictable to discover whether

the action changes the problem at hand.

(B) A manager performs well-learned and familiar
behavior patterns in creative and

uncharacteristic ways to solve a problem.

(C) A manager suddenly connects seemingly
unrelated facts and experiences to create a
pattern relevant to the problem at hand.

(D) A manager rapidly identifies the methodology
used to compile data yielded by systematic
analysis.

(E) A manager swiftly decides which of several sets
of tactics to implement in order to deal with the
contingencies suggested by a problem.

96. Accordingto the passage, the classical model of
decision analysis includes all of the following EXCEPT

(A) evaluation of a problem

(B) creation of possible solutions to a problem

(0 establishment of clear goals to be reached by
the decision

(D) action undertaken in order to discover more

information about a problem

(E) comparison of the probable effects of different
solutions to a problem

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

97. It can be inferred from the passage that which of
the following would most probably be one major
difference in behavior between Manager X, who uses
intuitionto reach decisions, and Manager Y, who uses
only formal decision analysis?

(A) Manager X analyzes first and then acts;
Manager Y does not.

(B) Manager X checks possible solutions to a

problem by systematic analysis; Manager Y
does not.

(C) Manager X takes action in order to arrive at the
solution to a problem; Manager Y does not.

(D) Manager Y draws on years of hands-on
experience in creating a solution to a problem;
Manager X does not.

(E) Manager Y depends on day-to-day tactical
maneuvering; Manager X does not.

98. The passage provides support for which of the
following statements?

(A) Managers who rely on intuition are more
successful than those who rely on formal
decision analysis.

(B) Managers cannot justify their intuitive decisions.

(C) Managers' intuition works contraryto their
rational and analytical skills.

(D) Logical analysis of a problem increases the
number of possible solutions.

(E) Intuition enables managersto employ their
practical experience more efficiently.
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Line Frazier and Mosteller assert that medical

research could be improved by a move toward
larger, simpler clinical trials of medical treatments.
Currently, researchers collect far more background

(5) information on patients than is strictly required for
their trials—substantially more than hospitals
collect—thereby escalating costs of data
collection, storage, and analysis. Although limiting
information collection could increase the risk that

(10) researchers will overlook facts relevant to a study,

Frazier and Mosteller contend that such risk, never

entirely eliminable from research, would still be
small in most studies. Only in research on entirely
new treatments are new and unexpected variables

(15) likely to arise.
Frazier and Mosteller propose not only that

researchers limit data collection on individual

patients but also that researchers enroll more
patients in clinical trials, thereby obtaining a more

(20) representative sample of the total population with
the disease under study. Often researchers restrict
study participation to patients who have no
ailments besides those being studied. Atreatment
judged successful under these ideal conditions can

(25) then be evaluated under normal conditions.
Broadening the range of trial participants, Frazier
and Mosteller suggest, would enable researchers to
evaluate a treatment's efficacy for diverse patients
under various conditions and to evaluate its

(30) effectiveness for different patient subgroups. For
example, the value of a treatment for a progressive
disease mayvary according to a patient's stage of
disease. Patients' ages may also affect a
treatment's efficacy.
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Questions 99-103 refer to the passage above.

99. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) identifying two practices in medical research
that may affect the accuracy of clinical trials

(B) describing aspects of medical research that
tend to drive up costs

(C) evaluating an analysis of certain shortcomings
of current medical research practices

(D) describing proposed changes to the ways in
which clinical trials are conducted

(E) explaining how medical researchers have
traditionally conducted clinical trials and how
such trials are likely to change

100. Which of the following can be inferred from the
passage about a study of the category of patients
referred to in lines 21-23?

(A) Its findings might have limited applicability.

(B) It would be prohibitively expensive in its attempt
to create ideal conditions.

(C) It would be the best way to sample the total
population of potential patients.

(D) It would allow researchers to limit information
collection without increasing the risk that
important variables could be overlooked.

(E) Its findings would be more accurate if it
concerned treatments for a progressive disease
than if it concerned treatments for a

nonprogressive disease.
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101. It can be inferred from the passage that a study
limited to patients like those mentioned in lines 21-23
would have which of the following advantages over the
kind of study proposed by Frazier and Mosteller?

(A) Itwould yield more data and its findings would
be more accurate.

(B) Itwould cost less in the long term, though it
would be more expensive in its initial stages.

(C) It would limit the number of variables

researchers would need to consider when

evaluatingthe treatment under study.

(D) It would help researchers to identify subgroups
of patients with secondary conditions that might
also be treatable.

(E) It would enable researchers to assess the value

of an experimental treatment for the average
patient.

102. The author mentions patients' ages (line 33) primarily
in order to

(A) identify the most critical variable differentiating
subgroups of patients

(B) cast doubt on the advisability of implementing
Frazier and Mosteller's proposals about medical
research

(0 indicate why progressive diseases mayrequire
different treatments at different stages

(D) illustrate a point aboutthe value of enrolling a
wide range of patients in clinical trials

(E) substantiate an argumentabout the problems
inherent in enrolling large numbers of patients in
clinical trials

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

103. According to the passage, which of the following
describes a result of the way in which researchers
generally conduct clinical trials?

(A) They expend resources on the storage of
information likely to be irrelevant to the study
they are conducting.

(B) They sometimes compromise the accuracy of
their findings by collecting and analyzing more
information than is strictly required for their
trials.

(C) They avoid the risk of overlooking variablesthat
might affect their findings, even though doing so
raises their research costs.

(D) Because they attempt to analyze too much
information, they overlook facts that could
emerge as relevant to their studies.

(E) In orderto approximate the conditions typical of
medical treatment, they base their methods of
information collection on those used by hospitals.
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Line

(5)

(10)

(15)

(20)

(25)

(30)

(35)

(40)

(45)
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According to a recent theory, Archean-age
gold-quartz vein systems were formed more than
two billion years ago from magmatic fluids that
originated from molten granite-like bodies deep
beneath the surface of the Earth. This theory is
contrary to the widely held view that the systems
were deposited from metamorphic fluids, that is,
from fluids that formed during the dehydration of
wet sedimentary rocks.

The recently developed theory has considerable
practical importance. Most of the gold deposits
discovered during the original gold rushes were
exposed at the Earth's surface and were found

because they had shed trails of alluvial gold
that were easily traced by simple prospecting
methods. Although these same methods still lead
to an occasional discovery, most deposits not yet
discovered have gone undetected because they are
buried and have no surface expression.

The challenge in exploration is therefore to
unravel the subsurface geology of an area and
pinpoint the position of buried minerals. Methods

widely used today include analysis of aerial images
that yield a broad geological overview; geophysical
techniques that provide data on the magnetic,
electrical, and mineralogical properties of the
rocks being investigated; and sensitive chemical
tests that are able to detect the subtle chemical

halos that often envelop mineralization. However,
none of these high-technology methods are of any
value if the sites to which they are applied have
never mineralized, and to maximize the chances of

discovery the explorer must therefore pay particular
attention to selecting the ground formations most
likely to be mineralized. Such ground selection relies
to varying degrees on conceptual models, which

take into account theoretical studies of relevant

factors.

These models are constructed primarily from
empirical observations of known mineral deposits
and from theories of ore-forming processes.

The explorer uses the models to identify those
geological features that are critical to the formation
of the mineralization being modeled, and then tries
to select areas for exploration that exhibit as many

of the critical features as possible.

Questions 104-110 refer to the passage above.

104. The author is primarily concerned with

(A) advocating a return to an older methodology

(B) explaining the importance of a recent theory

(0 enumerating differences between two widely
used methods

(D) describing events leading to a discovery

(E) challengingthe assumptions on which a theory
is based

105. According to the passage, the widely held viewof
Archean-age gold-quartz vein systems is that such
systems

(A) were formed from metamorphic fluids

(B) originated in molten granite-like bodies

(C) were formed from alluvial deposits

(D) generally have surface expression

(E) are not discoverable through chemical tests

106. The passage implies that which of the following steps
would be the first performed by explorers who wish to
maximize their chances of discovering gold?

(A) Surveying several sites known to have been
formed more than two billion years ago

(B) Limiting exploration to sites known to have been
formed from metamorphic fluid

(C) Using an appropriate conceptual model to select
a site for further exploration

(D) Using geophysical methods to analyze rocks
over a broad area

(E) Limiting exploration to sites where alluvial gold

has previously been found
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107. Which of the following statements about discoveries
of gold deposits is supported by information in the
passage?

(A) The number of gold discoveries made annually
has increased between the time of the original
gold rushes and the present.

(B) New discoveries of gold deposits are likely to be
the result of exploration techniques designed to
locate buried mineralization.

(C) It is unlikelythat newly discovered gold deposits
will ever yield as much as did those deposits
discovered during the original gold rushes.

(D) Modern explorers are divided on the question of
the utilityof simple prospecting methods as a
source of new discoveries of gold deposits.

(E) Models based on the theory that gold originated
from magmatic fluids have already led to new
discoveries of gold deposits.

108. Itcan be inferred from the passage that which of the
following is easiest to detect?

(A) A gold-quartzvein system originating in
magmatic fluids

(B) A gold-quartz vein system originating in
metamorphic fluids

(0 A gold deposit that is mixed with granite

(D) A gold deposit that has shed alluvial gold

(E) A gold deposit that exhibits chemical halos

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

109. The theory mentioned in lines 1-5 relates to the
conceptual models discussed in the passage in which
of the following ways?

(A) It may furnish a valid account of ore-forming
processes, and, hence, can support conceptual

models that have great practical significance.

(B) It suggests that certain geological formations,
long believed to be mineralized, are in fact
mineralized, thus confirming current conceptual
models.

(C) It suggests that there may not be enough
similarity across Archean-age gold-quartz vein
systems to warrant the formulation of

conceptual models.

(D) It corrects existing theories about the chemical
halos of gold deposits, and thus provides a basis
for correcting current conceptual models.

(E) It suggests that simple prospecting methods still
have a higher success rate in the discovery of
gold deposits than do more modern methods.

110. According to the passage, methods of exploring for
gold that are widely used today are based on which of
the following facts?

(A) Most of the Earth's remaining gold deposits are
still molten.

(B) Most of the Earth's remaining gold deposits are
exposed at the surface.

(0 Mostof the Earth's remaining gold deposits are
buried and have no surface expression.

(D) Onlyone type of gold deposit warrants
exploration, since the other types of gold
deposits are found in regions difficultto reach.

(E) Onlyone type of gold deposit warrants
exploration, since the other types of gold
deposits are unlikely to yield concentrated
quantities of gold.
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Line

(5)

(10)

(15)

(20)

(25)

(30)
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n'le the most abundant and dominant species
within a particular ecosystem is often crucial in
perpetuating the ecosystem, a "keystone" species,
here defined as one whose effects are much larger
than would be predicted from its abundance, can
also play a vital role. Butbecause complex species
interactions may be involved, identifying a keystone
species by removing the species and observing
changes in the ecosystem is problematic. It might
seem that certain traits would clearly define a
species as a keystone species; for example,
Pisaster ochraceus is often a keystone predator
because it consumes and suppresses mussel
populations, which in the absence of this starfish

can be a dominant species. But such predation on a
dominant or potentially dominant species occurs in
systems that do as well as in systems that do not
have species that play keystone roles. Moreover,
whereas P. ochraceusoccupies an unambiguous
keystone role on wave-exposed rocky headlands, in
more wave-sheltered habitats the impact of
P. ochraceus predation is weak or nonexistent, and
at certain sites sand burial is responsible for
eliminating mussels. Keystone status appears to
depend on context, whether of particular
geography or of such factors as community
diversity (for example, a reduction in species
diversity may thrust more of the remaining species
into keystone roles) and length of species

interaction (since newly arrived species in particular
may dramatically affect ecosystems).

Questions 111-114 refer to the passage above.

111. The passage mentions which of the following as a
factor that affects the role of P. ochraceus as a

keystone species within different habitats?

(A) The degree to which the habitat is sheltered
from waves

(B) The degree to which other animals within a
habitat prey on mussels

(0 The fact that mussel populations are often not
dominant within some habitats occupied by
P. ochraceus

(D) The size of the P. ochraceus population within
the habitat

(E) The fact that there is great species diversity
within some habitats occupied by P. ochraceus

112. Which of the following hypothetical experiments most
clearly exemplifies the method of identifying species'
roles that the author considers problematic?

(A) A population of seals in an Arctic habitat is
counted in order to determine whether it is the

dominant species in that ecosystem.

(B) A species of fish that is a keystone species in
one marine ecosystem is introduced into
another marine ecosystem to see whether the
species will come to occupy a keystone role.

(C) In order to determine whether a species of
monkey is a keystone species within a particular

ecosystem, the monkeys are removed from that
ecosystem and the ecosystem is then studied.

(D) Different mountain ecosystems are compared
to determine how geography affects a particular
species' ability to dominate its ecosystem.

(E) In a grassland experiencing a changing climate,
patterns of species extinction are traced in

order to evaluate the effect of climate changes
on keystone species in that grassland.
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113. Which of the following, if true, would most clearly
support the argument about keystone status advanced
in the last sentence of the passage (lines 24-31)?

(A) A species of bat is primarily responsible for
keeping insect populations within an ecosystem
low, and the size of the insect population in turn

affects bird species within that ecosystem.

(B) A species of iguana occupies a keystone role on
certain tropical islands, but does not playthat
role on adjacent tropical islands that are
inhabited by a greater number of animal species.

(C) Close observation of a savannah ecosystem
reveals that more species occupy keystone
roles within that ecosystem than biologists had
previously believed.

(D) As a keystone species of bee becomes more
abundant, it has a larger effect on the
ecosystem it inhabits.

(E) A species of moth that occupies a keystone role
in a prairie habitat develops coloration patterns
that camouflage it from potential predators.

114. The passage suggests which of the following about
the identification of a species as a keystone species?

(A) Such an identification depends primarily on the
species' relationship to the dominant species.

(B) Such an identification canbest be madeby
removing the species from a particular
ecosystem and observing changes that occur in
the ecosystem.

.(0 Such an identification is likely to be less reliable
as an ecosystem becomes less diverse.

(D) Such an identification seems to depend on
various factors within the ecosystem.

(E) Such an identification can best be made by
observing predation behavior.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line After evidence was obtained in the 1920s that

the universe is expanding, it became reasonable
to ask: Will the universe continue to expand

indefinitely, or is there enough mass in it for the
(5) mutual attraction of its constituents to bring this

expansion to a halt? It can be calculated that
the critical density of matter needed to brake the
expansion and "close" the universe is equivalent

to three hydrogen atoms per cubic meter. But the
(10) density of the observable universe—luminous matter

in the form of galaxies—comes to only a fraction
of this. If the expansion of the universe is to stop,
there must be enough invisible matter in the
universe to exceed the luminous matter in density

(15) by a factor of roughly 70.
Our contribution to the search for this "missing

matter" has been to study the rotational velocity
of galaxies at various distances from their center
of rotation. It has been known for some time that

(20) outside the bright nucleus of a typical spiral galaxy
luminosity falls off rapidly with distance from the
center. If luminosity were a true indicator of mass,
most of the mass would be concentrated toward

the center. Outside the nucleus the rotational

(25) velocitywould decrease geometricallywith distance
from the center, in conformity with Kepler's law.
Instead we have found that the rotational velocity
in spiral galaxies either remains constant with
increasing distance from the center or increases

(30) slightly. This unexpected result indicates that the
falloff in luminous mass with distance from the

center is balanced by an increase in nonluminous

mass.

Our findings suggest that as much as 90
(35) percent of the mass of the universe is not radiating

at any wavelength with enough intensity to be
detected on the Earth. Such dark matter could be

in the form of extremely dim stars of low mass,
of large planets like Jupiter, or of black holes,

(40) either small or massive. While it has not yet been
determined whether this mass is sufficient to

close the universe, some physicists consider it
significant that estimates are converging on the
critical value.
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Questions 115-119 refer to the passage above.

115. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) defending a controversial approach

(B) criticizing an accepted view

(C) summarizing research findings

(D) contrasting competing theories

(E) describing an innovative technique

116. The authors' study indicates that, in comparison with
the outermost regions of a typical spiral galaxy, the
region just outside the nucleus can be characterized
as having

(A) higher rotational velocity and higher luminosity

(B) lower rotational velocity and higher luminosity

(C) lower rotational velocity and lower luminosity

(D) similar rotational velocity and higher luminosity

(E) similar rotational velocity and similar luminosity

117. The authors' suggestion that "as much as 90 percent
of the mass of the universe is not radiating at any
wavelength with enough intensity to be detected on
the Earth" (lines 34-37) would be most weakened if
which of the following were discovered to be true?

(A) Spiral galaxies are less common than types of
galaxies that contain little nonluminous matter.

(B) Luminous and nonluminous matter are
composed of the same basic elements.

(C) The bright nucleus of a typical spiral galaxy also
contains some nonluminous matter.

(D) The density of the observable universe is
greater than most previous estimates have
suggested.

(E) Some galaxies do not rotate or rotate too slowly
for their rotational velocity to be measured.
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118. It can be inferred from information presented inthe
passage that if the density of the universe were
equivalent to significantly less than three hydrogen
atoms per cubic meter, which of the following would
be true as a consequence?

(A) Luminosity would be a true indicator of mass.

(B) Differentregions in spiral galaxies would rotate
at the same velocity.

(0 The universe would continue to expand
indefinitely.

(D) The density of the invisible matter in the
universe would have to be more than 70 times

the density of the luminous matter.

(E) More of the invisible matter in spiral galaxies
would have to be located in their nuclei than in

their outer regions.

119. The authors propose all of the following as possibly
contributing to the "missing matter" in spiral galaxies
EXCEPT

(A) massive black holes

(B) small black holes

(0 small, dim stars

(D) massive stars

(E) large planets

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line Jon Clark's study of the effect of the
modernization of a telephone exchange on exchange
maintenance work and workers is a solid

contribution to a debate that encompasses two

(5) lively issues in the history and sociology of
technology: technological determinism and social
constructivism.

Clark makes the point that the characteristics of a

technology have a decisive influence on job skills
(10) and work organization. Put more strongly,

technology can be a primary determinant of social
and managerial organization. Clark believes this

possibility has been obscured by the recent
sociological fashion, exemplified by Braverman's

(15) analysis, that emphasizes the way machinery
reflects social choices. For Braverman, the shape of

a technological system is subordinate to the
manager's desire to wrest control of the labor
process from the workers. Technological change is

(20) construed as the outcome of negotiations among
interested parties who seek to incorporate their own
interests into the design and configuration of the

machinery. This position represents the new
mainstream called social constructivism.

(25) The constructivists gain acceptance by
misrepresenting technological determinism:
technological determinists are supposed to believe,
for example, that machinery imposes appropriate
forms of order on society. The alternative to

(30) constructivism, in other words, is to view technology
as existing outside society, capable of directly
influencing skills and work organization.

Clark refutes the extremes of the constructivists

by both theoretical and empirical arguments.
(35) Theoretically he defines "technology" in terms of

relationships between social and technical variables.

Attempts to reduce the meaning of technology to
cold, hard metal are bound to fail, for machinery is
just scrap unless it is organized functionally and

(40) supported by appropriate systems of operation and
maintenance. At the empirical level Clark shows how
a change at the telephone exchange from
maintenance-intensive electromechanical switches

to semielectronic switching systems altered work
(45) tasks, skills, training opportunities, administration,

and organization of workers. Some changes Clark
attributes to the particular way management and
labor unions negotiated the introduction of the
technology, whereas others are seen as arising from
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(50) the capabilities and nature of the technology itself.
Thus Clark helps answer the question: "When is
social choice decisive and when are the concrete

characteristics of technology more important?"

Questions 120-127 refer to the passage above.

120. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) advocate a more positive attitude toward
technological change

(B) discuss the implications for employees of the
modernization of a telephone exchange

(C) consider a successful challenge to the
constructivist view of technological change

(D) challenge the position of advocates of
technological determinism

(E) suggest that the social causes of technological
change should be studied in real situations

121. Which of the following statements about the
modernization of the telephone exchange is supported
by information in the passage?

(A) The new technology reduced the role of
managers in labor negotiations.

(B) The modernization was implemented without the

consent of the employees directly affected by it.

(C) The modernization had an impact that went
significantly beyond maintenance routines.

(D) Some of the maintenance workers felt victimized

by the new technology.

(E) The modernization gave credence to the view of
advocates of social constructivism.

122. Which of the following most accurately describes
Clark's opinion of Braverman's position?

(A) He respects its wide-ranging popularity.

(B) He disapproves of its misplaced emphasis on
the influence of managers.

(C) He admires the consideration it gives to the
attitudes of the workers affected.

(D) He is concerned about its potential to impede
the implementation of new technologies.

(E) He is sympathetic to its concern about the
impact of modern technology on workers.
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123. The information in the passage suggests that which
of the following statements from hypothetical
sociological studies of change in industry most clearly
exemplifies the social constructivists' version of
technological determinism?

(A) It is the available technology that determines
workers' skills, rather than workers' skills
influencing the application of technology.

(B) All progress in industrial technology grows out
of a continuing negotiation between

technological possibility and human need.

(C) Some organizational change is caused by
people; some is caused by computer chips.

(D) Most major technological advances in industry
have been generated through research and

development.

(E) Some industrial technology eliminates jobs, but
educated workers can create whole new skills

areas by the adaptation of the technology.

124. The information in the passage suggests that Clark
believes that which of the following would be true if
social constructivism had not gained widespread
acceptance?

(A) Businesses would be more likely to modernize
without considering the social consequences of
their actions.

(B) There would be greater understanding of the
role played by technology in producing social
change.

(C) Businesses would be less likely to understand
the attitudes of employees affected by
modernization.

(D) Modernization would have occurred at a slower

rate.

(E) Technology would have played a greater part in
determining the role of business in society.

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

125. According to the passage, constructivists employed
which of the following to promote their argument?

(A) Empirical studies of business situations involving
technological change

(B) Citation of managers supportive of their position

(C) Construction of hypothetical situations that
support their view

(D) Contrasts of their view with a misstatement of

an opposing view

(E) Descriptions of the breadth of impact of
technological change

126. The author of the passage uses the expression "are
supposed to" in line 27 primarily in order to

(A) suggest that a contention made by
constructivists regarding determinists is

inaccurate

(B) define the generally accepted position of
determinists regarding the implementation of
technology

(C) engage in speculation about the motivation of
determinists

(D) lend support to a comment critical of the

position of determinists

(E) contrast the historical position of determinists
with their position regarding the exchange
modernization

127. Which of the following statements about Clark's study
of the telephone exchange can be inferred from
information in the passage?

(A) Clark's reason for undertaking the study was to
undermine Braverman's analysis of the function
of technology.

(B) Clark's study suggests that the implementation
of technology should be discussed in the context
of conflict between labor and management.

(0 Clark examined the impact of changes in the
technology of switching at the exchange in
terms of overall operations and organization.

(D) Clark concluded that the implementation of new
switching technology was equally beneficial to
management and labor.

(E) Clark's analysis of the change in switching
systems applies only narrowly to the situation at
the particular exchange that he studied.
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Line All the cells in a particular plant start out with
the same complement of genes. Howthen can
these cells differentiate and form structures as

different as roots, stems, leaves, and fruits? The
(5) answer is that onlya small subset of the genes in a

particular kind of cell are expressed, or turned on,
at a given time. This is accomplished by a complex
system of chemical messengers that in plants
include hormones and other regulatory molecules.

(10) Five major hormones have been identified: auxin,
abscisic acid, cytokinin, ethylene, and gibberellin.
Studies of plants have now identified a new class of

regulatory molecules called oligosaccharins.
Unlike the oligosaccharins, the five well-known

(15) plant hormones are pleiotropic rather than specific;
that is, each has more than one effect on the

growth and development of plants. The five have
so many simultaneous effects that they are not
very useful in artificially controlling the growth of

(20) crops. Auxin, for instance, stimulates the rate of

cell elongation, causes shoots to grow up and roots
to grow down, and inhibits the growth of lateral
shoots. Auxin also causes the plant to develop a

vascular system, to form lateral roots, and to
(25) produce ethylene.

The pleiotropy of the five well-studied plant
hormones is somewhat analogous to that of certain
hormones in animals. For example, hormones from
the hypothalamus in the brain stimulate the anterior

(30) lobe of the pituitary gland to synthesize and release

many different hormones, one of which stimulates
the release of hormones from the adrenal cortex.

These hormones have specific effects on target

organs all over the body. One hormone stimulates
(35) the thyroid gland, for example, another the ovarian

follicle cells, and so forth. In other words, there is a

hierarchy of hormones.
Such a hierarchy may also exist in plants. Oligo

saccharins are fragments of the cell wall released
(40) by enzymes: different enzymes release different

oligosaccharins. There are indications that pleiotropic
plant hormones may actually function by activating
the enzymes that release these other, more specific
chemical messengers from the cell wall.
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Questions 128-133 refer to the passage above.

128. According to the passage, the five well-known plant
hormones are not useful in controllingthe growth of
crops because

(A) it is not known exactly what functions the
hormones perform

(B) each hormone has various effects on plants

(C) none of the hormones can function without

the others

(D) each hormone has different effects on different

kinds of plants

(E) each hormone works on only a small subset of a
cell's genes at any particular time

129. The passage suggests that the place of hypothalamic
hormones in the hormonal hierarchies of animals is

similar to the place of which of the following in plants?

(A) Plant cell walls

(B) The complement of genes in each plant cell

(C) A subset of a plant cell's gene complement

(D) The five major hormones

(E) The oligosaccharins

130. The passage suggests that which of the following is a
function likely to be performed by an oligosaccharin?

(A) To stimulate a particular plant cell to become
part of a plant's root system

(B) To stimulate the walls of a particular cell to
produce other oligosaccharins

(C) To activate enzymes that release specific
chemical messengers from plant cell walls

(D) To duplicate the gene complement in a particular
plant cell

(E) To produce multiple effects on a particular
subsystem of plant cells
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131. The author mentions specific effects that auxin has on
plant development in order to illustrate the

(A) point that some of the effects of plant hormones
can be harmful

(B) way in which hormones are produced by plants

(C) hierarchical nature of the functioning of plant
hormones

(D) differences among the best-known plant
hormones

(E) concept of pleiotropy as it is exhibited by plant
hormones

132. According to the passage, which of the following best
describes a function performed by oligosaccharins?

(A) Regulating the daily functioning of a .plant's cells

(B) Interacting with one another to produce different
chemicals

(C) Releasing specific chemical messengers from a
plant's cell walls

(D) Producing the hormones that cause plant cells
to differentiate to perform different functions

(E) Influencing the development of a plant's cells by
controlling the expression of the cells' genes

133. The passage suggests that, unlike the pleiotropic
hormones, oligosaccharins could be used effectively to

(A) trace the passage of chemicals through the
walls of cells

(B) pinpoint functions of other plant hormones

(C) artificially control specific aspects of the
development of crops

(D) alter the complement of genes in the cells of
plants

(E) alterthe effects of the five major hormones on
plant development

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions
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Line In the two decades between 1910 and 1930,

more than ten percent of the black population

of the United States left the South, where the

preponderance of the black population had been
(5) located, and migrated to northern states, with the

largest number moving, it is claimed, between 1916

and 1918. It has been frequently assumed, but not
proved, that the majority of the migrants in
what has come to be called the Great Migration

(10) came from rural areas and were motivated by two

concurrent factors: the collapse of the cotton
industry following the boll weevil infestation, which
began in 1898, and increased demand in the North
for labor following the cessation of European

(15) immigration caused by the outbreak of the First
World War in 1914. This assumption has led to
the conclusion that the migrants' subsequent lack

of economic mobility in the North is tied to rural
background, a background that implies unfamiliarity

(20) with urban living and a lack of industrial skills.

But the question of who actually left the South
has never been rigorously investigated. Although

numerous investigations document an exodus from
rural southern areas to southern cities prior to the

(25) Great Migration, no one has considered whether the
same migrants then moved on to northern cities.
In 1910 more than 500,000 black workers, or ten
percent of the black workforce, reported themselves
to be engaged in "manufacturing and mechanical

(30) pursuits," the federal census category roughly
encompassing the entire industrial sector. The Great
Migration could easily have been made up entirely
of this group and their families. It is perhaps
surprising to argue that an employed population

(35) could be enticed to move, but an explanation lies in
the labor conditions then prevalent in the South.

About thirty-five percent of the urban black
population in the South was engaged in skilled
trades. Some were from the old artisan class of

(40) slavery—blacksmiths, masons, carpenters—which
had had a monopoly of certain trades, but they
were gradually being pushed out by competition,
mechanization, and obsolescence. The remaining
sixty-five percent, more recently urbanized, worked in

(45) newly developed industries—tobacco, lumber, coal
and iron manufacture, and railroads. Wages in
the South, however, were low, and black workers
were aware, through labor recruiters and the black
press, that they could earn more even as unskilled
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(50) workers in the North than they could as artisans
in the South. After the boll weevil infestation,

urban black workers faced competition from the
continuing influx of both black and white rural

workers, who were driven to undercut the wages
(55) formerly paid for industrial jobs. Thus, a move north

would be seen as advantageous to a group that was

already urbanized and steadily employed, and the
easy conclusion tying their subsequent economic
problems in the North to their rural background

(60) comes into question.

Questions 134-139 refer to the passage above.

134. The author indicates explicitly that which of the
following records has been a source of information in
her investigation?

(A) United States Immigration Service reports from
1914 to 1930

(B) Payrolls of southern manufacturing firms
between 1910 and 1930

(C) The volume of cotton exports between 1898

and 1910

(D) The federal census of 1910

(E) Advertisements of labor recruiters appearing in

southern newspapers after 1910

135. In the passage, the author anticipates which of the
following as a possible objection to her argument?

(A) It is uncertain how many people actually
migrated during the Great Migration.

(B) The eventual economic status of the Great
Migration migrants has not been adequately
traced.

(C) It is not likely that people with steady jobs would
have reason to move to another area of the

country.

(D) It is not true that the term "manufacturing and
mechanical pursuits" actually encompasses the

entire industrial sector.

(E) Of the African American workers living in
southern cities, only those in a small number of
trades were threatened by obsolescence.
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136. According to the passage, which of the following is
true of wages in southern cities in 1910?

(A) They were being pushed lower as a result of
increased competition.

(B) They had begun to rise so that southern
industry could attract rural workers.

(C) They had increased for skilled workers but
decreased for unskilled workers.

(D) They had increased in large southern cities but
decreased in small southern cities.

(E) They had increased in newlydeveloped
industries but decreased in the older trades.

137. The author cites each of the following as possible
influences in an African American worker's decision to
migrate north inthe Great Migration EXCEPT

(A) wage levels in northern cities

(B) labor recruiters

(0 competition from rural workers

(D) voting rights in northern states

(E) the African American press

7.4 Reading Comprehension Practice Questions

138. It can be inferred from the passage that the "easy
conclusion" mentioned-in line 58 is based on which of

the following assumptions?

(A) People who migrate from rural areas to large
cities usually do so for economic reasons.

(B) Most people who leave rural areasto take jobs
in cities return to rural areas as soon as it is

financially possible for them to do so.

(0 People with rural backgrounds are less likely to
succeed economically in cities than are those
with urban backgrounds.

(D) Most people who were once skilled workers are
not willing to work as unskilled workers.

(E) People who migrate from their birthplaces to
other regions of a country seldom undertake a
second migration.

139. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) support an alternative to an accepted
methodology

(B) present evidence that resolves a contradiction

(0 introduce a recently discovered source of
information

(D) challenge a widely accepted explanation

(E) argue that a discarded theory deserves new
attention
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7.5 Answer Key

1. B

2. B

3. D

4. A

5. C

6. D

7. B

8. B

9. E

10. E

11. E

12. A

13. A

14. C

15. D

16. B

17. B

18. B

19. B

20. B

21. A

22. D

23. E

24. D

25. A

26. C

27. B

28. A
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29. C

30. B

31. C

32. B

33. D

34. B

35. E

36. C

37. C

38. E

39. A

40. D

41. A

42. B

43. A

44. A

45. C

46. B

47. E

48. E

49. A

50. A

51. D

52. B

53. C

54. C

55. E

56. D

57. C

58. B

59. A

60. A

61. B

62. E

63. D

64. D

65. B

66. C

67. B

68. E

69. D

70. E

71. B

72. D

73. C

74. c

75. E

76. A

77. E

78. C

79. B

80. C

81. D

82. A

83. A

84. E

85. A

87

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100.

101.

102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

111.

112.

113. B

114. D

115. C

116. D

117. A

118. C

119. D

120. C

121. C

122. B

123. A

124. B

125. D

126. A

127. C

128. B

129. D

130. A

131. E

132. E

133. C

134. D

135. C

136. A

137. D

138. C

139. D
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7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

7.6 Answer Explanations

The following discussion of reading comprehension is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient
and effective approaches to the kinds of problems common to reading comprehension. The particular
questions in this chapter are generally representative of the kinds of reading comprehension questions
you will encounter on the GMAT exam. Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is
important, not the specific details of a particular question.

Questions 1-4 refer to the passage on page 364.

1. According to the passage, theory B states that which
of the following is a factor that enables a schooling
fish to escape predators?

(A) The tendency of fish to form compact groups

(B) The movement of other fish within the school

(C) The inability of predators to detect schools

(D) The ability of fish to hide behind one another in
a school

(E) The great speed with which a school can
disperse

Supporting idea

TQiis question depends on understanding what
the passage states about theory B, the "confusion
effect." One element of theory B is that predators
may experience sensory confusion created by
large numbers of moving fish in a school.

A The compactness of groupsof schooling fish
is an element of theory A, not theory B.

B Correct. It is the movement of schooling
fish around a predator that creates sensory
confusion in the predator; this movement
maydistract the predator and help protect
individual fish in the school.

C According to the passage's description of
theoryA, predators are actually slightly
more likely to detect schools than they are to
detect individual fish.

D Theory B does not involve fish hiding
behind one another but rather moving
around the predator.

E The passage does not discuss the speed of
dispersal of schools offish.

The correct answer is B.

2. According to the passage, both theory Aand theory B
have been developed to explain how

(A) fish hide from predators by forming schools

(B) forming schools functions to protect fish from
predators

(C) schooling among fish differs from other
protective behaviors

(D) small fish are able to make rapid decisions

(E) small fish are able to survive in an environment

densely populated by large predators

Supporting idea

The passage states in its first paragraph that two
theories were developed to explain why schooling
occurs in so many fish species and that they both
assume that schooling helps protect fish from
predators.

A While theory A involves an explanation of
how schooling makes an individual fish less
likely to be found by predators, theory B
explains how schooling protects fish even
when they are detected by predators.

B Correct. Both theory A and theory B begin
with the assumption that schoolingprovides
protection from predators, and each theory
offers a different explanation for how that
protection occurs.

C The passage does not discuss protective
behaviors other than schooling.

D The decision-making ability of predators,
not schooling fish, is discussed in the
passage; schooling is presented as an
instinctive behavior.

E The passage suggests that only theory B helps
explain schooling behaviorin environments
where many predators, large or otherwise, are
found, and that theory A explains schooling
in areas where predators are not as abundant.

The correct answer is B.
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According to one explanation of the "confusion
effect," a fish that swims in a school will havegreater
advantages for survival if it

(A) tends to be visible for no more than 200 meters

(B) stays near either the front or the rear of a
school

(0 is part of a small school rather than a large
school

(D) is very similar in appearance to the other fish in
the school

(E) is medium-sized

Inference

The "confusion effect" is discussed in the third

and fourth paragraphs. Thefirstexplanation of
the "confusion effect" proposes that because
predatorsprefer to selectdistinctive prey, they
find it difficult to select one fish from among
many that look the same.

A The200-metervisibility of fish is part of the
explanation for theory A, not theory B (the
"confusion effect").

B The location of an individual fish within a

schoolis not discussed in the passage as
being important to the "confusion effect."

C The size of a school offish is not discussed

as an element of the "confusion effect."

D Correct. Because predators, according to
the "confusion effect," preferto selectprey
that is distinct from the rest of the school, a
fish that is similar in appearance to the other
fish in its schoolwould most likelyenjoy a
survival advantage.

E The size of a fish relative to the other fish in

its schoolwould most likelycontribute to its
abilityto survive: that is, if it resembled
other fish in size, it would be safer, based on
what the passage says about the "confusion
effect." Furthermore, the passage gives no
reason to think that merelybeing medium-
sizedwouldconferany advantage (unless the
other fish were medium-sized as well).

Hie correct answer is D.

4. The author is primarilyconcerned with

(A) discussing different theories

(B) analyzing different techniques

(C) defending two hypotheses

(D) refuting established beliefs

(E) revealing new evidence

Main idea

Determining the author's primary concern
depends on understanding the focus of the
passage as a whole. The author presents two
theories that purport to accountfor why fish,
particularly small fish, tend to school and
explains the arguments of proponents of each
theory.

A Correct. The author discusses two

theories—identified as theoryA and
theory B—that account for the tendencyof
fish to school.

B The author is not concerned with different

techniques in the passage.
C The two theories of why fish schoolcould be

referred to as hypotheses, but the author is
not primarily concerned with defending
them; rather, the passageexplains how each
attempts to accountfor the phenomenon in
question^

D The author presents, rather than refutes,
beliefs aboutwhy fish tend to school.

E The author reveals rio evidence, new or
otherwise, in the passage. The passage is a
general discussion Ofscientific Opinions
based oh existing evidence.

The correct answer is A.
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Questions 5-7 refer to the passage on page 366.

5. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) explain why a particular business strategy has

been less successful than was once anticipated

(B) propose an alternative to a particular business

strategy that has inadvertently caused
ecological damage

(0 present a concern about the possible
consequences of pursuing a particular business
strategy

(D) make a case for applying a particular business

strategy on a larger scale than is currently
practiced

(E) suggest several possible outcomes of
companies' failure to understand the economic

impact of a particular business strategy

Main idea

This question requires understanding the passage
as a whole. The passage starts out defininga
goal—ecoefficiency—that has become popular
among companies throughout the world and that
would be expected to bring overall ecological
benefits. It then immediately introduces Senge
and Carstedt, who have concerns about this idea.
The restof the passage is devoted to explaining
their concerns, though the passage does not
present a particular alternative strategy.

A

B

D

E

The passage never discusses whether
ecoefficiency is or is not successful but only
the possible consequences of it.
Lines 26-28 state that Senge and Carstedt
believe that a new systemic approach must be
found, but a particular alternative strategy is
never offered.

Correct. After defining ecoefficiency, the
rest ofthe passage is devoted to describing
the concerns Senge and Carstedthave about
it as a goal for companies.
The passage reports on particular concerns
about the strategy and does not advocate
expanding its adoption.
The passage is concerned with
environmental impact, not economic
impact.

The correct answer is C.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

6. The passage mentions which of the following as a
possible consequence of companies' realization of
greater profits through ecoefficiency?

(A) The companies may be able to sell a greater
number of products by lowering prices.

(B) The companies may be better able to attract
investment capital in the global market.

(0 The profits may be reinvested to increase
economic growth through ecoefficiency.

(D) The profits may be used as investment capital
for industries that are not ecoefficient.

(E) The profits may encourage companies to make
further innovations in reducing production
waste.

Supporting ideas

This question asks for identification of an example
given in the passageofwhat could result from the
greater profits that maycome with ecoefficiency.
Suchprofits are specifically mentioned only in
lines 14 and 17. The increased growth and profits
referred to in line 14 are associated with increased

waste generated indirectly by ecoefficient
companies. Thegrowth and profits referred to in
line 17 are associated with investment of this

capital in industries that may not be ecoefficient.

A The prices of companies' products are not
mentioned in the passage.

B Greater investment in ecoefficient

companies by outside sources is not
mentioned in the passage.

C The passage mentions increased profits from
ecoefficiency but not the use of these profits
to then increase growth throughfurther
ecoefficiency.

D Correct. Lines 14-19 state explicitly that
company profits from ecoefficiency may be
invested in eco-inefficient industries.

E The passage does not discuss whether
companies will use increased profits from
ecoefficiency to become more ecoefficient.

The correct answer is D.
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The passage implies that which of the following is a
possible consequence of a company's adoption of
innovations that increase its ecoefficiency?

(A) Company profits resulting from such innovations
may be reinvested in that company with no
guarantee that the company will continue to
make further improvements in ecoefficiency.

(B) Company growth fostered by cost savings from
such innovations may allow that company to
manufacture a greater number of products that
will be used and discarded, thus worsening

environmental stress.

(C) Acompany that fails to realize significant cost
savings from such innovations may have little
incentive to continue to minimize the

environmental impact of its production

processes.

(D) Acompany that comes to depend on such
innovations to increase its profits and growth

may be vulnerable in the global market to
competition from old-style eco-inefficient
industries.

(E) Acompany that meets its ecoefficiency goals is
unlikely to invest its increased profits in the
development of new and innovative ecoefficiency
measures.

Inference

The answer to this question will be an inference
about what may result from a company's increased
ecoefficiency. The passage suggests several
outcomes from such an increase: a general
worsening of the environment; a tendency for
companies to manufacture more of particular
products, which will then be thrown away by
consumers; the possibility that increased profits
will result in greater investment in industries that
are not ecoefficient; and even the possibility that
ecoefficiency mightallow so much growth that
more total wastewill be produced and more
overall wildlife habitat destroyed.

A The passage suggests generally that
ecoefficiency will increase companies'
profits, butthere is no suggestion that these
companies will therefore then abandon
ecoefficiency as a goal.

B Correct. Lines 6-12 strongly suggest that it
is possible that the increased growth that
may come from ecoefficiency may result in
more products being manufactured, which
may result in more waste as those products
are discarded by consumers.

C The passage does not suggest that
ecoefficiency may fail to increase a
company's profits.

D The passage suggests that ecoefficiency has
allowed manycompanies to increase profits,
but it does not suggest that eco-inefficient
companies are moreprofitable or
competitive in the globalmarketplace.

E As with answer choice (A), there is no
suggestion that companies are likely to
abandon ecoefficient strategies once they
have realized increased profits from such
strategies.

The correct answer is B.

Questions 8-10 refer to the passage on page 368.

8. The primary purpose of the passage is to propose

(A) an alternative to museum display of artifacts

(B) a way to curb illegal digging while benefiting the
archaeological profession

(C) a way to distinguish artifacts with scientific value
from those that have no such value

(D) the governmental regulation of archaeological
sites

(E) a new system for cataloging duplicate artifacts

Main idea

After identifying in the first paragraph two
problems that the field ofarchaeology faces, the
author begins thesecond paragraph by explicitly
stating the purpose of the essay: / wouldpropose
that scientific archaeological expeditions and
governmental authorities sell excavated artifacts on
the open market. According to the author, this
proposal would both benefit the field of
archaeology (line 12) and reduce illegal digging
for antiquities (lines 12-13).
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A While explainingin paragraph5 that
museums often store countless artifacts

unseen in their basements, the author
proposes no alternative for museumdisplay
of these artifacts.

B Correct. The author argues that selling
someantiquitieswould help archaeology
and reduce illegal digging.

C No proposalfor the grading of the artifacts
is made in the passage.

D The author does not discuss governmental
regulationof the sites.

E While the author supportsone part of the
proposalfor sellingantiquities by noting
that soldartifacts could be cataloged on a
computer, this is a detail rather than the
main purpose of the passage.

The correct answer is B.

9. The author implies that all of the following statements
about duplicate artifacts are true EXCEPT

(A) a market for such artifacts already exists

(B) such artifacts seldom have scientific value

(C) there is likely to be a continuing supply of such
artifacts

(D) museums are well supplied with examples of
such artifacts

(E) such artifacts frequently exceed in quality those
already cataloged in museum collections

Inference

Duplicate artifacts are discussed throughout the
passage. Because this question asks the reader to
find the one statement that is NOT stated or

implied in the passage, the best approach is to
eliminate the fourstatements that aresupported
by the passage.

A In the closing sentence ofthepassage, the
author implies that the market already
exists.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

B In lines 27-32, the author suggestsselling
artifacts that do not have unique artistic
merit or scientific value and then states that
while theoretically every artifact mayhave
potential scientific value, in practice this is
not the case. Paragraph 4 illustrates this by
mentioningthe manythousands of artifacts
that are essentially duplicates ofone another.
Lines 51-53 implythat there are rare
instanceswhen duplicates do become needed
forscientificpurposes, so duplicates seldom
have scientific value.

C This statement is implied in lines 41-43,
where the author notes that museum
basements sue.simply not large enough to store
the artifacts that are likely tobe discovered in
thefuture.

D It can be inferred that if the duplicates cited
in paragraph 4 are typical of the kinds of
artifacts stored inbulging museum basements
(lines 48-49), then museums are well
supplied with such artifacts.

E Correct. The passage does not support the
assertion that the qualityof duplicate objects
is higher than that of museum pieces.

The correct answer is E.

10. Which of the following is mentioned inthe passage as
a disadvantage of storing artifacts in museum
basements?

(A) Museum officials rarely allowscholars access to
such artifacts.

(B) Space that could be better used for display is
taken up for storage.

(C) Artifacts discovered in one excavation often

become separated from each other.

(D) Such artifacts are often damaged by variations
in temperature and humidity.

(E) Such artifacts often remain uncataloged and
thus cannot be located once they are put in
storage.
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Supporting ideas

This question asks for specific information stated
in the passage, so begin by finding the discussion
of museum storagein the fifth paragraph.There,
the author exposes the problems museums face:
too little room and too little money. Not enough
funding exists to catalog artifacts, so the artifacts
become as inaccessible as ifthey hadnever been
discovered (lines 45-46).

A Restrictions on scholars' access to the

museums' artifacts are not mentioned in

the passage.
B The author does not argue that museums

should use space differently.
C No mention is made of the separation of

objects from the same excavation.
D The author does not discuss the conditions

of storage.
E Correct. The author contends that many

artifacts are left uncataloged and so, once
shelved in the basements, they cannot be
found.

The correct answer is E.

Questions 11-13 refer to the passage on page 370.

11. According to the passage, the difference in the
amount of cratering on Callisto's and lo's respective

surfaces can probably be explained by the difference
between these two moons with respect to which of
the following factors?

(A) Size

(B) Ice content

(C) The rate of bombardment by comets and
asteroids

(D) The influence of Jupiter's other moons

(E) The level of geological activity
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Supporting idea

Cratering is discussed in the secondparagraph.
The passage states that Callisto is heavily
cratered, while Io has no detectable craters. Io is
the moon closest to Jupiter, and Callisto is the
farthest away. Their relative positions are
accompanied by a corresponding difference in
geological activity: Io is verygeologically active,
while Callisto is not active at all. Io's geological
activity means that it is being regularly
resurfaced, so it is unlikely to retain any evidence
of cratering—unlike Callisto, which experiences
no resurfacing, leaving its craters intact.

A While the passage makes clear that Callisto
is larger than Io, it does not address whether
their relative size explains the difference in
their respective amounts of cratering.

B According to the passage, Callisto and Io
differ in terms of their ice content, but
nothing in the passage indicates that that
content affects the cratering on their
surfaces.

C The passage states that Io experiences a
higher rate of bombardment than Callisto
does, but while that bombardment most
likelycauses cratering on Io, its surfacedoes
not retain those craters. Thus, the rate of
bombardment does not, in itself, explain the
difference in cratering on the surfaceof the
two moons.

D The onlyother moonsofJupiterdiscussed
in the passage are Ganymede and Europa,
and the passage does not consider their
effect on the crateringof Callisto and Io.

E Correct. Because Io experiences a high
degree of geological activity, its surface is
continuouslyresurfaced, which means that
the surface shows no craters. Callisto, on the
other hand, is not geologically active and
thus is not resurfaced regularly, which
explains whyits surface is heavily cratered.

The correct answer is E.
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12. Which ofthe following best describes the purpose of
the second paragraphof the passage?

(A) To provide further evidence ofthe systematic
variation in the characteristics of Jupiter's four
largest moons

(B) To present a comprehensive theory to explain
the systematic variation in the characteristics of
Jupiter's four largest moons

(C) To explain the significance of the systematic
variation in the characteristics of Jupiter's four
largest moons

(D) To introduce facts that contradict conventional
assumptions about Jupiter's four largest moons

(E) To contrast the characteristics of Jupiter's four
largestmoons with the characteristics ofthe
planets of the solar system

Evaluation

This question depends on understanding how the
second paragraph functions in the context of the
passage as a whole. The first paragraph discusses
theway in which the composition ofJupiter's four
largest moons varies with distance from Jupiter,
and the second paragraph extends the idea of
distance-based variation to geological activity
and surface appearance.

A Correct. The second paragraph presents
evidence related to the amount of geological
activity and surface cratering in order to
extend the firstparagraph's suggestion that
the characteristics ofJupiter's four largest
moons varysystematically based on their
distance from Jupiter, ,

B The passage does not offer a theoryto
account for the systematic variation in the
characteristics ofJupiter's largest moons; it
merely describes several instances of that
variation.

C The secondparagraph provides more
examples of the systematic variation in the
characteristics ofJupiter's largest moons
rather than explaining that variation's
significance.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

D The passage describes Jupiter's moons
but does not identify any conventional
assumptions about those moons that are
contradicted byfacts introduced in the
passage.

E The first paragraph suggests thatJupiter's
moons exhibit differences in characteristics
that aremore "systematic" than are those
oftheplanets in thesolar system, butthe
characteristics are not themselves contrasted;

• in fact, the first paragraph suggests that they
are similar. The second paragraph doesnot
discuss the planets ofthe solar system at all.

The correct answer is A.

13. The author's reference to Jupiter's gravity in line 25
serves primarily to

(A) indicate why the absence of craters on lo's
surface is surprising

(B) explain the presence of craters on the surface
of Jupiter's four largest moons

(C) provide an explanation for the lackof geological
activity on Callisto

(D) contrast Jupiter's characteristics with the
characteristics of its four largest moons

(E) illustrate the similarity between Jupiter's four
largestmoons andthe planets of the solar
system

Evaluation
.i: '•.••' •

The reference toJupiter's gravity is part of the
author's discussion of crateringonJupiter's
moons; Jupiter's gravity is strongenough to
attract comets and asteroids that then bombard
its inner moons. A high bombardment ratewould
seem to indicate that a greatdealofcratering
would occur on those inner moons, and yet the
passage reports that, unexpectedly, on the
innermost moon, Io, no craters have been
detected.
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A Correct. Jupiter's gravityattracts comets and
asteroids, which increases the bombardment
rate of its inner moons, including Io. This
bombardment makes it surprising that Io's
surface shows no cratering.

B The passage discusses the likely effect of
Jupiter's gravity on its inner moons but not
its outer moons; two of the large moons the
passage discusses are outer moons.

C According to the passage, Callisto, an outer
moon, lacks geological activity because of its
distance fromJupiter;Jupiter's gravity is not
offered as a contributing factor to this
inactivity.

D The passage does not contrastJupiterwith
its moons; rather, it compares the moons to
one another.

E The first paragraph of the passage suggests
thatJupiter's moons varyin a way similar
to that of the planets of the solarsystem,
but the author does not refer to Jupiter's
gravity to illustrate the similarity in this
variation.

The correct answer is A.

Questions 14-17 refer to the passage on page 372.

14. According to the passage, which of the following
contributed to Marcus Garvey's success?

(A) He introduced cultural and historical
consciousness to the African American

community.

(B) He believed enthusiastically in the traditional
American success ethos.

(C) His audience had already formed a
consciousness that made it receptive to his

message.

(D) His message appealed to critics ofAfrican
American support for United States military
involvement in the First World War.

(E) He supported the movement to protest
segregation that had emerged prior to his
arrival in the United States.
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Supporting idea

To answer this question, find what the passage
states explicitly about howMarcus Garvey
achieved his success. The passage begins by
statingthat Garvey arrived at the right time: that
returning African American soldiers were primed
to receive what he had to sayabout the African
American community. These soldiers already
held strong beliefs about their rights to
opportunities for success; the passage concludes
that the divide between the soldiers' expectations
and their experiences led to Garvey's success.

A The passage states that African American
people were in possession of a strong
cultural and historical consciousness prior to
Garvey's arrival in the United States.

B The passage attributes belief in the
traditional American success ethos to

African Americanpeople whojoined the
armed forces; it does not mention Garvey's
beliefson this subject.

C Correct. African American soldiers who
had experienced segregation during the First
World War were ready to hearwhat Garvey
had to say.

D Criticsof African Americansupport for
United States involvement in the First
World War are not mentioned in the

passage.

E While Garvey most likely would have
supported a movement to protest
segregation, such a movement is not
discussed in the passage.

The correct answer is C.
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15. The passage suggests that many African American
people responded to their experiences in the armed
forces in which of the following ways?

(A) They maintained as civilianstheir enthusiastic
allegiance to the armed forces.

(B) They questioned United States involvement in
the First World War.

(C) They joined political organizations to protest the
segregation of African American troops and the
indignities they suffered in the military.

(D) They became aware of the gap between their
expectations and the realities of American
culture.

(E) They repudiated Garvey's message of pride and
unity.

Inference

According to the passage, African Americans
enthusiasticallyjoined the armed services but
were confrontedwith continued segregation,
both in the military and when they returned
home. The passage does not explicitly state their
response to these experiences, but a response can
be inferred. The second paragraph, refers to
anthropologistAnthony F. C. Wallace,who
argued that a revitalization movement maybe
broughtaboutby the perception of a gap between
expectations and reality, and such a revitalization
did occur in African American communities

following the First WorldWar; thus, many
AfricanAmerican people mayhave become
aware of a gap such as Wallace described.

A Thepassage states that AfricanAmerican
troops experiencedsegregation and other
indignities while in the military; these
experiences could reasonably be inferred to
have dampened their enthusiasmfor the
armedforces. Regardless, the passage does
not suggestan enthusiastic allegiance.

B The passage describes African American
people's enthusiasm aboutjoining the
military. Although they experienced
segregation and other indignities while in
the military, the passage does notsuggest
that their opinion about involvement in the
war changed.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C While African American troops mayhave
joined politicalorganizations, the passage
does not provide anyactual evidence of this
having occurred.

D Correct. Thefact that, as the passage states,
a revitalization movement occurred in the

African American community following the
First World War suggests that the returning
soldiers did become aware of the gap
between their expectations of an improved
situation with regard to segregationand the
reality of continued segregationin the
United States.

E The passage does not suggest that African
American troops repudiated Garvey's
message. On the contrary, it states that
Garveybuilt the largest revitalization
movement inAfrican American history. This
suggests that the members of the African
American community, including the
returning soldiers, were extremelyreceptive
to Garvey'smessage.

The correct answer is D.

16. It can be inferred from the passage that the "scholars"
mentioned in line 24 believe which of the following to
be true?

(A) Revitalization resulted from the political activism
of returningAfrican American soldiers following
the First World War.

(B) Marcus Garveyhad to change a number of
prevailing attitudes in order for his mass
movement to find a foothold in the United

States.

(0 The prevailing sensibilityof the African
American community provided the foundation of
Marcus Garvey's political appeal.

(D) Marcus Garvey hoped to revitalize
consciousness of cultural and historical identity
inthe African American community.

(E) The goal of the mass movement that Marcus
Garvey helped bring into being was to build on
the pride and unityamong African Americans.
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Inference

To determine what it is logical to infer regarding
the scholars discussed in the third paragraph,
lookat the context in which they are mentioned.
According to the passage, thesescholars argue
that Garvey wasresponsible forcreating a
particular consciousness within the African
American community, a consciousness that the
passage identifies as identity, strength, and[z] sense
ofhistory. Unlike the passage author, these
scholars believe strongly in Garvey's
responsibility for thisconsciousness, sothey
would mostlikely reject anysuggestion that it
existed priorto his arrival and activism.

A According to thepassage, the scholars
believe that Garvey wasresponsible for the
creation of the consciousness that led to
revitalization, which suggests that
revitalizationresulted from Garvey's
activism, not soldiers-'1 activism.

B Correct. According to the passage, the
scholars believe that Garveycreated the
consciousness that led to his revitalization
movement. This suggests that he had to
change prevailing attitudes in order tofoster
this new consciousness.

C According to the passage, the scholars •
believe that Garveycreated a new
consciousness in the African American
community; thus, theprevailing sensibility
could nothave provided a foundation for his
appeal.

D According to the passage, the scholars
' believe that Garvey built his revitalization

movement on a new consciousness of
cultural and historical identity, not a
previously existing one.

E According to thepassage, thescholars'
position is that Garvey's movement was built
,ona new sense ofpride andunity that he
provided, and that that sense didnot
precede Garvey's work.

The correct answer is B.
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17. According to the passage, many African American
people joinedthe armed forces during the FirstWorld
Warfor which of the following reasons?

(A) They wished' to escape worsening economic
conditions in African American communities.

(B) They expected to fulfill ideals of personal
attainment.

(C) They sought to.express their loyalty to the
United States.

(D) They hoped thatJoining the military would help
advance the cause of desegregation.

(E) They saw military service as an opportunity to
fulfill Marcus Garvey's political vision.

Supporting idea

This question depends on identifying what the
passage states directly about African American
people's reasons for joining the armed forces. The
reason offered bythe passage is that theAfrican
American people who entered the armed forces
did so because theywere hoping toparticipate in
the traditionalAmerican ethos ofindividual success.

A Although this is a plausible reason for
entering thearmed.forces, the passage does
not discuss economic conditions.

B , Correct. The passage states that African
American people who joined thearmed
forces, during theFirstWorld Warwanted
to achieve individual success.

C The passage does notdiscuss African
American people's loyalty tothe United
States.

D The passage states thatAfrican American
troops experienced"segregation, but it does

- not suggest that they had hoped their
joining the military would promote
desegregation.

E The passage suggests that African American
troops did not become aware ofMarcus

« Garvey's political vision untilafter they
returned from the First World War.

i

The correct answer is B.
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Questions 18-25 refer to the passage on page 374.

18. The passage provides information in support of which
of the following assertions?

(A) The disadvantages of an adaptation to a
particular feature of an environment often
outweigh the advantages of such an adaptation.

(B) An organism's reaction to being placed in an
environment to which it is not well adapted can

sometimes illustrate the problems that have

been solved by the adaptations of organisms
indigenous to that environment.

(C) The effectiveness of an organism's adaptation to
a particular feature of its environment can only
be evaluated by examining the effectiveness

with which organisms of other species have
adapted to a similar feature of a different
environment.

(D) Organisms of the same species that inhabit
strikingly different environments will often adapt
in remarkably similar ways to the few features of
those environments that are common.

(E) Different species of organisms living in the same
environment will seldom adapt to features of
that environment in the same way.

Application

This question requires recognizinga principle
underlying the passage's overall discussion.The
passage makes a general claim about terrestrial
animals' need to overcome the effect of gravityon
their blood circulation systems, and it then uses
the specificexample of terrestrial snakes to
illustrate this claim. To help identify the
adaptations used by terrestrial snakes, the passage
describes what happens to sea snakes, which are
aquatic and less affected by gravity's influence,
when they are subjected to a terrestrial
environment. The specific problems faced by these
snakes strongly suggest that terrestrial snakes
have developed ways to overcome these problems.
The passage then identifies specific physiological
differences between sea snakes and terrestrial

snakes that demonstrate how terrestrial snakes

overcome gravity's influence.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

A Thepassage discusses how species have
successfully adapted to their specific
environments and does not mention that

these adaptations createdisadvantages in
that environment.

B Correct. Thepassage discusses the problems
faced by sea snakeswhen they are subjected
to a terrestrial environment and then

examines terrestrial snakes to illustrate how

certain adaptations solved these problems.
C The passage is not concernedwith

evaluating the effectiveness of species'
adaptations to their environments; it takes
for granted that these adaptations are
effective.

D The passage is concerned with how species
adapt differently to different environments
and not with how adaptations to different
environments are similar.

E The passage discusses how different
environments affect how species have
adapted, not how different speciesadapt to a
similar environment.

The correct answer is B.

19. According to the passage, one reason that the
distribution of blood in the sea snake changes little

while the creature remains in the ocean is that

(A) the heart of the sea snake tends to be located

near the center of its body

(B) pressure gradients in the water surrounding the
sea snake counter the effects of vertical

pressure gradients within its blood vessels

(C) the sea snake assumes a vertical posture less
frequently than do the terrestrial and the

arboreal snake

(D) the sea snake often relies on waves of muscle

contractions to help move blood from the torso
to the head

(E) the force of pressure gradients in the water
surrounding the sea snake exceeds that of
vertical pressure gradients within its circulatory
system
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Supporting ideas

This question asks for an identification of factual
information in the passage. Given that the
contrast between sea snakes and terrestrial snakes

is being usedto identify adaptations used by
terrestrial animals to overcome the effect of

gravity on their circulation systems, the passage
needs initially to illustrate why it is that sea
snakes are not confronted with the sameproblems
that gravity causes for terrestrial snakes. This
information therefore needs to come fairly earlyin
the passage.

A The passage identifies the location of a sea
snake's heart as a factor that minimizes the

effort required to pump blood to both
extremities but not as a cause of the even

distribution of blood in sea snakes.

B Correct. The passage states explicitly in
lines 11-17 that while sea snakes are in the

ocean, the vertical pressure gradientsin
their blood vessels are counteracted by the
pressure gradients in the water.

C The passage does not discuss the frequency
with which any snakes assume certain
postures.

D The passage discusses muscle contractions
onlyin relation to arborealsnakes.

E The passage states that the verticalpressures
within sea snakes' blood vessels are

counteracted (line 13)by the water'spressure,
which suggests that the pressuresare
equalized, not that one force exceeds the
other.

The correct answer is B.

20. It can be inferred from the passage that which of the
following is true of species of terrestrial snakes that
often need to assume a vertical posture?

(A) They are more likely to be susceptible to
circulatory failure in vertical postures than are
sea snakes.

(B) Their hearts are less likely to be located at the
midpoint of their bodies than is the case with
sea snakes.

(C) They cannot counteract the pooling of blood in
lower regions of their bodies as effectively as
sea snakes can.
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(D) The blood pressure at their midpoint decreases
significantly when they are tilted with their
heads up.

(E) They are unable to rely on muscle contractions
to move venous blood from the lower torso to

the head.

Inference

This question requires using informationgiven
about how arboreal snakes, which are frequently
in vertical postures, have adapted to gravity's
influence to make an assumption that other
terrestrial snakes that are frequently in these
postures are likely to have similar adaptations.
The passage implies that sea snakes have hearts at
the midpoint of their bodies because the water's
pressure gradients help distribute blood evenly. It
then illustrates that arboreal snakes have hearts

closer to their heads to help keepbloodflowing to
their brain when they are in vertical postures.

A The passagedoes not suggest that any of the
snakes mentioned are ill-adapted to their
particular environments.

B Correct. The passagestates that arboreal
snakes have hearts close to their heads and

not at the midpointsof their bodies, so it is
reasonable to conclude that any terrestrial
snake that frequently assumes vertical
postureswould be unlikely to have hearts at
their bodies' midpoint.

C As with answer choice (A), the passage does
not suggest that anyspecies of snake is ill-
adapted to its environment.

D The passage states that sea snakes lose
pressure at their midpoints when theyare
tilted on land with headsup but that
terrestrial snakes do not have this problem.

E Because arboreal snakes use muscle

contractions to circulate blood when they
are vertical, it is likelythat most terrestrial
snakes that frequently assume vertical
postures also have this capability.

The correct answer is B.
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21. The author describes the behavior of the circulatory
system of sea snakes when they are removed from
the ocean (see lines 17-20) primarily in order to

(A) illustrate what would occur in the circulatory
system of terrestrial snakes without adaptations
that enable them to regulate their blood
pressure in vertical orientations

(B) explain why arboreal snakes in vertical
orientations must rely on muscle contractions to
restore blood pressure to the brain

(C) illustrate the effects of circulatory failure on the
behavior of arboreal snakes

(D) illustrate the superiority of the circulatory
system of the terrestrial snake to that of the sea
snake

(E) explain how changes in spatial orientation can
adversely affect the circulatory system of
snakes with hearts located in relatively close
proximity to their heads

Evaluation

Answering this question requiresunderstanding
why sea snakes have been brought into the
passage's overall discussion about how terrestrial
animalshave overcome the influence ofgravityon
their blood circulation. The passage uses the
effects that gravity has on sea snakeswhen they
are taken out of water to identify problems that
terrestrialsnakesmust have adapted to in order to
survive.

A Correct. The passage uses the problems sea
snakes have when taken out ofwater to

illustrate that without certain adaptations,
terrestrial snakeswould likelyhavesimilar
problems.

B The passage discusses sea snakes to illustrate
problems faced by terrestrial snakes, not to
explain howterrestrial snakes have adapted
to gravity's influence.

C The passage doesnot discuss the effects of
circulatoryfailure on arboreal snakes.

D Thepassage does not compare or contrast
the effectiveness of the various adaptations
used by different snakes.

E Thepassage does not imply that snakes with
hearts close to their heads are adversely
affected byspatialpositions.

The correct answer is A.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

22. It can be inferred from the passage that which of the
following is a true statement about sea snakes?

(A) They frequently rely on waves of muscle
contractions from the lower torso to the head to

supplement the work of the heart.

(B) Theycannot effectively regulate their blood
pressure when placed in seawater and tilted at
an angle with the head pointed downward.

(C) They are more likely to have a heart located in
close proximity to their heads than are arboreal
snakes.

(D) They become acutely vulnerable to the effects
of gravitational pressure on their circulatory
system when they are placed in a terrestrial
environment.

(E) Their cardiovascular system is not as
complicated as that of arboreal snakes.

Inference

Answering this question requires understanding
why sea snakes are discussed in the passage and
what happens to them when they are taken out of
water and subjected to the force of gravity. The
secondparagraph impliesstrongly that sea snakes
will not survive certain terrestrial situations for

which they are not adapted.

A The passage associates muscle contractions
to circulate bloodwith arboreal snakes only.

B According to the passage, seasnakes'
inabilityto regulate bloodpressure occurs
only when they are taken out ofwater.

C The passage states clearly that arboreal
snakes have hearts closer to their heads than

do sea snakes.

D Correct. The passage states that in certain
postures, sea snakes placed in a terrestrial
environment will lose all bloodpressure at
their brains, which is an acute vulnerability.

E Thepassage does not provide the
information needed to compare the
complexityof the various snakes discussed.

The correct answer is D.
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23. The author suggests that which ofthe following is a .
disadvantage that results from the location of a
snake's heart in close proximity to its head?

(A) Adecrease in the efficiency with which the snake
regulates the flow of blood to the brain

(B) A decrease in the number of orientations in

space that a snake can assume without loss of
blood flow to the brain,

(0 Adecrease in blood pressure at the snake's
midpoint when it is tilted at variousangles with
its head up

(D) An increase in the tendency of blood to pool at
the snake's head when the snake \s tilted at

various angles with its head down

(E) An increase in the amount of effort required to
distribute blood to and from the snake's tail

Inference

Thisquestion asks foran inference aboutthe
location ofa snake's heart beingcloser to the brain
than to the midpoint of itsbody. In the third
paragraph^ the passage states that in terrestrial
snakes, whichmustfight the; influence ofgravity,
the closer proximity ofthe heart to the headensures
blood circulation to the brain. Thepassage notes,
however, that this makes it more difficult for such
snakes to maintain blood circulation to the tail.

A The passage states that snakes have brains
closer to their heads to more efficiently.
circulate blood to the brain.

B Thepassage suggests that havings the heart
close to the head increases the spatial
orientations a snake can assume without

losingblood flow to the brain, rather than
decreases the number oforientations.

C The passage indicates that this is true only
of sea snakeswith hearts near their body's

i midpoint.
D Thepassage mentions bloodpoolingini the

lower portions of a terrestrial organism's
bodybut does not implythat bloodcan pool
at a snake's head.

E Correct. Because, as the passagestates, it is
more difficult for a snake with its heart close

to its head to circulate blood to the tail, and
therefore its bodyis likely to put more effort
into circulatingblood to the tail.

The correct answer is E.
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24. The primary purpose of the third paragraph is to
i • • ...'•.

(A) introduce a topic that is not discussed earlier in
the passage

(B) describe a more efficient method of achieving
an effect discussed in the previous paragraph

(C) draw a conclusion based on information

elaborated in the previous paragraph

(D) discuss two" specific examples of phenomena
mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph

(E) introduce evidence that undermines a view

reported earlier in the passage

Evaluation

Answering this question requires recognizing
how the passage develops its main point. The first
paragraph sets up a'general claim about gravity's
influence on terrestrial organisms. The second
paragraph then describes the ill effects that
gravityhas on sea snakes to identifyproblems that
terrestrial snakes have had to adapt to. The third
paragraph then usesexamples to illustratehow
terrestrial snakeshave, adapted to gravity's
influence.

A The topic of the third paragraph is the
adaptations developed by terrestrialsnakes
to survive gravity's influence, which is part
of the discussion in both the first and second

paragraphs.
B There is no comparison in the passage of the

efficiency of the different methods usedby
snakes to adapt to gravity's influence.

C The third paragraph is concerned with
illustratingcertain adaptations usedby
snakes and offers no conclusions about the

problems terrestrial snakes have had to
adaptto,whichis the topic of the second
paragraph.

D > Correct. The end of the secondparagraph
refers to certain adaptations (line 23) that the

i third paragraph then goes on to identify and
discuss. '

E The third paragraph supports the main idea
of the passage and is not used to counter any
claim made earlier.

The correct answer is D.
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25. In the passage, the author is primarily concerned with
doing which of the following?

(A) Explaining adaptations that enable the terrestrial
snake to cope with the effects of gravitational
pressure on its circulatory system

(B) Comparing the circulatory system of the sea
snake with that of the terrestrial snake

(C) Explaining why the circulatory system of the
terrestrial snake is different from that of the sea

snake

(D) Pointing out features of the terrestrial snake's
cardiovascular system that make it superior to
that of the sea snake

(E) Explaining how the sea snake is able to
neutralize the effects of gravitational pressure
on its circulatory system

Main idea

Answering this question involves assessing what
the passage as a whole is attemptingto do. While
the passage begins by makinga general claim
about gravity's influence on the cardiovascular
systems of terrestrial animals, it immediately points
to terrestrial snakesas a good example supporting
this claim. The restof the passage is then devoted
to illustrating,using the observations involving sea
snakes, how gravity's influence has shaped the
cardiovascular systems of terrestrial snakes.

A Correct. The entire passage is devoted to an
explanation of how terrestrial snakes have
adapted to gravity's influence.

B While the passage does compare the
systems of the two snakes, it doesso for the
larger purpose of demonstratinggravity's
influence on terrestrial snakes.

C The passage is more concerned with how the
systems of the two snakes are different,
rather than why, in order to identifyhow
terrestrial snakes have adapted to gravity's
influence.

D There is no judgment in the passage as to
the superiority of one snake's system over
the other.

E While the passage does explain how sea
snakes do this, it does so only for the larger
purpose of identifying how terrestrial snakes
have adapted to gravity's influence.

The correct answer is A.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Questions 26-30 refer to the passage on page 378.

26. The author of the passage is primarily concerned with

(A) discussing research data underlying several
definitions

(B) arguing for the adoption of a particular definition

(C) exploring definitions of a concept

(D) comparing the advantages of several definitions

(E) clarifying some ambiguous definitions

27.

Main idea

The author's primaryconcern is found by
considering the passage as a whole. In the first
paragraph, the author raises the central question
regarding the meaning of services and then
examines two definitions. The secondparagraph
analyzes the United States government's
definition ofservices in more detail. The author is

primarily interested in exploring different
definitions of services.

A No research data are presented.
B The authorpoints out the weakness of

several definitions rather than giving reasons
to adopt a particular one.

C Correct. The author considers several

definitions of services.

D The author largely analyzes the
disadvantages of the definitions.

E The author points out problems in the
definitions rather than providing
clarifications of the definitions themselves.

The correct answer is C.

In comparing the United States government's definition
of services with the classical definition, the author

suggests that the classical definition is

(A) more pragmatic

(B) more difficult to apply

(C) less ambiguous

(D) more widely used

(E) more arbitrary
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28.

434

Inference

This question asks the reader to find information
that is suggested but not directly stated in the
passage. The author discusses the classical
definition at the endof the first paragraph,
pointing out two examples in which it does not
applyand concludingthat this definitionis hard to
sustain. Bycomparison, the government's
definition is morepractical because it is easy to
apply; everything that is not agriculture or
industry is defined as a service. An examination
of the analysis of both definitions reveals that,
accordingto the author, the classical definition is
harder to apply.

A The author describes the United States

government's definition as morepractical ox
pragmatic.

B Correct. Citing two cases in which the
classical definitiondoes not apply, the

>author implies that this definition is harder
to apply than the government's.

C Although the United Statesgovernment's
definition is said to lead to ambiguities, the
examples giveri to suggest difficulties with
the classical definition indicate that it may
be at least as ambiguous.

D The author does hot saythat the classical
definition is morewidely used.

E The author calls the government's definition
arbitrary.

The correct answer is B.

The passage suggests which of the following about
service workers in the United States?

(A) The number of service workers may be
underestimated by the definition of services
used by the government.

(B) There were fewer service workers than
agricultural workers before 1988.

(C) The number of service workers was almost
equal to the number of workers employed in
manufacturing until 1988.

(D) Most service workers are employed in service
occupations rather than in service industries.

(E) Most service workers are employed in
occupationswherethey provide services that do
not fall under the classical definition of services.

Inference

The question's use of the word suggests means that
the answerdepends on making an inference.
According to the author, one of the failures of the
government's definition of servicesis that the
many service workers employed bymanufacturers—
bookkeepers orjanitors,for example—wouldfall
under the industrial rather than the services category
(lines 22-26). This example shows that the
number of service workers is likely to be
underestimated.

A Correct. Because some service workers are

included in the industrial category, it is
possible that the total numberof service
workers maybe underestimated.

B The passage does not provide the
information to support this statement.

C The author says that services moved ahead
of manufacturingas the main product in
1988 but does not discuss the number of

workers in either area.

D The passage doesnot provide the
informationto support this statement.

E The passage does not provide the
information to support this statement.

The correct answer is A.

29. The author of the passage mentions which of the
following as one disadvantage [of the United States
government's definition of services?

(A) It is less useful than the other definitions
mentioned in the passage.

(B),. It is narrower in scope than the pther definitions
mentioned in the passage.

(C) It is based on the final product produced rather
than on the type of work performed.

(D) It does not recognize the diversity of
occupations within the service industries.

(E) It misclassifies many workers who are employed
in service industries.
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30.

Supporting ideas

This question is basedon specific information
explicitly stated in the passage. According to the
author, the government's definition fails because it
categorizes workers based on their company'sfinal
product rather than on the actual work the employees
perform (lines 20-22).

A The author calls this definitionpracticalfor
governmentpurposes, so for the government it
is more useful than other definitions.

B The definition includes everything that isnot
agriculture orindustry, while the classical
definition does not include occupations that
are clearlyservices; the government's
definition is thus not narrower.

C Correct. Workers are categorized by the
final product of their company rather than
by the type of work they perform at that
company.

D Diversity of occupationswithin the service
industries is not discussed.

E The definition misclassifies service workers

employed in manufacturing, not service
industries.

The correct answer is C.

The author refers to "service workers employed by
manufacturers" (line 23) primarily in order to point out

(A) a type of worker not covered by the United
States government's system of classifying
occupations

(B) a flaw in the United States government's
definition of services

(C) a factor that has influenced the growth of the
service economy in the United States

(D) a type of worker who is classified on the basis of
work performed rather than on the basis of the

company's final product

(E) the diversity of the workers who are referred to
as service workers

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Logical structure

The author discusses the many service workers
employed by manufacturers to illustrate the failure
of the government's definition to distinguish
between service industries and service

occupations. The resulting ambiguities, in the
author's view, reveal the arbitrariness of the
definition and its inaccuracy in reflecting the
composition of the economy.

A The worker is covered but misclassified.

B Correct. The author uses this example to
point out a serious shortcoming in the
government's definition.

C The author mentions the growth of services
at the beginning of the passage but does not
explore the reasons for it.

D The situation ofserviceworkers employed by
manufacturers is just the reverse; they are
categorized by the company'sfinal product,
not by the work they do.

E The author had earlier cited and illustrated

the diversity of service activities that are
included in the government's residual
categoryof services; the focus here is instead
the arbitrariness and inaccuracy, in the
author's view, of the government's definition.

The correct answer is B.

Questions 31-36 refer to the passage on page 380.

31. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) contrasting the benefits of one methodology
with the benefits of another

(B) describing the historical origins and inherent
drawbacks of a particular methodology

(C) discussing the appeal of a particular
methodology and some concerns about its use

(D) showing that some historians' adoption of a
particular methodology has led to criticism of
recent historical scholarship

(E) analyzing the influence of current feminist views
on women's interpretations of their experience
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Main idea

This question asksfor an abstractviewof what
the passage as a whole is primarily doing. The
passage introduces a particularmethodology that
scholars ofwomen's history have beenencouraged
to employ, explainingwhy the use of the
methodology is supported. Thepassage then goes
on to raise some concerns about the use of the

methodology and cites one example in which
caution is needed.

A The passage is primarilyconcerned with
onlyone methodology.

B Thepassage mentions whythe methodology
had been encouraged but does not give the
historyof its origins; while it cautions
historians to employ the methodology
carefully, it is not concernedwith drawbacks
of its properuse.

C Correct. Thepassage discusses whythe use
of a methodology is being encouraged and
then offers some concerns about its usei

D The.passage doesnot discuss anycriticism of
recent scholarship in women's history.

E Thereis no mention in the passage that
feminist theory is influencinghow women
in generalthink about their experiences.

The correct answer is C.

32. According to the passage, which of the following
shapes the oral narratives of women storytellers?

(A) The conventions for standard histories in the
culture in which a woman storyteller lives

(B) The conventions of storytelling in the culture in
which a woman storyteller lives

(C) Awoman storyteller's experience with distinctive
traditions of storytelling developed by the
women in her family of origin • •

(D) The cultural expectations and experiences of
those who listen to oral narratives

(E) Awoman storyteller's familiarity with the stories
that members of other groups in her culture tell
to explain themselves
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33.

Supporting ideas

This question asks for an identification of specific
information provided by the passage. In the
secondparagraph, the passage describes certain
concerns about using oral narratives. One of these
concerns is that the storiespeople tell to explain
themselves are shaped by.... storytelling conventions
(lines 17-19) and other influences tied to the
teller's cultural and historical Context.

A The passage usesstandard histories (line7) to
refer to the usual work ofscholars and not to

something that influences oral narratives.
B Correct. The passage raises;as a,concern

that oral narratives maybe influenced by
storytellingconventions present in the
culture of the speaker.

C The passage does not mention the family of
origin of women storytellers.

D The passage does not mention the
expectations of the listenersof oral
narratives.

E The'passage does not discuss women
storytellers'familiarity with the oral
narratives belonging to other groups of
women.

The correct answer is B.

The author of the passage would be most likely to
make which of the following recommendations to
scholars of women's history?

(A) They should take into account their own life
experiences when interpreting the oral accounts
of women's historical experiences,

(B) They should assume that the observations made
in women's oral narratives are believed by the
intended audience of the story.

(C) Theyshould treat skepticallyobservations
reported in oral narratives unless the
observations can be confirmed in standard

histories.

(D) They should consider the cultural and historical
context in which an oral narrative was created

before arriving at an interpretation of such a
narrative.

(E) They should rely on information gathered from
oral narratives onlywhen equivalent information
is not available in standard histories.
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Application

Answeringthis questioninvolves recognizing
what the author believes about oral narratives

and then applying this beliefto a hypothetical
situation in which the author makes

recommendations to scholars ofwomen's history.
While acknowledging the appealof oral
narratives to these scholars, in the second

i

paragraph the authorurges caution when using
these narratives as sources of disinterested
commentary (line 16). Thepassage then states that
people's oral narratives are shapedby culturaland
historicalfactors (line 20), which presumably relate
to the cultural and historical context within

which the narratives are spoken.

A The passage does not mention the personal
life experiences of scholars.

B The passage doesnot mentionthe intended
audiences oforal narratives.

C The passage mentions standardhistories
(line 7) only as a reference to scholarly works
that often haveshortcomings.

D Correct. The passage cautions that oral
narratives maybe biased due to cultural and
historical factors, and it is therefore
reasonable to suppose that the author would
recommend that scholars consider this when

using such information.
E The passage does not refer to oral narratives

as being valuable onlyfor filling a gap in the
available historical record.

The correct answer is D.

34. Which of the following best describes the function of
the last sentence, of the passage?

(A) It describes an event that historians view as

crucial in recent women's history.

(B) . It provides an example of how political rhetoric
may influence the interpretations of experience
reported in women's.oral narratives.

(0 It provides an example of an oral narrative that
inaccurately describes women's experience
during a particular historical period.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

(D) It illustrates the point that some women are
more aware than others of the social forces that

shape their oral narratives.

(E) It identifies the historical conditions that led to
the social acceptance of women's paid work
outside the home.

Evaluation

This question requires recognizing howa
particular partofthepassage is related to the
overall reasoning in the passage. The first
paragraph introduces a methodology and
describes the methodology's appeal. The second
paragraph then raises concerns about the use of
the methodology, drawing attention to the
cultural and historical bias that may be present in
oral narratives. In line 21, the passage refers
specifically to the influence political rhetoric may
haveon a woman's understanding of her
experience. In the final sentence, the passage
provides a specific hypotheticalexample of a
woman at the time of the Second World War to

illustrate this concern.

A The last sentence employs a hypothetical
example and does not describea particular
event as being important to historians.

B Correct. After contendingthat political
rhetoricmayinfluence oral narratives, the
passage uses the exampleof the Second
World War in the final sentenceto support
this claim.

C The last sentence does not provide a
particular example of an oral narrative.

D The passage does not claim that some
women are more aware than others of the

socialforces that maybear on them.
E The passage doesnot claim that social

conditions during the SecondWorld War
led to acceptance of women in the
workplace.

The correct answer is B.
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35. According to the passage, scholars ofwomen's history
should refrain from doing which of the following?

(A) Relying on traditional historical sources when
women's oral narratives are unavailable

(B) Focusing on the influence of political rhetoric on
women's perceptions to the exclusion of other
equally important factors

(0 Attempting to discover the cultural and historical
factors that influence the stories women tell

(D) Assuming that the conventions of women's
written autobiographies are similar to the
conventions of women's oral narratives

(E) Accepting women's oral narratives less critically
than they accept women's written histories

Inference

Answeringthis question requires recognizing
which option is directly inferable'from
information in the passage. After describing in
the first paragraph why oral narratives are
appealingto historians, the passage begins the
secondparagraph by imploring scholarsof
women's history to be ascautious about accepting
oralnarratives... as... written memories (lines
12-14). Thepassage then goes on to describe
potential bias in oral narratives, suggesting that
scholars shouldbe as criticalof them as they are
ofwritten sources.

A The passage does not claim that traditional
historicalsources should be avoided by
scholars.

B The passage mentions the influence of
political rhetoric merely as one example of
potential bias.

C Thepassage suggests that scholars should
attempt to be aware of culturaland
historical factors.

D The passage does not discuss the
conventions ofwomen's written

autobiographies.
E Correct. The passage implies that written

histories and oral narratives should receive

the same levelof critical scrutiny by
scholars.

The correct answer is E.
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36. According to the passage, each of the following is a
difference between women's oral narratives and most
standard histories EXCEPT:

(A) Women's oral histories validate the significance
of women's achievements.

(B) Women's oral histories depict experience from
the point of view of women.

(0 Women's oral histories acknowledge the
influence of well-known women.

(D) Women's oral histories present today's women
with.a sensg of their historical relationship to
women of the past.

(E) Women's oral histories are crucial to the

collective identity of today's women.

Supporting ideas

This questionasks for information that is stated
in the passage, and it requiresa process of
elimination. In line 7, oral narratives are
presented as being unlike most standard histories,
and the passage then goes on in lines 7-11 to list
characteristics oforal histories that most standard

histories do not have. The answerto this question
will therefore contain a characteristic ofwomen's

oral histories that is not described in lines 7-11.

A The passage states that, unlike most
standard histories, women's oral histories
affirm the importance ofwomen's contributions
(lines8-9).

B The passage states that, unlike most
standard histories, women'sroral histories
represent experiencefrom theperspective of
women (lines 7-8).

C Correct. The passage does not mention the
influence ofwell-known women on women's

oral histories.

D The passage states that, unlike most
standard histories, women's oral histories
furnishpresent-day women with historical
continuity (lines 9-10).

E The passage states that, unlike most
' standard histories, women's oral histories

furnish a historical sense that is essential to
their identity, individually andcollectively
(line 11).

The correct answer is C.
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Questions 37-41 refer to the passage on page 382.

37. The passage suggests that in order for a
manufacturer in a capital-intensive industry to have a
decisive advantage over competitors making similar
products, the manufacturer must

(A) be the first in the industry to build production
facilities of theoretically optimal size

(B) make every effort to keep fixed and sunk costs
as low as possible

(C) be one of the first to operate its manufacturing

plants at minimum efficient scale

(D) produce goods of higher quality than those
produced by direct competitors

(E) stockpile raw materials at production sites in
order to ensure a steady flow of such materials

Inference

This question asks for an inference about what a
manufacturer in a capital-intensive industry must
do to have an advantage over competitors making
similar products. The passage addresses this
question by stating that advantage accrues to
those firms that are the first to exploit the full
potential of optimally sized, technologically
sophisticated plants. In this context, exploiting
the full potential of such plants means operating
them at minimum efficient scale. Based on the
definition in the first paragraph, this means that
the plant must have an output of such a size that
the cost per unit of output is at a minimum.

A The passage says that for new capital-
intensive firms to dominate the market, it is
not enough for them to have optimally sized
plants; the plants must alsobe operatedin a
way that fully exploits their potential.

B While keeping fixed and sunk costs low
would obviously help keep overall costs low,
the passage does not suggest that this is
decisive in enablinga firm to have an
advantage overcompetitors.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C Correct. Being amongthe first
manufacturers to operate plants at minimum
efficientscale means that those plants are
beingexploited to their full potential. This
strategy would mostlikely give such
manufacturers a decisive advantage over new
firms hoping to competeeffectively.

D The passage does not discuss the quality of
goods madeby manufacturers.

E The passagedoes not suggest that
stockpilingraw materials is the most
efficient way to ensure a steady flow of raw
materials into the manufacturing process,
though the passage states that such a steady
flow is a factor in achieving minimum
efficient scale.

The correct answer is C.

38. The passage suggests that which of the following is
true of a manufacturer's fixed and sunk costs?

(A) The extent to which they are determined by
market conditions for the goods being

manufactured is frequently underestimated.

(B) If they are kept as low as possible, the
manufacturer is very likely to realize significant
profits.

(C) They are the primary factor that determines
whether a manufacturer will realize economies

of scale.

(D) They should be on a par with the fixed and sunk

costs of the manufacturer's competitors.

(E) They are not affected by fluctuations in a
manufacturing plant's throughput.

Inference

This question asks about what the passage implies
about fixed and sunk costs. The passage states
that when production declines due to certain
factors, such costs remain at the same level
(which may be high), and the costper unit
produced {unit costs) rises sharply.
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A The passage discusses the impact ofmarket
conditions on determining whatthe optimal
size ofa manufacturing plantis (which
affects fixed and sunk costs). But it makes no
claimabout the frequency with which such
an impact is "underestimated."

B The passage emphasizes that failing to keep
throughput at an efficiently high level
reduces profitability because that failure
results in increased cost per unit (towhich,
of course, the plant's fixed and sunk costs
contribute). But the passage does not claim
that keeping aggregate*fixed and sunk costs
verylowis necessary in order to have the
mostcompetitive production operation.

C Thepassage emphasizes that the crucial
factor in achieving economies of scale is
efficient operationof the production
facilities, not the size of the firm's fixed and
sunkcosts (even though suchcosts are
clearly in part determined by the size and
design of the production facilities).

D While a manufacturer's fixed and sunk costs

maybe on a par with those of the
manufacturer's competitors, the passage
provides no groundsfor inferring that there
is anyneed for them to be (for example,
physical plants that employdifferent
technologies mayhavedifferentprice tags).

E Correct. According to the passage,
"throughput" refers to the flow of materials
through a plant. This flowcan vary as a
result ofvarious factors, but fixed and sunk
costs—financial resources already
committed—remainthe sameregardless of
such variation.

The correct answer is E.

39. Inthe context of the passage as a whole, the second
paragraph serves primarily to

(A) provide an example to support the argument
presented in the first paragraph

(B) evaluate various strategies discussed in the first
paragraph
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(0 introduce evidence that undermines the

argument presented in the first paragraph

(D) anticipate possibleobjections to the argument
presented in the first paragraph.

(E) demonstrate the potential dangers of a
commonly used strategy

Evaluation

This question asks about the rhetorical function
of the second paragraph. While the first
paragraph argues that a crucial factor in
achieving economies of scale is iritahgible capital,
or organized human capabilities, the second
paragraph uses the example of newcapital-
intensive manufacturing industries to help show
that this is indeed the case.

A Correct. Thesecond paragraph provides an
example that illustrates the claims made in
the first paragraph. It discusses the wayin
which intangiblecapital-^e.g., distribution
networks, marketing systems; smooth
rifoduction processes, and qualified
management teams—enables manufacturers
in new capital-intensive manufacturing
industries to realize economies of scale and

achieve market dominance.

B The second paragraphdoes, in a sense,
"evaluate" investment in intangible capital: it
suggests that such investmentis necessary.
However, investment in intangible capitalis
the only strategy it discusses.

C The Second paragraph supports rather than
undermines the first paragraph'sargument.

D Nothing in the second paragraph suggests
that there are, or couldbe, anyobjections to
the first paragraph's argument.

E The secondparagraphdiscusses the
potentialpositive outcomes of investing in
intangible capital. It suggests that there
might be negative consequences to not
making such investments, but it does not
indicate that avoiding such investmentsis a
commonlyused strategy.

The correct answer is A.
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40. The passage LEAST supports the inference that a
manufacturer's throughput could be adversely
affected by

(A) a mistake in judgment regarding the selection of
a wholesaler

(B) a breakdown in the factory's machinery

(C) a labor dispute on the factory floor

(D) an increase in the cost per unit of output

(E) a drop in the efficiency of the sales network

Application

Thisquestion maybe best approached by using
an elimination strategy—first finding the four
choices that can reasonably be inferred from the
passage, and then checking to make sure that the
remainingchoice cannot reasonably be inferred.
This requires understanding the information the
passage givesabout throughput, then making
inferences about what can cause throughput to
drop. The passagedefines throughput generallyas
theflow ofmaterials through aplant and goes on to
explain that it involves coordination of the
production process itself, as well as obtaining
materials from suppliers and marketing and
distributing the manufactured products.
Anything that damages this flowof materials
and products would be sajd to have an adverse
effecton throughput.

A Making a poor judgment about a wholesaler
wouldmost likelyhave an adverse effect on
throughput, in that it could affect theflow of
output towholesalers andfinal consumers.

B A breakdown in machinery wouldlikely fall
into the category ofproblems on thefactory
floormentionedin the passage and would
likely prove damaging to throughput
because of its effect on the production
process itself.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C A labordispute would alsolikely fall into
the category ofproblems on thefactoryfloor
mentioned in the passage and would
probably cause a decline in production and
thus adversely affectthroughput.

D Correct. The passage emphasizes that
changes in throughput can cause increases
or decreases in costsper unit. But the
passage is not committed to anyclaims
abouthow changes in costs per unit might
affect throughput.

E The passage suggests that inefficient sales
networks could cause a decline in

production.Thus a decrease in sales
efficiency would most likelyadversely affect
a manufacturer's ability to provide goods to
consumers,and thus would create problems
with throughput.

The correct answer is D.

41. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) point out the importance of intangible capital
for realizing economies of scale in
manufacturing

(B) show that manufacturers frequently gain a
competitive advantage from investment in large
manufacturing facilities

(C) argue that large manufacturing facilities often
fail because of inadequate investment in both
tangible and intangible capital

(D) suggest that most new industries are likely to
be dominated by firms that build large
manufacturing plants early

(E) explain whylarge manufacturing plants usually
do not help manufacturers achieve economies
of scale
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Main idea

This question dependson understanding the
passage as a whole. In general, it makes an
argument for investingin intangible capitalas a
way for manufacturers to realize economiesof
scale, and it supports its argument with an
example.

A Correct. The passage focuses on intangible
capitalas a crucial factor in realizing
economies of scale.

B According to the passage, manufacturers
gain competitive advantage by building
plants of optimal size that they then fully
exploit; nothing in the passage suggests that
large plants are frequentlyoptimal.

C The passage assumes that manufacturers
invest appropriately in tangible capital and
argues that it is important for them to invest
in intangible capital aswell.

D The passage states that newcapital-intensive
manufacturing industries are dominated not
by firms that are the first to build large
plants, but by firms that exploit the full
potential of their plants.

E The passage indicates that economies of
scalecan be achieved in plants of optimal
size. The passage does not suggest that large
plants cannot be optimal.

The correct answer is A.

Questions 42-44 refer to the passage on page 384.

42. The passage suggests that combing and carding differ
from weaving in that combing and carding were

(A) low-skill jobs performed primarily by women
employees

(B) low-skill jobs that were not performed in the
home

(C) low-skill jobs performed by both male and
female employees

(D) high-skill jobs performed outside the home

(E) high-skill jobs performed by both male and
female employees
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Inference

Since the question uses the word suggests, the
answer is probably not directly stated in the
passage and therefore has to be inferred. How
wasweaving different from carding and combing?
Lines 16-17 discussweaving, combing, and
carding; all three activities are characterized as
low-skill jobs. As the human capital theory notes,
there was a concentration ofwomen in certain

low-skill occupationsbecause they could be carried
out inthe home (lines 19-20); weaving was one
such occupation. Since the passage implies that
relatively few women worked in carding and
combing, these jobs presumably could notbe
carried out in the home. Thus the passage
suggests that carding and combingwerelow-skill
jobs, mostly done by men working outside the
home.

A

B

C

D

E

Lines 15-17 imply that women
predominated in weaving but that carding
and combing weredone mainlyby men.
Correct. Carding and combing, unlike
weaving, could not be done at home.
The passage suggests that weaving, carding,
and combing were all low-skill jobs done by
both men and women, although the
concentrations of the genders in thesejobs
were different; this statement does not
explain how the passage suggests that
combing andcarding differfrom weaving.
Lines 16-17 characterize all three jobs as
low-skill.

Lines 16-17 characterize all three jobs as
low-skill.

The correct answer is B.
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43. Which of the following, iftrue, would most weaken the
explanation provided by the human capital theory for
women's concentration in certain occupations in
seventeenth-century Florence?

(A) Women were unlikely to work outsidethe home
even in occupations whose hours wereflexible
enough to allow women to accommodate
domestic tasks as well as paid labor.

(B) Parents were less likely to teach occupational
skills to their daughters thantheywere to their
sons.

(C) Women's participation in the Florentine paid
labor force grew steadily throughout the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

(D) Thevast majority of female weavers in the
Florentine wool industry had children.

(E) Few women worked as weavers in the Florentine
silk industry, which was devoted to making
cloths that required a high degree of skill to
produce.

Logical structure

To answer this question, examine the logic of the
explanation. Howdoes the human capital theory
explain women's concentration in Certain
occupations? The theory says that women's roles
in childbearing made it difficult for them to
acquire the skills needed in high-skill jobs.
Moreover, their role in child rearing made them
choose occupations that could be carried out at
home. Evidence against eitherof these points will
weaken the explanation.

A Correct. Ifwomen of that time were

generally unlikely to takeanyjobsoutside
the home, even those that allowed them to
handle their domestic tasks, then these tasks
are not the reasonwomen predominated in
jobs that theycould do within the home, as
the human capital theory posits.

B Different levels of teaching by parents may
helpperpetuatejob segregation, but this is
quiteconsistent with the socially defined
role that women then had as childbearers
and child rearers and the explanation
providedby the human capital theory.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C The growth ofwomen's participation in the
paid labor force does not affect the
explanation ofoccupational concentrations
provided by thehuman capital theory.

D The explanation suggests thewomen chose
weaving because they hadchildren to raise
at home.The fact that the majority of
weavers had children actually supports,
rather than weakens, the explanation.

E Silk weaving was a high-skill job, exactly
the kind ofjobthatwomen would not have
in the human capital explanation. This point
supports, rather thanweakens, the
explanation.

The correct answer is A.

44. The author of the passage would be most likely to
describe the explanation provided by the human
capital theoryfor the high concentration ofwomen in
certain occupations in the seventeenth-century
Florentine textile industry as

(A) well founded though incomplete

(B) difficult to articulate

(C) plausible but poorly substantiated

(D) seriously flawed

(E) contrary to recent research

Logical structure

This question requires an evaluation of the
author's point ofview. What does the author
think Of the human capitalexplanation of
women's occupational concentration in the
Florentine textile industry?In line 5, the author
characterizes the theory as useful, a positive word
reflecting a positive evaluation. However, the
entire second paragraph is devoted to examining
differences inpay scales that cannot be explained by
the human capital theory. Theauthor's positive view
of the theory is qualifiedby the theory's inability
to explain an important point.
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A Correct. This statement reflects the author's

generally positive evaluation, as well as
concerns about insufficiencies.

B The author articulates the theory without
difficultyand does not criticize it as difficult
to articulate.

C To substantiate the theory means to provide
evidence that verifies the theory. The author
regards the theory's explanations of high
concentration ofwomen in certain

occupations as sound, and so is unlikely to
regard the theory aspoorly substantiated.

D If the author regarded the theory as seriously
flawed, the passage would not describe it as
useful (see line 5).

E The author does not mention recent

research.

The correct answer is A.

Questions 45-51 refer to the passage on page 386.

45. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) present the results of statistical analyses and
propose further studies

(B) explain a recent development and predict its
eventual consequences

(C) identify the reasons for a trend and recommend
measures to address it

(D) outline several theories about a phenomenon

and advocate one of them

(E) describe the potential consequences of
implementing a new policy and argue in favor of
that policy

Main idea

Understanding the author's purpose comes from a
carefulconsideration of the whole passage. The
author begins by notingone explanation for the
rise in temporaryemployment, but dismisses it,
finding another explanation more likely. The
author closes the passage by making specific
recommendations to counter the problems caused
by temporary employment.
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A The author uses statistical analyses as the
basis of an explanation, but the analyses act
only as support for the larger purpose of
explaining a trend; no further studies are
proposed.

B The author explores possible reasons for a
recent development but recommends ways to
curb or change that development; the author
does not predict the consequences if the
situation is left unchanged or the
recommendations unmet.

C Correct. The author examines possible
reasons for the rise in temporary
employment and makes specific
recommendations to change the current
situation.

D The use of the phrase several theories is
enough to make this inaccurate. Two types
of explanation are suggested: employee
preference or employer self-interest.

E The author makes recommendations but

provides no arguments in support of those
recommendations—merely suggesting that
they are aimed at discouraging employers
from creating too many temporary positions.

The correct answer is C.

46. According to the passage, which of the following is
true of the "factors affecting employers" that are
mentioned in lines 10-19?

(A) Most experts cite them as having initiated the
growth in temporary employment that occurred
during the 1980s.

(B) They may account for the increase in the total
numberof temporary workers during the 1980s.

(C) They were less important than demographic
change in accounting for the increase of
temporary employment during the 1980s.

(D) They included a sharp increase in the cost of
labor during the 1980s.

(E) They are more difficult to account for than are
other factors involved in the growth of
temporary employment during the 1980s.
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Supporting idea

This question is basedon information explicitly
stated in lines 10-12. The statistical analyses
suggest thatfactors affecting employers accountfor the
rise in temporary employment.

A Some observers attribute the rise to the

composition of the workforce; the passage
does not identifywhat most expertsbelieve.

B Correct. The factors affecting employers
mayexplain the rise in temporary
employment.

C The passage suggests that these factors were
more important than demographic changes
in explaining the rise.

D Although there is some suggestionin lines
15-16 that employers at some point
experienced difficulty from the cost of labor,
the passage does not suggest that a sharp
increase in that cost occurred in the 1980s—

and evensuggeststhat labor costsmay have
decreased because of labor's reduced

bargaining strength.
E Theissue of howto accountfor those factors

(i.e., explain why theyoccurred) is not raised
in the passage—so the issueof whether
those factors are more difficult to account

for than other factors is not raised.

The correct answer is B.

47. The passage suggests which of the following about
the use of temporary employment by firms during
the 1980s?

(A) It enabled firms to deal with fluctuating product
demand far more efficiently than they did before
the 1980s.

(B) It increased as a result of increased participation
in the workforce by certain demographic groups.

(0 Itwas discouraged by government-mandated
policies.

(D) Itwas a response to preferences indicated by
certain employees for more flexible working
arrangements.

(E) It increased partly as a result of workers' reduced
ability to control the terms of their employment.

48.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Inference

Since theword suggests isused in the question, the
answer is probably not directlystated in the
passage and therefore has to be inferred. The
author believes that the rise in temporary
employment duringthe 1980s canbe explained
by two factors affecting employers: product
demand and labors reduced bargaining strength.
Temporary employmentallowsemployers to
adapt their workforce to the fluctuating demand
for their product.At this time, labor's reduced
bargaining strength left employers, not workers, in
greatercontrolof the terms of employment.

A Thisgoes too far beyond the information
provided in the passage. The passage neither
says nor implies anything about efficiency
levels before the 1980s.

B The author says that demographic changes in
the workforce didnotcorrelate withvariations
in the totalnumber oftemporary workers,
ruling out this explanation.

C In 1992, the author recommended
government-mandated policies because they
did not exist.

D Theauthorsays that growth in temporary
employment nowfar exceeds the level
explainable by... groups saidtoprefer
temporaryjobs.

E Correct. Labors reduced bargainingpower
resulted in employers' increasedcontrolover
the terms of employment.

The correct answer is E.

The passage suggests which of the following about the
workers who took temporary jobs during the 1980s?

(A) Their jobs frequently led to permanent positions
within firms.

(B) They constituted a less demographically diverse
group than has been suggested.

(0 They were occasionally involved in actions
organized by labor unions.

(D) Their pay declined during the decade in
comparison with the pay of permanent
employees.

(E) Theydid not necessarily prefer temporary
employment to permanent employment.
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Inference

Thequestion's use of the word suggests indicates
that the answer is probably not directly stated
in the passage. The author says that the rise in
temporaryemployment nowfar exceeds the level
explainable by recent workforce entry rates ofgroups
said toprefer temporaryjobs. Thus, the numberof
workers employed on a temporarybasisis far
greater than the number of workers who actually
do prefer temporary employment.

A No evidence is presented that temporary
jobs led to permanent positions.

B The passage grants that there was increased
participation in the workforce by certain groups,
such asfirst-time or reentering workers. This
suggests more rather than lessdemographic
diversity.

C The roleof temporaryworkers in labor
unions is not discussed.

D The passage does suggestthat the payof
temporary workers is less than that of
permanentworkers* but not that the payof
temporaryworkers declined.

E Correct. The passage indicates; that the
number of workers in temporaryjobs was
higher than the numberof workers who
stated a preference for temporarywork.

The correct answer is E.

49. The first sentence in the passage suggests that the
"observers" mentioned in line 1 would be.most likely to
predict which of the following?

(A) That the number of new temporary positions
would decline as fewer workers who preferred
temporary employment entered the workforce

(B) That the total number of temporary positions
would increase as fewer workers were able to

find permanent positions

(C) That employers would have less control over the
terms of workers' employment as workers
increased their bargaining strength

(D) That more workers would be hired for temporary
positions as product demand increased

(E) That the number of workers taking temporary
positions would increase as more workersinany
given demographic groupentered the workforce
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Application

These observers specifically attribute the growth
oftemporary employment to increasedparticipation
in the workforce by certain groups... who supposedly
prefer such arrangements. On the basisof the
passage's first sentence, any prediction these
observers might make must be about the relation
between the number of workers in temporary
employment and the preference of these workers
for temporary employment. No other issue is
discussed. A rise in temporaryemployment
could be explainedonly by a rise in the number
of new workerswho prefer temporaryjobs, and
a decline in temporary employmentonly by a
decline in the number of new workerswho prefer
temporarywork.

A Correct. Bythis rationale, the only reason
for a decline in temporary employment
would be a corresponding decline in the
number of new workerswho preferred
temporaryjobs.

B According to the observers, temporary
employment would increase onlyif a greater
number of employers who preferred
temporaryjobs entered the workforce.

C These observers are not said to consider

control over the terms of employment.
D These observers are not said to consider the

relationship between productdemandand
temporaryemployment.

E The number of workers taking temporary
positions would rise onlyif theywere
composed ofcertaingroups, such asfirst-time
or reentering workers, who, the observers
believe, prefer temporary work.

The correct answer is A.
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50. In the context of the passage, the word "excessive"
(line 23) most closely corresponds to which of the
following phrases?

(A) Far more than can be justified by worker
preferences

(B) Far more than can be explained by fluctuations
in product demand

(C) Far more than can be beneficial to the success

of the firms themselves

(D) Far more than can be accounted for by an
expanding national economy

(E) Far more than can be attributed to increases in

the total number of people in the workforce

Logical structure

In its context in this passage, the word excessive
indicates a value-judgment by the author. The
author recommends that firms be discouragedfrom
creating excessive numbers oftemporarypositions on
the basis of the statistical analyses, which show
that the rise in temporaryemployment nowfar
exceeds the level explainable by recent workforce entry
rates ofgroups said toprefer temporaryjobs. In the
context of lines 24-31, it is clear that the author
believes that the large expansion in temporary
employment exclusively serves employer interests
at the expense of employee interests (including
their preferences), and is, for that reason,
excessive.

A Correct. An expansion of temporary
employment that servesemployerinterests
more than it serves employee interests (such
as preferences) is considered by the author to
be excessive.

B It is not because the expansion in temporary
employment allows employers to respond to
fluctuations in product demand that the
author regards the expansion as excessive.

C The relationof temporaryemployment to
the success of firms is not discussed.

D The relationof temporaryemployment to an
expanding economy is not discussed.

E The author does not consider the issue of

overall increases in the workforce as a whole,
onlythe issue of increases in temporary
employment.

The correct answer is A.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

51. The passage mentions each of the following as an
appropriate kind of governmental action EXCEPT

(A) getting firms to offer temporary employment
primarily to a certain group of people

(B) encouraging equitable pay for temporary and
permanent employees

(C) facilitating the organization of temporary
workers by labor unions

(D) establishing guidelines on the proportion of
temporary workers that firms should employ

(E) ensuring that temporary workers obtain benefits
from their employers

Supporting ideas

The author closes the passage with a list of
specific recommendations. Check that list against
the possible answers. Bythe process of
elimination, choose the one recommendation the
author does not make. The author recommends

that government policymakers consider: 1)
mandating benefit coveragefor temporary employees,
2)promotingpayequity between temporary and
permanent workers, 3) assisting labor unions in
organizing temporary workers, and 4) encouraging

firms toassign temporaryjobsprimarily toemployees
who explicitly indicate thatpreference.

A The author does recommend that firms

assign temporaryjobs to workerswho prefer
temporarywork.

B The author does recommendthat payequity
between temporary and permanent workers
be encouraged.

C The author does recommend that labor

unions be assisted in organizing temporary
workers.

D Correct. The author does not recommend

that such guidelines be established.
E The author does recommend that benefit

coverage for temporaryworkers be
mandated.

The correct answer is D.
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Questions 52-55 refer to the passage on page 388.

52. It can be inferred from the passage that a large plant
might have to spend more than a similar but smaller

planton environmental compliance because the larger
plant is

(A) more likely to attract attention from local
regulators

(B) less likely to be exempt from permit and
reporting requirements

(C) less likely to have regulatory costs passed on to
it by companies that supply its raw materials

(D) more likely to employ older production
technologies

(E) more likely to generate wastes that are more
environmentally damaging than those generated
by smaller plants

Inference

This item depends on understanding the
implications of the passage's discussion of
differences between large and small plants. It
asks what might be true of a largerplant that
would compel it to spend more than a smaller
plant on environmental compliance. The passage
addresses this issue by stating that smaller plants
are often not subject to the same permit or
reporting requirements that larger plants are.

A The likelihood of attracting regulatory
attention is discussed only in the context of
comparing plants that are isolated With, small
plants that are near large noncompliant
ones.The passage does not suggest that size
is generally the crucial determining factor in
attracting regulatory attention.

B Correct. According to the passage, certain
permit or reporting requirements may not
apply to smaller plants; this suggests that
largerplants are less likely than smaller
plants to be exempt from these
requirements, and thus that the larger plants
would have to spend more to comply.

C The passagedoes not discuss the passingon
of regulatory costs from suppliers to plants.
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D

E

The passage does not suggestthat larger
plants are any more likely than smaller
plants to employolder production
technologies.
The passage does not distinguish between
the types ofwastes emitted by largerplants
and those emitted bysmallerplants.

The correct answer is B.

53. According to the passage, which of the following
statements about sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
outputs is true?

(A) Older production technologies cannot be
adapted so as to reduce production of these

outputs as waste products.

(B) Under the most recent environmental

regulations, industrial plants are no longer
permitted to produce these outputs.

(C) Although these outputs are environmentally
hazardous, some plants still generate them as
waste products despite the high compliance
costs they impose.

(D) Manyolder plants have developed innovative
technological processes that reduce the
amounts of these outputs generated as waste
products.

(E) Since the production processes that generate

these outputs are less costly than alternative
processes, these less expensive processes are
sometimes adopted despite their acknowledged

environmental hazards.

Supporting idea

This item depends on identifying what the
passage states explicitly about outputs of sulfur
dioxide and nitrogen oxide.The passage says that
plants that produce these outputs are those that
use older industrial coal-fired burners, and that
such plants are subject to extensive compliance
costs imposed by new regulations.
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A The passage does not address thequestion of
whether older production technologies
might beadapted to reduce outputs ofsulfur
dioxide and nitrogenoxide.

B The passage states that new regulations have
imposed high compliance costs on
companies that produce sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen oxide outputs, not that these
outputs areprohibited.

C Correct. The passage statesthat some
companies are stillusing the older kinds of
burners that generate sulfurdioxide and
nitrogen oxide outputs, and that new
regulations have imposed high compliance
costs on these companies.

D Thepassage does not address the question of
whetherolder plants have developed new
processes to reduce the amounts ofsulfur
dioxide and nitrogen oxidethey produce.

E Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide outputs,
the passage suggests, are produced onlyby
older industrial coal-fired burners; newer
facilities (using alternative processes) do not
employ this technology, the expense of
which is not mentioned in the passage.

The correct answer is C.

54. Which of the following best describes the relationship
of the statement about large plants (lines 12-17) to
the passage as a whole?

(A) It presents a hypothesis that is disproved later
in the passage.

(B) It highlights an opposition between two ideas
mentioned in the passage.

(C) It provides examples to support a claim made
earlier in the passage.

(D) It exemplifies a misconception mentioned earlier
in the passage.

(E) It draws an analogy between two situations
described in the passage.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Evaluation

This question asks about the role played in the
passage bythe following statement: Additionally,
largeplants can spread compliance costs such as waste
treatment across a larger revenue base; on the other
hand, some smallerplants may not even be subject to
certain provisions such aspermit or reporting
requirements by virtue oftheir size. This statement
describes situations in which compliance costs for
plants ofdifferent sizes may differ, which serve as
evidence in supportof the passage's mainclaim:
that environmental regulations do not affect all
competitors in a given industry uniformly.

A The statement in question is not a
hypothesis; rather, it reports factors that are
known to affect the varyingimpactof
environmentalregulations.

B Thisis too vague to be a gooddescription of
the kind of relationship the questionasks
about.The highlightedstatementdoes
present a contrast—it suggests that larger
plants' compliance costs are lower under
some circumstances, while smallerplants'
compliance costs are lower under other
circumstances. But this purports to state
two facts rather than mere ideas', they are
contrasting facts but not in anymeaningful
sense opposed, since theycaneasily coexist.

C Correct. The statement provides examples
to support the initial claim made in the
passage that regulatory costs fall unevenly
on competitors in an industry: largeplants
can spread compliance costs around, and
smaller plants may not even have to pay
certain costs.

D This statement helps to dispel, not
exemplify, a misconception mentioned
earlier in the passage—i.e., the myth that
environmentalregulations affectall
companies in an industry the sameway.

E The statement does not suggestthat the
situation of larger and smaller plants is
similar (or analogous) to any other situation
mentioned in the passage.

The correct answer is C.
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55. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) address a widespread environmental
management problem and suggest possible
solutions

(B) illustrate varying levels of compliance with
environmental regulation among different
corporations

(C) describe the various alternatives to traditional

methods of environmental management

(D) advocate increased corporate compliance with
environmental regulation

(E) correct a common misconception about the
impact of environmental regulations

Main idea

This question dependson understanding the
passage as a whole. Its first sentence indicates
its main purpose: to dispel a myth about
environmental regulations that is often taken
as fact.

A The passage is not about the management of
any environmental problem, which would be
a problem about how to prevent or undo
damage to the environment.The passage
primarilyaims to dispel a beliefthat the
passage says is widely held by environmental
managers.

B The passage refers to variations in firms'
levels of compliance with environmental
regulations, but its primary purpose is not
to illustrate those varying levels, nor does it
do so.

C The passage suggests that most
environmental managers are mistaken
about a key concept; its primary purpose is
not to describe traditional methods of

environmental management or alternatives
to those traditional methods, nor does it
do so.

D The passage takes no position on whether
companies should increase their compliance
with environmental regulation.

E Correct. The passage primarily aims to
dispel the beliefthat environmental
regulations affect all companies in an
industry uniformly.

The correct answer is E.
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Questions 56-62 refer to the passage on page 390.

56. According to the passage, which of the following was
true of the treaty establishing the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation?

(A) It was challenged in the Supreme Court a
number of times.

(B) It was rescinded by the federal government, an
action that gave rise to the Winters case.

(0 It cited American Indians' traditional use of the

land's resources.

(D) Itfailed to mention water rights to be enjoyed by
the reservation's inhabitants.

(E) It was modified by the Supreme Court in
Arizona v. California.

Supporting ideas

This question requires recognizing information
that is explicitly stated in the passage. In the first
sentence, the passage states that the Fort Belknap
Indian Reservation was established by treaty. The
following sentence begins by stating that this
treatydidnot mention water rights (lines 5-6); in
other words, the right to use the water flowing
through the reservation was not established by
treaty.

A Although the Supreme Court ruled on
water rights for the reservation established
by the treaty, there is no evidencein the
passage that the treaty itselfwas ever
challenged in the Supreme Court.

B Although the Winters case resulted in water
rights for the reservation established by the
treaty, there is no evidence in the passage
that the treaty was ever rescinded.

C The passage does not mention American
Indians' traditional resource use as being
tied to the treaty establishing the Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation.

D Correct. The passage states explicitly that
the treatyestablishing the Fort Belknap
Indian Reservation did not mention the right
to use water flowing through the reservation.

E The passage does not mention the Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation or the treaty
that established it in relation to Arizona v.

California.

The correct answer is D.
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57. The passage suggests that, ifthe criteria discussed in
lines 10-20 were the only criteria for establishing a
reservation's water rights, which of the following would
be true?

(A) The water rights of the inhabitants of the Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation would not take
precedence over those of other citizens.

(B) Reservations established before 1848 would be

judged to have no water rights.

(C) There would be no legal basis for the water
rights of the Rio Grande pueblos.

(D) Reservations other than American Indian

reservations could not be created with reserved

water rights.

(E) Treaties establishing reservations would haveto
mention water rights explicitly in order to
reserve water for a particular purpose.

Inference

Answering this question requires making an
inference based on information givenin the
passage. The question focuses on lines 10-20,
where the passage providesa summary of the
criteria used by the U.S. courts to establishwater
rights.The passage then explains that the Rio
Grande pueblos used other means to establish
water rights, noting that what constitutes an
American Indian reservation is a question ofpractice,
not oflegal definition (lines 34-36). Thisstrongly
implies that establishingwater rights for the Rio
Grande pueblosrequired reference to legal
language not contained in the criteria described in
lines 10-20.

A Since the passage says that decisions setting
the criteria in lines 10-20 cited the Winters

case—which gavewater rights to the Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation—one can infer
that the Fort Belknapreservation met all of
those criteria.

B The criteria in lines 10-20 do not touch on

specific dates of the transferof sovereignty
over particular lands.

C Correct. The passage demonstrates that for
the RioGrandepueblos, it was necessary to
establishwater rights based on criteria not
contained in lines 10-20.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

D The criteria described in lines 10-20 are not

specific onlyto lands reserved for American
Indians.

E The passage illustrates that Winters
established waterrights in the absence of
anyexplicit mentionofwater rights in the
treaty.

The correct answer is C.

58. Which of the following most accurately summarizes
the relationship between Arizona v. California in lines
38-42, and the criteria citing the Winters doctrine in
lines 10-20?

(A) Arizona v. California abolishes these criteria and

establishes a competing set of criteria for
applying the Winters doctrine.

(B) Arizona v. California establishes that the Winters

doctrine applies to a broader range of situations
than those defined by these criteria.

(C) Arizona v. California represents the sole example
of an exception to the criteria as they were set
forth in the Winters doctrine.

(D) Arizona v. California does not refer to the Winters

doctrine to justify water rights, whereas these
criteria do rely on the Winters doctrine.

(E) Arizona v. California applies the criteria derived
from the Winters doctrine only to federal lands
other than American Indian reservations.

Inference

This questionrequires inferring how one part of
the passage bears on another part of the passage.
The two parts referred to are the criteria described
in lines 10-20 andArizona v. California, which is
referred to in lines38-45. Arizona v. California
shows that the establishment of water rights need
not be tied to any previous legal definition of
reservationlands but may be tied to the U.S.
government's practice merely of treating the land
as reserved for American Indians. The criteria

described in lines 10-20 applyto situations in
which the land in questionhas been legally
identified as reservation land. So Arizona v.

California broadened the scopeof Winters in
establishingwater rights.
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A The passage illustrates that Arizona v.
California does not supersede or deny anyof
the criteria in lines 10-20.

B Correct. The passage suggests thatpractice
andnot legal definition (lines 34-36)allows
Winters to be appliedto situationsnot
covered by the criteriain lines 10-20.

C In stating that someAmerican Indian tribes
have also established water rights by means
other than the criteria in lines 10-20, the
first sentence of the second paragraph makes
clearthat Arizona v. California is not the
sole exception to the criteria.

D The passage states that Arizona v. California
does refer to Winters.

E Thepassage1 illustrates thatArizona v.
California was directly relevant to the
Pueblo Indians' water rights.

The correct answer is B.

59. The "pragmatic approach" mentioned in lines 37-38
of the passage is best defined as one that

(A) grants recognition to reservations that were
never formally established but that have
traditionally been treated as such

(B) determines the water rights of all citizens in a
particular region byexamining the actual history
of water usage in that region

(C) givesfederal courts the rightto reserve water
along with land even when it is clear that the
government originally intended to reserveonly
the land

(D) bases the decisionto recognize the legal rights
of a group on the practical effect such a
recognition is likely to have on othercitizens

(E) dictates that courts ignore precedents set by
such cases as Winters v. United States in
deciding what water rights belong to reserved
land
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Supporting ideas

Thisquestion requires recognizing what a
particular phrase in the passage is referring to.
Thepragmatic approach the question refers to is
introduced by the passageas this pragmatic
approach. It is therefore necessary to identify
which approach the passage hasalready referred
to in this context, which in this case is contained
in the sentence just prior to the reference. This
sentencestates that establishingwhat is an
American Indian reservation is a matter of the
U.S. government's practice and notof any formal,
legaldefinition.

A Correct. The approach referred to as
pragmatic involves establishing American
Indian reservations based not on formal law
but on the government's established practice
of treating the landsas such.

B The approach referred to as pragmatic is not
specific to establishing water rights.

C Theapproach referred to aspragmatic is not
specific to establishing water rights.

D The approach referred to as pragmatic does
not refer to balancing the rights of some
people with rights ofothers.

E Theapproach referred to aspragmatic is
shown to be consistentwith and supportive
of the rights established by Winters.

The correct answer is A.

60. The author cites the fact that the Rio Grande pueblos
were never formally withdrawn from public lands
primarily in order to do which ofthe following?

(A) Suggest why it might have been argued that the
Winters doctrine ought not to applyto pueblo
lands

(B) Imply that the United States never really
acquired sovereignty over pueblo lands

(C) Argue that the pueblo lands oughtstill to be
considered part of federal public lands

(D) Support the argument that the water rights of
citizens other than American Indians are limited
by the Winters doctrine

(E) Suggestthat federal courts cannot claim
jurisdiction over cases disputing thetraditional
diversion and use of water by Pueblo Indians
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Evaluation

Answering this question involves recognizing
how a particular part of the passage functions
within the passage as a whole. The passage
illustrates in the first paragraph that Winters was
cited in the estabhshment of water rights based on
a set of criteria that included the formal

withdrawal of lands by the government. In the
second paragraph, the caseof the Rio Grande
pueblos is introducedas an example of lands that
had neverbeen formallywithdrawn by the
government, raising the question of whether
Winters would still be applicable in such
situations.The passage then asserts that the
situation of the pueblos has not barred (line 33) the
applicationof Winters.

A Correct. While the passage affirms the
applicationof Winters to the situation with
the pueblos, it recognizes that it may
initially appear that Winters does not apply.

B Thepassage states explicitly that the United
Statesdid gain official sovereignty over
pueblo lands in 1848,when they becamepart
ofthe United States (lines 27-28).

C The passage states explicitly that thepueblo
lands neverformally constituted apartof

federalpublic lands (lines28-29) and takes no
stand on the issue of whether particular
landsought to be considered public lands.

D While onecan infer that the rightsofother
citizens to use water could be limited by
reservingwater rights for residents of
American Indian lands according to the
Winters doctrine, the passage takes no stand
on this issue.

E Thepassage does not mention the rights of
federal courts to claimjurisdiction over
particular water rights cases.

The correct answer is A.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

61. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) trace the development of laws establishing
American Indian reservations

(B) explain the legal basis for the water rights of
American Indian tribes

(C) question the legal criteria often used to
determine the water rights of American Indian
tribes

(D) discuss evidence establishing the earliest date
at which the federal government recognized the
water rights of American Indians

(E) point out a legal distinction between different
types of American Indian reservations

Main idea

This question requires recognizing the main topic
of the passage,which is about the estabhshment
of water rights on American Indian lands. Its
intent is to explain or describe, and it does not
take sides on any issue.

A The passage is primarilyaboutestablishing
water rights, not establishing reservations.

B Correct. Thepassage is an explanation of
water rights on American Indian lands.

C Thepassage describes legalcriteria usedto
establishwater rights on American Indian
lands but does not take issue with them.

D The passage does not discuss the earliest
date for water rights on American Indian
lands.

E Thepassage is primarily aboutestablishing
waterrights, not about types of reservations.

The correct answer is B.

62. The passage suggests that the legal rights of citizens
other than American Indians to the use of water

flowing into the Rio Grande pueblos are

(A) guaranteed by the precedent set in Arizona v.
California

(B) abolished by the Winters doctrine

(0 deferred to the Pueblo Indians whenever treaties
explicitly require this

(D) guaranteed by federal land-use laws

(E) limited by the prior claims of the Pueblo Indians
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Inference

Answering this question requires recognizing
what the passage implies. The passage illustrates
at the beginning of the second paragraph that
waterrights were granted to Pueblo Indians based
on their use of the water in the Rio Grande

pueblos prior to U.S. sovereignty. The passage also
laterstates that since the Winters doctrine applies,
the water rights of Pueblo Indians havepriority
over other citizens' water rights asof1848 (lines
42-44), which implies that the water rights of
citizens other than Pueblo Indians are limited.

A The passage illustrates that Arizona v.
California reinforced the water rightsof
citizens residing on American Indian
reservations; it does not implya precedent
ensuring water rights for other citizens.

B The passage states that the water rightsof
citizens other than Pueblo Indians are lower

in priority, not abolished altogether.
C The passage does not mentionthat different

water rights have been defined by different
treaties.

D The passage does not mentionthat the water
rights of citizens other than Pueblo Indians
are guaranteed on pueblo lands.

E Correct. The passage states that the water
rights of Pueblo Indians have priority over
other citizens' water rights, which thereby
limits the rights of those citizens.

The correct answer is E.

Questions 63-68 refer to the passage on page 392.

63. In the passage, the author is primarily interested in

(A) suggesting an alternative to an outdated
research method

(B) introducing a new research method that calls an
accepted theory into question

(C) emphasizing the instability of data gathered
from the application of a new scientific method

(D) presenting a theory and describing a new
method to test that theory

(E) initiating a debate about a widely accepted
theory
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Main idea

This question concerns the main point of the
passage. A careful examination of the overall
structure of the passagewill reveal the main
point. In the first paragraph, the author briefly
presents Milankovitch's theory and explains why
it could not be tested early on. In the second and
third paragraphs, the author describes how a new
method allows testing of the theory and shows
how evidence from the testing supports the
theory. While the final paragraph acknowledges
that other factors should be considered, the
author's primary interest in this passage is in
presenting Milankovitch's theory and the recently
discovered method for testing it.

A A new research method is described, but no
previous method is discussed.

B As described in the passage, the new
method tests and confirms the theory; there
is no mention that the theory is acceptedor
that the method casts doubt on it.

C Nothing in the passagesuggests that
"instability of data" is an issue.

D Correct. The author presents Milankovitch's
theory and describes the oxygen isotope
method of testing it.

E The theory is nowhere said to be "widely
accepted" and the author does not debate
the theory.

The correct answer is D.

64. The author of the passage would be most likely to
agree with which of the following statements about the
Miiankovitch theory?

(A) It is the only possible explanation for the ice
ages.

(B) It is too limited to provide a plausible explanation
for the ice ages, despite recent research
findings.

(C) It cannot be tested and confirmed until further

research on volcanic activity is done.

(D) It is one plausible explanation, though not the
only one, for the ice ages.

(E) It is not a plausible explanation for the ice ages,
although it has opened up promising possibilities
for future research.
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Application

The author's reaction to the statements about the

Miiankovitch theory must be based on how the
author treats the theory in the passage. The first,
second, and third paragraphs describe the theory
and the use of a new research method to test the

theory. The passage states that data from these
tests have established a strong connection between
variations in the Earth's orbit andtheperiodicity of
the ice ages, suggesting that the authorof the
passage believes the theory is plausible. In the
final paragraph, the author points to other factors
that might be involved, suggesting that the theory
might not provide a complete explanation.

A In the last paragraph, the author suggests
that because there are still other untested

factors that may haveeffects on climate,
other explanations are possible.

B Though in the last paragraph the author
points to other factors that maybe involved,
these are not presented by the author as
indicating limitations that diminish the
plausibility of the theory—they are
acknowledged merelyas possibilities that are
not now understood—and nothing else in
the passage suggests that the theory is "too
limited."

C The author shows how the theory has been
tested;volcanic activityis not part of this
theory.

D Correct. The author's presentation of the
theory and the tests of the theory showthat
the author finds the theory plausible; the
mention ofother factors shows the author

does not think that all other explanations
have been ruled out, evenif they are asyet
untested.

E The theorywas a plausible explanation from
its beginning, but it was not testableuntil
recently; scientists wouldbe unlikely to try
to devise means to test a theory that did not
strikethem as antecedently plausible.

The correct answer is D.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

65. Itcan be inferred from the passage that the isotope
record taken from ocean sediments would be less

useful to researchers ifwhichof the following were true?

(A) It indicated that lighter isotopes of oxygen
predominated at certain times.

(B) It had far more gaps in its sequence than the
record taken from rocks on land.

(C) It indicated that climate shifts did not occur

every 100,000 years.

(D) It indicated that the ratios of oxygen 16 and
oxygen 18 in ocean water were not consistent
with those found in fresh water.

(E) It stretched back for only a million years.

Inference

To make an inference about the isotope record
from oceansediments, examinewhat the passage
says aboutthat record. The third paragraph
discusses that recordand lists its two advantages.
First, it is a globalrecordwith remarkably little
variation in samples from varied locations. Second,
it is more continuous than the record from rocks. If

either of these advantages were not true, then it is
logicalto infer that the recordwould be lessuseful.

A According to lines 14-16, the lighterisotope
does predominate; this is part of the record
and does not affect its usefulness.

B Correct. In lines 37-42, the author states
that an advantageof the ocean record is that
it is a more continuous record than that taken

from rocks onland. If this were not true, the
ocean record would be less useful.

C If the record were to show that the shifts

did not occur every100,000 years,
Milankovitch's theory would be weakened.
Thisimpacton the theorydoes not make the
isotope record less useful to researchers. The
record is usefulprecisely because it can offer
evidence to confirm or refute such theories.

D This inconsistency would not affect the
usefulness of the ocean-water record.
Researchers would simply need to
accommodate the fresh-water inconsistency.

E The record would still be useful. Lines 42-46
attest to the estabhshment of a pattern based
on data from thepast severalhundredthousand
years.

The correct answer is B.
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66. According to the passage, which of the following is
true of the ratios of oxygen isotopes in ocean
sediments?

(A) They indicate that sediments found during an ice
age contain more calcium carbonate than
sediments formed at other times.

(B) They are less reliable than the evidence from
rocks on land in determining the volume of

land ice.

(C) They can be used to deduce the relative volume
of land ice that was present when the sediment
was laid down.

(D) They are more unpredictable during an ice age
than in other climatic conditions.

(E) They can be used to determine atmospheric
conditions at various times in the past.

Supporting ideas

Thephrase according to thepassage suggests that
the answer to the question is most likely stated in
the passage. Lines 12-14 state that the relative
volume of land ice can be deduced from the ratio

of oxygen 18 to oxygen 16 in ocean sediments.

A There is no evidence in the passage about
this point.

B The ocean record is described in lines 38-39

as more continuous, so it is unlikely to be less
reliable. In any case, reliability is not
discussed.

C Correct. Lines 12-14 explain that the land-
ice volumefor agiven period can be deduced

from the ratio oftwooxygen isotopes.
D There is no evidence in the passage to

support this statement.
E The passage does not discuss the use ofthis

record in determiningpast atmospheric
conditions.

The correct answer is C.
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67. It can be inferred from the passage that precipitation
formed from evaporated ocean water has

(A) the same isotopic ratio as ocean water

(B) less oxygen 18 than does ocean water

(C) less oxygen 18 than has the ice contained in
continental ice sheets

(D) a different isotopic composition than has
precipitation formed from water on land

(E) more oxygen 16 than has precipitation formed
from fresh water

Inference

Any inference about precipitation from
evaporatedocean water needs to be based on what
the passage says. Lines 20-22 show that heavier
isotopes tendtobeleftbehind when waterevaporates

from the ocean surfaces. Therefore, the evaporated
water would contain less oxygen 18 and the
remaining oceanwater would contain more.
It is logical to infer that precipitation formed from
this evaporated water would also contain less
oxygen 18.

A Lines 20-24 explain that the water
remaining in the oceanafter evaporation has
more oxygen 18.

B Correct. Since the heavier isotopes tend to be
left behind, there will be less oxygen 18 in
the evaporated waterand in the precipitation
that forms from it.

C Thepassage suggests that the ocean water
evaporates and through subsequent
precipitation helps form the ice sheets, so
the amount of oxygen 18 in the icesheets
should be similar to the amount in the

precipitation formed from the evaporated
water.

D The passage does not discuss precipitation
formed from water on land.

E Thepassage does not discuss precipitation
formed from fresh water.

The correct answer is B.
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It can be inferred from the passage that calcium
carbonate shells

(A) are not as susceptible to deterioration as rocks

(B) are less common in sediments formed during an

ice age

(C) are found only in areas that were once covered
by land ice

(D) contain radioactive material that can be used to

determine a sediment's isotopic composition

(E) reflect the isotopic composition of the water at
the time the shells were formed

Inference

Any inference about calcium carbonate shells
needs to be based on what the passage says about
these shells. Lines 24-32 explain the role of these
shells in forming sediments and establishing a
chronology for ice ages. The shells were constructed
with oxygen atoms drawnfrom the surrounding
ocean. Lines 29-32 make it clear that if the

sediments reveal a higher ratio of oxygen 18, it is
because more oxygen 18 had been left behind
when the ocean water evaporated and contributed
to the growth of continental ice sheets. It can thus
be inferred that the shells that make up those
sediments must reflect the proportion of oxygen
18 found in the ocean water at the time they were
formed.

A The only mention of rocks in the passage is a
comparison of "gappiness"of the rock and
sedimentary specimen records in lines
38-39; this information does not allow any
firm inference to be madewith respect to
relative susceptibility to deterioration,
though a more continuous record might be
the resultof less susceptibility to
deterioration.

B The passage does not make any reference to
the relative abundance of these shells during
ice ages; no such inference can be drawn.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C The only information in the passage that
mightsupport this statement is found in
lines 29-32, but that information, about the
correlation between oxygen ratios in
sediment specimens and land ice, describes a
relation that implies nothing about
distributions of such specimens.

D Though the passage does indirectly indicate
that the shells contained radioactive

material, nothing in the passage suggests
that radioactive material is used to

determine isotopiccomposition.
E Correct. The passage explains that oxygen

atoms in the surrounding water are one of
the building blocks of calcium carbonate
shells.The isotopiccomposition of the
surrounding water changes during the ice
age cycles, so it is logical that the isotopic
composition of the shellswill change
depending on when they wereformed.

The correct answer is E.

Questions 69-74 refer to the passage on page 394.

69. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) examine two sides of a historiographical debate

(B) call into question an author's approach to a
historiographical debate

(C) examine one author's approach to a

historiographical debate

(D) discuss two authors' works in relationship to a
historiographical debate

(E) explain the prevalent perspective on a
historiographical debate
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Main idea i

This question reiquires understanding what the
passage as a whole is attempting to do. The
passage opens by introducing two books
published in 1984that both concern the history of
women in the United States. Thepassage then
makes it clear that onebookdeals directly (line 14)
with the issue ofwomen's status, while the other
does not. Thepassage then goes on to discuss the
perspective that each book takes and what each
book has to offer for an assessment ofwomen's

status in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

A The two booksdiscussed in the passage do
not take different sides on a particular
debatebut rather are described as being
more or less useful to the debate itself.

B The passage focuses on howtwo different
books contain information useful to a

particular historiographical debate but
does not call into question the approach of
either book.

C The passage focuses on two authors'works,
not one.

D Correct. The passage discusses what two
different books have to offer in relation to a

particular historiographical debate.
E Thepassage does not describe any

perspective on a particular historiographical
debateas being more prevalentthan any
other.

The correct answer is D.

The author of the passage mentions the supervision of
schools primarily in order to

(A) remind readers of the role education played in
the cultural changes of the nineteenth century in
the United States

(B) suggest an area in which nineteenth-century
American women were relatively free to exercise
power

(C) provide an example of an occupationfor which
accurate data about women's participation are
difficult to obtain

(D) speculate about which occupations were
considered suitable for United States women of

the nineteenth century

(E) illustrate how the answers to questions about
women's status depend on particular contexts

Evaluation

Answering this question depends on
understandingwhat role a particular piece of
informationplays in1 the passage as a whole. The
author implicitly supports Lebsock'sicontention
(beginning at line 19) that different frames of
reference can produce different perspectives on
the debate about women's status in the eijghteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The author then

summarizesdifferentcontextscited by Lebsockto
support the contention aboutframes of reference.
As part of this summary, the author refers to
supervising schools (line 23) asan example of a job
that apparentlyshowedwomen losingpower.

A Thepassage does not discuss the role of
education in the nineteenth century.

B The passage does mention someways in
which, according to Lebsock, women ...
gainedpower (line 24) in the nineteenth
century, but supervising schools is not among
them.

C Thepassage does not discuss the difficulty
of obtaining data about particular
occupations.

D Thepassage makes nojudgments about the
suitability forwomen of anyjobs in the
nineteenth century.

E Correct. The passage mentions supervising
schools aspart ofan illustration ofLebsock's
claim that the debate about women's status

depends on thecontext being examined.

The correct answer is E.
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71. With which of the following characterizations of
Lebsock's contribution to the controversy concerning
women's status in the nineteenth-century United
States would the author of the passage be most likely

to agree?

(A) Lebsock has studied women from a formerly
neglected region and time period.

(B) Lebsock has demonstrated the importance of
frame of reference in answering questions about
women's status.

(C) Lebsock has addressed the controversy by
using women's current status as a frame of
reference.

(D) . Lebsock has analyzed statistics about
occupations and property that were previously
ignored.

(E) Lebsock has applied recent historiographical
methods to the biography of a nineteenth-
century woman.

Supporting ideas

Answeringthis questionrequires recognizing
information explicitly given in the passage. The
passage introduces thework ofLebsock in line 6
and then goes on to describe several
characteristics of Lebsock's book. In lines 19-21,
the author introduces Lebsock's claim that the
historiographical debate about women's status is
dependent on frame ofreference andcalls that
claim important; the passage then gives an
example showing how frame of reference affects
views of women's status. In so doing, the author
displays an implicit agreement with Lebsock's
discussion on this point.

A The authorof the passage portrays neither
the place nor timeperiod that Lebsock
focuses on as having been neglected by
historians.

B Correct. The author describes as important
Lebsock's idea that frame of reference

informs the debate about women's status.
C According to the passage, Lebsock'sbook

deals with women's status in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, not the present
status ofwomen.

D The passage does not mentionor imply that
Lebsock analyzedstatistics in writing her
book.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

E Although the passage does describe
Lebsock's book as pertaining to an ongoing
historiographical debate, it identifies the
book's topic as women inone southern
community(lines 7-8), notthelife ofa
single woman.

The correct answer is B.

72. According to the passage, Lebsock's work differs from
Buel and Buel's work in that Lebsock's work

(A) uses a large number of primary sources

(B) ignores issues of women's legal status

(C) refuses to take a position on women's status in
the eighteenth century

(D) addresses larger historiographical issues

(E) fails to provide sufficient material to support its
claims

Supporting ideas

This question asks for recognition of information
contained in the passage. In the first sentence,
thepassage states that Buel and Buel's work and
Lebsock's work have contrasting approaches. The
passage then proceeds, using descriptions ofeach
work's approach, to illustrate how theworks
differ. The passage notes that Buel andBuel's
work makes little effort to place itsbiographical
subject in the context ofrecent historiography on
women (lines 4-6), whereas Lebsock's work
attempts to redirect two decades ofhistoriographical
debate about women's status.

A Primarysources are not mentioned in the
passage in relation to either work discussed.

B Thelegal status ofwomen is not mentioned
in the passage.

C Lebsock'swork is described in the passage
as attemptingto redirect the debate about
womens status in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.

D Correct. The passagesuggeststhat by not
placing its subject's storyin the context of
historiography, Buel and Buel's workdoes
not therefore address larger historiographical
issues, as Lebsock's does.

E The passage tendsto supportLebsock's views
and does not refer to any lackof support for
the claims made in Lebsock's work.

The correct answer is D.
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73. The passage suggests that Lebsock believes that
compared to nineteenth-century Americanwomen,
eighteenth-century Americanwomen were

(A) in many respects less powerful in relation to
men

(B) more likely to own real estate

(C) generally more economically independent

(D) more independent in conducting their private
lives

(E) less likely to work as school superintendents

Inference

Thisquestion requires making an inference based
on information given in the passage. As part of
the passage's description of Lebsock's
contribution to the historiographical debate about
women's status in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, Lebsock's conclusions about women's
autonomyare described. As part of this
description, the passage citesLebsock's
conclusionthat nineteenth-century women lost
economic autonomywhen compared to
eighteenth-centurywomen (lines 16-19).

A The passage statesthat in manyways
women in the nineteenth centurylostpower
in relation to men(lines 21-22), which would
implythat in those respects eighteenth-
century women had morepower in relation
to men, not less.The only increase
mentioned in nineteenth-century women's
power is associated with owning more real
estate.

B The passage states that morenineteenth-
century women owned real estate.

C Correct. As the passage states,Lebsock
concluded that nineteenth-century women
lost economic autonomy compared to
eighteenth-century women.

D The passage statesthat nineteenth-century
women gained more independence in their
private lives.

E Thepassage cites school superintendents as
an example of an occupation more likely to
be held by eighteenth-centurywomen.

The correct answer is C.
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74. The passage suggests that Buel and Buel's biography
of Mary Fish provides evidence for which of the
following views of women's history?

(A) Women have lost power in relation to men since
the colonial era.

(B) Women of the colonial era were not as likely to
be concerned with their status as were women

in the nineteenth century.

(C) The colonial era was not as favorable for women

as some historians have believed.

(D) Women had more economic autonomy in the
colonial era than in the nineteenth century.

(E) Women's occupations were generally more
respected in the colonial era than in the
nineteenth century.

i Inference

Thisquestion requires understandingwhat the
passage implies.The approach that Buel and
Buel'swork takes is specifically described in lines
3-6 and again in lines 27-32. In lines 27-30, the
passage states that Buel and Buel's workprovides
ample raw materialfor questioning the myth... ofa
colonialgolden age in the eighteenth century,
referring to a myth about women's status. In
describingthis golden age as a myth fosteredby
some historians, the passagesuggeststhat this
era was not as favorable to women as these

historians suggest.

A Thepassage describes Lebsock's workas
providingsuch evidence, not Bueland Buel's
work.

B The passage does not pertain to the level of
concern women had for their status.

C Correct. The final paragraphof the passage
describes Bueland Buel'swork as providing
material that calls into question claims that
the eighteenth centurywasespecially

< favorable to women.

D The passagerefers to the economic
autonomy ofwomenin relation to Lebsock's
work, not Buel and Buel's work.

E Thepassage does not refer to whether any
particular occupations heldbywomen were
morerespected at one time or another.

The correct answer is C.
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Questions 75-83 refer to the passage on page 396.

75. Which of the following titles best summarizes the
contents of the passage?

(A) Neurotransmitters: Their Crucial Function in

Cellular Communication

(B) Diet and Survival: An Old Relationship

Reexamined

(C) The Blood Supply and the Brain: A Reciprocal
Dependence

(D) Amino Acids and Neurotransmitters: The

Connection between Serotonin Levels and

Tyrosine

(E) The Effects of Food Intake on the Production

and Release of Serotonin: Some Recent Findings

Main idea

Finding a title that best summarizes a passage
requires examining the passage as a whole. This
task is made easier by the fact that the second
sentence of the first paragraph provides a topic
sentence stating the main idea: In recent studies,
however, wehave discovered that theproduction and
release in brain neurons ofthe neurotransmitter
serotonin ... depend directly on thefoodthat the body
processes. In the second paragraph, the authors cite
the results of several studies relating
neurotransmitter levels to eating meals and to
injections of insulin. In the final paragraph, the
authors discuss a study of the effect of a protein-
rich meal on serotonin level. Thus, the correct
title must show the relationship between food
eaten and serotonin produced.

A Thefunction of neurotransmitters isonly
briefly mentioned.

B The passagedoes not discuss the relation
between diet and survival.

C There is no discussion of blood supply and
the brain.

D While tyrosine is brieflymentioned, this
was not a main focus of the studies.

E Correct. This title offers a summaryof the
article's contents.

The correct answer is E.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

76. According to the passage, the speed with which
tryptophan is provided to the brain cells of a rat varies
with the

(A) amount of protein present in a meal

(B) concentration of serotonin in the brain before

a meal

(C) concentration of leucine in the blood rather than

with the concentration of tyrosine in the blood

after a meal

(D) concentration of tryptophan in the brain before
a meal

(E) number of serotonin-containing neurons

Supporting ideas

The phrase according to thepassage suggests that
the answer is likely stated in the passage. Look
at the third paragraph, which discussesvariations
in the speed with which tryptophan is provided
to the brain. Lines 41—44 state the moreprotein is
in a meal... the more slowly is tryptophan provided
to the brain.

A Correct. The greater the amount of protein,
the more slowly tryptophan is provided.

B The relationship is not discussed in the
passage, although the concentration of
serotonin after a meal is measured.

C While leucine and tyrosine are mentioned,
their concentrations in the blood are not

compared.
D This relationship is not discussed in the

passage, although the concentration of
tryptophan after a meal is measured.

E The researchers do not consider the number

of neurons.

The correct answer is A.
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77. According to the passage, whenthe authors began
their first studies, they were aware that

(A) they would eventuallyneed to design
experiments that involved feeding rats high
concentrations of protein

(B) tryptophan levels in the blood were difficultto
monitor with accuracy

(0 serotonin levels increased after rats were fed

meals rich in tryptophan

(D) there were many neurotransmitters whose
production was dependent on metabolic
processes elsewhere in the body

(E) serotonin levels increased after rats were

injected with a large amount of tryptophan

Supporting ideas

Thephrase according to thepassage suggests that the
answer is likelystated in the passage. Look at the
first sentence of the second paragraph wherethe
focus of the authors'firststudies is explained. The
investigators wanted to see if an increase in
serotonin levels would be observed after rats ate

meals that changedtryptophan levels in the blood.
Earlier research had already established that
injecting tryptophan increased serotonin levels.

A The authors' decision to add protein came
later in their studies, after they had seen the
effects of eating in general.

B The passage does not identify any problems
with monitoringtryptophan levels in the
blood.

C Thiswasthe hypothesis of the first
experiment, so the authors could not have
known it beforehand.

D This point is irrelevant to the authors' work;
only one neurotransmitter, serotonin, is
discussed.

E Correct. Lines 9-12 show that this increase

had already been observed.

The correct answer is E.
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78. According to the passage, one reason that the authors
gave rats carbohydrates was to

(A) depress the rats' tryptophan levels

(B) prevent the rats from contracting diseases

(0 cause the rats to produce insulin

(D) demonstrate that insulin is the most important
substance secreted by the body

(E) compare the effect of carbohydrates with the
effect of proteins

Supporting ideas

Thephrase according to thepassage suggests that
the answer is likely stated in the passage. Look at
lines 22-26, which say We then decided tosee
whether the secretion ofthe animal's own insulin
similarly affectedserotonin production. We gavethe
rats a carbohydrate-containing meal thatweknew
would elicit insulin secretion. These sentences,

together show that the authorsgavecarbohydrates
to the rats to cause the rats to secrete insulin.

A Lines 26-29 show that the carbohydrate
increased the blood tryptophan le1vel.

B Preventing disease wasnot part of the study.
C Correct. The authors hadalready tried

injectinginsulin; they then gave the rats
carbohydrates to stimulateinsulin
production.

E) The authors make no such claim about

insulin.

E The study involving protein came later, so
this could not have been the reason for

giving the ratscarbohydrates.

The correct answer is C.
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79. According to the passage, the more protein a rat
consumes, the lower will be the

(A) ratio of the rat's blood-tryptophan concentration
to the amount of serotonin produced and
released in the rat's brain

(B) ratio of the rat's blood-tryptophan concentration
to the concentration in its blood of the other

amino acids contained in the protein

(C) ratio of the rat's blood-tyrosine concentration to
its blood-leucine concentration

(D) number of neurotransmitters of any kind that the
rat will produce and release

(E) number of amino acids the rat's blood will

contain

Supporting ideas

The phrase according tothepassage suggests that
the answer is likely stated in the passage. In lines
41-43, the authors state: The moreprotein is ina
meal, the lower is the ratio ofthe resulting blood-
tryptophan concentration tothe concentration of
competing amino acids....

A While lowerlevels of blood-tryptophanlead
to lowerserotonin levels, the relationship is
not discussed in terms of a ratio.

B Correct. Lines 41-43 show this to be the

correct answer choice.

C This relationship is not demonstrated in the
passage.

D Thispoint is not madein the passage.
E Lines38-40 explain that consumption of

protein increases blood concentration ofthe other
amino acids much more .... Sinceproteins are
made up of amino acids, eating protein
would logically increase the number of
amino acids.

The correct answer is B.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

80. The authors' discussion of the "mechanism that

provides blood tryptophan to the braincells" (lines
34-35) is meant to

(A) stimulate further research studies

(B) summarize an area of scientific investigation

(C) help explain why a particular research finding
was obtained

(D) provide supporting evidence for a controversial
scientific theory

(E) refute the conclusions of a previously mentioned
research study

Logical structure

To find the purpose of this discussion, look at the
context in which this reference occurs. At the

beginning of the third paragraph, the authors
note that, surprisingly, addingproteinled to lower
brain tryptophan and serotoninlevels. The
question is why were the levels lowered? The
answer lies in the mechanism cited in lines 34-35.

Therefore, the discussion of the mechanism is
meant to explain a surprising researchfinding.

A No further studies are mentioned.

B There are summaries of several studies, but
there is no summary of an entire area of
scientific investigation.

C Correct. The mechanismhelpsexplainthe
surprising finding about lowerbrain
tryptophan and serotonin levels.

D No theory is advanced, nor is any evidence
about it provided.

E There is no attempt to refute anyother
study.

The correct answer is C.
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81. According to the passage, an injection of insulin was
most similar in its,effect on rats to an injection of

(A) tyrosine

(B) leucine

(C) blood

(D) tryptophan •

(E) protein

Supporting ideas

Since the question refers to information given in
the passage, the answer can be foundby careful
reading. In order to find an injectionwith a
similareffect, lookfirst at the effect of injecting
insulin* In lines 20-22, the authors state that
injecting insulin ... caused\parallelelevations inblood
andbrain tryptophan levels andin serotonin levels.
Theonlyother reference to injection occurs earlier
in lines 10-13 where rats injectedwith
tryptophan had increasedserotonin levels;,
injecting tryptophan would obviously cause
tryptophan levels to increase. Thus, the effects of
injectinginsulin were similar to the effects of
injecting tryptophan.

A No evidence suggests that tyrosine injection
would have similar effects.

B The studies did not involve Injecting leucine.
C The studiesdid not involve injectingblood.
D Correct. According to the passage, injecting

tryptophan raises serotonin and tryptophan
levels just as injectinginsulin does.

E The studies involved eating protein, not
injecting it; eating protein did not raise
serotonin levels.

The correct answer is D. .
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82. It can be inferred from the passage that which of the
following would be,LEAST likely to be a potential
source of aid to a patient who was not adequately
producing and releasing serotonin?

(A) Meals consisting almost exclusivelyof protein

(B) , Meals consisting almost exclusivelyof
carbohydrates

(C) Meals that would elicit insulin secretion

(D) Meals that had very low concentrations of
tyrosine

(E) Meals that had very low concentrations of
leucine

Inference

Since this question asks for an inference, the
answer is not directly stated in the passage; it

' must instead be derived from the information

given. What kind of meals would NOT help a
patient with low serotonin levels? Meals that
increasedserotonin would help the patient; meals
that loweredserotonin would not. According to
the last sentence in the passage, the moreprotein in
a meal, the less serotonin subsequentlyproduced and
released. Therefore, high-protein meals would be
LEAST likely to help the patient.

A Correct. Meals with veryhigh levels of
proteinwouldtend to lower serotonin and
thus to be lessbeneficial for the patient with
inadequate serotoninlevels.

B When rats ate a carbohydrate-containing
meal, serotonin increased (lines 25-29).
Therefore, these meals would tend to raise

i serotonin levels and so help the patient.
C In the study, meals that elicited insulin

secretion raised serotonin levels.

D Since tyrosine is an amino acidfound in
protein, meals lowin tyrosine would be low
in protein and sowould tend to raise
serotonin levels and help the patient.

E Since leucine is an amino acid found in

protein, meals lowin leucine would be low
in protein and sowould tend to raise
serotonin levels and help the patient.

The correct answer is A.
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83. It can be inferred from the passage that the authors
initially held which of the following hypotheses about
what would happen when they fed large amounts of
protein to rats?

(A) The rats' brain serotonin levels would not

decrease.

(B) The rats' brain tryptophan levels would
decrease.

(C) The rats' tyrosine levels would increase less
quickly than would their leucine levels.

(D) The rats would produce more insulin.

(E) The rats would produce neurotransmitters other
than serotonin.

Inference

When the authors discuss the results of adding
protein to meals, they begin with the word
surprisingly (line 30). The use of this word
indicates that the results differed from the

authors' initial hypotheses. The results showed
lowered serotonin. It is reasonable to conclude

that the researchers initially hypothesized that
serotonin levels would not decrease.

A Correct. The use of the word surprisingly in
line 30 suggests that researchers thought
serotonin levels would not decrease.

B The researchers had expected that
tryptophan levels would not decrease, since
protein contains tryptophan (lines 32—34).

C Since there is no discussion of the

comparativelevels of tyrosine and leucine,
there was probably no hypothesis about
these levels.

D In the passage insulin is explicitlydiscussed
in relation to carbohydrates, and plays no
role at all in the discussion ofprotein; this
very strongly suggests that insulin
production played no role in the authors'
decision to feed the rats large amounts of
protein.

E Serotonin is the only neurotransmitter
discussedin the research, so it is unlikely
that the researchershad an initial hypothesis
involving other neurotransmitters.

The correct answer is A.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Questions 84-86 refer to the passage on page 398.

84. The passage suggests that WIDC differed from WTUL
in which of the following ways?

(A) WIDC believed that the existing safety
regulations were adequate to protect women's
health, whereas WTUL believed that such
regulations needed to be strengthened.

(B) WIDC believed that unions could not succeed in

pressuring employers to comply with such
regulations, whereas WTUL believed that unions
could succeed in doing so.

(C) WIDC believed that lead poisoning in white lead
factories could be avoided by controlling

conditions there, whereas WTUL believed that
lead poisoning in such factories could not be
avoided no matter how stringently safety
regulations were enforced.

(D) At the time that the legislation concerning white
lead factories was proposed, WIDC was
primarily concerned with addressing health
conditions in white lead factories, whereas

WTUL was concerned with improving working

conditions in all types of factories.

(E) At the time that WIDC was opposing legislative
attempts to restrict women's labor, WTUL had

already ceased to do so.

Inference

To answer this questionyou need to understand
the differences between WIDC and WTUL

as they are described in the passage. The only
information about WTUL in the passage is that
it had stopped opposing restrictions on women's
labor in the late 1880s, and that, because existing
safetyregulations were not being enforced, it
supported the proposal to prohibit women from
working in white lead factories. WIDC, on the
other hand, was formed in 1892specifically
to oppose restrictions on women's labor, and
it opposed the proposal.
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A According to the passage, WIDC did
believe that existing safety regulations, if
enforced, could prevent lead poisoning.
WTUL may or may not have believed that
the safetyregulations neededto be
strengthened; all the passage states is that
WTUL did not believe that the safety
regulations werelikely to be enforced.

B Thepassage states that WTUL believed
that because there were no unions to
pressure employers, the employers would not
comply with safety regulations. Thepassage
does not presentanyinformation on which
to base a conclusion about WIDC's beliefs
regardingunion pressure on employers.

C Basedon information in the passage, both
WIDC andSPEWbelieved that enforcing
safetyregulations couldprotectwomen
against lead poisoning. WIDC supported
SPEW's position on the matter. WTUL
believed that safetyregulations were
unlikely to be enforcedbecauseof the lack
ofunions.

D Thepassage states that WIDC viewed the
proposalto restrict women's employment in
white lead factories as an instance of

legislation designed to limit women's work
opportunities—precisely the legislation that
WIDC was formed to oppose. Thus,
WIDC was not primarilyconcerned with
the factories' health conditions.

E Correct. WIDC began opposinglegislative
attempts to restrictwomen's labor in 1892
and continued to do so through at least
1895, when the Home Secretaryproposed
prohibiting women fromworkingin white
lead factories. WTUL stopped opposing
restrictions on women's labor in the late

1880s, before WIDC was even founded.
Thus, the passage suggests that WTUL had
stopped opposing restrictions on women's
labor well beforeWIDC worked to oppose
such legislation.

The correct answer is E.

85. Which of the following, if true, would most clearly
support the contention attributed to SPEW in
lines 17-20?

(A) Those white lead factories that most strongly
enforced regulations concerning worker safety
and hygiene had the lowest incidences of lead
poisoning among employees,

(B) The incidence of lead poisoning was much
higher among women who worked in white lead
factories than among women who worked in
other types of factories.

(C) There were many household sources of lead
that could have contributed to the incidence of

lead poisoning among women who also worked
outside the home in the late nineteenth century.

(D) White lead factories were more stringent than
were certain other types of factories in their
enforcement of workplace safety regulations.

(E) Even brief exposure to the conditions typically
found in white lead factories could cause lead

poisoning among factory workers.

Evaluation

This question requires the reader to find a
statement that would provide additional support
for the contention made in the following
statement: SPEWcontended, and WIDC concurred,
thatcontrollable conditions in suchfactories were
responsiblefor the development ofleadpoisoning.
Information suggesting that when conditions
were controlled, lead poisoning was less likely to
develop wouldprovide support for SPEW's
contention.

A Correct. If incidences of lead poisoning
were low in those factories that enforced

hygiene and safety regulations, that would
suggestthat lead poisoningwas not an
inevitable resultof workingin a white lead
factory—but rather thatileadpoisoning was
the result of poor hygiene and safety
practices.
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B It would not be particularly surprising for
the incidence of lead poisoning to be higher
among women working in white lead
factories than amongwomenworkingin
other kinds of factories—but such a finding
would say nothingabout whether
controllable conditions had any effecton the
development of lead poisoning.

C The existence of household sources of lead

that might contribute to lead poisoning
would weaken, not support, SPEW's
contention that controllable factory
conditions were responsible for the
development of lead poisoning.

D Ifwhite lead factories enforced workplace
safetyregulations morestringently than did
some other types of factories, it might be the
case that SPEW's contention was incorrect:

that even controlled conditions could not

preventa high incidence of lead poisoning.
E If the conditions typically found in white lead

factories were particularly bad with regard to
safetyand hygiene, it could conceivably be
the case that SPEW's contention was true—

that is, that the conditions that caused lead
poisoning were controllable. But it might also
be the case that an uncontrollable aspectof
those conditions caused lead poisoning. Thus,
this neither supports nor undermines
SPEW's contention clearly.

The correct answer is A.

86. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) presenting various groups' views of the motives
of those proposing certain legislation

(B) contrasting the reasoning of various groups
concerning their positions on certain proposed
legislation

(C) tracing the process whereby certain proposed

legislation was eventually enacted

(D) assessing the success of tactics adopted by
various groups with respect to certain proposed

legislation

(E) evaluating the arguments of various groups
concerning certain proposed legislation

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Main idea

Answering this question depends on identifying
the overall point of the passage. Thepassage is
mainly concerned with explaining the reasons
behind the positions taken byWIDC and
SPEW, which opposed the proposal to enact
legislation prohibiting women from holding most
white lead factory jobs, and the reasoning of
WTUL, which supported the proposal.

A The passage explains how WIDC viewed
the proposal, but it does not indicate what
anyof the groups believed about the
motivations of the Home Secretary,who
made the proposal.

B Correct. The passage contrasts the
reasoning of the WIDC and SPEW, both
of which believed that enforcing safety
regulations would make the proposed
legislation unnecessary, with the reasoning
of WTUL, which thought that safety
regulations were unlikely to be enforced and
thus supported the proposal.

C The passage simply states that the proposal
was eventually enacted; it does not trace the
process bywhich this occurred.

D The passage implies that WIDC and SPEW
were unsuccessful in their opposition to the
proposed legislation, but it identifies only
one tactic used in opposition to it: SPEW's
attempt to challenge it by investigating the
causesof lead poisoning.

E The passage does not evaluate the groups'
arguments concerningthe proposed
legislation; rather, it presents those
arguments without comment on their
quality or value.

The correct answer is B.

Questions 87-92 refer to the passage on page 400.

87. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) evaluate a research study

(B) summarize the history of a research area

(C) report new research findings

(D) reinterpret old research findings

(E) reconcile conflicting research findings
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Main idea

Determining the primarypurposecomes from
examining what the author does in the entire
passage. In the first paragraph, the author
explainsDuverger's work on women's electoral
participation. In the second paragraph the author
points out both the successes and failures of that
work. Thepurpose of this passage, then, is to
evaluate Duverger's study.

A Correct.Theauthor evaluates Duverger's
studyof women's electoral activities.

B Thispassage examines onlyone research
study, not an entire research area.

C Duverger's workwaspublished in 1955; its
findings are not new.

D Theauthor explains andevaluates Duverger's
findings but does not reinterpret them.

E The author's discussion of Duverger's work
doesnot reveal or attempt to reconcile
conflicting findings.

The correct answer is A.

88. According to the passage, Duverger's study was
unique in 1955 in that it

(A) included both election data and survey data

(B) gathered data from sources never before used
in political studies

(C) included an analysis of historical processes

(D) examined the influence on voting behavior of the
relationships between women and men

(E) analyzed not only voting and political candidacy
but also other political activities

Supporting ideas

This question is basedon informationspecifically
stated in the first sentence of the passage. The
author introduces Duverger's workby callingit
the first study of women's electoralparticipation
ever touse election data andsurvey data together
(lines 3-5).
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A Correct; Duverger's work was unique
because it used election data and survey data
together.

B. The two data types had never before been
usedtogetherin sucha study; they maywell
have been used separately in manyearlier
political studies.

C Thesecond paragraph states that Duverger
placedhis findings in the context of
historical processes* but not that he was
unique in doing so (lines 15-17).

D Duverger compared the frequency and
direction ofvoting between men and
women, not the effect that their
relationships had on voting (line27).

E Duverger's work analyzed political activism,
but the author does not claim that it was

unique in doing so (lines 5-6).

The correct answer is A.

89. Which of the following characteristics of a country is
most clearly an example of a factor that Duverger, as
described in the passage, failed to consider in his
study?

(A) A large population

(B) A predominantly Protestant population

(0 A predominantly urban population

(D) A one-party government

(E) Location in the heart of Europe

Inference

In the secondparagraph, the author notes
Duverger'sfailure to consider... the influence of
political regimes, the effects ofeconomicfactors, and
the ramifications ofpoliticalandsocial relations
betweenwomenand men (lines 22-27). This
question requires checkingthis list from the
passage against the possible answers; the only
point of convergence is the system of government.
A systemof government in which there is only
one political party is a type ofpolitical regime.
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A The author does not saythat Duvergerfailed
to consider the size ofthe population.

B No evidence shows that Duverger failed to
consider the predominance of a religion.

C The author does not saythat Duvergerfailed
to consider the location of the population.

D Correct. Accordingto the author of the
passage, Duvergerfailed to consider the
influence ofpolitical regimes.

E Duverger is not faulted for failing to consider
the location of the countries that he studied.

The correct answer is D.

90. The author implies that Duverger's actual findings are

(A) limited because they focus on only four
countries

(B) inaccurate in their description of the four
countries in the early 1950s

(C) out-of-date in that they are inapplicable in the
four countries today

(D) flawed because they are based on unsound data

(E) biased by Duverger's political beliefs

Inference

Since the question uses the word implies, the
answer involves making an inference based on the
information in the text. The secondparagraph
evaluates Duverger's work. The author notes that
Duvergerplacedhisfindings inthe context ofmany
ofthe historicalprocesses. Because these contexts
havechanged since 1955, the author holds that
Duverger's approach hasproved more durable than
his actualfindings. The actual findings, then, are
out-of-date and irrelevant to the countries today.

A The limitations the authorbringsup in the
secondparagraph have no connection to the
number ofcountries studied.

B Thelimitations the author brings up in the
second paragraphdo not suggestthat the
findings were inaccurate; rather, theywere,
in the author's view, significantly incomplete.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C Correct. The actual findings, unlike the
research method, are out-of-date and
inapplicable today.

D The limitations the author brings up in the
second paragraph do not suggest that
Duverger's datawere unsound; rather, in the
author's view, they were incomplete and
have become dated.

E The limitations the author brings up in the
secondparagraph do not suggestthat
Duverger's findingswere politically biased;
rather, in the author'sview, they did not take
full enough accountof politics.

The correct answer is C.

91. The passage implies that, in comparing four European
countries, Duverger found that the voting rates of
women and men were most different in the country in
which women

(A) were most politically active

(B) ran for office most often

(C) held the most conservative political views

(D) had the most egalitarian relations with men

(E) had possessed the right to vote for the
shortest time

Inference

The comparison of voting rates is discussed at the
end of the first paragraph and forms the basis for
the required inference. Duverger found that
women voted somewhat lessfrequently than men but
that this difference narrowed the longer the women
hadthevote (lines 9-11). That is, there was an
ongoingprocess of convergence in voting rates for
women and men, as the time period for which
women had the vote lengthened. This suggests
that at one end, when women had beenvoting for
the shortest time, voting rates were most
dissimilar, and at the other end, when women had
been voting for the longest time, the rates were
most similar.
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A Women's political activism is not suggested
as a reason for the difference.

B Women's political candidacy is not
suggested as a reason for the difference.

C Women's political views are not suggested as
a reason for the difference.

D Women's egalitarian relations with men are
not suggested as a reason for the difference.

E Correct. Duverger's finding is of (apparently
steady, ongoing) convergence in voting-
frequency ratesbetweenwomenand men
over time. This supports the inference that
the shorter the time period, the less
convergence—i.e., the more divergence—
there is in voting-frequency rates.

The correct answer is E.

92. The author implies that some behavioralist research
involving the multinational study of women's political

participation that followed Duverger's study did which
of the following?

(A) Ignored Duverger's approach

(B) Suffered from faults similar to those in

Duverger's study

(C) Focused on political activism

(D) Focused on the influences of political regimes

(E) Focused on the political and social relations
between women and men

Inference

The final sentence of the passage links Duverger's
study to behavioralist work in general.After
noting Duverger's failure to consider several
important elements, the author observes,
Duvergers studyforeshadowed the enduring
limitations ofthe behavioralist approach to the
multinational study ofwomen'spoliticalparticipation
(lines 28-31). Thus, it is reasonable to infer that
the author is of the opinion that the behavioralist
research that followed Duverger's study suffered
from the same limitations.

A The author does not imply that other
behavioralists ignored Duverger's approach.

B Correct. The author says that Duverger's
work revealed the enduring limitations also
found in later behavioralist research.
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C This is not obviouslya limitation at all, let
alone one that Duverger's study suffered
from.

D This is not obviously a limitation at all, let
alone one that Duverger's study suffered
from.

E This is not obviously a limitation at all, let
alone one that Duverger'sstudy suffered
from.

The correct answer is B.

Questions 93-98 refer to the passage on page 402.

93. According to the passage, senior managers use
intuition in all of the following ways EXCEPT to

(A) speed up the creation of a solution to a problem

(B) identify a problem

(C) bring together disparate facts

(D) stipulate clear goals

(E) evaluate possible solutions to a problem

Supporting ideas

To answer this question, look for information
explicitly stated in the passage. The third
paragraphof the passage describes the five ways
that senior managers use intuition. To find the
one way that is NOT described, go back to the
paragraph and check the possible answers against
the list of the ways provided in the paragraph.
The list includes all the answer choices except
stipulating clear goals.

A Lines 39-40 state that intuition allows

managers to move rapidly toengender a
plausible solution.

B Lines 22-23 explain that managers use
intuition to sense when aproblem, exists.

C Lines 28-29 saythe third function of
intuition is to synthesize isolated bits ofdata
andpractice into an integratedpicture.

D Correct. Stipulating clear goals is not
linked with managers' use of intuition.

E Lines 30-38 show that managers use
intuition as a check ontheresults of more
rational analysis, when they are leery of
solutions suggested by these methods.

The correct answer is D.
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94. The passage suggests which of the following about
the "writers on management" mentioned in line 12?

(A) They have criticized managers for not following
the classical rational model of decision analysis.

(B) They have not based their analyses on a
sufficiently large sample of actual managers.

(C) They have relied in drawing their conclusions on
what managers say rather than on what
managers do.

(D) They have misunderstood how managers use
intuition in making business decisions.

(E) They have not acknowledged the role of intuition
in managerial practice.

Inference

Answering this question depends on making an
inference from the passage. The second paragraph
dismisses most writers on management for
displayingapoorgrasp ofwhatintuition is
(line 15).The third paragraph, in contrast,
describes Isenberg's research, which showsthat
senior managers use intuition in at leastfive distinct
ways (lines 21-22), and those ways are then
discussed in more detail. It can be inferred that

Isenberg understands what most writers on
management do not: how managers use intuition
in making business decisions.

A The passage does not link these writerswith
such a critique of managers.

B No mentionis madein the passage of the
writers' methods.

C The passage does not indicate that the
writers have examinedwords at the expense
of actions.

D Correct. According to the passage, the
writers do not understand what intuition is

or howmanagers apply it.
E According to lines 12-15, the writers have

acknowledged that somepracticing managers
rely heavily onintuition, but the writers fail
to understandhow or why.

The correct answer is D.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

95. Which of the following best exemplifies "an 'Aha!'
experience" (line 30) as it is presented in the passage?

(A) A manager risks taking an action whose
outcome is unpredictable to discover whether
the action changes the problem at hand.

(B) A manager performs well-learned and familiar
behavior patterns in creative and
uncharacteristic ways to solve a problem.

(C) A manager suddenly connects seemingly
unrelated facts and experiences to create a
pattern relevant to the problem at hand.

(D) A manager rapidly identifies the methodology
used to compile data yielded by systematic
analysis.

(E) A manager swiftly decides which of several sets
of tactics to implement in order to deal with the
contingencies suggested by a problem.

Application

Finding an example involves applying the
information in the passage to new situations. How
do managers reach an Aha!" experience} Lines
28-29 clearly explain that this experience is the
resultof the managers' abilityto synthesize isolated
bits ofdata andpractice into an integratedpicture.
Managers connect apparentlyunrelatedpieces of
informationand elements of their previous
experience, and, through these unexpected
connections, produce a unifiedpictureor pattern.

A Thismanagerial style is mentioned in the
last paragraph, but not as defining the Aha!"
experience.

B Lines23-27 indicate that managers use
intuition toperform well-learned behavior
patterns rapidly, but the result is not an
Aha!" experience.

C Correct. Through an intuitive appreciation of
the subtle interrelationships ofdisparate facts
and experiences, the manager all at once
perceives the coherent overarching pattern or
pictureformed by the interconnections, which
lines 28-29 define asan Aha!" experience.

D Lines 34-38 show that managers do possess
this ability, but it does not culminate in an
Aha!" experience.

E Thismanagerial style is also related to the
second function of intuition, toperform well-
learned behaviorpatterns rapidly (lines 23-27),
but does not define an Aha!" experience.

The correct answer is C.
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96. According to the passage, the classical model of
decision analysis includes all of the following EXCEPT

(A) evaluation of a problem

(B) creation of possible solutions to a problem

(C) establishment of clear goals to be reached by
the decision

(D) action undertaken in order to discover more

information about a problem

(E) comparison of the probable effects of different
solutions to a problem

1 i

Supporting ideas

What does the passage sayabout the classical
modelof decision analysis? The first sentence
defines theclassical model as clarifyinggoals,
assessing theproblem,formulating options, estimating
likelihoods ofsuccess, making a decision, andonly then
taking action to implement the decision. To solve this
process-of-elimination question, check the given
list against the possible answers in order to find
the one that does not match. Note that the exact

wording in the answers may differ from that in
the passage; the match is based on underlying
meaning.

A Evaluating a problem is identified as
assessing theproblem.

B Creating solutions is identified as
formulating options.

C Establishinggoalsis identified as clarifying
goals.

D Correct. Acting in order to learn more
aboutthe problem is not identified in the
passage aspart of the rational classical
model. It does appearas part of the acting/
thinking cycle in the last paragraph.

E Comparing probable effects is identified as
estimating likelihoods ofsuccess.

The correct,answer is D.
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97. It can be inferredfrom the passage that which of
the following would most probably be one major
difference in behavior between Manager X, who uses

' intuition to reach decisions, and Manager Y, who uses
onlyformal decision analysis?

(A) Manager Xanalyzes first and then acts;
Manager Ydoes not.

(B) Manager Xchecks possible solutions to a
problem by systematic analysis; Manager Y
does not.

(0 Manager Xtakes action in order to arrive at the
solution to a problem; Manager Ydoes not.

(D) Manager Ydraws on years of hands-on
experience in creating a solution to a problem;
Manager Xdoes not.

(E) Manager Ydepends on day-to-day tactical
maneuvering; Manager Xdoes not.

Application

To answer this question, applythe information in
the passage to the specific examples of ManagerX,
an intuitive decision maker, and Manager Y,who
relies exclusively on formal decision analysis. The
first paragraph distinguishesbetween the process
of formal decision analysis, in which a decision is
made and then action is taken (lines 4-5), and the
process of intuition, in which action is integrated
into the process of thinking(lines 10-11). Thelast

1 paragraph reinforces the definition of the intuitive
manager asoneforwhom "thinking" isinseparable

from acting and action isoftenpart ofdefining the
problem. ManagerX is likely to act aspart of
the process of solving a problem, but ManagerY
is not. !

A

B

D

Acting onlyafter analysis characterizes the
rational model, not intuition.
Systematic analysis is typical of the rational
model, not intuition.
Correct. An intuitive manager acts as a step
within the problem-solvingprocess,but a
managerwho depends on formaldecision
analysis actsonlyafter makinga decision.
Drawing on experience is linked in the
passage with intuition ratherthan with
rationalanalysis; the passage does not
suggest that managers whouseformal
decision analysis would ignore their
experience in so doing.
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E Day-to-day tactical maneuvers are required
of all managers.

The correct answer is C.

The passage provides support for which of the
following statements?

(A) Managers who rely on intuition are more
successful than those who rely on formal
decision analysis.

(B) Managers cannot justify their intuitive decisions.

(C) Managers' intuition works contrary to their
rational and analytical skills.

(D) Logical analysis of a problem increases the
number of possible solutions.

(E) Intuition enables managers to employ their
practical experience more efficiently.

Logical structure

This question asks the reader to select the statement
forwhich there is the most justification in the
passage. The entire passage places value ontheuse
of intuition, so the answer to this question isbound
to show a benefit of intuition. Lines 25-27 reveal

that intuition is based onyears ofpainstakingpractice
and hands-on experience and lines 38-40 explain
that, in contrast to formal decision analysis,
intuition allows managers to move rapidly to
engender aplausible solution. Thus, intuition enables
managers to apply their experience quickly and
productively, that is, efficiently.

A

B

C

1)

The first paragraph acknowledges that most
successful managers are intuitive, but it does
not go so far as to make this comparison.
There is no support for or against this
statement in the passage; Isenberg's research
shows whyintuition is beneficial, but does
not address how managersjustify their
decisions.

Intuition does not compete with rational
analysis, but complements it; line 25
provides an assurance that intuition is not
arbitrary orirrational.
The passage does not support this claim for
logical analysis.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

E Correct. Managers can reach decisions
more efficiently through an intuitive
approach based onexperience than through
time-consuming formal analyses.

The correct answer is E.

Questions 99-103 refer to the passage on page 404.

99. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) identifying two practices in medical research
that may affect the accuracy of clinical trials

(B) describing aspects of medical research that
tend to drive up costs

(C) evaluating an analysis of certain shortcomings
of current medical research practices

(D) describing proposed changes to the ways in
which clinical trials are conducted

(E) explaining how medical researchers have
traditionally conducted clinical trials and how
such trials are likely to change

Main idea

This question requires an understanding ofwhat
the passage as a whole is doing. The passage
introduces Frazier and Mosteller as proposing
changes to the ways clinical trials in medical
research are currently conducted. The rest of the
passage then describes these proposed changes
together with the support Frazier and Mosteller
provide for adopting these changes.

A Thepassage identifies practices in medical
research to help illustrate the basis for
Frazierand Mosteller's proposed changes.

B The passage mentions medical research costs
as one example within the larger description
of Frazier and Mosteller's proposed changes.

C The passage is not concerned with evaluating
Frazierand Mosteller's proposed changes.

D Correct. The passage describes the changes
proposed by Frazier and Mosteller to the
way clinical trials are conducted.

E The passage is not concerned with
establishing the likelihood of any changes to
the way medical research is conducted.

The correct answer is D.
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100. Which of the following can be inferred from the
passage about a study of the category of patients
referred to in lines 21-23?

(A) Its findings mighthave limited applicability.

(B) It would be prohibitively expensive in itsattempt
to create ideal conditions.

(0 It would be the best way to sample the total
population of potential patients.

(D) It would allow researchers to limit information

collection without increasing the risk that
important variables could be overlooked.

(E) Its findings would be more accurate if it
concerned treatments for a progressive disease
than if it concerned treatments for a

nonprogressive disease.

Inference

This question requires drawing an inference from
information given in the passage. In describing
the proposals put forth by Frazierand Mosteller,
the passage states in lines 16-21 that they propose
using morepatients in clinical trials than are
currently being used, and that the trials would
therebyobtain a more representative sample ofthe
totalpopulation with the disease under study. The
passage then states that researchers often restrict
(lines 21-23) their trials to certain types of .
patients, therefore limitingthe applicability of
their findings.

A Correct. The passage states that the
researchers preferred to restrict the types of
patients used in their studies, thereby using
a less representative sample than if theyused
a more inclusive group of patients.

B Thepassage mentions the added expense of
clinicaltrials onlyin relation to data storage,
collection, and analysis.

C Thepassage describes the category of
patients referred to as restricted and
thereforeunrepresentative of the total
population.

D While the passage does mention the amount
of data collectedabout an individualpatient,
that topic is not connected to the category of
patients referred to in lines 21-23.
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E Thepassage does not suggest that a study
using the category of patients referredto
would be more effective in investigating
progressive diseases.

The correct answer is A.

101. It can be inferred from the passage that a study
limited to patients like those mentioned in lines 21-23
would have which of the following advantages over the
kind of study proposed by Frazier and Mosteller?

(A) It would yield more data and its findings would
be more accurate.

(B) It would cost less in the long term, though it
would be more expensive in its initial stages.

(C) It would limit the number of variables

researchers would need to consider when

evaluating the treatment under study.

(D) It would help researchers to identify subgroups
of patients with secondary conditions that might
also be treatable.

(E) It would enable researchers to assess the value

of an experimental treatment for the average

patient.

Inference

This question requires understanding what the
information in the passage implies. Thepassage
explains that Frazier andMosteller's proposal
involves enrollingmorepatients in clinical trials
(lines 18-19) than is the casewith the categoryof
patients referred to. Thepassage then explains
that broadening the rangeof trial participants
would allow ah evaluation of particular
treatments under various conditions ano\for different
patient subgroups (lines 29-30). This strongly
suggests thatlimiting thepatients used to those
described in the referred text would limit the
number ofvariables researchers would need to

consider.

A The passage suggests that not limiting the
patients used in clinical trials willyield more
data than restrictingthem will.

B The passage refers to the costs ofclinical
trialsonlyas it concerns the collection,
storage, andanalysis ofdatacollected from
participants.
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C Correct. Bylimiting the patients usedto
thosehavingthe ailmentunder study, the
passage suggests that researchers need to
consider fewer variables in their assessment

of a treatment.

D The passage suggests that not limiting the
typesof patients used in clinical trialswill
better allow researchers to evaluate

subgroups.
E The passage suggeststhat limiting the types

of patients available for clinical trials results
in data for specific, rather than average,
populations.

The correct answer is C.

102. The author mentions patients' ages (line 33) primarily
in order to

(A) identify the most critical variable differentiating
subgroups of patients

(B) cast doubt on the advisability of implementing
Frazier and Mosteller's proposals about medical
research

(C) indicate why progressive diseases may require
different treatments at different stages

(D) illustrate a point about the value of enrolling a
wide range of patients in clinical trials

(E) substantiate an argument about the problems
inherent in enrolling large numbers of patients in
clinical trials

Evaluation
i

Answering this question requires understanding
how a particular piece of informationfunctions in
the passage as a whole. The passage is concerned
with describing the proposals of Frazier and
Mosteller. One of these proposals, described in
the second paragraph, involves broadening the
range of participants used in clinical trials. The
passage states that in following this proposal,
Frazier andMosteller suggest that the
effectiveness of treatments can be assessed for

different patient subgroups. To affirm the value of
broadening the range ofparticipants, the passage
then cites two examples of criteria bywhich
relevant subgroups might be identified: disease
stages and patients' ages.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

A The passage makes nojudgmentas to the
value of the subgroups it refers to in relation
to broadened participation in clinical trials.

B Thepassage does not call into question the
potential effectiveness of Frazier and
Mosteller'sproposals.

C The passage's example of patients'ages is
not intended to be causally connected to its
previous example regardingprogressive
diseases.

D Correct. Patients' agesare referred to in the
passage to identifysubgroups that couldbe
evaluatedif the range of participants in
clinical trials were broadened.

E The passage refers to patients' ages in
support of Frazier and Mosteller's proposal
that more patients be used in clinicaltrials.

The correct answer is D.

103. According to the passage, which of the following
describes a result of the way in which researchers
generally conduct clinical trials?

(A) They expend resources on the storage of
information likely to be irrelevant to the study
they are conducting.

(B) They sometimes compromise the accuracy of
their findings by collecting and analyzing more
information than is strictly required for their
trials.

(C) They avoid the risk of overlooking variables that
might affect their findings, even though doing so
raises their research costs.

(D) Because they attempt to analyze too much
information, they overlook facts that could
emerge as relevant to their studies.

(E) In order to approximatethe conditions typical of
medical treatment, they base their methods of
information collection on those used by hospitals.
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Supporting ideas

This question asks for an identification of specific
information given in the passage. The passage
describes the proposals of Frazier and Mosteller
as attempting to improve the way clinical trials
have generallybeen conducted. In describing how
current trials are generallyconducted, the passage
states that researchers collector more background
information on patients than isstrictly requiredfor
their trials (lines 4-6) and that they therefore
escalate the costs of the trials.

A Correct. The passage states that researchers
generally collect moreinformation than they
need to perform their clinical trials, which
drives up the costs of the trials.

B The passage makes no judgment about the
accuracy of the information collected by
researchers who currently hold clinical trials.

C The passage states that the riskof
overlooking relevantinformation in clinical
trials is never entirely eliminable (lines 11-12).

D The passage states that researchers generally
collect more information than is relevant,
not that they overlook relevant information.

E Thepassage states that, in general,
researchers currently collectmore
information than hospitals do (line 6).

The correct answer is A.

Questions 104-110 refer to the passage on page 406.

104. The author is primarily concerned with

(A) advocating a return to an older methodology

(B) explaining the importance of a recent theory

(C) enumerating differences between two widely
used methods

(D) describing events leading to a discovery

(E) challenging the assumptions on which a theory
is based
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Main idea

Examine the entire passage to find the author's
primary concern. An analysis of this passage
shows that the author introduces a recent theory
in the first paragraph, explains the practical
importance of the theory in the second, and
discusses the methods of exploration the theory
makespossible in the third and fourth
paragraphs. The author is primarilyconcerned
with presenting a new theory and showing why it
is important.

A The only older methodology cited in the
passage, simpleprospecting methods, leads to
onlyan occasional discovery (lines 15-17);
there is no indication that the author favors

this.

B Correct. The author describes a recent

theory of ore formation and discusses its
importance.

C Three methods of exploration are described
in the third paragraph, but differences
among them are not discussed.

D The passage describes a theory and the
practice derived from it; it does not describe
a seriesof events leading to a discovery.

E The author describes two theories ofore

formation in the first paragraphbut doesnot
challenge the assumptions on which either
one is based.

The correct answer is B.

105. According to the passage, the widely held viewof
Archean-age gold-quartz vein systems is that such
systems

(A) were formed from metamorphic fluids

(B) originated in molten granite-like bodies

(C) were formed from alluvial deposits

(D) generally have surface expression

(E) are not discoverable through chemical tests
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Supporting ideas

This question asksfor information explicitly
stated in the first paragraphwhereArchean-age
gold-quartz vein systems are discussed. Therecent
theory is contrary to the widely held theory that
Archean-age gold-quartz vein systems were
depositedfrom metamorphicfluids (lines 6-7).

A Correct. The widelyheld theory explains
that the systems were depositedfrom
metamorphicfluids (line 7).

B It is the recent theory that holds that the
systems wereformedyrom magmaticfluids
that originatedfrom molten granite-like bodies
(lines 3-4); the recent theory is not the
widely held view.

C Alluvialdeposits are mentionedonly in the
context ofsimpleprospecting methods (lines
14-16); there is nothing in the passage
explicitly linking alluvial deposits to
metamorphic fluids.

D Lines 17-19explain that most depositsnot
yetdiscovered... have no surface expression,
but there is no mention in the passage of
widely held beliefs concerningsurface
expressions of the metamorphicfluids.

E Sensitive chemical tests are able to detect

deposits where mineralization has occurred
(lines 27-29).

The correct answer is A.

106. The passage impliesthat which of the following steps
would be the first performed by explorers who wish to
maximize their chances of discovering gold?

(A) Surveying several sites known to have been
formed more than two billion years ago

(B) Limiting exploration to sites known to have been
formed from metamorphic fluid

(0 Using an appropriate conceptual model to select
a site for further exploration

(D) Using geophysical methods to analyze rocks
over a broad area

(E) Limiting exploration to sites where alluvial gold
has previously been found

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Inference

Since the question uses the word implies, the
answer will be an inference based on what the

passage says aboutexploration. The third and
fourth paragraphs describe the process of
exploration. The high-technology methods areof
no use to the explorerif the sites havenot
mineralized, andtomaximize the chances of
discovery the explorer must thereforepayparticular
attention toselecting the groundformations most
likely to be mineralized (lines 30-35).Conceptual
models based on observation and ore-formation

theories allow the explorer to identify the areas
most likelyto be mineralized(lines39-46).

A Nothing in the passageindicates that a large
portion of two-billion-year-old siteswill
havegold in them; it onlyindicates that if
they are gold-quartz vein systems, they will
be over two billion yearsold.

B The widelyheld view, rather than the recent
theory that is the focus of the passage,
arguedthat gold-quartzveinsystems were
formedfrom metamorphicfluids. The
passage says the recent theory has
considerablepractical importance, suggesting
the benefitsof applyingthe recent theory
rather than this widely held view.

C Correct. Conceptual modelslead the
explorer to the sites most likely to have
mineralized.

D Geophysical techniques are of no useunless
ground formations in an area havebeen
mineralized (lines 24-32).

E Thesimpleprospecting methods that find
alluvialgold lead to only an occasional
discovery', most deposits notyetdiscovered...
areburied (lines 15-19).

The correct answer is C.
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107. Which of the following statements about discoveries
of gold deposits is supported by information in the
passage?

(A) The numberof golddiscoveries made annually
has increased between the time of the original
gold rushes and the present.

(B) New discoveries of golddeposits are likely to be
the result of exploration techniques designed to
locate buried mineralization.

(0 It is unlikely that newly discovered gold deposits
will ever yield as much as did those deposits
discovered during the original gold rushes.

(D) Modern explorers are divided on the question of
the utility of simple prospecting methods as a
source of new discoveries of gold deposits.

(E) Models based oh the theory that gold originated
from magmatic fluids have already led to new
discoveries of gold deposits.

Supporting ideas

Thisquestion requires consideration of explicit
information throughout the passage. The second
paragraph explains that most deposits notyet
discovered... areburied (lints 17-19), so the
explorer's best meansof discovering them is the
useof conceptual models to identify the sites most
likelyto have buried minerals (lines35-38). At
that point, the explorer may use the high-
technology methods possible when buried
mineralization is present(lines 22-29).

A The passage does not discuss the numberof
gold discoveries.

B Correct. Since mostgold deposits are
buried, explorers must find the sitesmost
likelyto contain buried minerals.

C The passage doesnot discuss the yieldof
gold discoveries.

D While simpleprospecting methods leadonly to
an occasionaldiscovery, modern explorers are
not said to dispute their utility (lines 15-17).

E The passage does not saythat gold deposits
have alreadybeen foundby using the models
based on this recent theory.

The correct answer is B.
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108. Itcan be inferred from the passage that which of the
following is easiest to detect?

(A) Agold-quartz vein system originating in
magmatic fluids

(B) Agold-quartz vein system originating in
metamorphic fluids

(C) Agold deposit that is mixed with granite

(D) Agold deposit that has shed alluvial gold

(E) Agold deposit that exhibits chemical halos

Application

To answer this question, apply whatthe passage
says about gold deposits to the examples in the
answer choices. Thesecond paragraph states that
the gold deposits discovered during the gold
rushes were exposedatthe Earth's surface, theywere
found because they hadshed trails ofalluvialgold
that were easily traced by simpleprospecting methods
(lines 11-16). Most deposits have notbeendetected
because theyareburiedand have no surface
expression. Thus the simplest goldto findwould be
that in a depositthat had shed alluvial gold.

A The recenttheoryholds that gold-quartz
vein systems are formed from magmatic
fluids, but does not saythat these systems
have easily detectable surface expressions;
the passage states that they form deep
beneath the surface pf Earth, which makes
it unlikelythat they will be easyto find.

B The widelyheld viewcontends that gold-
quartz vein systems are formedfrom
metamorphicfluids, but does not sayif these
have easily detectable surface expressions.

C Thepassage doesnot commenton gold
depositsmixedwith granite, although the
recent theory does mention molten granite
like bodies deep beneath the surface ofthe Earth
(lines 4-5).

D Correct. Finding golddeposits that have
shed alluvial gold at the Earth's surface is
far easier than finding buried gold deposits.

E One complex, difficultsubsurface
exploration method involves chemical tests
detecting the subtlechemical halos that
surround mineralized areas; clearlythis is
not the easiest means of detecting gold
deposits.

The correct answer is D.
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109. The theory mentioned in lines 1-5 relates to the
conceptual models discussed in the passage in which
of the following ways?

(A) It mayfurnish a valid account of ore-forming
processes, and, hence, can support conceptual
models that have great practical significance.

(B) It suggests that certain geological formations,
long believedto be mineralized, are infact
mineralized, thus confirming current conceptual
models.

(C) It suggests that there may not be enough
similarity across Archean-age gold-quartz vein
systems to warrant the formulation of
conceptual models.

(D) It corrects existing theories about the chemical
halos of gold deposits, and thus provides a basis
for correcting current conceptual models.

(E) It suggests that simple prospecting methods still
have a higher success rate in the discovery of
gold deposits than do more modern methods.

Logical structure

This question requiresconsideringthe conceptual
models described in lines 35-41 in light of the
recent theory(lines 1-5),which the authorassures
the reader has considerablepractical importance
(lines 10-11). The conceptual models are derived
from observation and from theories ofore-forming
processes. Therefore, the recent theory may explain
ore formation in a waythat leads to the
development of an updated model, and that model
maythen aid in the discovery of gold deposits.

A Correct. The theory provides an explanation
of ore formation, which aids in creating a
conceptual model that mayhelp explorers
find gold deposits.

B The theory does not confirm models, but
contributes to forming them.

C The practical value of the theory is that it
can help to formulate models.

D The theorydoes not challenge theories
about chemical halos but rather contributes

to the development of conceptual models
that mightallow for the broader application
ofchemical halos.

E The theory does not compare methodsof
discovering gold deposits.

The correct answer is A.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

110. According to the passage, methods of exploring for
gold that are widely used today are based on which of
the following facts?

(A) Most of the Earth's remaininggold deposits are
still molten.

(B) Most of the Earth's remaining gold deposits are
exposed at the surface.

(C) Most of the Earth's remaining gold deposits are
buried and have no surface expression.

(D) Only one type of gold deposit warrants
exploration, since the other types of gold
deposits are found in regions difficult to reach.

(E) . Only one type of gold deposit warrants
exploration, since the other types of gold
deposits are unlikely to yield concentrated
quantities of gold.

Supporting ideas

This question concernsfactual information stated
in the passage. In contrast to the gold deposits
discovered at the Earth's surface, most deposits not
yetdiscovered havegone undetected because they are
buried and have no surface expression (lines 17-19).
The methods widely used today must searchfor
buried minerals rather than minerals on the

surface (lines 22-29).

A The passage mentions neither moltengold
nor the method to detect it.

B The passage explicitly says that most
depositsare buried.

C Correct. The passage explicitly states that
most gold deposits are buried, leaving no
traces at the Earth's surface.

D The passage neither distinguishesbetween
types of gold nor describes inaccessible
regions.

E Thepassage does not relate typesofgoldto
yields of gold deposits.

The correct answer is C.
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Questions 111-114 refer to the passage on page 408.

111. The passage mentions which of the following as a
factor that affects the role of P. ochraceus as a

keystone species within different habitats?

(A) The degree to which the habitat is sheltered
from waves

(B) The degree to which other animals within a
habitat prey on mussels

(C) The fact that mussel populations are often not
dominant within some habitats occupied by
P. ochraceus

(D) The size of the P. ochraceus population within
the habitat

(E) The fact that there is great species diversity
within some habitats occupied by P. ochraceus
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Supporting idea

This question depends on recognizing what
the passage states about the factors affecting
P. ochraceus's role as a keystone species, which is
different in different habitats. According to the
passage, P. ochraceus consumes and suppresses
mussel populations in somehabitats—
specifically, those that are wave-exposed—
making it a keystone predator in those habitats.
But in wave-sheltered habitats, P. ochraceus does
not playthe same role in suppressing mussel
populations.

A Correct. The passage clearly states that
P. ochraceus's role in wave-exposed habitats
differs from its role in wave-sheltered

habitats.

B The passage says that the impactof
P. ochraceus predation on mussels is not
strong in wave-sheltered habitats, but this
is not—at least not at all sites—because

other animalsare preying on the mussels;
rather, at least at some sites, it is because
mussels are controlled by sand burial.

C The passage does not suggest that mussel
populations are dominant in anyhabitats
occupiedby P. ochraceus.

D The size of the P. ochraceus population affects
the size of the mussel population within
wave-exposed habitats, but the passage does
not suggest that P. ochraceus's role as a
keystone species depends on the size of its
population within those habitats.

E Theonlyother species the passage mentions
in conjunction with P. ochraceus habitats is
the mussel; the passage does not address
species diversityin these habitats.

The correct answer is A.

112. Which of the following hypothetical experiments most
clearly exemplifies the method of identifying species'
roles that the author considers problematic?

(A) A population of seals in an Arctic habitat is
counted in order to determine whether it is the

dominant species in that ecosystem.

(B) A species of fish that is a keystone species in
one marine ecosystem is introduced into
another marine ecosystem to see whether the
species will come to occupy a keystone role.

(C) In order to determine whether a species of
monkey is a keystone species within a particular
ecosystem, the monkeys are removed from that
ecosystem and the ecosystem is then studied.

(D) Different mountain ecosystems are compared
to determine how geography affects a particular

species' ability to dominate its ecosystem.

(E) In a grassland experiencing a changing climate,
patterns of species extinction are traced in
order to evaluate the effect of climate changes
on keystone species in that grassland.

Application

Answering this questiondepends on recognizing
what the author says about identifying species'
roles in habitats and then extending that to
another situation. The author considers a
particular method of studying keystone species
problematic: removing a suspected keystone
species from itshabitat and observing what
happens to the ecosystem. The authorfinds this
problematic because interactions among species
are complex.
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A The author does not discuss counting the
members of a population as a problematic
way of determining whetherthat population
is a dominant species.

B The method that the author finds

problematic has to dowith observing what
happens to an ecosystem when a keystone
species is removed from it, notwith
observing what happens to a different
ecosystem whenthe species is introduced
into it.

C Correct. The author states explicitly that
removing a species from a habitat in orderto
determine its keystone status is problematic.
Removing the monkeys from their habitatis
a clearexample of this problematic practice.

D Comparisonof habitats in order to
determine geography's effecton a particular
species' dominancewould most likelyfind
favor with the author, for this is the
approach the author seems to advocate in
investigatingP. ochraceus's keystone status.

E The author does not discuss tracing patterns
of extinction or changing climates in the
passage.

The correct answer is C.

113. Which of the following, if true, would most clearly
support the argument about keystone status advanced
in the last sentence of the passage (lines 24-31)?

(A) A species of bat is primarily responsible for
keeping insect populations within ah ecosystem
low, and the size of the insect population in turn
affects bird species within that ecosystem.

(B) A species of iguana occupies a keystone role on
certain tropical islands, but does not playthat
role on adjacent tropical islands that are
inhabited by a greater number of animal species.

(C) Close observation of a savannah ecosystem
reveals that more species occupy keystone
roles within that ecosystem than biologists had
previously believed.

(D) As a keystone species of bee becomes more
abundant, it has a larger effect on the
ecosystem it inhabits.

(E) Aspecies of moth that occupies a keystone role
in a prairie habitat develops coloration patterns
that camouflage it from potential predators.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Evaluation

To answer this question, focus on the argument
advanced in the last sentence of the passage and
identify whatinformation would support that
argument. In the lastsentence of the passage, the
author claims that keystone statusdepends on
context. The author then offers three contextual
factors that mayaffecta species' keystone status:
geography, community diversity (i.e., the number
of species in a given habitat), andlength of
species interaction. Evidence supporting this
argument would show that context is important
to a species' keystone status.

A This scenario does not indicate anything
about keystone status; this is simply a
description of howspecies populations in a
single ecosystem affect one another.

B Correct. That the iguana is a keystone
species in a location that has limitedspecies
diversitybut not a keystone species in a
location that has greaterspecies diversity
suggests that keystone status does indeed
depend on context. Thus, this example
supports the author's argument in the last
sentenceof the passage.

C Thatbiologists were mistaken about
keystone species in a particular ecosystem
does not havea bearing on whether keystone
status is context dependent.

D It is not surprising that an increase in a
species' populationwould lead to that
species having a larger effecton its
ecosystem—but this does not speak directly
to the questionof whether keystone status
itselfdepends on context.

E A keystone species enhancing its abilityto
survive in a singleecosystem does not lend
any support to the idea that keystone status
depends on context. The moth's keystone
status would have to undergo somechange
for this to have a bearing on the question of
context.

The correct answer is B.
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114. The passage suggests which of the following about
the identification of a species as a keystone species?

(A) Such an identification depends primarily on the
species' relationship to the dominant species.

(B) Such an identification can best be made by

removing the species from a particular
ecosystem and observing changes that occur in
the ecosystem.

(C) Such an identification is likely to be less reliable
as an ecosystem becomes less diverse.

(D) Such an identification seems to depend on

various factors within the ecosystem.

(E) Such an identification can best be made by
observing predation behavior.

Inference

Answering this question requires identifying how
the passage suggests that keystone species should
be identified. Thepassage identifies a particular
way in which keystone status should not be
determined: removing a species and observing
what happens to the ecosystem. The passage also
argues that keystone status depends strongly on
context: that is, an ecosystem's characteristics,
including itsgeography and inhabitants,
determine its keystone species.

A

B

C
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While the passage uses an example ofa
keystone species, P. ochraceus, which preys
on a species that would, in the keystone
species' absence, be dominant, there is
nothing to suggest that a keystone species
must have a particular relationship with the
dominant, or potentially dominant, species
in an ecosystem.
The passage explicitly states that this
method of identification would be

problematic.
A reduction in an ecosystem's diversity
might alter which species occupy keystone
roles in that ecosystem, the passage suggests,
but there is no indication that identifying
such species would become more difficult.

D Correct. If, as the passage suggests,
keystone status for any given species
depends on the context of the ecosystem in
which it lives, then it is likely that
identifying keystone species depends
strongly on understandingwhat factors of
the ecosystem contribute to creating
keystone status. The passage lists such
factors as geography, community diversity,
and speciesinteraction.

E While the passage uses a predator,
P. ochraceus, as its example of a keystone
species, there is no indication that predation
is an essential component of the actual
definition of keystone species {one whose
effects are much larger than would bepredicted

from its abundance).

The correct answer is D.

Questions 115-119 refer to the passage on page 410.

115. The passage is primarily concerned with

(A) defending a controversial approach

(B) criticizing an accepted view

(C) summarizing research findings

(D) contrasting competing theories

(E) describing an innovative technique

Main idea

Figuringout the authors' primaryconcern
depends on a careful review of the passage as a
whole. The first paragraph identifies the larger
question that isthe context for the authors'
investigation. The second paragraph presents the
partofthequestion the authors researched,
concluding with their unexpected results. The
third paragraph explains the importance ofthese
findings in relation to the larger question ofthe
universe's possible "close." The authors' primary
purpose in this passage is to summarize the
findings of their research.
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A The authors do not discuss approaches to the
question they research.

B The authors mention that their findings do
not conformto Kepler's law, but the
passage's primary focus is on summarizing
researchfindings and not on criticizingany
particular view.

C Correct. This passage presents a summation
of the findings of the authors' research.

D The authors do not contrast different

theories in this passage.
E The authors do not discuss new techniques

in this passage.

The correct answer is C.

116. The authors' study indicates that, in comparison with
the outermost regions of a typical spiral galaxy, the
region just outside the nucleus can be characterized
as having

(A) higher rotational velocity and higher luminosity

(B) lower rotational velocity and higher luminosity

(C) lower rotational velocity and lower luminosity

(D) similar rotational velocity and higher luminosity

(E) similar rotational velocity and similar luminosity

Inference

In the secondparagraph, the authors observe that
outside the bright nucleus ofa typical spiralgalaxy
luminosityfallsoffrapidly (lines 20-21); the region
just outside the nucleus may thus be characterized
as having higher luminosity than the outermost
regions of a spiralgalaxy. Their research finds that
the rotational velocity inspiralgalaxies either remains
constant withincreasing distancefromthe center or
increases slightly (lines 27-30).The region just
outside the nucleus may thus be characterized as
sharingwith the outermost regions of a spiral
galaxy a similar rotationalvelocity.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

A This regionwasexpected to have higher
rotationalvelocity, but the researchfindings
did not corroborate this hypothesis; it is
correct that the region has higher
luminosity.

B The regiondoes have higherluminosity, but
not lower rotational velocity.

C The regionhas neither lowerluminositynor
lower rotational velocity.

D Correct. The region has similar rotational
velocity and higher luminosity.

E The region has similar rotationalvelocity but
higher luminosity.

The correct answer is D.

117. The authors' suggestion that "as much as 90 percent
of the mass of the universe is not radiating at any
wavelength with enough intensity to be detected on
the Earth" (lines 34-37) would be most weakened if

which of the following were discovered to be true?

(A) Spiral galaxies are less common than types of
galaxies that contain little nonluminous matter.

(B) Luminous and nonluminous matter are

composed of the same basic elements.

(C) The bright nucleus of a typical spiral galaxy also
contains some nonluminous matter.

(D) The density of the observable universe is
greater than most previous estimates have
suggested.

(E) Some galaxies do not rotate or rotate too slowly
for their rotational velocity to be measured.

Application

The authors' conclusion about nonluminous

matter is based on their study of the rotational
velocity of spiralgalaxies. If spiralgalaxies were
found to be atypical of galaxies, then it wouldbe
possible that, in those other galaxies,
nonluminous matter does not increase as

luminous matter decreases. If this were the case,
the authors' conclusion would be based on a
sample of galaxies not representative of the whole,
and their argumentwouldbe seriously weakened.
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A Correct. The authors' conclusion assumes

that spiralgalaxies are typical of all galaxies;
information calling that assumptioninto
question weakens the argument.

B The relation rather than the composition of
luminous and nonluminous mass is relevant

to the conclusion.

C Nonluminous mass increases as luminous
mass decreases: This findingdoes not rule
out that the nucleus contains some

nonluminous mass; the argument is not
affected.

D The density of the observable universe is
only afraction ofthe density needed to "close"
the universe, so even if this densitywere
greater, it isnotlikely to exceed the density
of nonluminous matter.

E The authorsare concerned onlywith
measurable rotational velocity.

The correct answer is A.

118. It can be inferred frominformation presented in the
passage thatif thedensity of the universe were
equivalent to significantly less than three hydrogen
atoms per cubic meter, which of the following would
be true as a consequence?
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(A)

(B)

(0

(D)

(E)

Luminosity would be a true indicator of mass.

Different regions in spiral galaxieswould rotate
at the same velocity.

The universe would continue to expand

indefinitely.

Thedensity of the invisible matter in the
universe would have to be more than 70 times
the density of the luminous matter.

More of the invisible matter in spiral galaxies
would have to be located in their nuclei than in
their outer regions.

Inference

An inference is drawn from stated information.

This question refers to the firstparagraph, where
the authors explain that the critical density of
matter needed tobrake the expansion and "close"tie
universe isequivalent to three hydrogen atomsper
cubic meter (lines 7-9). If the density is
significantly less, then the universe willnot "close"
but continue to expandindefinitely.

A The authors' finding that luminosityis not
a true indicator of mass is not derived
from the conclusion that the densityis less
than three hydrogen atoms per cubic meter.

B The authors' findingthat different regions
rotate at similar velocities does not come
from the hypothesis about the density ofthe
universe.

C Correct. If the criticaldensityneededto
"close" the universe is equivalent to three
hydrogen atoms percubic meter, then a
density ofsignificantly less than this amount
means that the universe will continue its

expansion.
D This (Statement would be true of the

hypothetical "close" oftheuniverse, butif the
density isless than three hydrogen atoms
percubic meter, the universe will continue
its expansion.

E This statement cannot be inferred from the
hypothesis about the density oftheuniverse.

The correct answer is C.

119. The authors propose all of the following as possibly
contributing to the "missing matter" in spiral galaxies
EXCEPT

(A) massive black holes

(B) small black holes

(C) small, dim stars

(D) massive stars

(E) large planets
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Supporting ideas

This question asks the reader to find the list of
possible explanations for the "missing" ordark
matter that the authors give in the passage and to
check that list against the possible answers. Using
the process of elimination will showwhich
answer is not included on the authors' list. In the

final paragraph, the authors write, Such dark
matter could be in theform ofextremely dim stars of
lowmass, oflarge planets likeJupiter, orofblack
holes, eithersmall or massive (lines 37-40).

A The authors include massive black holes.

B The authors include small black holes.

C The authors include small, dim stars.
D Correct. The authors do not include massive

stars in their list of possible explanations for
"missing matter."

E The authors include large planets.

The correct answer is D.

Questions 120-127 refer to the passage on page 412.

120. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) advocate a more positive attitude toward
technological change

(B) discuss the implications for employees of the
modernization of a telephone exchange

(C) consider a successful challenge to the
constructivist viewof technological change

(D) challenge the position of advocates of
technological determinism

(E) suggest that the social causes of technological
change should be studied in real situations

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Main idea

This question asks for an assessment of what the
passage as a whole is doing. The passage
introduces Clark's study as a solidcontribution
(lines 3-4) to the debate between technological
determinists and social constructivists. In the

second paragraph, Braverman is introduced as
holding a position of social constructivism, a
position that Clark takes issue with. In the final
paragraph, the passage holds that Clark refutes the
extremes ofthe constructivists (line 33),and Clark's
arguments challenging social constructivism are
then described.

A The passage takes no position on the merits
of technological change but is concerned
only with the role of such change in society.

B The passage mentions telephone exchange
workers as an example that helps illustrate
the more central debate between

determinists and constructivists.

C Correct. The passage is mainly concerned
with portraying Clark's view as a successful
challenge to constructivism.

D The passage describes Clark's view as a
successful challenge to social constructivism,
not technological determinism.

E The passage is concerned with describing a
challenge to social constructivism and not
with suggesting the context in which
technological change ought to be studied.

The correct answer is C.

121. Which of the following statements about the
modernization of the telephone exchange is supported
by information in the passage?

(A) The new technology reduced the role of
managers in labor negotiations.

(B) The modernization was implemented without the
consent of the employees directly affected by it.

(C) The modernization had an impact that went
significantly beyond maintenance routines.

(D) Some of the maintenance workers felt victimized

by the new technology.

(E) The modernization gave credence to the view of
advocates of social constructivism.
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Supporting ideas

This question requires recognizing information
contained in the passage. Thepassage states in the
first paragraph that Clark's studyfocused on the
modernization of a telephone exchange and the
effect this had on maintenance work and workers.

After describing Braverman's analysis in the
second paragraphas being at oddswith Clark's
views, the passage discusses Clark'sviews in more
detail in the final paragraph. As part of this
discussion, the'passage notes that Clark shows
how a change from maintenance-intensive
electromechanicalswitches to semielectronic switching
systems at the telephone exchange altered work
tasks, skills, training opportunities, administration,
andorganization ofworkers (lines 41-46).Thus,
the passage showsthat the modernizationof the
telephone exchange affectedmuch more than
maintenance routines.

A Thepassage does not discuss whethernew
technology reduces the role of managers in
labor negotiations.

B The passage does not discuss the role of
employee consent in the modernizationof
the telephone exchange.

C Correct; The passage states that the
modernization of the telephone exchange
affected tasks, skills, training,
administration, and the organization of
workers*

D The passage does not suggest that
maintenanceworkers feltvictimized by the
modernization of the telephone exchange.

E The passage describes modernization asa
factviewable from a perspective of social
constructivism or technological
determinism, but that does not in itself
support eitherview.

The correct answer is C.

l • i

122. Which of the following most accurately describes
Clark's opinion of Braverman's position?

(A) He respects its wide-ranging popularity.

(B) He disapproves of its misplaced emphasis on
the influence of managers.

(C) He admires the consideration it gives to the
attitudes of the workers affected.
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(D) He is concerned about its potential to impede
the implementation of new technologies.

(E) He is sympathetic to its concern about the
impact of modern technology on workers.

Inference

Answering this question requires inferringwhat
the passage's author likely believes. The passage
describes Braverman's position as one of
mainstream social constructivism (lines 23-24), a
position that Clark takes issue with. Although it
describes Braverman's position, the rest of the
passage is devoted to showing how Clark's
position takes issuewith Braverman's. In the
second paragraph, the passage describes Clarkas
holdingthat technology can be aprimary
determinant ofsocialandmanagerial organization
(lines 11-12), which suggests that managers are
sometimessubordinate to technologicalchange.
In lines 16-19, however, Braverman is described
as holding that the shape ofa technological system is
subordinate tothe manager's desire towrest control of
the laborprocessfrom the workers, whichshows that
Clark and Bravermanare at odds on this point.

',,.,!,'' 111.

A Since the passage says that Clark believes an
important insighthas been obscured by the
recent sociologicalfashion that Braverman's
views exemplify (lines 12-15),one cannot
infer that Clark respects the popularityof
Braverman's views.

B Correct. The passage shows that Clark
believes managers to have less influence over
howtechnology affects an organization than
Braverman claims that theyhave.

C Thepassage does not indicate that Clark
admiresany aspectof Braverman's position.

D The passage does not indicate that Clark
considers impediments to modernization.

E Thepassage does not indicate that Clarkis
sympathetic to anyconcerns attributed to
Braverman.

The correct answer is B.
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123. The information in the passage suggests that which
of the following statements from hypothetical
sociological studies of change in industry most clearly
exemplifies the social constructivists' version of
technological determinism?

(A) It is the available technology that determines
workers' skills, rather than workers' skills
influencing the application of technology.

(B) All progress in industrial technology grows out
of a continuing negotiation between
technological possibility and human need.

(C) Some organizational change is caused by
people; some is caused by computer chips.

(D) Most major technological advances in industry
have been generated through research and
development.

(E) Some industrial technology eliminates jobs, but
educated workers can create whole new skills

areas by the adaptation of the technology.

Application

This question requires understanding different
points of viewdiscussed in the passage. In the
first paragraph, the passage mentions the debate
involving technologicaldeterminism and social
constructivism. In the second and third

paragraphs, the passage uses Braverman's analysis
to illustrate the socialconstructivists' positionand
in the third paragraph suggests that the
constructivists are misrepresenting technological
determinism (lines 25-26). In lines 31-32, the
constructivists are reported to hold that
technological determinism views technology as
existing outside society, capable ofdirectly influencing
skills andwork organization.

A Correct. This statement is consistent with

the constructivists' view that technological
determinism sees technology as outside of
society, influencingworkers' skills.

B The passage states that the constructivists
hold that technological determinists are
supposed to believe... that machinery imposes
appropriateforms oforder on society (lines
27-29), suggesting that no negotiation is
present.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

C Accordingto the description of them in
the passage, constructivists portray
technological determinists asbelieving that
technology, not people, drives organizational
change,

D The passage does not portrayeither
constructivistsor determinists as being
concernedwith technological researchand
development.

E The passage does not portray either
constructivists or determinists as being
concernedwith technology-driven job
elimination or creation.

The correct answer is A.

124. The information in the passage suggests that Clark
believes that which of the following would be true if
social constructivism had not gained widespread
acceptance?

(A) Businesses would be more likely to modernize
without considering the social consequences of
their actions.

(B) There would be greater understanding of the
role played by technology in producing social
change.

(C) Businesses would be less likely to understand
the attitudes of employees affected by
modernization.

(D) Modernization would have occurred at a slower

rate.

(E) Technology would have played a greater part in
determining the role of business in society.

Inference

Answering this question involves understanding a
point ofview as it is described in the passage.
The passage aligns Clark's study closely with the
technological determinists, summarizing his
view in lines 11-12: technology can be aprimary
determinant ofsocial andmanagerial organization.
In the following sentence, the passage states that
Clark believes that thispossibility is obscured by the
recent sociologicalfashion, exemplified by Braverman's
analysis (lines 12-15). After illustrating
Braverman's analysis, the passage then states that
it represents socialconstructivism.
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A According to the passage, Clark holds that
constructivists obscure how modernization

might have social consequences.
B Correct. According to the passage, Clark

seesconstructivism as obscuringthe
possibility that technology plays a primary
role in socialchange.

C The passage does not discuss howthe
attitudes of employees are perceived by their
employers. ,

D The passage describes a debateabout the
history and sociology of technology; it does
not suggestthat sociological analyses affect
the paceof modernization.

E The passage describes a debateabout the
historyand sociology of technology; it does
not suggest that sociological analyses affect
the role that technologyplays in business.

The correct answer is B.

125. According to the passage, constructivists employed
which of the following to promote their argument?

(A) Empirical studies of business situations involving
technological change

(B) Citation of managers supportive of their position

(C) Construction of hypothetical situations that
support their view

(D) Contrasts of their view with a misstatement of

an opposing view

(E) Descriptions of the breadth of impact of
technological change

Supporting ideas

Answering this question involves recognizing
information given in the passage. Thepassage
indicates that a debate exists between

technological determinists and social
constructivists, suggesting that these views are in
opposition. Thepassage goes on to state that
constructivists gainacceptance by misrepresenting
technological determinism (lines 25-26). This
misrepresentation is presented as the alternative to
constructivism (lines 29-30), suggesting that
constructivists promoted their own viewby
contrasting it with a misrepresentation of
determinists' views.
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A Thepassage mentions empirical studies in
relationto Clark's study but not Braverman's
analysis.

B Thepassage does not mention that managers
were supportive of any particular point of
viewwithin the sociology of technology.

C The passage does not mention any
hypothetical situations as being usedby the
constructivists in support of their view.

D Correct. Thepassage indicates that the
constructivists havecome into fashionby
contrasting their own viewswith a
misrepresentation of the views of
technological determinists.

E The passage does not describe the
constructivists as making determinations
regardingthe degree of impact that
technological change has on socialor
managerialorganization.

The correct answer is D.

126. The author of the passage uses the expression "are
supposed to" in line 27 primarily in order to

(A) suggest that a contention made by
constructivists regarding determinists is
inaccurate

(B) define the generally accepted position of
determinists regarding the implementation of
technology

(C) engage in speculation about the motivation of
determinists

(D) lend support to a comment critical of the
position of determinists

(E) contrast the historical position of determinists
with their position regarding the exchange
modernization
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Evaluation

Thisquestion requires understanding howa
particularphrasefunctions in the passage as
a whole. In the third paragraph the passage
states that constructivistsgain acceptance by
misrepresenting technologicaldeterminism (lines
25-26) and follows this claimwith an example of
this misrepresentation, stating that technological
determinists are supposed to believe,forexample (lines
27-28). Thisline impliesthat the constructivist
view of the determinists is inaccurate.

A Correct. The passage uses the expression in
part to providean example of the
constructivists' misrepresentation of the
determinists.

B The passage indicates that the view
attributed to the determinists is a

misrepresentation, not one that is generally
acceptedby determinists.

C The expression in the passage is part of a
discussion about the motivation of

constructivists, not determinists.
D The expression in the passage is part of a

discussion that is critical of the

constructivists, not the determinists.
E The passage does not describe either the

historical position ofdeterminists or their
position on the exchange modernization.

The correct answer is A.

127. Which of the following statements about Clark's study
of the telephone exchange can be inferred from
information in the passage?

(A) Clark's reason for undertaking the study was to
undermine Braverman's analysis of the function
of technology.

(B) Clark's study suggests that the implementation
of technology should be discussed in the context
of conflict between labor and management.

(C) Clark examined the impact of changes in the
technology of switching at the exchange in
terms of overall operations and organization.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

(D) Clark concluded that the implementation of new
switchingtechnology was equallybeneficial to
management and labor.

(E) Clark's analysis of the change in switching
systems applies only narrowly to the situation at
the particular exchange that he studied.

Inference

This question requires understandingwhat the
passage implies in its discussion of a point ofview.
The details of Clark's views are discussed

primarily in the finalparagraph. Thepassage
states that on an empirical level, Clark
demonstrates that technological change regarding
switches at the telephone exchange altered work
tasks, skills, training opportunities, administration,
and organization ofworkers (lines 44-46). The
passage goes on to state Clark's contentionthat
these changes even influenced negotiations
between management and labor unions.

A The passage indicates that Clark'sstudy
addressed the extremes ofboth

technological determinism and social
constructivism. It cites Braverman as a

proponent of socialconstructivism but
provides no evidence that Clark's motivation
in beginning his study was specifically to
target an analysis offeredby Braverman.

B The passage indicates that Clark attributed
some organizational change to the way labor
and managementnegotiatedthe
introduction of technologybut does not
mention conflict between them.

C Correct. According to the passage, Clark
concludes that changes to the technology of
switches had an influence on several aspects
of the overall operations and organization of
the telephoneexchange.

D The passage does not indicate that Clark
assesses the benefits of technological change
to either labor or management.

E Thepassage indicates that Clark believes the
change in switching technology influenced
manyaspects of the overall operations of the
telephone exchange.

The correct answer is C.
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Questions 128-133 refer to the passage on page 414.

128. According to the passage, the five well-known plant
hormones are not useful in controlling the growth of
crops because

(A) it is not known exactly what functions the
hormones perform

(B) each hormone has various effects on plants

(C) none of the hormones can function without

the others

(D) each hormone has different effects on different

kinds of plants

(E) each hormone works on only a small subset of a
cell's genes at any particular time

Supporting ideas

To answer this question, look for information that
isprovided in the passage. Lines 16-20 explain
that each of the five plant hormones has more than
one effect on the growth anddevelopment ofplants;
for this reason, they are notvery useful in
artificially controlling the growth ofcrops.

A Lines 20-25 describe in detail the multiple
functions of the hormone auxin.

B Correct. The hormones have so many
simultaneous effects on plants that they are not
useful in controlling the growth of crops.

C The passage provides no evidence to support
this reason.

D No information is givenin the passage to
support this reason.

E The hormones' multiple effects on plant
growth, not their specific effect at the
cellular level, make them ineffective at
artificiallycontrolling crop growth.

The correct answer is B.

129. The passage suggests that the place of hypothalamic
hormones in the hormonal hierarchies of animals is

similar to the place of which of the following in plants?

(A) Plant cell walls

(B) The complement of genes in each plant cell

(C) A subset of a plant cell's gene complement

(D) The five major hormones

(E) The oligosaccharins
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Inference

This question asksfor information that is not
directlystated in the passage. It requires examining
the analogybetween the action of hormones in
animals and in plants, which is the subject of the
third and fourth paragraphs. In animals,
hypothalamichormones stimulate the pituitary
glandto synthesize and release manydifferent
hormones; this process causes hormonesfrom the
adrenal cortex to be released. A similarhierarchy of
hormones may exist in plants. The pleiotropic plant
hormones may activate the enzymes that, in turn,
release oligosaccharins from the cellwall. It is
reasonable to infer that, in triggering the action,
the plant hormones mayact in a waysimilar to the
hypothalamichormones in animals.

A Plant cell walls do not activate enzymes as
the hypothalamic hormones activate the
pituitarygland.

B The passage states that all cells of a plant
start out with the samecomplement of genes
(lines 1-2), but this statement is not part of
the analogy.

C Line 5 refers to the subset of genes, but it is
not a part of the analogy.

D Correct. Like hypothalamic hormones in
animals, the five major plant hormones may
be responsible for releasing the catalysts for
growth.

E The oligosaccharins are part of the
hierarchy, but they are not equivalent to
the hypothalamic hormones in releasing
other hormones.

The correct answer is D.

130. The passage suggests that which of the following is a
function likely to be performed byan oligosaccharin?

(A) To stimulate a particular plant cell to become
part of a plant's root system

(B) To stimulate the walls of a particular cell to
produce other oligosaccharins

(C) To activate enzymes that release specific
chemical messengers from plant cell walls

(D) To duplicate the gene complementin a particular
plant cell

(E) To produce multiple effects on a particular
subsystem of plant cells
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Inference

Answering this question requires making an
inference based on the information in the passage.
The analogy between animal and plant hormones
describes a process that ends, in animals, with
specific effects on target organs all over the body
(lines33-34). While the pleiotropic plant
hormones have multiple effects, the
oligosaccharins are described as more specific
chemical messengers (lines 43-44). It is reasonable
to infer that oligosaccharins affect a specific part
of a plant's growth.

A Correct. This is the only response that gives
an example of an effecton a specific aspect
of plant growth and development.

B The last paragraphexplains that enzymes
release oligosaccharins. The passage provides
no evidence that oligosaccharins stimulate
the release of other oligosaccharins.

C The pleiotropic plant hormones, not the
oligosaccharins, mayactivate the enzymes
(lines 41-43).

D The passage does not discuss such
duplication.

E Theoligosaccharins, as more specific chemical
messengers, have a specific effect, not
multiple effects, on plant growth.

The correct answer is A.

131. The author mentions specific effects that auxin has on
plant development in order to illustrate the

(A) point that some of the effects of plant hormones
can be harmful

(B) wayin which hormones are produced by plants

(C) hierarchical nature of the functioning of plant
hormones

(D) differences among the best-known plant
hormones

(E) concept of pleiotropy as it is exhibited by plant
hormones

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Logical structure

To answer this question, reread the section where
auxin is discussed. The secondparagraph explains
that each of the five major pleiotropichormones,
including auxin, has more than one effect on the
growth and development ofplants. The author then
lists auxin's multiple effects as an example of the
principle of pleiotropyin plants.

A The passage does not discussharmful
effects.

B The passagediscusses the effects of
hormones, not their production.

C Auxin is used to exemplify the many
different effects of a pleiotropic hormone,
not its role in a hierarchyof hormones.

D The differences among the five major
hormones are not discussed.

E Correct. The authorlists auxin's multiple
effects to illustratehow pleiotropic
hormones affectplant growth.

The correct answer is E.

132. According to the passage, which of the following best
describes a function performed by oligosaccharins?

(A) Regulating the daily functioning of a plant's cells

(B) Interacting with one another to produce different
chemicals

(C) Releasing specific chemical messengers from a
plant's cell walls

(D) Producing the hormones that cause plant cells
to differentiate to perform different functions

(E) Influencing the development of a plant's cells by
controlling the expression of the cells' genes

Supporting ideas

To answer this question, lookfor information that
is provided in the passage. Oligosaccharins are
regulatory molecules (line 13). They form part of the
complex system that turns on, or expresses, a
small subset of genes in a particular kind of cell.
As explained in the first paragraph, thisprocess
allowsplant cells to differentiate and form
different plantstructures. Unlike the five major
plant hormones, the oligosaccharins affect a
specific aspect of the plant's growth (lines 14-17).
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A The passage does not discuss the daily
functioning of a plant's cells.

B Thepassage provides no evidence of this
interaction.

C "Die oligosaccharins arefragments ofthe cell
wall(line 39) and the specific chemical
messengersfrom the cell wall(lines 43-44).

D The oligosaccharins are not said to produce
hormones.

E Correct. Oligosaccharins are part of the
system that turns on, or expresses, the
subset of a cell's genes that allows cells to
grow into different plant structures.

The correct answer is E.

133. The passage suggests that, unlike the pleiotropic
hormones, oligosaccharins could be used effectively to

(A) trace the passage of chemicals through the
walls of cells

(B) pinpoint functions of other plant hormones

(C) artificially control specific aspects of the
development of crops

(D) alter the complement of genes in the cells of
plants

(E) alter the effects of the five major hormones on
plant development

Inference

The passage does not explicitly state how
oligosaccharins could be used, but a usecan be
inferred. The second paragraph establishes that
the pleiotropic hormones are not useful in
artificially controllingcrop growth because of
their multiple, diverse effects. Oligosaccharins are
contrasted with the hormones because they have
specific effects. Thus it is reasonable to infer that
oligosaccharins might be used to control specific
aspects of crop growth.

A Passage of chemicals through cellwalls is
not discussed.

B Thepassage does not indicate that
oligosaccharins act in this way.

C Correct. Because the oligosaccharins have
specific rather than multiple effects, they
might have the potential to be used to
control specific aspects ofa crop's growth.
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D The oligosaccharins are not said to alter the
cells' complement of genes.

E The passage does not show that
oligosaccharins alter the hormones' effects.

The correct answer is C.

Questions 134-139 refer to the passage on page 416.

134. The author indicates explicitly that which of the
following records has been a source of information in
her investigation?

(A) United States immigration Service reports from
1914 to 1930

(B) Payrolls of southern manufacturing firms

between 1910 and 1930

(C) The volume of cotton exports between 1898

and 1910

(D) The federal census of 1910

(E) Advertisements of labor recruiters appearing in

southern newspapers after 1910

Supporting ideas

Since the question uses the word explicitly, it is
clear that the answer can be found in the passage.
In lines 27-30, the author refers to the number of
African American workers in manufacturing and
mechanicalpursuits, a phrase cited as coming from
the federal census and indicating that shewas
using census data. While sheprobably used other
sources as well, no other source is explicitly
mentioned.

A Immigration Service reports are not
mentioned in the passage.

B Payroll records are not mentioned in the
passage.

C While the decline of the cotton industry is
mentioned, recordsof exports are not.

D Correct. The federal census is indicated as a
source of information on the employment of
African American workers.

E Labor recruiters and the African American
press arementioned, but there is no
mention of data being collected from labor
recruiting ads.

The correct answer is D.
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135. In the passage, the author anticipates which of the
following as a possible objection to her argument?

(A) It is uncertain how many people actually
migrated during the Great Migration.

(B) The eventual economic status of the Great

Migration migrants has not been adequately
traced.

(C) It is not likely that people with steady jobs would
have reason to move to another area of the

country.

(D) It is not true that the term "manufacturing and
mechanical pursuits" actually encompasses the
entire industrial sector.

(E) Of the African American workers living in
southern cities', onlythose in a small number of
trades were threatened by obsolescence.

Logical structure

Answering questions about the author's line of
argument requires following the stepsin the
logicalstructure of that argument. The author
argues that many of the African American
migrants to the North mayhave livedand worked
in southern urban areas, not rural areas. In lines
33-36, she recognizes that some people mayfind
it surprising to argue that African Americans with
steadyjobs would leave and proceeds to offeran
explanation based on southern labor conditions.
She thus anticipates the objection that workers
would not leave steadyjobs.

A

B

Theactual number of people migrating is
not part of the author's argument, which
concerns whether the migrants camefrom
urban or rural backgrounds.
The eventual economic status is outside the
scopeof the argument.
Correct. The author anticipates this
objection and answers it bycitingsouthern
labor conditions.

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

D The author claimsthat "manufacturing and
mechanicalpursuits" encompassed roughly the
entire industrial sector (lines 29-31) but does
not address—either explicitly or implicitly—
anypossible objections relating to this claim.

E The number of industrial workers leaving
southern cities specifically because of job
obsolescence is not at issue and is thus not

the basisfor a potential objection. In the
final paragraph, the author is simply
presenting her case that wage pressures
affected southern African American urban

workers in general, in both artisan trades
and newlydeveloped industries.

The correct answer is C.

136. According to the passage, which of the following is
true of wages in southern cities in 1910?

(A) They were being pushed lower as a result of
increased competition.

(B) They had begun to rise so that southern industry
could attract rural workers.

(C) They had increased for skilled workers but
decreased for unskilled workers.

(D) They had increased in large southern cities but
decreased in small southern cities.

(E) They had increased in newly developed
industries but decreased in the older trades.

Supporting ideas

The informationthat this question asks for is
stated in the passage and can be found by careful
rereading. Thelast paragraph is aboutworking
conditions in the South. Lines 52-55 show that

an influx of rural workers had increased

competition for the available industrialjobs and
driven wages lower.
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A Correct.Lines 52-55indicate that wages
were going down as more workers arrived
from rural areas and competed forjobs.

B Ruralworkers arrived in the citybecause of
the boll weevil infestation, not because of
the promise of higherwages, and their
arrivaldepressed wages.

C The passage refers to wages for industrial
jobs but does not distinguish between the
wages of skilledworkers and unskilled
workers in this respect.

D Thepassage does not discuss wage
differences between large and small
southern cities.

E Thepassage provides no information on
differences in wages between older trades
and new industries.

The correct answer is A.

137. The author cites each of the following as possible
influences in an African American worker's decision to

migrate north in the Great Migration EXCEPT

(A) wage levels in northern cities

(B) labor recruiters

(C) competition from rural workers

(D) voting rights in northern states

(E) the African American press

Supporting ideas

Use the process of elimination to answer this
question regarding what specifically does NOT
appear in the passage. Four of the five answers are
mentionedas influences on migration, and one is
not. Match each answer with its mention in the

passage; the choice that does not have a match is
the correct answer. In this case, the only answer
not mentioned is voting rights.
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B

C

D

E

Northern wage levels are mentioned in lines
49-51.

Labor recruiters are mentioned in line 48.

Competition from rural workers is
mentioned in lines 52-54.

Correct. Votingrights in northern states are
not mentioned in the passage; the author has
not cited them as a possible influence on a
migrant's decision.
The AfricanAmerican press is mentioned in
lines 48-49.

The correct answer is D.

138. It can be inferred from the passage that the "easy
conclusion" mentioned in line 58 is based on which of

the following assumptions?

(A) People who migrate from rural areas to large
cities usually do so for economic reasons.

(B) Most people who leave rural areas to take jobs
in cities return to rural areas as soon as it is

financially possible for them to do so.

(0 People with rural backgrounds are less likely to
succeed economically in cities than are those
with urban backgrounds.

(D) Most people who were once skilled workers are
not willing to work as unskilled workers.

(E) People who migrate from their birthplaces to
other regions of a country seldom undertake a
second migration.

Inference

Thequestion directs one's attention to line58 and
the phrase easy conclusion. In this context, easy has
the negative connotation of "facile" or "simplistic"
and suggests the author's disagreement with the
conclusion that the economic problems of the
migrants to northern urban areas were linked to
their rural backgrounds. Theconclusion derived
from this link is first discussed in lines 17-19,
where lack of economic success in the North is

tied to a rural background.
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A The author does assume economic motives

for migration, but this assumption is not
linked to the conclusion about difficulties
arising from a rural background.

B This point is not discussed in the passage
and is not related to the conclusion that a

rural background is linked to economic
problems.

C Correct. The conclusion referred to in
line 58 is based on the assumption that
rural backgroundwill hinder economic
success in urban settings.

D The conclusion refers to all people from
ruralbackgrounds and does not distinguish
between skilled and unskilled workers.

E The conclusion about the economic

difficulties of migrants from rural
backgrounds makes no assumptions about
whether peoplemigrate more than once.

The correct answer is C.

139. The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) support an alternative to an accepted
methodology

(B) present evidence that resolves a contradiction

(C) introduce a recently discovered source of
information

(D) challenge a widely accepted explanation

(E) argue that a discarded theory deserves new
attention

7.6 Reading Comprehension Answer Explanations

Main idea

Answeringquestions aboutprimarypurpose
requires thinking about the underlying structure of
thepassage. In the first paragraph, the author
describes the GreatMigration and mentions the
assumption thatmost migrants came from rural
areas. Some people then concluded that the
migrants' economic difficulties were due to their
rural background. In the second paragraph, the
author speculates that many migrants could have
come from urban areas, and in the third
paragraph, she offers information that supports her
position. Essentially, if the migrants came from
urban areas, their subsequent economic difficulties
cannot be attributed to their nonexistent rural
background. An analysis of the structure of the
passage thusreveals that the author ispresenting a
generally accepted view and then challenging it.

A The author is showing the weakness in an
explanation; there is no discussion of a
methodologyor of an alternative
methodology.

B The reasoningpresentedin the passage
contradicts what the author describes as

prevailing ideas but does not resolve any
previous contradiction.

C The author does not mention any sourceof
informationthat was previously unavailable.
While census records are briefly mentioned,
they are hardly a recently discovered source
of information.

D Correct. The author first discusses a widely
accepted explanation of the economic
difficulties of African American migrants
and then challenges that explanation.

E The author argues against an explanation
she thinks should be discarded. She does

not discuss any previously discarded theory.

The correct answer is D.
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8.0 Critical Reasoning

Critical reasoning questions appear in the Verbal section of the GMAT® exam. The Verbal section
uses multiple-choice questions to measure your ability to read and comprehend writtenmaterial, to
reason and to evaluate arguments, and to correct written material to conform to standardwritten
English. Because the Verbal section includes content from a variety of topics, you maybegenerally
familiar with someof the material; however, neither the passages nor the questions assume
knowledge of the topics discussed. Critical reasoning questions are intermingled with reading
comprehension andsentence correction questions throughout the Verbal section of the test.

You will have 75 minutes to complete the Verbal section, or about 1% minutes to answer each
question. Although critical reasoning questions arebased on written passages, thesepassages are
shorter than reading comprehension passages. They tend to be less than 100words in length and
generally are followed byoneor twoquestions. Forthese questions, you will see a splitcomputer
screen. Thewrittenpassage willremain visible aseach question associated with that passage appears
in turn on the screen. You will see only one question at a time.

Critical reasoning questions are designed to test the reasoning skills involved in (1) making
arguments, (2) evaluating arguments, and (3) formulating or evaluating a planofaction. The
materials on which questions arebased aredrawn from a variety of sources. TheGMAT exam does
not suppose anyfamiliarity with the subject matterof those materials.

In these questions, you are to analyze the situation on which each question is based, and then select
the answer choice that most appropriately answers the question. Beginby reading the passages
carefully, then reading the five answerchoices. If the correct answer is not immediatelyobvious to
you, seewhether you can eliminate some of the wrong answers. Reading the passage a second time
maybe helpful in illuminating subtleties that were not immediatelyevident.

Answering critical reasoningquestions requires no specialized knowledge of any particular field;
you don't have to have knowledge of the terminology and conventions of formal logic.The sample
critical reasoningquestions in this chapter illustrate the variety of topics the test may cover, the
kinds of questions it may ask, and the level of analysis it requires.

The followingpages describewhat critical reasoning questions are designed to measure and present
the directions that will precede questionsof this type. Sample questions and explanations of the
correct answers follow.
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8.1 What Is Measured

Critical reasoning questions are designed to provide onemeasure ofyourability to reason effectively
in the following areas:

• Argument construction
Questions in this category may askyou to recognize such things as the basic structure of an
argument, properly drawnconclusions, underlying assumptions, well-supported explanatory
hypotheses, and parallels between structurally similar arguments.

• Argument evaluation
These questions may askyou to analyze a given argument and to recognize suchthings as
factors that would strengthenor weaken the given argument; reasoning errors committed in
makingthat argument; and aspects of the methodbywhichthe argumentproceeds.

• Formulating and evaluating a plan of action
This typeofquestion may askyou to recognize such things as the relative appropriateness,
effectiveness, or efficiency of different plans of action; factors that would strengthen or weaken
the prospects of success of a proposed plan of action; and assumptions underlying a proposed
plan of action.

8.2 Test-Taking Strategies

1. Read very carefully the set of statements on which a question is based.
Pay close attention to

• what is put forward as factual information

• what is not said but necessarily follows from what is said

• what is claimed to follow from facts that havebeen put forward

• howwell substantiated are anyclaims that a particularconclusion follows from the facts
that havebeen put forward

In reading the arguments, it is important to pay attention to the logicalreasoningused; the
actual truth of statementsportrayedas fact is not important.

2. Identify the conclusion.
The conclusion does not necessarily come at the end of the text; it maycomesomewhere in the
middleor evenat the beginning. Be alert to clues in the text that an argument follows
logically from another statementor statements in the text.

3. Determine exactly what each question asks.
You mightfind it helpful to read the question first, before reading the material on which it is
based; don't assume that you knowwhatyouwill be asked about an argument.An argument
may have obvious flaws, andonequestion may askyou to detectthem. But another question
may direct you to select the one answer choice that does NOT describe a flaw in the
argument.

4. Read all the answer choices carefully.
Do not assume that a given answer is the bestwithoutfirst reading all the choices.
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8.3 The Directions

These are the directions you willsee for critical reasoning questions when you take the GMAT
exam. Ifyou read them carefully andunderstand themclearly before going to sit for the test, you
will not need to spend too much time reviewing themwhenyouare at the test center and the test is
under way.

For these questions, select the best of the answerchoices given.
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8.4 Practice Questions

Each of the critical reasoning questions is based on a short argument, a set of statements,
or a plan of action. For each question, select the best answer of the choices given.

1. Snowmaking machines work by spraying a mist that
freezes immediately on contact with cold air. Because
the sudden freezing kills bacteria, QuickFreeze is
planning to market a wastewater purification system
that works on the same principle. The process works
only when temperatures are cold, however, so
municipalities using it will still need to maintain a

conventional system.

Which of the following, if true, provides the strongest
grounds for a prediction that municipalities will buy
QuickFreeze's purification system despite the need to
maintain a conventional purification system as well?

(A) Bacteria are not the only impurities that must be
removed from wastewater.

(B) Many municipalities have old wastewater

purification systems that need to be replaced.

(0 Conventional wastewater purification systems
have not been fully successful in killing bacteria
at cold temperatures.

(D) During times of warm weather, when it is not in
use, QuickFreeze's purification system requires

relatively little maintenance.

(E) Places where the winters are cold rarely have a

problem of water shortage.
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Homeowners aged 40 to 50 are more likely to
purchase ice cream and are more likely to purchase
it in larger amounts than are members of any other
demographic group. The popular belief that teenagers
eat more ice cream than adults must, therefore,

be false.

The argument is flawed primarily because the author

(A) fails to distinguish between purchasing and
consuming

(B) does not supply information about homeowners
in age groups other than 40 to 50

(C) depends on popular belief rather than on

documented research findings

(D) does not specify the precise amount of ice
cream purchased by any demographic group

(E) discusses ice cream rather than more nutritious

and healthful foods

Suncorp, a new corporation with limited funds, has

been clearing large sections of the tropical Amazon
forest for cattle ranching. This practice continues
even though greater profits can be made from rubber
tapping, which does not destroy the forest, than from
cattle ranching, which does destroy the forest.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain
why Suncorp has been pursuing the less profitable of
the two economic activities mentioned above?

(A) The soil of the Amazon forest is very rich in

nutrients that are important in the development

of grazing lands.

(B) Cattle-ranching operations that are located in
tropical climates are more profitable than
cattle-ranching operations that are located in
cold-weather climates.
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(C) In certain districts, profits made from cattle
ranching are more heavily taxed than profits
made from any other industry.

(D) Some of the cattle that are raised on land
cleared in the Amazon are killed by wildcats.

(E) The amount of money required to begin a
rubber-tapping operation is twice as high as the
amount needed to begin a cattle ranch.

According to a prediction of the not-so-distaht future
published in 1940, electricity would revolutionize
agriculture. Electrodes would be inserted into the soil,
and the current between them would kill bugs and
weeds and make crop plants stronger.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly indicates
that the logic of the prediction above is flawed?

(A) In order for farmers to avoid electric shock while

working in the fields, the current could be turned
off at such times without diminishing the
intended effects.

(B) Ifthe proposed plan for using electricity were
put into practice, farmers would save on
chemicals now being added to the soil.

(C) It cannot be taken for granted that the use of
electricity is always beneficial.

(D) Since weeds are plants, electricity would affect
weeds in the same way as it would affect crop
plants.

(E) Because a planting machine would need to avoid
coming into contact with the electrodes, new
parts for planting machines would need to be
designed.

A company is considering changing its policy
concerning daily working hours. Currently, this
company requires all employees to arrive at work
at 8 a.m. The proposed policy would permit each
employee to decide when to arrive—from as early
as 6 a.m. to as late as 11 a.m.

The adoption of this policy would be most likely to
decrease employees' productivity if the employees'
job functions required them to

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) work without interruption from other employees

(B) consult at least once a day with employees from
other companies

(C) submit their work for a supervisor's eventual
approval

(D) interact frequently with each other throughout
the entire workday

(E) undertake projects that take several days to
complete

Parland's alligator population has been declining in
recent years, primarily because of hunting. Alligators
prey heavily on a species of freshwater fish that is
highly valued as food by Parlanders, who had hoped
that the decline in the alligator population would lead
to an increase in the numbers of these fish available

for human consumption. Yetthe population of this fish
species has also declined, even though the annual
number caught for human consumption has not
increased.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain
the decline in the population of the fish species?

(A) The decline in the alligator population has meant
that fishers can work in some parts of lakes and
rivers that were formerly too dangerous.

(B) Over the last few years, Parland's commercial
fishing enterprises have increased the number
of fishing boats they use.

(C) The main predator of these fish is another
species of fish on which alligators also prey.

(D) Many Parlanders who hunt alligators do so
because of the high market price of alligator
skins, not because of the threat alligators pose
to the fish population.

(E) In several neighboring countries through which
Parland's rivers also flow, alligators are at risk
of extinction as a result of extensive hunting.
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7. The amount of time it takes for most of a worker's

occupational knowledge and skills to become obsolete
has been declining because of the introduction of
advanced manufacturing technology (AMT). Giventhe
rate at which AMTis currently being introduced in
manufacturing, the average worker's old skills become
obsolete and new skills are required within as little as
five years.

Which of the following plans, if feasible, would allow
a company to prepare most effectively for the rapid
obsolescence of skills described above?

(A) The company will develop a program to offer
selected employees the opportunity to receive
training six years after they were originally hired.

(B) The company will increase its investment in AMT
every year for a period of at least five years.

(C) The company will periodically survey its
employees to determine howthe introduction of
AMT has affected them.

(D) Before the introduction of AMT, the company will
institute an educational program to inform its
employees of the probable consequences of the
introduction of AMT.

(E) The company will ensure that it can offer its
employees anytraining necessary for meeting
their job requirements.

8. In virtually any industry, technological improvements
increase labor productivity, which is the output of
goods and services per person-hour worked. In
Parland's industries, labor productivity is significantly
higher than it is in Vergia's industries. Clearly,
therefore, Parland's industries must, on the whole, be
further advanced technologically than Vergia's are.

The argument is most vulnerable to which of the
following criticisms?

(A) It offers a conclusionthat is no more than a
paraphrase of one of the piecesof information
provided in its support.

(B) It presents as evidence in support of a claim
information that is inconsistent with other

evidence presented in support of the sameclaim.
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(C) It takes one possible cause of a condition to be
the actual cause of that condition without

considering any other possible causes.

(D) It takes a condition to be the effect of

something that happened only after the
condition already existed.

(E) It makes a distinction that presupposes the
truth of the conclusion that is to be established.

9. While many people think of genetic manipulation of
food crops as being aimed at developing largerand
larger plantvarieties, some plantbreeders have
in fact concentrated on discovering or producing
dwarf varieties, which are roughly half as tall as
normal varieties.

Which of the following would, if true, most help to
explain the strategy of the plantbreeders referred to
above?

(A) Plant varieties used as food by some are used
as ornamentals by others.

(B) The wholesale prices of a given crop decrease
as the supply of it increases.

(C) Crops once producedexclusively for human
consumption are often now used for animal
feed.

(D) Short plants are less vulnerable to strong wind
and heavy rains.

(E) Nations with large industrial sectors tend to
consume more processed grains.

10. Traverton's citycouncil wants to minimize the city's
average yearly expenditures onitstraffic signal lights
and so is considering replacing the incandescent bulbs
currently in usewith arrays of light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) as the incandescent bulbs burn out.Compared to
incandescent bulbs, LED arrays consume significantly
less energy and cost nomore to purchase. Moreover,
the costs associated withthe conversionof existing
fixtures so as to accept LED arrays would be minimal.

Which of the following would it be most useful to
know in determining whether switching to LED arrays
would be likely to help minimize Traverton's yearly
maintenance costs?
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(A) Whether the expected service life of LED arrays
is at least as long as that of the currently used
incandescent bulbs

(B) Whether any cities have switched from
incandescent lights in their traffic signals to
lighting elements other than LED arrays

(C) Whether the company from whichTraverton
currentlybuys incandescent bulbs for traffic
signals also sells LED arrays

(D) Whether Traverton's city council plansto increase
the number of traffic signal lights inTraverton

(E) Whether the crews that currently replace
incandescent bulbs in Traverton's traffic signals
know how to convert the existing fixtures so as
to accept LED arrays

11. The Maxilux car company's design for its new luxury
model, the Max 100, included a special design for the
tires that was intended to complement the model's

image. The winning bid for supplying these tires was
submitted by Rubco. Analysts concluded that the bid
would only just cover Rubco's costs on the tires, but
Rubco executives claim that winning the bid will
actually make a profit for the company.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly justifies
the claim made by Rubco's executives?

(A) In any Maxilux model, the spare tire is exactly
the same make and model as the tires that are

mounted on the wheels.

(B) Rubco holds exclusive contracts to supply
Maxilux with the tires for a number of other

models made by Maxilux.

(C) The production facilities for the Max 100 and

those for the tires to be supplied by Rubco are
located very near each other.

(D) When people who have purchased a carefully
designed luxury automobile need to replace a
worn part of it, they almost invariably replace it
with a part of exactly the same make and type.

(E) When Maxilux awarded the tire contract to Rubco,
the only criterion on which Rubco's bidwas clearly
ahead of its competitors' bids was price.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

12. Which of the following most logically completes the
passage?

Most bicycle helmets provide good protection for the
top and back of the head, but little or no protection
for the temple regions on the sides of the head. A
study of head injuries resulting from bicycle accidents
showed that a large proportion were caused by blows
to the temple area. Therefore, if bicycle helmets
protected this area, the risk of serious head injury in
bicycle accidents would be greatly reduced,
especially since

(A) among the bicyclists included in the study's
sample of head injuries, only a very small
proportion had been wearing a helmet at the
time of their accident

(B) even those bicyclists who regularly wear
helmets have a poor understanding of the
degree and kind of protection that helmets
afford

(C) a helmet that included protection for the

temples would have to be somewhat larger and
heavier than current helmets

(D) the bone in the temple area is relatively thin and
impacts in that area are thus very likelyto
cause brain injury

(E) bicyclists generally land on their arm or
shoulder when they fall to the side, which
reduces the likelihood of severe impacts on the
side of the head
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13. In order to reduce the numberof items damaged while
in transit to customers, packaging consultants
recommended that the TrueSavemail-order company
increase the amount of packing material so as to fill
any empty spaces in its cartons. Accordingly,
TrueSave officials instructed the company's packers
to use more packing material than before, and the
packers zealously acted on these instructions and
used as much as they could. Nevertheless, customer
reports of damaged items rose somewhat.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain
why acting on the consultants' recommendation failed
to achieve its goal?

(A) The change in packing policy led to an increase
in expenditure on packing material and labor.

(B) When packing material is compressed too
densely, it loses some of its capacity to absorb
shock.

(C) The amount of packing material used in a carton
does not significantly influence the ease with
which a customer can unpack the package.

(D) Most of the goods that TrueSave ships are
electronic products that are highlyvulnerable to
being damaged in transit.

(E) TrueSave has lost some of its regular customers
as a result of the high number of damaged items
they received.

14. Wood smoke contains dangerous toxins that cause
changes in human cells. Because wood smoke presents
such a high health risk, legislation is needed to regulate
the use of open-airfires and wood-burning stoves.

Which of the following, if true, provides the most
support for the argument above?

(A) The amount of dangerous toxins contained in
wood smoke is much less than the amount

contained in an equal volume of automobile
exhaust.

(B) Within the jurisdiction covered by the proposed
legislation, most heating and cooking is done
with oil or natural gas.

(C) Smoke produced by coal-burning stoves is
significantly more toxic than smoke from wood-
burning stoves.
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(D) Nosignificant beneficial effect on air quality
would result if open-air fires were banned within
the jurisdictioncovered by the proposed
legislation.

(E) In valleys where wood is used as the primary
heating fuel, the concentration of smoke results
in poor air quality.

15. A certain automaker aims to increase its market share

by deeply discounting its vehicles' prices for the next
several months. The discounts will cut into profits,
but because they will be heavily advertised the
manufacturer hopes that they will attract buyers away
from rival manufacturers' cars. In the longer term, the
automaker envisions that customers initially attracted
by the discounts may become loyal customers.

In assessing the plan's chances of achieving its aim, it
would be most useful to know which of the following?

(A) Whether the automaker's competitors are likely
to respond by offering deep discounts on their
own products

(B) Whether the advertisements will be created by
the manufacturer's current advertising agency

(C) Whether some of the automaker's models will be

more deeply discounted than others

(D) Whether the automaker will be able to cut costs

sufficientlyto maintain profit margins even when
the discounts are in effect

(E) Whether an alternative strategy might enable the
automaker to enhance its profitability while
holding a constant or diminishing share of the
market

16. In Washington County, attendance at the movies is just
large enough for the cinema operators to make
modest profits. The size of the county's population is
stable and is not expected to increase much. Yetthere
are investors ready to double the number of movie
screens in the county within five years, and they are
predicting solid profits both for themselves and for the
established cinema operators.

Which of the following, if true about Washington
County, most helps to provide a justification for the
investors' prediction?
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(A) Overthe next ten years, people in their teenage
years, the prime moviegoing age, will be a
rapidly growing proportion of the county's
population.

(B) As distinct from the existing cinemas, most of
the cinemas being planned would be located in
downtown areas, in hopes of stimulating an
economic revitalization of those areas.

(C) Spending on video purchases, as well as
spending on video rentals, has been increasing
modestly each year for the past ten years.

(D) The average number of screens per cinema is
lower among existing cinemas than it is among
cinemas still in the planning stages.

(E) The sale of snacks and drinks in cinemas

accounts for a steadily growing share of most
cinema operators' profits.'

17. Hollywood restaurant is replacing some of its standard
tables with tall tables and stool's. The restaurant

already fills every available seat during its operating
hours, and the change in seating arrangements will not
result in an increase in the restaurant's seating
capacity. Nonetheless, the restaurant's management
expects revenue to increase as a result of the seating
change without any concurrent change in menu, prices,
or operating hours.

Which of the following, if true, provides the best
reason for the expectation?

(A) One of the taller tables takes up less floor
space than one of the standard tables.

(B) Diners seated on stools typically do not linger
over dinner as long as diners seated at
standard tables.

(C) Since the restaurant will replace onlysome of
its standard tables, it can continue to
accommodate customers who do not care for

the taller tables.

(D) Few diners are likely to avoid the restaurant
because of the new seating arrangement.

(E) The standard tables being replaced by tall
tables would otherwise have to be replaced with
new standard tables at a greater expense.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

18. Hunter: Many people blame hunters alone for the
decline in Greenrock National Forest's deer

population over the past ten years. Yetclearly,
black bears have also played an important role inthis
decline. In the past ten years, the forest's protected
black bear population has risen sharply, and
examination of black bears found dead in the forest

during the deer hunting season showed that a number
of them had recently fed on deer.

In the hunter's argument, the portion in boldface plays
which of the following roles?

(A) It is the main conclusion of the argument.

(B) It is a finding that the argument seeks to explain.

(C) It is an explanation that the argument concludes
is correct.

(D) It provides evidence in support of the main
conclusion of the argument.

(E) It introduces a judgment that the argument
opposes.

19. A major network news organization experienced a
drop in viewership in the week following the airing of a
controversial report on the economy. The network
also received a very large number of complaints
regarding the report. The network, however,
maintains that negative reactions to the report had
nothing to do with its loss of viewers.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
the network's position?

(A) The other major network news organizations
reported similar reductions in viewership during
the same week.

(B) The viewers who registered complaints with the
network were regular viewers of the news
organization's programs.

(C) Major network news organizations publicly
attribute drops in viewership to their own
reports only when they receive complaints
about those reports.

(D) This was not the first time that this network

news organization has aired a controversial
report on the economy that has inspired viewers
to complain to the network.

(E) Most network news viewers rely on network
news broadcasts as their primary source of
information regarding the economy.
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20. Physician: The hormone melatonin has shown promise
as a medication for sleep disorders when taken in
synthesized form. Because the long-term side effects
of synthetic melatonin.are unknown, however, Icannot
recommend its use at this time.

Patient: Your position is inconsistent with your usual
practice. You prescribe many medications that you
know have serious side effects, so concern about side

effects cannot be the real reason you will not prescribe
melatonin.

The patient's argument is flawed because it fails to
consider that -

(A) the side effects of synthetic melatonin might be
different from those of naturally produced
melatonin

(B) it is possible that the physician does not believe
that melatonin has been conclusively shown to
be effective

(C) sleep disorders, if left untreated, might lead to
serious medical complications

(D) the side effects of a medication can take some

time to manifest themselves

(E) known risks can be weighed against known
benefits, but unknown risks cannot

21. In recent years, many cabinetmakers have been
winning acclaim as artists. But since furniture must be
useful, cabinetmakers must exercise their craft with an
eye to the practical utility of their product. For this
reason, cabinetmaking is not art.

Which of the following is an assumption that supports
drawing the conclusion above from the reason given
for that conclusion?

(A) Some furniture is made to be placed in
museums, where it will not be used by anyone.

(B) Some cabinetmakers are more concerned than
others with the practical utilityof the products
they produce.

(C) Cabinetmakers should be more concerned with
the practical utility of their products than they
currently are.

(D) Anobject is not an art object if its maker pays
attention to the object's practical utility.

(E) Artists are not concerned with the monetary

value of their products.
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22. Only: a reduction of 10 percent in the number of
scheduled flights using Greentown's airport will allow
the,delays that are so common there to be avoided.
Hevelia airstrip, 40 miles away, would, if upgraded
and expanded, be an attractive alternative for fully 20
percent of the passengers using Greentown airport.
Nevertheless, experts reject the claim that turning
Hevelia into a full-service airport would end the

chronic delays at Greentown.

Which of the following; if true, most helps to justify
the experts'position?

(A) Turning Hevelia into.a full-service airport would
require not only substantial construction at the
airport itself, but also the construction of new
access highways.

(B) A second largely undeveloped airstripclose to
Greentown airport would be a more attractive
alternative than Hevelia for many passengers
who now use Greentown.

(C) Hevelia airstrip lies in a relatively undeveloped
area but would, if it became a full-service
airport, be a magnet for commercial and
residential development.

(D) If an airplane has to wait to land, the extra jet
fuel required adds significantly to the airline's
costs.

(E) Several airlines use Greentown as a regional
hub, so that most flights landing at Greentown
have many passengers who then take different
flights to reachtheir final destinations.

23. Male bowerbirds construct elaborately decorated
nests, or bowers. Basing their judgment on the fact
that different local populations of bowerbirds of the
same species build bowers that exhibit different
building and decorative styles, researchers have
concluded that the bowerbirds' building styles are
a culturally acquired, rather than a genetically
transmitted, trait.

Which of the following, if'true, would most strengthen
the conclusion drawn by the researchers?
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(A) There are more common characteristics than

there are differences among the bower-building
styles of the local bowerbird population that has
been studied most extensively.

(B) Young male bowerbirds are inept at bower-
building and apparently spend years watching
their elders before becoming accomplished in
the local bower style.

(C) The bowers of one species of bowerbird lack the
towers and ornamentation characteristic of the

bowers of most other species of bowerbird.

(D) Bowerbirds are found only in New Guinea and
Australia, where local populations of the birds
apparently seldom have contact with one
another.

(E) It is well known that the song dialects of some
songbirds are learned rather than transmitted
genetically.

24. Plan: Concerned about the welfare of its senior citizens,

the government of Runagia decided two years ago to
increase by 20 percent the government-provided

pension paid to all Runagians age sixty-five'and older.

Result: Many Runagian senior citizens are no better off
financially now than they were before the increase.

Further information: The annual rate of inflation since

the pension increase has been below 5 percent, and
the increased pension has been duly received by all
eligible Runagians.

In light of the further information, which of the

following, if true, does most to explain the result that
followed implementation of the plan?

(A) The majority of senior citizens whose financial
position has not improved rely entirelyon the
government pension for their income.

(B) The Runagian banking system is so inefficient
that cashing a pension check can take as much
as three weeks.

(0 The prices of goods and services that meet the
special needs of many senior citizens have
increased at a rate much higherthan the rate of
inflation.

(D) The pension increase occurred at a time when
the number of Runagians age sixty-five and older
who were living belowthe poverty level was at
an all-time high.

(E) The most recent pension increase was only the
second such increase in the last ten years.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

25. A drug that is highly effective intreatingmanytypes of
infection can, at present, be obtained only from the
bark of the ibora, a tree that is quite rare in the wild. It
takes the bark of 5,000 trees to make one kilogram of
the drug. It follows, therefore, that continued
production of the drug must inevitably lead to the
ibora's extinction.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument above?

(A) The drug made from ibora bark is dispensed to
doctors from a central authority.

(B) The drug made from ibora bark is expensive to
produce.

(C) The leaves of the ibora are used in a number of

medical products.

(D) The ibora can be propagated from cuttings and
grown under cultivation.

(E) The ibora generally grows in largely inaccessible
places.

26. When a polygraph test is judged inconclusive, this is
no reflection on the examinee. Rather, such a

judgment means that the test has failed to show
whether the examinee was truthful or untruthful.

Nevertheless, employers will sometimes refuse to
hire a job applicant because of an inconclusive
polygraph test result.

Which of the following conclusions can most properly
be drawn from the information above?

(A) Most examinees with inconclusive polygraph
test results are in fact untruthful.

(B) Polygraph tests should not be used by
employers inthe consideration of job applicants.

(C) An inconclusive polygraphtest result is
sometimes unfairly held against the examinee.

(D) A polygraph test indicating that an. examinee is
untruthful can sometimes be mistaken.

(E) Some employers have refused to consider the
results of polygraph tests when evaluating job
applicants.
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27. For similar cars and comparable drivers, automobile
insurance for collision damage has always cost more
in Greatport than in Fairmont. Police studies, however,
show that cars owned by Greatport residents are, on
average, slightly less likely to be involved in a collision
than cars in Fairmont. Clearly, therefore, insurance
companies are making a greater profit on collision-
damage insurance in Greatport than in Fairmont.

In evaluating the argument, it would be most useful to
compare

(A) the level of traffic congestion in Greatport with
the level of traffic congestion in Fairmont

(B) the cost of repairing collision damage in
Greatport with the cost of repairing collision
damage in Fairmont

(C) the rates Greatport residents pay for other
forms of insurance with the rates paid for similar
insurance by residents of Fairmont

(D) the condition of Greatport's roads and streets
with the condition of Fairmont's roads and

streets

(E) the cost of collision-damage insurance in
Greatport and Fairmont with that in other cities

28. Last year a record number of new manufacturing jobs
were created. Will this year bring another record? Well,
a new manufacturing job is created either within an
existing company or by the start-up of a new company.
Within existing firms, new jobs have been created this
year at well below last year's record pace. Atthe same
time, there is considerable evidence that the number
of new companies,starting up will be no higher this
year than it was last year, and surely the new
companies starting up this year will create no
more jobs per company than did last year's
start-ups. Clearly, it can be concluded that the
number of new jobs created this year will fall
short of last year's record.

In the argument given, the two portions in boldface
playwhich of the following roles?

(A) The first is a prediction that, if accurate, would
provide support for the main conclusion of the
argument; the second is that main conclusion.

(B) The first is a prediction that, if accurate, would
provide support for the mainconclusion of the
argument; the second is a conclusion drawn in
order to support that main conclusion.
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(0 The first is an objection that the argument
rejects; the second is the main conclusion of the

•• argument.

(D) The first is an objection that the argument
rejects; the second presents a conclusion that
could be drawn if that objection were allowed to
stand.

(E) The first is a claim that has been advanced in

support of a position that the argument
opposes; the second is a claim advanced in
support of the main conclusion of the argument.

29. The tulu, a popular ornamental plant, does not
reproduce naturally, and is only bred and sold by
specialized horticultural companies. Unfortunately,
the tulu is easily devastated by a contagious fungal
rot. The government ministry plans to reassure
worried gardeners by requiring all tulu plants to be
tested for fungal rot before being sold. However,
infected plants less than 30 weeks old have generally
not built up enough fungal rot in their systems to be
detected reliably. And many tulu plants are sold
before they are 24 weeks old.

Which of the following, if performed by the
government ministry, could logically be expected to
overcome the problem with their plan to test for the
fungal rot?

(A) Releasing a general announcement that tulu
plants less than 30 weeks old cannot be
effectively tested for fungal rot

(B) Requiring all tulu plants less than 30 weeks old
to be labeled as such

(C) Researching possible ways to test tulu plants
less than 24 weeks old for fungal rot

(D) Ensuring that tulu plants not be sold before they
are 30 weeks old

(E) Quarantining all tulu plants from horticultural
companies at which any case of fungal rot has
been detected until those tulu plants can be
tested for fungal rot
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30. The Eurasian ruffe, a fish species inadvertently
introduced into North America's Great Lakes in recent

years, feeds on the eggs of lake whitefish, a native
species, thus threatening the lakes' natural
ecosystem. To help track the ruffe's spread,
government agencies have produced wallet-sized
cards about the ruffe. The cards contain pictures of
the ruffe and explain the danger they pose; the cards
also request anglers to report any ruffe they catch.

Which of the following, if true, would provide most
support for the prediction that the agencies' action will
have its intended effect?

(A) The ruffe has spiny fins that make it unattractive
as prey.

(B) Ruffe generally feed at night, but most
recreational fishing on the Great Lakes is done
during daytime hours.

(C) Most people who fish recreationally on the
Great Lakes are interested in the preservation
of the lake whitefish because it is a highly prized
game fish.

(D) The ruffe is one of several nonnative species in
the Great Lakes whose existence threatens the

survival of lake whitefish populations there.

(E) The bait that most people use when fishing for
whitefish on the Great Lakes is not attractive

to ruffe.

31. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument?

Ferber's syndrome, a viral disease that frequently
affects cattle, is transmitted to these animals through
infected feed. Even though chickens commercially
raised for meat are often fed the type of feed
identified as the source of infection in cattle, Ferber's
syndrome is only rarely observed in chickens. This
fact, however, does not indicate that most chickens
are immune to the virus that causes Ferber's

syndrome, since

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) chickens and cattle are not the only kinds of
farm animal that are typically fed the type of
feed liable to be contaminated with the virus that

causes Ferber's syndrome

(B) Ferber's syndrome has been found in animals
that have not been fed the type of feed liable to
be contaminated with the virus that can cause

the disease

(C) resistance to some infectious organisms such
as the virus that causes Ferber's syndrome can
be acquired by exposure to a closely related
infectious organism

(D) chickens and cattle take more than a year to
show symptoms of Ferber's syndrome, and
chickens commercially raised for meat, unlike
cattle, are generally brought to market during
the first year of life

(E) the type of feed liable to be infected with the
virus that causes Ferber's syndrome generally
constitutes a larger proportion of the diet
of commercially raised chickens than of
commercially raised cattle

32. Last year the rate of inflation was 1.2 percent, but for
the current year it has been 4 percent. We can
conclude that inflation is on an upward trend and the
rate will be still higher next year.

Which of the following, if true, most seriouslyweakens
the conclusion above?

(A) The inflation figures were computed on the basis
of a representative sample of economic data
rather than all of the available data.

(B) Last year a dip in oil prices brought inflation
temporarily below its recent stable annual level
of 4 percent.

(0 Increases in the pay of some workers are tied
to the level of inflation, and at an inflation rate of
4 percent or above, these pay raises constitute
a force causing further inflation.

(D) The 1.2 percent rate of inflation last year
represented a 10-year low.

(E) Government intervention cannot affect the rate

of inflation to any significant degree.
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33. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument below?

Although the number of large artificial satellites
orbiting the Earth is small compared to the number of
small pieces of debris in orbit, the large satellites
interfere more seriously with telescope observations
because of the strong reflections they produce.
Because many of those large satellites have ceased
to function, the' proposal has recently been made to
eliminate interference from nonfunctioning satellites
by exploding them in space. This proposal, however,
is ill conceived, since 1.

(A) many nonfunctioning satellites remain in orbit
for years

(B) for satellites that have ceased to function,
repairing them while they are in orbit would be
prohibitively expensive

(C) there are no known previous instances of

satellites' having been exploded on purpose

(D) the onlyway to make telescope observations
without any; interference from debris in orbit is
to use telescopes launched into extremely high
orbits around the Earth j

(E) a greatly increased number of small particles in
Earth's orbit would result in a blanket of

reflections that would make certain valuable

telescope observations impossible

34. Thyrian lawmaker: Thyria's Cheese Importation Board
inspects all cheese shipments to Thyria and rejects
shipments not meeting specified standards. Yet only 1
percent is ever rejected. Therefore, since the health
consequences and associated economic costs of not
rejecting that 1 percent are negligible, whereas the
board's operating costs are considerable, for
economic reasons a|onethe board should be
disbanded.

Consultant: Idisagree. The threat of having their
shipments rejected deters many cheese exporters
from shipping substandard product.

The consultant responds to the lawmaker's
argument by
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(A) rejecting the lawmaker's argument while
proposingthat the standards according to which
the board inspects imported cheese should be
raised

(B) providing evidence that the lawmaker's
argument has significantly overestimated the
cost of maintaining the board

, (0 objecting to the lawmaker's introducing into the
discussion factors that are not strictly economic

(D) pointing out a benefit of maintaining the board,
which the lawmaker's argument has failed to
consider

(E) shifting the discussion from the argument at
hand to an attack on the integrity of the cheese
inspectors

35. Which of the following best completes the passage
below?

The computer industry's estimate that it loses millions
of dollars when users illegally copy programs without
paying for them is greatly exaggerated. Most of the
illegal copying is done by people with no serious
interest,inthe.programs. Thus, the loss to the industry
is quite small, because _.

(A) many users who illegally copy programs never
find any use for them

(B) most people who illegally copy programs would
not purchase them even if purchasing them were
the only1 way to obtain them

(C) even if the computer industry received all the
revenue it claims to be losing, it would still be
experiencing financial difficulties.

(D) the total market value of all illegal copies is low
in comparison to the total revenue of the
computer industry ,

(E) 'the number of programs that are frequently
copied illegally is low in comparison to the
number of programs available for sale
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36. The growing popularity of computer-based activities
was widely expected to result in a decline in television
viewing, since it had been assumed that people lack
sufficient free time to maintain current television-

viewing levels while spending increasing amounts of
free time on the computer. That assumption, however,
is evidently false: In a recent mail survey concerning
media use, a very large majority of respondents
who report increasing time spent per week using
computers report no change in time spent watching
television.

Which of the following would it be most useful to
determine in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether a large majority of the survey
respondents reported watching television
regularly

(B) Whether the amount of time spent watching
television is declining among people who report
that they rarely or never use computers

(C) Whether the type of television programs a
person watches tends to change as the amount

of time spent per week using computers
increases

(D) Whether a large majority of the computer
owners in the survey reported spending
increasing amounts of time per week using
computers

(E) Whether the survey respondents' reports of time
spent using computers included time spent
using computers at work

37. In the last decade there has been a significant
decrease in coffee consumption. During this same
time, there has been increasing publicityabout the
adverse long-term effects on health of the caffeine in
coffee. Therefore, the decrease in coffee consumption
must have been caused by consumers' awareness of
the harmful effects of caffeine.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously calls into
question the explanation above?

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) On average, people consume 30 percent less
coffee today than they did 10 years ago.

(B) Heavy coffee drinkers may have mild withdrawal
symptoms, such as headaches, for a day or so
after significantly decreasing their coffee
consumption.

(C) Sales of specialty types of coffee have held
steady as sales of regular brands have declined.

(D) The consumption of fruit juices and caffeine-free
herbal teas has increased over the past decade.

(E) Coffee prices increased steadily in the past
decade because of unusually severe frosts in
coffee-growing nations.

38. Which of the following best completes the passage
below?

When the products of several competing suppliers are
perceived by consumers to be essentially the same,
classical economics predicts that price competition
will reduce prices to the same minimal levels and all
suppliers' profits to the same minimal levels.

Therefore, if classical economics is true, and given
suppliers' desire to make as much profit as possible,
it should be expected that

(A) in a crowded market widely differing prices will
be charged for products that are essentially the
same as each other

(B) as a market becomes less crowded as suppliers
leave, the profits of the remaining suppliers will
tend to decrease

(C) each supplier in a crowded market will try to
convince consumers that its product differs
significantly from its competitors' products.

(D) when consumers are unableto distinguish the
products in a crowded market, consumers will

' judge that the higher-priced products are of
higher quality

(E) suppliers in crowded markets will have more

incentive to reduce prices and thus increase
sales than to introduce innovations that would

distinguish their product from their competitors'
products
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39. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument?

Sviatovin is a medieval Moringian text whose author
and exact date of composition are unknown. However,
the events in the life of Prince Sviatov that the text

describes occurred in 1165, and inthe diagram of
Sviatov's family that accompanies the text his father,
who died in 1167, is identified as still living. Thus
Sviatovin must have been written between 1165 and

1167, assuming that _^_

(A) the life of Prince Sviatov is not the subject of
any other medieval Moringian texts

(B) the author of Sviatovin intended it to provide as
accurate a report about Prince Sviatov's
exploits as possible

(C) the diagram accurately represents the
composition of Sviatov's family at the time
Sviatovin was written

(D) Sviatovin is the earliest Moringian text whose
composition can be dated to within a few years

(E) Sviatovin was not written by Sviatov's father
himself

40. Crowding on Mooreville's subway frequently leads to
delays, because it is difficult for passengers to exit
from the trains. Subway ridership is projected to
increase by 20 percent over the next 10 years. The
Mooreville Transit Authority plans to increase the
number of daily train trips by .only ;5 percent over the
same period. Officials predict that, this-increase is
sufficient to ensure that the incidence of delays due
to crowding does not increase.

Which of the following, if true, provides the strongest
grounds for the officials' prediction?

(A) By changing maintenance schedules, the Transit
Authoritycan achieve the 5 percent increase
in train trips without purchasing any new
subway cars.

(B) The Transit Authority also plans a 5 percent
increase in the number of bus trips on routes

that connect to subways.

(C) For most commuters who use the subway
system, there is no practical alternative public
transportation available.
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(D) Most of the projected increase in ridership is
expected to occur in off-peak hours when trains

• are now sparsely used.

(E) The 5 percent increase in the number of train
trips can be achieved without an equal increase
inTransit Authority operational costs.

41. Installing scrubbers in smokestacks and switching to
cleaner-burning fuel are the two methods available to
Northern Power for reducing harmful emissions from
its plants. Scrubbers will reduce harmful emissions
more than cleaner-burning fuels will. Therefore, by
installing scrubbers, Northern Power will be doing the
most that can be done to reduce harmful emissions

from its plants.

Which of the following is an assumption on. which the
argument depends?

(A) Switching to cleaner-burning fuel will not be
more expensive than installing scrubbers.

(B) Northern Power can choose from among various
kinds of scrubbers, some of which are more

effective than others.

(C) Northern Power is not necessarily committed to
reducing harmful emissions from its plants.

(D) Harmful emissions from Northern Power's

plants cannot be reduced more by using both
methods together than by the installation of
scrubbers alone.

(E) Aside from harmful emissions from the

smokestacks of its plants, the activities of
Northern Power do not cause significant air

pollution.

42. Trancorp currently transports all its goods to Burland
Island by truck. The only bridge'over the channel
separating Burland from the mainland is congested,
and trucks typically spend hours intraffic. Trains can
reach the channel more quickly than trucks, and
freight cars can be transported to Burland by barges
that typically cross the channel in an hour. Therefore,
to reduce shippingtime, Trancorp plans to switch to
trains and barges to transport goods to Burland.

Which of the following would be most important to
know in determining whether Trancorp's plan, if
implemented, is likely to achieve its goal?
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(A) Whether transportation by train and barge would
be substantially less expensive than
transportation by truck

(B) Whether there are boats that can make the trip
between the mainland and Burland faster than

barges can

(C) Whether loading the freight cars onto barges is
very time consuming

(D) Whether the average number of vehicles
traveling over the bridge into Burland has been
relatively constant in recent years

(E) Whether most trucks transporting goods into
Burland return to the mainland empty

43. Some anthropologists study modern-day societies of
foragers in an effort to learn about our ancient
ancestors who were also foragers. A flaw in this
strategy is that forager societies are extremely varied.
Indeed, any forager society with which anthropologists
are familiar has had considerable contact with

modern, non-forager societies.

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the
criticism made above of the anthropologists' strategy?

(A) All forager societies throughout history have had
a numberof important features in common that
are absent from other types of societies.

(B) Most ancient forager societies either dissolved
or made a transition to another way of life.

(C) All anthropologists study one kind or another of
modern-day society.

(D) Many anthropologists who study modern-day
forager societies do not draw inferences about
ancient societies on the basis of their studies.

(E) Even those modern-day forager societies that
have not had significant contact with modern
societies are importantly different from ancient
forager societies.

44. Contrary to earlier predictions, demand for sugarcane
has not increased in recent years. Yet, even though
prices and production amounts have also been stable

during the last three years, sugarcane growers last
year increased their profits by more than 10 percent
over the previous year's level.

Any of the following statements, if true about last year,
helps to explain the rise in profits EXCEPT:

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A). Many countries that are large consumers of
sugarcane increased their productionof
sugarcane-based ethanol, yet their overall
consumption of sugarcane decreased.

(B) Sugarcane growers have saved money on wages
by switching from paying laborers an hourly
wage to payingthem by the amount harvested.

(C) The price of oil, the major energy source used
by sugarcane growers in harvesting their crops,
dropped by over 20 percent.

(D) Many small sugarcane growers joined together
to form an association of sugarcane producers
and began to buy supplies at low group rates.

(E) Rainfall in sugarcane-growing regions was higher
than it had been during the previous year,
allowing the growers to save money on
expensive artificial irrigation.

45. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument below?

Davison River farmers are currently deciding between
planting winter wheat this fall or spring wheat next
spring. Winter wheat and spring wheat are usually
about equally profitable. Because of new government
restrictions on the use of Davison River water for

irrigation, per acre yields for winterwheat, though not
for spring wheat, would be much lower than average.
Therefore, planting spring wheat will be more profitable
than planting winter wheat, since

(A) the smaller-than-average size of a winter wheat
harvest this year would not be compensated for
by higher winter wheat prices

(B) new crops of spring wheat must be planted
earlierthan the time at which standing crops of
winter wheat are ready to be harvested

(0 the spring wheat that farmers in the Davison
River region plant is well adapted to the soil of
the region

(D) spring wheat has uses that are different from
those of winter wheat

(E) planting spring wheat is more profitable than
planting certain other crops, such as rye
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46. Ifthe county continues to collect residential trash at
current levels, landfills will soon be overflowing and
parkland will need to be used in order to create more

space. Charging each household a fee for each pound
of trash it puts out for collection will induce residents
to reduce the amount of trash they create; this charge
will therefore protect the remaining county parkland.

Which of the following is an assumption made in
drawing the conclusion above?

(A) Residents will reduce the amount of trash they
put out for collection by reducing the number of
products they buy.

(B) The collection fee will not significantlyaffect the
purchasing power of most residents, even if
their households do not reduce the amount of

trash they put out.

(C) The collection fee will not induce residents to

dump their trash in the parklands illegally.

(D) The beauty of county parkland is an important
issue for most of the county's residents.

(E) Landfills outside the county's borders couldbe
used as dumping sites for the county's trash.

47. Certain genetically modified strains of maize produce a
powerful natural insecticide. The insecticide occurs
throughoutthe plant, including its pollen. Maize pollen
is dispersed bythe wind and frequently blows onto
milkweed plants that grow near rnaize fields.
Caterpillars of monarch butterflies feed exclusively
on milkweed leaves. When these caterpillars are

fed milkweed leaves dusted with pollen from modified
maize plants, they die. Therefore, by using genetically
modified maize, farmers put monarch butterflies at risk.

Which of the following would it be most useful to
determine in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether the natural insecticide is as effective

against maize-eating insects as commercial
insecticides typically used on maize are

(B) Whether the pollen of genetically modified maize
contains as much insecticide as other parts of
these plants
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(C) Whether monarch butterfly caterpillars are
actively feeding during the part of the growing
season when maize is releasing pollen

(D) Whether insects that feed on genetically
modified maize plants are likely to be killed by
insecticide from the plant's pollen

(E) Whether any maize-eating insects compete with
monarch caterpillars for the leaves of milkweed
plants growing near maize fields •

48. Although computers can enhance people's ability to
communicate, computer games are a cause of
underdeveloped communication, skills in children.
After-school hours spent playing computer games
are hours not spent talking with people. Therefore,
children who spend all their spare time playing these
games have less experience in interpersonal
communication than other children have.

The argument depends on which of the following
assumptions?

(A) Passive activities such as watching television
and listening to music do not hinder the
development of communication skills in children.

(B) Most children have other opportunities, in
,. addition to after-school hours, in which they can

choose whether to play computer games or to
interact with other people.

(C) Children who do not spend all of their after-
school hours playing computer games spend at
least some of that time talking with other people.

(D). Formal instruction contributes little or nothing to
children's acquisition of communication skills.

(E) The mental skills developed through playing
computer games do not contribute significantly
to children's intellectual development.
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49. Maize contains the vitamin niacin, but not in a form

the body can absorb. Pellagra is a disease that results
from niacin deficiency. When maize was introduced
into southern Europe from the Americas in the

eighteenth century, it quickly became a dietary staple,

and many Europeans who came to subsist primarily
on maize developed pellagra. Pellagrawas virtually
unknown at that time in the Americas, however, even
among people who subsisted primarilyon maize.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain
the contrasting incidence of pellagra described
above?

(A) Once introduced into southern Europe, maize
became popular with landowners because of its

high yields relative to other cereal crops.

(B) Maize grown in the Americas contained more
niacin than maize grown in Europe did.

(0 Traditional ways of preparing maize in the
Americas convert maize's niacin into a

nutritionally useful form.

(D) In southern Europe many of the people who
consumed maize also ate niacin-rich foods.

(E) Before the discovery of pellagra's link with
niacin, it was widely believed that the disease
was an infection that could be transmitted from

person to person.

50. One variety of partially biodegradable plastic beverage
container is manufactured from small bits of plastic
boundtogether by a degradable bonding agent such
as cornstarch. Since onlythe bonding agent degrades,
leaving the small bits of plastic, no less plastic refuse
per container is produced when such containers are
discarded than when comparable nonbiodegradable
containers are discarded.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the
argument above?

(A) Both partially biodegradable and non
biodegradable plastic beverage containers
can be crushed completely flat by refuse
compactors.

(B) The partially biodegradable plastic beverage
containers.are made with more plastic than
comparable nonbiodegradable ones in order to
compensate for the weakening effect of the
bonding agents.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(C) Many consumers are ecology-minded and
prefer to buy a product sold in the partially
biodegradable plastic beverage containers
rather than in nonbiodegradable containers,
even if the price is higher.

(D) The manufacturing process for the partially
biodegradable plastic beverage containers
results in less plastic waste than the
manufacturing process for nonbiodegradable
plastic beverage containers.

(E) Technological problems with recycling currently
prevent the reuse as food or beverage
containers of the plastic from either type of
plastic beverage container.

51. Rye sown in the fall and plowed into the soil in early
spring leaves a residue that is highly effective at
controlling broad-leaved weeds, but unfortunately for
only about forty-five days. No major agricultural crop
matures from seed in as little as forty-five days.
Synthetic herbicides, on the other hand, although not
any longer-lasting, can be reapplied as the crop grows.
Clearly, therefore, for major agricultural crops, plowing
rye into the soil can play no part in effective weed
control.

The argument is most vulnerable to the objection that
it fails to

(A) consider that there might be minor, quick-
growing crops that do mature in forty-five days
or less

(B) identify any alternative method of weed control
that could be used instead of the method it
rejects

(0 distinguish amongthe various kinds of synthetic
herbicides

(D) allow for the possibility of combining the two
weed-control methods it mentions

(E) allow for the possibility that plants other than
rye, handled the same way, might havethe same
effect
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52. Mostemployees inthe computer industrymove from
company to company, changing jobs several times in
their careers. However, Summit Computers is known
throughout the industry for retaining its employees.
Summit credits its success in retaining employees to
its informal, nonhierarchica! work environment.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
Summit's explanation ofits success in retaining
employees?

(A) Some people employed inthe computer industry
change jobs if they become bored with their
current projects.

(B) A hierarchical work environment hinders the

cooperative exchange of ideas that computer
industry employees consider necessary for

their work.

(C) Manyof Summit's senior employees had
previously worked at only one other computer
company.

(D) In a nonhierarchica! work environment, people
avoid behavior that might threaten group
harmony and thus avoid discussing with their
colleagues any dissatisfaction they might have
with their jobs.

(E) The cost of living near Summit is relatively low
compared to areas in which some other
computer companies are located.

53. Insurance Company X is considering issuing a new
policyto cover services required by elderly people
who suffer from diseases that afflict the elderly.

Premiums for the policy must be low enough to attract
customers. Therefore, Company X is concerned that
the income from the policies would not be sufficient to
pay for the claims that would be made.

Which of the following strategies would be most likely
to minimize Company X's losses on the policies?

(A) Attracting middle-aged customers unlikely to
submit claims for benefits for many years

(B) Insuring onlythose individuals who did not suffer
any serious diseases as children

(C) Including a greater number of services in the
policy than are included in other policies of
lower cost
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(D) Insuring onlythose individuals who were rejected
by other companies for similar policies

(E) Insuring only those individuals who are wealthy
enough to pay for the medical services

54. The fewer restrictions there are on the advertising
of legal services', the more lawyers there are who
advertise their services, and the lawyers who
advertise a specific service usually charge less for
that service than the lawyers who do not advertise.
Therefore, if the state removes any of its current
restrictions, such as the one against advertisements
that do not specify fee arrangements, overall
consumer legal costs will be lower than if the state
retains its current restrictions.

If the statements above are true, which of the

following must be true?

(A) i Some lawyers who now advertise will charge
more for specific services if they do not have to
specify fee arrangements in the advertisements.

(B) More consumers will use legal services if there
are fewer restrictions on the advertising of legal
services.

(C) Ifthe restriction against advertisements that do
not specify fee arrangements is removed, more
lawyers will advertise their services.

(D) Ifmore lawyers advertise lower prices for
specific services, some lawyers who do not
advertise will also charge less than they
currentlycharge for those services.

(E) If the only restrictions on the advertisingof legal
services were those that apply to every type of

' advertising, most lawyers would advertise their
services.

55. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument given below?

People in isolated rain-forest communities tend to live
op a largely vegetarian diet, and they eat little salt.
Few of them suffer from high blood pressure, and their
blood pressure does not tend to increase with age, as
is common in industrialized countries. Such people
often do develop high blood pressure when they move
to cities and adopt high-salt diets. Though suggestive,
these facts do not establish salt as the culprit in high

blood pressure, however, because
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(A) genetic factors could account for the lack of
increase of blood pressure with age among such
people

(B) people eating high-salt diets and living from birth
in cities in industrialized societies generally have
a tendency to have high blood pressure

(C) it is possible to have a low-salt diet while living in
a city in an industrialized country

(D) there are changes in other aspects of diet when
such people move to the city

(E) salt is a necessity for human life, and death can
occur when the body loses too much salt

56. Even though most universities retain the royalties from
faculty members' inventions, the faculty members
retain the royalties from books and articles they write.
Therefore, faculty members should retain the royalties
from the educational computer software they develop.

The conclusion above would be more reasonably
drawn if which of the following were inserted into the
argument as an additional premise?

(A) Royalties from inventions are higher than
royalties from educational software programs.

(B) Faculty members are more likely to produce
educational software programs than inventions.

(C) Inventions bring more prestige to universities
than do books and articles.

(D) In the experience of most universities,
educational software programs are more
marketable than are books and articles.

(E) In terms of the criteria used to award royalties,
educational software programs are more nearly
comparable to books and articles than to
inventions.

57. In order to withstand tidal currents, juvenile horseshoe
crabs frequently burrow in the sand. Suchburrowing
discourages barnacles from clinging to their shells.
When fully grown, however, the crabs can readily
withstand tidal currents without burrowing, and thus
they acquire substantial populations of barnacles.
Surprisingly, in areas where tidal currents are very
weak, juvenile horseshoe crabs are found not to have
significant barnacle populations, eventhough they
seldom burrow.

Which of the following, iftrue, most helps to explain
the surprising finding?

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) Tidal currents do not themselves dislodge
barnacles from the shells of horseshoe crabs.

(B) Barnacles most readily attach themselves to
horseshoe crabs in areas where tidal currents

are weakest.

(C) The strength of the tidal currents in a given
location varies widely over the course of a day.

(D) Avery large barnacle population can significantly
decrease the ability of a horseshoe crab to find
food.

(E) Until they are fully grown, horseshoe crabs
shed their shells and grow new ones several
times a year.

58. Red blood cells in which the malarial-fever parasite
resides are eliminated from a person's body after
120 days. Because the parasite cannot travel to a new
generation of red blood cells, any fever that develops
in a person more than 120 days after that person has
moved to a malaria-free region is not due to the
malarial parasite.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the conclusion above?

(A) The fever caused by the malarial parasite may
resemble the fever caused by flu viruses.

(B) The anopheles mosquito, which is the principal
insect carrier of the malarial parasite, has been
eradicated in many parts of the world.

(C) Many malarial symptoms other than the fever,
which can be suppressed with antimalarial
medication, can reappear within 120 days after
the medication is discontinued.

(D) In some cases, the parasite that causes malarial
fever travels to cells of the spleen, which are
less frequently eliminated from a person's body
than are red blood cells.

(E) In any region infested with malaria-carrying
mosquitoes, there are individuals who appear to
be immune to malaria.
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59. Which of the following; most logically completes the
passage?

A recent government study links the high rates of
respiratory ailments in Groverston to airborne
pollutants released by the Woodco plywood
manufacturing plant there. To address the problem,
the government imposed strict regulations on
emissions which will go into effect in four years.
Although Woodco plans to cut its emissions in half
two years ahead of schedule, it is unlikely that the
rate of respiratory ailments will decline before the
regulations go into effect, since

(A) the number of facilities capable of treating
respiratory ailments is not likely to increase

(B) /educing emissions even further than planned
would necessitate decreasing production at
Woodco

(C) it is difficult to make accurate, long-term

predictions about emissions

(D) not all respiratory ailments are caused by
airborne pollutants

(E) three new plywood manufacturing plants are
about to go into production in Groverston

60. Neither a rising standard of living nor balanced trade,
by itself, establishes a country's ability to compete in
the international marketplace. Both are required
simultaneously since standards of living can rise
because of growing trade deficits and trade can be
balanced by means of a decline in a country's
standard of living.

If the facts stated in the passage above are true, a
propertest of a country's ability to be competitive is
its ability to

(A) balance its trade while its standard of living rises

(B) balance its trade while its standard of living falls

(C) increase trade deficits while its standard of living

rises

(D) decrease trade deficits while its standard of
living falls

(E) keep its standard of living constant while trade
deficits rise
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61. ,When there is less rainfall than normal, the water level
< of Australian rivers falls and the rivers flow more

slowly. Because algae whose habitat is river water
grow best in slow-moving water, the amount of algae
per unit of water generally increases when there has
been little rain. By contrast, however, following a
period of extreme drought, algae levels are low even
in very slow-moving river water.

1 Which of the following, if true, does most to explain
the contrast described above?

(A) During periods of extreme drought, the
populations of some of the species that feed on
algae tend to fall.

(B) The more slowly water moves, the more
conducive its temperature is to the growth

of algae.

(C) When algae populations reach very high levels,
conditions within the river can become toxic for

some of the other species that normally live
there.

(D) Australian rivers dry up completely for short
intervals in periods of extreme drought.

(E) Except during periods,of extreme drought, algae
, levels tend to.be higher; in rivers in which the

flow has been controlled by damming than in
rivers that flow freely.

62. When hypnotized subjects are fold that they are deaf
and are then asked whether they can hear the
hypnotist, they reply, "No." Sometheorists try to
explain this result by arguing that the selves of
hypnotized subjects aredissociated into separate
parts, and that the part that is deaf is dissociated
from the part that replies.

Which of the following challenges indicates the most
serious weakness in the attempted explanation
described above?

(A) Why does the part that replies not answer, "Yes"?

(B) Why are the observed facts in need of any
special explanation?

(C) Why do the subjects appearto accept the
: hypnotist's suggestion that they are deaf?

(D)' Why do hypnotized subjects all respond the
same way inthe situation described?

(E) Why are the separate parts ofthe self the same
for ail subjects?
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63. A prominent investor who holds a large stake in the
Burton Tool Company has recently claimed that the
company is mismanaged, citing as evidence the
company's failure to slow production in response to a
recent rise in its inventory of finished products. It is
doubtful whether an investor's sniping at management
can ever be anything other than counterproductive,
but in this case it is clearly not justified. It is true
that an increased inventory of finished products often
indicates that production is outstripping demand, but
in Burton's case it indicates no such thing. Rather, the
increase in inventory is entirely attributable to
products that have already been assigned to orders
received from customers.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play
which of the following roles?

(A) The first states the position that the argument
as a whole opposes; the second provides
evidence to undermine the support for the
position being opposed.

(B) The first states the position that the argument
as a whole opposes; the second is evidence that
has been used to support the position being
opposed.

(C) Thefirst states the position that the argument
as a whole opposes; the second states the
conclusion of the argument as a whole.

(D) The first is evidence that has been used to

support a position that the argument as a whole
opposes; the second provides information to
undermine the force of that evidence.

(E) The first is evidence that has been used to

support a position that the argument as a whole
opposes; the second states the conclusion of
the argument as a whole.

64. Excavation of the ancient city of Kourion on the island
of Cyprus revealed a pattern of debris and collapsed
buildings typical of towns devastated byearthquakes.
Archaeologists have hypothesized that the destruction
was due to a major earthquake known to have
occurred near the island in A.D. 365.

Which of the following, iftrue, most strongly supports
the archaeologists' hypothesis?

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) Bronze ceremonial drinking vessels that are
often found in graves dating from years
preceding and following A.D. 365 were also
found in several graves near Kourion.

(B) No coins minted after A.D. 365 were found in

Kourion, but coins minted before that year were
found in abundance.

(C) Most modem histories of Cyprus mention that
an earthquake occurred near the island in
A.D. 365.

(D) Several small statues carved in styles current in
Cyprus in the century between A.D. 300 and
A.D. 400 were found in Kourion.

(E) Stone inscriptions in a form of the Greek
alphabet that was definitely used in Cyprus after
A.D. 365 were found in Kourion.

65. Which of the following most logically completes the
passage?

Pecan growers get a high price for their crop when
pecans are comparatively scarce, but the price drops
sharply when pecans are abundant. Thus, in high-yield
years, growers often hold back part of their crop in
refrigerated warehouses for one or two years, hoping
for higher prices in the future. This year's pecan crop
was the smallest in five years. It is nonetheless quite
possible that a portionof this year's crop will be held
back, since

(A) each of the last two years produced record-
breaking pecan yields

(B) the quality of this year's pecan crop is no worse
than the quality of the pecan crops of the
previous five years

(0 pecan prices have not been subject to sharp
fluctuations in recent years

(D) for some pecan growers, this year's crop was
no smaller than last year's

(E) the practice of holding back part of oneyear's
crop had not yet become widespread the last
time the pecan crop was as small as it was this
year
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66. To protect certain fledgling industries, the government
of Country Z banned imports of the types of products
those industries were starting to make. As a direct
result, the cost of those products to the buyers,
several export-dependent industries in Z, went up,
sharply limiting the abilityof those industries to
compete effectively in their export markets.

Which of the following conclusions about Country Z's
adversely affected export-dependent'industries is best
supported by the passage?

(A) Profit margins in those industries were not high
enough to absorb the rise in costs mentioned
above.

(B) Those industries had to contend with the fact

that other countries banned imports from
Country Z.

(C) Those industries succeeded in expanding the
domestic market for their products.

(D) Steps to offset rising materials costs by
decreasing labor costs were taken in those
industries.

(E) Those industries started to move into export
markets that they had previously judged
unprofitable.

67. Several industries have recently switched at least
partly from oldertechnologies powered by fossil fuels
to new technologies powered by electricity. It is thus
evident that less fossil fuel is being used as a result of
the operations of these industries than would have
been used if these industries had retained their older

technologies.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the
argument above?

(A) Many of the industries that have switched at
least partlyto the new technologies have
increased their output.

(B) Less fossil fuel was used to manufacture the
machinery employed in the newtechnologies
than was originally used to manufacture the
machinery employed in the oldertechnologies.
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(C) More electricity is used by those industries that
have switched at least partly to the new
technologies than by those industries that have
not switched.

(D) Some of the industries that have switched at

least partly to the new technologies still use
primarily technologies that are powered by
fossil fuels.

(E) The amount of fossil fuel used to generate
the electricity needed to power the new
technologies is less than the amount that would
have been used to power the older technologies.

68. Scientists have modified feed corn genetically,
increasing its resistance to insect pests. Farmers who
tried out the genetically modified corn last season
applied less insecticide to their corn fields and still got
yields comparable to those they would have gotten
with ordinary corn/Ordinary corn seed, however,
costs less, and what these farmers saved on

insecticide rarelyexceeded their extra costs for seed.
Therefore, for most feed-corn farmers, switching to
genetically modified seed would be unlikely to increase
profits.

Which of the following would it be most useful to know
in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether there are insect pests that sometimes
reduce feed-corn yields, but against which
commonly used insecticides and the genetic
modification are equally ineffective

(B) Whether the price that farmers receive for feed
corn has remained steady over the past few
years -

(C) Whether the insecticides typicallyused on feed
corn tend to be more expensive than
insecticides typically used on other crops

(D) Whether most of the farmers who tried the
genetically modified corn last season applied
more insecticide than was actually necessary

(E) Whether, for most farmers who plant feed corn,
it is their most profitable crop
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69. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument?

By competing with rodents for seeds, black ants help
control rodent populations that pose a public health
risk. However, a very aggressive species of black ant,
the Loma ant, which has recently invaded a certain
region, has a venomous sting that is often fatal to
humans. Therefore, the planned introduction into that

region of ant flies, which prey on Loma ants, would
benefit public health, since

(A) ant flies do not attack black ants other than

Loma ants

(B) Loma ants are less effective than many bird
species in competing with rodents for seeds

(C) certain other species of black ants are more
effective than Loma ants in competing with
rodents for seeds

(D) the sting of Loma ants can also be fatal to
rodents

(E) some pesticides that could be used to control
Loma ants are harmful to the environment

70. Community activist: If Morganville wants to keep its
central shopping district healthy, it should prevent the
opening of a huge SaveAII discount department store
on the outskirts of Morganville. Records from other
small towns show that whenever SaveAII has opened a

store outside the central shopping district of a small
town, within five years the town has experienced the
bankruptcies of more than a quarter of the stores in
the shopping district.

The answer to which of the following would be most
useful for evaluatingthe community activist's
reasoning?

(A) Have community activists in other towns
successfully campaigned against the opening of
a SaveAII store on the outskirts of their towns?

(B) Do a large percentage of the residents of
Morganville currently do almost all of their
shopping at stores in Morganville?

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(C) In towns with healthy central shopping districts,
what proportion of the stores inthose districts
suffer bankruptcy during a typical five-year
period?

(D) What proportion of the employees at the SaveAII
store oh the outskirts of Morganville will be
drawn from Morganville?

(E) Do newly opened SaveAII stores ever lose
money duringtheir first five years of operation?

71. In comparison to the standard typewriter keyboard,
the EFCO keyboard, which places the most-used keys
nearest the typist's strongest fingers, allows faster
typing and results in less fatigue. Therefore,
replacement of standard keyboards with the EFCO
keyboard will result in an immediate reduction of
typing costs.

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the
conclusion drawn above?

(A) People who use both standard and EFCO
keyboards report greater difficulty in the
transition from the EFCO keyboard to the
standard keyboard than in the transition from
the standard keyboard to the EFCO keyboard.

(B) EFCO keyboards are no more expensive to
manufacture than are standard keyboards and
require less frequent repair than do standard
keyboards.

(C) The number of businesses and government
agencies that use EFCO keyboards is increasing
each year.

(D) The more training and experience an employee
has had with the standard keyboard, the more
costly it is to train that employee to use the
EFCO keyboard.

(E) Novice typists can learn to use the EFCO
keyboard in about the same amount of time that
it takes them to learn to use the standard

keyboard.
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72. In the past the country of Malvernia has relied heavily
on imported oil. Malvernia recently implemented a
program to convert heating systems from oil to
natural gas. Malvernia currently produces more natural
gas each year than it uses, and oil production in

Malvernian oil fields is increasing at a steady pace.
If these trends in fuel production and usage continue,
therefore, Malvernian reliance on foreign sources for
fuel is likely to decline soon.

Which of the following would it be most useful to
establish in evaluating the argument?

(A) When, if ever> will production of oil in Malvernia
outstrip production of natural gas?

(B) Is Malvernia among the countries that rely most
on imported oil?

(C) What proportion of Malvernia's total energy
needs is met by hydroelectric, solar, and nuclear
power?

(D) Is the amount of oil used each year in Malvernia
for generating electricity and fuel for
transportation increasing?

(E) Have any existing oil^burning heating systems in
Malvernia already been converted to natural-
gas-burning heating systems?

73. An overly centralized economy, not the changes in
the climate, is responsible for the poor agricultural
production in Country X since its new government
came to power. Neighboring Country Y has
experienced the same'Climatic conditions, but
while agricultural production has been falling in
Country X, it has been rising in Country Y.

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the
argument above?

(A) Industrial production also is declining in
Country X. '

(B) Whereas CountryY is landlocked, Country X has
a major seaport.

(C) Both Country X and Country Y have been
experiencing drought conditions.

(D) The crops that have always been grown in
Country X are different from those that have
always been grown in CountryY.

(E) Country X's new government instituted a
centralized economy with the intention of
ensuring an equitable distribution of goods.
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74. Which of the following most.logically completes the
argument below?

Using broad^spectrum weed killers on weeds that are
competing with crops for sunlight, water, and
nutrients presents a difficulty: how to keep the crop
from being killed along with the weeds. For at least
some food crops; specially treated seed that
produces plants resistant to weed killers is under
development. This resistance wears off as the plants
mature. Therefore, the special seed treatment will be

especially useful for plants that

(A) produce their crop over an extended period of
time, as summer squash does

(B) produce large seeds that are easy to treat
individually, as corn and beans do

(C) provide, as they approach maturity, shade
dense enough to keep weeds from growing

(D) are typically grown in large tracts devoted to a
single crop

(E) are cultivated specifically for the seed they
i produce rather than for their leaves or roots

75. Because no employee wants to be associated with
bad inews in the eyes of a superior, information about
serious problems at lower levels is progressively
softened and distorted as it goes up'each step in the
management hierarchy. The chief executive is,
therefore, less well informed about problems at lower
levels than are his or her subordinates at those levels.

The conclusion drawn above is based on the

assumption that

(A) problems should be solved at the level in the
management hierarchy at which they occur

(B) employees should be rewarded for accurately
reporting problems to their superiors

(C) problem-solving ability is more important at
higher levels than it is at lower levels of the
management hierarchy

(D) chief executives obtain information about
problems at lower levels from no source other
than their subordinates

(E) some employees are more concerned about
truth than about the way they are perceived by
their superiors
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76. Although the earliest surviving Greek inscriptions
written in an alphabet date from the eighth century
B.C., the fact that the text of these Greek
inscriptions sometimes runs from right to left
and sometimes from left to right indicates that the
Greeks adopted alphabetic writing'at least two
centuries before these inscriptions were produced.
After all, the Greeks learned alphabetic writing from
the Phoenicians, and presumably, along with the
alphabet, they also adopted the then-current
Phoenician practice with respect to the direction of
text. And although Phoenician writing was
originally inconsistent in direction, by the eighth
century B.C. Phoenician was consistently written
from right to left and had been for about two

centuries.

Inthe argument given, the two portions in boldface
play which of the following roles?

(A) The first and the second each describe evidence

that has been used to challenge the position that
the argument seeks to establish.

(B) The first is evidence that forms the basis for an

objection to the position that the argument
seeks to establish; the second is that position.

(C) The first is evidence that forms the basis for an

objection to the position that the argument
seeks to establish; the second is a consideration

that is introduced to counter the force of that

evidence.

(D) The first and the second each provide evidence
in support of the position that the argument
seeks to establish.

(E) The first provides evidence in support of the
position that the argument seeks to establish;
the second is that position.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

77. Arecent report determined that although only 3
percent of drivers on Maryland highways equipped
their vehicles with radar detectors, 33 percent of all
vehicles ticketed for exceeding the speed limitwere

. equipped with them. Clearly, drivers-who equip their
vehicles with radar detectors are more likely to exceed
the speed limit regularly than are drivers who do not.

The conclusion drawn above depends on which of the
following assumptions?

(A) Drivers who equip their vehicles with radar
detectors are less likely to be ticketed for
exceeding the speed limit than are drivers who
do not.

(B) Drivers who are ticketed for exceeding the
speed limit are more likely to exceed the speed
limit regularly than,are drivers who are not
ticketed.

(C) The number of vehicles that were ticketed for

exceeding the speed limitwas greater than the
number of vehicles that were equipped with
radar detectors.

(D) Many of the vehicles that were ticketed for
exceeding the speed limit were ticketed more
than once in the time period covered by the
report.

(E) Drivers on Maryland highways exceeded the
speed limit more often than did drivers on other
state highways not covered in the report.
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78. In countries where automobile insurance

includes compensation for whiplash injuries
sustained in automobile accidents, reports of
having suffered such injuries are twice as
frequent as they are in countries where whiplash
is not covered. Presently, no objective test for
whiplash exists, so it is true that spurious reports of
whiplash injuries cannot be readily identified.
Nevertheless, these facts do not warrant the
conclusion drawn by some commentators that in the
countries with the higher rates of reported whiplash
injuries, half of the reported cases are spurious.
Clearly, in countries where automobile insurance
does not include compensation for whiplash,
people often have little incentive to report
whiplash injuries that they actually have suffered.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play
which of the following roles?

(A) The first is a claim that the argument disputes;
the second is a conclusion that has been based

on that claim.

(B) The first is a claim that has been used to
'i

support a conclusion that the argument accepts;
the second is that conclusion.

(C) The first is evidence that has been used to

support a conclusion for which the argument
provides further evidence; the second is the
main conclusion of the argument.

(D) The first is a finding whose implications are at
issue in the argument; the second is a claim
presented in order to argue against deriving
certain implications from that finding.

(E) The first is a finding whose accuracy is evaluated
in the argument; the second is evidence
presented to establish that the finding is
accurate.
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79. When demand for a factory's products is high, more
money is spent at the factory for safety precautions
and machinery maintenance than when demand is low.
Thus the average number of on-the-job accidents per
employee each month should be lower during periods
when demand is high than when demand is lowand
less money is available for safety precautions and
machinery maintenance.

Which of the following, if true about a factory when
demand for its products is high, casts the most
serious doubt on the conclusion drawn above?

' (A) Its employees ask for higher wages than they
do at other times.

(B) Its management hires new workers but lacks the
time to train them properly.

(C) Its employees are less likely to lose their jobs
than they are at other times.

(D) Its management sponsors a monthly safety
award for each division in the factory.

(E) Its old machinery is replaced with modern,
automated models.

80. A sudden increase in the production of elephant ivory
artifacts on the Mediterranean coast of North Africa

occurred in the tenth century. Historians explain this
increase as the result of an area opening up as a new
source of ivoryand argue on this basis that the
important medieval trade between North Africa and
East Africa began at this period.

Each of the following, if true, provides some support
for the historians' account described above EXCEPT:

(A) In East Africa gold coins from Mediterranean
North Africa have been found at a tenth-century

site but at no earlier sites.

(B) The manysurviving letters of pre-tenth-century
North African merchants include no mention of

business transactions involving East Africa.

(C) Excavations in East Africa reveal a tenth-century
change in architectural style to reflect North
African patterns.

(D) Documents from Mediterranean Europe and
North Africa that date back earlier than the tenth

century show knowledge of EastAfrican animals.

(E) East African carvings in a style characteristic of
the tenth century depict seagoing vessels very
different from those used by local sailors but of
a type common inthe Mediterranean.
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82.

Which of the following most logically completes the
argument?

The attribution of the choral work Lacrimae to the

composer Pescard (1400-1474) has been regarded
as tentative, since it was based on a single treatise
from the early 1500s that named Pescard as the
composer. Recently, several musical treatises from
the late 1500s have come to light, all of which name
Pescard as the composer of Lacrimae. Unfortunately,
these newly discovered treatises lend no support to
the attribution of Lacrimae to Pescard, since

(A) the treatise from the early 1500s misidentifies
the composers of. some of the musical works it
considers

(B) the author of the treatise from the early 1500s
had no very strong evidence on which to base
the identification of Pescard as the composer of

Lacrimae

(C) there are works that can conclusively be
attributed to Pescard that are not even

mentioned in the treatise from the early 1500s

(D) the later treatises probably had no source for
their attribution other than the earlier treatise

(E) no known treatises from the 1600s identify
Pescard as the composer of Lacrimae

Journalist: In physics journals, the number of articles
reporting the results of experiments involving particle
accelerators was lower last year than it had been in
previous years. Several of the particle accelerators at
major research institutions were out of service the
year before last for repairs, so it is likelythat the low
number of articles was due to the decline in availability
of particle accelerators.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously
undermines the journalist's argument?

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) Every article based on experiments with particle
accelerators that was submitted for publication
last year actually was published.

(B) The average time scientists must wait for
access to a particle accelerator has declined
over the last several years.

(C) The number of physics journals was the same
last year as in previous years.

(D) Particle accelerators can be used for more than

one group of experiments in any given year.

(E) Recent changes in the editorial policies of
several physics journals have decreased the
likelihood that articles concerning particle-
accelerator research will be accepted for

publication.

83. Many people suffer an allergic reaction to certain
sulfites, including those that are commonly added to
wine as preservatives. However, since there are

several winemakers who add sulfites to none of the

wines they produce, people who would like to drink
wine but are allergic to sulfites can drink wines
produced by these winemakers without risking an
allergic reaction to sulfites.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the
argument depends?

(A) These winemakers have been able to duplicate
the preservative effect produced by adding
sulfites by means that do not involve adding any
potentially allergenic substances to their wine.

(B) Not all forms of sulfite are equally likely to
produce the allergic reaction.

(C) Wine is the only beverage to which sulfites are
commonly added.

(D) Apart from sulfites, there are no substances

commonly present in wine that give rise to an
allergic reaction.

(E) Sulfites are not naturally present in the wines
produced by these winemakers in amounts large
enough to produce an allergic reaction in
someone who drinks these wines.
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84. Networks of blood vessels in bats' wings serve only
to disperse heat generated in flight. This heat is
generated only because bats flap their wings. Thus
paleontologists' recent discovery that the winged
dinosaur Sandactylus had similar networks of blood
vessels in the skin of its wings provides evidence for
the hypothesis that Sandactylus flew by flapping its
wings, not just by gliding.

In the passage, the author develops the argument by

(A) forming the hypothesis that best explains
several apparentlyconflicting pieces of evidence

(B) reinterpreting evidence that had been used to
support an earlier theory

(C) using an analogy with a known phenomenon to
draw a conclusion about an unknown

phenomenon

(D) speculating about how structures observed in
present-day creatures might have developed
from similar structures in creatures now extinct

(E) pointing out differences inthe physiological
demands that flight makes on large, as opposed
to smallj creatures

85. Keith: Compliance with new government regulations
requiring the installationof smoke alarms and
sprinklersystems in all theaters and arenas will cost
the entertainment industry $25 billion annually.
Consequently jobs will be lost and profits diminished.
Therefore, these regulations will harm the country's
economy.

Laura: The $25 billion spent by some businesses will
be revenue for others. Jobs and profits will be gained
as well as lost.

Laura responds to Keith by

(A) demonstrating that Keith's conclusion is
based on evidence that is not relevant to the

issue at hand

(B) challenging the plausibility oi the evidence that
serves as the basis for Keith's argument

(C) suggesting that Keith's argument overlooks a
mitigating consequence

(D) reinforcing Keith's conclusion by supplying a
complementary interpretation of the evidence
Keith cites

(E) agreeing with the main conclusion of Keith's
argument but construing that conclusion as
grounds for optimism ratherthan for pessimism
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86. When trying to identify new technologies that promise
to transform the marketplace, market researchers
survey the managers of those companies that are
developing new technologies. Such managers have an
enormous stake in succeeding, so they invariably
overstate the potential of their newtechnologies.
Surprisingly, however, market researchers typically do
not survey a new technology's potential buyers, even
though it is the buyers—not the producers—who will
ultimatelydetermine a technology's commercial
success.

Which of the following, if true, best accounts for the
typical survey practices among market researchers?

(A) If a new technology succeeds, the commercial
benefits accrue largely to the producers, not to
the buyers, of that technology.

(B) People who promote the virtues of a new

technology typically fail to consider that the old

technology that is currently in use continues to
be improved, often substantially.

(C) Investors are unlikely to invest substantial
amounts of capital in a company whose own
managers are skeptical aboutthe commercial

prospects of,a new.technology they are
developing.

(D) The potential buyers for not-yet-available
technologies can seldom be reliably identified.

(E), The developers of a new technology are
.generally no better positioned than its potential
buyers to gauge how rapidlythe new technology
can be efficiently mass-produced.

87. In the United States, of the people who moved from
one state to another when they retired, the percentage
who retired to Florida has decreased by three
percentage points over the past ten years. Since
many local businesses in Florida cater to retirees,
these declines are likely to have a noticeably negative
economic effect on these businesses and therefore

on the economy of Florida.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument given?
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(A) People who moved from one state to another
when they retired moved a greater distance,
on average, last year than such people did ten
years ago.

(B) People were more likely to retire to North
Carolina from another state last year than
people were ten years ago.

(C) The number of people who moved from one
state to another when they retired has increased
significantly over the past ten years.

(D) The numberof people who left Florida when they
retired to live in another state was greater last
year than it was ten years ago.

(E) Florida attracts more people who move from
one state to another when they retire than does
any other state.

88. Businesses are suffering because of a lack of money
available for development loans. To help businesses,
the government plans to modify the income-tax
structure in order to induce individual taxpayers to put
a larger portion of their incomes into retirement
savings accounts, because as more moneyis
deposited in such accounts, more moneybecomes
available to borrowers.

Which of the following, if true, raises the most serious
doubt regarding the effectiveness of the government's
plan to increase the amount of moneyavailable for
development loans for businesses?

(A) When levels of personal retirement savings
increase, consumer borrowing always increases
correspondingly.

(B) The increased tax revenue the government
would receive as a result of business expansion
would not offset the loss in revenue from

personal income taxes during the first year of
the plan.

(0 Even with tax incentives, some people will
choose not to increase their levels of retirement
savings.

(D) Bankersgenerallywill not continue to lend
money to businesses whose prospective
earnings are insufficient to meet their loan
repayment schedules.

(E) The modified tax structurewould give all
taxpayers, regardless of their incomes, the
same tax savings for a given increase in their
retirement savings.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

89. Since it has become known that several of a bank's

top executives have been buying shares in their
own bank, the bank's depositors, who had been
worried by rumors that the bank faced impending
financial collapse, have been greatly relieved. They
reason that, since top executives evidently have faith
in the bank's financial soundness, those worrisome
rumors must be false. Such reasoning might well be
overoptimistic, however, since corporate executives
have been known to buy shares in their own
company in a calculated attempt to dispel
negative rumors about the company's health.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play
which of the following roles?

(A) The first describes evidence that has been taken

as supporting a conclusion; the second gives a
reason for questioning that support.

(B) The first describes evidence that has been taken

as supporting a conclusion; the second states a
contrary conclusion that is the main conclusion
of the argument.

(C) The first provides evidence in support of the
main conclusion of the argument; the second
states that conclusion.

(D) The first describes the circumstance that the

argument as a whole seeks to explain; the
second gives the explanation that the argument
seeks to establish.

(E) The first describes the circumstance that the
argument as a whole seeks to explain; the
second provides evidence in, support of the
explanation that the argument seeks to
establish.
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90. A new law gives ownership of patents—documents
providing exclusive rightto make and sell an
invention—to universities, not the government* when
those patents result from government-sponsored
university research. Administrators at Logos University
plan to sell any patentsthey acquire to corporations in
orderto fund programs to improve undergraduate
teaching.

Which of the following, if true,,would cast the most
doubt on the viability of the college administrators'
plan described above?

(A) Profit-making corporations interested in
developing products based on patents held by
universities are likely to try to serve as exclusive
sponsors of ongoing university research
projects.

(B) Corporate sponsors of research in university
.facilities are entitled to tax credits under .new

federal tax-code guidelines.

(C) Research scientists at LogosUniversity have few
or no teaching responsibilities and participate
little if at all inthe undergraduate programs in
their field.

(D) Government-sponsored research conducted at
Logos University for the most part duplicates
research already completed by several profit-
making corporations.

(E) Logos University is unlikely to attract corporate
sponsorship of its scientific research.

91. Environmentalist; The commissioner of the Fish and
Game Authority would have the public believe that
increases in the number of marine fish caught
demonstrate that this resource is no longer
endangered. This is a specious argument, as unsound
as it would be to assert that the ever-increasing rate at
which rain forests are being cut down demonstrates a
lack of danger to thatresource. The real cause ofthe
increased fish-catch is a greater efficiency in using
technologies that deplete resources.

The environmentalist's statements, if true, best
support which ofthe following asa conclusion?
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(A) The use of technology is the reason for the
increasing encroachment of people on nature.

(B) Itis possible to determine how many fish are in
the sea in some way other than by catching fish.

(C) The proportion of marine fish that are caught is
as high as the proportion of rain forest trees
that are cut down each year.

(D) Modern technologies waste resources by
catching inedible fish.

(E) Marine fish continue to be an endangered
resource.

92. In the country of Veltria, the pasttwo years' broad
economic recession has included a business downturn

in the clothing trade, where sales are down by about
7 percent as compared to two years ago. Clothing
wholesalers have found, however, that the proportion
of credit extended to retailers that was paid off on
time fell sharply in the first year of the recession but
returned to its prerecession level inthe second year.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain
the change between the first and the second year of
the recession in the proportion of credit not paid off
on time?

(A) The total amount.of credit extendedto retailers
byclothing wholesalers increased between the
first year of the recession and the second year.

(B) Between the first and second years of the
recession, clothing retailers in Veltria saw many
of their costs, rent and utilities in particular,
increase.

(C) Of the considerable number of clothing retailers
inVeltria who were having financial difficulties
before the start of the recession, virtually all
were forced to go out of businessduring its
first year.

(D) Clothing retailers in Veltria attempted to
stimulate sales inthe second year of the
recession by discounting merchandise.

(E) Relatively recession-proof segments of the
clothing trade, such as work clothes, did not
suffer any decrease in sales during the first year
of the recession.
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93. Commentator: The theory of trade retaliation states
that countries closed out of any of another country's
markets should close some of their own markets to

the other country in order to pressure the other
country to reopen its markets. If every country acted
according to this theory, no country would trade with
any other.

The commentator's argument relies on which of the
following assumptions?

(A) No country actually acts according to the theory
of trade retaliation.

(B) No country should block any of its markets to
foreign trade.

(C) Trade disputes should be settled by international
tribunal.

(D) Forany two countries, at least one has some
market closed to the other.

(E) Countries close their markets to foreigners to
protect domestic producers.

94. As a construction material, bamboo is as strong as
steel and sturdier than concrete. Moreover, in tropical
areas bamboo is a much less expensive construction
material than either steel or concrete and is always
readily available. In tropical areas, therefore, building
with bamboo makes better economic sense than

building with steel or concrete, except where land
values are high.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain
the exception noted above?

(A) Buildings constructed of bamboo are less likely
to suffer earthquake damage than are steel and
concrete buildings.

(B) Bamboo is unsuitable as a building material for
multistory buildings.

(C) In order to protect it from being damaged by
termites and beetles, bamboo must be soaked,
at some expense, in a preservative.

(D) In some tropical areas, bamboo is used to make
the scaffoldingthat is used during large
construction projects.

(E) Bamboo growing in an area where land values
are increasing is often cleared to makeway for
construction.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

95. Studies in restaurants show that the tips left by
customers who pay their bill in cash tend to be larger
when the bill is presented on a tray that bears a credit-
card logo. Consumer psychologists hypothesize that
simply seeing a credit-card logo makes many credit-
card holders willing to spend more because it reminds
them that their spending power exceeds the cash they
have immediately available.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
the psychologists' interpretation of the studies?

(A) The effect noted in the studies is not limited to

patrons who have credit cards.

(B) Patrons who are under financial pressure from

their credit-card obligations tend to tip less when
presented with a restaurant bill on a tray with a
credit-card logo than when the tray has no logo.

(C) In virtually all of the cases in the studies, the

patrons who paid bills in cash did not possess
credit cards.

(D) In general, restaurant patrons who pay their bills
in cash leave larger tips than do those who pay
by credit card.

(E) The percentage of restaurant bills paid with a
given brand .of credit card increases when that
credit card's logo is displayed on the tray with
which the bill is presented.

96. Although parapsychology is often considered a
pseudoscience, it is in fact a genuine scientific
enterprise, for it uses scientific methods such as

controlled experiments and statistical tests of clearly
stated hypotheses to examine the questions it raises.

The conclusion above is properly drawn if which of the
following is assumed?

(A) If a field of study can conclusively answer the
questions it raises, then it is a genuine science.

(B) Since parapsychology uses scientific methods, it
will produce credible results.

(0 Any enterprise that does not use controlled
experiments and statistical tests is not genuine
science.

(D) Any field of study that employs scientific
methods is a genuine scientific enterprise.

(E) Since parapsychology raises clearly statable
questions, they can be tested in controlled
experiments.
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97. Hotco oil burners, designed to be used in asphalt
plants, are so efficient that Hotco will sell one to the

Clifton Asphaltplantfor no paymentother than the
cost savings between the total amount the asphalt
plant actually paid for oil using its>former burner
during the last two years and the total amount it will
pay for oil usingthe Hotco burner during the next two
years. On installation, the plant wiltmake an estimated
payment, which will be adjusted after two years to
equal the actual cost savings.

Which of the following, if it occurred, would constitute
a disadvantage for Hotco of the plan described above?

(A) Another manufacturer's introduction to the
market of a similarly efficient burner

(B) The Clifton Asphalt plant's need for more than
one new burner

(C) Very poor efficiencyinthe Clifton Asphalt plant's
old burner

(D) A decrease in the demand for asphalt

(E) Asteady increase in the price of oil beginning
soon after the new burner is installed

98. Delta Products Inc. has recently switched at least
partly from older technologies using1fossil fuels
to new technologies powered by electricity. The
question has been raised whether it can be concluded
that for a given level of output Delta's operation
now causes less fossil fuel to be consumed than

it did formerly. The answer, clearly, is yes, since the
amount of fossil fuel used to generate the electricity
needed to power the new technologies is less than the
amount needed to power the older technologies,
provided level of output is held constant.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play
which of the following roles?

(A) The first identifies the content of the conclusion

of the argument; the second provides support
for that conclusion,

(B) The first provides support for the conclusion of
the argument; the second identifies the content
of that conclusion.

(C) The first states the conclusion of the argument;
the second calls that conclusion into question.

(D) The first provides support for the conclusion of
the argument; the second calls that conclusion
into question.

(E) Each provides support for the conclusion of the
53{J argument.

99. An experiment was done in which human subjects
recognize a pattern within a matrix of abstract designs
andthen select another design that completes that
pattern. The results of the experiment were surprising.
The lowest expenditure of energy in neurons in the

; brain was found in those subjects who performed
most successfully in the experiments.

Which of the following hypotheses best accounts for
the findings of the experiment?

(A) The neurons of the brain react less when a

subject is trying to recognize patterns than when
the subject is doing other kinds of reasoning.

(B) Those who performed best in the experiment
experienced more satisfaction when working
with abstract patterns than did those who
performed less well.

(C) People who are better at abstract pattern
recognition have more energy-efficient neural
connections.

(D) The energy expenditure of the subjects' brains
increases, when a design that completes the
initially recognized pattern is determined.

(E) The task of completing a given design is more
capably performed by athletes, whose energy
expenditure is lower when they are at rest.

100. Debater: The average amount of overtime per month
worked by an employee in the manufacturing division
of the Haglut Corporation is 14 hours. Most
employees of the Haglut Corporation work in the
manufacturing division. Furthermore, the average
amount of overtime per month worked by any
employee in the company generally does not fluctuate
much from month to month. Therefore, each month,

most employees of the Haglut Corporation almost
certainly work at least some overtime.

The debater's argument is most vulnerable to
criticism on which of these grounds?

(A) It takes for granted that the manufacturing
division is a typical division of the corporation
with regard to the average amount of overtime
its employees work each month.

(B) It takes for granted that if a certain average
amount of overtime is worked each month by
each employee of the Haglut Corporation, then
approximately the same amount of overtime
must be worked each month by each employee
of the manufacturing division.
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(C) It confuses a claim from which the argument's
conclusion about the HaglutCorporation would
necessarily follow with a claim that would follow
from the argument's conclusion only with a high
degree of probability.

(D) Itoverlooks the possibility that even if, on
average, a certain amount of overtime is
worked by the members of some group, many
members of that group may work no overtime
at all.

(E) It overlooks the possibility that even if most
employees of the corporation1 work some
overtime each month, any one corporate

employee may, in some months, work no
overtime.

101. Which of the following most logically completes the
argument?

The irradiation of food kills bacteria and thus retards

spoilage. However, it also lowers the nutritional value
of many foods. For example, irradiation destroys a
significant percentage of whatever vitamin Bl a food
may contain. Proponents of irradiation point out that
irradiation is noworse in this respect than cooking.
However, this fact is either beside the point, since
much irradiated food is eaten raw, or else misleading,
since

(A) many of the proponents of irradiation are food
distributors who gain from foods' having a
longer shelf life

(B) it is clear that killing bacteria that may be
present on food is not the only effect that
irradiation has

(C) cooking is usually the final step in preparing food
for consumption, whereas irradiation serves to

ensure a longer shelf life for perishable foods

(D) certain kinds of cooking are, in fact, even more
destructive of vitamin Bl than carefully
controlled irradiation is

(E) for food that is both irradiated and cooked, the
reduction of vitamin Bl associated with either

process individually is compounded

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

102. One wayto judge the performance of a company is
to compare it with other companies. This technique,
commonly called "benchmarking," permits the
managerof a company to discover better industrial
practices and can provide a justification for the
adoption of good practices.

Any of the following, if true, is a valid reason for
benchmarkingthe performance of a company against
companies with which it is not in competition rather
than against competitors EXCEPT:

(A) Comparisons with competitors are most likely to
focus on practices that the manager making the
comparisons already employs.

(B) Getting "inside" information about the unique
practices of competitors is particularly difficult.

(C) Since companies that compete with each other

are likely to have comparable levels of efficiency,
only benchmarking against noncompetitors is
likelyto reveal practices thafrwould aid in
beating competitors.

(D) Managers are generally more receptive to new
ideas thatithey find outside their own industry.

(E) Much of the success of good companies is due
to their adoption of practices that take

i advantage of the special circumstances of their
products or marketsi

103. For a trade embargo against a particular country to
succeed, a high degree of both international accord
and ability to prevent goods from entering or leaving
that country must be sustained. A total blockade of

Patria's ports is necessary to an embargo, but such an
action would be likely to cause international discord
over the embargo.

The claims above, if true, most strongly support which
of the following-conclusions?

(A) The balance of opinion is likely to favor Patria in
the eventof a blockade.

(B) As long as international opinion is unanimously
against Patria, a trade embargo is likelyto
succeed;

(C) A naval blockade of Patria's ports would ensure
that no goods enter or leave Patria.

(D) Anytrade* embargo against Patria would be likely
to fail at some time.

(E) For a blockade of Patria's ports to be successful,
international opinion must be unanimous.
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104. Theater Critic: The play La Finestrina, now at Central
Theater, was written in Italy in the eighteenth century.
The director claims that this production is as similarto
the original production as is possible in ajnodern
theater. Althoughthe actor who plays Harlequin the
clown gives a performance very reminiscent of the
twentieth-century American comedian Groucho Marx,
Marx's comic style was very much within the comic
acting tradition that had begun in sixteenth-century
Italy.

The considerations given best serve as part of an
argument that

(A) modern audiences would find it hard to tolerate

certain characteristics of a historicallyaccurate
performance of an eighteenth-century play

(B) Groucho Marx once performed the part of the
character Harlequin in La Finestrina

(C) in the United States the training of actors in the
twentieth century is based on principles that do
not differ radically from those that underlay the
training of actors in eighteenth-century Italy

(D) the performance of the actor who plays
Harlequin in La Finestrina does not serve as

evidence against the director's claim

(E) the director of La Finestrina must have advised

the actor who plays Harlequin to model his
performance on comic performances of

Groucho Marx

105. The cost of producing radios in Country Q is 10
percent less than the cost of producing radios in
CountryY. Even after transportation fees and tariff
charges are added, it is still cheaper for a company to
import radios from Country Qto Country Y than to
produce radios in Country Y.

The statements above, if true, best support which of

the following assertions?

(A) Labor costs in Country Q are 10 percent below
those in Country Y.

(B) Importing radios from Country Q to CountryY
will eliminate 10 percent of the manufacturing
jobs in CountryY.

(C) The tariff on a radio imported from Country Q to
Country Y is less than 10 percent of the cost of
manufacturing the radio in Country Y.
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(D) The fee for transporting a radio from CountryQ
to Country Y is more than 10 percent of the cost
of manufacturing the radio in Country Q.

(E) It takes 10 percent less time to manufacture a
radio in Country Q than it does in Country Y.

106. Exposure to certain chemicals commonly used in
elementary schools as cleaners or pesticides causes
allergic reactions in some children. Elementary school
nurses in Renston report that the proportion of
schoolchildren sent to them for treatment of allergic
reactions to those chemicals has increased

significantlyover the past ten years. Therefore, either
Renston's schoolchildren have been exposed to
greater quantities of the chemicals, or they are more
sensitive to them than schoolchildren were ten years
ago.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the
argument depends?

(A) The number of school nurses employed by
Renston's elementary schools has not
decreased over the past ten years.

(B) Children who are allergic to the chemicals are
no more likelythan other children to have
allergies to other substances.

(C) Children who have allergic reactions to the
chemicals are not more likely to be sent to a
school nurse now than they were ten years ago.

(D) The chemicals are not commonly used as

cleaners or pesticides in houses and apartment
buildings in Renston.

(E) Children attending elementary school do not
make up a larger proportion of Renston's
population now than they did ten years ago.

107. Although the discount stores in Goreville's central
shoppingdistrictare expected to close within five
years as a result of competition from a SpendLess
discount department store that just opened, those
locations will not stay vacant for long. In the five years
since the opening of Colson's, a nondiscount
department store, a new store has opened at the
location of every store in the shopping district that
closed because it could not compete with Colson's.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument?
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(A) Many customers of Colson's are expected to do
less shopping there than they did before the
SpendLess store opened.

(B) Increasingly, the stores that have opened in the
central shopping district since Colson's opened
have been discount stores.

(C) At present, the central shopping district has as
many stores operating in it as it ever had.

(D) Over the course of the next five years, it is
expected that Goreville's population will grow at
a faster rate than it has for the past several

decades.

(E) Many stores in the central shopping district sell
types of merchandise that are not available at
either SpendLess or Colson's.

108. Kale has more nutritional value than spinach. But since

collard greens have more nutritional value than
lettuce, it follows that kale has more nutritional value

than lettuce.

Any of the following, if introduced into the argument as
an additional premise, makes the argument above
logically correct EXCEPT:

(A) Collard greens have more nutritional value than
kale.

(B) Spinach has more nutritional value than lettuce.

(C) Spinach has more nutritional value than collard
greens.

(D) Spinach and collard greens have the same
nutritional value.

(E) Kale and collard greens have the same
nutritional value.

109. Last year all refuse collected by Shelbyville city
services was incinerated. This incineration generated
a large quantity of residual ash. In order to reduce the
amount of residual ash Shelbyville generates this year
to half of last year's total, the city has revamped its
collection program. This year city services will
separate for recycling enough refuse to reduce the
number of truckloads of refuse to be incinerated to
half of last year's number.

Which of the following is required for the revamped
collection program to achieve its aim?

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(A) This year, no materialsthat city services could
separate for recycling will be incinerated.

(B) Separating recyclable materials from materials
to be incinerated will cost Shelbyville less than
halfwhat it cost last year to dispose of the
residual ash.

(C) Refuse collected by city services will contain a
larger proportion of recyclable materialsthis
,year than it did last year.

(D) The refuse incinerated this year will generate no
more residual ash per truckload incinerated than
did the refuse incinerated last year.

(E) The total quantity of refuse collected by
Shelbyville city services this year will be no
greater than that collected last year.

110. Although custom prosthetic bone replacements
produced through a new computer-aided design
process will cost more than twice as much as

ordinary replacements, custom replacements should
still be cost-effective. Not only will surgery and

, recovery time be reduced, but custom replacements
should last longer, thereby reducing the need for
further hospital stays.

Which of the following must be studied in order to
evaluate the argument presented above?

(A) The amount of time a patient spends in surgery
versus the amount of time spent recovering
from surgery

(B) The amount by which the cost of producing
custom replacements has declined with the

introduction of the new technique for producing
them

(0 the degree to which the use of custom
replacements is likely to reduce the need for

repeat surgery when compared with the use of
ordinary replacements

(D) The degree to which custom replacements
produced with the new technique are more
carefully manufactured than are ordinary
replacements

(E) The amount by which custom replacements
produced with the new technique will drop in
cost as the production procedures become
standardized and applicable on a larger scale
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111. Springfield Fire Commissioner: The vast majority of
false fire alarms are prank calls made anonymously
from fire alarm boxes on street corners, Since virtually
everyone has access to a private telephone, these
alarm boxes have outlived their usefulness. Therefore,
we propose to remove the boxes. Removing the boxes
will reduce the number of prank calls without
hampering people's ability to report a fire.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
the claim that the proposal, if carried out, will have the

announced effect? •

(A) The fire department traces all alarm calls made
from private telephones and records where they
came from.

(B) Maintaining the fire alarm boxes costs
Springfield approximately $5 million annually,

(C) A telephone call can provide the fire department
with more information about the nature and

size of a fire than can an alarm placed from an
alarm box.

(D) Responding to false alarms significantly reduces
the fire1 department's capacity for responding
to fires.

(E) On any,given day,,a significantpercentage of
the public telephones in Springfield are out of
service.

112. The difficulty withthe proposed highspeed train line is
that a used plane can be bought for one-third the price
of the train line, and the plane, which is just as fast,
can fly anywhere. The train would be a fixed linear
system,, and we live in a world that.is spreading out in
all directions and in which consumers choose the free

wheel systems (cars, buses, aircraft), which do not
have fixed routes. Thus a sufficient market for the train

will not exist. '

Which of the following, if true, most severely weakens
the argument presented above?

(A) Cars, buses, and planes require the efforts of
drivers and pilots to guide them, whereas the
train will be guided mechanically.

(B) Cars and buses are not nearly as fast as the
high-speed train will be. '

(C) Planes are not a free-wheel system because
they can fly only between airports, which are
less convenient for consumers than the high

speed train's stations would be.
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(D) The high-speed train line cannot use currently
underutilized train stations in large cities.

(E) For long trips, most people prefer to fly rather
•> than to take ground-level transportation.

113. The average hourlywage of television assemblers in
Vernland has long been significantly lower than that in
neighboring Borodia. Since.Borodia dropped all tariffs
on Vernlandian televisions,three years ago, the number
of televisions sold annually in Borodia has not
changed. However, recent, statistics show a drop in
the number of television assemblers in Borodia.

Therefore, updated trade statistics will probably
indicate that the number of televisions Borodia

imports annually from Vernland has increased.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the
argument depends?

. (A) , The number of television assemblers in Vernland

has increased by at least as much as the
number of television assemblers in Borodia has

'•- decreased.

•'(B) televisions assembled inVernland have features
that televisions assembled in Borodia do not

have.,
' , ' ' l: • I i ''ill, ' I '.! , " '••

(C) The average number of hours it takes a Borodian
television assembler to assemble a television

has not decreased significantly during the past
three years.

(D) The number of televisions assembled annually in
Vernland has increased significantlyduring the
past three years.

(E) The difference between the hourly wage of
television assemblers in Vernland and the hourly
wage of television assemblers in Borodia is likely
to decrease in the next few years.

114. Normally, the pineal gland governs a person's sleep-
wake cycle by secreting melatonin in response to the
daily cycle of light and darkness as detected by the
eye. Nonetheless, many people who are totally blind
due to lesions in the visual cortex of the brain easily
maintain a 24-hour sleep-wake cycle. So the neural
pathway by which the pineal gland receives
information from the eye probably does not pass
through the visual cortex.

For purposes of evaluating the argument it would be
most useful to establish which of the following?
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(A) Whether melatonin supplements help people
who have difficulty maintaining a 24-hour sleep
cycle to establish such a pattern

(B) Whether the melatonin levels of most totally
blind people who successfully maintain a
24-hour sleep-wake cycle change in response to
changes in exposure to light and darkness

(C) Whether melatonin is the onlysubstance
secreted by the pineal gland

(D) Whether most people who do not have a
24-hour sleep-wake cycle nevertheless have a
cycle of consistent duration

(E) Whether there are any people with normal vision
whose melatonin levels respond abnormally to
periods of light and darkness

115. Guidebook writer: Ihave visited hotelsthroughout the
country and have noticed that in those built before
1930the quality of the original carpentry work is
generally superior to that in hotels built afterward.
Clearly carpenters working on hotels before 1930
typically worked with more skill, care, and effort than
carpenters who have worked on hotels built
subsequently.

Which of the following, iftrue, most seriously weakens
the guidebook writer's argument?

(A) The quality of original carpentry in hotels is
generally far superior to the quality of original
carpentry in other structures, such as houses
and stores.

(B) Hotels built since 1930 can generally
accommodate more guests than those built
before 1930.

(0 The materials available to carpenters working
before 1930 were not significantly different in
quality from the materials available to
carpenters working after 1930.

(D) The better the quality oforiginal carpentry in a
building, the less likely that building is to fall into
disuse and be demolished.

(E) The average length of apprenticeship for
carpenters has declined significantly since 1930.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

116. Scientists typically do their most creative work before
the age of forty. It is commonlythought that this
happens because aging by itself brings about a loss
of creative capacity. However, studies show that of
scientists who produce highly creative work
beyond the age of forty, a disproportionately
large number entered their field at an older age
than is usual. Since by the age of forty the large
majority of scientists have been working in their field
for at least fifteen years, the studies' finding strongly
suggests that the real reason why scientists over forty
rarely produce highly creative work is not that they
have aged but rather that scientists over forty have
generally spent too long in their field.

In the argument given, the two portions in boldface
play which of the following roles?

(A) The first is a claim, the accuracy of which is at
issue in the argument; the second is a
conclusion drawn on the basis of that claim.

(B) The first is an objection that has been raised
against a position defended inthe argument;
the second is that position.

(0 The first is evidence that has been used to
support,an explanation that the argument
challenges; the second is that explanation.

(D) The first is evidence that has been used to
support an explanation that the argument
challenges; the second is a competing
explanation that the argument favors.

(E) The first provides evidence to support an
explanation that the argument favors; the
second is that explanation.
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117. Northern Airhas dozens of flights daily into and out of
Belleville Airport, which is highly congested. Northern
Air depends for its success on economy and quick
turnaround and consequently is planningto replace its
large planes with Skybuses, whose novel aerodynamic
design is extremely fuel efficient. The Skybus's fuel
efficiency results in bothlower fuel costs and reduced
time spent refueling.

Which of the following, if true, could present the most
serious disadvantage for Northern Air in replacing
their large planes with Skybuses?

(A) The Skybus would enable Northern Air to
schedule direct flights to destinations that
currently require stops for refueling.

(B) Aviation fuel is projected to decline in price over
the next several years.

(C) The fuel efficiency of the Skybus would enable
Northern Airto eliminate refueling at some of its
destinations, but several mechanics would lose

their jobs.

(D) None of Northern Air's competitors that use

Belleville Airport are considering buying
Skybuses. '

(E) The aerodynamic design of the Skybus causes
turbulence behind it whentaking off that forces
other planes'on the'runway to delay their
takeoffs.

118. It is true of both men and women that those who

marryas young adults live longer than those who
never marry.This does not show that marriage causes
people to live longer* since, as compared with other
people of the same age, young adults who are about
to get married have fewer of the unhealthyhabits that
can cause a person to have a shorter life, most
notably smoking and immoderate drinking of alcohol.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the
argument above?

(A) Marriage tends to cause people to engage less
regularly in sports that involve risk of bodily
harm.

(B) A married person who has an unhealthy habit is
more likely to give up that habit than a person
with the same habit who is unmarried.
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(C) A person who smokes is much more likely than a
nonsmoker to marry a person who smokes at
the time of marriage, and the same is true for
people who drink alcohol immoderately.

(D) Among people who marry as young adults, most
of those who give up an unhealthy habit after
marriage do not resume the habit later in life.

(E) Among people who as young adults neither drink
alcohol immoderately nor smoke, those who
never marry live as long as those who marry.

119. The earliest Mayan pottery found at Colha* in Belize,
is about 3,000 years old. Recently, however,
4,500-year-old stone agricultural implements were
unearthed at Colha. These implements resemble

Mayan stone implements of a much later period,
. also found, at Colha. Moreover, the implements'

designs are strikinglydifferent from the designs of
stone implements produced by other cultures known
to have inhabited the area in prehistoric times.
Therefore, there were surely Mayan settlements in
Colha 4,500 years ago.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument?

(A) Ceramic ware is not known to have been used

by the Mayan people to make agricultural
implements.

(B) Carbon-dating of corn pollen in Colha indicates
that agriculture began there around 4,500 years
ago.

(C) Archaeological evidence indicates that some of
the oldest stone implements found at Colha
were used to cut away vegetation after
controlledburning of trees to open areas of
swampland for cultivation.

(D) Successor cultures at a given site often adopt
the style of agricultural implements used by
earlier inhabitants of the same site.

(E) Many religious and socialinstitutions of the
Mayan people who inhabited Colha 3,000 years
ago relied on a highly developed system of
agricultural symbols.
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120. Codex Berinensis, a Florentine copy of an ancient
Roman medical treatise, is undated but contains clues

to when it was produced. Its first 80 pages are by a
single copyist, but the remaining 20 pages are by
three different copyists, which indicates some
significant disruption. Since a letter in handwriting
identified as that of the fourth copyist mentions a
plague that killed many people in Florence in 1148,
Codex Berinensis was probably produced in that year.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
the hypothesis that Codex Berinensis was produced
in 1148?

(A) Other than Codex Berinensis, there are no

known samples of the handwriting of the first
three copyists.

(B) According to the account by the fourth copyist,
the plague went on for 10 months.

(C) A scribe would be able to copy a page of text
the size and style of Codex Berinensis in a day.

(D) There was only one outbreak of plague in
Florence in the 1100s.

(E) The number of pages of Codex Berinensis
produced by a single scribe becomes smaller
with each successive change of copyist.

121. The spacing of the four holes on a fragment of a bone
flute excavated at a Neanderthal campsite is just what
is required to play the third through sixth notes of the
diatonic scale—the seven-note musical scale used in

much of Western music since the Renaissance.

Musicologists therefore hypothesize that the diatonic
musical scale was developed and used thousands of

years before it was adopted by Western musicians.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports
the hypothesis?

(A) Bone flutes were probably the only musical
instrument made by Neanderthals.

(B) No musical instrument that is known to have

used a diatonic scale is of an earlier date than

the flute found at the Neanderthal campsite.

(0 The flute was made from a cave-bear bone and

the campsite at which the flute fragment was
excavated was in a cave that also contained

skeletal remains of cave bears.

8.4 Critical Reasoning Practice Questions

(D) Flutes are the simplest wind instrument that can
be constructed to allow playinga diatonic scale.

(E) The cave-bear leg bone used to make the
Neanderthal flute would have been long enough
to make a flute capable of playinga complete
diatonic scale.

122. Outsourcing is the practice of obtaining from an
independent supplier a product or service that a
company has previously provided for itself. Since a
company's chief objective is to realize the highest
possible year-end profits, any product or service that
can be obtained from an independent supplier for less
than it would cost the company to provide the product
or service on its own should be outsourced.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens
the argument?

(A) If a company decides to use independent
suppliers for a product, it can generally
exploit the vigorous competition arising among
several firms that are interested in supplying
that product.

(B) Successful outsourcing requires a company to
provide its suppliers with information about its

products and plans that can fall into the hands of

its competitors and give them a business
advantage.

(0 Certain tasks, such as processing a company's
payroll, are commonly outsourced, whereas
others, such as handlingthe company's core
business, are not.

(D) For a company to provide a product or service
for itself as efficiently as an independent supplier
can provide it, the managers involved need to be
as expert in the area of that product or service
as the people in charge of that product or
service at an independent supplier are.

(E) When a company decides to use an independent
supplier for a product or service, the independent
supplier sometimes hires members of the

company's staff who formerly made the product
or provided the service that the independent
supplier now supplies.
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123. Museums that house Renaissance oil paintings
typically store them in environments that are carefully
kept within narrow margins of temperature and
humidity to inhibit any deterioration. Laboratory tests
have shown that the kind of oil paint used in these
paintings actuallyadjusts to climatic changes quite
well. If, as some museum directors believe, paint is
the most sensitive substance in these works,

then by relaxing the standards for temperature and
humidity control, museums can reduce energy
costs without risking damage to these paintings.
Museums would be rash to relax those standards,

however, since results of.preliminary tests indicate
that gesso, a compound routinelyused by Renaissance
artists to help paint adhere to the canvas, is unable to
withstand significantvariations in humidity.

Inthe argument above, the two portions in boldface
play which of the following roles?

(A) The first is an objection that has been raised
against the position taken by the argument; the
second is the position taken by the argument.

(B) The first is the position taken by the argument;
the second is the position that the argument
calls into question.

(C) The first is a judgment that has been offered in
support of the position that the argument calls
into question; the second is a circumstance on
which that judgment is, in part, based.

(D) The first is a judgment that has been offered in
support of the position that the argument calls
into question; the second is that position.

(E) The first is a claim that the argument calls into
question; the second is the position taken by
the argument.
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124. Vargonia has just introduced a legal requirement that
student-teacher ratios in government-funded schools
not exceed a certain limit. All Vargonian children are
entitled to education, free of charge, in these schools.
When a recession occurs and average incomes fall,
the number of children enrolled in government-funded
schools tends to increase. Therefore, though most
employment opportunities contract in economic
recessions, getting a teaching job in Vargonia's
government-funded schools will not be made more
difficult by a recession.

Which of the following would be most important to
determine in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether in Vargonia there are any schools not
funded by the government that offer children an
education free of charge

(B) Whether the number of qualified applicants for
teaching positions in government-funded
schools increases significantly during economic
recessions

(C) What the current student-teacher ratio in
Vargonia's government-funded schools is

(D) What proportion of Vargonia's workers currently
hold jobs as teachers in government-funded
schools

(E) Whether in the past a number of government-
funded schools in Vargonia have had student-
teacher ratios well in excess of the new limit
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8.6 Answer Explanations

The following discussion is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and effective
approaches to critical reasoning questions. The particular questions in this chapter are generally
representative of the kinds of critical reasoning questions you will encounter on the GMAT exam.
Remember that it is the problem solving strategy that is important, not the specific details of a
particular question.

1. Snowmaking machines work by spraying a mist that freezes immediately on contact with cold air. Because the
sudden freezing kills bacteria, QuickFreeze is planning to market a wastewater purification system that works on
the same principle. The process works onlywhen temperatures are cold, however, so municipalities using it will
still need to maintain a conventional system.

Which of the following, if true, provides the strongest grounds for a prediction that municipalities will buy
QuickFreeze's purification system despite the need to maintain a conventional purification system as well?

(A) Bacteria are not the only impurities that must be removed from wastewater.

(B) Manymunicipalities have old wastewater purification systems that need to be replaced.

(C) Conventional wastewater purification systems have not been fully successful in killing bacteria at cold
temperatures.

(D) During times of warm weather, when it is not in use, QuickFreeze's purification system requires relatively
little maintenance.

(E) Places where the winters are cold rarely have a problem of water shortage.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation QuickFreeze is planning to marketwastewater purification systems that work by spraying
a mist that freezes on contact with cold air. The sudden freezing kills bacteria. Because
the system works only at coldtemperatures, municipalities using it will still need to
maintain a conventional system.

Reasoning Which statementprovides the strongestgroundsfor thinking that at least some municipalities
willbuy thepurification system despite the need to maintain a conventionalpurification system
aswell? The passage tells us whya municipality using a QuickFreeze wastewater
purification system wouldstill need a conventional system. Butwhywould a municipality
want the QuickFreezesystem inaddition to a conventional system? If conventional
systems are not fully effective at cold temperatures, the QuickFreeze system would allow
municipalities that sometimes experience cold temperatures to purify their wastewater
more effectively.

A There is nobasis in the passage for determining whether the QuickFreeze system will help remove
impurities other thanbacteria from wastewater. If it does not, this answer choice implies that the
QuickFreeze system would not be sufficient forpurifying wastewater. This would actually
undermine the prediction.

B The passage states that municipalities using the QuickFreeze system would stillneed a
conventional system. Thus, the old conventional wastewater systems would stillneed tobe replaced
with new conventional systems. This answer choice provides no reason to think municipalities
would buy the QuickFreeze system.
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C Correct. This statement, if true, would strengthen the prediction,because it provides a valid
reason why the QuickFreeze system could be needed alongside conventional ones: it is more
effective in cold weather.

D Although this claim does undercut onereason for thinking municipalities might not be likely to
purchase the QuickFreeze system, it provides little reason to think that theywillpurchase such a
system. Perhaps in times of cold weather, the QuickFreeze system isveryexpensive to maintain.

E The issue of whether or not there are water shortages in places where winters are cold is not
directlyrelevant. If conventional wastewater systems are sufficient to purify water in such places,
municipalities wouldnot need the QuickFreeze system (as theywould still need to maintain a
conventional purification system).

The correct answer is C.

2. Homeowners aged 40 to 50 are more likely to purchase ice cream and are more likely to purchase it in larger
amounts than are members of any other demographic group. The popular belief that teenagers eat more ice
cream than adults must, therefore, be false.

The argument is flawed primarily because the author

(A) fails to distinguish between purchasing and consuming

(B) does not supply information about homeowners in age groups other than 40 to 50

(C) depends on popular belief rather than on documented research findings

(D) does not specify the precise amount of ice cream purchased by any demographic group

(E) discusses ice cream rather than more nutritious and healthful foods

Argument Evaluation

Situation Adults aged 40 to 50 buy more ice cream than does any otherdemographic group
(for example, teenagers). Does this mean that adults consume more ice cream than
teenagers do?

Reasoning Aflawed assumption underlies the reasoning: the assumption that the buyers ofthe ice cream are
also the eaters ofthe ice cream. Although the demographic group homeowners aged 40 to 50
purchases more ice cream than does any other demographic group, it is quite likely that
much ofthe ice cream purchased by those homeowners is for consumption byfamily
members rather than for exclusive consumption by the purchaser. This leaves open the
possibility that teenagers may indeed be the largest consumers of ice cream.

A Correct. The failure to make this distinction led to the making ofthe flawed assumption.
B This is false: The argument tells us (indirectly) that homeowners aged 40to 50 buy more ice

cream than does any othergroup—which allows us to infer that theybuy more than do
homeowners aged 30to 40, for example. But even if the argument had stated such information
explicitly, it would not have offered any bettersupport for its conclusion.

C There is nothing in the argument to suggest that the information given is based on popular belief.
D Providing precise information about the quantity ofice cream purchased by homeowners aged 40

to 50 would not improve the argument at all.

E The subject is ice cream, not nutrition, so this point is irrelevant.

The correct answer is A.
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3. Suncorp, a new corporationwith limited funds, has been clearing large sections of the tropical Amazon forest
for cattle ranching. This practicecontinues even though greater profits can be made from rubbertapping, which
does not destroy the forest, than from cattle ranching, which does destroy the forest.

Which of the following, iftrue, most helps to explain why Suncorp has been pursuing the less profitable of the
two economic activities mentioned above?

(A) The soil of the Amazon forest is very rich in nutrients that are important in the developmentof grazing
lands.

(B) Cattle-ranching operations that are located in tropical climates are more profitable than cattle-ranching
operations that are located in cold-weather climates.

(C) In certain districts, profits made from cattle ranching are more heavily taxed than profits made from any
other industry.

(D) Some of the cattle that are raised on land cleared in the Amazon are killed by wildcats.

(E) The amount of money required to begin a rubber-tapping operation is twice as high as the amount needed
to begin a cattle ranch.

Argument Construction

Situation Suncorp is a new corporation with limited funds. It has been clearinglarge sections of
the tropicalAmazon forest for ranching, even though rubber-tappingwould be more
profitable.

Reasoning What would explain why Suncorp isclearing sections ofthe rainforestfor ranching, even though
rubber tapping would be moreprofitable? Because Suncorp has limited funds, if rubber
tapping has much higher start-up costs, Suncorp might not have enough money to start
rubber-tapping operations. If cattle ranching has much lower start-upcosts than rubber
tapping, Suncorp might be able to affordsuch an operation.

A This statementgives a reason whycattle ranchingin the Amazon might be more profitable than
one mightotherwise think it would be. However, we already know from the passage that rubber
tapping would bemore profitable than cattle ranching. So, this answer choice does nothelp
explain why cattle ranching might be preferable to rubber tapping.

B Thecomparison between the profitableness of cattle ranching in tropical climates and in cold-
weather climates is irrelevant. The passage only covers cattle ranching in the tropical Amazon
forest. This answer choice would at mostexplain why Suncorp is undertaking cattle ranching in
the Amazon rather than in some cold-weather location.

C Thisstatement makes what needs to be explained harder to understand, for it indicates that cattle
ranching in the Amazon mightbe less profitable than onewould otherwise think.

D Likeanswer choice (C), this statement indicates a disadvantage ofcattle ranching in the Amazon.
So, it does notexplain why cattle ranching would be preferred to some othereconomic activity.

E Correct. Because it costs less to begin cattle ranchingthan it does to begin rubber tapping,
Suncorp—which has limited funds—would have a reason to pursue cattle ranching over a
potentiallymoreprofitable activity.

The correct answer is E.
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4. According to a prediction of the not-so-distant future published in 1940, electricity would revolutionize
agriculture. Electrodes would be inserted into the soil, and the current between them would kill bugs and weeds
and make crop plants stronger.

Which of the following, iftrue, most stronglyindicates that the logic of the prediction above is flawed?

(A) In order for farmers to avoid electric shock while working in the fields, the current could be turned off at
such times without diminishing the intended effects.

(B) If the proposed plan for using electricity were put into practice, farmers would save on chemicals now
being added to the soil.

(C) It cannot be taken for granted that the use of electricity is always beneficial.

(D) Since weeds are plants, electricity would affect weeds in the same way as it would affect crop plants.

(E) Because a planting machine would need to avoid coming into contact with the electrodes, new parts for
planting machines would need to be designed.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation In 1940, electricity was predicted to revolutionize agriculture. This prediction suggested
that electric current running between electrodes inserted into the soil would kill bugs
and weeds while encouraging the growth of crop plants.

Reasoning Which pointmost suggests that the logic used informidating theprediction isflawed?Electricity
will revolutionize agriculture, it is said, because current can be run through electrodes
placedin the soil.This current will kill bugs and weeds while strengthening plants. But
how will the current accomplish this feat? More specifically, how will it kill one kind of
plant (weeds) while strengthening another (crop plants)?

A The logic of the prediction has nothing to do with whether the current can be turned on and off;
rather, it is concerned with the current itself and its effects.

B Rather than suggesting that the logic of the prediction is flawed, this serves to support the
prediction: Farmers' saving on chemicals would be part of the predictedagricultural revolution.

C The argument does not take for granted that the use ofelectricity is always beneficial; it merely
suggests that it would be of great benefit to agriculture.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a problem with the prediction: It provides no reason
to believe that the electricity would affect crop plants andweeds differently.

E Rather than suggesting that the logic of the prediction is flawed, this serves to support the
prediction: Changes in planting machines would be part of the predicted agricultural revolution.

The correct answer is D.
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5. Acompany is considering changing its policy concerning daily working hours. Currently, this company requires
all employees to arrive at work at 8 a.m. The proposed policy would permit each employee to decide when
to arrive—from as early as 6 a.m. to as late as 11 a.m.

The adoption ofthis policy would be most likely to decrease employees' productivity ifthe employees' job
functions required them to

(A) work without interruption from other employees

(B) consult at least once a day with employeesfrom other companies

(C) submit their workfor a supervisor's eventual approval

(D) interact frequently with each other throughoutthe entire workday

(E) undertake projects that take several days to complete

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation A company considers changing all employees' starting time from 8 a.m. to individually
flexible arrival hours, anytime from 6 to 11 a.m.

Reasoning Under what conditions could thisplan cause employees'productivity todecline? Consider the
job functions defined in the answer choices and determine which entails requirements
that would most likelybe in conflict with the proposed plan. A plan that allows a five-
hour range of start times would make it far more difficult for employees to coordinate
their schedules. This would make it difficult, if not impossible, for employees to
collaborate with each other throughout the workday and could well decrease productivity.

A Working without interruptionwould likely meanimproved productivity.

B Assuming that all employees are in the same time zone (we are not told otherwise), the flexible
hours would still leave plenty of time for at least one daily consultation during the regular
business hours of the workday.

C Eventual approval indicates that the flexibility exists to permit employees' submissions at any
time.

D Correct. Thewide rangeof flexibility in regards to workinghourswould makefrequent
interaction difficult, if not impossible, and would be likely to decrease employees' productivity.

E We are not told that the projects involve significant interaction; so suchprojects would be
accomplished just as easily on the proposed flexible schedule.

The correct answer is D.
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6. Parland's alligator population has been declining in recent years, primarily because ofhunting. Alligators prey
heavily on a species of freshwater fish that is highly valued as food by Parlanders, who had hoped thatthe
decline in the alligator population would lead to an increase in the numbers ofthese fish available for human
consumption. Yet the population of this fish species has also declined, even though the annual number caught
for human consumption has not increased.

Which ofthe following, iftrue, most helps to explain the decline in the population ofthe fish species?

(A) The decline in the alligator population has meantthat fishers can work in some parts of lakes and rivers
that were formerly too dangerous.

(B) Over the last few years, Parland's commercial fishing enterprises have increased the number offishing
boats they use.

(C) The main predator of these fish is another species of fish on which alligators also prey.

(D) Many Parlanders who hunt alligators do so because ofthe high market price of alligator skins, not because
of the threat alligators pose to the fish population.

(E) In several neighboring countries through which Parland's rivers also flow, alligators are at risk of extinction
as a result of extensive hunting.

Argument Construction

Situation Due to hunting, Parland's alligator population has been declining. Parlanders had hoped
that the population of a certain prized species of freshwater fish that alligators preyon
would haveincreased as a result, but the population of this freshwater fish has actually
declined.

Reasoning What would explain why thepopulation ofthefreshwater species has declined? Suppose
alligators preynot only on the prized freshwater fish but also on another species offish
that is the main predator of those fish. If there are fewer alligators to preyon the predator
fish, there maywell be more of the predator fish. An increasein the population of the
predator fish could help explainwhy the population of the prized freshwater fish has
declined: there are now more of the predator fish around to prey on them.

A Though this statementsuggests that the population of the prized fish species may have declined
due to their being caught in greater numbers by fishers, the passage tells us that the number of
these fish caught for human consumption has not increased. Therefore this statement cannot
explain the species' decline in population.

B The passage tells us that the number offish caught for human consumption has not increased. This
answer choice does not provide any explanation for why the population of these fish has declined.

C Correct. Since alligators preyon the predatorfish, a decline in the alligatorpopulationcould
result in an increase in the population of the predator fish, which could lead to an increase in
nonhuman consumption of the prized freshwater fish.

D We already knowfrom the passage that hunting has led to a decline in the populationof
alligators. It is irrelevant what motivated the hunting of alligators.

E Thefact that alligators are at riskof extinction due to hunting in neighboring countries does not
help explain whythe prized freshwater fish species isdeclining in population. If it is puzzling why
the fish population is declining despite the reduction in Parland's alligator population, it would be
just as puzzling if the alligator population elsewhere was declining.

The correct answer is C.
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7. The amount of time it takes for most of a worker's occupational knowledge and skills to become obsolete has
been declining because of the introduction of advanced manufacturing technology (AMT). Given the rate at which
AMT is currently being introduced in manufacturing, the average worker's old skills become obsolete and new
skills are required within as little as five years.

Which of the following plans, if feasible, would allow a company to prepare most effectivelyfor the rapid
obsolescence of skills described above?

(A) The company will develop a program to offer selected employees the opportunity to receive training six
years after they were originally hired.

(B) The company will increase its investment in AMT every year for a period of at least five years.

(C) The company will periodically survey its employees to determine how the introduction of AMT has
affected them.

(D) Before the introduction of AMT, the company will institute an educational program to inform its employees
of the probable consequences of the introduction of AMT.

(E) The company will ensure that it can offer its employees any training necessary for meeting their job
requirements.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation The introduction of AMT is making workers' occupational skills obsolete within as little
as five years.

Reasoning Which plan willbe most effective in helping the company preparefor the expected rapid
obsolescence in occupational knowledge and skills? It should be clear that some type of
training or retraining will be involved, since (at least in certain types of industry) it is
unlikely that any company in that industry can afford to avoid introducing AMT if its
market competitors are doing so.

A Providing training only to selected employees and only after their skills have already become
obsolete is not likely to be an effective response.

B This plan only accelerates the problem and does not address the employees' skills.
C Periodic surveys may provide information to employers butwill notbe enough to prevent

employees' skills from becomingobsolete.
D Having knowledge of the consequences does notprevent those consequences; employees' skills

will still become obsolete.

E Correct. This would ensure that allemployees have the most current occupational knowledge
and skills needed for their jobs

The correct answer is E.
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In virtually any industry, technological improvements increase labor productivity, which is the output of goods
and services per person-hour worked. In Parland's industries, labor productivity is significantly higher than it is in
Vergia's industries. Clearly, therefore, Parland's industries must, on the whole, be further advanced
technologically than Vergia's are.

The argument is most vulnerable to which of the following criticisms?

(A) It offers a conclusion that is no more than a paraphrase of one of the pieces of information provided in its
support.

(B) It presents as evidence in support of a claim information that is inconsistent with other evidence
presented in support of the same claim.

(C) It takes one possible cause of a condition to be the actual cause of that condition without considering any
other possible causes.

(D) It takes a condition to be the effect of something that happened only after the condition already existed.

(E) It makes a distinction that presupposes the truth of the conclusion that is to be established.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Technological improvements in nearly everyindustry increase labor productivity, which is
the output of goods and services per person-hour worked. Because labor productivity is
significantly higher in Parland than Vergia, Parland's industries are, in general, more
technologically advanced than Vergia's.

Reasoning To which criticism isthe argument most vulnerable? Though one factor, such as technological
advancements, may lead to greater labor productivity, it may not be the only such factor,
or even a necessary factor, leadingto great labor productivity. Therefore, the mere fact
that one region's labor is more productive than another's is not sufficient to establish that
the former region is more technologically advanced than the latter region is.

A The conclusion is not merely a paraphrase of the pieces of information provided in its support.
Indeed, the problem with the argument is that the conclusion goes too far beyond what the
premises merit.

B The premises of the argument are not inconsistentwith one another.

C Correct. This accurately describes the flaw in the argument because the reasons given in the
argument for its conclusion would be good reasons only //"there were no other plausible
explanations for Parland's greater labor productivity.

D The argument does not mention howlongParland has had more productive labor, or when
technological improvements would have occurred.

E Neither of the premises contains anything that presupposes the conclusion to be true.

The correct answer is C.
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9. While many people think ofgenetic manipulation of food crops as being aimed at developing larger and larger
plantvarieties, some plant breeders have in fact concentrated on discovering or producing dwarf varieties,
which are roughly half as tall as normal varieties.

Which of the following would, iftrue, most help to explain the strategy of the plant breeders referred to above?

(A) Plant varieties used as food by some are used as ornamentals byothers.

(B) The wholesale prices of a given crop decrease as the supply of it increases.

(C) Crops once produced exclusively for human consumption are often now used for animal feed.

(D) Short plants are less vulnerable to strong wind and heavy rains.

(E) Nations with large industrial sectors tend to consume more processed grains.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Some plant breeders have concentrated on discovering or producingcertain species of
food crop plants to be roughly half as tall as normalvarieties.

Reasoning Why would someplantbreeders concentrate on discovering orproducing smaller varieties of
certainfoodcrops? Presumably these breeders would not seek smallervarieties of plant
crops unless the smaller size conveyed some benefit. If short plants were lessvulnerable
to strong wind and heavy rains, they would be apt to be more productive, other things
being equal. Plant breeders would have reason to try to discover or produce such hardier
varieties.

A This statement doesn't indicate whether those who use the plants as ornamentals desire shorter
varieties.

B At most this suggests that higher productivity is not as muchof an advantage as it otherwise
would be. But there is nothing in the passage that indicates that smaller varieties would be more
productive than normal-sized plants.

C No reason is given for thinking that smaller varieties of plants are more conducive to use for
animal feed than are larger varieties.

D Correct. This answer choice is correct because—unlike the other choices—it helps explain why
smaller plantvarieties could sometimes be preferable to larger varieties. A plant that is less
vulnerable to windand rain is apt to suffer less damage. This is a clear advantage that would
motivate plant breeders to try to discover or producesmallervarieties.

E This has no direct bearing on the question posed. Processed grains are not even mentioned in the
passage, let alone linked to smaller plant varieties.

The correct answer is D.
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10. Traverton's city council wants to minimize the city's average yearly expenditures on its traffic signal lights and so
is considering replacing the incandescent bulbs currently in use with arrays of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as the
incandescentbulbs burn out. Compared to incandescent bulbs, LED arrays consume significantly less energy
and cost no more to purchase. Moreover, the costs associated with the conversion of existing fixtures so as to
accept LED arrays would be minimal.

Which of the following would it be most useful to know in determining whether switching to LED arrays would be
likely to help minimize Traverton's yearly maintenance costs?

(A) Whether the expected service life of LED arrays is at least as long as that of the currently used
incandescent bulbs

(B) Whether anycities have switched from incandescent lights in their traffic signals to lighting elements other
than LED arrays

(C) Whether the company from which Traverton currently buys incandescent bulbs for traffic signals also sells
LED arrays

(D) Whether Traverton's city council plans to increase the number of traffic signal lights in Traverton

(E) Whether the crews that currently replace incandescent bulbs inTraverton's traffic signals know how to
convert the existing fixtures so as to accept LED arrays

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation The citycouncil ofTraverton is considering replacing burned-out incandescent traffic
signal lightswith LED arrays. The LED arrays consume less energy than incandescent
bulbs do while costing no more than those bulbs. Further, the cost of converting existing
fixtures to acceptLED arrays would be minimal.

Reasoning What would it be most important to know indetermining whether the switch to LEDs would
minimize the citysyearly maintenance costs? LEDs cost no more than incandescent bulbs,
and they consume less energy. This suggests that the overallcost of LEDs is lower than
that of incandescent bulbs. Is there any circumstance under which the costs associated
with LEDs might be higher? They might be higher if more LEDs than incandescent
bulbs had to be purchased everyyear—and that would be necessary if LEDs burn out
more quickly than incandescent bulbs do.

A Correct. Unless the answer to this question were yesrather than no, the switch to LED arrays
would not help minimize Traverton'syearlymaintenance costs. So it is essential to know the
answer to this question in order to determine whether switchingto LEDs would help.

B The existence of another possible alternative to incandescent lights does not haveany bearing on
the questionof whether switchingfrom incandescent lights to LEDs would help.

C Thesource from which Traverton acquires its lights, be theyincandescent or LEDs, is unimportant.
D Increasing the number of traffic signallights in Travertonwould probably increase the city's

yearly maintenance costs, but it woulddo so regardless of whether those lights use LEDs or
incandescent bulbs.

E Since the goal of switchingto LED arrays is to help minimize yearly expenditures on
maintenance, a potential one-time cost—that of trainingworkers to convert the existing
fixtures—is not relevant. Further, it is not necessarily thecase that thecrews that currently
replace the incandescent bulbs would be the ones converting the existing fixtures—and even if
they were, the accountof the plan states that conversion costswould be minimal.

The correct answer is A.
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11. The Maxilux car company's design for its new luxury model, the Max 100, included a special design for the tires
thatwas intended to complement the model's image. The winning bid for supplying these tires was submitted by
Rubco. Analysts concluded that the bid would only just coverRubco's costs on the tires, but Rubco executives
claim that winning the bid will actually make a profit for the company.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly justifies the claim made by Rubco's executives?

(A) In any Maxilux model, the spare tire is exactly the same make and model as the tires that are mounted on
the wheels.

(B) Rubco holds exclusive contracts to supply Maxilux with the tires for a number of other models made by
Maxilux.

(C) The production facilities for the Max 100 and thosefor the tires to be supplied by Rubco are located very
near each other.

(D) When people who have purchased a carefully designed luxury automobile need to replace a worn part of
it, they almost invariably replace it with a part of exactly the same make and type.

(E) When Maxilux awarded the tire contract to Rubco, the only criterion on which Rubco's bid was clearly
ahead of its competitors' bids was price.

Argument Construction

Situation Rubco wona bid for supplying tires for the Max 100,a newluxury model byMaxilux.
Thebidwould barely cover the costof the tires, but Rubco executives claim that winning
the bid will be profitable.

Reasoning What woidd support the executives' claim? Rubco is not expected to make a profit from
supplying the tires for the new cars, sowe must look for some other way that Rubco
could derive a profit as a result of winning the bid. If by winning the bid Rubco created
an inevitable market for itself in replacement tires—on which Rubco could earn a
profit—then the executives' claim maybe justified.

A We have already been told that the bid is expected to barely cover the costs of supplying the tires
on the newcars, so the analysts mentioned in the passage have presumably already taken into
account that there is a sparetire supplied for the Max 100.

B Ifwinning the bid led Rubco to win more exclusive contracts with the Maxilux, that might help
support the executives' claim. But this statementindicates only that Rubco already has several
exclusive contracts to supply Maxiluxwith tires, not that winning the bid has led to, or will lead
to, more such contracts, which is what would be needed.

C As in answer choice (A), this is relevant to the costsof supplyingthe tires for the Max 100, but
presumably this was taken intoaccount by the analysts when theyconcluded that the bidwould
barely cover Rubco's costson the tires.

D Correct. This indicates that bywinning the bid Rubco has createda wayto profitfrom the
contract with Maxilux, specifically, by creating a market for replacement tires.

E This is likely one of the reasons that Rubco's bidonly just covers the Rubco's costs on the tires; it
does nothing tojustifythe executives' claims that the bidwill lead to a profit for Rubco.

The correct answer is D.
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12. Which of the following most logically completes the passage?

Most bicycle helmets provide good protection for the top and back ofthe head, but little or no protection for the
temple regions on the sides ofthe head. Astudy of head injuries resulting from bicycle accidents showed that a
large proportion were caused by blows to the temple area. Therefore, ifbicycle helmets protected this area, the
risk of serious head injury in bicycle accidents would be greatly reduced, especially since

(A) among the bicyclists included in the study's sample of head injuries, only a verysmall proportion had been
wearing a helmet at the time of their accident

(B) even those bicyclists who regularly wear helmets have a poor understanding of the degree and kind of
protection that helmets afford

(C) a helmet that included protection for the temples would have to be somewhat larger and heavier than

current helmets

(D) the bone in the temple area is relatively thin and impacts in that area are thus very likely to cause brain
injury

(E) bicyclists generally land on their arm or shoulder when they fall to the side, which reduces the likelihood of
severe impacts on the side of the head

Argument Construction

Situation Bicycle helmets protect the top and back of the head, but not the sides or temples.
A study found that a large proportionof head injuries causedby biking accidents
were caused by blows to the temple area.

Reasoning Why would the risk ofserious head injury in bicycle accidents begreatly reduced ifbicycle helmets
protected the temple regions? If for some reason a serious head injury is particularly likely
when there is impact to the temple area, then bicyclehelmets that protect that area would
be apt to reduce the number of serious head injuries from bicycle accidents. One such
reason is that the bone in the temple area is relatively thin.

A This point is irrelevant because it gives us no information about the seriousness or the likelihood of
injuries due to impact to the temple area.

B Whether bicyclists who regularly wearhelmets have a good understanding of what protection
their helmets afford is not relevant as to whether serious head injuries areparticularly likely to
occur from impact to the temple area.

C Thispoint is relevant onlyto what a helmet that protected the temple area would be like, not to
the seriousness of injuries resulting from impact to that area. If anything, this point counts as a
reason against the conclusion, notfor it. If such helmets are heavier and larger, they may be used
less than theyotherwise would be. If fewer helmets areused, then improvements to helmet design
will have lessof an effect in reducing serious head injuries.

D Correct. This statement provides a reason why the temple area ofthe rider's head needs protection:
impacts to this area are very likely to cause brain injuries.

E This is largely irrelevant. Even if it suggests that head injuries do not generally result from
bicyclists falling to the side, it does not indicate that such injuries are rare or that there is not great
risk ofserious injury in those cases in which there is impact to the temple area.

The correct answer is D.
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13. In order to reduce the number of items damaged while in transit to customers, packaging consultants
recommended that the TrueSave mail-order company increase the amount of packing material so as to fill any
empty spaces in its cartons.Accordingly, TrueSave officials instructed the company's packers to use more
packing material than before, and the packers zealously acted on these instructions and used as much as they
could. Nevertheless, customer reports of damaged items rose somewhat.

Which of the following, if true, most helps to explain why acting onthe consultants' recommendation failed to
achieve its goal?

(A) The change in packing policy led to an increase in expenditure on packing material and labor.

(B) When packing material is compressed too densely, it loses some of its capacityto absorb shock.

(C) The amount of packing material used in a carton does not significantly influence the ease with which a
customer can unpack the package.

(D) Most of the goods that TrueSave shipsare electronic products that are highly vulnerable to being
damaged in transit.

(E) TrueSave has lost some of its regular customers as a result of the high number of damaged items they
received.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Mail-order company TrueSave wants to reduce the number of items damaged while in
transit to customers. Packaging consultants recommended that to achieve this goal, the
companyshould use morepackingmaterial to fill empty spaces in its cartons.The
company's packers began using as much packingmaterial as they could,yet reports of
damaged items rose rather than fell.

Reasoning What would help explain why the company's acting on the recommendation didnot achieve its
goal? The recommendation involved increasing the amountof packing material, so there
must have been something about that increase that led to more damage. More damage
would be likelyto result if stuffingmorepackingmaterial into shipping boxes made the
packaging less effective.

A An increase in expenditure on packing material and labor might affect the company's
profitability, but it would have no effect on whether items were damaged in transit.

B Correct. This statement adequately explains why more items, rather than fewer, were damaged in
transit.

C Ifcustomerswere able to remove their itemsjust as easilyfrom boxes filled with more packing
materialas from boxes usingless packing material, the itemswouldbe unaffected by an increase
in the amount of packing material used.

D The kind ofgoods TrueSave ships most frequently is not relevant to the question ofwhy
increasing the amount ofpacking material failed to reduce the number of items damaged in
transit, since they most likely shipped this same kind ofgoodsboth before and after making the
recommended change.

E The loss of regular customers helps explain why TrueSave turned to the packaging consultants for
help, but it does not help explain why those consultants' recommendation failed to reduce the
number of items damaged in transit.

The correct answer is B.
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14. Wood smoke contains dangerous toxins that cause changes in human cells. Because wood smoke presents such
a high health risk, legislation is needed to regulate the use of open-air fires and wood-burning stoves.

Which of the following, if true, provides the most support for the argument above?

(A) The amount of dangerous toxins contained inwood smoke is much less than the amount contained in an
equal volume of automobile exhaust.

(B) Within the jurisdiction covered by the proposed legislation, most heating and cooking is done with oil or
natural gas.

(C) Smoke produced by coal-burning stoves is significantly more toxic than smoke from wood-burning stoves.

(D) No significant beneficial effect on air quality would result if open-air fires were banned within the
jurisdiction covered by the proposed legislation.

(E) In valleys where wood is used as the primary heating fuel, the concentration of smoke results in poor
air quality.

Argument Construction

Situation Wood smoke is hazardous, so restrictive legislation is needed.

Reasoning Which pointsupports the needfor legislations'The argument for legislation is based on the
position that wood smoke is hazardous to people's health. Any evidence of physical
harm resulting from wood smoke supports the argument that legislation is needed.
Undoubtedly, poor air quality caused by a high concentration of wood smoke presents
just such a health risk.

A If wood smoke were as dangerous ascarexhaust, this mightsupport the ideaof regulating it just as
exhaust emissions are regulated; but this statement tells us it is less dangerous.

B This point suggests less of a needfor legislation.

C This information provides no support for the idea that the use ofwood-burning stoves should be
regulated.

D The lack ofbenefit from banning open-air fires is a point against the legislation.
E Correct. This supports the argument in favor of legislation.

The correct answer is E.
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15. Acertain automaker aimsto increase its market share by deeply discounting its vehicles' prices for the next
several months. The discounts will cut into profits, but because they will be heavily advertised the manufacturer
hopes that they will attract buyers away from rival manufacturers' cars. In the longer term, the automaker
envisions that customers initially attracted bythe discounts may become loyal customers.

In assessing the plan's chances of achieving its aim, it would be most useful to know which of the following?

(A) Whether the automaker's competitors are likely to respond by offering deep discounts on their own
products

(B) Whether the advertisements will be created bythe manufacturer's current advertising agency

(C) Whether some of the automaker's models will be more deeply discounted than others

(D) Whether the automaker will be able to cut costs sufficiently to maintain profit margins even when the
discounts are in effect

(E) Whether an alternative strategy might enable the automaker to enhance its profitability while holding a
constant or diminishing share of the market

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation An automaker is planning to offer deep discounts on its vehicles' prices in order to
increase its market share. The automaker's profit margins will be reduced by this action.
Byadvertising the discounts, the automaker hopes to attract customers who might
otherwisebe inclined to buy rival manufacturers' cars.These customers would ideally
then develop loyalty to the automaker's cars.

Reasoning What would it be most useful toknow in assessing whether offe?-i?ig deep discounts will enable
the automaker to increase its marketshare?To achieve an increase in market share, the
automaker would have to take customers away from other automakers. Under what
circumstances would other automakers be able to retain their customers, if those
customers are more likely to purchase cars from automakers that offerdeep discounts
(and then remain loyal to those automakers)? The other automakers might try to retain
their customers by matching the discounts. Thusit would be useful to know whether the
other automakers would indeed offer such discounts.

A Correct. If the answer to this question were yes, the plan would probably not achieve its aim of
increasing market share. If the answer were no, the plan would have a good chance of succeeding.

B Since there is no information about the effectiveness of the automaker's current advertising, it
would not be useful to know whether the same advertisingagencywill produce the ads
publicizing the discount.

C Knowing whether some models will be more deeply discounted than others might help in
assessing which ofthe automaker's models will sell best, butitwould not help in assessing the
overallchance of the automaker increasing its market share.

D Thediscounts the automaker plans to offer willcut intoprofits, according to the information
given, so thequestion ofwhether the automaker can maintain profit margins while thediscounts
are in effecthas already been answered.

E While it might be useful to the automaker to know about alternative strategies, such knowledge
does not help in assessing the likelihood that the plan under discussion will achieve itsaim.

The correct answer is A.
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16. In Washington County, attendance at the movies is just large enough for the cinema operators to make modest
profits. The size ofthe county's population is stable and is notexpected to increase much. Yet there are
investors ready to double the number of movie screens in the county within five years, and theyare predicting
solid profits both for themselves and for the established cinema operators.

Which of the following, if true about Washington County, most helps to provide a justification for the investors'
prediction?

(A) Over the next ten years, people in their teenage years, the prime moviegoing age, will be a rapidly growing
proportion of the county's population.

(B) As distinct from the existing cinemas, most of the cinemas being planned would be located in downtown
areas, in hopes of stimulating an economic revitalization of those areas.

(C) Spending on video purchases, as well as spending on video rentals, has been increasing modestly each
year for the past ten years.

(D) The average number of screens per cinema is lower among existing cinemas than it is among cinemas still
in the planning stages.

(E) The sale of snacks and drinks in cinemas accounts for a steadily growing share of most cinema operators'

profits.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Movie attendance in Washington County is large enough (though barely so) to allow the
cinemas to make a modest profit. The county's population is expected to remain
approximately the same. Despite this, investors wish to double the number of movie
screens in the county. Theyexpectboth that the new screens will be profitable and that
the established cinemaoperators will continue to maintain their profits.

Reasoning Whatpiece ofinformation would most helpjustify the investors' expectation? To make twice
the number of movie screens profitable, movie attendance in Washington County would
have to increase. But how could this happen, given that the county's population is not
expected to change? Clearly, some people in Washington County will need to go to the
movies more often than they do now. This might happen if some of the population of
Washington County were to age into a demographic that is likely to go to the movies
more frequently.

A Correct. This statement tellsus that over the next ten years, a largerproportion of the population
will probably be moviegoers and this could significantly increase movie attendance in
Washington County.

B While stimulating downtown revitalization is a worthy goal, this does not help explain why more
people would be likely to go to the movies in Washington County. Further, it raises the question
ofwhether theaters in a revitalized downtown would draw business away from theaters in other
locations, thus reducing the established cinema operators' profits.

C This provides a reason to doubt the investors' prediction, because if spending on videos is
increasing, people are probablyless likelyto see movies in movie theaters.

D Regardless of how many screens each new cinema has relative to the established cinemas, none of
them will beprofitable if they cannot attract sufficient numbers ofcinemagoers.

E Cinemas' profitability depending on theirsales ofsnacks anddrinks does not explain why more
people wouldgo to the cinemain the first place.

The correct answer is A.
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17. Hollywood restaurant is replacing some of its standard tables with tall tables and stools. The restaurant already
fills every available seat during its operating hours, and the change in seating arrangements will not result in an
increase in the restaurant's seating capacity. Nonetheless, the restaurant's management expects revenue to
increase as a result of the seating change without any concurrent change in menu, prices, or operating hours.

Which of the following, if true, provides the best reason for the expectation?

(A) One of the taller tables takes up less floor space than one of the standard tables.

(B) Diners seated on stools typically do not linger over dinner as long as diners seated at standard tables.

(0 Since the restaurant will replace only some of its standard tables, it can continue to accommodate
customers who do not care for the taller tables.

(D) Few diners are likely to avoid the restaurant because of the new seating arrangement.

(E) The standard tables being replaced by tall tables would otherwise have to be replaced with new standard
tables at a greater expense.

Argument Construction

Situation Hollywood restaurant is replacing some of its tableswith taller tables and stools, and the
management expects this will increase revenue, despite the fact that the restaurant
already fills all of its available seats and that this change will not increase seating
capacity. Furthermore, there will not be any change in menu, prices, or operating hours.

Reasoning What would strongly support the management's expectation? Since the newseating will not
increase the restaurant's seatingcapacity, the management's expectations must be based
on a belief that the change to taller tables and stools will somehow change diners'
behavior, perhaps by leading them to order more food, or to stayat their tables for a
shorter time, thereby allowing the restaurant to serve more diners during its operating
hours without increasing seatingcapacity. If diners seatedat tall tables and on tall stools
spendless time lingeringover their dinners, then they will leave sooner, opening up the
tables for more diners. Because the restaurant, before the change, already fills every
available seat during its operatinghours, it is reasonable to think that it will be able to
serve more diners than it currently does, thereby selling more food and thus increasing
revenue.

A This would be relevant if we could infer from it that seating capacitywill increase. However, the
passage indicates that the newseatingarrangement will not result in greatercapacity.

B Correct. Because the restaurant will be able to serve more meals during its operating hours, the
restaurant's revenue can be expected to increase.

C This may indicate that the restaurant is less likely to alienate customers who do not care for tall
tables and stools, but that only supports the claim that the restaurant will not lose customers and
therefore lose revenue; it does not indicate that the restaurant will see revenue increase.

D Again, this merely indicates that there will notbe a loss—or much loss—ofrevenue, not that there
will be an increase in revenue.

E Less expensive tables will decrease the restaurant's costs, but it will not increase the restaurant's
revenue.

The correct answer is B.
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18. Hunter: Many people blame hunters alone for the decline in Greenrock National Forest's deer
population over the past ten years. Yet clearly, black bears have also played an important role in this
decline. In the past ten years, the forest's protected black bear population has risen sharply, and examination of
black bears found dead in the forest during the deer hunting season showed that a number of them had recently
fed on deer.

In the hunter's argument, the portion in boldface plays which of the following roles?

(A) It is the main conclusion of the argument.

(B) It is a finding that the argument seeks to explain.

(C) It is an explanation that the argument concludes is correct.

(D) It provides evidence in support of the main conclusion of the argument.

(E) It introduces a judgment that the argument opposes.

Argument Construction

Situation The hunter claims that hunters have been identifiedby many people as the sole cause of
the decline in Greenrock National Forest's deer population. But the hunter argues that
blackbears have also contributed to the deer population decline. Blackbears are
protected and have increased in number, and they havebeen found to have fed recently
on deer.

Reasoning What role in the argument isplayed by the hunter's statement that manypeople blame hunters
alonefor the decline in the nationalforest's deerpopulation? In this statement, the hunter
claims that manypeople have judged hunters responsible for the decline. Thehunter then
goes on to offer evidence supporting a different judgment: that hunters are not solely
responsible, but that black bears are also to blame.

A The hunter's main conclusion is that black bears have also contributed to the decline in the deer
population.

B The argument seeks to offer a reason for the finding that the deer population has declined, not
the finding that people blamehunters for that decline.

C The hunter does not conclude that blaming hunters for the decline in the deer population is
correct; rather, the hunter suggests that black bears shouldalsobe blamed.

D The hunter believes that hunters are not solely responsible for the decline in the deer population,
sopeople's suggestion that theyare responsible does not support the hunter's main conclusion.

E Correct. The boldfaced statement cites ajudgment that the hunter attributes to many people, and
that thehunter argues is incorrect. The hunter opposes thejudgment that hunters alone are
responsible for the decline in the deer population.

The correct answer is E.
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19. Amajor network news organization experienced a drop in viewership in the week following the airing of a
controversial report on the economy. The network also received a very large number of complaints regarding
the report. The network, however, maintains that negative reactions to the report had nothing to do with its loss
of viewers.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the network's position?

(A) The other major network news organizations reported similar reductions in viewership during the same
week.

(B) The viewers who registered complaints with the network were regular viewers of the news organization's
programs.

(C) Major network news organizations publicly attribute drops in viewership to their own reports only when
they receive complaints about those reports.

(D) This was not the first time that this network news organization has aired a controversial report on the
economy that has inspired viewers to complain to the network.

(E) Most network news viewers rely on network news broadcasts as their primary source of information
regarding the economy.

Argument Construction

Situation A major network news organization aired a controversial report on the economy, and the
following weekthe network's viewership declined. The network claims that the loss of
viewers was not connected with negative reactions to the report.

Reasoning Which statement most strongly supports the network'sposition? If other major news network
organizations had similar drops in viewership, it is implausible to think that the
controversial report accounted for the otherorganizations' drops in viewership. On the
other hand, it is not implausible to suppose that whatever did cause the drop in the
viewership experienced byother network news organizations—e.g., holidays, weather,
popular non-news programming—also had that effect on the organization that ran the
controversial report. Thiswould give some reason to believe that it was not the report
that accounts for the organization's drop in viewership.

A Correct. This statement indicates that something other than the airing of the report could account
for the subsequent drop in the organization's viewership.

B If anything, this statement tends toundermine the network's claim, because it suggests that the
report offended people who otherwise might have continued to watch the organization's
programming.

C Since the network did in fact receive complaints about the report, this statement is irrelevant.
D Thefact that the network has received complaints before about controversial reports on the

economy that the network's news organization has aired tells us nothing about whether this recent
reportcaused a subsequent drop in viewership.

E The fact that viewers turn to networknews broadcasts as their primary source of information
about the economy tells us nothing about whether viewers might stop watching a particular
network news organization's programs as a result ofits airing a controversial report on the
economy.

The correct answer is A.
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20. Physician: The hormone melatonin has shown promise as a medication for sleep disorders when taken in
synthesized form. Because the long-term side effects ofsynthetic melatonin are unknown, however, Icannot
recommend its use at this time.

Patient: Your position is inconsistent with your usual practice. You prescribe many medications that you know have
serious side effects, so concern about side effects cannot be the real reason you will not prescribe melatonin.

The patient's argument is flawed because it fails to consider that

(A) the side effects of synthetic melatonin might be different from those of naturally produced melatonin

(B) it is possible that the physician does not believe that melatonin has been conclusively shown to be effective

(C) sleep disorders, if left untreated, might lead to serious medical complications

(D) the side effects of a medication can take some time to manifest themselves

(E) known risks can be weighed against known benefits, but unknown risks cannot

Argument Evaluation

Situation The physician refuses to prescribe synthetic melatonin to treat sleep disorders despite this
medication's promise. The reasonthe physician offers for this refusal is that the long-term
side effects of synthetic melatoninare unknown. The patient responds that because the
physician prescribes other medications that are known to have serious side effects, it
cannot be a concern for synthetic melatonin's side effects that is prompting the physician's
refusal to prescribe that medication.

Reasoning What does thepatient's argumentfail to consider? The patient says that the inconsistency in the
physician's positionlies in the physician's unwillingness to prescribe synthetic melatonin
coupled with a willingness to prescribe other medications that are known to have serious
side effects. But notice that the physician does not saythat synthetic melatonin has serious
side effects; rather, the physician points out that the long-termside effects of synthetic
melatonin are unknown. The physician most likely prescribes medications that have serious
side effects because the medications' benefits outweigh the risks posed by their side effects.
In the caseof synthetic melatonin, however, this kind of decision cannot be made.

A The patient's argument has to do with whether the physician's refusal to prescribe synthetic
melatonin is consistent with the physician's usualprescription practices. The questionof whether
naturallyproduced melatonin has different side effects than synthetic melatonin has no bearing
on that argument.

B It is quite reasonable for the patient's argument not to mention this possibility, especially since the
physician expresses a beliefthat synthetic melatonin maybe effective—but expresses no belief
about whether or not it has been conclusively shown to be effective.

C Awareness that sleep disorders can lead to serious medical complications most likely prompts the
patient's desire for treatment—but the patient's not mentioning this possible consequence ofsleep
disorders does not indicate a flaw in the argument.

D The patient makes clear that the physician prescribes medications that have serious side effects-,
the time those side effects take to manifest themselves is not relevant to the argument.

E Correct. The patient's argument isflawed in failing to consider this key difference between
known risks and unknown risks. If the patient had considered this key difference, the patient
would have realized that the physician's position is not at all inconsistent, and that the physician's
refusal to prescribe isgenuinely based on a concern about an unknown risk.

The correct answer is E.
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21. In recent years, many cabinetmakers have been winning acclaim as artists. But since furniture must be useful,
cabinetmakers must exercise their craft with an eye to the practical utilityof their product. For this reason,
cabinetmaking is not art.

Which of the following is an assumption that supports drawing the conclusion above from the reason given for
that conclusion?

(A) Some furniture is made to be placed in museums, where it will not be used by anyone.

(B) Some cabinetmakers are more concerned than others with the practical utility of the products they
produce.

(C) Cabinetmakers should be more concerned with the practical utility of their products than they
currently are.

(D) An object is not an art object if its maker pays attention to the object's practical utility.

(E) Artists are not concerned with the monetary value of their products.

Argument Construction

Situation Cabinetmaking is not art because furniture must be madewith an eye to its usefulness.

Reasoning What assumption ismade in the argument? The argument claims that cabinetmakers, when
making furniture, must take usefulness into account. It concludes that cabinetmakingis
not art. However, the reasoning has a gap: Some information that is not explicitly stated
is needed to make the argument succeed. This need for additional information can be
met, at least in part, byaddingan assumption such as this: Nothing created with a view
to its usefulness is a work of art.

A The destination of the object after its creation is not the issue.

B The extent to which some cabinetmakers actually consider utilityis irrelevant, since the reasoning
claims that utility must be considered in the successful manufacture offurniture.

C The argument primarily concerns truly successful cabinetmaking, whether it is artornot, and the
role utility plays in (successful) cabinetmaking. It does not address the issue ofwhether ornot
current cabinetmakers give adequate consideration to utility orwhether or not today's
cabinetmakers produce trulysuccessful and useful furniture.

D Correct. This option, unlike the other four, provides information that helps fill the gap in the
argument.

E The issue of monetary value is not raised at all in the argument.

The correct answer is D.
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22. Only a reduction of 10 percent in the number of scheduled flights using Greentown's airport will allow the delays
that are so common there to be avoided. Hevelia airstrip, 40 miles away, would, if upgraded and expanded, be
an attractive alternative for fully 20 percent of the passengers using Greentown airport. Nevertheless, experts
reject the claim that turning Hevelia into a full-service airport would end the chronic delays at Greentown.

Which of the following, iftrue, most helps to justify the experts' position?

(A) Turning Hevelia into a full-service airport would require not only substantial construction at the airport
itself, but also the construction of new access highways.

(B) Asecond largely undeveloped airstrip close to Greentown airport would be a more attractive alternative
than Hevelia for manypassengers who now use Greentown.

(C) Hevelia airstrip lies in a relatively undeveloped area butwould, if it became a full-service airport, be a
magnet for commercial and residential development.

(D) If an airplane has to waitto land, the extra jet fuel required adds significantly to the airline's costs.

(E) Several airlines use Greentown as a regional hub, so that most flights landing at Greentown have many
passengers who then take different flights to reach their final destinations.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation To avoid the delays now common at Greentown's airport, the number of scheduled
flights there would need to be reduced by 10 percent. If the nearby Hevelia airstrip were
expanded and upgraded, it would be an attractive alternative for 20 percent of
Greentown airport's passengers. Still, experts do not believe that the delays at
Greentown would end even if Hevelia were turned into a full-service airport.

Reasoning Which statement most supports the experts'position? If the number offlights at Greentown's
airport did not dropby at least 10 percent, despite the fact that 20 percent of the
passengers who currently use Greentown's airport would find nearbyHevelia airstrip an
attractive alternative, then the delays would not be avoided. Airlines generallyuse certain
airports as regional hubs—an airport through which an airline routes most of its traffic—
so, even if manypassengers would be willingto useHevelia airstrip, the number of
flights at Greentown may not decline significantly, or at all.

A The experts'position concerns what wouldhappen to the flight delays at Greentown airport ifthe
Heveliaairstrip were converted into a full-service airport. So the fact that there are great costs
involved in making such a conversion—possibly making such a conversion unlikely—has no
bearing on the effects such a conversion wouldhave on flight delays at Greentown f^the
conversion were to be carried out.

B This statement indicates that the undeveloped airstrip near Greentown might be a better wayto
alleviate flight delays at Greentown,but it tells us nothing about the effects that converting the
Hevelia airstrip to a full-service airport would have were it to be carried out.

C Thisin noway explains whyconverting the Hevelia airstrip into a full-service airport would not
alleviate the problem with flight delays at Greentown.

D This provides a reason to think that reducing the number of flights at Greentown might make the
airport more efficient. But that has no bearingon the effect that converting the Heveliaairstrip to
a full-service airport might have on flight delays at Greentown.

E Correct. This statement provides support for the experts' position because it gives a reason for
thinking that the number of scheduled flights at Greentown would not be reduced, even if Hevelia
airstrip became an attractive alternative forsome 20 percent of Greentown's passengers.

The correct answer is E.
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23. Male bowerbirds construct elaborately decorated nests, or bowers. Basing their judgment on the fact that
different local populations of bowerbirds of the same species build bowers that exhibit different building and
decorative styles, researchers have concluded that the bowerbirds' building styles are a culturally acquired,
rather than a genetically transmitted, trait.

Which ofthe following, if true, would most strengthen the conclusion drawn by the researchers?

(A) There are more common characteristics than there are differences among the bower-building styles of the
local bowerbird population that has been studied most extensively.

(B) Young male bowerbirds are inept at bower-building and apparently spendyears watching their elders
before becoming accomplished in the local bower style.

(0 The bowers of one species of bowerbird lack the towers and ornamentation characteristic of the bowers
of most other species of bowerbird.

(D) Bowerbirds are found only in New Guinea and Australia, where local populations of the birds apparently
seldom have contact with one another.

(E) It is well known that the song dialects of some songbirds are learned rather than transmitted genetically.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Male bowerbirds of the same species but living in different habitats build nests ofwidely
varying styles. Researchers conclude that this nest-buildingbehavior is culturally
acquired rather than genetically transmitted.

Reasoning What evidence supports the researchers' conclusion? The researchers base their conclusion
upon the different styles of nests and probably the assumption that the nestswould all be
similar if the bower-building behavior was only transmitted through the genes of the
species. What would lend support to this reasoning? Ifyoung male bowerbirds have no
inherent aptitude for nest building and must learn it overa period of years bywatching
older male bowerbirds, then the argument that bowerbirds acquire their nest-building
preferences culturally rather than geneticallyis strengthened.

A The greaternumberof similarities than differences in style in one population couldbe attributed
to either cultural acquisitionor genetic transmission, so the conclusion is not strengthened.

B Correct. Compared with the other options, this information provides the most additional
support for the researchers' conclusion.

C The cited differences are among populations of the same species; differences between speciesare
outside the scope of the conclusion.

D Since no information is given about the nest-building styles of these populations (whether or not
they are of the same species), the fact that they havelittle contact neither strengthens nor
weakens the conclusion.

E This statementprovides an example of learnedbird behavior, and so provides a little additional
support for the conclusion, but not as much additional support as does answer choice (B).

The correct answer is B.
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24. Plan: Concerned about the welfare of its senior citizens, the government of Runagia decided two years ago to
increase by 20 percent the government-provided pension paid to all Runagians age sixty-five and older.

Result: Many Runagian senior citizens are no better off financially now than they were before the increase.

Further information: The annual rate of inflation since the pension increase has been below 5 percent, and the
increased pension has been duly received by all eligible Runagians.

In light of the further information, which of the following, if true, does most to explain the result that followed
implementation of the plan?

(A) The majority of senior citizens whose financial position has not improved rely entirely onthe government
pension for their income.

(B) The Runagian banking system is so inefficient that cashing a pension check can take as much as three
weeks.

(C) The prices of goods and services that meetthe special needs of many senior citizens have increased at a
rate much higher than the rate of inflation.

(D) The pension increase occurred at a time when the number of Runagians age sixty-five and older who were
living belowthe poverty level was at an all-time high.

(E) The most recent pension increase was onlythe second such increase in the last ten years.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Two years ago, Runagia's government attempted to improve senior citizens' welfare by
increasing senior citizens' pensions by 20 percent. Unfortunately, many of those senior
citizens' welfare did not improve. Thisresult occurred despite inflation being relatively
low—below 5 percent—and all appropriate people receiving their increased pensions.

Reasoning What would do most to explain why many ofRunagia's senior citizens are no better offthan
they were before theirpensions increased? Many ofRunagia's senior citizens were not helped
by receiving more money. Clearly, these seniorcitizens used nearly20 percent more
money than theydid before to maintain the same standardof living. Usually, this could
be explained by highinflation—but the further information informs us that the annual
rate of inflationwaswell below the percentage of the pension increase. The annual rate of
inflation is, however, an average calculated overa large number of goods and services.
The prices of some goods and services rise more than the pricesof other goods and
services. It could be the case that the goods and services senior citizens need are those
that have risen most in price. If this were the case, their pension increase could have been
insufficient to raise their standard of living.

A Regardless of what someone relies on for their income, a 20 percent increase in that income
would be expected to raise that person's standardof living.

B The 20 percent increase in pensions occurred two years ago. Whatever problems a three-week
delay in the cashing of pension checks caused would be unlikely to persist over two years.

C Correct.Thisstatement properly identifies a reason why the plan's result was that many Runagian
senior citizens were no better off than they were before the increase.

D Even ifit were true that an all-time high number of Runagians over sixty-five were living below
the poverty line at the time of the pension increase, it would still be expected that such an
increasewould leave them better off financially than they were before the increase.

E Regardless of how many pension increases there were in the past, the current 20 percent increase
could reasonably be expected to leave its recipients better off financially than they were before the
increase.

The correct answer is C.
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25. Adrug that is highly effective in treating many types of infection can, at present, be obtained only from the bark
of the ibora, a tree that is quite rare in the wild. It takes the bark of 5,000 trees to make one kilogram ofthe
drug. It follows, therefore, that continued production ofthe drug must inevitably lead to the ibora's extinction.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument above?

(A) The drug made from ibora bark is dispensed to doctors from a central authority.

(B) The drug made from ibora bark is expensive to produce.

(C) The leaves of the ibora are used in a number of medical products.

(D) The ibora can be propagated from cuttings and grown under cultivation.

(E) The ibora generally grows in largely inaccessible places.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The extinction of the rare ibora treeis inevitable if production of an effective infection-
fighting drug continues.

Reasoning Whichpointmost weakens the argument? The productionof the drug requires such an
enormous amount of bark that, the argument concludes, the continuing existence of
the rare tree is in jeopardy. But the argument assumes that killing the trees in the wild
is the onlywayto obtain the needed bark. Can the tree be cultivated? If so, the majority
of the trees in the wild could be left to flourish.

A The method of the drug's distribution is irrelevant, unless the central authoritycan limit the
drug's production from the bark ofwild ibora trees. But this information is not provided.

B The costof producing the drug does not affect the outcome for the tree unless it deters
production.

C The existence of uses for other parts of the tree opens the possibility that the ibora-bark drug
would cause no increase in destruction of trees other than what exists already. If this information
were provided, it would weaken support for the conclusion. Since it is not provided, this option
does not significantly weaken the argument.

D Correct. This information most weakens the argument.

E Difficultyofaccess to the trees could provide a disincentive to their harvesting—but we are not
told that it would prevent their harvesting.

The correct answer is D.
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26. When a polygraph test is judged inconclusive, this is no reflection on the examinee. Rather, such a judgment
means that the test has failed to show whether the examinee was truthful or untruthful. Nevertheless, employers
will sometimes refuse to hire a job applicant because of an inconclusive polygraph test result.

Which of the following conclusions can most properly be drawn from the information above?

(A) Most examinees with inconclusive polygraph test results are in fact untruthful.

(B) Polygraph tests should not be used byemployers in the consideration of job applicants.

(C) An inconclusive polygraph test result is sometimes unfairly held against the examinee.

(D) Apolygraph test indicating that an examinee is untruthful can sometimes be mistaken.

(E) Some employers have refused to consider the results of polygraph tests when evaluating job applicants.

Argument Construction

Situation Employers sometimes refuse to hire job applicants because of inconclusive polygraph
tests, even though inconclusive tests reveal only the failure of the test itself to determine
the truthfulness or untruthfulness of the person tested.

Reasoning What conclusion can be drawnfrom this information? Inconclusive polygraphresults do not
reveal anything about the person tested; they reveal only the failure of the polygraph test.
Nevertheless, employers may choose not to hire an applicant whose polygraph test has
had an inconclusive result. It is reasonable to conclude that these employers unfairly treat
the lackof firm polygraph results as counting against the candidate—not against the
polygraph test.

A This statement makes a judgment that is explicitly contradicted in the passage, which states that
an inconclusive polygraph result is no reflection on the examinee.

B This sweeping conclusion is not aswell supported by the passage as is answerchoice (C).The
passage discusses only inconclusive polygraph results.

C Correct. Given the information in the passage, one can infer that inconclusive polygraph tests are
sometimes used unfairly againstjob applicants—if one makes the reasonable assumption that
judging a job applicant unsuitable is unfair if the judgment is based merely on the failure of a
particular technique to provide reliable evidence.

D The passage is concerned onlywith inconclusive tests, not cases when the polygraph test is
mistaken.

E Information about employers who do not consider polygraph tests is irrelevant to the discussion.

The correct answer is C.
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27. For similar cars and comparable drivers, automobile insurance for collision damage has always cost more in
Greatport than in Fairmont. Police studies, however, show thatcars owned by Greatport residents are, on
average, slightly less likely to be involved in a collision than cars in Fairmont. Clearly, therefore, insurance
companies are making a greater profit on collision-damage insurance in Greatportthan in Fairmont.

In evaluating the argument, it would be most useful to compare

(A) the level of traffic congestion in Greatport with the level of traffic congestion in Fairmont

(B) the cost of repairing collision damage in Greatport with the cost of repairing collision damage in Fairmont
(0 the rates Greatport residents pay for other forms of insurance with the rates paid for similar insurance by

residents of Fairmont

(D) the condition of Greatport's roads and streets with the condition of Fairmont's roads and streets

(E) the cost of collision-damage insurance in Greatport and Fairmont with that in other cities

Argument Evaluation

Situation A particular kind of insurance, that for collision damage, costs more in Greatport than in
Fairmont.The cars of Greatport residents are, however, less likely to be involved in
collisions than are cars of Fairmont residents. So insurance companies mustbe makinga
greater profit on collision-damage insurance in Greatport than in Fairmont.

Reasoning What would it help to consider in evaluating the argument? Insurance companies would
make greater profits on collision-damage insurance in Greatport than they make in
Fairmont if they pay out less money in response to Greatport residents' claims than they
do in response to Fairmont's residents' claims. That Greatport residents' cars are involved
in fewer collisions than are Fairmont's residents' cars supports this—if there are fewer
collisions overall, then the insurance companies might payout less moneyoverall. But
the number of collisions is only one factor contributing to how much money an insurance
company paysout in response to claims; another factor is the amount of damage inflicted
on the cars involved in collisions and how much it costs to repair that damage. These
costs would need to be considered before concluding that insurance companies' profits on
collision-damage insurance are greater in Greatport than in Fairmont.

A The level of traffic congestion probably contributes to the frequency of collisions in each town.
The information given, however, includes the statementthat Greatport cars are lesslikely to be
involved in collisions than are Fairmontcars. Why this occurs—whether, for example, traffic
congestion is a contributory factor—is not relevant.

B Correct. This is clearly a factor that would affect the profitabilityof insurance in the two
towns—and is therefore highly relevant to evaluatingthe argument, especially its conclusion.

C The argument's conclusion is about insurance companies' profits on collision-damage insurance
alone, so other types of insurance, and the rates paid for them, are not relevant.

D The condition of the roads and streets in each town probably contributes to the frequency of
collisions in each town. The information given, however, includes the statement that Greatport
cars are less likely to be involved in collisions than are Fairmont cars. Why this is so—whether,
for example, the condition of the roads is a contributory cause—is not relevant.

E Since the argument isconcerned solely withcollision-insurance costs and profits in Greatport and
Fairmont, comparing the costof insurance in those towns with the costof insurance elsewhere
would provide no useful insight.

The correct answer is B.
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28. Last year a record number of new manufacturing jobs were created. Will this year bring another record? Well, a
new manufacturing job iscreated either within an existing company or by the start-up ofa new company. Within
existing firms, new jobs have been created this year at well below lastyear's record pace. At the same time,
there is considerable evidence that the number of new companies starting up will be no higher this year than it
was last year, and surely the new companies starting up this year will create no more jobs per company
than did last year's start-ups. Clearly, itcan be concluded that the number of new jobs created this year
will fall short of last year's record.

In the argument given, the two portions in boldface play which of the following roles?

(A) The first is a prediction that, if accurate, would provide support for the main conclusion of the argument;
the second is that main conclusion.

(B) Thefirst is a prediction that, ifaccurate, would provide support for the main conclusion of the argument;
the second is a conclusion drawn in order to support that main conclusion.

(C) The first is an objection that the argument rejects; the second is the main conclusion of the argument.

(D) The first is an objectionthat the argument rejects; the second presents a conclusion that could be drawn
if that objection were allowed to stand.

(E) The first is a claim that has been advanced in support of a position that the argument opposes; the second
is a claim advanced in support of the main conclusion of the argument.

Argument Construction

Situation The question posed iswhether thisyear will, like lastyear, see a record number ofnew
manufacturing jobs. Among the evidence presentedis the assertion that any new
manufacturing job is created byan existing company or as part of the start-up of a new
company. Newjobs have been created byexisting firms at a slower pace than last year. It
is unlikelythat more new companies will be started up this year than were started last
year; further, the argument suggests that this year's new companies are unlikely to create
morejobs per companythan did last year's newcompanies. For all these reasons, the
argument concludes, this year's job creationwill not equal that oflast year.

Reasoning What roles do the two portions in boldfaceplay in the argument? The first boldfaced portion
states that this year's new companieswill create no more jobs per company than did last
year's new companies. The speaker does not know this for a fact, since it has not yet
happened; it is thus a prediction. If it turns out to be the case, it would support the idea
that job creation this year will fall short oflast year's—which is, in turn, the conclusion
that the argument reaches.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies the roles played in the argument by the two portions
in boldface.

B This properly identifies the role played in the argument by the first portion in boldface. The
second is, of course, a conclusion, but it is not drawn in order to supportthe main conclusion;
rather, it is the main conclusion.

C This properly identifies the role played by the second portionin boldface. The first portionin
boldface, however, states that companies startingup this year will create no more jobs than last
year's start-ups. The argument does not reject this idea; rather, it relieson it.

D Thefirst portion in boldface states that companies starting up this year will create no more jobs
than last year's start-ups.The argument does not reject this idea; rather, it relies on it. The second
portion in boldface does present a conclusion, but since the first portionis not an objection, any
description that relies on that mischaracterization is in error.

E The second portion in boldface is not merely a claim; it is, rather, the main conclusion of the
argument. The first portion in boldface isa claim, but it is not advanced in support of a position
that the argument opposes; rather, it supports the argument'smain conclusion.

Thecorrect answer isA. 567
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29. The tulu, a popular ornamental plant, does not reproduce naturally, and isonly bred and sold by specialized
horticultural companies. Unfortunately, the tulu is easily devastated by a contagious fungal rot. The government
ministry plans to reassure worried gardeners by requiring all tulu plants to betested for fungal rot before being
sold. However, infected plants less than 30 weeks old have generally notbuilt up enough fungal rot in their
systems to be detected reliably. And many tulu plants are sold before they are 24 weeks old.

Which of the following, if performed bythe government ministry, could logically be expected to overcome the
problem with their plan to test for the fungal rot?

(A) Releasing a general announcement that tulu plants less than 30 weeks old cannot be effectively tested for
fungal rot

(B) Requiring all tulu plants less than 30 weeks old to be labeled as such

(C) Researching possible ways to test tulu plants less than 24 weeks old for fungal rot

(D) Ensuring that tulu plants not be sold before they are 30 weeks old

(E) Quarantining all tulu plants from horticultural companies at which any case of fungal rot has been detected
until those tulu plants can be tested for fungal rot

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation There is a contagious fungal rot that devastates the tulu, a popular ornamental plant.To
reassure worriedgardeners, the government ministry plans to require that tulu plants be
tested for the rot before being sold. However, many tulu plants are soldbefore they are
24 weeks old, yet fungal rot in plants less than 30 weeks old generallycannot be detected
reliably.

Reasoning What could the government ministry do to overcome the problem? The problem arises from
the fact that tulu plants are frequently sold before they are 24 weeks old, which is too
soonfor any fungal rot that is present to have built up enough in their root systems to be
detected. Since the goal of the testing is to ensure that infected tulu plants not be sold, an
obvious solution would be to make sure that no plants are soldbeforethey are old enough
for fungal rot to have built up to a detectable level. Thus, tulu plants should not be sold
before they are 30 weeks old.

A Releasing such an announcement would helpovercome the problem if it guaranteed that no one
would buyor sell tulu plantsbefore the plantswere 30 weeks old, but it is far from certain that
such an announcement would guarantee this.

B Since some people may not be aware of the significance of such labeling, such labelingmight have
very little effect.

C There is no guarantee that such research will be successful at reducing the age at which tulu plants
can be reliably tested.

D Correct. If the government ensures that no tulu plants less than 30 weeks of ageare sold, then the
specific problem mentioned in the passage would be overcome.

E Thiswill not help overcome the problem. Such a quarantineprogram might lead horticultural
companies to start selling tulu plants only if they areless than 24 weeks old, thereby minimizing
the chance of quarantine byminimizingthe chance of detection.

The correct answer is D.
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30. The Eurasian ruffe, a fish species inadvertently introduced into North America's Great Lakes in recent years,
feeds on the eggs of lake whitefish, a native species, thus threatening the lakes' natural ecosystem. To help
track the ruffe's spread, government agencies have produced wallet-sized cards about the ruffe. The cards
contain pictures of the ruffe and explain the danger they pose; the cards also request anglers to report any ruffe
they catch.

Which of the following, iftrue, would provide most support for the prediction that the agencies' action will have
its intended effect?

(A) The ruffe has spiny fins that make it unattractive as prey.

(B) Ruffe generally feed at night, but most recreational fishing on the Great Lakes is done during daytime hours.

(C) Most people who fish recreationally on the Great Lakes are interested in the preservation of the lake
whitefish because it is a highly prized game fish.

(D) The ruffe is one of several nonnative species in the Great Lakes whose existence threatens the survival of
lake whitefish populations there.

(E) The bait that most people use when fishing for whitefish on the Great Lakes is not attractive to ruffe.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation The Eurasian ruffe, a species not native to the Great Lakes, is threatening the native lake
whitefish. Government agencies hope that wallet-sized cards identifying the ruffe,
explaining the danger they pose, and asking anglers to report their ruffe catches will help
them track the ruffe's spread.

Reasoning Whatpointwould support the idea that the agencies' action will have its intended effect? The
cards are intended to help government agencies track the ruffe's spread.Theywill be
useful for this purpose only if anglers actually report the ruffe they catch. Thus anything
that increases the odds of anglers' doing such reporting would make it more likelythat
the cards will have their intended effect.

A If ruffe are unattractive asprey, theywillprobably spread more quickly in the Great Lakes. This
will most likely have little effect onwhether the wallet-sized cards will help government agencies
track the ruffe.

B If ruffe feed at night, while fishing isdone in the daytime, it is unlikely that anglers would catch
ruffe. Thus few catches would bereported to government agencies, making it more difficult for
those agencies to track the spread of ruffe.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies a point that supports the prediction that theagencies'
action will have itsintended effect—that is, those who are interested in preserving the lake
whitefish will be likely to report catches ofruffe, which threaten whitefish, thus enabling the
agencies' tracking of the spreadof ruffe.

D That the ruffe is one ofseveral nonnative species threatening the Great Lakes lessens the odds
that thewhitefish will survive, butthis has no effect on the question ofwhether the wallet-sized
cards will help government agencies track the ruffe's spread.

E This would make it likely that anglers would catch few ruffe. If anglers do not catch many ruffe,
there will notbe many to report to government agencies, which would in turn make it more
difficult for those agencies to track the ruffe's spread.

The correct answer is C.
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31. Which of the following most logically completes the argument?

Ferber's syndrome, a viral disease that frequently affectscattle, is transmitted to these animals through infected
feed. Even though chickens commercially raisedfor meat are often fed the type of feed identified as the source
of infection in cattle, Ferber's syndrome is only rarely observed in chickens. This fact, however, does not
indicate that most chickens are immune to the virus that causes Ferber's syndrome, since

(A) chickens and cattle are not the only kinds of farm animal that are typically fed the type of feed liable to be
contaminated with the virus that causes Ferber's syndrome

(B) Ferber's syndrome has been found in animals that have not been fed the type of feed liable to be
contaminated with the virus that can cause the disease

(0 resistance to some infectious organisms such as the virus that causes Ferber's syndrome can be acquired
by exposure to a closely related infectious organism

(D) chickens and cattle take more than a year to show symptoms of Ferber's syndrome, and chickens
commercially raised for meat, unlike cattle, are generally brought to market during the first year of life

(E) the type of feed liable to be infected with the virus that causes Ferber's syndrome generally constitutes a
larger proportion of the diet of commercially raised chickens than of commercially raised cattle

Argument Construction

Situation Certain feed givento cows and to chickens commercially raised for meat is infected with
the virus that causes Ferber's syndrome. Cows are frequently affected by this disease,
while it is rarely observed in chickens. But (fora reason the argument omits) this does
not suggest that chickens are immune to the virus.

Reasoning Whatpoint would most logically complete the argument? How could it be the case
that chickens are infected, yet Ferber's syndrome is only rarely observed in them?The
important point here is that Ferber's syndrome is not observed'in chickens. A disease is
usually observed to be presenton the basis of its symptoms. Thosesymptoms might not
be present, or might notyet be present, in chickens that are infected with the virus. If the
chickens were used for meat before they began showing symptoms, then they would not
be observed to have Ferber's syndrome, but this would not indicate that they were
immune to the virus.

A That other animals are fed the potentially contaminated feed is not relevant to the question of
whether chickens are immune to the virus.

B The idea that there could be a source of the virus other than contaminated feed does not have any
bearingon whether chickens are immuneto the virus.

C Theidea that there is a way for animals to acquire a resistance to the virus that causes Ferber's
syndrome suggests thatsome animals, possibly chickens, might be immune to the virus. This is
the opposite ofwhat the argument is trying to establish.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a pointthat logically completes the argument: It
provides a reason why infected chickens would fail to show symptoms ofFerber's syndrome.

E If chickens' diets contain proportionally more ofthe potentially infected feed than cattle's diets
do, it is even more surprising that Ferber's syndrome is not observed inchickens—far from
providing a reason not to conclude thatchickens are immune to thevirus; this makes it seem
even more likely that they are immune.

The correct answer is D.
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32. Last year the rate of inflation was 1.2 percent, butfor the current year it has been4 percent. We can conclude
that inflation is on an upward trend and the rate will be still higher next year.

Which of the following, iftrue, most seriously weakensthe conclusion above?

(A) The inflation figures were computed on the basis of a representative sample of economic data rather than
all of the available data.

(B) Lastyear a dip in oil prices brought inflation temporarily below its recent stable annual level of 4 percent.

(C) Increases in the pay of some workers are tied to the level of inflation, and at an inflation rate of 4 percent
or above, these pay raises constitute a force causing further inflation.

(D) The 1.2 percent rate of inflation last year represented a 10-year low.

(E) Government intervention cannot affect the rate of inflation to any significant degree.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The rate of inflationwas 1.2 percentlast yearbut is 4 percent in the current year. It is
therefore expected to rise above 4 percent next year.

Reasoning Whatpoint most weakens this conclusion? The conclusion is based on an upward trend that
is derived from data for two years. Data from only two years provide rather weak
evidence of a trend. Additional evidence that provides a context for the annual inflation
rates during the most recent two-yearperiod will promote a more solid evaluationof this
prediction of next year's inflationrate. If inflation has recentlybeen stable at 4 percent,
and the temporary drop the previous year is accounted for by lower oil prices, then the
basis for the prediction seems quite weak.

A As long as the sample was representative, the figures should be accurate. This point does not
weaken the conclusion.

B Correct. This statement suggests that the 1.2 percent inflation rate is an unusual occurrence in
recent years. Especially because the dip below the stable 4 percent ratewas temporary, this
unusualoccurrence cannot be used as the basis for predicting a trend.

C This statement explains oneprocess bywhich inflation increases and tends to support the
conclusion that inflation will continue to rise.

D This information implies, for example, that two years ago, the inflation rate was higher than
1.2 percent. This raises the possibility (without stating it) that last year and theyear preceding
marka trend of declining inflation (and that the current year's 4 percent is an aberration).
However, if the inflation rate two years ago was only slightly higher than 1.2 percent (for
example, 1.25 percent), then it would be difficult to regard these twonumbers as signaling a
trend ofdeclining inflation. We do nothave enough information here to regard this as a
significant weakener. The information is sufficient tojustify a little doubt about the argument's
conclusion—but not at allspecific enough to undermine the argument's conclusion as much as
does answer choice (B).

E The failure ofgovernment intervention toaffect the rate ofinflation could be seen to support, not
weaken, the conclusion.

The correct answer is B.
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33. Which of the following most logically completes the argument below?

Although the number of large artificial satellites orbiting the Earth is small compared to the number of small
pieces of debris in orbit, the large satellites interfere more seriously with telescope observations because of the
strong reflections they produce. Because many of those large satellites have ceased to function, the proposal
has recently been made to eliminate interference from nonfunctioning satellites by exploding them in space.
This proposal, however, is ill conceived, since

(A) many nonfunctioning satellites remain in orbit for years

(B) for satellites that have ceased to function, repairingthem while they are in orbit would be prohibitively
expensive

(0 there are no known previous instances of satellites' having been exploded on purpose

(D) the only way to make telescope observations without any interference from debris in orbit is to use
telescopes launched into extremely high orbits around the Earth

(E) a greatly increased number of small particles in Earth's orbit would result in a blanket of reflections that
would make certain valuable telescope observations impossible

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Many large artificial satellites orbitingearth no longerfunction. Reflections from these
satellites interfere with telescope observations. A proposal has been made to eliminate
this interference by exploding these satellitesin space.

Reasoning Why is the proposal illconceived? If exploding the large artificial satellites—thereby
creating a large amount of debris—would result in an increase in interference with
telescope observation, the proposal would be self-defeating, and therefore would be ill
conceived.

A The fact that many nonfunctioning satellites remain in orbit for years would seem to make the
proposal more attractive. If large nonfunctioning artificial satellites generally do not remain in
orbit for years—e.g., if theyfall out of orbit—then there might be no need to explode the satellites.
Therefore this statement is not correct.

B This statement, too, makes the proposal more attractive—the opposite ofwhat is called for. If
nonfunctioning satellites cannot berepaired, then that eliminates one possible reason for not
blowing them up.

C The fact that there are no known instances of intentional explosions of satellites does not showthat
the plan is ill conceived. At most this might suggest that the consequences ofsuch an explosion
are notwell understood, but even that is notvery strongly suggested. For instance, if large artificial
satellites have accidentally blown up, scientists may have studied the results and have good reason
to believe that no ill-effects will result from exploding the satellites.

D This is not acogent reason for thinking the proposal to be illconceived. Even if the proposal
would not eliminate all interference withground based telescopes, it mightstillgreatly reduce
interference.

E Correct. If exploding large nonfunctioning satellites would lead to more interference, then we
have a reason to think that the proposal is ill conceived.

The correct answer is E.
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34. Thyrian lawmaker: Thyria's Cheese Importation Board inspects all cheese shipments to Thyria and rejects
shipments not meeting specified standards. Yet only 1 percent is ever rejected. Therefore, since the health
consequences and associated economic costs of not rejecting that 1 percent are negligible, whereas the
board's operating costs are considerable, for economic reasons alone the board should be disbanded.

Consultant: Idisagree. The threat of having their shipments rejected deters manycheese exporters from
shipping substandard product.

The consultant responds to the lawmaker's argument by

(A) rejecting the lawmaker's argument while proposing that the standards according to which the board
inspects imported cheese should be raised

(B) providing evidence that the lawmaker's argument has significantly overestimated the cost of maintaining
the board

(C) objecting to the lawmaker's introducing into the discussion factors that are not strictly economic

(D) pointing out a benefit of maintaining the board, which the lawmaker's argument has failed to consider

(E) shifting the discussion from the argument at hand to an attack on the integrity of the cheese inspectors

Argument Construction

Situation The Thyrian lawmaker argues that the Cheese Importation Board should be disbanded,
because its operating costs are high and it rejects only a small percentage of the cheese it
inspects. The consultant disagrees, pointing out that the board's inspections deter those
who export cheese to Thyria from shippingsubstandard cheese.

Reasoning What strategy does the consultant use in the counterargument? The consultant indicates to the
lawmaker that there is a reason to retain the board that the lawmaker has not considered.

The benefit the board provides is not that it identifies a great deal of substandard cheese
and rejects it (thus keeping the public healthy), but that the possibility that their cheese
could be found substandard is what keeps exporters from attempting to export low-
quality cheese to Thyria.

A The consultant does reject the lawmaker's argument, butthe consultant does notpropose higher
standards. Indeed, in suggesting that the board should be retained, the consultant implies that
the board's standards are appropriate.

B The consultant does not provide any evidence related to the board's cost.
C The only point the lawmaker raises that is not strictly economic is about the health consequences

of disbanding the board, but the consultant does not address this point at all.
D Correct. This statement properly identifies thestrategy the consultant employs in hisor her

counterargument. The consultant points out that the board provides a significant benefit that the
lawmaker did not consider.

E The consultant does not attack the integrity ofthe cheese inspectors; to the contrary, the
consultant says that their inspections deter the cheese exporters from shipping substandard
cheese.

The correct answer is D.
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35. Which of the following best completes the passage below?

The computer industry's estimate that it loses millions ofdollars when users illegally copy programs without
paying for them is greatly exaggerated. Most of the illegal copying is done by people with no serious interest in
the programs. Thus, the loss to the industry is quite small, because

(A) many users who illegally copy programs never find any use for them

(B) most people who illegally copy programs would not purchase them even if purchasing them were the only
way to obtain them

(0 even if the computer industry received all the revenue it claims to be losing, it would still be experiencing
financial difficulties

(D) the total market value of all illegal copies is low in comparison to the total revenue of the computer
industry

(E) the number of programs that are frequently copied illegally is low in comparison to the number of
programs available for sale

Argument Construction

Situation The computer industry's estimate of itslosses due to illegally copied programs is
exaggerated—and actually quite small—because most of the illegal copying is done by
peoplewho are not greatly interested in the programs.

Reasoning Why would the loss tothe industry be said to be small? The industry's loss due to illegal
copying of programs must be evaluated in terms of the sales lost; the actual loss to the
industry is directly related to the legitimate sales opportunities that have been lost.
Would the people illegally copying the programs buy them if they could not otherwise
obtain them? If it were true that most of them have no serious interest in theprograms, they
would be unlikely to purchase them. In this case, few sales would be lost and the loss to
the industry could be consideredsmall.

A What users do (ordo not do)with programs once they have them does not help to showthat the
loss to the industry is small.

B Correct. This information provides a reason supporting the claim that the industry has not lost
potential sales.

C The greaterfinancial difficulties of the industrydo not help to showthat the loss incurred because
of the illegally copied programs is small.

D This comparison is faulty: The loss is not beingconsidered in the contextof total industry
revenues but in the context of total salesof programs.

E This information does not provide a good reason for the claim that the loss to the industry is
small. Even if the number of programs frequently copied is low, the number of copies made from
each program might be huge (for the mostpopularprograms).

The correct answer is B.
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36. The growing popularity of computer-based activities was widely expected to result in a decline in television
viewing, since it had been assumed that people lack sufficient free time to maintain current television-viewing
levels while spending increasing amounts of free time on the computer. That assumption, however, is evidently
false: In a recent mail survey concerning media use, a very large majority of respondents who report increasing
time spent per week using computers report no change in time spent watching television.

Which of the following would it be most useful to determine in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether a large majority of the survey respondents reported watching television regularly

(B) Whether the amount of time spent watching television is declining among people who report that they
rarely or never use computers

(C) Whether the type of television programs a person watches tends to change as the amount of time spent
per week using computers increases

(D) Whether a large majority of the computer owners in the survey reported spending increasing amounts of
time per week using computers

(E) Whether the survey respondents' reports of time spent using computers included time spent using
computers at work

Argument Evaluation

Situation The argument is intended to debunk the assumption that people lack sufficient free time
to maintain television-viewing levels while spending increasing amounts of free time on
the computer. To do so, it cites a survey of media use in which a large majorityof
respondents who spend increasing amounts of time using computers also claim to have
not altered the amount of time they spend watching television.

Reasoning What would it be most useful to know in order to evaluate the argument? The argument uses
the survey results to claim that people have enough free time to both maintain their
television viewing levels and spend increasing amounts of free time on the computer. But
the survey, as reported here, did not address whetherpeople are spendingthzirfree time
on the computer; the respondents reported increasing time spent per week using
computers. Since the argument is about free time, it is important to know whether this is
actually what the respondents were reporting.

A The argument is concerned with the change in the amount of television watched by those whose
computer use increased, sowhether the survey's respondents reported watching television
regularly is irrelevant.

B The argument is concerned with the change in the amount of television watched by those whose
computer use has increased, so it does notmatter whether the amount of timespent watching
television among people who do notuse computers isdeclining, remaining the same, or
increasing.

C The argument is concerned with the amount oftelevision watched by those whose computer use
has increased, not the type of television programs such a person does or does not watch.

D The argument here isconcerned with people who report spending increasing amounts of time on
the computer; what computer owners do is a separate question.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies something that would be useful to know inevaluating
the argument: whether the survey data included time spent using computers at work—if it did,
this would make the data misleading as evidence for the argument's conclusion.

The correct answer is E.
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37. In the last decade there has been a significant decrease in coffee consumption. During this same time, there
has been increasing publicity about the adverse long-term effects on health of the caffeine in coffee.
Therefore, the decrease in coffee consumption must have been caused by consumers' awareness of the
harmful effects of caffeine.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously calls into question the explanation above?

(A) On average, people consume 30 percent less coffee today than they did 10 years ago.

(B) Heavy coffee drinkers may have mild withdrawal symptoms, such as headaches, for a day or so after
significantly decreasing their coffee consumption.

(C) Sales of specialty types of coffee have held steady as sales of regular brands have declined.

(D) The consumption of fruit juices and caffeine-free herbal teas has increased over the past decade.

(E) Coffee prices increased steadily in the past decade because of unusually severe frosts in coffee-growing
nations.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The decrease in coffee consumption in the last decade can be explained by consumers'
increased awareness of the detrimental effects of the caffeine in coffee.

Reasoning Whatpoint weakens this explanation? A conclusion offering an explanation for some
occurrence may be weakened whenanother explanation at leastas compelling as the
original is offered. Coffee consumption may have decreased over the decade for some
reason other than consumers' awareness of the adverse health effects of caffeine. If the

price ofcoffee hasincreased in the same period that consumption has decreased, then
the decrease maywell be the resultof consumers' attention to price rather than their
attentionto health. Higher prices would offer a good alternative explanation that would
weaken the original explanation.

A This point merely tells us how much coffee consumption has decreased; it does not make the
explanation offered in the conclusion any less likely to be correct.

B Withdrawal symptoms would occur only after decreased consumption has occurred and so
cannot explain why the decrease occurred.

C Suppose that the specialty coffees that had their sales hold steady were all caffeine-free coffees;
note that nothing rules thisout. If this were the case, the explanation would remain plausible.

D An increase in the consumption of these drinks could plausibly be the result ofsome coffee
drinkers switching to these drinks toavoid the negative effects ofcaffeine.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies a plausible alternative explanation and therefore
undermines the given explanation.

The correct answer is E.
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38. Which of the following best completes the passage below?

When the products ofseveral competing suppliers are perceived by consumers to be essentially the same,
classical economics predicts that price competition will reduce prices to the same minimal levels and all
suppliers' profits to the same minimal levels. Therefore, if classical economics is true, and given suppliers'
desire to make as much profit as possible, it should be expected that

(A) in a crowded marketwidely differing priceswill be charged for products that are essentially the same as
each other

(B) as a market becomes less crowded as suppliers leave, the profits of the remaining suppliers will tend to
decrease

(C) each supplier in a crowded market will try to convince consumers that its product differs significantly from
its competitors' products.

(D) when consumers are unableto distinguish the products in a crowded market, consumers will judge that
the higher-priced products are of higher quality

(E) suppliers in crowded markets will have more incentive to reduce prices and thus increase sales than to
introduce innovations that would distinguish their product from their competitors' products

Argument Construction

Situation Classical economics holds that prices and profits are minimal when consumers perceive
the products of competing suppliers to be the same.

Reasoning According to classical economics, what strategy are suppliers most likely to use to maximizeprofits
insuch a situation?'The given information states that the force drivingprices and profits
down in this caseis the consumers' perception that the competing products are essentially
the same. It is reasonable to assume that, with prices already at minimal levels, it is not
possible to lower them any more. What can be done? The suppliers' most likelystrategy
would then be to change the consumers' perceptionof their products. It can be expected
that an individualsupplier would try to convince consumers that its product greatly
differs from (and is certainlypreferable to) the productsof its competitors.

A According to classical economics, prices willbe reduced bycompetition to the same minimal levels
as long as the products areperceived by consumers to be essentially the same, and nothing indicates
that they will not be; therefore there is no reason to believe that prices will differ widely.

B The passage discusses the conditions of a crowded market, not a market that is becomingless
crowded.

C Correct. This statement properly suggests that the most likely strategyfor any one supplier in
a crowded market is convincing consumers that its product isvery different from those of its
competitors.

D According to classical economics,prices will be reduced to the same minimal levels when consumers
are unable to distinguish among the products; therefore none of the productswill be priced
higher than any others.

E The passage gives no indication ofwhat classical economics says about the attractiveness to
suppliers of reducingprices versus introducinginnovations.

The correct answer is C.
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39. Which of the following most logically completes the argument?

Sviatovin is a medieval Moringian textwhose author and exact date ofcomposition are unknown. However, the
events in the life of Prince Sviatov that the text describes occurred in 1165, and in the diagram of Sviatov's
family that accompanies the text his father, who died in 1167, is identified as still living. Thus Sviatovin must
have been written between 1165 and 1167, assuming that

(A) the life of Prince Sviatov is notthe subject ofany other medieval Moringian texts

(B) the author of Sviatovin intended it to provide as accurate a report about Prince Sviatov's exploits as
possible

(C) the diagram accurately represents the composition of Sviatov's family at the time Sviatovin was written

(D) Sviatovin is the earliest Moringian text whose composition can be dated to within a few years

(E) Sviatovin was not written by Sviatov's father himself

Argument Construction

Situation A medieval Moringian text was written about Prince Sviatov. It is not known exactly
when the textwas written, but the events described in it occurred in 1165 and a diagram
in the text indicates that Sviatov's father—who died in 1167—was alive at the time it was

composed.

Reasoning What completion ofthe blank wouldprovide the best reasonfor believing the argument's
conclusions'The argument's conclusion is that the book Sviatovin was written between
1165 and 1167. The reasoning given is this: It could not have been written before 1165
because it includes events that took place in that year. It could not have been written after
1167because Sviatov's father died in that year. A diagram in the book suggests he was
alive when the book was written. Was the diagram correct in that suggestion? The
argument depends on assuming that it was.

A The argument focuses on one text and its date of composition. The argument does not need to
make any assumptions about other texts.

B The argument does not assume this. Issues about the accurate reporting of Sviatov's exploits (or
about the author's intention to report them accurately) are irrelevant to the argument,which
hinges on the accuracy of the diagram that accompanies the text. The diagram does not report
Sviatov's exploits.

C Correct. The reasoning in the argument assumes that the diagram was correct in representing the
Prince's father as still livingwhen the text was composed. If his fatherwas not livingwhen the
text was written, then the information that his father actually died in 1167 is no guarantee that the
text was composedby then.

D See the explanation for answer choice (A) above. The degree ofprecision withwhich scholars have
succeeded in dating other Moringian texts is entirely irrelevant.

E The conclusion concerns when Sviatovin waswritten and not by whom it was written. If, contrary
to answer choice (E), it were known that the author was Sviatov's father, this would actually
provide strong support for the argument's conclusion. Thus answer choice (E) does not provide a
good reason for the argument's conclusion.

The correct answer is C.
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40. Crowding on Mooreville's subway frequently leads to delays, because it is difficult for passengers to exit from
the trains. Subway ridership is projected to increase by 20 percent over the next 10 years. The Mooreville
Transit Authority plans to increase the number of daily train trips by only 5 percentover the same period.
Officials predictthat this increase is sufficient to ensure that the incidence of delays due to crowding does not
increase.

Which of the following, iftrue, provides the strongest grounds for the officials' prediction?

(A) By changing maintenance schedules, the Transit Authority can achieve the 5 percent increase in traintrips
without purchasing any new subway cars.

(B) The Transit Authority also plans a 5 percent increase in the number of bus trips on routes that connect to
subways.

(C) For most commuters who use the subway system, there is no practical alternative public transportation
available.

(D) Most of the projected increase in ridership is expected to occur in off-peak hours when trains are now
sparsely used.

(E) The 5 percent increase in the number of train trips can be achieved without an equal increase in Transit
Authority operational costs.

Argument Construction

Situation Ridership on the Mooreville subway, which often experiences delays due to crowding, is
expected to increase 20 percentoverthe next 10 years. Despite plans to increase the
number of daily trains only 5 percent during those 10 years, officials predict that delays
due to crowding will not increase.

Reasoning What wouldprovide the strongest groundsfor the officials'prediction that delays due tocrowding
will not increase? Delays due to crowding probably would increase if the extra 20 percent
total ridership occurred at typicallybusy times, even if the total 5 percent increase in the
number of daily trains were to occur at those typically busy times. The increases in daily
trains would clearly not be enough to absorb the extra ridership. If the increase in
ridershipwere to occur at other times of day, however, perhapswhen the subway trains
were less crowdedoverall, the system would be able to absorb the extra passengers
without an increase in delays due to crowding.

A While this supports the ideathat the Transit Authority can economically increase the number of
train trips, it provides no information about whether the trains will be crowded.

B Increasingthe number of bus trips on routes that connect to subways would be likely to lead to
more people to ride the subways. This makes it less likely that the officials' prediction—that
delays due to overcrowdingwill not increase—will turn out to have been accurate.

C This suggests that subway ridership will remain high, and thus that delays caused by
overcrowding will continue.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a situation in which the officials' prediction is likely
to turn out to have been accurate. The ridership willbe increasing during times when more
passengers will not create delays, since theywill merely fill emptyseats on existing trains.

E While this supports the idea that theTransit Authority caneconomically increase the number of
train trips, it provides no information about whether the trains will be crowded.

The correct answer is D.
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41. Installing scrubbers in smokestacks and switching to cleaner-burning fuel are the two methods available to
Northern Power for reducing harmful emissions from its plants. Scrubbers will reduce harmful emissions more
than cleaner-burning fuels will. Therefore, by installing scrubbers, Northern Power will be doing the most that
can be done to reduce harmful emissions from its plants.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

(A) Switching to cleaner-burning fuel will not be more expensive than installing scrubbers.

(B) Northern Power can choose from among various kinds of scrubbers, some of which are more effective
than others.

(0 Northern Power is not necessarily committed to reducing harmful emissions from its plants.

(D) Harmful emissions from Northern Power's plants cannot be reduced more by using both methods together
than by the installation of scrubbers alone.

(E) Aside from harmful emissions from the smokestacks of its plants, the activities of Northern Power do not
cause significant air pollution.

Argument Construction

Situation A power plant can reduce emissions by installingscrubbers and also by switching to
cleaner-burning fuel; installing scrubbers reduces emissions more than switching fuels.
By installing scrubbers, the companyis doing the most that it can do.

Reasoning What assumption does the argument depend on? The assumption will be a statement that has
to be true in order for the argument's premises to provide a solid reason for believing its
conclusion. Here, the conclusion that the company is doing the most that it can do is
basedon believing that choosing one or the other of the two options will be more
effective than choosing both options together. This argument assumes, then, that
installing the scrubbers alone is just as effective as both installing scrubbers and
switching to cleaner-burning fuel.

A The relative costs of the two optionsindicate nothing aboutwhether by installingscrubbers the
company will have done the most that it can to reduce harmful emissions.

B Even if the company installs the mostefficient scrubbers, it maybe that there is more that
Northern Power could do to reduce harmful emissions.

C Even if the company isfully committed to reducing harmful emissions, it could be that installing
scrubbers is the most it can do to reduce harmful emissions.

D Correct. If harmful emissionscould be reducedeven more by using both methods, then
installing scrubbers alone will not be the most that the company can do to reduce harmful
emissions.

E Even if this were not assumed and the company's other activities did cause significant air
pollution, it could still be that installing scrubbers is the most that the company can do to reduce
harmful emissionsjrrow itsplants; perhaps any ofitsother activities that do cause significant air
pollution have nothing to do with its plants—for example, pollution coming from trucks the
company uses.

The correct answer is D.
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42. Trancorp currently transports all its goods to Burland Island by truck. The only bridge over the channel
separating Burland from the mainland is congested, and trucks typically spend hours in traffic. Trains can reach
the channel more quickly than trucks, and freight cars can be transported to Burland by barges that typically
cross the channel in an hour. Therefore, to reduce shipping time, Trancorp plans to switch to trains and barges
to transport goods to Burland.

Which ofthe following would be most important to know in determining whether Trancorp's plan, if implemented,
is likely to achieve its goal?

(A) Whether transportation bytrain and barge would be substantially less expensive than transportation by
truck

(B) Whether there are boats that can make the trip between the mainland and Burland faster than barges can

(C) Whether loading the freight cars onto barges is very time consuming

(D) Whether the average number of vehicles traveling overthe bridge into Burland has been relatively constant
in recent years

(E) Whether most trucks transporting goods into Burland return to the mainland empty

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Transporting goods to Burland Island by trucktakes many hours, because the trucks
must take the congested single bridge that reaches the island. Trains can get goods to the
channel separating Burland from the mainland more quickly than trucks can, and the
freight carscan then be loaded ontobarges that can cross the channel in an hour.
Trancorp plans to reduce shipping time byswitching from trucks to trains and barges.

Reasoning What would it be most important to know in determining whether Trancorp will achieve its
goal ofreducing shipping time? Trancorp's plan could fail to reduce shipping time if there
were some aspect of the new shippingprocess, involving the trains and the barges, that
took more time than anticipated.

A The goal of Trancorp's plan is to reduce shippingtime. This might lowercosts—but whether or
not it does so is not directly relevant to whether or not the plan'sgoal is achieved.

B Trancorp's plan involves the use of barges. If some boats can make the trip between the mainland
and Burland faster than barges can, that might be something to consider for the future, but it has
nothing to do with whether the current plan will reduce shipping time.

C Correct. This statementproperly identifies somethingthat would be important in determining
whether Trancorp's plan for reducing shippingtime will achieve its goal—that is, whether loading
the freight carsonto the barges will use up all the time saved by not using trucks.

D Regardless of variation in traffic, the bridge, accordingto the information provided in the passage,
is congested and typically causes trucking delays. Given this information, the degree ofvariation
is not helpful in evaluating Transcorp's plan.

E The state of the trucks returning to the mainlandhas nothing to do with whether Trancorp's plan
for reducing shipping time will achieve its goal.

The correct answer is C.
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43. Some anthropologists study modern-day societies of foragers in an effort to learn about our ancient
ancestors who were also foragers. Aflaw in this strategy is that forager societies are extremely varied.
Indeed, any forager society with which anthropologists are familiar has had considerable contact with
modern, non-forager societies.

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the criticism made above of the anthropologists' strategy?

(A) All forager societies throughout history have had a number of important features in common that are
absent from other types of societies.

(B) Most ancient forager societies either dissolved or made a transition to another way of life.

(C) All anthropologists study one kind or another of modern-day society.

(D) Many anthropologistswho study modern-day forager societies do not draw inferences about ancient
societies on the basis of their studies.

(E) Even those modern-day forager societies that have not had significant contact with modern societies are
importantly different from ancient forager societies.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Studying contemporary foraging societies in order to understand ancient foragers is
flawed because forager societies are so widelyvaried and also because the contemporary
foragers have had so much contact with modern societies.

Reasoning Whichpointweakens this argument? The argument rejects the comparison of modern-day
foraging societies to ancient ones because of the variety of existing forager societies and
because the modern-dayforagers have been in contactwith other modern cultures. What
situationwould support making this comparison? What if modern-dayforagers remain
similar to ancient foragers because of nonchanging features of foraging societies
throughout history? If these are features that are not shared with other cultures, then the
argument that anthropologists cannot learn about ancient foragers by studying their
modern counterparts is weakened.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies the factor that weakens the argument: A comparison
could well be a valuable source of understanding if all foraging societies are shownto share
certain features not found in other societies.

B This pointslightly strengthens, rather than weakens, the argument.
C This point does not address the issue of comparing a modern society to an ancient society.
D The reason for this couldbe that these anthropologists knowthat such a comparison is not useful;

thus this point does not weaken the argument.

E This pointstrengthens, ratherthan weakens, the argument.

The correct answer is A.
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44. Contrary to earlier predictions, demand for sugarcane has not increased in recent years. Yet, even though prices
and production amounts have also been stable during the last three years, sugarcane growers lastyear
increased their profits by more than 10 percent overthe previous year's level.

Any of the following statements, if true about last year, helps to explain the rise in profits EXCEPT:

(A) Many countries that are large consumers ofsugarcane increased their production of sugarcane-based
ethanol, yet their overall consumption of sugarcane decreased.

(B) Sugarcane growers have saved money onwages by switching from paying laborers an hourly wage to
paying them by the amount harvested.

(C) The price of oil, the major energy source used by sugarcane growers in harvesting their crops, dropped
by over 20 percent.

(D) Many small sugarcane growers joined together to form an association of sugarcane producers and began
to buy supplies at low group rates.

(E) Rainfall in sugarcane-growing regions was higher than it had been during the previous year, allowing the
growers to save money on expensive artificial irrigation.

Argument Construction

Situation Eventhough demand forsugar cane has not increased, and although prices and
production amounts have been stable, sugarcane growers experienced a 10 percent rise
in profits last year.

Reasoning Which piece ofinformation does NOThelp to explain the rise in profits? All the answer
choices will show a reason that profits rose except one. Consider each one to determine
which situation would NOT be likelyto contribute to increased profits. Any changes that
lowered costs for the sugarcane growers WOULD be able to contribute to a rise in their
profits. On the other hand, if it is true that many historically large consumers of
sugarcane reduced their overall consumption last year, then the lower demand for
sugarcane would be unlikelyto drive increases in profits. Such a decrease in total
consumptionwould be morelikely to driveprices and profits down than up.

A Correct. This statement properlyidentifies a factor that does not explain a rise in profits; it
indicates a drop in consumption among certain countries without indicating a corresponding
increase in consumption elsewhere or anydecreases in costsfor growers.

B Saving money on wageswould lowercosts and thus contribute to a rise in profits.

C Saving money on oilwould lower costs and thus contribute to a rise in profits.
D Saving money on supplies bought at a lower rate would lower costs and thus contribute to a rise

in profits.

E Saving money on irrigation would lower costs and thus contribute to a rise in profits.

The correct answer is A.
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45. Which ofthe following most logically completes the argument below?

Davison River farmers arecurrently deciding between planting winter wheat this fall or spring wheat next spring.
Winter wheat and spring wheat are usually about equally profitable. Because of new government restrictions
on the useofDavison River water for irrigation, peracre yields for winter wheat, though not for spring wheat,
would be much lower than average. Therefore, planting spring wheat will be more profitable than planting winter
wheat, since

(A) the smaller-than-average size ofa winter wheat harvest this year would not be compensated for by higher
winter wheat prices

(B) new crops of spring wheat must be planted earlier than the time at which standing crops ofwinter wheat
are ready to be harvested

(0 the spring wheat that farmers in the Davison River region plant is well adapted to the soil of the region
(D) spring wheat has uses that are different from those of winter wheat

(E) planting spring wheat is more profitable than planting certain other crops, such as rye

Argument Construction

Situation Farmers in the Davison River region must choose between plantingwinterwheat in the
fall and planting spring wheatnextspring. Thecrops tend to be equally profitable. This
year's winterwheat crop yield is likely to belower than average. The springwheat yield
should not be lower than average. Thus, for these reasons (plus one that the argument
omits), springwheat will be more profitable than winter wheat.

Reasoning Whichpointwould logically complete the argument? What would ensure spring wheat's
profitability over winter wheat? Since the yield per acre of winter wheat is likely to be
lower than usual, there will most likelybe lesswinter wheat to sell. Winter wheat could
match its usual profitability if the price farmers receive for it were to rise. If its price does
not rise, however, it is unlikely to match its usual profitability. It would thus be unlikely
to match spring wheat's profitability.

A Correct. If this is true, it would mean that smaller-than-average winter wheat yieldswould
translate into lower-than-usual profitson winter wheat (whilespring wheat would be as profitable
as winter wheatwould normally be). Thiswould justify the conclusion that springwheat will be
more profitable than winter wheat.

B This provides support for the idea that farmers must choose betweenplanting winter wheat and
planting springwheat, but it does not helpdetermine whichwould be more profitable to plant.

C This does not help explain why spring wheat is likely to be more profitable than winterwheat,
because it gives no information about how well winter wheat is adapted to the soil of the region.

D Thatspring wheat and winterwheat have different uses is not helpful in supporting a conclusion
aboutwhich kind ofwheat will be more profitable. It might help to knowwhich of their uses are
more profitable than others.

E Since the question iswhether it will be more profitable to plant winter wheat or to plant spring
wheat, the fact that spring wheat is more profitable than nonwheat crops is not relevant.

The correct answer is A.
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46. If the county continues to collect residential trash at current levels, landfills will soon be overflowing and
parkland will need to be used in order to create more space. Charging each household a fee for each pound of
trash it puts out for collection will induce residents to reduce the amount of trash they create; this charge will
therefore protect the remaining county parkland.

Which of the following is an assumption made in drawing the conclusion above?

(A) Residents will reduce the amount of trash they put out for collection by reducing the number of products
they buy.

(B) The collection fee will not significantly affect the purchasing power of most residents, even if their
households do not reduce the amount of trash they put out.

(C) The collection fee will not induce residents to dump their trash in the parklands illegally.

(D) The beauty of county parkland is an important issue for most of the county's residents.

(E) Landfills outside the county's borders could be used as dumping sites for the county's trash.

Argument Construction

Situation Landfills will overflow and parkland will have to be used instead if current trash
collection levels continue. Charging fees per pound of trash collected will inhibit trash
growth and protect parkland.

Reasoning What assumption underlies the conclusion? The assumptionwill be a statement that has to
be true in orderfor the argument's premises to provide a solid reason for believing its
conclusion. To reach the conclusion that the planwill protect the parkland, the argument
must assume that county residents will comply with the new fee, reducing both the trash
they generate and the need to convert parkland to landfills. It is assumed that residents
will not resort to some illegal means of avoiding the newfee, and it is certainly assumed
that theywill notcontribute to the destruction ofparklands bydumping trash in them
illegally.

A Even though the fee may indirectly have this effect, the argument need not assume that it will;
perhaps residents will continue to buy as much, butwill make longer use of the product, or
recycle it.

B The argumentwould be strongerif this wereassumed NOT to be true.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies the fact that the argument rests on the assumption
that the fee will notcreate illegal dumping.

D The argument need not assume this, and nothing in the argument indicates that it does.
Financial incentives could be enough tomake the desired outcome happen even if residents are
indifferent to the parkland's beauty.

E The argument assumes that residents will reduce the amount oftrash that they create, not that
theywill find other places to dispose of it.

The correct answer is C.
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47. Certain genetically modified strains of maize produce a powerful natural insecticide. The insecticide occurs
throughout the plant, including its pollen. Maize pollen is dispersed bythe wind and frequently blows onto
milkweed plants that grow near maize fields. Caterpillars of monarch butterfliesfeed exclusively on milkweed
leaves. When these caterpillars are fed milkweed leaves dusted with pollen from modified maize plants, they die.
Therefore, by using genetically modified maize, farmers put monarch butterflies at risk.

Which of the following would it be most useful to determine in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether the natural insecticide is as effective against maize-eating insects as commercial insecticides
typically used on maize are

(B) Whether the pollen of genetically modified maize contains as much insecticide as other parts of these plants

(C) Whether monarch butterfly caterpillars are activelyfeeding during the part of the growing season when
maize is releasing pollen

(D) Whether insects that feed on genetically modified maize plants are likely to be killed by insecticide from
the plant's pollen

(E) Whether any maize-eating insects compete with monarch caterpillars for the leaves of milkweed plants
growing near maize fields

Argument Evaluation

Situation Monarch butterfly caterpillars die when fed milkweed leaves dusted with the pollen of
certain genetically modified strains of maize. A natural insecticide occurs throughout the
maize plant and in its pollen, which blows onto milkweed growing near maize fields.
Caterpillarsof monarch butterflies eat onlymilkweed leaves, so farmers who use this
genetically modified maize are endangering monarch butterflies.

Reasoning What woidd it be most useful to know in evaluating the argument? We knowthat the
caterpillars eat onlymilkweed leaves, butwe do not knowwhen, in the course of their
development, theydo so. Monarch butterflies would be at riskonlyif the caterpillars
were to eat the milkweed leaves when those leaves had maize pollenon them. So it
would be useful to know if the caterpillars eat milkweed leaves when maize pollen is
likely to be present.

A Theargument addresses whether farmers put monarch butterflies at riskbyusing genetically
modified maize. The effectiveness of the natural insecticide that maizeproduces, relative to other
insecticides, is not relevant to determiningwhether monarchbutterflies are being endangered.

B Theamount of insecticide in the restof the plant, asopposed to in its pollen, hasnothing to do
withwhether the use of the maize puts monarch butterflies at risk. All that matters is the amount
of insecticide in the pollen, and weknow that this is sufficient to kill the caterpillars.

C Correct. This question properly identifies something that it would be useful to knowin
evaluating whether monarch butterflies are actually at risk—that is, whether caterpillars will be
eating milkweed leaves whenthose leaves are likely to have pollen on them.

D Since the issue at hand iswhether farmers are endangering monarch butterflies, the question of
the maize pollen's impact onother insects—that is, those thatfeed on maize—is irrelevant.

E Competition from maize-eating insects attracted to the area by the planting ofmaize might
affect the monarch butterfly population, but simply knowing that such insects might compete
with the caterpillars for milkweed leaves does not give any information onwhether they would be
able to compete successfully for those leaves.

The correct answer is C.
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48. Although computers can enhance people's ability to communicate, computer games are a cause of
underdeveloped communication skills in children. After-school hours spent playing computer games are
hours not spent talking with people. Therefore, children who spend all their spare time playing these games
have less experience in interpersonal communication than other children have.

The argument depends on which of the following assumptions?

(A) Passive activities such as watching television and listening to music do not hinder the development of
communication skills in children.

(B) Most children have other opportunities, in addition to after-school hours, in which they can choose whether
to play computer games or to interact with other people.

(C) Children who do not spend all of their after-school hours playing computer games spend at least some of
that time talking with other people.

(D) Formal instruction contributes little or nothing to children's acquisition of communication skills.

(E) The mental skills developed through playing computer games do not contribute significantly to children's

intellectual development.

Argument Construction

Situation Spending after-school hours playingcomputergames does not enhance communication
skills because children are not talking with other people during this time. Children who
spend all their spare time playing computer games do not have as much interpersonal
communication as other children do.

Reasoning What assumption does this argument depend on? The unstated assumption in an argument
will be a statement that has to be true in order for the argument's premises to provide a
solid reason forbelieving its conclusion. Here, playing computer games is said to replace
talking with people. Thus the argument assumes that children who do not spend all their
spare time playingcomputergames instead spend at least some of that time talking with
people.

A This need notbe assumed. The argument is notcommitted to any claim about the effects that
watching television or listening to music mayhave on the development of communication skills
in children.

B The argument is limited to after-school hours or spare time.
C Correct. This statement properly identifies the assumption on which the argument isbased.
D This could be false and the argument could still be sound; perhaps children who spend all their

spare time playing computer games receive no formal instruction.

E This could be false and the argument could still be sound as long as the intellectual development
the games contribute to does notcontribute to the development ofcommunication skills.

The correct answer is C.
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49. Maize contains the vitamin niacin, but not in a form the body can absorb. Pellagra is a disease that results from
niacin deficiency. When maize was introduced into southern Europe from the Americas in the eighteenth century,
it quickly became a dietary staple, and many Europeans who came to subsist primarily on maize developed
pellagra. Pellagra was virtually unknown at that time in the Americas, however, even among people who
subsisted primarily on maize.

Which of the following, iftrue, most helps to explain the contrasting incidence of pellagra described above?

(A) Once introduced into southern Europe, maize became popular with landowners because of its high yields
relative to other cereal crops.

(B) Maize grown in the Americas contained more niacin than maize grown in Europe did.

(C) Traditional ways of preparing maize in the Americas convert maize's niacin into a nutritionally useful form.

(D) In southern Europe many of the people who consumed maize also ate niacin-rich foods.

(E) Before the discovery of pellagra's link with niacin, it was widely believed that the disease was an infection
that could be transmitted from person to person.

Argument Construction

Situation Maize was introduced into southern Europe from the Americas in the eighteenth
century and quicklybecame a dietary staple. Maize contains niacin but not in a form that
the body can absorb.Many Europeans who came to subsist primarily on maize developed
pellagra, a disease that results in niacin deficiency. However, the disease rarely occurred
among people in the Americas who subsisted primarilyon maize.

Reasoning Which statement most helps to explain why Europeans who subsistedprimarily on maize
developedpellagra butpeople in the Americas who subsisted on maize did not? The apparent
cause of the disease in the Europeans who subsisted primarilyon maizewas that they did
not get sufficient niacin in their diets.Maize contains niacin but not in a form that the
human body can absorb without further processing. Theway people in the Americas
prepared maize converted the niacin into a "nutritionally useful form" and that explains
why they were getting enough niacin to prevent pellagra. Although the passage does not
say so, the information it gives somewhat suggests that the Europeans may have lacked
the appropriate traditional preparation methods (e.g., the passage says that maize quickly
became a dietary staple).

A Thefact that maize became popular in Europe does not explain why Europeans subsisting on it
developed pellagraand people in the Americas did not.

B If the niacin in maizecannot be readily absorbed by the body, then the fact that there was more
niacin in the American-consumed maize does little to explain whypeople in the Americas did not
get pellagra.

C Correct. This helps explain the contrast between maize consumers in the Americas and those in
Europe. The people oftheAmericas who subsisted primarily on maize didnot suffer from pellagra;
because ofthe way they prepared maize, subsisting onit didnot lead to a niacin deficiency. Fora
complete explanation, we would also need the information that the European maize consumers had
no preparation methods thatcould make niacin inmaize nutritionally available.

D This answer choice, far from explaining why southern maize-eating Europeans gotpellagra, actually
makes it even more puzzling why they got it, given thatpellagra results from niacin deficiency.

E The question concerns what actually caused pellagra to occur inone population and not inanother.
Answer choice (E) concerns only the beliefs that people hadat one time concerning the causes of
pellagra. So it has no bearing on the explanation that is being sought.

The correct answer is C.
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50. One variety of partially biodegradable plastic beverage container is manufactured from small bits of plastic
bound together bya degradable bonding agent such as cornstarch. Since only the bonding agent degrades,
leaving the small bits of plastic, no less plastic refuse per container is produced when such containers are
discarded than when comparable nonbiodegradable containers are discarded.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the argument above?

(A) Both partiallybiodegradable and nonbiodegradable plastic beverage containers can be crushed
completely flat by refuse compactors.

(B) The partially biodegradable plastic beverage containers are made with more plastic than comparable
nonbiodegradable ones in order to compensate for the weakening effect of the bonding agents.

(C) Manyconsumers are ecology-minded and prefer to buy a product sold in the partially biodegradable
plastic beverage containers rather than in nonbiodegradable containers, even if the price is higher.

(D) The manufacturing process for the partially biodegradable plastic beverage containers results in less
plastic waste than the manufacturing process for nonbiodegradable plastic beverage containers.

(E) Technological problems with recycling currently prevent the reuse as food or beverage containers of the
plastic from either type of plastic beverage container.

Argument Evaluation

Situation One kind of partially biodegradable beverage container produces as much plastic refuse
per container as a nonbiodegradable container does because only the bonding agent, not
the plastic, degrades once the container is discarded.

Reasoning Which pointstrengthens the argument? The information that strengthens the argument will
help rule out a possible objection to the argument. In this case, one possible objection
would be that the partially biodegradable containers might containless plastic given that
the container is made up in part of the degradable bonding agent. So, discovering that
the partially biodegradable containers actually use more plastic than comparable non
biodegradable ones in order to compensate for the weakness of the biodegradable
bonding agent would strengthen the argument.

A Nonbiodegradable plastic containers can be crushed completely flat. Tosay thatbiodegradable
ones can be completely crushed also isperfectly compatible with saying that theycontain less
plastic.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies apoint thatstrengthens the argument by saying that
the container actually produces moreplastic refuse.

C Consumers' preferences are not relevant to the argument about residual plastic.
D The argument is not concerned with waste from manufacturing processes, but only with the

product itself.

E Noreason isgiven to indicate that the inability to reuse the plastic from either type ofcontainer
is related to the amount of plastic in eithercontainer.

The correct answer is B.
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51. Rye sown in the fall and plowed into the soil in early spring leaves a residue that is highly effective at controlling
broad-leaved weeds, but unfortunatelyfor only about forty-five days. No major agricultural crop matures from
seed in as little as forty-five days. Synthetic herbicides, on the other hand, although not any longer-lasting, can
be reapplied as the crop grows. Clearly, therefore, for major agricultural crops, plowing rye into the soil can play
no part in effective weed control.

The argument is most vulnerable to the objection that it fails to

(A) consider that there might be minor, quick-growing crops that do mature inforty-five days or less

(B) identify any alternative method of weed control that could be used instead of the method it rejects

(C) distinguish among the various kinds of synthetic herbicides

(D) allowfor the possibility of combining the two weed-control methods it mentions

(E) allowfor the possibility that plants other than rye, handled the same way, might have the same effect

Argument Evaluation

Situation Broad-leaved weeds can be controlled in the spring for forty-five days by plowingfall-
sown rye into the soil. But major agricultural crops take more than forty-five days to
mature, and the rye-sowing process cannot be repeated. Synthetic herbicides last no
longer than forty-five days, but theycanbe reapplied as necessary. Based on these facts,
it is concluded that plowing rye into the soil cannot be part of effective weed control for
major crops.

Reasoning To what objection is the argument vulnerable? Note that the conclusion of the argument is
emphatic: Plowing rye into the soil can play no part in effective weed control. Does the
argument support this strong a conclusion? The argument fails to address whetherit
would be feasible to use plowed-in rye to control weeds for the first forty-five days of crop
growth, and use applications of herbicide for the restof the growing season. This might
not be the case, but it should be addressed before it is concluded that plowing rye into the
soil cannot he part of effective weedcontrol.

A The argument isconcerned withwhether plowing rye into the soil canbeused inweed control
for major crops, so the existence ofminor crops for which rye could be used, because its weed-
controlling qualities would last throughout theirmaturation, is irrelevant.

B The argument does identify a method ofweed control that canbe used instead ofrye: synthetic
herbicides.

C That there are many types ofsynthetic herbicides is not important to the argument; what is
important is that at least some of them can bereapplied as crops grow.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a possibility that the argument fails to consider.
E The argument is concerned with whether rye can be used to control weeds. That there might be

otherplants that could have the same effect is not relevant.

The correct answer is D.
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52. Most employees in the computer industry movefrom company to company, changing jobs several times in their
careers. However, Summit Computers is known throughout the industry for retaining its employees. Summit
credits its success in retaining employees to its informal, nonhierarchicalwork environment.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports Summit's explanation of its success in retaining
employees?

(A) Some people employed in the computer industry change jobs if they become bored with their
current projects.

(B) A hierarchical work environment hinders the cooperative exchange of ideas that computer industry
employees consider necessary for their work.

(C) Many of Summit's senior employees had previously worked at only one other computer company.

(D) In a nonhierarchical work environment, people avoid behavior that might threaten group harmony and
thus avoid discussing with their colleagues any dissatisfaction they might have with their jobs.

(E) The cost of living near Summit is relatively low compared to areas in which some other computer
companies are located.

Argument Evaluation

Situation A computer company attributes its success in retainingemployees to its informal,
nonhierarchical work environment.

Reasoning Which pointmost supports the company's explanation?'The companysays that employees stay
at the companyfor one reason: its work environment. The explanationcan therefore be
supported only bya point that relates to the specific work environment. If employees feel
that a more formal, hierarchical structure would interferewith their ability to do their
jobs, the argument is strengthened.

A Neither this point nor the passage indicates that an informal, nonhierarchical work environment
would be lessboring than others.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies apoint that strengthens thecompany's argument,
relating the work environment tojobsatisfaction and therefore to employees' remaining at the
company.

C Theprevious work experience of senior employees is irrelevant.
D While this point shows how the work environment might reduce discussion ofjob dissatisfaction,

it does not indicate that there will be less dissatisfaction.

E This point presents an alternate explanation—employees stay due to low cost ofliving—and so
tends to weaken the company's argument.

The correct answer is B.
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53. Insurance Company Xis considering issuing a new policy to cover services required byelderly people who suffer
from diseases that afflictthe elderly. Premiums for the policy must be low enough to attract customers.
Therefore, Company Xis concerned that the income from the policies would not be sufficient to pay for the
claims that would be made.

Which of the following strategies would be most likely to minimize CompanyX's losses on the policies?

(A) Attracting middle-aged customers unlikely to submit claims for benefits for many years

(B) Insuring only those individuals who did not suffer any serious diseases as children

(C) Including a greater number of services in the policy than are included in other policies of lower cost

(D) Insuring only those individuals who were rejected by other companies for similar policies

(E) Insuring only those individuals who are wealthy enough to pay for the medical services

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation An insurance company considers an affordable policyfor the elderly, but the company's
incomefrom the policies must exceed expenditures on claims.

Reasoning What strategy willminimize the company's losses? The insurance company's proposed plan
would include a high-riskgroup, the elderly, who are likely to submit claims immediately.
Byexpanding the customer base to include those who are less likely to submit claims for
manyyears, the companywill increase its income and thus minimize its losses.

A Correct. This statementproperly identifies a strategy that minimizes policy losses.

B No connection is madebetween childhooddiseases and geriatric diseases, so this point is
irrelevant.

C Offeringmore services would tend to increase costs, and thus losses.
D Individuals rejected byother companies are more likely to make claims that would increase

losses.

E People who are wealthy enough topay for the services themselves would buy insurance only if
the policies were reasonably priced and they planned to make claims on the policies; this point is
irrelevant.

The correct answer is A.
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54. The fewer restrictions there are on the advertising of legal services, the more lawyersthere are who advertise
their services, and the lawyers who advertise a specific service usually charge less for that service than the
lawyers who do not advertise. Therefore, if the state removes any of its current restrictions, such as the one
against advertisements that do not specify fee arrangements, overall consumer legal costs will be lower than if
the state retains its current restrictions.

Ifthe statements above are true, which of the following must be true?

(A) Some lawyers who now advertise will charge morefor specific services if they do not have to specify fee
arrangements in the advertisements.

(B) More consumers will use legal services ifthere are fewer restrictions on the advertising of legal services.

(C) If the restriction against advertisements that do not specify fee arrangements is removed, more lawyers
will advertise their services.

(D) If more lawyers advertise lower prices for specific services, some lawyers who do not advertise will also
charge less than they currently charge for those services.

(E) If the only restrictions on the advertising of legal services were those that apply to every type of
advertising, most lawyers would advertise their services.

Argument Construction

Situation Consumer legal costswill be reduced if the state removes even one restriction on lawyers'
advertisements because the fewer the restrictions, the greater the number of lawyers who
advertise, and lawyers who advertise charge less than lawyers who do not advertise.

Reasoning What conclusion can logically be drawn? The argument sets up an inverse proportion: the
fewer the number of restrictions on ads, the greater the number of lawyers who advertise.
This is true of all restrictions and all lawyers. Therefore, removing any one restriction
necessarily increases the number of lawyers who advertise.

A The lawyers maycharge more,but nothing in the passage rules out the possibility that no lawyer
will charge more.

B No evidence in the passage indicates that there will be an increased use of legal services.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies a conclusion that logically follows, because reducing
any restriction will increase the number of lawyers who advertise.

D Nothing in the passage indicates that lawyers whocontinue not to advertise will be compelled to
lower their fees.

E The argument concerns numbers ofadvertisers rather than types; it remains possible that few
lawyers would advertise.

The correct answer is C.
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55. Which of the following most logically completes the argument given below?

People in isolated rain-forest communities tend to live on a largely vegetarian diet, and they eat little salt. Few of
them suffer from high blood pressure, and their blood pressure does not tend to increase with age, as is
common in industrialized countries. Such people often do develop high blood pressure when they move to cities
and adopt high-salt diets. Though suggestive, thesefacts do not establish salt as the culprit in high blood
pressure, however, because

(A) genetic factors could account for the lack of increase ofblood pressure with age among such people
(B) people eating high-salt diets and living from birth in cities in industrialized societies generally have a

tendency to have high blood pressure

(C) it is possible to have a low-salt dietwhile living in a city in an industrialized country
(D) there are changes in other aspects of diet when such people move to the city

(E) salt is a necessity for human life, and death can occur when the body loses too much salt

Argument Construction

Situation People in isolated communities who eatlow-salt diets tend not to have highblood
pressure or to experience age-related increases in bloodpressure. When these people
move to industrialized areas and adopt high-salt diets, many do develop high blood
pressure. Nevertheless, (for a reason the argument omits) one cannotconclude that salt
causes high blood pressure.

Reasoning What idea would logically complete the argument? It mayseemreasonable to saythat salt
causes high blood pressure when it is observed that when people who eat little salt begin
eating salt, they develop high blood pressure. But look more closely at the circumstances
under which these peoplebegan eating moresalt:Theymoved from isolated rain-forest
communities, where they ate vegetarian diets, to cities. It is most likely the case that such
a move would entail dietary changes other than just an increase in salt consumption, and
so it is possible that those changes contribute to their developing high blood pressure.

A If genetic factors accounted for such people's lackof increase of blood pressure with age, then
their blood pressurewould not increase when they moved to cities and adopted high-salt diets.

B Ifpeoplewho eat high-salt diets tend to havehigh blood pressure, it would support the idea that
salt is indeed the culprit in high blood pressure.

C The argument is concerned with what happens when people from rain-forest communities move
to cities and adopt high-salt diets, so the fact that it is possible to have a low-salt diet in a city is not
relevant.

D Correct. This statementproperly identifies a reason whysalt might not be responsible for high
blood pressure: There couldbe some other dietaryfactor that, when adopted, causes high blood
pressure.

E The argument is concerned with the effects ofhigh-salt diets. The fact that consuming too little
salt can cause death says nothing aboutwhetherconsuming too much salt is harmful.

The correct answer is D.
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56. Even though most universities retain the royalties from faculty members' inventions, thefaculty members retain
the royalties from books and articles they write. Therefore, faculty members should retain the royalties from the
educational computer software they develop.

The conclusion above would be more reasonably drawn if which of the following were inserted intothe argument
as an additional premise?

(A) Royalties from inventions are higher than royalties from educational software programs.

(B) Faculty members are more likely to produce educational software programs than inventions.

(C) Inventions bring more prestige to universities than do books and articles.

(D) In the experience of most universities, educational software programs are more marketable than are
books and articles.

(E) In terms of the criteria used to award royalties, educational software programs are more nearly
comparable to books and articles than to inventions.

Argument Construction

Situation Faculty members get the royalties from their books, but universities get the royalties from
faculty inventions. Faculty members should get the royalties from their educational
computersoftware.

Reasoning Whatpremise should be added to the argument? This argumentdoes not support its
conclusion verywellwithout an underlying assumptionregarding the nature of computer
programs. If, in terms of the criteriaused to award royalties, educationalcomputer
programs are more like books and articles than like inventions, faculty members should
retain the royalties. On the other hand, if they are more like inventions, then universities
should retain the royalties. The conclusion states that faculty members should receive
royalties for educational software without stating that software is more comparable to
books and articles than to inventions. The missingpremise must show the relationship
between educational software and either inventions or books and articles.

A The same may be true of books and articles.

B This point does not indicatewhether educational software is more comparable to inventions or to
books and articles.

C This point couldbe true even if, with regardto the relevant criteria, educational software is more
comparable to inventions than to books and articles.

D This point does not indicate whether educational software is more comparable to inventions or to
books and articles.

E Correct.This statement properly identifies a premise that establishes the relationship required to
complete the argument.

The correct answer is E.
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57. In order to withstand tidal currents, juvenile horseshoe crabs frequently burrow in the sand. Such burrowing
discourages barnacles from clinging to their shells. When fully grown, however, the crabs can readily withstand
tidal currents without burrowing, and thus they acquire substantial populations of barnacles. Surprisingly, in
areas where tidal currents are very weak, juvenile horseshoe crabs are found not to have significant barnacle
populations, even though they seldom burrow.

Which of the following, if true, most helpsto explain the surprising finding?

(A) Tidal currents do not themselves dislodge barnacles from the shells of horseshoe crabs.

(B) Barnacles most readily attach themselves to horseshoe crabs in areas where tidal currents are weakest.

(0 The strength of the tidal currents in a given location varies widely over the course of a day.

(D) Avery large barnacle population can significantly decrease the ability of a horseshoe crab to find food.

(E) Until they are fully grown, horseshoe crabs shed their shells and grow new ones several times a year.

Argument Construction

Situation Juvenile horseshoe crabs withstand tidal currents byburrowing in the sand. This action
makes barnacles less likely to cling to their shells. Adult horseshoe crabs can withstand
currents, so they do not burrow, and barnacles become more likelyto cling to their shells.
Surprisingly, however, juvenile horseshoe crabs that do not burrow, because tidal currents
do not threaten them, do not have significant numbers of barnacles clinging to their
shells.

Reasoning What would most help explain thefinding that nonburrowingjuvenile horseshoe crabs do not
have significant barnaclepopulations? The findingsuggests that there is somewayin which
nonburrowing juvenile horseshoe crabs either discourage barnacles from clinging to their
shells, or get rid of the barnacles that do cling to their shells. Identifying how this is
accomplished will explainthe finding.

A This gives a reason whyjuvenile horseshoe crabs that do not burrow would have significant
barnacle populations.

B Ifbarnacles in areas of weak tidal currents readilyattach themselves to horseshoe crabs, then it
would be more likelyfor juvenile horseshoe crabs in such areas to have significantbarnacle
populations.

C The areasunder discussion are those where tidal currents are very weak. The strength of currents
may varywidely there, but presumably they are still weakcompared to other areas.

D Thesurprising finding underdiscussion iswhy certain juvenile horseshoe crabs do not have
significant barnacle populations, despite failing to engage in behavior that dislodges barnacles.
That a verylargebarnacle populationcan hurt a horseshoe crab does not help explainsuch a
finding.

E Correct. This statementproperly identifies somethingthat helpsexplainthe surprising finding:
Ifjuvenile horseshoe crabs regularly shed their shells, they also regularly shed the barnacles that
clingto those shells. Thus juvenile horseshoe crabs would mostlikely be found not to have
significantbarnacle populations.

The correct answer is E.
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58. Red blood cells inwhich the malarial-fever parasite resides are eliminated from a person's body after 120 days.
Because the parasite cannot travel to a new generation of red blood cells, any fever that develops in a person
more than 120 days after that person has moved to a malaria-free region is not due to the malarial parasite.

Which of the following, iftrue, most seriously weakens the conclusion above?

(A) The fever caused bythe malarial parasite may resemble the fever caused by flu viruses.

(B) The anopheles mosquito, which is the principal insect carrier of the malarial parasite, has been eradicated
in many parts of the world.

(C) Many malarial symptoms other than the fever, which can be suppressed with antimalarial medication, can
reappear within 120 days after the medication is discontinued.

(D) In some cases, the parasite that causes malarial fever travels to cells of the spleen, which are less
frequently eliminated from a person's body than are red blood cells.

(E) In any region infested with malaria-carrying mosquitoes, there are individuals who appear to be immune
to malaria.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The malarial-fever parasite lives in red blood cells, but these cells are eliminated after
120 days. If the infected person moves to a malaria-free region, any new fever that occurs
after 120 days cannot be due to the malarial-feverparasite.

Reasoning What weakens the conclusion? The passage says that the malarial parasites that reside in
red blood cells are eliminated after 120 days.What if malarial parasites can also reside in
other places in a person's body? If for instance the parasitescan reside in the spleen, from
which they are not eliminated as frequently, as well as in red blood cells, they may not be
eliminated within 120 days. Therefore, they could cause malarial fever after the 120-day
period. In that case, the conclusion ruling out a new generation of malarial parasites as
the cause of new fever is unfounded.

A The issue is not about a similarityof symptoms but aboutwhere the parasites reside.

B The existence of malaria-free regions is not in question.

C The argument gives no reason to postulate anysignificant connectionbetween the
discontinuation of medication and the issue ofwhether symptoms can persist aftera patienthas
been in a malaria-free region for 120 days.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a point that weakens the conclusion.

E This tells usonly that some individuals are immune; it does not help usdetermine whether those
whoare not can have symptoms occur more than 120days aftermoving into a malaria-free area.

The correct answer is D.
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59. Which of the following most logically completes the passage?

Arecent government study links the high rates of respiratory ailments in Groverston to airborne pollutants
released by the Woodco plywood manufacturing plant there. To address the problem, the government imposed
strict regulations on emissions which will go into effect in four years. Although Woodco plans to cut its
emissions in half two years ahead of schedule, it is unlikely that the rate of respiratory ailments will decline
before the regulations go into effect, since

(A) the number offacilities capable of treating respiratory ailments is not likely to increase

(B) reducing emissions evenfurther than planned would necessitate decreasing production at Woodco

(C) it is difficultto make accurate, long-term predictions about emissions

(D) not all respiratory ailments are caused by airborne pollutants

(E) three new plywood manufacturing plants are about to go into production in Groverston

Argument Construction

Situation A government study linked high rates of respiratory illness in Groverston to air
pollutants released by a plywood manufacturing plant. A government-imposed restriction
on emissions will go into effect in fouryears. But the Woodco manufacturing plant plans
to cut its emissions in half two years ahead of schedule.

Reasoning Which ofthepossible completions ofthe passage willprovide the most supportfor the argument's
conclusion?'The argument's conclusion is that the rateof respiratory illness is unlikely to
decline before the regulations go into effect four yearsfrom now. That is a surprising
claim, given that the existing plywoodfactory is going to halve its emissions two years
from now—so this claim requires additionalsupport (tobe providedby completing the
blank). Such additional support is provided by the information that three new plywood
manufacturing plants will soon be starting productionin Groverston. This suggests that
even if Groverston reduces its emissions byhalf over the next two years—and even if
each of the three new plants have only, let's say, one quarter of the emissions of the
existingplant as currentlyoperated—the total amount of airborne pollutants from
plywood manufacture in the Groverston areawill not decline. Since the total airborne
pollutionfrom the plants will not decline, we should not expect that the rate of
respiratory illnesses from suchpollution woulddecline either.

A Theargument focuses on the incidence of respiratory ailments in Groverston, not on the
availability of treatment facilities for suchailments once they occur. So this statement is largely
irrelevant to the argument.

B This information provides no support for the argument's conclusion. It merely indicates a practical
difficulty Woodco would have in making more than a 50 percent reduction in its emissions.
However, even with the 50 percentemissions reduction that Woodco plans to implement in two
years, the rate of respiratory ailments shoulddecline.

C First, it is not clear that a prediction about levels of emissions in Groverston three or four years
from now is a long-term prediction. More to the point, if itwould be very difficult to predict the
emissions even twoyears from now, that would not support a conclusion that rates of respiratory
ailments areunlikely to decline. Rather, it would support the conclusion that we do not know
whether rates will decline.

D This information raises the possibility thatwithin the next four years, an increase in the
occurrence of factors other than airborne pollutants might make a decline in respiratory ailments
unlikely. However, the passage provides no information whatsoever that implies an increase in the
occurrence of such "other" factors.

E Correct. This helps to support the conclusion thatrates ofrespiratory ailments in Groverston are
unlikely to decline before the new government regulations go into effect.

The correct answer is E.
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60. Neither a rising standard of living nor balanced trade, by itself, establishes a country's abilityto compete in the
international marketplace. Both are required simultaneouslysince standards of living can rise because of
growing trade deficits and trade can be balanced by means of a decline in a country's standard of living.

If the facts stated in the passage above are true, a proper test of a country's abilityto be competitive is its
ability to

(A) balance its trade while its standard of living rises

(B) balance its trade while its standard of living falls

(C) increase trade deficits while its standard of living rises

(D) decrease trade deficits while its standard of living falls

(E) keep its standard of living constant while trade deficits rise

Argument Evaluation

Situation A country's ability to compete in the international marketplace depends on both a rising
standard of living and balanced trade.

Reasoning What must a country do to be considered competitive? Thepassage states that there are two
conditions that must be met simultaneously: The standard of living must rise, and trade
must be balanced. While it is possible for the standard of living to risewhen trade is not
balanced and for trade to be balanced while the standard of livingis falling, neitherof
these situations allows the country to be considered competitive internationally. The
country must both balance trade and have a rising standard of living.

A Correct. Thisstatement properly identifies the two requirements the countrymust meetat the
same time.

B One of the twoconditions is notmet; thestandard ofliving must be rising, not falling.
C One of the two conditions is not met; trade must be balanced.

D Neither oftheconditions is met; trade must be balanced, and thestandard ofliving must be rising.
E Neither of the conditions is met; thestandard ofliving must be rising, not constant, and trade

must be balanced.

The correct answer is A.
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61. When there is less rainfall than normal, the water level of Australian rivers falls and the rivers flow more slowly.
Because algae whose habitat is river water grow best in slow-moving water, the amount of algae per unit of
water generally increases when there has been little rain. Bycontrast, however, following a period of extreme
drought, algae levels are low even in very slow-moving river water.

Which of the following, if true, does most to explain the contrast described above?

(A) During periods of extreme drought, the populations of some of the species that feed on algae tend to fall.

(B) The more slowly water moves, the more conducive its temperature is to the growth of algae.

(C) When algae populations reach very high levels, conditions within the river can become toxic for some of
the other species that normally livethere.

(D) Australian rivers dry up completely for short intervals in periods of extreme drought.

(E) Except during periods of extreme drought, algae levels tend to be higher in rivers in which the flow has
been controlled by damming than in rivers that flow freely.

Argument Construction

Situation When Australian rivers flow slowly due to little rain, algae populations in those rivers
increase. But after periods of extreme drought, algae levels are low even in water moving
at speedsthat would normally showpopulation increases.

Reasoning What would explain the contrast between algae levels inslow-moving water resultingfrom
little rain and slow-moving water after a drought? There must be some difference between
what happens during periods in which there is simply less rainfall than normal and
periods in which there is extreme drought, a difference that affects the algae population.

A This indicates oneof the consequences of drought, and slightly suggests that this mightbe dueto a
lower algae level. But it does nothing to explain why algae levels mightbe lower aftera drought.

B This could explain why some rivers that are slow-moving and have littlewater mighthave a high
algae level—but notwhy the algae level is low in such rivers aftera period of drought.

C This explains why levels ofother species might be low when algae populations are high, notwhy
algae populations are high when there is little rain, but low following a period ofextreme
drought.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies something that helps explain thecontrast. According
to the information given, the habitat of the algae under discussion is river water. If the river dries
up, the algae will probably not survive. Then after the drought, algae population levels would likely
take a while to rise again.

E This emphasizes that there is acontrast between what happens toalgae during periods ofextreme
drought and what happens to them atother times, butit does not help explain thatcontrast.

The correct answer is D.
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62. When hypnotized subjects are told that they are deaf and are then asked whether they can hear the hypnotist,
they reply, "No." Some theorists try to explain this result by arguing that the selves of hypnotized subjects are
dissociated into separate parts, and that the part that is deaf is dissociated from the part that replies.

Which of the following challenges indicates the most serious weakness in the attempted explanation
described above?

(A) Why does the part that replies not answer, "Yes"?

(B) Why are the observed facts in need of any special explanation?

(C) Why do the subjects appear to accept the hypnotist's suggestion that they are deaf?

(D) Why do hypnotized subjects all respond the same way in the situation described?

(E) Why are the separate parts of the self the same for all subjects?

Argument Evaluation

Situation People under hypnosis are told they are deaf. When asked by the hypnotist if they can
hear, they hear the question and respond, "No." A theory explains this puzzling result by
stating that the hypnotized subjects dissociate the part of themselves that is deaf from the
part that replies to the question.

Reasoning Which question points toa weakness in the theory? According to the theory, hypnotized
people dissociate themselves into separate parts: the hearing part and the deaf part. Then,
they must be using the hearing part of themselves when they respond to the hypnotist's
question; obviously, if they were using the deaf part of themselves at that point, they
would not hear or thus respond at all. So, if they are using the hearing part of themselves,
as the theorists maintain, whywould they respond "No" to the question, "Can you hear
me?" The hearing part would morelogically answer"Yes."

A Correct. Thisstatement properly identifies a challenge that demonstrates the weakness in the
theory.

B This question does not address a weakness in the explanation; instead it asks why there needs to
be an explanation at all.

C The theorists' explanation, if true,canhelp answer thisquestion, so thischallenge does not
indicate a weakness.

D The theorists' explanation, if true, can help answer this question, sothischallenge does not
indicate a weakness.

E The theorists' explanation does not address why the parts ofthe self are the same for all subjects,
so this questiondoes not get to a weakness of their argument.

The correct answer is A.
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63. Aprominent investor who holds a large stake in the BurtonTool Company has recently claimed that the
company is mismanaged, citing as evidence the company's failure to slow production in response to a recent
rise in its inventory of finished products. It is doubtful whether an investor's sniping at management can ever be
anything other than counterproductive, but in this case it is clearly not justified. It is true that an increased
inventory of finished products often indicates that production is outstripping demand, but in Burton's case it
indicates no such thing. Rather, the increase in inventory is entirely attributable to products that have already
been assigned to orders received from customers.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play which of the following roles?

(A) The first states the position that the argument as a whole opposes; the second provides evidence to
undermine the support for the position being opposed.

(B) The first states the position that the argument as a whole opposes; the second is evidence that has been
used to support the position being opposed.

(C) The first states the position that the argument as a whole opposes; the second states the conclusion of
the argument as a whole.

(D) The first is evidence that has been used to support a position that the argument as a whole opposes; the
second provides information to undermine the force of that evidence.

(E) The first is evidence that has been used to support a position that the argument as a whole opposes; the
second states the conclusion of the argument as a whole.

Argument Evaluation

Situation An investor states that Burton Tool must be mismanaged because it has failed to slow
production in response to increasing inventory of finished products. This criticism is
unjustified because the finished inventory has alreadybeen assigned to orders received.

Reasoning Which option identifies the roles played by the boldfacedportions? The first boldfaced portion
expresses the investor's claim that the company is mismanaged. The argument asserts, in
the second boldfaced portion, that thisclaim by the investor isunjustified. The passage
then goes on to support this assertion.

A Thesecond boldfaced portiondoes not provide evidence to undermine the support for the
position beingopposed; instead, it states that this position is unjustified.

B Thesecond boldfaced portionis not said to have been used as evidence for the position being
opposed; instead, it states that this position isunjustified.

C Correct. This option correctly identifies the roles played in theargument bythe boldfaced
portions.

D Thefirst boldfaced portion is not evidencefor the position being opposed; it is that position.
E Again, first is notevidenceforthe position being opposed; it is that position.

The correct answer is C.
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64. Excavation of the ancient city of Kourion on the island of Cyprus revealed a pattern of debris and collapsed
buildings typical of towns devastated by earthquakes. Archaeologists have hypothesized that the destruction
was due to a major earthquake known to have occurred near the island in A.D. 365.

Which of the following, iftrue, most strongly supports the archaeologists' hypothesis?

(A) Bronze ceremonial drinking vessels that are often found in graves dating from years preceding and
following A.D. 365 were also found in several graves near Kourion.

(B) No coins minted after A.D. 365 were found in Kourion, but coins minted before that year were found in
abundance.

(C) Mostmodern histories of Cyprus mention that an earthquake occurred near the island in A.D. 365.

(D) Several small statues carved in styles current in Cyprus in the century between A.D. 300 and A.D. 400
were found in Kourion.

(E) Stone inscriptions in a form of the Greek alphabet that was definitely used in Cyprus after A.D. 365 were
found in Kourion.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The excavation of Kourion reveals a pattern of destruction typical in towns destroyed by
earthquakes. Archaeologists suggest Kourionwas destroyed when an earthquake hit
nearby in A.D. 365.

Reasoning Which statement best supports the archaeologists hypothesis? An earthquake strucknear
Cyprus in A.D. 365; this fact is not disputed. If this earthquake is the one responsible for
the devastation of Kourion, then there shouldbe evidence of active occupation before
A.D. 365, but no evidence of activity after that date. The dates on the coins found on the
site suggest that life in Kourionwas flourishing beforeA.D. 365; the total lack of coins
after the year of the earthquake supports the idea that the city had been destroyed.

A The existence of vessels made both before and afterA.D. 365 suggests that Kourionwas not
destroyed by the earthquake.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies evidence that supports the archaeologists' hypothesis.
C Theoccurrence of the earthquake is not in question; this statement simply confirms a fact already

assumed in the argument.

D The existence ofstatues carved in styles current after thedate of the earthquake (A.D. 365-
A.D. 400) argues against the town'sdestruction in A.D. 365.

E The existence of inscriptions using an alphabet common only after the earthquake argues against
the theory that the earthquake destroyed Kourion.

The correct answer is B.
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65. Which of the following most logically completes the passage?

Pecan growers get a high price for their crop when pecans are comparatively scarce, but the price drops
sharply when pecans are abundant. Thus, in high-yield years, growers often hold back part of their crop in
refrigerated warehouses for one or two years, hoping for higher prices in the future. Thisyear's pecan crop was
the smallest in five years. It is nonetheless quite possible that a portion of this year's crop will be held back,
since

(A) each of the last two years produced record-breaking pecan yields

(B) the quality of this year's pecan crop is no worse than the quality of the pecan crops of the previous five
years

(C) pecan prices have not been subject to sharp fluctuations in recent years

(D) for some pecan growers, this year's crop was no smaller than last year's

(E) the practice of holding back part of one year's crop had not yet become widespread the last time the
pecan crop was as small as it was this year

Argument Construction

Situation The price of pecans tends to drop sharply in years when pecansare abundant. So in high-
yield years, growers often hold backpart of the harvest in refrigerated warehouses. This
year's harvest was the smallest in five years.

Reasoning What wouldprovide the best completion ofthe argument? The argument's conclusion is that
some of this year's crop might be held back.The blank to be completed should provide a
reason in support of that conclusion. What would lead us to believe that someof this
year's crop mightgo into cold storage even though the crop wasunusually small? Only in
high-yield years does thisusually happen. Butsuppose there is already a large quantity of
pecans in cold storage from previous harvests. Given this information, it would make
perfect sense to expect that the pecans already in cold storage would be marketed first,
while some of the latestcrop would be stored. This would avoid the marketoversupply
and lower producer prices that might result if bothallof thisyear's crop and allof the
already storedpecanswere marketed this year.

A Correct. This answer choice provides information that makes it more probable that the conclusion
is true.

B The argument provides no information whatsoever thatwould suggest the decision to store or not
to storepecans is basedon evaluation of the crop's quality.

C This information is of little or no relevance. It is reasonable to think that predictions about pecan
prices this year would affect the decision tostore ornot to store. But the information in this
answer choice sheds little or no lighton what thisyear's pecan prices mightbe, given that, as the
passage tells us, this year's crop isexceptionally small.

D It is not surprising that some growers had crops this year thatwere as bigas theircrops the year
before. Butwhat matters, what affects the price ofpecans, is the overall sizeof totalpecan
production and the abundance or scarcity ofpecans at the time.

E This piece ofhistory about marketing and storage practices explains why pecans were not placed in
storage in previous small-yield years, butit provides no reason to believe that some ofthe new
pecan cropwill be storedthis year.

The correct answer is A.
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66. To protect certain fledgling industries, the government of Country Z banned imports of the types of products
those industries were starting to make. As a direct result, the cost of those products to the buyers, several
export-dependent industries in Z, went up, sharply limiting the ability of those industries to compete effectively
in their export markets.

Which of the following conclusions about Country Z's adversely affected export-dependent industries is best
supported by the passage?

(A) Profit margins in those industries were not high enough to absorb the rise in costs mentioned above.

(B) Those industries had to contend with the fact that other countries banned imports from Country Z.

(C) Those industries succeeded in expanding the domestic market for their products.

(D) Steps to offset rising materials costs by decreasing labor costs were taken in those industries.

(E) Those industries started to move into export markets that they had previously judged unprofitable.

Argument Construction

Situation Country Z bans the importationof products that would compete with those that some
of its new industries are beginning to make. Consequently, the export-dependent local
industries that buy these products must pay more for them, and these exporters are now
less competitive in their markets.

Reasoning What conclusion can be drawn about the export-dependent industries? Any conclusion must
be supported by the facts in the passage. The export-dependent industries could no longer
competeeffectively when they had to purchase necessary products at greater expense
from local industries. The export-dependent industries' inability to adjust successfully to
the rise in costs suggests that staying competitive in their markets required tight cost
control to maintain their profitmargins. It is reasonable to conclude then that their profit
margins were not high enoughfor them to be able to absorb the increased costs caused by
their new need to purchase domestically made products.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies the conclusion that the export-dependent industries
were low-margin businesses that could not successfully accommodate the higher prices of the
domestically made products.

B No information about other countries' ban ofimports from Country Z is given in the passage.
C Not enough information isgiven in the passage to support this conclusion.
D No information about cutting labor costs is given in the passage.
E Noinformation about the industries' moving into different markets is given in the passage.

The correct answer is A.
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67. Several industries have recently switched at least partlyfrom older technologies powered by fossil fuels to new
technologies powered by electricity. It is thus evidentthat less fossil fuel is being used as a result of the
operations of these industries than would have been used if these industries had retained their older
technologies.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the argument above?

(A) Many of the industries that have switched at least partlyto the newtechnologies have increased their
output.

(B) Less fossil fuel was used to manufacture the machineryemployed in the new technologies than was
originally used to manufacture the machinery employed inthe older technologies.

(C) More electricity is used by those industries that have switched at least partly to the new technologies than
by those industries that have not switched.

(D) Some of the industries that have switched at least partly to the new technologies still use primarily
technologies that are powered by fossil fuels.

(E) The amount of fossil fuel used to generate the electricity needed to power the new technologies is less
than the amount that would have been used to power the older technologies.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Several industries have now switched, at least partly, to technologies using electricity
rather than fossil fuels. Thus, less fossil fuelwill be consumed as a result of the operation
of these industries than otherwise would have been.

Reasoning Which option most strengthens the argument? One wayto strengthen an argument is to
eliminate or minimize one of its flaws or weaknesses. Because the conclusion is stated in

terms of "fossil fuel consumed as a result of the operationof these industries," the claim
would encompass evenany fossil fuel that might be used to generate the electricity that
the newer technologies use.Yet the premise of the argument does not address this issue.
So the argument is strengthened if it turns out that less fossil fuel was usedto produce
the electricity than would have been used to powerthe older technologies.

A In an indirect way, this option slightly weakens rather than strengthens the argument. For if
fossil fuels are used to produce the electricity now used by the industries and ifit is because of
these newer technologies that outputhas increased, the argument's conclusion is less likely.

B It does not matter how much fossil fuel was used to manufacture the older technologies originally.
That has nobearing onwhether more fossil fuel would have been expended as a result of the
continued operation ofthe industries if the partial switch to newer technologies had not occurred.

C This iswhat wewouldexpect, but it in no way strengthens the argument.
D This may seem toweaken theargument by indicating that theswitch from older technologies will

have less ofan impact on fossil fuel consumption by these industries thanwemight have
assumed. But since the conclusion makes no claim about how much consumption has been
reduced, it is not clear that this option has any bearing on the strengthof the argument oneway
or the other.

E Correct. This is the option that most strengthens the argument.

The correct answer is E.
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Scientists have modified feed corn genetically, increasing its resistance to insect pests. Farmers who tried out
the genetically modified corn last season applied less insecticide to their corn fields and still got yields
comparable to those they would have gotten with ordinary corn. Ordinary corn seed, however, costs less,
and what these farmers saved on insecticide rarely exceeded their extra costs for seed. Therefore, for most
feed-corn farmers, switching to genetically modified seed would be unlikely to increase profits.

Which of the following would it be most useful to know in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether there are insect pests that sometimes reduce feed-corn yields, but against which commonly used
insecticides and the genetic modification are equally ineffective

(B) Whether the price that farmers receive for feed corn has remained steady over the past few years

(C) Whether the insecticides typically used on feed corn tend to be more expensive than insecticides typically

used on other crops

(D) Whether most of the farmers who tried the genetically modified corn last season applied more insecticide

than was actually necessary

(E) Whether, for most farmers who plant feed corn, it is their most profitable crop

Argument Evaluation

Situation Farmers who grew feed corn genetically engineered to be pest resistant got yields
comparable to those of farmers growing ordinary feed corn, but did so while using less
pesticide. Since the amount saved on pesticide was rarely in excess of the extra costs for
the genetically modified corn, most farmers will probably not increase profits by choosing
the genetically engineered variety.

Reasoning Which would be most useful to know inevaluating the argument? To answera question such
as this, one should look for information that would strengthen or weaken the argument.
If one had information that the farmers growing the genetically modifiedcorn could
have increased their yields lastyear at lowercost, this would be helpful in evaluating the
argument, because this would show that the argument is weak.

A It does not matter to the argument whether there arepests against which pesticides and genetic
resistance are equally ineffective, because that is compatible with there being pests againstwhich
they are not equally effective.

B Whetherprices of feed corn go up ordown affects the comparison groups equally.
C The relative costof insecticides for othercrops has no bearing on the argument because the

argument is concerned with only feed corn.

D Correct. This option provides the information thatit would be most useful to know in evaluating
the argument. It shows that farmers growing genetically modified corn lastyear could have
attained higher profits than they in fact did.

E The argument concerns only the relative profitability ofgrowing one variety of feed corn versus
another.

The correct answer is D.
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69. Which of the following most logically completes the argument?

By competing with rodents for seeds, black ants help control rodentpopulations that pose a public health risk.
However, a very aggressive speciesof black ant, the Loma ant, which has recently invaded a certain region, has
a venomous sting that is oftenfatal to humans. Therefore, the planned introduction into that region of ant flies,
which prey on Loma ants, would benefit public health, since

(A) ant flies do not attack black ants other than Loma ants

(B) Loma ants are less effectivethan many bird species in competing with rodents for seeds

(C) certain other species of black ants are more effective than Loma ants in competing with rodents for seeds

(D) the sting of Loma ants can also be fatal to rodents

(E) some pesticides that could be used to control Loma ants are harmful to the environment

Argument Construction

Situation Blackants help to controlpopulations of rodents by competingwith them for seeds. But
a very aggressive species of blackant, the Loma ant, has a sting that can be fatal to
humans. Ant flies prey on Loma ants and their presence can thereby benefit public
health.

Reasoning Which ofthepossible completions ofthepassageprovides the most supportfor the conclusion? The
argument'sconclusion is that introducingant flies into the regionwhere Loma ants have
recently invaded would benefit public health. We know from the passage that black ants,
generally, benefitpublic health by keeping down rodent populations. However, the sting
of Loma ants, a speciesof black ant, can be fatal to humans. Ant flies prey on Loma ants.
To that extent their introduction in the region would tend to benefitpublichealth by
making fatal Loma stinging of humans less likely. But if these ant flies also prey on black
ants other than the Loma ants, then to that extent they would undermine another public
health benefit associatedwith controlling rodents. Thus, the information that ant flies do
not prey on black ants other than Loma ants would provide strong logical support for the
conclusion.

A Correct. This most logically completes the argumentbecause it addresses a potentialdownside of
introducing the ant flies into the region. The potential downside is that it might reduce the
desirable effectthat other species of blackants havein keeping down the rodent populations.

B We have no ideawhether the bird species that are moreeffective than Loma ants at competing
with rodents for seeds are even presentin the region in question.

C This does not help the conclusion very much because we do not knowfrom thepassage whether ant
flies preyon other species of black antsbesides Loma ants.

D If anything, this is a reason not to introduce antfliesinto the region. This answerchoice at least
suggests that Loma ants might have some positive effect on public health because theymight keep
down rodent populations by reducing their survival chances.

E This provides very little support for the conclusion. It does notexclude the possibility that there
are pesticides—perhaps several—that would control Loma ants effectively without harming the
environment. So it is not a strongreason for introducing ant flies.

The correct answer is A.
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70. Community activist: If Morganville wants to keep its central shopping district healthy, it should prevent the
opening of a huge SaveAII discount department store on the outskirts of Morganville. Records from other small
towns show that whenever SaveAII has opened a store outside the central shopping district of a small town,
within five years the town has experienced the bankruptcies of more than a quarter of the stores in the shopping
district.

The answer to which of the following would be most useful for evaluating the community activist's reasoning?

(A) Have community activists in other towns successfully campaigned against the opening of a SaveAII store
on the outskirts of their towns?

(B) Do a large percentage of the residents of Morganville currently do almost all of their shopping at stores in
Morganville?

(C) In towns with healthy central shopping districts, what proportion of the stores in those districts suffer
bankruptcy during a typical five-year period?

(D) What proportion of the employees at the SaveAII store on the outskirts of Morganville will be drawn from
Morganville?

(E) Do newly opened SaveAII stores ever lose money during their first five years of operation?

Argument Evaluation

Situation Morganville should stop SaveAII from opening a store on its outskirts if it wants to keep
its shopping district healthy. Other small towns have experienced bankruptcies in
25 percent of the stores in their central shopping district within five years after such
openings.

Reasoning Which option provides the information that it would be most useful to know in evaluating the
argument? The argument contends that if SaveAII opens a store in Morganville, then that
will somehow undermine the health of the shoppingdistrict. Two basic questions arise
whenevaluating the bankruptcy data from other small towns: (1) Did the openingof
SaveAlls cause anyof these bankruptcies? No information is given aboutbankruptcy
rates in small towns without SaveAlls. (2) Is a 25 percent bankruptcyrate over five years
unhealthy}

A This has to dowith the likelihood that the SaveAII will open; and notwith what will happen if
it does.

B The conclusion would besupported just as well—or as poorly—if thisquestion were answered
with a yes as with a no.

C Correct. This option provides the information thatitwould be most useful to know in evaluating
the argument.

D This may be important in determining the effect the SaveAII would have onMorganville
residents, but the argument has onlyto do with SaveAll's effect on the economic health of the
shopping district.

E Whether SaveAlls tend to make orlose money in their first five years has noobvious bearing on
whether theyare apt to undermine the health of the town's shopping districts.

The correct answer is C.
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71. In comparison to the standard typewriter keyboard, the EFCO keyboard, which places the most-used keys
nearest the typist's strongest fingers, allows faster typing and results in less fatigue. Therefore, replacement of
standard keyboards with the EFCO keyboard will result in an immediate reduction of typing costs.

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the conclusion drawn above?

(A) People who use both standard and EFCO keyboards report greater difficulty in the transitionfrom
the EFCO keyboard to the standard keyboard than in the transition from the standard keyboard to the
EFCO keyboard.

(B) EFCO keyboards are no more expensive to manufacture than are standard keyboards and require less
frequent repair than do standard keyboards.

(C) The number of businesses and government agencies that use EFCO keyboards is increasing each year.

(D) The more training and experience an employee has had with the standard keyboard, the more costly it is
to train that employee to use the EFCO keyboard.

(E) Novice typists can learn to use the EFCO keyboard in about the same amount of time that it takes them to
learn to use the standard keyboard.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Compared to the standard typewriter keyboard, the EFCO keyboard promotes faster
typing while producing less fatigue. Replacing standard keyboardswith EFCO
keyboards promises immediate reduction of typing costs.

Reasoning Whatpointwould weaken the conclusion about reduced typing costs? Whenever a word like
immediate is part of an argument, it is wise to be alert. Given the comparison with the
standard keyboard, it could well be that over the longer term the EFCO keyboard will
savemoney. What problems might there be initially, however, that would counteract the
possibility of immediate savings? Personnel must first be retrained on the new EFCO
keyboard, and it is possible that the costs of the training could offset any short-term
savings. If the more experience employees have had with the standard keyboard, the
morecostlythe initial training, then adoptingthe newkeyboard could havehigh short-
term costs that preclude immediate savings.

A The greaterease of changing from the standardkeyboard to the EFCO keyboard for typists
experienced in both would support, not weaken, the conclusion.

B The fewer repairs required byEFCO keyboards should save money in the longrun; immediate
costs willnot go up since the price ofboth keyboards is the same. Theconclusion is not
weakened.

C The increasing use of EFCO keyboards supports the conclusion, because it suggests that other
offices have found the switch advantageous.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies information that weakens the conclusion that savings
will be immediate.

E For new typists, training timeis the same for both keyboards; thisstatement does notweaken the
conclusion.

The correct answer is D.
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72. In the past the countryof Malvernia has relied heavily on imported oil. Malvernia recently implemented a program
to convert heating systems from oil to natural gas. Malvernia currently producesmore natural gas each year than
it uses, and oil production in Malvernian oil fields is increasing at a steady pace. If these trends in fuel production
and usage continue, therefore, Malvernian reliance on foreign sources for fuel is likely to decline soon.

Which of the following would it be most useful to establish in evaluating the argument?

(A) When, if ever, will production of oil in Malvernia outstrip production of natural gas?

(B) Is Malvernia among the countries that rely most on imported oil?

(C) What proportion of Malvernia's total energy needs is met by hydroelectric, solar, and nuclear power?

(D) Is the amount of oil used each year in Malvernia for generating electricity and fuel for transportation
increasing?

(E) Have any existing oil-burning heating systems in Malvernia already been converted to natural-gas-burning
heating systems?

Argument Evaluation

Situation Malvernia has relied heavily on imported oil, but recentlybegan a program to convert
heating systems from oil to natural gas. Malvernia produces more natural gas than it
uses, so it will probably reduce its reliance on imported oils if these trends continue.

Reasoning Which option provides the information that it would be most useful toknow in evaluating the
argument? In other words, we are looking for the option which—depending on whether
it was answered yes or no—would either most weaken or most strengthen the argument.
The argument indicates that Malverniawill be using less oil for heating and will be
producing more oil domestically. But the conclusion that Malvernia's reliance on foreign
oil will decline, assuming the current trends mentioned continue, would be seriously
undermined if there was something in the works that was bound to offset these trends,
for instance, if it turned out that the country's need for oil was going to rise drastically in
the coming years.

A Since both counteract the need for importedoil, it makeslittle difference to the argument
whether domestic oil production exceeds domestic natural gas.

B Whether there are manycountries that rely moreon foreign oil than Malverniawould have little
impact on whether Malvernia's needfor foreign oil can be expected to decline.

C Since there is noinformation in theargument about whether Malvernia canexpect an increase or
decrease from these otherenergy sources, it does notmatter howmuch they now provide.

D Correct.This option provides the information that it would be most useful to know in evaluating
the argument.

E The argument tells us that a program has begun recently to convert heating systems from oil to
gas. So, even if no such conversions have been completed, theargument still indicates that they
can be expected to occur.

The correct answer is D.
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73. An overly centralized economy, notthe changes in the climate, is responsible for the poor agricultural
production in Country Xsince its new government came to power. Neighboring Country Yhas experienced the
same climatic conditions, butwhile agricultural production has been falling in Country X, it has been rising in
Country Y.

Which of the following, if true, would most weaken the argument above?

(A) Industrial production also is declining in Country X.

(B) Whereas Country Yis landlocked, CountryXhas a major seaport.

(C) Both Country Xand CountryYhave been experiencing drought conditions.

(D) The crops that have always been grown in Country Xare different from those that have always been grown
in Country Y.

(E) Country X's new government instituted a centralized economywith the intention of ensuring an equitable
distribution of goods.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Two countries sharing similarclimateconditions differwidelyin agricultural production,
one experiencing a rise and the other a decline. The decline is blamed on an overly
centralized economy.

Reasoning Whatpoint most weakens the argument that the economy is toblame? If a factor other than
the economycould account for the differences in agricultural production, then the
argument is weakened. If the two countries grow different kinds of crops that may react
differently to the same climate conditions, then the types of crops, rather than the
economy could be responsible for the differences in production.

A This weaklysuggests that the overly centralized economy of Country X is to blame for its poor
agricultural production; this strengthens the argumentmorethan it weakens it.

B The availability of a seaportdoes not explain the differences in agriculturalproduction.

C Similar climate conditions have alreadybeen established in the argument.

D Correct. This statement properlyidentifies a factor that weakens the argument.

E The government's intentionwhen instituting the economy does not have any bearingon whether
the economy is responsible for the decline or not.

The correct answer is D.
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74. Which of the following most logically completes the argument below?

Using broad-spectrum weed killers on weeds that are competing with crops for sunlight, water, and nutrients
presents a difficulty: how to keep the crop from being killed along with the weeds. For at least some food crops,
specially treated seed that produces plants resistant to weed killers is under development. This resistance
wears off as the plants mature. Therefore, the special seed treatment will be especially useful for plants that

(A) produce their crop over an extended period of time, as summer squash does

(B) produce large seeds that are easy to treat individually, as corn and beans do

(C) provide, as they approach maturity, shade dense enough to keep weeds from growing

(D) are typically grown in large tracts devoted to a single crop

(E) are cultivated specifically for the seed they produce rather than for their leaves or roots

Argument Construction

Situation A difficulty in usingbroad-spectrum weed killers is keeping them from killing the food
crops along with the weeds. Speciallytreated seed is being developed that will protect
certain food crop plants in their earlier stages of growth.

Reasoning Which is the best completionfor the conclusion? The conclusion is incompletely stated as
"Therefore, the special seed treatment will be especially useful for plants that

" The question is what sorts of plants does the passage suggest the seed
treatment would be especiallyuseful for. We have been told that this treatment makes
the plants resistant to weed killer, but that this resistance wears offwhen the plant
matures. So the treatment will be most useful with plants that are not harmed by weed
killer and that suffer no significant disadvantagewhen the resistance wears off as the
plantmatures. Choice (C) is the correct answer choice because it describes a sortofplant
that can combatweeds and requires no weed killer once the plant matures.

A Given that the seed treatment wears offas the plantmatures, it would not be especially useful for
plants that produce their crops over an extended period.

B We have not been told whether small seeds are more difficult to treat, and so we have no basis to
conclude that the special seed treatment would beespecially usefulTor plants that have large seeds
that are easy to treat individually. We have also been given no reason to think that it is better to
treat seeds individually.

C Correct. Plants that, as they approach maturity, produce shade dense enough to keep weeds from
growing, would benefitfrom resistance to weedkillerwhen young and would not need weed killer
when they have matured and lost their resistance.

D We have been given no reason to thinkthat the seed treatment would be especially useful for
plants grown in a large tractdevoted to a single crop. For example, whywould it be less useful for
small tractswith a varietyof crops?

E A plant harvestedfor its roots, fruits, or leaves, rather than for its seeds, would derive no less an
advantage from resistance to weed killers in earlier stages ofgrowth.

The correct answer is C.
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75. Because no employeewants to be associated with bad news in the eyes of a superior, information about serious
problems at lower levels is progressively softened and distorted as it goes up each step in the management
hierarchy. The chiefexecutive is, therefore, less well informed about problems at lower levels than are his or her
subordinates at those levels.

The conclusion drawn above is based on the assumption that

(A) problems should be solved at the level in the management hierarchy at which they occur

(B) employees should be rewarded for accurately reporting problems to their superiors

(C) problem-solving ability is more important at higher levels than it is at lower levels of the management
hierarchy

(D) chief executives obtain information about problems at lower levels from no source other than their
subordinates

(E) some employees are more concerned about truth than about the way they are perceived by their superiors

Argument Construction

Situation No employee wants to report bad news to a superior, so information about problems is
softenedand distorted as it goes up the ranks of management. As a result, chief
executives know less about problems at lower levels than their subordinates do.

Reasoning What assumption isbeing made in this argument? This passage contends that information
travels step by step upward through an organization, and that information becomes
increasinglydistorted along the route with each additional individual's reluctance to be
candid with a superior about problems. What must be true about this information flow to
support the conclusion? In order to conclude that chief executives are less wellinformed
about problems than their subordinates, the argument must logicallyassume that they
have no source of information except their subordinates.

A This argument is not about how problems should be solved, only about how chief executives learn
of them.

B No recommendation for solving the problem isassumed; onlythe method of discovering the
problem is assumed.

C Problem-solvingability plays no role in the argument.

D Correct. This statementproperly identifies an assumption that underlies the argument.

E This statement undermines the assertion made in the first sentence of the passage and so cannot be
assumed.

The correct answer is D.
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76. Although the earliest surviving Greek inscriptions written in an alphabet date from the eighth century B.C.,
the fact that the text of these Greek inscriptions sometimes runs from right to left and sometimes
from left to right indicates that the Greeks adopted alphabetic writing at least two centuries before these
inscriptions were produced. After all, the Greeks learned alphabetic writing from the Phoenicians, and
presumably, along with the alphabet, they also adopted the then-current Phoenician practice with respect to
the direction of text. And although Phoenician writing was originally inconsistent in direction, by the
eighth century B.C. Phoenician was consistently written from right to left and had been for about
two centuries.

In the argument given, the two portions in boldface play which of the following roles?

(A) The first and the second each describe evidence that has been used to challenge the position that the
argument seeks to establish.

(B) The first is evidence that forms the basis for an objection to the position that the argument seeks to
establish; the second is that position.

(C) The first is evidence that forms the basis for an objection to the position that the argument seeks to

establish; the second is a consideration that is introduced to counter the force of that evidence.

(D) The first and the second each provide evidence in support of the position that the argument seeks to
establish.

(E) The first provides evidence in support of the position that the argument seeks to establish; the second is
that position.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The oldest survivingGreek inscriptions written in an alphabet are from the eighth
century B.C. and run from both left to right and right to left. Therefore, it is likely that
the Greeks adopted alphabetic writing at least two centuries before these inscriptions
were made. The Greeks adopted their alphabet from the Phoenicians, who wrote in both
directions up until two centuries prior to the eighth century.

Reasoning What roles do the twoboldfacedportionsplay in the argument? The conclusion of the
argument is that the Greeks adopted alphabetic writing at least two centuries before the
oldest surviving Greek inscriptions were written in the eighth century B.C. The first and
second boldfaced portions worktogether to support this conclusion.

A The first and second portions arenot used to challenge the position the argument seeks to
establish, but to support it.

B The first is evidence for the conclusion, not for an objection to it; the secondis as well.

C The first is evidence for the conclusion, not foran objection to it; the second is aswell.
D Correct.This option correctly identifies the roles played by the boldfaced portions.
E The second boldfaced portion is not the conclusion, but evidence for that conclusion.

The correct answer is D.
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77. Arecent report determined that although only 3 percent of drivers on Maryland highways equipped their vehicles
with radar detectors, 33 percent of all vehicles ticketed for exceeding the speed limit were equipped with them.
Clearly, drivers who equip their vehicles with radar detectors are more likely to exceed the speed limit regularly
than are drivers who do not.

The conclusion drawn above depends on which of the following assumptions?

(A) Drivers who equip their vehicles with radar detectors are less likely to be ticketed for exceeding the speed
limit than are drivers who do not.

(B) Drivers who are ticketed for exceeding the speed limit are more likely to exceed the speed limit regularly
than are drivers who are not ticketed.

(C) The number of vehicles that were ticketed for exceeding the speed limitwas greater than the number of
vehicles that were equipped with radar detectors.

(D) Manyof the vehicles that were ticketed for exceeding the speed limitwere ticketed more than once in the
time period covered by the report.

(E) Drivers on Maryland highways exceeded the speed limitmore often than did drivers on other state
highways not covered in the report.

Argument Construction

Situation Although only 3 percent of drivers on Maryland's highways have radar detectors in their
vehicles, 33 percentof vehicles recently ticketed for driving over the speedlimit on
Maryland highways have had radar detectors. Driverswho have radar detectors are thus
more likely to exceed the speed limit regularly than drivers who do not.

Reasoning What assumption must be trueforthe conclusion to be drawn? The argument moves from a
particular example, that is, the percentage ofvehicles ticketed forexceeding the speed
limit that were equippedwith radar detectors, to a generalization about the regular
driving behaviors ofall drivers who have radar detectors in theirvehicles. The reasoning
links the example to the generalization with an assumption. What can the assumption
be? Only if the drivers ticketed in this instance are assumed to make a regularhabit of
exceeding the speed limit can the conclusion be drawn that drivers with radar detectors
are more likely to do so regularly than drivers who are not ticketed.

A While this statement about being ticketed may be true, the conclusion pertains to the recurrent
exceeding of the speed limit, so this statement is not relevant.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies the conclusion's necessary assumption about ticketed
drivers' beingmore likely to drive in excess of the speed limit than nonticketed drivers.

C This statement is about the numberofvehicles ticketed, not about the regular habitsof drivers, so
it is not assumed for the conclusion.

D While this additional information could help support the conclusion, it is not a necessary
assumption in the conclusion because it isabout the particular example of the drivers in
Maryland, not about drivers' habits in general.

E Learning that Maryland drivers are not representative ofother drivers undermines the conclusion
about all drivers, so it is clearlynot assumed.

The correct answer is B.
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78. In countries where automobile insurance includes compensation for whiplash injuries sustained in
automobile accidents, reports of having suffered such injuries are twice as frequent as they are in
countries where whiplash is not covered. Presently, no objective test for whiplash exists, so it is true that
spurious reports ofwhiplash injuries cannot be readily identified. Nevertheless, these facts do notwarrant the
conclusion drawn by some commentators that in the countries with the higher rates of reported whiplash
injuries, half of the reported cases are spurious. Clearly, in countries where automobile insurance does not
include compensation for whiplash, people often have little incentive to report whiplash injuries that
they actually have suffered.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play which of the following roles?

(A) The first is a claim that the argument disputes; the second is a conclusion that has been based on that claim.

(B) The first is a claim that has been used to support a conclusion that the argument accepts; the second is
that conclusion.

(C) The first is evidence that has been used to support a conclusion for which the argument provides further
evidence; the second is the main conclusion of the argument.

(D) The first is a finding whose implications are at issue in the argument; the second is a claim presented in
order to argue against deriving certain implications from that finding.

(E) The first is a finding whose accuracy is evaluated in the argument; the second is evidence presented to
establish that the finding is accurate.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Reported whiplash injuries are twice as common in countries where car insurance
companies pay compensation for such injuries as they are in countries where insurance
companies do not. Although there is no objective test for whiplash, this does not mean,
as some suggest, that half of the reports of such injuries are fake. It could simplybe that
where insurance will not pay for such injuries, people are less inclined to report them.

Reasoning What roles do the two boldfacedportionsplay inthe argument? The firstportion tells us about
the correlation between reportedcases of whiplash in countries and the willingnessof
insurance companies in those countries to compensate forwhiplash injuries. The argument
next states that whiplash is difficult to objectively verify. The argument then asserts that
although this last fact, taken togetherwith the first boldfaced portion, has led some to infer
that over half of the reported cases in countries with the highestwhiplash ratesare spurious,
suchan inference is unwarranted. The second boldfaced portion then helps to explain why
suchan inference is not necessarily warranted byoffering an alternative explanation.

A The claim made in the first boldfaced portion is never disputed in the argument; at dispute is how
to accountfor the fact that this claimis true. The second is not the argument's conclusion.

B In a manner of speaking, perhaps, the argument uses the first portionto support its conclusion;
but there is no indicationthat it has been usedelsewhere to do so. In any case, the second
boldfaced portion is not the argument's conclusion.

C The first has been used to support a conclusion that the argument rejects; the second boldfaced
portion is not the argument's conclusion.

D Correct. This option correctly identifies the roles played in the argument bythe boldfaced portions.
E The accuracy of the first boldfaced portion is never questioned in the argument; nor is the second

intended to somehow help show that the first is accurate. Rather, the argument assumes that the
first portion is accurate.

The correct answer is D.
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79. When demand for a factory's products is high, more money is spent at the factoryfor safety precautions and
machinerymaintenance than when demand is low. Thus the average number of on-the-job accidents per
employee each month should be lower during periods when demand is high than when demand is low and less
money is available for safety precautions and machinery maintenance.

Which of the following, if true about a factory when demand for its products is high, casts the most serious
doubt on the conclusion drawn above?

(A) Its employees ask for higher wages than they do at other times.

(B) Its management hires new workers but lacks the time to train them properly.

(C) Its employees are less likely to lose their jobs than they are at other times.

(D) Its management sponsors a monthlysafety award for each division in the factory.

(E) Its old machinery is replaced with modern, automated models.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Because more money is spent on safetyprecautions and machinery maintenance at a
factory when demand for its product is high, the average number of job-related accidents
per employee at the factory should be lower when demand is high.

Reasoning Whatpoint casts doubt on the conclusion? Considerwhat other conditions can result from
high demand for a factory's products. What if, when demand is high, more employees are
hired to meet the demand? If, in the effort to increase production, there is not enough
time for proper training, then it is likely that the new, poorly trained employees will have
morejob-relatedaccidents than experienced, well-trained workers.

A If employers consented to employees' request and diverted money from safetyto wages, this
statementmight cast doubt on the conclusion. However, no such reallocation of resources is
implied, and the passage conclusively states that more money is spenton safety precautions and
machinery maintenance when demand for the productis high. Therefore this statementis
irrelevant.

B Correct. This statementproperly identifies a point that undermines the conclusion.
C Increased job security could result in an increased number ofworkers, which might increase the

total number of accidents. However, the conclusion is about the number of accidents peremployee,
so this point is irrelevant.

D Actively promoting safety withan award would tend to support the argument, notweaken it.
E Replacing outdated machinery with more modern machinery could result in a safer workplace;

this point couldstrengthen the conclusion.

The correct answer is B.
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Asudden increase in the production of elephant ivory artifacts on the Mediterranean coast of North Africa
occurred in the tenth century. Historians explain this increase as the result of an area opening up as a new
source of ivory and argue on this basis that the important medieval trade between North Africa and East Africa
began at this period.

Each of the following, if true, provides some support for the historians' account described above EXCEPT:

(A) In East Africa gold coins from Mediterranean North Africa have been found at a tenth-century site but at no
earlier sites.

(B) The many surviving letters of pre-tenth-century North African merchants include no mention of business
transactions involving East Africa.

(C) Excavations in East Africa reveal a tenth-century change in architectural style to reflect North African
patterns.

(D) Documents from Mediterranean Europe and North Africa that date back earlier than the tenth century

show knowledge of East African animals.

(E) East African carvings in a style characteristic of the tenth century depict seagoing vessels very different
from those used by local sailors but of a type common in the Mediterranean.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Therewas a sudden increase in the productionof ivory artifacts in an area of North
Africa in the tenth century. Historians say this was brought about by a new source of
ivory opening up, and argue from this that important trade between North Africa and
East Africa began at this time.

Reasoning Which option does NOTprovide supportfor the historians' account? The historians' account
posits new trade between North and East Africa opening in the tenth century and infers
this from the increase in ivory production in North Africa that occurred at about this
time. Thus, an option that identifies some connection between North and East Africa
which predates the tenth centurywould not support but rather undermine the historians'
account.

A Thatgold coins may have first been traded between East Africa and North Africa supports the
idea that important trade between these areas opened up at this time.

B This is support for the historians' conclusion, because if there had been important trade between
East Africa and North Africa priorto the tenth century, there likely would have been some
mention of it in at least some of theletters that survive from that period.

C This change in architectural design suggests that NorthAfrica began to influence EastAfrica
around this time. Openingup of new trade would explain the emergence of this new influence.

D Correct. This is the one option that does not support the historians' account.
E The fact that East African carvings that are possibly from tenth century depict ships not from East

Africa but possibly from North Africa would support the idea that trade was occurring at this
time.

The correct answer is D.
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81. Which of the following most logically completes the argument?

The attribution of the choral work Lacrimae to the composer Pescard (1400-1474) has been regarded as
tentative, since it was based on a single treatise from the early 1500s that named Pescard as the composer.
Recently, several musical treatises from the late 1500s have come to light, all of which name Pescard as the
composer of Lacrimae. Unfortunately, these newly discovered treatises lend no support to the attribution of
Lacrimae to Pescard, since

(A) the treatise from the early 1500s misidentifies the composers of some of the musical works it considers

(B) the author of the treatise from the early 1500s had no very strong evidence on which to base the
identification of Pescard as the composer of Lacrimae

(0 there are works that can conclusively be attributed to Pescard that are not even mentioned in the treatise
from the early 1500s

(D) the later treatises probably had no source for their attribution other than the earlier treatise

(E) no known treatises from the 1600s identify Pescard as the composer of Lacrimae

Argument Construction

Situation A choralwork has been tentatively attributed to Pescard basedon a single treatise from
the early 1500s. But several treatises from the late 1500s have recently been discovered,
and all of them attribute the work to Pescard.

Reasoning Which ofthe answer choices provides the strongest reasonfor the conclusion? The argument's
conclusion is that the newlydiscovered late-1500 treatises lend no support to the
attribution of Lacrimae to Pescard. It is worth noting that prior to the conclusion the
passage provides information which suggests that these newlydiscovered treatises do lend
support to the attribution. So the question is: Why don't they? A good reason for
thinking they do not is that the newly discovered treatises probably derive solely from the
attribution given in the earliertext. Thus the attributions in the later treatises are only as
reliable as the attribution in the earlier treatise—and the argument suggests that that
reliability has not been conclusively established.

A This makes the treatise from the early 1500sless reliable, but it does not explain why the newly
discovered treatises are unreliable.

B Like answer choice (A), this is irrelevant. The question is not why the treatise from the early 1500s
fails to lend support to the attribution but why the treatises from the late 1500s fail to do so.

C This is irrelevantbecause it does not refer to the newly discovered treatiseswhose attribution of
Lacrimae is at issue.

D Correct. The question iswhether these newly discovered treatises lend additional support.
Lacrimae has already been tentatively attributed to Pescard based on the textfrom the early 1500s.
So, if the later treatises basetheir attributionsolely on the earlier treatise, then they provide no
additional support beyond that already provided by the earlier treatise.

E This leaves open the possibility that there was no treatise at all in the 1600s that discussed Pescard
or Lacrimae. Also, it fails to provide significant evidence either for or against Pescard's having
composed Lacrimae. Buteven if it didprovide such evidence, it would be irrelevant because the
issue iswhy the late-1500 treatises fail to provide significant support for the attribution of
Lacrimae to Pescard, not whether Pescardcomposed the work.

The correct answer is D.
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82. Journalist: In physics journals, the number of articles reporting the results of experiments involving particle
accelerators was lower last year than it had been in previous years. Several of the particle accelerators at major
research institutions were out of service the year before last for repairs, so it is likely that the low number of
articles was due to the decline in availability of particle accelerators.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously undermines the journalist's argument?

(A) Every article based on experiments with particle accelerators that was submitted for publication last year
actually was published.

(B) The average time scientists must wait for access to a particle accelerator has declined over the last

several years.

(0 The number of physics journals was the same last year as in previous years.

(D) Particle accelerators can be used for more than one group of experiments in any given year.

(E) Recent changes in the editorial policies of several physics journals have decreased the likelihood that
articles concerning particle-accelerator research will be accepted for publication.

Argument Evaluation

Situation A journalist attributes the low number of articles about particle accelerators in physics
journals to the fact that several accelerators at major research institutions had been out of
service the previousyear.

Reasoning Whatpointundermines thejournalist's argument? Thejournalist assumes that the
researchers' lackof access to the accelerators is responsible for the decline in the number
of articles. What else could explain fewer articles?What if the decline is due, not to the
availability of the accelerators for experiments, but to policies regarding publishing
articles related to such experiments? An alternateexplanation is that changes in the
editorial policies of physics journals, rather than the effect of the out-of-service
accelerators, could well be responsible for the lower number of published articles about
particle-accelerator research.

A This statement rules out the possibility that submitted articles were not published, and
eliminating this alternate explanation tends to support the argument.

B A decline inwaiting time would seem to promote more articles about accelerator research being-
written and published, not fewer.

C While the decline in articles could be explained by a decline in the number ofjournals, this
statementeliminates that alternate explanation.

D If the accelerators can be used for multiple experiments, then it is reasonable toexpect more
articles related to them, not fewer.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies apoint that undermines the journalist's reasoning.

The correct answer is E.
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83. Many people suffer an allergic reaction to certain sulfites, including those that are commonly added to wine as
preservatives. However, since there are several winemakerswho add sulfites to none of the wines they produce,
people who would like to drinkwine but are allergic to sulfites can drink wines produced by these winemakers
without risking an allergic reaction to sulfites.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

(A) These winemakers have been able to duplicate the preservative effect produced by adding sulfites by
means that do not involve adding any potentially allergenic substances to their wine.

(B) Not all forms of sulfite are equally likely to produce the allergic reaction.

(C) Wine is the only beverage to which sulfites are commonly added.

(D) Apart from sulfites, there are no substances commonly present inwine that give rise to an allergic reaction.

(E) Sulfites are not naturally present in the wines produced by these winemakers in amounts large enough to
produce an allergic reaction in someone who drinks these wines.

Argument Construction

Situation People who are allergic to certain sulfites can avoidrisking an allergic reaction by
drinking wine from one of the several producers that does not add sulfites.

Reasoning On what assumption does the argument depend? Drinkingwine to which no sulfites have
been added will not preventexposure to sulfites if, for instance, sulfites occur naturally in
wines. In particular, if the wines that do not have sulfites added have sulfites present
naturally in quantities sufficient to produce an allergic reaction, drinking thesewines will
not prevent an allergic reaction. Theargument therefore depends on assuming that this is
not the case.

A Theargument does not require this because the conclusion does not address allergic reactions to
substances other than sulfites.

B The argument specifically refers to "certain sulfites" producing allergic reactions. It is entirely
compatible with certain other forms of sulfites not producing allergic reactions in anyone.

C This is irrelevant. Theargument does not claim that onecan avoid having an allergic reaction to
sulfatesfrom any source justby restricting one's wine consumption to those varieties towhich no
sulfites have been added.

D Once again, the argument's conclusion does notaddress allergic reactions to substances other
than sulfites in wine.

E Correct. The argument relies on this assumption.

The correct answer is E.
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84. Networks of blood vessels in bats' wings serve onlyto disperse heat generated inflight. This heat is generated
only because bats flap their wings. Thus paleontologists' recent discovery that the winged dinosaur Sandactylus
had similar networks of blood vessels in the skin of its wings provides evidence for the hypothesis that
Sandactylus flew by flapping its wings, not just by gliding.

In the passage, the author develops the argument by

(A) forming the hypothesis that best explains several apparently conflicting pieces of evidence

(B) reinterpreting evidence that had been used to support an earlier theory

(C) using an analogy with a known phenomenon to draw a conclusion about an unknown phenomenon

(D) speculating about how structures observed in present-day creatures might have developed from similar

structures in creatures now extinct

(E) pointing out differences in the physiological demands that flight makes on large, as opposed to small,
creatures

Argument Evaluation

Situation The network of blood vessels in bats'wings is comparedwith a similar structure in the
wings of the dinosaur Sandactylus to explain how the dinosaur flew.

Reasoning How is this argument developed? The author first showsthat a physical characteristic of
bats' wings is directly related to their styleof flight. The author then argues that the
similar structure found in the wings of Sandactylus is evidence that the dinosaur had a
style of flight similar to that ofbats. The structure of this argumentis a comparison, or
analogy, between a known phenomenon (bats) and an unknown one (Sandactylus).

A The evidence of the blood vessels in the wings does not conflict with other evidence.
B The evidence of theblood vessels in the wings isused to support only one theory—that

Sandactylus flew byflapping its wingsaswellas bygliding; no evidence is discussed in relation to
any earlier theory.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies how the argument compares the wings ofbats andof
Sandactylus in order to draw a conclusion about how the dinosaur flew.

D The argument is not about how thestructures in the bats developed from the structures in the
dinosaurs, but rather about how Sandactylus flew.

E The comparison between bats and Sandactylus points outsimilarities, not differences.

The correct answer is C.
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85. Keith: Compliance with newgovernment regulations requiring the installation of smoke alarms and sprinkler
systems in all theaters and arenas will cost the entertainment industry $25 billion annually. Consequently, jobs
will be lost and profits diminished. Therefore, these regulations will harm the country's economy.

Laura: The $25 billion spent by some businesses will be revenue for others. Jobs and profitswill be gained as
well as lost.

Laura responds to Keith by

(A) demonstrating that Keith's conclusion is based on evidence that is not relevant to the issue at hand

(B) challenging the plausibility of the evidence that serves as the basis for Keith's argument

(C) suggesting that Keith's argument overlooks a mitigating consequence

(D) reinforcing Keith's conclusion by supplying a complementary interpretation of the evidence Keith cites

(E) agreeing with the main conclusion of Keith's argument but construing that conclusion as grounds for
optimism rather than for pessimism

Argument Construction

Situation Keith argues that the cost of newregulations will result in a lossof jobs and profits,
hurting the national economy. Laura points out that while one industry will suffer, others
will gain by supplying the goods and services requiredby the regulations.

Reasoning What is the strategy Laura uses in the counterargument? Laura uses the same evidence, the
$25 billion spent on meeting new regulations, but comes to a different conclusion. While
Keith focuses on the losses to one industry, Laura looks at the gains to other industries.
By suggesting a consequence that Keith did not mention, she places the outcome in a
morepositive light.

A Laura accepts the relevance ofKeith's evidence and uses it herselfwhen she replies that the $25
billion spent by some businesses willbe revenueforothers.

B Laura does not challenge Keith's evidence; she uses the same evidence as the basis ofherown
argument.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies the strategy Laura employs in hercounterargument.
Laura points out that Keith did not consider that, in this case, losses for one industry mean gains
for others.

D Laura rejects rather than reinforces Keith's conclusion; while he notes the losses injobs and
profits that will harm the economy, she points out thatjobs andprofits will begained as well as lost.

E Laura does not agree with Keith's main conclusion that the regulations will harm the national
economy; she argues instead that gains inother industries will compensate for the losses inone
industry.

The correct answer is C.
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86. When trying to identify new technologies that promise to transform the marketplace, market researchers survey
the managers of those companies that are developing newtechnologies. Such managers have an enormous
stake in succeeding, so they invariably overstate the potential of their newtechnologies. Surprisingly, however,
market researchers typically do not survey a new technology's potential buyers, even though it is the buyers—
not the producers—who will ultimately determine a technology's commercial success.

Which of the following, iftrue, best accounts for the typical survey practices among market researchers?

(A) If a new technology succeeds, the commercial benefits accrue largely to the producers, not to the buyers,
of that technology.

(B) People who promote the virtues of a new technology typically fail to consider that the old technology that
is currently in use continues to be improved, often substantially.

(C) Investors are unlikely to invest substantial amounts of capital in a company whose own managers are
skeptical about the commercial prospects of a new technology they are developing.

(D) The potential buyers for not-yet-available technologies can seldom be reliably identified.

(E) The developers of a new technology are generally no better positioned than its potential buyers to gauge
how rapidly the new technology can be efficiently mass-produced.

Argument Construction

Situation Market researchers seeking to identify new technologies that have the potential to
transform the marketplace survey managers of companies developing new technologies,
but typically not the potential buyers of new technologies, even though managers tend to
overstate the potential of their new technologies and it is the buyers who determine the
products' commercial success.

Reasoning What best explains why it ismanagers, not buyers, that the market researchers survey? Why,
despite the information in the passage, are managers of technology companies surveyed
while potential buyers are typically not?A partial explanationwould be that it is difficult
to reliably determine who the potential buyers of new technologies will be. If market
researchers cannot identifywho the potential buyers of as-yet unavailable technologies
will be, that explains why they are not typically surveyed—and why the next best
alternative may be to survey managers.

A This answer choice tells uswho would benefit from commercial success of new technologies. Butit
says nothingaboutwhose opinion would be mostvaluable in predicting the commercial success of
new technologies.

B At most, this could help explain why managers overstate the potential oftheir new technologies.
Butit does not explain the motives ofmarket researchers in relying on the managers' rather than
buyers' opinions about new technologies.

C Given that managers oftechnology companies will want to attract investors, this helps to explain
why the managers would tend to overstate the potential of theirnew technologies. Butit does not
help to explainthe survey practices.

D Correct. This accounts for why potential buyers ofnew technologies are not typically sought out
in surveys bymarketresearchers: It isdifficult to determine in advance who theyare.

E This, like answer choice (C), tends to make the practices ofmarket researchers more difficult
rather than easier tounderstand. Ifdevelopers ofnew technologies are no better atgauging how
rapidly a new technology canbe mass-produced (a factor affecting commercial success), then all
the more reason to survey potential buyers rather than the managers.

The correct answer is D.
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87. In the United States, of the people who moved from one state to another when they retired, the percentage
who retired to Florida hasdecreased by three percentage points over the past ten years. Since many local
businesses in Florida cater to retirees, these declines are likely to have a noticeably negative economic effect
on these businesses and therefore on the economyof Florida.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument given?

(A) People who moved from one state to another when they retired moved a greater distance, on average,
last year than such people did ten years ago.

(B) People were more likely to retire to North Carolina from another state last year than people were
ten years ago.

(C) The number of people who moved from one state to another when they retired has increased significantly
over the past ten years.

(D) The number of people who left Florida when they retired to live in another state was greater last year than
it was ten years ago.

(E) Florida attracts more people who move from one state to another when they retire than does any other
state.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Of those people who move to another state whenthey retire, the percentage moving to
Florida has declined. This trend is apt to harm Florida's economy because many
businesses there cater to retirees.

Reasoning Which ofthe options most weakens the argument? The argument draws its conclusion from
data about the proportion of emigratingretirees movingto Florida. Yetwhat matters
more directly to the conclusion (and to Florida's economy) is the absolute number of
retirees immigrating to Florida. That number could have remained constant or even risen
if the absolute number of emigratingretirees itself increased while the proportion going
to Florida decreased.

A This has no obvious bearing on the argument one wayor another. It makes it more likely,
perhaps, that a person in a distant state will retire to Florida, but less likely that one in a
neighboring state will do so.

B This has no bearing whether fewer people havebeen retiring to Florida over the last ten years.

C Correct. This is the option that mostseriously weakens the argument.
D This makes it more likely that Florida'seconomy will be harmed because of decreasingnumbers of

retirees, but has no real bearing on the argumentwhich concludes specifically that declines in the
proportion ofemigrating retirees moving to Florida will have a negative effect on the state's economy.

E This is irrelevant. At issue is how the numbers of retirees in Florida from one year compare to the
next, not howthose numbers compare with numbers of retirees in other states.

The correct answer is C.
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Businesses are suffering because of a lack of money available for development loans. To help businesses, the
government plans to modify the income-tax structure in order to induce individual taxpayers to puta larger
portion of their incomes into retirement savings accounts, because as more money is deposited in such
accounts, more money becomes available to borrowers.

Which ofthe following, if true, raises the mostserious doubt regarding the effectiveness ofthe government's
plan to increase the amount of money available for development loans for businesses?

(A) When levels of personal retirement savings increase, consumer borrowing always increases
correspondingly.

(B) The increased tax revenue the government would receive as a result of business expansion would not
offset the loss in revenue from personal income taxes during the first year of the plan.

(C) Even with tax incentives, some people will choose not to increase their levels of retirement savings.

(D) Bankers generallywill not continue to lend money to businesses whose prospective earnings are
insufficient to meet their loan repayment schedules.

(E) The modified tax structure would give all taxpayers, regardless of their incomes, the same tax savings for
a given increase in their retirement savings.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Because the lackof available money for development loans is harming businesses, the
governmentplans to modify the income-tax structure, encouraging taxpayers to put
more money into retirement accounts. This plan is intended to ensure that with more
moneyput into these accounts, moremoneywill in turn be available to business
borrowers.

Reasoning Whatpotentialflaw in this plan mightprevent itfrom being effective? What is the
expectationbehind the plan? The government's plan supposes that the money invested in
retirement accounts will be available to business borrowers in the form of development
loans. Consider what circumstances might hinder that availability. What if consumer
borrowers compete with businesses? If it is known that, historically, increased savingsin
personal retirement accounts correspondswith increased consumer borrowing, then the
government's effort to target businesses as the beneficiariesof this plan could well fail.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies a reason that the government's plan could be less
effective in meeting its goal.

B A predictedrevenue shortfall does not directly affect the plan's effectiveness in reaching its stated
goal, and might be deemed an acceptable cost of achieving that goal.

C As long as the total amount deposited in personal retirement accounts increases sufficiently, the
decision ofsomepeople not to increase their contributions will not keep the planfrom achieving
its goal.

D Theplanwould increase the money available specifically for development loans, not existing
loans.

E Theuniversal tax savings does not affect the effectiveness of the plan.

The correct answer is A.
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Since it has become known that several of a bank's top executives have been buying shares in their own
bank, the bank's depositors, who had been worried by rumors that thebank faced impending financial collapse,
have been greatly relieved. They reason that, since top executives evidently have faith in the bank's financial
soundness, thoseworrisome rumors must befalse. Such reasoning might well be overoptimistic, however, since
corporate executives have been known to buy shares in their own company in a calculated attempt
to dispel negative rumors about the company's health.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play which of the following roles?

(A) The first describes evidence that has been taken as supporting a conclusion; the second gives a reason
for questioning that support.

(B) The first describes evidence that has been taken as supporting a conclusion; the second states a contrary
conclusion that is the main conclusion of the argument.

(C) The first provides evidence in support of the main conclusion of the argument; the second states that
conclusion.

(D) The first describes the circumstance that the argument as a whole seeks to explain; the second gives the
explanation that the argument seeks to establish.

(E) The first describes the circumstance that the argumentas a whole seeks to explain; the second provides
evidence in support of the explanation that the argument seeks to establish.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Top executives at a bank that has been rumored to be in financial trouble havebeen
buying shares in the bank. Bankdepositors seethis as a goodsign,because they believe
that it indicates that the executives have faith in the bank. However, corporate executives
sometimes do this just to dispel rumors about a company's health.

Reasoning What isthe role that the two boldfacedportionsplay in the argument? The first boldfaced
portion states that bank executives are buying bank shares, which the passage indicates is
taken by bank depositors to be evidence of the executives' faith in the bank. The passage
then tells us what some have inferred from this, and finally offers in the second boldfaced
statement evidence that undermines this inference.

A Correct. This option correctly identifies the roles played by the boldfaced portions.

B This correctly describes the first statement's role, but the second statementis not offered as a
conclusion—no evidence is givenfor it; rather it is evidence for somethingelse.

C Again, the second statement is not offered as a conclusion; no evidenceis given for it.

D The second statement is not itself offered as an explanation of why these bank executives are
investing in the bank; if it were, that would mean that the bank executives are doing so because
corporate executives are known to do such things in a calculated effort to dispelworries.
Furthermore the argument does not conclude that this other explanation (which the boldfaced
portion points to) is correct, only that the one inferred bydepositors may not be.

E Again, the argument is not so muchseeking to establish an explanation of its own as it is trying to
undermine that inferred by the depositors.

The correct answer is A.
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90. Anew law gives ownership ofpatents—documents providing exclusive right to make and sell an invention—to
universities, not the government, when those patents result from government-sponsored university research.
Administrators at Logos University plan to sell any patents they acquire to corporations in orderto fund
programs to improve undergraduate teaching.

Which ofthe following, if true, would cast the mostdoubt onthe viability of the college administrators' plan
described above?

(A) Profit-making corporations interested in developing products based on patents held by universities are
likely to try to serve as exclusive sponsors of ongoing university research projects.

(B) Corporate sponsors of research in university facilities are entitled to tax credits under new federal
tax-code guidelines.

(C) Research scientists at Logos University have few or no teaching responsibilities and participate little ifat
ail in the undergraduate programs in their field.

(D) Government-sponsored research conducted at Logos University for the most part duplicates research
already completed by several profit-making corporations.

(E) Logos University is unlikely to attract corporate sponsorship of its scientific research.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Universities own the patents resulting from government-sponsored research at their
institutions. One university plans to sell its patents to corporations to fund a program to
improve teaching.

Reasoning Which point casts doubt on the university'splan? The university's plan assumes therewill be
a market for its patents, and that the corporations will want to buy them. What might
make this untrue? If some of the corporations have alreadydone the same or similar
research, they will not be prospectivebuyers of the university's patents.

A This point is irrelevant to the plan to sell patents in order to fund a program.

B The university plans to sell the patents to the corporations, not to invite the corporations to
sponsor research.

C This point is irrelevantto the university's plan to selloffpatents since the plan does not specify
that the research scientistswill be involved in the programs to improve undergraduate teaching.

D Correct. This statementproperly identifies a factor that castsdoubt on the university's plan to sell
its patents to corporations.

E The plan concerns sellingpatents resulting from government-sponsored research, not attracting
corporate sponsorship for research.

The correct answer is D.
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91. Environmentalist: The commissioner of the Fish and Game Authority would have the public believe that increases
in the numberof marine fish caught demonstrate that this resource is no longer endangered. This is a specious
argument, as unsound as it would be to assert that the ever-increasing rate at which rain forests are being cut
down demonstrates a lack of danger to that resource. The real cause of the increased fish-catch is a greater
efficiency in using technologies that deplete resources.

The environmentalist's statements, iftrue, best support which of the following as a conclusion?

(A) The use of technology is the reason for the increasing encroachment of people on nature.

(B) It is possible to determine how many fish are in the sea in some way other than bycatching fish.

(0 The proportion of marine fish that are caught is as high as the proportion of rain forest trees that are cut
down each year.

(D) Modern technologies waste resources by catching inedible fish.

(E) Marinefish continue to be an endangered resource.

Argument Construction

Situation A publicofficial argues that increased catches showthat marine fish are no longer
endangered. An environmentalist attacks the position and cites technology as the cause
of the increased catch.

Reasoning What conclusion do the environmentalist's statements support? The environmentalist casts
doubt by saying the commissioner would have the public believe that the increased catch
shows that the fish are no longerendangered; the phrasing indicates that the
environmentalist believes just the reverse. The environmentalist does believe the marine
fish are endangered, and, after attacking the commissioner's argument as specious,
or false, and offering an analogy to make that argument look ridiculous, the
environmentalist gives an alternate explanation for the increased catch that is consistent
with that belief.

A Although the environmentalist claims that technologycauses people's greater encroachment on
nature in this single instance, there is nothing in the argument to suggest that such encroachment
causedby technology is a general trend.

B The environmentalist's claims imply that the numberoffish caughtis not a reliable indicatorof
how many are left in the ocean but do notgive any indication that it is possible to find out byany
other means, either.

C The environmentalist creates an analogy between fish caughtand rain forest trees cut down but
does not compare their proportion.

D Nothing about how the fish canbe used, including whether theyareedible or inedible, plays any
role in the environmentalist's argument.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies a conclusion supported by the environmentalist's
statements: The marine fish are endangered.

The correct answer is E.
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92. In the countryof Veltria, the past two years' broad economic recession has included a business downturn in the
clothing trade, where sales are down by about 7 percent as compared to twoyears ago. Clothing wholesalers
havefound, however, that the proportion of credit extended to retailers that was paid off on time fell sharply in
the first year of the recession but returned to its prerecession level in the second year.

Which of the following, iftrue, most helps to explain the change between the first and the second year of the
recession in the proportion of credit not paid off on time?

(A) The total amount of credit extended to retailers by clothing wholesalers increased between the first year
of the recession and the second year.

(B) Between the first and second years of the recession, clothing retailers inVeltria saw many of their costs,
rent and utilities in particular, increase.

(C) Ofthe considerable number of clothing retailers inVeltria who were havingfinancial difficulties before the
start of the recession, virtually all were forced to go out of business during its first year.

(D) Clothing retailers in Veltria attempted to stimulate sales in the second year of the recession by discounting
merchandise.

(E) Relatively recession-proof segments of the clothing trade, such as work clothes, did not suffer any
decrease in sales during the first year of the recession.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Two years of recession in Veltria included a downturn in the clothing trade where sales are
down 7 percent from two years ago. Yet, in the second year of the recession, the
proportion of credit extended from clothing wholesalers to retailers that was paid offon
time has returned to its prerecession level, after having fallen sharply during the first year.

Reasoning Which option wouldmost help to explain the change between thefirst andsecondyear in the
proportion ofcreditpaidoffon time? The apparent discrepancy in the passage that needs
explaining is between the downturn in the clothing trade over the last two years and the
return to prerecession rates in the proportion of credit extended to clothing retailers that
was paid on time. How can the proportion this past year be similar to what it would be
in a normal year? After all, one would expect retailers to have a harder time payingoff
credit in a recession. And what changed in the past year to bring this about? If the first
year of the recession drove out of business many of the retailerswho were most apt to get
behind in their payments to wholesalers, then that would explain how the rate at which
credit was being paid on time couldbe as high in the secondyear of the recession as it
was before the recession.

A The fact that the absolute amount ofcredit that was extended to retailers went up in the second
year does not help to explain why theproportion that waspaid on time also went up.

B If anything, thiswould suggest that more retailers would have trouble paying theircredit to
wholesalers on time.

C Correct. This is the option that most helps to explain the phenomenon.
D Justbecause retailers tried to stimulate sales does not mean that theysucceeded, and the passage

tells us that thedownturn in sales in the clothing trade continued into thesecond year.
E This does not change the fact that there was adownturn insales ofclothing during the first year.

Furthermore, thequestion is why the rate ofunpaid credit dropped in the second year ofthe
recession.

The correct answer is C.
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93. Commentator: The theory oftrade retaliation states thatcountries closed outof any ofanother country's
markets should close some of their own markets to the other country in order to pressure the other country to
reopen its markets. If every country acted according to this theory, no country would trade with anyother.

The commentator's argument relies on which of the following assumptions?

(A) No country actually acts according to the theory of trade retaliation.

(B) No country should block any of its markets to foreign trade.

(0 Trade disputes should be settled by international tribunal.

(D) For any two countries, at least one has some market closed to the other.

(E) Countries close their markets to foreigners to protect domestic producers.

Argument Construction

Situation The theory of trade retaliation is explained as the action and reaction of closing markets
between trading nations; no country would ever trade with another, the observation is
offered, if every country acted according to the theory.

Reasoning What assumption underlies this argument? What makes the commentator conclude that no
country would be trading if the theory were operative? The commentator must perceive
of some condition as a given here. The argument assumes an initial action, a country's
closing of a market to a trading partner, that is followed by a reaction, the retaliatory
closing of a market by that partner. In this unending pattern of action-reaction, at least
one of the two countries must have a market closed to the other.

A The argument does not assume that no country acts according to the theory, just that not all
countries do so.

B The commentator's argument is about what the theory of trade retaliation predicts, not about what
trade policies countries ought to follow, and a statement about the latter is not an assumption for
the former.

C This alternative scenario—trade disputes settledby international tribunal rather than by trade
retaliation—plays no role in the argument.

D Correct. This statementproperly identifies the assumption required to create the never-ending
action-reaction pattern.

E The argument does not pertain to countries' initialreasons forclosing their markets to foreign
trade, only to the consequences of doing so.

The correct answer is D.
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94. As a construction material, bamboo is as strong as steel and sturdier than concrete. Moreover, in tropical areas
bamboo is a much less expensive construction material than either steel or concrete and is always readily
available. In tropical areas, therefore, building with bamboo makes better economic sense than building with
steel or concrete, except where land values are high.

Which of the following, iftrue, most helps to explain the exception noted above?

(A) Buildings constructed of bamboo are less likely to suffer earthquake damage than are steel and concrete
buildings.

(B) Bamboo is unsuitable as a building material for multistory buildings.

(C) In orderto protect it from being damaged by termites and beetles, bamboo must be soaked, at some
expense, in a preservative.

(D) In some tropical areas, bamboo is used to make the scaffolding that is used during large construction
projects.

(E) Bamboo growing in an area where land values are increasing is often cleared to make wayfor
construction.

Argument Construction

Situation Bamboo is as strongas steel andsturdier than concrete when usedas a construction
material. In tropical areas, bamboo is muchless expensive and is always readily available.

Reasoning What explains the exception specified inthe conclusion? The argument's conclusion is that in
tropical areas bamboo is a more economical building material than steel or concrete,
except where land values are high. The information in the passage makes clearwhybamboo
is a more economical building material in tropical areas than are concreteor steel. So the
question is: Why must an exception be made for areaswhere land values are high?
Multistory buildings are particularly desirable in areaswhere land values are high, but
bamboo may not be suitable for such buildings.

A This explains why bamboo would be preferable to steel or concrete in tropical areas especially
prone to earthquakes. However, there is no clearconnection to be madebetween areas where land
values are high and areas especially prone to earthquakes.

B Correct. Multistory buildings provide a greaterarea of floor space for a givensitearea, and in that
senseare more economical. A single-story buildingwith the samefloor space will occupy a much
bigger site, so the higher the land values, the more likely it is that a multistory building will be
built on that land. Thus, given this information, bamboo is less suitable for areas where land values
are high.

C This undermines, to some extent, the claim that bamboois an economical building material. But it
does nothing to explainwhyit would be less economical specifically in areaswhere land values are
high.

D This is irrelevant. Bamboo is used to build scaffolding for construction projects and as a building
material for permanent structures. There is no way to infer from this that bamboo is less
economicalspecifically in areas where land values are high.

E The fact that bamboo iscleared from an area to make room for construction in no way implies that
bamboowould not be a suitable and economical building materialfor the area once it has been
cleared.

The correct answer is B.
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95. Studies in restaurants show thatthe tips left by customers who pay their bill in cash tend to be larger when the
bill is presented on a tray that bears a credit-card logo. Consumer psychologists hypothesize that simply seeing
a credit-card logo makes many credit-card holders willing to spend more because it reminds them that their
spending power exceeds the cash they have immediately available.

Which of the following, iftrue, most strongly supports the psychologists' interpretation of the studies?

(A) The effect noted in the studies is not limited to patrons who have credit cards.

(B) Patronswho are under financial pressure from their credit-card obligations tend to tip less when presented
with a restaurant bill on a tray with a credit-card logo than when the tray has no logo.

(0 In virtually all of the cases in the studies, the patrons who paid bills in cash did not possess credit cards.

(D) In general, restaurant patrons who pay their bills in cash leave larger tips than do those who pay by
credit card.

(E) The percentage of restaurant bills paid with a given brand of credit card increases when that credit card's
logo is displayed on the tray with which the bill is presented.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Studieshave found that restaurantcustomers give more generous tips when their bills are
brought on trays bearing a credit-card logo. Psychologists speculate that this is because
the logo reminds customers of their abilityto spend more money than they have.

Reasoning Which ofthe options most helps to support the psychologists' explanation ofthe studies? The
psychologists' hypothesis is that the credit-card logoson the trays bring to the minds of
those who tip more the fact that they have morepurchasingpower than merely the cash
that they have at hand. This explanation would not be valid even if those peoplewho are
not reminded of their own excess purchasing power—ifin fact they have anysuch
power—when they see such a logo nonetheless tip more in such trays. Thus, if restaurant
patrons who are under financial pressurefrom their credit-card obligations do not tip
morewhen their bills are presented on trays bearing credit-card logos, then the
psychologists' interpretation of the studies is supported.

A This undermines the psychologists' interpretation, for it shows that the same phenomenon occurs
evenwhen the alleged causehas been removed.

B Correct. This option identifies the result that would most strengthen the psychologists'
interpretation.

C This undermines the psychologists' interpretation byshowingthat the same phenomenon occurs
even when the alleged cause has been removed; patrons cannot be reminded of something that is
not there.

D To the extent that this bears on the interpretation of the study, it weakens it. Patrons using credit
cards aresurely aware that they have credit, andyet they spend less generously.

E Tliis does not supportthe idea that being reminded that onehasa creditcardinduces one to be
more generous, only that it induces one to use that credit card.

The correct answer is B.
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96. Although parapsychology is often considered a pseudoscience, it is in fact a genuine scientific enterprise, for it
uses scientific methods such as controlled experiments and statistical tests of clearly stated hypotheses to
examine the questions it raises.

The conclusion above is properly drawn ifwhich of the following is assumed?

(A) If a field of study can conclusively answer the questions it raises, then it is a genuine science.

(B) Since parapsychologyuses scientific methods, it will produce credible results.

(C) Any enterprise that does not use controlled experiments and statistical tests is not genuine science.

(D) Any field of study that employs scientific methods is a genuine scientific enterprise.

(E) Since parapsychology raises clearly statable questions, they can be tested in controlled experiments.

Argument Construction

Situation The argument states that parapsychology is a genuine science because it uses scientific
methods.

Reasoning What assumption does the argument make? The argument asserts that parapsychology is a
science,for it uses scientific methods. The argument thus assumes that the use of scientific
methods proves that a field of study is a genuine science.

A The argument is basedon an assumption about how the questions are investigated rather than on
how well they are answered.

B The argument is not about whether the results are credible, so this assumption is irrelevant.

C Theargument does not concern what is not genuine science, so there is no need for this
assumption.

D Correct. This statement properlyidentifies the argument's assumption that the use of scientific
method is sufficient to make an enterprise genuine science.

E This assumption does not make the connection required bythe argument between the use of
scientific methods and a field of study's status as genuine science.

The correct answer is D.
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97. Hotco oil burners, designed to be used in asphalt plants, are so efficient that Hotco will sell one to the Clifton
Asphalt plantfor no payment other than the cost savings between the total amount the asphalt plant actually
paid for oil using its former burner during the last two years and the total amount it will pay for oil using the
Hotco burner during the next two years. On installation, the plant will make an estimated payment, which will be
adjusted after two years to equal the actual cost savings.

Which of the following, if it occurred, would constitute a disadvantage for Hotco of the plan described above?

(A) Another manufacturer's introduction to the market of a similarly efficient burner

(B) The Clifton Asphalt plant's need for more than one new burner

(C) Very poor efficiency in the Clifton Asphalt plant's old burner

(D) A decrease in the demand for asphalt

(E) A steady increase in the price of oil beginning soon after the new burner is installed

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation Hotco produces a veryefficient oil burner. It sells a burner to an asphalt plant, stating
that the priceof the burner is how much money the plant saves on oil using the new
burner.

Reasoning Hotco willbe ata disadvantage ifwhich ofthefollowing occurs? Hotco is to be paid basedon
how much money the plant saves on oil overa two-yearperiod. There is an assumption
that a number of factors will remain relatively stable from the previous two years to the
next twoyears. What is a factor that could cause a disadvantage for Hotco? If the price of
oilgoes up, then the plantwill experience smaller savings than Hotcoanticipated, despite
the plant's using less oil than previously because of its new, more efficient burners. If the
plant's savings go down, Hotco will not get the payment it is expecting.

A The burner is alreadyinstalled, so a competitor is not a problem.

B The plant's need for multiple burners should bean opportunity for Hotco, not a disadvantage.
C If the oldburnerwas very inefficient, the new burner should save a greatdeal of money that

would ultimatelygo to Hotco.
D If demand decreases, less oilwould need to be purchased, and Hotco wouldget more money.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies a factor thatwould constitute a disadvantage for the
plan: since the payment for the burner is based on savings inoil purchases, any increases in the
price ofoilwill decrease savings and thus decrease payments to Hotco.

The correct answer is E.
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Delta Products Inc. has recently switched at least partly from older technologies using fossil fuels to
new technologies powered by electricity. The question has been raised whether it can be concluded that
for a given level of output Delta's operation now causes less fossil fuel to be consumed than it did
formerly. The answer, clearly, is yes, since the amount of fossil fuel used to generate the electricity needed to
power the new technologies is less than the amount needed to power the older technologies, provided level of
output is held constant.

In the argument given, the two boldfaced portions play which of the following roles?

(A) The first identifies the content of the conclusion of the argument; the second provides support for that
conclusion.

(B) The first provides support for the conclusion of the argument; the second identifies the content of that
conclusion.

(C) The first states the conclusion of the argument; the second calls that conclusion into question.

(D) The first provides support for the conclusion of the argument; the second calls that conclusion into
question.

(E) Each provides support for the conclusion of the argument.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Delta switched from technologiesusing fossil fuels to ones using electricity. It has been
asked whether this results in less fossil fuel used per level of output. The answer is that it
does.

Reasoning What roles do the twoboldfacedportionsplay inthe argument? The first boldfaced statement
is simply asserted by the passage. But the second boldfaced statement, when it is first
introduced, is not asserted to be true, but rather is identified as something that might be
inferred from the first statement. Bythe end of the passage the argument concludes that
the second statement is true.

A This option simply reverses the roles that the statements play in the argument.
B Correct. This option identifies the roles the boldfaced portions play.
C Nothing in the passage is intended to support the first statement; and the second statement is not

supposed to call the first into question.

D This correctly identifies the role ofthe first statement, butthe second boldfaced portion does not
call the argument's conclusion intoquestion—it ispart ofa sentence that refers to the question
whether that conclusion can be drawn from the first statement.

E Again, this is only half right. The second boldfaced portion is not offered as support for the
conclusion; if it were offered as such support, the argument would be guilty ofcircular reasoning,
since the second boldfaced portion states exactly what the argument concludes.

The correct answer is B.
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99. An experiment was done in which human subjects recognize a pattern within a matrix ofabstract designs and
then select another design that completes that pattern. The results ofthe experiment were surprising. The
lowest expenditure of energy in neurons in the brain was found in those subjects who performed most
successfully in the experiments.

Which of the following hypotheses best accounts for the findings of the experiment?

(A) The neurons of the brain react less when a subject is trying to recognize patterns than when the subject is
doing other kinds of reasoning.

(B) Those who performed best in the experiment experienced more satisfaction when working with abstract
patterns than did those who performed less well.

(C) People who are better at abstract pattern recognition have more energy-efficient neural connections.

(D) The energy expenditure of the subjects' brains increases when a design that completes the initially
recognized pattern is determined.

(E) The task of completing a given design is more capably performed by athletes, whose energy expenditure
is lower when they are at rest.

Argument Construction

Situation Experimental subjects worked with pattern recognition and completion. The subjects
who performed best showed the lowest expenditure of energy in neurons in the brain.

Reasoning Which hypothesis best accountsfor thefindings? In order to account for the findings, the
hypothesis must suggest a plausible link between successful performance and the energy
expenditure of neurons in the brain. Consider each answer choice, and evaluate its
plausibility and logic. Where is there a reasonably direct relationship between the given
factors and the conclusion that is drawn? Understand that hypotheses based on factors
not included in the experimentcannot be used to account for the findings.

A The experiment did not compare types of reasoningso this hypothesis does not account for the
results.

B No information is provided about subjects' satisfaction, so this hypothesis is not warranted.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies a hypothesis that connects subjects' performance with
their energy expenditure and so could account for the experiment's results.

D The most successful subjects would presumably not have completed fewer patterns than average,
so the posited increase in energy would likely lead to higher energy expenditures for them, not
lower.

E No information is offered on the subjects, so no hypothesis about athletes iswarranted.

The correct answer is C.
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100. Debater: The average amount of overtime per month worked by an employee in the manufacturing division of
the Haglut Corporation is 14 hours. Most employees of the Haglut Corporation work in the manufacturing
division. Furthermore, the average amount of overtime per month worked by any employee in the company
generally does not fluctuate much from month to month. Therefore, each month, most employees of the Haglut
Corporation almost certainly work at least some overtime.

The debater's argument is most vulnerable to criticism on which of these grounds?

(A) It takes for granted that the manufacturing division is a typical division of the corporation with regard to
the average amount of overtime its employees work each month.

(B) It takes for granted that if a certain average amount of overtime is worked each month by each employee
of the Haglut Corporation, then approximately the same amount of overtime must be worked each month
by each employee of the manufacturing division.

(C) It confuses a claim from which the argument's conclusion about the Haglut Corporation would necessarily
follow with a claim that would follow from the argument's conclusion only with a high degree of probability.

(D) It overlooks the possibility that even if, on average, a certain amount of overtime is worked by the
members of some group, many members of that group may work no overtime at all.

(E) It overlooks the possibility that even if most employees of the corporation work some overtime each
month, any one corporate employee may, in some months, work no overtime.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Most of the employees of the Haglut Corporation work in the manufacturingdivision,
where employees average 14 hours per month in overtime. The average amount of overtime
per month for employees at Haglut does not fluctuate much from month to month.

Reasoning What is the argument's greatest weakness? The argument's conclusion is that almost certainly
each month most of the employees of Haglut work at least some overtime. Answer
choice (D) identifies the argument's greatestweakness because it points out how the
conclusion of the argument could be false even if all of the supporting information were
true. For example, it could be that less than half of the employees work any overtime at
all, but those that do work overtime work much more than 14hours per month.

A The argument leaves open the possibility that in some divisions of the corporation, the average
monthly overtime of its employees is quite different from 14 hours, even if (as the argument states)
that average does not change much from month to month.

B The argument does not assume that there is a monthly amount of overtime worked byeach
employee of the manufacturing division equivalent to the company-wide average monthly
overtime per employee.

C This does not identify a weakness that can bedetected in the argument. Since the claims
mentioned here are not specified, the passage provides no evidence that clearly indicates that this
type of confusion is playinga role in the argument.

D Correct. The argument ignores the possibility thatmost ofthe employees ofHaglut work no
overtime at all in a particular month—which isquite consistent with the argument's assertion that
the average number ofmonthly overtime hours per employee within the manufacturing division is 14.

E The possibility described by this is not overlooked by the argument, because this possibility is
consistent with the conclusion. It could easily be that most employees ofthecorporation work
some overtime each month—as the conclusion envisions—but that there are always some
employees who do not work anyovertime.

The correct answer is D.
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101. Which of the following most logically completes the argument?

The irradiation of food kills bacteria and thus retards spoilage. However, it also lowers the nutritional value of
many foods. For example, irradiation destroys a significant percentage of whatever vitamin Bl a food may
contain. Proponents of irradiation point out that irradiation is no worse in this respect than cooking. However, this
fact is either beside the point, since much irradiated food is eaten raw, or else misleading, since

(A) many of the proponents of irradiation are food distributors who gain from foods' having a longer shelf life

(B) it is clear that killing bacteria that may be present on food is not the only effect that irradiation has

(C) cooking is usually the final step in preparing food for consumption, whereas irradiation serves to ensure a
longer shelf life for perishable foods

(D) certain kinds of cooking are, in fact, even more destructive of vitamin Bl than carefully controlled
irradiation is

(E) for food that is both irradiated and cooked, the reduction of vitamin Bl associated with either process

individually is compounded

Argument Construction

Situation Irradiation kills bacteria but it also lowers the amount of nutrients—including vitamin
Bl—in foods. Proponents try to dismiss this concern by arguing that cooking destroys
Bl as well. That point is said to be misleading.

Reasoning Which option most logically completes the argument? For the proponents' claim to be
misleading it needs to be suggesting somethingabout irradiation that is false. Bystating
that irradiation destroys no more Bl than cookingdoes, the proponent seems to be
suggesting that anyfood that isgoing to be cooked mightaswell be irradiated because it
will end up with the same amount of Bl eitherway. But if the effects of radiation and
cooking combine to destroy more Bl than cooking or irradiation alone would, then the
proponents' claim suggests somethingthat is false.

A This might make the assurances of theproponents less credible but it does not make theirclaim
misleading.

B Nothing about the proponents' claim suggests that the only effect irradiation has is to kill
bacteria.

C The fact that cooking and irradiation have different purposes does not indicate that the
proponents' claim suggests something that is false.

D If anything, this strengthens the proponents' point by minimizing the relative damage caused by
irradiation.

E Correct. This option most logically completes the argument.

The correct answer is E.
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102. One way to judge the performance ofa company is to compare itwith other companies. This technique,
commonly called "benchmarking," permits the manager ofa company to discover better industrial practices
and can provide a justificationfor the adoption of good practices.

Any of the following, if true, is a valid reason for benchmarking the performance of a company against
companies with which it is not in competition rather than against competitors EXCEPT:

(A) Comparisons with competitors are most likely to focus on practices that the manager making the
comparisons already employs.

(B) Getting "inside" information about the unique practices of competitors is particularly difficult.
(C) Since companies that compete with each other are likely to have comparable levels of efficiency, only

benchmarking against noncompetitors is likely to reveal practices that would aid in beating competitors.

(D) Managers are generally more receptive to newideas that they find outside their own industry.

(E) Much of the success of good companies is due to their adoption of practices that take advantage of the
special circumstances of their products or markets.

Argument Construction

Situation "Benchmarking" is a technique forjudging the performance of a companyby comparing
it with other companies. Thegoalis to find and adoptbetter industrial practices.

Reasoning Which one condition does NOT recommend benchmarking against noncompetitors? Which one
condition ISa well-founded reason to benchmark against competitors? First, sort through the
given information and the answer choices for the question to gain an understanding of
the potential advantages or disadvantages of comparing a company to its competitors or
to noncompetitors. What are the reasons in favor of benchmarking against
noncompetitors? Information about noncompeting companies is easier to obtain; it can
offer new insights; and it may be easier to put into practice. Why then might a manager
choose to benchmark against competitors? Competing companies do share special
circumstances involving products and markets. If companies are often successful because
of practices related to these special circumstances within their industry, then
benchmarking against competitors will reveal these practices and so be more fruitful
than benchmarking against noncompetitors.

A Since benchmarkingagainst competitors wouldyield few newpractices, it would be better to
benchmark against noncompetitors.

B If information about competitors is hard to obtain, benchmarking against noncompetitors is
preferable.

C Since benchmarking against noncompetitors would yield practices useful in beating competitors,
benchmarking against noncompetitors is preferable.

D If managers are more likely to adopt new practices learned from benchmarking against
noncompetitors, then this technique is preferable.

E Correct. This statement properly identifies the rationale that supports a company's benchmarking
against its competitors.

The correct answer is E.
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103. For a trade embargo against a particularcountry to succeed, a high degree of both international accord and
ability to prevent goods from entering or leaving that country must be sustained. Atotal blockade of Patria's
ports is necessary to an embargo, but such an action would be likely to cause international discord over the
embargo.

The claims above, if true, most strongly support which of the following conclusions?

(A) The balance of opinion is likely to favor Patria in the event of a blockade.

(B) As long as international opinion is unanimously against Patria, a trade embargo is likely to succeed.

(C) A naval blockade of Patria's ports would ensure that no goods enter or leave Patria.

(D) Any trade embargo against Patria would be likely to fail at some time.

(E) For a blockade of Patria's ports to be successful, international opinion must be unanimous.

Argument Construction

Situation The success of a trade embargo requires both international accord and the ability to
enforce the embargo. In the case of Patria, an embargo would require a total blockade of
the ports, but the blockade itself would likely lead to international discord.

Reasoning What conclusion can be drawnfrom this information? A conclusion must be based onlyon
the information provided. Since the given information discusses the general conditions
for a successful trade embargo and the conditions specific to the possible embargo in
Patria, the conclusion should be about the likelihood of success for a trade embargo
against Patria. Since international accord is necessary for the success of an embargo but
the blockade required in this case wouldcreate international discord, the contradictions
of this paradoxical situation make anyembargo unlikely to succeed.

A Although international discord would likely result from a blockade, no information allows a
conclusion to be drawn about the balance of opinion.

B This conclusion is not justified because a successful embargo requires both international accord
and the ability to enforce the embargo.

C This statement simply defines the purpose ofa blockade; it is not a conclusion from the
information given.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies a conclusion supported by the claims.
E The necessary condition for success isa high degree ofinternational accord, notunanimity, so this

conclusion cannot be justified.

The correct answer is D.
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104. Theater Critic: The play La Finestrina, now at Central Theater, was written in Italy in the eighteenth century. The
director claims that this production is as similar to the original production as is possible in a modern theater.
Although the actorwho plays Harlequin the clown gives a performance very reminiscent ofthe twentieth-century
American comedian Groucho Marx, Marx's comic style was very much within the comic acting tradition that had
begun in sixteenth-century Italy.

The considerations given best serve as part of an argument that

(A) modern audiences would find it hard to tolerate certain characteristics of a historicallyaccurate
performance of an eighteenth-century play

(B) Groucho Marx once performed the part of the character Harlequin in La Finestrina

(C) in the United States the training of actors in the twentieth century is based on principles that do not differ
radically from those that underlay the training of actors in eighteenth-century Italy

(D) the performance of the actor who plays Harlequin in La Finestrina does not serve as evidence against the
director's claim

(E) the director of La Finestrina must have advised the actor who plays Harlequin to model his performance on
comic performances of Groucho Marx

Argument Construction

Situation The director of the local production ofLaFinestrina says it is as similar to the original
production as is possible in a modern theater. The actor playing Harlequin gives a
performance reminiscent of Groucho Marx, whose comicstyle fallswithin an acting
tradition which began in sixteenth-century Italy.

Reasoning For which ofthe options would the consideration given best serve as an argument? The actor's
performance was reminiscent of someone who fell within a tradition going back to
sixteenth-century Italy. The play waswritten, and thereforewas likelyfirst performed, in
eighteenth-century Italy. All of this suggests that there could be a similarity between the
performances of Harlequin in the localproduction and in the original production. While
the two performances might have been quite dissimilar, there is nothing here that
supports that.

A Regardless of how plausible this option might be on its own merits, the passage provides no
support for it because the passage provides no information about the characteristics of a
historically accurate performance of an eighteenth-century play.

B The passage neither says this nor implies it.

C The passagesays nothing about the training of actors, so this option would be supported by the
passage only in a very roundabout, indirect way.

D Correct. This is the option that the considerations most support.

E That the performance remindedthe theatercriticof Groucho Marx hardly shows that the
similarity was intentional, let alone that it was at the director's instruction.

The correct answer is D.
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105. The cost of producing radios in Country Qis 10 percent less than the costof producing radios in Country Y.
Even after transportation fees and tariff charges are added, it is still cheaper for a company to import radios
from Country Qto Country Ythan to produce radios in Country Y.

The statements above, if true, best support which of the following assertions?

(A) Labor costs in Country Q are 10 percent below those in Country Y.

(B) Importing radios from Country Qto Country Ywill eliminate 10 percent of the manufacturing jobs in
Country Y.

(0 The tariff on a radio imported from Country Qto Country Yis less than 10 percent of the cost of
manufacturing the radio in Country Y.

(D) The fee for transporting a radio from CountryQ to CountryYis more than 10 percent of the cost of
manufacturing the radio in Country Q.

(E) It takes 10 percent less time to manufacture a radio in Country Q than it does in Country Y.

Argument Construction

Situation One country's manufacturing costs for a product are 10percent higher than another
country's. Even with tariffs and transportation costs, importing is a less expensive option
than local production.

Reasoning What conclusion can be drawnfrom this information? Because production costs are 10 percent
higher in Country Y than in Country Q_, importing radios is less expensive only if the
combinedcosts of tariffs and transportation are less than. 10 percent of the manufacturing
costs.

A Lower labor costs mayexplain the lower production costs in Country Q_, but there maybe a
variety of other reasons as well.

B It is possible that manufacturing jobs would be decreased, but no evidence in the passageleads to
that conclusion.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies the point that, for importing to be less expensive,
tariffs and transportation costs together must be less than 10 percent of manufacturing costs.
Therefore, tariffs alone must be less than 10 percent

D If transportation costswere more than 10 percent, importing would be more expensive, not less.

E Less production time mayexplain the lower costs in Country Q_, but there maybe a variety of
other reasons as well.

The correct answer is C.
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106. Exposure to certain chemicals commonly used in elementary schools as cleaners or pesticides causes allergic
reactions in some children. Elementary school nurses in Renston report that the proportion of schoolchildren
sent to them for treatment of allergic reactions to those chemicals has increased significantly over the past ten
years. Therefore, either Renston's schoolchildren have been exposed to greater quantities of the chemicals, or
they are more sensitive to them than schoolchildren were ten years ago.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

(A) The number of school nurses employed by Renston's elementary schools has not decreased over the past
ten years.

(B) Children who are allergic to the chemicals are no more likely than other children to have allergies to other
substances.

(C) Children who have allergic reactions to the chemicals are not more likely to be sent to a school nurse now
than they were ten years ago.

(D) The chemicals are not commonly used as cleaners or pesticides in houses and apartment buildings in
Renston.

(E) Children attending elementary school do not make up a larger proportion of Renston's population now than
they did ten years ago.

Argument Construction

Situation Some children have allergic reactions to some of the chemicals commonly used in
elementaryschools as cleaners and pesticides. The number of children sent to elementary
school nurses in Renston for allergic reactions to such chemicals has risen significantly
over the past ten years.

Reasoning What must the argument assume? The argument's conclusion presentsjust two alternatives:
either the children are exposed to more of the chemicals than children in earlier years, or
they are more sensitive. But there is a third possible explanation for the significant
increase in school-nurse visits that the school nurses have reported: that children are just
more inclined to go to the schoolnursewhen they experience an allergic reaction than
were children several years ago. For the conclusion to follow from its premises, the
argument must assume that this is not the correct explanation.

A If the number of elementary school nurses in Renstonelementary schools had decreased over the
past ten years, that would in no way explain the rise in the proportion of childrenreporting to
school nurses for allergic reactions.

B Onlyschool-nurse visits for allergic reactions to the cleaners and pesticides used in elementary
schools are in question in the argument. Of course there could beschool-nurse visits for allergic
reactions to other things, but that issue does not arise in the argument.

C Correct. This canbe seen byconsidering whether the argument would work if we assume that this
were false, i.e., that a school-nurse visit is more likely in such cases. As noted above, this provides
an alternative to the two explanations that the conclusion claims are the sole possibilities.

D This does not need tobe assumed by the argument. The argument's conclusion suggests that
children may in recent years have hadgreater exposure to the chemicals, not that this exposure has
occurred exclusively in the schools. Tlie argument does notrely on this latter assumption.

E The argument does not need to make this assumption. The argument is framed in terms of
proportions ofchildren having school-nurse visits for certain allergic reactions. How many children
there are orwhat proportion such children are ofRenston's total population is notdirectly relevant
to the argument.

Tlie correct answer is C.
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107. Although the discount stores in Goreville's central shopping district are expected to closewithin five years as a
result of competition from a SpendLess discount department store that just opened, those locations will not
stay vacant for long. In the five years since the opening of Colson's, a nondiscount department store, a new
store has opened at the location of every store in the shopping district that closed because it could not compete
with Colson's.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) Many customers of Colson's are expected to do less shopping there than they did before the SpendLess
store opened.

(B) Increasingly, the stores that have opened in the central shopping district since Colson's opened have been
discount stores.

(C) At present, the central shopping district has as many stores operating in it as it ever had.

(D) Over the course of the next five years, it is expected that Goreville's population will grow at a faster rate
than it has for the past several decades.

(E) Manystores in the central shopping district sell types of merchandise that are not available at either
SpendLess or Colson's.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Due to competition from a recently openedSpendLessdiscount department store, discount
stores in Goreville's central shoppingdistrict are expectedto close within five years. But
thoselocations will not bevacant long, for newstores have replaced all those that closed
because of the opening five years ago of a Colson's nondiscountdepartment store.

Reasoning The question iswhich option would most weaken the argument? The arguer infers that stores
that leave because of the SpendLess will be replaced in their locations by other stores
because that iswhat happened after the Colson's department camein. Since the
reasoning relies on a presumed similaritybetween the two cases, any information that
brings to light a relevant dissimilarity would weaken the argument. If the stores that
weredriven out by Colson's werereplaced mostly by discount stores, that suggests
that the stores were replaced because of a need that no longer exists after the opening
of SpendLess.

A The fact that Colson's may be seeing fewer customers does not mean that the discount stores that
close will notbereplaced; they might bereplaced by stores that in noway compete with Colson's
or SpendLess.

B Correct. This option most seriously weakens the argument.
C If anything, this strengthens theargument by indicating that Goreville's central shopping district

is thriving.
D This, too, strengthens the argument because one is more likely to opena new store in an area

with a growing population.

E Because this statementdoes not indicate whether anyof these stores that offergoods not soldat
SpendLess orColson's will beamong those thatare closing, it isnot possible to determine what
effect it has on the strength of the argument.

The correct answer is B.
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108. Kale has more nutritional value than spinach. But since collard greens have more nutritional value than lettuce, it
follows that kale has more nutritional value than lettuce.

Any of the following, if introduced into the argument as an additional premise, makes the argument above
logically correct EXCEPT:

(A) Collard greens have more nutritional value than kale.

(B) Spinach has more nutritional value than lettuce.

(C) Spinach has more nutritional value than collard greens.

(D) Spinach and collard greens have the same nutritional value.

(E) Kale and collard greens have the same nutritional value.

Argument Construction

Situation Using the symbol >to mean "has (orhave) more nutritional value than," this statement
can be expressed as kale >spinach, and collardgreens >lettuce. The conclusion that
kale >lettuce remains valid if all but one of the premises is added.

Reasoning Whichpremise makes the conclusion incorrect? The information given in the passage is that
kale >spinach and that collardgreens >lettuce. This is not enough to conclude that
kale >lettuce; another premise is needed to establish the relative nutritional value of kale
and lettuce. Look at each premise offered in the answers to see whether the conclusion
kale >lettuce remainsvalid. The ranking of vegetables maychange with the additional
premises; the conclusion, kale >lettuce, must not change. Find the one answer that does
NOT support the conclusion.

A Correct. This statement properly identifies an additional premise that would invalidate the
argument. Ifcollard greens >kale, thenit ispossible that lettuce >kale, because the ranking
could be collard greens >lettuce >kale >spinach.

B If spinach >lettuce, then kale >lettuce because kale >spinach.

C Ifspinach >collard greens, then kale >lettuce because the rankingwould then be
kale >spinach >collard greens >lettuce.

D If spinach =collard greens, then kale >lettuce because the ranking would be
kale >spinach = collard greens >lettuce.

E If kale =collard greens, then kale >lettuce because kale =collard greens >lettuce.

The correct answer is A.
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109. Last year all refuse collected by Shelbyville city services was incinerated. This incineration generated a large
quantity of residual ash. In order to reduce the amount of residual ash Shelbyville generates this year to half of
last year's total, the cityhas revamped its collection program. This year city services will separate for recycling
enough refuse to reduce the number of truckloads of refuse to be incinerated to half of last year's number.

Which of the following is required for the revamped collection programto achieve its aim?

(A) This year, no materials that city services could separate for recycling will be incinerated.

(B) Separating recyclable materials from materials to be incinerated will cost Shelbyville less than halfwhat it
cost last year to dispose of the residual ash.

(C) Refuse collected by city services will contain a larger proportion of recyclable materials this year than it
did last year.

(D) The refuse incinerated this year will generate no more residual ash per truckload incinerated than did the
refuse incinerated last year.

(E) The total quantity of refuse collected by Shelbyville city services this year will be no greater than that
collected last year.

Argument Construction

Situation To cut in half the residual ash produced at its incinerator, the citywill separate for
recyclingenough refuse to cut in half the number of truckloads of refuse going to the
incinerator.

Reasoning Which option isrequired ifthe city's revamped collection program is to achieve its aim? Cutting
the number of truckloads of refuse in half must reduce the amount of residual ash to half

last year's level. But if removal of the recycled refuse does not proportionately reduce the
amount of ash, this will not happen. So if the amount of residual ash produced per
truckload increases after recycling, then the amount of ash producedwill not be cut in
half by cutting in half the number of truckloads.

A This merely indicates that no further reduction of ash through recycling could be achieved this
year; it indicates nothing about howmuch the ashwill be reduced.

B This suggests a further benefit from recycling, but does notbearon the amount ofash that willbe
produced.

C Since noinformation isprovided about how much, if any, recyclable materials were removed from
the refuse lastyear, this does not affect the reasoning.

D Correct. This statesa requirement for the collection program to achieve its aim.
E This is not a requirement because even if the citycollects more refuse this year, it could stillcut in

half the amount of residual ash bycutting in half the numberof truckloads going to the
incinerator.

The correct answer is D.
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110. Although custom prosthetic bone replacements produced through a new computer-aided design process will
cost more than twice as much as ordinary replacements, custom replacements should still be cost-effective.
Not only will surgeryand recovery time be reduced, but custom replacements should last longer, thereby
reducing the need for further hospital stays.

Which of the following must be studied in order to evaluate the argument presented above?

(A) The amount of time a patient spends in surgery versus the amount of time spent recovering from surgery

(B) The amount by which the cost of producing custom replacements has declined with the introduction of the
new technique for producing them

(C) The degree to which the use of custom replacements is likely to reduce the need for repeat surgery when
compared with the use of ordinary replacements

(D) The degree to which custom replacements produced with the new technique are more carefully
manufactured than are ordinary replacements

(E) The amount by which custom replacements produced with the new technique will drop in cost as the
production procedures become standardized and applicable on a larger scale

Argument Evaluation

Situation Custom prosthetic bone replacements, although twice as expensive as ordinary
replacements, should be cost-effective because they reduce the time of surgery, recovery,
and potential future hospitalizations.

Reasoning What research study would help in. evaluating this argument? The custom replacements must
be compared with the ordinary replacements on the basisof the costs of surgery, recovery,
and potential repeat hospitalizations. Repeat surgery involves all three kinds of costs;
the extent to which such repeat surgery can be avoided is a sound measure of the cost-
effectiveness of the two types of replacements.

A Comparing time in surgerywith time in recovery does not lead to a conclusion about the two
kinds of replacements and their cost-effectiveness.

B The cost-effectiveness of the custom replacements isbeingprojected in the current moment; a
previousdecline in production costswould already havebeen taken into account.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies evidence of cost-effectiveness that would assist in
evaluating the argument.

D The analysis is about cost-effectiveness; it is not about the level of care taken in manufacture.
E Anticipating a future drop in production costs isoutside the scope of the analysis, which should be

based on current conditions.

The correct answer is C.
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111. Springfield Fire Commissioner: The vast majority offalse fire alarms are prank calls made anonymously from fire
alarm boxes on street corners. Since virtually everyone has access to a private telephone, these alarm boxes
have outlived their usefulness. Therefore, we propose to remove the boxes. Removing the boxes will reduce the
number of prank calls without hampering people's ability to report a fire.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the claim that the proposal, if carried out, will have the
announced effect?

(A) The fire department traces all alarm calls made from private telephones and records where they
came from.

(B) Maintaining the fire alarm boxes costs Springfield approximately $5 million annually.

(C) Atelephone call can provide the fire department with more information about the nature and size of a fire
than can an alarm placed from an alarm box.

(D) Respondingto false alarms significantly reduces the fire department's capacity for responding to fires.

(E) On any given day, a significant percentage of the public telephones in Springfield are out of service.

Argument Evaluation

Situation It is proposed that fire alarm boxes on street corners be removed. Doing so will reduce
the number of prank calls without hampering people's ability to report fires. Most false
alarms are prank calls made from these boxes. They have outlived their usefulness, as
most people now have private telephones.

Reasoning Which option most strongly supports the claim that removing the alarm boxes will reduce the
number ofprank calls without hamperingpeople's ability to report afire? The argument
already provides some evidence that (1) removing the boxes will reduce prank calls—
because that is where most such call are now made from—and that (2) doing so will not
hamper people's ability to report fires—virtually everyone alreadyhas a private telephone
from which they could report a fire. So foran option to be correct it must support either
(1) or (2) or both, and provide moresuch support than the other options. If prank calls
from private telephones are traced backto their origin, that should deter people from
making such calls.

A Correct. This option provides the most support for the claim.

B This may provide a reason forsupporting the proposal, but it provides no support foreither
(Dor (2).

C This indicates that it is better to receive fire calls from telephones than from alarm boxes—other
things being equal—but that supports neither (1) nor(2). There is stillthe possibility that the
only person aware that a fire hasstarted is near an alarm boxbut lacks access to a telephone.

D This merely indicates that it would be good if the proposal had the intended effects.
E This actually weakens support for (2), byenhancing the possibility that the only person aware that

a fire has started is near an alarm box but lacks access to a working telephone.

The correct answer is A.
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112. The difficulty with the proposed high-speed train line is that a used plane can be bought for one-third the price of
the train line, and the plane, which is just as fast, can fly anywhere. The train would be a fixed linear system, and
we live in a world that is spreading out in all directions and in which consumers choose the free-wheel systems
(cars, buses, aircraft), which do not have fixed routes. Thus a sufficient marketfor the train will not exist.

Which of the following, iftrue, most severelyweakens the argument presented above?

(A) Cars, buses, and planes require the efforts of drivers and pilots to guide them, whereas the train will be
guided mechanically.

(B) Cars and buses are not nearly as fast as the high-speed train will be.

(C) Planes are not a free-wheel system because they can fly only between airports, which are less convenient
for consumers than the high-speed train's stations would be.

(D) The high-speed train line cannot use currently underutilized train stations in large cities.

(E) For long trips, most people prefer to fly rather than to take ground-level transportation.

Argument Evaluation

Situation A free-wheel system of transportation, the airplane, is as fast as a fixed linear system, the
high-speed train. Because people prefer free-wheel systems that do not have fixed routes,
the high-speed train will never find a sufficient market.

Reasoning What is thepotential weakness in this argument? The passage argues that consumers will
choose to fly rather than use the high-speed train. The argument is based upon a
consumer preference for free-wheel systems over fixed linear systems. Tlie definition of a
free-wheel system is one that does not havefixedroutes. The argument is weakenedby any
challenge to the definition of flying as a free-wheel transportation system. It is true that
airplanes may be able to go almost anywhere, but commercial airlines do establish fixed
routes and necessarily must travel to and from airports. Furthermore, if airports are less
conveniently located for consumers than are train terminals, consumers might well prefer
the more convenient of the two fixed-route alternatives.

A The method ofguidance is irrelevant to the argument about free-wheel versus fixed linearsystems.
B Tlie passage compares the speed and system models of airplanes and high-speed trains. The

argument does not incorporate buses and cars, which are included onlyto give examples offree
wheel systems, and so this statement is irrelevant.

C Correct. This statement properly identifies the weakness in the argument: Airplanes are not truly
a free-wheel system because theyarerestricted to traveling between airports. Additionally,
airports tend to be less conveniently located than train terminals, which has further potential to
weakenthe argument in favor of airplanes.

D The inability ofhigh-speed trains to use some convenient train stations strengthens, rather than
weakens, the argument in favor of airplanes.

E Consumer preference for air travel over ground travel onlong trips strengthens, rather than
weakens, the argument in favor of airplanes.

The correct answer is C.
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113. The average hourly wage of television assemblers in Vernland has long been significantly lower than that in
neighboring Borodia. Since Borodia dropped all tariffs on Vernlandian televisions three years ago, the number of
televisions sold annually in Borodia has not changed. However, recent statistics show a drop in the number of
television assemblers in Borodia. Therefore, updated trade statistics will probably indicate that the numberof
televisions Borodia imports annually from Vernland has increased.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

(A) The number of television assemblers in Vernland has increased by at least as much as the number of
television assemblers in Borodia has decreased.

(B) Televisions assembled in Vernland have features that televisions assembled in Borodia do not have.

(C) The average number of hours it takes a Borodian television assembler to assemble a television has not
decreased significantly during the past three years.

(D) The number of televisions assembled annually in Vernland has increased significantly during the past
three years.

(E) The difference between the hourly wage of television assemblers in Vernland and the hourly wage of

television assemblers in Borodia is likely to decrease in the next few years.

Argument Construction

Situation Television assemblers in Vernland are paid less than those in neighboring Borodia. Tlie
number of televisions sold in Borodia has not dropped since its tariffs on BorodianTVs
were lowered threeyears ago, but the number ofTV assemblers in Borodia has. SoTV
imports from Vernland have likely increased.

Reasoning What assumption does the argument depend on? The fact that fewer individuals in Borodia
are working as TV assemblers is offered as evidence that TV imports from Vernland
into Borodia have likelyincreased. That piece of evidence is relevant only as an indication
that the number of TVs being produced within Borodiahas decreased. But a drop in
the number of TV assemblers does not indicate a drop in the number of TVs being
assembled if the number ofTVs an average assembler puts together has increased. Thus,
the argument mustbe assuming that the average time it takes an assembler to put
together a TV has not significantly decreased.

A The argument does not rely on any information about the number of television assemblers in
Vernland nor for that matter on the number ofTVs assembled in Vernland.

B Tlie argument need not assume there isany difference in the features of theTVs produced in the
two countries. Increased sales of VernlandianTVs in Borodia could be due to any number of
other reasons, such as price or quality.

C Correct. This option states an assumption onwhich the argument depends.
D Tlie argument does not depend upon this being so: Vernland's domestic TVsales (or perhaps its

exports to countries otherthan Borodia) may have decreased by more than its imports into
Borodia have increased.

E Tlie argument's conclusion addresses what has happened; the argument in no way relies onany
assumptions about whatmay or may not happen in the coming years.

The correct answer is C.
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114. Normally, the pineal gland governs a person's sleep-wake cycle by secreting melatonin in response to the daily
cycle of light and darkness as detected bythe eye. Nonetheless, many people who are totally blind due to
lesions in the visual cortex of the brain easily maintain a 24-hour sleep-wake cycle. So the neural pathway by
which the pineal gland receives information from the eye probably does not pass through the visual cortex.

For purposes of evaluating the argument it would be most useful to establish which of the following?

(A) Whether melatonin supplements help people who have difficulty maintaining a 24-hour sleep cycle to
establish such a pattern

(B) Whether the melatonin levels of most totally blind people who successfully maintain a 24-hour sleep-wake
cycle change in response to changes in exposure to light and darkness

(C) Whether melatonin is the only substance secreted by the pineal gland

(D) Whether most people who do not have a 24-hour sleep-wake cycle nevertheless have a cycle of consistent
duration

(E) Whether there are any people with normal vision whose melatonin levels respond abnormally to periods of
light and darkness

Argument Evaluation

Situation Normally, a person's sleep-wake cycle is governed by the pineal gland secreting melatonin
in response to the daily cycle of light and darkness as detected by the eye. Yet many
people who are totallyblind due to lesions of the visual cortex easily maintain a 24-hour
sleep-wake cycle.

Reasoning What additional information would be most helpful inevaluating the argument? The argument's
conclusion is that the neural pathway bywhich the pinealgland receives information
probably does notpass through thevisual cortex. This is suggested by the fact that people
without a well-functioning visual cortex (e.g., people with a certain type ofblindness) can
nonetheless maintain a 24-hour sleep-wake cycle. Is it by the pineal gland's secretion of
melatonin that theydo so? The argument tells us that normally (i.e., in sighted people), this
is the mechanism for sleep regulation. Butthe argument depends onassuming that a
similar mechanism isoperating in people who are blind buthave well-regulated sleep cycles.
The best choice will be the one thathelps us decide whether that assumption is correct.

A This question would not give us an answer thatwould help in evaluating the argument. A "no"
answer would notclarify whether thepineal gland-melatonin mechanism operates inpeople who
are blind. A "yes" answer would do no better. The question refers only to people who have sleep
dysfunctions (which the argument does not address).

B Correct. Answering this question would provide the most useful information for evaluating the
argument. A "yes" answer would help confirm a key assumption oftheargument: thatblind
people rely on the pineal gland-melatonin mechanism for sleep regulation. A "no" answer would
help disconfirm that assumption.

C Whether or not there are other substances secreted by the pineal gland makes no difference to the
reasoning. The argument relies on the premise thatthe pineal gland governs the sleep cycle by
secreting melatonin. For example, if the pinealgland sometimes secreted adrenaline, that wouldstill
have no bearingon the argument.

D The consistency or inconsistency ofthe duration ofsome people's sleep patterns has no relevance to
the reasoning. Their sleep patterns could be due to any ofa number offactors.

E This does not help, for there could be sighted people whose melatonin levels respond abnormally
simply because of a pineal-gland abnormality.

The correct answer is B.
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115. Guidebook writer: I have visited hotels throughoutthe country and have noticed that in those built before 1930
the quality of the original carpentry work is generally superior to that in hotels built afterward. Clearly carpenters
working on hotels before 1930 typically worked with more skill, care, and effort than carpenters who have
worked on hotels built subsequently.

Which of the following, iftrue, most seriouslyweakens the guidebook writer's argument?

(A) The quality of original carpentry in hotels is generally far superior to the quality of original carpentry in
other structures, such as houses and stores.

(B) Hotels built since 1930 can generally accommodate more guests than those built before 1930.

(C) The materials available to carpenters working before 1930 were not significantly different in quality from
the materials available to carpenters working after 1930.

(D) The better the quality of original carpentry in a building, the less likely that building is to fall into disuse and
be demolished.

(E) The average length of apprenticeship for carpenters has declined significantly since 1930.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The original carpentry in hotels built before 1930 shows superior care, skill, and effort to
that in hotels built after 1930. This leads to the conclusion that carpenters working on
hotels before 1930 were superior in skill, care, and effort to those that came after.

Reasoning Which option most seriously weakens the argument? The argument draws an inference from
a comparison between carpentry in hotels of different eras to a judgment about the
carpentersworking on hotels in those eras. One wayto weaken this inference is by
finding some way in which the carpentry in the hotels maybe unrepresentative of the
skill, care, and effort of the carpenters workingin the eras. Tlie comparison is between
the carpentry evident in hotels of the two eras that still exist. Thus, if there is some reason
to think that hotels with good carpentry survive longer than those with bad carpentry,
then still-existing hotels from the oldererawill have disproportionately moregood
carpentry, even assumingno difference between the skill, care, and effort of the
carpenters from the two eras.

A This option applies equally to both eras, so it has no bearingon the argument.
B It is not clear whether carpenters working on larger hotels would exercise more, less, or the same

skill and care as those working on smaller hotels; thus this option does notweaken the argument.
C The argument does not rely, even implicitly, onthere being any difference in the quality of

materials used in the two eras, so it does notweaken the argument to pointout that no such
difference exists.

D Correct. This weakens the reasoning in the argument by showing a respect in which the
comparison between existing hotels is unrepresentative.

E The longer a carpenter works as an apprentice, the more skill he or she is apt to have upon
becoming a full-fledged carpenter. So this option would tend toslightly strengthen rather than
weaken the argument.

The correct answer is D.
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116. Scientists typically do their most creative work before the age of forty. It is commonly thought that this happens
because aging by itself brings about a loss of creative capacity. However, studies show that of scientists who
produce highly creative work beyond the age of forty, a disproportionately large number entered
their field at an older age than is usual. Since by the age of forty the large majority of scientists have been
working in their field for at least fifteen years, the studies' finding strongly suggests that the real reason why
scientists over forty rarely produce highly creative work is not that they have aged but rather that scientists
over forty have generally spent too long in their field.

In the argument given, the two portions in boldface playwhich of the following roles?

(A) The first is a claim, the accuracy of which is at issue in the argument; the second is a conclusion drawn on
the basis of that claim.

(B) The first is an objection that has been raised against a position defended in the argument; the second is
that position.

(C) The first is evidence that has been used to support an explanation that the argument challenges; the
second is that explanation.

(D) The first is evidence that has been used to support an explanation that the argument challenges; the
second is a competing explanation that the argument favors.

(E) The first provides evidence to support an explanation that the argument favors; the second is that
explanation.

Argument Evaluation

Situation It is generally thought that the reason scientists tend to do their most creative work
before age forty is that creative capacity declines with age.Yet those scientists who do
creativework after forty tend, disproportionately, to have started their careers in science
later in life. So a better explanation is that many scientists over forty have just been at it
too long.

Reasoning What roles do the two portions ofthe argument that are in boldfaceplay? The argument
describes a phenomenon and what is commonly thought to explain it. Then, the first
boldfaced statement introduces evidence that suggests that there may be another
explanation. After this evidence is further developed, the argument then concludes that
there is indeeda better explanation for the phenomenon; that explanation is statedin the
secondboldfaced portion.

A The accuracy of the first statement is never called into question by the argument; rather, it is
relied upon as the basis for the argument's conclusion.

B The first statement is not anobjection against the position theargument defends; instead, it isa
basis for that position.

C The first statement is notused tosupport aposition the argument challenges, and the second
statement is the explanation the argument supports, nottheone it challenges.

D The second statement is indeed an explanation that the argument favors; but the first statement is
not used to support a competing explanation that the argument challenges.

E Correct. This option correctly identifies the roles played by the boldfaced portions ofthe
argument.

The correct answer is E.
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117. Northern Air has dozens of flights daily into and out of Belleville Airport, which is highly congested. Northern Air
depends for its success on economy and quick turnaround and consequently is planning to replace its large
planeswith Skybuses, whose novel aerodynamic design is extremely fuel efficient. The Skybus's fuel efficiency
results in both lower fuel costs and reduced time spent refueling.

Which of the following, if true, could present the most serious disadvantage for Northern Air in replacing their
large planes with Skybuses?

(A) The Skybus would enable Northern Air to schedule direct flights to destinations that currently require
stops for refueling.

(B) Aviation fuel is projected to decline in price over the next several years.

(C) The fuel efficiencyof the Skybus would enable Northern Air to eliminate refueling at some of its
destinations, but several mechanics would lose their jobs.

(D) None of Northern Air's competitors that use Belleville Airport are considering buying Skybuses.

(E) The aerodynamic design of the Skybus causes turbulence behind it when taking off that forces other
planes on the runway to delay their takeoffs.

Evaluation of a Plan

Situation An airline flies in and out of a highly congested airport many times a day. Because the
airline's success depends on low costs and quick turnaround, it plans to replace its current
planeswith Skybuses, whose more fuel-efficient designwill reduce both fuel costs and
the time spent refueling.

Reasoning What could be a serious disadvantage oftheplan? Since it isgiven that the Skybuses provide
fuel economy and quickerrefueling, what couldbe a disadvantage of the proposed plan?
What if the use of the particular aircraft somehow contributed to the congestion at the
busy airport or caused slower turnaround? While the Skybus's design promotes fuel
economy, if it also creates turbulence on takeoff, the turbulence would then delay the
takeoffs of anyother planes. Since the airport is congested and the airline flies through it
many timesa day, such takeoffdelays would ultimately impede Northern Air's
turnaround time, as well as its success.

A The ability to schedule direct flights would be an advantage, not a disadvantage.
B Tlie decline in the price ofaviation fuel might make the plan seem less pressing, and it could

conceivably complicate the issue ofwhether the expected savings would justify the investment in
new planes. However, lower fuel costs would not diminish the crucial time-saving advantage of
Skybuses, and any hypotheses about their relevance to the overall decision are purely speculative.

C The ability toeliminate refueling is anadvantage to the airline. The loss ofjobs could, in theory,
have some negative effect on the airline due to lowered morale among remaining employees.
However, several does not support a hypothesis that the effect would be very significant, and any
hypotheses about whether it might override thebenefits are purely speculative.

D The decisions made by other airlines are irrelevant to the plan.
E Correct. This statement properly identifies apotentially serious disadvantage to the plan.

The correct answer is E.
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118. It is true of both men and women that those who marry as young adults live longer than those who never marry.
This does not show that marriage causes people to live longer, since, as compared with other people of the
same age, young adults who are about to get married have fewer of the unhealthy habits that can cause a
person to have a shorter life, most notably smoking and immoderate drinking of alcohol.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the argument above?

(A) Marriage tends to cause people to engage less regularly in sports that involve risk of bodily harm.

(B) Amarried person who has an unhealthy habit is more likely to give up that habit than a person with the
same habit who is unmarried.

(C) Aperson who smokes is much more likely than a nonsmoker to marry a person who smokes at the time of
marriage, and the same is true for people who drink alcohol immoderately.

(D) Among people who marry as young adults, most of those who give up an unhealthy habit after marriage
do not resume the habit later in life.

(E) Among people who as young adults neither drink alcohol immoderately nor smoke, those who never marry
live as long as those who marry.

Argument Evaluation

Situation We should not conclude that getting married causes one to live longer based merely on
the fact that those who marry young tend to live longer than those who never marry at
all. Thosewho marry young tend to have fewer unhealthy habits to begin with, such as
drinking and smoking, than do those who will never marry.

Reasoning Which ofthe options most strengthens the argument? The argument is trying to show that the
difference in longevity between the two groups need not be caused by marital status. The
argument relies on the fact that even before marriage those who will be married tend to
livehealthier lifestyles than thosewho will never marry.Yet, even if those who are apt to
live longer are more apt to marryyoung, it couldstill be that marriageyz/r/^^r enhances
one's longevity. So, by showing that a personwho gets married young tends to live about
as long as one who had been livingan equally healthy lifestyle as a young adult but who
never got married, the argument is greatlystrengthened.

A To the extentthat riskofbodily harm decreases longevity, this weakens rather than strengthens
the argument.

B This option, too, weakens the argument rather than strengthens it, since it suggests that marriage
does indeed enhance one's longevity.

C Even if a person with unhealthy habits who marries is more likely towind upwith a spouse with
unhealthy habits than is a person with healthy habits who marries, that tells us nothing about
whetherthe average person who gets married gets a boost in longevity.

D This option does not tell uswhether it isalso trueof those who never marry that most of them
who give up an unhealthy habit as a young adult ever resume that habit later in life. Thus, by
itself, this option has no bearing on the strength of the argument.

E Correct. This strengthens the argument against the causal connection between marriage and
longevity byshowing that the longevity difference disappears when the longevity of those who
marryyoung iscompared with young adults with similar health habits whowill never marry.

The correct answer is E.
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119. The earliest Mayan pottery found at Coiha, in Belize, is about 3,000 years old. Recently, however, 4,500-year-old
stone agricultural implements were unearthed at Colha. These implements resemble Mayan stone implements
of a much laterperiod, alsofound at Colha. Moreover, the implements' designs are strikingly different from the
designs of stone implements produced byother cultures known to have inhabited the area in prehistoric times.
Therefore, there were surely Mayan settlements in Colha 4,500 years ago.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) Ceramic ware is not known to have been used by the Mayan people to make agricultural implements.

(B) Carbon-dating of corn pollen in Colha indicates that agriculture beganthere around 4,500 years ago.

(C) Archaeological evidence indicates that some of the oldest stone implements found at Colha were used to
cut away vegetation after controlled burning of trees to open areas of swampland for cultivation.

(D) Successor cultures at a given site often adopt the style of agricultural implements used byearlier
inhabitants of the same site.

(E) Many religious and social institutions of the Mayan people who inhabited Colha 3,000 years ago relied on
a highly developed system of agricultural symbols.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Recently, 4,500-year-old stone agricultural implements have been found in Colha,
a location where 3,000-year-old Mayan pottery had previously been found. The
implements resemble other Mayan implementsof a much later time that were also
found in Colha, and they are unlike the implements used byother local cultures in
prehistoric times. These recently discovered implements thus prove that Mayan culture
was established in Colha 4,500 years ago.

Reasoning Which point weakens the argument? First, identify a crucial underlying assumption. The
argument assumes the distinctive 4,500-year-old implements must be Mayan because
they are similar to implements the Mayans are known to haveused there much later.
What if there is another reason for the similarity?What if a culture that comes to an
already inhabited site tends to adapt its implements to the style of the resident culture's
implements? In that case, the Mayanscould have come to the alreadyestablished
community of Colha at some laterpoint, and the laterMayanagricultural tools could be
copiesof the earlier culture's tools.

A The argument does not suggest that the Mayans used ceramics for implements, so this point does
not weaken the argument; it is irrelevant to it.

B Since the pointof the argument is who, specifically, established a settlement in Colha4,500years
ago, the evidence that some unidentified people were practicing agriculture there at that time
neither strengthensnor weakens the argument.

C Discovering how the implements were used does not explain whowas using them, so this
information is not relevant to the conclusion.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies theweakness in the argument that the similarity
between the 4,500-year-old implements and the later Mayan implements may be attributed to
the Mayans' adopting the style of implements used earlier byanother culture.

E That the Mayans relied onagricultural symbols at that time is nearly irrelevant to the issue of
whether theearlier implements belonged to their culture. To the extent that this is relevant, it
very slightly supports, rather than weakens, the argument; highly developed suggests that Mayans
had been practicing agriculture for a long time.

The correct answer is D.
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120. Codex Berinensis, a Florentine copyof an ancient Roman medical treatise, is undated but contains clues to when
it was produced. Its first 80 pages are by a single copyist, but the remaining 20 pages are by three different
copyists, which indicates some significant disruption. Since a letter in handwriting identified as that ofthe fourth
copyist mentions a plague that killed many people in Florence in 1148, Codex Berinensis was probably produced
in that year.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the hypothesis that Codex Berinensis was produced
in 1148?

(A) Other than Codex Berinensis, there are no known samples of the handwriting of the first three copyists.

(B) According to the account by the fourth copyist, the plague went on for 10 months.

(C) A scribe would be able to copy a page of text the size and style of Codex Berinensis in a day.

(D) There was only one outbreak of plague in Florence in the 1100s.

(E) The number of pages of Codex Berinensis produced by a single scribe becomes smaller with each
successive change of copyist.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The Florentine copyof an ancient Romanwork is undated but provides clues as to the
time it was produced. The first 80 pages of Codex Berinenis are the work of one copyist.
The fact that the last 20 pages are the work of a succession of three different copyists is an
indication of serious turmoil at the time the copying was done. Since a letter in the
fourth copyist's handwriting reveals that a plague killed many people there in 1148,
Codex Berinenis was probablyproduced in that year.

Reasoning Which information supports the hypothesis dating the Codex to1148? Consider the basis of
the hypothesis: the succession of copyists indicating the work was significantly disrupted,
and the fourth copyist's letter indicating the plague of 1148 caused serious loss of life.
From this it is argued that the plague of 1148 was the reason for the multiple copyists
and that the work can thus be dated to that year. What if there were multiple plagues?
In that case, Codex Berinensis could have been produced at another time. If instead only
one plague occurred in the 1100s, the elimination of that possibility supports the
hypothesis that the work was done in 1148.

A Examples of the copyists' handwriting might help date Codex Berinensis; the absence of
handwriting samples does not help support 1148 as the date.

B Thelength of the plague, while it may account for the succession of copyists, does not help
support the particular year the workwas done.

C The amount ofwork a copyist could achieve each day does not provide anyinformation about the
year the work appeared.

D Correct. This statement properly identifies acircumstance that supports the hypothesis.
E The productivity or tenure ofthe various copyists is irrelevant to establishing thedate.

The correct answer is D.
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121. The spacing of the four holes on a fragment ofa bone flute excavated at a Neanderthal campsite is justwhat is
required to play the third through sixth notes of the diatonic scale—the seven-note musical scale used in much
ofWestern music since the Renaissance. Musicologists therefore hypothesize that the diatonic musical scale
was developed and used thousands of years before it was adopted by Western musicians.

Which of the following, iftrue, most strongly supports the hypothesis?

(A) Bone flutes were probably the only musical instrument made by Neanderthals.

(B) No musical instrument that is known to have used a diatonic scale is of an earlier date than the flute found

at the Neanderthal campsite.

(0 The flute was made from a cave-bear bone and the campsite at which the flute fragment was excavated
was in a cave that also contained skeletal remains of cave bears.

(D) Flutes are the simplest wind instrument that can be constructed to allow playing a diatonic scale.

(E) The cave-bear leg bone used to make the Neanderthal flute would have been long enough to make a flute
capable of playing a complete diatonic scale.

Argument Evaluation

Situation The arrangement of the holes in a bone fragment from a Neanderthal campsite match
part of the scale used in Western music since the Renaissance. Musicologists hypothesize
from this that the scale was developed thousands of years before Western musicians
adopted it.

Reasoning Which ofthe options, iftrue, wouldprovide the most supportfor the musicologists' hypothesis?
One wayto approach this question is to askyourself, "If this option werefalse, would the
hypothesis be less likely to be true?" If the Neanderthal bone fragment could nothave
been part of a flute that encompassed the entire seven-note diatonic scale, then the bone
fragment's existencewould not provide strong support for the hypothesis.

A To the extent that this is even relevant, it tends to weaken the hypothesis; it makes less likely the
possibility that Neanderthals used other types of musical instrumentsemploying the diatonic
scale.

B This also weakens the hypothesis, because it states that there is no known evidence of a certain
type that would support the hypothesis.

C The fact that the cave-bearbone fragment that was apparently a flute came from a site where
many othercave-bear skeletal remains were found has little bearing on the hypothesis, and in no
way supports it.

D This does not strengthen the hypothesis, for even if the option were false—even if a simpler
instrument couldbe constructed that employed the diatonic scale—the existence of a flute
employing the diatonic scale would provide no less support for the hypothesis.

E Correct. This option most stronglysupports the hypothesis.

The correct answer is E.
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122. Outsourcing is the practice of obtaining from an independent supplier a product or service that a company has
previously provided for itself. Since a company's chiefobjective is to realizethe highest possible year-end
profits, any productor service that can be obtained from an independent supplier for less than itwould cost the
company to provide the product or service on its own should be outsourced.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

(A) If a company decides to use independent suppliers for a product, it can generally exploit the vigorous
competition arising among several firms that are interested in supplying that product.

(B) Successful outsourcing requires a company to provide its suppliers with information about its products
and plans that can fall into the hands of its competitors and give them a business advantage.

(C) Certain tasks, such as processing a company's payroll, are commonly outsourced, whereas others, such
as handling the company's core business, are not.

(D) For a company to provide a product or service for itself as efficiently as an independent supplier can
provide it, the managers involved need to be as expert in the area of that product or service as the people
in charge of that product or service at an independent supplier are.

(E) When a company decides to use an independent supplier for a product or service, the independent
supplier sometimes hires members of the company's staff who formerly made the product or provided
the service that the independent supplier now supplies.

Argument Evaluation

Situation In order to realize the highestyear-end profits, a companyshould outsourceany service
or product that can be obtained from an independent supplier for less than it would cost
the companyto provide that service or product itself.

Reasoning What weakens this argument?'When could outsourcing a service or product result in a
business disadvantage or lower profits? It is clear that the company must give independent
suppliers enough information to enable them to provide the contracted products and
services, but this means that the company can lose control over who has possession
of such critical information. If the information becomes known to the company's
competitors and gives them a business advantage, the company's profitability maybe
harmed rather than helpedby outsourcing. This possibility weakens the argument.

A Thiswould strengthen the argument since the pricing competition among independent suppliers
is an advantage for the company.

B Correct. This statement properly identifies onedisadvantage of outsourcing: the company no
longer controls access to its information and plans. With the increased possibility of competitors'
gainingaccess to its proprietary information, the company's business is put at risk.

C Providing examples of the tasks typically outsourced or handled internally does not affect the
argument.

D Expertise in a particular area is an advantage ofoutsourcing and thus a strength ofthe argument.
E Tlie supplier's hiring ofmembers ofthe company's staff to handle work no longer performed

within the company is not shown to be a disadvantage.

The correct answer is B.
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123. Museums that house Renaissance oil paintings typically store them in environments that are carefully kept within
narrow margins of temperature and humidity to inhibit any deterioration. Laboratory tests have shown that the
kind of oil paint used in these paintings actually adjusts to climatic changes quite well. If, as some museum
directors believe, paint is the most sensitive substance in these works, then by relaxing the standards for
temperature and humidity control, museums can reduce energy costs without risking damage to these
paintings. Museums would be rash to relax those standards, however, since results of preliminary tests indicate
that gesso, a compound routinely used by Renaissance artists to help paint adhere to the canvas, is unable to
withstand significant variations in humidity.

In the argument above, the two portions in boldface play which of the following roles?

(A) The first is an objection that has been raised against the position taken by the argument; the second is the
position taken by the argument.

(B) The first is the position taken by the argument; the second is the position that the argument calls into
question.

(0 The first is a judgment that has been offered in support of the position that the argument calls into

question; the second is a circumstance on which that judgment is, in part, based.

(D) The first is a judgment that has been offered in support of the position that the argument calls into
question; the second is that position.

(E) The first is a claim that the argument calls into question; the second is the position taken by the argument.

Argument Evaluation

Situation Museums house Renaissance paintings under strictlycontrolled climatic conditions to
prevent deterioration. Thisis costly. But the paint in theseworks actually adjusts well to
climate changes. On the other hand, another compound routinely used in these
paintings, gesso, does not reactwell to changes in humidity.

Reasoning What roles do the two boldfaced statementsplay inthe argument? The first statement is not
asserted by the authorof the argument, but ratherattributed as a beliefto some museum
directors. What the argument itselfasserts is that IF this beliefis true THEN the second
boldfaced statement is true. But the argument then goes on to offer evidence that the first
statement is false and so concludes that museum directors would be ill-advised to assume

that the second statement was true.

A This option mistakenly claims that the argument adopts the second statement as itsposition,
when in fact the argument calls this position into question.

B Rather than adopting the first statement, the argument offers evidence that calls it into question.
C This option contends that the first statement is ajudgment that is based onthe second; in fact the

opposite is true.

D Correct. This option properly identifies the roles the two portions inboldface play in the
argument.

E While the argument does call thefirst statement into question, it also calls thesecond statement
into question.

The correct answer is D.
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124. Vargonia has just introduced a legal requirement that student-teacher ratios in government-funded schools not
exceed a certain limit. All Vargonian children are entitled to education, free of charge, in these schools. When a
recession occurs and average incomes fall, the numberof children enrolled in government-funded schools tends
to increase. Therefore, though most employment opportunities contract in economic recessions, getting a
teaching job in Vargonia's government-funded schools will not be made more difficult by a recession.

Which of the following would be most important to determine in order to evaluate the argument?

(A) Whether inVargonia there are any schools not funded by the government that offer children an education
free of charge

(B) Whether the number of qualified applicants for teaching positions in government-funded schools increases
significantly during economic recessions

(C) What the current student-teacher ratio in Vargonia's government-funded schools is

(D) What proportion of Vargonia's workers currently hold jobs as teachers in government-funded schools

(E) Whether in the past a number of government-funded schools in Vargonia have had student-teacher ratios

well in excess of the new limit

Argument Evaluation

Situation During a recession, the number of children in government-funded schools in Vargonia
tends to increase. Vargonian children are entitled to a free education in these schools. A
new law requires student-teacher ratios in these schools to remain below a certain limit.

Reasoning Which ofthefive questions wouldprovide us withthe best informationfor evaluating the
argument? The argument's conclusion is that recessions do not make teaching jobs in
Vargonia's government-funded schools harder to get. During recessions, the reasoning
goes, more students will enroll in Vargonia's government-funded schools than in non-
recession times. Implicit in the argument is the thought that, because the new law sets an
upper limit on the average number of students per teacher, schools that get an influx of
new students would have to hire more teachers. During a recession, however, there might
be much more competition in the labor marketfor teachers because many more qualified
people are applying for teaching jobs.

A This information is not significant in the context of the argument, which does not needto assume
that only government-funded schools provide free education.

B Correct. Getting an answer to thisquestion would provide uswith specific information useful in
evaluating the argument. A "yes" answer to this question would suggest that competition for
teaching jobs in Vargonian government-funded schools would be keener during recessions. A "no"
answer would suggest that the level of competition would decrease during recessions.

C Discovering the current student-teacher ratio in Vargonia's schools would be of no value, by itself,
in evaluating the argument. We do not know what the new upperlimit on the student-teacher
ratiois, and wedo not know whether Vargonia iscurrently in a recession.

D Finding outwhether the proportion this refers to is 1 percent, for example, or4 percent, would tell
us nothing about whether getting teaching jobs at government-funded schools in Vargonia
becomes more difficult during a recession. Among other things, we do not know whether
Vargonia is currently in a recession, and we do not know what proportion ofVargonia's workers
would be qualified candidates for teaching jobs.

E This is ofno relevance in evaluating the argument because, presumably, the new limit onstudent-
teacher ratios will be complied with. Thus, even if student-teacher ratios in the past would have
exceeded the new limit, the argument concerns whether, in thefuture, getting a teaching job in
Vargonia's government-funded schools will be made more difficult by a recession.

The correct answer is B.
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9.0 Sentence Correction

9.0 Sentence Correction

Sentence correction questions appear in the Verbal section of the GMAT® exam. The Verbal section
uses multiple-choice questions to measure your ability to readand comprehend written material, to
reason and evaluate arguments, and to correct writtenmaterial to express ideas effectively in
standard writtenEnglish. Because the Verbal section includes passages from several different
contentareas, you maybe generally familiar with some of the material; however, neitherthe
passages nor the questions assume detailed knowledge of the topics discussed. Sentence correction
questions are intermingled with critical reasoning and reading comprehension questions throughout
the Verbal section of the test. You will have 75 minutes to complete the Verbal section, or about 1%
minutes to answer each question.

Sentence correction questions presenta statement in which words are underlined.The questions ask
you to selectfrom the answer options the best expression of the ideaor relationship described in the
underlined section.The first answerchoice always repeats the original phrasing, whereas the other
four provide alternatives. In some cases, the originalphrasingis the best choice. In other cases, the
underlined section has obvious or subtle errors that require correction.These questions require you
to be familiar with the stylistic conventions and grammatical rules of standard written English and
to demonstrate your ability to improve incorrect or ineffective expressions. Sentence correction
questions may include English-language idioms,which are standard constructions not derivedfrom
the most basic rules of grammar and vocabulary, but idioms are not intended to measure any
specializedknowledgeof colloquilisms or regionalisms.

You should begin these questions by reading the sentence carefully. Note whether there are any
obviousgrammatical errors as you read the underlined section. Then read the five answer choices
carefully. If there was a subtle error you did not recognize the first time you read the sentence, it
maybecome apparent after you haveread the answerchoices. If the error is still unclear, seewhether
youcan eliminate some of the answers asbeingincorrect. Remember that in some cases, the original
selection may be the best answer.

9.1 Basic English Grammar Rules

Sentence correction questions askyouto recognize and potentially correct at leastone of the
following grammar rules. However, these rules are notexhaustive. If you areinterested in learning
more about English grammar asa way to prepare for the GMAT exam, there are several resources
available on the Web.

Agreement

Standard English requires elements within a sentence to beconsistent. There are two types of
agreement: noun-verb and pronoun.

Noun-verb agreement: Singular subjects take singular verbs, whereas plural subjects take plural verbs.
Examples:
Correct: "I walk to the store." Incorrect: "I walks to the store."

Correct: "Wego to school." Incorrect: "Wegoes to school."
Correct: "The number ofresidents has grown." Incorrect: "The number ofresidents have grown."
Correct: "The masses have spoken." Incorrect: "The masses has spoken."
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Pronoun agreement: A pronoun must agree with the noun orpronoun it refers to in person, number,
and gender.
Examples:
Correct: "When you dream, you areusually asleep." Incorrect: "When onedreams, you are
usuallyasleep."
Correct: "When the kidswent to sleep, theysleptlike logs." Incorrect: "When the kidswent to
sleep, he slept like a log."

Diction

Words shouldbe chosen to reflect correctly and effectively the appropriate part of speech. Thereare
several words that are commonly used incorrectly. When answering sentence correction questions,
pay attention to the following conventions.

Among/between: Among is used to refer to relationships involving more than two objects. Between is
used to refer to relationships involving onlytwo objects.
Examples:
Correct: "We divided our winnings amongthe three of us." Incorrect: "We divided our winnings
between the three of us."

Correct: "She and I divided the cake between us." Incorrect; "She and I divided the cake among us."

As/like: Ascan be a preposition meaning "in the capacity of," but more often is a conjunctionof
mannerand is followed by averb. Like isgenerally usedas a preposition, and therefore is followed by
a noun, an objectpronoun, or a verb ending in -ing.
Examples:
Correct: "I work as a librarian." Incorrect: "I work like a librarian."

Correct: "Do as I say, not as I do." Incorrect: "Do like I say, not like I do."
Correct: "It felt like a dream." Incorrect: "It felt as a dream."

Correct: "People likeyouinspire me." Incorrect: "People asyou inspire me."
Correct: "There's nothinglike bikingon a warm, autumnday." Incorrect: "There's nothing as biking
on a warm autumn day."

Mass and count words: Mass words are nouns quantified byan amountrather than by a number.
Count nouns can be quantifiedby a number.
Examples:
Correct: "Webought a loafofbread." Incorrect: "Webought onebread."
Correct: "Hewished me much happiness." Incorrect: "Hewished memany happinesses."
Correct: "We passed many buildings." Incorrect: "We passed much buildings."

Pronouns: Myself should not be used asa substitute for lor me.
Examples:
Correct: "Mom andI had to go to the store." Incorrect: "Mom andmyself hadto go to the store."
Correct: "Hegave thepresent to Dad and me." Incorrect: "Hegave thepresent to Dadand myself."
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Grammatical Construction

Good grammar requires complete sentences. Be on thelookout for improperly formed constructions.

Fragments: Parts ofa sentence that are disconnected from the main clause are called fragments.
Example:
Correct: "We sawthe doctorand his nurse at the party." Incorrect: "We sawthe doctorat the party.
And his nurse."

Run-on sentences: A run-on sentence is two independent clauses that run togetherwithout proper
punctuation.
Examples:
Correct: "Jose Canseco is still a feared batter; most pitchers don't want to face him."
Incorrect: "Jose Canseco is still a feared batter most pitchers don't want to face him."

Constructions: Avoidwordy, redundant constructions.
Example:
Correct: "We could not come to the meetingbecause of a conflict." Incorrect: "Thereason we could
not come to the meeting is because of a conflict."

Idiom

It is important to avoid nonstandard expressions, although English idioms sometimes do not follow
conventional grammatical rules. Be careful to use the correct idiom when using the constructions
and parts of speech.

Prepositions: Specific prepositions have specific purposes.
Examples:
Correct: "She likes to jog in the morning." Incorrect:"She likes to jog on the morning."
Correct:"They rangedin agefrom 10 to 15." Incorrect: "They rangedin agefrom 10up to 15."

Correlatives: Word combinations such as "not only ... but also"should be followed by an element of
the same grammatical type.
Examples:
Correct: "I have called not onlyto thank her but alsoto tell her about the next meeting."
Incorrect: "I have called not only to thank her but also I told her about the next meeting."

Forms ofcomparison: Many forms follow precise constructions. Fewer refers to a specific number,
whereas less than refers to a continuous quantity. Between ... and is the correct form to designate a
choice. Farther refers to distance, whereasfurther refers to degree.
Examples:
Correct: "There were fewer children in my class this year." Incorrect: "There were less children in my
class this year."
Correct: "There was less devastation than I was told." Incorrect: "There was fewer devastation than
I was told."

Correct: "We had to choose between chocolate and vanilla." Incorrect: "We had to choose between
chocolate or vanilla." (It is also correct to say, "We had to choose chocolate or vanilla.")
Correct: "I ran farther thanJohn, buthe took hisweight training further than I did."
Incorrect: "I ran further thanJohn, but he took hisweight training farther than I did."
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Logical Predication

Watch out for phrases that detract from the logical argument.

Modification problems: Modifiers shouldbe positioned so it is clearwhat word or words they are
meant to modify. If modifiers are not positioned clearly, theycan cause illogical references or
comparisons, or distort the meaning of the statement.
Examples:
Correct: "I put the cakethat I bakedby the door," Incorrect: "I put the cakeby the door that I baked."
Correct: "Reading my mind, she gave me the delicious cookie." Incorrect: "Reading my mind, the
cookie she gave me was delicious."
Correct: "In the Middle Ages, the worldwas believed to be flat." Incorrect: "In the Middle Ages,
the world was flat."

Parallelism

Constructing a sentence that is parallel in structure dependson making sure that the difFerent
elements in the sentence balance eachother; this is a little bit like making sure that the two sides of
a mathematical equation arebalanced. To make surethat a sentence isgrammatically correct, check
to see that phrases, clauses, verbs, and other sentence elements paralleleach other.

Examples:
Correct: "I tooka bath,went to sleep, andwoke up refreshed." Incorrect: "I took a bath, sleeping,
and waking up refreshed."
Correct: "The only way to know is to take the plunge." Incorrect: "The only way to know is taking
the plunge."

Rhetorical Construction

Good sentence structure avoids constructions that are awkward, wordy, redundant, imprecise, or
unclear, evenwhen they are free of grammaticalerrors.
Example:
Correct: "Before weleft on vacation, wewatered the plants, checked to see that the stove was off,
and settheburglar alarm." Incorrect: "Before we leftto goonourvacation, we watered, checked to
be sure that the stove had been turned off, and set it."

Verb Form

In addition towatching for problems ofagreement orparallelism, make sure thatverbs are used in
the correcttense. Be alert to whether a verb shouldreflect past, present, or future tense.
Example:
Correct: "Iwent toschool yesterday." "Igo toschool every weekday." "Iwill go to school tomorrow."

Each tense also has a perfect form (used with thepast participle—e.g., walked, ran), aprogressive
form (used with the present participle—e.g., walldng, running), and a perfect progressive form (also
used with the present participle—e.g., walking, running).
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Presentperfect: Used with has orhave, the present perfect tense describes anaction thatoccurred at
an indefinite time in the past or that began in the past and continues into the present.
Examples:
Correct: "I have traveled all over the world." (at an indefinite time)
Correct: "He has gone to school since hewas five years old." (continues into the present)

Pastperfect: This verb form isused withhad toshow the order of twoevents that tookplace in
the past.
Example:
Correct: "By the time I left for school, the cake had beenbaked."

Futureperfect: Used with willhave, thisverb form describes an event in the future that willprecede
another event.

Example:
Correct: "Bythe end of the day, I will have studied for all my tests."

Presentprogressive: Usedwith am, is, or are, this verb form describes an ongoing actionthat is
happening now.
Example:
Correct:"I am studyingforexams." "The student is studyingfor exams." "We are studyingfor exams."

Pastprogressive: Usedwith was or were, this verb form describes something that was happening
when another action occurred.

Example:
Correct: "The student was studyingwhen the fire alarm rang." "Theywere studying when the fire
broke out."

Futureprogressive: Usedwith willbe or shall be, this verb tense describes an ongoing action that will
continue into the future.

Example:
Correct: "The students will be studying forexams throughout the month of December."

Presentperfectprogressive: Used with have been or has been, this verb tense describes something that
began in the past, continues into the present and maycontinue into the future.
Example:
Correct: "The studenthasbeenstudying hard in the hope of acing the test."

Pastperfectprogressive: Used with hadbeen, this verb form describes an action of some duration that
was completed before another past actionoccurred.
Example:
Correct: "Before the fire alarm rang, the student hadbeen studying."

Futureperfectprogressive: Used with willhave been, this verb form describes a future, ongoing action
that will occurbefore a specified time.
Example:
Correct: "By the endofnext year, thestudents will have been studying mathfor five years."
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9.2 Study Suggestions

There are twobasic ways you canstudy for sentence correction questions:

• Read material that reflects standard usage.
Oneway to gainfamiliarity with the basic conventions ofstandard written English is simply to
read. Suitable material will usually be found in good magazines and nonfiction books,
editorials in outstanding newspapers, and the collections of essays used bymany college and
university writing courses.

• Review basic rules of grammar and practice with writing exercises.
Begin byreviewing the grammarrules laidout in this chapter. Then, if youhave school
assignments (such as essays and research papers) that have beencarefully evaluated for
grammaticalerrors, it maybe helpful to review the commentsand corrections.

9.3 What Is Measured

Sentencecorrection questions test three broad aspects of language proficiency:

• Correct expression
A correctsentence is grammatically and structurallysound. It conforms to all the rules of
standard written English, including noun-verb agreement, noun-pronoun agreement, pronoun
consistency, pronoun case, and verb tense sequence. A correct sentencewill not have dangling,
misplaced, or improperlyformed modifiers; unidiomatic or inconsistentexpressions; or faults
in parallel construction.

• Effective expression
An effective sentence expresses an ideaor relationship clearly and concisely as well as
grammatically. This does not mean that the choice with the fewest and simplest words is
necessarily the best answer. It means that there are no superfluous words or needlessly
complicated expressions in the best choice.

• Proper diction
An effective sentence alsouses properdiction. (Dictionrefers to the standard dictionary
meanings ofwords and the appropriateness ofwords in context.) In evaluating the diction of
a sentence, youmustbe able to recognize whether the words arewell chosen, accurate, and
suitable for the context.

9.4 Test-Taking Strategies

1. Read the entire sentence carefully.
Try to understand the specific idea or relationship that the sentence should express.

2. Evaluate the underlined passage for errors and possible corrections before
reading the answer choices.
This strategy will help you discriminate among the answer choices. Remember, in some cases
the underlined passage is correct.
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3. Read each answer choice carefully.
The first answer choice always repeats the underlined portion of the original sentence.
Choose this answer if you think that the sentence is best as originally written, but do so only
after examiningall the other choices.

4. Try to determine how to correct what you consider to be wrong with the original
sentence.

Someof the answerchoices maychange things that are not wrong,whereas others maynot
change everything that is wrong.

5. Make sure that you evaluate the sentence and the choices thoroughly.
Payattention to generalclarity, grammatical and idiomatic usage, economy and precision of
language, and appropriateness of diction.

6. Read the whole sentence, substituting the choice that you prefer for the
underlined passage.
A choice maybe wrong because it does not fit grammaticallyor structurally with the rest of
the sentence. Remember that somesentences will require no correction.When the given
sentence requires no correction, choose the first answer.

9.5 The Directions

These are the directions that you will see for sentence correctionquestionswhen you take the
GMAT exam. Ifyou readthem carefully andunderstand them clearly before goingto sit for the test,
you will not need to spend too much time reviewing them onceyou are at the test center and the
test is under way.

Sentence correction questions presenta sentence, part or all of which is underlined. Beneath the
sentence, youwill find five ways of phrasing the underlined passage. The first answer choice repeats
the originalunderlinedpassage; the other four are different. Ifyou think the original phrasingis
best, choose the first answer; otherwise choose one of the others.

This type ofquestion tests your ability to recognize the correctness andeffectiveness ofexpression in
standardwritten English. In choosing youranswer, follow the requirements of standardwritten
English; that is, pay attention to grammar, choice of words, and sentenceconstruction. Choose the
answer that produces the most effective sentence; this answer should be clear and exact,without
awkwardness, ambiguity, redundancy, or grammatical error.
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Each of the sentence correction questions presents a sentence, part or all of which is underlined.
Beneath the sentence you will find five ways of phrasing the underlined part. The first of these repeats
the original; the other four are different. Follow the requirements of standard written English to choose
your answer, paying attention to grammar, word choice, and sentence construction. Select the answer
that produces the most effective sentence; your answer should make the sentence clear, exact, and free
of grammatical error. It should also minimize awkwardness, ambiguity, and redundancy.

In a review of 2,000 studies of human behavior that
date back to the 1940s, two Swiss psychologists,
declaring that since most of the studies had failed to

control for such variables as social class and family

size, none could be taken seriously.

(A) psychologists, declaring that since most of the
studies had failed to control for such variables

as social class and family size,

(B) psychologists, declaring that most of the
studies failed in not controlling for such
variables like social class and family size, and

(C) psychologists declared that since most of the
studies, having failed to control for such
variables as social class and family size,

(D) psychologists declared that since most of the
studies fail in controlling for such variables like

social class and family size,

(E) psychologists declared that since most of the
studies had failed to control for variables such

as social class and family size,

Manufacturers rate batteries in watt-hours; if thev rate
the watt-hour higher, the longer the battery can be

expected to last.

(A) if they rate the watt-hour higher, the longer

(B) rating the watt-hour higher, it is that much
longer

(C) the higher the watt-hour rating, the longer

(D) the higher the watt-hour rating, it is that much
longer that

(E) when the watt-hour rating is higher, the longer

it is

Although a surge in retail sales have raised hopes
that there is a recovery finally under way, many
economists say that without a large amount of
spending the recovery might not last.

(A) have raised hopes that there is a recovery finally

(B) raised hopes for there being a recovery finally

(C) had raised hopes for a recovery finally being

(D) has raised hopes that a recovery is finally

(E) raised hopes for a recovery finally

At the end of the 1930s, Duke Ellington was looking
for a composer to assist him—someone not only who
could arrange music for his successful big band, but

mirroring his eccentric writing style as well in order to

finish the many pieces he had started but never
completed.

(A) someone not only who could arrange music for
his successful big band, but mirroring his
eccentric writing style as well in order to finish

(B) someone who could not only arrange music for
his successful big band, but also mirror his
eccentric writing style in order to finish

(C) someone who not onlycould arrange music for
his successful big band, but also to mirror his
eccentric writing style in finishing

(D) that being someone who could not onlyarrange
music for his successful big band, but mirroring
his eccentric writing style for finishing

(E) being someone not only who could arrange
music for his successful big band, but mirror his
eccentric writing style as well, finishing
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Of all the vast tides of migration that have swept
through history, mavbe none is more concentrated as
the wave that brought 12 million immigrants onto
American shores in little more than three decades.

(A) maybe none is more concentrated as

(B) it may be that none is more concentrated as

(C) perhaps it is none that is more concentrated
than

(D) maybe it is none that was more concentrated
than

(E) perhaps none was more concentrated than

Diabetes, together with its serious complications,
ranks as the nation's third leading cause of death,
surpassed only by heart disease and cancer.

(A) ranks as the nation's third leading cause of
death, surpassed only

(B) rank as the nation's third leading cause of death,
only surpassed

(C) has the rank of the nation's third leading cause
of death, only surpassed

(D) are the nation's third leading causes of death,
surpassed only

(E) have been ranked as the nation's third leading
causes of death, only surpassed

The intricate structure of the compound insect eye,
having hundreds of miniature eves called ommatidia.
help explain why scientists have assumed that it
evolved independently of the vertebrate eye.

(A) having hundreds of miniature eyes called
ommatidia* help explain why scientists have
assumed that it

(B) having hundreds of miniature eyes that are
called ommatidia, helps explain why scientists
have assumed that they

(C) with its hundreds of miniature eyes that are
called ommatidia, helps explain scientists'
assuming that they

(D) with its hundreds of miniatureeyes called
ommatidia, help explain scientists' assuming
that it

(E) with its hundreds of miniature eyes called
ommatidia, helps explain why scientists have
assumed that it

10.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

In late 1997, the chambers inside the pyramid of the
Pharaoh Menkaure at Giza were closed to visitors for

cleaning and repair due to moisture exhaled bv
tourists, which raised its humidity to such levels so

that salt from the stone was crystallizing and fungus

was growing on the walls.

(A) due to moisture exhaled by tourists, which
raised its humidity to such levels so that salt
from the stone was crystallizing

(B) due to moisture that tourists had exhaled,

thereby raising its humidityto such levels that
salt from the stone would crystallize

(C) because tourists were exhaling moisture, which
had raised the humiditywithin them to levels
such that salt from the stone would crystallize

(D) because of moisture that was exhaled by tourists
raising the humidity within them to levelsso high
as to make the salt from the stone crystallize

(E) because moisture exhaled by tourists had raised
the humiditywithin them to such levels that salt
from the stone was crystallizing

In 1979 lack of rain reduced India's rice production to
about 41 million tons, nearly 25 percent less than
those of the 1978 harvest.

(A) less than those of the 1978 harvest

(B) less than the 1978 harvest

(0 less than 1978

(D) fewer than 1978

(E) fewer than that of India's 1978 harvest

The widely accepted big bang theory holds that the
universe began in an explosive instant ten to twenty
billion years ago and has been expanding ever since.

(A) that the universe began in an explosive instant
ten to twenty billion years ago and has been
expanding

(B) that the universe had begun in an explosive
instant ten to twenty billion years ago and had
been expanding

(0 that the beginning of the universe was an
explosive instant ten to twenty billion years ago
that has expanded

(D) the beginning of the universe to have been an
explosive instant ten to twenty billion years ago
that is expanding

(E) the universe to have begun in an explosive
instant ten to twenty billion years ago and has
been expanding
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Like the idolization accorded the Brontes and

BiownJngSi James Joyce and Virginia Woolf are often
subjected to the kind of veneration that blurs the
distinction between the artist and the humanbeing.

(A) Like the idolization accorded the Brontes and

Brownings,

(B) As the Brontes' and Brownings' idolization,

(C) Likethat accorded to the Brontes and Brownings,

(D) As it is of the Brontes and Brownings,

(E) Like the Brontes and Brownings,

Carnivorous mammals can endure what would

otherwise be lethal levels of body heat because they
have a heat-exchange network which kept the brain
from getting too hot.

(A) which kept

(B) that keeps

(C) which has kept

(D) that has been keeping

(E) having kept

There are several ways to build solid walls using just
mud or clay, but the most extensively used method
has been the forming of bricks out of mud or clav.

and, after some preliminary air drying or sun drying.

thev are laid in the wall in mud mortar.

(A) the forming of bricks out of mud or clay, and,
after some preliminary airdrying or sun drying,
they are laid

(B) forming the mud or clay into bricks, and, after
some preliminary air drying or sun drying, to
lay them

(C) having bricks formed from mud or clay, and,
after some preliminary air drying or sun drying,
they were laid

(D) to form the mud or clay into bricks, and, after
some preliminary air drying or sun drying, to
lay them

(E) that bricks were formed from mud or clay,
which, after some preliminaryair drying or sun

drying, were laid

14. Rising inventories, when unaccompanied
correspondingly bv increases in sales, can lead
to production cutbacks that would hamper

economic growth.

(A) when unaccompanied correspondingly by
increases in sales, can lead

(B) when not accompanied by corresponding
increases in sales, possibly leads

(C) when they were unaccompanied by
corresponding sales increases, can lead

(D) if not accompanied by correspondingly
increased sales, possibly leads

(E) if not accompanied by corresponding increases
in sales, can lead

15. Many experts regarded the large increase in credit
card borrowing in March not as a sign that households
were pressed for cash and forced to borrow, rather a
sign of confidence bv households that thev could
safely handle new debt.

(A) rather a sign of confidence by households that
they could safely

(B) yet as a sign of households' confidence that it
was safe for them to

(C) but a sign of confidence by households that they
could safely

(D) but as a sign that households were confident
they could safely

(E) hut also as a sign that households were
confident in their abilitysafely to

16. A surge in new home sales and a drop in weekly
unemployment claims suggest that the economy might
not be as weak as some analysts previously thought.

(A) claims suggest that the economy might not be
as weak as some analysts previously thought

(B) claims suggests that the economy might not
be so weak as some analysts have previously
thought

(C) claims suggest that the economy might not be
as weak as have been previously thought by
some analysts

(D) claims, suggesting about the economy that it
might not be so weak as previously thought by
some analysts

(E) claims, suggesting the economy might not be
as weak as previously thought to be by some
analysts
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17. Sunspots, vortices of gas associated with strong
electromagnetic activity, are visible as dark soots on
the surface of the Sun but have never been sighted on

the Sun's poles or equator.

(A) are visible as dark spots on the surface of the
Sun but have never been sighted on

(B) are visible as dark spots that never have been
sighted on the surface of the Sun

(C) appear on the surface of the Sun as dark spots
although never sighted at

(D) appear as dark spots on the surface of the Sun,
although never having been sighted at

(E) appear as dark spots on the Sun's surface,
which have never been sighted on

18. Warning that computers in the United States are not
secure, the National Academy of Sciences has urged
the nation to revamp computer security procedures,
institute new emergency response teams, creating a
special nongovernment organization to take charge of
computer security planning.

(A) creating a special nongovernment organization
to take

(B) creating a special nongovernment organization
that takes

(C) creating a special nongovernment organization
for taking

(D) and create a special nongovernment
organization for taking

(E) and create a special nongovernment
organization to take

19. A pioneer journalist. Nellie Blv's exploits included
circling the globe faster than Jules Verne's fictional
Phileas Fogg.

(A) A pioneer journalist, Nellie Bly's exploits
included

(B) The exploitsof Nellie Bly, a pioneer journalist,
included

(C) Nellie Bly was a pioneer journalist including in
her exploits the

(D) Included inthe pioneer journalistNellie Bly's
exploits are

(E) The pioneer journalist'sexploitsof Nellie Bly
included

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

20. Retail sales rose 0.8 of 1 percent in August,
intensifying expectations that personal spending in
the July-September quarter more than doubled that

of the 1.4 percent growth rate in personal spending
for the previous quarter.

(A) that personal spending in the July-September
quarter more than doubled that of

(B) that personal spending in the July-September
quarter would more than double

(C) of personal spending in the July-September
quarter, that it more than doubled

(D) of personal spending in the July-September
quarter more than doubling that of

(E) of personal spending in the July-September
quarter, that it would more than double that of

21. The commission has directed advertisers to

restrict the use of the word "natural" to foods that

do not contain color or flavor additives, chemical

preservatives, or nothing that has been synthesized.

(A) or nothing that has been

(B) or that has been

(0 and nothing that is

(D) or anything that has been

(E) and anything

22. Plants are more efficient at acquiring carbon than are
fungi, in the form of carbon dioxide, and converting it
to energy-rich sugars.

(A) Plants are more efficient at acquiring carbon
than are fungi,

(B) Plants are more efficient at acquiring carbon
than fungi,

(C) Plants are more efficientthan fungi at acquiring
carbon,

(D) Plants, more efficientthan fungi at acquiring
carbon,

(E) Plantsacquirecarbon more efficiently than fungi,

23. The Iroquois were primarily planters, but supplementing
their cultivation of maize, squash, and beans with
fishing and hunting.

(A) but supplementing

(B) and had supplemented

(C) and even though they supplemented

(D) although they supplemented

(E) but with supplementing
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Ascontrasted with the honeybee^^ the yellow jacket
can sting repeatedly withoutdying and carries a
potent venom that can cause intense pain.

(A) As contrasted with the honeybee,

(B) In contrast to the honeybee's,

(C) Unlike the sting of the honeybee,

(D) Unlike that of the honeybee,

(E) Unlike the honeybee,

Neuroscientists. having amassed a wealth of
knowledge over the past twenty years about the brain
and its development from birth to adulthood, are now

drawing solid conclusions about how the human brain
grows and how babies acquire language.

(A) Neuroscientists, having amassed a wealth of
knowledge over the past twenty years about
the brain and its development from birth to
adulthood, are

(B) Neuroscientists, having amassed a wealth of
knowledge about the brain and its development
from birth to adulthood over the past twenty
years, and are

(C) Neuroscientists amassing a wealth of knowledge
about the brain and its development from birth
to adulthood over the past twenty years, and are

(D) Neuroscientists have amassed a wealth of

knowledge over the past twenty years about the
brain and its development from birth to adulthood,

(E) Neuroscientists have amassed, over the past
twenty years, a wealth of knowledge about the
brain and its development from birth to
adulthood,

Tropical bats play important roles in the rain forest
ecosystem, aiding in the dispersal of cashew, date,
and fig seeds; pollinating banana, breadfruit, and
mango trees: and indirectly help produce tequila by
pollinating agave plants.

(A) pollinating banana, breadfruit* and mango trees;
and indirectly help produce

(B) pollinating banana, breadfruit, and mango trees;
and indirectly helping to produce

(C) pollinating banana, breadfruit, and mango trees;
and they indirectlyhelp to produce

(D) they pollinate banana, breadfruit, and mango
trees; and indirectly help producing

(E) they pollinate banana, breadfruit, and mango
trees; indirectly helping the producing of

27. None of the attempts to specify the causes of crime
explains why most of the people exposed to the
alleged causes do not commit crimes and, conversely,
why so many of those not so exposed have.

(A) have

(B) has

(C) shall

(D) do

(E) could

28. In virtually all types of tissue in every animal species,
dioxin induces the production of enzymes that are the
organism's trying to metabolize, or render harmless,
the chemical that is irritating it.

(A) trying to metabolize, or render harmless, the
chemical that is irritating it

(B) trying that it metabolize, or render harmless,
the chemical irritant

(C) attempt to try to metabolize, or render
harmless, such a chemical irritant

(D) attempt to try and metabolize, or render
harmless, the chemical irritating it

(E) attempt to metabolize, or render harmless,
the chemical irritant

29. Emily Dickinson's letters to Susan Huntington
Dickinson were written over a period beginning a few
years before Susan's marriage to Emily's brother and
ending shortly before Emily's death in 1886.

outnumbering her letters to anyone else.

(A) Dickinson were written over a period beginning
a few years before Susan's marriage to Emily's
brother and ending shortly before Emily's death
in 1886, outnumbering

(B) Dickinson were written over a period that begins
a few years before Susan's marriage to Emily's
brother and ended shortly before Emily's death
in 1886, outnumber

(C) Dickinson, written over a period beginning a few
years before Susan's marriage to Emily's brother
and that ends shortly before Emily's death in
1886 and outnumbering

(D) Dickinson, which were written over a period
beginning a few years before Susan's marriage
to Emily's brother, ending shortly before Emily's
death in 1886, and outnumbering

(E) Dickinson, which were written over a period
beginning a few years before Susan's marriage
to Emily's brother and ending shortly before
Emily's death in 1886, outnumber
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Paleontologists believe that fragments of a primate
jawbone unearthed in Burma and estimated at 40 to
44 million years old provide evidence of a crucial step

along the evolutionary path that led to human beings.

(A) at 40 to 44 million years old provide evidence of

(B) as being 40 to 44 million years old provides
evidence of

(C) that it is 40 to 44 million years old provides
evidence of what was

(D) to be 40 to 44 million years old provide
evidence of

(E) as 40 to 44 million years old provides evidence

Unlike the conviction held by many of her colleagues
that genes were relatively simple and static, Barbara
McClintock adhered to her own more complicated
ideas about how genes might operate, and in 1983,
at the age of 81, was awarded a Nobel Prize for her
discovery that the genes in corn are capable of
moving from one chromosomal site to another.

(A) Unlike the conviction held by many of her
colleagues that genes were

(B) Although manyof her colleagues were of the
conviction of genes being

(C) Contrary to many of her colleagues being
convinced that genes were

(D) Eventhough many of her colleagues were
convinced that genes were

(E) Even with many of her colleagues convinced of
genes being

Galileo was convinced that natural phenomena, as
manifestations of the laws of physics, would appear
the same to someone on the deck of a ship moving
smoothly and uniformly through the water as a person
standing on land.

(A) water as a

(B) water as to a

(0 water; just as it would to a

(D) water, as it would to the

(E) water; just as to the

33.

34.

35.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

Because an oversupplv of computer chips has sent
prices plunging, the manufacturer has announced that
it will cut production by closing its factories for two
days a month.

(A) Because an oversupply of computer chips has
sent prices plunging,

(B) Because of plunging prices for computer chips,
which is due to an oversupply,

(C) Because computer chip prices have been sent
plunging, which resulted from an oversupply,

(D) Due to plunging computer chip prices from an
oversupply,

(E) Due to an oversupply, with the result that
computer chip prices have been sent plunging,

Beyond the immediate cash flow crisis that the
museum faces, its survival depends on if it can
broaden its membership and leave its cramped
quarters for a site where it can store and exhibit its
more than 12,000 artifacts.

(A) if it can broaden its membership and leave

(B) whether it can broaden its membership

and leave

(C) whether or not it has the capability to broaden

its membership and can leave

(D) its ability for broadening its membership
and leaving

(E) the abilityfor it to broaden its membership
and leave

By 1940, the pilot Jacqueline Cochran held seventeen
official national and international speed records, and
she earned them at a time when aviation was still so

new for many of the planes she flew to be of

dangerously experimental design.

(A) and she earned them at a time when aviation

was still so new for many of the planes she flew
to be

(B) earning them at a time that aviation was still so
new for many of the planes she flewto be

(C) earning these at a time where aviation was still
so new that many of the planes she flew were

(D) earned at a time in which aviation was still so

new such that many of the planes she flew were

(E) earned at a time when aviation was still so new

that many of the planes she flew were
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36. Alongwith the drop in producer prices announced
yesterday, the strong retail sales figures released
today seem like it is indicative that the economy,
although growing slowly, is not nearing a recession.

(A) like it is indicative that

(B) as if to indicate

(C) to indicate that

(D) indicative of

(E) like an indication of

37. Dressed as a man and using the name Robert Shurtleff,
Deborah Sampson, the first woman to draw a soldier's
pension, joinedthe Continental Army in 1782 at the age
of 22. was injured three times, and was discharged in
1783 because she had become too illto serve.

(A) 22, was injured three times, and was discharged
in 1783 because she had become

(B) 22, was injured three times, while being
discharged in 1783 because she had become

(C) 22 and was injured three times, and discharged
in 1783, being

(D) 22, injured three times, and was discharged in
1783 because she was

(E) 22, having been injured three times and
discharged in 1783, being

38. Bengal-born writer, philosopher, and educator
Rabindranath Tagore had the greatest admiration fox.
Mohandas K. Gandhi the person and also as a

politician, but Tagore had been skeptical of Gandhi's
form of nationalism and his conservative opinions
about India's cultural traditions.

(A) for Mohandas K. Gandhi the person and also as
a politician, but Tagore had been

(B) for Mohandas K. Gandhi as a person and as a
politician, but Tagore was also

(C) for Mohandas K. Gandhi not only as a person
and as a politician, but Tagorewas also

(D) of Mohandas K. Gandhi as a person and as also
a politician, but Tagore was

(E) of Mohandas K. Gandhi not onlyas a person and
as a politician, but Tagore had also been

39. Although schistosomiasis is not often fatal, it is so
debilitating that it has become an economic drain on

many developing countries.
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(A) it is so debilitating that it has become an
economic

(B) it is of such debilitation, it has become an
economical

(C) so debilitating is it as to become an economic

(D) such is its debilitation, it becomes an economical

(E) there is so much debilitation that it has become

an economical

40. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) had long been expected to announce a
reduction in output to bolster sagging oil prices, but
officials of the organization just recently announced
that the group will pare daily production by 1.5 million
barrels by the beginning of next year, but only if non-
OPEC nations, including Norway. Mexico, and Russia.

were to trim output by a total of 500,000 barrels a
day.

(A) year, but only if non-OPEC nations, including
Norway, Mexico, and Russia, were to trim
output

(B) year, but onlyif the output of non-OPEC nations,
which includes Norway, Mexico, and Russia, is
trimmed

(C) year only if the output of non-OPEC nations,
including Norway, Mexico, and Russia, would be
trimmed

(D) year only if non-OPEC nations, which includes
Norway, Mexico, and Russia, were trimming
output

(E) year only if non-OPEC nations, including Norway,
Mexico, and Russia, trim output

41. In 1850, Lucretia Mott published her Discourse on
Women, arguing in a treatise for women to have equal
political and legal rights and for changes in the
married women's property laws.

(A) arguing ina treatise for women to have equal
political and legal rights

(B) arguing in a treatise for equal political and legal
rights for women

(C) a treatise that advocates women's equal political
and legal rights

(D) a treatise advocating women's equal political
and legal rights

(E) a treatise that argued for equal political and
legal rights for women
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42. To develop more accurate population forecasts,
demographers have to know a great deal more than
now about the social and economic determinants of

fertility.

(A) have to know a great deal more than now about
the social and economic

(B) have to know a great deal more than they do
now about the social and economical

(C) would have to know a great deal more than they
do now about the social and economical

(D) would have to know a great deal more than they
do now about the social and economic

(E) would have to know a great deal more than now
about the social and economic

43. Laos has a land area about the same as Great Britain

but only four million in population, where many are

members of hill tribes ensconced in the virtually
inaccessible mountain valleys of the north.

(A) about the same as Great Britain but onlyfour
million in population, where many

(B) of about the same size as Great Britain is, but in
Laos there is a population of only four million,
and many

(0 that is about the same size as Great Britain's

land area, but in Laos with a population of only
four million people, many of them

(D) comparable to the size of Great Britain, but only
four million in population, and many

(E) comparable to that of Great Britain but a
populationof onlyfour million people, many of
whom

44. The plot of Tne Bostonians centers on the rivalry
between Olive Chancellor, an active feminist, with her

charmingand cvnical cousin. Basil Ransom, whenthey
find themselves drawn to the same radiant young
woman whose talent for public speaking has won her
an ardent following.

(A) rivalry between Olive Chancellor, an active
feminist, with her charming and cynical cousin,
Basil Ransom,

(B) rivals Olive Chancellor, an active feminist,
against her charming and cynical cousin,
Basil Ransom,

(0 rivalry that develops between Olive Chancellor,
an active feminist, and Basil Ransom, her
charming and cynical cousin,

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(D) developing rivalry between Olive Chancellor, an
active feminist, with Basil Ransom, her charming
and cynical cousin,

(E) active feminist, Olive Chancellor, and the
rivalrywith her charming and cynical cousin
Basil Ransom,

45. Quasars, at billions of light-years from Earth the most
distant observable objects in the universe, believed
to be the cores of galaxies in an early stage of
development.

(A) believed to be

(B) are believed to be

(C) some believe them to be

(D) some believe they are

(E) it is believed that they are

46. In ancient Thailand, much of the local artisans' creative
energy was expended for the creation of Buddha
images and when thev constructed and decorated the

temples that enshrined them.

(A) much of the local artisans' creative energy was
expended for the creation of Buddha images and
when they constructed and decorated the
temples that enshrined them

(B) much of the local artisans' creative energy was
expended on the creation of Buddha images and
on construction and decoration of the temples in
which they were enshrined

(C) much of the local artisans' creative energy was
expended on the creation of Buddha images as
well as constructing and decoration of the
temples in which they were enshrined

(D) creating images of Buddha accounted for much
of the local artisans' creative energy, and also
constructing and decorating the temples
enshrining them

(E) the creation of Buddha images accounted for
much of the local artisans' creative energy as
well as construction and decoration of the

temples that enshrined them
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47. In 1713, Alexander Pope began his translation of the
Iliad, a work that, taking him sevenyears until
completion, and that literary critic Samuel Johnson-
Pope's contemporary, pronounced the greatest
translation in any language.

(A) his translation of the Iliad, a work that, taking
him seven years until completion, and that
literary critic Samuel Johnson, Pope's
contemporary, pronounced

(B) his translation of the Iliad, a work that took him
seven years to complete and that literary critic
Samuel Johnson, Pope's contemporary,
pronounced

(C) his translation of the Iliad, a work that had taken

seven years to complete and that literary critic
Samuel Johnson, Pope's contemporary,
pronounced it as

(D) translating the Iliad, a work that took seven
years until completion and that literary critic
Samuel Johnson, Pope's contemporary,
pronounced it as

(E) translating the Iliad, a work that had taken seven
years to complete and literary critic Samuel
Johnson, Pope's contemporary, pronounced it

48. It is called a sea, but the landlocked Caspian is

actually the largest lake on Earthf whichcovers more
than four times the surface area of its closest rival in

size, North America's Lake Superior.

(A) It is called a sea, but the landlocked Caspian is
actually the largest lake on Earth, which covers

(B) Although it is called a sea, actually the
landlocked Caspian is the largest lake on Earth,
which covers

(C) Though called a sea, the landlocked Caspian is
actually the largest lake on Earth, covering

(D) Though called a sea but it actually is the largest
lake on Earth, the landlocked Caspian covers

(E) Despite being called a sea, the largest lake on
Earth is actually the landlocked Caspian, covering

49. The automotive conveyor-belt system, which Henry
Ford modeled after an assembly-line technique
introduced by Ransom Olds, reduced from a dav and
a half to 93 minutes the required time of assembling

a Model T.
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(A) from a day and a half to 93 minutes the required
time of assembling a Model T

(B) the time being required to assemble a Model T,
from a day and a half down to 93 minutes

(C) the time being required to assemble a ModelT,
a day and a half to 93 minutes

(D) the time required to assemble a Model T from a
day and a half to 93 minutes

(E) from a day and a half to 93 minutes, the time
required for the assembling of a ModelT

50. According to some analysts, the gains in the stock
market reflect growing confidence that the economy
will avoid the recession that many had feared earlier
in the year and instead come in for a "soft landing,"
followed by a gradual increase in business activity.

(A) that the economy will avoid the recession
that many had feared earlier in the year and
instead come

(B) in the economy to avoid the recession, what
many feared earlier in the year, rather to come

(C) in the economy's abilityto avoid the recession,
something earlier in the year many had feared,
and instead to come

(D) in the economy to avoid the recession many
were fearing earlier in the year, and rather
to come

(E) that the economy will avoidthe recession that
was feared earlier this year by many, with it
instead coming

51. Anew study suggests that the conversational pace of
everyday life may be so brisk it hampers the ability of
some childrenfor distinguishing discrete sounds and
words and, the result is. to make sense of speech.

(A) it hampers the ability of some children for
distinguishing discrete sounds and words and,
the result is, to make

(B) that it hampers the abilityof some children to
distinguish discrete sounds and words and, as a
result, to make

(C) that it hampers the ability of some children to
distinguish discrete sounds and words and, the
result of this, they are unable to make

(D) that it hampers the abilityof some children to
distinguish discrete sounds and words, and
results in not making

(E) as to hamper the ability of some children for
distinguishing discrete sounds and words,
resulting in being unable to make
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52. To Josephine Baker. Paris was her home long before it

was fashionable to be an exPatriateL and she remained
in Franceduring the Second World War as a performer
and an intelligence agent for the Resistance.

(A) ToJosephine Baker, Paris was her home long
before it was fashionable to be an expatriate,

(B) For Josephine Baker, long before it was
fashionable to be an expatriate, Paris was
her home,

(C) Josephine Baker made Paris her home long
before to be an expatriate was fashionable,

(D) Long before it was fashionable to bean
expatriate, Josephine Baker made Paris her
home,

(E) Long before it was fashionable being an
expatriate, Paris was home to Josephine Baker,

53. The nineteenth-century chemist Humphry Davy
presented the results of his early experiments in
his "Essay on Heat and Light," a critique of all
chemistry since Robert Bovle as well as a vision of a

new chemistry that Davy hoped to found.

(A) a critique of all chemistry since Robert Boyle as
well as a vision of a

(B) a critique of all chemistry following Robert Boyle
and also his envisioning of a

(0 a critique of all chemistry after Robert Boyle and
envisioning as well

(D) critiquing all chemistry from Robert Boyle
forward and also a vision of

(E) critiquing all the chemistry done since Robert
Boyle as well as his own envisioning of

54. The report recommended that the hospital should
eliminate unneeded beds, expensive services

should be consolidated, and use space in other

hospitals.

(A) should eliminate unneeded beds, expensive
services should be consolidated, and use space
in other hospitals

(B) should eliminate unneeded beds, expensive
services should be consolidated, and other
hospitals' space be used

(C) should eliminate unneeded beds, expensive
services should be consolidated, and to use
space in other hospitals

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(D) eliminate unneeded beds, consolidate expensive
services, and other hospitals' space used

(E) eliminate unneeded beds, consolidate expensive
services, and use space in other hospitals

55. Many house builders offer rent-to-buv programs
that enable a family with insufficient savings for a

conventional down payment to be able to move into
new housing and to apply part of the rent to a
purchase later.

(A) programs that enable a family with insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to be
able to move into new housing and to apply

(B) programs that enable a familywith insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to
move into new housing and to apply

(C) programs; that enables a family with insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to
move into new housing, to apply

(D) programs, which enables a familywith
insufficient savings for a conventional down
payment to move into new housing, applying

(E) programs, which enable a family with insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to be
ableto move intonew housing, applying

56. Elizabeth Barber, the author of both Prehistoric
Textiles, a comprehensive work'on cloth in the early
cultures of the Mediterranean, and also of Women's
Work, a more general account of early cloth

manufacture, is an expert authority on textiles in

ancient societies.

(A) also of Women's Work, a more general account
of early cloth manufacture, is an expert
authority on

(B) also Women's Work, a more general account of
cloth manufacture, is an expert authority about

(C) of Women's Work, a more general account
about early cloth manufacture, is an authority
on

(D) of Women's Work, a more general account
about early cloth manufacture, is an expert
authority about

(E) Women's Work, a more general account of early
cloth manufacture, is an authority on
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57. Many of the earliest known images of Hindu deities
in India date from the time of the Kushan Empire.

fashioned either from the spotted sandstone of
Mathura or Gandharan grey schist.

(A) Empire, fashioned either from the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or

(B) Empire, fashioned from either the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or from

(C) Empire, either fashioned from the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or

(D) Empire and either fashioned from the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or from

(E) Empire and were fashioned either from the
spotted sandstone of Mathura or from

58. That educators have not anticipated the impact of

microcomputer technology can hardly be said that it

is their fault: Alvin Toffler, one of the most prominent
students of the future, did not even mention
microcomputers in Future Shock, published in 1970.

(A) That educators have not anticipated the impact
of microcomputer technology can hardly be said
that it is their fault

(B) That educators have not anticipated the impact
of microcomputer technology can hardly be said
to be at fault

(C) It can hardlybe said that it is the fault of
educators who have not anticipated the impact
of microcomputer technology

(D) It can hardly be said that educators are at fault
for not anticipating the impact of microcomputer
technology

(E) The fact that educators are at fault for not

anticipating the impact of microcomputer
technology can hardly be said

59. Aleading figure inthe Scottish Enlightenment, Adam
Smith's two major books are to democratic capitalism
what Marx's Das Kapital is to socialism.

(A) Adam Smith's two major books are to
democratic capitalism what

(B) Adam Smith's two major books are to
democratic capitalism like

(C) Adam Smith's two major books are to
democratic capitalism just as

(D) Adam Smith wrote two major books that are to
democratic capitalism similar to

(E) Adam Smith wrote two major books that are to
-„, democratic capitalism what
682

60. The Olympic Games helped to keep peace among the
pugnacious states of the Greek world in that a sacred
truce was proclaimed during the festival's month.

(A) world in that a sacred truce was proclaimed
during the festival's month

(B) world, proclaiming a sacred truce during the
festival's month

(C) world when they proclaimed a sacred truce for
the festival month

(D) world, for a sacred truce was proclaimed during
the month of the festival

(E) world by proclamation of a sacred truce that
was for the month of the festival

61. While all states face similar industrial waste problems.

the predominating industries and the regulatory
environment of the states pbviouslv determines the

types and amounts of waste produced, as well as
the cost of disposal.

(A) all states face similar industrial waste problems,
the predominating industries and the regulatory
environment of the states obviouslydetermines

(B) each state faces a similar industrial waste

problem, their predominant industries and
regulatoryenvironment obviously determine

(C) all states face a similar industrial waste problem;
their predominating industries and regulatory
environment obviously determines

(D) each state faces similar industrial waste

problems; the predominant industries and the
, regulatory environment of each state obviously

determines

(E) all states face similar industrial waste problems,
the predominant industries and the regulatory
environment of each state obviously determine

62. Rivaling the pyramids of Egyptor eventhe ancient
cities of the Maya as an achievement, the armvof
terra-cdtta warriors created to protect Oin Shi Huang.

China'sfirst emperor, in his afterlife is more than
2.QQQ years old and took 700.000 artisans more than

36 years to complete.

(A) the armyof terra-cotta warriors created to protect
Qin Shi Huang, China's first emperor, in his afterlife
is more .than 2,000 years old and took 700,000
artisans more than 36 years to complete
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(B) Qin Shi Huang, China's first emperor, was
protected in his afterlife by an army of terra
cotta warriors that was created more than

2,000 years ago by 700,000 artisans who took
more than 36 years to complete it

(C) it took 700,000 artisans more than 36 years to
create an army of terra-cotta warriors more than
2,000 years ago that would protect Qin Shi
Huang, China'sfirst emperor, in his afterlife

(D) more than 2,000 years ago, 700,000 artisans
worked more than 36 years to create an army of
terra-cotta warriors to protect Qin Shi Huang,
China's first emperor, in his afterlife

(E) more than 36 years were needed to complete
the army of terra-cotta warriors that 700,000
artisans created 2,000 years ago to protect Qin
Shi Huang, China's first emperor, in his afterlife

63. When Congress reconvenes, some newly elected
members from rural states will try and establish tighter
restrictions for the amount of grain farmers are to be

allowed to grow and to encourage more aggressive
sales of United States farm products overseas.

(A) and establish tighter restrictions for the amount
of grain farmers are to be allowed to grow and
to encourage

(B) and establish tighter restrictions on the amount
of grain able to be grown by farmers and
encouraging

(C) establishing tighter restrictions for the amount
of grain farmers are allowed to grow and to
encourage

(D) to establish tighter restrictions on the amount of
grain capable of being grown by farmers and
encouraging

(E) to establish tighter restrictions on the amount
of grain farmers will be allowed to grow and to
encourage

64. Doctors generally agree that such factors as cigarette
smoking, eating rich foods high in fats, and alcohol
consumption not only do damage bv themselves

but also aggravate genetic predispositions toward
certain diseases.

(A) not only do damage by themselves but also
aggravate

(B) do damage by themselves but also are
aggravating to

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(C) are damaging by themselves but also are
aggravating

(D) not onlydo damage by themselves, they are
also aggravating to

(E) are doing damage by themselves, and they are
also aggravating

65. Digging in sediments in northern China, evidence has
been gathered bv scientists suggesting that complex

life-forms emerged much earlier than thev had

previously thought.

(A) evidence has been gathered by scientists
suggesting that complex life-forms emerged
much earlier than they had

(B) evidence gathered by scientists suggests a
much earlier emergence of complex life-forms
than had been

(C) scientists have gathered evidence suggesting
that complex life-forms emerged much earlier
than

(D) scientists have gathered evidence that suggests
a much earlier emergence of complex life-forms
than that which was

(E) scientists have gathered evidence which
suggests a much earlier emergence of complex
life-forms than that

66. In a plan to stop the erosion of East Coast beaches,
the Army Corps of Engineers proposed building
parallel to shore a breakwater of rocks that would rise
six feet above the waterline and act as a buffer, so

that it absorbs the energy of crashing waves and
protecting the beaches.

(A) act as: a buffer, so that it absorbs

(B) act like a buffer so as to absorb

(C) act as a buffer, absorbing

(D) acting as a buffer, absorbing

(E) acting like a buffer, absorb
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67. The 32 species that make up the dolphin family are
closely related to whales and in fact include the
animal known as the killer whale, which can grow to

be 30 feet long and is famous for its aggressive
hunting pods.

(A) include the animal known as the killer whale,
which can grow to be 30 feet long and is

(B) include the animal known as the killer whale,
growingas big as 30 feet long and

(C) include the animal known as the killerwhale,
growing up to 30 feet long and being

(D) includes the animal known as the killer whale,
which can grow as big as 30 feet long and is

(E) includes the animal known as the killer whale,
which can grow to be 30 feet long and it is

68. Outlining his strategy for nursing the troubled
conglomerate back to health, the chief executive's
plans were announced on Wednesday fpr cutting the
company'shuge debt bv selling nearly $12 billion in
assets over the next 18 months.

(A) executive's plans were announced on

Wednesday for cutting the company's huge debt
by selling nearly $12 billion in assets over the
next 18 months

(B) executive's plans, which are to cut the
company's huge debt by selling nearly
$12 billion in assets over the next 18 months,
were announced on Wednesday

(C) executive's plans for cutting the company's
huge debt by selling nearly $12 billion in
assets over the next 18 months were

announced on Wednesday

(D) executive announced plans Wednesday to cut
the company's huge debt by selling nearly
$12 billion in assets over the next 18 months

(E) executive announced plans Wednesday that
are to cut the company's huge debt by selling
nearly $12 billion in assets over the next
18 months
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69. Affording strategic proximity to the Strait of Gibraltar,
Morocco was also of interest to the French throughout
the first halfof the twentieth century because they
assumed that if thev did not hold it. their grip on

Algeria was always insecure.

(A) if they did not hold it, their grip on Algeria was
always insecure

(B) without it their grip on Algeria would never
be secure

(C) their grip on Algeria was not ever secure ifthey
did not hold it

(D) without that, they could never be secure about
their grip on Algeria

(E) never would their grip on Algeria be secure if
they did not hold it

70. The first trenches that were cut into a 500-acre site at

Tell Hamoukar. Syria, have yielded strong evidence for
centrally administered complex societies in northern

region? of the Middle East that were arising
simultaneously with but independently of the more
celebrated city-states of southern Mesopotamia, in
what is now southern Iraq.

(A) that were cut into a 500-acre site at Tell

Hamoukar, Syria, have yielded strong evidence
for centrally administered complex societies in
northern regions of the Middle East that were
arising simultaneously with but

(B) that were cut into a 500-acre site at Tell

Hamoukar, Syria, yields strong evidence that
centrally administered complex societies in
northern regions of.the Middle East were arising
simultaneously with but also

(C) having been cut into a 500-acre site at Tell
Hamoukar, Syria, have yielded strong evidence
that centrallyadministered complex societies in
northern regions of the Middle East were arising
simultaneously but

(D) cut into a 500-acre site at Tell Hamoukar, Syria,
yields strong evidence of centrally administered
complex societies in northern regions of the
Middle East arising simultaneously but also

(E) cut into a 500-acre site at Tell Hamoukar, Syria,
have yielded strong evidence that centrally
administered complex societies in northern
regions of the Middle East arose simultaneously
with but
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71. Along the major rivers that traverse the deserts of
northeast Africa, the Middle East, and,northwest
India, the combination of a reliable supply of water
and good growing conditions both encouraged

farming traditionsthat, in places, endure inat least
6,000 years.

(A) good growing conditions both encouraged
farming traditions that, in places/endure in

(B) good growing conditions encouraged farming
traditions that have, in places, endured for

(C) of good growing conditions have encouraged
farming traditionsthat, in places, endured for

(D) of good growing conditions both encouraged
farming traditions that have, in places, endured

(E) of good growing conditions encouraged farming
traditions that have, in places, been enduring
for

72. His studies of ice-polished rocks in his Alpine
homeland, far outside the range of present-day
glaciers, led Louis Agassiz in 1837 to propose' the
concept of an age in which great ice sheets had
existed in now currently temperate areas.

(A) in which great ice sheets had existed in now
currently temperate areas

(B) in which great ice sheets existed in what are now
temperate areas

(C) when great ice sheets existed where there were
areas now temperate

(D) when great ice sheets had existed in current
temperate areas

(E) when great ice sheets existed in areas now that
are temperate

73. Unlike the original National Museum of Science and
Technology in Italy, where the models are encased in
glass or operated only by staff members, the Virtual
Leonardo Project, an online version of the museum,
encourages visitors to "touch" each exhibit, which
thereby activates the animated functions of the piece.

(A) exhibit, which thereby activates

(B) exhibit, in turn an activation of

(0 exhibit, and it will activate

(D) exhibit and thereby activate

(E) exhibit which, as a result, activates

74.

75.

76.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

Despite its covering the entire planet. Earth has a
crust that is not seamless or stationary, rather it is

fragmented into mobile semirigid plates.

(A) Despite its covering the entire planet, Earth has
a crust that is not seamless or stationary,
rather it is

(B) Despite the fact that it covers the entire planet,
Earth's crust is neither seamless nor is it

stationary, but is

(C) Despite covering the entire planet, Earth's crust
is neither seamless nor is it stationary, but
rather

(D) Although it covers the entire planet, Earth's
crust is neither seamless nor stationary, but
rather

(E) Although covering the entire planet, Earth has a
crust that is not seamless or stationary, but

More and more in recent years, cities are stressing
the arts as a means to greater economic development

and investing millions of dollars in cultural activities,

despite strained municipal budgets and fading federal
support.

(A) to greater economic development and investing

(B) to greater development economically and
investing

(C) of greater economic development and invest

(D) of greater development economically and invest

(E) for greater economic development and the
investment of

Combining enormous physical strength with higher
intelligence, the Neanderthals appear as equipped for
facing anv obstacle the environment could out in their
path, but their relatively sudden disappearance during
the Paleolithic era indicates that an inabilityto adapt
to some environmental change led to their extinction.

(A) appear as equipped for facing any obstacle the
environment could put in their path,

(B) appear to have been equipped to face any
obstacle the environment could put in their path,

(0 appear as equipped to face any obstacle the
environment could put in their paths,

(D) appeared as equipped to face any obstacle the
environment could put in their paths,

(E) appeared to have been equipped for facing any
obstacle the environment could put in their path,
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77. A 1972 agreement between Canada and the United
States reduced the amount of phosphates that

municipalities had been allowed to dump into the

Great Lakes.

(A) reduced the amount of phosphates that
municipalities had been allowed to dump

(B) reduced the phosphate amount that

municipalities had been dumping

(C) reduces the phosphate amount municipalities
have been allowed to dump

(D) reduced the amount of phosphates that

municipalities are allowed to dump

(E) reduces the amount of phosphates allowed for
dumping by municipalities

78. A proposal has been made to trim the horns from
rhinoceroses to discourage poachers; the question is
whether tourists will continue to visit game parks and
see rhinoceroses after their horns are trimmed.

(A) whether tourists will continue to visit game
parks and see rhinoceroses after their horns are

(B) whether tourists will continue to visit game
parks to see one once their horns are

(C) whether tourists will continue to visit game
parks to see rhinoceroses once the animals'
horns have been

(D) if tourists will continue to visit game parks and
see rhinoceroses once the animals' horns are

(E) if tourists will continue to visit game parks to
see one after the animals' horns have been

79. Ryonosuke Akutagawa's knowledge of the literatures
of Europe, China, and that of Japan were instrumental
in his development as a writer/informing fife literary

style as much as the content of his fiction.

(A) that of Japan were instrumental in his
development as a writer, informing his literary
style as much as

(B) that of Japan was instrumental in his
development as a writer, and it informed both
his literary style as well as

(C) Japan was instrumental in his development as a
writer, informing both his literary style and

(D) Japan was instrumental in his development as a
writer, as it informed his literary style as much as

(E) Japan were instrumental in his development as
a writer, informing both his literary style in
addition to
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80. The only way for growers to salvage frozen citrus is
to process them auicklv into juice concentrate before

they rot when warmer weather returns.

(A) to process them quickly into juice concentrate
'"' before they rot when warmer weather returns

(B) if they are quickly processed into juice
concentrate before warmer weather returns to

rot them

(C) for them to be processed quickly into juice
concentrate before the fruit rots when warmer

weather returns

(D) if the fruit is quickly processed into juice
concentrate before they rot when warmer
weather returns

(E) to have it quickly processed into juice
concentrate before warmer weather returns and

rots the fruit

81. Fossils of the arm of a sloth found in Puerto Rico in

1991. and dated at 34 million years old, made it the
earliest known mammal of the Greater Antilles Islands.

(A) sloth found in Puerto Rico in 1991, and dated at

34 million years old, made it the earliest known
mammal of

(B) sloth, that they found in Puerto Rico in 1991, has
been dated at 34 million years old, thus making
it the earliest mammal known on

(C) sloth that was found in Puerto Rico in 1991, was

dated at 34 million years old, making this the
earliest known mammal of

(D) sloth, found in Puerto Rico in 1991, have been
dated at 34 million years old, making the sloth
the earliest known mammal on

(E) sloth which, found in Puerto Ricoin 1991, was
dated at 34 million years old, made the sloth the
earliest known mammal of

82. Defense attorneys haveoccasionally argued that their
clients' misconduct stemmed from a reaction to

somethingingested, but in attributing criminal or
delinquent behavior to some food allergy, the

perpetrators are in effect told that they are not
responsible for their actions.

(A) in attributing criminal or delinquent behavior to
somefoodallergy,

(B) if criminal or delinquent behavior is attributed to
an allergy to some food,

(C) in attributing behavior that is criminal or
delinquent to an allergyto some food,
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83.

84.

85.

86.

(D) if some food allergy is attributed as the cause of
criminal or delinquent behavior,

(E) in attributing a food, allergy as the cause of
criminal or delinquent behavior,

A report by the American Academy for the
Advancement of Science has concluded that much

of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to which North

Americans are exposed comes from the incineration

of wastes.

(A) much of the currently uncontrolled dioxinsto
which North Americans are exposed comes

(B) much of the currently uncontrolled dioxinsthat
North Americans are exposed to come

(C) much of the dioxins that are currently
uncontrolled and that North Americans are

exposed to comes

(D) many of the dioxins that are currently uncontrolled
and North Americans are exposed to come

(E) many of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to
which North Americans are exposed come

Recently physicians have determined that stomach
ulcers are not caused bv stress, alcohol, or rich foods.

but a bacterium that dwells in the mucous lining of the
stomach.

(A) not caused by stress, alcohol, or rich foods, but
(B) not caused by stress, alcohol, or rich foods, but

are by

(C) caused not by stress, alcohol, or rich foods,
but by

(D) caused not by stress, alcohol, and rich foods, but

(E) caused not by stress, alcohol, and rich foods,

but are by

Accordingto a recent poll, owning and living in a
freestanding house on its own landis still a goal of a
majorityof young adults, likethat of earlier generations.

(A) like tlpat of earlier generations
(B) as that for earlier generations

(C) just as earlier generations did

(D) as have earlier generations

(E) as it was of earlier generations

In 2000, a mere two dozen products accounted for
half the increase in spending on prescription drugs,
a phenomenon that is explained not just because of
more expensive drugs but bv the fact that doctors are

writing many more prescriptions for higher-cost drugs.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(A) a phenomenon that is explained not justbecause
of more expensive drugs but by the fact that
doctors are writing

(B) a phenomenon that is explained not justbythe
fact that drugs are becoming more expensive
but also by the fact that doctors arewriting

(C) a phenomenonoccurring not just because of
drugs that are becomingmoreexpensive but
because of doctors having also written

(D) which occurred not just because drugs are
becoming more expensive but doctors are also
writing

(E) which occurred not just because of more
expensive drugs but because doctors have also
written

87. According to scientists who monitored its path, an
expandingcloud of energized particlesejected from
the Sun recently triggered a large storm in the

magnetic field that surrounds Earth, which brightened
the Northern Lights and also possibly knocking out a

communications satellite.

(A) an expanding cloud of energized particles
ejected from the Sun recently triggered a large
storm in the magnetic field that surrounds
Earth, which brightened the Northern Lights and
also possibly knocking

(B) an expanding cloud of energized particles
ejected from the Sun was what recently
triggered a large storm in the magnetic field
that surrounds Earth, and it brightened the
Northern Lights and also possibly knocked

(C) an expanding cloud of energized particles
ejected from the Sun recently triggered a large
storm in the magnetic field that surrounds
Earth, brightening the Northern Lights and
possibly knocking

(D) a large storm in the magnetic field that
surrounds Earth, recently triggered by an
expanding cloud of energized particles,
brightened the Northern Lights and it possibly
knocked

(E) a large storm in the magnetic field surrounding
Earth was recently triggered by an expanding
cloud of energized particles, brighteningthe
Northern Lights and it possibly knocked
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88.

89.

90.

91.
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Often visible as smog, ozone is formed inthe
atmosphere from hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides,
two major pollutants emitted by automobiles, react
with sunlight.

(A) ozone is formed in the atmosphere from

(B) ozone is formed in the atmosphere when

(C) ozone is formed in the atmosphere, and when

(D) ozone, formed in the' atmosphere when

(E) ozone, formed in the atmosphere from

Salt deposits and moisture threaten to destroy the
Mohenjo-Daro excavation in Pakistan, the site of an
ancient civilization that flourished at the same time

as the civilizations in the Nile Delta and the river

valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates.

(A) that flourished at the same time as the

civilizations

(B) that had flourished at the same time as had

the civilizations

(C) that flourished at the same time those had

(D) flourishing at the same time as those did

(E) flourishing at the same time as those were

The results of the company's cost-cutting measures
are evident in its profits, which increased 5 percent
duringthe first 3 months of this year after it fell over
the last two years.

(A) which increased 5 percent during the first
3 months of this year after it fell

(B) which had increased 5 percentduring the first
3 months of this year after it had fallen

(C) which have increased 5 percent during the first
3 months of this year after falling

(D) with a 5 percent increase during the first
3 months of this year after falling

(E) with a 5 percent increase during the first
3 months of this year after havingfallen

In an effort to reduce their inventories, Italian vintners

have cut prices; their wines have been priced to sell.
and thev are.

(A) have been priced to sell, and they are

(B) are priced to sell, and they have

(C) are priced to sell, and they do

(D) are being priced to sell, and have

(E) had been priced to sell, and they have

92. Thelonious Monk, who wa,s a jazzpianistand
composer, produced a body of work both rooted in the
stride-piano tradition of Willie (The Lion) Smith and
DukeEllington, yet in many ways he stood apart from
the mainstream jazz repertory.

(A) Thelonious Monk, who was a jazz pianist and
composer, produced a body of work both rooted

(B) Thelonious Monk, the jazz pianist and composer,
produced a body of work that was rooted both

(C) Jazz pianist and composer Thelonious Monk,
who produced a body of work rooted

(D) Jazz pianist and composer Thelonious Monk
produced a body of work that was rooted

(E) Jazz pianist and composer Thelonious Monk
produced a body of work rooted both

93. Nobody knows exactly how many languages there are
in the world, partly because of the difficulty of
distinguishing between a language and the
sublanguages'̂ dialects within it. but those who have
tried to count typically have found about five thousand.

(A) and the sublanguages or dialects within it, but
' those who have tried to count typically have

found

(B) and the sublanguages or dialects within them,
with those who have tried counting typically
finding

(C) and the sublanguages or dialects within it, but
those who have tried counting it typically find

(D) or the sublanguages or dialects within them, but
those who tried to count them typically found

(E) or the sublanguages or dialects within them,
with those who have tried to count typically
finding

94. Heating-oil pricesare expectedto be higher this year
than last because refiners are paving about $5 a
barrel more for crude oilthan thev were last year.

(A) Heating-oil prices are expected to be higherthis
year than last because refiners are paying about
$5 a barrel more for crude oil than they were

(B) Heating-oil prices are expected to rise higher
this year over last because refiners pay about
$5 a barrel for crude oil more than they did

(C) Expectations are for heating-oil prices to be
higher this year than last year's because refiners
are paying about $5 a barrelfor crude oil more
thanithey did
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(D) It is the expectation that heating-oil prices will be
higher for this year over last because refiners
are paying about $5 a barrel more for crude oil
now than what they were

(E) It is expected that heating-oil prices will rise
higher this year than last year's because refiners
pay about $5 a barrel for crude oil more than
they did

95. One of the primary distinctions between our

intelligence with that of other primates may lav not
so much in anv specific skill but in our ability to
extend knowledge gained in one context to new and
different ones.

(A) between our intelligence with that of other
primates may laynot so much in any specific
skill but

(B) between our intelligence with that of other
primates may lie not so much in any specific
skill but instead

(C) between our intelligence and that of other
primates may lie not so much in any specific
skill as

(D) our intelligence has from that of other primates
may lie not in any specific skill as

(E) of our intelligence to that of other primates may
lay not in any specific skill but

96. Even though Clovis points, soear points with
longitudinal grooves chipped onto their faces, have
been found all pver North America, thev are named

for the New Mexico site where thev were first

discovered in 1932.

(A) Even though Clovis points, spear points with
longitudinal grooves chipped onto their faces,
have been found all over NorthAmerica, they
are named for the New Mexico site where they
were first discovered in 1932.

(B) Although named for the New Mexico site where
first discovered in 1932, Clovis points are spear
points of longitudinal grooves chipped onto
their faces and have been found allover North
America.

(C) Named for the New Mexico site where they have
been first discovered in 1932, Clovis points,
spear points of longitudinal grooves chipped
onto the faces, have been found all over North
America.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(D) Spear points with longitudinal grooves that are
chipped onto the faces, Clovis points, even
though named for the New Mexico site where
first discovered in 1932, but were found all over

North America.

(E) While Clovis points are spear points whose faces
have longitudinal grooves chipped into them,
they have been found all over North America,
and named for the New Mexico site where they
have been first discovered in 1932.

97. Some anthropologists believe that the genetic
homogeneity evident in the world's people is the
result of a "population bottleneck"—at some time in
the past our ancestors suffered an event, greatly
reducing their numbers and thus our genetic variation.

(A) at some time in the past our ancestors suffered
an event, greatly reducing their numbers

(B) that at some time in the past our ancestors
suffered an event that greatly reduced their
numbers

(C) that some time in the past our ancestors
suffered an event so that their numbers were

greatly reduced,

(D) some time in the past our ancestors suffered an
event from which their numbers were greatly
reduced

(E) some time in the past, that our ancestors
suffered an event so as to reduce their numbers

greatly,

98. Ranked as one of the most important of Europe's
young playwrights, Franz Xaver Kroetz has written
40 plays; his works—translated into more than 30
languages—are produced more often than anv
contemporary German dramatist.

(A) than any

(B) than any other

(C) than are any

(D) than those of any other

(E) as are those of any
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99. The stars, some of them at tremendous speeds, are in

motion just as the planets are, vet being so far away
from Earth that their apparent positions in the sky do
not change enough for their movement to be observed
during a single human lifetime.

(A) The stars* some of them at tremendous speeds,
are in motion just as the planets are, yet being

(B) Likethe planets, the stars are in motion, some
of them at tremendous speeds, but they are

(C) Although likethe planets the stars are in motion,
some of them at tremendous speeds, yet

(D) As the planets, the stars are in motion, some of

them at tremendous speeds, but theyare

(E) The stars are in motion like the planets, some of
which at tremendous speeds are in motion but

100. Heavy commitment bv an executive to a course of

action, especially if it has worked well in the past-

makes it likely to miss signs of incipient trouble or

misinterpret them when thev do appear.

(A) Heavycommitment by an executive to a course
of action, especially if it has worked well in the
past, makes it likely to miss signs of incipient
trouble or misinterpret them when they do
appear.

(B) An executive who is heavilycommitted to a
course of action, especially one that worked well
in the past, makes missing signs of incipient
trouble or misinterpreting ones likely when they
do appear.

(C) An executive who is heavily committed to a
course of action is likely to miss or misinterpret
signs of incipient trouble when they do appear,
especially if it has workedwell in the past.

(D) Executives' being heavily committed to a course
of action, especially if it has worked well in the
past, makes them likely to miss signs of incipient
trouble or misinterpreting them when they do
appear.

(E) Being heavily committed to a course of action,
especially one that has worked well in the past,
is likely to make an executive miss signs of
incipienttrouble or misinterpret them when they
do appear.
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101. As rainfall began to decrease in the Southwest
about the middle of the twelfth century, most of the
Monument Valley Anasazi abandoned their homes to
joinother clans whose access to water was less
limited.

(A) whose access to water was less limited

(B) where there was access to water that was

less limited

(0 where they had less limited water access

(D) with less limitations on water access

(E) having less limitations to water access

102. Yellow jackets number among the 900 or so species
of the world's social wasps, wasps living in a highly
cooperative and organized society where thev consist
almost entirely of females—the queen and her sterile

female workers.

(A) wasps living in a highly cooperative and
organized society where they consist almost
entirely of

(B) wasps that live in a highly cooperative and
organized society consisting almost entirely of

(C) which means ithey live in a highlycooperative
and organized society, almost all

(D) which means that their society is highly
cooperative, organized, and it is almost entirely

(E) living in a society that is highly cooperative,
organized, and it consists of almost all

103. El Nino, the periodic abnormal warming of the sea
surface off Peru, a phenomenon in which changes in
the ocean and atmosphere combine allowingthe warm
water that has accumulated in the western Pacific to

flow back to the east.

(A) a phenomenon in which changes in the ocean
- and atmosphere combine allowingthe warm

water that has accumulated

(B) a phenomenon where changes in the ocean and
atmosphere are combining to allowthe warm
water that is accumulating

(C) a phenomenon in which ocean and atmosphere
changes combine and which allowsthe warm
water that is accumulated

(D) is a phenomenon in which changes in the ocean
and atmosphere combine to allowthe warm
water that has'accumulated

(E) is a phenomenon where ocean and atmosphere
changes are combiningand allow the warm
water accumulating
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104. Beatrix Potter, in her book illustrations, carefully

coordinating them with her narratives, capitalized on
her keen observation and love of the natural world.

(A) Beatrix Potter, in her book illustrations, carefully
coordinating them with her narratives,

(B) In her book illustrations, carefully coordinating
them with her narratives, Beatrix Potter

(C) In her book illustrations, which she carefully
coordinated with her narratives, Beatrix Potter

(D) Carefully coordinatedwith her narratives, Beatrix
Potter, in her book illustrations

(E) Beatrix Potter, in her book illustrations, carefully

coordinated them with her narratives and

105. Marconi's conception of the radio was as a substitute

for the telephone, a tool for private cpnversation:

instead, it is precisely the opposite, a tool for
communicating with a large, public audience.

i

(A) Marconi's conception of the radio was as a
substitute for the telephone, a tool for private
conversation; instead, it is

(B) Marconi conceived of the radio as a substitute

for the telephone, a tool for private
conversation, but which is

(C) Marconi conceived of the radio as a tool for

private conversation that could substitute for the

telephone; instead, it has become

(D) Marconi conceived of the radio to be a tool for

private conversation, a substitute for the

telephone, which has become

(E) Marconi conceived of the radio to be a

substitute for the telephone, a tool for private
conversation, other than what it is,

106. Originally developed for detecting air pollutants, a
technique called proton-induced X-rav emission, which

can quickly analyze the chemical elements in almpst

anv substance without destroying it. is finding uses in
medicine, archaeology, and criminology.

(A) Originally developed for detecting air pollutants,
a technique called proton-induced X-ray
emission, which can quickly analyze the
chemical elements in almost any substance
without destroying it,

(B) Originally developed for detecting air pollutants,
havingthe abilityto analyze the chemical
elements in almost any substance without
destroying it, a technique called proton-induced
X-ray emission

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(C) A technique originally developed for detecting air
pollutants, called proton-induced X-ray emission,
which can quickly analyze the chemical elements
in almost any substance without destroying it,

(D) A technique originally developed for detecting air
pollutants, called proton-induced X-ray emission,
which has the abilityto analyze the chemical
elements in almost any substance quickly and
without destroying it,

(E) A technique that was originally developed for
detecting air pollutants and has the ability to
analyze the chemical elements in almost any
substance quickly and without destroying the
substance, called proton-induced X-ray emission,

107. While it costs about the same to run nuclear plants as

other types of power plants, it is the fixed costs that
stem from building nuclear plants that makes it more

expensive for them to generate electricity.

(A) While it costs about the same to run nuclear

plants as other types of power plants, it is the
fixed costs that stem from building nuclear
plants that makes it more expensive for them to
generate electricity.

(B) While the cost of running nuclear plants is about

the same as for other types of power plants,
the fixed costs that stem from buildingnuclear
plants make the electricity they generate more
expensive.

(0 Even though it costs about the same to run
nuclear plants as for other types of power
plants, it is the fixed costs that stem from

buildingnuclear plants that makes the
electricity they generate more expensive.

(D) It costs about the same to run nuclear plants as
for other types of power plants, whereas the
electricity they generate is more expensive,
stemming from the fixed costs of building
nuclear plants.

(E) The cost of running nuclear plants is about the
same as other types of power plants, but the

electricity they generate is made more
expensive because of the fixed costs stemming
from building nuclear plants.
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108. Authoritative parents are more likely than permissive

Parents to have children who as a'dolescents are self-
confident, high in self-esteem, and responsibly
independent.

(A) Authoritative parents are more likely than
permissive parents to have children who as
adolescents are self-confident, high in self-
esteem, and responsibly independent.

(B) Authoritative parents who are more likely than
permissive parents to have adolescent children
that are self-confident, high in self-esteem, and
responsibly independent.

(C) Children of authoritative parents, rather than
permissive parents, are the more likely to be
self-confident, have a high self-esteem, and to
be responsibly independent as adolescents.

(D) Children whose parents are authoritative rather
than being permissive, are more likely to have
self-confidence, a high self-esteem, and be
responsibly independent when they are an
adolescent.

(Ej Rather than permissive parents, the children of
authoritative parents are the more likely to have
self-confidence, a high self-esteem, and to be
responsibly independent as an adolescent.

109. Among the objects found in the excavatedtemple were
small terra-cotta effigies left by supplicants who were
either asking the goddess Bona Dea's aid in healing
physical and mental ills or thanking her for such help.

(A) in healing physical and mental ills or thanking her
for such help

(B) in healing physical and mental ills and to thank
her for helping

(C) in healing physical and mental ills, and thanking
her for helping

(D) to heal physical and mental ills or to thank her
for such help

(E) to heal physical and mental ills or thanking her
for such help

110. Published in Harlem, the owner and editor of The
Messenger were two voung journalists. Chandler Owen
and A. Philip Randolph, who would later make his

reputation as a labor leader.

(A) Published in Harlem, the owner and editor of The
Messengerwere two young journalists, Chandler
Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who would later
make his reputation as a labor leader.
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(B) Published in Harlem, two young journalists,
Chandler Owen and A. PhilipRandolph, who
would later make his reputation as a labor leader,
were the owner and editor of The Messenger.

(C) Published in Harlem, The Messenger was owned
and edited by two young journalists, A. Philip
Randolph, who would later make his reputation
as a labor leader, and Chandler Owen.

(D) Thet Messenger was owned and edited bytwo
. young journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip

Randolph, who would later make his reputation
as a labor leader, and published in Harlem.

(E) The( owner and editor being two young
journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip
Randolph, who would later make his reputation
as a labor leader, The Messenger was published
in Harlem.

111. Amutual fund having billions of dollars in assetswill
typically invest that money in hundreds of companies.
rarely holding more than one percent of the shares of

anyparticular corporation.

(A) companies, rarely holding more than one
percent

(B) companies, and it is rare to hold at least one
percent or more

(C) companies and rarely do they hold more than
onepercent

(D) companies, so that they rarely hold more than
one percent

(E) companies; rarely do they hold one percent or
more

112. Construction of the Roman Colosseunry which was
officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater, began in
A.D. 69. during the reign of Vespasian, was completed
a decade later, during the reign of Titus, who opened
the Colosseum with a one-hundred-day cycle of
religious pageants, gladiatorial games, and spectacles.

(A) which was officially known as the Flavian
Amphitheater,, began inA.D. 69, during the reign
of Vespasian,

(B) officially known as.the Flavian Amphitheater,
begun in A.D. 69, during the reign of Vespasian,
and

(C) which was officially known as the Flavian
Amphitheater, began inA.D. 69, duringthe reign
of Vespasian, and
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(D) officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater and
begun in A.D. 69, during the reign of Vespasian it

(E) officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater,
which was begun in A.D. 69, during the reign of
Vespasian, and

113. As a babv emerges from the darkness of the womb

with a rudimentary sense of vision, it would be rated

about 20/500. or legally blind if it were an adult with
such vision^

(A) As a baby emerges from the darkness of the
womb with a rudimentary sense of vision, it
would be rated about 20/500, or legallyblind if
it were an adult with such vision.

(B) A baby emerges from the darkness of the womb
with a rudimentary sense of vision that would be
rated about 20/500, or legally blind as an adult.

(C) As a baby emerges from the darkness of the
womb, its rudimentary sense of vision would be
rated about 20/500; qualifying it to be legally
blind if an adult.

(D) A baby emerges from the darkness of the womb
with a rudimentary sense of vision that would be
rated about 20/500; an adult with such vision
would be deemed legally blind.

(E) As a baby emerges from the darkness of the
womb, its rudimentary sense of vision, which
would deemed legallyblindfor an adult, would
be rated about 20/500.

114. Starfish, with anywherefrom five to eight arms, have
a strong regenerative ability, and ifone arm is lost it
ouicklv replaces it. sometimes bv the animal

overcompensating and growing an extra one or two.

(A) one arm is lost it quickly replaces it, sometimes
by the animal overcompensating and

(B) one arm is lost it is quickly replaced, with the
animal sometimes overcompensating and

(0 they lose one arm they quickly replace it,
sometimes bythe animal overcompensating,

(D) they lose one arm they are quickly replaced,
with the animal sometimes overcompensating,

(E) they lose one arm it is quickly replaced,
sometimes with the animal overcompensating,

115. Because there are provisions of the new maritime

code that provide that even tiny islets can be the

basis for claims to the fisheries and oil fields of large

sea areas, thev have already stimulated international
disputes over uninhabited islands.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(A) Because there are provisions of the new maritime
code that provide that even tiny islets can be the
basis for claims to the fisheries and oil fields of
large sea areas, they have already stimulated

(B) Because the new maritime code provides that
even tiny islets can be the basis for claims to the
fisheries and oil fields of large sea areas, it has
already stimulated

(C) Even tiny islets can be the basis for claims to the
fisheries and oil fields of large sea areas under
provisions of the new maritime code, already
stimulating

(D) Because even tiny islets can be the basis for
claims to the fisheries and oil fields of large sea
areas under provisions of the new maritime
code, this has already stimulated

(E) Because even tiny islets can be the basis for
claims to the fisheries and oilfields of large sea
areas under provisions of the new maritime
code, which is already stimulating

116. The original building and loan associations were
organized as limited life funds, whose members made
monthly payments on their share subscriptions,
then taking turns drawing on the funds for home
mortgages.

(A) subscriptions, then taking turns drawing

(B) subscriptions, and then takingturns drawing
(0 subscriptions and then took turns drawing

(D) subscriptions and then took turns, they drew

(E) subscriptions and then drew, taking turns

117. Gall's hypothesis of there being different mental

functions localized in different parts of the brain is

widely accepted today.

(A) of there being different mental functions
localized in different parts of the brain is widely
accepted today

(B) of different mental functions that are localized in

different parts of the brain is widely accepted
today

(C) that different mental functions are localized in

different parts of the brain is widely accepted
today

(D) which is that there are different mental functions
localized in different parts of the brain is widely
accepted today

(E) which is widely accepted today is that there are
different mental functions localized in different
parts of the brain
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118. Mauritius was a British colony for almost 200 years,
excepting for the domains of administration and
teaching, the English language was never really
spoken on the island.

(A) excepting for

(B) except in

(C) but except in

(D) but excepting for

(E) with the exception of

119. George Sand (Aurore Lucile Dupin) was one of the first
European writers to consider the rural poor to be
legitimate subjects for literature and oortrav these

with sympathy and respect in her novels.

(A) to be legitimate subjects for literature and
portray these

(B) should be legitimate subjects for literature and
portray these

(C) as being legitimate subjects for literature and
portraying them

(D) as if they were legitimate subjects for literature
and portray them

(E) legitimate subjects for literature and to portray
them

120. The World Wildlife Fund has declared that global
warming, a phenomenon most scientists agree to be
caused bv human beings in burning fossil fuels, will
create havoc among migratorybirds by altering the
environment inways harmful to their habitats.

(A) a phenomenon most scientists agree to be
caused by human beingsin burning fossil fuels,

(B) a phenomenon most scientists agree that is
caused by fossil fuels burned by human beings,

(C) a phenomenon that most scientists agree is
caused by humanbeings' burning of fossil fuels,

(D) which most scientists agree on as a phenomenon
caused by human beingswho burn fossil fuels,

(E) which most scientists agree to be a
phenomenon caused by fossil fuels burned by
human beings,

121. New theories propose that catastrophic impacts of
asteroids and comets may have caused reversals in
the Earth's magnetic field, the onset of ice ages,
splitting apartcontinents 80 million years ago, and
great volcanic eruptions.
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(A) splitting apart continents
(B) the splitting apart of continents

(0 split apart continents

(D) continents split apart

(E) continents that were split apart

122. A firm that specializes in the analysis of handwriting
claims from a one-page writing sample that it can
assess more than 300 personality traits, including
enthusiasm, imagination, and ambition.

(A) from a one-page writing sample that it can
assess

(B) from a one-page writing sample it has the ability
of assessing

(C) the ability, from a one-page writing sample,
of assessing

(D) to be able, from a one-page writing sample,
to assess

(E) being able to assess, from a one-page writing
sample

123. Sales of wines declined in the late. 1980s, but they
began to grow againafter the 1991 report that linked
moderate consumption of alcohol, and particularly of

red wine, with a reduced risk of heart disease.

(A) they began to grow again after the 1991 report
that linked moderate consumption of alcohol,
and particularly of red wine, with a reduced risk
of heart disease .,

(B) after the 1991 report that linked a reduced
risk of hearj disease with a moderate alcohol
consumption, particularly red wine, they began
growing again

(C) in a 1991 report, moderate alcohol consumption,
and particularly of red wine, which was linked
with a reduced risk of heart disease, caused

them to begin to grow again

(D) with a reduced risk of heart disease linked in
a 1991 report with moderate alcohol
consumption, in particular red wine, they
began growing again

(E) a reduced risk of heart disease linked to
moderate alcohol consumption in a 1991
report, and in particular red wine, started them
growing again
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124. She was less successful after she had emigrated

to NewYork compared to her native Germany,
photographer Lotte Jacofr nevertheless earned a small
group of discerning admirers, and her photographs
were eventually exhibited in prestigious galleries
across the United States.

(A) She was less successful after she had

emigrated to NewYork compared to

(B) Being less successful after she had emigrated
to New York as compared to

(C) Less successful after she emigrated to New
York than she had been in

(D) Although she was less successful after
emigrating to New York when compared to

(E) She had been less successful after emigrating
to New York than in

125. Today, because of improvements in agricultural
technology, the same amount of acreage produces
double the apples that it has in 1910.

(A) double the apples that it has

(B) twice as many apples as it did

(C) as much as twice the apples it has

(D) two times as many apples as there were

(E) a doubling of the apples that it did

126. The use of lie detectors is based on the assumption
that lying produces emotional reactions in an individual
that, in turn, create unconscious physiological
responses.

(A) that, in turn, create unconscious physiological
responses

(B) that creates unconscious physiological
responses in turn

(0 creating, in turn, unconscious physiological
responses

(D) to create, in turn, physiological responses that
are unconscious

(E) who creates unconscious physiological
responses in turn

127. Joan of Arc, a young Frenchwoman who claimed to be
divinely inspired, turnedthe tide of English victories in
her country by liberating the city of Orleans and she
persuaded Charles VII of France to claim his throne.

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

(A) she persuaded Charles VII of France to claim his
throne

(B) persuaded Charles VII of France in claiming his
throne

(C) persuading that the throne be claimed by
Charles VII of France

(D) persuaded Charles VII of France to claim his
throne

(E) persuading that Charles VII of France should
claim the throne

128. Australian embryologists have found evidence that
suggests that the elephant is descended from an

aquatic animal, and its trunk originally evolving as a

kind of snorkel.

(A) that suggests that the elephant is descended
from an aquatic animal, and its trunk originally
evolving

(B) that has suggested the elephant descended
from an aquatic animal, its trunk originally
evolving

(C) suggesting that the elephant had descended
from an aquatic animal with its trunk originally
evolved

(D) to suggest that the elephant had descended
from an aquatic animal and its trunk originally
evolved

(E) to suggest that the elephant is descended from
an aquatic animal and that its trunk originally
evolved

129. Cajuns speak a dialect brought to southern Louisiana
bythe 4,000 Acadians who migrated there in 1755;
their language is basically seventeenth-century French
to which has been added English. Spanish, and Italian

words.

(A) to which has been added English, Spanish, and
Italian words

(B) added to which is English, Spanish, and Italian
words

(0 to which English, Spanish, and Italian words have
beemadded

(D) with English, Spanish, and Italian words having
been added to it

(E) and, in addition, English, Spanish, and Italian
words are added
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130. Over 75 percent of the energy produced in France
derives from nuclear power, while in Germany it is just
over 33 percent.

(A) while in Germany it is just over 33 percent

(B) compared to Germany, which uses just over
33 percent

(C) whereas nuclear power accounts for just over
33 percent of the energy produced in Germany

(D) whereas just over 33 percent of the energy
comes from nuclear power inGermany

(E) compared with the energy from nuclear power in
Germany, where it is just over 33 percent

131. Although the term "psychopath" is popularly applied
to an especially brutal criminal, in psychology it is
someone who is apparently incapable of feeling
compassion or the pangs of conscience.

(A) it is someone who is

(B) it is a person

(C) they are people who are

(D) it refers to someone who is

(E) it is in reference to people

132. Although appearing less appetizing than most of their

round and red supermarket cousins, heirloom

tomatoes, grown from seeds saved during the

previous year—they are often green and striped, or
have plenty of bumps and bruises—heirlooms are
more flavorful and thus in increasing demand.

(A) Although appearing less appetizing than most of

their round and red supermarket cousins,

heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds saved
during the previous year

(B) Although heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds

saved during the previous year, appear less
appetizing than most of their round and red
supermarket cousins

(C) Although they appear less appetizing than most
of their round and red supermarket cousins,

heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds saved
during the previous year

(D) Grown from seeds saved during the previous
year, heirloom tomatoes appear less appetizing
than most of their round and red supermarket

cousins

(E) Heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds saved
during the previous year, although they appear
less appetizing than most of their round and red
supermarket cousins
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133. Last week local shrimpers held a news conference to
take some credit for the resurgence of the rare
Kemp's ridley turtle, saying that their compliance with
laws requiring that turtle-excluder devices be on

shrimp nets protect adult sea turtles.

(A) requiring that turtle-excluder devices be on
shrimp nets protect

(B) requiring turtle-excluder devices on shrimp nets
is protecting

(C) that require turtle-excluder devices on shrimp
nets protect

(D) to require turtle-excluder devices on shrimp nets
are protecting

(E) to require turtle-excluder devices on shrimp nets
is protecting

134. Recently implemented "shift-work equations" based
on studies of the human sleep cycle have reduced
sickness, sleeping on the job, fatigue among shift
workers, and have raised production efficiency in
various industries.

(A) fatigue among shift workers, and have raised

(B) fatigue among shift workers, and raised

(C) and fatigue among shift workers while raising

(D) lowered fatigue among shift workers, and raised

(E) and fatigue among shift workers was lowered
while raising

135. Spanning more than 50 years, Friedrich Muller
began his career in an unpromising apprenticeship

as a Sanskrit scholar and culminated in virtually

every honor that European governments and
learned societies could bestow.

(A) Muller began his career in an unpromising
apprenticeship as

(B) Muller's career began in an unpromising
apprenticeship as

(C) Muller's career began with the unpromising

apprenticeship of being

(D) Muller had begun his career with the
unpromising apprenticeship of being

(E) the career of Muller has begun with an
unpromising apprenticeship of
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136. Whereas in mammals the tinv tubes that convey

nutrients to bone cells are arraved in parallel lines, in

birds the tubes form a random pattern.

(A) Whereas in mammals the tiny tubes that convey
nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in parallel
lines, in birds the tubes

(B) Whereas the tiny tubes for the conveying of
nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in mammals
in parallel lines, birds have tubes that

(C) Unlike mammals, where the tiny tubes for
conveying nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in
parallel lines, birds' tubes

(D) Unlike mammals, in whom the tiny tubes that
convey nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in
parallel lines, the tubes in birds

(E) Unlike the tiny tubes that convey nutrients to
bone cells, which in mammals are arrayed in
parallel lines, in birds the tubes

137. Joachim Raffand Giacomo Meyerbeer are examples
of the kind of composer who receives popular acclaim
while living, often goes into decline after death, and
never regains popularity again.

(A) often goes into decline after death, and never
regains popularity again

(B) whose reputation declines after death and never
regains its status again

(0 but whose reputation declines after death and
never regains its former status

(D) who declines in reputation after death and who
never regained popularity again

(E) then has declined in reputation after death and
never regained popularity

9.6 Sentence Correction Practice Questions

138. Most efforts to combat such mosquito-borne
diseases like malaria and dengue have focused either
on the vaccination of humans or on exterminating

mosquitoes with pesticides.

(A) like malaria and dengue have focused either on
the vaccination of humans or on exterminating

(B) like malaria and dengue have focused either on
vaccinating of humans or on the extermination of

(0 as malaria and dengue have focused on either
vaccinating humans or on exterminating

(D) as malaria and dengue have focused on either
vaccinating of humans or on extermination of

(E) as malaria and dengue have focused on either
vaccinating humans or exterminating

139. In no other historical sighting did Halley's Comet
cause such a worldwide sensation as did its return in

1910-1911.

(A) did its return in 1910-1911

(B) had its 1910-1911 return

(C) in its return of 1910-1911

(D) its return of 1910-1911 did

(E) its return in 1910-1911

140. Rock samples taken from the remains of an asteroid
about twice the size of the 6-mile-wide asteroid that

eradicated the dinosaurs has been dated to be 3.47

billion years old and thus is evidence of the earliest

known asteroid impact on Earth.

(A) has been dated to be 3.47 billion years old and
thus is

(B) has been dated at 3.47 billion years old and thus

(0 have been dated to be 3.47 billion years old and
thus are

(D) have been dated as being 3.47 billion years old
and thus

(E) have been dated at 3.47 billion years old and
thus are
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9.7 Answer Key

1. E

2. C

3. D

4. B

5. E

6. A

7. E

8. E

9. B

10. A

11. E

12. B

13. D

14. E

15. D

16. A

17. A

18. E

19. B

20. B

21. D

22. C

23. D

24. E

25. A

26. B

27. D

28. E

29. E

30. D

31. D

32. B

33. A

34. B

35. E
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36. C

37. A

38. B

39. A

40. E

41. E

42. D

43. E

44. C

45. B

46. B

47. B

48. C

49. D

50. A

51. B

52. D

53. A

54. E

55. B

56. E

57. E

58. D

59. E

60. D

61. E

62. A

63. E

64. A

65. C

66. C

67. A

68. D

69. B

70. E

71. B

72. B

73. , D
74. D

75. A

76. B

77. D

78. C

79. C

80. E

81. D

82. B

83. E

84. C

85. E

86. B

87. C

88. B

89. A

90. C

91. C

92. D

93. A

94. A

95. C

96. A

97. B

98. D

99. B

100. E

101. A

102. B

103. D

104. C

105. C

106. A

107. B

108. A

109. A

110. C

111. A

112. C

113. D

114. B

115. B

116. C

117. C

118. C

119. E

120. C

121. B

122. D

123. A

124. C

125. B

126. A

127. D

128. E

129. C

130. C

131. D

132. B

133. B

134. C

135. B

136. A

137. C

138. E

139. C

140. E
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9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

9.8 Answer Explanations

The following discussion of sentence correction is intended to familiarize you with the most efficient and
effective approaches to these kinds of questions. The particular questions in this chapter are generally
representative of the kinds of sentence correction questions you will encounter on the GMAT exam.

In a review of 2,000 studies of human behavior that

date back to the 1940s, two Swiss psychologists,
declaring that since most of the studies had failed to

control for such variables as social class and family

size, none could be taken seriously.

(A) psychologists, declaring that since most of the
studies had failed to control for such variables

as social class and family size,

(B) psychologists, declaring that most of the
studies failed in not controlling for such
variables like social class and family size, and

(C) psychologists declared that since most of the
studies, having failed to control for such
variables as social class and family size,

(D) psychologists declared that since most of the
studies fail in controlling for such variables like

social class and family size,

(E) psychologists declared that since most of the
studies had failed to control for variables such

as social class and family size,

Verb form; Diction

The subject of the sentence, two Swiss
psychologists, needs a main verb. Tlie -ing verb
form declaring cannot, on its own, be the main
verb of a correct English sentence. Furthermore,
the clause that addresses the reason for not

taking the studies also seriously needs a subject
{most ofthe studies) and averb {hadfailed).

A Tlie sentence needs a verb form that agrees
in person and number with the subject two
Swisspsychologists and that is in the
appropriate tense.

B In addition to the problem with declaring,
explained above, in this version of the
sentence the phrasefailedin not controlling
for is awkward and does not mean the same
thing &sfailedtocontrolfor. Also, the
expression such X like Yis incorrect in
English; the correct usage is such Xas Y.

C Tlie correct form for the sentence's main

verb declared'is used here, but havingfailied'is
a participial form and as such cannot be the
main verb in the clause.

D English has a rule of sequenceof tenses:
once a verb form is marked for past tense,
the followingverb forms that describe the
same object or event have to be in the past
tense as well. Thus,fail is the wrong verb
form. The expression such Xlike Yis
incorrect in English; the correct usage is such
XasY.

E Correct. Tlie subject two Swisspsychologists is
followed by a verb in the past tense
{declared); the dependent clause since ...
family size also has the correct verb form
{hadfailed).

The correct answer is E.
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2. Manufacturers rate batteries in watt-hours; if thev rate
the watt-hour higher, the longer the battery can be
expected to last.

(A) if they rate the watt-hour higher, the longer

(B) rating the watt-hour higher, it is that much longer

(C) the higher the watt-hour rating, the longer

(D) the higher the watt-hour rating, it is that much
longer that

(E) when the watt-hour rating is higher, the longer
it is

Logical predication; Grammatical construction;
Parallelism

There is a cause-and-effect connection between

the watt-hour rating and the battery life;
therefore, the phrases describing the cause and
effecthave to be expressed in two parallel
grammatical constructions using the two
comparative forms of the modifiers higher and
longer.

A Because of the waythis version is
constructed, the pronoun they, referring to
manufacturers, illogically suggests that the
manufacturers can make the batteries last

longer simply byrating themhigher. The
causeand effectis also unparallel.

B Rating the watt-hour higher needsa subject;
this faulty construction is known as a
danglingmodifier. It is possible to construe
it as referring to manufacturers, whichwould
be confusing. See explanation of (A) above.

C Correct. This versionuses the correct logical
and grammaticalstructure the higherX,...
the longer Y.

D Thisversion is unparalleland
ungrammatical. The correct form is the
higherX, the longer Y.

E Thisversion is unparalleland
ungrammatical. Thecorrect form is the
higherX, the longer Y.

The correct answer is C.
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Although a surge in retail sales have raised hopes
that there is a recovery finally under way, many
economists say that without a large amount of
spending the recovery might not last.

(A) have raised hopes that there is a recovery finally

(B) raised hopes for there being a recovery finally

(C) had raised hopes for a recovery finally being

(D) has raised hopes that a recovery is finally

(E) raised hopes for a recovery finally

Agreement; Rhetorical construction

The subjectof the first clause, the singular noun
surge, must take the singularverb has raised rather
than the plural have raised. It is superfluous and
pointless to saythat peoplehope both that there is
a recovery and that such a recovery isunderway.
In this context, there is adds nothing and can be
omitted to create a more concise sentence.

A Subjectand verb do not agree; there is ...
finally underway is awkward and wordy.

B For there being is awkward and wordy.
C Hadraised is the wrong verb tense;for...

being is awkward and wordy.
D Correct. In this sentence, the subjectand

verb agree, and the verb is in the appropriate
tense; a recovery isfinally is clearand concise.

E For a recoveryfinally is awkward and—to the
extent that it can be seen as grammatical—
does not make sense.

The correct answer is D.

Atthe end of the 1930s, Duke Ellington was looking
for a composer to assist him—someone not onlywho
could arrange music for his successful big band, but

mirroring hiseccentricwriting stvle as welt in orderto
finish the many pieces he had started but never
completed.

(A) someone not onlywho could arrange music for
his successful big band, but mirroring his
eccentric writing style as well in order to finish

(B) someone who could not onlyarrange music for
his successful big band, but also mirror his
eccentric writing style in order to finish

(C) someone who not onlycould arrange music for
his successful big band, but also to mirror his
eccentric writing style infinishing
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(D) that being someone who could not onlyarrange
music for his successful big band, but mirroring
his eccentric writing style for finishing

(E) being someone not onlywho could arrange
music for his successful big band, but mirror his
eccentric writing style as well, finishing

Rhetorical construction; Parallelism

In describing the qualities Duke Ellington
sought in a composer, the sentence uses the
construction not only ... but also.... In this
construction the clauses need to be parallel—for
example, notonly subject verb, butalso subject verb.

A This version is wordy, awkward, and
unparallel. Furthermore, the two verbs in
the not only... but also... constructionhave
to be in the same form, while here we have
arrange and mirroring.

B Correct. This version exemplifies a truly
parallel construction. Here, notonly and but
also are directly in front of the verbsthey
introduce. The verbs denoting the two
qualities in the sought-after composerare
the sameform: arrange, mirror.

C This version is awkward and unparallel. The
two verbs have to be in the same form, while
here we have arrange and to mirror. Finally,
the best way to express the causal
relationship between the composer's
qualities and finishing Ellington's pieces is
to use the conjunction in order to.

D Instead of the shorter and clearer someone

who, this version uses the longer phrase that
being someone who, which is overly wordy.
Furthermore, the verbs are not in the same
form and so the construction is unparallel.
Finally, the bestwayto express the causal
relationship between the composer's
qualities and finishing Ellington'spieces is
to use the conjunction in order to.

E Placingbeing in front of someone is
potentially misleading; it couldillogically
referto Ellington himself. The not only...
but also ... construction is also unparallel.
Finally, the best wayto express the causal
relationship betweenthis composer's
qualities and finishing Ellington'spieces is
to use the conjunction in order to.

The correct answer is B.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Of all the vast tides of migration that have swept
through history, mavbe none is more concentrated as
the wave that brought 12 million immigrantsonto
American shores in little more than three decades.

(A) maybe none is more concentrated as

(B) it may be that none is more concentrated as

(C) perhaps it is none that is more concentrated
than

(D) maybe it is none that was more concentrated
than

(E) perhaps none was more concentrated than

Idiom; Verb form

This sentence depends on the comparative
structure x ismore thany. Here, an idiomatically
incorrect construction x {none) ismore asy {the
wave) is used. In addition, the secondpart of the
sentenceuses the past tense verb brought,
indicating that the event is over. The verb used in
the comparativeconstruction must also be past
tense, x {none) was more concentrated than y {the
wave). Maybe andperhaps are interchangeable;
perhaps is slightly more formal.

A Incorrect idiom is used for comparison; is
concentrated is the wrong tense.

B Incorrect idiom is used for comparison; it
may be that is wordy.

C // isnone that ismore ... is wordy; also, in this
context, // must refer to something (unlike in
phrases such as "it is clear that..."), yet it
does not plausibly refer to anything.

D As in (C), */ is none that was more ... is
wordy; it must refer to something,yet it
does not plausibly refer to anything.

E Correct. Thecorrect comparative
construction is used in this sentence; the
verb is past tense.

The correct answer is E.
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Diabetes, together with its serious complications,
ranks as the nation's third leading cause of death,

surpassed only by heart disease and cancer.

(A) ranks as the nation's third leadingcause of
death, surpassed only

(B) rank as the nation's third leading cause of death,
only surpassed ,

(C) has the rank of the nation's third leadingcause
of death, only surpassed

(D) are the nation's third leading causes of death,
surpassed only

(E) have been ranked as the nation's third leading
causes of death, only surpassed

Agreement; Logical predication

This sentence correctly matches the singular
verb, ranks, with the singular subject, diabetes,
and uses the present tense to indicate a current
situation.The phrase following diabetes is set
offby a pair of commas, indicating that it is
descriptive information that maybe dropped
from the sentence; it is not apart of the subject.
Only is placedwith precision next to the group
of words it actuallylimits, by heart disease and
cancer. Placed before surpassed, only would more
ambiguously limit surpassed.

A Correct. In the original sentence, the
subjectand verb agree, and the proper tense
is used; only is correctly placed next to the
phrase it limits.

B Rank does not agree with diabetes; only
limitssurpassed rather than by heart disease
and cancer.

C Has the rank of iswordy and unidiomatic;
only limits surpassed'rather than by heart
disease and cancer.

D Construction are... causes does not agree
with diabetes.

E Construction have been ranked... causes does

not agreewith diabetes and uses the wrong
verbtense; only limitssurpassed rather than
by heart disease andcancer.

The correct answer is A.

The intricate structure of the compound insect eye,
having hundreds of miniature eves called ommatidia.

help explain whv scientists have assumed that it

evolved independently of the vertebrate eye.

(A) having hundreds of miniature eyes called
ommatidia, help explain why scientists have
assumed that it

(B) having hundreds of miniature eyes that are
called ommatidia, helps explain why scientists
have assumed that fhey

(0 with its hundreds of miniature eyes that are
called ommatidia, helps explain scientists'
assuming that they

(D) with its hundreds of miniature eyes called
ommatidia, help explain scientists' assuming
that it

(E) with its hundreds of miniature eyes called
ommatidia, helps explain why scientists have
assumed thatit

Agreement; Logical predication

This sentenceaddresses why scientistshave
decided that the vertebrate eye arid the insect eye
evolved independentlyof each other. The insect
eyeis much more intricate, with hundreds of
miniature eyes. The sentence needs to be clearas
to whathas hundreds ofminiature eyes. The
structure or the insect eye} Furthermore, the
singular subject intricate structure requires the
singularverb helps.

A Thiswordingmisleadingly suggests that the
intricate structure has miniature eyes, while
the correct»subject of the predicatehaving is
the compound insect eye. Subject-verb
agreement isviolated.

B This wording misleads as in (A).
Furthermore, the pronoun at the end of the
underlined part of the sentence should refer
back to the compound insect eye, so it cannot
be plural.

C The phrase helps explain scientists' assuming
correctly agrees with the subject structure.
However, it is nonstandard and awkward;
the use of assuming with the possessive is
unwarranted. Finally, the pronoun at the
end of the underlined part of the:sentence
should refer back to the compound insect eye,
so it cannot be plural.
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D The subject structure andthe verb help do not
agree in number. As in (C), explain scientists
assuming isverbose and awkward, and the
useof the assuming with the possessive
makes the construction unnecessarily
complex.

E Correct. The phrase with its hundreds
correctly refers backto the compound insect
eye. The verb helps correctly agrees with the
subject structure. Finally, the'pronoun /'/
correctly refers to the singularnoun the
compound insect eye.

The correct answer is E.

8. In late 1997, the chambers inside the pyramid of the
Pharaoh Menkaure at Giza were closed to visitors for

cleaning and repair due to moisture exhaled bv
tourists, which raised its humidity to such levels so

that salt from the stone was crystallizing and fungus
was growing on the walls.

(A) due to moisture exhaled by tourists, which
raised its humidityto such levels so that salt
from the stone was crystallizing

(B) due to moisture that tourists had exhaled,

thereby raising its humidity to such levels that
salt from the stone would crystallize

(C) because tourists were exhaling moisture, which
had raised the humidity within them to levels
such that salt from the stone would crystallize

(D) because of moisture that was exhaled by tourists
raising the humidity withinthem to levels so high
as to make the salt from the stone crystallize

(E) because moisture exhaled by tourists had raised
the humidity within them to such levels that salt
from the stone was crystallizing

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Agreement; Parallelism

The plural subject chambers requires plural
pronouns. The sentence explains a causal sequence:
visitors' breath introduced moisture that caused
saltto crystallize, which caused the chambers to
be closed forcleaning and repair. Thephrase due to
makes this causal sequence somewhat ambiguous,
seeming to suggest that the repairs were due to
humidity from visitors' breath.

A Due to is an imprecise expression of the
causal connection between the tourists'
breath and the closing of the museum for
cleaning; the singular pronoun its does not
agree with the pluralantecedent chambers.

B It is not at all clear what the reference is for
the pronoun its;fungus was growing should
be parallel to salt... was crystallizing (not
wouldcrystallize) because it is another effect
of the humidity.

C The pronoun them seems to referto tourists,
which is nonsensical; the entire construction
is awkward and wordy; would crystallize is
not parallel to wasgrowing.

D Once again, them seems to refer to tourists;
the entire construction is awkward, wordy,
and ambiguous; crystallize is not parallel to
wasgrowing.

E Correct. The causalsequence is clear, and
them clearly refers to chambers.

The correct answer is E.
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In 1979 lack of rain reduced India's rice production to
about 41 million tons, nearly 25 percent less than
those of the 1978 harvest.

(A) less than those of the 1978 harvest

(B) less than the 1978 harvest

(C) less than 1978

(D) fewer than 1978

(E) fewer than that of India's 1978 harvest

Logical predication; Diction

Thecrucial part of this sentence is the latter part,
where India's 1979 production of 41 million tons
of rice is compared to the productionof the
previous year.What was produced in 1979was
25 percent less than what was producedin 1978.
Thegrammatical meansof comparison have to
express correctlythis relationship between the
two harvests. It helps ifyou think of 41 million
tons of rice as the collective equivalent of the
1979 harvest.

A This version exhibits redundant word choice.

The pronoun those refers to the tons of the
1978 harvest. Both harvests are measured in

tons, and it is clearerand simplerto compare
with the harvest itself, not with the tons of
the harvest

B Correct. Thisversion correctly compares the
.1978 harvest with the 1979 harvest.

C Thisversion is illogical. It compares rice
production in tons with a year, 1978.

D In addition to the problem described in (C)
above, this version uses the wrong
comparative adjective. Fewer refers to
countable nouns, while less refers to
quantities. Since the comparative adjective
should refer to rice production^wr is not
appropriate.

E Since the comparative adjective should refer
to riceproduction,^/?wer is not appropriate.
Furthermore, the pronoun that refers back
to India's rice production [fewer than the rice
production ofIndia's 1978 harvest] and is
redundant. The word harvest is sufficient

here to express the comparison.

The correct answer is B.

10. The widely accepted big bang theory holds that the
universe began in an explosive instant ten to twenty

billion years ago and has been expanding ever since.

(A) that the universe began in an explosive instant
ten to twenty billion years ago and has been
expanding

that the universe had begun in an explosive
instant ten to twenty billion years ago and had
been expanding

that the beginning of the universe was an
explosive instant ten to twenty billion years ago
that has expanded

the beginning of the universe to have been an
explosive instant ten to twenty billion years ago
that is expanding

the universe to have begun in an explosive
: instant ten to twenty billion years ago and has

been expanding
)i

Logical predication; Verb form

The sentence describes the central tenet of a

theory abouthow the universe began.The focus
of the second clause should be consistently on
the subject the universe, and all verbs in the clause
beginningwith that must describe what the
universe did at the initial explosive moment.

A Correct. Both verbs in the second clause

correctly take universes their subject.
Hadbegun is the wrong tense because it
describes action that occurred farther in the

past than some other, specified past action.
The relative clause that has expanded
describes instant,which makes no sense.

The beginning ofthe universe to have been ... is
unnecessarily indirectand wordy; illogically
suggests that beginning is expanding, not the
universe.

E Theverb phrases to have begun and has been
expanding both reference the same subject of
the clause, universe, and therefore need to be
parallel.

The correct answer is A.

.(B)

(0

(D)

•(E)

B*

D
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11. Like the idolization accorded the Brontes and

Brownings1 James Joyce and Virginia Woolf are often
subjected to the kind of veneration that blurs the
distinction between the artist and the human being.

(A) Like the idolization accorded the Brontes and

Brownings,

(B) As the Brontes' and Brownings' idolization,

(C) Like that accorded to the Brontes and Brownings,

(D) As it is of the Brontes and Brownings,

(E) Like the Brontes and Brownings,

Logical predication

This sentence intends to compare nineteenth-
and twentieth-century writers. Instead the
comparisonbecomesambiguous and illogical.
Like must be used to comparesimilar elements:
Joyce and Woolfaxe like the Brontes and the
Brownings; they are not like the idolization.

A The idolization accorded'is not comparable to
Joyce and Woolf.

B The conjunction asmayintroduce a clause but
not a phrase;Joyce and Woolfare compared
to idolization rather than to the writers.

C That is ambiguous, andJoyce and Woolfare
compared to thatrather than to the writers.

D It is ambiguous; as it isof is awkward and
wordy; the twentieth-century writers are
compared to //rather than to the
nineteenth-century writers.

E Correct. In this sentence, like introduces a
clearand concise comparison that correctly
links the nineteenth-and twentieth-century
writers.

The correct answer is E.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

12. Carnivorous mammals can endure what would

otherwise be lethal levels of body heat because they
have a heat-exchange network which kept the brain
from getting too hot.

(A) which kept

(B) that keeps

(C) which has kept

(D) that has been keeping

(E) having kept

Verb form; Rhetorical construction

The useof the past tense {kept) is incorrect
because a current situation is discussed; the
present tense {keeps) is consistent with the other
verbs in the sentence. In (A) and (C), which
introduces a restrictive clause. Some writers

follow the convention that which can only be used
for nonrestrictive clauses, but insistence on this
rule is controversial, and both (A) and (C) can be
rejected on other grounds.

A Kept is the wrong tense.
B Correct. The verb keeps indicates a current

situation and is consistent with the other

verbs in the sentence. The sentence is clear

and concise.

C Mistaken shift in tense: In this sentence the

present tense expresses a timelessgeneral
principle; in contrast, has kept indicates a
more definite'context and time period and
suggests that the heat-exchange network
may no longer have this effect.

D Has been keeping is the wrongtense.
E Having is awkward and imprecise; kept is

the wrong tense.

The correct answer is B.
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There are several ways to build solid walls using just
mud or clay, but the most extensively used method
has been the forming of bricks out of mud or clav.

and, after some preliminary air drying or sun drying.

thev are laid in the wall in mud mortar.

(A) the forming of bricks out of mud or clay, and,
after some preliminaryair drying or sun drying,
they are laid

(B) forming the mud or clay into bricks, and, after
some preliminary air drying or sun drying, to
lay them

(C) having bricks formed from mud or clay, and,
after some preliminaryair drying or sun drying,
they were laid

(D) to form the mud or clay into bricks, and, after
some preliminaryair drying or sun drying, to
lay them

(E) that bricks were formed from mud or clay,
which, after some preliminary air drying or sun
drying, were laid

Parallelism; Verb form

Thepurpose of the sentence is to describe the
historically most popular method of building
walls. The first clause announces this topic and
the second clause describes the particularmethod.
The clearest, most efficient way to accomplish
these two pieces of business is to usea parallel
structure. The ways to build'in the first clause is
narrowed to the single way toform and to lay in
the second clause. There is no need to alternate
the verb phrases between active and passive voice
or to shift tenses.

A The active gerund phrase theforming ofbricks
does not fitwith the passive verb phrase that
follows {they are laid).

B The verb phrasesforming the mud... and to
lay them are not parallel.

C In addition to faultyparallelism between
having bricksformed and they were laid, the
tense in the second half of the sentence

unaccountably shifts from present to past.

D Correct. Thephrases toform and to lay in
the second clauseare parallel to tobuild in
the first clause.

E The relative clause beginning with which
apparently (but nonsensically) describes the
closest nouns, mud orclay, rather than bricks.

The correct answer is D.

14. Rising inventories, when unaccompanied
correspondingly bv increases in sales, can lead
to production cutbacks that would hamper

economic growth.

(A) when unaccompanied correspondingly by
increases in sales, can lead

(B) when not accompanied by corresponding
increases in sales, possibly leads

(0 when they were unaccompanied by
corresponding sales increases, can lead

(D) if not accompanied by correspondingly
increased sales, possibly leads

(E) if not accompanied by corresponding increases
in sales, can lead

Diction; Agreement

The modifying phrase when ... sales is needlessly
difficult to understand. The adverb correspondingly
is incorrectly and ambiguously used; using the
adjective corresponding to modify increases insales
makes the intendedmeaningclearer. Unaccompanied
is not wrongbut not accompanied'more effectively
expresses the intended negation.

A Unaccompanied correspondingly isawkward
and ambiguous.

B Pluralsubject inventories does not agree
with the singularverb leads.

C Wrong tense: past tense were indicates a
completed event, but can lead indicates a
possibility that continues.

D Correspondingly increased sales is awkward
and unclear; verb {leads) does not agree with
the subject {inventories).

E Correct. Not accompanied emphasizes the
negative and is preferable to unaccompanied
in this usage; corresponding modifies increases
in sales; the modifier is clear and
comprehensible, andthere is nosubject-verb
agreementproblem.

The correct answer is E.

15. Many experts regarded the large increase in credit
card borrowing in March not as a sign that households
were pressed for cash and forced to borrow, rather a
sign ofconfidence bvhouseholds that thevcould
safely handle new debt.
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(A) rather a sign of confidence by households that
they could safely

(B) yet as a sign of households' confidence that it
was safe for them to

(C) but a sign of confidence by households that they
could safely

(D) but as a sign that households were confident
they could safely

(E) but also as a sign that households were
confident in their ability safely to .,

Idiom; Logical predication; Parallelism

The structure of this sentence expresses negation
and affirmation: Many experts regardedX not as a
sign that Y, but as a sign ofZ. The idiomatic choice
ofwords for this construction should involve two

clauses introduced by notas ... butas.... It is
also important to connect logically the adjective
confident with the noun it describes, that is,
households. If the adjective confident or its
equivalentnoun confidence is related to other
words in the sentence, the message loses clarity
and power.

A Theidiomatic choice ofwords to express the
negation of one clause and the affirmation of
another is not as... but as..,. The affirmed

clause is incorrectly introduced by rather.
Furthermore, the preposition by does hot
express the idea that households are
confidents The placementof the restrictive
clause that they couldsafely handle new debt
after households could also cause confusion.

B The idiomatic choice ofwords to express the
negation of one clause and the affirmation of
another is not as... but as.... The affirmed

clause is incorrectly introduced byyet as. The
wording // was safefor them [households] to
handle new debt changes the intended
meaning, makingthe households less clearly
an agent in the handling.

C The idiomatic choice ofwords to express the
negation of one clause and the affirmation of
another is not as... but as.... The affirmed
clause is incorrectly introduced bybut
without theas. Furthermore, the preposition
by does not express the idea that households
are confident.

D Correct. This version provides the correct
logical structure. It also expresses the
confidence ofhouseholds using the most
succinctand direct wording.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

E The use of the word also is misleading here.
If the first embedded clause is negated, the
affirmed second clause cannot also be true.

In addition, in their ability, while expressing
the same idea as could, is redundant and

safely to handle is awkward; the wording in
(D) is superior.

The correct answer is D.

16. Asurge in new home sales and a drop in weekly
unemployment claims suggest that the economy might
not be as weak as some analysts previously thought.

(A) claims suggest that the economy might not be
as weak as some analysts previouslythought

(B) claims suggests that the economy might not
be so weak as some analysts have previously
thought

(0 claims suggest that the economy mightnot be
as weak as have been previously thought by
some analysts

(D) claims, suggesting about the economy that it
might not be so weak as previously thought by
some analysts

(E) claims, suggesting the economy might not be
as weak as previously thought to be by some
analysts

Agreement; Grammatical construction

The plural subject ofthis sentence {surge and drop)
requires a pluralverb, suggest. The object of this
verb, the clause beginningwith that, shouldbe
presented in as clear and direct a manner as
possible.

A Correct.Theplural subject is matched with
a plural verb.

B The singular verb suggests does notmatch
the plural subjectof the sentence.

C The sentence offers noplural subject to fit
thepassive verb have been thought.

D This construction is awkward, wordy, and
imprecise; it also lacks a main verb; there is
no reason to usepassive voice, and suggesting
about the economy that it might... introduces
extrawords that contribute nothingto the
meaningof this sentence fragment.

E The passive construction makes this
unnecessarily wordy; the lack of a main verb
makes this a sentence fragment.

The correct answer is A. 707
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17. Sunspots, vortices of gas associated with strong
electromagnetic activity, are visible as dark spots on
the surface of the Sun but,have never been sighted on

the Sun's poles or equator.

(A) are visible as dark spots on the surface of the
Sun but have never been sighted on

(B) are visible as dark spots that never have been
sighted on the surface of the Sun

(0 appear on the surface of the Sun as dark spots
although never sighted at

(D) appear as dark spots on the surface of the Sun,
although never having been sighted at

(E) appear as dark spots on the Sun's surface,
which have never been sighted on

Logical predication; Parallelism

The correct parallel structurein the original
sentence emphasizes the contrast between where
sunspots are found {are visible... Sun) and where
theyare not {have never been sighted... equator).
Sunspots is the subject of the sentence; are is the
verb of the first part of the contrast, and have been
sighted is the verbof the second. (The adjective
visible is a complement and is parallel to the past
participle sighted) Both parts of the sentence
conclude with phrases indicating location.The
contrast itself is indicatedby the conjunction but.

A Correct. This sentence clearly and correctly
draws a contrast betweenwhere sunspotsare
found and where they are not.

B The modifying clause that never... Sun
distorts the meaning of the sentence; also,
without punctuation, the phrase on the
surface ofthe Sun the Sunspoles orequator is
ungrammatical and makes no sense.

C Although typically introduces a subordinate
clause, which has a subjectand a verb,but
here there is no subject and sighted'is not a
complete verb.

D Although usuallyintroduces a subordinate
clause,but there is no subject of the clause
and having been sightedis not a complete verb
phrase.

E This phrasing makes the sentence somewhat
awkward and unclear.

The correct answer is A.
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18. Warning that computers in the United States are not
secure, the National Academy of Sciences has urged
the nation to revamp computer security procedures,
institute new emergency response teams, creating a
special nongovernment organization to take charge of
computer security planning.

(A) creating a special nongovernment organization
to take

(B) creating a special nongovernment organization
that takes

(C) creating a special nongovernmentorganization
for taking

(D) and create a special nongovernment
organization for taking

(E) and create a special nongovernment
organization to take

Parallelism; Grammatical construction

This sentence contains a list of three elements,
all ofwhich shouldbe parallel. The last element
should be precededby the conjunction and. In
this sentence, the last element must be made
parallel to the previous two: to (1) revamp computer
securityprocedures, (2) institute new emergency
responseiteams,,and{3) create a special
nongovernment organization totake charge of
computer securityplanning. Omitting andcauses
the reader to anticipate still another element in
the serieswhen there is none. Using the participle
creating not onlyviolates parallelism but also
causes misreading since the participial phrase
could modify the first part of the sentence. To
does not need to be repeated with institute and
create because it is understood.

A Creating is not parallel to to revamp and
institute; and is needed in this series.

B Creating violates the parallelism of the
previous two elements; andis needed in this
series; since the organization does not yet
exist, thattakes is illogical.

C Creatingis not parallel to to revamp and
institute', and is needed in this series; to has
the sense of in order to, but/or taking is
neitherprecise nor idiomatic.

D In the construction create ...to take, the
sense of tois in order to;for taking is not
idiomatically correct.
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E Correct. The three elements in the series are

parallel in this sentence, and the last is
preceded by and.

The correct answer is E.

19. A pioneer journalist. Nellie Blv's exploits included
circling the globe faster than Jules Verne's fictional
Phileas Fogg.

(A) A pioneer journalist, Nellie Bly's exploits
included

(B) The exploits of Nellie Bly, a pioneer journalist,
included

(C) Nellie Bly was a pioneer journalist including in
her exploits the

(D) Included in the pioneer journalist Nellie Bly's
exploits are

(E) The pioneer journalist's exploits of Nellie Bly
included

Logical predication; Modification

Thissentence intends to discuss Nellie Bly, a
pioneerjournalist who counts among her exploits
a veryfast trip around the globe. The current
construction is misleadingbecause it suggests
that Bly's exploits, not Blyherself, were a pioneer
journalist.

A In this answer choice, apioneerjournalist
incorrectly modifies exploits, rather than
Nellie Bly.

B Correct.Thisversion correctly attributes the
modifier apioneerjournalist to Nellie Bly.

C The wording of thisversion is illogical
because it makes Nellie Bly the subject of the
verb including.

D Since thisevent clearly happened in the past,
the tense of the verb are iswrong. Piling on
too manydescriptive wordsfor the noun
exploits [thepioneerjournalist Nellie Bly's
exploits] makes the phrase unwieldy and
awkward.

E This version canbe construed asentailing
that the pioneer journalist and Nellie Bly are
two different people, oneexploiting the
other.

The correct answer is B.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

20. Retail sales rose 0.8 of 1 percent in August,
intensifying expectations that personal spending in
the Julv-September quarter more than doubled that

of the 1.4 percent growth rate in personal spending
for the previous quarter.

(A) that personal spending in the July-September

quarter more than doubled that of

(B) that personal spending in the July-September
quarter would more than double

(0 of personal spending in the July-September
quarter, that it more than doubled

(D) of personal spending in the July-September
quarter more than doubling that of

(E) of personal spending in the July-September
quarter, that it would more than double that of

Verb form; Logical predication

The sentence explains the expectations that
resulted from a past retail sales trend. Since
expectations look to the future but are not yet
realized, the relative clause explaining these
expectations should be conditional, employing
the auxiliary verb would.

A The simple past-tense verbform does not
express the forward-looking sense of
expectations.

B Correct. Byusing the verb would double,
this concise sentence indicates that the

expectation has not yet been realized.

C This construction is awkward, announcing
the topic {personalspending) and then
elaborating in a relative clause that restates
this topic as //.

D Although this option is not technically
wrong, it is less clearand graceful than (B).

E Like (C), this sentence is awkward and
unnecessarily wordy, announcing the topic
and then using an additionalclause to
elaborate on it.

The correct answer is B.
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21. The commission has directed advertisers to

restrict the use of the word "natural" to foods that

do not contain color or flavor additives, chemical

preservatives, or nothing that has been synthesized.

(A) or nothing that has been

(B) or that has been

(C) and nothing that is

(D) or anything that has been

(E) and anything

Idiom; Logical predication

Theuseof do not and nothing in the same sentence
createsa double negative and reverses the
intended meaning. Anything shouldbe used
insteadof nothing. Logically, a "natural"food
cannot contain anyprohibited ingredient, so the
list of prohibited ingredients mustbe connected
by or.

A The use of nothing creates a double negative.
B That has been synthesized distorts the ,

meaningby referring to foods, rather than
to something added to a food.

C The use of nothing creates a double negative;
andshouldbe or.

D Correct. This sentence correctly avoids a
double negative and uses parallel elements.

E And distorts, the meaning of the sentence.

The correct answer is D.
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22. Plants are more efficient at acquiring carbon than are
fungi, in the form of carbon dioxide, and converting it
to energy-rich sugars.

(A) Plants are more efficient at acquiring carbon
than are fungi,

(B) Plants are more efficient at acquiring carbon
than fungi,

(C) Plants are more efficient than fungi at acquiring
carbon,

(D) Plants, more efficient than fungi at acquiring
carbon,

(E) Plants acquire carbon more efficiently than fungi,

Logical predication; Grammatical construction

This sentence compares how efficiently plants and
fungi acquire carbon and convert it into sugars.
The sentence construction needs to make clear

that plants and fungi are the two topics being
compared, and it must also clarify that in theform
ofcarbon dioxide refers to carbon rather than to
eitherplants orfungu

A According to the sentence grammar, in the
form ofcarbon dioxide describesfungi, which
is nonsensical.

B This sentence claims that plants acquire
carbon more efficiently than they acquire
fungi, which is also nonsensical; theform of
carbon dioxide still modifiesfungi.

C Correct. The sentence clearly compares
plants to fungi, and in theform ofcarbon
dioxide correctly modifies carbon.

D This sentence isgrammatically incomplete;
there is no verb for the subjectplants.

E As in (B), this sentence claims that plants
acquire carbon more efficiently than they
acquire fungi; it isalso grammatically
incomplete because and converting does not
clearly refer to anything.

The correct answer is C.
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23. The Iroquois were primarily planters, but supplementing
their cultivation of maize, squash, and beans with
fishing and hunting. ,

(A) but supplementing

(B) and had supplemented

(C) and even though they supplemented

(D) although they;supplemented

(E) but with supplementing

Grammatical construction; Verb form

The participle supplementing would normallybe
expected to modify the first clause, describingor
extending its meaning, but the logic of this
sentence demands a contrast, not an extension.
Consequently, the second part of the sentence
must be revised to emphasize the contrast
properly. The logicof the sentence also argues
against a construction that would set the two
clauses and the importance of their content equal
when they clearlyshould not be. The best
solution is to have the main clause describe the

primary activity, and a subordinate clause,
although they supplemented, describe the
supplementaryactivity.

A Theconstruction using supplementing
fails to support the intendedmeaningof
the sentence.

B Anddoes not conveycontrast; had
supplemented is the past perfecttense but
the simple past is required to match were.

C Anddoes not convey contrastand should be
omitted; and even though creates a sentence
fragment.

D Correct. Using although creates a subordinate
clause in this sentence and logically links that
clause with the mainclause; the simple past
supplementedparallels the simple pastwere.

E But with is awkward and unclear*
supplementing is a modifierwhen a
contrasting clause is needed.

The correct answer is D.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

24. As contrasted with the honevbeeI the yellow jacket
can sting repeatedly without dying and carries a
potent venom that can cause intense pain.

(A) As contrasted with the honeybee,

(B) In contrast to the honeybee's,

(C) Unlike the sting of the honeybee,

(D) Unlike that of the honeybee,

(E) Unlike the honeybee,

Idiom; Logical predication

The intent of the sentence is to contrast the

honeybeeand the yellowjacket. Correct idioms
for such a contrast include in contrast with x,y; in
contrast to x,y; and unlike x,y. In all these idioms,
x and y must be grammaticallyand logically
parallel.Ascontrasted with is not a correct idiom.

A As contrasted with is not a correct idiom.

B Because of its apostrophe, the honeybee's is
not parallel to theyellowjacket.

C The sting ofthe honeybee is not parallel to the
yellowjacket.

D That ofthe honeybee is not parallel to the
yellowjacket.

E Correct. This sentence uses a correct idiom,
and the honeybee is properly parallel to the
yellowjacket.

The correct answer is E.
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25. Neuroscientists. having amassed a wealth of

knowledge over the past twenty years about the brain

and its development from birth to adulthood, are now

drawing solid conclusions about how the human brain
grows and how babies acquire language.

(A) Neuroscientists, having.amassed a wealth of
knowledge over the past twenty years about
the brain and its development^rom birth to
adulthood, are

(B) Neuroscientists; having amassed a wealth of
knowledge about the brain and its development
from birth to adulthood over the past twenty
years, and are

(C) Neuroscientists amassing a wealth of knowledge
about the brain and its development from birth
to adulthood over the past twenty years, and are

(D) Neuroscientists have amassed a wealth of

knowledge over the past twenty years about the
brain and its development from birth to adulthood,

(E) Neuroscientists have amassed, over the past
twenty years, a wealth of knowledge about the
brain and its development from birth to

adulthood,

Grammatical construction; Logical predication

This sentence introduces the subject
{Neuroscientists), pauses to explainwhat
neuroscientists have accomplished in the past
twenty years, and then concludes by explaining
what neuroscientists are presentlydoing as a
resultof their past accomplishments. The second
part of the sentence—the explanation—
interrupts the flow of the sentence from the
subject {Neuroscientists) to the predicate {are now
drawing solid conclusions ...); it should therefore be
bracketedby commas. The sentence construction
shouldprovide a mainverbfor the subject
neuroscientists.

A Correct. The explanatory phrase between
the subjectand predicate is set offby
commas, and the main clause contains both
a subject {Neuroscientists) and a
corresponding verb {are now drawing).

B Andare indicates that are follows a previous
verb, but in fact the sentence has not yet
provided a first mainverb for the subject
Neuroscientists; the sentence is therefore
incomplete; over the... years appears to be
modifying adulthood.
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C Amassing, like having amassed, functions as
an adjective, not a verb; the sentence
therefore lacks the first main verb impliedby
the compound verb construction andare now
drawing....

D The final descriptor in present tense, now
drawing conclusions ... does not fit the
opening clause, which is in present-perfect
tense {have amasseda wealth ...) and seems
to modify adulthood.

E Like (D), this sentence attempts to attach a
present-tense descriptor to a present-perfect
clause.

The correct answer is A.

26. Tropical bats play important roles in the rain forest
ecosystem, aiding in the dispersal of cashew, date,
and fig seeds; pollinating banana, breadfruit, and
mango trees: and indirectly help produce tequila by
pollinating agave plants.

(A) pollinating banana, breadfruit, and mango trees;
and indirectly help produce

(B) pollinating banana, breadfruit, and mango trees;
and indirectly helping to produce

(C) pollinating banana, breadfruit, and,mango trees;
and they indirectly help to produce

(D) they pollinate banana, breadfruit, and mango
trees; and indirectly help producing

(E) they pollinate banana, breadfruit, and mango
trees; indirectly helping the producing of

Logical predication; Parallelism

This sentence expresses a list of the roles tropical
batsplay in the rain forest ecosystem. Since these
roles are enumerated in a list, and since the first
member of the list is alreadyprovided, it is
necessary to maintain the samestructure for the
rest of the members of the list in order to

maintain parallelism and clarity. Note that
semicolons separate the members of the list,
leaving the commas, to markseries of items
within each member of the list.
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A In this version, the third member of the list
does not maintain the -ing verb form that
the two previous members use.

B Correct. This version correctly maintains
the parallel structure {aiding in ...;
pollinating...; and helping...).

C In this version, the third member of the list
does not maintain the -mgverb form of the
two previous members of the list. In
addition, this member of the list includes a
subject {they) while theother members do
not, again violating parallelism.

D In order to maintain parallelism the verb
that is the member of the list has to be in
the -ing form, not its complement. Thus, the
-ing has to be on the verb help, not on
produce.

E Although thisversion maintains parallelism
throughout, the phrase helping theproducing
is an incorrect construction in English.

The correct answer is B.

27. Noneof the attempts to specify the causes of crime
explains why most of the people exposed to the
alleged causes do not commit crimes and, conversely,
why so many of those not so exposed have.

(A) have

(B) has

(C) shall

(D) do

(E) could

Grammatical construction; Parallelism

The sentence compares one group of people,
most ofthepeople exposed to the alleged causes, with
another group of people, so many ofthose not so
exposed. To maintain the comparison, theverb in
the second part should match the verb in the first
part. Since the firstverb is do not commit, the
second verb should be the parallel do. There is no
needto repeat commit crimes since it is understood
in this construction.

A Verb should be do, not have.

B Verb should be do, not has.

C Verb should be do, not shall.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

D Correct. This sentence correctly uses the
verb do to complete the comparison and
maintain the parallelism with do not commit.

E Verb should be do, not could.

The correct answer is D.

28. In virtually all types oftissue in every animal species,
dioxin induces the production of enzymes that are the
organism's trying to metabolize, or render harmless.
the chemical that is irritating it.

(A) trying to metabolize, or renderharmless, the
chemical that is irritating it

(B) trying that it metabolize, or render harmless,
the chemical irritant

(C) attempt to try to metabolize, or render
harmless, such a chemical irritant

(D) attempt to try and metabolize, or render
harmless, the chemical irritating it

(E) attempt to metabolize, or render harmless,
the chemical irritant

Diction; Rhetorical construction

The -ing form ofaverb canbeused as a noun
(e.g., running is herfavorite sport), but it isoften
awkward, particularly when used with a
possessive, as in this case. Substituting the noun
attempt for thegerund trying eliminates the
problem. While chemical that is irritating itand
chemical irritating it are both grammatically
correct and could be appropriate in some usages,
they are excessively wordyfor this context.

A Trying isawkward, especially in this
constructionwith organisms.

B Trying that it metabolize isungrammatical.
C Attempt to try is redundant.
D Attempt to try and is redundant.
E Correct. In this sentence, the noun attempt

replaces the gerund trying in this
construction with organism's.

The correct answer is E.
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29. Emily Dickinson's letters to Susan Huntington
Dickinson were written over a period beginning a few

years before Susan's marriage to Emily's brother and

ending shortly before Emily's death in 1886.

outnumbering her letters to anyone else.

(A) Dickinson were written over a period beginning
a few years before Susan's marriage to Emily's
brother and ending shortly before Emily's death
in 1886, outnumbering

(B) Dickinson were written over a period that begins
a few years before Susan's marriage to Emily's
brother and ended shortly before Emily's death
in 1886, outnumber

(C) Dickinson, written over a period beginning a few
years before Susan's marriage to Emily's brother
and that ends shortly before Emily's death in
1886 and outnumbering

(D) Dickinson, which were written over a period
beginning a few years before Susan's marriage
to Emily's brother, ending shortly before Emily's
death in 1886, and outnumbering

(E) Dickinson, which were written over a period
beginning a few years before Susan's marriage
to Emily's brother and ending shortly before
Emily's death in 1886, outnumber

Parallelism; Grammatical construction

The main point of the sentence is that
Dickinson's letters to her sister-in-law outnumber

her letters to anyone else. To emphasize this
point, outnumber shouldbe the main verb, and
the description introduced by the passive verb
were written needs to be changed from a main
clause to an adjectivalphrase.

A The long,wordyopening clause gives too
muchemphasis to the periodwhen
Dickinson's letters were written; it is unclear
what outnumbering refers to.

B The verbs describing the letter-writing
period {begins and ended) are not parallel.

C The verbs describing the letter-writing
period need to be in parallel form and agree
in tense—e.g., beginning and ending or that
began and that ended; this is a fragment
because it lacks a main verb for letters.
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D Thelackof a main verb for the subject of the
sentence, letters, makes this a fragment.

E Correct. The information about the period
when Dickinson's letters were written is

containedin an adjectival phrase set off by
commas, and the main verb outnumber refers
clearlyto letters.

The correct answer is E.

30. Paleontologists believe that fragments of a primate
jawbone unearthed in Burma and estimated at 40 to
44 million years old provide evidence of a crucial step
along the evolutionary path that led to human beings.

(A) at 40 to 44 million years old provide evidence of

(B) as being 40 to 44 million years old provides
evidence of

(C) that it is 40 to 44 million years old provides
evidence of what was

(D) to be 40 to 44 million years old provide
evidence of

(E) as 40 to 44 million years old provides evidence
of what was

Idiom; Agreement

The verb estimated should be followed by the
infinitive to be, not the prepositionat—unless the
writer intends to indicate a location at which

someone made the estimate. The jawbone
fragments were estimated to be a certain age. The
plural subjectfragments requires the plural verb
provide.

A Estimated is incorrectlyfollowed by at.
B Estimated should be followed by to be, not as

being;, the singular verb provides incorrectly
follows the plural subjectfragments.

C Introducing a clause, that it is... , creates an
ungrammatical sentence; the singular verb
provides does not agree with the plural
subjectfragments.

D Correct. In this sentence, the verb estimated
is correctly followed by the infinitive to be.

E Thesingular verb provides does not match
the plural subjectfragments.

The correct answer is D.
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31. Unlike the conviction held by many of her colleagues
that genes were relatively simple and static, Barbara
McClintockadhered to her own more complicated
ideas about how genes might operate, and in 1983,
at the age of 81, was awarded a Nobel Prize for her
discovery that the genes in corn are capable of
movingfrom one chromosomal site to another.

(A) Unlike the conviction held by many of her
colleagues that genes were

(B) Although many of her colleagues were of the
conviction of genes being

(C) Contrary to many of her colleagues being
convinced that genes were

(D) Even though many of her colleagues were
convinced that genes were

(E) Even with many of her colleagues convinced of
genes being

Rhetorical construction; Idiom; Logical
predication

The sentence compares a widelyheld conviction
about genes with McClintock's adherence to her
own ideas, then goes on to describe McClintock's
accomplishments. The sentencemust not
comparewidespread convictions with
McClintock herself. The clearest and most

efficient way to make the comparison is to
introduceMcClintock's colleagues' convictions in
a dependent clause, followed by a main clause
that introducesMcClintock's differentwayof
doing things and goes on to explainhow
successful she was.

A Incorrect comparison between conviction
and Barbara McClintock.

B Were ofthe conviction ofgenes being relatively
simple is wordy and awkward.

C Contrary to many ofher colleagues being
convinced is wordy and awkward.

D Correct. A dependent clause describing the
beliefs of McClintock's colleagues is
followed by the main clause presenting the
contrasting beliefs of McClintock.

E Even with many ofher colleagues ... iswordy
and indirect.

The correct answer is D.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

32. Galileo was convinced that natural phenomena, as
manifestations of the laws of physics, would appear
the same to someone on the deck of a ship moving
smoothly and uniformly through the water as a person
standing on land.

(A) water as a

(B) water as to a

(C) water; just as it would to a

(D) water, as it would to the

(E) water; just as to the

Idiom; Parallelism

The second part of this sentence is a comparison.
The correct, parallel, and idiomatic structure
makes the comparison clear. In this case, a
phenomenon appears the same to x {someone) as toy
{aperson). The two parts of the comparison must
be parallel.

A Without the preposition to, the sentence is
neither idiomatic nor parallel.

B Correct. The sentence uses the correct

idiom, and the two parts of the comparison
are parallel.

C The use of a semicolon creates a sentence

fragment.

D Theidiomis the same to x astoy, but this
change would make it incorrect: the same to
x, asit would toy, which also introducesa
problemof agreementbetween the plural
phenomena and the singular it.

E The use of a semicolon introduces a sentence

fragment.

The correct answer is B.
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33. Because an oversupply of computer chips has sent
prices plunging, the manufacturer has announced that

it will cut production by closing its factories for two
days a month.

(A) Because an oversupply of computer chips has
sent prices plunging,

(B) Because of plunging prices for computer chips,
which is due to an oversupply,

(C) Because computer chip prices have been sent
plunging, which resulted from an oversupply,

(D) Due to plunging computer chip prices from an
oversupply,

(E) Due to an oversupply, with the result that
computer chip prices have been sent plunging,

Agreement; Rhetorical construction

Thissentence describes a causal sequence of
events: The oversupply of chips caused prices to
plunge,which in turn causedthe manufacturer
to announce factoryclosings to cut production.
The clearest, most efficient way to express this
sequence is to present the events in chronological
order, as they occurred.

A Correct. Events are presentedconcisely,
in chronological order.

B Because which refers to pluralprices,
it should be followed by are, not is.

C The violation of chronological order is
confusing; reference of which is ambiguous.

D This backwarddescription of the events
behind the announcement of factory
closings is confusing and awkward.

E Duetofollowed by with the result is
redundant and unnecessarily wordy.

The correct answer is A.

34. Beyond the immediate cash flow crisis that the
museum faces, its survival depends on if it can
broaden its membership and leave its cramped
quarters for a site where it can store and exhibit its
more than 12,000 artifacts.

(A) if it can broaden its membership and leave

(B) whether it can broaden its membership
and leave
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(C) whether or not it has the capability to broaden
its membership and can leave

(D) its ability for broadening its membership
and leaving

(E) the ability for it to broaden its membership
and leave

Idiom; Verb form

Thissentence requires the correctuse of an
idiom: Depends on shouldbe followed by whether,
not if,because this is an interrogativeclause
following a preposition.

A Depends on ifis not a correct idiomatic
expression.

B Correct. Depends on whether is the correct
idiom to use in this sentence.

C Adding ithas the capability to creates an
unnecessarily wordyconstruction.

D Itsability shouldbe followed by to broaden,
notfor broadening.

E The abilityfor it to broaden iswordy,
awkward, and ungrammatical.

The correct answer is B.

35. By 1940, the pilot Jacqueline Cochran held seventeen
official national and international speed records, and
she earned them at a time when aviation was still so

new for many of the planes she flew to be of

dangerously experimental design,

(A) and she earned them at a time when aviation

was still so new for many of the planes she flew
to be

(B) earning them at a time that aviation was still so
newfor many of the planes she flewto be

(C) earning these at a time where aviation was still
so new that many of the planes she flew were

(D) earned at a time in which aviation was still so
new such that many of the planes she flewwere

(E) earned at a time when aviation was still so new
that many of the planes she flew were
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Rhetorical construction; Diction

Since this is a complex sentence with a lotof
elements, its rhetorical construction is crucial in
order to maintain effective communication. The
underlined part emphasizes that on topof
earning seventeen speed records, the pilot
Jacqueline Cochrandid so at a timewhen planes
were of dangerous experimental design because
aviation was still so new.

A Thisversion is too wordyand does not
contribute to clarity. Economical, clear
expression connects earned directly with the
noun speed records, which it modifies.

B Here, the word earning takes the pilot
herself, not the records, as its subject.
However, earning is close to the records, not
toJacqueline Cochran, making this sentence
hard to process. In addition, the causal
relationship between aviation beingnewand
planes beingof experimental design is more
effectively communicated by the structure so
new that many X were Y, not by the structure
so newfor many XtobeY.

C Theword earning takes the pilotherself, not
the records, as its subject. However, earning
is close to the records, not toJacqueline
Cochran, making this sentence hard to
understand. Furthermore, the use of where
to modify time iswrong; where refers to
place.

D Thecorrect pronoun for time is when. The
word such is redundant within so new that

many XwereY.
E Correct. The word earned\s close to the

noun it modifies, speed records. Thisversion
uses the clearestexpression of causal
relationship: so new that many X were Y

The correct answer is E.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

36. Along with the drop in producer prices announced
yesterday, the strong retail sales figures released
today seem like it is indicative that the economy,
although growing slowly, is not nearing a recession.

(A) like it is indicative that

(B) as if to indicate

(C) to indicate that

(D) indicative of

(E) like an indication of

Grammatical construction; Agreement

In this sentence, the verb seem should be followed
byan infinitive, to indicate; the relative pronoun
that correctly introduces the clause, but // does
not agree with salesfigures.

A Singular itdoes not agree with plural sales
figures.

B Verb seem maybe followed by asifin
some contexts, but here the result is an
ungrammatical and illogical construction.

C Correct. In this sentence, the verb seem is
correctly followed by the infinitive to
indicate, and the pronoun that correctly
introduces a clause.

D Indicativeo/cannot introduce a clause.

E An indication ofiswordyand cannot
introduce a clause.

The correct answer is C.
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37. Dressed as a man and usingthe name Robert Shurtleff,
Deborah Sampson, the first woman to draw a soldier's
pension, joined the Continental Army in 1782 at the age
of 22. was injured three times, andwas discharged in
1783 because she had become too ill to serve.

(A) 22, was injured three times, and was discharged
in 1783 because she had become

(B) 22, was injured three times, while being
discharged in 1783 because she had become

(C) 22 and was injured three times, and discharged
in 1783,, being

(D) 22, injured three times, and was discharged in
1783 because she was

(E) 22, having been injured three times and
discharged in 1783, being

Parallelism; Logical predication

This sentenceintroduces Deborah Sampson
with a description of Sampsonwhen she first
enlisted, and goeson to describe her career in
the Continental Army.The information about
her historical significance interrupts the
chronological flow of the sentenceand must
therefore be set offwith commas. The sequence
of events that marks her career must be presented
as a parallelseries of items.

A Correct. The phrase that describes Deborah
Sampsonas thefirstwoman todraw a soldier's
pension intervenes between the subject and
predicate of the mainverband thus is
appropriately set offwith commas; the three
verbs in the main clause are in parallelform.

While being... indicates that Sampsonwas
injured at the same time shewas discharged
from the Army.

Discharged should be in passive voice—was
discharged—because Sampson did not do
this herself.
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B

D

E

Injured needs to be in passive voice.
Having been injured... indicates that all
Sampson's injuries aswellas her discharge
occurred in 1783.

The correct answer is A.

38. Bengal-born writer, philosopher, and educator
Rabindranath Tagore had the greatest admiration for
Mohandas K. Gandhi the person and also as a

politician, but Tagore had been skeptical of Gandhi's
form of nationalism and his conservative opinions
about India's cultural traditions.

(A) for Mohandas K. Gandhi the person and also as
a politician, but Tagore had been

(B) for Mohandas K. Gandhi as a person and as a
politician, but Tagore was also

(C) for Mohandas K. Gandhi not only as a person
and as a politician, but Tagore was also

(D) of Mohandas K. Gandhi as a person and as also
a politician, but Tagore was

(E) of Mohandas K. Gandhi not only as a person and
as a politician, but Tagore had also been

Rhetorical construction; Parallelism

This sentence describes the writer and

philosopher Tagore's two types of feelings for
Gandhi. The underlined part of the sentence has
to express correctlythe time line of these two
feelings (they happened simultaneously). The
underlined part also has to express the correct
relationship between the complements of
admiration and skepticism.

A To maintainparallelism, it is important for
two conjoined phrases to be of the same
grammaticaltype. Thus, it is appropriate to
conjoin Gandhi theperson andthepolitician,
or Gandhi asaperson and as apolitician, but it
is nonstandardin English to mix and match.
In addition, the use of the past perfect tense
had been places the skepticism earlier on the
time fine than the admiration, which is
misleading.

B Correct. This versioncorrectlyconjoins two
parallel phrases, Gandhi asaperson andasa
politician, and, in using twosimple past
tenses to introduce the two emotions, marks
them as holding at the same time.
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C The phrase not only X but also Ymatches the
meaning of this sentence: Tagore hadnot
onlyadmiration but also skepticism.
However not only has to precede admiration
for this rhetoricalconstruction to be parallel.

D The noun admiration as it is positioned in
this sentenceshould take the preposition^r,
notof, since it refers to a person. The adverb
also is redundant because it expresses the
same meaning as the conjunction and.

E As in (D), the noun admiration should take
the preposition^or. As in (C), the rhetorical
structure of not only Xbutalso Yisviolated.
Finally, the useof the pastperfect tense had
been is misleading with respect to the time
line.

The correct answer is B.

39. Although schistosomiasis is not often fatal, it is so
debilitating that it has become an economic drain on

many developing countries.

(A) it is so debilitating that it has become an
economic

(B) it is of such debilitation, it has become an
economical

(0 so debilitating is it as to become an economic

(D) such is its debilitation, it becomes an economical

(E) there is so much debilitation that it has become

an economical

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Idiom

This sentence correctly uses the idiomatic
construction so x thaty where y is a subordinate
clause that explains or describes x: So debilitating
that it has become. ...It clearly refers to
schistosomiasis, which is correctly modified by
the adjective debilitating.

A Correct. In this sentence, the pronoun
referenceis clear, and the so x thaty
construction is concise.

B The noun debilitation creates an awkward,
wordy alternative and a slightchange in
meaning; the subordinate clause is not
introducedby that; economical does not have
the same meaning as economic.

C The construction so x astoy is not a correct
idiom.

D The construction introduced by such is
awkward and wordy; debilitation is also
awkward and slightlydifferentin meaning;
that is omitted; economical does not have the
same meaning as economic.

E The noun debilitationcreates an awkward,
wordyalternative and a slightchange in
meaning; economical'does not have the same
meaning as economic.

The correct answer is A.
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40. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) had long been expected to announce a
reduction in output to bolster sagging oil prices, but
officials of the organization just recently announced
that the group will pare daily production by 1.5 million
barrels by the beginningof next year, but only if non-
OPEC nations, including Norway. Mexico, and Russia,

were to trim output by a total of 500,000 barrels a
day.

(A) year, but only if non-OPEC nations, including
Norway, Mexico, and Russia, were to trim
output

(B) year, but only if the output of non-OPEC nations,
which includes Norway, Mexico, and Russia, is
trimmed

(C) year only if the output of non-OPEC nations,
including Norway, Mexico, and Russia, would be
trimmed

(D) year only if non-OPEC nations, which includes
Norway, Mexico, and Russia, were trimming
output

(E) year only if non-OPEC nations, including Norway,
Mexico, and Russia, trim output

Rhetorical construction; Logical predication

The underlinedpart of this sentence dealswith
the conditions under which OPEC members will

lower their own oil production by 1.5 million
barrels by the beginningof next year. The
important thing to notice here is the following
logicalrelation:X will do something only ifYdoes
something else.

A This version has redundant words, wereto in
front of trim that do not add anything more
in meaning. Furthermore, were totrim is not
the properverb form to accompany willpare.
The addition ofbutbefore only is also
redundant.

B This versionuses the passive construction in
the conditional clause only ifthe output... is
trimmed. This use of the passive voice makes
this sentence vague; it is nowunclear who
needs to trim the output of non-OPEC
nations. Finally, the addition of but before
only is redundant.

C As in (B), this version also introduces
vagueness by using the passive construction.
In addition, would'in front of the passive
verb be trimmed is redundant.
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D This version uses an active verb, but in the
past progressive form, were trimming. The
progressive tense denotes actionsin progress,
so its use is not normallywarranted in
conditional sentences such as this one.

E Correct. This version uses the correct and

most concise conditional structure, without
redundancies.

The correct answer is E.

41. In 1850, Lucretia Mott published her Discourse on
Women, arguing in a treatise for women to have equal

political and legal rights and for changes in the
married women's property laws.

(A) arguing in a treatise for women to have equal
political and legal rights

(B) arguing in a treatise for equal political and legal
rights for women

(C) a treatise that advocates women's equal political

and legal rights

(D) a treatise advocating women's equal political
and legal rights

(E) a treatise that argued for equal political and
legal rights for women

Parallelism; Rhetorical construction

Mott's Discourse was a treatise, and it is
redundant and confusingto present her as both
publishing her Discourse and arguing ina treatise,
as though theywere two separate things. The
verb arguing must be followed bya prepositional
phrase beginning wither, but the verb advocating
simply takes a direct object.

A Afterpublished her Discourse ... arguing ina
treatise iswordyand imprecise.

B Arguing in a treatise isredundant and
awkward.

C The verb advocates does not work
idiomatically with the prepositional phrase
for changes

D The verbal advocating does not work
idiomatically with the prepositional phrase
for changes....

E Correct. The title of Mott's publication is
followed bya phrase describing the treatise,
and argued is followed byfor.

The correct answer is E.
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42. To develop more accurate population forecasts,
demographers have to knowa great deal more than
now about the social and economic determinants of

fertility.

(A) have to know a great deal more than now about
the social and economic

(B) have to know a great deal more than they do
now about the social and economical

(C) would have to know a great deal more than they
do now about the social and economical

(D) would have to know a great deal more than they
do now about the social and economic

(E) would have to know a great deal more than now
about the social and economic

Verb form; Logical predication

This sentence explains a hypothetical situation
and therefore calls for a conditional—or

contrary-to-fact—construction, because in order
to more accurately predict population,
demographers would have toknow more than they
presentlyknow. A present-tense verb is required
to describe the current state of demographers'
knowledge, and the comparison made by the
sentence must be between current and

conditionalknowledge, not between knowledge
and time of knowing {now).

A Wrong comparison—between knowledge
and time {now); conditional verb is needed.

B Conditional verb is needed; economical is the
wrong adjective.

C Economical is the wrong adjective.
D Correct. Conditional knowledge, indicated

by would have toknow, is correctly compared
to current knowledge.

E Wrong comparison—between what
demographers need to know and now.

The correct answer is D.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

43. Laos has a land area about the same as Great Britain

but only four million in population, where many are

members of hill tribes ensconced in the virtually
inaccessible mountain valleys of the north.

(A) about the same as Great Britain but only four
million in population, where many

(B) of about the same size as Great Britain is, but in
Laos there is a population of onlyfour million,
and many

(C) that is about the same size as Great Britain's
land area, but in Laos with a population of only
four million people, many of them

(D) comparable to the size of Great Britain, but only
four million in population, and many

(E) comparable to that of Great Britain but a
population of only four million people, many of
whom

Logical predication; Grammatical construction

The comparison in this sentence is between the
land area of Laos and the land area of Great

Britain, not between the land area of Laos and
Great Britain. The phrase about the population
of Laos is most clearlyand efficiently expressed
in an appositive using a relativepronoun to refer
back topeople rather than the moreabstract
population. Using this construction keeps the
appropriate emphasis on the two main claims
being made about Laos, one describing its land
area and the other its sparse population.

A The comparisonbetween land area and
Great Britain is incorrect; where is an
inappropriate referent topopulation, which
does not designate a place.

B Inappropriate comparisonbetween land area
and Great Britain; the there is ...
construction is wordy and imprecise.

C The reference of them is unclear and the

expression is generallyawkward.

D Thecoordinating conjunction andgives
undue emphasis to the claimthat manyof
the people in Laos live in inaccessible places.

E Correct. Theland areaof Laos is correctly
compared to that ofGreat Britain; whom
refers appropriately topeople.

The correct answer is E.
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44. The plot of The Bostonians centers on the rivalry
between Olive Chancellor, an active feminist, with her

charming and cvnical cousin. Basil Ransom^ whenthey
find themselves drawn to the same radiant young
woman whose talent for public speaking has won her
an ardent following.

(A) rivalry between Olive Chancellor, an active
feminist, with her charming and cynical cousin,
Basil Ransom,

(B) rivals Olive Chancellor, an active feminist,
against her charming and cynical cousin,
Basil Ransom,

(C) rivalry that develops between Olive Chancellor,
an active feminist, and Basil Ransom, her

charming and cynical cousin,

(D) developing rivalry between Olive Chancellor, an
active feminist, with Basil Ransom, her charming
and cynical cousin,

(E) active feminist, Olive Chancellor, and the
rivalry with her charming and cynical cousin
Basil Ransom,

Idiom; Rhetorical construction

Olive Chancellor and Basil Ransom are rivals.

The situation can be expressed with the
construction the rivalry between x andy or the
construction the rivals x andy. Theconstruction
rivalry between ... with is incorrect.

A With is incorrect in the construction the

rivalry between x andy.
B Against is incorrect in the construction the

rivals x andy.
C Correct. This sentence uses the construction

the rivalry between xandy correctly; it also
clearly identifies bothparties in the rivalry.

D With is incorrect in the construction the
rivalry between x andy.

E This sentence does not make it clear that
Olive is a party to the rivalry.

The correct answer is C.
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45. Quasars, at billions of light-years from Earth the most
distant observable objects in the universe, believed
to be the cores of galaxies in an early stage of
development.

(A) believed to be

(B) are believed to be

(C) some believe them to be

(D) some believe they are

(E) it is believed that they are

Grammatical construction

Theoriginalsentence is not actuallya sentence;
it is a sentence fragment since it lacksa verb:
believed tobe on its own is a participial phrase.
The verb are must be placed beforebelieved tobe
to create a completesentence.

A This sentencefragment lacks a verb.

B Correct. The verb are believed to be

grammatically completes the sentence and
connects quasars to cores.

C The clause some believe them to be does not

supply a verb to accompany quasars asthe
subject of the sentence, and the clause
supplies an object them so that quasars
cannot be the object, making the sentence
ungrammatical.

D Theclause some believe they are does not
complete the clause begunbyquasars,
making the sentence ungrammatical.

E The clause it isbelieved that they are doesnot
complete the clause begunbyquasars,
making the sentence ungrammatical.

The correct answer is B.

46. In ancient Thailand, much of the local artisans' creative
energy was expended for the creation of Buddha

images and when thev constructed and decorated the

temples that enshrined them.

(A) much of the local artisans' creative energy was
expended for the creation of Buddha images and
when they constructed and decorated the
temples that enshrined them

(B) much of the local artisans' creative energy was
expended on the creation of Buddha images and
on construction and decoration of the temples in
which they were enshrined
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47.

(C) much of the local artisans' creative energy was
expended on the creation of Buddha images as
well as constructing and decoration of the
temples inwhichthey were enshrined

(D) creating images of Buddha accounted for much
of the local artisans' creative energy, and also
constructing and decorating the temples
enshrining them

(E) the creation of Buddha images accounted for
much of the local artisans' creative energy as
well as construction and decoration of the

temples that enshrined them

Idiom; Parallelism; Rhetorical construction

The main point of the sentenceis that artisans in
ancientThailand spent most of their creative
energyon three tasks: creating Buddha images,
and constructing and decorating temples to
enshrine the Buddhas. These three tasks must be

described in parallel forms. Theverb expended
should be followed by the preposition on, notfor.

A Foris the wrong preposition; the and
when ... clause introducesfaulty parallelism;
it is unclearwhat they refers to.

B Correct. The three activities are presented
in parallel form: creation of Buddha images
and construction and decoration ofthe temples.

C Constructing violates the parallelism
otherwise maintained by creation and
decoration.

D The and also phraseis awkwardly set apart
from the main claim of the sentence—

which is that all three tasks consumed much

of the artisans' energy.

E This construction is awkward and

unnecessarily wordyand says something
different—that the imagesaccounted for the
constructionand decoration of temples.

The correct answer is B.

In 1713, Alexander Pope began his translation of the
Iliad, a work that, taking him seven vears until
completion, and that literary critic Samuel Johnson-

Pope's contemporary, pronounced the greatest
translation in any language.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(A) his translation of the Iliad, a work that, taking
him seven years until completion, and that
literary critic Samuel Johnson, Pope's
contemporary, pronounced

(B) his translation of the Iliad, a work that took him
seven years to complete and that literary critic
Samuel Johnson, Pope's contemporary,

pronounced

(C) his translation of the Iliad, a work that had taken
seven years to complete and that literary critic
Samuel Johnson, Pope's contemporary,

pronounced it as

(D) translating the Iliad, a work that took seven
years until completion and that literary critic
Samuel Johnson, Pope's contemporary,
pronounced it as

(E) translating the Iliad, a work that had taken seven
years to complete and literary critic Samuel
Johnson, Pope's contemporary, pronounced it

Logical predication; Grammatical construction

Pope's translation of the Iliad, not the Iliaditself,
took sevenyears to complete. The main point of
the sentence is that Pope began this translation
in 1713, and every other comment about it must
be subordinated to that opening claim, in parallel
relative clauses.

A A work that... requires a verb; without it,
the sentenceis a fragment.

B Correct. Pope's translation is described as a
work, which is then describedconcisely in
two dependent clauses.

C Thepronoun it afterpronouncedis redundant,
an ungrammatical reference to a work, which
has already been referenced by the relative
pronoun that.

D The appositive phrase a work ... incorrectly
refers to the Iliad, not Pope's translation.

E The appositive phrase a work ... incorrectly
refers to the Iliad; the coordinating
conjunction introduces inappropriate
emphasis on Johnson's description, and the
expression is awkward and unclear.

The correct answer is B.
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48. It is called a sea, but the landlocked Caspian is

actually the largest lake on Earth, which covers more

than four times the surface area of its closest rival in

size, North America's Lake Superior.

(A) It is called a sea, but the landlocked Caspian is
actually the largest lake on Earth, which covers

(B) Although it is called a sea, actually the
landlocked Caspian is the largest lake on Earth,
which covers

(C) Though called a sea, the landlocked Caspian is
actually the largest lake on Earth, covering

(D) Though called a sea but it actually is the largest
lake on Earth, the landlocked Caspian covers

(E) Despite being called a sea, the largest lake on
Earth is actually the landlocked Caspian,
covering

Logical predication; Grammatical construction

Tlie topic of this sentence is a single large body of
water, the Caspian Sea. Tlie wording needs to
make it clear that being the largest lake on Earth
and covering more thanfourtimes the surface area of
... Lake Superior are both predicated of this one
subject.

A The referent of which is unclear.

Grammatically, its antecedent cannot be the
landlocked Caspian, so it must be eitherEarth
or the largest lake on Earth. The latter is a
little odd, because the sentence has already
said that the lake in question is the Caspian,
so one wouldexpect and insteadof which.
For these reasons and because Earth

immediatelyprecedes which, the sentence
appears to say, illogically, that Earth covers
more than four times the surface area of

Lake Superior.
B As in (A), this appears to say, illogically,

that Earth covers more than four times the

surfacearea of Lake Superior.
C Correct. The wording is direct,

unambiguous, and grammatically correct.
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D The structure here is grammatically
incoherent.

E Despite being called asea indicates, somewhat
illogically, that the largestlake being called
a sea would lead one to expect it not to be
the Caspian. This makes little sense,
especially to those who are familiar with the
name Caspian Sea.

Tlie correct answer is C.

49. The automotive conveyor-belt system, which Henry
Ford modeled after an assembly-line technique
introduced by Ransom Olds, reduced from a day and
a half to 93 minutes the required time of assembling

a Model T.

(A) from a day and a half to 93 minutes the required
time of assembling a Model T

(B) the time being required to assemble a Model T,
from a day and a half down to 93 minutes

(0 the time being required to assemble a Model T,

a day and a half to 93 minutes

(D) the time required to assemble a Model T from a

day and a half to 93 minutes

(E) from a day and a half to 93 minutes, the time
required for the assembling of a Model T

Rhetorical construction; Idiom

The underlined portion of the original sentence is
awkward because the verb reduced is followed by a
prepositional phrase rather than the direct object
time. Changing this structure so that the object
immediately follows the verb, reduced the time,
also allows an idiomatic error to be corrected.

Required should be followed byan infinitive, to
assemble, rather than a prepositional phrase, of
assembling. The phrase indicating timeshould be
used to complete the sentence: reduced the time
required to assemble aModel Tfrom a day and ahalf
to 93 minutes.
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A Placement of phrases creates an awkward
construction; required... ofassembling is not
idiomatic.

B Being required and down to arewordy
constructions; the comma is unnecessary.

C Being required is wordy; the construction
from ...to indicates time, not to alone.

D Correct. This sentence has a clear, concise,
and idiomatic construction.

E Beginning with the prepositionalphrase is
awkward; the comma is unnecessary;
requiredfor the assembling ofis wordyand
awkward.

The correct answer is D.

50. According to some analysts, the gains in the stock
market reflect growing confidence that the economy
will avoid the recession that many had feared earlier

in the year and instead come in for a "soft landing,"
followed by a gradual increase in business activity.

(A) that the economy will avoid the recession
that many had feared earlier in the year and
instead come

(B) in the economy to avoid the recession, what
many feared earlier in the year, rather to come

(C) in the economy's ability to avoid the recession,
something earlier in the year many had feared,
and instead to come

(D) in the economy to avoidthe recession many
were fearing earlier in the year, and rather
to come

(E) that the economy will avoid the recession that
was feared earlier this year by many, with it
instead coming

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Grammatical construction; Rhetorical
construction

The original sentence successfully avoids the
problems that mayoccurin a longsentence with
multiple modifiers. Twosubordinate clauses
beginwith that, and one of them is contained
within another. That many hadfearedearlier in the
year clearly defines the recession. That the economy
will avoid... and instead{will understood) come...
is the subordinate clause that follows the main

clause; its subject, economy, is followed by two
parallel verbs, willavoid and {will understood)
come. Instead before the secondverb properly
indicates contrast.

A Correct. This sentence contains two correct

subordinate clauses introduced by that.
B What cannot replace that, the economy to

avoid the recession is awkward and unclear;
rather tocome does not completethe second
part of the sentence idiomatically.

C Earlier intheyear shouldfollow many had
feared, rather than preceding it; insteadto
come does not completethe secondpart of
the sentence idiomatically.

D The recession must be followed by that; were
fearing is the wrong tense; rather to come does
not completethe secondpart of the sentence
idiomatically.

E The passive voice construction that was
feared ... is weak and wordy; withit instead
coming is awkward, wordy, and
ungrammatical.

The correct answer is A.
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51. Anew study suggests that the conversational pace of
everyday life may be so brisk it hampers the ability of
some children for distinguishing discrete sounds and

words and, the result is. to make sense of speech.

(A) it hampers the ability of some children for
distinguishing discrete sounds and words and,
the result is, to make

(B) that it hampers the ability of some children to
distinguish discrete sounds and words and, as a
result, to make

(C) that it hampers the ability of some childrento
distinguish discrete sounds andwords and, the
result of this, they are unable to make

(D) that it hampers the ability of some childrento
distinguish discrete sounds and words, and
results in not making

(E) as to hamper the ability of some children for
distinguishing discrete sounds and words,
resulting in being unable to make

Rhetorical construction; Parallelism; Diction

The sentence describes a hypothesized causal
series:The fast conversational pace impairs
children's ability to distinguish individual sounds
andwords, and this, in turn, impairs their ability
to makesense of speech. These two
consequences, both impaired abilities, are most
clearly and efficiently expressed in parallel
infinitive phrases {to distinguish and to make). The
explanatory phrase as aresult before the second
infinitive clarifies the sequence. The term ability
should be followed bythe preposition to, notfor.

A For is thewrong preposition to follow
ability, the phrase and, the result, is
introduces a new clause which indicates that
children's inability to distinguish sounds
enables them to make sense of speech.

B Correct.Thetwo abilities hampered by the
fast pace ofconversation are described with
theparallel infinitive phrases to distinguish
and to make.

C The result ofthis isa new subject that
grammatically requires a new verb; the
phrase iswordy andunclear.

D This versionof the sentence nonsensically
suggests thatthe pace ofspeech results in
not making sense ofspeech, removing the
children from the picture asthe ones who
are affected.
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E Thephrase is awkward, wordy, and unclear,
for is the incorrect preposition to follow
ability.

The correct answer is B.

52. To Josephine Baker. Paris was her home long before it
wasfashionable to be an expatriatex and she remained
in France during the SecondWorld War as a performer
and an intelligence agent for the Resistance.

(A) To Josephine Baker, Paris was her home long
before it was fashionable to be an expatriate,

(B) ForJosephine Baker, long before it was
fashionable to be an expatriate, Paris was
her home,

(C) Josephine Baker made Paris her home long
before to be an expatriate was fashionable,

(D) Long before it was fashionable to be an
expatriate, Josephine Baker made Parisher
home,

(E) Long before it was fashionable being an
expatriate, Pariswas home to Josephine Baker,

Rhetorical construction; Parallelism

This compound sentence (consisting oftwo
independent clauses joined by the coordinating
conjunction and) would be most clearly expressed if
Josephine Baker were the subject ofthe first clause
since she isthesubject ofthesecond clause:Josephine
Baker made Paris her home would clearly parallel she
remained inFrance. The adverb clause long...
expatriate is best placed before the main clause.

A ToJosephine Baker ...her is redundant and
awkward; the subject of the first main clause
is Paris rather than Baker.

B ForJosephine Baker ...her is redundant and
awkward; putting two introductory elements
together before the main clause is awkward.

C Inversion of the expected word order in to be
an expatriate was unfashionable is awkward.

D Correct. The clearest, most economical
order for this sentence is to put the adverb
clause first, and make Baker the subject of
the first main clause, parallel to she in the
second.

E Being is awkward; Baker should be the
subject ofthe first main clause, parallel to
she in the second main clause.

The correct answer is D.
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53. The nineteenth-century chemist Humphry Davy
presented the results of his early experiments in
his "Essay on Heat and Light," a critique of all
chemistry since Robert Bovle as well as a vision of a

new chemistry that Davy hoped to found.

(A) a critique of all chemistry since Robert Boyle as
well as a vision of a

(B) a critique of all chemistry following Robert Boyle
and also his envisioning of a

(C) a critique of all chemistry after Robert Boyle and
envisioning as well

(D) critiquing all chemistry from Robert Boyle
forward and also a vision of

(E) critiquing all the chemistry done since Robert
Boyle as well as his own envisioning of

Parallelism; Rhetorical construction

The main objective of the sentence is to describe
"Essayon Heat and Light" as Davy's presentation
of his own experimentsand to further explain
that the essay servedas both a critique of
previous chemistry and a vision ofa new kind of
chemistry.The clearest, most effective form for
providingthis explanationof the essay's function
is to make critique and vision both appositives of
"Essay on Heat and Light," and to present them
in a parallel structure.

B

C

D

E

Correct. Thephrases describing the essay's
function are presented in parallel form.
Critique and his envisioning are not parallel;
the phrase and also his envisioning is
unnecessarily wordy; it is also unclear to
whom his refers.

The twodescriptors are not parallel.
The twodescriptors are notparallel.
The meaningis confused in the assertion
that Davy critiquedhis own visionof
chemistry.

The correct answer is A.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

54. The report recommended that the hospital should
eliminate unneeded beds, expensive services

should be consolidated, and use space in other

hospitals.

(A) should eliminate unneeded beds, expensive

services should be consolidated, and use space
in other hospitals

(B) should eliminate unneeded beds, expensive

services should be consolidated, and other

hospitals' space be used

(C) should eliminate unneeded beds, expensive

services should be consolidated, and to use

space in other hospitals

(D) eliminate unneeded beds, consolidate expensive

services, and other hospitals' space used

(E) eliminate unneeded beds, consolidate expensive

services, and use space in other hospitals

Grammatical construction; Parallelism

The underlined portion of the sentence is
incoherent and runs together two sentences
{the... beds; expensive ... consolidated). Making
the report's three recommendations into a series
of three grammaticallyparallel elements corrects
this problem. Since the report recommended, it is
redundant to use should. Each of the three

parallel elements may consist of a verb and an
object: 1) eliminate unneeded beds, 2) consolidate
expensive services, and 3) use space in other hospitals.

A Incoherent construction includes a run-on

sentence; following recommended, should is
redundant.

B Followingrecommended, should'is redundant;
three elements in the series are not parallel.

C Following recommended, should is redundant;
the second and third elements are not

parallel to the first.

D Other hospitals' space usedis awkward and not
parallel to the other two elements.

E Correct. In this concise sentence, each of
the three parallel elements in the series
consists of a verband an object.

The correct answer is E.
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55. Many house builders offer rent-to-buy programs
that enable a family with insufficient savings for a

conventional down payment to be able to move into

new housing and to apply part of the rent to a
purchase later.

(A) programs that enable a family with insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to be
able to move into new housing and to apply

(B) programs that enable a family with insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to
move into new housing and to apply

(C) programs; that enables a family with insufficient

savings for a conventional down payment to
move into new housing, to apply

(D) programs, which enables a family with

insufficient savings for a conventional down
payment to move into new housing, applying

(E) programs, which enable a family with insufficient
savings for a conventional down payment to be
able to move into new housing, applying

Rhetorical construction; Logical predication

In a lengthy sentence consisting of many phrases,
it is essential to determine which phrases and
words are necessary to the sentence and which
words may be eliminated because they are
unnecessary. Tlie relative pronoun that correctly
refers to programs and introduces the subordinate
clause;family is followed by two phrases that are
clear and correct. Tobe able to move, however, is
needlessly wordy, repeating the meaning of
enable, and can be reduced to to move. This
creates a parallel construction in which programs
... enable afamily ...to move ... andtoapply.

A To be able tomove is wordy and able is
redundant afterenable; to apply is not logically
parallel to the infinitive phrase (able) to move.

B Correct. In this sentence, eliminating the
wordy construction to be able allows to move
to be parallel to toapply.

C Insofar as this is grammatical, using a
semicolon here causes that to refer too

broadly to the entire previous clause rather
than specifically toprograms; the two
infinitives should be joined by the
conjunction and, not separated by a comma.
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D Enables does not agree with the plural
subject; applying following a nonrestrictive
clause suggests incorrectlythat the builders,
not the family, are applying the rent.

E The comma afterprograms is incorrect
because the clause is meant to be restrictive;
as in (D), applying will alterthe meaning of
the sentence.

The correct answer is B.

56. Elizabeth Barber, the author of both Prehistoric
Textiles, a comprehensive work on cloth in the early
cultures of the Mediterranean, and also of Women's
Work, a more general account of early cloth

manufacture, is an expert authority on textiles in

ancient societies.

(A) also of Women's Work, a more general account
of early cloth manufacture, is an expert

authority on

(B) also Women's Work, a more general account of
cloth manufacture, is an expert authority about

(C) of Women's Work, a more general account
about early cloth manufacture, is an authority
on

(D) of Women's Work, a more general account
about early cloth manufacture, is an expert
authority about

(E) Women's Work, a more general account of early
cloth manufacture, is an authority on

Rhetorical construction; Idiom; Parallelism

Using a lot of parenthetical elements, this
sentence communicates the main idea that

Elizabeth Barber is an authority on textiles in
ancient societies. It is the main rhetorical goal of
the sentence to position the parenthetical
elements so that they do not obscure the main
idea. Tlie parenthetical descriptions need to be
streamlined enough to be informative, but not
too long. In addition, severalversions repeat of
before the title Women's Work and doing so makes
the sentence unparallel; the first of"comes before
both and so should distribute over both clauses.
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A The useof also of before Women's Work is
redundant and unparallel. It is sufficient to
connect the two book titles like this: bothX
andY. The meaningsof the two nouns expert
and authority largely overlap, so there is no
need to modifyone with the other.

B The use ofalso before Women's Work is

redundant. It is sufficient to connect the two

book titles like this: bothXandY. The
meanings of the two nouns expert and
authority largely overlap, sothere isno need
to modify onewith the other. Finally, the
noun authority takes the preposition on, not
about.

C As in (A), repeating the preposition ofbefore
Women's Work makes the sentence unparallel.
The noun account takes the preposition of,
not about.

D As in (A) and (C), repeating the preposition
of before Women's Work makes the sentence
unparallel. The noun account takesthe
preposition of, not about. It is redundantto
modifyauthority with expert because they
express the same idea.Finally, the noun
authority takes the preposition on, not about.

E Correct. This version is parallel, uses the
most concise structure of the parenthetical
descriptions, eschews the redundant
modification of authority, and employs the
correct prepositions.

The correct answer is E.

57. Many of the earliest known images of Hindu deities
in India date from the time of the Kushan Empire-

fashioned either from the spotted sandstone of

Mathura or Gandharan grey schist.

(A) Empire, fashioned either from the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or

(B) Empire, fashioned from either the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or from

(0 Empire, either fashioned from the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or

(D) Empire and either fashioned from the spotted
sandstone of Mathura or from

(E) Empire and were fashioned either from the
spotted sandstone of Mathura or from

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Logical predication; Parallelism

The sentence makes two claims about the earliest
known images ofHindu deities inIndia: They
date from the Kushan Empire, and theyare made
from sandstone or schist. The clearest, most
effective way to incorporate thesetwo claims into
a single sentence isto provide twoparallel
predicates for the single subject, the earliest known
images ofHindu deities in India. The two options of
media, presented aseither/or choices, must also be
given in parallel structure: eitherfrom ... orfrom ...
orfrom either,

A

B

D

or.

Placementof the modifierfashioned...
suggests that the Empire (the closest noun),
not the images of the deities, wasfashioned
out of these materials; to parallel eitherfrom,
the prepositionyro/w should also follow or.
Parallelism requires that eitherprecede the
first appearance offrom or that the second
appearance offrom be eliminated.
As in (A) and (B), the placement of the
modifier afterEmpire is misleading;
parallelism requires that the phrase
fashionedfrom, or anothercomparable
verband preposition, follow or.
Parallelism requires that a verbfollow or,
since a verb follows either.

E Correct. Two verbs, date and werefashioned,
introduceparallelpredicates for the subject,
earliest known images; the choices of media
are correctlypresented with the structure
eitherfrom ... orfrom.

The correct answer is E.
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58. That educators have not anticipated the impact of

microcomputer technology can hardly be said that it
is their fault: Alvin Toffler, one of the most prominent
students of the future, did not even mention
microcomputers in Future Shock, published in 1970.

(A) That educators have not anticipated the impact
of microcomputertechnology can hardly be said
that it is their fault

(B) That educators have not anticipated the impact
of microcomputer technology can hardly be said
to be at fault

(C) It can hardly be said that it is the fault of
educators who have not anticipated the impact
of microcomputer technology

(D) It can hardly be said that educators are at fault
for not anticipating the impact of microcomputer
technology

(E) The fact that educators are at fault for not

anticipating the impact of microcomputer
technology can hardly be said

Grammatical construction; Rhetorical
construction

Although it is possible to begin a sentence with
a subordinate clause beginning with that, this
inverted construction often results in errors such

as those found here. In the original sentence, the
subordinate clause that... technology is followed
by the main verb, can ... be said, but then the verb
is followed by yet another subordinate clause, that
it istheirfault. Thebestwayto solve this problem
is by putting the sentence in the expected order,
with the main clause {Itcan hardly be said)
preceding the subordinate clause {that...). For
greaterclarityand concision, the two subordinate
clauses should be condensed into one: educators

are atfaultfor not anticipating the impact of
microcomputer technology.

A Inverting the usualorder results in an
ungrammatical construction in which the
main verb is both precededand followed by
a subordinate clause.

B Can hardly be said to be atfaultdoes not
grammatically complete the subordinate
clause.

C Construction that it is... who have not is

wordy and awkward; it also distorts meaning
and lacks completion.
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D Correct. This sentence has the main clause

followed byone subordinate clause correctly
introduced by that.

E Thefact iswordy; the invertedconstruction
does not successfully convey the meaningof
the sentence.

The correct answer is D.

59. Aleading figure in the Scottish Enlightenment, Adam
Smith's two major books are to democratic capitalism
what Marx's Das Kapital is to socialism.

(A) Adam Smith's two major books are to
democratic capitalism what

(B) Adam Smith's two major books are to
democratic capitalism like

(C) Adam Smith's two major books are to
democratic capitalism just as

(D) Adam Smith wrote two major books that are to
democratic capitalism similar to

(E) Adam Smith wrote two major books that are to
democratic capitalism what

Idiom; Logical predication

A leadingfigure in the Scottish Enlightenment
describes Adam Smith, not his two books, so the
name of Adam Smith must immediately follow
the opening phrase. The comparison between
Smith's books and Marx's book is expressed as a
ratio, so the correct idiomatic expression is x isto
y whata is tob.

A Theopening phrase isa dangling modifier
because it describes Smith, not his books.

B Theopening phrase is a dangling modifier;
like is an incorrectword for making the
comparison.

C The opening phrase is a dangling modifier;
justasis an incorrect term for the comparison.

D Similar to is an incorrect conclusion to the

comparison introducedby are to.
E Correct. Theopeningphraseis followed by

the subject that it modifies, Adam Smith,
and the comparison of the two men's workis
presented idiomatically.

The correct answer is E.
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60. The Olympic Games helped to keep peace among the
pugnacious states of the Greek world in that a sacred
truce was proclaimed during the festival's month.

(A) world in that a sacred truce was proclaimed

during the festival's month

(B) world, proclaiming a sacred truce during the
festival's month

(C) world when they proclaimed a sacred truce for
the festival month

(D) world, for a sacred truce was proclaimed during
the month of the festival

(E) world by proclamation of a sacred truce that
was for the month of the festival

Idiom; Rhetorical construction

Thissentence depends on usingthe correct
conjunction to join two independent clauses. In
thatis a conjunction that means inasmuch as;
because in thathas largelygone out of use, it is
considered stilted and overly formal. It also uses
two words when one would do. In this sentence,
the second clause explains the first one, so the
conjunction^cr, meaning because, is the most
appropriate choice forjoining the two independent
clauses of the compoundsentence. Festival's month
is an awkward and imprecise useof the possessive;
during the month ofthefestivalis clearer.

A In that is stilted and overly formal.
B It is not clearwho wouldbe doing the

proclaiming; a clause is preferable to a
phrase here.

C They is ambiguous, possibly referring to
eitherthe states or the Games. Thephrase
trucefor thefestival month loses the sense that
it's to take place for the duration of the
month.

D Correct.In this sentence, the conjunction
forjoins the two clauses correctly and
economically.

E Wordy and awkwardconstruction.

The correct answer is D.

61. While all states face similar industrial waste problems.

the predominating industries and the regulatory
environment of the states obviously determines the

types and amounts of waste produced, as well as
the cost of disposal.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(A) all states face similar industrial waste problems,
the predominating industries and the regulatory
environment of the states obviously determines

(B) each state faces a similar industrial waste

problem, their predominant industries and
regulatory environment obviously determine

(C) all states face a similar industrial waste problem;

their predominating industries and regulatory
environment obviously determines

(D) each state faces similar industrial waste

problems, the predominant industries and the
regulatory environment of each state obviously
determines

(E) all states face similar industrial waste problems,
the predominant industries and the regulatory
environment of each state obviously determine

Agreement; Grammatical construction

Thissentence requires carefulattention to number
and agreement. Themainclause hasa compound
subject, thepredominating industries and the
regulatory environment, which must take a plural
verb, determine, rather than the singularverb shown
in the originalsentence. The sentence beginswith
the conjunction while, here used to mean although,
and contrasts the similar situation of all states with

thevarying conditions of each state. Thepointof the
main clause is that all states do not share the same

predominating industries and regulatory environment,
so it is morelogical and correctto have the
regulatory environment of each state.

A Compound subject does not agree with the
singular verb determines; main clause should
call attention to the conditions of each state,
not the states.

B Each state mustbe compared to all other
states; their does not agreewith each.

C Using a semicolon results in a sentence
fragment; subject andverbdo not agree.

D Each state mustbe compared to all other
states; subject and verbdo not agree.

E Correct. This sentence makes the clear

distinction between the problem allstates
share and the conditions each state faces;
subjectand verb agree.

The correct answer is E.
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62. Rivaling the pyramids of Egypt or even the ancient
cities of the Maya as an achievement, the armv of
terra-cotta warriors created to protect Qin Shi Huang.

China's first emperor, in his afterlife is more than

2.000 years old and took 700.000 artisans more than

36 years to complete.

(A) the army of terra-cotta warriors created to protect
Qin Shi Huang, China's first emperor, in his afterlife
is more than 2,000 years old and took 700,000
artisans more than 36 years to complete

(B) Qin Shi Huang, China's first emperor, was
protected in his afterlife by an army of terra
cotta warriors that was created more than

2,000 years ago by 700,000 artisans who took
more than 36 years to complete it

(C) it took 700,000 artisans more than 36 years to
create an army of terra-cotta warriors, more than
2,000 years ago that would protect Qin Shi
Huang, China's first emperor, in his afterlife

(D) more than 2,000 years ago, 700,000 artisans
worked morethan 36 years to create an army of
terra-cotta warriors to protect Qin Shi Huang,
China's first emperor, in his afterlife

(E) more than 36 years were needed to complete
the army of terra-cotta warriors that 700,000
artisans created 2,000 years ago to protect Qin
ShiHuang, China's first emperor, in his afterlife

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

Theopeningmodifier, Rivaling thepyramids ...
describes the army ofterra-cotta warriors, which
must immediately follow the modifier. The
placement of the predicates that follow is
important; theymust clarify two things about
the army of terra-cotta warriors: how oldit isand
how long it took to complete. The clearest and
most effective wayto express these two assertions
is as parallelverbphrases, ismore than 2,000years
old and took ... more than 36years to complete.
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A Correct. The opening phrase correctly
modifies the subject, the army ofterra-cotta
warriors; the placementof modifiers and
predicates in the main clause makes the
meaning of the sentenceclear.

B Opening phrase is a dangling modifier
because it does not describe the subject Qin
Shi Huang, in addition, the sentence is
awkward and unclear.

C Opening phrase is a danglingmodifier
becauseit does not describe the subject it;
the sequence of informationpresented is
confusingand unclear.

D Opening phraseis a dangling modifier
becauseit does not describe the subject
700,000 artisans.

E Opening phraseis a danglingmodifier
becauseit does not describe the subject more
than 36years.

The correct answer is A.

63. When Congress reconvenes, some newly elected
members from rural states will try and establish tighter
restrictions for the amount of grain farmers are to be

allowed to grow and to encourage more aggressive
sales of United States farm products overseas.

(A) and establish tighter restrictions for the amount
of grainfarmers are to be allowed to growand
to encourage

(B) and establish tighter restrictions on the amount
of grain able to be grown byfarmers and
encouraging

(C) establishing tighter restrictions for the amount
of grainfarmers are allowed to grow and to
encourage

(D) to establish tighter restrictions on the amountof
grain capable of being grown byfarmers and
encouraging

(E) to establish tighter restrictions on the amount
of grain farmers will be allowed to grow and to
encourage
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Idiom; Parallelism

Although try and is an idiomoften usedin
colloquial language, in this sentence, to is needed
after willtry to maintain parallelism: to establish
and to encourage. The correctpreposition following
restrictions is notyorbut on. Are to be allowed to
grow iswordy; the infinitive to be shouldbe
omitted for a tighter and clearerexpression.

A To should replace andbefore establish;
restrictions is incorrectly followed byfor
rather than on; tobe is wordy and should be
omitted.

B Here, the passive-voice construction
able tobegrown by is weak and wordy;
the constructions and establish ... and

encouraging... are not parallel.

C Will try establishing does not show intent or
purpose; restrictions must be followed by on,
notfor, parallelism is lost.

D Passive-voice construction capable ofbeing
grown by isweakand wordy; encouraging and
toestablish are not parallel.

E Correct. To establish indicates purpose and
parallels to encourage; restrictions is correctly
followed by on; the wordiness of the verb
phrase has been eliminated.

The correct answer is E.

64. Doctorsgenerally agree that such factors as cigarette
smoking, eating rich foods high in fats, and alcohol
consumption not only do damage bv themselves

but also aggravate genetic predispositions toward
certain diseases.

(A) not only do damage by themselves but also
aggravate

(B) do damage by themselves but also are
aggravating to

(0 are damaging by themselves but also are
aggravating.

(D) not only do damage by themselves, they are
also aggravating to

(E) are doing damage bythemselves, and theyare
also aggravating

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Verb form; Logical predication

This correctlywritten sentenceuses the
construction not only x ... but alsoy, x is the
simple presentverbdo damage andy is the parallel
verb aggravate. Thesimple presenttense should
be used for a general statement such as this one.
When used as a verb, aggravate clearly means to
makeworse; the adjective aggravating is instead
widely interpreted to mean annoying.

A Correct. This sentence correctly uses the not
only... but also construction to explain the
paralleleffects of the factors.

B Are aggravating tois not parallel to do
damage; aggravating suggests a different
meaningthan doesaggravate; usingbut also
without using not only is incorrect.

C The form are aggravating distorts the
meaning of the sentence; using but also
without using notonly is incorrect.

D Using not only without usingbut also is
incorrect; are aggravating to is not parallel to
do damage; aggravating suggests a different
meaning.

E Simple present tense, rather than the present
progressive, should be used to present a
generalstatement; aggravating distorts
meaning.

The correct answer is A.
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65. Digging in sediments in northern China, evidence has
been gathered bv scientists suggesting that complex

life-forms emerged much earlier than thev had
previously thought.

(A) evidence has been gathered by scientists
suggesting that complex life-forms emerged
much earlier than they had

(B) evidence gathered by scientists suggests a
much earlier emergence of complex life-forms
than had been

(C) scientists have gathered evidence suggesting
that complex life-formsemerged much earlier
than

(D) scientists have gathered evidence that suggests
a much earlier emergence of complex life-forms
than that which was

(E) scientists have gathered evidence which
suggests a much earlier emergence of complex
life-forms than that

Logical predication; Modification

In principle, the relationship described in the
first part of the underlined portion couldbe
expressed with scientists as the subject {scientists
gathered evidence) orwith evidence as the subject
{evidence wasgathered by scientists). The latter
construction could be effective in some contexts,
but here its relationship to the rest of the sentence
appears to commit the writerto the claim that
the evidence was digging in China.

A This version has a dangling participle,
digging.... Digging insediments innorthern
China must modify scientists, not evidence.
Thepassive structure of the mainclause also
creates an inadvisable distance between the

words evidence and suggesting. Furthermore,
the dependent clause startingwith suggesting
may beconstrued witheither the evidence
or the scientists, which makes this version
unnecessarilyambiguous.
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B Thisversion has a danglingparticiple,
digging.... Digging insediments in northern
China must modify scientists, not evidence.

C Correct. Choosingscientists as the subject of
gathered, this version corrects the dangling
participle. It also usesa parallelactive form
of the verbemerge, and does not use
redundant material.

D In this context it would be preferable to use
a verb {emerged). Thephrasing usedhere
{suggests a much earlier emergence of) sounds
more stilted and is less clear and direct. In

addition, inserting that which before
previously thought is not onlyredundant but
incorrect English.

E Theproblems described in (D) above are also
in evidence here.

The correct answer is C.

66. In a plan to stop the erosion of East Coast beaches,
the Army Corps of Engineers proposed building
parallel to shore a breakwater of rocks that would rise
six feet above the waterline and act as a buffer, so

that it absorbs the energy of crashing waves and
protecting the beaches.

(A) act as a buffer, so that it absorbs

(B) act like a buffer so as to absorb

(C) act as a buffer, absorbing

(D) acting as a buffer, absorbing

(E) acting like a buffer, absorb

Parallelism; Idiom

Thelast part of the sentence describes the
breakwater and should consist of two
grammatically parallel phrases, absorbing... and
protecting, in order to show two equal functions.
Act followed by like means tobehave orcomport
oneselfand describes the action ofa person: He
acted like afool. Here, act <»'describes the function
ofa thing; the breakwater... acts as a buffer. As an
inanimate object, a breakwater cannot"behave"
itself; it mustbe performing some function.
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A Sothat it absorbs should be absorbing to
parallelprotecting.

B Act asis the proper idiom to describe things;
so as to absorb is awkward and should be
changed to absorbing to be parallel to
protecting.

C Correct. The idiom actas is used correctlyin
this sentence; absorbing isproperly parallel to
protecting.

D Modifyingclause is that would rise ... and
{would understood) act; acting cannotbe
used instead ofact.

E Modifying clause is that would rise... and
{would understood) act; acting cannotbe used
instead of act; absorb is not parallel to
protecting.

The correct answer is C.

67. The 32 species that make up the dolphin family are
closely related to whales and infact includethe
animal known as the killer whale, which can grow to

be 30 feet long and is famous for its aggressive
hunting pods.

(A) include the animal known as the killer whale,

which can grow to be 30 feet long and is

(B) include the animal known as the killer whale,

growing as big as 30 feet long and

(C) include the animal known as the killer whale,

growing up to 30 feet long and being

(D) includes the animal known as the killer whale,

which can grow as big as 30 feet long and is

(E) includes the animal known as the killer whale,

which can grow to be 30 feet long and it is

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

Rhetorical construction; Agreement

Thesubject of the sentence is the 32species that
make up the dolphinfamily, and thesentence makes
two claims aboutthem:They are closely related,
and they include the killer whale. The relative
pronoun which restates theobject ofthesecond
verb, reintroducing the animal known asthe killer
whale as the subject ofa relative clause followed
bytwo parallel verbs: can grow and isfamous.

A Correct. In this concise sentence, verbs
agree in number with theirsubjects and the
relative pronoun which indicates clearly that
the animal known as the killer whale is the
subject of the verbs in the dependent clause.

B Changingthe verb to the participial growing
introduces ambiguity, because it could refer
backto the subject of the sentence {32
species).

C Theparticipial growing mightrefer to the
32 species; the introduction of being is
unnecessarily wordyand adds nothing in
terms of meaning.

D asbig asis an idiomatically incorrect
expression of the comparison; the plural verb
form include is needed to match the plural
subject the 32 species.

E It simply restates the subject of the previous
phrase, introducingmorewords but no
additional meaning; the singularverbform
includes should be the plural form include.

The correct answer is A.
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68. Outlining his strategy for nursing the troubled
conglomerate back to health, the chief executive's
plans were announced on Wednesday for cutting the
company's huge debt bvselling nearly $12 billion in
assets over the next 18 months.

(A) executive's plans were announced on
Wednesday for cutting the company's huge debt
byselling nearly $12 billion in assets over the
next 18 months

(B) executive's plans, which are to cut the
company's huge debt by selling nearly
$12 billion in assets over the next 18 months,
were announced on Wednesday

(C) executive's plans for cutting the company's
huge debt by selling nearly $12 billion in
assets over the next 18 months were

announced on Wednesday

(D) executive announced plans Wednesday to cut
the company's huge debt by selling nearly
$12 billion in assets over the next 18 months

(E) executive announced plans Wednesday that
are to cut the company's huge debt by selling
nearly $12 billion in assets over the next
18 months

Logical predication; Verb form

In this sentence, the openingdependentclause
beginning Outlining his strategy is a dangling
modifier. Furthermore, the verb form for
announce should make it clear that the chief

executive is doing the announcing. In addition,
to cut is a clearerphrase than/or cutting in this
sentence.

A Thesubject of the openingclause should be
executive, notplans. Thepassive verb form
were announced suggests that someone other
than the chiefexecutive is outlining the
strategy. Putting the phrase were announced
betweenplans andforcutting makes it
somewhat unclear whetherfor cutting... is
intended to modify announced orplans.
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B In addition to having a dangling modifier
and the wrong form of the verb announce,
this sentence is made lessclearby separating
the subject and verbwith the long clause
beginning with .which are.

C This version has the same issues as in (A)
and (B)and is made lessclearby separating
the subject and verbwith the long clause
beginningwither cutting.

D Correct. The opening clause properly
modifies chiefexecutive and the verbform
announced makes it clear that the chief

executive is doing the announcing.
E Although the opening clause correctly

modifies chiefexecutive in this version, the
words that are are extraneous and also

suggestthat the plans themselves are doing
the cutting and selling.

The correct answer is D.

69. Affording strategic proximity to the Strait of Gibraltar,
Morocco was also of interest to the French throughout
the first half of the twentieth century because they
assumed that if thev did not hold it. their grip on
Algeria was always insecure.

(A) ifthey did not hold it, their grip on Algeria was
always insecure

(B) without it their grip on Algeriawould never
be secure

(C) their grip on Algeria was not ever secure ifthey
did not hold it

(D) without that, they could never be secure about
their grip on Algeria

(E) never would their grip on Algeria be secure if
they did not hold it

Rhetorical construction; Verb form

Conditional constructions require specific verb
tenses. For a pastcondition, the subordinate
clause introduced by if'uses the past indicative,
and the main clause uses the conditional ifx
happened, then y would happen.
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A Verb was should be the conditional would be;
wordyand imprecise.

B Correct. This clear, concise sentence
correctly uses the conditional would never be.

C Verb was should be the conditional would be;
pronoun it is ambiguous and could refer to
either Morocco or Algeria.

D It, not that, should be used to refer back to
Morocco; could never be secure about theirgrip
is awkward.

E Inverted word order is awkward and

confusing; itcouldrefer to eitherMorocco or
Algeria.

The correct answer is B.

70. The first trenches that were cut into a 500-acre site at

Tell Hamoukar. Svria. have yielded strong evidence for

centrally administered complex societies in northern

regions of the Middle East that were arising

simultaneously with but independently of the more
celebrated city-states of southern Mesopotamia, in
what is now southern Iraq.

(A) that were cut into a 500-acre site at Tell
Hamoukar, Syria, have yielded strong evidence
for centrally administered complex societies in
northern regions of the Middle East that were
arising simultaneously with but

(B) that were cut into a 500-acre site at Tell

Hamoukar, Syria, yields strong evidence that
centrally administered complex societies in
northern regions of the Middle East were arising
simultaneously with but also

(C) having been cut into a 500-acre site at Tell
Hamoukar, Syria, have yielded strong evidence
that centrally administered complex societies in
northern regions of the Middle East were arising
simultaneously but

(D) cut into a 500-acre site at Tell Hamoukar, Syria,
yields strong evidence of centrally administered
complex societies in northern regions of the
Middle East arising simultaneously but also

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(E) cut into a 500-acre site at Tell Hamoukar, Syria,
have yielded strong evidence that centrally
administered complex societies in northern
regions of the Middle East arose simultaneously
with but

Rhetorical construction; Agreement;
Grammatical construction

This sentence, explaining interconnections
among a number ofevents, needs to be
streamlinedas much as possible in order to
become understandable. To this end, unnecessary
words and structures should be eliminated.
Prominent among these are the relative clauses
beginning with that. Additionally, the subject of
this sentence is the plural trenches, which requires
a plural verb.

A That were cut... and that were arising ... are
unnecessarily wordy and create an
unnecessarily complicated and confusing
sentence structure.

B In addition to the unnecessarily wordy
relative clauses, the singularverbyields does
not agreewith the plural subject trenches.

C Having been cut... is unnecessarily wordy;
arising simultaneously mustbe followed by
the preposition with in order to makesense.

D The singularverbyields does not agree with
the plural subject trenches; also adds no
meaning to the sentence.

E Correct. Unnecessaryclauses and phrases
are avoided, and the subject and verb of the
main clauseagree in number.

The correct answer is E.
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71. Alongthe major rivers that traverse the deserts of
northeast Africa, the Middle East, and northwest
India, the combination of a reliable supply of water
and good growing conditions both encouraged
farming traditions that, in places, endure in at least
6,000 years.

(A) good growing conditions both encouraged
farming traditions that, in places, endure in

(B) good growing conditions encouraged farming
traditions that have, in places, endured for

(0 of good growing conditions have encouraged
farming traditions that, in places, endured for

(D) of good growing conditions both encouraged
farming traditions that have, in places, endured

(E) of good growing conditions encouraged farming
traditions that have, in places, been enduring
for

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

The time line of this sentence, captured by the
use of verb tenses, is of utmost importance.A
combination of factors (in the past) encouraged
farmingtraditions that are still with us today.
The conditions for the use of the present perfect
tense have endured are in place.

A Thewordboth repeats the meaningof
combination and is thus redundant. The use

of the present tense {endure) is notjustified
bythe timelineof the whole sentence. The
correct preposition for this type of
construction isfor(an amount of time),
not in.

B Correct. This version correctlyemploys the
present perfect tense with the appropriate
adverbialyor atleast 6,000years.

C Therepetition of the preposition ofbefore
goodgrowing conditions makes nosense. It
seems to indicate that there is both a

combination of a reliable supply ofwaterand
a combination of good growing conditions.

D Thepreposition ofshould notbe repeated in
front ofgoodgrowing conditions. The word
both repeats the meaning of combination and
is thus redundant.

E The preposition ©/"should notbe repeated in
front ofgoodgrowing conditions. The use of
the present perfect progressive have been
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enduring is not grammatically incorrect, but
it is rhetorically inappropriateand sounds
exaggerated.

The correct answer is B.

72. His studies of ice-polished rocks in his Alpine
homeland, far outside the range of present-day
glaciers, led Louis Agassiz in 1837 to propose the
concept of an age in which great ice sheets had
existed in now currently temperate areas.

(A) in which great ice sheets had existed in now
currently temperate areas

(B) in which great ice sheets existed in what are now
temperate areas

(C) when great ice sheets existed where there were
areas now temperate

(D) when great ice sheets had existed in current
temperate areas

(E) when great ice sheets existed in areas nowthat
are temperate

Verb form; Rhetorical construction

In which or when can be used interchangeably in
this sentence. The verb form here should be the

simple past existed rather than the pastperfect
had existed. Nowcurrently is redundant because
both adverbs express the same idea.

A Hadexisted should be existed; nowcurrently is
redundant.

B Correct. The simple past verb tense is
correctly used in this sentence; now is placed
and used correctly.

C Where there were areas now temperate iswordy
and confusing.

D Had existedshould be existed; current should be
currently; in current temperate areas isunclear.

E Now is an adverb and should be placedjust
after the verb are.

The correct answer is B.
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73. Unlike the original National Museum of Science and
Technology in Italy, where the models are encased in
glass or operated only by staff members, the Virtual
Leonardo Project, an online version of the museum,
encourages visitors to "touch" each exhibit, which
thereby activates the animated functions of the piece.

(A) exhibit, which thereby activates

(B) exhibit, in turn an activation of

(C) exhibit, and it will activate

(D) exhibit and thereby activate

(E) exhibit which, as a result, activates

Grammatical construction; Logical predication

The relative pronoun which requires an
antecedent, and there is none provided in this
sentence. It makes more sense to make the

visitors the agents responsible for the action of
both the verbs—touch and activate. Because to

"touch" is an infinitive, the second verb form must
be, as well, though the tomay be implied.

A Which has no antecedent in the sentence, so
it is unclear what activated the display.

B In turn an activation ... seems to be the

subject of a new clause,but it has no verb, so
the sentence is incomplete.

C There is no antecedent for // because touch is

a verb.

D Correct. The agent of the action is clearly
indicated by the grammatical structure of
the sentence; visitors are encouraged to
"touch"... andthereby (to) activate.

E Which has no antecedent in this sentence.

The correct answer is D.

74. Despite its covering the entire planet. Earth has a

crust that is not seamless or stationary, rather it is

fragmented into mobile semirigid plates.

(A) Despite its covering the entire planet, Earth has
a crust that is not seamless or stationary,
rather it is

(B) Despite the fact that it covers the entire planet,
Earth's crust is neither seamless nor is it

stationary, but is

(0 Despite covering the entire planet, Earth's crust
is neither seamless nor is it stationary, but
rather

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(D) Although it covers the entire planet, Earth's
crust is neither seamless nor stationary, but
rather

(E) Although covering the entire planet, Earth has a
crust that is not seamless or stationary, but

Idiom; Parallelism; Logical predication

A dangling modifier is an error in sentence
structure whereby a participleis associated with a
word other than the one intended or with no

particular word at all. In this sentence, Earth is
the closestword to the participial clause, and so
the latter means that Earth is covering the entire
planet (itself), whichis a contradiction.

A Thisversion has a danglingparticiple. The
additionof // isbeforefragmented is
unwarranted and makes the sentence

ungrammatical. Neither... nor ... but rather
would make the intended relationship
among seamless, stationary, andfragmented
clearer and more precise than not... or...
rather.

B Parallel structure is disrupted by the
addition of is it after nor and by the addition
of is after but.

C Parallel structure is disrupted by the
addition of is it after nor.

D Correct. Despite and although areveryclose
in meaning. However, despite is a preposition
and needs to be followed by a noun or noun
phrase,while although is a conjunction and
shouldbe followed by a finite clause. This
version uses although correctly. Theparallel
structure is also clear and correct.

E Although is a conjunction and should be
followed by a finite clause with a subject, not
by a participle. In addition, the first clause
represents a dangling modifier. Omitting
rather from the parallel structure neitherX
nor Ybut rather Z is possible, but not
optimal.

The correct answer is D.
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75. More and more in recent years, cities are stressing
the arts as a means to greater economic development

and investing millions of dollars in cultural activities,
despite strained municipal budgets and fading federal
support.

(A) to greater economic development and investing
(B) to greater development economically and

investing

(0 of greater economic development and invest

(D) of greater development economicallyand invest

(E) for greater economic development and the
investment of

Diction; Parallelism

The idiomasa means to correctly communicates
that stressing the arts is a method for achieving
greater economic development. The idiom as a means
o/would incorrectly suggest that stressing the arts
is a kind ofgreater economic development. The
adjective economic is needed to modify the noun
development, and investing must be parallel to
stressing.

A Correct. The idiom as a means to is correct

in this sentence; stressing and investing are
parallel.

B Adverb economically is the wrong part of
speechand conveys the incorrect meaning.

C 0/*should be to to form the correct idiom;
invest shouldbe investing to parallel stressing.

D O/should be toto form the correct idiom;
adverb economically is the wrong part of
speechand conveys the incorrectmeaning;
invest should be investing to parallel stressing.

E Asa meansfor is not idiomatic; the investment
ofis awkward and is not parallel to stressing.

The correct answer is A.
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76. Combining enormous physical strength with higher
intelligence, the Neanderthals appear as equipped for
facing anv obstacle the environment could put in their

path, but their relatively sudden disappearance during
the Paleolithic era indicates that an inability to adapt
to some environmental change led to their extinction.

(A) appear as equipped for facing any obstacle the
environment could put in their path,

(B) appear to have been equipped to face any
obstacle the environment could put in their path,

(C) appear as equipped to face any obstacle the
environment could put in their paths,

(D) appeared as equipped to face any obstacle the
environment could put in their paths,

(E) appeared to have been equipped for facing any
obstacle the environment could put in their path,

Verb form; Diction

Because Neanderthals "disappeared," the verb
describingtheir apparent abilitiescannot be
presenttense, so asequipped must be changedto
to have been equipped. Theexpression equipped to

face is clearer and more direct than equippedfor
facing.

A Asequipped indicates that Neanderthals still
appear this way; equipped should be followed
by an infinitiveform instead of a
prepositional phrase.

B Correct. The verb tense clearly indicates
that the current evidence is about

Neanderthals in the past.

C Asequipped does not indicate that
Neanderthals appeared this wayin the past;
while individual Neanderthals may well
havefollowed differentpaths, this sentence
is about the single evolutionary path taken
by Neanderthals as a species.

D Present-tense appear is needed to parallel
present-tense indicates and to reinforce that
this is current evidence about Neanderthals

in the past; as in (C), paths should be
singular.

E Forfacing is an incorrect substitution ofa
prepositional phrase foran infinitive.

The correct answer is B.
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77. A 1972 agreement between Canada and the United
States reduced the amount of phosphates that

municipalities had been allowed to dump into the

Great Lakes.

(A) reduced the amount of phosphates that

municipalities had been allowed to dump

(B) reduced the phosphate amount that
municipalities had been dumping

(C) reduces the phosphate amount municipalities
have been allowed to dump

(D) reduced the amount of phosphates that

municipalities are allowed to dump

(E) reduces the amount of phosphates allowed for
dumping by municipalities

Verb form; Idiom

An agreementthat occurredin 1972 is correctly
described with the past tense verb reduced. Since
the dumping continued after the date of the
agreement, the past perfect verb had been allowed
should insteadbe the present are allowed (if the
agreement remained in effectwhen the sentence
waswritten) or the past were allowed ^.f the
agreementwas no longer in effectwhen the
sentence was written). Since werealloweddoes not
appear in any of the options, we can assume that
the correctverb tense is are allowed. The phrase
amount ofphosphates is clear and idiomatically
correct, whereas phosphate amount is not idiomatic.

A Had been allowed should be are allowed.

B Thephosphate amount should be the amount of
phosphates; the omissionof someform of
allow is incorrect since the agreement
changed not the amount dumped, but the
amount permitted to be dumped.

C Present tense reduces should be the pasttense
reduced; thephosphate amount should be the
amount ofphosphates; have been allowed
should be are allowed.

D Correct. The pasttense reducedis correctly
usedin this sentence to describe a past
action, and the present tense are allowed is
used to describe the presentsituation.

E Present tense reduces should be the past tense
reduced; allowedfor dumping is an incorrect
idiom; allowedfordumping by municipalities
is awkward.

The correct answer is D.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

78. Aproposal has been made to trim the horns from
rhinoceroses to discourage poachers; the question is
whether tourists will continue to visit game parks and
see rhinoceroses after their horns are trimmed.

(A) whether tourists will continue to visit game
parks and see rhinoceroses after their horns are

(B) whether tourists will continue to visit game
parks to see one once their horns are

(C) whether tourists will continue to visit game
parks to see rhinoceroses once the animals'
horns have been

(D) if tourists will continue to visit game parks and
see rhinoceroses once the animals' horns are

(E) if tourists will continue to visit game parks to
see one after the animals' horns have been

Logical predication; Diction; Verb form

The tourists are visiting for the purpose of seeing
the rhinoceroses; purpose is expressedby using
to, not and. Since their could refer to either

tourists or rhinoceroses, animals'horns is needed to
avoid the ludicrous suggestion that the visitors'
horns are being trimmed. The verb following
after should be the present-perfect have been
trimmed to reflect that the trimming must occur
before the tourists arrive.

A And see should be to sec, their is ambiguous;
are should be have been.

B One is ambiguous; their clearly and absurdly
refers to tourists; are should be have been.

C Correct. In this sentence, to correctly
precedes see; it is clearthat the horns belong
to the animals; and have been is the correct
tense following once.

D And seeshould be to see; areshould be have
been.

E One is ambiguous.

The correct answer is C.
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79. Ryonosuke Akutagawa's knowledge of the literatures
of Europe, China, and that of Japan were instrumental
in his development as a writer, informing his literary
stvle as much as the content of his fiction.

(A) that of Japan were instrumental in his
developmentas a writer, informing his literary
style as much as

(B) that of Japan was instrumental in his
development as a writer, and it informed both
his literary style as well as

(C) Japan was instrumental in his development as a
writer, informing both his literary style and

(D) Japan was instrumental in his development as a
writer, as it informed his literary style as much as

(E) Japan were instrumental in his development as
a writer, informing both his literary style in
addition to

Logical predication; Agreement

When a verb follows a complex noun phrase
made up of several parts, it agreeswith the first
noun in the phrase. In this case, knowledge ofthe
literatures ofEurope, China, andfapan is a singular
noun and the correct verb form is was, not were.
The variousparts of an enumeration have to be
alike: the literatures ofEurope, China, andfapan.
The logical relationship between the predicates is
important.

A This version of the sentence violates the

correct subject-verb agreement, and the
correct structure of enumeration is disrupted
by the additionof that of in front ofJapan.

B The correct structure of enumeration is

disrupted by the addition of that of in front
ofJapan. Both ...as well as... is incorrect
usage.

C Correct. The structure of the enumeration

{Europe, China, andJapan) as well as the
conjunction structure {bothXandY) are
correct. The logical relationships among the
parts of the sentence are clearly expressed.

D Thisphrasingmakes it unclear what the
writer is claiming. It appears to indicate that
the effect of Akutagawa's knowledge on his
development as a writerwasdue to the fact
that both of the aspects of his writing were
influenced to the same extent. However, it is
implausible to suppose that this iswhat the
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writer intends. Furthermore, the comparison
is ambiguous: did his knowledge inform his
style as much as it informed the content, or
did it inform his style as much as the
content informedhis style?

E The subject-verb agreementin this version is
incorrect. Both X in addition to Yis incorrect

usage.

The correct answer is C.

The Only way for growers to salvage frozen citrus is
to process them auicklv into juice concentrate before
thev rot when warmer weather returns.

(A) to process them quickly into juice concentrate
before they rot when warmer weather returns

(B) if they are quickly processed into juice
concentrate before warmer weather returns to

rot them

(C) for them to be processed quickly into juice
concentrate before the fruit rots when warmer

weather returns

(D) ifthe fruit is quickly processed into juice
concentrate before they rot when warmer
weather returns

(E), to have it quickly processed into juice
concentrate before warmer weather returns and

rots the fruit

Parallelism; Agreement

Parallelism requires that the same wordforms
perform the samefunctions in the sentence.
Here, the linking verb isrequires two infinitives:
to salvage... toprocess (or to have...processed). A
pronoun mustmatch the nounit refers to. Citrus
is singularand requires the singularpronoun //,
not the plural pronouns them and they.

A Citrus does not agree with them and they.
B Ifthey are quicklyprocessed isnotparallel to

the infinitive tosalvage; they does not agree
with citrus.

C For them to beprocessed quickly is notparallel
to the infinitive to salvage; them does not
agree with citrus.

D Ifthefruitisquicklyprocessed is notparallel to
the infinitive tosalvage; they does not agree
withfruit.
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E Correct. This sentence has correct parallel
infinitives and uses the words it andfruit to
refer unambiguously to citrus. The use of
before rather than when also clearly
establishes the cause-and-effect relationship
between weather and rotting.

The correct answer is E.

81. Fnctdk nf ths arm of a sloth found in Puerto Rico in
1991. and dated at 34 million years old, made it the

earliest known mammal of the Greater Antilles Islands.

(A) sloth found inPuerto Rico in 1991, and dated at
34 million years old, made it the earliest known
mammal of

(B) sloth, that they found in Puerto Rico in 1991, has
been dated at 34 million years old, thus making
it the earliest mammal known on

(C) sloth that was found in Puerto Rico in 1991, was
dated at 34 million years old, making this the
earliest known mammal of

(D) sloth, found in Puerto Rico in 1991, have been
dated at 34 million years old, makingthe sloth
the earliest known mammal on

(E) sloth which, found in Puerto Rico in 1991, was
dated at 34 million years old, made the sloth the
earliest known mammal of

Agreement; Logical predication

The subject of the sentence is the pluralfossils,
not sloth, and therefore requires a plural verb. //
therefore does not have a singular antecedent.
To clarify the identification of the oldest known
mammal, the noun the sloth must be explicitly
identified.

A Because sloth is the object of a preposition
and not the subjectof the sentence, there is
no reasonable antecedent for the pronoun it;
in this construction, the subject of made is

fossils, but it makes no sense to say that the
fossils made it the earliest known mammal.

B The introduction of the mysterious they, a
pronounwithout a reference, addsconfusion
to this sentence; the singularverbdoes not
agree with the plural subject.

C The relative clause that was ... is wordy and
awkward; the singular verb does not agree
with the plural subject.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

D Correct. The plural verb agrees with its
plural subject, and the sloth is explicitly
identified as the earliestknown mammal.

E The singular verb does notagree with the
pluralsubject.

The correct answer is D.

82. Defense attorneys have occasionally argued that their
clients' misconduct stemmed from a reaction to
something ingested, but in attributing criminal or
delinquent behavior to some food allergy, the

perpetrators are in effect told that they are not
responsible for their actions.

(A) in attributing criminal or delinquent behavior to
some food allergy,

(B) if criminal or delinquent behavior is attributed to
an allergyto some food,

(C) in attributing behavior that is criminal or
delinquentto an allergyto some food,

(D) if some food allergy is attributed as the cause of
criminal or delinquent behavior,

(E) inattributing a food allergy as the cause of
criminalor delinquent behavior,

Logical predication; Idiom

The original sentence contains a misplaced
modifier. The modifying phrase {in attributing...)
incorrectly describes perpetrators when it should
describe defense attorneys. The correct idiom in
the active voice is one attributes x (an effect) toy
(acause). In the passive voice, x (theeffect) is
attributed to y (thecause). Thebestway to correct
the sentenceis to transform the modifying phrase
into a subordinate clause that uses the idiom

correctly: criminal or delinquent behavior {x) is
attributed to (verb phrase) an allergy to somefood (y).

A Misplaced modifier.
B Correct. In this sentence, the modification

error has been eliminated with the use of the
correct idiom, is attributed to.

C Modifier describes perpetrators, not attorneys;
wordy and imprecise.

D X isattributedasthe cause ofy is not the
correct idiom.

E Modifier incorrectly describes perpetrators;
idiom is misused.

The correct answer is B.
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83. A report by the American Academy for the
Advancement of Science has concluded that much

of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to which North

Americans are exposed comes from the incineration

of wastes.

(A) much of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to
which North Americans are exposed comes

(B) much of the currently uncontrolled dioxins that

North Americans are exposed to come

(C) much of the dioxins that are currently
uncontrolled and that North Americans are

exposed to comes

(D) many of the dioxins that are currently uncontrolled
and North Americans are exposed to come

(E) many of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to
which North Americans are exposed come

Diction; Agreement

Much is used for an uncountable quantity such as
effort or rain; many must be used for a countable
quantity such as people or dioxins. As the subject
of the subordinate clause, many must then be
followed by the pluralverb come rather than the
singular comes.

A Much is used instead of many.

B Much is usedinstead of many.
C Much is used instead of many; that are is

wordy.

D That are is wordy; to maintain the parallel in
this construction, that would have to be
repeated in the clause that North Americans
are exposed to.

E Correct. In this concise sentence, many is
correctly usedwith dioxins, and the subject
and verb agree.

The correct answer is E.

84. Recently physicians have determined that stomach
ulcers are not caused bv stress, alcohol, or rich foods,

but a bacterium that dwells in the mucous lining of the

stomach.

(A) not caused by stress, alcohol, or richfoods, but

(B) not caused bystress, alcohol, or rich foods, but
are by
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(C) caused not by stress, alcohol, or rich foods,
but by

(D) caused not by stress, alcohol, and rich foods, but

(E) caused not by stress, alcohol, and rich foods,
but are by

Parallelism; Diction

The formula used in this sentence not this but that

requires parallel elements following notand but.
This means that not by stress, alcohol, orrichfoods
must be balanced by but by a bacterium. ... There
is no need to repeat the verb are caused, or even
the auxiliary verb are, because the verb precedes
the not by ... but by ... formula. The substitution
of the conjunction andfor the conjunction or
changes the meaning of the sentence: Stress,
alcohol andrichfoods identifies the combination of
these three factors as a suggested cause of
stomach ulcers, whereas stress, alcohol, orrichfoods
offers three individualpossibilities. There is no
wayto tell which one of these is the intended
meaning of the sentence.

A To preserve parallelism, but should be
followed by by.

B There is no reason to repeat the auxiliary
verb are.

C Correct. This sentence correctly uses the not
by ... but by ... formula.

D To preserve parallelism, but should be
followed by by.

E To preserve parallelism, but shouldbe
followed by by.

The correct answer is C.

85. According to a recent poll, owning and living in a
freestanding house on its own land is still a goal of a
majority of young adults, like that of earliergenerations.

(A) like that of earlier generations

(B) as that for earlier generations

(C) just as earlier generations did

(D) as have earlier generations

(E) as it was of earlier generations
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Parallelism

This sentence compares a singlegoal shared by
generations. The secondpart of the sentence must
have the same structure as the first part: a clause
with a subject and a verb.The phrase owning...
land is the subjectof the first clause; in the
correctsentence, the pronoun /'/ refers back to
this phrase and is the subjectof the second
clause. The first verb isalso parallels the second
verb was. The prepositional phrases ofa majority
ofyoung adults and ofearliergenerations are
parallel and correct.

A Phrase, without subject and verb, is not
parallel to the main clause.

B Phrase, without subject and verb, is not
parallel to the main clause.

C Subjectand verb of the secondclause—
earliergenerations did—are not parallel to
those of the main clause.

D The verb have is not parallel to is in the main
clause and also does not make sense without

a past participle.

E Correct. In this sentence as shows

comparison and introduces a subordinate
clause in which all grammatical elements
correspond to those in the main clause.

The correct answer is E.

86. In 2000, a mere two dozen products accounted for
halfthe increase in spending on prescription drugs,
a phenomenon that is explained not just because of
more expensive drugs but bv the fact that doctors are

writing many more prescriptions for higher-cost drugs.

(A) a phenomenon that is explained not just because
of more expensive drugs but by the fact that
doctors are writing

(B) a phenomenon that is explained not just bythe
fact that drugs are becoming more expensive
but also by the fact that doctors are writing

(C) a phenomenon occurring not just because of
drugs that are becoming more expensive but
because of doctors having also written

(D) which occurred not just because drugs are
becoming more expensive but doctors are also
writing

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(E) which occurred not just because of more
expensive drugs but because doctors have also
written

Rhetorical construction; Idiom

This sentence explains that a fewhigh-cost
productsaccountfor increased spendingfor
two reasons—risingdrug pricesand more
prescriptions for high-priced drugs. To present
these two causes, the sentenceemploys a formula
that requires parallelelements: notjustbecause ofx,
but because ofy,with x andy assuming the same
grammatical form. One way to create this
parallelism is to phrase both contributing causes
as noun clauses beginningwith thefact that. To
streamline the sentence, unnecessarywords and
redundancies should be eliminated. One such

redundancyis the repetition of meaning in
explained and because of

A

B

D

E

It is redundant and confusing to saythat the
phenomenonin question is explained...
because of, the sentencestructure is not
parallel.

Correct. This sentence correctly uses
parallel structure.

The phrasingdrugs that are becoming and
doctors having also written are awkward and
confusing; the placement of also is incorrect.

The structureof this sentence is not parallel.
The placementof also is incorrect; the
structure of the sentence is not parallel.

The correct answer is B.
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87. According to scientists who monitored its path, an
expanding cloud of energized particles ejected from

the Sun recently triggered a large storm in the

magnetic field that surrounds Earth, which brightened

the Northern Lights and also possibly knocking out a

communications satellite.

(A) an expanding cloud of energized particles
ejected from the Sun recently triggered a large
storm in the magnetic field that surrounds
Earth, which brightened the Northern Lights and
also possibly knocking

(B) an expanding cloud of energized particles
ejected from the Sun was what recently
triggered a large storm in the magnetic field

that surrounds Earth, and it brightened the
Northern Lights and also possibly knocked

(C) an expanding cloud of energized particles
ejected from the Sun recently triggered a large
storm in the magnetic field that surrounds
Earth, brightening the Northern Lights and

possibly knocking

(D) a large storm in the magnetic field that
surrounds Earth, recently triggered by an

expanding cloud of energized particles,
brightened the Northern Lights and it possibly
knocked

(E) a large storm in the magnetic field surrounding
Earth was recently triggered by an expanding
cloud of energized particles, brightening the
Northern Lights and it possibly knocked

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction;
Verb form

Tlie timing and logical relationships among the
events described in this sentence are of utmost

importance. The scientists monitored a cloud
ejected from the Sun. Tlie cloud triggered a large
storm, whose consequences were the brightening
of the Northern Lights and the possible
knocking out of a satellite. The latter two events
are in a conjunction, so they should be
represented by similarverb forms.

A In this context, the shift in verb form from
which brightened'to and also possibly knocking
is ungrammatical. The two verbsshould be
in the same verb form for parallel
construction.

B X was what triggered Yis wordy and
awkward, and its meaning is unclear in this
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context. Given the mostplausible intended
meaning of the sentence, the two
conjunctions and ... and... in the last
clause are redundant. The comma after

Earth turns the final part of the sentence
into an independent clause, and it is unclear
whether this is part of what the scientists
claimed or a separate claim made by the
writer.

C Correct. The conjoinedelements are of
parallel forms, and the logical relations
between the events are clear and concisely
communicated.

D Tlie wording in this answer choice makes
the intended meaning unclear. Tlie
information that the cloud particles were
ejected from the Sun is lost. Tlie sentence is
ungrammatical; the second conjoined main
verb, knocked, needs no pronoun subject it
because its subject is a large storm.

E The wording in this answer choice makes
the intended meaning unclear. The
information that the cloud particles were
ejected from the Sun is lost.The two
conjoined verbs are of different form; the
second conjoinedverb includesan
unnecessarypronoun subject.

Tlie correct answer is C.

Often visible as smog, ozone is formed in the
atmosphere from hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides,
two major pollutants emitted by automobiles, react
with sunlight.

(A) ozone is formed in the atmosphere from

(B) ozone is formed in the atmosphere when

(C) ozone is formed in the atmosphere, and when

(D) ozone, formed in the atmosphere when

(E) ozone, formed in the atmosphere from

Grammatical construction; Idiom

The preposition/rcw is incorrectbecause ozone is
formedfrom x andy react is not a grammatical
structure. Replacing/row with the subordinating
conjunction when makes the sentence complete:
Ozone isformed when x andyreact. A main clause
is followed by a subordinate clause.

A Tlie preposition,from introduces an
incoherent and ungrammatical construction.
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B Correct. The conjunction when introduces a
subordinate clause,which completes the
sentencecorrectly and coherently.

C Andwhen distorts the meaning, suggesting
that ozone is formed in two ways.

D Omitting the main verb, is, results in a
sentence fragment.

E These changes result in a sentence fragment.

The correct answer is B.

89. Salt deposits and moisture threaten to destroy the
Mohenjo-Daro excavation in Pakistan, the site of an
ancient civilization that flourished at the same time

as the civilizations in the Nile Delta and the river

valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates.

(A) that flourished at the same time as the

civilizations

(B) that had flourished at the same time as had

the civilizations

(C) that flourished at the same time those had

(D) flourishing at the same time as those did

(E) flourishing at the same time as those were

Verb form; Agreement

The underlined portion of the sentenceis a
relative clause that describes an ancient

civilization; the clause correctly uses the simple
past tense,flourished, to describe civilizations that
existed simultaneously.

A Correct. In this sentence, the relative clause
correctly uses the simple past tense.

B Use of the past perfect, hadflourished, is
incorrect because it indicates a time priorto
another action; the second had is redundant
and unnecessary.

C Pluralpronoun those cannot refer to the
singular civilization and thus lacks a
referent; as is missing but necessary; had is
the wrong verb tense.

D Plural pronoun those cannot refer to the
singular civilization and thus lacks a
referent; didis awkward andunnecessary.

E Plural pronoun those cannot refer to the
singular civilization and thus lacks a
referent; were is awkward andunnecessary.

The correct answer is A.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

90. The results of the company's cost-cutting measures
are evident in its profits, which increased 5 percent
during the first 3 months of this year after it fell over
the last two years.

(A) which increased 5 percent during the first
3 months of this year after it fell

(B) which had increased 5 percent during the first
3 months of this year after it had fallen

(C) which have increased 5 percent during the first
3 months of this year after falling

(D) with a 5 percent increase during the first
3 months of this year after falling

(E) with a 5 percent increase during the first
3 months of this year after having fallen

Verb form; Agreement; Idiom

Thissentence describes two sequentially ordered
indicators bywhich the results of a company's cost-
cutting measures can be seen.The first indicator to
be identified, a 5 percentincrease in profits,
occurred after the indicator mentioned next. The

sentence therefore needs to clarify the sequence by
presenting the first-identified indicator in a clause
with averb tense that indicates a latertimeperiod
than the verb tense in the clause presenting the
second-identified indicator. The subject of the
relative clause, which, refers to the pluralnoun
profits, so subsequent pronouns referring to these
profits must alsobe plural.

A Theverb tenses do not distinguish between
the times at which these indicators occurred;
the singular it does not agree with the plural
profits.

B Theverb tenses do not distinguish between
the times when the indicators occurred; the
singular // does not agree with the plural
profits.

C Correct.Theverb tenses clearly indicate the
sequenceof events.

D It is not clear whatconnection isbeing
described by with; the prepositional phrase
makes the sentencewordy and unclear.

E It is not clear whatconnection isbeing
described bywith; the prepositional phrase
makes the sentence wordyand unclear.

The correct answer is C.
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91, In an effort to reduce their inventories, Italian vintners
have cut prices; their wines have been priced to sell.
and they are.

(A) have been priced to sell, and they are

(B) are priced to sell, and they have

(0 are priced to sell, and they do

(D) are being priced to sell, and have

(E) had been priced to sell, and they have

Verb form

In the underlined segment, the second verb does
not need to repeat the word sell because it is
understoodfrom the previous verb phrasepriced
tosell. However, the second verb must be
correctly conjugatedwith the understood sell.
They are sell is not a correctverbform; they do sell
is correct.

A They are would requireselling to complete it,
notsell.

B They have would require sold to complete it,
not sell.

C Correct. Thissentence properly uses they do
in place of they do sell, agrammatically
correct verb.

D Havewould require sold to complete it, not
sell; omitting the subject they requires that
the comma be omitted as well.

E They have would require sold to complete it,
not sell, the past-perfecthad beenpriced
suggests illogically that the wines were
alreadypricedto sellbefore the vintners cut
prices; moreover, since the past-perfect tense
indicatesthat one event in the past occurred
priorto another event in the past, the past-
tense didwould be required rather than the
present-tensehave.

The correct answer is C.

92. Thelonious Monk, who was a jazz pianist and
composer, produced a body of work both rooted in

the stride-piano tradition of Willie (The Lion) Smithand
Duke Ellington, yet in many ways he stood apart from
the mainstream jazz repertory.

(A) Thelonious Monk, who was a jazz pianist and
composer, produced a body of workboth rooted
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(B) Thelonious Monk, the jazz pianist and composer,
produced a body of work that was rooted both

(C) Jazz pianist and composer Thelonious Monk,
who produced a body of work rooted

(D) Jazz pianist and composer Thelonious Monk
produced a body of work that was rooted

(E) Jazz pianist and composer Thelonious Monk
produced a body of work rooted both

Grammatical construction; Rhetorical
construction

The subject of the sentence is Thelonious Monk,
and the sentence tells about two things that he
did: produced and stood apart. Thework he
produced was rooted in the mainstream {stride
piano) jazz tradition,yet at the sametime, he
deviated from this tradition. The use of a relative

clause {who was ajazz pianist...) or an appositive
{thejazzpianist...) introduces unnecessary
wordiness and grammatical complexity. Since
onlyone point is being made about Monk's body
of work, the appearance of the word both in the
clause presenting the claim aboutMonk's workis
deceptive aswellas grammatically incorrect.

A The relative clause introduces wordiness and

confusion.

B The appositive introduces wordiness and
unnecessary grammaticalcomplexity.

C The sentence is a fragment because the main
subject, Thelonious Monk, has no verb.

D Correct. The sentence concisely identifies
Thelonious Monk and expresses the single
point abouthisworkwithout unnecessary or
misleadingwords.

E The appearance of both is misleading, since
only onepoint is beingmade about where
Monk's musical roots are located.

The correct answer is D.

93. Nobody knows exactly how many languages there are
in the world, partly because of the difficulty of
distinguishing between a language and the
sublanguages or dialects within it. but those who have

tried to count typically have found about five thousand.

(A) and the sublanguages or dialects within it, but
those who have tried to count typically have
found
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(B) and the sublanguages or dialects within them,
with those who have tried counting typically
finding

(0 and the sublanguages or dialects within it, but
those who have tried counting it typically find

(D) or the sublanguages or dialects within them, but
those who tried to count them typically found

(E) or the sublanguages or dialects within them,
with those who have tried to count typically
finding

Agreement; Idiom

This sentence first introduces a condition that

makes it difficultto count languagesand then,
with the conjunction but, introduces the topic of
thosewho defy these difficulties and try to count
the world's languages anyway. Connecting these
two parts of the sentence with but indicates that
the second clause of the sentence is counter to

expectation. The challengesof the task are
explained using the example of a single language
and its manysublanguages or dialects. When this
example is referred to with a pronoun, the
pronoun should be singular; when the languages
being counted are referred to with a pronoun,
this pronoun must be plural.

A Correct.Thepronoun it agrees in number
to its singular antecedent, and but indicates
that the ideaexpressed in the final clause
defies expectations.

B The plural pronoun them incorrectly refers to
thesingular antecedent language", connecting
the two clauses with the preposition with
loses the sense that counting languages
despite the difficulties defies expectations.

C The second appearance of it, referring to
world languages, is incorrect because it does
not agree in number with languages.

D The conjunction oris incorrect—the
idiomatic expression is distinguishing between
x andy; the plural pronoun them does not
agree with the singular antecedent language.

E The plural pronoun them incorrectly refers to
thesingular antecedent, language; with is an
imprecise connector for the two clauses,
losing the counter-to-expectation relationship
between them.

The correct answer is A.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

94. Heating-oil prices are expected to be higher this year

than last because refiners are paving about S5 a

barrel more for crude oil than thev were last year.

(A) Heating-oil prices are expected to be higher this
year than last because refiners are paying about
$5 a barrel more for crude oil than they were

(B) Heating-oil prices are expected to rise higher
this year over last because refiners pay about
$5 a barrel for crude oil more than they did

(C) Expectations are for heating-oil prices to be
higher this year than last year's because refiners
are paying about $5 a barrel for crude oil more
than they did

(D) It is the expectation that heating-oil prices will be
higher for this year over last because refiners
are paying about $5 a barrel more for crude oil
now than what they were

(E) It is expected that heating-oil prices will rise
higher this year than last year's because refiners
pay about $5 a barrel for crude oil more than
they did

Rhetorical construction; Idiom

Thesentence connects a comparison between this
year's and last year's heating-oil prices with a
comparison between this year's and last year's
crude-oil prices. Themost efficient, parallel
expression of thosecomparisons is to use two
comparative expressions, higher than and more than.

A Correct. This sentence expresses the
comparisonin succinct,parallel phrases.

B The comparative form, higher, anticipates the
comparative term than, not over, in the
second clause, the comparative terms more
than should immediately follow $5a barrel.

C Expectations arefor... is anunnecessarily
wordy and indirect expression; the
possessive years is not parallel with the
adverbial phrase thisyear.

D // is the expectation that... iswordy and
awkwardj^or and what are unnecessary.

E // is expected that... iswordy andawkward;
the possessive lastyear's does notparallel the
adverbial phrase thisyear.

The correct answer is A.
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95. One of the primary distinctions between our
intelligence with that of other primates mav lav not
so much in anv specific skill but in our ability to
extend knowledge gained in one context to new and
different ones.

(A) between our intelligence withithat of other
primates may lay not so much in any specific
skill but

(B) between our intelligence with that of other
primates may lie not so much in any specific
skill but instead

(C) between our intelligence and that of other
primates may lie not so much in any specific
skill as

(D) our intelligence has from that of other primates
may lie not in any specific skill as

(E) of our intelligence to that of other primates may
laynot in any specific skill but

Diction; Idiom

When using the term distinction to indicate
difference, the correct preposition to use is
between. In this sentence, the distinction may lie
in a certain abilitythat humansdo not sharewith
other primates. Theverb may lay is transitive,
requiringa direct object.

A With is the incorrect comparative term to
follow distinctions between; lay is the
incorrect verb.

B With is the incorrect comparative term to
follow distinctions between.

C Correct. The preposition between and the
intransitive verb may lie arecorrect in this
sentence.

D From is the incorrect preposition to use with
distinction; without so much, which is used in
(C),asseems to introduce a comparison for
specific skill rather thana distinction.

E Ofis the incorrect preposition to use with
distinction, and to is an incorrect comparative
term; lay is the incorrect verb.

The correct answer is C.
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96. Even though Clovis points, soear points with

longitudinal grooves chipped onto their faces, have
been found all over North America, thev are named

for the New Mexico site where thev were first

discovered in 1932.

(A) Even though Clovis points, spear points with
longitudinal grooves chipped onto their faces,
have been found all over North America, they
are named for the New Mexico site where they
were first discovered in 1932.

(B) Although named for the New Mexico site where
first discovered in 1932, Clovis points are spear
points of longitudinal grooves chipped onto
their faces and have been found all over North

America.

(C) Named for the New Mexico site where they have
been first discovered in 1932, Clovis points,
spear points of longitudinal grooves chipped
onto the faces, have been found all over North
America.

(D) Spear points with longitudinal grooves that are
chipped onto the faces, Clovis points, even
though namedfor the New Mexico site where
first discovered in 1932, but were found all over
North America.

(E) While Clovis points are spear points whose faces
have longitudinal grooves chipped intothem,
they have been found all over North America,
and named for the New Mexico site where they

have been first discovered in 1932.

Verb form; Rhetorical construction; Logical
predication

Even though, although, and while introduce clauses
that appear to be logically incompatible but in
fact are not. In this sentence, the apparent
incompatibility thatmust beclearly expressed is
that although the spear points are named for a
particular place inNew Mexico, they are infact
found throughout NorthAmerica/Because their
discovery tookplace in 1932 and is notongoing,
the correct verb tense is simplepast, not present
perfect.
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A Correct. The even though clause expresses
clearly that the seeming incompatibility is
between where the spear points have been
found {all overNorthAmerica) and the
naming of the spear points for a single site
in New Mexico.

B The sentence structure indicates that the

expected incompatibilityis between the
geographically based name of the points and
their physicalproperties, which makes no
sense; where discovered is missing a subject—
the correctform is where they werefirst
discovered.

C Have beenfirstdiscovered is thewrongtense,
since the discovery is a discrete event
completed in the past.

D The sequence of information in this sentence
is confusing; even though and but both
introduce information that is contraryto
expectation, so to use them both to describe
a single apparent contradiction is redundant
and nonsensical.

E While introduces a description of Clovis
points and suggests that this appears
incompatible with their appearance all over
North America, which makes no sense; have
beenfirstdiscovered is the wrong tense.

The correct answer is A.

Some anthropologists believe that the genetic
homogeneity evident in the world's people is the
result of a "population bottleneck"—at some time in
the oast our ancestors suffered an event, greatly

reducing their numbers and thus our genetic variation.

(A) at some time in the past our ancestors suffered
an event, greatly reducing their numbers

(B) that at some time in the past our ancestors
suffered an event that greatly reduced their
numbers

(0 that some time in the past our ancestors
suffered an event so that their numbers were
greatly reduced,

(D) some time in the past our ancestors suffered an
eventfrom which theirnumbers were greatly
reduced

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(E) some time in the past, that our ancestors
suffered an event so as to reduce their numbers

greatly,

Grammatical construction; Parallelism

The underlined part of this sentence is an
explanatory rewording of the clause that follows
believe. Scientists believe thatX—[in other words,]
that Y.\n this construction, X and Y are parallel
clauses.

A The omission of that after the dash makes

the function of the final clause unclear. The

structure makes that clauseappear to be an
awkward and rhetorically puzzling separate
assertionthat the writer has appended to the
prior claim about what the anthropologists
believe. Theagentor cause of reducing is
unclear.

B Correct. Repetition of that effectively
signals the paraphrasing of the belief.

C The prepositionat beforesome time is
missing; without at the adverb sometime
would be needed instead of this two-word

noun phrase. The modifier of event is
expressed with a wordypassive construction,
which destroys the parallelism between it
and what follows.

D Repetition of that signals the paraphrasing
of the belief and is therefore needed. The
preposition at before some time is missing.
Themodifier of event is expressed with a
wordy passive construction, which destroys
the parallelism between it and what follows.

E That is repeated in the paraphrase, but in the
wrong place. A possible, and absurd, reading
of this version is that our ancestors suffered
an eventin order to willfully reduce their
own numbers and thus our genetic variation.

The correct answer is B.
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98. Ranked as one of the most important of Europe's
young playwrights, Franz Xaver Kroetz has written
40 plays; his works—translated into more than
30 languages—are produced more often than anv
contemporary German dramatist.

(A) than any

(B) than any other

(C) than are any

(D) than those of any other

(E) as are those of any

Logical predication

The original sentence says Kroetz's works
produced more often than any.... dramatist. A
dramatist cannot beproduced and cannotbe
compared to works. Kroetz's works mustbe
compared to works of other dramatists: Kroetz's
works... areproduced more often than those (works)
ofanyother dramatist.

A Illogicalcomparison between works and
dramatist.

B Illogical comparison between works and any
other dramatist.

C Illogical comparison between works and
dramatist.

D Correct. In this sentence, Kroetz's works are
compared to those (thepronoun referring to
works) of other dramatists.

E More often mustbe completed by than, not
as; the phrase those ofany illogically includes
Kroetz's works.

The correct answer is D.

are

99. The stars, some of them at tremendous speeds, are in

motion just as the planets are, vet beingso far away
from Earth that their apparent positions in the sky do
not change enough for their movement to be observed
during a single human lifetime.

(A) The stars, some of them at tremendous speeds,
are in motion just as the planets are, yet being

(B) Like the planets, the stars are in motion, some
of them at tremendous speeds, but they are
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(C) Although likethe planets the stars are in motion,
some of them at tremendous speeds, yet

(D) As the planets, the stars are in motion, some of
them at tremendous speeds, but they are

(E) The stars are in motion like the planets, some of
which at tremendous speeds are in motion but

Grammatical construction; Rhetorical
construction

The first part of the original sentence intends to
compare stars and planets; the comparisonwould
be more effective at the beginning of the
sentence: Like theplanets, the stars. This alternative
construction would lead the reader to expect the
verb are immediatelyfollowing the subject, and
then the completion of the clause, inmotion. The
modifying phrase, some ofthem at tremendous
speeds, isbest placed after motion. This whole
construction, Like theplanets, the stars are in
motion, some ofthem at tremendous speeds, is a main
clause and must be followed by a comma beforea
coordinating conjunction (such asyetor but)
introduces a second main clause. The second

clause must have a subjectand a verb; being is
neither and must be replacedwith they are.

A Placements of the modifyingphrase and the
comparison are awkward and ineffective;
being provides neither a subject nora verb for
the second main clause.

B Correct. The comparison is clearand
effective in this sentence; the second clause
includes a subjectand a verb.

C Both although andyetindicate contrast, so
only oneof them may be used; wordy,
awkward phrasingleads to an
ungrammatical construction that lacks a
subject andverb for the second clause.

D The preposition like mustbe used for a
comparison of twonouns; the subordinating
conjunction as would need to introduce a
subordinate clause.

E Placement of like theplanets is awkward;
some ofwhich isawkward andambiguous; are
inmotion is said twice; subject and verb of
the second clause are omitted.

The correct answer is B.
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100. Heavy commitment bv an executive to a course of

action, especially if it has worked well in the oast,
makes it likely to miss signs of incipient trouble or
misinterpret them when thev do appear.

(A) Heavy commitment by an executive to a course
of action, especially if it has worked well in the
past, makes it likely to miss signs of incipient
trouble or misinterpret them when they do
appear.

(B) An executive who is heavily committed to a
course of action, especially one that worked well
in the past, makes missing signs of incipient
trouble or misinterpreting ones likely when they
do appear.

(C) An executive who is heavily committed to a
course of action is likely to miss or misinterpret
signs of incipient trouble when they do appear,
especially if it has worked well in the past.

(D) Executives' being heavily committed to a course
of action, especially if it has worked well in the
past, makes them likely to miss signs of incipient
trouble or misinterpreting them when they do
appear.

(E) Being heavily committed to a course of action,
especially one that has worked well in the past,
is likely to make an executive miss signs of
incipient trouble or misinterpret them whenthey
do appear.

Rhetorical construction; Logical predication

This sentence explains that an executive who is
blindlycommitted to a proven course of action is
likely to overlook or misinterpret indicators that
the plan mayno longerbe working. The sentence
needs to make clear who may misinterpret these
indicators.

A The passive construction causes the sentence
to be wordyand confusing; the reference for
it is ambiguous, leaving the reader with
questions aboutwho or what is likely to miss
these signs.

B The sentence structure indicates that the
executive, not his or her strategy, causes signs
to be overlooked; the modifier when they do
appear is misplaced.

C The reference for the pronoun it is unclear
becausemany nouns have intervened
between the appearance of the logical
referent {course ofaction) and it.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

D Misinterpreting shouldbe an infinitive verb
form to parallel miss; the phrasing
throughout the sentenceis wordyand
awkward.

E Correct. The grammatical structure of this
sentenceand the appropriate placementof
modifiers expresses the meaning clearly and
concisely.

The correct answer is E.

101. As rainfall began to decrease in the Southwest
about the middle of the twelfth century, most of the
Monument Valley Anasazi abandoned their homes to
join other clans whose access to water was less
limited.

(A) whose access to water was less limited

(B) where there was access to water that was

less limited

(C) where they had less limited water access

(D) with less limitations on water access

(E) having less limitations to water access

Diction; Logical predication

In the original sentence, the underlined clause
provides a clear, correct, and succinct
comparison, explaining the reason for the
migration. The possessive pronoun whose
correctly refers to its immediate antecedent, clans,
and modifies access. For those other clans, access
to water was less limited than it was for the

Anasazi.

A Correct. This sentence uses a clear, concise
clause that correctly connectsaccess to water
with clans byusing the possessive pronoun
whose.

B Where there was ... thatwas is awkward,
wordy, and redundant.

C They is ambiguous and mightrefer to either
the Anasazi or other clans; less limitedwater
access is awkward.

D Limitations is a countable quantity, so it
must be modified byfewer, not less.

E Limitations is a countable quantity, soit
must be modified byfewer, not less.

The correct answer is A.
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102. Yellow jackets number among the 900 or so species
of the world's social wasps, wasps living in a highly

cooperative and organized society where thev consist

almost entirely of females—the queen and her sterile
female workers.

(A) wasps living in a highly cooperative and
organized society where they consist almost
entirely of

(B) wasps that live in a highly cooperative and
organized society consisting almost entirely of

(C) which means they live in a highly cooperative

and organized society, almost all

(D) which means that their society is highly
cooperative, organized, and it is almost entirely

(E) living in a society that is highly cooperative,
organized, and it consists of almost all

Idiom; Logical predication; Rhetorical
construction

This sentence identifies yellow jackets as one of 900
types of socialwasps and provides an explanation
of the term social wasps. In this explanation, the
society or population—not the individual wasps
themselves—consists almostentirelyof females.
The three descriptors ofsocial wasps {cooperative,
organized, and consisting almost entirely offemales) are
most effectively expressed in parallelstructures.

A Tljey, referring to wasps, is an incorrect
subject for consist.

B Correct. The three descriptorsof the wasp
society are in parallel form, and consisting
properly modifies society.

C Tlie sentence structure makes it unclear

what almost allfemales describes.

D Andit is ... violates the parallelism of the
three descriptors of social wasps.

E Andit consists ... violates the parallelism of
the three descriptors.

The correct answer is B.

103. El Nino, the periodic abnormal warming of the sea
surface off Peru, a phenomenon in which changes in
the ocean and atmosphere combine allowing the warm

water that has accumulated in the western Pacific to

flow back to the east.
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(A) a phenomenon in which changes in the ocean
and atmosphere combine allowing the warm
water that has accumulated

(B) a phenomenon where changes in the ocean and
atmosphere are combining to allow the warm
water that is accumulating

(C) a phenomenon in which ocean and atmosphere
changes combine and which allows the warm
water that is accumulated

(D) is a phenomenon in which changes in the ocean
and atmosphere combine to allow the warm

water that has accumulated

(E) is a phenomenon where ocean and atmosphere

changes are combining and allow the warm
water accumulating

Grammatical construction; Logical predication

This accumulation of phrasesand clauses results in
a sentence fragment; there is no main verb. This
problem is easily solved by inserting the verb to be:
ElNino ... isaphenomenon— Tlie clause defining
phenomenon is clear {in which changes in the ocean
and atmosphere combine), but the subsequent phrase,
allowing... is not. If the participial phrase were to
modify the previous clause, a comma would have
to be inserted between combine andallowing. A
better choice would be to follow combine with to

allow, showingpurpose. In this sense, the
environmental changes combine (intransitive) in
order to allow the water to flow back east.

A Lacking a main verb, this construction is a
sentencefragment; allowing should be
replaced by to allow.

B This construction is a sentence fragment;
present progressive verb form {are combining,
isaccumulating) indicates action in progress,
which does not accurately describe a
periodically occurringphenomenon.

C This construction is a sentence fragment;
making a separate clauseandwhich allows ...
prevents the relationships from being easily
understood.

D Correct. Tlie addition of is completes the
sentence; combine toallow shows the purpose
of the changes.

E Where cannot correctlyrefer to phenomenon;
are combining is the wrong verb form; the
relationships among the parts of the
sentence are unclear.

The correct answer is D.
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104. Beatrix Potter, in her book illustrations, carefully

coordinating them with her narratives, capitalized on
her keen observation and love of the natural world.

(A) Beatrix Potter, in her book illustrations, carefully
coordinating them with her narratives,

(B) In her book illustrations, carefully coordinating
them with her narratives, Beatrix Potter

(C) In her book illustrations, which she carefully
coordinated with her narratives, Beatrix Potter

(D) Carefully coordinated with her narratives, Beatrix
Potter, in her book illustrations

(E) Beatrix Potter, in her book illustrations, carefully
coordinated them with her narratives and

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

This sentence awkwardly presents two phrases
intended to modify Beatrix Potter and loses the
clarity and logicof the meaning. In the original
sentence, these modifiers sound choppyand
create too much separation between the subject,
Beatrix Potter, and the verb capitalized. Beginning
the sentence with In her book illustrations and

following that phrase with the relative clause
which she carefully coordinated withher narratives
allows the subject, Beatrix Potter, to be united
with the verb, capitalized, for a strongermain
clause.

A Theparticipial phrase does not clearly
modify the noun in the preceding phrase;
use of the present progressive form of the
verbconfuses the sequence of time with
respect to the past tense of the main verb
capitalized.

B Phrase carefully coordinating... illogically
modifies the nounthat immediately
precedes it: book illustrations; Potter, not the
illustrations, did the coordinating.

C Correct.Thecorrect placement of the
modifying elements makes this sentence
easier to understand; the use of which clearly
links the two elements.

D Carefully coordinated... absurdly modifies
Beatrix Potter rather than her illustrations.

E The participial phrase does notclearly
modify book illustrations; the relationships
among the parts of the sentence are unclear.

The correct answer is C.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

105. Marconi's conception of the radio was as a substitute

for the telephone, a tool for private conversation:

instead, it is precisely the opposite, a tool for
communicating with a large, public audience.

(A) Marconi's conception of the radio was as a

substitute for the telephone, a tool for private
conversation; instead, it is

(B) Marconi conceived of the radio as a substitute

for the telephone, a tool for private
conversation, but which is

(C) Marconi conceived of the radio as a tool for

private conversation that could substitute for the
telephone; instead, it has become

(D) Marconi conceived of the radio to be a tool for

private conversation, a substitute for the
telephone, which has become

(E) Marconi conceived of the radio to be a

substitute for the telephone, a tool for private
conversation, other than what it is,

Rhetorical construction; Logical predication

The main point of this sentence is to explain
that while Marconi felt the radio would

substitute for the phone as an instrument of
private communication, in fact it has become an
instrument of mass communication. It is less

wordyto use Marconi as the subjectof the active
verb conceived than to use the subject conception
with the static verb was. The pronoun //
positioned as the subject of the final verb has
become refers back to radio. Versions of the

sentence that use the relative pronoun which
indicate that the telephone has become a mass
medium.

A The nominalized subject, conception, leads to
a wordy and awkward sentence.

B Thereference for the relative pronoun which
is ambiguous; the sentence as a whole is
awkward.

C Correct. An active verb makes the first

clause more concise; it in the second clause
clearly refers to the radio.

D Conceived of... should be followed byas
rather than to be.

E Conceived of... should befollowed byas
rather than to be; other thanwhat it is is
awkward, wordy, and redundant, overlapping
the meaning ofprecisely the opposite. ...

The correct answer is C. 755
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106. Originally developed for detecting air pollutants, a

technique called proton-induced X-rav emission, which
can auicklv analyze the chemical elements in almost

anv substance without destroying it. is finding uses in
medicine, archaeology, and criminology.

(A) Originally developed for detecting air pollutants,
a technique called proton-induced X-ray
emission, which can quickly analyze the
chemical elements in almost any substance
without destroying it,

(B) Originally developed for detecting air pollutants,
having the ability to analyze the chemical
elements in almost any substance without
destroying it, a technique called proton-induced
X-ray emission

(C) Atechnique originally developed for detecting air
pollutants, called proton-induced X-ray emission,
which can quickly analyze the chemical elements
in almost any substance without destroying it,

(D) Atechnique originally developed for detecting air
pollutants, called proton-induced X-ray emission,
which has the ability to analyze the chemical
elements in almost any substance quickly and
without destroying it,

(E) Atechnique that was originally developed for
detecting air pollutants and has the ability to
analyze the chemical elements in almost any
substance quickly and without destroying the
substance, called proton-induced X-ray emission,

Rhetorical construction

The original sentence successfully avoids the
problems that mayoccurin a long sentence with
multiple modifiers. Thesentence opens with the
modifier originally developedfor detecting air
pollutants. This participial phrase is immediately
followed by the word technique that it modifies;
technique is in turn followed by the phrase called
proton-inducedX-ray emission. Finally, the
nonrestrictive clause which ... destroying it is
correctly placednext to emission and set off from
the rest of the sentenceby a pair of commas.

A Correct. The modifiers are all correctly
placed and punctuated; the meaning is clear.

B Placementof two long modifiers at the
beginning of the sentence is awkward and
makes it difficult to locate the subject;
second modifier {having..) actually modifies
the first modifier.
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C Calledproton-inducedX-ray emission should
be placed next to a technique and should
not be set off by commas; relative clause
introducedby which incorrectlyand
illogically modifies emission.

D Calledproton-inducedX-ray emission should
be placed nextto a technique and should not
be set offbycommas; relative clause
introducedby which incorrectlyand illogically
modifies emission; has the ability to iswordy.

E Calledproton-inducedX-ray emission shouldbe
placed next to a technique and should not be
set offby commas; has the ability to is wordy.

The correct answer is A.

107. While it costs about the same to run nuclear plants as

other types of power plants, it is the fixed costs that
stem from building nuclear plants that makes it more

expensive for them to generate electricity.

(A) While it costs about the same to run nuclear

plants as other types of power plants, it is the
fixed costs that stem from building nuclear
plants that makes it more expensive for them to
generate electricity.

(B) While the cost of running nuclear plants is about
the same as for other types of power plants,
the fixed costs that stem from building nuclear
plants make the electricity they generate more
expensive.

(C) Even though it costs about the same to run
nuclear plants as for other types of power
plants, it is the fixed costs that stem from
building nuclear plants that makes the electricity
they generate more expensive.

(D) It costs about the same to run nuclear plants as
for other types of power plants, whereas the
electricitythey generate js more expensive,
stemmingfrom the fixed costs of building
nuclear plants.

(E) The cost of running nuclear plants is about the
same as other types of power plants, but the
electricity they generate is made more
expensive because of the fixed costs stemming
from building nuclear plants.
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Agreement; Logical predication

The emphatic construction itis Xthat does Y(as in
the phrase itisJane who knows the answer) should
be used only when there is a compelling reason to
emphasize the doer ofthe action. In this
sentence, the emphatic construction is used
without good reason.

A This sentence uses the emphatic structure it
that without justification. The singularis

verb makes violates the agreement within the
structure. The verb makes should agreewith
the notional subject {thefixed costs), notwith
the pronoun */.

B Correct. This answer choiceclearly and
succinctly compares the two types of costs.

C In addition to using the more cumbersome
emphatic structure, thisversion violates the
agreement within the structure. The verb
should agree with the notional subject {the
fixedcosts), not with the pronoun //.

D The preposition^cr is redundant in
comparing the two objects of run. Since it is
not clear whatstemming... refers to, this is a
dangling modifier.

E The passive construction electricity ... is
made more expensive because of... iswordy
and cumbersome. The preposition^cris
necessary in the comparison of the costs.

The correct answer is B.

108. Authoritative parents are more likelv than permissive

parents to have children who as adolescents are self-

confident, high in self-esteem, and responsibly

independent.

(A) Authoritative parents are more likely than
permissive parents to have children who as
adolescents are self-confident, high in self-
esteem, and responsibly independent.

(B) Authoritative parents who are more likely than
permissive parents to have adolescent children
that are self-confident, high in self-esteem, and
responsibly independent.

(C) Children of authoritative parents, rather than

permissive parents, are the more likely to be
self-confident, have a high self-esteem, and to
be responsibly independent as adolescents.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

(D) Children whose parents are authoritative rather
than being permissive, are more likely to have
self-confidence, a high self-esteem, and be
responsibly independentwhen they are an
adolescent.

(E) Rather than permissive parents, the children of
authoritative parents are the more likely to have
self-confidence, a high self-esteem, and to be
responsibly independent as an adolescent.

Grammatical construction; Logical predication

The sentence compares authoritative parents to
permissive parents in terms ofthe kinds of
adolescent children they are likely to have.
Versions of the sentence that compare parents to
children are nonsensical. The three characteristics
most likely exemplified bychildren of
authoritative parents should be presented in
parallel structure.

A Correct. The sentenceeffectively compares
authoritative parents to permissive parents
and expresses the characteristics of the
children in parallel form.

B The sentence is a fragment, sincethe main
subject, authoritativeparents, has noverb.

C To preserve parallelism, the infinitive
marker toshould appear onlybefore the first
verb in the seriesOR it should appear before
all three verbs; the sentence seems to be
comparingchildren and parents.

D Theword being destroys the parallelism
between authoritative andpermissive; the
single predicate noun adolescent does not
agreewith the plural subject they.

E This sentence unintentionally compares
children and parents.

The correct answer is A.
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109. Among the objects found in the excavated templewere
small terra-cotta effigies left by supplicants who were
either asking the goddess Bona Dea's aid in healing
physical and mental ills or thanking her for such help.

(A) in healing physical and mental ills or thanking her
for such help

(B) in healing physical and mental ills and to thank
her for helping

(C) in healing physical and mental ills, and thanking
her for helping

(D) to heal physical and mental illsor to thank her
for such help

(E) to heal physical and mental ills or thanking her
for such help

Parallelism; Idiom

This correct sentence usesparallel structure to
explain that supplicants were either asking ...or
thanking. The correlative pair either/or is correctly
used since each element is followed by the same
part of speech: either asking ...or thanking. The
pair of correlative conjunctions either ...or always
work together; either may onlybe followed by or.
The noun aid is correctlyfollowed by inhealing
rather than by the infinitive toheal.

A Correct. The originalsentence usesparallel
structure to make its point; the idioms are
correctly used.

B Andis incorrect following either, and its use
changes the meaning of the sentence; to thank
is notparallel to asking',forhelping isawkward.

C No comma should be used following ills;
andis incorrect following either, and its use
changes the meaning of the sentence;^
helping is awkward.

D To heal is incorrect following aid', to thank is
not parallel to asking

E To healis incorrect followingaid.

The correct answer is A.

110. Published in Harlem, the owner and editor of The
Messenger were two voung journalists. Chandler Owen

and A. Philip Randolph, who would later make his

reputation as a labor leader.
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(A) Published in Harlem, the owner and editor of The
Messengerwere two young journalists, Chandler
Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who would later
make his reputation as a labor leader.

(B) Published in Harlem, two young journalists,
Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who
would later make his reputation as a labor leader,
were the owner and editor of The Messenger.

(C) Published in Harlem, The Messenger was owned
and edited by two young journalists, A. Philip
Randolph, who would later make his reputation
as a labor leader, and Chandler Owen.

(D) The Messenger was owned and edited by two
young journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip
Randolph, who would later make his reputation

' as a labor leader; and published in Harlem.

(E) The owner and editor being two young
journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip
Randolph, who would later make his reputation
as a labor leader, The Messenger was published
in Harlem.

Logical predication; agreement

A modifying phrase must be placed near the
word it modifies. Here, the incorrect placement
of the modifyingphrasepublished inHarlem
makes the phrase describe the owner andeditor
when it shoulddescribe The Messenger. The use of
the singularowner andeditor is puzzling: did one
journalistown and the other edit?Or did they
jointlyown and edit? It is also unclear whichof
the two journalistsis described in the clause
beginning who.

A PublishedinHarlem incorrectlymodifies the
ownerand editor, references are unclear.

B Published inHarlem incorrectlymodifies two
youngjournalists; references areunclear.

C Correct. In this sentence, the modifier
correctly describes The Messenger; the verbs
indicate that both journalists played both
roles; and the relativeclause clearlyshows
Randolph, not Owen,as the owner of the
reputation.

D The relative clause {who ... leader) lacks a
clearantecedent; placement ofpublished in
Harlem is awkward and unclear.

E Being introduces an awkward construction;
the relative clause {who ... leader) does not
have a clear antecedent.

The correct answer is C.
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111. A mutual fund having billions of dollars in assets will
typically invest that money in hundreds of companies.
rarely holding more than one percent of the shares of
any particular corporation.

(A) companies, rarely holding more than one
percent

(B) companies, and it is rare to hold at least one
percent or more

(C) companies and rarely do they hold more than
one percent

(D) companies, so that they rarely hold more than
one percent

(E) companies; rarely do they hold one percent or
more

Agreement; Logical predication

The participial phrase startingwith rarely holding
is predicated of the main subject a mutualfund. It
elaborates on the effect of the main clause verb:

since a mutual fund invests in hundreds of

companies, it rarely holds more than one percent
in any particular corporation.

A Correct. The participle holding in the
embeddedclause correctly refers to a mutual
fund. It also correctly expresses the cause-
and-effect relationship betweeninvesting in
many companies and holding little in each
company.

B The antecedent of it is rare to hold is not

clear. Theuse of it israre instead of rarely
could be misleading.

C The use ofand between the clauses makes
them both main clauses. Thus, the cause-
and-effect relationship between investing
andholding is lost. The referent of they is
unclear. It makes no sense to suppose that it
refers to the hundredsof companies. Since it
presumably refers to a mutualfund, it should
be singular.

D The pronoun they refers to a mutualfund and
thus shouldbe singular.

E The pronoun they refers to a mutualfund and
thus should be singular.

The correct answer is A.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

112. Construction of the Roman Colosseum, which was

officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater, began in

A.D. 69. during the reign of Vespasian, was completed
a decade later, during the reign of Titus, who opened
the Colosseum with a one-hundred-day cycle of
religious pageants, gladiatorial games, and spectacles.

(A) which was officiallyknown as the Flavian
Amphitheater, began in A.D. 69, during the reign
of Vespasian,

(B) officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater,
begun in A.D. 69, during the reign of Vespasian,
and

(C) which was officially known as the Flavian
Amphitheater, began in A.D. 69, during the reign
of Vespasian, and

(D) officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater and
begun in A.D. 69, during the reign of Vespasian it

(E) officially known as the Flavian Amphitheater,
which was begun in A.D. 69, during the reign of
Vespasian, and

Grammatical construction; Verb form

The main subjectof the sentence is Construction,
and it has two mainverbs: began and was
completed. These two verbs should be connected
by the conjunction and to preserve their equal
grammatical status. Both verbs should be in
simple past tense.

A Theconjunction is missing before the second
main verb, was completed.

B Begun is the wrong verb form.

C Correct. The two verbs of the main clause are
in simple past tense and arejoined with and.

D There is no need to use the pronoun // as the
subject of was completed, because Roman
Colosseum (modified byphrases describing its
name and the time it was begun) already
serves as the subjectof the final verb.

E The appearance of the relative pronoun as
the subject of the mainverbs deprives the
term construction of a verb and makes this

sentence a fragment.

The correct answer is C.
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113. As a babv emerges from the darkness of the womb
with a rudimentary sense of vision, it would be rated

about 20/500. or legally blind if it were an adult with

such vision.

(A) As a baby emerges from the darkness of the
womb with a rudimentary sense of vision, it
would be rated about 20/500, or legally blind if
it were an adult with such vision.

(B) A baby emerges from the darkness of the womb
with a rudimentary sense of vision that would be
rated about 20/500, or legally blind as an adult.

(C) As a baby emerges from the darkness of the
womb, its rudimentary sense of vision would be
rated about 20/500; qualifying it to be legally
blind if an adult.

(D) A baby emerges from the darkness of the womb
with a rudimentary sense of visionthat would be
rated about 20/500; an adult with such vision

would be deemed legally blind.

(E) As a baby emerges from the darkness of the
womb, its rudimentary sense of vision, which
would deemed legally blind for an adult, would
be rated about 20/500.

Grammatical construction

This sentence fails to convey its meaning
because its construction is faulty. It beginswith
a subordinate clause, whose subject is a baby; the
subject of the main clause, it appears to refer back
to baby. However, reading the mainclause reveals
that it is intended to referto the sense ofvision the
first time it is usedand to the baby the second
time. The whole sentence must be revised, and the
relationships between the twopartsof the
sentence must be clarified.

A Repeated useof it creates confusion because
the referent is not clear.

B Thefinalphrase is awkwardly and
ambiguously attached to the sentence.

C The use of a semicolon instead of a comma
creates a sentence fragment.

D Correct. One independent clause describes
a baby's vision, the otheran adult's; the two
independent but linkedmainclauses are
correctly separated with a semicolon in this
version of the sentence.

E Subordinate clausebeginning with which is
awkward and ambiguous.

The correct answer is D.
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114. Starfish, with anywhere from five to eight arms, have
a strong regenerative ability, and if one arm is lost it
quickly replaces it. sometimes bv the animal

overcompensating and growing an extra one or two.

(A) one arm is lost it quickly replaces it, sometimes
by the animal overcompensating and

(B) one arm is lost it is quickly replaced, with the
animal sometimes overcompensating and

(C) they lose one arm they quickly replace it,
sometimes by the animal overcompensating,

(D) they lose one arm they are quickly replaced,
with the animal sometimes overcompensating,

(E) they lose one arm it is quickly replaced,
sometimes with the animal overcompensating,

Agreement; Idiom

In a conditionalsentence ifX, (then) Y, rhetorical
flowis enhanced by the two clauses sharing the
samestructure. If one clause is passive, the other
shouldbe passive; if one clause is active, the other
should be active, too.

A The conditional clausehas a passive verb,
while the result clause has an active verb.

The pronoun it should be plural since it
refers to starfish. We knowthat starfish is
plural in this sentence because it agrees with
have in the main clause.

B Correct. The conditional structure is clear

and correct.

C This answer choice allows the unintended
reading that the animalreplaces the missing
arm by overcompensating. Thelogical
connection between overcompensating and
growing is unclear.

D The conditional clause has an active verb,
while the result clause has a passive verb.
The second they should refer to arm, so the
agreement is not correct. The logical
connection between overcompensating and
growing is unclear.

E The conditional clause has an active verb,
while the result clausehas a passive verb.
The logical connection between
overcompensating andgrowing isunclear.

The correct answer is B.
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115. Because there are provisions of the new maritime

code that provide that even tinv islets can be the
basis for claims to the fisheries and oil fields of large

sea areas, thev have already stimulated international

disputes over uninhabited islands.

(A) Because there are provisions of the new maritime

code that provide that even tiny islets can be the
basis for claims to the fisheries and oil fields of

large sea areas, they have already stimulated

(B) Because the new maritime code provides that
even tiny islets can be the basis for claims to the
fisheries and oil fields of large sea areas, it has
already stimulated

(C) Even tiny islets can be the basis for claims to the
fisheries and oilfields of large sea areas under
provisions of the new maritime code, already
stimulating

(D) Because even tiny islets can be the basis for
claims to the fisheries and oilfields of large sea
areas under provisions of the new maritime
code, this has already stimulated

(E) Because even tiny islets can be the basis for
claims to the fisheries and oil fields of large sea
areas under provisions of the new maritime
code, which is already stimulating

Logical predication; Grammatical construction

In this sentence, the there are ... that...
construction contributes nothing more than
unnecessary words. The sentence needs to make
clear whetherprovisions or code is the subject of
the main verb stimulated.

A The thereare ... that... construction is
unnecessarily wordy; in the predicate
nominative instead of the subject position,
provisions is not an obvious referent for the
pronoun they.

B Correct. In this sentence, the newmaritime
code is clearly the antecedent of it in the
main clause and thus the subject of has
already stimulated.

C Underprovisions ofthe new maritime code is a
misplaced modifier, seeming to describe sea
areas; the sentence does not make clear what
is stimulating... disputes.

D The referent of this is unclear.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

E The sentence is a fragment, openingwith a
dependent clause {Because... code) and
concluding with a relative clause, but
lacking a main, independent clause.

The correct answer is B.

116. The original building and loan associations were
organized as limited life funds, whose members made
monthly payments on their share subscriptions.
then taking turns drawing on the funds for home
mortgages.

(A) subscriptions, then taking turns drawing

(B) subscriptions, and then taking turns drawing

(C) subscriptions and then took turns drawing

(D) subscriptions and then took turns, they drew
(E) subscriptions and then drew, taking turns

Verb form; Parallelism

The members performed a sequence of twoactions:
first they made monthlypayments... and then
took turns drawing. The two actions must be
expressed by the parallelpast tenseverbs made
and took. The substitution of taking for took
disrupts the parallelismand makes the sentence
hard to understand.

A The participle taking isnotparallel to the
verb made.

B Adding anddoes not solve the lackof
parallelism.

C Correct. In this sentence, the second verb,
took, is parallel to the first verb, made; the
twoverbs are correctly joinedbyandas
compound verbs with the same subject,
members.

D Illogical construction creates a run-on
sentence.

E Construction is illogical, failing to show
what the members drew; the final phrase
makes no sense.

The correct answer is C.
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117. Gall's hypothesis of there being different mental
functions localized in different parts of the brain is

widely accepted today.

(A) of there being different mental functions
localized in different parts of the brain is widely
accepted today

(B) of different mental functions that are localized in

different parts of the brain is widely accepted
today

(C) that different mental functions are localized in

different parts of the brain is widely accepted
today

(D) which is that there are different mental functions

localized in different parts of the brain is widely
accepted today

(E) which is widely accepted today is that there are
different mental functions localized in different

parts of the brain

Grammatical construction

Gall's hypothesis is contained in the clause that
different mentalfunctions are localized indifferent
parts ofthe brain (noun + marker that +content
clause). A series of phrases provides neither the
same clarity nor grammatical correctness.

A Ofthere being is not a precise expression; a
clause identifyingGall's hypothesis is
needed: that introduces a clause that

complements the noun hypothesis.
B This construction distorts meaning by

separating parts of the description.
C Correct. This sentence uses a clause that

identifies Gall's hypothesis clearly and
correctly.

D Which isand there are introducea wordyand
awkward construction.

E Which iswidely accepted today implies that
Gall's other theories are not accepted today,
distorting the meaningof the sentence.

The correct answer is C.
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118. Mauritius was a British colony for almost 200 years,
excepting for the domains of administration and

teaching, the English language was never really
spoken on the island.

(A) excepting for

! (B) except in

(C) but except in

(D) but excepting for

(E) with the exception of

Idiom; Grammatical construction

This two-clause sentence describes an apparent
incompatibility: as a British colony, Mauritius
might be expected to be English-speaking, but
in fact it was not. To describe this apparent
contradiction and to avoid a comma splice, the
clauses should be joined by the conjunction but.
Domains describes places inwhich English is
soo\aen;for is the incorrect preposition. Excepting
is not idiomatic English in this case.

A The lack of a conjunction causes a comma
splice; exceptingfor is non-idiomatic.

B The lack of a conjunction causesa comma
splice.

C Correct. The two independentclauses are
separated by but, and except in is an
appropriate idiom.

D Exceptingfor is non-idiomatic.
E The lack of a conjunction causesa comma

splice.

The correct answer is C.
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119. George Sand (Aurore Lucile Dupin) was one of the first
European writers to consider the rural poor to be
legitimate subjects for literature and portray these
with sympathy and respect in her novels.

(A) to be legitimate subjects for literature and
portray these

(B) should be legitimate subjects for literature and
portray these

(C) as being legitimate subjects for literature and
portraying them

(D) as if they were legitimate subjects for literature
and portray them

(E) legitimate subjects for literature and to portray
them

Idiom; Diction; Parallelism

When consider means think oforbelieve after
careful deliberation, it does not require asor any
other expression before the object. The most
concise phrase is toconsider the ruralpoor
legitimate subjectsfor literature. This phrase should
have a parallelin toportray them with sympathy
and respect. While it is not essential to repeat to,
the repetition elegantly reinforces the parallelism.
Thecorrect pronoun mustfollowportray: Sand
portrayed them. The pronoun them refers to the
rural poor and is the direct object. These (pi. of
this) is a demonstrative pronoun, and here it is
unclear what it is pointing to as its antecedent:
Subjects is the nearest plural noun antecedent, but
these could also point to something not in the
sentence, an unknown noun. Only the objective
form of the pronoun {them) clearly pointsbackto
its antecedent the ruralpoor.

A To be isunnecessary; these must be replaced
by them.

B Should be is wordy and requires that
following consider; these should be them.

C As being is awkward andunnecessary;
portraying and to consider are not parallel.

D Asifthey were distorts the meaning.
E Correct. In this sentence, the correct idiom

is used with the verb consider, the correct
pronoun, them, replaces the incorrect these;
to consider and to portray are parallel.

The correct answer is E.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

120. The WorldWildlife Fund has declared that global
warming, a phenomenon most scientists agree to be
caused bv human beings in burning fossil fuels, will
create havoc among migratory birds by altering the
environment in ways harmful to their habitats.

(A) a phenomenon most scientists agree to be
caused by human beings in burning fossil fuels,

(B) a phenomenon most scientists agree that is
caused by fossil fuels burned by human beings,

(0 a phenomenon that most scientists agree is
caused by human beings' burning of fossil fuels,

(D) which most scientists agree on as a phenomenon
caused by human beings who burn fossil fuels,

(E) which most scientists agree to be a
phenomenon caused by fossil fuels burned by
human beings,

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

The underlined portion of the sentence is an
appositive definingglobal warming as a
phenomenon causedby the burning of fossil fuels
by humans. Because this appositive intervenes
between the subject {global warming) and verb
{will create) of a clause, it shouldbe expressed as
clearlyand economically as possible so as not to
confuse the meaning of the sentenceas a whole.

A To be caused and in burning arewordy,
awkward, and indirect.

B That is should immediatelyfollow
phenomenon, not agree.

C Correct. The phrase human beings' burning
is more economical than constructions with

prepositionalphrases or relative clauses.

D The phrasingis wordy and indirect.
E Thephrasing iswordy and the meaning is

imprecise; it is not fossil fuels that cause
global warming—it is the burningof fossil
fuels by humans.

The correct answer is C.
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121. New theories propose that catastrophic impacts of
asteroids and comets may have caused reversals in
the Earth's magnetic field, the onset of ice ages,
splitting apart continents 80 million years ago, and
great volcanic eruptions.

(A) splitting apart continents

(B) the splitting apart of continents

(C) split apart continents

(D) continents split apart

(E) continents that were split apart

Parallelism

This sentence lists four effects of catastrophic
impacts; each effect, exceptthe one includedin
the underlined portion, is given in noun form:
reversals, the onset, eruptions. Splitting is a verb
and thus not parallel to the other nouns in the
series; in the second option splitting is a noun.
Splitting may be transformed into a nounby
adding the article the.

A Splitting, a verb, is not parallel to reversals,
the onset, and eruptions, and its role as a
member in the series is unclear.

B Correct. The splitting is a gerund, or noun
form, and is properly used in this sentence; it
is parallelto the other nouns.

C Verb split is not parallel to reversals, the onset,
and eruptions.

D If the impacts truly caused continents, the
verb createdwould be used, but it makes no
sense to say impacts caused continents and this
phraseis not parallel to the other noun
phrases.

E Thisoptionis similar to the previous option:
continents cannot be said to be caused.

The correct answer is B.
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122. Afirm that specializes in the analysis of handwriting
claims from a one-page writing sample that it can
assess more than 300 personality traits, including
enthusiasm, imagination, and ambition.

(A) from a one-page writing sample that it can
assess

(B) from a one-page writing sample it has the ability
of assessing

(C) the ability, from a one-page writing sample,
of assessing

(D) to be able, from a one-page writing sample,
to assess

(E) being able to assess, from a one-page writing
sample

Idiom; Rhetorical construction

The meaning of this sentence becomes lost in an
awkward and ungrammatical construction. The
verbclaims maybe followed by one of two correct
constructions: claimsthat + a subordinate clause, or
claims + the infinitive. When the prepositional
phrasefrom a one-page writing sample isplaced
between claims and that, the result confuses and
distorts the meaningby suggesting that the claim
is contained in the writing sample. Instead, the
firm claims to be able ...to assess. The prepositional
phrase should be placed between a pairofcommas
to show clearly that it is additional information not
crucial to understanding the sentence.

A Prepositional phrase following the verb
distorts the meaning of the sentence.

B Placing, the prepositional phrase afterclaims
distorts meaning; that is omitted; the ability
ofassessing iswordy and awkward.

C The ability ... ofassessing iswordy and
awkward.

D Correct. The correct idiomatic construction

{claims tobe able toassess) is used in this
sentence, and the prepositional phrase isset
offin a pairofcommas to prevent misreading.

E Claims... being able is not a correct idiom.

The correct answer is D.
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123. Sales of wines declined in the late 1980s, but thev
began to grow again after the 1991 report that linked

moderate consumption of alcohol, and particularly of

red wine, with a reduced risk of heart disease.

(A) they began to grow again after the 1991 report
that linked moderate consumption of alcohol,
and particularly of red wine, with a reduced risk
of heart disease

(B) after the 1991 report that linked a reduced
risk of heart disease with a moderate alcohol

consumption, particularly red wine, they began
growing again

(C) in a 1991 report, moderate alcohol consumption,
and particularly of red wine, which was linked
with a reduced risk of heart disease, caused
them to begin to grow again

(D) with a reduced risk of heart disease linked in

a 1991 report with moderate alcohol
consumption, in particular red wine, they
began growing again

(E) a reduced risk of heart disease linked to

moderate alcohol consumption in a 1991
report, and in particular red wine, started them
growing again

Logical predication; Rhetorical construction

This sentence explains why a trend ofdeclining
winesales reversed after the publication of a 1991
reportsuggesting that moderate consumption of
red wine correlated with reduced risk of heart
disease. The phrase particularly ofred wine
modifies consumption ofalcohol, and the sentence
must make clear that it is moderate consumption,
not red wine that the report links to reduced risk.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

A Correct. In the second clause, they refers
correctly to sales ofwines; the relative clause
beginning with that clearlyindicates that the
report linked moderate consumption ... with a
reduced risk.

B Particularly red wine cannot describe
consumption—the preposition ofis needed;
the placement of they sofar from the
position of the antecedent Sales makes the
sentence awkward and difficult to decode.

C Theclause beginning with which refers to
red wine in this construction, erroneously
suggesting that wine rather than moderate
consumption of alcohol correlates with
reduced risk ofheartdisease; particularly of
red wine is not parallel to moderate alcohol
consumption; it needs to follow moderate
consumption ofalcohol to make sense.

D Without the preposition of, the sentence
indicates that red wine is a kind of

consumption—which makes no sense.

E Theincorrect placement of the modifier in a
1991 report suggests that wine is being
consumed (albeit in moderation) in the
report itself.

The correct answer is A.
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124. She was less successful after she had emigrated

to New York compared to her native Germany,
photographer Lotte Jacobi nevertheless earned a small
group of discerning admirers, and her photographs
were eventuallyexhibited in prestigious galleries
across the United States.

(A) She was less successful after she had

emigrated to NewYork compared to

(B) Being less successful after she had emigrated
to New York as compared to

(C) Less successful after she emigrated to New
York than she had been in

(D) Although she was less successful after
emigratingto New York when compared to

(E) She had been less successful after emigrating
to New York than in

Idiom; Grammatical construction; Logical
predication

Thissentence compares the success Jacobi
experienced after moving to NewYork to the
success shehad previously experienced in
Germany. Thephrase less successful anticipates the
conclusion of the comparison with the phrase
than.... The main subject of the sentence is
photographerLotteJacobi, and the main verb is
earned. Theopening clause She was less successful...
therefore creates a commasplice if the commais
notfollowed bya conjunction. Themost efficient
way to incorporate theinformation about Jacobi s
comparative successes inGermany and in New
York is to turn this clause into an adjectival phrase
describingJacobi.

A Less successful... anticipates than rather than
compared to ...; a comma is insufficient to
jointwo independent clauses into a single
sentence.

B Ascompared to is an incorrectwayto
complete thecomparison introduced byless;
Being... isunnecessarily wordy and
awkward.

C Correct. The idiomatic construction less
successful... than is incorporated into an
introductory adjectival phrase modifying
LotteJacobi.

D When compared to isan incorrect phrase to
complete thecomparison introduced by less.
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E A comma is insufficient to join two
independentclauses into a single sentence;
past-perfect tenseis misleading, since it refers
toJacobi's experience in NewYork, which in
fact followed her experience in Germany.

The correct answer is C.

125. Today, because of improvements in agricultural
technology, the same amount of acreage produces
double the apples that it has in 1910.

(A) double the apples that it has

(B) twice as many apples as it did

(C) as much as twice the apples it has

(D) two times as many apples as there were

(E) a doubling of the apples that it did

Logical predication; Diction; Verb form

Thesentence compares the number of apples
produced today with the number of apples
produced in 1910. Thephrase double the apples is
notveryexact but it could be understood to mean
twice as many or as many as; the verb form has
confounds the sequence of events and makes the
comparison illogical. An action that occurred in
1910 requires a verb in the pasttense. The two
elements beingcompared mustbe grammatically
parallel. The same amount... produces isparalleled
byas itdid {produce understood). The subjects
amount and // are parallel, as are the verbs
produces and did {produce).

A Thecomparative construction asmany asis
needed; the verb tense has is incorrectwith
in 1910.

B Correct. As many as isused for a countable
quantity; thetwo elements being compared
areparallel; the verb is in the pasttense.

C Much is used where many is required; the
verb tense has is incorrect with in 1910.

D Two times is wordy; there were is vague
because it does not refer to amount ofacreage.

E Adoubling ofthe apples is awkward and,
whenjoinedwith that it did, suggests
doubling the apples themselves, not the
amount of apples.

The correct answer is B.
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126. The use of lie detectors is based on the assumption
that lying produces emotional reactions in an individual
that, in turn, create unconscious physiological

responses.

(A) that, in turn, create unconscious physiological
responses

(B) that creates unconscious physiological
responses in turn

(C) creating, in turn, unconscious physiological
responses

(D) to create, in turn, physiological responses that
are unconscious

(E) who creates unconscious physiological
responses in turn

Agreement; Rhetorical construction; Logical
predication

This sentence describes a cause-and-effect

sequence; in the underlined portion of the
sentence, the relative pronoun that refers to the
plural noun reactions. Theverb in the relative
clause must therefore be a pluralverb. The causal
sequence is most clearly expressed by a relative
clause that turns the object emotional reactions
(from the clause lying causes emotional reactions in
an individual) into the subject {that) of a new
clause {that in turn create unconsciousphysiological
responses). In turn is best placed before the verb of
the second relative clause, create, to clarify that a
chain of events is being described.

A Correct. This construction clearlyindicates
the causal sequence.

B The singular verb creates does not agreewith
the subjectreferenced by the relative
pronoun that {reactions).

C This construction is less successful at

clarifying the chain of eventsbecause
creating seems to referback to lying, if used
as a participial, creating would have to be
preceded by a comma.

D This construction does not make clear the

causal chain of events, because it is unclear
which noun to create should attach to; the
infinitiveconstruction impliesintent, which
does not really make sense.

E Because reactions is not a person, who is the
wrong relative pronoun to use.

The correct answer is A.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

127. Joan of Arc, a young Frenchwoman who claimed to be
divinely inspired, turnedthe tide of English victories in
her countryby liberating the cityof Orleans and she.
persuaded Charles VII of France to claim his throne.

(A) she persuaded Charles VII of France to claim his
throne

(B) persuaded Charles VII of France in claiming his
throne

(C) persuading that the throne be claimed by
Charles VII of France

(D) persuaded Charles VH'of France to claim his
throne

(E) persuading that Charles VII of France should
claim the throne

Parallelism

Because this sentence consists of many parts,
including lengthymodifiers {a young
Frenchwoman ... ; by liberating... ), it is crucial
to make the basic structure of it—the subject
and verbs of the main clause—as clear and as

concisely expressed as possible. Joan ofArc is the
subject, turned is the first verb of the main clause,
and persuaded is the second verb; so the sentence
should beJoan ... turned... andpersuaded.
Inserting she before the secondverb both violates
the parallelism and adds an unnecessary word.

A Persuaded, not shepersuaded, is parallel to
turned.

B The idiomaticconstruction ispersuade x to do
y, notpersuade x indoingy.

C Were persuading is linked to liberating, but
even if it were said that Joan did turnthetide
ofEnglish victories bypersuading Charles to
claim the throne, a person cannot be said to
persuade a clause {that the thrown be claimed),
a person persuadesanother person or other
entity; be claimed by is wordy.

D Correct. In this sentence, persuaded is
parallel to turned, and the idiomatic
construction persuade x todoy is used.

E Parallelform linkspersuading and liberating
whenpersuaded should be parallel to turned;
persuading that x is not a correct idiom:
a person can only persuade another person
or other entity.

The correct answer is D.
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128. Australian embryologists have found evidence that
suggests that the elephant is descended from an
aquatic animal, and its trunk originally evolving as a
kind of snorkel.

(A) that suggests that the elephant is descended
from an aquatic animal, and its trunk originally
evolving

(B) that has suggested the elephant descended
from an aquatic animal, its trunkoriginally
evolving

(C) suggesting that the elephant had descended
from an aquatic animal with its trunk originally
evolved

(D) to suggest that the elephant had descended
from an aquatic animal and its trunk originally
evolved

(E) to suggest that the elephant is descended from
an aquatic animal and that its trunk originally
evolved

Parallelism; Verb form

The clearest, most economical way ofexpressing
the two things suggested byAustralian
embryologists' evidence is to formatthem as
relative clauses serving asparallel directobjects of
the verb suggest. It is awkward and confusing to
string together relative clauses: evidence that suggests
that the elephant.... A clearer way of making this
connection is to turn the verb suggests into a
participle modifying evidence. Theword descended is
a predicate adjective following the present-tense
verb isand describing the present-day elephant.
Theverb evolved should be past tense because it
describes howthe trunk of the elephant originally
evolved, not how it is evolving today.

A Thestringof relative phrases is awkward
and confusing; the phrase following the
conjunction andis not parallelwith the
relative clause that the elephant isdescended....

B The evidence stillsuggests these things
about the evolution of the elephant and its
trunk, so the present-perfectverb tense is
inaccurate.

C Haddescended is the wrongverb tense; with
cannot be followed by an independent clause.
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D Had descended is the wrong tense; the phrase
following the conjunction anddoes not
parallel the relative clause that precedes the
conjunction.

E Correct. The two dependent clauses
beginningwith that are in parallel form and
contain verbs in the correct tenses.

The correct answer is E.

129. Cajuns speak a dialect brought to southern Louisiana
by the 4,000 Acadians who migrated there in 1755;
their language is basically seventeenth-century French
to which has been added English. Spanish, and Italian
words.

(A) to which has been added English, Spanish, and
Italian words

(B) added to which is English, Spanish, and Italian
words

(C) to which English, Spanish, and Italianwords have
been added

(D) with English, Spanish, and Italian words having
been added to it

(E) and, in addition, English, Spanish, and Italian
words are added

Agreement; Logical predication

The sentence describes the Cajun language as
seventeenth-century French and then modifies that
description by noting the addition of words from
other languages. Since words is a plural noun, a
pluralverb is required. The inverted word order
in the original sentenceis awkward.

A The singular has does not agree in number
with English, Spanish, andItalian words; the
verb should be the plural have, the inversion
of the subject and the verb is awkward.

B Verb must be plural; since the action began
in the past, the presentperfect form have
been added is required.

C Correct. The relative clause in this sentence

has the correct verb form, and its placement
makes it clear that it modifies the noun

French. The clause also follows normal

subject-verb word order.

D With does not concisely modify the noun
French; having been added to it is a wordy
expression.
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E Verb tense is incorrect; it is not clear that the
construction modifies the noun French.

The correct answer is C.

Over 75 percent of the energy produced in France
derives from nuclear power, while in Germany it is just
over 33 percent.

(A) while in Germany it is just over 33 percent

(B) compared to Germany, which uses just over
33 percent

(C) whereas nuclear power accounts for just over
33 percent of the energy produced in Germany

(D) whereas just over 33 percent of the energy
comes from nuclear power in Germany

(E) compared with the energy from nuclear power in
Germany, where it is just over 33 percent

Rhetorical construction; Logical predication

This sentence compares percentages and uses the
prepositional phrases inFrance and in Germany to
distinguish the percentage of energyin each
country coming from nuclearpower. This
information is mostefficiently and clearly
presentedin two clauses joined by the
conjunction whereas, which signifiesa difference
between the situations in the two countries. Each
clause must identifywhat the percentage refers
to—that is, the portion of the respective
country's energy that comes from nuclear power.

A While is somewhat ambiguous, since it might
indicate simultaneity rather than contrast;
the referent of // is ambiguous, raising
questions aboutjust what two things are
being compared.

B This sentence compares 75percent to
Germany; it is not clear what33percent
refers to.

C Correct. The two clauses joined bywhereas
indicate clearly that the comparison is
between the different percentages ofenergy
coming from nuclearpower.

D The use of the definite article the makes it
seem as though the energy being referred to
in this part of the sentence is that of France.

E This construction iswordy and unclear; the
referent of it is ambiguous.

The correct answer is C.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

131. Although the term "psychopath" is popularly applied
to an especially brutal criminal, in psychology it is
someone who is apparently incapable of feeling
compassion or the pangs of conscience.

(A) it is someone who is

(B) it is a person

(C) they are people who are

(D) it refers to someone who is

(E) it is in reference to people

Logical predication; Grammatical construction;
Agreement

The intent of the sentence is to define the term

"psychopath." In this sentence, the pronoun it
refers back to the term and seemsillogically to
referforward to someone. Logically, an inanimate
term cannot be aperson or someone. The sentence
needs to be reworded so that it is clear that

"psychopath" is a term used to define a specific
kind ofperson.

A This construction illogically asserts that the
term is a person.

B This construction illogically asserts that the
term is a person.

C Pluralpronoun they does not agree with the
singular noun the term and cannot refer to
psychopath; this construction also asserts that
the term is a person.

D Correct. In this sentence, theverb refers
clearly links the term to a particular kind of
person; the alignmentof pronouns and
antecedents is both logical and grammatical.

E To be correct, this construction needs a
main verb such as used; the construction is
used in reference tois awkwardand much
wordier than the single word refers-, the
pluralpeople shouldbe singular.

The correct answer is D.
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132. Although appearing less appetizing than most of their
round and red supermarket cousins, heirloom

tomatoes, grown from seeds saved during the

previous year—thev are often green and striped, or
have plenty of bumps and bruises—heirlooms are
more flavorful and thus in increasing demand.

(A) Although appearing less appetizing than most of
their round and red supermarket cousins,
heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds saved
during the previous year

(B) Although heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds
saved during the previous year, appear less
appetizing than most of their round and red
supermarket cousins

(C) Although they appear less appetizing than most
of their round and red supermarket cousins,
heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds saved
during the previous year

(D) Grown from seeds saved during the previous
year, heirloom tomatoes appear less appetizing
than most of their round and red supermarket

cousins

(E) Heirloom tomatoes, grown from seeds saved
during the previous year, although they appear
less appetizing than most of their round and red
supermarket cousins

Rhetorical construction; Grammatical
construction

The intendedmeaning couldbe communicated
more effectively by mentioning heirloom
tomatoes as earlyas possible in the sentence, so
that we know that the writer is comparing
heirloom tomatoeswith supermarket tomatoes.
Theplacement of heirloom tomatoes and heirlooms
makes the sentenceungrammatical.

A Thisis ungrammatical. If heirloom tomatoes is
the subject of are moreflavorful... then
heirlooms has no predicate and is
nonsensically superfluous. If heirlooms is the
subject, heirloom tomatoes has no predicate.

B Correct. The noun heirloom tomatoes is

mentioned early in the sentence, followed by
a parenthetical definition, andis the subject
of the verb appear, and heirlooms is the
subjectof are.

C The noun heirloom tomatoes appears too late
in the sentence. Parsing is made harder by
introducing the pronoun they and revealing
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its antecedent later in the sentence. The

sentence is also ungrammatical. If heirloom
tomatoes is the subject of are moreflavorful...
then heirlooms has no predicate and is
nonsensically superfluous. If heirlooms is the
subject, heirloom tomatoes has no predicate.

D Beginning the sentence with the explanatory
clause grownfrom seeds... gives it too much
importance. It could be construed as the
reason why heirloom tomatoes appear less
appetizing,which is contrary to the truth.
The sentence is also ungrammatical.

E Rhetorical structure requires that although
appear in the beginning of the clause to
which it pertains. Placing it later necessitates
the pronoun they with antecedent heirloom
tomatoes, which is redundant. The sentence is
also ungrammatical.

The correct answer is B.

133. Last week local shrimpers held a news conference to
take some credit for the resurgence of the rare
Kemp's ridley turtle, saying that their compliance with
laws requiringthat turtle-excluder devices be on
shrimp nets protect adult sea turtles.

(A) requiring that turtle-excluder devices be on
shrimp nets protect

(B) requiring turtle-excluder devices on shrimp nets
is protecting

(C) that require turtle-excluder devices on shrimp
nets protect

(D) to require turtle-excluder devices on shrimp nets
are protecting

(E) to require turtle-excluder devices on shrimp nets
is protecting

Rhetorical construction; Agreement

Thesubject of the clause introduced by saying that
is the singular noun compliance. This subject
requires the singular form of the verb protect. The
clearest, most economical way to describe the
laws in question is to follow theword laws with a
present participle requiring. To use an infinitive,
to require, seems to indicate that requiring these
devices is the objective of the laws, when in fact
the objective is to protectthe sea turtles.

A Theplural verb protect does not agree with
the singular subjectcompliance.
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B Correct. The singularverb isprotecting
agrees with the singular subjectcompliance,
and the participialphrase beginningwith
requiring concisely and accurately describes
the laws.

C The relative clause that require introduces
unnecessary wordiness; the plural verb
protect does not agree with the singular
subject compliance.

D To require obscures the purpose of the laws;
the pluralverbphrase areprotecting does not
agreewith the singular subject compliance.

E To require obscures the purpose of the laws.

The correct answer is B.

134. Recently implemented "shift-work equations" based
on studies of the human sleep cycle have reduced
sickness, sleeping on the job, fatigue among shift
workers, and have raised production efficiency in
various industries.

(A) fatigue among shift workers, and have raised

(B) fatigue among shift workers, and raised

(C) and fatigue among shift workers while raising

(D) lowered fatigue among shift workers, and raised

(E) and fatigue among shift workers was lowered
while raising

Grammatical construction

Implementing the equations has reducedsickness,
sleeping on thejob, andfatigue; at the same time,
it has increased efficiency. The three parallel
elements {have reduced x,y, and z) require and
before the final element.

A The omission ofand beforefatigue creates an
unclear sentence.

B The omission ofand beforefatigue creates an
unclear sentence.

C Correct. The use of and in this sentence

unites the three parallel elements; the phrase
while raising provides a clear contrast with
have reduced.

D And is required to link the parallel elements;
the verb reduced applies to all three parallel
elements, soinserting lowered beforefatigue
illogically suggests that fatigue actually
increased.

135.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

E The insertion of waslowered destroys the
parallel structure, and thus while raising has
no logical referent here.

The correct answer is C.

Spanning more than 50 years, Friedrich Muller
began his career in an unpromising apprenticeship
as a Sanskrit scholar and culminated in virtually
every honor that European governments and
learned societies could bestow.

(A) Muller began his career in an unpromising
apprenticeship as

(B) Muller's career began in an unpromising
apprenticeship as

(C) Muller's career began with the unpromising
apprenticeship of being

(D) Muller had begun his career with the
unpromising apprenticeship of being

(E) the career of Muller has begun with an
unpromising apprenticeship of

Logical predication; Idiom

What spanned more than 50 years? It was
Muller's career that spanned 50 years and
culminated in virtually every honor. The correct
subject of the sentence must be Muller's career.

A Muller's career, not Muller, should be the
subject of the sentence.

B Correct. UsingMuller's career as the subject
of the sentence solves the modification

problem with spanning... and provides a
logicalsubject for culminated.

C Apprenticeship ofbeing is an incorrect idiom;
apprenticeship as is correct.

D Muller's career, not Muller, should be the
subject of the sentence; past perfect tense is
inappropriate; apprenticeship ofbeing is an
incorrect idiom.

E Muller's career is preferable to the career of
Muller; present perfect tense is incorrect;
apprenticeship o/*should be apprenticeship as.

The correct answer is B.
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136. Whereas in mammals the tinv tubes that convey

nutrients to bone cells are arraved in parallel lines, in
birds the tubes form a random pattern.

(A) Whereas in mammals the tinytubes that convey
nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in parallel
lines, in birds the tubes

(B) Whereas the tiny tubes for the conveying of
nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in mammals
in parallel lines, birds have tubes that

(C) Unlike mammals, where the tiny tubes for
conveying nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in
parallel lines, birds' tubes

(D) Unlike mammals, in whom the tiny tubes that
convey nutrients to bone cells are arrayed in
parallel lines, the tubes in birds

(E) Unlike the tiny tubes that convey nutrients to
bone cells, which in mammals are arrayed in
parallel lines, in birds the tubes

Idiom; Rhetorical construction; Parallelism

Whereas introduces two contrasting situations
or events and should be followed by parallel
structures. In this sentence, whereas is
immediatelyfollowed by a clause beginning
with the prepositional phrase in mammals; this
means that the secondpart of the sentence must
alsobe a clause that opens with a preposition that
functions in the same way—in this case, in birds.
This structure clarifies that the things being
contrasted are the tubes in mammals and the

tubes in birds. Incorrect versions of the sentence

grammatically contrast tubes and birds, mammals
and tubes, or birdsand mammals.

A Correct. Parallel structures make clear that

the tubes in mammals are being contrasted
with the tubes in birds.

B Thefaulty parallelism results in a sentence
that is confusing and unnecessarily wordy.

C Thesentence compares mammals and birds'
tubes.

D Because of faultyparallelism, this sentence
also compares mammals and tubes inbirds.

E This structure is wordy and confusing
because of faulty parallelism.

The correct answer is A.
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137. Joachim Raff and Giacomo Meyerbeer are examples
of the kind of composer who receives popular acclaim
while living, often goes into decline after death, and
never regains popularity again.

(A) often goes into decline after death, and never
regains popularity again

(B) whose reputation declines after death and never
regains its status again

(C) but whose reputation declines after death and
never regains its former status

(D) who declines in reputation after death and who

never regained popularity again

(E) then has declined in reputation after death and
never regained popularity

Verb tense; Parallelism

Faulty parallelism in the relative clausewho
receives... goes ... regains... makes it unclearwho
or what is being described. The original clause
begins by describing a certain kind of composer.
As written, with who as the subjectof goes and
regains, the last two descriptions illogically
continue to refer to the kind of composer.
Logically it mustbe the reputation that declines
after the composer'sdeath.

A Illogically suggests the composer goes into
decline after death; redundant again.

B The two clauses are not parallel, lack a
coordinating conjunction, and do not
describe the same thing; redundant again.

C Correct. This sentence presents the proper
logic whilemaintainingparallel structure
and consistent verb tense.

D The verb tenses are inconsistent with

present tense used in the first phrase;
redundant again.

E The verb tenses are inconsistentwith present
tense used in the first phrase; to maintain
parallelism, the verbs mustbe receives...
declines ... regains.

The correct answer is C.
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138. Most efforts to combat such mosquito-borne
diseases like malaria and dengue have focused either

on the vaccination of humans or on exterminating

mosquitoes with pesticides.

(A) like malaria and dengue have focused either on
the vaccination of humans or on exterminating

(B) like malaria and dengue have focused either on
vaccinating of humans or on the extermination of

(C) as malaria and dengue have focused on either
vaccinating humans or on exterminating

(D) as malaria and dengue have focused on either
vaccinating of humans or on extermination of

(E) as malaria and dengue have focused on either
vaccinating humans or exterminating

Diction; Parallelism

The phrase such ... diseases like malaria anddengue
is not a correct way in English to indicate that
the two diseases mentioned are examples of a
larger category; the correct expression is such ...
as....

A This use of such ... like... is incorrect

English; the correct expression is such ...
as.... It is better to keep the preposition on
close to the verb it goeswith,focus, so as not
to repeat it.

B The correctexpression is such ... as.... It is
better to keep the preposition on close to the
verb it goeswith,focus, so as not to repeat it.
This use of the gerund vaccinating (followed
by of) would normally be preceded by the,
but this would make the phrase awkward. It
would be preferable to use vaccination, which
is parallel to extermination.

C This answer choice incorrectly repeats the
preposition on before exterminating.

D This answer choice incorrectly repeats the
preposition on before extermination. This use
of thegerund vaccinating (followed byof)
wouldnormally be preceded by the, but this
would make the phrase awkward. It would
be preferable to use vaccination, which is
parallel to extermination.

E Correct. This version uses either... or...

correctly and appropriately uses the parallel
forms vaccinating and exterminating.

The correct answer is E.

9.8 Sentence Correction Answer Explanations

139. In no other historical sighting did Halley's Comet
cause such a worldwide sensation as did its return in

1910-1911.

(A) did its return in 1910-1911

(B) had its 1910-1911 return

(C) in its return of 1910-1911

(D) its return of 1910-1911 did

(E) its return in 1910-1911

Parallelism; Verb form; Logical predication

The single subject of this sentence is Halley's
Comet, and its singleverb phrase is didcause. The
comparison presented by the sentence is between
adverbial phrases describing times when the
comet was seen. Grammatically, the items being
compared are parallel prepositional phrases
beginning with the preposition in: in noother
sighting and in its return in1910-1911. This is the
clearest, most economicalway of presenting the
information. The options that introduce a second
verb {did or had) violate the parallelism and
introduce a comparison between the comet itself
(subject of the verb didcause) and the comet's
return (subject of the verb didor had).

A This sentence implies a comparison between
the comet and its return.

B This sentence implies a comparison between
the cometand its return; had is thewrong
auxiliaryverb form because it must be
followed by caused instead of cause.

C Correct. The parallelprepositional phrases
in this sentence correctlycompare times
when the cometwas sighted.

D This sentence implies a comparison between
the comet and its return.

E This sentence violates parallelism, implying
a comparison betweena prepositional phrase
and a noun phrase.

The correct answer is C.
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140. Rock samples taken from the remains of an asteroid
about twice the size of the 6Timile-wide asteroid that

eradicated the dinosaurs has been dated to be 3.47

billion years old and thus is evidence of the earliest

known asteroid impact on Earth.

(A) has been dated to be 3.47 billion years old and
thus is

(B) has been dated at 3.47 billion years old and thus

(C) have been dated to be 3.47 billion years old and
thus are

(D) have been dated as being 3.47 billion years old
and thus

(E) have been dated at 3.47 billion years old and
thus are

Agreement; Idiom

The pluralsubject of this sentence, Rock samples,
requires plural verb phrases—have been dated and
are rather than has been dated and is. The

idiomatic way of expressing estimation of age is
with the phrase dated at.

A The subject and verbs do not agree; dated to
be ... is not idiomatic.

B The subjectand verb do not agree; the
conjunction andthus should be followed by
a verb.

C Dated to be is not idiomatic.

D Asbeing is not idiomatic; the conjunction
andthus shouldbe followed by a verb.

E Correct. Thepluralverbs match the plural
subject, and the wording of the sentence is
idiomatic,

The correct answer is E.
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10.0 Integrated Reasoning

10.0 Integrated Reasoning

The Integrated Reasoningsection measures your ability to understand and evaluate multiplesources
and types of information—graphic, numeric, and verbal—as they relate to one another; use
quantitative and verbal reasoning to solve complex problems; and solve multiple problems in relation
to one another. This section includes text passages, tables, graphs, and other visual information from
a variety of content areas; however, the materials and questions do not assume detailed knowledge
of the topics discussed. The Integrated Reasoningsection differs from the Quantitative and Verbal
sections in two important ways: 1) It involves both mathematicaland verbal reasoning, either
separately or in combination, and 2) questions are answered using four different response formats
rather than only traditional multiple-choice.

Four types of questionsare used in the Integrated Reasoningsection:

• Multi-Source Reasoning

• TableAnalysis

• Graphics Interpretation

• Two-Part Analysis

Use yourunique access code found in the backof this bookto access 50 Integrated Reasoning
practice questions with full answer explanations.

10.1 What Is Measured

Integrated Reasoning questions assess your ability to apply, evaluate, infer, recognize, and
strategize.

Apply concepts presented in the information

Apply questions measure your ability to understand principles, rules, or otherconcepts in the
information provided andapply them to a new context or predict consequences that would follow if
new information were incorporated into the context provided. You may be asked to

• decide whether new examples would comply with orviolate rules established in the
information provided

• determine how a trend present in the information provided would be affected by new scenarios

• use principles established in the information provided to drawconclusions aboutnewdata

Evaluate information qualitatively

Evaluate questions measure your ability to make judgments about the quality ofinformation. For
example, you may be asked to

• decide whether aclaim made inone source is supported orundermined by information
provided in another source

• determine whether the information provided is sufficient tojustify a course ofaction
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• judge thestrength ofevidence offered in support ofanargument or plan

• identify errors or gaps in the information provided

Draw inferences from the information

Infer questions ask about information or ideas that are notexplicitly stated in the materials provided
but canbe derived from them. Forexample, you may be asked to

• calculate the probability of an outcome on the basis of given data

• indicate whether statements follow logically from the information provided

• determine the meaning of a term within the contextin which it is used

• identifythe rate of changein data gathered over time

Recognize parts or relationships in the information

Recognize questions measureyour ability to identify information that is directly presented in the
materials provided, including specific facts or details and relationships between pieces of
information. For example, you maybe askedto

• identify areas of agreementand disagreement between sources of information

• determine the strength of correlationbetween two variables

• indicatewhich element in a table has a givenrank in a combination of categories

• identify facts provided as evidence in an argument

Make strategic decisions or judgments based on the information

Strategize questions askabout the means of achieving a goal within the context ofparticular needs
or constraints. For example, you maybe asked to

• choosea plan of action that minimizesrisksand maximizes value

• identify tradeoffs required to reach a goal

• specify the mathematical formula that will yield a desired result

• determine which means of completing a taskare consistent within given constraints

10.2 The Question Types

The four Integrated Reasoning question types are described in detail below.

Multi-Source Reasoning

Multi-Source Reasoning questions begin with two or three sources of information, each labeled
with a tab, which appear onthe left side ofa split computer screen. One or more ofthe sources will
contain awritten passage. The other sources may be tables, graphs, diagrams, orother types of
visual information. Only one source ofinformation will be displayed ata time. To view a different
source, select its tab from those that appear above the source currently displayed.
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10.2 integrated Reasoning The Question Types

Thesources of information are accompanied byquestions that will askyou to synthesize, compare,
interpret, or apply the information presented. Aseach question associated withthe sources appears
in turn on the rightside of the screen, the initial source willappear again on the leftside. You can
click on the tabs to view any of the sources as many times as needed. However, you willsee only one
question at a time and cannotgo backto earlier questions.

There are two question formats for Multi-Source Reasoning:

• Multiple-choice questions

• Multiple-dichotomous choice questions

Formultiple-choice questions, select the bestof the five answer choices given. Read each question
and series of answer choices carefully. Make sureyou understand exactly what the question is asking
and what the answer choices are.

Multiple-dichotomous choice questions provide three phrases, statements, numerical values, or
algebraic expressions that require an indication as to whether each meets a certain condition. For
example, you may be asked whether

• each statement is true, according to the sources

• each statement or numerical value is consistent with the sources

• each statement or algebraic expression would solve a problem described in the sources

• the value of each algebraic expression can be determined on the basis of the sources

In answering both kinds of Multi-Source Reasoning questions, be aware of the information from
each source provided and try to determine the process that works best for you. One strategy is to
examine the sources carefullyand thoroughly, another is to skim the sources the first time through,
or to read the first question before examiningthe sources. Read each question carefullyand make
sure you understand exactly what the question is asking. If necessary, go back to the sources to
review relevant information.

You will have 30 minutes to complete the Integrated Reasoning section, or an average of 2 minutes
and 30 seconds to answer each multiple-choice or multiple-dichotomous choice question. Keep in
mind, however, that youwill need time to examine the source materials that accompany the
questions—and that time must be factored into the per-question average.

Table Analysis

Table Analysis questions present a table similar to a spreadsheet. It canbesorted on any of its
columns byselecting the column's title from a drop-down menu. There may be a brief text
explaining the table or providing additional information. Thequestion then presents three phrases,
statements, numericalvalues, or algebraic expressions, and you must indicate for each one whether
or not it meets a certain condition. For example, you maybe askedwhether

• each statement is true (yes or no), according to the information in the table

• each statement or numerical value is consistent or inconsistent with the information in the table

• each statement or numerical value can or cannot be determined on the basis of the information
in the table
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Read the question thoroughly to make sure you understand what is beingasked. Thenconsider each
phrase, statement, numerical value, or algebraic expression to learnwhat information in the table
you need to makeyour decision. In analyzing the table, you mayneed to, for example,

• determine statistics such as mean, median, mode, or range

• determine ratios, proportions, or probabilities

• identify correlations between two sets of data

• compare an entry's rank in two or more of the table's categories

You will have 30 minutes to complete the Integrated Reasoning section,or an average of 2 minutes
and 30 seconds to answer each question. Keep in mind, however, that each Table Analysis question
has three parts that all need to be answered in the time allowed.

Graphics Interpretation

Graphics Interpretation questions present a graph, diagram, or other visual representation of
information, followed by one or more statements containing a total of two blanks. Tlie blanks
should be filled in with the option from each drop-down menu in order to create the most accurate
statement or statements on the basis of the information provided.

Many of the graphs included in Graphics Interpretation questions involve two variables plotted on
vertical and horizontal axes. Graphs of this type include bargraphs, linegraphs, scatterplots, and
bubble graphs. To read these graphs, determine what information is represented on each axis. Do this
bycarefully examining anyinformation that may be provided, including labels on the axes, scales on
the axes, the title of the graph, and accompanying text. To find the value of a data point on the
graph, determine the corresponding values on the horizontal and vertical axes.

In the simple bargraph below, the first bar indicates that 7 units were sold onMonday ofWeek 1.

Units Sold in Week 1
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10.2 Integrated Reasoning The Question Types

The same information ispresented below as a line graph. Eachpoint indicates the total number of
units sold on a given day. The slope of the line connecting the points shows how the sales changed
over time; a positive slope indicates that sales increased from the previous day, and a negative slope
indicates that sales decreased.

T3

O
CO

10-r

Units Sold in Week 1

A third variable can be indicatedwith an additionalvertical axis. In the following graph, the bars
indicate the number of units sold on each day, which corresponds to the scale on the left axis. The
line graph shows what percent of the total units were soldon each day. The scale for the percentages
is shown on the right axis.
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In a scatterplot, each dot is a single data point. In the scatterplot at the topof the nextpage, each dot
represents a type of computer product offered for sale. A dot's position relative to the vertical axis
indicates the product's price, and its position relative to the horizontal axis indicates its weight.
Thus, the product that weighs 1.0 kg costs approximately 32,000 rupees.
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Some scatterplots include a trend line—usually a least squares regression line—that shows the trend of
the data. A trend linewith positive slope indicates a positive correlation between the two variables,
and a trend line with negative slope indicates a negative correlation. Thus, in the scatterplot below,
the trend line indicates a negative correlation between price and weight among the products
represented on the graph. The closer the data points are to a trend line, the more strongly the data
are correlated.

Products for Sale by Price and Weight

1.5 2.0

weight in kg

In a bubble graph, each datapoint is represented bya circle. Tlie center of the circle indicates the
values on the horizontal and verticalaxes, as in a scatterplot. Tlie relative size of a circle introduces a
third variable, number sold. In the bubble graph below, the relative size of the circles indicates how
many of the products were sold. Thus, the number of the lightest product sold was smaller than that
ofany other product shown, and the number ofthe heaviest product sold was greater than thatof
anyother product shown.
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Other common kinds ofgraphics do notuse vertical and horizontal axes. These include pie charts,
fiow charts, and organization charts.

Apie chart uses a circle divided into sectors to show what percent ofthe whole is represented by each
component part. The circle represents the whole, and the relative size of each sector indicates its
percent of the whole. Since the whole is 100%, the sum of the percentages of all the sectors is 100
(plus or minus a bit to account for rounding). Below is a pie chart created from the data used in the
bar graph and line graph shown earlier. In this example, labels indicating the exact percents are not
supplied, but it is still possible to gauge the size of the sectors relative to one another: the smallest
percent of sales wason Thursday, and the largest was onTuesday. In addition, the two radii that
mark the boundaries of the Tuesday sectorform an obtuse angle, which indicates that the sector is
greater than one-fourth of the circle. Thus, Tuesday's sales comprised more than 25% of total sales.

Week 1 Sales by Day

Friday
Monday

Thursday

Wednesday Tuesday

Afiow chart is a diagram that shows the steps in a process. Often, the steps are represented by
symbols, which are connected by arrows showing the flow of the process. Flow charts generally
progress from top to bottom or from left to right. In the simple flow chart below, rectangles indicate
steps to be completed. Tlie diamond shapeindicates a decision point: if the consultant is new, the
process continues to the next step, Append taxforms. If the consultant is not new, that step is
bypassed and the contract is mailed.

Prepare
contract for

consultant

> f

New >v

consultant?/
Append

tax forms
—>

Mail

contract

No

i \

An organization chartrepresents the structure ofan organization. Often, hierarchical relationships
are shownwith vertical lines and lateral relationships are shownwith horizontal lines. In the
organization chartat the top of the next page, each rectangle represents an employee orgroup of
employees ata small restaurant. All the employees in the second row ofrectangles report to the
restaurant manager. In the third row, the food preparation staffand cleaning staffboth report to the
kitchen manager, and theserving staff report to the serving staffmanager.
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Forall kinds of Graphics Interpretation questions, be sure to read the question carefully to be sure
youunderstandwhat is beingasked. Thenread the statement or statements to determinewhat
information you need to learnfrom the graphic. Finally, choose the answer from eachdrop-down
menu that best completes the statement or statements.

You will have 30 minutes to complete the Integrated Reasoning section,or an average of 2 minutes
and 30 seconds to answer eachquestion. Keep in mind, however, that each Graphics Interpretation
question has two blanks to be filled. Both blanksmust be filled using the drop-down menus in the
time allowed.

Two-Part Analysis

Two-PartAnalysis questions presenta briefwritten scenario or problem and askyou to make two
choices related to that information. Thesechoices are connected to each other in someway; for
example, they might be two steps involved in solving a problem or two components required to
successfully complete a task. In Two-Part Analysis questions you maybe asked to, for example,

• calculate the proportions of two differentcomponents in a mixture

• determine something that would be lost and something that would be gained in a trade-off

• find the maximum number of two different products that could be purchasedwithin a certain
budget

• identify a first action and a second action that togetherwould bring a company into
compliancewith a new rule

The possible answers and your choices will begiven in a table format. The possible answers are listed
in the third column, on the right side of the table. Your choices for the first part and second part of
the question willbe recorded in the first andsecond columns of the table, respectively. Remember
that you needto make a choice for each of the first twovertical columns of the table—not one for
each horizontal row.

In answering Two-Part Analysis questions, read the scenario or problem carefully. Be sure you
understand what the question is asking. Read all the answer options to be sure that your choices are
the best of all those available, and be careful to markyour choices in the proper columns.

You willhave 30 minutes to complete the Integrated Reasoning section, or an average of2 minutes
and 30 seconds to answer each question. Keep in mind, however, that you must make the two
choices foreachTwo-PartAnalysis question within that average amountof time.
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10.3 Test-Taking Strategies

Multi-Source Reasoning Questions

1. Do not expect to be completely familiar with the material presented in Multi-Source
Reasoning sets.
You may find some graphs, charts, tables, orverbal passages easier to understand than others.
All of the material is designed to be challenging, but if you have familiaritywith the subject
matter, do not let this knowledge influence your answer choices. Answer all questions on the
basis of what is given by the various sources of information.

2. Analyze each source of information carefully, because the questions require a detailed
understanding of the information presented.
Text passages often build ideas sequentially, so note as you read how each statement adds to
the main idea of the passage as a whole. Some of the passagesused with Multi-Source
Reasoning items will be purely descriptive while others may contain strong opinions.

Given that the graphic elementsof Multi-Source Reasoning items come in various forms—
such as tables,graphs, diagrams, or charts—briefly familiarize yourselfwith the information
presented. If scales are provided, note the marked values and labels. Also note the major
graphical elements of the information presented.

3. Read the questions carefully, making sure you understand what is being asked.
Some of the questions will require you to recognize discrepancies among different sources of
information, others will askyou to draw inferences using information from different sources,
while others may require you to determine which one of the information sources is relevant.
You can referback to anyof the sources at any time while you are answering the Multi-Source
Reasoning questions.

4. Select the answer choices that have the most support based on the information provided.
You may find it helpful to briefly familiarize yourselfwith the overall information given in the
sources and then to focus more closely on the specific information needed to answer the
question.

Table Analysis Questions

1. Examine the table and accompanying text to determine the type of information provided.
Orienting yourself to the data at the outset will make it easier to locate the information
necessary for completingthe question.

2. Read the question carefully.
The question willcontain the condition that each phrase, statement, numerical value, or
algebraic expression does or does not meet (for example, isor isnot consistent with the
information provided, or can or cannot be inferredfrom the information provided). Clearly
understanding the condition willhelp you to clarify the choice to be made in each case.
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3. Read each phrase, statement, numerical value, or algebraic expression carefully to
determine the data analysis required.
Often, the phrase, statement, numerical value, or algebraic expression indicates a relationship
that can be clarified bysorting the table on oneor more of its columns. Careful reading can
helpyou work more efficiently byusing table sorts strategically to identify dataof interest.

4. Judge each phrase, statement, numerical value, or algebraic expression carefully on the
basis of the condition specified.
For eachphrase, statement, numerical value, or algebraic expression, the two answer choices
(such asyes or no, true orfalse, consistent or inconsistent) are mutually exclusive. Thus, you can
focus your attention on whether or not the given condition has been met.

Graphics Interpretation Questions

1. Read the graphic carefully.

Quicklyfamiliarize yourselfwith the information presented in the graphic. If scales are
provided (onthe axes, for example), make noteof the marked values. If there are labels, be sure
to note any discrepancy between the units in the graph and the units discussed in the text.

2. Read any accompanying text carefully.
If there is accompanying text, it mayclarifythe meaning of the graphic.Text might also
present information that is not containedin the graphicbut that is needed for answeringthe
question.

3. Scan the choices in the drop-down menu before you do any work.
Some statements could be completed equally wellwith verygeneral responses as with very
specific responses. Checking the menu optionsgives you additional information about the task
involved.

4. Choose the option that best completes the statement.
More than oneoptionin a drop-down menu may seem plausible to you; in eachmenuchoose
the one that makes the statement most accurate or logical. If the drop-down menu is preceded
bya phrase such as"nearest to" or "closest to," choose the option that is closest to the exact
answer youcompute. You may find that reading the entirestatement againwith youranswer
choice in place is a helpfulway to checkyourwork.

Two-Part Analysis Questions

1. Read the information given carefully.
All of the material presented isdesigned tobe challenging, but ifyou have familiarity with the
subject matter, do not let this knowledge influence your answer choices. Answer the question
only on the basis of what is given.

2. Determine exactly what the question is asking.
Do not assume that the headings in the tworesponse columns arecomplete descriptions of the
tasks to beperformed. Pay close attention to how the question describes the tasks. Often the
headings in the two response columns are shorthand references to the tasks and may lack some
details that could help you to better understand what you are supposed to do.

3. Remember that only two choices are to be made.
Select one answer in each of the first two columns of the response table. You do not need to
make a choice for each row of the table. The third columncontains possible answers for the
two choices to be made.
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4. Do not choose an answer before reviewing all of the available answer choices.
Do not assume thatyou have chosen the best answers in the two columns without reading all
of the available options.

5. Determine whether tasks are dependent or independent.
Some Two-Part Analysis questions pose twoindependent tasks that canbe carried out
individually, andothers pose one task withtwodependent parts, each ofwhich must be
carried out correctly to create a single correct response. With questions of the dependent type,
the question asked cannot be answered coherently without making both choices, so be sure to
examineyour answers in relationto one another.

6. Keep in mind that one answer choice can be the correct response for both columns.
If the tasks associated with the two response columns are not mutually exclusive, it is possible
that one answer choice satisfies the conditions associatedwith both response columns.

10.4 The Directions

These directions are similar to the directions givenfor the four question types in the Integrated
Reasoning section of the GMAT*exam. Understanding them clearly before taking the testwill
save you time during the test.

• Multi-Source Reasoning. Click on the tabs and examine all the relevant information from
text, charts, and tables to answer the questions.

• Table Analysis. Analyze the table, sorting on columns as needed, to determine whether each
of the options presented meets the given criterion or not.

• Graphics Interpretation. Interpret the graph or graphical image and select from each
drop-down menu the option that creates the most accurate statement based on the information
provided.

• Two-Part Analysis. Read the information provided, review the options presented in the table,
and indicate which option meets the criterion presented in the first column and which option
meets the criterion presented in the second column. Make only two selections, one in each
column.

For the Integrated Reasoning section, an onscreencalculatoris available. To access the calculator,
click"Calculator" on the bluebar at the upper left of the screen. Note that the calculator can be
dragged to any part of the screen.

You can view explanations of the format of the specific Integrated Reasoningquestions anytime
while working through this section by clickingon HELP.
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11.0 Analytical Writing Assessment

Tlie Analytical Writing Assessment (AWA) consists of one 30-minutewriting task called the
Analysis of anArgument. In this section, you must read a briefargument, analyze the reasoning
behind it, and then write a critique of the argument. You are not asked to state your opinionbut
rather to analyze the onegiven. You may, forexample, consider what questionable assumptions
underlie the author's thinking, what alternative explanations or counterexamples might weaken the
conclusion, or what sort of evidence could help strengthen or refute the argument.

For this task, you will use the computerkeyboard to type your response. You will be able to use
typical word-processing functions—that is, youcancut, copy, paste, undo, and redo. These
functions can be accessed either by using the keyboard or by using the mouse to click on icons on
the screen. You will be able to take notes when planning your response.

It is important that you plan carefully before you begin writing. Read the specific analytical writing
task several times to make sure you understand exactly what is expected. Think about how you
might present your analysis. You maywant to sketch an outline to help you plan and organize.
Keep in mind the 30-minute time limit as you plan your response—keep your analysis brief enough
to give you plenty of time to write a first draft, read it over carefully, and make any necessary
corrections or revisions beforeyou run out of time. As you write, try to keep your language clear,
your sentences concise, and the flow of your ideas logical. State your premise clearlyat the
beginning, and make sure you present a strong conclusionat the end.

11.1 What Is Measured

The AnalyticalWriting Assessment is designed as a direct measure of your ability to think critically
and communicate your ideas. More specifically, the Analysis of an Argument task tests your ability
to formulate an appropriate and constructive critique of a prescribed conclusion based upon a
specificline of thinking.

Tlie argument that you will analyze may concern a topic of general interest, possibly related to
business or to a variety of other subjects. It is important to note, however, that no Analysis of an
Argument question presupposes any specific knowledge of business or other specific content areas.
Only your capacity to write analytically is assessed.

Professional essay raters, including college and university faculty members from various subject-
matter areas, including but not limited to management education, will evaluate your essay. For
information on how readers are qualified, visit mba.com. Readers are trained to be sensitive and fair
in evaluating the responses of nonnative speakers of English. A computer scoring program will also
evaluate your essays. Yourresponses will be scored on the basisof:

• the overall quality ofyour ideas

• your ability to organize, develop, and express those ideas

• how well you provide relevant supporting reasons andexamples

• your ability to control the elements of standard written English
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11.2 Test-Taking Strategies

1. Read the question carefully.
Makesure you have taken allparts ofa question into account before you begin to respond to it.

2. Do not start to write immediately.
Take a few minutes to think about the question and plan a response before you begin writing.
You may find it helpful towrite a briefoutline orjot down some ideas on the erasable notepad
provided. Takecare to organize yourideas and develop them fully, but leave time to reread
your response and make anyrevisions that you think wouldimprove it.

3. Focus on the task of analyzing and critiquing a line of thinking or reasoning.
Get used to asking yourselfquestions such as the following: What questionable assumptions
might underlie the thinking? What alternative explanations might be given? What counterexamples
might be raised? What additional evidence mightprove useful infullyandfairly evaluating the
reasoning?

4. Develop fully any examples you use.
Do not simplylist your examples—explain how they illustrateyour point.

5. Discuss alternative explanations or counterexamples.
These techniques allowyou to introduce illustrations and examples drawn from your
observations, experiences, and reading.

6. Make sure your response reads like a narrative.
Your response should not read like an outline. It should use full sentences, a coherent
organizational scheme, logical transitionsbetween points, and appropriately introduced and
developed examples.

11.3 The Directions

These are the directions that youwill see for the Analysis of an Argument essay. Ifyou read them
carefully and understand them clearly before going to sit for the test,youwill not need to spend too
much time reviewing them whenyou take the GMAT® exam. Theyread as follows:

ANALYSIS OF AN ARGUMENT

In this section, youwill be asked to write a critique of the argumentpresented. You are not asked to
presentyour own views on the subject.

WritingYourResponse: Take a few minutes toevaluate the argument and plan a response before
you begin writing. Be sure to leave enough time to reread your response and make any revisions that
you think are necessary.

Evaluation ofYour Response: Scores will reflect howwell you:

• organize, develop, andexpress your ideas about the argument presented

• provide relevant supporting reasons and examples

• control the elements of standard written English
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11.4 GMAT® Scoring Guide: Analysis of an Argument

6 Outstanding

A 6 paper presents a cogent, well-articulated critique of the argument and demonstrates mastery of
the elements of effective writing.

A typical paper in this category exhibits the following characteristics:

• clearly identifies important features of the argument and analyzes them insightfully

• develops ideas cogently, organizes them logically, and connects them with clear transitions

• effectively supports the main points of the critique

• demonstrates control of language, including diction and syntactic variety

• demonstrates facility with the conventions of standard written English but may have
minor flaws

5 Strong

A 5 paper presents a well-developed critique of the argument and demonstrates good control of the
elements of effective writing.

A typical paper in this category exhibits the following characteristics:

• clearly identifies important features of the argument and analyzes them in a generally
thoughtful way

• develops ideas clearly, organizes them logically, and connects them with appropriate
transitions

• sensibly supports the main points of the critique

• demonstrates control of language, including diction and syntactic variety

• demonstrates facility with the conventions ofstandard written English but may have
occasional flaws

4 Adequate

A 4paper presents a competent critique ofthe argument and demonstrates adequate control ofthe
elements of writing.

A typical paper in this category exhibits the following characteristics:

• identifies and analyzes important features of the argument

• develops and organizes ideas satisfactorily but may not connect them with transitions

• supports the main points of the critique

• demonstrates sufficient control oflanguage to convey ideas with reasonable clarity

• generally follows theconventions ofstandard written English but may have some flaws
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3 Limited

A 3 paperdemonstrates some competence in analytical writingskills and in its control of the
elements of writing but is plainly flawed.

A typical paper in this category exhibits oneor more of the following characteristics:

• does not identify or analyze most of the important features of the argument, although some
analysis of the argument is present

• mainlyanalyzes tangential or irrelevant matters, or reasons poorly

• is limited in the logical development and organization of ideas

• offers support of little relevance and value for points of the critique

• does not convey meaning clearly

• contains occasional major errors or frequent minor errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics

2 Seriously Flawed

A 2 paper demonstrates serious weaknesses in analytical writing skills.

A typical, paper in this category exhibits one or moreof the following characteristics:

• does not present a critiquebasedon logical analysis, but may instead present the writer's own
views on the subject

• does not develop ideas, or is disorganized and illogical

• provides little, if any, relevant or reasonable support

• has serious and frequent problems in the use of language and in sentence structure

• contains numerous errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics that interferewith meaning

1 Fundamentally Deficient

A 1 paperdemonstrates fundamental deficiencies in analytical writing skills.

A typical paper in this category exhibits more than oneof the following characteristics:

• provides little evidence of the ability to understand and analyze the argument

• provides little evidence of the ability to develop an organized response

• has severe and persistenterrors in language and sentence structure

• contains a pervasive pattern oferrors in grammar, usage, and mechanics that results in
incoherence

0 No Score

A paper in this category is offtopic, not written in English, ismerely attempting to copy the topic,
or consists only of keystroke characters.

NR Blank
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11.5 Sample: Analysis of an Argument

Read the statement and the instructions that follow it, and then make any notes that will help
you plan your response.

The following appeared as part of an article in a daily newspaper:

"The computerized on-board warning system that will be installed in commercial airliners will
virtually solve the problem of midair plane collisions. One plane's warning system can receive
signals from another's transponder—a radio set that signals a plane's course—in order to determine
the likelihood of a collision and recommend evasive action."

Discuss how well reasoned you find this argument. In your discussion, be sure to analyze the
line of reasoning and the use of evidence in the argument. For example, you may need to consider
what questionable assumptions underlie the thinking and what alternative explanations or
counterexamples might weaken the conclusion. Youcan also discuss what sort of evidencewould
strengthen or refute the argument, what changes in the argument would make it more logically
sound, and what, if anything, would help you better evaluate its conclusion.

Sample Paper 6

Tlie argument that this warning system will virtually solve the problem of midair plane collisions
omits some important concerns that must be addressed to substantiate the argument. Tlie statement
that follows the description of what this warning system will do simply describes the system and
how it operates. This alone does not constitutea logical argument in favor of the warning system,
and it certainly does not provide support or proof of the main argument.

Most conspicuously, the argument does not address the cause of the problem of midair plane
collisions, the use of the system by pilots and flight specialists, or who is involved in the midair
plane collisions. First, the argument assumes that the cause of the problem is that the planes'
courses, the likelihood of collisions, and actions to avoid collisions are unknown or inaccurate. In a
weakattempt to support its claim, the argument describes a system that makes all of these things
accurately known. But if the cause of the problem of midair plane collisions is that pilots are not
paying attention to their computer systems or flight operations, the warning system will not solve
the collision problem. Second, the argument never addresses the interface between individuals and
the system and how this will affect the warning system's objective of obliterating the problem of
collisions. If the pilot or flight specialist does notconform towhat thewarning system suggests,
midaircollisions will not be avoided. Finally, if planes other than commercial airliners are involved
in the collisions, the problem of these collisions cannot besolved bya warning system that will not
be installed on non-commercial airliners. The argument also does not address what would happen in
theevent that thewarning system collapses, fails, ordoes notwork properly.

Because the argumentleaves out several key issues, it is not sound or persuasive. If it included the
items discussed above instead ofsolely explaining what the system supposedly does, the argument
would have been more thorough and convincing.
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Explanation of Score 6

This response is, as the scoring guide requires of a 6, "cogent" and "well articulated": all the
pointsmade not only beardirectly on the argument to be analyzed, but also contribute to a single,
integrated development of the writer's critique. Tlie writer begins bymaking the controlling point
that a mere description of the warning system's mode of operation cannotserve as a true argument
proving the system's effectiveness, since the description overlooks several majorconsiderations. The
writer then identifies these considerations—what causes midair collisions, how pilotswill actually
use the commercial airlinewarning system, what kinds of airplanes are typically involved in midair
collisions—and, citing appropriate counterexamples (e.g., what if pilots do not pay attention to their
instruments?), explains fully howeach oversight undermines the conclusion that the warningsystem
will virtually eliminate midair plane collisions.

Throughout, the writer complements the logically organizeddevelopment of this critiquewith good,
clearprose that demonstrates the ability not onlyto control language and varysentence structure
but also to express ideas forcibly (e.g., "the argument never addresses the interface between
individuals and the system"). Of course, as in any response written under time constraints,
occasional minor flaws can be found. For example, "the argument assumes that the cause of the
problem is that the planes' courses, the likelihood of collisions, and actions to avoid collisions are
unknown or inaccurate" iswordyand imprecise: how can a course, a likelihood, or actions be
inaccurate? But flaws such as these, minor and infrequent, do not interfere with the overall clarity
and forcefulness of this outstanding response.
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Sample Paper 4

The argument is not logically convincing. It does not state whether all planes can receive signals
from each other. It does not statewhether planes constantly receive signals. If they only receive
signals once every certain time interval, collisions will not definitely be prevented. Further if they
receive a signal right before theyare about to crash, theycannot avoid each other.

Tlie main flaw in the argument is that it assumes that the two planes, upon receiving each other's
signals, will know which evasive action to take. For example, the twoplanes could begoing towards
each other and then receive the signals. If one turns at an angle to the left and the other turns at an
angle to the right, the two planes will stillcrash. Even if they receive an updated signal, theywill
not have time to avoid each other.

The following argument would be more sound and persuasive. The newwarning system will solve
the problem of midair plane collisions. Each plane will receive constant, continual signals from each
other. If the two planes are headed in a direction where they will crash, the system will coordinate
the signals, and tell one plane to go one way, and the other plane to go another way. The new system
will ensure that the two planes will turn in different directions so they don't crash by trying to
prevent the original crash. In addition, the two planes will be able to see themselves and the other
on a computer screen, to aid in the evasive action.

Explanation of Score 4

This response competently cites a number of deficiencies in the argument presented: the information
given about the nature of the signals sent and received and the evasive action recommended does
not warrant the conclusion that the onboardwarning system "willvirtually solve the problem of
midair plane collisions." However, in discussing these insufficiencies in the argument, the response
reveals an unevenness in the quality of its reasoning. For example, while it is perfectly legitimate to
point out that the argument assumes too much and saystoo little about the evasive action that will
be recommended by the warning system, it is farfetched to suggest that the system might be so
poorly designed as to route two approaching airplanes to the same spot. Likewise,while it is fair to
question the effectiveness of a warning signalabout which the argument says so little, it is not
reasonable to assume that the system would be designed to space signals so far apart that they would
prove useless. Rather than invent implausibly bad versions of the warning system to prove that it
might be ineffective, a stronger response would analyze unexplored possibilities inherent in the
information that is given—for example, the possibility that pilots might not be able to respond
quickly and effectively to the radio signals the argument says theywill receive when the newsystem
is installed. Tlie "more sound and persuasive argument" in the last paragraph, while an improvement
on the original, continues to overlook this possibility and also assumes that other types of aircraft
without transponders will pose no problems.

The organization ofideas, while generally sound, is sometimes weakened by needless repetition of
the same points, as in sentences 4 and 5 of the lastparagraph. Thewriting contains minor instances
of awkwardness (e.g., "Each plane will receive constant, continual signals from each other" in
paragraph 3), but is free offlaws that make understanding difficult. However, though the writing is
generally clean and clear, the syntax does not show much variety. A few sentences begin with "if"
clauses, butalmost all the rest, even those thatbegin with a transitional phrase such as "for example"
or "in addition," conform toa "subject, verb, complement" pattern. The first paragraph, in which the
second and third sentences begin the same way ("It does not state"), is particularly repetitious.
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Sample Paper 2

This argumenthas no information about air collisions. I think mostcases happen in newairports
because the air traffic I heavy. In this case sound airport control could solve the problem.

I think this argument is logically reasonable. Its assumption is that plane collisions are caused by
planes that don't know each others positions. So pilots can do nothing, if they know each others
position through the system it will solve the problem.

If it can provide evidence the problem is lack of knowledge of each others positions, it will be more
sound and persuasive.

More information about air collisions is helpful, (the reason for air collisions).

Explanation of Score 2

This response is seriouslyflawed in several ways. First of all, it has very little substance. The writer
appears to make only one point—that while it seems reasonable to assume that midair collisions
would be less likely if pilots were sure of each other's positions, readers cannot adequatelyjudge this
assumption without more information aboutwhere, why, and how such collisions occur. This point,
furthermore, is neither explained by a single reason beyond what is given in the topic nor supported
by a single example. Legitimate though it is, it cannot, alone and undeveloped, serve as an adequate
response to the argument.

Aside from beingundeveloped, the response is confusing. At the outset, it seems to be critical of
the argument. Thewriterbegins bypointing to the inadequacy of the information given; then
speculates, withoutevidence, that "most cases happen in new airports"; and then suggests that
the problem should be addressed by improving "airport control," not (it is implied) byinstalling
onboardwarning systems. After criticizing the argument in the first paragraph, the writer
confusingly seems to endorse it in the second. Then, in the remainder of the response, the writer
returns to a critical stance.

The general lack ofcoherence is reflected in the serious and frequent writing problems that make
meaning hardto determine—for example, the elliptical and ungrammatical "So pilots cando
nothing, if they know each others position through the system itwill solve the problem"
(paragraph 2) or"If it can provide evidence the problem is lack ofknowledge ofeach others
positions, it will be more sound and persuasive" (paragraph 3). Tlie prose suffers from avariety of
basic errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics.
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The following appeared as part of an annual report sent to stockholders by Olympic Foods, a processor of frozen
foods:

"Over time, the costs of processing go down because as organizations learn howto do things better, they
become more efficient. In color film processing, for example, the cost of a 3-by-5-inch print fell from 50 cents for
five-day service in 1970to 20 cents for one-day service in 1984. The same principle applies to the processing of
food. And since Olympic Foods will soon celebrate its 25th birthday, we can expect that our
long experience will enable us to minimize costs andthus maximize profits."

Discuss howwell reasoned you find this argument. In yourdiscussion be sure to analyze the line of reasoning and
the use of evidence inthe argument. For example, you may need to consider what questionable assumptions
underlie the thinking andwhat alternative explanations or counterexamples might'weaken the conclusion. You can
also discuss what sort of evidence would strengthen or refute the argument, what changes in the argument would
make it more logically sound, and what, if anything, would help you better evaluate its conclusion.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the business department of the Apogee Company:

"When the Apogee Company had all its operations in one location, it was more profitable than it is today.
Therefore, the Apogee Company should close down its field offices and conduct all its operations from a single
location. Such centralization would improve profitability by cutting costs and helping the company maintain better
supervision of all employees."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum issued by a large city's council on the arts:

"In a recent citywide poll, 15 percent more residents said that they watch television programs about the visual
arts than was the case in a poll conducted five years ago. During these past five years, the number of people
visiting our city's art museums has increased by a similar percentage. Since the corporate funding that supports
public television, where most of the visual arts programs appear, is now being threatened with severe cuts, we
can expect that attendance at our city's art museums will also start to decrease. Thus some of the city's funds
for supporting the arts should be reallocated to public television."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a report presented for discussion at a meeting of the directors of a companythat
manufactures parts for heavy machinery:

"The falling revenues that the company is experiencing coincide with delays in manufacturing. These delays,
in turn, are due in large part to poor planning in purchasing metals. Consider further that the manager of the
department that handles purchasing of raw materials has an excellentbackground in general business,
psychology, and sociology, but knows little aboutthe properties of metals. The company should, therefore, move
the purchasing manager to the sales department and bring in a scientist from the research division to
be manager of the purchasing department."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in an announcement issued by the publisher of The Mercury, a weekly newspaper:

"Since a competing lower-priced newspaper, The Bugle, was started five years ago, The Mercury's circulation has
declined by 10,000 readers. The best way to get more people to read The Mercury is to reduce its price below
that of The Bugle, at least until circulation increases to former levels. The increased circulation of The Mercury will
attract more businesses to buy advertising space in the paper."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a magazine devoted to regional life:

"Corporations should look to the city of Helios when seeing newbusiness opportunities or a new location.
Even in the recent recession, Helios's unemployment rate was lower than the regional average. It is the industrial
center of the region, and historically it has provided more than its share of the region's manufacturing jobs. In
addition, Helios is attempting to expand its economic base by attracting companies that focus on research and
development of innovative technologies."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the health section of a magazine on trends and lifestyles:

"Peoplewho use the artificial sweetener aspartame are better off consuming sugar, since aspartame can actually
contribute to weight gain rather than weight loss. For example, highlevels of aspartame have been shown to
trigger a craving for food by depleting the brain of a chemical that registers satiety, orthe sense of being full.
Furthermore, studies suggest that sugars, if consumed after at least 45 minutes of continuous exercise, actually
enhance the body's ability to burn fat. Consequently, those who drink aspartame-sweetened juices after exercise
will also lose this calorie-burning benefit. Thus it appears that people consuming aspartame ratherthan sugar are
unlikely to achieve their dietary goals."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared inthe editorial section of a corporate newsletter:

"The common notion that workers aregenerally apathetic about management issues is false, or at least outdated:
a recently published survey indicates that79 percent of the nearly 1,200workers who responded to survey
questionnaires expressed a high level of interest in thetopics of corporate restructuring and redesign of benefits
programs."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in the opinion column of a financial magazine:

"On average, middle-aged consumers devote 39 percent of theirretail expenditure to department store products
and services, while for younger consumers the average is only25 percent. Since the number of middle-aged
people will increase dramatically within the next decade, department stores can expect retail sales to increase
significantly during that period. Furthermore, to take advantage of the trend, these stores should begin to replace
some of those products intended to attract the youngerconsumer with products intended to attract the middle-
aged consumer."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"This past winter, 200 students from Waymarsh State College traveled to the state capitol buildingto protest
against proposed cuts in funding for various state college programs. The other 12,000 Waymarsh students
evidently weren't so concerned about their education: they either stayed on campus or left for winter break.
Since the group who did not protest is far more numerous, it is more representative of the state's college
students than are the protesters. Therefore the state legislature need not heed the appeals of the protesting
students."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"In the first four years that Montoya has served as mayor of the city of San Perdito, the population has decreased
and the unemployment rate has increased. Two businesses have closed for each new business
that has opened. Under Varro, who served as mayor for four years before Montoya, the unemployment rate
decreased and the population increased. Clearly, the residents of San Perdito would be best served if they voted
Montoya out of office and reelected Varro."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partof a promotional campaign to sell advertising space in the Daily Gazette to
grocery stores in the Marston area:

"Advertising the reduced price of selected grocery items in the Da;7y Gazette will help you increase your sales.
Consider the results of a study conducted last month.Thirty sale items from a store in downtown Marston were
advertised in The Gazette for four days. Each time one or more of the 30 items was purchased, clerks asked
whether the shopper had read the ad. Two-thirds of the 200 shoppers asked answered inthe affirmative.
Furthermore, more than half the customers who answered inthe affirmative spent over $100 at the store."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as partof a campaign to sell advertising time on a local radio station to local businesses:

"The Cumquat Cafe began advertising on our local radio station this yearand was delighted to see its business
increaseby 10 percentover last year's totals. Their success shows you howyou can use radio advertising to
make your business more profitable."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a newspaper editorial:

"Two years ago Nova High School began to use interactive computer instruction in three academic subjects.
The school dropout rate declined immediately, and last year's graduates have reported some impressive
achievements in college. In future budgets the school board should use a greater portion of the available funds to
buy more computers, and all schools in the district should adopt interactive computer instruction throughout the
curriculum."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as a part of an advertisement for Adams, who is seeking re-election as governor:

"Re-elect Adams, and you will be voting for proven leadership in improvingthe state's economy. Over the past
year alone, 70 percent of the state's workers have had increases intheir wages, 5,000 new jobs have been
created, and six corporations have located their headquarters here. Most of the respondents in a recent poll said
they believedthat the economy is likely to continueto improve if Adams is re-elected. Adams's opponent,
Zebulon, would lead our state inthe wrong direction, because Zebulon disagrees with many of Adams's economic
policies."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partof an article in the education section of a Waymarsh city newspaper:

"Throughout the lasttwo decades, those whoearned graduate degrees found it very difficult to get jobsteaching
theiracademic specialties at the college level. Those with graduate degrees from Waymarsh University had an
especially hard time finding such jobs. But better times are coming in the nextdecade for all academic job
seekers, including those from Waymarsh. Demographic trends indicate that an increasing number of people will
be reaching college age over the next 10 years; consequently, we can.expect that the job market will improve
dramatically for people seeking college^level teaching positions in their fields."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in an article in a consumer-products magazine:

"Two of today's best-selling brands of full-strength prescription medication for the relief of excess stomach acid,
Acid-Ease and Pepticaid, are now available in milder nonprescription forms. Doctors have written 76 million more
prescriptions for full-strength Acid-Ease than for full-strength Pepticaid. So people who need an effective but
milder nonprescription medication for the relief of excess stomach acid should choose Acid-Ease."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following is an excerpt from a memo written by the head of a governmental department:

"Neither stronger ethics regulations nor stronger enforcementmechanisms are necessary to ensure ethical
behavior by companies doing business with this department.We already have a code of ethics that companies
doing business with this department are urged to abide by, and virtually all of these companies have agreed to
follow it. We also know that the code is relevant to the current business environment because it was approved

within the last year, and in direct response to specific violations committed by companies with whichwe were
then working—not in abstract anticipation of potential violations, as so many such codes are."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in the travel section of a newspaper:

"Over the past decade, the restaurant industry in the country of Spiessa has experienced unprecedented growth.
This surge can be expected to continue in the coming years, fueled by recent social changes: personal incomes
are rising, more leisure time is available, single-person households are more common, and people have a greater
interest in gourmet food, as evidenced by a proliferation of publications on the subject."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in an article in a health and fitness magazine:

"Laboratory studies show that Saluda Natural Spring Water contains several of the minerals necessary for good
health and that it is completely free of bacteria. Residents of Saluda, the small town where the water is bottled,
are hospitalized less frequently than the national average. Even though Saluda Natural SpringWater may seem
expensive, drinking it instead of tap water is a wise investment in good health."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an editorial in an industry newsletter:

"While trucking companies thatdeliver goods pay only a portion of highway maintenance costs and no property
tax onthe highways they use, railways spend billions per year maintaining and upgrading their facilities. The
government should lower the railroad companies' property taxes, since sending goodsby rail is clearly a more
appropriate mode of ground transportation than highway shipping. For one thing, trains consume only a third of
the fuel a truck would use to carry the same load, making them a more cost-effective and environmentally sound
mode of transport. Furthermore, since rail lines already exist, increases in rail traffic would not require building
new lines at the expense of taxpaying citizens."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a newspaper:

"As public concern over drug abuse has increased, authorities have become more vigilant intheir efforts to
prevent illegal drugs from enteringthe country. Many drugtraffickers have consequently switched from
marijuana, which is bulky, or heroin, which has a market too small to justify the risk of severe punishment, to
cocaine. Thus enforcement efforts have ironically resulted in an observed increase in the illegal use of cocaine."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a speech delivered by a member of the city council:

"Twenty years ago, only half of the students who graduated from Einstein High School went on to attend a college
or university.Today, two-thirds of the students who graduate from Einstein do so. Clearly, Einstein has improved
its educational effectiveness over the past two decades. This improvement has occurred despite the fact that the

school's funding, when adjusted for inflation, is about the same as it was 20 years ago. Therefore, we do not
need to make any substantial increase in the school's funding at this time."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memo from the customer service division to the manager of Mammon Savings
and Loan:

"We believe that improved customer service is the best way for us to differentiate ourselves from competitors
and attract new customers. We can offer our customers better service by reducing waiting time inteller lines
from an average of six minutes to an average of three. By opening for business at 8:30 instead of 9:00, and by
remaining open for an additional hour beyond ourcurrent closing time, we will be better ableto accommodate
the busy schedules of our customers. These changes will enhance our bank's image as the most customer-
friendly bank in town and give us the edge over our competition."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as partof an article in a magazine on lifestyles:

"Two years ago, City Lwas listed fourteenth in an annual survey thatranks cities according to the quality of life
thatcan be enjoyed bythose living in them. This information will enable people who are moving to the state in
which City Lis located to confidently identify one place, at least, where schools are good, housing is affordable,
people are friendly, the environment is safe, and the arts flourish."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from a member of a financial management and consulting firm:

"We have learned from an employee of Windfall, Ltd., that its accounting department, by checking about 10
percent of the last month's purchasing invoices for errors and inconsistencies, saved thecompany some $10,000
in overpayments. In orderto help our clients increase their net gains, we should advise each of them to institute a
policy of checking all purchasing invoices for errors. Such a recommendation could also help us get the Windfall
account by demonstrating to Windfall the rigorousness of our methods."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a newspaper editorial:

"As violence in movies increases, so do crime rates in our cities. To combat this problem we must establish a
board to censor certain movies, or we must limit admission to persons over 21 years of age. Apparently our
legislators are not concerned about this issue since a bill calling for such actions recently failed to receive a

majority vote."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"Commuter use of the new subway train is exceeding the transit company's projections. However, commuter use
of the shuttle buses that transport people to the subway stations is belowthe projected volume. If the transit
company expects commuters to ride the shuttle buses to the subway rather than drive there, it must either
reduce the shuttle bus fares or increase the price of parking at the subway stations."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following was excerpted from the speech of a spokesperson for Synthetic Farm Products, Inc.:

"Many farmers who invested in the equipment needed to make the switch from synthetic to organic fertilizers and
pesticides feel that it would be too expensive to resume synthetic farming at this point. But studies of farmers
who switched to organic farming last yearindicate that theircurrent crop yields are lower. Hence their purchase
of organic farming equipment, a relatively minorinvestment compared to the losses that would result from
continued lower crop yields, cannot justify persisting on an unwise course. And the choiceto farm organically is
financially unwise, given that it was motivated by environmental ratherthan economic concerns."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a newspaper story giving advice about investments:

"As overall life expectancy continues to rise, the population of ourcountry is growing increasingly older. For
example, more than 20 percentof the residentsof one of ourmore populated regions are nowat least 65 years
old, and occupancy rates at resort hotels inthat region declined significantly during the past six months. Because
of these two related trends, a prudent investor would be well advised to sell interest in hotels and invest in
hospitals and nursing homes instead."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of the business plan of an investment and financial consulting firm:

"Studies suggest that an average coffee drinker's consumption of coffee increases with age, from age 10 through
age 60. Even after age 60, coffee consumption remains high. The average cola drinker's consumption of cola,
however, declines with increasing age. Both of these trends have remained stable for the past 40 years. Given
that the number of older adults will significantlyincrease as the population ages over the next 20 years, it follows
that the demand for coffee will increase and the demand for cola will decrease during this period. We should,
therefore, consider transferring our investments from Cola Loca to Early BirdCoffee."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a West Cambria newspaper:

"Arecent review of the West Cambria volunteer ambulance service revealed a longer average response time to
accidents than was reported by a commercial ambulance squad located in East Cambria. In orderto provide
better patientcare for accident victims and to raise revenue for our town by collecting service fees for
ambulance use, we should disband our volunteer service and hire a commercial ambulance service."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following is partof a business plan being discussed at a board meeting of the Perks Company:

"It is no longer cost-effective for the Perks Company to continue offering its employees a generous package of
benefits and incentives year after year. In periods when national unemployment rates are low, Perks may need to
offer such a package in order to attract and keep good employees, but since national unemployment rates are
now high, Perks does not need to offer the same benefits and incentives. The money thus saved could be better
used to replace the existing plant machinery with more technologically sophisticated equipment, oreven to build
an additional plant."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of a plan proposed by an executive of the Easy Credit Company to the president:

"The Easy Credit Company would gain an advantage over competing credit card services ifwe wereto donate a
portion of the proceeds from the use of our cards to a well-known environmental organization in exchange for the
use of its symbol or logo on ourcard. Since a recent poll showsthat a large percentage of the public is
concerned about environmental issues, this policy would attract new customers, increase use among existing
customers, and enable us to charge interest rates that are higher thanthe lowest ones available."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a recommendation from the financial planning office to the administration of
Fern Valley University:

"In the past few years, Fern Valley University has suffered from a decline in both enrollments and admissions
applications. The reason can be discovered from our students, who most often cite poor teaching and
inadequate library resources as their chief sources of dissatisfaction with Fern Valley. Therefore, in order to
increase the number of students attending our university, and hence to regain our position as the most
prestigious university in the greater Fern Valley metropolitan area, it is necessary to initiate a fund-raising
campaign among the alumni that will enable us to expand the range of subjects we teach and to increase the
size of our library facilities."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in an article in a college departmental newsletter:

"Professor Taylor of Jones University is promoting a model of foreign language instruction inwhich students
receive 10 weeks of intensive training, then go abroadto live with families for 10 weeks. The superiority of the
model, Professor Taylor contends, is proved by the results of a study in which foreign language tests given to
students at 25 other colleges show that first-year foreign language students at Jones speak more fluently after
only 10 to 20 weeks in the programthan do 9 out of 10 foreign language majors elsewhere at the time of their
graduation."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in the business section of a local newspaper:

"Motorcycle X has been manufactured in the United States for more than 70 years. Although one foreign
company has copied the motorcycle and is selling it for less, the company has failed to attract motorcycle X
customers—some say because its product lacks the exceptionally loud noise made by motorcycle X. But there
must be some other explanation. After all/foreign cars tend to be quieter than similar American-made cars,
but they sell at least as well. Also, television advertisements for motorcycle X highlight its durability and sleek
lines, not its noisiness, and the ads typically have voice-overs or rock music rather than engine-roar on the
sound track."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in the editorial section of a campus newspaper:

"Because occupancy rates for campus housing fell during the last academic year, so did housing revenues.
To solve the problem, campus housing officials should reduce the number of available housing units, thereby
increasing the occupancy rates. Also, to keep students from choosing to live off-campus, housing officials should
lower the rents, thereby increasing demand."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in an Avia Airlines departmental memorandum:

"On average, 9 out of every 1,000 passengerswhotraveled on Avia Airlines last year filed a complaint aboutour
baggage-handling procedures. This means that although some 1 percent of our passengers were unhappy with
those procedures, the overwhelming majority were quite satisfied with them; thus it would appear that a review of
the procedures is not importantto our goal of maintaining or increasing the number of Avia's passengers."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a weekly newsmagazine:

"The country of Sacchar can best solve its current trade deficit problem by lowering the price of sugar, its
primaryexport. Such an action would make Sacchar better able to compete for markets with other sugar-
exporting countries. The sale of Sacchar's sugar abroad would increase, and this increase would substantially
reduce Sacchar's trade deficit."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a trade publication:

"Stronger laws are needed to protect new kinds of home-security systems from being copied and sold by
imitators.With such protection, manufacturers will naturally invest in the development of new home-security
products and production technologies. Without stronger laws, therefore, manufacturers will cut back on
investment. From this will follow a corresponding decline not only in product qualityand marketability, but
also in production efficiency, and thus ultimately a loss of manufacturing jobs inthe industry."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared inthe opinion section of a national newsmagazine:

"To reverse the deterioration of the postal service, the government should raise the price of postage stamps.
This solution will no doubt prove effective, sincethe price increase will generate larger revenues and will
also reduce the volume of mail, thereby eliminating the strain on the existing system and contributing to improved
morale."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in an article inthe health section of a newspaper:

"There is a common misconceptionthat university hospitals are better than community or private hospitals.
This notion is unfounded, however: the university hospitals in our region employ 15 percent fewer doctors, have a
20 percent lower success rate in treating patients, make far less overall profit, and paytheir medical staff
considerably less than do private hospitals. Furthermore, manydoctors at university hospitals typically divide
theirtime amongteaching, conducting research, and treating patients. From this it seems clearthat the quality of
care at university hospitals is lower than that at other kinds of hospitals."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following is part of a business plan created by the management of the Megamart grocery store:

"Our total sales have increased this year by 20 percent since we added a pharmacy section to our grocery store.
Clearly, the customer's main concern is the convenience afforded by one-stop shopping. The surest way to
increase our profits over the next couple of years, therefore, is to add a clothing department along with an
automotive supplies and repair shop. We should also planto continue adding new departments and services,
such as a restaurant and a garden shop, in subsequent years. Being the only store in the area that offers such a
range of services will give us a competitive advantage over other local stores."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a column in a popular entertainment magazine:

"The producers of the forthcoming movie 3003 will be most likely to maximize their profits if they are willing to
pay Robin Good several million dollars to star in it—even though that amount is far more than any other person
involved with the movie will make. After all, Robin has in the past been paid a similaramount to work in several
films that were very financially successful."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the directors of a security and safety consulting service:

"Our research indicates that over the past six years no incidents of employee theft have been reportedwithin ten
of the companies that have been our clients. In analyzing the security practices of these ten companies, we have
further learned that each of them requires its employees to wear photo identification badges while at work. In the
future, therefore, we should recommend the use of such identification badges to all of our clients."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in the business section of a local newspaper:

"The owners of the Cumquat Cafe evidently made a good business decision in moving to a newlocation, as
can be seen from the fact that the Cafe will soon celebrate its second anniversary there. Moreover, it appears
that businesses are not likely to succeed at the old location: since the Cafe's move, three different businesses—a
tanning salon, an antique emporium, and a pet-grooming shop—have occupied its former spot."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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Thefollowing appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"The profitability of Croesus Company, recently restored to private ownership,- is a clear indication that
businesses fare better under private ownership than under publicownership."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"If the paper from every morning edition of the nation's largest newspaper were collected and rendered into
paper pulp that the newspaper could reuse, about 5 million trees would be saved each year. This kind of recycling
is unnecessary, however, since the newspaper maintains its own forests to ensure an uninterrupted supplyof
paper."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a business plan recommended by the new manager of a musical rock group
called Zapped:

"To succeed financially, Zapped needs greater name recognition. It should therefore diversify its commercial
enterprises. The rock group Zonked plays the same type of music that Zapped plays, but it is much better known
than Zapped because, in addition to its concert tours and four albums, Zonked has a series of posters,
a line of clothing and accessories, and a contract with a mgjor advertising agency to endorse a number of
different products."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a magazine article on trends and lifestyles:

"In general, people are notas concerned as they were a decade agoaboutregulating their intake of red meatand
fatty cheeses. Walk into the Heart's Delight, a store that started selling organic fruits and vegetables and whole-
grain flours in the 1960s, and you will also find a wide selection of, cheeses made with high butterfatcontent.
Nextdoor, the owners of the Good Earth Cafe, an old vegetarian restaurant, are still making a modest living, but
the owners of the new House of Beef across the street are millionaires."

Discuss how well reasoned ...etc.

The following editorial appeared in the Elm City paper:

"The construction lastyear ofa shopping mall in downtown Oak City wasa mistake. Since the mall has opened, a
number of local businesses have closed, and the downtown area suffers from an acute parking shortage,
and arrests for crime and vagrancy have increased in the nearby Oak City Park. Elm City should payattention to
the example ofthe Oak City mall and deny the application to build a shopping mall in Elm City."

Discuss how well reasoned .... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an editorial in a weekly newsmagazine:

"Historically, most of this country's engineers have come from our universities; recently, however, our university-
age population has begun to shrink, and decreasing enrollments in our high schools clearly show that this drop in
numbers will continue throughout the remainder of the decade. Consequently, our nation will soon be facing a
shortage of trained engineers. Ifwe are to remain economically competitive in the world marketplace, then we
must increase funding for education—and quickly."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in an Excelsior Company memorandum:

"The Excelsior Company plans to introduce its own brand of coffee. Since coffee is an expensive food item, and
since there are already many established brands of coffee, the best way to gain customers for the Excelsior
brand is to do what Superior, the leading coffee company, did when it introduced the newest brand in its line of
coffees: conduct a temporary sales promotion that offers free samples, price reductions, and discount coupons
for the new brand."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a health clubtrade publication:

"After experiencing a decline in usage by its members, Healthy Heart fitness center built an indoor pool. Since
usage did not increase significantly, it appears that health club managers should adopt another approach-
lowering membership fees ratherthan installing expensive new features,"

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a popular arts-and-leisure magazine:

"The safety codes governing the construction of public buildings are becoming far too strict. The surest way for
architects and builders to prove that they have met the minimum requirements established bythese codes isto
construct buildings by using the same materials and methods that are currently allowed. But doing so means that
there will be verylittle significant technological innovation within the industry, and hence little evolution of
architectural styles and design—merely because of the strictness of these safetycodes."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following is from a campaign by Big: Boards Inc. to convince companies in River City that their sales will
increase if they use Big Boards billboards for advertising their locally manufactured products:

"The potential of Big Boards to increase sales of your products can be seen from an experiment we conducted
last year; We increased public awareness of the name of the current national women's marathon champion by
publishing her picture and her name on billboards in River City for a period of three months. Before this time,
although the champion had just won her title and was receiving extensivenational publicity, only five percent of
15,000 randomly surveyed residents of River City could correctlyname the champion when shown her picture;
after the three-month advertising experiment, 35 percent of respondents from a second survey could supply
her name."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article on government funding of environmental regulatory agencies:

"When scientists finally learn how to create largeamounts of copper from other chemical elements, the regulation
of copper mining will become unnecessary. For one thing, since the amount of potentially available copper will no
longer be limited by the quantity of actual copper deposits, the problem of over-mining will quickly be eliminated
altogether. For another, manufacturers will not need to use synthetic copper substitutes, the production of which
creates pollutants. Thus, since two problems will be settled—over-mining and pollution—it makes good sense to
reduce funding for mining regulation and either save the money or reallocate it where it is needed more."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partof an article in a popular science magazine:

"Scientists must typically work60 to 80 hoursa week if they hope to further their careers; consequently, good
and affordable all-day child care must be made available to both male and female scientists if they are to advance
in their fields. Moreover, requirements for career advancement must be made more flexible so that preschool-age
children can spend a significant portion of each day with a parent."

Discuss how well reasoned .... etc. i

The following appeared as part of a recommendation byone of the directors of the Beta Company:

"The Alpha Company has just reduced its workforce by laying off 15 percent of its employees in all divisions
and at all levels, and it is encouraging early retirement for other employees. As you know, the Beta Company
manufactures some products similar to Alpha's, butour profits have fallen over the last few years. To improve
Beta's competitive position, we should try to hire a significant number of Alpha's former workers, since these
experienced workers can provide valuable information about Alpha's successful methods, will require little
training, and will be particularly motivated to compete against Alpha."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared inthe letters-to-the-editor section of a local newspaper:

"Muscle Monthly, a fitness magazine that regularly features pictures of bodybuilders using state-of-the-art
exercisemachines, frequently sells out, according to the ownerof Skyview Newsstand. To help maximize
fitness levels in our town's residents, we should, therefore, equip our new community fitness center with such
machines."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article inthe business section of a local newspaper:

"The Cumquat Cafe made a mistake in moving to a new location. After one year at the new spot, it is doing about
the same volume of business as before, but the owners of the RoboWrench plumbing supply wholesale outlet that
took over its old location are apparently doing better: RoboWrench is planning to open a store in a neighboring
city."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the director of human resources to the executive officers of
Company X:

"Last year, we surveyed our employees on improvements needed at Company X by having them rank, in order
of importance, the issues presented in a list of possible improvements. Improved communications between
employees and management was consistently ranked as the issue of highest importance by the employees who
responded to the survey. As you know, we have since instituted regular communications sessions conducted by
high-level management, which the employees can attend on a voluntarybasis. Therefore, it is likely that most
employees at Company X now feel that the improvement most needed at the company has been made."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the vice president of Road Food, an international chain of fast-
food restaurants:

"This past year, we spent almost as much on advertising as did our maincompetitor, Street Eats, which has fewer
restaurants than we do. Although it appeared at first that ouradvertising agency had created a campaign along
the lines we suggested, in fact our total profits were lower than those of Street Eats. In order to motivate our
advertising agencyto perform better, we should start basing the amountthat we pay it on how much total profit
we make each year."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the promotional literature for Cerberus dog food:

"Obesity is a great problem among pet dogs, justas it is among their human owners. Obesity in humans is
typically caused byconsuming more calories than the body needs. For humans, a proper diet for losing weight is
a reduced-calorie diet thatis high in fiber and carbohydrates but low in fat. Therefore, the best way for dog
ownersto help theirdogs lose weight in a healthy wayis to restrictthe dog's diet to Cerberus reduced-calorie
dog food, which is high in fiber and carbohydrates but lowin fat."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in an article in a travel magazine:

"After the airline industry began requiring airlines to report their on-time rates, Speedee Airlines achieved the
number one on-time rate, with more than 89 percent of its flights arriving on time each month. And now Speedee
is offering more flights to more destinations than ever before. Clearly, Speedee is the best choice for today's
business traveler."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum to the planning department of an investment firm:

"Costs have begun dropping for several types of equipment currently used to convert solar energy into
electricity. Moreover, some exciting new technologies for converting solar energy are now being researched
and developed. Hence we can expect that solarenergy will soon become more cost efficient and attractive
than coal or oil as a source of electrical power.We should, therefore, encourage investment in Solario, a new
manufacturer of solar-powered products. After all, Solario's chief executive was once on the financial planning
team for Ready-to-Ware, a software engineering firm that has shown remarkable growth since its recent
incorporation."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from a company's marketing department:

"Since our company started manufacturing and marketing a deluxe air filter six monthsago, sales of our
economy filter—and company profits—have decreased significantly. The deluxe air filter sells for 50 percent
morethan the economy filter, but the economy filter lasts for only one month while the deluxe filter can be used
for two monthsbeforeit must be replaced. To increase repeat sales of oureconomy filter and maximize profits,
we should discontinue the deluxe air filter and concentrate all our advertising efforts on the economy filter."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the president of a company that makes shampoo:

"A widely publicized study claims that HR2, a chemical compound in our shampoo, can contribute to hair loss
after prolonged use.This study, however, involved only 500subjects. Furthermore, wehave received no
complaints from our customers during the past year, and some of our competitors actually use more HR2 per
bottle of shampoo than we do. Therefore, wedo not need to consider replacing the HR2 in our shampoo with a
more expensive alternative."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"The tragic crash of a medical helicopter last week points out a situation that needs to be addressed. The
medical-helicopter industry supposedly has more stringent guidelines for training pilots and maintaining
equipment than do most other airline industries, but these guidelines do not appear to be working: statistics
reveal that the rate of medical-helicopter accidents is much higher than the rate of accidents for nonmedical
helicopters or commercial airliners."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a recommendation from the business manager of a department store:

"Local clothing stores reported that their profitsdecreased, on average, for the three-month period between
August 1 and October 31. Stores that sell products for the home reported that, on average, their profits
increased during this same period. Clearly, consumers are choosing to buy products for their homes instead
of clothing. To take advantage of this trend, we should reduce the size of our clothing departments and enlarge
our home furnishings and household products departments."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a letter to the editor of a regional newspaper:

"In response to petitionsfrom the many farmers and rural .landowners throughout our region, the legislature has
spent valuable time and effort enacting severe laws to deter motorists from picking fruit offthe trees, trampling
through the fields, and stealing samples offoliagei But how can our local lawmakers occupythemselves with
such pettyvandalism when crime andviolence plague the nation's cities? The fate ofapples and leaves is simply
too trivial to merit their attention."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

Thefollowing appeared as part of an editorial in a campus newspaper:

"With an increasing demand for highly skilled workers, this nation will soon face a serious labor shortage. New
positions in technical and professional occupations are increasing rapidly, while at the same time the total labor
force is growing slowly. Moreover, the government is proposing to cut funds for aid to education in the near
future."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partofa memorandum from a government agency:

"Given the limited funding available for the building and repair of roads and bridges, the government should not
spend any money this year on fixing the bridge that crosses the Styx River. This bridge is located near a city
with a weakening economy so it is not as important as other bridges; moreover, the city population is small and
thus unlikely to contribute a significant enough tax revenue to justify the effort of fixing the bridge."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an article in an entertainment magazine:

"A series of books based on the characters from a popular movie are consistently best sellers in local
bookstores. Seeking to capitalize on the books' success, Vista Studios is planning to produce a movie sequel
based on the books. Due to the success of the books and the original movie, the sequel will undoubtedly be
profitable."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a letter to the editor of a popular science and technology magazine:

"It is a popular myth that consumers are really benefiting from advances in agricultural technology. Granted,
consumers are, on the average, spending a decreasing proportion of their income on food. But consider that the
demand for food does not rise in proportion with real income. As real income rises, therefore, consumers can

be expected to spend a decreasing proportion of their income on food. Yet agricultural technology is credited
with having made our lives better."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"This city should be able to improve existing services and provide new ones withoutperiodically raising the
taxes of the residents. Instead, the city should require that the costs of services be paid for by developers who
seek approval for their large new building projects. After all, these projects can be highly profitable to the
developers, but they can also raise a city's expenses and increase the demand for its services."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local newspaper:

"In order to avoid the serious health threats associated with many landfills, our municipality should build a
plant for burning trash. An incinerator could offer economic as well as ecological advantages over the typical
old-fashioned type of landfill: incinerators can be adapted to generate moderate amounts of electricity, and ash
residue from some types of trash can be used to condition garden soil."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a monthly business newsmagazine:

"Most companies would agreethat as the risk ofphysical injury occurring onthe job increases, the wages paid
to employees should also increase. Hence it makes financial sense for employers to make the workplace safer:
they could thus reduce their payroll expenses and save money."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of a company memorandum:

"Adopting an official code of ethics regarding business practices may in the long rundo our company more
harm than good inthe public eye. When one of our competitors received unfavorable publicity for violating its own
code of ethics, it got more attention from the media than it would have if it had had no such code. Rather than
adopt an official code of ethics, therefore, we should instead conduct a publicity campaign that stresses the
importance of protecting the environment and assisting charitable organizations."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a daily newspaper:

"Although forecasts of presidential elections based on opinion polls measure current voter preference, many
voters keep changingtheir minds about whom they prefer until the last few days before the balloting. Some do
not even make a final decision until they enter the voting booth. Forecasts based on opinion polls are therefore
little better at predicting election outcomes than a random guess would be."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a newspaper inthe country of West Cambria:

"The practice of officially changing speed limits on the highways—whether by increasing or decreasingthem—
is a dangerous one. Consider what happened overthe past decade wheneverneighboring East Cambria
changed its speed limits: an average of 3 percent more automobile accidents occurred during the week
following the change than had occurred during the week preceding it—even when the speed limit was lowered.
This statistic shows that the change in: speed limit adversely affected the alertness of drivers."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a memorandum from the vice president of Nostrum, a large pharmaceutical
corporation:

"The proposal to increase the health and retirement benefits that ouremployees receive should not be
implemented atthis time. An increase in these benefits is notonly financially unjustified, since our last year's
profits were lower than those of the preceding year, butalso unnecessary, since our chief competitor, Panacea,
offers its employees lower health and retirement benefits than we currently offer. We can assumethat our
employees are reasonably satisfied with the health and retirement benefits thatthey now have since a recent
survey indicated that two-thirds of the respondents viewed them favorably."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an article on trends in television:

"A recent study of viewers' attitudes toward prime-time television programs showsthat manyof the programs
that were judged by theirviewersto be of high quality appeared on (noncommercial) television networks> and
that, on commercial television, the most popular shows aretypically sponsored by the bestselling products.
Thus, it follows that businesses who use commercial television to promote their products will achieve the
greatest advertising success by sponsoring onlyhighly rated programs—and, ideally, programs resembling the
highly rated noncommercial programs on public channels as much as possible."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article inthe business section of a daily newspaper:

"CompanyA has a large share of the international market invideo-game hardware and software. Company B, the
pioneer in these products, was once a $12 billion-a-year giant but collapsed when children became boredwith
its line of products. Thus Company A can also be expected to fail, especially given the fact that its games are
now in so many American homes that the demand for them is nearly exhausted."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a photography magazine:

"When choosing whether to work in color or in black-and-white, the photographerwho wishes to be successful
should keep in mind that because color photographs are more true to life, magazines use more color
photographs than black-and-white ones,'and many newspapers are also starting to use color photographs. The
realismof color also accounts for the fact that most portrait studios use more color film than black-and-white
film. Furthermore, there are more types of color film than black-and-white film available today. Clearly,
photographers who work in color have an advantage over those who work in black-and-white."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a letter to the editor of a local newspaper:

"It makes no sense that in most places 15-year-olds are not eligible for their driver's license while people who
are far oldercan retain all of their driving privileges by simply renewing their license. If older drivers.can get
these renewals, often without having to pass another driving test, then 15-year-olds should be eligible to get a
license. Fifteen-year-olds typically have much better eyesight, especially at night; muchbetter hand-eye
coordination; and much quicker reflexes. They are also less likely to feel confused by unexpected developments
or disoriented in unfamiliar surroundings, andthey recover from injuries more quickly."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in an ad for a book titled How to Write a Screenplay for a Movie:

"Writers who want to succeed should tryto write film screenplays rather than books, since the average film
tends to make greater profits than does even abest-selling book. It istrue that some books are also made into
films. However, our nation's film producers are more likely to produce movies based on original screenplays than
to produce films based on books, because in recent years the films that have sold the mosttickets have usually
been based on original screenplays."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partof an article in a daily newspaper:

"The computerized onboard warning systemthatwill be installed in commercial airliners will virtually solve the
problem of midair plane collisions. One plane's warning system can receive signals from another's
transponder—a radio set that signals a plane's course—in order to determine the likelihood of a collision and
recommend evasive action."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the ElectroWares company's marketing department:

"Since our company started manufacturing and marketing a deluxe light bulb six months ago, sales of our
economy light bulb—and company profits—have decreased significantly. Although the deluxe light bulb sells
for 50 percentmore thanthe economy bulb, it lasts twice as long. Therefore, to increase repeat sales and
maximize profits, we should discontinue the deluxe light bulb."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following is taken from an editorial in a local newspaper:

"Over the past decade, the price per pound of citrus fruit has increased substantially. Eleven years ago,
Megamart charged 15 cents a pound for lemons, but today it commonly charges over a dollar a pound. In only
one of these last 11 years was the weather unfavorable for growing citrus crops. Evidently, then, citrus growers
have been responsible for the excessive increase in the price of citrus fruit, and strict pricing regulations are
needed to prevent them from continuing to inflate prices."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a local newspaper:

"Over the past three years the tartfish industry has changed markedly: fishing technology has improved
significantly, and the demand for tartfish has grown in both domestic and foreign markets. As this trend
continues, the tartfish industry on Shrimp Island can expect to experience the same overfishing problems that
are already occurring with mainland fishing industries: without restrictions on fishing, fishers see no reason to
limit their individual catches. As the catches get bigger, the tartfish population will be dangerously depleted
whilethe surplus of tartfish will devalue the catch for fishers. Government regulation is the only answer: tartfish-
fishing should be allowed only during the three-month summer season, when tartfish reproduce and thus are
most numerous, rather than throughout the year."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a proposal from the development office at Platonic University:

"Because Platonic University has had difficulty in meeting itsexpenses over the pastthree years, we need to
find new ways to increase revenues. We should consider following the example of Greene University, which
recently renamed itself after a donor who gave it $100 million. If Platonic University were to advertise to its
alumni and other wealthy people that itwill rename either individual buildings or the entire university itself after
the donors who give the most money, the amount ofdonations would undoubtedly increase."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in the business section ofa local newspaper:

"Hippocrene Plumbing Supply recently opened a wholesale outlet in the location once occupied by the Cumquat
Cafe. Hippocrene has apparently been quite successful there because it is planning to open a large outlet in a
nearbycity. Butthe Cumquat Cafe, one year after moving to its new location, has seen its volume of business
drop somewhatfrom the previous year's. Clearly, the former site was the better business location, and the
Cumquat Cafe has made a mistake in moving to its newaddress."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in the editorial section of a local paper:

"Applications for advertising spots on KMTV, our local cable television channel, decreased last year. Meanwhile
a neighboring town's local channel, KOOP, changed its focus to farming issues and reported an increase in
advertising applications for the year. To increase applications for its advertisement spots, KMTV should focus its
programming on farming issues as well."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a computer magazine:

"A year ago ApexManufacturing bought its managers computers for their homes and paid for telephone
connections so that they could access Apex computers and data files from home after normal business hours.
Since last year, productivity at Apex has increased by 15 percent. Other companies can learn from the success
at Apex: given home computers and access to company resources, employees will work additional hours at
home and thereby increase company profits."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following was excerpted from an article in a farming trade publication:

"Farmers who switched from synthetic to organic farming last year have seen their crop yields decline. Manyof
these farmers feel that it would be too expensive to resume synthetic farming at this point, given the money that
they invested in organic farming supplies and equipment. Buttheir investments will be relatively minor compared
to the losses from continued lowercrop yields. Organic farmers should switch to synthetic farming rather than
persist in an unwise course. And the choice to farm organically is financially unwise, given that it was motivated
by environmental rather than economic concerns."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a letter to prospective students from the admissions office at Plateau College:

"Every person who earned an advanced degree in science or engineering from Olympus University last year
received numerousoffers of excellentjobs. Typically, manygraduates of Plateau College have gone on to pursue
advanced degrees at Olympus. Therefore, enrolling as an undergraduate at Plateau College is a wise choice for
students who wish to ensure success in their careers."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum sent by a vice-president of the Nadir Company to the company's
human resources department:

"Nadir does not need to adopt the costly 'family-friendly' programs that have been proposed, such as part-time
work, work at home, and jobsharing. When these programs were made available at the Summit Company, the
leader in its industry, onlya small percentage of employees participated in them. Rather than adversely
affecting our profitability by offering these programs, we should concentrate on offeringextensive training that
will enable employees to increase their productivity."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a trade magazine for breweries:

"Magic Hat Brewery recently released the results of a survey of visitors to its tasting room last year. Magic Hat
reports that the majorityof visitors asked to taste its low-calorie beers. To boost sales, other small breweries
should brew low-calorie beers as well."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in an editorial from a newspaper serving the town of Saluda:

"The Saluda Consolidated High School offers more than 200 different courses from which its students can
choose. A much smaller private school down the street offers a basic curriculum of only 80 different courses,
but it consistently sends a higher proportion of its graduating seniors on to college than Consolidated does.
By eliminating at least half of the courses offered there and focusing on a basic curriculum, we could improve
student performance at Consolidated and also save many tax dollars."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an article in the book section of a newspaper:

"Currently more and more books are becoming available in electronic form—either free-of-charge on the
Internet or for a very low price-per-book on compact disc. Thus literary classics are likely to be read more
widely than ever before. People who couldn't have purchased these works at bookstore prices will now be. able
to read them for little or no money; similarly, people who find it inconvenient to visit libraries and wait for books
to be returned by other patrons will now have access to whatever classic they choose from their homeorwork
computers. This increase in access to literary classics will radically affectthe public taste in reading, creating a
far more sophisticated and learned reading audience than has ever existed before."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as an editorial in a magazine concerned with educational issues:

"In our country, the real earnings of menwho have only a high-school degree have decreased significantly over
the past 15 years, but those of male college graduates have remained about the same. Therefore, the key to
improving the earnings of the next generation of workers is to send all students to college. Our country's most
importanteducational goal, then, should be to establish enoughcolleges and universities to accommodate all
high school graduates."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a business plan created by the management of the Take Heart Fitness Center:

"After opening the new swimming pool early last summer, Take Heart saw a 12 percent increase in the use of
the center by its members. Therefore, in order to increase membership inTake Heart, we should continue to
add new recreational facilities in subsequent years: for example, a multipurpose game room, a tennis court, and
a miniature golf course. Beingthe only center inthe area offeringthis range of activities would give us a
competitive advantage in the health and recreation market."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a letter from a staff member in the office of admissions at ArgentUniversity:

"The most recent nationwide surveys show that undergraduates choose their major field primarily based on
their perception of job prospects in that field. At our university, economics is now the most popular major, so
students must perceive this field as having the best job prospects. Therefore, we can increase our enrollment if
we focus our advertising and recruiting on publicizing the accomplishments of our best-known economics
professors and the success of our economics graduates in finding employment."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of a memorandum from the loan department of the Frostbite National Bank:

"We should not approve the business loan application of the local group that wants to open a franchise outlet for
the Kool Kone chain of ice cream parlors. Frostbite is known for its coldwinters, and cold weathercan mean slow
ice cream sales. For example, even though Frostbite is a town of 10,000 people, it has onlyone ice cream spot—
the Frigid Cow. Despite the lack of competition, the Frigid Cow's net revenues fell by 10 percent last winter."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of a letter to the editor of a local newspaper:

"Bayview High School is considering whether to require all of its students to wear uniforms while at school.
Students attendingAcorn Valley Academy, a private school in town, earn higher grades on average and are
more likely to go on to college. Moreover, Acorn Valley reports few instances of tardiness, absenteeism, or
discipline problems/Since Acorn Valley requires its students to wear uniforms, Bayview High School would do
well to follow suit and require its students to wear uniforms as well."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memo to the Saluda town council from the town's business manager:

"Research indicates that those who exercise regularly are hospitalized less than half as often as those who
don't exercise. By providing a well-equippedgym for Saluda's municipal employees, we should be able to reduce
the cost of our group health insurance coverage by approximately 50 percent and thereby achieve a balanced
town budget."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum written by the assistant manager of a store that sells gourmet food
items from various countries:

"A local wine store made an interesting discovery last month: it sold more French than Italian wine on days when
it played recordings of French accordion music, but it sold more Italian than French wine on days when Italian
songs were played. Therefore, I recommend that we put food specialties from one particularcountry on sale for
a week at a time and playonly music from that country while the sale is going on. By this means we will increase
our profits inthe same way that the wine store did, and we will be able to predict more precisely what items we
should stock at any given time."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a memorandum from the director of research and development at Ready-to-Ware,
a software engineering firm:

"The package of benefits and incentives thatReady-to-Ware offers to professional staff is too costly. Our
quarterly profits have declined since the package was introduced two years ago, at the time of our
incorporation. Moreover, the package had little positive effect, as we have had only marginal success in
recruiting and training high-quality professional staff. To become more profitable again, Ready-to-Ware should,
therefore, offerthe reduced benefits package thatwas in place two years ago and use the savings to fund our
current research and development initiatives."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as a memorandum from the vice-president of the Dolci candycompany:

"Given the success of our premium and most expensive line of chocolate<candies in a recent taste test and
the consequent increase in sales, we should shift our business focus to producing additional lines of premium
candy rather than our lower-priced, ordinary candies. When the current economic boom ends and consumers
can no longer buy major luxury items, such as cars, they will still want to indulge in small luxuries, such as
expensive candies."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the business office of the Lovin' Cupful, a national restaurant
chain:

"The Lovin' Cupful franchises in our northeast region have begun serving customers Almost, a brand new
powdered instant tea, in place of brewed tea. Waiters report that only about 2 percent of the customers have
complained, and that customers who want refills typically ask for 'more tea.' It appears, then, that 98 percent of
the customers are perfectly happy with the switch, or else they cannot tell powdered instant from brewed tea.
Therefore, in order to take advantage of the lower price per pound of Almost, all of our restaurants should begin
substituting it for brewed tea."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the director of marketing for a pharmaceutical company:

"According to a survey of 5,000 urban residents, the prevalence of stress headaches increases with educational
level, so that stress headaches occur most often among people with graduate-school degrees. It is well
established that, nationally, higher educational levels usually correspond with higher levels of income. Therefore,
in marketing our new pain remedy, Omnilixir, we should send free samples primarily to graduate students and to
people with graduate degrees, and we should concentrate on advertising in professional journals rather than in
general interest magazines."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an editorial in the Waymarsh city newspaper:

"Last year the parents of first graders in our school district expressed satisfaction with the reading skills their
children developed but complained strongly about their children's math skills. To remedy this serious problem
and improve our district's elementary education, everyone in the teacher-training program at Waymarsh
University should be required to take more courses in mathematics."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a letter to the editor of a River City newspaper:

"The Clio Development Group should not be permitted to build a multilevel parking garage on Dock Street since
most of the buildings on the block would have to be demolished. Because these buildings were erected decades
ago, they have historic significance and must therefore be preserved as economic assets in the effort to
revitalize a restored riverfront area. Recall how Lakesburg has benefited from business increases in its historic
downtown center. Moreover, there is plenty of vacant land for a parking lot elsewhere in River City."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a corporate planning memorandum for a company that develops amusement parks:

"Because travel from our country to foreign countries has increased dramatically in recent years, our next
project should be a 'World Tour' theme park with replicas of famous foreign buildings, rides that have
international themes, and refreshment stands serving only foods from the country represented by the nearest
ride. The best location would be near our capital city, which has large percentages of international residents and
of children underthe age of 16. Given the advantages of this site andthe growing interest in foreign countries,
the 'World Tour' theme park should be as successful as our space-travel theme park, where attendance has
increased tenfold over the past decade."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the publisher to the staff of The Clarion, a large metropolitan
newspaper:

"During the recent campaign for mayor, a clear majority of city readers who responded to our survey indicated a
desire for more news aboutcity government. To increase circulation, and thus our profits, we should therefore
consistently devote a greater proportion of space in all editions of The Clarion to coverage of local news."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a memorandum from the assistant manager of Pageturner Books:

"Over the past two years, Pageturner's profits have decreased by 5 percent, even though we have added a
popularcafe as well as a music,section selling CDs and tapes. At the! same time, we have experienced an
increase in the theft of merchandise. We should therefore follow the example of Thoreau Books, which
increased its profits after putting copies of its most frequently stolen books on a high shelf behind the
payment counter. By doing likewise with copies of the titles that our staff reported stolen last year, we too
can increase profitability."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a letter to the editor of a River City newspaper:

"The Clio Development Group's plan for a multilevel parking garage on Dock Street should be approved in order
to strengthen the economy of the surrounding area. Although most of the buildings on the block would have to
be demolished, they are among the oldest in the city and thus of little current economic value. Those who
oppose the project should realize that historic preservation cannot be the only consideration: even Athens or
Jerusalem will knock down old buildings to put up new ones that improve the local economy."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the owner of Carlo's Clothing to the staff:

"Since Disc Depot, the music store on the next block, began a new radio advertising campaign last year, its
business has grown dramatically, as evidenced by the large increase in foot traffic intothe store. While the
Disc Depot's owners have apparently become wealthy enoughto retire, profits at Carlo's Clothing have remained
stagnant for the past three years. In order to boost our sales and profits, we should therefore switch from
newspaper advertising to frequent radio advertisements like those for Disc Depot."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partof the business plan of the Capital Idea investment firm:

"Across town inthe Park Hill district, the Thespian Theater, Pizzazz Pizza, and the Niblick GolfClub have all
had business increases over the past two years. Capital Idea should therefore invest inthe Roxy Playhouse,
the Slice-o'-Pizza, and the Divot Golf Club, three newbusinesses in the Jrongatef district As a condition, we
should require them to participate in a special program: Any customer who patronizes two of the businesses will
receive a substantial discount at the third. By motivating customers to patronize all three, we will thus contribute
to the profitability of each and maximize our return."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared as part of an article in a newsletter for farmers:

"Users of Solacium, a medicinal herb now grown mainly in Asia, report that it relieves tension and promotes
deep sleep. A recent study indicates that a large numberof college students who took pills containing one of
the ingredients in Solacium suffered less anxiety. To satisfy the anticipated demands for this very promising
therapeutic herb and to reap the financial benefits, farmers in this country should begin growing it."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the president of Aurora, a company that sells organic milk (milk
produced without the use of chemical additives):

"Sales of organic food products in this country have tripled over the past five years. IfAurora is to profit from
this continuing trend, we must diversify and start selling products such as organic orange juice and organic
eggs in addition to our regular product line.With the recent increase of articles in health magazines questioning
the safety of milk'and other food products, customers are even more likelyto buy our line of organic products.
And to help ensure our successful expansion, we should hire the founder of a chain of health-food stores to
serve as our vice president of marketing." '

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the human resources department of Diversified Manufacturing:

"Managers at our central office report that their employees tend to be most productive in the days immediately
preceding a vacation. To help counteract our declining market share, we could increase the productivityof our
professional staff members, who currentlyreceive four weeks paid vacation a year, by limiting them to a
maximum of one week's continuous vacation time. They will thus take more vacation breaks during a year and
give us more days of maximum productivity."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from a regional supervisorof post office operations:

"During a two-week study of postal operations, the Presto City post officehandled abouttwice as many items
as the Lento City post office, even though the cities are about the same size. Moreover, customer satisfaction
appears to be higher in Presto City, sincethe study found fewer complaints regarding the Presto City post
office. Therefore, the postmasters at these two offices should exchange assignments: the Presto City
postmaster will solvethe problems of inefficiency and customer dissatisfaction at the Lento City office while
the Lento City postmaster learns firsthand the superior methods of Presto City."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a memorandum written by the managing director of the Exeunt Theater Company:

"Nowthat we have moved to a larger theater, we can expect to increase our revenues from ticket sales. To
further increase profits, we should start producing the plays that have been most successful when they were
performed in our nation's largestcities. In addition, we should hire the Adlib Theater Company's director of
fund-raising, since corporate contributions to Adlib haveincreased significantly overthe three years that she has
worked for Adlib."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the humanresources department of HomeStyle, a house
remodeling business:

"This year, despite HomeStyle's move to new office space, we have seen a decline in both company morale and
productivity, and a corresponding increase in administrative costs. To rectify these problems, we should begin
using a newly developed software package for performance appraisal and feedback. Managers will save time by
simply choosing comments from a preexisting list; then the software will automatically generate feedback for
the employee. The human resources department at CounterBalance, the manufacturer of the countertops we
install, reports satisfaction with the package."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a weekly newsmagazine:

"The country of Oleum can best solve the problem of its balance-of-trade deficit by further increasing the tax on
its major import, crude oil. After Oleum increased the tax on imported crude oil four months ago, consumption
of gasoline declined by 20 percent. Therefore, by imposing a second and significantly higher tax.increase next
year, Oleum will dramatically decrease its balance of trade deficit."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as partof a business plan by the Capital Idea investment firm:

"In recent years the worldwide demand for fish has grown, and improvements in fishing technology have made
larger catches, and thus increased supply, possible: for example, lastyear's tuna catchwas 9 percent greater
than the previous year's. To capitalize onthese trends, we should therefore investinthe newtartfish processing
plant on Tartfish Island, where increasing revenues from tourism indicate a strong local economy."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a speech by a stockholder of Consolidated Industries at the company's annual
stockholders' meeting:

"In the computer hardware division last year, profits fell significantly below projections, the product line
decreased from 20 to only 5 items, and expenditures for employee benefits increased by 15 percent
Nevertheless, Consolidated's board of directors has approved an annual salary of morethan $1 million for
our company's chief executive officer. The present board members should be replaced because they are
unconcerned about the increasing costs of employee benefits and salaries, in spite of the company's
problems generating income."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the business planning department of Avia Airlines:

"Of all the cities in their region, Beaumont and Fletcher are showing the fastest growth in the number of new
businesses. Therefore, Avia should establish a commuter route between them as a means of countering recent

losses on its main passenger routes. And to make the commuter route more profitable from the outset, Avia
should offer a 1/3 discount on tickets purchased within two days of the flight. Unlike tickets bought earlier,
discount tickets will be nonrefundable, and so gain from their sale will be greater."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum from the vice president of Gigantis, a development company that
builds and leases retail store facilities:

"Nationwide over the past five years, sales have increased significantly at outlet stores that deal exclusively in
reduced-price merchandise. Therefore, we should publicize the new mall that we are building at Pleasantville as
a central location for outlet shopping and rent store space only to outlet companies. By taking advantage of the
success of outlet stores, this plan should help ensure full occupancy of the mall and enable us to recover quickly
the costs of buildingthe mall."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared in a memorandum written by the chairof the music department to the president of
Omega University:

"Mental health experts have observed that symptoms of mental illness are less pronounced in many patients
after group music-therapy sessions, and job openings in the music-therapy field have increased during the past
year. Consequently, graduates from our degree program for music therapists should have notrouble finding
good positions. To help improve the financial status of Omega University, we should therefore expand our
music-therapy degree program by increasing its enrollment targets."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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The following appeared in a memorandum to the work-group supervisors of the GBS Company:

"The CoffeeCart beverage and food service located in the lobby of our main office building is not earning
enough in sales to cover its costs, and so the cart may discontinue operating at GBS: Given the low staff
morale, as evidenced by the increase in the number of employees leavingthe company, the loss of this service
could present a problem, especially since the staff morale questionnaire showed widespread dissatisfaction
with the snack machines. Therefore, supervisors should remind the employees in their group to patronize the
cart—after all, it was leased for their convenience so that they would not have to walk over to the cafeteria
on breaks."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.

The following appeared as part of an article in a trade magazine: : '

"During a recent trial period inwhich government inspections at selected meat-processing plants were more
frequent, the amount of bacteria insamples of processed chicken decreased by 50 percent on average from
the previous year's level. If the government were to institute more frequent inspections, the incidence of
stomach and intestinal infections throughoutthe country could thus be cut in half. In the meantime, consumers
of Excel Meats should be safe from infection because>Excel's main processing plant has shown more
improvement in eliminating bacterial contamination than any other plant cited inthe government report."

Discuss how well reasoned ... etc.
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Verbal and Quantitative scores range from 0 to 60.Verbal scores below 9 and above 44 and
Quantitative scores below 7 and above 50 are rare. Verbal and Quantitative scores measure different
skills and cannot be compared with one another.

Verbal Score

Percentage
Ranking*

99%

97% -
95% ——

92%

79%

74%

69%

58%

56%

53%
48%

43%

40%

35%

33%

29%

27%

23%

20%

16%

15%
12%

10%

8%

7%

3%

2%

1%

0%

-45-51

-44

— 42-43

-41

-40
-39

-38

-37

-36

-35

-34

-33

-32

-31

-30
-29

-28

27.8—Mean
— 26 Score

-25
-24

-23
-22

-21

-20
-19

-18
-17

-16
-15
-14

-13

-12

-11

-9-10

— 7-8
— 6

SampleSize:787,205
Standard Deviation: 9.07

Quantitative Score

Percentage
Ranking*

98%

92%

76% -

73% -

71% -

66%-

64% -

59% -

57% -

55% -

50% -
48% -

46% -

43%

42% -

38% -

36% -

34% •

31%
27% -

26% -
23% -

21% -

18% -
17%-
14% -

13% -

12%
10% -

9%-

8%-
7%-

6%-

5%-

4%-

3%^-
2%-
1%-
0%

Sample Size: 787,205
Standard Deviation: 10.83

Score

•51

50

•49

47

46

•45
•44

-43

-42

-41

-40

-39

-38
-37

36.6—Mean
— 36 Score
-35

-34

-33
-32

-31

— 30
— 29

— 28
— 27

— 26

— 25
-24

-23

— 22
— 21

— 20
— 19

— 18

— 17

— 14-16

— 13

— 10-12

— 7-9

Percentage Ranking indicates the percentage ofthe test-taking population that scored below agiven numerical score.
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YourTotal score is based on your performance in
the Verbaland Quantitative sections and ranges
from 200 to 800. About two-thirds of test-takers
score between 400 and 600.

Total Score

Percentage
Ranking*
99%

98%

97%

96%
94%

92%

90%

88%

85%
84%

81%

79%

74%

73%

70%

67%

63%

60%
57%
54%

51%

48%

45%

40%

39%

36%
34%

31%
29%

26%

23%

21%

19%

17%

16%

14%

13%

11%

10%

5%
4%

3%

2%

1%

0%

ocore

— 760-800
-750
— 740

— 730

— 720

— 710

— 700

— 690

— 680

— 670

— 660

— 650

-640
— 630

— 620

— 610
-600

-590

-580

-570

-560

— 550

542.0— Mean

— 530 Score
-520

-510

•500

•490

•480

-470

-460

-450

•440
•430

•420

•410

•400

•390
380

•370

•360

340-350

330

320

290-310

260-280

220-250

•200-210

Sample Size: 787,205
Standard Deviation: 120.54

Appendix A Percentile Ranking Tables

Analytical Writing Assessmentscores range from
0 to 6 and represent the average of two independent
ratings. If the independent scores vary by more than
a point, a third reader adjudicates, but because of
ongoing training and monitoring, discrepancies
are rare.

YourAnalytical Writing Assessment score is
computed and reported separately from the other
sections of the test and has no effect on your Verbal,
Quantitative, or Total scores.

Analytical Writing
Assessment Score

Percentage
Ranking*

91%

77%

57%

38%
36%

20%
10%

6%
4%
3%
0%

r:

Score

6

5.5
5

4.5

4.4—Mean
4 Score
3.5
3
2.5
0.5-2

Sample Size: 787,205
Standard Deviation: 1.17

'Percentage Ranking indicates the percentage ofthe test-taking population that scored below agiven numerical score.
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Diagnostic Answer
Sheet - Quantitative

1. 27

2. 28

3. 29

4. 30

5. 31

6. 32

7. 33

8. 34

9. 35

10. 36

11. 37

12. 38

13. 39

14. 40

15. 41

16. 42

17. 43

18. 44

19. 45

20. 46

21. 47

22. 48

23.

24.

25.

26.

Appendix B Answer Sheets

Diagnostic Answer
Sheet - Verbal

1. 27

2. 28

3. 29

4. 30

5. 31

6. 32

7. 33

8. 34

9. 35

10. 36

11. 37

12. 38

13. 39

14. 40

15. 41

16. 42

17. 43

18. 44

19. 45

20. 46

21. 47

22. 48

23. 49

24. 50

25. 51

26. 52
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1. 32. 63. 94. 125. 156. 187. 218,

2. 33. 64. 95. 126. 157. 188. 219,

3. 34. 65. 96. 127. 158. 189. 220.

4. 35. 66. 97. 128. 159. 190. 221,

5. 36. 67. 98. 129. 160. 191. 222.

6. 37. 68. 99. 130. 161. 192. 223.

7. 38. 69. 100. 131. 162. 193. 224.

8. 39. 70. 101. 132. 163. 194. 225.

9. 40. 71. 102. 133. 164. 195. 226.

10. 41. 72. 103. 134. 165. 196. 227.

11. 42. 73. 104. 135. 166. 197. 228.

12. 43. 74. 105. 136. 167. 198. 229.

13. 44. 75. 106. 137. 168. 199. 230.

14. 45. 76. 107. 138. 169. 200.

15. 46. 77. 108. 139. 170. 201.

16. 47. 78. 109. 140. 171. 202.

17. 48. 79. 110. 141. 172. 203.

18. 49. 80. 111. 142. 173. 204.

19. 50. 81. 112. 143. 174. 205.

20. 51. 82. 113. 144. 175. 206.

21. 52. 83. 114. 145. 176. 207.

22. 53. 84. 115. 146. 177. 208.

23. 54. 85. 116. 147. 178. 209.

24. 55. 86. 117. 148. 179. 210.

25. 56. 87. 118. 149. 180. 211.

26. 57. 88. 119. 150. 181. 212.

27. 58. 89. 120. 151. 182. 213.

28. 59. 90. 121. 152. 183. 214.

29. 60. 91. 122. 153. 184. 215.

30. 61. 92. 123. 154. 185. 216.

31. 62. 93. 124. 155. 186. 217.
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Data Sufficiency Answer Sheet

1. 36. 71. 106. 141.

2. 37. 72. 107. 142.

3. 38. 73. 108. 143.

4. 39. 74. 109. 144.

5. 40. 75. 110. 145.

6. 41. 76. 111. 146.

7. 42. 77. 112. 147.

8. 43. 78. 113. 148.

9. 44. 79. 114. 149.

10. 45. 80. 115. 150.

11. 46. 81. 116. 151.

12. 47. 82. 117. 152.

13. 48. 83. 118. 153.

14. 49. 84. 119. 154.

15. 50. 85. 120. 155.

16. 51. 86. 121. 156.

17. 52. 87. 122. 157.

18. 53. 88. 123. 158.

19. 54. 89. 124. 159.

20. 55. 90. 125. 160.

21. 56. 91. 126. 161.

22. 57. 92. 127. 162.

23. 58. 93. 128. 163.

24. 59. 94. 129. 164.

25. 60. 95. 130. 165.

26. 61. 96. 131. 166.

27. 62. 97. 132. 167.

28. 63. 98. 133. 168.

29. 64. 99. 134. 169.

30. 65. 100. 135. 170.

31. 66. 101. 136. 171.

32. 67. 102. 137. 172.

33. 68. 103. 138. 173.

34. 69. 104. 139. 174.

35. 70. 105. 140.
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1. 32. 63. 94. 125,

2. 33. 64. 95. 126,

3. 34. 65. 96. 127,

4. 35. 66. 97. 128,

5. 36. 67. 98. 129.

6. 37. 68. 99. 130,

7. 38. 69. 100. 131,

8. 39. 70. 101. 132,

9. 40. 71. 102. 133.

10. 41. 72. 103. 134.

11. 42. 73. 104. 135.

12. 43. 74. 105. 136,

13. 44. 75. 106. 137.

14. 45. 76. 107. 138.

15. 46. 77. 108. 139.

16. 47. 78. 109.

17. 48. 79. 110.

18. 49. 80. 111.

19. 50. 81. 112.

20. 51. 82. 113.

21. 52. 83. 114.

22. 53. 84. 115.

23. 54. 85. 116.

24. 55. 86. 117. •

25. 56. 87. 118.

26. 57. 88. 119.

27. 58. 89. 120.

28. 59. 90. 121.

29. 60. 91. 122.

30. 61. 92. 123.

31. 62. 93. 124.
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Critical Reasoning Answer Sheet

1. 32. 63. 94.

2. 33. 64. 95.

3. 34. 65. 96.

4. 35. 66. 97.

5. 36. 67. 98.

6. 37. 68. 99.

7. 38. 69. 100.

8. 39. 70. 101.

9. 40. 71. 102.

10. 41. 72. 103.

11. 42. 73. 104.

12. 43. 74. 105.

13. 44. 75. 106.

14. 45. 76. 107.

15. 46. 77. 108.

16. 47. 78. 109.

17. 48. 79. 110.

18. 49. 80. 111.

19. 50. 81. 112.

20. 51. 82. 113.

21. 52. 83. 114.

22. 53. 84. 115.

23. 54. 85. 116.

24. 55. 86. 117.

25. 56. 87. 118.

26. 57. 88. 119.

27. 58. 89. 120.

28. 59. 90. 121.

29. 60. 91. 122.

30. 61. 92. 123.

31. 62. 93. 124.
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Sentence Correction Answer Sheet

1. 32. 63. 94. 125

2. 33. 64. 95. 126,

3. 34. 65. 96. 127,

4. 35. 66. 97. 128,

5. 36. 67. 98. 129.

6. 37. 68. 99. 130.

7. 38. 69. 100. 131.

8. 39. 70. 101. 132.

9. 40. 71. 102. 133.

10. 41. 72. 103. 134.

11. 42. 73. 104. 135.

12. 43. 74. 105. 136.

13. 44. 75. 106. 137.

14. 45. 76. 107. 138.

15. 46. 77. 108. 139.

16. 47. 78. 109. 140.

17. 48. 79. 110.

18. 49. 80. 111.

19. 50. 81. 112.

20. 51. 82. 113.

21. 52. 83. 114.

22. 53. 84. 115.

23. 54. 85. 116.

24. 55. 86. 117.

25. 56. 87. 118.

26. 57. 88. 119.

27. 58. 89. 120.

28. 59. 90. 121.

29. 60. 91. 122.

30. 61. 92. 123.

31. 62. 93. 124.
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Integrated Reasoning Answer Sheet

1A. 11A. 21A. 31A. 42A.

IB. 11B. 21B. 31B. 42B.

1C. lie. 21C.

32A. 43A.

2A. 12. 22A. 32B. 43B.

2B. 22B.

2C. 13A. 22C. 33A. 44A,

13B. 33B. 44B,

3. 13C. 23A.

23B. 34A. 45A,

4A. 14A. 23C. 34B. 45B,

4B. 14B. 1

4C. 14C. 24A. 35A. 46A,

24B. 35B. 46B,

5A. 15. 24C.

5B. 36A. 47A

5C. 16A.

16B.

25A.

25B.

36B. 47B,

6. 16C. 37A. 48A,

26A. 37B, 48B,

7A. 17A. 26B.

7B. 17B. 38A. 49A,

7C. 17C. 27A.

*27B.

38B. 49B,

8A. 18. , 3?A. 50A,

8B. .,. 28A. 39B. 50B,

8C. 19A.

19B.

28B.

40A.

9. 19C. 29A.

29B.

40B.

10A. 20A. 41A.

10B. 20B. 30A. 41B.

IOC. 20C. 30B.
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